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From To. Subject. Page 

Major Lawrence, Assist
ant to the Resident, 
etationed at Peshawur 

The Governor-General 
(Viscount HBTdinge). 

The Secretary to the 
Government of India 
with the GoverDor
General 

Major Lawrence 

The Governor-General 
Mr. Vans Agnew. As

.istant to the Resident 
The ResideDt at Lahore 

The Resident at Lallore 
(Lieutenant - Colonel 
H. M. Lawrence) 

The Secret Committee 

The Resident •• 

The Re.ideot .• 

Cow-killing.-Amended spirit 
of the Sikh army· .• • • 

Praise of the Sikh aut.horities 

Umritsur canal 

Advantages derived by the pea
pi", from the employment of 
British officers. - Reduction 
of the Sikh Army.":'Praiseof 

, Lieutenant Lumsden 
The Secret Committee . Tranquillity •• 
The Resident • • ••. Oppression suIFered by the 

people 
The Secretary with the Administration of the Dewan 

Governor-General. Moolraj.-J udicial appoint
ments in the Punjab.-Fi
nances.-Reports of evil in .. 
tentiona on the part of the 
Sikhs 

Lieutenant H. B. Ed- The Resident •• 
wardea, Assistant to 

Bunnoo Revenues.-Praise of 
the Sikh troops.-Praise of 
General Cortlandt •• the P.esident. 

Major Lawrence ... The Reaident ._ Benefits granted to tbe Sikh 

/. 
The Secretary with the 

Governor-General. 

The Secretary with the 
Governor-General. . 

The Governor-General 

The Resident •• 

The Resident •• 

soldiers.-Reduction of their 
number. - Improvement of 
the country. - Mission of 
Lieutenant Lumsden to the 
Eusuf"yes •• •• 

Superintendence by European 
offic~rs. - Statistical infor
mation required • • . . 

Praise of Major Lawrence and 
Lieutenant Lumsden 

The Secret Committee Reports of evil intentions on 
the part of the Sikh •• -Good 
conduct of the Sikh arm;r.
Benefits conferred upon It.
P raise of Major LawRDce •• 

3 

1 
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1 

5 

8 

9 

7 

1 
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Juue ! •• The Resident .• The Secretary with the Difficulty of obtaining informa-

June 8 
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tI 10 •• 

The Governor-General 
The Resident •• 

Th.M ..... ranee 
Lieutenant H. B. Lum ... 

den, Aaailtant to the 
Resident. 

Governor .. General. tion from the Dllrbar ofBces.
State of the Punjab.-Preyma 
conspiracy.-Advantagesd ... 
rived by the. people from 
British officera. - Forced
labor system. - Revision of 

, 
The Secret Committee 
The Lahore Durbar and 

the Maharanee. 
The Resident •• .. 
Major Lawrence 

Customs. - Employment of 
the Resident's assistants
Sooltan Mahomed Khan 

Tranquillity " •• 
Conduct of the Maharanee 

In reply .. . . •• 
Report on the Eusufzye coun-

try •• 
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26 
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1847; 
June 12 The Secretary with the The Resident ., 

Governor-General. 
•• ' Malpraclicea of Dewan Dowlut 

" 1:( ''':. The Secretary witb the ,The Resident "$' ., 

.- ... JiU .. !,,· , 'G G.I 
"fUl, ...hll'-PTy~r~()rii. ;~nw.: .. "", I It,-,·on<" '_'H, .. ) 1:lll . "n ,. Tbe Resident •• 0''' .', The Secretary With the 

n 18 

.. 19 

.. lit" 

u 15 

July 3 

" 

.. 

Major Lawrence 

The Resident •• 

The Resident •.• 

The Governor-General 
The Resident", 

Governor-General. 
Tbe Resident " 

The Secretary with the 
Governor-General. 

The Secretary with the 
Governor-General. 

The Secret Committee 
The Secretary with the 

Governor-General. 

The Resident •• •• Lieutenant J. Nichol
SOD, Assistant to the 
Resident. 

The Secretary with the 
Governor-General~ 

• 

The Se~retary ~ith the 
Governor-Gerieral. 

The Re.iden~ •• 

The Resident •• 

The Resident •• 

The Secretary with the 
Governor-General .. 

.. 3 •• The Resident .• The Secretary with the 
Governor-General. 

.. 7 
" 20 

The Governor-General The Secret Committee 
Mojor Lawr.nce • • The Resident •• 

Tile Se~retary witli'the The Resident •• 
. Govemor-~cneral.~· 

, ", ct 

Raee •. ,": .. •. 13 
General, A.itabili·. Revenue, 

setdement of Murd.kee •• ' 14 
Malpracticea of Dewan Dowlut 

Raee.-General corruption •• 
Reduction of the army.-Good 

conduct of the troop •• -Re
dress of grievances.-Cases 

IS 

of murder. - Neceasi~ for 
severe punishment. - lieu
tenant Lumsden's repon on 
the Eusuf.ye country.
Praise of th.t officer •• 

General Avitabili's revenue 
system 

Impolicy of continual ';nter
ferencc with the Sikh Go
vernment officers 

Tranquillity •• •• 
Reduction of the power of 

lagheerdars. - Abolition of 
private collections of CUI .. 

toms.--Capital punishment. 
InstructioDs on giving him 

charge of the Sind Sagur 
district • . . • • • 

Power of the British Govern
meot to control the adminis· 
tratioo of Lahore, under the 
treaty with that State.-Em
ployment of British officers. 
-Captain Abbott. ..;... Good 
conduct of the Sikh soldiers. 
Forced-labor system 

Reductions in the Sikh army. 
-Praise of Major Lawrence. 
-Administration of the Eu-
sufoye country. ~ Capital 
punishment. - Dost Mabo-
med Kban of Cabool 

Judicial Administration. -
Character of the Sikb Go
vernment officer&. - Pro
posed civil establishment.
Revenue $od expenditure.---..
Reduction of the Sikb army. 
-Simplification of accounts. 
-Tunkwab system.- Pay 
and furlough to troops.
Arrears due from revenue 
officers.-Survey of the 
country.-Infanticide.-Sut
tee.-Tranquillity of the 
country.-Praise of Major 
Macgregor, and of the other 
assistants 

Correspondence with the Ma-' 
haranee. - Her mission to 
Dewan Moolraj of Mooltan. 
-The Preyma plot 

Tranquillity •• 
Removal of Sikh officera.

Practice of torture and muti
lation.-Traffic in girls.
Tranquillity of the country •• 

Furlough ... troops.-Balance 
due from Golab Sing.
Praise of Major Macgregor. 
-Grant of aunnuds to Jag
h.erdars. - Coinage of La
hore. - Presentation of nu ... : 
surs to travellers in Cash-
mere ,"0". • •• 
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II is ,. TIle GO"ernor-General TIle Secret Committee State of affairs 
27 
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... .-~ '~D8te. From • . To. 

1847. 
July SO •.••• The Secretary' with the 

Governor-General. 
The Resident.. ., 

A"",.UII ,". 'The ReBident.. ...•• 
Co I ','" -... ;.,,", u; .. ,",,, ~-'j~ : 

.,:- I 

The Secietary with the 
~ovemor ... Ge'lera\ ... ~ ~ 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 
u 

.. .. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

s •. Captain James Abbott, The Resident •• 
Boundary Commissi-

, ·sioDer~ . ., ' 

. 

., .'. The Reaidcnt: • '. • The Secretary with the 

·9 .. ' The Resident •. 

Depositions of· certain 
. parties .. 

•. Mr. John Lawrence 
10 .'. The Resident .. 

1l .. The Resident .. ' 

Govemor-General. 

The Secretary with the 
Govemor-General. 

The Secretory with the 
Governor-General. 

14 •• Th. Secretary with the The Resident •• 
Governor-General. 

" 

14 •• The Governor.General The S.cret Committee 

14 .. The Resident .. The Secretary with the 
Governor-General. 

10 •• The Secretary with the The Resident •• 
Govemor .. Geoerah . 

" 

10 •• The Resident. • The Secretary with the 
Governor-General. 

20 •• The Goveroor-G ... ersl The Peoplecofthe Lahor. 
territories. 

Subject •. _ ._:.'~ .. Page 
, , 

'Mi. John Lawrence to taketa;" •. 
pnrarychargeofthe ResideI\cy 

Pay of the troop •• -"-P",c1ani~ 
non" against forced Iabor.
Difficulty of obtaining ac
COuntl. - Balance due from 
Golab Sing.-Proi .. of the 
Resident'. assistants. - Ad
ministration of Golab Sing.
System of drill for the Sikb 
troops.- Removal of Sikh 
officers. - Employment of 
General Cortlandt.-Prod .... 
mation against infanticide. 
luttee, and child-stealing.
Improved state of the coun
try. - Anxiety respecting 
Haza1'8o-Necessity for eo
ercive measures.-Tranquil_ . 
lity of' Labore, in spite of 
mischievous reports. - Con
duct of the Durbar and 
chiefs. - Propnaal 10 grant 
titles of honor.-Account of 
80me of the Sikh chief •• -
Code oflaws of inheritance, 
&c.-New Customs.' rules.-

. Conduct of the Maharanee •• 
Measures taken to punish cer .. 

tain chiem of Simulkund for 
murders •••• 

Grant of titles of honor to 
certain Sikh chief •• - Inlult 
shown to Sirdar Tej Sing, by 
the Maharajah, at the instanee 
of the Maharanee ... 

Recommending the Mahara_ 
nee'. expulsion from the 
Punjab. - Preyma conspi. 
racy. - Proposition of the 
Durhar with respect to the 
Maharanee, and her brother 
Hoo .. Sing •• 

The Preyma case 

Remarks on tlle Preyma CRse 
Measures adopted to repair 

the affront put on the chiem 
by the Mahoranoo.-Conduct 
of Hoor. Sing .. 

Remarks on the Preyma case 
Articles of war, system of drm. 

&c., for the Sikh troops.
Proclamation against suttee, 
infanticide, and child-steal-
iog .. . . 

Discipline of tbe Sikb am.y.
Forced-labor system.-Pro
clamatioD against BUlteet in .. 
fanticide, and child-stealing 

Captain Abbott's proceedings 
for the punishment of certain 
chiefs of Simulkund •• 

Approval of the grant of titles 
of honor to certain Sikh 
chief •• - Preyma. conspiracy, 
~N -ecessity to separate' the 
Maharajah from lh. Mah ....... 
nee, and to remove her &om 
Lahore.-Instructions as to 
her future place of residence 

Rl'llloval of the Maharanee to 
Sheikhoopoor 

Removal of the Maharanee 
. from Lahore 

29 

54 

35 

28 

46 , . 
50 
53 
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Date. From. To. 

1847. 
Aug. ~S ... John Lawrence, Esq., 

Actiug Resident at 
Lahore. 

Tbe Secretary with the 
Governor-General. 

.. 
.. , 

.. 
Sept. 

~8 •• The Secretary with the The Resident •• 
Governor-General. 

28 '.' The ActinlResident. • The Secretary with the 
Governor-General. 

31 •• The Acting Resident.. The Secretary with tile 
Governor-General. 

s .. The Secretary with the The Actiug Resident •• 
Governor-General. 

.. 5 •• The Governor-General The Secret Committee 
(No. 62.) 

.. 5.. The Governor-General The Secret Committee 
(No. 68.) 
.. 10>. The Acting Resident.. The Secretary with the 

Governor-General 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 

.. 
u 

.. 

10 •• The Ac~ng Resident.. Major Lawrence 

IS •• The Actiug Resid ....... · The Secretary with the 
Govemor-General. 

l4t •• The Acting Resident •• 

20 •• The Secretary with the 
'Governor-General. 

~o .• The Governor-General 

21 •• The Acting Resident •• 

!! •. The Acting Resident •• 

25 •• The Actiug Resident •• 

Tbe Secretary with the 
Governor-General. 

The Acting Resident •• 

The Secret Committee 

The Secretary with the 
Governor-General. 

The Secretary with the 
Govemor-General. 

The Secretary with the 
Governor-General. 

!9 •• The Resident •• • • The Secretary with the 
Govemo.-General. 

so .. 

so •• 

The Secretary with the 
Governor-General 

The Acting Resident •• 

The Resident.. •• The Secretary with the 
Governor-General. 

Subject. 

Departure of Lieutenant-Colo. 
nel Lawrence from Lahore.
Mr. Lawrence's assumption 
of the duties of Resident •• 

Approbation of the removal 
of the Maharanee to Sheik
hoopoor •• 

Tranquillity of Lahore.-Be
haviour of the Maharanee.
Proposed reduction of ber 
stipend, and of that of her 
brother. - Reduction of the 
land-tax. - State of the 
finance •• - Tramjuilliry of 
Mooltan, and other districts 

Proclamations against slave_ 
dealing, forced-labor, suttee, 
and infanticide 

Reduction of tile stipends of 
tbe Maharanee and Heera 
Sing.-Approval of a mode_ 
rate Revenue settlement.
Praise of Mr. Lawrence 

Removal of the Mab_ee 
from Lahore. - Conduct of 
the Maharanee. - Preyma 
plot. • 

Tranquillity " 

Revenue lettlement of Posh&
wur.-Necessity for a gene
ral Revenue settlement, and 
for a reform of the Customs. 
-Management of the trea
sury.-Necessity for the em
ployment of European officers 

Instructions for tbe Revenue 
settlement of PeshawlB' 

New system ofCustom .. -Be
nefits to the country arising 
from British interference •. 

Preyma plot.-Punishment of 
the offenders •• 

NewsystemofCustoms.-Pub
lication of .. 

Pensions for Sikh soldiers.
New system of Customs 

Pension rules for the Sikh sol
diers 

Complaints, and custody, of the 
Maharanee •• 

General report on the Punjab. 
-Tranquillity.-Benefits of 
British interference.-Popu_ 
larity of new Customs' laws. 
Finanees.-Accounts Df de
ilwIters. - N eces'liry for a 
Revenue settlement.-Maho
medan cry to prayers.r-Na_ 
vigstion of tile Cbenah 

New Customs'laws.-Revenue 
settlement .• 

Mahomedan cry to prayers •• 

Mabomedan rzy '" prayers •• 

.. 80.. Captain Abbott 
Oct. I.. Major LawJeIlce 

The Acting Resident.. Revenue settlement of Hazara 
The Acting Resident ••. Revenue administration.

Good conduct of tl'OO!'s.
Pensions for them.-New 

D 

.. 
4 .;. The Governor-General The Secret. Committee 

4 •• The Acting Relident. • The Secretary with the 
Governor-General. 

Customs' laws 
Sentences OD the P...,..... c ..... 

spirators. - New Customs' 
laws. ._ 

Conduct of the Maharanee •• 

Page 
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Date. From. To. Subject. 

1847. 
Oct. 4 •• The Acting Resident •• A. H. Cocks, Esq., Instructions on Bending him to 

Chief Asaiatant to the' make a Revenue settlement 

.. 

.. 
.. 
.. 
.. .. 

Nov. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

" 

.. .. 
Dec. .. 

" 

. 

6 ., The Acting Resident •• 

6 •• The Acting Resident •• 

1 S •• The Seeretary with the 

Resident. of Jhnng •• 
The Secretary with the Instructions to Mr. Cocks •• 

Governor-General. 
The Secretary with the Revenue settlement of HaZara 

Governor-General. 

20 •• The Resident •• 

21 •• The Governor-General 
30 ., Major Lawrence ' 

Governor-GeneraL 
The Resident •• 

The Secretary with the 
Governor-General. 

The Secret Committee 
The Resident •• 

6 •• The Go .. ~or-General The Secret Committee 

8 •• The Resident •• L. Bowring, Esq •• ·As
sistant to the Resident. 

8 •• The Resident •• •• Lieutenant J. Nichol
SOD, Assistant to the 
Resident. 

15 •• The Resident •• 

1 S •• l'he Resident.. . 

15 •• The Secretary with the 
Governor-GeneraL 

iO •• The Governor-Genersl 
26 •• The Reaident •• 

2 •• The Governor-General 
1 ., The Governor-General 

The Seeretary with the 
Governor-General. 

Lieutenant Edwardes •• 

The Resident •• 

The Sccret Committee 
The Secretary with the 

Governor-General. 
The Secret Committee 
The Court of Director • 

16. •• The Acting Reaiden!. • The Secntary to the 
Government of India. 

Improvement. in the adminis
tration of Maharajah Golab 
Sing 

Celebration of the Dusserah 
festival . 

Inclosing papers 
Revenue settlement of the Eu

suf.ye country. - Praise of 
Lieutenant Lumsden 

Return of Lieutenant-Colonel 
Lawrence to Lahore.-'rran .. 
quillity 

Instructions on sending him to 
make a Revenue settlement of 
of Pind Dadun Khan 

Instructions on sending him to 
make a Revenue settlement 
of the districts north of the 
SaltRsnge •• 

Instructions to Lieutenant. Ed
wardel, on sending him to 
make a Revenue settlement 
of BlIDnoo, & •• - Employ
ment of the ,""veral asailt
ants.-Praiseof Captain Ab
bott.-N ew Customs' law •• -
Payment of arrears by 001-
lectors.-Endeavours to re
duce expenditure. - Postage 
alteration.-Intention to be
stow more titles of hanor:.
Tranquillity of the country.
Education of the Maharajah 

In:;trl1ctions on sending him to 
make a Revenue settlement 
of Bunnoo, &c. - Praise of 
him .. 

Prohibition of the seizure of 
coolies, earriage.. &0., by 
British alB .... 

Tranquillity .; 
Titles of honor conferred 

Tranquillity •• • , 
Memorandum by Mr. H. M. 

Elliot, Secretary to Govern
ment, on the revenue and 
expenditure of the Pllnjab.
Praise of Mr. Elliot 

New syste .... of Customs.
Revenne settlemenL-Rules 
for the guidance of the Dur
bu.-Codes of law.-Rul .. 
for Revenue collectors.
New Courts of J ustice.
Reduction in.the Sikh army. 
and in the pay depertment.
Necessity for British inter
lierence. - Finoncial difB
eukies. - Debt due to the 
British Govemm.nr.-Pool 
Ollice ~ents. - D ... 
wau Moolra:i, of Mooltan; 
hi. desire for a reductioD 
of the amount he pays for 
Mooltan, or to resign his 
office. - Adn.iniotration of 
Moolraj 

v 

Page 

75 

76 
7I 

78 

76 

71 

77 

80 

81 

84 
11 
81 

78 

85 

91 
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'Date ... , From. . To •. Subjecl7.· " 'Page 

18*7. ,. ' . ,." " 
" -tt'< 

Dec. ~O.. The Acting Resident •• , . , 
Th~ Secretary to the 

Government of India. 
Codes of Law, drawn up by 

Mr. C. Saundera.-Praise of 

.. 
" 

" 

.. 

.. 

:'."" ~ him.. .." •• 
U ~ .• ,Dewan Moolraj., ••• 
..1.,,..1J: rtf!·R·.fI '\ .. ~q .;'5,., '"'~n~rl 

" • Resignation of the charge of 
Mooltan •••• 

27.. The Acting :aesident •• The Secretary to the 
Govemment of India. 

27 •• Lieutenant Edwardes,. ,The Acting Resident •• 

29 •• Tile, Acting Resident.. Lieutenant Edwardes. ~ 

, f.. •. , 

so •• The Acting Reoident. • The Secretary to the 
Government of India., 

Dewan Moolraj: discu .. iona 
with him: his resignation.
Future Administration of 
Moollan. - Employment of 
the ResidentJs assi9tants.
Revenue and expense. of 
Hazara ...... Reduetion 'of the 
Sikh army.-Financial dim
culties.-Discovery of a large 
amount of treasUT'3: '.". ' , .. -. 

Difficulty of subduing the peo
ple of Bunnoo. - Recom
mending that they he dis-
armed •• .• .• 

Ohjecting to that proposi •. 
tion.-Investigation of rent
free tenur ... - Proceedings 
against Revenue defaultera.-
Uniform weights and mea
!Illres 

The disbanding of a Sikh regi-
rnentreconnnended •• 

1848. , , , 

Jan. 2, ... J eebun Sing, Agent qf 
the Maharanee. 

The Secretary to the 
Govemment. 

Representation from the Ma
haranee .. 

.. 
" 

" 

" 

7 

The Acting Resident •• 

The Acting Resident •• 

The Acting Ilesident •• 

. 

The Secretary to Go
vernment, (Lord Dal
housie'sGovernment.) 

Lieutenant Edwardes •• Objections to disarming the 
people of BUODoo.-MetllOd 

. or conciliating them 
The SecretarY to ,the Impolicy of disarming the peo-

Govemment. " pie of Bunnoo • • • • 
The Secretary to the Progress of the Revenue .. t-

Government. tlement.-Ancient abuseS.
Settlement of the accounts of 

, , the great farmers of Revenue. 
-New Courts of Justice.
Reduction of the Sikh army. 
Mahomedan cry to prayer.
Statistics 01 Lahore.-Mili-
'tary code.-Praise of Major 
Macgregor •• •• • • 

The Acting Resident.. Mooltan: proceedings respect
ing the ~overnment of that, 
province to be suspended, 
until Sir F. Currie reach La-
hore .. 

15 The Secretary' to G~ Sir Frederick Currie, Appointed Re.ident ot Lahore, 
•• , vemment. 'Bart. during the absence of Lieu

tenant-Colonel Lawrenee in 
Europe.-Praise of Sir F. 
Carrie 

94 

90 

87 

95 

96 

97 

107 

97 

99 

91 

86 

.. 19 .. Major'Lawrence '," The Acting Resident .. 

.. 21 •• The Governor-General 
in Council (tbeEarl 
of Dalhousie). 

The Conrt of Directors 

Revenue settlement. - Em .. 
ployment of his assistants.
Praise of Lieutenant Bowie 101 

Appointment of Sir F. Currie' 

" !! 

~I 28 

II 28 

The Governor-General 
in Council. 

The Secret Committee 

, 
The Secretary' ttl tI,e The Acting Resident .. 

Govemment of India", \ 
, , " , " ' . 

., The, Secretary to the ,The Acting Resident. , 
Government of India. 

'" 

to be Resident at Lahore •• 85 

Correspondence with the Act-
ing Resident " . 86 

Approval of bis proceedings 
on the question of disarming 

. the people of BuODoo 
Approval of the intention to 

disband a certain Sikh regi-
ment •• ... •• " 

101 

101 
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.----~----~~~~------~------------
To. 

18408 . 
Jan. 31 •• The Acting R .. ident •• The Secretary to Go

veml1lenr. 

Feb. 

.. 

.. 

" 
" 

.' ,.,,"'" . 

.'~, ',.' ..... -., ... , 

.' 

8 .• The Acting Reaident:. Lieutenant Edward .... 

4 •• The ·Secretary to the The Acting Rcsident~., 
Govemment. 

.. •• The Acting Resident'. • The Secretary·to the 
Government. 

4 •• Th. Acting Resident. • Major Lawrence' , 

7 •• The Governor-General Th. Secret Committee 
-in Council. 

. '. 
" 

" 12.. Lieutenant Edwarde.. • The Acting Resident •• 
" 18.. The Secretary to tbe Jeebun Sing ., 

" 
.. 
n 

" 

" 

. Government. 

18 •• The Secretary to the 
Government. 

19 .. The Acting Resident .. 

21 The Governor-General 
in Council. . . " " 

21 •• The Acting Resident: .' 

21.. The Acting Resident. '. 
.. ' 

Thc Resident .• 
(Sir Frederick Currie,. 

The Secretary to the 
Government. 

The Secret Committee 

The Secretary' to the 
Government. . 

Lieutenant Edward .... 

.. is.. J .ebun Sing .', " " The Secrctary to the 
Government. 

.. is •• , The Acting Resident:. The Secretory to the 
Government. 

March I .• The Acting Resident.. The Secretary to the 
Govemmpnt. 

" 8 '.t The Resident (Sir Fre- Dewan 1IIo.lra~ Nazim 
derick Currie) of 1IIooltan .. 10 The Secretory to the The Acting Resident •• 
Govemment. .' 

n 16 Dewan Moolraj The Resident .. 

". n The Governor-General The Secret Committee 
in Council. 

'" l"j.,.tl ,,_ J.". -, ",,.. -'II'; , 
I 

" !4 •. The Lahore Durb.t~. ~ Dewan Moolraj •• .. 28 The Resident •• p, Van. ·AgIIe.., EIIII'; 
, . " '.;'.- ; Aaaistant to the Reai-

'.: : . ". dent. 

" 81 .. The Lahore Durbar .. Sirdsr Khan Sing Man 

Subject. 

• 
Progress of the Revenue'.eul~" 

ment. - Redu~tion: of Cu" 
toms' duties. - Disturbance 
at Umritsur-As to dilarm
ing the p~pre'bf BUODOO.
Proceedings ofi>ewan Moo1-
raj • ...-..Ha~ara·: Revenue set
tlement.-Diminution of ex
penses. - Reduction of the 

. Sikh army. - A. 10 the re
. duction ,of the Jagheerdar 

Page 

horse.. 104 
Expectation of a disturbance. 

-Military reinforcements for 
Bunnoo, and Peshawur 102 

Debt due to the British Go-
vernment 101 

Expectation of a disturbance . 
-Military reinforcements: for 
Dunnoo, and Pesbawur 10J 

Sikh army. -'- Proportion- at 
Peshawur . • 103 

Discovery of treasure. - Part 
to be paid to d.e British Go
vemment, in discharge of :I. . 

portion of the debt due to' 
thetn _...~ 91 

Proceedings in Ihmnoo . .. 109 
As to his claim to be received 

as Agent for the Maharanee 107 

On tbe same subject. • 107 

Execution of Akalees for mur-
der committed at U mritsur· 109' 

Correspondence wjth the Act-
ing Resident 102 

TranquiIlity in Bunnoo 110 

Military movements with· re-
spect to Bunnoo 110 

Complaints of the Maharanee 108 

Payment made by Lahore on 
account of the debt due to the 
British Government. - State 
of the Lahore trea~l~ry II f) 

Measures taken in the expec
tation of an Affghan invasion 
of Bunnoo.-State of Pe.ha
wur, Hazara, and Mooltan.
Disturbance at Umritsur.
Removal of the Judge.
Want of executive officers 
among the .Sikhs.-A Sikh 
~p;iment disbanded.-Reve
Due settlement-Income and 
expenditure or the Punjab.
Reduction of the expense of 
presents, &c. .. .. . .. .. III 

As to his resignation, or rete-Do. 
tion of office . .• 121 

Reduction of the Sikh military 
e.tobli.hmento 'liS 

Resignation •• If! 
Tranquillity. _ Improvement 

in the administration of La ... 
hore~'... 104-

Accepting hi. resignation '.. 123 
Practice of giving and recei" .. 

ing presents. "- Maintellance 
of native customa .. 125 

Instruction. on sending him to 
Mooltan, in the room of 
Dewan MooIraj us 
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CHRONOLOGICAL LIiT OF I'APBRS • 

', .. ,,,,,, '< ... ' .. " ,', 

Date. From. 

1848. 
March 81 •• The late Acting Real-

,dent.' ' 

AprilS The Resident •. 
H~ J/~H:1.1 ,~dl .i'_".; Ji' Ll"."·" 

To. 

The Secretary to the 
Government. 

, ' . • Subject. 

General report on the Punjah. 
and the mensures taken for 
the improvement of the Coun-

Page 

try and Government 114 
Mr. Vans Agnew '.... ,Instructions with regard to ,the 

. ,;t \",-,,;1 ""'J ., administriltion of Mooltan •• '< 1!5 
.. ' 6.. The Resident •• • • The Secretary to the General report on the Punjab. 

.. 

.. .. .. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 
.. 
.. 

" 

.. 
," 

" 

" .. 

8 The Governor-General 
in Council. 

13 Lieutenant Edwardes •• 
14 •• Mr. Agnew . . 
19 •• Mr. Agnew . . 
21 The Realdent •• .. 

2! •• The Resident •• 

22 •• lemadar Kesra Sing, 
• ..... ant of Mr. Agnew 

112 •• Lieu!eDant Edwarde ••• 

!! .. The Mooltan Sikh. 

' 24 •• The Resident •• 

24 •• The Resident •. 

24" • Peer Throheem Khau, 

2S •• 

British Agent at Ba-
hawulpore. 

The Resident.. ' 

Government. ' -Comments on the changes 
which have been introduced. 

The Secret Committee 

The Resident •• 
The Resident •• 
The Resident •• .. 
The GovemoroGenera! 

, -Proceedings with respect 
toDewanMoolraj.--Appoint
ment of Mr. Vans Agnew 
and Lieutenant Anderson.
Praise of them.-Financial 
prospeets.--The Maharanee's 
complsints 127 

Dispatcl1es fromLhe Resident 109 

Military force in Bunnoo 
Arrival at Mooltan •• 
Attack on him and Lieutenant 

Anderson •• 
Attack on Mr. Agnew and 

Lieutenant AnderBoD.~Sikh 
tooops dispatched in conse
quenee. - The Durbar ready 
to take any measures the Re
sident way Buggest •• 

,148 
181 

131 

IS! 
The Governor-General Sikh troops dispatched in 

consequence. - The Darbar 
ready to take any measures 
the Resident may suggest •• 

•• Account of the murder .• 
138 
188 

The Resident •• '.- . 
The troops under'Lieu-

tenant Edward ... 
The Governor-General 

• 

Major-General Whish, 
commanding the Pun-
jab division. 

The Governor-General 

Attack on Mr. Agnew.-In
tention to march to his res-
cue. • 149 

Account of the murder, and 
soliciting assistance 150 

Fears that the" officers have 
been murdered. - Intention 
to move, British troops on 
Mooltan 136 

Necessity for moving a British 
force on Mooltan •. 138 

Account of ti,e murder I S8 

Intelligence of. the murder of 
Mr. Agnew and Lieutenant 

I "Anderson. -- Consequent 
change of plan.-The British 
force cannot be moved.-The 
Sikhs must punish the ag
gressors.-Probability of dis
turbance throughout the Pun
jab •• 189 

25 •• Lieutenant Edwardes.. The Resident •• Murder of Mr. Agnew~Oc
cupation of Leis_ 

26 •• Lieutenant Edward.... The Residen, •• 
27 •• The Resident.. The GoVernor-General 

His proceedings , 
Declaration of the Sikh Sird.rs 

that they alone cannot punish 
Moolraj, and that they ,can
not depend on their _p'.
Political necessity for the im
mediate punishment oCMool-
raj ... •• 

151 
15.t 

140 
.. '17.. The Resident; • The Commander-in- Declaration of the Sikh Sirdars 

that they alone caDnot puniah 
Moolr.j, and, that they ean
not· depen\i on their troops.
Politi.cal necessity for the im
mediate punishment of MooI-

Chief in India. 

raj •• •• 141 



CRaONOLOGICAL LIST .OF PAPBas. 

Date. From. To. 

1848. 
April !7 •. Lieutenant Edward .... The Resident. '. 

.. !!8 •• The Secretary 
Government. 

to the The Resid nt •• 

.. !8 •• The Commander .. in .. The Resident •• 
Chief 

H 29 •• Lieutenant Edwardes •• The Resident •. 

·Commander-in- • 30 •• The The Resident •. • .. 
Chief 

May 
.. 

1 •• Lieutenant Edwnrdes .. The Resident •• 

!II ustapha Khan, in the Lieutenant Edwardcs •• 
fort of 1II0oitan 

" .. 

.. .. 

.. 

.. 

.. 
.. 
.. 

2 •• 1'he Govemor·General 
in Council 

3 •• The Resident •• 

3" •• Lieutenant Edwardes .• 
5 •• The Resident •• 

7 •• Lieutenant Edwarde ••• 

8 .. Lieutenant Edwardes .• 

8 •• Lieutenant Taylor . . 
9 •• Xhe Re.ident •• 

10 •• The Resident •. 

" 11 •• The Governor-General 
in COWlcil (No. 42) 

The Governor-General 
in Council 

" 11 •• 
(No. 43) 

" 

.. 

.. 

" 

.. .. 

11 •• ;rhe Rcaident •• 

11 •• 

U •• 

Gunga Ram and Tool
lee Ram 

Lieutenant Edwardes •• 

, 

IS •• Th.. Commander-in-
Chief 

H •• The Resident •• 
H •• Th. Durhar ., 

The Secret Committee 

The Secretary to the 
Government 

The Resident; • 
The Secretary to the 

Government 

The Resident •. 

The Resident •• 

The Reside'}t •• 

The Secretary to the 
Government 

The Secretary to the 
Government 

The Secret Commil/Be 

The Secret Commirtee 

The Secretary to' the 
Government 

The Resident •• 

The Resident •• 

The Maharanee 
The Chiefs who bave 

the custody of the 
Maharanee 

, II 

Subjec;t, Page 

Attempt, on the part of the 
Sikhs at Moo1tan, to seduce 
the Sikhs under Lieutenant 
Edwar~es.-Levy of troops 163 

Approval of the deputation of 
Mr. Agnew to Mooltan, ' •• llS 

Countermand of the movement 
of troops on Mooltan •• 154 

Doubts of the fidelity of the 
Sikh. in his camp • • 156 

Inexpediency of moving a Bri-
tish force against Mooltan at 
the present season ... .• 142 

Account of his proceedings.
Communication with Moo}
raj.-Objections to pennitting 
a Sikb army to assemble be-
fore Mooltan ' 157 

Communication from :r.roolraj. 
-Declaration of his inno-
cence 159 

Papers relative to the Punjab 113 

Opinion of the Commander-in
Chief that a military move .. 
ment against Mooltan is not, 
nt present, practicable .... 161 

Compelled to re·cross the Indus 160 
Movements of Lieutenant Ed .. 

wardes.-Reported, defection 
of his Sikh troops.-Fears 
for his safety.-Reinforce
menta for the garrison at La-
har. 155 

Reurement of the rebels from 
Leia to Mooltan 161 

Suspicions of the designs of tbe 
Sikh troops.. 161 

State of Bunnoo,-Reinforce
ment sent to Lieutenant Ed .. 
ward.. •• 162 

Plot to seduce the British Se-
pays •• 16! 

Concurs with Lieutenant Ed .. 
ward .. ;n regretting the delay 
in moving on Mooltan.

.. Doubts the guilt of Sirdar • 
Khan Sing ., I U 
Papers~e to the Punjab I U. 

Murder of Mr. Agnew and 
Lieutenant. Anderson.-De-
tail of circumstances con .. 
nected with Dewan Moolraj. 
-Measures to be taken for 
the punishment of the of-
fenders •• 1I6 

ExecuDon of two Sikhs,. for 
endeavouring to seduce the 
British Sepoys.-Complicity 

. of the Maharanee • • •• 163 
Confession as to the plot to se-

duce the British Sepoy. •• 164 
Occupation of the fort of M un

grotab.-MovementsofMool
raj.-Plaa for confining him 
and hi. troops to Mooltan, 
with the aid 'If the Bahawul. 
pore anny •• •• li5 

Force to be collected at Feros .. 
pore by November I 166 

Remo .. 1 from Sheikhoopoor U8 
Removal from Sbeikhoopoor !!8 



CHRONOLOGICAL'LIST OP 'APBR8.· 
• 

Date. From. To. Subject. Page 

1848. 
May 15 The Resident •• The Secretary to the 

Govenunent 
Urgency of his Assistants, de

tached on duty, for a move 
on Mooltan.-Measures taken 
to prevent the spread of the 
rebellion • • • • ', •• 

" 

" 
" 

" 

" 

" 

" 

" 
" 

" 

" 

" 
" 
" 
" 
•• 

16 

16 

16 

The Lahore Durbar 

The Resident •• 

The Resident. ; 

Paper recorded by them 

The Se.retary 
Govenunent 

The Secretary 
, Govenunent 

to the 

to the 

Reasons for removing the Ma
haranee from the Punjab •• 

Removal of the Maharanee 
from the Punjab •• 

Removal of the Maharanee from 
the Punjab.-Appointment of 
Lieutl'nant Coxe to escort the 
Mahar'anee • iJ. 

16 •• Lieutenant Edwardes.. The Resident .. • • Gallant· affair of a picket.
Retirement across the Indus. 
-u rging immediate measures 
against Mooltan. - Report 
that Moolraj's force has 
cro.sed the Indus against 

17 •• The Resident •• The Commander-in-
Chief 

Lieutenant Edwarde. 
Amount of force to be assem

bled for the purpose of put
ting down the rebels. • • 

18 •• Lieutenant Edwarde... The Resident •• Steps taken to effect a junction 
with General Cortlandt, for 
thepurposeofhindering Mool
raj's troops from crossing the 
Indus. - Necessity for a 
force moving on Mooltan ... 

19 •• The Secretary to the The Resident •• 
Government 

• • Inexpediency of moving British 
troops on Mooltan at this 
season.-Danger of postpon
ing the punishment of Mool

'raj.-Preparations to be made 
for moving an army against 
Mooltan.-A British garrison 
to be placed in Govindghur. 
-Removal of the Maharanee 
to the British territories.
Communication U; the Durbar 
as to the extent of reparation 
to be demanded.-Anxiety 
for Lieutenant Edwardes, and 

19 .. The Resident .. 

20 •• The Resident •• 

20 •• The Resideut •• 

The Secretary 
Government 

The Secretary 
Government 

to the 

to the 

Lieutenant Edward£s •• 

20 .. Lieutenant Edwardes.. The Resident .. 

!I 

111 

22 .. 

28 .. 

The Resident •• 

Major Simpson, com
manding at Hajeepore 

The Resident .• 

The Commander.in-
Chief 

The Resident •• 

Major-General Whish 

The Brigade- Major, 
Jullundur 

The Secretary to the 
Government 

The Resident •• 

Lieutenant Edward .... 

other detached officers' 
Reports of the rising of the 

Sikh army 
Reinforcement of the garrison 

of Lahore.-Removal of the 
Maharanee 

Doubts of Sirdar Khan Sing's 
treachery' 

Junction with General Cart
lalldt.-Readines5 to under .. 
take the blockade of Mooltan, 
with the aid of Bah.wulpore. 
Insubordination oC the Sikb 
regiments.-AnccdoteofMrs. 
Cortlandt. - DeCeat oi the 
rebels by the Khosas, at 
Dera Ghazee Khan 

Troops to be sent against 
Bhaee Maharaj Sing 

Bhaee Maharaj Sing 

Bhaee Maharaj Sing, disturb
ances caused by 

Amount of tbe force to be as
sembled 

167 

582 

168 

110 

170 

17! 

178 

19'4 

176 

176 

177 

183-

181 
182 

177 

188 
Advisable for him to confine him

self to the right ban k of the 
Indus-Steps taken to obtain 
the assistance ofBahawuIpore. 
-Impractieability of sending 
British troops to Mooltan.
Praise of Lieutenant Edwardes 177 
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Date. Fr.om. To. Subject. Page 

1848. 
May lIS.. The Resident •• The Secretary to the Praise of Lieutenant Edward ... 

" 

" 
" 

" 

" 

" 
" 

" 
" 

" 

" 

" 

June 

" 

" 

" 

" 

Government -Movement of the Bahawul .. 

!S •. J. Lawrence, Esq., 
Commissioner in the 
Trans-Sutlej States 

is .. Mr. Lawrence 
28 •• Lieutenant Edwardes •• 

25 .. The Resident •• ,. 
,. 

Brigadier Wheeler, 
commanding in the 
Jullundur , 

The Resident ,. 
The Resident •• 

The Secretary to the 
Government 

25 ,. Lieutenant Edwarde. " The Resident •• 

26 •• The Resident •• 
2T •• The Secretary to 

Government 

Mr. Lawrence 
the The Resident •• 

2T •• The Secretary to the The Resident •• 
Government 

2T •• Lieutenant Edwardes •• The Resident •• 

1.7 .'. Captain Mackenzie Major Mackeson 

~9 .. The Resident .-, ; .. Lieutenant Edwardes •• 
-

S() •• Lieutenant Edwardes •• The Resident •• 

2 ,. Lieutenant Edward.. •. The Resident •• 

5 •• The Govemor-General The Secret Committee 
in Council 

3 •• Koobub Shah. , 

6 ,. The Resident. , 

5 •• The Resident ., 

The Secretary of the 
Government 

Lieutenant Edwarde. 

c2 

pore troops 
Bha .. Maharaj Sing 

177 
182 

Bhaee Maharaj Sin g.. 182 
Moolraj does not regard the 

Sikh troops asenemies.-Ne~ 
cessity of obtaining assist .. 
ance from Bahawulpore 188 

Movements of Lieutenant Ed .. 
wardes.-Effect of the Ma-
haranee's deportation 178 

Proposing to cross the Indus, 
and unite with the Bahawul-
pore troops .. 19() 

Bhaee Maharaj Sing •• 183 
Approbation of the conduct of 

Lieutenant Edwardes, except 
in regard to offering terms to 
Moolraj 179 

Reduction of the stipend of the 
Mabaranee .• 179 

Junction with General Cort
landt. - Proposes to unite 
with the Bahawulporemaps 191 

Voluntary offer of the 4th Regi
ment of Sikh Local Infantry to 
march against the Mooltan ... 19S 

Success at Dera Ghazee Khan. 
-Objections to his crossing 
the lndus.-Ordered to con
fine himself to the mainten
ance of his authority in the 
Trans-Indus districtl 185 

A Sikh regiment, suspected or 
infidelity, sent against theCort 
of H urrund. - Anxiety to 
join the Bahawulpore troops, 
and act against Moolraj.
Objections to the grant of, 
certain remissions of revenue 19S 

Movement of the Bahawulpore 
troops.-Plan for cooperat
ing with them.-Distrust of 
the Sikh troops .. 195 

Plot to corrupt the British Se
poys.-E::tecution of two of 
the offenders. - Complicity 
of the Maharanee. - Her 
removal toBritish territory.
Further reduction of her sti
pend .. -Operations of Lieute
nant Edwardes.-Reinforce
ment of Lahore.-N umber of 
troops to be assembled, in 
order effectually to put down 
the rebellion.-Extent of re .. 
paration to be demanded from 
the Sikh Government •• as 

Deposition as to the munler 
of Mr. Agnew and Lieute-
nant Anderson •• 460 

Praise of Lieutenant Edwardes. 
-Army raised by him.-ln_ 
activity of the Durbat.-Pro_ 
ceedings of Moolraj.-Sym
pathy of the people for him.
The Bahawulpore troops urged 
to cross theSutlej, and threaten 
Mooltan.-Lieutenant Lake 
to accompany them • • 197 

Praise of his exertions 199 



,CHRONOLOGICAL LIST, OJ!' PAPBRS.' 

... 
, ",Date. From. ,To. 

, 

1848. 
June -' 5 -.:. Lieutenant Edwarde ••• The R~ent, ••• 

Lieutenant Edwarde. The Resident •• 
,;..;: I i.,.~ ,,' ) ' ! ~,oj , ;, ; ,,·l _ -' j '..' 

.. 

.. 
" .t. 

.. 

.. 

I . ~I i 

8 Lieutensnt Edwarde. •• The Resident •• 

9 The'Resident •• 

10 '.. The Governor-General 
in Council 

Lieutenant Lake, of the 
Engineers 

The Secret Committee 

10 .. 

10 .. 

The, Secretary to 
Government ' 

The Resident •• 

the J. ,Newmarcb, Esq., 
Solicitor 

Lieutenant Edwarde ••• 

• 

Subja"t. 

Movement'of tbe Bah.wulpore 
troops.-Necessity for going 
to their assistance 

Movement or tbe Bahawulpore 
troops.,.,...Necelsity. for going, 
to their assistancc."-Praise 

199 

of Lieutenant Taylor ., 200 
Inactivity of the Bahawulpore 

troops '., 
Instructing him to join the Ba-

202 

hawulpore troops , •• :eo. 
Lieutenant Edwardes. - Ae

tions'atLeia and Der. Ghaz .. 
Khan.-Bhaee Maharaj Sing. 
-Force to be assembled 
against Mooltan ',' 18G 

Custody of the Maharanee •• ~u 

He must act according to bis 
discretion, but should risk a. 
little as possible -Lieutenant 
Lake sent to the Bahawulpore 
troops. - Dereat of Bhaee 
Maharaj Sing.-As tb certain 
remissions of revenue 204 .. 10 .. Lientenant Edwardes .. The Resident .. ' •• Retirement of Moolraj's troops. 
-Pursuit of them •• •• 206 

,. .11 • , Lieutenant Edwarde. •• The Resident •• 

-.. 1~ •• Lieutenant Edwardes •• The Resident •• 

" 
IS •• Tbe Resident •• The Secretary to the 

Government 
Lieutenant Edwardes .• .. 13 

" . IS 

" 15 

" . 16 

The Resident •• 

Lieutenant Edwardes •• The Resident •• 

Lieutenant Edwardes •• The Resident •• 

The Residcnt •• The, Secretary to the 
Government 

" 
17 .. The Resident .. The Secretary to the 

Government 
I 

" 
,17 

" ,~8 

" !o .. ' 

" 

. ' ';, 21 •• 

.. .!%c .. 

l' 'l' 

II' .~! ". 
PUt , , 

Witllout' " ' 
da.e , 

" lane 22 .. 

" ~4< •• 

, 

, 

Lieutcnant Edward.. •• 

Lieutenant Edwarde. ., 

The Resident, •• 

Lieutenant Edwarde. •• 
, 

The Resident ., 

The Resident •• 
I.' I 

, .' ,,' 

Captain Abbott .. 
Lieutenant Edwarde. •• 

Lieutenant Lake, Assis-
tant to the Resident " 

The Resident •• 

The Resident •• 

The SeCYetary to the 
Government 

The Resident • .' 

The Secretary to the 
Government 

The Secretary to the 
Government 

The Resident •• 

The Resident •• 
\ > 

The Resident •• .. , 

Retirementor Moolraj'. troop •• 
-Pursuit of them •• •• 207 

Retirement of Moolraj'. troops. 
-Pursuit of them '.., ;. 209 

Bhaee Maharaj Sing :-Ac-
count of '.. '" 210 

Distrust of Shere Sing's troops, 
and of the whole Sikh army 21S 

Desertion of a Sikh regiment. 
-Disaffection of the Bunnoo 
troops. - Movement against 
Moolraj's troops •• ' •• ~14 

lIIovement against' Moolraj's 
troops 215 

Reply to newspaper cbarges as 
to the removal of the Mah .... 
ranee from Sheikhoopoor •• 229 

Hope that Mahomedan inHu-
ence will prevent SIkh sup-
port to Moolraj.-Disloyalty 
of the Sikh army.-Desertion 
of part of one regimen~ • •• 216 

Movement against Moolraj'. 
troop. Ul 

Victory over Moolraj'. troops 
at Kineyrce • • •• •• 218 

Desorlion of part of a Sikh 
regiment.-Impracticable to 
withdraw British officers from 
detached posta •• 21 7 

Further account with regard to 
. 'the victory, of Kineyree.-" 

Complaint as to the Babawul-
pore Commander ., 2~O 

Praise of Lieutenant Edward ... 
-Victory of the 18th of June. 
-Disaffection of all the 
Sikhs. - Redress • required 
from the Lahore State •• 219 

Desertion of part of a Sikh 
regiment \ .'. t 'TI • ~ •• 2"1 

Desertion of part of a Sikh 
regiment .. 232 

Proposing to undertake the 
siege of Mooltan " •• 2~S 

Arrival at Bahawulpore.--Sug
gesting that a detachment of 
British (native) troops should 
be sent to Bahawulpore •• u. 



.CHRONOLOGICAL ,LIST '011' 'PAPERS • 

,.,.: Date. From. -To. 

1MB. 
lune' 16 •• Lieutenant Edward ... , The Re.ident •• 

" 

" 

.. 

" 
July 

" 
.. 

'" 

" 
.. 

, .. 

.. 

.. 

.. .. 

• 
'.' Lieutenant Edwardes ;. 

27 .. Lieutenant Edwarde. .. The Resident .. 

28 •• The Resident ••. 

• 
28 •• The Resident .. 

so •• The Resident •. 

The Commander-in-
, Chief, 

The Commander-in. 
Chief 

The Secretary to the 
Governm'Cnt 

80 •• Lieutenant Edward ... , The Resident •• 

I .. The Secretary to tbe 
Government 

Mr. Newmarch 

1 The Commander·in-. 
Chief 

The Governor·Generai 
in Council 

1 The· Commander-in
Chief 

The Resident •• 

2 •• Lieutenant Edwarde. •. The Resident •• 

2 •• Lieutenant Lake •• The Resident· •• 

3· • ,,' The- Governor .. General The Secret Committee 
in Council 

II ., Lieutenant Edward .... The ResideDt •• 

Ii .. The Resident .. the 

. 6 •• Lieutenant Lake 

The . Secretary to 
Government 

The Resident '.' 

.'.-

, LieuteRant Edwardes .• 
The Secretary to the 

Govemment 

The Resident _. 
The Resident •• 

. " Subject. Page 

A rraogement for supplIes. ~ . 
Propriety of keeping the Sikhs 
at a distance from Mooltan.
Communication with Moolrsj ,232 

Objections to sending ~im sjege 
artillery without at British 
force. - Recommending him 
only to invest Mool .. n •• U4 

Advance against Moolraj.
Distrust of the Sikh army •• 234 

Suggesting that one brigade of 
.. British troops should be .. nt 

immediately,toreduceMooltan 2!li 
Suggesting that a brigade of 

British troops should be ready 
to form the garrison of Mool ... 
tan, when taken. .• • .• -226 

Conspiracy to tamper wid1 the 
British troops.-Complicity 
of the Maharanee.-PrOlJerty 
taken by her . • .. 2S5 

Advance against Moolraj.
Disaffection among ti,e Sikhs 286 

Channel of communication re-
specting the Maharanee •• 2!7 

Amount of British force to he 
sent immediately to Mooltan 288 

Objection. to undertaking im
mediately the siege of Mooltan 
by a British force • • •• IIS8 

Victory of July I.-Battle of 
Suddoosain· •• •• 1139 

Victory of July I.-Battle of 
SuddoDsain '.. .... 2411 

Success of the Khosa tribe over 
the rebels' at Dera Ghazee 
Khan. - Mo?ement of the 

,Baha'l'ulpore army, sgainst 
Mooltan. ---' Lieutenant Lake 
directed to join that army_and 
act as Political Agent with it. 
-Lieutenant Edwardes' com .. 
munication with the Dewan 
Moolraj.-Moolraj's prepara
tiona for defence.-Defeat of 
Bhae. Maharaj Sing.-Lieu. 
tenant EdwBrdea' victory of 
June 18 .. .. .. 186 

Urging the movement of British 
troop.: ''"- Lieutenant Ed
warde. wounded.-Anxiety 
arising from Shere Sing', 
troops • • ," lI.a 

Distrust of the Sikh. .. .. 139 

Urging immediate movement of 
British troops • ~ •• 2.40& 

No far of inundation.. .. 146 
Thanks to Lieutenant Ed. 

wardes, to General Cortlandt, 
and to tbe Nawab of Bahawul. 
pore, with respect to the vic-
tory of tbe 18th of June at 

.. 9. .•• Lieutenant Lake ., The Resident •• 
Kineyree •• 1146 

n • .;10 •• The Go""rnor-General 

•• Steam-vessel on the Chensb.
Lieutenant Christopher ..!46 

Brigade of Briti.h troops to \Ie . The Secret Committee 
in Council·,··· .) lent against Mooltan •• 121 ~., 

The Resident •• 
" 

10 •• The Resident ., 

.. The Secretary . to· the 
Government 

Lieutenant Edwardes •• 

Second victory gained by Lieu- .' 
tenant Edwardes.-Battl .. nf 
Suddoosain .. ..,"7 

Second victory gained by Lieu· 
tenant Edwardes.~B.ttle nf 

. Suddocuia •• • • . ••• 7 



.CJ[RONOI.OGI.CAI. LIST QI" PAPERS. 

. Date,· . From. 

1848. 
July 10 •• The Resident •• 

.. 

. ,» 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 
, .. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 
~ .. 

.. .. 
" 

10 The Resident ., 

. 

10 The Resident •• 

11 Major-General Sir J. 
Littler, Member of 
Council 

11 .. The Secretary to the 
Government 

11 .. The Secretary to the 
Government 

13 The Adjutant-General 

IS Lieutenant Edwardes •• 

14 •• The Secretary to the 
Government 

14 ... The Resident ., 

14 _ • The Commander-in-
Chief 

15 .•. Lieutenant Taylor .. 

16.. The Resident .~ 

18 .... The Resident •• 

2% •• The Secretary to the 
Government· 

2i ,. Proclamation 

24 .. The R.;a;dent 

. 2' ... The Resident ',' 
2,.6 .. The Resident " 
i6 • • Lieutenant TaylQl' 

,To. 

Lieutellsnt Lake 

The Secretary to the 
Governm.e~t 

Major-General Whish 

Minute .. .. 

The Resident •• 

The Adjutant-General 

Major-General Whish 

The Resident •• .. 

Major Macgregor, the 
Governor - General'. 
Agent at Benares 

The Secretary to the 
Government 

The Resident •• 

The Resident •• 

The Secretary 
Government 

to the 

The Secretary to the 
Government 

The Resident •• 

The, people of Mooltan 

The Commander-in-
Chief, 

Captain Abbott 
Lieutenant Edwardes •• 

The Resident •• .. 
'.. 28 Lieutenant Edwarde. •• The ~e.ident •• 

" ,29 •• Tile Secretsry to 
Government 

u 29 •• , Captain Abbott 
.. . ,29 .. Mr. N ewmarelt 

the The Resident •• 

The Resident •• 
.. M1ljorMacgregor 

Subject . Page 

Second victory gained by Lieu
ten.nt Edwardes.-Battle of 
Suddoosain .• .• 248 

Reasons for an immedi3te move
men~ of British troops on 
Mooltan, and for its not having 
been made before. - Wide
spread conspi racy among the 
Sikh. .. .. .. 248 

Immediate movement' of British 
troops • • •• 251 

Objections to undertaking im
mediately the siege of Mooltsn 
by a British force.-Amount 
of force, if any be sent •• 252 

Objections to undertaking im
mediately the siege of Mooltan 
by a British force.-Amount 
of force, if any be sent " 253 

No preparations involving·ex
pense to be made without 
further orders .• 258 

Putting him in command of the 
troops destined for Mooltan 204 

Raja Sing's protestations of 
loyalty .-Belief in the loyalty 
of the Sirdan, and disaffection 
of the soldiers.-Advantage 
of the movement of British 
troops •• 254 

Property taken by the Maha
ranee.-Custody of the Maha-
ranee •• 255 

Necessity for the immediate 
movement of British troops 
""""inst 'Mooltan. - Com
mencement of the move.
Exertions of the Durbar to 
provide carriage •• 255 

Amount of force to be sent to 
'Mooltan •• 259 

Quiet state of Bunnoo, &c.
Advantage oftbe speedy move
mentof British troops.-Spirit 
prevailing in the Sikh army l!56 

Probability of the close of the 
Mooltan rebellion.-8tate of 
the troops in Hazara 258 

Bhaee Maharaj Sing .. .. 258 

Objections to the immediate 
movement of British troopsJ 
but sanctioning it •• 258 

Warning them of the approach 
of a British forceJ and to re-
turn to their duty • . .• 260 

Amount of the force to be sent 
to Mooltan .• ., 259 

Conduct of Sirdar Jhunda Sing 300 
Proclamation to the people of 

Mooltan •• 260 
Suppression 'Of the mutiny in 

Bunnoo •• 261 
Interview with Shere Sing as to 

Chuttur Sing's wish for the 
cele hration of the marriage of 
his daughter with the Maha-
rajah Duleep Sing •• •• 270 

Praise of Lieuteuants Edwardes 
and Lake 259 

Conduct of Jhunda Sing 300 
Communication with the Maha-

ranee 264 
~ '.. ,29 .. ,Jeebul\ Siog ,. _. The Maharanee •• Reporting his proceedings 

her behalf •• 
in 
•• 265 



CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF PAnIlS. 

Date. From. 

1848. 
, July 

Aug. 

" 
.. 
" 

51 The Resident •• 

1 •. Lieutenant Edwardes •• 

l! •• Major Lawrence 

l! •• Major Macgregor 

s •. The Resident •• 

'lo. 

The Secretary to the 
Government 

The Resident •• 

The Resident •• 

The Secretary to the 
Government 

Lieutenant Edwardes •• 

" 
4 •• Lieutenant Edwarde •• , The Resident •• 

" 1 .. The Governor-General 
in Counell 

" 1 .. Captain Abhott 

" 
8 •• The Governor-General 

in Council 

" 8 •• The Resident •• 

Without date Major Lawrence" 

" 
8 •• Major Macgregor 

Withoutdate 
of the day 

" 10 •• 

" 10 .. 

" 11 .. 

" 11 .. 

" 11 •• 

" II .. 

" III •• 

" 12 .. 

Captain Nicholson, 
Assistant to the Re
sident 

Lieutenant Edward .... 

Captain Abbott 

Brigadier Young, com-
man ding at F erooepore 

The Resident •• 

Major Lawrence 

Major Macgrego~ 
'. 

J. 

The Resident •• 

The Reaident •• 

The Secret Committee 

The Resident •• 
The Secret Committee 

The Secretary to the 
Government ~ 

lhe Resident ,. 

The Secretary to the 
Gove1'llment 

The Resident •• 

The Resident •• 

The Resident •• 

The Adjutant-General 

Captain :\bbott .. 
The Resident •• 

The Resident ... 

The Secretary to the 
GOTernment 

Major Lawrence 

" a .. The Resident •• •• Uaptain Nicholson, 

" III •• The Resident •• 

Assistant to the Re
sident 

A. Cocks, Esq., Prin
cipal Assistant to the 
Resident 

Subject. Page 

Wide .. spread conspiracy among 
the Sikhs. A 'guments in 
favor of moving a British 
force immediately on Mooltan 261 

Conduct of the Futteh Pultun, 
Sikh regiment .. 271 

Seizure of an emissary from 
Moolraj 272 

Arrival of the "Maharanee at 
BenaTes. Ineffectual search 
for papers • • •• 268 

Marriage of the Maharajah with 
the daughter of Chuttur Sing 272 

Conduct of the Futteh Pultun 
regiment. Necessity for re .. 
modelling the Khalsa army •• 273 

Custody of the Maharanee •• 226 

Murder of Colonel Canora •• 301 
Discussion with respect to send .. 

ing British troops immediately 
to Mooltan. A force sent 
under Major-General Whish. 
Lieutenant Edwardes' victory 
of July 1st. Praise of Lieu
tenants Edwardes and Lake •• U7 

Feeling'of the Sikh army. Dis
. belief of Chuttur Sing's trea ... 

chery. State of Shere Sing'S 
troops. Reasons for moving 

. a British force on Mooltan .• 27"
Execution of an emissary from 

Moolraj. Captain Nichol-
son sent to A ttock, in conse .. 
quenee of the Hazara outbreak 275 

Soliciting instructions as to the 
, communications -of Mr. New .. 

march, and J eebun Sing, with 
the Maharanee _. •• 264-

Occupation of tile fort of 
Attock .. 276 

Causes of the outbreak in Ha .. 
zara. Shoojan Sing found ~ 
guilty of treachery. Place for 
Shere Sing'S force in the attack 
against Mooltan •• 276 

Murder of Colonel Canora. In .. 
trigues of Chuttur Sing •• 301 

Departure of British troops for 
Mooltan.. .. 278 

Intention to send Mr. Cocks to 
Hazara' to intluire into the 
causes of the disturbance .• ..1.77 

Reporbl of the treachery of 
Shere Sing. Belief in the 
fidelity of the troops at Pe-
.hawur .. l!7 8 

Papers found in the Maharanee's 
boxes •• 266 

Disbelief of "Chuttur Sing'. 
treachery. MurderorColonel 
CanOTa 279 

Disbelief" of Chuttur Sing's 
treachery. Murder of Colonel 
CanolL Execution of Mool .. 
raj's emissary. Mission of 
Cap.ain Nicholson to At-
tock .. • _ !81 

Instructions orr his being sent to 
" Attock . .. 281 

Instructions on 'sending him'· to 
Huara .. , •• 282 



xvi CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF PAPERS. 

From. To. Subject. Page 

1848. 
Aug. a.. Captain Nicholson The Resident •• •• Arrival at Hussan Abdal.

Causes of the outbreak in 
Hazara.-U rging th~ dispatch 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

" 
" 
., 

" 

" 

" 

" 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

" 

" 

.. 
II .. 

12 •• Lieutenant Lake 

18 •• The Resident •• 

IS •• Captain Abbott 

13 •• Captain Abbott 

13 •• Captain Abbott 

13 •• Captain Nicholson 

•• The Resident •• 

The Secretary to the 
Government 

The Resident •• , 

The Resident •• 

The Resident •• 

The Resident •• 

ofa British brigade to Hazara 281 
Orders requested on' Shoo jan 

Sing and others charged with 
treason, in conspiring against 
Shere Sing •• • • •• 30~ 

Captain Nicholson's occupa. 
tion of Attock. Measures 
taken with respect to Cbuttur 
Sing. Mr. Cocks not to pro-
ceed to Hazara. Jhunda 
Sing sen! •• 28:1 

M nrdcr of Colonel Canora.
Tenns offered to Chnttur Sing 302 

Murder of Colonel Canora.
Termsofferedto CIlUttur Sing. 
-Treachery of Jbunda Sing 304-

Excuses made by Cbottor 
Sing.. •• 805 

14 •• Captain Nicholson •• The Resident •• 

Proceedi~f78 taken in conse
quence of the threatened 
desertion of a Sikh regiment l! 84 

Conduct of Sikh troops •• 307 
14 •• Major-General Whish The Adjutant-General Marcb of British troops towards 

15 •• The Resident •• 

15 •• The Resident •• 

15 •• Captain Nicholson 

15 •• Major Lawrence 

16 •• The Resident •• 

16 •• The Resident ••. 

16 •• The Resident •• 

16 •• Captain NicholsoD 

17 •• Major Lawrence 

17 •• Captain Abbott 

17 •• The Resident •• 

Mooltan • • • • •• 284 
• • Tha Secretary to the 

Government 
Causes oC the outbreak m 

Hazara. - Captain Abbott, 

The Commander-in-
Chief 

and Chut!ur Sing • • •• 28i 
Causes of tbe outbreak in 

Hazara. - Captain Abbott, 
and Chuttur Sing.-Death of 
Colonel Canora.-Objectious 
to moving a British brigade 
to Hazara •• • • •• 1186 

• • The Resident •• Proceedings taken against the 
Sikh troops.~Military ar-

, 

The Resident •• 
rangements •• _ • • •• 307 

Causes of the outbreak in Ha
zara.--Advantage arising from 
having sent Lieutenant Nichol
son to Attock.-Trust in the 
troops at Peshawur.-Praise 

The Secretary to the 
Goveroment 

of the Governor, Golab Sing 287 
Hazara outbreak.-Praise of 

Lieutenant Nicholson.-Good 

Captain Nicholson 

Captain Abbott 

The Resident •• 

conduet of the Dnrbar •• 289 
• • Approval ofhis proceedings.

Hope that the Hazara out
break will be suppressed with-
out British troops •• •• 289 

•• The Resident •• 

Hopes of an arrangement being 
made with Chuttur Sing •• 290 

Terms which Chuttur Sing 
would perhaps accept. -
Necessity for British troops 808 

•• Treachery of Chuttur Sing.-

The Resideot •• 

Lieutenant Lake 

N ece.sity for employing 
British troops against him •• 290 

~Iessur.. taken aga1nst the 
mutinous Sikhs.-Account of 
the Ha.ara outbreak •• 309 

Sentence passed on Shoojan 
Sing and others convicted of 

18 •• The Governor-General The Secret Committee 
treason •• 31 t 

General combination in the 
Punjab against the British 

18 •• 
lQ •• 

19 .. 

. 
Major-General Whish 
The Secretary '" the 

Government 

The Adjutant-General 
Major Macgregor 

The Resident •• •• Captain Nicholson 

power •• 259 
Arrival hefore Mooltan ., 1191 
As to what rommunications may 

be held with the Mal,aranee 266 
Approval of his proceedings.

Excuse for Chuttur Sing •• 312 
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From, To. Subject, __ ' Page 

1848. 
Aug. 19 .. Tbe Reoideat .~ •• Captain Abbott Cause 'of Chuttur Sing's con

duct.-Terms to be offered to 

... 

.. 

.. 
.. 
.. 
" 

" 

.. 

" 

" 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 
,. 

,"'. 

1!l: ... CaptaiD Nicholson, •• The Resident •• . 
19 .. Lieutenant Edwardes •• The Resident •• 

, , 

20 •• Captain Nicholoan The Resident ., 

2l •. The Commander-in- The Resident' .. 
Chief 

The Resident •. 

28 •• The Resident •• 

25 •• The Resident •• 

~8 ',' The Resident ' •• 
, 

23 •• Captain Abbott 

23 • ~ lfajor Lawrence 

2~ .• The Resident, • 

2~ ., The Resident •• 

Major Lawrence 

•. Captain Abbott 

•• Captain Nicholson 

... Lieutenant Edwardes . 0 

The Resident ... 

The Resident •. 

The Secretary to - the 
o Government 

him.. 813 
Chuttur Sing'. inattention io the, 

offers made to mm.-Neces
sity for sending two British 
brigades to Hazara. . •. 292 

Satisfactory,. interview with 
Shere Sing as to Chuttur 
Sing.--Shere Sing's earnest 
<Jeclaration of his own loyalty 295 

Further offer made to Cbuttur 
Sing.-As to sending British 
troops to Hazara • • ,", 295 

Objections to sending British 
troops to HazarB .. .• 814 

Cause of the outbreak in Hazara. 
-Proceedings against Chu~tur 
Sing. . , .. •• .• !96 

Interview with Golab Sing, son 
of CllUttur Sing.-He and 
Shere Sing were ignorant of 
any intention on the part of 
their father to rise in re
bellion.-Chllttur Sing sum
moned to ~ahore.-Conviction 
of Shere Sing's loyalty .. 296 

Approval of the offers made to 
Chuttur Sing.-Hisson,Golab 
Sing, has urged him to come 
to Lahore.-Inexpediency of 
sending British troops to Ha-
zara .. 297 

As to his interview with Shere 
Sing.-Good conduct of that 
chie£-Hope tbat the out
break in Hazara will be sup ... 
pressed, without military in-
terference .. 297 

Proceedings against the Sikh 
troops .. 814 

Necessity for sending British 
troops to Hazara.-Chuttur 
Sing's rebelJion will, probably, 
be more formidable thnn that 
of Moolraj ..' .. 815 

Endeavour to effect an arrange-
ment with Cbuttur Sing.,
Satisfactory account of the 
Peshawur and Bunnoo forces 298 

Remarks on his proceedings 

25 ", Captain Abbott 

Captain Abbott 

The Resident ~'}" 
in rogard to Chuttur Sing .. 816 

.. 0 Measures taken against Chuttur 
Sing's force.-The Sirdar has 

~!6 .• Capta;n Abbott 

27,.. Cal!tain Abbott 

27 •• Captain Nicholsop 

~8 •. The Resident .. 

.. The Resident .. 

The Resident •• 

The Resident •• .. '. , 
Major Lawrence 

'." "" 

~8 ," Major-Generd Whish The Adjutant-General 
,.,._", 

Captain Nicholson. .. The Resident .. '" 

28 •• Captain Nicholson •• The Resid.mt .. 

no intention to submit ... 817 
Negotiations of Captain 

Nicholson with Chuttur Sing. 
-No truSL in the sincerity of 
Jhunda Sing.. ., 81' 

Military movement aga.inst 
Chuttur Sing.-His treachery. 
-Distrust of Jhunda Sing .• 818 

Military movement against 
Chnltur Sing.-Histreachery 819 

Belief that Chuttur Sing .. ill .. 
come to Lahore.-Objectiona . (;. 
to sending one British brigade 
alone to Hazara •• 820 

Sickness on the march. to 
Moohan ;; 820 

Proposed measures (or opposing .. 
ChutturSing.-Uselesmessof " 
Jhunda Sing ... .".. .. .. 321 

Deceit practised by Oo"'r Sing., 
- Urging tbe dispatch of 
British troops .. aSI 
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. _.-Date.. From, To. ,Subject.. Page 
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1848. 
Aug .. 29 

" . 
" 

,so .•• 

Captain Nichols~n :. The Resident~ : 

The ·SecretarY. to the The Resident •• 
Government 

Retirement from Hussan AI>- .•.. 
clal on the advance of Chuttu. 
Sing.-}V ant of British troops 3U 

Praise of Captain Nicholson 
and Mr. Cocks.-As to send-
ing political officers on, de
tached, and distant, service •• Jl98 

" 30 •• The Residenl The Secretary to the Fear that Chuttur Sing will not 
Government come to Lahore.-Necessity 

for assembling an army at 
Ferozepore, and for the re
organization of the military 
establishment of the Punjab •• 32J1 

" 30 •• Sirdar Chuttur Sing •• Sirclar Sooltan Mahomed .Invitation to join in the re-

'. 81 CaptaiD Nicholson 

" 81 Captain Nicbolson 

" :n Major Lawrence 

Sept. 1 The Resident •• 

" 
I .. Major Lawrence 

" 1 .. Captain Nicholson 

" 2 .. The Secr.tary to 
Go\'ernm~nt 

the 

" 2 .. Major Lawrence 

" 
2 .. Major-General Whish 

Without date Captain Xicholson 

" 3 .. Lieutenant Edwardea •• 

". 4 .. Proclamation by Major-
General Whish 

" 4 .. Lieutenant Edwardes •• 

" 4 .. Major-General Whish 

" 
Jj •• The Resident •• 

" ,,. 5 •• Th, AJjutanl,General 
•.• .., <" 

" 5. Major Lawrence 

" 
6 .. 

" 7· •• 
(No, 78.) 

Major Lawrence •• 
The Governor-General 

in Council 

Major Lawrence 

Major Lawrence 

Captain Nicholson 

bollion 850 
Soliciting reinforcements for 

Attock ., 323 
Soliciting reinforcements for 

Attock.-Necessity for Cap-
tain Nicholson keeping the 
field .. 

Troops sent to him; also to 
Lieutenant Herbert. • •• 824 

The Secretary to the Chultur Sing has finally taken 
Government his course.-Preparations for 

the movement of a British 

The Resident •• 

~Iajor Lawrence 

The Resident ., 

The Resident •• 

The Adjutant-General 

The Resident •• 

The Resident ••. 

The garrison and inha-
bitants of Mooltan 

Th. Resident •• 

The Adjutant-General . 

The Secretary to the 
Government 

Ti,e Secretary to the 
, Government 

The nesident •• 

The Resident •• 
The Secret Committee 

force against him. SitS 
Regrets that it has been deter-

mined not to send any British 
troops, unle§s a large .force 
can be sent.-Rebellion of 
Chuttur Sing.-Conduct of 
Jhunda Sing. - Lieutenant 
Herbert sent to Attock 

Arrival of Lieutenant Herbert 
324 

at Attock.-State of the fort. 
Necessity for British troops 825 

Appointment of political officers 
to each column proceeding to 
Mooltan • • •• 8~6 

Chuttur Sing's determination to 
persist in rebellion •• •• SitS 

Reconnoissance before Mooltan.' 
-GoodcoDduct of Sheik Ema
moodeen's troops.-Praise of ( 
Lieutenant Christopher of the 
Indian navy, and of Mr. James 826 

'State of Attock.-Operations 
against Chuttur Sing.-Neces-
sity for British troops 838 

Transmitting a proclamation, 
summoning the garrison and 
inhabitants of Mooltan to 
surfecde. 3~7 

Summoning them to surrender 327 

Course which Shere Sing will 
probably take 329 

Arrival of the siege train at 
Mooltan ." :l8S 

Suspicions entertained of, 
Jhunda Sing. - Deena N ath 
sent 10 dissuade Cbuttur Sing 
nom his rebellion.-Opera-
tions ."nainst Moohan •• ' 328 

Objections to detaching one 
brigade only of Britisb troops 
to Hazara, . ami to reducing 
tbe force in the Jullundur •• 339 

Disaffection among the troops 
at Peshawur 339 

Improvement in that respect .• 340 
Cnsto,ly of the Maharanee 2GS 
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1848. 

Sept. 7 .• 
(No. 74) 

The Governor-General 
. in Council 

'.' 

The Secret Committee 

, ., • I 

" 
7 .• Lieutenant Edwal"deS •• The Resident .. 

.. 7 •• Major-General Whish The Adjutant-General 

8 .• The Resident'. • The Commander-in-
Chief 

u 

.. 8 .. The Resident .. The Secretary to the 
Government .. 9 _ . Mr. Lawrence The Resident •• 

.. 9 •• Captain Davidson •• The Adjutant-General 
u' 9 •• Major-General Whish The Adjutant-General .. 10 .. The Resident The Secretary to the 

Government 

n 10 •• Lieutenant Edwardes .. The Resident .. 

.. 10 .. Major Simpson, com .. The Adjutant-General 
mnnding at Hajeepore .. 10 .. Major-General Whish The Adjutant-General 

" 11 .. The 
Chief 

Commnndel'·in- The Resident 

.. 11 .. C. B.Saunders, Esq ••• Mr. Lawrence 

• 12 •. The Resident .• The Secretory to the 
Government' 

.. 12 •• The Resident •. The Commp.nder-in 
Chief. 

" 12 .. The Adjntant-Goneral The Sccretory 
Government 

to the 

u 12 •• Major-General Whish . . The Adjutant-General 

. ' "! .• 

Major Edwarde.,' C.B. .. 13 •• The Reaident, ••. 

Arrival of British troops' at' ' 
Mooltan.-!!evolt in the Ha
zara country. ~ Disaft'ection 
~f Chuttur Bing.-Munler of 
Colonel- Canora..~ Difference . 
of opinion between the Resi
dent and Captain Abbott.
Praise of Captain Nichol ... 
son. and of Captain Abbott.
Captain ,Nicholson sent to 
Attock. -lmVrobabiJity with 
regard to the Sikbs. no reason 
for disbelief •• 267 

Discussion of plans for attack-
~ insr MooltflDo-Conduct. of the 

Sikh Government officers.-
Fate of Bhaee MahAraj .• 330 

Commencement of at tank against 
Mooltan •. 340 

No good result expected from 
the mission of Deena Natb to 
Chuttur Sing.-Necessity for 
sending British troops to put 
down the Hazara rebellion.
Military movements suggested 332 

As to the probability of Shere 
Sing joining in the rebellion. 0 338 

Proceedings against Ram Sing 
and his gang.. . . .. 841 

Disturbance at Puthankote .. 341 
Progress of the siege . • . •. 341 
Mode of attacking Moollan.-

Character of ChuUur Sing.
Conduct of the Sikh Govem-
men~ officers. . •• 334 

Conversation with Sheik Ems ... 
moodeen as to Chuttur Sing, 
Shere Sing, &c.-Convertla
tion with Shere Bingo-His 
protestations of loyalty _ 843 

Disturbance .t Puthankote •. 345 

Attack on the enemy's position, 
under Colonel PattollD o. 342 

Necessity for military prepara
tions 011 a large senIe.-Pro
pri~ty of forming the army at 
F crozepore .• . . .. 345 

Capture of the fort of St.nhpoor 
from Ram Sing', party " 347 

Coercive measures necessary 
against Chl1ttllr Sing.-Ex. 
tcnsive milital'Y operations io-
evitable .. • • " 348 

Expectation of a general Punjab 
war.-Misehief arising from 
the delay in subduing Moollan. 
-Streugth of the place.
Reinforcements ordered from 
Sind.. - Interc.pted letter 
fMm Chuttur Sing to Soolton 
Mahomed •• 349 

Orders for certain troops to be 
held in readiness to move.. 348 

Attack on the enemy·s- in
trenched position.-Death of 
Colonel Pattoun, Major Monti. 
zamberl, "'.~.;, . •• 352 

Inteniew with Sheik Emamoo. 
deen and with Shere Sing.
Proceedings of Chnttnr Sing 
and of Deena Nath .. •• 350 



cHaONOLOG'lCAL· LIST 9FPAl'BRS. 
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.' 
. _,J)ate. ... . .. from, . To • ··Subject. . Page 

, -' .. 
1848. " ,. 

Aug. )19 Captain Nicholson, . The Resident,.: R"tirenient from Hus.an Ab- ,," 
dal on the advance of Chuttur 
Sing.-Want of British troops 82! .. 

.. 

.. 
'" 
.. 

.. 

I' ~ 

.w •• The Secretary. to the The Resident •• 
Government 

Prai." of Captain Nicholson 
and Mr. Cocks.-As to send-

so •• The Resident 

30 ., Sirdar Cbuttur Sing 

31 Captain N icllOlson 

31 Captain Nicholson 

31' •• Major Lawrence 

ing political officers on ,de
tached, and distant, service.. 298 

The Secretary to the Fear that Chuttur Sing will not 
Government come to Lahore.-Necessity 

for assembling an army at 
F erozepore, and for the re
organization of the military 
establishment of the Punjab.. 322 

•• Sirdar Sooltan Mahomed .Invitation to join in the re

Major Lawrence 

Major Lawrence 

Captain Nicholson 

b.Ilion 850 
Soliciting reinforcements for 

Attock ., 323 
Soliciting reinforcements for 

Attock.-Necessity forCap-
tain Nicholson keeping the 
field .• 

Troops sent to him; also to 
Lieutenant Herbert '. '. 

324 

324 
Sept. ·1.. The Resident •• The Secretary to the Chuttur Sing has finally taken 

Government his course.-Preparations for 
the movement of a British 

.. 

.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 

1. • Major Lawrence The Resident •• 

.1 •• Cap.ain Nicholson ~Iajor Lawrence 

force against him 323 
Regrets that it has been deter-

mined not to send any British 
troops, unle§S a large .force 
can be sent.-Rebellion of 
Chuttur Sing.-Conduct of 
Jhunda Sing. - Lieutenant 
Herbert sent to Attock 1I.!t 

Arrival of Lieutenant Herbert 

.2 •• The Secretary to tbe The Resident .' 
GO\oernmpnt 

at Attock.-State of the fort. 
Necessity for British troops 325 

Appointment of political officers 
to each column proceeding to 

l\f ajor Lawrence 

Major-General Whish 

Mooltan • • .• 826 
The Residcnt •• Chuttur Sing's determination to 

persist in rebellion ... .. 326 
The Adjutant-General Reconnoissance before Mooltano' 

-Good conduct of Sheik Ema
moodeen's troops.-Praise of ( 
Lieutenant Christopher of the 

Without date Captain Xicholson The Resident •• 
Indian navy, and of Mr. James S~6 

•• 'State of Altock.-Operationa 
againstChuttur Sing.-Neces .. -

.. 

", 
,; 

.. 
" 

:) •. Lieutenant Edw.rde ••. The Resident •• 

4 •• 

4 .. 

+ •. 
[j ... 

Proclamation hy M.jor-
General Whisb 

Lieuterumt Edwarde ••• 

Major-General Whish 

The Resident •• 

Tbe ga"rison and inha
bitants of Mooltan 

Tbe Resident •• 

Tbe Adjutant-General . 

The Secretary to the 
Government 

sity for British troops 838 
Transmitting a proclamation, 

summoning the garrison and 
inhabitants of Mooltan to 
surrender 327 

Summoning them to surrender 327 

Course which Sbere Sing will 
probably take •• 329 

Arrival of the siege train at 
Mooltan • • • ••• 338 

Suspicions entertained of 
Jhunda Sing.-D..,na Nath' 
sent to dissuade Cbuttur Sing 
from hi. rebelIion.-Opera-
tions ,,",aainst Mooltan .• ' 328 

Objections to detacbing one 
brigade only of Britisb troops 
to Haoara, . and to reducing 
the force in the Jullundur •• 339 

Dissffection among the troops 
at Peshawur 339 

Improvement in that respect.. 340 
Custody of the ~1ah.r.nee 263 
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1848. 
Sept. 7 .. 

(No. 74) 

,,' 

" 7 .. 

.. 7 •• 

" 8 •• 

.. 

.. 8 •. 

" 9 .. 

" 9 .. 

" 9 .. 

" 10 •• 

.. .. 10 .. 

" 10 .. 

". 10 .. 

.. !l .. 

" 11 .. 

" 12 .. 

.. Ill. . 

The Go.ernor-General 
. in Council 

"I L 

.;1 ;, I 

Lieutenant Edwardes •• 

Major-General Whish 

The Re,ident' •• 

The Resident .. 

Mr. Lawrence 

Captain Davidson •• 
Major-General Whish 
The Resident 

Lieutenant Ed'warde! .. 

Major Simpson," com-
maDding at Hajeepore 

Major-General Whish 

The Commander-in-
Chief 

C. B. Saunders, Esq ••. 

The Resident .• 

The Resident •. 

" 

" 

12 ••. Th. Adjutant-GenerDI 

. J 2 •. Major-Genoral Whish . . 

;" .' ::.. '.,' -0'1 .. 13.. The Resid.nt, •• 

The Secret Committee 

.. 

The Resident " 

The Adjutant:General 

The Commander-in .. 
Chief 

The Secretsry to 
Government 

tbe 

The Resident •• 

The Adjutant-General 
The Adjutant-General 
The Secretary to the 

Government 

The Resident .. 

The Adjutant-General 

The Adjutant-General 

The Resident 

Mr. Lawrence 

The Secretary to the 
Government· 

The Commp,oder-in 
Chi.f ... 

The Sccretsry to the 
Government 

The Adjutant-General 

Major Edwarde.,' C.B. 

Subject. . Page 

• -
Arrival of British troops ~ at, " 

Moollan.-R.evolt in the Ha
zara country.;.... Disaffection 
of Chuttur Sing.-Murder of 
Colonel' Canora."::';':' Difference , 
of opinion b~tweeD the Resi
dent and Captain Abbott.
Pr3ise of Captain Nichol
SOD" and of Captain Abbott.
Captain .Nicholson sent to 
Attock. -!m\.robability with 
regard to the Sikhs, no reason 
for disbelief • • ., 267 

Discussion of plans for attack .. 
, ing Moolbtn.-Conduct of th. 

Sikh Government officers.
Fate of Bhaee Mahllraj' " 330 

Commencement of attac:k against 
Mooltsn . • . . .• 340 

No good result expected from 
the mission of Deena Nath to 
ChuUur Sing.-Nec.ssi~y for 
Bending Briti~h troops to put 
down the Hazara rebellion.
Militsry movements suggested 332 

As to tbe probability of Shere . 
Sing joining in the rebellion.. 333 

Proceedings against Ram Sing 
and hi. gang.. . . .. 341 

Disturbance at Putbankote ., 341 
Progress of the siege . . . .. 341 
Mod. of attscking Mooltsn._ 

Character of Chuttnr Sing.
Conduct of the Sikh Govern-
men. officers, . . . .. 334 

Conversation with Sheik Emll
moodeen as to Chuttur Sing, 
Shere Sing, &c.-Conver.lla
tion with Shere Sing.-His 
proteststious of loyalty _ 343 

Disturbance in Puthankote •. 345 

Attack on the enemy's position, 
under Colonel PaltonD .. 342 

Necessity for military pl'epara
tions ou a large 8cale.-Pro
priety of forming the army at 
Ferozepore .. . . .. 845 

Capture of the fort of Shah poor 
from Ram Sing's party '. 347 

Coercive measures necessary 
, against Clmttur Sing.-Ex. 
. tensive military operations in-

evitable ., 348 
Expectation of a general Punjab 

.war.-Mischief arising from 
the dolay in subduing Mooltan. 
-Strength of the place.
Reinforcements' ordered from 
Sinde. - Intercepted letter 
fr?m Cbuttur Sing to Sooltsn 
Mahomed . • • • •• 349 

Orders for certain troops to be 
held in readiness to move.. 348 

Attack on the enemy's- in
trenched position.-Death of 
Colonel Pattoun, Major Monti-

• .ambert; &o~.;' , __ 352 
Interview with Sheik Emamoo .. 

deen and with Shere Sing.
Proceedings of Chuttur Sing 
and of Deena N.th .. . •• 350 
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I:'ept. 13.. Major·General Whish.. The Adjutant-General Attack on the enerny's position. 

-Death af Colonel PaltoHn 353 
Operations against Ram Sing .. 351 
An army to be collect",d at 

Ferozepore; but the Lahore 

.. .. 

.. 

" 
" 
" 
.. 

" .. 
.. 
.. 
" 
" 

" 

.. 

" 

.. .. 
" 

.. 

.. 

.. 

13 .. 
14 .' . 

Mr. Lawrence 
The Secretary 

Government 

Brigadier Wheeler 
to ,the The Adjutant-General 

11 •. The Secretary to the The Resident .. 
Government 

14 •• Major-General Whish .. The Adjutant-General 
14. • Major Napier. of the The Resideut .• 

, Engineers 
14 .• Major Edward.s Thp. Resident .. 

imd J ullundnr forces not to be 
weakened 334 

Disturbance in Hazara.-Con
viction that Chuttur Sing is 

'faithles •• -Approval of the 
determination not to send a 
small British force to Hazara. 
-Army to be collected on 

·the frontier .. 335 
Raising of the siege of Mooltan 355 
Raising of the siege of Mooltan. 

-Reinforcements required.. 356 
Defection of She.. Sing.

Raising of the siege of Moolt.n 357 
14 . . Mr. Lawrence Mr. Inglis. Secretary to 

Sir F. Currie ' 
Disturbance crented by Ram 

Sing. - Reinforcements for 
Kangra and Noorpoor.-

15 •• Mr. Lawrence 
16 •• Major Macgregor , 

, 

16 .• Major Edw .. rdes 

16 .. 
Shere Sing 
Mr. Lawrence .. 

16 .. ' Major-General WlIisb .. 
17 .. ' The Resident .. 

18.. The Resident 

19 .. 
19 .. 

Raja Shere Sing 
MajOl' Napier .. 
Tbe Resident •• 

Brigadier Wlleeler 
The Secretary to the 

Govenunent 

The Resident .• 

Tile ResideDt _ • 
The Adj'ltant-General 
The Secretary 110 the 

Government 

The Secretary to the 
Government 

Sirdar Golab Sing 
The Resident ... 
Brigadier Campbell. C.B. 

19 ., Mr. Lawrence .• .• 'The Secretary to the 
Resident 

19 .. Major Hodgson 
19.. Major Fisb.r .. 

20 . • The Governor-General 
in COllDcil 

20 •• The Adjutant-General 

20 •• Mr. Lawrence •• 

21 '. The Resident "-

ii .. Mr. Lawrence •• 

, Mr. Lawrence .. 

t 

The Brigade-Major to 
Brigadier Wheeler 

The Secret Committee 

The Secretary to the 
I· 00 ••• _ 

The S..""t...,- til the 
Resident 

The Secretary 
Government 

to the 

The Secretary to the 
Resident 

Prai.e af Mr. Saunders .. 364 
Operations against Ram Sing 366 
Refusal to allow Jeebun Sing 

to act as vakeel to the Maha-
ranee.. .. 335 

Proceeding. of Shere Sing , 
against the English.. 360 

Manifesto issued by him 362 
Operatioos against 'Ram Sing.. 366 
Challge of ground for his camp 362 
Raising of the siege of Maoltan. 

Cause of that proceeding.
Defence of his conduct in 
movmR' troops against 1\'1001-
tan.-Reioforcements for the 
besieging troops.-Occupation 
of the citadel of Lahore by 
British troops.-Arrest of cer-
lsin Sirdars . . .. 354 

Arrest 01 Golab Sing, son of 
, Chnttur Sing.-Shere Sing'. 

plans.-Prompt military mea-
sure. necessary .• 358 

Intention to join Moolraj 359 
Raising of the siege of Mooltan 363 
Disturbanee in the Kangra dis-

trict. .....;... Measures for reiD
forcing Kangra and Noorpoor 363 

Necessity for strengthening 
Kangra and Noorpoor.-Good 
conduct of Sikll local corps.-
Attack on Ram Sing 367 

, Attack on Ram Sing.. 367 
Attack on Ram oing .• 368 

,Open rebellion of Chuttur Sing. 
-Treachery of JIlunda Sing.' 
- Objections to sending 

f British troops to Hazara..
Army ordered to be assembled 
at Fer""epore 298 

Raising of the siege of Mooltan. 
-Reinforcements' for Major
General Whish'-'Assembly 
of an army at Ferozepore.
Increase to the army of India 373 

Attack on Ram Sin g.-Praise 
of Mr. Cocks, Major Fisher, 
and the other officers engaged 368 

Occupation of the fort of Go
vindgurh.- Praise of Mr. 
Cooks "nd Brigadier Camp-
bell .• 370 

Complete dispersion of Ram 
Sing and his followers .. 369 

• • 
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1848. 
Sept. 22.. Major Edwarde. The Resident •• .. Incendiary proclamation issued 

by Shere Sing. - Promises 
made to Sikh troops· who con
tinue faithful'to th6 Gov~rD
ment.-Belief in the" fidelity of 

" 
" .. 

" 

" 

" 

" 

'" 
Oct. 

" .. 

" 

" 

" 

" 

Shere Sing and Moolraj 

23 •• The Secretary to 
Gavernment 

23 .• The Re.ident •• 

24 .. The Resident •• 

25 .• The Secretary to 
Resident 

27 •. 'The Resident 

29 •• The Resident •• 

the 

the 

The Sikh Army 

Mr. Newmarch 

The Secretary to 
Government 

The Secretary to 
Government 

The Secretary to 
Government 

Major Edwarde. 

Major Lawren"; 

the 

the 

the 

. 

30 .• The Secretary to the The Adjutant.General 
Government 

30 •. The Resident _. 

1 .• Major La .... ence 

2 .• Majo. Lawrence 

The Secretary to 
Government 

The Resident •• 

The Resident •. 

the 

3 .• The Secretary to Go- The Resident _ • 
vernment 

3 •• The Secretary 10 Go· The Resident • < 

.vernment 

4 •• The Resident •• 

.. •• The A djut.nt·General 

6 •• The Resident •• 

The Secretary with the 
Governor-General 

Th.. Secretmy. ta the 
GovernlB:elJt 

Th. Sec:reia1? with the 
Go ..... aCll'-6eenlI 

Maharajah Golab Sing The Resident •• 
Tbe a •• ident •• '.. Maharajah Go1all Sing 

" 7 •• The Governor-Geoeral Th. Secret Committee 
(No. 78) ill Council 

his own troops . • .• 376 
Exhorting them to rise against 

tbe British •• •• 376 
As to his communications with 

tbe Maharauee •• 335 
Proceedings of Shere Sing 

against the English '.. 360 
Reinforcements for Mooltan._ 

Reasons for having supposed 
that the foree formerly sent 
was amplea-Prospect of' a. 
general Punjab war.-Pro
bable movements .of 'Chuttur 
Sing. - Brigadier Wbeeler 
ordOl"ed to the Be.. .. . . 371 

Suppression of the disturbance 
in Noorpoor . • .• 870 

Prai.e of General Cortlandt and 
his troop&.-Promi!!leB made to 
.. rtain Sikh soldiers, if they 
remoon faithful to the Govern-
ment.-Mode of dealing with' 
the Sikh soldiery, .• •• 377 

Praise. for his exertion8~Ex .. 
ceneot conduct 'of Sirdar 
Golab Sing. Povindea ...... ln· 
structions in ease . ~e troops 
at Poshawurrevolt ' •• 877 

Augmentation of the army.
Assembly of aId,.. 011' the 
frontier •• . • 373 

Conduct of Dee ... N.tb . 378 

Reinforcement sent to: Attock. 

392 
- Urging the dispatch of Bri. 
tish troops to the Jhp1um 

Murder of Colonel Holme. by 
the Sikhs in Bunnoo .. 379 

QccupatI"" of th" f.rt of Go. 
vindgurh. - Praise of Mr. 
Cocks and Mr. Inglis, and 
Colonel Mac Sherry .• 374 

No , .... t to be pl ... d ill' the 
people of the Punjab, and no 
guarantee ro be gi •• n. ",bieh 
may impede the fut1.ll'e mea
sure .. ef Govemment.--The 
State of La.hol'e considered 
at war with the British 
Gov.rnment, c" •• 374 

Conduct of Chuttur Sing. and 
of Shere Sing.-Gener.1 feel • 

. ing of disa8'ectlon throughout 
the Punjab.-Murder of Colo- . 
nel Holmes • • •• 880 

Dispeniou of' marauders u.tic_r 
Ram Sing.-Praise of ~ 
Fisher .. .• •• 382 

Consid..ation; ot-tho; question 
whether Maharajah Golab SlDg 
is R friend. Ol!' aD eaemy.-He. 
has been pennitred to assemble 
a force, for the purpose of act-
ing againrt Oluttor Sing :/82 

Protestations of friendship 384 
PermilSioR to- ace against CIAlt- ' 

tu. SiDg •• .. 885 
Correlipondence regarding the 

Maharanee '..' •• a35 
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Oct., 7,. 
(No,7V) 

The GoveroOl"·General The Secret COlJlmittee Defedion of Shere Sing'. whol. 
in Council ' 

. '. 

.. 7 .. The Resident " 

" 7 .. The Resident •. 

" 8 .. The Re.ident •. 

" 10 .. Major Edwardes ' 

" 11 •• The Resident •• 

.. 

Brigadier Campbell 

force.-Raising of the 'siege of 
Mooltnn. - Augmentation of 
the Indian arn.v.-Reinforce .. 
menu ordered -from Bomba\". 
-Army to be formed on the 
north-west frontier. - Move-
ment. of Chuttor Sing._ 
Danger of Dost Mohomed 
joining the insurgents.-Occu
potion of the fort of Govind
gnrh, and the citadel of Ln
hare, by British garrisons.
Intention of .he Governor
General to proceed to tb. 
north-west frontier. • .. 336 

Troops to be sent against Run-
gor Nuggnl nnd Moraree .. 392 

And Goojranwalla .. 393 
Tranquillity at Lahore during 

the Dossera' . '. . ,. 386 
Marcb of. Shere Sing from 
- Mooltan to join Chuttur Sing 386 

The Secretary witb the Detachment sent against Urjun 

Brigadier Campbell 
The Secretary with the 

Governor-General 
The Resident. • . 

Governor-General Sing . • . .. .. 416 

" 12 .. Mr. Newmarch, .a soli- Major Macgregor, the Expenses of the Maharanee 575 
Governor .. General's ciw,' of Calcutta 

." ,-, 13. •• Major Lawrence 

" .. 13 •.•. Major Lawrence 

, 'I, 15 .. Brigadier Wheeler. 

" 16 .. Major Macgregor 

. , 18 .• The Resident • • . 

". 19. _ The Resid.nL •• 

" 20 .. The Resident •• 

Agent at BeDllres . 
The Resident '" Murder of Fulleh Khan by the 

troops in Bunnoo. ., .. 387 
The Resident 

The Adjutant-General 

The Secretary with the 
Governor-General 

The Commander-in-
Chief 

The Secretary with the 
Governor-G'ener:.tl 

The Commanaer-in-
Chief 

Urging the dispatch of British 
troops towards Peshawur " 387 

Copture of the fort of Rungur 
Nuggul .. ... .. 417 

Remonstrance on the part of 
the Maharanee .. .. 575 

Mooltan has ceased to be the 
great object with t.he Sikhs. 
~The battle of th.it inde
pendence is to be foug-ht Dear 
J~hore.-Shere Sing's move .. 
mr.nts, -Necessity for - rein. 
forcing Lahore _. 388 

March of Shere Sing from 
Mooltan to join Chuttur Sing 389 

Urging the dispatch of troops 
across the Ravee • • 389 

.. ·20 .. The Commander - in - The Resident" .. Troops ordered to cross the 
Cbief, 

" 
20, , Captain Abbott ' .. 

" 21. .. Captain Nicholson· 

l .' " 
" 22 .. The Resident ,. 

,. 

" 22 ... The Resident 

The Resident •• 

The Resident .' 

Brigadier, Campbell .. 

The Commander-in .. 
Chief 

Sutlej ... 394 
Engagemont with Chuttnr 

Sing's fo .... cs .', •• 394 
Advance of the insurgent army. 

-Urging the disp.tch of 
British troops " ' .• 389 

Milita ry movements in con
sequence of Shere Sing's ad-
vance ,. 39(} 

MilitarJ movements in ('on-· 
sequence of Shere Sing's ad-
vance ". 390 

U.du~tion of the Fort of Run-
gur Nuggul.-Praiseof Briga-." . 22 .. The Adjutant-General ne Secretary to the 

.. ' 23 •• Major. Macgregor. 

.. 24 .. ' Tbe Resident .. 
.u 

·1', III "', '". '" \. . :. , 

24 ., Major Lawrence. I 

, .",,1 • 

• .' 26 ••. Major ,Lawrence 

'. -I ""'" .. . 25 •• Brigadier .•. General 
Wheeler 

Government 

•• Tbe Secretary with the 
Governor-General 

The Commander-in-
Chief 

Tbe Resident .' 

dier Wheeler . , .. 417 
Expenses of the Maharanee •• 577 

Movements of Shere Sing on 
Lahore,-Soliciting reinforce- . 
mellts ,... 396 

Revolt of the troops at Pesba-
, -.' wur .. .... .. 397 

•• The. Resident.. '.. Revolt of the Pesllawudroops.· 
Escape from Pesbawur to 
Kohat .• 398 

Capture of 'the Fort 'Of'. M ... , 
raroe .... 419 

The Adjutanl-G.n~~ai 
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,J84B. 
Oct. 26.. The Resident •• The Commauder-in-

Chief 
" 27.. Major Edwardes The Resident • ': ' 

" 31 •• Brig;Wier Campbell The Adjutaut-General 

Nov. 1 _.' The Governor-General The Secret Committee 

" 
" .. 
.. 

, , 

1 •• The ~sidcnt •• 

2 ,. The Re.ident :. 

2., 

3, _ 

Briga,pier-General Cure
ton, commanding the 
Cavalry 

The Resident • _ 

The Secretary with the 
Governor-General 

Brigadier-General Cure
ton 

The Adjutant-General 

The Secretary with the 
Governor-General 

" 4 .. The Secretary with the The Resident __ 

.. 
" 

.. 

Governor-General 

5 ,_ The Secretary with the Major Macgregor 
Governor-General 

5 ,. Lieutenant' Herbert, The ltesident " 
commanding at Attock 

6 " The Resident " , The Secretary with tire 
Governor.Gener~] 

," . 6 '.. Major Edwardes The Residellt .• 

.. 
" 

" 

.. 

" 

• 

, 7 " Mnjol'-Gene .. al Whish 

7 " Major \Vheeler 

8 •• Major Lawrence 

8 . , Brigadier Markham 

The Adjutant-General 

Brigadier Markham's 
Major of Brigade 

The Resident " 

Major-General Whi,sh, , 

9'.. Major-General Whish.. The Adjutaut-Gen • .ral 

'I 

9.. M.jo~ Edwarde. Major-Goneral Whish, , 

.. 9 •• Lieutellant Lake ," The Resident " 

- Subject., _" ___ ..Page 

March of Shere Sing,-and of 
the BUDOOO troops to join him 399 

Movements of t4e Sikhs who ' 
revolted in Bunnoo.-ExceBses 
committed by the Sikhs against 
the Mahomedans " 399 

Bridge of boats near Lahore 
attacked ,_ 400 

Revolt of the Sikh troops in 
Bunnoo.-Munier of Colonel 
John Holme., and Futteh 
Khan Towannah.-Departure 
of Shere Sing from Mooltan, 
to join Chuttur Sing,-Test 
of Maharajah Golab Sing's 
friendship.-Measureondopted 
at Bombay for the reinforce
ment of t he troops before 
Moohs. .. .. .. 375 

Shere Sing"s movements "" 401 

Urging him to advance to 
Eminadah " , , ,_ 402 

Passage of the Ravee.-Inten~ 
tion to advance 401 

GaUant affair between Captain 
Abbott'. levi .. nnd the troops 

, of, Chuttnr Sing.-Praise of 
Captain Abbott . , .. 40Z 

Operations against' Mooltan to 
be resumed at the earliest 
practicable moment.- The 
S,kh army must be dispersed 
and crushed _. 403 

Expenses of the Maharanee .. 577" 

Protestations of fidelit. bv the 
garrison. of . Attock.--="Pro-
miSe!- of reward made to them 404 

Revolt of the troops at Peshawur. 
-Treachery of Sooltan Ma
homed.-The most prominent 
rebels are those who ha\'e been 
most fa,"ored by the British 
Govel"nment. - Threats 'held 
out to Chuttur Sing, &c., if 
harm be done to anv ot' the 
British officers • 404 

Revolt of the troops at Pesha
wur.-Lieutenant Taylor dis
patched 10 bring away the 
British officers and ladles .. 406 

Orders for an att..1.ck on the 
enemy's position . . 406 

Operations against Mooltan ". 410 

Conduct of Sooltan Mahomed 
towards the British officers 
who took refuge with him.
Formal entry of Chuttur Sing 
into Peshawur.-The charge 
of the province made over by' 
him to the Baruby. Sirdars 419 

Successful attack. on the ene
my's position 'at Sooraj 
K.ond ' 409 

Details of the attaok on the 
enemy's position, made by Bri
"adier Markham on' tb. 7th of 
November' .,' • _ 408 

Share of hi. troop. in the ac-
tion of' the 7th at Sonraj 
Koond .. .. '., 421 

Share of his troops in the ac-
tion of the 7th •• 424 
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Date. From. To. 

1848.· 
Nov. 9.. Lieutenant Lake Major"Geaeral Whish •• 

Major·Generai Whish .. 
Mojor·General Whish .• 

.. .. 
" 
" 
" 

.. 

.. 

H 

" 

" 

" 

" 
" 

" 

.. 

. ., 

" 

.. 

9 •. Major ,Edwardes 
. 9 .. Major Edwardes 

9 •. Lieutenant Pollock 
10 .. Major Edwardes 
10.. Major Mackeson, Su

perintendent of Cis· 
Sutlej States 

Shere Sing 

11 .. The Resident •• 

Major Edwarde. 
The Resident ., 
The Secretary to the 

Resident 

The Protected Chiefs, 
Cis·Sutlej 

The Secretary with the 
Governor-GeD"".1 

12 .. Major.General Whish.. The Adjutant-GeDeral' 

13 •• Lieutenant Taylor The Resident •• 

13.·. Major Lawrence Lieutenant Herbert 

14 .. P. M.lvill, Esq •• Un-
der Secretary with the 

Major Macgregor 

Governor-General 
14 •• Lieutenant Herbert .. The Resident .• 

14 .. Lieutenant Herbert Major Lawrence 
15 •. The Resident The Secretary with the 

Governor-General 

Shere Sing Bikrama Sing .. 
Shere Sing The Sod .. of Anund-

pore 
Sbere Sing Hoshivpore Regiment 

16 .• Th. Resident The Secretary with the 
Governor-General 

17.. The Resident .• The Secretary with the 
Governor·General 

18 .• Tho Resident • • The People of the Pun-
jab 

18 .• Lieutenant Taylor The Resident •• 

19 •. Major Edwardes .. The Resident •• 

22 .• The Governor·General The Secret Committee 
• 

Subject. Page 

Sbare of his troops in tbe &C-' 

tion of tbe 7th . • •• 425 
Desertions to Moollan •• 421 
Report of the operations of the . 

irregular troops 00 the :lth of 
November •• . • •. 421 

Desertious to Mooltan •. 423 
Desertions to Mooltan .. 420 
Incendiary letter from Shere 

Sing.. 411 

Exciting them to rebellioD 412 ' 

Revolt of troops at Peshawur. 
-Intrigue. of Sooltan Ma
homed. - Praise of Major • 
LawreDce . . . . .. 413 

Reports from Major Edward .. 
and Lieutenants Lake and 
Pollock, with respect to the 
attack on the enemy's position 
on November the 7th .• 426 

Attempt to deliver the EDglish 
prison~ra .• 426 

Surrender of British prisoners 
to Chuttnr' Siog.-Chuttur 
Sing's offer to Lieutenant 
Herbert .• 427 

Refusal to renew the inve.llitiga,.. 
tiOD into the Maharanee~1 COD4 

duct 578 
Promises of reward to the gar· 

rison of Attock.-Overtures 
from Chuttur Sing .. •• 428 

Confidence in bis position .. 428 
I Dcendiary letters from Shere 

Sing to chiefs within the 
British dominious' 413 

.. 414 

The Commander-iu-Chief h.s 
crossed the Ravee.-Reasons 
for remaining at Lahore.
-Mr. Cocks seDt with the Com
mander-in-Chief; also lVlisr 
Sabib Dyal, on the part of the 

414 

414 

Durb.r 444 
Revolt at Peshawur .--Cbarac--

ter of Sooltan' Mahomed.
Notification to him that he 
will be held r.'ponsible for the 
safety ofthe British prisoners 415 

Admonitory p~oclamation on the 
Comm3Dder-in-Chief entering 
the Punjab .• .. 449 

Surrender of British officers by 
Sooltao Mahomed to Chuttu;' 
Sing.-Conduct of the gar
risons of Lukkee aud Duleep-
ghur ." .. .. 429 

Sooltnn Mahomed has sent for 
the British oilice ... from Kohat 
to l'eshawur.- Report that 
Doot Mahomed is collecting 
troops .• 430 

Re..,lt of the Peshawur troops . 
-Machinations of Sooltan 
Mahomed. - Probable etfect 
on the Mahomedao population. 
-Praise of Major Lawrence, 
Captain Abbott, and Lieute
nanl Herbert. - Brigadier 
Markham', .uccess at Mool-
tan .. 390 



CHRONOLOGICAL- LHIT OPPAPli:llS. 

Date. From. To. 

1848. 
Nov. 22.. Mr. Lawrence . • . The Resident" > 

.. 

.. 

.. 

23 .• The Resident " The Secretary with the 
Governor-General 

28 .• Brigadier - General The Adjutant-General 
Wheeler •. C.B.. com-
manding Jullundur 
hill force 

23 .. The Commander-in- The Governor-General 
Chief 

.. 24 .. Brigadier-General Camp The Adjutant-GeDeral 
, bell, C.B. 

.. 

.. 

.. .. 

.. 
" 

," 

" .. 
.. 
" 

.. 

u 

.. 

.. 

24 .• The Resident .• 

24 .. The Resident •• 

24 ,. Shere Sing, &c. 
25 .• The ResideDt •• 

26 .. Mr. Lawrence •• 

Mr. LawreDce 

The Commander·iD
Chief 

The Resident 
The Secretary with the 

Governor-General 

.. The ResideDt 

27 .. The Commander-in. The Governor-GeDeral 
Chief 

27 •• The Commander-iD- General Orden to the 
Chief army 

27 .. The Commander-in- The GoverDor-General 
Chief 

27 ., The Resident •• 

28 ,. The Resident 

28 .• MI'. Lawrence 

29 .• Mr. Lawrence 

30 " The Resident 

30 .. The Resident 

30 •. The Resident 

The Secretary with the 
Governor-General 

.• The Resident •• 

•• The Resident •• 

The Commander·in-
Chief \ .. 

Mr. Lawrence 

Brigadier _ General 
Wheeler 

~ 30.. Mr. Lawrence The Resident •• 
The Resident .• (No date),. LieUleDant Herbert 

D"", 

.. 

.. 

.. 

1 •• Captain JacksoD 

'1 .. Mr. Lawrence .. 

The Brigade·Major to 
Brigadier - General 
Wheeler ' 

The R .. ident •• 

2 •• The Secretary witb tbe The Resident •• 
Governor-General 

I .• The Secretary with the The ResideDI .• 
Governof"GeDeral 

Subject. Page 

Operations against insurgents 
near Puthankote , .. 480 

Sooltan Mahomed h.. made 
over the British officers io 
Chuttur Sing .. ,. 481· 

ReductioD of the fort of Kullal-
wala .• 464 

ActioD at Ramnuggur-Death 
of Brigadier-General Cureton 
aud Lieutena.nt-Colonel Have-
lock .. .. •. 445 

Action at Ramnuggur-Death 
of Brigadier-General Cureton 
and Lieutenant-Colonel Have,. 
lock •• 446 

Operations against insurgents 
Dear Puthankote· •• •• 432 

Operations against insurgents 
near Puthankote •• 432 

Paper of grievances •. 432 
Prospect of Lieutenant Herbert's 

relief at Attock.--Views of 
Chuttur SiDg with regard to 
the British prisoners.-Pro
ceediDg'S of Dost Mahomed., 436 

Operations against insurgents 
Dear Puthankote.-Good con-
duct of Sikh soldiers , •. 436 

Action at Ramnugglll"-Briga .. 
dier-General CampbeU's re-
port ..... .. 446 

Action at Ramnuggur.-Briga
dier-General Campbell's re-
port .• .. .. 448 

Reduction of the fort of ;K ullal-
wal. 463 

OD Shere Sing's paper of' 
grievan...... .. .. 437 

Paper of grievances put forth 
by Raja Shere Sing. ~c. .• 438 

Operations against insurgents. 
-ExpedieDcy of Brigadier
General Wheeler crossing the 
Ravee 439. 

Operations against insurgents . 
-Expediency of Brigadier
General Wheeler crossing the 
Ravee •• 464 

Insurrections beyond the Jum-
moo boundary.-Suspicions as 
to Maharajah Golab Sing .. 441 

Brigadier--General Wheeler to 
cross the Ravee .• -440 

Brigadier-GeDeral Wheeler to· 
cross the Ravee . . . • 440 

Proceedings against insurgents 465 
Batteries erected hy tbe ene-

my against Attock.-Promis .. 
made to the garrison •• 428 

Good cODduct of Sikh troop... 467 

. 
Operation. &gaioat ioanrgeDta 466' 

Praise of Major Edwardes • 
Lieutenant Lake, General 
Cortlandt, ~c.. for their ser
vices Oil the 7th of November 441 

Disposal of Major Edward .. ' 
levi ... and the Bahawulpore 
troope. after the arrival of the 
Bomb.y reiDforcemenl .. 441 
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,. 

, -Date. From. To. " Subject. ' , . Page 
·----1-------1---,----1----------;....-.-

1848. ,J ' ' 
De •• " 2.. The Secretary with the 

Governor-General 
The R .. ident .• " .. Surrender cif British pri.on~ro "A 

to Chuttur Sing.-Defencc of 
Attock._Praise of Lieute· ' .. .. .,!. l' 

,. , ., 
.. 
.. 
... 
.. ., .. 
.. 
" . , 

'J' .. 
OJ 

'I" 

2 .. ·., 

2 •• 

2 ... 

2 .. 

,2 .. 
3 .. 
3.,. 

.", ' , .... 
The Secretary with thJ 

Governor-General 
The Resident •• .. 
BriR"dier • General 

Wheeler 
Mr. Lawrence • ~ , . 

nnnt Herbert •• ' , •• '442 
The Re.ident .. .. Shere Sing's paper of griev. 

ance. . .. • _ .. 442 
The Secretary with the 

Governor-General 
Admonitory proclamation of 

Novemb.r the 18th, issued to 

The Adjutant-General 
the people of the Punjab ,. 448 

Pursuit of insurgenls.-Good 
condn.t of a Sikh regiment '466 

•• Pur!luit of insurgenls.-Good The Resident ._ 

Lieutenant Gordon, " 
Lieutenant Gordon! •• 
Major Simpson 

Major Ferris, ., 
Major Ferris " 

., Mr. LawreDce •• 

conduct of a Sikh .... gim.nt.. 468 
_. Action n.arTeera.-Mr. Barnes 473 
•. Action near T •• ra .• '" 472 
. . Good conduct of the troops in 

:l •• Major Hodll"OD •• The Staff OfficeI' of 
Major Simpson 

an attack on Jcswan insurg£>ots 469 
Good conduct of the troop. in 

" •• ' ,Mr. Lawrence •• .. The Resident •• 

,,;. Major Edward .. • • The Resident •• 

Lieutenant Herbert 

an uttack on ,J('swan insurgents 
-Praise of Mr. Christian .. 471 

.. SupprefOsion of the disturbance 
in the British Tran.-Sutlej 
territories.-Praise . of Mr. 
Barnes and Lieutenant Gor-
don ..•••• 470 

Overture. from Moolroj and 
Chuttui Sing to Sheik Ema
moodeen.-Good conduct of 
Sheik Emamoodeen ' ., 457 

Soliciting .peedy aid.. .. 477 " .. 5 .. The Commander-in-
Lieutenant Taylor •. 
The Governor-General Batlle of S.dool.poor under Sir 

Chief J. Thackwell.-Passage of the 
Chenab ..._ 449 

I) ; • MajDr Simpsoll • . Mr. Lawrence •• 
,. ; 5.. Mr. Lawrence •• • • The Resident .• 

.. Praise of Major Hod!""on .. 471 
•• Suppression of the _revolt in the 

British Trans-Sutlej districls 471 
I. Report of the action· near 

Teera.-Praise of Lie$nant 
.. 5 • .- Major Ferris,-command .. 

ing the 2nd regiment 

.. 6 .. 
of Sikh Local Infantry 

Major·General Sir J. 
Thackwell, K.C.B. 

H 6 .• Mr. Lawrence. it · . 
.. 6 •• Lieutenant Herbert •• 

,.- , 7 .• The Governor-General 

, , 

.. .. I.,. The Resident •• .. 

• 
" ' 

I .. The Resident _. .. 
, . 
" b·, I .. I .. The ReBiden! .,. .. 

1'1 8·,.- The Reaident •• .. 

Mr. Lawrence •• 

The Adjutant-General 
Gordon .... 472 

Passage ~f the Chenab~-Battle 

The Re.iden~ ., 
of Sadool.poor".. .• 452 

•• Praise of a Sikh rcgimen~, anel 
of Major Hodgson .. ' .• 474 

The Resident •• •• Soliciting speedy aid.-Distrust 

The Secret Committee 

.. ' 

The Secretary with the 
Governor·General 

The Secretary with, the 
Governor·General 

Major Edward .. .. 
Mr. Lawrence •• .. 

of the gOl'rison • . .• 458 
The British prisoners are in 

tbe custody of Chnttur Sing. 
-Soollan Mahomed Khan i. 
said to have asked for the 
assistance of Dost Mahomed. 
-Skirmishes near Lahore.
Copture of the fort of Kullal
wala.-Action at Ramnuggur. 
-Death of Brigadier-General 
Cureton.-Battle of Sadoola-
poor. - Tranquillity of the 
Cis.Sutlej country.-Friendly 
disposition of Ibe chiefs and 
people. .. .. .. 415 

Deposition of Kootub Shah, 
witb regard to the murder of 
'Mr. Agnew and Lieutenan~ 
ADrlerson.-Conduct of Sir-
dar Khan Sing, Man .. 459 

Suppression of ~isturbances in 
the Brilish Trans-Sutlej dis
tl'icl8.-Praise of Mr. Law-
rence, &c..... 474, 

Praise of Sheik Emamoodeen 458 
Suppression of the disturban ... 

in the Trans-Sutlej districta. 
-Prnise of Mr. Lawrence, 
Mr. Barnes, Lieutenant Gor .. 
don, &c., and of the Sikh sol-
diers.. ... .• •. 474 



ClIIlOll:OLOGICAL LIST OP PAPERS. xxvii 

"", :p.te. From. To. 

, 1848. 
Dec. ,10,. The Commander·in· The Governor·General 

Chief' 

.It 

'. 
.. 
" 

.. 

.. 
" 

10.. Lieut.>nant Taylor The R .. ident •• 

Sooltan Mabomed Khan Lieutenant Taylor 

Sooltan Mahomed Kban Lieutenant Taylor 

i 1 •• The Secrel1lry .. itb th~ The Resident •• 
Governor-General 

1) •• The Secretary .. itb tbe The Resident •• 
Governor .. General 

J 1 .: Mr. Lawrence. • The Resident •• 

11., Mr. Lawrence .• , .• The Resident 0.' 

13 " The Secretary with the ne Adjutant-General 
Govemor~GeDern1 

13 •• 

14 •• 

The Resident •• 

The Resident • a 

J' .. 14~. 

'f)le Secretary witb the 
Governor-General , 

The Secretary with the 
Go\'cmor-General 

Major-General Sir J. The Adjutant·General 

.. 

.. 

15 •• 
Tbackwell , 

Major Edward .. 
Dewan Moolraj 

Dewa.n Moolraj 
Dewan Moolraj 

The Resident •• 
.• Dost Mohomed, of Ca. 

bool 
Sirdar Cbuttur Sing 
Sirdar Sooltan Moho

med 

16 •• The Commander·in· The Governor·General 
Chief 

16 • , Lieutenant Taylor The Resident • '. 

Do.t Mahomed 
17 •• Tbe Resident • 

Gholam Hussun Khan 
Lieutenant Herbert 

18 •. The Secretary with the The Resident •• 
GO\'ernor-Gcneral 

Subject:" 

Battle of Sadoolapoor under Sil'l 
I ' Joseph- Thackwell.-Praise of ." ,~' i 

Ihat officer· •• ' •• 451 
Soaltan Mahomed's excuses for 

delivering up the British otli
cers..--oNo belief in them ~~. ~i8 

Excuses fol" delivering up the 
British officers . '.. '.. 478 

Ssfely of Mrs. Lawrence and 
her children.. •• •• 479 

No terms to.be olrored to the 
chief insurgents. - They are 
to be imprisoned during the • 
pleasure of the Government 4 i 4 

Praise or Mr. Lawrence and 
Mr. Barnes.. . . •• .75 

Report frol)l Major Ferris 0' 
the action nearTeera.-Praise 
oflhe Sikh soldiers.. •• 475 

Attempta of the Sikh chiefs to 
excite rebellion among British ' 
subjects.--Good conduct of 
the Sikh local regiments •• 475 

Capture of Kullalwala._ 
Thanks to Brigadier.General 
Wheeler .. ., •• 476 

A pproval of 1tis remaining at 
Lahore < .. •• •• 445 

Approval of the prodaDUltion 
of November the 18th .• 449 

Ilattl. of Sadoolapuor.. .• 456 

Letters from Moolraj to Dost 
Mahomed, Soollan Mahomed, 
and Chullor Sing.-Sooltan 
lfahomed', conduct in de
livering up the Briti~h officers 
to Chuttur Sing.""-Dost Ma
homed's intrigueR.--Praise ot' 
Sheik Emamoodeen .. 480 

Battle of Sadoolapoor .• 45S 

Reports .s to Dos~ .Mahomed. 
-Siege of the fort of Lnk-
k.e ..•• .. 483 

Rising for Islam .• 484 
Praise of his efrorts.-Advanc::e 

of the British army " . •• 458 
Terma to be jtranted to Shere 

Sing, &c.-Negotiation for 
the exchange ot' prisoners.
Threats in the event of the 
British prisoners b(>ing ill .. 
treated.-As to otJ'ering a re-
ward for, the release or the 
British prisonns • III' 456 

Report that the probibition of 
the slaughter of kine has been . 
can ... lled •• .• 486 

Transmitting a memorandum 
showing' . , that..... conspiracy 
existed, before the outbrea~' at 
Moohan. for expelling the 
British from the Punjab ... 492 

Memorandum. • . • • .• 492 
Doubts as to the garrison reo. 

sisting.-Dost Mahomed·s di .. 
t rections.-Strength of the 

besieging force.-Request for 
speedy aid .. . ' •• ~. _ .506 

Promot4on.~ of (lertain~· Dative 
Boldien on acc::ount of tbe I.e- . 
tion near Teera.-Refuaal to 
allow a captured atandard to 
be used as an additional eolo1lJ' 
by the capturing regiment _. 476 

, " 
4 



• 

CJmONOLOGICAL LIST OF PAPERS. 

. Date. _F_r_om_'_-'-~'I ____ T_O_. ___ ,.I __ ·--,S_ub_~_ec_t., ____ . _. _p_&ge .... ' 

1848. 
Dec. 20.. . The Jt.sident •• The Governor-General Letters from M oolraj to Dost 

Mahomed, Sooltan Mahomed, 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. .. 

.. 

.. 

.. 
" 

.. 

• 

... 
• .. 

.. 

.. 
.. 

'J'. 

21.. Lieutenant Herbert .. The Resident .. 

and Chuttur Sing. -- Belief 
that Dost Mahomed isaCling 
against the British Government 479 

Dost Mahomed's attempt to se-
duce the garrisono-Answer· 
returned to him.-Spirit of 
disaffection. - Necessity' for 
speedy aid . . •• 484 

The Garrison of Attock Gool Bashah of Pesha .. ur Offers of Dost Mahomed .. 486 
~2 •• The Governor-General The Secret Committee Action at Ramnuggur.-In-

23 .. The Resident .. 

23 •• Lieutenant Hodson 

25 •. The Resident .. 

25 .. Lieutenant Taylor 
26 .. The Resident .. 

26 .. Lieutenant Herbert 

27 .. Lieutenant Herbert .. 

27 .. Major,-General Whish .. 

28 .. The Resident .. 

Major Edwarde. 

The Resident .. 

. junction to the Commander
in-Chief with regard to his 
movements.-Battle of Sa
doolapoor,-Refusal to treat 
with Shere Sing.-Warning • 
to him as to treatment of the 
British oflicero.-Defence of 
Attock,-Sul'ptession of in
iurrection in the Jullundur.
Praise of Mr. Lawrence and of 
Brigadier-General Wh~.ler .• 442 

Prohibition of the slaughter of 
kine.. .. 486 

Insurgents driven across the 
IChenab 487 

The Secretuy .. ith the Transmitting list of the Sikh 
Governor-General Sirdars ascertained to be in 

The Resident .. 
The Secretary with the 

Governor .. General 

The Resident .• 

The Resident •• 

rebellion .. 489 
List of the Sikh Sirdars ascer-

tained to be in rebellion • _ 489 
Progress of the sie~e of Lukkee 507 
Report that Dost Mahomed had 

arrived in Peshawur, and had.' 
confined Chuttur Sing _. 482 

Arrival of Doorllnee soldiers 
against him.--Better spirit in 
t.he gatrison . . •. 507 

Weak state of Atfock.-Dis
trust of the garrison, if Dost 
Mahomed arrive .. 508 

The Adjutant-General Re-commencement of operations 
against Moollan .. 51!, 

The Secretary with the DiopersioD of marauders at 
Governor-General Buddee Pind.-Gallant con-

duct of Lieuteosnt Hodson.. 486 
28 •• Major-General Whish.. The Adjutant-General Successful attack under Briga-

dier Dundas, driving the 
enemy within the walls of 

, Mooltan .. 515 
28 .• Brigadier Honol'3ble H. Major-General Whish.. Successful attack, driving the 

Dundao enemy within the walls of 

2~ .• Brigadier Capon 

• 29,: Major Edwardes 

• 
29 .. Mr. Money, Magistrate 

at Allahabad 
SO .. The Resident .• 

30 .. Major-General Whish.'. 

• 

The Assistant Adjutant
General 

Major-General Whish .• 

Mr. Lowther, Commi ... 
sioner 

The secret_a:, .. ith the 
Governor.. oeral 

The Adjutant-General 

Mooltan 516 
OperlLtions against Moollan .• 518 

Repulse of an attack' made from 
Mooltan. - Praise of Lieu
tenants Lake, Pollock, Pearse, 
and Young, Mr. Quin, and 

• 

Mr. MacMahon •• 521 
Escape of the ex-Raja of Lad .. a 547 

Objections to the offer of re
wards for the release of any 
of tbe British prisoners .• 490 

Explosion of the principal maga-
zine in Mooltan .. 521 

.• , 31 .. Major-General Whish .. The Adjutant-General 
". 1849. 

Progress of the bombardment 
of the city of Mooltan 522 

Ian. 1 .. , Lieutenant Hodson 

': . 

The Resident .. Shere Sing's attempts to create 
disturbances in the British 
districts.-Complaint of the 
rehels being permitted to pass 
throu~h the territories of Ma-
harajah Golab Sing. • •• 534 



CIIRONOLOGICAL LIST or P APER8. 

Date. From. To. Subject. Page 

1849. 
Jan. 1 .• Mr. Newroarch .. The Maharanee .. Advising an appeal to England, 

and stating the conditions 
under which he would under .. 

.. 

" '. .. .. 

., 
" 

.. .. . ' 

'., 

i. 

2 •• Lieutenant Herbert .• The Residenl ., 
take to prosecute it . . • _ 578 

•• Arrival of Dost Mahomed'. 
army before Attock.-Dete ... 
minatioD to abandon the fort, 
as dependence can no longer 

2 .. Major-General Whish. . 
3 .. Mr. Newroarch .. 
3 .. Brigadier Markham .. 
3 .. Major Edwarde. .. 

The Adjutant-General 
Maj or Macgregor .. 
Major-General Whish .. 
Major-General Whish .. 

be placed on the garrison . _ 509 
Assault of the city of Mooltan 522 
Papers to be delivered to the 

Maharanee .. . • .. 518 
Ass.ult of the city of Mooltan 524, 
Movements of his forces in aid 

of the storming of the city of 
Mooltan. - Praise of Lieu
tenanl Pollock and Mr. Ma.-
Mahon .. .. .. 529 

a .. Major-General Whish,. The Adjutant-General Expected desertions from Mool- . 

4 •• The Governor-General 

4 .. The Secretary with the 
Governor .. General 

4 .. Major-General Whish •• 

4 .. The Resident .. .. 

4 .. Lieutenant Hodson .. 

raj.. .. •• .. 529 
The Secret Committee Arrival of the Bombay rein-

The Resident .. 

forcement at Mooltan.-Re
commencement of opera.tions 
against the plnce.-Arrival of 
Sir Hen'l La wrence.-Ad .. 
vance of ord Gough's army. 
-List of Sikh Sird... op
posed to, the British Govern
ment • ...:.. Reports relating to 
Dost Mahomed. - Sooltan 
Mahomed's conduct with re
spect to the British prisoners. 
-Praise of Lieutenant _Her-
bert for bis defence of Attock 476 

•. Thanks 10 Lieuten .. nt Hodson 488 

Th~ Adjutant-General Expected desertions from Mool-
raj.. .. .. •• 530 

The Secretary with the Measures taken by Shere Sing 
,Governor-General' to excite disturbances in 

Puthankote.-Complaint that 
the insurgents are permitted 
to pass through the territory 

The Resident .. • 
5 .. Dewan Moolraj Major Edwardes 

Dewan Moolraj 

of Maharajah Golab Sing .. 535 
•• Defeat of the insurgents ut}der . 

Gunda Sing. . . . ..' 536 • \ .. .. .. 5 .. Major Edwardes .. 
.. Ii .. Captain Abbott .. 

D 6, . The Governor-General 

.. 6, • Major-General Whish .. 

.. 6 .. Major Edwardes .. 

.. 6 .. Major-General Whish .. 

". 7 .. Major-General Whish .. 

.. 7 .• Brigadier the Honofloo 
ahle H. Dundas .. 7 .. Brigadier Stalker . . 

The Resident •. 

Minute •• 
• 

.• Wishing to negQtia te • . . • ~ 531' 
•• Unconditional sarrender re-

quired "'..' '. 531 
.. Fall of Attock.-Supposecl. es-

cape of Lieutenant Herbert.':'" 
Movements of Do.f Mahomed. 
No fear of the enemy's forces, 
but danger from their in-
trigues .. .. : .. 510 

•• Reported appearan.. of I?':'st • 
Mahomed in Pesha'\Vllr~ -' 
Communication to be ~ade to' , 
him.. .. .. ', .l512, 

The Adjutant-General Reply 10 overtures from Mool
raj.-Expecteddesertionsfrom 
Mooltan .. .. .. 530 

•. Overtures from Moolraj.-Bat-The Resident •• 
tered state of Mooltan .. 530 

. • Unconditional surrender re-Dewan Moolraj 
"Iuire4 .. .. .. 532 

The Adjutant-General Assault and capture of the city 
of Mooltan .. . . .• 523 

Major-General Whi.~, Assault of the city of 1I00itan 525 
(i. •. 10 his .taff-oftice~J • 

The Assistant Adjutant Operations against Mooltan.. 526 
General 

• 



ClIRONOLOGICAlo LIST OF PAPERS. 

- ,'-

Date. Frow. To. Subject. Page 

1849. 
Jan 7 .• M.jor.General Whi~h. • The Adjutant-General As to overtures from Moo1raj, 

and expected desertioDs from 
Moollan.-Attack on Major 
Edwardes' force.-...:.Prnise of· 
Lieutenants Lake, Pollock, 
Pearse, and Young, l'wlr. QUiD, 

" 
. 7.;. Major Edwarde • 

" 8 .. Major.Generol Whish .• 

.. 9 .. Major-General Whish . 

9 .. The Resident .• 
• 

" 9 .. Major Edwarde. .. 10 .. The Resident 

Ameer Dost Mahomed 

" 10 .. Lieutenant Taylor 

" 11 .. . Major-General Whish .. 

" 11 :. Major Macgregor 

" II .. Commander Powell, of 
the Indian Navy 

" 12 .. The Secretary witb the 
Governor-General 

" 12 .. The Secretary with the 
Governor-General 

" 12 .. The Secretarv with the 
Governor-General 

12 .. The Secretary with the 
. Governor .. General .. 12 .. Lieuten.nt Taylor 

" 15 .. The Resident •• 

" 
(Withont • Lieutenant Taylor 

date) 
Lieuten.nt Taylor ,. 15 .. . 

,. Ii .. The Maharanee 

.. lIi .. The Commander-in-
Chief 

" 17 .. . The Governor-General 

" 19 .. The Secretary with the 

I 
Governor-General . 

" 19 .. Major-General Whish .• 

.. 19 .. Major Edwarde. .. 

" 21.. The Secretary witb the 
Governor .. General .. 21 •• M.jo .... G.neral Whish .• 

and Mr. MacMahon .. 532 
The Resident .. .• Overtures from Dewan Moolraj 531 
The Adjutant.General . Overtures from Moolraj .-Pro-

gt'ess of the siege • • .• 532 
The Adjutant-General Overtures from Moolraj.-Civil 

charge of the city of Mooltan 
made over to General Cort-

.Iandt.. .. 533 
Majo~ Edward .. Unconditional surrcndeor': re-- . 

q uired from Dewan Moolraj 531 
The Resident .• Overtures from Dewan Moolraj 533 
The Secretarv with the Letter said to have been written 
. Governor-General I . by Dost Mahomed to Captain 

Abbott·.. .. .. lill 
C.ptain Abbott 

The Resident •• 
The Adjutant-General 
The Secretary with tbe 

Governor-General 

Reasons for marching to 
Pesh. wur .. 511 

C.pture of the fort of Lukkre.. 610 
Progre .. of the siege .• .• 649 
Requesting instructions as· to 

the delivery to the Maharanee 
of certain pape ... prepared by 
Mr. Newmarcb • • •. 580 

The Commodore of the Op.ratious of a detachment of 
Indian Navy the Indian navy against MooI-

The Resident •. 

The Resident ... 

The Resident, " 

The Resideut .. 

The Resident .. 

The Secret.ry with the 
Governor-General 

Thc Resident. •• 

The Resident •• 

Major Macgregor 

"fl\e Governor·General 

Notific.tion 
The Itesident . 

TI.e Adjutant-Gener.1 

.. The nesident '.', ' 

Major-General Whish .• 

The Adjutant-General 

tan .. .. .. 559 
Praise of Lieuten.nt Herbert.. 503 

ElI'orts to save Captain Abbott 
and Lieutenant Herbert .... 509 

Maharajah Golab Sing bound to 
assist the British Government. 
-Rebels may be followed into 
his territories .. • . "" 537 

Thanks to Lieutenant Lumsden 537 

Preparations for defence against 
the Atl'ghans.. . .• ...• 569 

Transmitting list of Sinian who 
have not openly jOined the 
rebels .. ... .. 546 

List of Sirdars who have not 
openly joined the rehels ..• 547 

Proceedings of Dost Mahomed 570 

Measures taken for the defence 
of Lukkee against him .. 571 

Desire to .return to the Punjab. 
and ofFer to advance British 
interests there 581 

Battle of Chillianwalla 538 

Battle of ChiJlianwaUa .. 538 
AS5uranc(>s to be given to Maha

rajah Golab Sing that Dos! 
Mahomed "ill not be ·per
mitted to injure .him, if he 
contintie true to the' British 
Government.-Warning to be 
given to him of the conse. 
quences of proving faithless.. 537 

Progress of the siege.-Over-
tures from Moolraj .• ." 550 

Reinforcements for Lieutenant 
Taylor, sent under command 
of Lieutenant Pearse.-Prais8 
of Lieuten.nt Taylor •• ;;SO 

Instructions to join the Com-
mander-in-Chi.f 661 

Overtures from Moolraj .. SJi1 



CHRONOLOGICAL LIST pF PAPEIIS. 

: .;~ . 
Date •. ..From. To., . 

1849 .. 
Jan. 21 .. Brigadier-General 

\vh""ler 
The Adjutant~Gener~1 

• ".21 ... , :l\Iajor Edward .. ~ .. The Resident .• 

.. 
.. .. Dc~all l"Ioolraj 

Major-General Whish, . 
Major-General Whish .• 

Dewan Moolraj 

22 .. The _ Governor-General The Secret Committee 

.. .22 •. Major-General \vbi.b .. Th" Adjut:mt-General 

.. 

" .. 
.. 

" .. 
.. 
.. 
.. ., 

.. ,,. 

" 
. .. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

22 •. Major ,Edward .. The Resident .• 

23 •. The Secretary with the Major'Macgregor 
Governor-General 

23 .. The ,4,djutant-Generul 11.e Seeretary with the 
Govct'nor-Genern I 

23 •• Major-General Whish •• 11'11. Adjutant-General 

23 •• Major-General Whish.. The Adjutant-General 

Major-General Whish 
23 •• Major Garbett • 

23 .• Brigadier Cheape 

23 •• Major Napier. • , •• 

23 •• Captain Siddons 

23 •• The Resident .,: 
23 •• Major Macgregor 

24 .. The Governor~General 
25 .. The Governor-General 

25 •• Commander Powell .. 

25 •. Brigadier Honorabl. 
, H. Dunda. 

25.. The Secretary with the 
Governor-General 

28 •• ' Major-General Whish, • 

The Assistant Adjutant. 
General 

The Assistant Adjutant
General 

The Assistant Adjutant . 
General . 

The Brigade-Major of 
Engineers 

Major Edwardes ~ • 
The Secretary with the 

Governor-General , 

General Order .. " 
Notification 

The Commodore ofthe 
Indian Navy 

Comman<J.er Powell 

The Resident .. 

The Secretary with the 
Governor-Genel'at 

25.. The, Resid.nt .. 

Bedee Bikrama Sinl!', ,. 
25 •. The Resident .. 

,. The Secretary witb the 
Governor-General 

Sheik Emamoodeen 
Th. Secretary witb the 

Governor-General, 
Mujor Edwardes lI5.. The Resident .. 

.. ~6 ." The Commander -in General Orders 
Chief 

.. 

.. 

.. 
" 

26 .~ The Resident .: ' 

26.. Major-Generat Whish .• 

27 •. The Secretary with the 
GovcrDor·General 

28 .• Th. Adjutant-General 

28 '.. The Resident .. 

The Secretary with the 
Governor-General 

The Adjutant.General 

Th. Resident •• ' 

The Secretary with tbe 
Governor-General .. 

The Secretary with the 
Governor-General 

Subject. , .' Par .. 

Operations' against' Ram. Sing" 
on th. heights of Dulla .. 565 

l\loolraj has agreed to surrender 
unconditionally .. ~ ... 552 

Offer to surrender .. 551 
The surrender must he uncon-

ditional . ". .• 553 
Fan of Atto.k ...... Dost Maho. 

med's ' hostility. - Battle of 
Chillinnwa lla.-Capture of the 
city of Mboltan.-Capture of 
the fort of Lukkee.-Retreat 
of Rom Sing, . .• 491 

Uncouditional surrender of the 
citadel of Mooltan.-Praise of 
officC'l'S employed in the siege 554 

SurrCndel" of l\foolraj. and of 
the citadel of Mooltan ... , 555 

Refusal to allow thc delivery to 
theMaharnneeof certain papers 

. prel,a"ed by Mr. Newmarcb.. 580 
Assault oftbe city of Mooltan.-

PruiseofMajor·General Whish 533 
Additionnl prlLis~ of' officers em .. 

1.loyed at the siege of Mooltan 556 
Addi_tional praise of officers em

ployed at the siege of Mooltan 557 
Casualties before Moohan 557 
Praise of officers for services 

at Mooltan " ,., 635 
Praise of officers for services. 

at Mooltan . ; 635 
Praise of officers for services 

at Mooltan " • • 636 
Praise of' officers for services 

at Mooltan 637 
Praise of Lieulenant Taylor .. 572 
Letter from the Maharanee, r~ 

questing leave to return to the 
Punjab ., . • '. • •• 581 

Battle of ChillianwaUa .. 564 
Unconditional surrender of 

Dewan Moolraj and of the 
citadel of Mooltan .. ... 553 

Services of a detachmeDt of the 
Indian navy against Mooltan 560· 

Thanks for the services of the 
Indian na.y • • . • .. 560 

Removal of MooIrRj to Lahore 562 

Preparations ror marching to 
join the Commander·in·Chief 562 

Praise of Sheik EmamoodeeD.. 563 

Exbortation to join the rebels 563 
As to the guilt of Moolraj 569 

Civil cbarge of the Mooltan 
province .. • .. . .., 563 

Captnre of tb. citadel of Mooltan 554 

lteinforcements· to Lieutenant. ,. 
Taylor .. .. .. 572 

Funeral of Mr. Agnew and Lien-
tenant Anderson •. 586 

CaUuponMuharajah Golab Sing , 
for military assistance ., 567' 

Surrender of th,. dtadel of 
Moohan .. ...' • .: 553 

Record of the proeeedinga of 
Captain Nicholaon after leaviDl!' 
Attock..-Praise of bim •. 5711 
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Date. From. To. Subject. Page 

------�------------�--------~-I------~--------~ 1849. 
Jan. 29., The Resident •• 

" 
29 _, Major Edwardes 

(Without 
'date of the 

day.) 
" 30 .. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 
F.b. 

30 .. 

30. _ 

30 .. 

31 .. 

81 .. 

1 .. 

Lie;'teDant Taylor 

The Adjutant.General 

The Secretary with the 
Governor-G@eral 

The Secretary with the 
Governor-General 

The Resident •• 

Maharajah Golah Sing 
The Secretary with the 

Governor-General 

The Secretary with the 
Governor~General 

The Governor-General 

.. 1 •• lbe Governor-General 

.. I •• Major Edwarde. 

(Without 
date.) .. 6 .. 

Sirda. Chuttur Sing 

The Resident •• 

The Secretary wilh the Paper recorded by the Durb.r, 
Governor-General in May, 1848, setting forth 

their reasons for the removal 
of the Maharanee from the 

The Resident •. 

The Resident •. 

The Secretary with the 
Governor-General 

The Resident .. 

The Resident •. 

The 'Secretary with the 
Governor-General 

The Resident •. 
The Adjutant-General 

Major Macgregor 

The Court of Directors 

General Order •• 

Lieutenant Young, of 
the Engineers 

The Resident (Sir H. 
Lawrence) 

Birdar Chllttur Sing .. 

Punjab " 582 
Arrangements for reinforcing 

Lieulenant Taylor at Lukkee 626 
Account of the siege of Lukkee 627 

Brigadier - General Wheeler's 
succpss against Ram Sing .. 565 

Praise of Lieutenant '1::Oylor •• 572 

Approval of Major Edwardes' 
answer to Moolraj as to terms 
of .orrender , , " 563 

jMaharajah Golab Sing's pro-
testalions of friendship .. 568 

Protestations of friendship •• 569 
Battle of Sadoolapoor, under Sir 

J. ThaekweU, and passage of 
the Chenab " '.. 565 

As to the Maharanee's letter re
questing leave to return to the 
Punjab .• 582 

Sir H. Lawrence reappointed to 
the office of Resident at La
hore~ Thanks to Sir Frederick 
Cunie _. 548 

On the capture of the .citadel of 
Mooltan .• 561 

InstruetioDs on sending him 
against the fort of Hurrund.. 631 

On his arrival at Lahore .. 590 

Advising him to give up the 
British prisoners, and to sur-
render himself '. _ 591 .. 5 •• The Resident _. .• Proclamation •• Terms on which the rebels may 
obtain pardon, except Sooltan 

.. 7 •• The Governor-G eneral 
(No.9.) 

• 

.. 7 .. The Governor-General 
(No. 10.)0 

.. 8 •• The Secretary with the 
Gotemo.-General 

.. 8 .. The Resident .• 

" 8 .. Lieuteaant Taylor ',' 

The Secret Committee 

The Secret Committee 

The Resident •• 

The Secretary with the 
Governor-General 

The ~ident ,_ 

Mahomed •. 591 
Unconditional surrender of 

Moolraj .-Occupation of the 
citadel of Mooltan.-Major
General Whish's march to join 
the Commander-in-Cbief. -
General Order on the hattie 
of Chillianwala.-Junclion of 
Chuttur Sing with Shere Sing. 
-Some of Dost M.hamed'. 
Horse have also joined the 
rebels.- Warning given to 
Maharajah Golab Sing.-De
feat of Ram Sing.-Position of 
Lieutenant Taylor.-Proofs of 
the ho.tility of Dost Mahomed 548 

Correspondence regarding the 
restrictions placed on the 
Maharanee .. .. 575 

Praise of the Sikh troops under 
Captain Davidson in the op .. 
rations against Ram Sing • ~ 590 

Correspond ... ce with Chuttu. 
Sing.-Proclamation of the 
terms on which the rebels may 
obtain pardon .. 590 

Reinforcements under Lieu
tenant Pearse and Lieutenant 
Polloek.-Small success of the 
Affghaoa in raising a religious 
movement.-Go'od . feeling of 
the people towards the British. 
-Means of attacking the fori 
of Duleepghur.-Defences of 
Lukk.. .. .. .. 588 



QllBOlilOLOlllCAIJ LIS'!' OJ' PAl'EBI.l 

Date. From. To. Subject. 

1849. 
FeD. Ill •• Brigadier-General 

Wheeler 
The Adjutant-General Tranquillity on the fronlier •• 623 

Capture of the fort of Hurrund 632 

Thanks to General Cortlandt. • 586 

" 
.. 
.. 

" .. 
.. 
,. 
" 
.. 
" .. 
.. ' 

" 

If 

" 
.. 

.. 
" 
.. .. 

12 •• Lieutenant Young, of Major Edwardes 
the Eugineers 

The Secretary with the The Resident •• 18 .. 

13 .. 
Governor-General 

Major-General Whish. , The Adjutant-General , Addition to the liat of ,offieer. 
recommended for service!!l at 
Mooltan. - Reports from. 
several officers 634 

14 .. 
16 .. 

Lieuten";t Young Major Edward .. · 
The Resident •• 

':.1 Capture of the fort of HurrDnd 638 

15 .• 

The Secretary with Ibe 
Governor-General 

The ResideDt •• 

16 •. The Resident .. 

16.. The Resident •• 

16.. The Resident .. 

16.. Major Edwarde. 

16 .. Lieutenant Taylor 

• 
The Secretary with the 

Governor-General, 

The Secretary with the 
Gove\'no .... General 

The Secretary with the 
Governor-General 

Maharajah Golab Sing , 

Lieutenant Young 

The Resident .• 

19 •• The Secretary with the The Resident •• 
Governor-General 

19 .. 

19 .. 

21 •• 

21 .. 

22 .. 

22 .. 

22 .. 

22 .. 
22 .. 

The Secretary with the 
Governor-General 

The Secretary with the 
Governor-General 

The Govemor.General 

The Commander·in-
Chief 

The ComlDBnder-in-
Chief 

Brigadier - Gena .. l 
Tennant 

,Brigadier Lockwood 

Major-General Whish 
Brigadier-General the 

Honorable H. Dundo. 

The Resident •. 

The Resident •• 

The Secret Committee 

The Governor-General 

The Governor-General 

The Adj.taut-General 

The Depnty Assistant 
Adjutant-General 

The Adjutant-General 
The Adjutant-General 

Custody of Moolraj •. •• 586 

Conveyanee of Moolrajl--Dis. 
p .. al of priaoners takell at 
Moollan .. - .• ' .. 587 

Praise of Lieutenant Taylor •• 588 

Warning to Maharajah Golab 
Sing.. .. 591 

Active assistance required of 
him :. .. . . ;. 592 

Praise for the capture of the fort 
of Hurrund .. .. 638 

Communication with Dost Ma-
homed 624 

Moolraj to be confined in 
Govindgurh. - Trial of the 
reputed murderer of Mr. 
Agnew .... 587 

Praise of Lieutenant Taylor 590 

Approval of his communication 
to Maharajah Golab Sing, .. 592 

Junction of the Mooltan foree 
with the Commander-in .. Chief •.. 
-March of Shere Sing to 
Goojerat.-Surrender of Na
rain Sing and the fort of 
Chuniote.-Trial of the re
puted murderer of Mr. Ag
new. ~ Moolraj confined 
in Govindgbur. - Praise of 
Lieutenant Taylor.-March of 
Lieutenant Pollock to rein. 
force him.-Maharajah Gol~b 
Sing'. prote,tations of friend
ship.-Waming given to him. 
-Capture of the fort of Hur
rund_Movements of Captain 
Abbott 584 

Victory of Goojerat .. 595" 

Sir W. Gilbert detached in pur-
suit- of the- enemy; also Bri
gadier-General Campbell .. 620 

Victory of Goojerat .. .. 601 

Victory of Goojerat •• 

Victory of Goojerat .• 
Victory of Goojerat .. 

, 606 

608 
614 

», 22 .. Major Leeson". The Assistant Adjutant
General 

Victory of Goojerat .. 

Victory of Goojera' • ': 

615 

606 .. 
" .. .. 
.. 

23 •• Brigadier HearB0Y .• ' The Assi.iant Adjutant
General 

lIS .. 

sa .. 
23 .. 

IS .. 

Brigadier - General 
Campbell 

The Governor-General 
Major-General Sir W. 

Gilbert, eommanding 
& detached field force 

Til. Reeiden' •• 

The Adjutant-General 

NotificatioD 
The Adjutant-General 

Victory of Goojerat ._ 

Virtory of Goojerat •• 
Pursuit of the enemy •• 

., 612 

595 
621 

The Secretary with the Lettsr sent by Lieutenant 
Go.-mor-General . Taylor to Do.t Mahomed • • 624 



. CDOHOLOGICAL USfOP I'.&PDS. 

",'nate_ 

1849. 
Feb. 24'," 

" .. ' 24 -.. 

, .. ' From. 

The Governor:General 
Major~General Sir W. 

Gilbert ' , 

'. 

'To. 

Notification' ~:; .. j •• 

The Adjutant-General 
• 

.,' Subject. 

Victory of Goojerat ',. 
Victory of Goojerat •. 

• 

., ~ •• "595 
611 

.. 622 ",. 24 •• ' Major·General Sir W. 
'". . Gilbert, :" '" . 

Without date . the Commander-lD- The Governor-General 

The Adjutant-General Pursuit of the enemy ~ • 

More guns captnred~Prai.e of 
Chief . 

.. 24.. Lieutenant Taylor' , . 
> ' 

.. 25 '. The Commander-in. 
Chief 

25. .• Major-General Sir 
, . Joseph Thackwell 

26 •• The Commander-in-
" .. 

Chief 

" .. '26 .; Brigadier Cheape-- . 
26.. The Resident •• .. 

.. 27 •• The Governor-General 

.. 28 .. 

March 1 •. 

" I .. 

.. 3 .. 

Major-General Sir W. 
Gilbert 

The Governor-General 
Major-General Sir W. 

Gilbert 
The Resident .• 

.. ' a.. The Resident 

.. 5 .. 

Mar. 7 •• 

.. 10 .. 

.. 12 .. 

.. 14 .. 

.. 15 .. 

.. l~ •• 

.. 16 .. 

.. 17 .. 

Brigadier - General 
. Wheeler 
The Governor-Genoral 

The Secrelary with the 
Governor-General 

The n •• ident •• 

Major-General Sir W. 
Gilbert 

The Goyernor-General 

Tho Commander·in· 
Chief 

The Command .... in· 
Chief 

The Goyernor-General 

The Resident •• ," 

Tho Governor-General 

Thlt Adjutant-General 

Captain Nicholson .. .. 621 
Recovery of the province of 

Buonoo, and occupation of 
the fort of Duleepgurh •• 630 

Return of Brigadier.General 
Campbell.. .. .. 621 

Victory of Goojerat • • •• 603 

The Governor-General Detailed accnunt of the battle of 
Goojerat.--Number of gunB 
captured •• 597 

The' Adjnta1lt-Gellllrd ,. Victory -of Goojerat~.·"- .. -. ·.··603 
The Secretary with the Proclamation requiring the res-

Governor-General toration of the British officers 

The Commander.in-
Chief 

The Adjutant-General 

General Order 
The Adjutant.General 

and ladies .. 623 
Instructions for Sir W. Gilbert 

in prosecution of the war 620 
Pursuit of the enemy •• ' 622 

Victory of Goojerat •• 
Pursuit of the enemy •• 

596 
623 

Lieutenant;Taylor •• p ... ise of Major Edwardes and 

The Secretary with tbe 
Governor.General 

The Adjutant-General 

The Secret Committee 

The Adjutant-General 

The Secretory with tho 
Gonrnor-General •. 

The Secretary with the 
Governor-General 

Minute 

The Governor.General 

The Governor·General 

G.neral Order 

Lieutenant Taylor. .• " 631 
Praise of Major Edwarde. and 

Lieutenants Taylor and 
Young .. 634 

Effect of the victory at Goo-
jerat.. .. 638 

Victory of Goojerat.-Pursuit 
of the enemy by Sir Walter 
Gilbert. - Cooperation of 
Maharajah Golab Sing re
quired. - Movements of the 
Affghan •• - Their abandon· 
ment of the fort of Duleep
ghur. - Praise of Captain 
Abbott.. .. 592 

Lieutenant·Colonel Birch •• 638 

Trial and lentenc. of Goodhur 
Sing, the murderer of Mr. 
Agnew .. 638 

Surrender of the Sikh cbief. 
and army • , ... . 640 

Trial and sentence of Goodhur 
Sing, the murderer of Mr. 
Agnew .. 639 

Lieutenants Lumsden, Hodson, 
and Uke .. .. 638 

Surrender of the Sikh cbiefs 
and army .. 641 

Surrender of the Sikh cbiefs 
and army to Sir Walter 
Gilbert. - Delivery of the 
British prjsoners. - Pursuit 
of Dost Mahomed and the 

.. 18 .. 
19 .. 

Sir W. Gilbert. • • • The Adjutant.General 
The Secretary with the Tho ReBident at Lahore 

Affghans .. 641 
Occupation of Attock.. •• 642 .. 

.. 19 •• 
Governor-Genersl . 

The ReBident •• 

Th. Maharanee 

The Secretary with the 
Governor-General 

Chuttur Sing •• 

Praise of Lieutenants Taylor 
and Young .• .. .. 634 

Letter from the Maharanee to 
Chuttur Sing .. .. 639 

Exciting him against the Engli.h 640 



_c. 
'T" - -,-.-~ -'''"- . .-' .... . . '"-.'-. . .. ' " ~, ..... -"~ " " 

,'l'Date. '. . From. .. ,To. ~ject. Pap 

.. 
.-. ... -_ ' ___ ••• _~ •• _A _ .. -.. .. .-~- ""-- .-.- ... """C .. -,- " .. - .,-.~ .-' .. - .. - . -.-.~-.... -.-1849. 

The Governor-General Delivery of tb. British prison:' . . Ma,.cb 24 •• The Secret Commit~e 
.r.'.- , " "., ... , . I ers.--Surreoder of the Sikh . 

chiefs aod army to Sir Walter 
(filbert.-Oeeupation 0\' .At-
tock. - Operations' against' 

'! Dost Mahomod and. the AII'· , 
gban •. - Disarming of the 
people of tb. Ponjab.-Trial 
and sentence of Goodhur Sing, 

. ' the murderer of Mr. Van • 
Agnew.-Intention 
Dewan Moolraj on 

to put 
his trial. 

-Intercepted letter from the 
M.baranee to Chuttur Siog 625 
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No.L 

fie ffiwemor.(i;enmd Df India, V"'Ulct1UntHardinge., to lilt! ,ser:ret Committee Dftke 
BaSt bJdia. Company. 

Simla, .April p. 1847. (No. 25.) 
THE Sikh authorities, composing the Durbar, appear to be ca.rrying on the 

governmentoC the couutry, under the British Resident, with a sincere desire tit 
insure a successful result. The ablest man in the Council, Dewau Deena NatD. 
continues to afford to Lieutenant-Colonel Lawrence acordial and able co~peration. 
llle Sirdar Lehna Sing .. Majeetia, the most U'speetable and influential chief of the 
old Sikh families, has assnmed charge of the Manjha district, which comprises the 
greater portion of the country between the Ravee and Beas Rivers, down t. 
Kussoor; and,as this tract is thickly inhabited by Sikhs, and disbanded Sikh 
soldiery, there is every reason to expect that it will remain. undisturbed. from its 
being placed unuer the Sirdafs immediate 6uperintendence. • 

~o. 2. 
• 

, 
The Governor-General to tIle Secret Committee . 

• 
Simla, .April 20, 1847. (No. 2.7.) 

EVERYTHING is padeot1y ,Iliel:, and nothing. bas occurred wortbl .f 
J'elDltI'k. • 

N4. 3. 

• Siml~ Ma,.25. 18117. (No. .35.) 
I FORWARD a dispatcb from Lieutenant-Colonel Lawrence of tbe '29"-

of April.- . 
The Resident, in his dispatch, takes a general review of the acts IIIIiI 

conduct of the chiefs, and of the Durbar, and of the state of partieI ill the 
Punjab. 
. The Resident observes' that, as IHIUal, all I!OiU of reports 111'8 nisei _ 
evil intentions on the part of tbe Sikhs, and even of the cbiefs, a.....mst ~ 
which be declares to be greatly exaggerated, and many olniOllS!y false; that tJbase 
who have been accustomed to revolution and excitement, lIN ft8dy to take part 

• Inclooure • .in No. 3. 
B 



in any disturbance, and that the means consist of 10,000 or 20,000 disbanded 
.oldiers, on the surface, of society; but he much doubts whether, in any man', 
mind" the thought has yet risen of serious, and overt, opposition to British powerl 
and that the time has not yet come for anything beyond private schemes ot 
treachery. Nevertheless, these passages in the dispatch seem to anticipate that 
those who have nothing to lose, and all to gain, by revolution, may, hereafter, 
when the memory of recent defeats has partially passed away, be ready to venture 
their ,lives" and property, in the cause of the Khalsa, and in the chances of a 
~evolution which may improve their position. " '_, __ 

, The Resident, then, expresses his "wonder att he good conduct of the Sikh 
army, during the last tweh'e months; which is followed up by the declaration, 
that nothing is too foolish, nothing too desperate, for Asiatic zealots and despe-
radoes to attempt. . , ' ' , 

I eo far coi.ncide with the Resident, that this desire to escape from a foreign 
yoke, may, very naturally, be felt by a large disbanded army, and by a population 
wbich h8.ll displayed a national character for independence, not very usual, in the 
East, and that the attempt to revolt might be made, if the opportunity were to 
be afforded; but the same opinion could be given, with equal truth, of various 
portions of Hindostan, especially amongst .the .. Mussulman population. Such 
attempts are less likely to be made under existiug arrangements, than if the Raj 
had been subverted, and the Punjab declared to be a British province. 

I do not find that the Resident has any facts which entitle these impres
sions to more (ll'edit now, than they would have obtained at any other time; and 
1 have not addl'essed ,him officially on this subject, having been in daily expecta
tion of receiving some explanation of the passages to which I have alluded. 

, These' impressions of possible events would have been as likely to happen 
at any antecedent period of' our occupation. .In a v,ery recent dispatch, the 
Resident declares that the Punjab has never been so tranquil, in the memOl'Y of 
man; and nothing has transpired at Lahore to justify allY unusual feeling of 
Ilpprehension. , ' , 

, I have, therefore, every reason to believe thht no change has taken pillce ill 
the state of public feeling at La.llOre, or in the Punjab. 'Ve must, from time' to 
time, expect the occasional display of ill-temper, on the part of a few sclfi~h and 
tlisappointed ehie&, and to hear reports of disaffection. 

A'S far as the Sikh army is concerned, it !ll'pea~s to me that, the system 
which I }Jave 'encouraged, and instructed the Resident to pursue, of making the 
British officers the direct and ostensible instruments .of conferri ng boous, on the 
Sikh soldiery, is practically working well, and will gradually render this army a 
contented body of men, after having been, for so long a period, accustomed to 
mutiny and rapine. If British inlluence can thus be felt by the armed force, it 
appears to me an essential object to be gained for the pacification of the country, 
\I'hich, for centuries, has been in a state of anatchy. In favor of this system, 
exclusive of its justice, it may be observed, that there is no feature in the Asiatic 
character more strongly marked than this, that the Eastern soldiers are almost 
invariably faithful to the employer who pays them well, and regularly, and whose 
power is permanently established, 

The confidence of the Sikh troops in the integrity of British officers has' 
undergone no diminution. The report, from Lieutenant Edwardes, of the conduct 
of the five Sikh regiments which accompanied him to Bunnoo, is most satisfactory, 
evincing, as they have done on all occasions, a eheerful obedience, and a steady 
discipline. 

In further confirmation of this opinion, I beg to refer to a very able letter, 
of the 19th of April,· from Major G. Lawrence, at Peshawur, in which he gives 
,a clear report of the result of his arrangements in carrying out the system of direct, 
but judicious, interference. I have desired t my approbation to be expressed to 
Major Lawrence. " 

The British garrison at LallOre continues to be he'althy; amI the troops 
observe the same good condllct for which they were so distinguished during:.the 
past year • . ------~--------~-----------------------------------------

, • IDclosure 2 in No. a. 
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IncIO!IUJ'e I in No.3-

Majar G. St. P. Lawrence (Assistant tIl the Resid~t) to 'the· Rcsid~t ae Lahore.; 

.; 

Pcsllawur, April 4, 1847. . 
, 'I 

FOR $ome days, .there. has been. considerable excitement, caused -by the 
seizure, at ene of the gates, of cows' flesh: the authorities are desirous of banging 
all concerned in the slaughter of these sacred animals; but I have quietly intimated 
that this, the extreme penalty of the law,' cannot be enforced, but that other 
severe punishment, sucb as imprisonment, with hard labor on. the roads, fines; 
and flagellation, may he resorted to: five culprits are in custody. 

I would here mention, as' proof of the amended tone and spirit of tbe Sikh 
army, that formerly, had such a report as that of cow.slaying been even bruited, 
the troops would have proceeded at once, en masse, to burn.and destroy the 
whole quarter, or village, plundering man, woman, or child; whereas now, not a 
man (though they are perfectly aware of it) has moved, not even to. complain-' of 
it to their ollieers. _ . . 

Inclosure 2in No.3: 

Major Lawrence ta the Resident at Lahar!!. 

Peshdwttr, April 19, 1847. 
THE arrival of British functionaries, in this remote, and hitherto neillectecf, 

portion of the empire, may be considered, under Providence, its salvation: ,to 
such a state had oppression driven the people that all were ready to rise against 
their rulers, which they most assuredly would have done, had not they been 
deterred by the prompt suppression of the Cashmere insUl'rection, and their hopes 
of amelioration raised by the intelligence of my deputation. _ 

Since the dep&l'ture of General ,A vitabili in 1843, there has been little 
strength in the Government of Peshawur; his stern, strong rule of five . years, and 
the prestige of his name, with the want of unanimity among the people, kept 
them down. 

As may be supposed, the harvest of plunder has been great; right and left, 
they are said to have sohllife, honor, and propel·ty, to the highest bidder;. men's 
wives and daughters were never safe; and any murderer, fornicator, or adulterer, 
could compound, by cash, for his crimes. Never did a day pass without murder, 
in open day, occurring in one village or another; and scarcely a petty squabble 
occurred that was not followed by blood:shedding. Such was the state of affairs 
when I arrived. • 

My tent was, forthwith, daily snrrounded by hundreds of petitioners, and so 
it continues with but little diminution. All are clamorous in their demands for 
instant redress: many complaints are, doubtless, frivolous lind vexatious; but the. 
majority are well grounded. 

I had not been here mllny days before I ascertained that the treasury \Ya.
empt.y, while the Ramgol€'s, or Irregnlars, said to amount to 4,000 men, were from 
eight to eleven months in arrears, and clamorous for pay: petty outbreaks had 
taken place among~t them, and the authorities were evidently alarmed, and unable 
to pacify them. It had been the practice to give them orders for pay on the 
several Kllrdars,' or, in other words, to permit them to live gratis on ti¥> countI\f. 
l suggested the immediate discontinuance of this practice, and, ,by a few prompt, 
and well.tiined, acts of severity, soon established a wholesome dread amongst them. 
It mlly be imllgined how desperate they bad become, or how misernbly weak was 
the Governor, wben he complained to me of a party of tbem having seized hiA 
bridle, and declared they would uQt let bim out of the city, till their arrears wel'e 
paid. - . . . 

I am now engaged in taking their mnster, which, by at least 500 Iuen, is 
less than represented, selecting the most efficient, and discharging the remainder, 
by which I hope to reduce their numerical strength to 2,500, and save the State 
nearly two lakhs per annum. As soon as the money you have sent me arrives, 
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this will be done peaceably and quilltly:· all officers and non-commi~sioned officers, 
of whom there are many, who either promotec} themselves, or were promoted by 
their men, or ~irdar Shere Hing.duting the reign of terror, will be reduced to 
their forml'r grades, or altogether discllarged. . .. 

The regular army under General Golab Sing, amounting to 6,053 men, as 
per margin," I have seen, en masse, and in detail, and 1 am happy to be able to 
report most favorably of them. Their pay has once been issued since my arrival, 
in my own presence, a circumstance which appeared'to please them much; they 
are now mther more than three months, in arreal'l!, but. money is daily expected 
for two months' issue: they fully understand tha.t, while discipline and prompt 
obedience will ~ rigidly enforced, eV!1ry consideration and attention will be paid 
to their wants and grievances. Among the true Khalsa&, the chief fault is 
irunkenness, which prevails to a great extent. though I am in hopes gradually 
to lessen it, if not altogether suppress it. I call not sufficiently express ~y thanks . 
to Generr.1 Golab Sing, for his unwearied zeal and atteutiolil to all my wishes 
and,uggesti0ns; ne is ably sec0ndPd by his sou, Colonel Alim Sillg, and other 
colonels; indeed, it. is to their exertions that I mainly atttibute the improved tone 
and spirit of the troops. 

Revenue affairs engage much of my attention, but, as yet, I am unprepared to 
offer a decided opinion thereon; the renewal of the year's contracts is being made, 
and requires minute inquiry and s~rutiny. 

It may possibly be considered that I take too prominent a part ,in the 
management of affairs, but it should be borne in mind that the Governor" is a 
cypher, his councillors totally wanting ill principle" and the whole machiuery of 
government utterly disorganized; consequently, to keep ~he machine moving, 
the burden of all the work mllst devolve upon myself and LIeutenant Lumsden. I 
endeavour in all practicable cases to make it appear that aU orders emanate trom 
the Sikh authoJ:ities. My chief councillor is General Golab Sing, and he never 
fails me. 

I cannot conclude without acknowledging the essential aid' I have, in ever;r 
wav, received from Lieutenant Lumsden; without which, indeed, I could not have 
got through half the work I have. His unwearied zeal, temper, and patience 
render him a most valuable assistant. 

Mr. Assistant Apothecary Thompson is most assiduous iii tbe performance of 
his medical duties, and has been very suc-cessful in his treatment of many eases; 
he has formed a dispensary, and has considerable gratuitous practice. 

Inclosure 3 in No:3. 

P . .A. Vam Agnew, Esq: (Assistant to the Resiclent) to Ike Resident at Lahore . 
• 

Asman Khatir, Lahore Territory, near the Indus, 
~ April 20, 1847 . 

I HAVE been listening, for the last three days, to the complaints of tbe 
people in these parts: making every allowance for exaggeration, thp.y han', indee~ 
been unmercifullymalrreated: I give them hopes for the .future, but discourage 
appeal for redress of pa.~t extortions. Yet I hope that something Il)ny be restored 
from their oppressors. The, Kardars universally, and those of the Mullicks who· 
were of their party, are gorged with plunder. The people cannot, and will not.: 
understan~ that they have met with justice, unless something is taken from the 
Kardars (they are already removed), and some mark of di~pleasure be shown to 

. the opPr<:lssive MuIlicks: considering what they Ilave really suffered, and the 
consl'quences former exactions lIave entailed on them, the poor people are 
wonderfully patient. I have no yelling, nor outcries; no unrea~onable demands. 
The report of the justice done at Peshawur has given all confidence that they 
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wilt 'be Y1pa~d; and they also see that they are not negTectecf in the appointment 
of the Bhaees. But tbough the BiJaees bad mnny good quaJitil'&, these chiefly 
consisted in their refraining from the enormous exactions of otheN, and being 
men of thefr word. What they demanded, in the Iil-st in.tance, from the 
Zemindar, they exacted to the uttermost farthing, without reference tn any change 
of circumstances; bot tlley never exceeded it. Now, if, the settlement, for f 
presume it will be reviseri,. is fair, these are just tl:e men Jon want; but if it is 
heavy, thel'e will he great mi.cbief. I need Ilot remind you that, since the 
commencement-of the reign of Runjeet Sing, the cOllutry has been o\'erburdened 
with taxation, and now 1 feel lure that the enormously increased demands of the 
late few yenrs ·of trouble have made the cup run over. Government must 
IS&Criiire something, or the country will 'he deserte~.The resources of the payers 
are exhausted. I am well aware how easy it is to suggest remission, and ho,., 

• difficult .to obtain the consent of Government to it. III this case, I think it 
positively and absolutely necessary. IIussan.Abdal is, I am told, a healthy place 
until A llgust, and I can remain there, acd,. see to botb RawlIl Pindee, Khatir, 
CIIuch, and Hazara. I can manage for a iiouse I have no doubt. 

With referen('e to demallds of restitution from the Kardars and Mullicks, if 
you will allow a dozen' of them to be entertained, measnrps taken now will insure 
the forthcoming of the money. By and by, there will be no getting at it. 

I, also, would like to know what you wish to, he done with ('ast's of murder. 
com.mitted, not during actual tumults, 'but unnoticed on accoun t of the general 

'confusion. There is one very serious one of fmtricide, by oue of the ehief 
Mullicks ofKhatir, committed before Jowahir Sing's death, which, I think, should 
certainly be investigated. ' '. ' 

CI'imes of this nature shouTd, surely, not go unpunished, though it may not 
be expedient to Eift the misconduct of Government functionaries. • 
• Is there no way in which the people ill tbese distant parts tltight hea~ of thll 
reforms in progress in Lahore? You. mention a proclamation against bribery; 
no one here knows anything of it; nor ever will, unless you take Illea;;UI-es that 
they shall. 

Till the Bbaee's arrival I can do nothing but collect information, excepting, 
as I did to-day, give a purwannll, wbich will bring hack Zemilldars, to a deserted 
village. • 

Inclosure 4 in No.3. • 
The Resident at Lah01'c, LieutenIJnt·Q,lonel H. M. Lall'renu. C.B., to the Secretary 

to the Government of India with th4 Gover71DT-General_ 

Lahore. April 29, 1847. 
LIEUTENANT NICHOLSON lias returned from Mooltan. and, on tile 

~holtl, gives a favordble. report of Dewan Moolrnj; whose administration, though 
strict, and even grasping. is favorably contrasted with that of the other Punji.b 
Governors. 'fhe Dewan keeps bis "meers and Knrdars in g-ood order; they hold 
him in mllcb awe, and are not pernlitted. as elsewhere. tn plunder at will. 'TbE-ir 
'Violences and extortions mll-Y. therefore. be fairly"placed at his door. Traders, and 
debtors to hilnRelf, or to those who owe Lim mouey, are the ('Lief sulferers under 
the Dewan's rule. He bas, evidently, been in the pmt'tice of actillg as if he were 
the sovereign of the country, and 'Yss, in the tint in"tancp, inclined to resent 
Lieutenant Nlchol~on's visit. The Dewan's notiolls of admini.tratioll are primi· 
tive, and arbitrary. He, evidently, approves of tbe law of retaliation, aml,l fpar, 
has ratber encouraged, than otherwise, the Lortler feutls bootween ~Jooltlln aud the 
Jhun~ District. 'Ihe peol'le are, universally, robbel'So gnLziers, and tl1,~kel''', or a 
combination of all; now feeding their flock_. now stpnling their neighLours'; and 
then a,.."8in, with extraordinary skill. following the foot-l"ints of their own, or 
those of their fl'iends, that have been stolen. LieutenRllt I\icholson \\as able to 
investigate, alld bl"ing in the lesders io, two gang robLeries. in botb of which several 
lives hnd heen lost. Tbat on Sutgurh of Jbullg, from Muoitan, Ol>curred three 
montbs ago, but lVll8 made in consequence of a similar attack, frOlD tbe Jhung • 
lide, on a Mooltan villngt', last year. The Jhung peol'le had taken refuge in 
Bahawull'0re, and were. at l.ieutenant Nicholsttu's rt'tluisitinn. s.m;t·ndered; and 
all parties will. I hope, be now 80 dealt with, by. tbe Durbar, 'as to check tbl! 
repetition of such ocelll·renCes. • 
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In instance of the little' consideration given to life in Mooltan, and, indeed, 
throughout the Punjab, Imay remark that Lieutenant Nicholson, having heard; 
on his way down, that a party of Sowars in the Mooltan service bad killed Ii. 
villager,' inquired into the case, and ascertained that, while movillg across the 
corm try, they seized two men, on the plea of tbeir being of the same tribe aR a 
party who had murdered one of their friends; one of' the captives attempted to 
escape,' and ,vas, forth with, killed by one of the Sowars. The Karda,r Oil the spot 
acknowledged that, although he knew all about the matter, he had not even 
placed the murderer under restraint. On receiving Lieutenant 'Nicholson's 
letter,l requeste4 the 'Durbar 'to issue orders to, have the KardaJ' . and all thl' 
Sowars sent to Lahore: and, next day, repeated my snggestion. In the interim; 
D~\Vim Moolrajhad told Lieutenant Nicholson that the murdel'er had escaped; 
bitt; on \'eceipt of the Lahore orders, and on Lieutenant Nicholson's repented 
injunctions, the man was delivered up, and is now in Lahore; under trial by' the 
Durbar. EverywhE're, throughou! the country, similar, or worse, atro~ities are 
daily occurring. Gradually, I hope to effect improvement. Several desperate high
waymen and gang robbers are now in the Lahore jail, some of whom will shortly 
be made an example of; and I expect that the conclave of Bedees (decendants 
of Gooroo Nanuk) will, in a few days, cause the Bedee who murdered his step
mother and brotbers, to be hanged at Dera Nanuk, where the offence occurred; 
they have found him guilty, and signed his condemnation; sentence only remains 
.to be executed. A few examples are required, or the country will ,be infested 
by bands of the discharged soldiery, and the other, ruffians who have, for So many 
years, been .privileged to rob and slay. . . . . 

As a measure of protection to the people from their Kardars, and of 
prevention generally of .crime, I have caused the nomination of judges, throughout 
the countl'y. It will scarcely be credited that, except at Lahore and Peshawur, 
there was now\lere in the Punjab a single individual whose duty it was to 
administer justice; the Kardars, or chief oppressors, being invariably themselves 
judges and magistrate!!, as well as collectors. . 

When the reductious and reforms are completed, and accounts squared, I 
propose, with the pprmission of Governmeut, to fix:, salaries for the several new 
appointments; taking care that~ after all ~he. expenses of the State are paid, 
there remain some surplus. This will, however, yearly increase, as. the regular 
infantry of the army gradually falls from 20,000 to 15,000 men, and the Sowars 
from 12,000 to 10,000. In the rough, I estimate the revenue at oile crore of 
rupees, avd that, on the present footing of .the army, the expenses of the State· 
cau be reduced to ninety-five lakhs., . 

There are, as usual, all sorts of reports of evil intentions of the Sikhs,. and 
even of the chiefs, against us; but all greatly exaggerated, and many obviously 
false. That there are many who, like Sirdar Shere Sing, bave not found all the 
advantage they expected from the recent arrangement, is most true; that there 
are others who, accustomed to revolution and excitement, are ready for any move 
that, by. turning out those in power, may, by possibility, bring in thernsel ves, or 
friends, is also true; and that there are ten or twenty thousand disbanded soldiers, 
still on the 81lrface of society, ready to take part in any disturbance, is also cor
rect;· but I much doubt if, in any man's mind, there has yet risen the thought of 
lerious, overt opIfosition to British authority. No; the time has not yet corne for 
anything beyond private schemes of treachery. The discontented will grumble 
and talk and cabal; they will even consult their priests and pundits, for auspicious 
days, and for the time when the Khalsa may again be victorious; but, beyond 
'highway robberies, burglaries, and assassinations, little evil is to be 'expected from 
those who have so lately been defeated in four battles. In the course of time, 
when the memory of recent defeats has partially passed away, if opportunity be 
given, the natural independence of the Sikh character may dictate the attempt to 
escape from under a foreign yoke; for, however benevolent be our motives, and 
conciliatory our demeanour, a British army cannot garrison Lahol'e, and the fiat 
of a British functionary cannot supersede that of the Durbar, throughout the land, 
without our presence being considered a burthen and a yoke,' not only by those 
who have nothing to lose, and all to gain, by revolution, but by many of the 
bolder spirits among the better classes, who are ready to venture their lives, and 
property, in the cause of the Khalsa, and in the chances of a revolution that may 
make Generals, Sirdars, and even'a Vizier, or a Maharajah. ,I. ' 

I see around me, and hear or, 80 many men, who, having been Generals and 
. "') 
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Colonels in. the Sikh armyJ alO. now struggling for existence; so man): favorites 
of the Jummoo Viziers of Lahore. who were discarded by Sirdar Jowshir Sing; 
and 80 many of his again, tbil.t were thrown adrift; by Rajah Lal Sing; Ilnd,at tbe 
same time, know tbat so Iitt,Ie jnstice has }leen done, even in recent redlictions. 
that my great wonder has been the good condnct of the Sikh army, during the 
last twelvemonth" and the almost perfect quiet that has, during the last qve 
ptontbs, pervaded tbe land. -' , 

" I am. well aware that neitber independent feelings, nor lawless hal>it~, are 
easily el'Bdicated; and I am' quite satisfied that there is nothing too foolish, 
nothing too desperate, for Asiatic zealots 01-' desperadoes to attempt. I endeavour, 
therefore, to be on the alert, 'and am well supported by my assistants, and am 
happy to be alille to record my opinion that the eommand of the garrison of 
Lahore could not be in better hands than those of Brigadier Campbell. 

In,dosnre 6 in No.3. 

The Secretnry with the GoveI'no,.·General to th~ Resident at Lahore. 

Simla, May 19, 1847. 
THE Governor-General desires me to bring to your notice that there arc 

certain poiuts, connected with the civil administration of the Punjab, on which 
yonr letters contain little information, but which must necessarily be Jllaced 
upon record, before we can ascertain the trne position of affairs in the Punjah, 
:md satisfy onrselves that the administration of the Governme1!-t is conducted 
efficiently, and with a due regal'd to economy. 

Should any district, either on acconnt of civil mal-administration. 01' fol' the 
'pnrpose of more fully developing its resources, require the personal superintendence 
of an European officer, llis Lordship is 'pfl'pared to sauction his dcputat ion, for 
~uch a period as circumstances may appear to require: and even to place the 
'services of other practised civil officers at your disposal for this purpose, should 
;ou deem such It measure requisite for its attainment. 

Whenever officers. as in the case of Lieutenants Edwardes and Nieholson, nrc 
deputed for special purposes, and as :l mere tempomry measure, you should make 
it a pal,ticular instruction to them to report upon the resourcas of the countries 
which tbey traversr, It is uot sufficient for the:n to state' that the laud Js cOV<'I .... d 
with grass jungle, or with tamarisk, or that it is quite uncultivated, hut they 
shoulrlascertaiu whether the land is incapable of cultivation, ",hethel' it cnunot be 
hrought under the plough by ordinary industry, and a jmlieious outlay of 1'8pital. 
and whether the population of the neighbourhood could not be induced to such 
efforts, by tIle promise of secUl'ity and just assessment, which the pre.ent system is 
calculated to introduce, Independent of personal inspection, mllch information 
may be obtained by free communication with the people, by ascertaiuing the 
prevailing rents for various crops, and the modes of collection, and hy other 
judicious enquiries directed to this object, 

Sl'ientilic enquiries also are not unconnected with the object of his'Lord
ship's wishes. Anything tbat will tend to enlllrge our knowledge of the Punjab. 
not only with respect to its productive resonrces, but its minerals, metals, natural 
his~ry. antiquities, navigation, canals, and commerce; any suggestion that may be 
made by you, ,or your assistants, relative to these objects; will meet with bis ready 
1\ttention; and any scheme which may be devised, for the furtherance of these 
enquiries, will be promoted to the utmost of his power. 

Inclosure 6 in No.3, 

The Secretary u:ith the Governor-General to the qe>-ident at Lahore . 
. , 

Simla, }.fay 25, 18·17. 
THE ,Governor-General d~sires me to request, with" reference to Major' 

Lawrence'scommullication from Peshtwur, that you will expresS to that officer 
the satisfaction which his Lordship has experienced from the perusal of his 
letter, . It evinces not only great zeal,' but a very sound judgment, and the 



. , . '.' 
Governor-General is persuaded·thal. under fbe MajCIT's able and firm management. 
the important st.'ltion under bis charge will rnpidly improve, and tIle troops 
eompo~ing ils garrison will.' very '8IlOrt1y, be brought into a satisfactory state 'ilf 
discipline. ..' '. ' . . " " 

The Governor-General requests that Major Lawrence may be directed to, 
express to Lieutenant Lumsden bis Lordship's gratification lit the 'Zealous co
operation he'affords to his superior oJIicer, who is, on his part, 80 anxious to 
acknowledge it. ..' 

ND.4. 

The Governor-General to the Secret Committee. 

Simla, June 8, 1847. (No. 39.) 
PERFECT tr3.uquillity prevails in the Punjab. 

Inclosure 1 in No.4. 

De Secretary with the Governor.General to the Resident 6t Laho1fe. 

Simla, .April T" 1 841. 
THE Governor-General is anxious that you should depute some junior 

-engineer officer, whose services are available; to examinE', 'and report upon, the 
practicability of opening the canal between Umritsur and Lahore.. 

The Governor-General is of opinion tha~ if this canal could be re-opened 
nnder our auspices, it would Berve to render our occupation very popular with 
the native population. ' 

Inclosnre 2 in No. 4.-

Lieutenant H. B. Edwardes (Assistant to the Re&idenf) to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Teetur Khail in Murwut, May 4, 1847. 
THE Bunnoo. reVE'nue accounts baving been closed yesterday, I requested 

Dewan Hookur Chund to arrange them in a tabular form, for future reference; 
and I have now the honor to forward to you the statement he has prepared. 

Summed up, the account stands tlius:- . 

Dr. Ba. a., p. 
Arreal"B or Revenue for two 

and half years, due from 
ihe MnUioka of Bunaoo - 1,80,000 00 0 

Cr. 
Paid by.the M nllicks in cash 

and kind - - -
AlIo,"", in· per +.,ent"'ll"', 

daily aIlo_, &0. &c. -

Balaneedue 

Re. 

44,28115 9' 

49,245 ~ • 
80;754 l! $ 

&. 1,30,000 II 0 ils. J.,3O,000 II. e 
To tbis acconnt, however, should be added tbe sum of 7,940 rupees 2 annas, being 
the value realized by Government for the green com cut and consumed by the 
camp, hut not allowed to the Zemindars in part of revenue, so that the account 
is really os follows :- . 

Rs. ... po 
lOOalized q{ tbe Rs. 1,30,000 .- 49,245 3 t 
Com cut besides 7,940 2 0 

• 
Total receipts - • 67.185 D •• , 

ExpeBded in per centage, ~'C. 4,,963 -4 <0 

Net 1'llcei:P1II • lla.fi2,,222 I ,. 
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• The above is the immediate, and. ;ery unfavorable, pecuniary result of the. 
expedition. Its permaneut result, both in a financial aDd political point of view;, 
I believe to be mOI'e fortunate for the Sikh Government. For, had complete 
success rewarded our present efforts, had the Bunnoochees been wise enough to' 
seize the golden opportunity afforded them, and paid up the whole of the 
revenue arrear!', they would have become entitled to a )pase, for the future, at 
'the easy rate of40,OOU rupees per annum; a smaller sum (as they now 
acknowledge) than they paiit, even to tbe Cabool kings, whose yoke, by all 
accounts, sat very lightly upon them. And, supposing that this agre('mellt had 
been faithfully abiited by; that- the Bnnlloocilees had paid in; regularly, aud 
voluntarily, the said 40,UOO rupees; and the Maharajah had been saved the 
necessity of sending a biennial army across the Indus, Bunnoo would still 
have remained a mere tributary state, enjoying its own "raws, or rather its own 
anarchy; nnd destroying the integrity of the Trans-Indus fl'ontier, by cutting 
off Kohat, and Peshawur, from communication with Murwut Esakhail, and 
Dcra Ismael Khan. From what I have seen of the people, also, I am quite 
cOllvinced that internal dissensions would always have prevented them from 
fulfilling their engagement, even if they had been assessed at 20,000 rupees, 
instead of 40,000; so that the day of interference, and of assuming the llirect 
management, would only have been postponed for a year. It is every way. better, 
therefore, that the Bunnoochees bave, at once, refused the terms which were 
offered them, and shown that no amount of moderation -and justice will 
ever induce them to pay revenue, unless they are obliged. The permanent 
occupation of Bunnoo must, now, be undertaken in the autumn, and the most 
highly-favored spot by Nature which I have seen north ,of the Sutlt'j, will, for 
the first time, become incorporated with the Punjab kingdom. 

I cannot close the last report I have to make, connected with the Bunnoo 
expedition, _without doing justice to the troops who composed it. Restraint is 
new to the Sikh army; but I do not believe that the best disciplined soldiers 
of the most ci vilized nation in Europe, ever marched through so rich a country 
with so little licence. The discipline of the camp reflec,ted the highest credit 
on General Cortlandt; and I ha.ve much pleasure in bearing testimony to the 
good sense, great experience, and practical military knowledge, of that officer. 

Inclosure 3 in No.4. 

Major Lawrence to the Resident at Lahore. 
L 

Peshawar, May 16, 1847.-~ 
. I HAVE explained, through General Golab Sing, to the troops, t~e Governor
General's desire that they should be regularly paid; if possihle, be never more 
than two months in arrear; that they shall have periodi('al lrave of absence, 
without forfeiture of pay, beyond the loss of Jiatta; and that the estates of 
decea.<;ed men shall receive all arrears up to the date of the casualty. . ' 

These advantage!!, as may be supposed, evinciug. as they do, the interest the 
IJritish Government takes in the soldier's welfare, have been joyfully received, 
nnd, in my opinion. the results will be most beneficial in gaining a hold upon 
their attachment in thtl point they are most sensible-self interest. 'l'hat we -
have already gained their confidence we have proof, in their bringing their money 
to be remitted througb this treasury, in preference to their own pay office, which 
I suggested, but of which they would not hear. The anxiety also manifested by 
corps to remain at Peshawur, a post hitherto considered little short of banish
ment, may be justly held as indicative of their appreciation of our efforts to 
ameliorate their condition. 

The elevation of their general, Golab Sing, who is much respected and 
liked. to the Governorship of this important province, alld prospective, as it is. 
of hig'her honors, haa evidently been a source of gratification and pride to the 
troops. I took the opportunity of reading the Durbar Order of bis appointment, 
at a general parade, and pointed out to the officers that such waa the result of 
good and tried service, and expressed my bope that some of themselves might 
prove equally worthy, and as fortunate. -

My earnest attention has been directed to the speedy reduction of the nam
e 
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goles. or Irregulars,. being fully aware (hat every day they remained added to 
thea arrears, and the. burden of the State; but, being without fund~, I could do 
but little beyond taking a muster of the whole; a measure which had not been 
done since Avitabili's time, and redudng. to. their origipal grades ill the ranks, 
the illegitimately promoted, and discharging about 650. 

The state of the country is, I think I may say, decidedly improved; men's 
minds have become more settled.: at first, the arrival of an officer, willing and 
anxious to redress their grievances, raided undue hopes •. which, however, have 
calmed down; they filld that my object Wal! not to upset the old order of things, 
but gradually to reform them; they also find that there i~, now, IJ(\th strength 
and consistency in the Government, and that it has not only the de_ire to deal 
justly, but the power to punish evil doers; my having seized some despisers of 
the law, who fancied themselves secure in their inaccessibility. has had the 
happiest effects. 

The removal of the boy-Governor and his unprincipled advisers, and appoint
meut of an old and approved soldier in his place, cannot but prove most salutary. 
The new Governor is most grateful to us for his elevation. and has sense to know 
that in our snpport is the strength of his government. 

I have deputed Lieutenant Lumsden on a tour through the Eusufzye country, 
more to obtain, by personal inspection, an insight into its affairs and condition, 
and to settle petty boundary disputes. than to make any permanent arrangement; 
reserving this for myself, when leisure admits. He represents the country to be 
almost a waste from oppres~ion, but to have every capability or soil ana water; 
he describes tbe people as all at feud with each other. aud most bitter against the 
Sikhit: his escort is only 511 horse, and 1:20 foot; yet he has traversed the district 
of Lhoonkhore, considered inrehellion, and which ha.~ not paid revenue for two 

• years, and then only at the point of the bayonet. He is a most active. energetic 
olficeJ'. and I expect JIllICh from his tl'ip. 

Inclosure 4 in No.4. 

'I'!'e Resident at Lahore to the SecretltTy with the· Grwernor-GeneraL 

Lahore. June 2. 1847. 
IT is not easy to estimate the difficulty I have. in obtaining authentic infor

mation from the Durbar offices: Occasionally, I might. through iudirect channels, 
procure what I want, but it would be at the expense of giving offence to the 
Sirdars of the Conncil, which. as far as possible, it is desirable to avoid. Within 
the next two months, I hope to be able to lay before Government a full report on 
t1te resources and condit.ioll of the country, and, in the interim. I shall lose no 
opportunity !If obtaining infonnation,. and improving the condition of the people. 

\Vith the experience of fourteen months, I can certify to this' people having 
settled dowll in II. mannel· that could nElver have been hoped. or believed of them; . 
hut yet they have Dot lost their slJirit. To this fact 1 frequently testified last, 
year, and commented an theu-bold and manly bearipg.. A large majority of the 
disbanded so.ldiers have returned to the plough, or to trade; hut there are still 
very many floating upon the surf.we of society;. and, such is the fickleness of the 
natiollat character, aud so easily are they led by their priests and pundits, and so 
great is their known pride of 1'OOe, and of a long unchecked career of victory, that 
if every SiFdar, and Sikh, in the Punjab were to avow him"elf satisfied with the 
humhled pesitioB of his country. it. would he the extreme .of infatuation to bdieve 
him. or ta doubt, ror a moment, .that, among the crowd who are loudest in our 
praise. there are Inany who cannot forgive O!lr. victory. or even our forbearance. and 
who chafe at their own loss of power, in exact proportion as they submit to our's. 
But this was not to be avoided, and, so far from being a discouraging feature of 
our position, is tile be!lt a.-surancs we cau have of uur strength; for it proves that, 
whoeverullr secret enemiesnlllY he. tbey can neituer find a weak point, nor an oppo~
tUllity. About three months ago, there was, indeed, some 60l·t of plot concocted, 
bllt. o( lie vague and weak & uature that, to t.his day, (though the chief agent is in 
ooufil\ement) the ebject, and evell existenl'e, of the conspiracy remarns doubtful, and 
the on y ('on~pil'ators who 81'e suspected, with anything like reason, are a Fakeer 
and the Ma.Uarllnee •. Aftw: great J:Jains in in.vestiguting. the matter. I am ullable to 



-decide whetber it bad its rise in politiml. or'PeTllllna1. motives. Tbe lives ofSirdar 
'T~i Sing. Dew,n Deena Natb, and otber chiefI', were to be attempted. as well as 
mine; and. perbRpp, the most likely solution is. that the Ranee. deprived of both 
'her lover. and ber iuiluence in the State. ronceived the wish to revenge her private 
Bnd public quarrels at a blo ..... by disturbing the present Government. In such 
an aim she must know wbere to find all who would 88Sist her; yet she seems to 
have found but few, and those of the lowest grade of malcontents; ann, on the 
wbole, 1 think. it fortunate that anything has occurred to show the chief.., the army, 
11IId tbe people. how very small must be the ebam'es of success in such macbina
tions, how great the danger of betrayal, when the least SCl"Upulous, though hy no 
means the least able, personage in the kingdom. could attempt it, and so miserably 
fail. .• 

It would have seareely bem worth while entering so fully into this matter 
as I have done, except tlmt it is wise to keep before our eyes tbe fact that 
the animus of unrest .. and insurrection slumbers. but is not yet dead •. in the 
Punjab. It would be a ,!!iraele if it were otherwise; for. assuredly, the habits 
acquired during six years (If anaTehy are not to be laid aside in a montb. or a 
year. A t no period of Anglo-hldian History. for ill6tanee, bas any great con
quest or crisis been immediately followed by complete peace 8IiId security in the 
countries annexed to our dominion; or by tbe uni versal good-will of a people whom 
we had bt'aten in the field. The opposite error to over-eoofidence i~, bowever. not 
less mi~ehievou9. People here are paJ'tial to quoting the Cabool catastrophe, 
and. unfortunately. have too often the example set by those among ourselves who 
sllOuld know better tban to cotlsider the Britisb position at Lahore in any point, 
comparable ,vith that at Cabool. Here. htrw>6ver, ~ there, our fate is-in our 
OWIl hands. I do not di~guise from myself that our po~tion at Lahore will 
always be a delicate one; benefits 'are soon forgotten, and IittlJl gratitude is • 

. to be expected. Moreover, there are the daily refusal s,. the np.cessary resnmp
tions, the repressing. or patching up. of domestiC' squabbles; all leaving behind 
them more or less of ill-will. petty enough in detail. but, in the mass. sufficiently 
powerful to affect, for years to come. the JlIovements of any honest administration 
in th .. Punjab. I do tlot know that the Birdsrs, and offidals, of this kingdom are 
naturally more evil di!1Jl6sed than those ctf any other part of hdia; but their 
country is certainly more backward in civilization; W8l! but the otht>r day 
reclaimed from a state of the most ignorant barbarism; and bas been but little 
snbjected to tbe wholesome restraints of a regular government. Even Runjeet 
Sing's government could not be called a settltd one. To tb'e day of his death, he 
was carrying on war. and plundering, rather than governing. the greater part of 
the country beyond the Jhelum. Dewan Deena Natb. and two or three etbel'S 

• still alive. were witnesses of aequisitions within a hnndred miles ·of Labore. 
Neither was there any thing in Rnujeet Sing's institutions that gave pl'Qlllise of 
stability. He seems not to bav ... taken tbOll/rht of what would ocenr on his 
death: unless indeed. in bequE'athing all unwieldy army 00 1111 imbecile son, we 
accuse him of the mon!rtrous de~ign of collecting materials for his own funem 
pile. and devoting to the flames a kingdom which he saw none of his lIIlCIlessors 
was 'worthy to inherit. 

I am gratified with daily reports ()f the advantage of. our presence !.o the 
eultivating classes. In old eases. I endea_1" to settle matters by compromise.; 
and by telling Chiefs. and Kllir<larB, toeileuce parties by restitution. in part. or 
whole, of exactions, In this way, Kisheu . K~ar. late' Kardar'of Rawul Pindee. 
Testored 10.000 rupees: and is now' IJUTJ"Oun.:led by a fresh batch of 
Zemindnrs. who. henring of tile success of their brethren, have thoughttt_th 

. while to come in~ II; .:Ii.tance of 250 milel', with their corilplaints. In like manner, 
I tell Sirdar Shere Sing. he bad better settle the Peshawur. and Eusufzye. 
demnnds; which he quietly assents to; remarking. that some have been 
accounted for to the Durbar, and Irtbers . were orcasioned by the necessities 
of the times. I take up no by-gone case that I can avoid. Lieutenant Edwardes' 
and Lieutenant 'Nicholson's nl1t1'ches thl'o11'~ the oe."mtry did much good in 
rest.minill~r Ka'rdars; and. already, I can perceive a like advantage attending 
Lieutenant Taylor's progress. 

CaptaiB> A bb&tt altudea .. the ew-ses 'Of the Begaree,.w foloced Iahtn, system. 
It is one So inherent in native institutions, that I fear there wiU be p'eat ,diffi
culty in eradicatiug it. VerJ E'arly. I turned my attention to the subject, and 
strenuously endeavoured' to procure marching allowance to the troops; and even 

C2 
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went so fal' as to tell the Bunnoo troops they would get it; but, although Dewan 
Deena Nath agrees so far to bear me out as to ·make to the soldiers who went to 
Bunnoo a present equal to the allowance, he and Tej Sing set tlieir faces against 
'its being made a rule; saying there iH no neces~ity for it, as the men's baggage is 
carried on Government climels. When other finance matters are settled, I will 
return to the .subject, and do all in my power to restrain the seizure of cal'rielll; 
but the fact is tllat chiefs, soldiers, and servants consider that low caste men 
and Mu~sulmans were created to be their beasts of burthen. Gradually, we may 
improve matters; but the commencement must be by the soldiers, on a march, 
having no need of carriers, or excuse for seizing them, 

• I am promised an entire revision of the customs'system, at present so harass
iug, not only to traders, but to travellers: I have repeatedly explained to, thE' 
Durbar the actual advantage, as well as credit, that may be gained, by taxing onl~' 
a few al,ticles, on a single line. . 

Lieutenant Edwardes has returned from Bunnoo, with a large stock of valu
able information regarding that interesting quarter. He tells me, that bis double 
progress across the country has satisfied him that it would be many yea1':l before 
it would pay in our hands. To-morrow, Lieutenant Nicholson proceeds to Umrit
sur, for the purpose of inspecting, and reporting on, Govindghur, and the general 
management of the Umritsur district: and Mr. Cocks goes, to-nigLt, to Ramnug
gur, for ten or twelve days, to look after the Kardars in that direction. In this 
way, by visits of a week or a month to different quarters, we may help the execu
tive, as well as protect the people; but any lengthened residence must weaken 
our influence with the latter, as much as affect the autholity of the former. 

Peace csntinues throughout the whole extent of the Punjab, and Jummoo, 
territories; and I have strong hope that the arrangement by'which Hazara has 

• been restored.to Lahore, will tend to its continuance; though, meanwhile, the 
day of transition is an anxious one; for there are, in Hazara, some as averse to 
the Sikh, as there are others ttl the Jummoo rule; and, at any time, a very small 
spark in that quarter may kindle a large fl~me. The force being sent thither is 
double what is 'believed necessary for its eventual o('cnplttion; and this, with good 
treatment, and judicious remissions, ought at least to be a guarantee against insur
rection. Captain Abbott is eloqueRt on the advantages of the exchange of' 
territory. 

Lieutenant Lumsden has returned from his excursions into the Eusufzyl" 
country to Peshawur, where all is going 011 satisfactorily. I have requested 
MajorLllwrence to discourage, though not positively forbid, Sirdar Hooltnn 
Mahomed Khan's correspondence with his brothers. He is a de.perate intriguer; 
and, of old, leagued with the Candahar chiefil against Dost Mahomed; indeed, it is 
not impossible that the Ameer may suppose he has now been sent to Peshawur 
to do bim injury. He, Sooltan Mahomed, once held Cabool for a few mont.bs ! 

, surrendered it ignominiously to Dost Mahoqled, as he afterwards did Peshawur 
to the Sikhs; and finally, when he had been the main instrument in collecting 
an Affghan force for the recovery of the province, he betrayed his kinsmen. 

Among a people little addicted to the truth. Sirdar Sooltan Mahomed's 
character is notorious for falsehood. His protestations towards us are now great, 
and it is possible he may feel some gratitude for his r.elease from Lahore, where, 
assuredly, Sirdar Tej Sing would have kept him long enough. Major Lawrence 
will bear in mind the Government instructions that, while we are polite in our 
dealings with Dost Mahomed. we avoid communications beyond the passes, that 
may give designing individuals the opportunity of using our name, for their own 
purposes. 

. No.~. 

The Governor-General to the Secret Committee. 

Simla, Ju.ne 23, 1847. (No. 41.) . 
AFFAIRS continue in as tranquil and satisfactory a state as at the time of 

my last dispatch. 
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Inclosure 1 in No.5. 

Tlte Setretary with the Governor-General to the Resident at Lahort. 

Simla, June 12, 1847. 
THE Governor-General observes, from your assistant, Lieutenant Edwardes' 

reports, that the Dewan Dowlut Raee continues in a course of oppression towards 
the people of MUl"wut, and neglect of orders, wh~ch renders it desirahle that he 
should he removed from the administration of that territory .. Such an.. example, 
His Lorrlship remarks, would be most politic; and I am, directed to enquire, what 
step the DUl'bar propose to take, in order to check the ,mal-practices so generally 
ascribed to the Dewan. 

Inclosure '2 in No.' 5. 

, The Resident at Lahordo the Secretary' with the GovernOl" Geneml; , 

Luhorr, June 18, ]847. 
DEW AN DOWLUT RAEE was some days back recalied, and is only 

permitted to remain at Dera Ismael Khan, during the present month, to enable 
him to realize the spring crop, for which he is answerable: to have sent another 
Kardar to do so would have cnused loss to the Rtate, withOut adequate advantage 
to the people. Last week, by my desire, the DUI·bar fined Dowlut Raee3,100 
rupees, fOI' a gross case of collusion with the Killedar of a small fort on the 
Indus, who had plundered a Cabool mercbant. The Killedar himself has been 
relieved, and called to Lahore, where he shall be imprisoned. . 

I am not sure' that Dewan Dowlut Raee's character is worse than that of the 
av~rage of Kardars: Major M'lckeson lately addressed me in his favor; Lieute· 
nant Edwardes heardliim well spokell of, at Dera IsmaE'1 Khan, among the Hindoo 
traders (whom, pqssibly, he may favor); and I believe his exactions and oppression 
to be more the work of his agents, than, his own acts. He is described as the 
weak indolent son of an active intelligent father, whose place, but not whose 
ability, he succeeded to. Complaints enough will come in against him, when once 
it is g'enerally known that he will nut be permitted to return to Dera Ismaei 
Khan; and I ,-"ill take care they are heard. 

Sookraj, the Kardar of Khatir, wh~ was, last month, recalled by my desire, 
for oppression, is now in confinement. I am doing my best to weed the service 
of the worst oppressors; but corruption is so general; plunder is, even now, so 
easily obtained; and punishment mu.t, even yet, be so uncertain; that much of. 
the old system must b" expected still to obtain. I have long since made known 
my sentiments to the Durbar, regarding bribery" corruption, and violence; and 
shall not fail to make the severest possible examples of all against whom these 
crimes may be proved, since ~ur assumption of authority. • 

No.6., 

The Governor-General to the Secret Committee. 

Simla, July 1, 1847. (No. 43.) 
I TRANSMIT various papers connected with the affairs of the Punjab. 
They are of a satisfactory character, showing a progressh·e improvement 

iu the civil and military administration of the country. ,. • 
The J;>unjab is reported to be iu a state of the most perfect tranquillity, and 

the health of the British garrison at Lahore, both European and NativE', to b .. 
most mtisfaetory. 
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Incl.osure 1 in No. 6. 

, Lieutenant H, B. Lumsden (Assistant to the Resident) to Major Lawrence. 

Peshawur, June 10, 1847. 
HAVING just returned from a hurried tour through the Eusufzye" country, 

undertaken in ac!cordance wi.th instructions received from you, I now do myself 
the honor of submitting a few remarks I was enabled to make, Oil the state of 
each elaka, or khanship, as I pt!ssed through it, and hope that, although the inform
ation is very limited, it will be found tolerably correct. 

General remarks.-Considering Eusufzye as a mere portion of tile Peshawru: 
district, the first thing that strikes one is that, although acknowledging the Khal88 
supremacy, and paying all demands made by the Sikh Governor, each Khau is still 
8 perfect despot, as far as the management of his little khanship is concerned, 
and imposes taxes, levies fines, and, in many instanees, punishes capitally, without 
further reference. 

The customs imposed are nllt so' objellti<C!lnable from tlleiraggregate amount 
as from the constant worry and delay which an inquisitorial examination of goods, 
every ten or twelve miles, must entail on the traders; and the tax on IlindoG 
marriages was burdensome in the extreme, being in many cases as high as 
100 rupee!!, and seldom below thirty. 

The fine'!, levied as punishment, were generally calculated more'from the 
exigencies of the judge's exchequer,and the circumstances of the accused, than 
-the proof's, or the enormity, of the crime uuder consideration. 
, The mode of collectillg revenue varies in every Tuppa; in Tooroo and Hootee 
ltalfthe produce is considered the Government share; in Lhoonkhore, the Mullicks 
get little, or nothing, for themselves, and ollly pay revenue at the point of the 
,bayonet, the amount extracted on tllese occasions being about 8,000 rupees. , 

In Amazaie and Razur, tbe people pay, partly .on the produce, and partly by 
8 house-tax, which varies accol'ding to the cil'cuDlstallces of the inmates; while, 
in Punjtar and Outmatl, the Khans pretend to fix the Tate according to the 
.season, but, ill fact, screw all they 'Call possibly get out of the Ryots, without 
endangering their own Ii ves.· . 

.Each Khan haR a body of Sowars, which he pretends to pay, but who, in 
reality, live 011 the Ryote, aLK! are lrnown to he engaged in most of the robberies 
which take place in the tlistrict, not unfrequetldy with the knowledge of, if not 
the direct conseut of, the Khans themselvps, wbl), on some occasions, bave been 
known to accept a bribtO', for the restoration of plundered property. 

From the little I have been able to see of the country, I should say that a 
few years of peace and quiptness, under a firm and just rule, will enable this district 
to cultivate nearly a third mol'e lan1 than is at present 1lIl.der the plough, and 
yield an increase,of revenue abG\'e Avitabili's demand, though nothing like the 
.amount at which Shere Sing and his bungry fellows attempted to fix it. 

:Inclosure 2 in No.6 . 
• 

The Secretary with. the Governor- General to the Resident at Lahore . 

. Simla, June H, 1847. 
LIEUTENANT TAYLOR spca-ks highly ofa system pursued by General 

Avitabili, in the revenue settlement of M urdekee, and other Khalsa villages, 
-which appears to ba-vegiven I!lItlefllction to the people. I am desired to suggest 
whether this system could not now be renewed. 

Inclosure,:3 in. No. 6-

The Residellt ~t Lahore to the Secretary with the GOVeT7wr,-GtmfII"al. 

La1&on, June 1'~, 1'847. 
GENERAL A VITA BILl'S system and rates will receive full consideration, 

in tIle assessment now about to be made of Wuzeerabad . 
• 
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• Inclosure 4 in No.6. 
! • 

Major LILwrence to tM Resident aft LaM,'/!. 
I. 
'1 Peshawwr, June 18,. 1847. 

WITH advertence t8 the hope expre!'Sed that my next would report the 
strength of the Ramgol(>S to"be 2,500, I have the honor to at'quaint you that" 
though it has not been fully realized, yet as milch has been done as prudence 
wonM admit, and I fully believ~ the efficiency' of this arm is, in no way, impaired 
by the reduction. " . -

The discharged men have been paid, in' full, and have, for the most part, 
proceeded to their homes, whil;ll those retained have. received nine months' 
arreal'S, and wil-l shortly receive two more. I 

My intention has been to relain aU the officers and men of Avitabili, of good 
character, where there was no ph~'sical unfitness; and, by strictly adhering to this 
rule, equalizing their pay, having, all paid in my presencE'; and attewl-ing to 
their real or aUeged grievancaq, I have been ellabled to carry out this extellSive 
reduction, without the slightest difjiculty. 

I continue to have every reason to be satisfied with the ('onduct of all ranks 
in the force, hi therto; in this, the. fruit season, tile men considered it theiT 'pri~ 
'ViIege to hel,l themselves frE'ely from the gardens, aud stalls in the markE't place, 
but, now, not one complaint has been made; they )my for e"ery thing, appear 
most anxious to please me, and are v'ery obedient, and respectful. 

The enquiry into the complaints against KumroQdeen Khan, the guardian. of 
the road hence to Attock, haviug concluded, I made him satisfy! as far as pecuniary 
compensation could, all proyed' cases, which amountE'd to some' hundreds, and 
tben removed, him, and his. men, frorri their chargE', leaving. him a tenth of his 
jagheer, or 2,000 rupees, tn subgist on: the protection of tile road I have 
entrusted to men holding jagheers in its vicinity, who hitllerto enjoyed tbem, 
without performing any adequate service: the arrangement has been in force a 
month, and appears to wot"k well. 

I have called on others who hold jagheE'rs, under condition of furniHhing 
small quotas of horses,. to regularly muster, and produce them, keeping a portion 
always in attendance on the Govemor, ,so tbat I may be enabled at once to have 
them ont, as occasion may require, either to preserve the peace, or to apprehend 
outlaws aud robbers; their local knowledge makes them especially useful in 
this line; within the last week, by sending- six- men, wbere I had heard two 
villages were preparing for a fight, the parties instantly separated, I}f1~ no breach 
of the peace has, in that quarter, occurred. ,. 

It is with great regret I have to record that several cases of murder and 
manslaughter, in the district, have rt'Centiy occurred, and chiefly in open day; 
this will not surprise yon, whG well know the nature of blood feuels among these 
people; their jealousy of their women, and spirit of revenge; with the constant 
recourse General .A vitabHi had to the punisllmentof death; when I acquaiDt you 
that, sillce his departure, but one mae has suffered the extreme penalty of the 
law.. 

The Datural result of snch & B1stem is; that the peopll', having no, fears 
of the cons..quences, regard murder .as a. venial" offenee. Though it waC! my 
wish to submit all snch cases for the orders of the Dtuhar, deeming au immecl.iate 
example necessary, I have. yielded to the' wishes of the Govenlor, and Chief 
Justice, and confirmed their sentence of· dl'ath OD! four DleDi principals in two 
instances; the a.ccessariea in both cases being sl'ntenced to five years' iDlpri-
lonment, with hal'd labGr on the -l'oads, the hl;tter at my suggestion. I trust that 
this severity will have the desired effect: punishment so quickly following the 
crime appeal'S to have cansed considerable sensatioll. 

Lieutenant Lumsden returneci from his tour ill: EUllufzyp., on the 27th 
ultimo; his valu'l.ble report- is annexed ;-it fully cMrol.lA.rues the previous 
at"counts of the sad stale of that couu'try, a TelllPdy for' which, timC!', and much 
forueal"llnce on the part nf Govemment, alone can 8upply. It "'CJuld he super
fluous in me to reque.t, attentioll to the energy ana zeal which baa C!'lla.bled this 
ofdcer. hi the short period of tWE'llty-fi ve days, not only to U&\1el'se' Sit' mlWh 

• loclosure t in ~ 0, 6 • 
• 
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space, but to collect such a mass of information, "hesides settlinlf mallY petty 
disputes which he has modestly not mentioned. I have seut for the Khans, and, 
on their snival, will assemble all a,t my house, with Sirdar Golab l:iing. and 
Dewan Hakim Raee, when I purpose holding a Jeerga, or Council, at which I 
hope to be able to arrange something for them, the people, and the state, which 
will Jessen, if not put an end to, oppression and iritestipe feuds, though, from all 
parties being so long accustomed to act as they pleased, I am by no means 
sanguine. ) 

t 

, 
Inclosure 5 in No.6. 

,". ".' .)-

. 8 " . 

The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary With the Governor- General. 

Lahore, June 21. 1847. 
IT seems to me that, if we interfere on every occasion, we shall not only 

nullify the authority of the Durbar and its executive officers; but, by being so 
constantly heard, our voices will cease to carry the infl uence they now do,-' we 
may guide and advise; we may drive out of the field great oppressor!!; we may 
establish Courts, at which, at least, a hearing will be given; we may' fix, ,the 
,assessment; we may protect the high roads, and put down gang robbel'ies; all 
this'we may, within a reasonable time (perhaps the next three months)' etlect; 
,but, if we were'to attempt to decide every case, and to collect the revenue our
selves, which we must do,' if we interfere with the details of management, my 
assistants wou~d re"quhe to be increased tenfold; and not only would the chiefs 
and officials be di~gusted, but they would become virtually disqualified from 
managing the country, when the term of our occupancy expires. ' I look upon it, 
that the spirit· of the late arrangem.mt requires that all orders shall emanate 
from the Durbar and its agents, and that "'e shall only step in, when thl!ycea~e 
to act. . 
" The terms of the agreement of exchange between Lahore nnd Jummoo, arm 
Captain Abbott with extraordinary powers, but they do not authorize him to 
remove a Kardar. However, as I have told him, there will be no sort of diffi
culty in effecting the recall 'of any individual against whom a good case can be 
,made out. ' 

Inclosure 6 in No.6. 

The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary 'with the Governor-General. 

Lahore, June 24, 1847. 
REFERRING to Lieutenant Lumsden's notice of the bands of Horse in the 

-service of the different F.usufzye Khans, as also to some recent observations 
of Major Lawrence on the authority assumed by Jagheerdars, 1 ha"e requested 
that officer to reduce all such' pe~ons to the position they held in Runjeet 
Sing's time, except in regard to mutilation, and capital punishment, which no man 
is to inflict. Those who have grossly misused their authority can be, to a greater 
or less degree, deprived of it; and every one shall be made responsible for the 
condnct of his armed ,retainers. I, hope, shortly, to be able to put a ,stop to 
private customs' colle("tiol1s, by inducing the DIll'bar to pay commutation to all 
persons. now entitled thus to molest travellers and traders. The trading city 
of Umritsur, at thi& moment, has eleven independent leviers of custom dues; 
and, until the deaths of Rajas Dhyan Sing, Heem Sing, and Soocheit Sing, it 
had three others collecting on their account., • ' 

The one band of pre(latory Horse, speeially referred to by Lieutenant Lums
den, shall be put down, by fair means, or force. When Major Lawreuce has leisllrely 
visited Eusufzye, it may be time to consider the advantage of locating theie a 
re~pectable native official, on the part of the Durbar, to collect the revenue, and 
protect the people. hy being a che,ck upon the chiefs. If a Mahomedan Of'i\lis 
description can be found so much the better. 

In regard to capital punishment, Mnjor Lawrence has been tolil, only to 
carry out the sentence of the local officerp. when he agrees }Vitb. the Judge, and 
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~ Governor, and the ease appears so urgent as not to admit of reference to Lahore. 
l am aware that one prompt execution may saVI'l the neceasity of many. 

. All the roads are now, more or less, patrolled, and I have desired liberal 
rp.wsrds to be given for the apprehension of every notorious character. I have 
some difficulty in preventing King's evidences being set at liberty, and am trying 
to persuade the Durbar that the man is fortunate who saves his neck, after having 
been concerned in a gang robbery, or murder. Almost the only thought, with 
Lahore officials, is how to procure restitution of the stolen property; and,· this 
effected, thieves and fobbers have as often obtained their release as otherwise; 
more than a hundred of them are now in irons working at the Cantonment road. 

Inclosure 7 in No.6. 

The Resident at Lahore to Lieutenant J. Nicholson, Assistant to the Resident. 

Lahore, June 25, 1847. 
BEING deputed to the Sind Sagur, 01' country between the Jhelum and 

the Inous, you will cOllsiderthat tract as your especial charge. 
, You ore requested to cultivate the acquaintance of the two 1'\azims, Sirdars 

Chuttur Sing and Lal Sing.; as also of their deputies, and indeed of all the 
respectable Kardars that you meet. Much may be done by cordiality, by 
~upporting their just authority, attending to their moderate wishes, and even 
whims, and by those small courtesies that all natives look· to, even more than 
they do to more important matters. I need only hill.t at these points to insure 
your zealous attention to them. 

'fhe protection of the. people from the oppression o! the Kardars, will be 
your first duty: in connection witb, this will come the maintaillment of discipline 
among the troops; tbe safety of tbe high roarls; tbe prevention of seizure of 
carriers and cattle; the speedy redress of grievances; and 71on-interference, by the 

,agents of Government, in tbe ordinary affairs of life. Indeed, the more the 
village communities can be left to settle· their own affairs, the be~ter ; and, as 
long as they pay their revenue, and abstain from violence, the seldomer a 
Lahore official· sets foot in their lands the better. 'Vhenever tbere appears to 
be eo\1usion between the Nazim·and Kardar; or the fGrmer fails to take up; in a 
right spirit, appeals against the latter,; call his attention to the fact; and, if your 
exhortations fail, report him to ina. - .. . . • • 

Your next most important care will be the army. Wherever you are, mix 
with the soldiers, and t.alk to them and their officers, and encourage tbem to. 
bring their complaints (through their commanding officer) to you. Be present! 
occasionally at the pay-table, and keep me informed of any delay in its distri ... 
bution. The Governor General is most anxious on this important point, and 
desires that the fact be, tbus insensibly, kept before the soldiers t\lat tbey owe 
their l'resent regularity of pay, and certainty of position, to British influence. 
Should any men wish to send cash. to their homes, either within tbe Lahore, or 
British teTl'itory, through my office, you can direct deductions to be made by 
the Bukshee, and send me rolls, car.llfully prepared, in the enclosed form, . 
when I will have the cash remitted, and re~eipts obtained for the satisfaction of 
the remitter. You shall be provided with long rolls of· the troops stationed in 
your quarter, which will assist you, when complaints are made in regard to 
promotiGn, leave, pay, &c. See tbat every man has his term of leave; tbat pay 
is given, with only the legitimate deductions; and that e"ery man signs, or puts 
Ilis own mark to, the book, in acknowledgment of the pay he bas receive·d. 

'Vitbout allowing the troops to be unduly harassed, see that parades and 
drills are attended to. I insist upon insubordination, and pluuder, being 
promptly puni~hed; and bring to my notice any particular instances of good 
conduct. . 

A "oid, as far as po.ssible, any military movement, during the next three 
mOllths; but,. should serious disturbance arise, act energetically. The troops 
will be under the orders of the Nazim; who, however, will be desired not to 
employ them, unleas with yonr full concurrence; and, whenever time will permit, 
'you wiII apply for instructions from Lahore. 

D 
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Illclosure 8 in No.6: 

The Secretary with the Governor-General to the Resident at Lahore. , 

Simla, July 3, 1847 . 
. OUR position is not that of active agents, but of friendly advisers, with the 

power. where necessary, of enforcing our advice, and, when justice cannot other
wise be obtainEld, of directly acting ourselve's; but this must be the last resource. 

This view is strictly in accordance with the spirit, and even the l;tter, of the 
treaty-which gives to the Government of India, represented at Lahore by its 
Resident, full authority to direct, .and contr01, all matters, in every department of 
the State; he may interfere as much, or as litt.le, as he chooses. He will be 
regulated by the course which he may deem it most expedient to adopt to ensure 
good government. He is required to pay attention to the feelings of the people; 
to preserve the national institutions and customs; and to maintain the just rights 
of all classes. , .. 

It is, therefore, politic that the Resident shouId carry the Native Council 
with him, the members of which are, however, entirely under his control and 
guidance-he can change them, and appoint others-and, in military affairs, his 
power is as unlimited as in ~he civil' administration-he can withdraw Sikh 
garrisons, replacing them by Briti~h troops in IDlY, and every, part of the 
Punjab. .. . '. 

• These powers, under ordinary circumstances, will be useful, in proportion to 
the temperance with which they are exercised-and. up to this hour, your 
administl'lltion has been ma.rked by moderation and judgment. . . 

. There are districts, however, in the Punjab, of so much importance, in a 
political and military point of view, that they may be required to be managed by 
the more direct, and active, agency pf British officers: such is Peshawur, where 
it is absolutely necessary to lmve, at all times, a large, and effective, Sikh garrison, 
kept up in a state of perfect contentment, and discipline. ,The policy of main
taining one-third of the Sikh army, in t~is advanced position, in good order need 
not be insisted upon. J n devolving these duties of a niixed character on a 
British officer, there has been no interference with national customs and institu.,. 
tions. General Avitabili exercised much greater powers than those so safely 
entrusted to Major Lawrence: the Sikh troops, composed of various tribes, have, 
during the last quarter of a century, been accustomed to the control of European 
officers; and Major Lawrence's superintendel1ce is popular with the troops, because 
they feel that his interference is beneficial. 
! The same reasoning applies to the Hazara country-the Sikh force in the 
vicinity of those hills, will be considerable; the Mussulman population is warlike, 
and difficult of control; and, as the tribute they pay is small, the necessity of 
interference in the internal administration of those mountainous tracts, will not 
require many fiscal' arrangements: the Governor-General has no doubt that 
Captain Abbott, assisted by Lieutenaut Nicholson, would render essential service, 
'if employed in superintending this district, now transferred to the Lahore state. 

It does not follow that British officers, in the position of Major Lawrence and 
Captain Abbott, if they were entrusted 'With the revenue, police, and judicial 
administration, of any district, should employ the regular, and expensive, system 
of administratioll in our own provinces. Native Sikh agency must be employed 
under them. .' 

This system is no novelty-.during the minority of the Rajah of Nagpore, 
Sir Rich§rd Jenkins had the management of tbat territory; he placed British 
officers jn charge of certain districts, who administered its revenues, its police, and 
judici/lol aft)lirs. 4lthough a British officer in each district was the directing 
instrument of the Resident, native officers, belonging to the Maharajah, were 
employed in all matters of detail; and the success, during the ten years ·the 
system lasted, was most complete. 

. Another instance, equally decisive in its results, was the management of the 
Nizam's dominions, when the late Lord Metcalfe was appointed Resident' at 
Hydrabad. Having firmly established the autho~ity of the British Government, 
he employed British officers in the divisions of the territory, principally to define. 
the amount of the revenue, which should be paid by the villages. The Nizam's 
revenue officers acted under the British Political Agents. Leases were grauted 
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. .' . for five )'"a." ; and, 'as BOon as the British Resident had fixed the extent of 'the 
Government demand on the villages, tranquillity was, at once, restored, because 
immediate relief 'Was afforded to the people. 

In the Punjab, it is not, at the present moment, necessary to resort to so 
extensive, and general, a measure. The district. administered by Sirdar LeIma 
Sing, Majeetia, between the Havee and the Sutlej, bad better remain entirely 
under native management; and, wherever chiefs of ability, and integrity, can be 
found, it is unquestionably better ,to employ them, in preference to British 
officers, aS'the directing agents; and, in particular, near the seat.gll Government, 
where their conduct can be more immediately brought under your vigilant 
control, or that of your assistants. 

An extensive, and general, system of' deputing a British officer to administer 
the various districts of the Punjab, would e!ltail cousiderable expense; and, on 
principle, it is preferable that the Resident should endeavour, as you are now 
doing, to maintain, as far 'as 'possible, native institutions, and forms of adminis
tration, with such ithprovenienLs as they may admit of, so as to facilitate the 
restoration of the territory to the Maharajah, when that period shall have 
arrived. ' 

The authority to employ British officers, in the manner adverted to in this 
letter, has already been given, in my letter of the 19th of May;- and the Governor
General will be ready to ~anction such deputations, whenever you may' be of 
opinion that a case has been made out, justifying the necessity of appointing a 
directing British officer. , 

The duration of the British officer's superintendence must, of course, depen<l 
upon circumstances; it had be! ter not be made permanent for the term of 
occupation. ' , 

With regard to the powers to be delegated to thesp. officers, the Governor
, General entirely concurs with you, in reply to Captain Abbott, that he has already 
ample powers for alI useful purposes. 

The Governor-General assumes that the duties of this officer, as the 
Boundary Commissioner, will shortly cease; and, if you are of opinion that he 
can be advantageously employed in the Hazara country, his Lordship will place 
that officer at your disposal. 

, For this, duty, he combines, with other qualifications, the professional aoquire
ments of a military officer, and can, under your in~tructions, be authorized to 
superintend the regularity of payment of the Sikh troops, taking care that his 
influence be felt, by attending to the just rights of the troops, without which it 
is impossible to enforce a safe system of discipline; although the Governor
G~neral must observe, that the Sikh troops, and even the disbanded portion, 
have, since March, 1846, greatly surprised his Lordship by their excellent 
conduct, and soldier-like qualities. 

In conclusion, th~ Governor-General desires me to state, that you cannot 
confer a greater boon on the laboring classes of the Punjab, and more raise the 
character of the British Administration, than by aholishing the system of forced 
labor, so ruinous to the agricultural population of the country. 

• 

Inclosure 9 in No.6. 

The Secretary with the Governor-General to the Resident ",t LahoTfi. 

• Simla, July 3, 1847. 
THE judicious, and just. principle on which Mlljor Lawrenc!e has carried out 

the reductions in the army, has his Lordship's entire approbation. It appears, from 
the report, that the Ramgoles at Peshawur are, at present, to, be kept up at 2,781 
men, being 2,000 less ,than in Shere Sing's time ; eventually, there will be 2,600 
men, being a reduction, in expense, of 1,90,000 a-year. 

The Governor-General approves 10ur intention of locating B native agent, oil. 
the part of the Durbar, in the Eusufzye country, for the purpose of colIectillg the 
revenue, lind affording protection to the people. This may be done, after Major 
Lawrence has visited the place. 

'. Inolosure '5 in No.3. 
D2 
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The Governor-General concurs in the instrnctions 'You have issue~ to Major, 
Lawrence, in regard to capital punishment, viz: that he should, when he agrees 
with the Judge, and Governor, and, if the ease appc.'U's so urgent as not to admit of 
a reference to Lahore, carry out the sentence which' the local ,officers may pass " 
upon the culprits. . ,,' • 

In reference to the observations of Major Lawrence, respecting the fears of 
the Ameer Dost Mahomed Khan, of the intentioris of the British Government 
towards Affghanistan, the Governor-Geneml desires me tQ observe, that it is much 
more begoming the British Government to let the Dost satisfy his ow!). fears, if, 
he has any. whreh his Lordship lIoubts, than to be making professions of our, 
intentions~ The Governor-General has no objection to'verbal assurances, such as, 
those given by Major Lawrence to the Vakeel, WllO may go, and come, when he 
pleases: courtesy is to be reconciled with perfe('t indifferenl"e. If the Dost seeks, 
our friendsllip by any overtures, the Governor-General will he ready to heal'! but 
not to encourage, them, or to court any interference in Cabool affairs. 

No.7. 

The Governor-General to the Secret Cpmmittee. 

Simla, July 23;,184i. (No. 50.), 
I LAY before you the' cOITespondetlCe relative to the state, of a'ffairs in the 

Punjab, that has passed with ,the Resident at Lahore since the dispatch of my 
letter, No. 43, dated the 7 th instant. 

• 
Inclosure 1 -in No.7. 

" 

~ . 
The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary with the Governor-General . 

• 
Lahore, July 3, 184i. 

I HAVE the honor to inclose tabular statements, showing the judicial work, 
done by the officers of the Agency, from January up to the 30th of Juue, 1847. 

In judicial cases affecting life, and in other seriou~ questions that arc brought 
before me, I call in, at least, two of my assistants, or, in cases of appeal; seud the 
proceedings to one, or two, of them eeparately, for opinions, before I take them, up 
myself. Before the close of the present month, I expect that very few, if auy, ar
rears will remain. I am quite alive to the necessity of speedy justice for such a, 
people as we have to deal with, and my almost daily remark to the Durbar officials 
is, that I do not call it justice at all, giving a poor man whe,t he asks for, after 
having kept him waiting for weeks, or months, from his home. 'My assistan,ts are, 
one and aU, quite as anxious as myself on this point. 

Heretofore, there does not appear to have been the semblance of justice in 
t4e land. There is no kind, or form, of oppressiou that has not hitherto been, 
almost openly, committed by Governors" Judges, Magistrates, and Constables. No 
one seems to have thought, for a moment, that the law was intended for any but, 
the rich and the powerful. The poor settled their affairs their own way, by village 
arbitrations, by the sabre, or the cudgel: except in the cities of Lahore and 
Peshawur, I cannot find that there was any person endowed with the powers of 
an adawlutee or judge; in the ot,her towns, as Umritsur, Ramnuggur, and Rawul 
Pindee, there were Thannadats, but they were more military than civil officers, 
intended.merely to watl'h ovE!r the peace of the country, put down petty distur
bances, or, at most, catch an occasional thief, fine, and release him. On such 
occasions, if the stolen propet·ty was recovered, the Thannadar, or Kardar, was > 

authorized to claim a quarter of its value, from the owner,lllj a reward for going so 
far out of the line of his duty as to take upon himself the administration of jus
tice. It. was, nominally, for the henefit of ~he State, llut, more generally" went t~ 
the executive officer. 

In fact, the only officers exercising judicial powers, were those from whom 
the people required most protection; the Kardars, holding Jagheers, or receiv
ing salaries of one, two, and three thousand rupees per annum, have had districts 
yielding from one to ten lakhs made over to them; to the pluuder, and harrying 
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of wbich, they would devdte thetnselves with indefatigable zeal, leaving the welfare 
of tbe people, the Rocial rights of tbe innumerable subdi visions of a motley commu
nity, balf Hindoo, balf Mussulman, the adjustment of village differences, and even 
the hearing of petition!!, to hungl')' deputies, on ten or twenty rupees a month. There 
was no sort of check, no other autbority, between these ,,'arders and tbe Maha
rajah. In extreme cases, some desperate men, imprudently oJlpreRSed beyond 
endurance, would betake themselves to Lahore, to seek revenge rather than 
redress: and either hribe, or force, their way to the presence. A hearing might 
then, possibly, be $ecured, and a favorable order passed; but, as a general rule, no 
punishment seems to have been inflicted on Kardars, unless when defaulters to the 
State; and they had, therefore, nothing to do but squeeze out of the Ryots all that 
was to be squeezed, above the Government revenue. In this manner, for years 
and years, the Sirkar did noc receive, from some of the richest tracts of the Pun
jab, one-half, or one-fourth, of what they actually yielded. It is true that Hunjeet 
Sing balanced the account, in the end, by plundering the families of his officials, .. 
after their death; but, during the Jut seven year$, the country has been much 
more the property of the Kardars than of the Maharajah of the day. 

The shiftings of river courses, every where a fl1litful source of fraud, are 
• peculiarly so in the Punjab, intersected, as it, is, by so many large rivers, and 

their numerous feeders. The Jagheers of the chiefs, and officials, are often scat
tered, by single villages, over the whole country; so that there are few to whom 
more or less has not falleu on the banks of some of the rivers. Whenever the 
floods earNed away the banks on the Jagheerdar's side, compensation was soon 
made to him, if he had influence; but he kept very quiet, wheu the eCllentricities of 
the stream threw up neW deposits, or added its old bed to his Jagbellr: so that, 
as in the perpetually settled districts of Beugal, it has often been found that, in 
contermiuous Khalsa, and Jagheer, villages, tbe former have gradually shrunk as 
the latter have swelled out, until, in some cases, Jagheera of mere hundreds of 
rupees have risen to as many thousands. Not until the fortunate Jagheerdar fell 
into disgrace; often, not even at his death: were these encroachments, and happy 
accidents, discovered. To adjust them for the past, and guard against them for 
the future, can only be effected by a revenue survey of Jagheel' boundaries, 

The remedy for such 8' state of things as I have imperfectly sketched, is not 
to be obtained in a <lay. All classes of officials, from the highest to the lowest, 
regm'd office on\y for wha~js to be obtained by it; and consider the people as 
just so many cows to be milked. In the words of one of themselves, they are' 
all Granches of the same tree, .allleave~ fl'om the same bough. This very practice 
that every man has, of calling his neighhour a liar and a thief, and excepting ouly 
himself fl'om the mass of i{liquity, is symptomatic of the spirit of the times. No 
man that comes'to me fails to say, that he himself tells onlY.the truth, but that all 
else are to be mistrusted. 

The remedies I would offer are, good pay and honors on one hand," and 
disgrace and punishment on the other. These may fail, but I think they should 
be tried. Already have Judges, with each a deputy, been appointed to each Doab, 
to Hazara, and the Manjha. Besides their. Jaghee..s, handsome salaries shall be' 
attached to these situations. I now propose to reduce the number of Kardars 
from fifty-one to about thirty, and to give each 'of them two deputies; the Kar
dal1l to receive, besides their Jagheers, not less than from 2,000 rupees to 5,000 
rupees per annum; the pay. of Thannadars, Kotwals, &c., to be similarly 
increased; and the powers of all to be defined. The Kardar must still be judge 
and magistrate, as well as collector, or we should be interferiug with the first 
principle ofa native Government; but I hope to render tlte office as innoxious as 
possible, by nevel' allowing the Kardar to retain a rupee in his own hands, making 
him give receipts to tlie Zewindars, in their village-registers provided hy the 
DUI'bar, and .lodging, periodically, the collections in the Government. Provincial 
treasure-chests, eleven of which have been established. .As a judge and magis
trate, the Kal'da1" will listen to appeals from his deputies; aud judicial appeals 
from both will again lie to the Chief Justice, or Nazim, of the Doab. The latter 
officer, however, will have no anthority over the collection of revenue, Of provin
cial treasure-chests. .I have already removed seven Kardars, and imprisoned one. 
I propose, in gross cases, to fine aud imprison, and even to confiscate J agheers, 
where they are held, as is generally the case. . 

From five to six lakbs of rupees a year, will cover all the salaries I propose, 
including tbose for the Council. I have not y«;t talked over the items with the 
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and irregular cavalry, wqo, on an average, were not less than. fifteen months in 
arrears; and nearly twice as many infantry, including Ramgoles, to whom little 
less was due. All these have been paid up, and the accounts of the remainder 
have, for the first time, been faced by the Durbar, and brought into some shape. 

As fast as money comes ln, pay shall be issued,' and the troops in Hazara, 
and Peshawur, shall be first considered, until all the regulars are only two months, 
and the irregulars three mont~s, in arrears, which, with my will, they shall never 
exceed. • , 

. To bring the cavalry down to the standard of 12,000 men, there must, still, 
be about 2,700 reduced. The proportions proposed to be retained are 3,000 
regular, 5,000 irregular, paid in:cash; 4,000 .1agheerdars, including contingents of 
chiefs. Of the number in excess of establishment, nearlv half may, within the 
montb, be struck off, from absentees without leave. Within two m~ntbs, I. hope 
to have the roJl square, as the 'spring revenue instalments,. now coming in, will 
supply funds'to clear off their' arrears. Deficiency of cash, as I said before, 
and entire want of public credit; have tied my hands; indeed, but for the loan of 
seven lakhs of rupees granted by ,our Government, 1 do not 'know what 1 con1d 
have done. . 

I beg that all the retnrns of establishments, and expenses, snbmitted with 
this letter, may be considered only' as approxiJpations to the truth, to be replaced 
by verified returns, which will be furnisbed with my next monthly report. Indeed, 
until I can obtain numerical long rolls, I shall not be satisfied of tbEt entire 
accnracy of the.returns. I have furnished the Durbar with forms for retnrns in 
every department, and may expect full details, in good time to enable me to 
submit them, in a complete state, on the 1 st of August. I have already received the 
rolls of about half the army, in a book which will remain in my office, and enable 
me henceforward to check the dismissal, enlistment, and promotion of every 
individual. 

I am anxious to make no innovatiol/. that is not absolutely necessary, {lIld of 
which reasonable natives th,emselves cannot see the propriety. Simplification of 
accounts is among the first requisites. But, in endeavouring to obtain this, I was 
prepared fOI" the indirect opposition of those who benefit by mystification. 
Provinc,ial treasure-chests, and chec\;:-books in the hands of the' Zeminrlars, 
ought to do much good .. The formel' are 'establisBed, and the latte'r have been 
givenin the Manjha, anti some neighbouring districts. Tbe attention of Messrs. 
Cocks and Bowring is now being directed to giving ther;u generally, east of the 
Jhelum. Major Lawrence, Captain .o\bbott, and Lieutenant Nicholson will .see 
to the same, in their respective neighbourhoods. I have absolutely prohibited the 
Tunkwah system, or payment of troops, and other public servants, by assiguments 
on Kardars. They were a perfect plague to the country; the means of pestering 
an honest Kardar, if such was to be found, and of enabling all others to play with, 
to accept, or to dishonor, Government bills, almost at will. Tunkwahs on village 
Zemindars had even a 'Worse effect, enabling horsemen and footmen, and every 
attache of Government, to live at the expense of the villagers, until such time as the 
amount of the order could be raised. On the other hand, contumacious Zemin-. 
dars would not pay powerless ',l'unk~adars; and, in short, the system was one 
of continued extortion, pr chicanery. . , . . 

In like manner, the army accounts must be simplified. At present, the 
standard of pay is rendered, to a certain extent, nominal by various deductions, 
under one pretence or another, called Kuss(lorat, Kattyanu, &c. For instance, in the 
cavalry, so much per saddle is levied, and, in different deras, so m~ch kussoorat per 
cent.; varying from rupees f to rupees~. The custom. originated, it is said, in 
the Gool'churras refusing to take a particular coinage, which was at a discount of 
oue anna in the rupee; on which, Runjeet sent them to be paid in new nanuk
shahees from the treasury, but ordered a fine equal to the discoun,t to be levied 
fi'om each horseman. I have proposed that these standing items of deduction be, 
at once, struck out from the scale of pay, so th~t, in future, every man may know 
exactly what sum of hard cash. he has to receive, aUll not be cheated by an 
imaginary balance which melts away at the pay table. . . 

By the present system, the men are very much at the mercy of the pay
masters, and, acctlrdingly, during the days of anarchy, they revenged themselves 
by killing many of them. According to regulation, when a soldier is absent, in 
quarters, his pay' is cut, and when so, on service, two days' pay for one of absence 
is .ded.ucted; absence ac~oss the Indns was punishable wit4 dismissa,l. I have 
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suggested, for the consideration of the Durbar, the propriety of making one rule 
for all quarters; commanding officers to have 'authority to give three days' 
leave, commanding officers of stations fifteen days', at such times as ten men per 
company are not absent.: general leave to be' only granted, during the hot 
weather, and rain~, by Durbar orders, or specially under the same authority: 
absentees {Drone day, without leave, to be, for thl" first offence, forgiven; for the 
second, to be fined two days' pay; for two days' al}sence to lose four days' pay; 
for from three to thirty days'iibsence to be, for the·first offence, fined three times 
the amount of pay; for the second offence, to be discharged: absentees for any 
period above a month, to be struck off the roll. Some such rules as these will be 
an improvement nn the present system. Deference to local prej udices alone 
restrains me from substituting extra duty for fines.- • 

Hith~rto, my endeavours have been fruitless to induce the Durbar to effect a 
settlement with ceriain chiefs and Kardars, against whom considqrable balance$ 
lie; but I have now said that, if any more delay takes plnce, I will send an officer 
to supel'intend thejnvestigation. So closely are defaulters fenced ill by friends, 
or so safe do they consider themselves under our system, that I do 1I0t expect to 
realize more than twelve lakhs of arrears. 

The commissariat officer informs me that the account of commissariat 
expenses for last year that was furnisheg, is incorrect, and he has not yet been 
able to provide a revised oue; but it is daily expected. Estimating, however, 
the debt of the Durbar, for last year, at niue lakhs, the account will stand, at the 
end of the present year, leaviug a balan~e of Rs. 13,95.26;;, wljicb, I fear, 
cannot be paid off under a year and a half, exclusive of the twenty-two lakhs' 
subsidy yearly. 

The GovernOl··General may. however, cOllfidently rely on my endeavourillg 
to prev~nt a rupee being spent unnecessarily, until the liabilities of the ~tate are 
cleared oft'. When the debt is paid up, I hope to be permitted to increase the 
sum allowed for wells, roads, canals, and surveys, from six lakhs per annum up to 
three-fourths of .the clear surplus revenue, until tolerable roads are cut throughout 
the country, all old wells are re-opened, and one or two small canals are cut, and 
a geographical survey of the country is prepared. The bounda.ry survey now in 

. progress uMer Captain Abbott, will lie a-good base on which to rest this work. 
o The engineers have already measured two base lines, and their boundary pillars 

can, hereafter, be conuected with the trigonometrical sJ'rvey. If the Governor
General will permit the two young engineer (lfficers and sapper rompany, now 
on the boundary, to remain, or even the otmers, with a dozen selected sappcrs, and 
grant me the services of the four officers and scrjeants applied for in my letter, 
dated 2nd ultimo, all the works proposed may be, before the expiration of the 
present year, taken in hand. I propose to have fifteen or twenty natives taught 
to survey, and to put some of them under each officer. The survey of Hazam 
baving been already authorized, the services of tbe present establishment will be 
required there, for at least a year. With permission, however, 1 will leave only 
one engineer officer in that quarter, and place some uncovenanted and native 
assistants under him. I have sent Lieutenant Young, with Mr. Agnew, to GiIjit, 
but requested that, at latest, they return by December next .. , 

r do not ask that the British Government shall pay more than the establish
ment now employed on the. boundary, but propose that all extra expenses be 
borne by the Durbar, and have included them in my estimate. . 

The Durbar is most unwilling to grant marclling allowance to the troops, but 
I hope, in my next letter, to be able to report tbat the order has been issued. It 
has too long been the fashion to grant nothing except from external pressure. 
'The chiefs have beeu so accustomed to the clamors of the troops that tbey 
.cannot believe the latter can require anytbillg, or have any claim, unless they 
-mutiny about it, or, at least, are very noisy on the subject. The chiefs enjoy tbe 
tl0~er, now in their hands, of discharging, without fear of consequences, any officer 
-or soldier whom it is necessary te be rid of; but theY' cannot uuderstand the 
necessity of actillg fairly by them, in regard to amo'ars of pay, &c. Even to 
this day, I am .often molested with complaints regarding the one and two 
months' deductions made from Sikh ~oldiers on enlistment. Tlte answer of the 
officials is! 'that it was the practice of Runjeet Sing, and that he never restored it ; 
to whi~h:t reply, that the Maharajah never discharged hundl"Cds, much less 
thousand$.of men, from no fault of theirs. 

, Ml\ior Lawrence has introduced the rule of givillg leave Qf absence to one-fifth 
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• of the Ramgoles at Peshawur. This, I think, is a very judicious measure. 

Though, under the wretched system which Major Lawrence found in forcE', the 
Ramgoles were more dangerous to the State than to an enemy, they are a yery 
useful body of men, who, in Avitabili's time, did good service, and were in all 
respects more trusted by him than the Regulars. For years, the Ramgoles have 
done all the teazing duties of Peshawur, and reaped few of the advantages of the 

. service. It is not surprising, therefore, that they have been in continual 
recnsancy, and, whenever opportunity offered, have helped themselves by 
plunder. • . 

In the instructions now given to Durbar officers going into the districts, I 
am glad to perceive that payment is strictly enjoined for fodder, and all 
provisions. The judicial officers are also ordered to punish, and prevent, 
infanticide. I hope, ere long, to see this IJrime,as also suttee, publicly 
prohibited.· As yet, I have contented myself with sendir« copies of the J yepore 
and Gwalior correspondence on these subjects, to the Dnrbar, with a few words 
referring to the crimes in question having beeu proved to: be prohibited by the 

• Shastres. 
The hill and plain country is perfectly quiet: although this, the sowing time, 

is generally prolific of disturbances and feuds, I hear of none ot any consequence, 
and believe that the land has enjoyed, during the last eighteen months, more -peace 
thab during any equal period of the last century. 

The British troops are healthy and well behaved. Of 1,130: European 
soldiers, only 145 are on the sick list, being twelve per cent, and, of them, very few 
are bad cases. 

Major MacGregor, the city magistrate, has been as conciliatory as he has been 
zealous. He makes an admirable magistrate. Indeed, I have to repeat my 
acknowledgment of the good service of all my assistants, who, one and all, have 
labored cordially, and zealously. • 

. . 
Inclosure 2 in No.7. 

The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary with the Governor-Gfflera/;

Laliore, July 3; 1847. 
I FORWARD a Roobukaree of mine to the Durbar, and.a letter, in reply 

to its contents, from the Maharanee. 
The letter is a little ambiguous, most probably on purpose. The Persian 

language is peculiarly favorable to double meauings; and my impression is, that 
Her Highness meant to say very severe things, -in a safe manner; to be, very 
politely, in a grelft rage. Her satirical cut at the Durbar has given great offence. 
Tbe letter was not shown to the Sirdars, before it was sent to me, bllt I forwarded 
a copy for their information. I understand that she considers my having done so 
as a breach of confidence. 

The sentence in the original which has been translated: .. So loug as the 
Maharajah is sovereign of his own kingdom, it is the same as if I was sovereign 
myself," bears also the constrnction:· "Until the Maharajah comes to the 
govern ment of his own kingdom, you 'may say that I am the supreme authority:" 
and this is the meaning which struck me, and all my assistants, on first perusal; 
but, as the native Moonshees all understand it the other way, Lieutenant Edwardes 
has so translated it. If there is any difference in the presumption of the two 
readings, tIle received one is the most offensive, as embracing both the minority 
and majority of the Maharajah. '. 

- Having vented her indignation in the above letter, Her Highness has been 
very quiet since. She sent one of her slave-girls on a mission to Mooltan, and 
she I'eturned the other day with a white "Ak" tree, called, in England, ~wallow 
wort, which is said to be of great virtue in Hindoo incantations; but, as there is 
no harm in the Ranee gathering any herbs she has a fancy to, and the embassy of 
the slave-girl was kept a profound secret, nntil it oozed out in .the Mooltan Ukbar, 

• it is generally.believed tbat the "Ak" tree is a mere invention to conceal the 
real object of Her Highness's correspondence with Dewan Moolmj. 

Boota Sing, the Ranee's confidential Moonshee, is still in confinement, and 
the Sirdars are all of opinion that the interviews between him and Preyma are 
fully proved. A Khidmutgar about the Palace who came last week to tell me 

E. 
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that he .had been witness to interviews between Bootll Sing and the other con
spirator, Lal Sing, Adawlutee, was, a few days afterwards, confined under pretence 
of debt, 

• Whether the Preyma plot will ever resolve itself into an intelligible form is 
. doubtful, but, whatever it is, I have little doubt that the Rauee was the instigator, 
and that not a single Sirdar was concerned, An abstract of the depositions 

. taken in the matter, is being made, and will be submitted for the information of 
the Governor-General. 

Roobukaree sent by tbe Resident at Lahore, to the Labore Durbar, for their 
perusal, and the information of the Ranee. 

June 9, 1847. 
By the Articles fI Agreement, concluded on tbe l6tb of December 1846, 

betweeu the Lahore and British Governments, Her Highness, the Maharanee, 
mother of Maharajah Duleep Sing, has no share whatever i,n the Government of 
this kingdom. A lakh aud a half of rupees per annum are assigned to her that 
.she may pass her days iu honorable retirement. 

But I hear that Her Highness is in the habit of holding levees of fifteen or 
twenty Sirdars at a time, and also. of giving private interviews to individual 
Sirdars and officials. For the last month, too, I have been told that Her Highness 
admits daily, within the private apartments of the palace, fifty Brahmins, and 
herself feeds them, and washes their feet. 

On one occasion also, Her Highness was reported to have sent 100 Brahmins 
to Purmundul. 

Entertaining, as I do, a sincere wish to maintain the dignity and honor of 
the fami!>, of the late Maharajah Runjeet Sing, and. to establish good govern
ment in every department, high and low, it is right that]; should, in time, and 
with all due respect, and delicacy, point out to Her Highness wherein her present 
and future interests really consist. 

I now, therefore, write to say that the conduct of Her Highness, in the above 
respects, is quite without precedent, and altogether unnecessary, and out of place. 
It is, moreover, a breach of female decorum and royal etiquette •. 

Th& regard I have for Her Highness's honor and reputation, obliges me, 
therefore, to beg that she will, in future, regnlate her private life in strict confor
mity with the treaty already alluded to, permitting no one, whatever. his rank 
may be, to have access to her, but her own servants and confidential followers. 

If the Maha.ranee wishes to give alms to the poor, and to feed religious 
men, let her do so on the first of each month,. or any of those days which, by 
the) laws of the Shastres, are peculiarly sacred to charity; in short, let her follow 
the example of Maharajah Runjeet Sing. • . 

- And .with respect to visits of ceremony, or polite inquiry, from the Sirdars, it 
seems to me much more decorous that five or six should call together, once a 
month, and that, even then, Her Highness should sit behind the screen, as do the 
Princesses of other Courts, such as Jodhpore, Jyepore, and Nepal. 

If Her Highness will condescend to accept this advice, and cease to admit 
strangers within the private apartments of the Palace, it will save considerable 
trouble, both now, and for the future, to the ministers, Sirdars, and officers of the 
State. . 

The Maharanee of Lahore to the Resident at that Court .. 

I have read: the memorandum in which you so kindly touch on certain 
matters, and thoroughly considered its contents. 

You say that I have no share whateverin the Government.! Remembering the 
ancient frieudship that existed between the two G!)vernments, I invited a British 
fo~ and British officers to stay at Lahore, solely for the sake of punishing the 
faithless. servants ,of the, State, defending the Maharajah and myself, and 
protecting the people; !,-nd now you set me on one side, and consult my servants 
only, in conducting the affairs of the kingdom! • 

. So long as the }'laharajah is sovereign of his own "kingdom, it is the same 
as if I was sovereign myself. But if the new treaty has. devised some better 
pla1l£orsecnring the State's, welfare, why. I am content. . 
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With respect to what you write about the allowance which has heen made 
me of a lakh and a half of rupees per annum; the subject is not worth' alluding 
to. Somehow or other, people manage to live under any circumstances; what 
matters how they do iH • 

For the rest, whatever arrangements yon make for governing the country 
during the Maharajah's minority, will, doubtless, be solely fOl his advantage and 
security. 

As for the levees of Sirdars which I am said to hold, and the private 
interviews whieh I give, the facts are as follows :-1 have, on two occasions, sent 
for the Sirdars to advise with them o~ matters of importance, namely, once, on 
my return from U mritsur, to declare my opinion that Preyma's visit to Lahore 
could be for no good: and again, to arrange about the Maharajah's privy purse. 

Sil'dar Tej !:iing arid Dewan Deena Nath do, certainly, have occasional 
audiences on matters of ,business. .• 

For the future, since yon desire it, I will send for five or six Sirdars, when 
I have anything to say. 

Concerning my own confidential servants only being allowed to have access 
to me; I mentioned to you, the day when you calleq on me, four or five persons 
who waited on me, and with whose attendance 1. could not. dispense. To this. 
day, besides the persons in question, no one is admitted. .• 

Again, with respect to the fifty Brahmins whom you say I feed, and whose 
feet I wash every day; it· is a triennial custom enjoined in the Shastres which I 
always rigidly observe; and, this happening to be the month, I·was engaged as 
usual; but, from the day when your wishes were conveyed to me, I have discon- • 
tinned it; and, in future, shall confine my works of charity to those seasons which 
you particularize. . 

The mission of the Brahmins tG Purmundul, which YGU mention, happened 
as follows :-Brahmins are constantly being assembled to pray for the Malth and 
safety of the Maharajah; and, on the occasion in question,· it was with the 
sanction and knowledge of the chief Sirdars. The Brahmins chose Purmnndul 
J ee for the purpose, because it is a sacred place. 

Referring to that "part of your memorandum wherein you express your 
anxious regard for the honor of Maharajah Rnnjeet Sing's family, the good 
government of the kingdom, and the shielding of my honor and reputation, 
1 am much obliged to the British Government for taking such care of my fair 
fame. But you institute a comparison between me and the Princesses of 
J odhpore, J yepore, and N epa!. It is easy for them to keep themselves aloof 
behind their purdahs, since there are in those States wise and faithful ministers, 
who watch over the interesta of those to whom they owe allegiance. Here, you 
need not to be told what sort of ministers there are! Rely on one thing, how
ever, that 1 have never been in the habit of admitting strangers to my plivate 
apartments; and never mean to. But as you have so kindly taken upon yourself 
the guardianship of my honor, let me beg of yon t9 appoint some Sirdar of tried 
fidelity (not one of the Council), whose business it may be to see to these things, 
and report to you. 

It is 8. subject of deep congratulation to me that both the Maharajah and 
myself are now reaping the benefits of the! friendship which Maharajah Runjeet 
Sing sowed with the Company. . 

Continue, if you please, to give me your advice. 

Inclosure S in No.7. • 
The Secretary with the Govemor--General to the Resident at La/lore •. 

Simla, July 21, 1847. 
THE rule intrnduced by Major Lawrence of giving leave of absence to 

one-fifth of the Ramgoles at Pespawur, is approved by the Governor-General. 
Of the balance of the debt due by Maharajah Golab Slng, the Governor

General will leave you to exercise your own discretion 1\9 to whether it should 
be paid at once, or six months hence, reporting the decision for the information 
of his Lordship. 

The Governor-General desires. me to express his satisfaction at tie praise 
bestowed by you 01'1 the services rell.llrre" by your Mlist&n", Major MacGregor,. 

E2. 
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in bis magisterial capacity, and also to convey to you bis Lordsbip's acknow-
ledgxr.e,lts for your useful and comprebensive report.' ' 

'Tbe plan wbich you intend to adopt for'tbe grant of future 8unnuds to' 
Jagheerdars, viz., tbat the title' of no Jagbeer shall be considered valid, during 
British occupation of tbe Punjab, without the counter-signature of the Resident, 
bis Lordship considel'S to be a good one, and he hopes to learn that it has been 
soou carried into execution. , 

It may be suggested to tbe Dnrbai', when it carries out its intention of 
calling in the various coins now in circulation in the Punjab, that the value of 
the new coin to be substituted instead, be. made precisely the same as the Com-
pany's rupee. ' , 

, With reference to Pundit Kunhya La!'s Casbmere diarv, in which tbe 
seizure of ponies for tra.vellers, and the constant presentation' of lluZzurs,al'e' 
represented, the Gov~nor-General desires me to remark tbat it would be 
impolitic, if this practice be continued, to permit strangers to visit those parts. 
If travellers are perm itted to cross the frontier, they' should be instructed, 
civilly to decline nuzzurs. 

,~---------------

Inclosure 4 in No.7.' 

The Secretary with the Governor-General to the Resident at Lahore. 

Simla, July 25, 1847. 
INSTRUCTIONS have this day been issued to Mr. J obn Lawrence, directing 

him to take temporary charge' of the Lahore Residency, whenever you may make' 
known to bim your intention of leaving that station for tbe benefit of your 
healtb. 

Mr, Lawrence will continue' to conduct his duties as Commissioner in the 
Trans-Sutlej States, till further orders. 

No.8. 

The Governor-General to the Secret Committee. 

Simla, .August 14, 1847. ,(No, 54.) 
THE reports from the Residen't at Labore are, as usual, satisfactory. ,The 

measures urged by Lieutenant..Colonel Lawrence, and assented to by tbe Durbar, 
for tbe improvement of tbe army, are calculated to promote its discipline, and" 
secure its obedience. 

The marching batta of olle rupee a montb will enable tbe military 
autborities gradually to abolish the begaree system of forcing the inbabitants to 
carry tbe personal baggage.of the Sikh soldiery, on whicb occasions, exclusive of 
the loss of time, they are subjected to much iII treatment. \ 

I have also the gratification to sfnd to you a proclamation issued by tbe 
Lahore Durbar, prohibiting tbe practice of suttee, infanticide, aud child-stealing. 
I have desired the Resident tocol1\'ey to the Durbar my cordial approbation of a 
measure so well calculated to promote the best interests of humanity, and to 
elevate the character of the ?If aharajah's Coullcil, not only in the estimation of 
the Government of India, but of all civilised States, and I shall cause this, 
proclamation to be pubJisbed in the .. Calcutta Gazette," forwarding to ,every 
native State. a Persian letter, recording in terms 'of high llraise the approbation 
of the Government of India. 

Inclosure 1 in No.8.' 

Majo,' Lawrence to the ReSident at Lallol·e. 

Peshawur, J~ly 20, 1847. 
1 HAVE been under tbe necessity of removing, from the command oftbe 2nd 

Regiment, ex-Colonel Ram Doss; you will find him mentioned as contractor of 
the Khuttuck district, against whom two hundred complaints had been lodged, 
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and settled by payment of 6,000 rupees. From the first, I doubted his fitness for 
the com maud ; still, as by the new arrangements he was reduced from i:olonel to 
commandant, and I knew I could keep him under my own. eye, I deemed it but 
jqst to give him a trial; but when, having recently convicted him of some disre
putable transactions, it was l'eported to me that he had been heard talking to his 
orderlies "of the state the Sikhs had ('ome to, when they allowed two Fering
hees to rule them," I thought it high time to take measures against him, and 
therefore requested· the General to place him in confinement (arrest is unknown 
among the troops), pending the orders ofthe Durbu·. . 

Finding I could get little work out of the cazee, and proving that many flf 
his decisions were unjnst, and contrary to law, after rep~ated 'warnings, J removed 
him, and appointed Fuzla Ahmed, one of the sons of the late Cazee 1\1 ahomed 
Hussun Khanee, moollah of the late Timonr Shah and Shah Shoojah-ool-moolk; 
he had acted as cazee for .six months at Cabool, and had gi¥en satisfaction to the 
people. ' 

I believe I have entirely stopped the practice of torture and mutilation, ,and 
hope soon to suppress. the traffic in women aud girls, hi therto carried on to a 
great extent: I have seized several men engaged in kidnapping these unfor
tunates from a distance, and bringing them in, for sale1;o brothel-keepers and 
others; and, by severely punishing them with fine and imprisonment, I doubt not 
they wiII find it their interest to give up this nefarious trade: already, have ten 
females been thus rescued from a life of infamy. 

I held the jeerga, or council, of Eusufzye Khans, adverted to in my dispatch 
of the 18th ultimo, at which many promises were. made, but I doubt if with 
much intention of fulfilling them; they have all, however" returned to their 
homE'S; and, as yet, I have heard of no affrays among them. 

, Of these, I am happy to say there has only been one within the last month, 
and that at the notorious village of Mushoo Khail, in which six men were 
wounded; but I seized all the parties, and they have been sentenced to various 
terms of imprisonment, with fines; while my papers show the singular fact of 
the late freebooter, Dewan Khan, chepawed in April, by Lieutenant Lumsden, 
sending in twenty head of cattle, which he had recovered from robbers ! and the 
DO less extraordinary incident of two rival parties in a village soliciting me to 
deprive them of their arms, to prevent the possibility of their again subjecting 
themselves to the rigor of the law, two of their number having been executed 
last month. The country is wonderfully quiet; many Zemindars and Ryot~, who 
had fled from the oppression' of years, have returned, and others are 'daily 
returning. One old lady has written to me from Kooner that, in consequence of 
what she hears, she intends returning to lay her pones with her ancestors at 
Chump Kumry, the village of the infamous Kumroodeen Khan. 

Inclosure 2 in No.8. 

The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary with the Governor-General., 

'. Lahore, 4ugust 2, 1847. 
I HAVE the satisfaction to report that the Durbar has consented, though 

not very willingly, to allow one rupee a month batta to each infantry soldier, while 
marching, and while in camp, and proportionally to all other ranks of the regular 
army, east of the Attock; this not to be given heyond that river, the one-and-half 
rupeell per month, already allowed, covering the marching batta. It is very much 
the fashion of this Durbar to keep their troops- unnecessarily exposed, for months 
and years, in camp: I, therefol'e, very much against their will, added the clause 
.. and while in camp," to the marching order edict; the fact being that a standing 
camp in the hot weather is very much more disagreeable than marching in the 
~old season. Having effected this preliminary measure, I induced the Durbar to 
issue 0. proclamation against the seizure of begarees, and for eIle payment of 
cattle, carriages, and can·iers. I am~ now, having an officer brougbt as a prisoner 
from Hazara, and another fined there, for not paying for fodder on their way up; 
and I observe that, in all the recent instructions given by the order of the Durbar, 
and by their suhordinates, it is strictly enjoined ,that everything is to be paid for. 
Time alone will erodicate an oppression of centurieS'; but I hope, by constant 
attention to the subject, that much mischief may be prevented. , 
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I call upon the Durbar, in one way or other, at least six times a week, for 
the !leveral requ,ired returns. It, certainly, seems to us that DewaLl Deena Natb, and 
the Dufturees, are surrendering with a wry bad grace their stores of information; 
but much allowance 'is due for men who have been accustomed to carryon 
business for years and years, without ever being required to furnish a plain state
ment, or a clear account. For many years, Runjeet Sing kept no accounts at 
all; and men now alive teIl tales of his conquel'ing a bundred viJIages one day, 
and giving them away viva VOCfJ the next; keeping neither a record of the fact, 
nor granting a sunnud for the gift. In the same way, he trusted to his memory 
for remembering complicated accounts of expenditure (generally in grain aud 
kind) to his troops; and, for many years, periodically allowed the rough memo
randa of those who were responsible to himself to be destroyed. The founders 
of his several Dufturs are still in office, and, brought up under such a system, may 
weIl be expected to be perplexed by demands .that ~all for an application t<t 
business, aclivision of labor, and minute superintendence in all branches, that 
they never before dreamt of .. 

I have informed Maharajah Golab Sing that his Lordship has allowed him 
four months more to pay up hisbala.nce, and I have enjoined him to take advan
tage of the respite to pay up his troops, 

I feel thankful for the Governor-General's commendations to my assistants, 
Majors MacGregor and Ll\wrence, and Lieutenants Ed wardes, Lumsden, and 
Taylor; for I believe that never was any man more efficiently and zealously 
assisted than I am. And, in offering this testimony to the merits of my assistants, 
I am happy to have no exception to make, from first to last; they work prudently and 
honestly; and, though I have not had the same occasion to mention Messrs. Cocks, 
Bowring, and l\1elvill, or Lieutenant Nicholson, I beg to state that the conduct 
of eaoh individual has done full jnstice to the Governor-General's nomination. 
Messrs. Cocks and Bow,ring are busily employed in l'evenue, judicial, and mis
cellaneou8 duties here. Mr. MelviU has been picking up useful information, 
without giving possible cause of offence, in Cashmere, and will now assist Lieu-. 
tenant Taylor ill his most important duties ,there till September. Lieutenant 
Nicholson is in his element pn the troubled border of Hazara, where his soldierly 
bearing will be most useful to the Hazara officials. 

Captain Abbott is, as usual. zealously employed in his varions duties. 
Captain A bbott is an excellent officer, but, as he honestly allows,is too apt some

times to take gloomy views of questions. I think that he has unwittingly done 
Dewan 10wala Sahae injnstice; a~d all I have hflard of that Dewan from Mr. Agnew 
and Captain Abbott, does not alter my opinion of him. I only know one better 
native. According to the light he has enjoyed, the times he has lived in, and the 
school in which he has been brought up. he is a. respectable, as he is, assuredly, 
an able, man. 

Lieutenant Taylor is, I think, doing much good, with as little offence as 
possible to the Maharajah, who, however,. must feel his dignity touched by the 
presence of a British authority in thtl capital of Cashmere. But he has fairly 
brought the penalty on himself, for I have always tried to impress on him two 
things: first, that we did not wish to interfere with him; secondly, that we 
must insist on the terms of the treaty, and look to the protection and rights of 
the people twice made over to his rule. Over and over, I have told the Maharajah, 
and his agents, that the last thing I desired was to meddle in any way with his 
matters, as I know it is injurious to ·his credit. Before I left Casbmere last 
October, I gave him plain rules how to remain independent, and it has only been, 
step by step, as the crrgrew loudel' of his not having fulfilled the tenn!l, of his 
agreement, that I have raised my voice, and directly interfered; but, even now, I 
tell my assistants to di!,courage applicatioils to them, and, as much liS possible, to 
aot througb tbe Maharajah. and to pay him all proper respect. 

Major Lawrence is not relaxing his exertions at Peshawur. It must be 
strange indeed in that quarter, hitherto the most negl(?Cted portion of the empire, 
for the 80ldiemo find themselves, on the 20th of July, paid up, without deducliions, 
to the 9th of June. Heretofore, the paymedt of the troops has been 3. service of 
danger; now it is a nleaos of obtaining popularity. No exertion shall be spared 
in clearing off the Rrrears of the Goorchu1TIIS ; but eveJi they are, already, twice as 
weH off, ill vegard to regulality of pay, as in the time of Runjeet Siug. 

1 consider M,~or Law,pnce's suggestions regarding likiIl, standru-ds. guards, 
&c., so practically useful. that I h.ave addressed the Durbar, leaviHg it .0 them to 
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select one system of drill, whether English or French; also to choose a national, 
flag, and to issue some general orders regarding guards and orderlies, taking care 
that the troops are neither unnecessarily harassed, nor allowed too much 
indulgence. 

Colonel Ram Doss, of the Ramgoles, who used traitorous language to his 
orderlies at Pesha wur, has been ordered in to Lahore, and shall be, not only 
dismissed the service, but imprisoned. The artillery colonel who made the false 
muster has also been sent for, and will be punished, and probably not again 
employed. Examples are necessary; though, in all cases where there are exten
uating circumstances, or there is hope of amendment, I will gladly give due 
weight to the argument of the great change that has so suddenly been effected, 
and of the difficulty that men have to adapt. themselves to it. 

General Cortlandt, who has been appointed to the charge of the strip of 
territory beyond the Indus, between Peshawur and Dera Ghazee Khan, is already 
known to the Governor-General, but I can assure his Lordshlp that,he shines 
much more as a Lahore officer than a British agent. He gave great satisfaction 
to Lieutenant Edwardes in Bunnoo, and I have been well satisfied with what I 
Ilave generally heard and seen of him, dnring the last few month!!. For the new 
country of Bunnoo, and ~he hithertb oppressed tract beyond the Indus, it is an 
object to get a Superintendent over whom we have as great a hold as possible. 
Twelve thousand rupees a-year more than doublee General Cortlandt's pay, 
though, listening to. newspaper reports, he believed that he was about to be 
removed from the service altogether. I have told him that, as long as there are 
no complaints against him, and he gives satisfaction to the Durbar, and to the 
people, he may remain in his present office, until he is promoted to a better one; 
but that I will not spare him, if he gives reasonable ground to suspect that he is 
corrupt, or negligent. Lieutenant Edwardes will again proceed, in October, to 
Bunnoo, and remain in that quarter for some months. 

I have much pleasure in herewith inclosing a copy of a proclamation tha.t 
has beeu issued by ,the Durbar against infanticide, suttee, and child stealing. In 
the first instance, on my sending copies of the Jyepore and Gwalior papers, and 
reprobating the inhuman practices referred to, orders were sent to the several 
N azims, forbidding the crimes. On which, I suggested the issue of such a 
proclamation as is now enclosed, l'emarking that, if published in the Punjab, it 
would probably be re-published under the Governol'"General's orders, and the 
DIll'bar would, thereby, obtain a good name over India\ and even as faF as London. 
No time has been lost in issuing the proclamation, and sending me a copy. 
I will take care that it is carried out. The practice of suttee is not common in 
the Punjab, but infanticide is very much practised, and will be difficult to eradi
cate. Child-stealing for purposes of prostitution,-a perhaps more atrocious 
crime 'than suttee or infanticide,-is even more ,common' than either, but happily 
it is more easily dealt with. Major Lawrence's letter, * herewith inclosed, shews 
that, already, he has been very successful in this good cause. Within the last 
few days, I was obliged to bring to the notice of the Durbar, the fact of a 
wife of Sirdar Sooltan )Iahomed Khan, Barukzye, selling a slave-girl to a 
bawd. 

I request attention to the fact of a. lately rebel village-chief having volunta
rily sent twenty head of cattle recovered hy him from robbers, a.nd of the other signs 
of improved security, shown in Major Lawrence's dispatch. Tile Manjha.,and 
country around Lahore and Umritsur, continue most tranquil; and I hope that the 
roads are becoming Dlore safe. They are, at least, well patrolled, and mOl'e than a 
hundred robbers have heen seized. 

The neighbourhood of Hazarllo still !,&uses anxiety. The Gundgurreeas have 
lately come down, and committed several murders; and, in reply to Captain 
Abbott and Lieutenant Nicholson's demand for the surrender of the murderers, 
the leadingGundgurreeas have pretty plainly declared; that their evil practices will 
be continued, until their jagheers are increased. The reason that their claims were 
not sooner adjusted, was because I could, not reconcile the statements they fur
nished through Mr. Agnew with thosll of the Durbar: the chiefs were, howe,ver, 
fully assured of every consideration, but it was on the distinct condition of good 
eonduct; for; at an early day, Mr. Agnew referred to something like a threa~ OD 

• July 20. Inclosure 1 in NO.8. 
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their part, on whieh I replied that I would not hold communication with them at 
all, if they talked foolishly; and that, as I eould assure them of fair treatment and 
kindness fOl' good conduct, they might equally rely on the severest measures being 
taken against them, if they persisted in plunder and murder. Captain Abbott, 
Lieutenarit Lumsden, and Lieutenant Nicholson consider their coercion as 
absolutely necessary; and the Durbar is very indignant at their conuuct, and 
occ~sionally I hear insinuated that the Saheb-Iog are so soft that, now, every 
man will make a disturbance as the means of obtaining a jagheer. 

I have moved up the two regiments from Jhelum, one to Rawul Pindee, and 
the other to Hussan Abdal; and have told Captain Abbott that he may make his 
demands, as soon as he considers he has full means of enforcing obedience; and 
if the Gundgurreeas' chief~, within a reasonable time, fail to obey his orders, he 
may attack them. I have, however, endeavoured· to impress on him, and the 
other officers, the necessity of avoiding the po~sibility of a check, and the desir
ableness of concluding all such matters by a single blow. There will now be 
eight regiments of infantry, two of cavalry, besides 1,000 Irregular Horse, and 
four batteries, in Hazara and its neighbourhood. I have said that I would prefer, 
jf possible, delaying operations until O('tobeli but that the country must be pro
tected against plunderers. A severe E'xample of one tribe, such as the Gundgur
reeas, will do more to preserve peace, than removing every tax and impost from tbe 
Hazara people. Their next demand would be for payment for not plundering 
the road to PeshaWllr. Harsh as the doctrine may seem, severity, as much as 
justice, is reqirired with such a people. 

The city and neighbourhood of Lahore is as quiet as any in Asia. There are, 
as usual, some absurd stories abroad, evidently spread by designing individuals, 
some of whom I hope to catch. That several of the principal chiefs are to be 
seized, as soon as Mr. John Lawrence arrives, is one of the present stories; 
another is that, eight days hence, the European soldiers are to be let loose on the 
women of the city. Scarcely a week passes but we have reports of fictions like 
these-many repeat them from sheer idlenes!l, some from mischief; but the mis
fortune is, that there is no report too absurd to be believed by natives, especially 
in a new country, where our laws ahd customs are unknown. 

On the whole, the Durbar, and the chiefs. give me as much support as I can 
reasonably expect. There has been a quiet struggle for mastery, but as, although 
I am polite to all, I allow nothing that appears to me wrong to pass unnoticed, 
the members of the Council are gradually faIling into the proper train, and refer 
most questions to me, and, in 'Words at least, allow, more fully even than I wish, 
that they are only executive officers, to do as they are bid. I have proposed to 
the Maharajah to raise Sirdar Tej Ring to the rank of Raja, and at the same time 
to give the other members of the Council, as also six or eight other chiefs and 
officials, Persian titles Of honour ;_. the ceremonies' are to be performed in a 
few days. 

Sirdar Shumshere Sing, Sindanwalla, has been absent on leave, since his 
return from Bunnoo. I am desirous of his voice being more frequently heard 
in Council. 'Bhaee Nidhan Sing continues a silent member of the Board ; 
and Fakeer Nooroodeen says little to anyone but myself and assistants. I 
am happy to 8ay that Sirdar Lehna Si~g has, at length, con~ented to join 
the Coullcil. On his arrival; I proposed it to him, but he excused himself, 
declaring, however, that he would always be glad to give me his opinion in private 
on any subject, and such I have found to be his practice. lIe is free enough in 
conversation with me, but, at Durbar, hll seldom speaks out. For a long time, he 
evidently contemplated, if possible, returning to Benares, but I laughed at the 
idea, whenever his Vakeel referred to it .. remarking that there was no objection, 
but, if the Sirdar turned Fakeer, of course he would not require his jagheer in the 
Lahore territory. Latterly, I have heard nothing in the matter, and I am inclined 
to··believe that the Sirdar considers that affairs are in a tolerably settled state, and 
that he may safely trust himself to remain. He has exerted himself in the 
apprehension of murderers, dacoits, and robbers in the Manjha, but has strong 
objections to capital punishment. The very fact of his joining us will, moreover, 
show the country that the most ·far-seeing and timid of the Sirdars is, for the 
first time sinNl Runjeet Sing's death, willinO' to take an active part in the 
administration. I request that his nomiuation" may be gazetted. 

Sirdar Shere Sing, Attareewala, is now well satisfied. He was not unnaturally 
annoYl:'d at his family being bowed out of Peshawur, the most fruitful field for 
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plunder under the Durbar, and he was, for a 10nO' time, anxious as to the result of 
the numerous complaints against him and his brothers, but I have come to an 
understanding witb him that has apparently quite relieved his mind: the demands 
against him amounted to about 50,OOQ rupees; but., considering that the greatest 
part bad been re-extorted from other Durbar servants, who, in days wben every 
man plunrlered, had doubtless extracted it from the clients at their mercy, r. 
have tbrown them out altogether, and compounded with the Sirdar to pay 8,000 
rupees to poor people from whom unusual exactions did appear to llave been 
made. Shere Sing has gladly paid down the money, which has been remitted to 
Peshawur, and .Major Lawrellce has been instructed to divide it among those 
wbo havc beeu most oppressed; but to listen to 110 new complaints against the 
Attaree family. . 

Shere Sing's father, Sinlar Chuttur Sing, being now Governor of Hazara, and 
one of the younger sons being l>rovided for tbere, and the other at Lahore, the 
family has, now, good reason to be satisfied, and I think is so. Sirdar Shere 
Sing's fl'8nk and bold manner is strangely contrasted witb the demeanour of that 
of almost every other chief in tbe Durbar. 

I am very much troubled by family contentions between brother cbiefs; 
almost every family has its feud, and the matter of a well, 01' a bouse, affects 
individuals with a more lively anxiety tban t)Je most important affairs of the 
State. No decision, more<!ver, will silence both parties in any sucb disputes, for 
they have practice and precedent both ways to plead in almost every possible 
case, and no established law in any. No chief could come witbout prejudices, 
one way or other, to the preparation of a code of laws of descent and inheritance. 
I bave, therefore, caused fifty of the elders of the principal Jaut Sikh villages in 
the .Manjha to be summoned to Lahore, for the purpose of forming themselves 
into a commission to lay down rules of inheritance, marriage contracts, &c. The 
code will then be brongbt up to the Durbal' t.o be made law, and the ch}efs will 
have a sufficient opportunity of collectively discussing its spirit, and recording 
their appt'ovaJ, or dissent. 

The new customs' rules are under preparation. I propose to place all the 
customs of the Punjab under the old customs' collect,!r, Misr Rulla Ram, a man 
who bas served tbe Durbar forty years. • 

The woman MungIa has returned from Beuares, and is stirring berself to 
recover her jngheers. At her bidding, the Ranee lately summoned Sirdar T~j 
Sing and Dewan Deena Nath; but they declined visiting Her Highness, without 
being accompanied by tbeir colleagues. The result was that all went; but that, 
then, the .Maharanee took the two former apart, and urged them to press me for 
II jagheer for .Mungia. As Her Highness will thus interfere, I see no reason wby 
she should bave any commuuication at all with the Sirdnrs more than any of tile 
other Ranees; wben she has anyt.hing to say sbe might send to me: Mungia 
is as bad as herself, and I should have been glad if she hacl stayed at 
Benares. 

1;he l\Iaharauee's In'other, Sirtlar Heera Sing, has been at Labore during tlte 
last week: he is conducting him~elf pretty well, and took the reduction of his 
jagheer very much more l'ationally than I expected. I proposed to the Council to 
take from bim about thl·ee.fourths, being nearly all that Raja Lal Sing !lad given 
him last year, but they pleaded for leaving him about half, to which I assented. 
He is II foolish, dissipated young man, but is evidently on his good behaviour. 
He talked to me reasonably enougll, when I told him that, though 1 had taken away 
half his jagheers, I was more his friend than LIII Sing who gave tbem to him. 
At the request of the Council, I have proposed that Sirdar Heers Sing receive the 
title of Bahadoor at the approaching installation of the chiefs. • 

I have been informed that Khan Zeman, one of the principal chiefs of the 
Gundgul'l'eeas, has come in to Captain Abbott, and that Futteh Kban Gbeba, a 
notorious character, who has beeQ off and on for years in rebelJion, has surrendered 
to Lieutenant Nicholson. .. 
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Inclosure 3 in No.8. 

The Secretary with the Governor.(1eneral to the Resident at Lahore. 

Simla, August 14, 1847. 
THE constitution and disciplin~ of the Sikh regular army has always engaged 

the Governor-General's most anxious attention, and his Lordship thinks that, in 
the framing of Articles of War, jf it be politic to have any, for some time to 
come; a few simple rules, like those of our irregular cavalry, would be sufficient 
for all purposes at present; but, on this subject, the Governor-General will hold 
personal communication with you, on your arrival at head-quarters.. It would, 
perhaps, be expedient to abolish the French system of drill; and if the Durbar 
could be pel'suaded to adopt the English tactics and discipline, so much the 
better; but his Lordship does not desire to press this matter on the Durbar. 

The Governor-General will cause the publication in the Official Gazette 
of this Presidency, of the Proclamation -issued by the Lahore Durbar, relative to 
the abolition of suttee, infanticide, and child-stealing. His Lordship requests 
that you will, immediately, convey to the Durbar his cordial approbation ,of a 
measure so conducive to the best interests of humanity, and so well calculated to 
raise the character of the Maharajah's Council, not only ill the estimation of the 
Government of India, but of all civilised nations. -

The accession of Sirdar Lehna Sing to the Council will also be notified. 

No.9. 

The Governor-General to the Secret Committee. 

September 5, 184?- (No. 62.) 
I TRANSMIT various lettel's, and documents, which have passed between 

me and the Resident at Lahore, relating to the removal of the Maharanee from 
the palace. 

Since Her Highness's loss of power, in December, 1846, the most hostile 
spirit of enmity has been evinced by the Ranee against the members Of the 
Durbar; and there can be no doubt, on the recent occasion, when bonorary 
distinctions, and rewards, were bestowed on the chiefs connected with the 
Go.vernment, on the Resident's advice, that Her Highness did tutor the yonng 
Prince to pass a public affront 'On Raja Tej Sing, and the other members of the 
Durbar, in order to gratify her vindictive spirit. 

I do not consider that Her Highness ought to be beld responsible for the 
acts of interference of her confidential secretary, in communicating with Preyma, 
tbe chief conspirator in the plot to kill Tej Sing. The evidence is-inconclusive, 
and I have rejected it. 

On political grounds, a strong case of necessity exists for removing Her 
Highness from Lahore, and of separating her from the Prince. Her Highness's 
whole conduct shows her determination to thwa.rt the Government, and to train 
up her son as the instrument of her hatred against the Durbar, and to instil into 
his mind sentiments of aversion to the Resident, and to the chiefs who are 
engaged in administering the affairs of the Punjab. - Her Highness has taken 
pains, by collecting Fakeerl1, and discontented persons, around her, to let it be 
publicly known that she disapproves of the present system of Government, and 
desires to be regarded as the rallying point for all those "Who aI'e dissatisfied with 
the new order of tQjngs. Bnt, if Her Highness's political- conduct, instead of 
being a determined course of hostility to the Government, bad been one of a 
friendly character, the necessity or separating her from her son, must, shortly, 
have been a duty imposed upon the Governor-General, ou moral considerations. 

The, Ranee's personal cond uct, since her separation from her paramour, 
Raja Lai\ Sing, in December, 1846, has been marked by the same habitual 
indulgenc~ in low debauchery as that "Which has been so frequently recorded 
in the official papers dated in 1845, and which have been laid before Par
liament. 
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It became, therefore, the duty of tIle Governor-General, in his capacity 
of guardian to the young Prince during his minority, to allow him no longer to 
remain in the zenana, and to remove him from the danger of the debasing 
influence of such a mother. The occurrence in Dutbar, on tbe 7th of August, may 
have accelerated the period; but the boy, now eight years of age, as he grew 
older, must, in a short time, have been separated from his mother. 

The whole of the circumstances connected with this separation are contained 
i'b. the papers now transmitted to you. • 

You will 110t fail to observe, that, upon the question of exiling the Ranee 
from the Punjab, the DurbaT were unwilling, as I had anticipated, to assent 
to the Ranee's removal into the British territories. At the same time, they 
entirely acquiesced in the propriety of Her Highness b~ing sent to the country 
palace at Sheikhoopoor, about twenty-five miles from Lahore. The Resident 
concurl'ed in this proposal, and I have entirely approved of all his proceedings. 

I have desired that, in all public acts relating to Her Highness's separation 
from her son, the measure taken may be proclaimed to have been ordered 
by my authority, exercised for tbe benefit of the Prince and the State, under 
the unlimited powers which the Governor-General possesses -by tbe Treaty of 
Bhyrowaf. • 

My sentiments on all these points are fully convpyed in my instructions to 
the Resident, dated the* 16th and 28th of August. 

In all probability, it may, eventually, be necessary to remove Her Highness 
out of the Punjab; but, on the present occasion, bearing in mind the reluctance 
of the Durbar to adopt such a course, I am satisfied that the more moderate 
line was to be preferred, and that the Resident has acted judiciously in giving it 
his concurrence. 

Inclosure 1 in No.9 . 
• 

The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary with the Governor-General. 

Lahore, August 7, 1847. 
THIS morning, at a full Durbar, at which many of the officers of the 

garrison, and all the chiefs and officials of the Lahore State attt'nded, Sirdar 
Tej Sing received the title of Raja of Sealkote, and the fourteen chiefs and 
ministerial officers, whose names are given in the margint, severally received 
Persian titles of honour. . To eleven of these, distinctions were given, for 
good service during the past six months; and to all, for good condu<;t during 
the British occupation of Lahore. Sirdar Heera Sing was included in the list, 
at the request of the Maharanee, and I consen ted, on the grounds of his late 
improved conduct, and of his being the Maharajah's uncle. Sinlar Umeer 
Sing. Majeetia, is a respectable old chief, against whom nobody has any thing 

. to say, although he has the ill fortune to have four sons, who were all, more or 
less, cbncerned in the disturbances of the last few years. Sirdar U rjan Sing 
Runganuglia is of one of the oldest Sikh families; and was forward In the Cash
mere expedition. Misr Rulla Ram is Kardar of the' large district of Jhung, 
separated last yeaI' from Mooltan, of which it formed nearly a third. The old 
man was, for forty years;at the llead of the customs' establishment of the Punjab, 
and, iu concert with his son, Misr Sahib Dyal, is now engaged in remodelling the 
system of imposts, so that, instead of every description of article paying duty, not 
above six or eigllt shall do so. I have already recorded Misr Rulla Ham as,.by 
reputation, one of the best men in the Punjab. His son also bears a good 
character, and is even more intelligent, Sirdar Chuttur Sing, the father of Sirdar 
Shere Sing, is Governor of Hazara. All those who received honors, except 
Chutt~r Sing, were present in Durbar. 

• 

• '1 nol08u"," 7 aDd '10 of No.9. 
l' Rajali Tej Sing, Sirdar Sh.reSing At~W&!a, L.bo .. Siog Maj •• tia, Shorn Sh.", Siog 

Sindanwala, Chuttur Sing Attare.wala, Utter Sing Kalewnl .. , H ..... Sing, Um .. r Sing M",ieetia, 
Urjan Sing Rungu.nuglia, Mahtah Sing Majo.ti., Blta •• Nidh ... Sing, ~'ak •• r Nooroodeen, Dewan 
Deen. Nath, Misr Bulla Ram, Rae. Kiaben Chund. 

F 2. 
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Having, dndng the last few months, to carry many measnres, not altogether 
agreeable to the chiefs, and baving, latterly, been obliged to press them to much, 
more exertion in the way of business tban they had ever been accustomed to;, 
tbese bonors,and the declaration that every official sball, according to his posi-' 
tion,' and exertions, receive a fair salary, have given great, and almost universal,i 
satisfaction. Heretofore, on all changes of ministry, many were glad to save, 
tbeir lives. at the expense of their jagheers and offices. Since December last, no 
man, not even Raja Lal Sing's brothers, has lost anything on account of hie, 
connexion with the fallen minister; but we bave gone strictly, upon rule, 
respecting old jagheers, and old families, and equally mulcting all who had 
risen unconstitutioually to power, and wealtb, during tbe late disturbances,! 
whether friends, or enelllies, of Raja Lal Sing. 

Tbe forms of court etiquette have been all duly observed. Having made 
up my mind as to the propriety of the step, I, last week, addressed the l\iaharajah 
on the subject; advised the promotions and honors; and requested that an 
auspicious day might be fixed for the installation., Monday, the 2nd. (two days 
after the receipt of my letter) was selected by the Court Astrologer; but I 
sugge.ted more delay, to give tiIl)e for deliberation and preparation; on which,. 
17 minutes past eight o'clock, A.lIf., of this day was declared to be tlie precise 
moment of gQod fortune •• In tbe evening, there are to be fireworks nnd illumi
nation, in tbe throne court of the palace. 

The ceremonies were performed in the great ball of the Tuklitgab, or Place 
of the Tbrone of the Delhi Kings, which. was beautifully fitted up .for the 
occasion. All went off well, except for a momentary check, occasioned hy the 
decided refusal of the Maharajah, to make the saffron "teeka," or mark (If, 
R:tjaship, on Sirdar Tt'j Sing's forehea4. At first,' I thought it might be 
bashfulness, or a dislike to wet his fingers with the saffron paste; but when I 
pressed the point in vain, and, 011 Hirdar Shere Sing's'leaning forward, and 
begging the Maharajah to eomply, His Highness folded his arm~, and shrunk 
back into his velvet chair, with a determination foreign to both his age and 
gentle dispositmn. The b'uth at once flashed across my-mind, and I called upon 
Hhaee Nidban Sing, the head of the Sikh religion, and member of the Council, 
to officiate, which he did, with n prompt alacrity, which prevented the contretemps· 
from being observed by any but a very few of the principal chiefs around the 
Maharnjah. The circumstance, however, is just of that nature to be deemed 
important by natives, and, Iloubtless, it will soon be widely spread, and discussed,. 
throughout the country. Priests as often officiate in, tlJese portions of Hindoo. 
ceremonie~ as the secular head of the State; and, bad the chiefs at first arranged 
tbat Bhaeo Nidhan Sing should apply tbe .. teeka," it would have caused no 
remark, and all wonld have been well. .As it was, the e1Jiefs were as much 
surprised as we wel'e; for the Maharajah (who is always courteous and· good
humoured~ bad, for a full hour before, been even more than usually affable, and 
had beell sending for singing-birds and pictures from his play-room, to show us ; 
and, on my questioning him, told me the names of e.very tree, building, &c., in a 
landscape. I had, indeed, just observed to my assistants, and Brlgadier 
Camphell, that His Highness evinced more intelligence than most English 
children of equnl age would do. 

There cannot, therefore, be a douht that the young Maharajah had been 
c:trefully schooled by his mother, not to take any part in the ceremonies of the 
day, further than as a mere looker on, but more particularly to refuse to have any 
hand in making a Raja of a l:iirdar she so much dislikes as Sirdar Tej Sing. 
He did not touch any portion of the two or three first khilluts, which, as usual, 
I presented to him, before giving them to Tt'j Sing, Shere Sing, and LeIma Sing; I, 
therefore, just went through the ceremony with the rest, without putting them near 
enough to be toucbed ; determined there should be no favouritism at least, though I 
could not r~press spite, R.1ia Tej Sing, Dewan Deena Nath. and Sirdar Shere Sing, 
could scarcely concenl their clmgrin and agitation, aiHl, thongh there may be little in 
common between the three on other points, not only they, but .all who received 
titles to-day, (including members of almost all the principal familit'$ in the counJry) 
this morning found themselves in the same category; having been elevated by the 
times to honors which a boy-King, misled by his mother,' has not confirmed. 
Tbe little Prince is ignorant, now, of tl\e meaning of the airs they taught him t.o 
enact; but, if the snme influence is to continue to mould his acts, he may some 
day call t,hese, bis best Sirdars, to account, and even take their lives. I cannot, 
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indeed, conceive a stronger expression of opinion on the part of the Maharanee 
and her advisers. Among the latter, I do not reckon a single chief, and scarcely 
except her brother. I did, for a moment, think of passing him over, and omitting 
to give him' his khillut, and title of Bahadoor; but, thinking it a pity to disturb the 
harmony of a day devote!1 to good-will between the Lahore and British Govern
ments, I determined to take no present notice of the occurrence; and the Sirdar's 
own conduct, shortly after, confirmed the opinion that I had come to, for he begged 
me to ask Mr. John Lawrence to be kind to him during my absence. I shall, 
however, hereafter, put the plain question to him whether he was cognizant of the 
intended affront to Sirdar Tej Sing, and the Durbar, and, whatever excuse he 
may plead, if he be proved to have taken a part in it, I shall allow the Council to 
act much as they consider proper. ' 

I have before reported that I look for no contentment from tIle Maharanee. 
Money is \lot enough for her; she must have powel'; and, to be happy, must have 
free scope to satify her lusts, and to avenge her supposed wrongs. I cannot con
ceive Raja Tej Sing now considering his life safe, while those who advised the 
Maharaja's conduct of to-day, are at his ear, Dewan Deena Nath 'Yhispered, on the 
instant of the occurrence, to Mr. John, Lawrencll, the word" agwai," (hint, 'signal; 
instigationr meaning that the Maharaja had had his cue, or lesson. Raja .'l'ej 
Sing was too much agit.ated to say anything; but his Vakeel, as well as SinJar 
Shere Sing, spolie out to me plainly enough, as I was leaving the palace. J replied;. 
that we would talk on the matter in the evening. I observed that Sirdar lleE'm 
Sing was as anxious as the others that I should sign the snnnud of his new title, 
but I did so to all on the back, only as a witness. The wording of the title, ho,;\,
evet', set forth that the documents were given by the Maharajah, at the advice of 
the Resident. c 

After General Cortlandt and som; Karclars had )'eceived their khiIJuts, pre· 
vious to departure for their provincial appointments, the Durbar broke up. 

I nearly omitted to say that, early in the morning, while waiting for, the 
auspicious moment to commence the investitures, Bhaee U meer Buksh, the MallO
ranee's dOOl'-keeper and confidant, begged that I would, vi.it Hel' Hig'hnese, alia 
introduce Mr. John Lawrence, before I left Lahore. I "fixed this day weekfnr 
the visit (from behind a purdah), but shall, probably, now decline paying her the 
attention, sending hel' an official notice of the reason. 
, It i$, perhaps, as well to explain that the alft'ont I have I'elated, though itsl'l·f 

full of meaning, and resulting, doubtless, from angry passions, caused no scene 
in the Durbar. It was the embarrassment of a moment, felt deeply, but not 
dwelt upon, and was probably kuown to not more than twenty perso11sin the 
assembly. ' Even Major MacGregor first heard it from me, on our return home . 

• 
3, P.lf., Augu~t 7, 1847. 

1\ly news-wl'iter~llns just reported that Raja Tl'j Sing, Sil'dal' Shero Sing, 
Dewan Deena Nath, &c., &c., have been, ever since the Durbal', closetted in con
sultation, amI the Maharanee will not allow the little Maharajah to change 
his clothes, as a sign of grief and discontent. She talks too, I am told, of sending 
an ambassador to Simla, to complain of the pass to which she is reduced, when 
Rajas of the kingdom are created, and she not consulted!' Here, I suppose, we 
have the clue to the mystery. 

• 
Incfosure :! in No; 9. 

The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary with the Governor- General. 

Lahore, A!lgust 9, 184i; 
IN continuation of my dis'patch of the 7th instant,- I have the 401l0r to 

report, that it was not until th'l Sirdars had sent several remonstrative messages 
to the Maharanee, the last through her brother Sirdar Heern Sing, that she 
would consent to allow the Maharajah to be dressed, for the evening's Durbar of 
that day. I found His Highness himself in high spirits, delighted with the fire
worb. 

• 'lDcloeure 1 in No. 9. 
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Dinner having ~een laid out for the English visitors, I sat down with them. 
for a few minntes, and then retired with the chiefs; when Raja Tej Sing and 
Dewan Deena Nath toM me, that the. members of the Conncil of Regency had 
peen in consultation during the day, and were of opinion that some decided step 
was necessary to prevent a recurrence of such conduct as had been displayed in 
the morning. Neither of them would, at that time. say what measure was 
proposed, but both told me. that it was "pukka," (strong. decided,) several 
times. There can be little doubt what they wish; but, whether they will have 
the courage to come forward with a distinct proposition, before they know 
whether it will be sanctioned, is another question. I do not think they are so 
bold. Dewan Deena N ath seemed much excited; repeatedly said, he was altoge
ther ours, and looked only to 'us; and added that, from the day that the Jlew 
~rrangements were determined on, he had taken his cue, as the Maharanee had 
taken her's, and that it was hot likely she could, or ever would, become.reconciled 
to the scheme that deprived her of power. Several of the ether chiefs have, 
each in his own way, since expressed similar sentiments. 

Natives of Jndia seldom look beyond the day; 1, therefore, expect that, if ll.Ily 
distinct proposition be made by the Durbar, it will be that the Maharanee be 
restricted to the Summun Boorj ;' have none but greybeards, and women, aronnd 
her; and that access from without be forbidden. Such, however, wonld only be 
a half measure, and would still more embitter her mind, without diminishing her 
influence over her son; unless, indeed, he. could be kept from her: but this I do 
not consider possible. In short, it is my opinion that, with any materially greater 
restrictions on her conduct than those now in force. the Maharanee would 
become a subject of sympathy to the country, and there would soon be found 
agents to carry messages between the parent and the child, and to indoctrinate 
the latter into the idea that his mother' was a. sacrifice to her exertions in his 
behalf. 

The alternative is expulsion from the Punjab for ever. Nothing short of it 
will insure tranquillity after our departure. The Sirdars may now be satisfied 
with the remedy for the day; but their own safety will require that a woman's 
revenge be not allowed to come between them and their sovereign, on his 
assumption of the reins of Government. I, therefore, foresee a struggle between 
them and her during the next few years, as to which shall get the other put out 
of the way. 

On the 7th, Dewan Deena Nath, more than once, referred to the Preyma 
conspiracy, and distinctly attributed it to the Maharanee. I do not recollect that 
he ever before did so; but the assertion, on this occasion, is at least evidence of 
his present sentiments regarding her. _ 

Herewith are inclosed translations 9f the depositions takelljR ,the C&8(,. 

They are very unconnected, and afford no cOl}clusive evidence against even 
the Maharll.Ilee; but, taking into consideration native habits and practices, and 
remembering how recently Raja Lal Sing was ctJnvicted, solely and entirely, in 
the opinion of parties here; on the documents to which he was mad e!lough to 
fix his own signature. we may believe that an angry woman would plan anything; 
but that a wily oue (as she undoubtedly is) would not commit herself, by giving 
anything under her own hand. The general opinion at Lahore is. that there was 
a conspiracy, and that its early detection alone prevented it from ripening into 
execution. At mid-day, at the Shalimar, on the occasiou of my giving a f~te to 
the officers of the garrison, Fakeer N ooroodeen came to me, breathless wi th haste, 
and, in plainer terms than I recollect him ever using ·before or ~ince, ad vised me 
to strengthen the guard, as he had heard that Lal Sing, Adawlutee, (one of the 
conspirators) was hovering about, with evil intentions, accompanied by 200 men • 

• A mouth 01' two ago, I asked Dewan Deena Nath, if he had, at that time, heard 
anything of the kind; to which he replied, U That of course he had, and that it 
was on that account the chiefs had come down in the afternoon, and Elanted 
sentries and parties 0.11 along the road to the city imd cantonment." 

In the depositions herewith inclosed, it will he observed that Dewan Ali 
says he was engaged, 'with fpur others, to attack me on that day in the garden. 
The man appears quite in hi~ senses, and has no apparent motive for hazarding 
his neck; I therefore conclude'{hat he knows much more than he chooses to tell. 
The same may be said of sevetnl of the other prisoners. I would also draw 
attention to the fact of Shahzad sing Bundelkhundiya (one of the first who gave 
information in the matter) allOWing~ he considered himself the judge whether 
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• he should join the Ranee, or the Sirdars, in case of their differing; in fact, that 
he was at liberty to choose his side, according u.s, h' his opinion. it might be fOf 
the benefit of the Maharajah. I refer to these points, with uo wish to convict the • 
Maharanee, on any such evidence. as is yet given, but to show that men do_ 
still take her na.me, and in proof that, as long as she is here, and opposed to the 
administration, there is a strong likelihood of at least intrigue, if not of con
spiracy. In short, I look on her as the main source of difficulty. 

While here, and in command of money, she wilJ always be able to command 
certain services. The Sadhs and Brahmins, whom she liberally fees, are in her 
interests. The names of several, besides those noticed in the depositions, have 
been mentioned. One reason assigned for her last act is, that a scheming astro
loger has told her, that the English will only remain six months longer at Lahore, 

• wlien a calamity wilJ befall them, and she will regain her position. 
I have been led, by a natural train of ideas, to associate these two affairs 

together; the ahortive plot to take away Sirdar Tej Sing's life; and the more 
matured one to detract from his honors, and insult his colleagues iu the miuistry. 
It is right and proper too that tbese, the only overt acts of ill-will and opposition 
which have troubled the administration of aff~irs, since the new treaty, should he 
considered in connection with each other, proceeding, as they have done, from one 
common source of disaffection. I do not disguise from myself, nor do I wish the 
Governor-General to be ignorant of, the fact, that the Maharanee is the only 
active enemy to our policy that I am aware of, in the country. Others may feel 
pinched occasionally by our arrangements, and constrained hy our high standard 
of official honesty; but they work on-the Maharanee alone turns obstinately 
against us. And it is an invidious task to be always watching, and controlling, a 
woman. . 

While I am writing, Raee Kishen .Chuud has come in, ,with the propositions 
which the Durbar have directed him to submit to me. They are almost exactly 
what I anticipated; only a little more decided.-They wish, first, that Sirdar 
Heera Sing should have all his jagheers, except 10,000 rupees, taken from him 
(his present alIowance being about 80,000); and that even this he in some insig
nificant village, in a quiet part of the country, far from either city· or town; 
where he can do no mischief.-Secondly, that Jewan Sing, Bhaee Umeer Buksh; 
Mooushee Hur Dyal, and indeed all the creatures now about the person of the 
Queen, be sent off to their own village homes, on a moderate subsistence; 
M uugla., the slave, to be turned adrift without any thing; "she was bought with 
8 price," they say, "aud its quite enough to give her her liberty." Doubtless, 
during her long administration as female Vizier. she provided well against 
contingencies of this sort.-Thirdly, that the Maharanee be confined to the palace 
and its gardens, (" what business have women out of doors ?") and that some res
pectable old attendants, who have passed the age of pas!;ion, he appointed to wait 
on. and look after her. "This," added the Raee, "is step the first: step the second 
wiII be whatever you please, if the Ranee does not profit by the warning." 

From this it wilJ be seen, that the weight of the Durbar's indignation falls, 
for the present. on Sirdar Heera Sing: he is offered up as a sacrifice for his sister, 
not without reason, however, as the following explanation will show. In the 
earlier part of th is letter, I mentioned that Dewan Deena N ath, on the evening of 
the 7th, appeared DIuch excited, and declared himself now entirely devoted to us. 
The cause of this now appears. Before tIle arrival of the Residency party at the 
palace to see the fire-works, the Sirdars had, in vain, sent messages to the Maha
rajah. At last, they deputed his uncle Sirdar Heera Sing to go and bring him, 
which he did. The little boy, however, (whether still under instructions or not, 
it is difficult to say) sat silent, and out of humour in the assembly, paying no 
attention to the brilliant display around him-It was then that Dewan Deena 
N ath heard Heera Sing address the Maharajah thus: "Your Highness seems out. 
of spirits; if you do not like all this, I'll bring up a company, and soon show you 
some sport!" The Dewan had seen too many revolutions in the Punjab not to 
understand the covert meaning of such a speech, and, turning quickly to Raee 
Kishen Chund, asked, "Did you hear that?" and repeated what he had heard. 
The Raee had not heard it; but, as he said, when he told me the story, .. If 
Deena Nath heard it, that's enough." I am inclined to agree with Dim, for I 
remember when, a month ago, I strongly urged the Durbar to take almost all 
Heem Sing's jagheers away from him, and leave him only enough to live on, 
the Dewan was the person who stood his friend, and begged that half might be 
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left' him, I consider, therefore, Deena Nath's evidence as the strongest that. 
could be produced against the Sirdar. , But I do not agree ill the remedy with 

• 'which they propose to meet the case. If the incendiary speech attributed to 
,Heera Sing can be pro,ved, he ought to be 'put in prison as a disturber of the 
pu bJic peace. _ 

Shonld the Governor-General approve of the modifi~d measures proposed by 
the Durbar, I, would suggest that the Lahore Palace is not the place for Her 
Highness's residence. She would, of course, consider herself a prisoner, and, profit
ing by the discovery of the mischievous influence she possesses over her son, would 
devote her leisure to the short-sighted task of widening the breach between him 
and his ministers. To keep her separate from the MalJarajah would be impossible. 
It would be better to remove her to a distance from both Lahore and Umritsur •• 
She herself talks of taking up her abode at Shalimar; and passed the day 
there yesterd~y; herself, with her lover Jewall Sing, ill one room; while the 
Maharajah was consignee! to the guardianship of MungIa, in another. At one 
time, Her Highness proposed not to return to Lahore. I shall take the hint, and 
see that she has not another opportunity of leaving it. , 

I n closing this letter, which has grown to all unexpect~d length, I wish again 
clearly to submit my-own opinion to his L15\-dship, viz. that confining the Maha
ranee to certain bounds is a half measure; it is treating her as a naughty school
girl, whereas she is Ii dangerous and bitter enemy. As such, I think she should 
be banished from ~he Punjab, which she troubles. 

f 

Inclosure 3 in No.9. 

Abstract of the Depositions ill Preyma's Case. 

SHAHZAD SING BUNDELKHUNDIYA states, tbat a Brahmin took 
him to a Byragee, at the Toksali-Gate, where he met Preyma, who told Mm -of 
the conspiracy which was in preparatioQ. to attack the British troops at Lahore, 
and take Sirdar Tej Sing's life. I endeavoured to dissuade him; but, finding this 
useless, went to the Durbar; not finding admittance there, I went to Sirdar Tej 
Sing, and warned him. Preyma thought that I was & pundit,!Lnd asked me when 
an auspicious time would come. Afterwards states, that he waited three days to 
see whether anything wonld come of Preyma's schemes; after which, he went to 
t!le Sirdar as above-mentioned. Says, that he would have joined in the plo~ or 
lIot, according to his opinion,. whether it was for the benefit of the State, or 
110t. 

Hurdhull Sing Sowar deposes, tbat he was ordered ~ his office1,'Shahzad 
Sing, to take a message to the Byragee, for the purpose of warning a pel'Son who 
came there, that be shoulcl remain quiet, and not create a distlll'bance, as, otber
wise, it would fare ill with him. This deponent did, and saw the person allUlled 
to, whom he can recognise, 

Ruttun Chum! saY8, that Khosiya! Pundit came to him, and infMmcd him, 
that a Hill Brahmin had visited him, to inquire about the auspicious timE', as he 
had been promised the Raj of the Pnnjab, and intended to cn-ute a disturbance, 
attack the British, and kill Sirdar Tej Sing. I met Shahzad Sing, who re
marked that he had heard the same story; we then went together to the Durbar, 
and then to Sirdar Tej Sing. 

Khosiyal Pundit deposes, that a Hill Brahmin, Darned Prey mil., came to him, 
to ask for an auspicious time, and explained to him that a conspiracy was to be 
concocted; but deponent told him, that a R:ij was not to be pl'ocured without 
troops and treasure. . 

Khilaree Brabmacbaree. I am evidence that Preym& and Shabzad Sing 
came to pl·esent their offerings to me, and conversed together. Preyma offered 
him, Shahzad Sing. three lakhs of rupees, if he would join in a conspiracy agaiust 
the English. .. I tried to dissuade them," says the witness. Uttur Sing, and 
Sukram, Preyma's nephew, accompanied them.· Preyma said, he would gain over 
the Britiijh army through Purusram Bog. 

Baboo . Panduh deposes, that his adjutant informed him that some-. person 
. whd had come from a distance, was raising troops. The informer was Sheodeen 
'! Sing. ,Witness iuformed Tej Sing. Shemaram, adjutant of the last witness, con
firmed this statement. 
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Sheodeen states, that he heard a Hill man, and two Sepoys of the British, 
talking about people who were going about recruiting. . 

Soojan Sing deposes, that Lal Sing Adawlutee came to the commandant of . 
his troop, by name Bbeemma Sing, and told him, that tIle Maharanee had ordered 
him to ('ollp("t his forces, and to act according to the instructions of Boota Sing, 
tbe Ranee's confidential moonshee. Lal Sing mentioned tbe following persons 
as implicated :-Sbumshere Sing Sindanwalla, a Peshawaree (Sirdar Sooltan 
Mabomedl, Baboo Pandub, Adjoodbya Persbad's regiments, Jowahir Mull, Sirdar 
Nabar Shlg, a relative to the Maliaranee, and Jumbur Sing. . 

Dbcemma Sing deposes, as the former witness, that Lal Sing came to bim, 
mentioning the following conspirators :-1. Baboo Panduh; 2. Sirdar Sooltan 
Mahomed Kban; 3. Dewan Jowabir MuIl; 4,. Sirdar Sbumshere Sing Sind. 
anwalla; 5. Sham Sing; 6. Doota Sing; 7, Sad boo Sing N ahung. Depo
nent informed Utter Sing, Kaleewala, who went to Sirdar Tej Sing. .: 

Futteh Sing; evidence of no value. . 
Hayat Khan deposes, tbat Preyma sent for him, and consulted him about !Jis 

Dhurmuths, which he was unsuccessful in getting released. On asking' the n'II-'ou 
of Preyma's being. visited by so many Goorchurras,soldiel's, writers, &c., Jowahir, 
Preyma's nephew. told bim of the plot tha.t was in prepamtiou. Deponent went 
to Fakeer Noo.roodcen, and gave him information; but Preyma absconded, 011 

hearing that he was to be arrested. States, that he had bE'llrd from Preyma the 
following names of persons concerned in the plot; Boota Sing. Lal Sing 
Adawlutee. Gunda Sing, Dewan] Jowahir Mull, Buhman Sing, and Shahznd 
Sing. Dundelkbundiya. Among the Sikhs who visited Preyma. were Shibdiyal, 
the family priest of the Ranee, a Sadh, living at· the Mustee Gate, near the 
DlUhma~baree Gate, and another nllmed Kbilaree Ram. 

Tbakoor Doss, Moonshee of P~eyma, state~, that a letter was sent by the Dhaee. 
Maharaj to Preyma, wri tten in Goormookhee. Recognises among those who visited 
.Preyma, ShibdiYll1 Barla or Brahmachuri, Khilaree Ram, Ruttun Chund, his father 
Debic1ujal, lind his brother Gourdujal. J owahir, Preyma's nephew, told him of the 
plot, but did not mention tlie names of the Sirdars who were to be made away with. 

, Khan Sing denies ever having spokpn to Preyma, or baving anything to do 
with the plot. \ 

. Purusram deposes, that Shallzad Sing demande~ where Preyma was; deponent 
. visited Preyma, having been directed to his abode by Shibdeen, an ordel"iy, and 
asked, what is this disturbance? ·'Preyma swore that there was no disturbance 

. going to take place. . • . 
Hakim Khan states, that he was directed by Kazee Mohkumoocleento find 

out Preyma, which he did, by means of Mall Sing. Nabung Preyma wished him to 
joiu in the plot, and promised him a jngheer. _ 
. Bheem Sen states that, being out of service, he went to Hakim Khan, wllo 
said, join me, and took him to J owahir Sing •. who informed deponent that a plot 
was in preparation. . . 

Man Sing Akalee states, that he was in Jowala SalJae's service, but'was dis
mi~sp.d. and then went to Preyma, who promised him support. On Preyma's going 
to Kollistan, he sent for deponent, through Hakim Khan, and told him, .that the 
affair was to be commenced, as soon as all the Sirdars joined him. General 
Dbadoor Sing Dusoowalia, Bugwunt Sing, Soojan Sing, and Kulal Sing, were 
engaged with Preyma in the business, and promised to support him; as did also 
RunjOl'e Sing, and Kishen Sing, brother of General Mewa. . The Maharanee said 
to ::Sundiyal, one of Preyma's relations, that she would not give any written 
instructions under her own hand, but tbat she would join anyone who would 
previously instigate an insurrection against the British, and kill Sirdar Tej 
!::ling. Faiz Tullub Khan said, be would join Preyma, and get up an outbreak at 
Annrkullee. if Preyma would ndvance him the necessary means, which Preyma 

, promised to do, when lIe went to Labore. . . 
Mlin Sing deposes, that Jug Sing came to him to inform him that Prefma 

was about to be seized, and had fled from his home. Deponent told Mr. Turton 
all that Jug Sing had said to him. JuO" Sing is known to deponent, from his 
residing with the Sadhs in the Badamee Gardens. . 

Dewnn Ali deposes, that Nehal Chund, Preyma's nephew, met him and said, 
.. The Resident is going to the Shalimar Gardens; you join us, and we will kill 
him." Ten of us went, but our C'ourage failed, as there was a large concourse of 
geutleDlen there; we returned, not having accomplisbed our object. 

t7! 
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Nussura states, that. he went to tbe honse of Faizr Tullub Khan, by' the • 
Resirlency Meer l\'[oonHhee Murlire Rujuh Ali's orders. An Akalee, Dewan Ali; 
and Hakim Khan were there. Dewan Ali told deponent of the· failure of the 
scheme for taking the Resident·s life. The Akalee said that, with the exception 
of Hirdars Lehna Sing, Tej Sing, Dewan Deena Nath, and Fakeer Nooroorldeen. 
all the Sirrlars were engaged in the conspiracy, and he mentionerl the following 
Dames :-Mihur Sing, Runjore Sing. and Sirdar Shere Sing, . .Attareewala.. Raja. 
Faiz Tulluh Khan seized the Akalee and the others. On Hakim Khan'~ effects 
being. searched, a letter from Pr.eyma was found among them. On their being 
arresterl, the Akalee complained of Faiz Tullub Khan's treachery. 

Goormuck Sing states, that he visited Man Sing, on account of his being a 
relation, and for the purpose of giving him subsistence, but denies his knowing 
anything concerning Preyma. Depose~, that Man Sing informed him that he had 
hecn imprisoned, on suspicion of being connected with Preyma. His account of 
himself is proved false by Man Sing. . 

Mr. Turton states, that Man Sing Akalee told him of the disaffection of 
the British Sepoys, and of a plot to assassinate the Resident, and attack the 
British troops. 

Preyma deposes, that he came to Lahore to get his Dhurmuths released, 
which had been confiscated by the Lahore Government, and that Shere. Sing 
had told him that he might accomplish his business, through the Bhaee Maharaj 
at Umritsur. The Bhaee gave him a recommendation to the Maharanee; and 
Her Highness's confidential moonshee, Boota Sing, informed him. under an oath 
of secrecy, and the promise of being rewarded, that a conspiracy was to 'be got 
lip, for the purpose of killing SiI'dars Tej Sing, Shere Shag, and Dewan Deena 
~ ath, and giving battle to the British" in which affair the following persons were 
concerned :-1.Sooltan Mahomed, with his troops. 2. Misr Umeer Chund, 
and Bugwunt Sing, witlL their troops. 3. Khan Sing Kohooriah. 4. Sadhoo 
Sing Nahung. 5. Sham Sing, cashiered Colonel, formerly in the Cort Regiment. 
6. Golab Sing, of Umritsur. 7. The Kohistanee Regiments. 8. The Poombya· 
Regiments. 9. Boota Sing's matchlockmen. 10. Sirdar Shumshere Sing. 
Sindanwala. 11. The orderlies under Buhman Sing. 12. Lal Sing Adawlutee 
and Sherehurnbog, who declared that they would induce the Sepoys of the 
British to join in the plot. Further deposes, that he met Boota Sing in his 
houRe, in the presence of Bhaee Budh l:iing. and U ttur Sing, and that, ill all 
communications which passed between him and Boota Sing, Lal Sing used to 
visit deponent On the pl<rt of Boota Sing, and that, on deponent's part, Uttur 
Sing visited Boota Sing. Buhman Sing, Sadhoo Sing N ahung, and Sham Sing 
were dwelling in the house of some Sadhs, at the Toksali Gate. Sham Sing 
informed the deponent that the secret had been dhulged; upon which, deponent 
flljd from Lahore, and remained concealed in various places, until a letter from 
Jowala Sahae induced him to return. Further deposes, that he met Shahzad Sing 
Bundelkhundiya at the Temple of Baba Hahid, near the Toksali Gate, whell the 
latter asked him what Boota Sing had said, and dtlponent told him of the plot 
above mentioned. 
. Boota Sing denies that be ever met Preymn, and declares that the latter has 

implicated him through enmity, becauae he is a SE'rvant of the Ranee, and Preyma 
a servant of Maharajah Golab Sing; asserts that if Budh Sing should depose that 
he had met him in company with Preyma, Budh Sing must have been bribed.. 

Bhaee Budh Sing deposes to having been present at all interview bt'tween 
Preyma and Boota Sing at the latter's house. The evidence is very unwillingly 
given. . . 

• Man Sing NahnngsllYII, that he arrived at Lahore on the day of Preyma's 
running; away •. On asking Khosiyal Sing Nahung and Sadhoo Sing Nahung 
about this affair, they told him that the secret had been divulged. U ttur Sing's 
people informed deponent that Preyma was at Koona, beyond Miyanmeer, whither 
he went to see him. Preyma next day went off to Tihoorkee. Deponent after
wards met Sukram, Preyma's nepbew, at the house of Loopookur, a Bramin, near 
the Gorntee Bazar, and told him of Preyma's havingahsconded. Further deposes, 
that he met the Kohistanee regiments, in company with Sookha Sing Lallgurka 
and t:noop Sing Chutur, as well as the ~adhs who reside in the Badamee Garden. 
SuI Goorwala Bahadoor Sing Dussowala told BUgWllllt Sing, Sookba Sing, and 
Hakim, that he would join tbem. Surrundial Bnorial, Loopookee, and Sukram 
held consultation with Bugwunt Sing and Bahadoor Sing, and gave them encou-
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ragement, on tbe part of the Ranee. Deposes, tbat he also met Soojan Sing, 
who informed bim tbat Kisben Sing, Runjore Sing, and Kban Sing Majeetia 
Wel'6 also concerned in the plot. 

,Inclosure 4 in No.9. 

Remarks lin tie ~f'eyma Oo.se by Mr. Join Lawrence. 

THE evidence in tbe 'case which may be termed the Preyma conspiracy, is 
not satisfactory. There is abundant evidence on tbe face of the proceedings, as 
well as from the admissions <If the parties concerned, to sbow that dangerous 
scbemes were under contemplation. It is difficult, bowever, clearly to determine 
wbat were the actual designs of the conspirators, and still more so, wbo were the 
influential moveJ'A of it. Tbe names of tbe Mabaranee, Mean Jowahir Sing, 
nephew of Mabarsjah Golab Sing, I£nd indeed of every Sirdar, except Tej !:ling, 
De_n Deena Nath, and Noorooddeen, are more or less used by the different 

. aetors. • . 
The ostensible design is stated to bavebeen an attack on tbe British troops, 

and the murder of Sirdar Tej Sing, and the Resident. It is probable that the 
first Bcbeme was a mere pretext for endeavouring to accomplish tbe other plans, 
viz., the murder ofTej Sing, and tbe Resident. Though the names of so many 
Sirdars are mentioned, it is curious that tbere is not ·only no evidence to impli
cate any of them, but none, in my mind,even to bring any of tbem under reason. 
able suspicion. The conspirators appear generally to be needy, discontented 
adventurers, without money, influence, Ol" connexioD. . 

The facts wbich appear fairly proven are as follows-... 
Early in February, Preyma, late a commandant in Maharajah. Golab 

Sing's service, came to Lahore, and commenced intriguing with various officers 
8nd Bepoys of Sikh corps, to create a disturbance. He is 'proved to have bad 
various meetings with different parties, with Boota Sing, a moonshee of the 
Maharanee, and to have consulted Brahmins for an auspiciollS day . 

. The parties implicated in this. affair, and who are deserving of punishment, 
are Preyma, Boota Sing, Lal Sing, and Sbahzad Sing. 

1 t is a eurious circnmstance, and one worthy of note, that the servants of 
Maharajah Golab Sing appear to have had much influence with some of the 
principal conspirators, and that Preyma himself came in, on tbe assurance of 
Jowala Saba.e, the Minister. Hayat Khan, a jemadar in .the Jummooservice, 
was not only evidently cognizant of what was going on, but was entering into the 

. confidence of the conspirators. 
There can be little dQubt also, that there was a design to kill the Resident, 

and Tej Sing, particularly the former, on the oec&sion of 'a fete at Shalimar. 
Dewan Ali plainly admits, tbat. he was one of the party with Nehal Cbund,' 
Preyma's nephew, who went there for that purpose. Nussura, who was acting 
.his part, and joined the conspimtors as a servant of Runjore Sing Majeetia, 
declares tbat it was the subject of discussion in his presence. Man Sing, when 
in confinement, also informed Mr. Tnrton, a fellow.prisoner, in custody for some 
other offence, of the same de~ign. Man Ring also, in his second deposition on 
tbe 21st of May, stated tbat Jug Sing, alias Goormuck Ring, had warned him of 
Preyma's being about to make an attack on tbe Hesident. 

The- fact of Boota Sing, the confidential moonshee of the Maharanee. 
being proved by the admission of Preyma, and substantiated by the evidence of 
Budh Sing and Man !:ling, the two latter engaged in the a.ffair, would not amount 
to proof that tbe Maharanee was actually a party in this conspiracy, but would 
clearly show tha.t her name was actually used; which fact, joined with her well: 
known intrigues and ambitious character, affords strong ground of suspicion tbat 
she was actually cognizant of the intrigue IUld machinations which were going OIL 

... Sic. in ang. 
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Incjos!lr!l 5, in :No.9. 

Re7lUlTk,~on the !,reyma Case by the Resident. 

, ." '. AUgU8~ d, 1841. I I 

, REFERRING 'to the evideilCe,l!uch as ·it is, against Preyma, ~d the, otb~r; 
persons, sard to have beenconcemed in a plot against the Lahore mjnistry, and 

. the opinion given by Mr. John' Lawrence, who comes fresh to th.e subjpct, with':' 
out any pre-conceived prejudices, there can be no dt>ubt that there was a conspiracy;,' 
but the more I have'seen and: heard of,the matter, ¢he more:I am puzzleq tQ 
understand its nature. .', , ' , . .; ,. ~' 

Raja Tej Sing wa~,at first, in great alarm, and has since had .occasional fits' 
of fear: almost every chief in the Durbar has, at onetime or other; decl\1red hi!! 
belief in the fact' of a' 'conspira..:y. ,. All the chiefs, councill~rs,and principal 
Durbar officials, to the number of ~ixteen,agreed, .unanimously, th~t .B(Jot!\ 
Sing had met Bbaee Budhfiing, which be positively denied; ami they.,ar~ 
generally of opinion, that whatever mischief was contemplated, was at the jnsti-: 
gation of Boota Sing, who, it 'will' be remembered, was the confidential .moon~ 
shee . of' the :Maharanee. I may' here mention that· Her Highness /las no~ only 
invariably expressed the ntmost interest in his fate,but that hermessages ,tolmo 
of good-will and contentment were very much more frequent, about the tim!! ~h~ 
inquiry wall going on regarding Preyma, thall. at any other time sinCe the occupa
tion of Lahore.' Bhaee Budh,Sing gave his evidence 'against Boota Sing most 
unwillingly, and I am sure that, if I had not instantly sent for,him, and haej..him 
brought direct to, me, on his' name being first· mentioned, he wo»lil haver been 
silent. as is Boota: Sing himself; indeed, on Budh Sing beingt hat dayconfroDted 
with Boota Sing, 'he, Boota Sing, prevaricated, and, ina )Danner, .. deni~d what 
be had ,before said; though I need hardly remark that _ there was not a shado,\" 
of coercion usediowards him. 'All this goes toproye him the friend, rllther: tiJa.n 
the eneiny, as asserted, of Boota Sing. ,It wilL be, ,observe.:!, that the pel'!lo.lls 
concerned are 1111 or low J!tation, or Sadhs and Brahmins. , Several, whose ,names 
do not appear in the depositions, were also, at one time or other,.mentioneej. ~o pIe. 
r mentiou* three instances: . Jug Sing, alias Goormuck Siug, the Sikh, wholllan
destinely, and under a false name, visited Man Sing Akalee, when in 0111' gilard, 
'waS a servant'of five Sadhs, living in the.R!1nee's garden_I. BabaLuchm.unSing • 
. the deputy of Sirdar Lehna Sillg, told me, in Februa:y last, three or four: days 
before the first formal invitation was given, of an intended disturbance;' that"when 
at Umritsur, a day or two previous to talking to me,.a Sadh had wllrDl~d him not 
go to Lahore at that time, as there would be a commotion. Having.prO!Dised 
Luchmun Sing not to mention the Sadh's name, I have been I'reventedfrQm 
summoning' hilll; but have in' vain tried to persuade the 13aba to induce. the man 
to come to me. The Sadh says, he will do so, when I go .to UlIJritsur.Baba 

"Luchmun Sing also told me 'that, on SirdarLellDa Sing's ru'rival at Lahore from 
Hindostan, another Sadh' came to him ·(the Baba) to .ask him. tQ try anli il)duce 
his chief to support the Ranee. Different little matters of this 8prt, added "to, 
the circumstances of the Maharanee's alms, washing of .feet.· con!\nltation'of 
Pundits, embassages of scores of Brahmins to shrines, &c" &c., all go tq show tbat 
she has been endeavouring to obtain religious support in som.e ,pal'~icular under-
taking. ., . "." 

, Even at the expense of some repetition, I will here ,ress.pitulate a portiOl! of 
, the evidence, which, it must· be remembered, was taken at different places'and 

'times, as parties and persons were apprehended, and' that, to avoid, ullnecessary 
publicity, there has' not been any minute confronting of the prisoners.. " 

The fact is, that the Durbar officials, though originating the case, have done 
little or nothing in it, indeed, nothing to e!icit the truth, that W\1S not litel'l1olly 
forced on them. ·This is chiefly to be attributed· to timidity and caution, and the 
fear of appearing hostile to individua1s"who may ev.entual1y be .acquitted, and 
then have opportunity of avenging themselves. , 

Much of the evidence is 'worthless, but I am satisfied that mnnytJiat' 'say 
little could say much, No documents were given, except the enigmatical letter 
to the Akalee, Man Sing. ·which may menu anything, but which the chiefs unani
mously pronounced to be IIf a mischievous tendency; in which opinion I agree. 

• Sic iD orig. 
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The first witness, or rather infonner, Shahzad Sing, is evidently a desperate 
character and deep intriguer. I have little doubt tbat he gave notice of the 
conspiracy, because he saw no chance of its success. ' It is suspicious that he has, 
ever since the affair was made known, been aJlxious to Qbtain his discharge. The 
Lal Sing. Adawlutee, mentioned in several of the depositions as one of the con
spirators, is a notorious character, who was very much employed, previons to the 
late war, in endeavouring to seduce the British sepoys. The :Utter Sing referred 
toby several; is a disaffected .. ex-eommander in ,the SikharIJ;lY;. On the force 
returirlng from the expedition last October", (November) agains,t SheikEmam~! 
ondeen, this same Utter Sing was reported to me as going about endeo\'ouring to 
stir np the Sikh troop", by offering :them increased pay, privileges, &0, ,He was 
said to give out that Mean Jowahir Sing, the nephew of Golab Sing, was his 
instigator. Utter Sing 'and Lai. Sing ,both fled, on tb,e first inti~lftion 'being 
given to the Durbar by Shahzad Sing., • " , 

" The "'itness, Thakoor Doss, • moonshee of. Pl'eymo., gave his evidence 
.ery'unwillingly. Hakim Khan, ,the 16th on .the .. list, is a very bad ,character.' 
A' month before he, finally, appeared; he was brought to me, as willing to find 
out' where, Preyma was concealed.. I 'obtained a promise of reward from Sirdar 
Tej Sing for him;' but, while the Sirdar and I were tJl,lking i~ his presence" he 
was recognised by Sirdar' Shere Sing, as having been concerned in disturbancei 
hi. Peshawur. He accordingly walked off, and did not return, until brought by 
the Jummoo Vakeel.' " .. , . ., " ,'" 

Purusram is of a Hindostanee., family, ,notorious for their' attempts at' 
seducing British sepoys. I more than once traced deserters into his brother'~ 
house atPeshawur. ' 
, ' In regard to' Man' Sing Akalee, lconsider 'him to have concealed 'much 
that he does know; and to have certified to what is false. ,The same may be 
said of Dewan' Ali's deposition. ' It- is", however, PJl~zling ,~o, know wIiy, 
laving told as much 'as might hang him, he should not tell, more. In the 
Punjab, however, an attempt at, or intention of, .murder, is not considered as 

> coming at all under the same head as the actual crime. , , 
.. " As 'already observed, Boota Sing, 'the ,Maharanee's moonshee, failea to show 
the slightest cause, bf enmity, on the, part' of either 'Preyma or' Bhaee Budh 
Sing;' 8S h~ endeavoured to 'dlH indeed, Budh Sing, when confronted with 
'Bo?ta Sing, prevaricated, and was not disposed t(l answer at ,all.. He' evipced 
"much fear, and, perhaps, some friendship, but not, a shadow of enmity. At page
','74 of the depositions are recorded tIle names of sixteenSirdars and officials.. 
'who, on the3rd of June, severally and separately, gave their opinion that no
"enmity existed "between Bhaee Budh Sing, and Moonshee Boota Sing, and" 
, ,secondly, that it was proved that' the Moonshee had met and communicated 
"with Preyma. On the 30th of May, the depositions were all read at the Resi-, 

dancy. before seven of the Councillors, and they were.invited ,to giv~ t¥'eir o~inioils' 
" thereon, and to make further investigations. " ' ' 
'" Finally, though there ,is no evidence on which to convict. anyone as 
instigating a conspiracy, and though Dewan J(lwahir Sing's name is mentioned, 

, 'and even Maharajah Golab Sing's is whispered, I cannot divest myself of the 
'opinion, that the Maharanee did either instigate a distu,rbance, or was cognizant 

; of her confidential servant, Boota Sing, doing so. I see .no shadow of reason 
for supposing'that what Preyma and others, on one side, and Rajah Faiz Tul\ul:J. 
and others, on the other, say, is from any enmity to the Ranee or anyone else • 

. ' It is almost impossible to believe that MaharoJah Golab Sing was eopcerned in 
, any intention to make a disturbance, much less that> he was in league with 
" 'the Maharanee, or any of the chiefs of Lahore. Preyma was apprehended in a 

sanctuary hy the Maharajah's servants, who thus violated Hindoo prejudices, on 
'lily requisition for his surrender. Rajah ,Faiz Tullub is Maharajah Golab Sing's 

, . bitter enemy,"and yet be rather exonerates him tban otherwise. , 
:' ' I believe that an evil design was contemplated, but that its magnitude has 

'been exaggerated. 'I believe that the :M:aharanee was cognizant of such design, 
" ,if ~ot ita instigator.'· " , " 
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• Inclosure 6 in No.9. 

The Resident at Lahore .to ,the Secretary llllith the Governor.;Genera.r. 

LtIhqre, Aug1l8t 10, 1847; 
AFTER leaving the Durbar, on the morning of the 7th, I thought it necelr 

8ary to repair, if possible, the affront which had been put by the Maharajah 011 

Raja ,Tej Sing, and the rest of the Sirdars and olticials who received dis tine
tions on that day. By way of marking, therefore. in an unmistakeable 
manner, my sense of what bad taken place,and the certain support which the 
friends of good order at the Sikh ,capital will always receive, in the face of any 
opposition, from the British Government, I directed my Meer Moonshee to 
write 'separate congratulatory letters, to each of tbe fifteen servants of the 
State, who had been honored by us, and covertly insulted by the Ranee. And 
to make the compliment. the more pointed and impressive, not ·only I signed 
the letters, but also Mr. John Lawreuce, and my four assistants, who had been 
present at the inauguration. It was quite unexpected, and a most gratifying 
attention to all concerned. More than thi"" they felt that it -was an earnest of 
future support, and a sunnud that may one day be nseful. Many of them have 
since expressed their thanks to myself, >lind assistants, in warm terms, and 
particularly Dewan Deena Nath, who is wise in his generation. 

Sirdar Heera Sing took horse, and rode over to Duleepgurh, early. on the 
morning of the Sth, without giving notice, or receiving leave; which, at any 
other time, would be' nothing more than an impertinence; but must now be 
regarded as a strong confirmation of the report made by Dewan . Deena Nath, 
aud reported by me yesterday. He probably was alarmed at his own 'boldness. 
I have desired that he be recalled, when I will confront him with Dewan Deena 
Nath. 

• 
Inclosure 7 in No.9. 

The S~cretary with the Governor-General to the Rebident at Lahore . 
• 

Simla, August 16, 1847. 
I HAVE the honor to acknowledge your letter dated the 7th of August"', 

reporting that Sirdar T€'j Sing had received the Litle of Raja of Sealkote in 
full Durbar, and that titles of honor and distinction had also been conferred on 
other officers of the ministry, and inflnential chiefs. 

The Governor-General entirely approves of all your proceedings in this .matter. 
It was judicious and politic to mark, by public rewards, your acknowledgments 
of the services rendered by these councillors, a.nd chiefs, in faithfully exerting 
tbemselves to promote the interests of the Maharajah, and the welfare of the 
oountry. ' , 

The Governor-General trusts that these distinctions will encourage the chiefs 
of all classes to co-operate with you in consolidating the government during His 
Highness's minority. In order to prove to all .the chiefs, at the present time. and 
to record, for. the Prince's information hereafter, that this act has received the 
entire approbation of the Governor·General, a letter will be addressed to the 
Mah rajah, and sigued by his Lordship, which you will yourself deliver to His 
High ess, and cause its contents to be publicly made known. 

e wording of the titles in tbe sunnuds, setting forth that they had been 
conferre on the chiefs by your advice, was most proper, under any circumstances; 
but more articularly so, in reference to the refusal of the Prince to confirm them, 
as describ by you in your letter of the 7th instant. There can be no doubt, 
considering he age of the child, that he was tutOO'ed by the Maharanee to pass 
this affront 0 the assembled chiefs; the proof that His Highness's conduct could 
not have proc eded from the sudden caprice of childhood, is to be found in the 
fact, related by'You in the postscript of your letter of the 7th, and in the sub
sequent lettert of the 9th, that the Prince was not allowed to be dressed to 
witness the display of fireworks in the evening, and, at a later hour, attended 

• Inclosu.re 1 in No, 9. t Inclosure 2 in No.9. 



solely nn 'the remonstrance of the chie/ii, IlOBTeYN .tctthe MalJanuiee by Heem 
Sing, Her Highness's brother, who was deputed to request the Prince's presence. 

Your narrative of these transactions, with your comments on the conduct of 
the Ranee, is given with great clearness, in the letter of the 9th instant, which is . 
in continuation of your report of the 7th instant. The Governor-General agrees 
with you, and has no doubt, tbat the Maharanee was actuated by a determination 
to make her son the instrument of publicly affronting the Durbar, and of 
obstructing the Government, to which, by treaty, the Governor-General in 
Council has confided the power of ruling the Punjab, during the minority of the 
Prince. 

His Lordship bas. perused, with great attention, those passages of your 
dispatch, which describe, in forcible terms, tbe deep sensation wMch these acts of 
the Ranee, for thE!Y can only be considered as her acts, have made on the minds of 
the Durbar. 

The Council apprehend, not only great difficulty in carrying on the govern
ment, at the present time, if the mother of the Prince is to h left in the full 
exercise of influence over her son, but they are alarmed as to the future conse
quences which may, personally, be the result to themselves, if she is to be allowed 
daily to inculcate in the boy's mind senti ments of aversion and hatred against all 
the chiefs who are entrusted with the government of the Punjab. 

In your dispatcb, you state that you had received a message from the Durbar, 
to the effect that, after consultatiolil with each other, they are of opinion that the 
Maharanee ought to be restricted to the palace and garden in the Lahore citadel, 
and her brotber and other attendants dispersed in certain villages in the country. 
At the same time, this proposal was accompanied hy the observation that if this, 
the first step, as a warning, should fail, tht. second might be what you may be 
pleased to adopt. ' . 

You then adduce several forcible reasons for not considering the remedy 
which the Durbar proposes, to be a sufficient corrective for the evil of which they 
complain, and you conclude the letter of the 9th, by giving your opinioll that Her 
Highness ougtJt to be banished the Punjab. 

The adoption of such a step the Governor-General observes would, doubtless, 
be the most effectual mode of obviating all the present, and future, embarrassments 
which her presence, and her controt over her son, cannot fail, sooner tlr later, to 
produce: but, before his Lordship enters npon this part of the subject, which is the'. 
real point at issue, the depositions taken in what is termed the Preyma conspiracy, 
and which have been very propel'ly sent, must be noticed, in order to show that 
Her I1ighness's intrigues, and efforts to make mischief, !Jave not beeUl!onfined to 
the recent instance of spite and revenge to affront the Durbar, but that Her High-. 
ness is looked up to as the party in the 8tate, the most hostile to the British 
Government administering the affairs of the country, through a native Council, and 
that there is strong ground for suspicion, that Her Highness was implicated in 
this plot. ' 

As to the objects of that conspiracy, the Governor-G eneral agrees with you 
that it is difficult to understand its nature, or ultimate objects, when we consider 
that the conspirators appear, generally, to be needy, discontented adventurers, with
out mouey, influence, or connection. Mr. J. Lawrence has no doubt on his mind, 
after perusing the depositions, that there was a design to kill the Resident, and 
Tej Sing, on the occasion of the entertainment given by you to the officers of the 
garrison, in the Shalimar Garden, about six months ago. 

The witness N ussura declares, it was the subject of discussion in his presence. 
ShahzlId Ri ng states, that Preyma told him of the plan to attack the British Troopilo 
and to kill Tej Sing; and Dewan Ali avows, that it was intended to take ·the Resi
dent's life. 'J'he main fact now for consideration is, whether there is..in these 
depositions, sufficient proof that the Maharanee did take any part in instigating 
the actors in those intended deedtt of violence. 

It appears, by the depositions, that the Maharanee's pri\'ate moonshee, Boota 
Sing, did communicate with Preyma. You, then, having heard most of the witneSlies 
give their eviden~e, proceed to state your opinion., in the remarks of the 11 th 
instant. that .. the Maharanee either did instigate a disturbance. or was cngnim.nt· 
of the filct that her confidential secretary, Boota Sing, was concerned in the plot." 

• IllcJoa .... 6 in No.9. 
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. Mr. J. Lawrence makes the following statement in the remarks appended 
to the depositions: . '. . .. 
. .. The fact of Boota Sing, the confidential moonshee of the Maharanee~ 
being proved by the admission of Preym'a, and substantiated by the evidence of 
Budh Sing and Man Sing, the two latter engaged in the affair, would not 
amount to proof that the Maharanee was actually a party in' this conspiracy, but 
would clearly slrow that her name was actually used; which fact, joined with her 
well known intrigues, and ambitious character, affords strong ground of suspiCion 
that she was actually cognizant of the intrigue, and machinations, which weri!' 
going on." ' ' 

TIle same impression seems to have been made on the mind of Dewan 
Deena Nath, referred to ill your letier, in which the Dewan, for the first time, 
distinctly attributed the plot to the Maharanee; but, as this a.vowa1 was made 
four or ihe months aftel' some of the witnesscs had been examined, and when he 
was underexeitementby Ii sense of the indignity offered to him, and the (langer 
to which he mig:ht be, hereafter, exposed, it can only be admitted as an indication 
of the importance \Vhich he attaches to the object of separating the' Maharanee 
from bel' son: and that the Dewan, the shrewdest man in the ])urbar, clearly 
sees that the time has come, when he, and his colleagues, must take a decided 
line. 

Having made these preliminary observations, I.am. directed to express to you 
the Governor-General's opinion that the fact having been substa)ltiated that Her 
lIighness'~ mooi'lsheedid hold communication with Preyma, is a presumption so 
strong of Her Highness's having heen cognizant, through her confidential secretary, 
of the intended plot, that it might justify his Lordship, on presumptive' evidence, 
in coming to the conclusion that Her Highness, the Maharanee, was implicated in 
that transaction. 

It would not be advisable, however, in his Lordship's opinion, to found any 
formal proceedings against Her Highness, such as sending her out of the Punjab, 
on depositions which, on the Whole, are not sufficiently conclusive aB'ainst her. . 

There can be no donbt that the impression which the depositions are calcu
lated to make, on every man's mind who reads them, is very strong against the 
Ranee; the evidence has induced IUs Lordship to view her Highness's recent 
conduct in t more unfavorable light' than if her tutoring the Prince had merely 
been the single act of the anger of a disappointed woman in affronting the 
Durbar whom she disliked. . . 

It is cleaT that there exists, in Her Highness's mind, a fixed determinatio~ to 
exert her bostility agaillst the Durbar; on every occasion. The letter written to 
you by Her Highness, in the month of Junet, may be cited in proof of her disposi~ 
tion, to depreciate, and th wart, the Council, on every occasion, who are attempting, 
Qn~er the treaty, to save the Raj. and to promote her son's welfare, and the pro~ 
.pentyof the country. 

You will recollect that, in November last, in tbe instructions to Sir F. Currie, 
-on his repairing to Lahore, the Governor-General stated his decided opinion that 
;it was an indispensable conditiun to insure the success of the'meditated arrange
ment, that Her Highness should be deprived of all authority.' This stipulation 
'Was sanctioned by the chiefs; and, in the treaty, unlimited powers are given to the 
Resident, acting under the instructions of the Governor-General; and the Ranee, 
from that time, ceased to be Regent. 

The acts of Her Highness, in thus obstructing the Government, purposely 
established, by treaty, for the welfare of her son, are political offences, the conti-
nuance of which the Governor-General can no longer tolerate. • 

In Her Highness's instance, these offences cannot be considered as the mere 
caprices of temper. Her Highne$S's character is well known, as being most 
unscrupulous as to the means by which any end of ambition is to be obtained. 

In confirination of this, may be adduced the established facts, that the Sirdar 
Heera Sing, when minister of the Maharajah Duleep Sing, was put to death by 
the army, excited by the Ranee to perpetrate this act, in 1844; and, in the fol
lowing year, December, IR45,the Sikh army invaded the British territory, at her 
instigation, and ullCler her orders, as RE'gent. ' 

To allow the Prince, a child of eight years of age, to be trained up under 
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th,B ban~fn. InfluencB of so unprincipl~d a mother, would not only be contrary to 
pruderice, but would be a departure from the spirit of the treaty of Bhyrowal, and, 
in efft'ct, would neutralize, and obstruct, the power expressly given to the British 
G?ve~nment, for administering the affairs of the Punja~, during the' Prince'~ 
~Jnorlty. J; ~.. , , 

There i!', therefore, in, tbe Governor-Gilneral's opinion, a sljfficient justifi.~ 
catio,n, on political ground!', for sppnrating the Prince from his' mother, at, thll 
present moment. Tbe docility of his disposilion would reJlder him helpl!lss t!' 
resist ,the systematic efforts, of a cl~vt'r womnn, in moulding hiR mind and 
spntiments according to her penonal enmities, either against die chiefs, or, th~ 
:\3ritisb, Government. The interests of tbe Prince, and tile fulfilment of the 
treaty, require that he should be protected from tbe effects of this influence, wbic~ 
cali only be done by separatil,\g him from the Ranee, . . 

But, in addition to these considerations of a poli tical nature, tbe G.overnor~ 
General is bound to be guided by tbe obligations wbich the B,l'itish Government 
has c.ontracted, when it consented to be the guardian of the younog Prince. during 
bis minority, The Government oug'ht to take care, as he grows older,that he 
shnll not be exposed to be cont~minnte<l by the evil example of so profligate a 
mother. At bis age, the Prince ought to be ~nken out of tile Z~nana. It is 
a precantion which is necessary. even if the Hanee were well disposed to th~ 
Government, instead of being its bitter enemy; and, each montb as the Prince 
advances ill age,. it becomes more imperatively the duty of the Government 
to separate him from his mother, considering the notoriety of her personal 
vices. " . 

U ndcr these cirt'nmstances, the. Governor-General has no hesitation in 
deciding that a case has been made ont, ,both on political, and moral, considera
tions, exclusive of the PI'eyma depositions, on which it is not deemed expedien~ 
\0 act;, and his Lordship, therefore, authorizes you to take the necessary steps to 
remove Her Highness from Lahore. The Governor-General has no right to tske 
any measures against Her Highness, merely on acconnt of the immorality of her 
personal cond'uct, with which the Government of India has no concern, except in 
its capacity of guardian to the Prince, ill not allowing him to be exposed to the 
d~nger Qf being brought up under so pernicious an example. In this view, the act 
is justified by the mQtive, and is dictated by the obvious duty of protecting the 
Prince, and the State. 

The GOYrl'nor-General would Dluch prefer thnt the future residence of the 
Maharanee should be selected on the Trans-Sutlej side of the British frontier, 
rat4er than ill our provin('es ou this side. His Lordship considers it desirable that 
the national scandal which may arise out of the public removal of Her Hill'hness 
from Lahore, should be as much veiled,. and be rendered as little offensive as 
possible towards' the widow of. Maharajah Runjeet Sing, and the mother.of 
the l\bharajah Duleep Sing; but, in selecting a residence for Her Highness on th~ 
other Hide Qf the Sutit'j, it must be clearly understood that, on the first attempt 
on Her Highness's part to carryon any political intrigues, Her Highness will be 
remm'ed iuto the British Provinces; or, if it should be absolutely necessary to 
remove the Ranee at once from the Punjab into the British,Provinces, on thl) 
representation and solicitation of the native Council. every means will b!) 
adopted to prevent suchan act. from being considered as an affront to the Sik~ 
people, '.. 

. The Governor-General perceives a. very natural timidity on the part of the 
Durbar to act with decision in this affair. It will be proper that you should have 
the distinct acquiescence of the Durbar in the removal of the Maharanee, before 
it takes place; but you are at liberty to inform the Durbar, and to let it be 
known by tbe publio, that the Governor-General, acting as the guardian. of 
the Prince, has deemed it his duty to separate the Princa from the Maharanee, 
on the grounds which you and the Couucil will give, as being the best ealculated 
to satisty the Sikh c)liefs, the priests, and the community at large, provided that ' 
the reasons to be anuounced for this measure as proceeding from the Governor~ 
General, are ill accordance with the sentiments e.xpressed in this letter. , 

It appears to his Lordship that this eourse will relieve yon, and the Durl?ar, 
from the personal' effects of any dissatisfaction which Dlay possibly be ,the result 
of this decision. You will not fail, by this proof of ) our reac\iness, and that of 
the Governor-General, in suppnrting and protecting the Dnrbar, to encourage 
them to do their duty, and to afford you their willing co-operation in carrying on 
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tIle government. It ought to be, and the Governor-General has no doubt will be, 
lohe means of strengthening your hauds for the future. 

In conclusion, I am desired to observe that it does not appear, from the pro
ceedings uow submitted, what has become of Dewan Ali, Nehal, Preyma, and 
other parties implicated, with the exception of Boota, who is understood to be 
in confinement; but his Lordship is decidedly of opinion that sufficient evidence 
has transpired, og, this trial, of their being concerned in a dangerous conspiracy, 
which should be visited with punishment, 

The leniency with which, on any other occasion, their participation in snch 
projects, so common of late years at Lahore, might be viewed,-must not be 
allowed, on the present, to influence his Lordship's decision. By the deposi
tions which have been taken, ,and by the frequent consultations which have 
been held with the DUl'bar respecting the plot,' it has obtained a notoriety 
which forbids us to pnt aside such strong presumptive evidence as altogether 
inconclusive, and to suffer the chief conspirators to escape with impunity. 

1 t may be true that there is not enough on record to establish what particnlar 
scheme was aimed at by these men, but the indefiniteness of their views, (which 
was indeed to have been expected where no definite object could have been 
attained) by no means di vests those views of the character of determined malice, 
extending even to schemes of assassination, lind subversion of the existing 
Government; and thoRe who were criminal enough to entertain them, have 
thus rendered themselves liable to be treated with the utmost severity. 

His Lordship, therefore, desires, that all. those men against whom you 
consider sufficient proof lie!!, or whose enlargement would be attended with injury 
to the State, and danger to the lives of the Councillor!!, should be imprisoned, 
for any length of time which the Durbar, with your concurrence, deem expedient, 
and proportioned to the nature of each man's guilt. Such punishment will be 
considered,by the criminals themselves, as slight, compared with their detected 
offence, which, no doubt, under the former native Go,-ernment, would have met 
with nothing less than capital punishment. 

Inclosure 8 in No.9. 

The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary with the Governor-General. 

Lahore, August 20, 1847. 
I LOST no time in putting myself in communication with the Council, but, 

accompanied by Mr. John Lawrence, and my assistant, Lieutenant Edwardes, 
had an interview, at daylight, with Sirdar f:)here Sing, Dewan Deena Nath, and 
Raja Tej Sing, at the house of the latter. These three Sirdars, I need not 
inform you, are the leading and executive members of the ministry; and, antici
pating his Lordship's decision in the present case, I had, two days before, at my 
own house, asked their private opinion as to the course to be pursued with the 
Ranee, They all advised her separation from her son; and then I acquainted 
them that I had recommended her removal to Hindostan. They concurred in 
the propriety of some such measure, and I begged them to make, quietly, such 
preparations as would enable them to move Her Highness into camp, upon an 
hour's notice. This had been done; and I now proceeded to discuss with them 
the most fitting place for the Maharanee's residence. 

1 am afraid that I have somewhat mistaken his Lordship's wishes on this 
point. The memorandum suggested the Trans-Sutlej side of the river, as prefer
able to the Cis; the object not being to punish Her Highness for her past 
intrigues, 80 much as to guard the Maharajah, for the future, from her pernicious 
example. I, therefore, Dot unnaturally, interpreted trans-Sutlej as applying to the 
Punjab, and advised the Sirdars to send the Ranee either to Kussoor, or Sheikh
oopoor. In the fort at the former, she would have been well situated, under 
the eye of the Burbar, and significantly near to the British frontier, in case she 
should again dabble in revolutionary plots. Sheikhoopoor has also a fort, and 
was, for many years, the place of confinement of the mother of Maharajah Khurruck 
Sing. It is, moreover, In a quiet part of the country, away f"om the high road, 
in the midst of a Mussulman population, and affords accommodation very 
Inperior to that of Kussoor. I was not surprised, therefore, when the Sirdars 
chose Sheikhoopoor. lind said it was .the most suitable place in the whole 
co~try. 
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We then summoned the other me~bers of the Council, and I, formally, 
communicated to them in a body the contents of the Governor-General's memo
randum. The decided expression of his Lordship's opinion had the effect which 
was intended, and relieved the most timid from the em barrassment they might 
otherwise have felt in advising what they believed. to be expedient, but wbich 
they were not sure would be acted on. The Sirdars unllllimously concurred in 
the proposed measure, and an attempt was immediately made to separate the 
young Prince from the Maharanee, uuder pretence of an excursion to Shalimar. 
By this time, however, the sun was high up in the heavens, and His Highness 
was not inclined to go further than round the city; after which, he returned to 
the palace. It was agreed, therefore, to defer the Ranee's removal till the 
evening; and, to prevent accidents, Sirdar Shere- Sing was desired to close the 
outer doors of the inner apartments of the palace, for the rest of the day. Having 
verbally expressed to the Sirdars the congratulations, on their late promotions, 
which bis Lordship declares his intention of conveying to them by Il'tter, and 
with which they were highly gratified, I returned home, first, enjoining the 
Ministers to keep their own counsel, and carryon every thing as usual, during 
the day. 

On reacbing the Residency, I found two let ters awaiting me; one, from the 
Maharanee, asking for an interview, which, as being useless, I declined; and 
another, from the Governor General's private secretary, detailing three places in 
the British trans-Sutlej territory (viz .. Noorpoor, Chnmba, and Kangra) as the 
most suitable for the Maharanee's residence, in the event of her removal. I 
regret that this should not have reached me sooner, both because it would have 
enabled me more fully to carry out the G.overnor-Genel·al's views, and because I 
quite agree with his Lordship in thinking that the Ranee would be much better 
out of the Punjab altogether. It was now, however, too late to re-agitate the 
matter; and as I believed the Sirdars were really not prepared to take, at once, so 
deciJed a step as sending Her Highness across the Sutlej, I contented myself 
with sending word, by my Meer Moonshee, of the receipt of the additional letter, 
and of its contents, leaving it to themselves, under the ciI'cnmstances of the case, 
to adopt the alteration, or abide by their own arrangement. They deferred 
giving an answer until the evening. 

At 5 P.M. I went to the usual evening Durbar, in the palace, accompanied 
by all my assistants, and found, as I expected, that the Sirdars were averse to 
sending the Ranee to Kangra. I expressed my decided opini0!l that that fort is 
a hetter abode for Hel' Highness than Sheikhoopoor; but, finding the chiefs 
decidedly averse to incur what they consider the odium of participating in 
effecting the banishment of the Maharanee, I yielded the point, and am not sure 
that they are not right. The unquiet spirit which could not content itself with 
the voluptuous frel'dom of the Summun Boorj, and an income of one and a-half 
lakhs of rupees, is not likely to slumber in the dull seclusion of Sheikhoopoor, and 
be pleased with the large reduction of allowances, which I shall now deem it my 
duty to advise. I can only regard, therefore, this removal to Sheikhoopoor 
(and I am not alone in the Council of this opinion) as the first step to the final 
hanislllilent of Hanee Jhunda from the country which she has so long disturbed. 

In the conrse of the morning, the guards and artillery, '(two companies of 
infantry, 200 Sowars, and two guns) intended to escort Her Highness to Sheik
hoopoor, were passed over the Ravee, and it only remained to separate the young 
Priuce, with as little pain as possible, from his mother. A trip to Shalimar was 
proposed, and he went away with pleasure, attended by Sirdar Golab Sing, Attn
reewala, brother of Sirdar Shere Sing, a fine young lad, who seems very well 
behaved, and a fit companion for the little King. I then drew the ministry aside, 
and told them that the sooner they communicated the real state of affairs to the 
Ranee, and started her on hel' journey the better. Sirdar Heera Sing, the Ranee's 
brother, was deputed to carry her the evil tidings. Much fl'ightened on his own 
account, be consented. and returned with very humble assurances from his sister 
that she was ready to do anything she was told. Thus encouraged, the chiefs pro-, 
ceeded to procure palankeens, elephants, carriages, and everything requisite to 
conduct the Ranee in all the comfort, and honor, which circumstances admitted of. 
I, particularly. and repeatedly. directed that no search should be made Qfthe property 
of Her Highness, or any of her women, but that she herself should be asked to leave 
one or two confidential slaves to bring away, after her, unquestioned. whatever 
jewels, money, clothes, or other valuables she left behind; so that, (to quote my own 
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words) .. no room should be left for Her Highness to say afterwards, that she had 
been rllbbed of this or that." . Raja Tej Sing values the jewels, gold, &c., which 
she. had thus given up to her, at nllt less than six lakhs oC rupees. I proposed 
to Sirdar Heera Sing to remain in charge of his sister's property, during the night; 
but he begged to be excused; and, ,finally, it was arranged that Mal!'gy, the slave
girl next in estimatiou,to MungIa, with another trusted female servant, should 
remain. To prevent accidents 011 the road, as also to prevent the possibility of 
outrage, I desired ::;irdar Urjan Sing, Rungunuglia, and Sirdar Goormukh Sing 
Sumba, to accompany the cortege to Sheikhoopoor, and enjoined them, as well 
as several of the inferior agents, that they were to be careful til pay all proper 
r,espect to Her Highness, and tO,be most careful of her peJ"!lon. At 8 O'clock, we 
left the palace, and returned home, Mr. Bowring alone remaining to comfort the 
Sirdars, who still seemed to expect a scene. At 9 p.m., Mr, Bowring returned to 
the Residency, and reported Her Highness's departure without any cryiug or 
angry words, but Raee Hursurun Doss, my chief llews-\vriter, (whom I directed to 
see the cortege across the Ravee) reported, this mornin~, that the Ranee soon 
recovered her usual spirit~, and was at last violent in her threats." to appeal to 

. London." As yet, there has not been time to hear of Het Highness's arrival at 
Sheikhoopoor, but, as the distance· is not mor~ than thirty miles from Lahore, 
I expect she will reach in safety, early to-day. 

The charge of the Maharanee ·in Sheillhoopoor has been given to Sirdar 
Boorh Sing, brother of the Boodh Sing who died od"fending Maharajah Sh~re 
Sing, when he was murdered by the Sindauwallahs at Shah Bulaw~I. The 
Durbar proposed, very sagaciously, to relieve the guard of the fort every fifteen 
days. . 

The Maharajah is still at Shalimar, where the chiefs think it will be better 
he should stay and amuse himself for a day or two, instead of l'etuming so soon 
to the palace after bis mothel"s departure. Sirdar Shere Sing asked me; this 
morning, how the news should be broken to the young Prince; and, as the Sirdar 
said that, although a boy, the l\fa,harajah had already bpgun to ullderstand Ilis 
mother's character, and the impropriety of sundry goings on ill the palace, I 
advised a plain, but kind, statement of the real truth, viz: that the l\Iaharanee's 

. reputation was so notorious, her vices so incorrigible, and her example so per
nicious, that the Governor-General thought it wrong to leave him with her any 
longer. Word has just been brought that the Maharajah took this disclosure with. 
DlUCb indifference, is deeply engaged in playing, and sent me his salaam! 

Annexed is It proclamation that I have requested the DUl'bar to circulate 
throughout the country. expressing, 118 desired by the Governor-General, the 
grounds on which his Lordship has ordered the separation of the Maharanee 
{l'om her son, the Maharajah. 

I have little doubt it will satisfy all reasonable minds, of the propriety of the 
measure, though it must be expected that some few will pretend to misconstrue 
our motives. As the Ranee emerged from the palace, two of the armed attend
ants at the gate went up to her pal an keen, and, in presence of the Sirdars, told 
her that their power was gone, or they would assist her. I impute their conduct 
rather to a mistaken sense of duty than to evil intention. 

The duty that has devolved on me has been one of a very unpleasant nature, 
but I have endeavoured to execnte it with as much delicacy as possible, consistent 
with the preservation of the peace. It may appear harsh to have so abruptly 
separated parent and child, but, by no other means, could the measure have bpen 
effected, without some unseemly scene that could have done no good, even to the 
unfortunate lady, and might have left a lastingly injurious impression on the young 
Maharajah's mind. . 

I have only to add, that part of the messag" which the Ranee sent to the 
Sirdars by Heera Sing, yesterday evening, was that, instead of going to Sheik
hoopoor, she would rather be allowed to go on pilgrimage. By this, I under
stood Benares, and doubt not Her Highness bad some faint vision of seeing Raja 
Lal Sing again. Should Her Highness continue in the same mind, the Sirdars 
would, 1 dare say, not object to gratity her wish to visit the British Provinces, 
and I see little objection. to her goilig to Hurdwar and Benares, with a small 
train, on terms of, eventually, residing at such place as might be fixed by Govern
ment. Kangra is, however, itself a place of pilgrimage, and Jawala Mookhee, as 
well as'other shrines, are in its neighbourhood. 
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Inclosure 9 in No.9 • 

. A General Proclamation,for the information of the Chiefs of the Lahore Durbar, 
the Priests, Elders, and People of'the Countries belonging to Maharajah 
Duleep Sing. 

Lahore, August 20, 1847.· 
THE Right Honorable the Governor-General of Imlia, taking into con

sideration the friendly relations subsisting between the Lahore and British 
Governments, and the tender age of Maharajah Dnleep Sing, feels the interest' of 
a father in the education, and guardianship, of the young Prince. ' 

With this end in.view, it appeared to the Governor-General to have become 
absolutely necessary to separate the Mallarajah from the Maharanee, his mo
ther; an opinion in which the Durbar perfectly coincided: accordingly; on the 
19th day of August, 1847, Her Highness left th~ palace of Lahore, and was 
taken to Sheikhoopoor. . 

The reasons for this step are shortly these: First, that, at the time of tIle 
. making orthe Treaty of Bhyrowal, it was considered necessary to exclude Her High

ness the Maharanee from all share in the administration of public affairs; and that 
she should have a separate maintenance appointed her, to enable' her to pass the 
rest of her life in honorable retirement. Notwithstanding this, Her Highness has, 
ever since, been intriguing to disturb the Government, and carried her opposition 
to the Ministers so far as quite t<\ embarrass and impede. the public business. 

!:iecondly. The Ma!laroJah is now a child, and he will grow up in' the way 
be is trained. It was only too probable, therefore, that his mother would instil 
into bim her own bitter feelings of hostility to the chiefs, .and that he would have 
thus grown up at variance with the Sirdars, and Ministers; of his kingdom. This 
could not be allowed. The young Prince Rhould be reared up in the cultivation 
of every natural and acquired excellence of mind and disposition, so that, at the 
expiration of the pl'esent treaty, peace should be preserved, by the kindly under
standing existing between the Maharajah and all classes of his subjects. a 
blessing which could not be.hoped for, if the young Prince remained with his 
motber. . 

.Thirdly. So long as Her. Highness tbe Maharanee occupied the Lahore 
Palace, strangers visited her without restriction, and every seditious intriguer who 
was displeased with tbe present order of tbings, looked up to the Queen-Mother 
as tbe head of the State; some of tbem even went so far as to plan the subversion 
of the restored Kbalsa Government. 

Let all rauks, tberefore" rejoice, throughout the kingdom, that the Right 
Honorable the Governor-General of india has so much at heart tbe peace and 
security of this country, tbe firm e~tablisbment of tbe State, and the honor of the 
Mahantjah, and his Ministers. . 

Inclosure 10 in No.9. 

Tile Secretary with the Governor-General to the Resident at Lahore. 

Simla, August 28, 1847. 
I AM directed to express the approbation, and' eutire concurrence, of the 

Governor-General in the propriety of all your proceedings. His Lordship 
considel'l! that the proclamation- is well suited for the purpose for which it is 
intended. 

Inclosure 11 'in No.9. 

John Lawrence, Esq., Commissioner and Superintendent of the Trans-Sutlej Stales, 
on duty at Lahore, to the Secretary with tile Governor-General. 

Lahore, Augmt 23, 1847. 
LIEUTENANT-COLONEL LAWRENCE, C.B., left Lahore on the 21st 

iostant at 7 P.M. 

• August 20. Inolosure 9 in No.9. 
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The Maharajah being at Shalimar, it was resolved, in communication with the 
members of the Council, that a l>urbar should be held in those gardens, when the 
Resident should take his leave, and I should present the letter of the Governor
General deputing me to Lahore in his place. Accordingly, all the political 
officers at l.ahore waited on His Highness the Maharajah, at 5 P.M. We were 
received with much politeness by the Maharajah, and, with the exception of a slight 
shade of sadness, I observed no change from his ordinary demeanour. It was the 
first Durbar, since the removal of the Maharanee. All the chiefs in Lahore were 
in attendance, and, whether it was owing to Col01lel Lawrence's departure, or from 
the circumstances which had lately occurred regarding the Maharanee, they evinced 
more than the usual marks of attention and civility. They accompanied the 
Resident to his carriage, repeatedly shaking hands with him, and expressing their 
hopes for his speedy return. 

• 
No. 10. 

The Governor-General to the Secret Committee. 

Simla, September 5, 1847. (No. 63.) 
I TAKE this opportunity of forwarding a copy of a dispatch* from the 

Officiating Resident, Mr. John Lawrence, reporting on the state of the ~unjab 
generally, on the occasion of his assuming, temporarily, the duties of the Resident 
at Lahore, during the absence of Lieutenant-Colonel Lawrence at Simln.. 

You will be glad to learn, from the above report, that complete tranquillity 
exists in the Punjab. 

Inclosure 1 in No. 10. 

Captain James Abbott, BfYUndary Commissioner, to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Simulkund, August 5, 1847. 
HAVING in vain cited to my Court the chiefs of Simulkund (marginally 

notedlt to answer for the most dastardly and deliberate murder of women and 
children at Bukkur, I begged l.ieutenant Nicholson, in political charge of Sind 
Sagur, to move up his force to Huzroo, so that, in a single movement, he might 
fall upon Simulkund. 

This being effected, and Lieutenant Nicholson finding it advi8able to 
assume a still more advanced position at Ghazee, I, at 10 o'clock on Monday 
night, the 2nd instant, marched from Kot, at the head of about 350 bayonets, 
(Colonel Richpal Sing's regiment) over the Gundgqrh mountain, upon Simul
kund, whilst Sirdar Jhunda Sing, under my instructions, marched from Hurkish
rugurh, by the same route, at the same hour, with a wing of Dhara Sing's corps, 
Borne cavalry, and fifteen zumboorahs. 

Lieutenant Nicholson's two columns arrived at Simulkund, shortly after 
sunrise. He found the place entirely abandoned, and took possession. The 
rear companies of my column, owing to the straggling of their files through the 
negligence of the officers, got separated from the van, in the ascent of the moun
tain, and took, in consequence, the wrong path, so that I was detained nearly two 
hours at the summit. I arrived, of COllrse, later than I had anticipated, and 
found the place oc.cupied by Lieutenant Nicholson's corps. 

~irdar Jhunda Sing's column arrived about two· hOllrs after me; the 
excessive neglig.ence of Colonel Dhara. Sing, in leaving his corps unprovided 
with flints, until the very hour appointed for march, having detained it. 

I had, for some time past, held but twnt hopes of capturing the murderers, 
for, since the submission of Khan -Zeman, and the majority of the TarkhaiIs, it 
was necessary to inform them of the operations proposed, lest they ~hou Id appre
hend the invasion of their own possessions; and, although I delayed this to the . ------------------------------------------------------------

* Inclosure 3 in No. 10. 
t Ahmed Khan, Sird ... Khan, Ato.r Mohamed Khan, Golam Mohamed Khan, 5hir Mohamed 

Khao, Dilal Khan, Mahomed Khan. . 
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latest possible moment, there was space sufficient'to warn men who had already 
prepared themselves for flight, by sending their families and cattle to other lands. 
In spite of the exercise of all my influence, and although the murderers have 
blood feuds with those who must be privy to their escape, I have not been able 
to track their footsteps, and have little hope of their aPI,rehension. 

Meanwhile, I am occupyiug the place with Lieutenaut Nicholson and my 
own force, and am preparing to erect a castle, to prevent the return of the fugi
tives. The detentiqn here of nearly the whole force will be necessary for this 
purpose. 

I trust that, with a garrison here, and a cantonment in the neighbourhood 
for the Hussan Abdal force, the whole of this disturbed district may be reduced 
to order. The Mushwains of Srikote clash with Government, chiefly by 
affording shelter to fugitives from this horde of robbers and assassins. The 
presence of a garrison in Simulkund can alone break the neck of this brother
hood; and, when they are put down, the Mushwains may become good subjects. 
Should this hope fail of being realized, it will be easy to assail them, and re
establish the ruined fort at Srikote. 

• It is an important feature in the character 'of this people tbat, however 
odious the character of any Zemindar, or however much it may tend to their 
own interest to bring the culprit to retribution, no one, not even those of the 
kindred, who would themselves slay him wherever found, will betray him to the 
Government for trial. Hen~e, in a country so wild and difficult, the apprehen
sion of murderers, and outlaws, becomes almost impossible, for I have refused to 
Banction the private murder of such malefactors, by setting a reward upon their 
heads. 

-
Inclosure 2 in N 0. 10. 

The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary with the Gooernor-General. 

Lahore, August 14, 1847. 
I INCLOSE a report, from Captain James Abbott, of a combined military 

movement, by that officer and Lieutenant Nicholson, against the robbers of 
Simulkund, a ridge of the Gundgurh mountain. The attack has failed in its 
main object, viz., the apprehension of certain murderers, and robbers. But the 
military occupation of the country, and the erection of a fort commanding it, 
will be a severe puni~hment to the offenders, and an example to the neighbour
hood. I have told Captain Abbott to beware of leaving so weak a detachment 
as 'may, by possibility, be cut off. The troops will remain in the neighbourhood, 
until the fort is erected, and in all points defensible. 

I have called the attention of the Durbar to the negligence of Dhara Sing. 
The presence of such officers 8S Captain Abbott and Lieutenant Nicholson will 
soon improve the discipline, and arrsngements, of the troops within their superin
tendence. The office~ are the worst portion of the Sikh army, and, as yet, we 
have'not bad time to separate the bad from the good. 

Captain Abbott has judiciously agreed to give employment to 200 of 
Khan Zeman's followers, who, I have desired, may be sent to Dera Ismael 
Khan, to assist in garrisoning forts in that direction, keeping not above fifty in 
one place. ' 

The fact of Khan Zeman Khan baYing gone intoCaptaiu Abbott, will do 
much to paci6cate the country; he is, perhaps, the most powerful of many chiefs 
in that neighbourhood, who would never attend on the Sikh governors. He, 
however, waited on Mr. Agnew; but, being disappointerl at not immediately 
obtaining all he t'xpected, was inclined to Tetum to his old ways, and, perhaps, 
would have done so, had it not been distinctly intimated to him, and all, that, 
though every consideration would be shown to .those who submitted, and behaved 
well, no exertions would be spared to punish offenders against the law. 
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Inclosure 3 in No. 10. ' 

The ;Acting Resident at Lahore to the Secretary with the Governor-General. 

Lahore, August 28, 1841. 
LAHORE is perfectly tranquil, and the departure of the Maharanee seems 

to have hardly been noticed by the native community. 
The Maharanee, since her arrival at Sheikboopoor. bas affected to he well 

pleased with the cbange, but is evidently chating under the restraint imposed 
on her. The members of the Council are anxious regarding her safe custody; 
and, this morning, hinted to me that they did not consider Sirdar Boorh Sing a 
8ufficientl y trustworthy person, and that they wi~hed the entire guardianship 
to be made over to Sirdar Shere Sing; but that theywu.hed the suggestion to 
come from me. I do not think that too many precautions can be taken )'egarding 
her. Such is her spirit, energy, and intriguing habit, that I am persuaded she 
will leave no stone unturned to revenge herself on her enemies, and recover her 
independence. Admonition and warning for her are all iu vain. The members 
of the Council informed Die, this day, that they had resolved to resume Sirdar 
Heera Sing's jagheers, and to give him a monthly stipend of 1,000 I'Upees, 
requiring him to live at Deenanuggur. I think they are right: personally, he 
can never be ~angerous; his vices and want of intEtilect will ever insure it; but 
his money might be effectively employed by the friends and adherents of his 
sister the Maharanee. The Council also propose reducing the Maharanee's 
allowance to 4,000 rupees a-month, which appears to be ample to supply her, and 
her retinue, with everything that is nece.sary. 

The Maharajah does not occnpy the apartments in which the Maharanee lived, 
having, of his own accord, preferred residing in the Tuktghur. His Highness is 
as courteous and gentlemanlike in demeanour as ever, and (probably from being 
so tutored) seems anxious to evince that he does not feel annoyed with the British 
Representative, for the separation from the Maharanee. This morning, on my 
saluting him, when entering the Durbar, to my surprise, and the delight of bis 
attendants, be exclaimed, "Good morning;' very distinctly, in English. On 
my expressing my admiration at his progress in the language, I was informed that 
His Highness had resolved to learn English. 

The accounts from Peshawur continue to be favorable. From . Hazara, I 
have heard nothing from Captain Abbott, since his failure against the inhabitants 
of Simulkund, but, from the native acconnts, matters appear to be going on 
.satisfactorily. Lieutenant Nicholson is in t~e vicinity of Rawul Piudee and 
Gheba; the Zemindars of those tracts, by his accounts, are highly assessed, and 
impoverished; the crops, during the last season, are also stated to have suffered 
from locusts. 

I received, on the 20th instant, a return from Lientenant Taylor of the 
Dhurmurths of Arvin, a pergunnah of Maharajah Golab Sing's, in Cashmere, 
with the orders His Highness had passed. It struck me that the Maharajah had 
heen sufficiently liberal. What I think is much more required in Cashmere. and 
over the Punjab, is a light and moderate assessment. The Maafeedars are but a 
class, and that not the most influential. A moderate, and certain, land-tax, for 
a term of years, would be felt as a general benefit by tbe whole country. 

From what I have seen ofthe past history of the trans-Sutlej territory, and 
of the Punjab generally, it appears that the land-tax under the Sikhs has 
usually been calculated at one-half the gross produce. The same proportion 
seems also to prevail in Cashmere. It is impc.ssible that agriculture can flourish 
under such demands, and that the occupiers of lan<l.s can be otherwise than 
poverty stricken. There can never be contentment and prosperity in the country 
until the Government demand is reduced and equalised, and the agriculturists 
secured from all demands hut those of the State, fixed on the principles of mode
ration and equity..' . 

The finances of the Lahore Durbar are certainly not in a nrosperous condi
tion. By the return lately submitted to the Governor-Geueral, there is a 
8urplu~ of 29 Iakhs and upwards, but, out of this sum, the annual commutation 
payable to the British Government, and the extra expt'nses consequent on the 
new system of paying councillors, adawlu!ees. and nazims, must be defrayed. A re-
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(arm of the customs, as well as the land-tax, all absolutely necessary, will, probably, 
not involve a sacrifice of less than from 12 to 15 lakhs of rupees. I do not 
mention these things to raise difficulties, or to gi ve a gloomy view to matters. I 
can see how much has been done, since last year, in the reform, and reduction, of 
the army, the payment of their arrears, and the good spirit which pervades many 
of the influential classes; but I cannot fail also to observe that there are still 
no ordinary difficulties to be encountered, and overcome. 

Mooltan is perfectly quiet, but I think that Dewan Moolraj is losing 
some of the popularity he hitherto enjoyed, and that he has become more grasping 
than formerly. 

Inclosure 4 in No. 10. 

The Secretary with the Governor-General to the Acting Resident. 

Simla, September 3, 1847. 
THE Governor-General is not snrprised to hear that, although the Maharanee 

outwardly affects ta be wen satisfied with her changed position, Her Highness is 
really impatient ofthe restraints imposed upon her; and the GovernOl·-Gelleral fully 
concurs with you in the propriety of adopting every proper precaution to guard 
against the schemes of resistance; &Ildrevenge, which a person of her restless 
spirit and energy may attempt, for the purpose of recovering her lost position, and 
influence. 

With this'View,"the Governor-Gencral approves of the entire guardianship af 
Her Highness being made over t<l a person of the station and character of Sirdar 
Shere Sing; aud his Lordship is also inclined to approve of the resollltion of the 
Council to resume Sirdar Heera Sing's jagheeu, granting hlm a monthly allowance 
of 1;000 rupees in lieu, and also <If their intention to .reduce the Mahar8.l.lee's 
allowances till 4,UOO rupees a month. The stipends thns proposed, for both sister 
and brother, are ample for every necessary purpose, and foo· the maintenance of 
both in dignity and eomfort--while,!if a larger amount of funds were .plooed at 
the disposal of either, it !is probable that such would be employed for purposes 
inimical to the public interests. . 

The Governor-General entirely concnrs with yon that a revenue settlement 
fur a term ofyeare-fixed on principles 1)f moderation and equity, and the limita
tion of all demands on the agriculturist to some specified amount, abolishing all 
those vexatious cesses, and exactions, which now are permitted to ex.ist, to the great 
detriment of the State-would prove the measure best calculated to insure the 
prosperity of the couutry, aRd to place it upon some sure foundation. ; 

. The Governor-General had, I am desired to state, every reason to be well 
satisfied with the able mallner in which you conducted the arduous duties at 
Lahore, during the absence of the Resident last year, and his Lordship has tlle 
utmost confidence that, on your .present deputation, you will not fail to carryon 
the duty, with the same energy and intelligence. 

No. 11. 

Tlte Goverrwr-General to .the ,Secret Committee. 

Simla. &pte:mher 20, 1847. (No. 65.) 
THE Lahore Durbar has issued a preclamation, granting pensions to officers, 

lind soldiers, of the Sikh army, for lang service, or who may be disabled hy wounds, 
or sickness; also pension, to the families of those killed in action. I expressed my 
aatisfantion with the above measures. 

This dispatch contains a statement of the new system of customs about to 
be introduced throughout the Lahore territory, which I have no doubt will afford 
to all the poorer classes the greatest satisfaction, by abolishing, or reducing, duties 
on several artioles of fuod of the most ordinary and· general consumption. and 
which, by simplifying the colleotionof the customs and excise. will be a Bonrne 
of great contentment to the whole community of the Punjab. 

l 
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Inclosure 1 in No. 11. 

The Acting Resident to the Secretary with the Governor-Genera •• 

Lahore, August 31, 1847. 
THE Durbar's proclamations prohibiting "slave-dealing," the "seizure of 

beO'ars," "suttee," and" infanticide," have been duly circulated throughout the 
prgvince. To show the state to which slave-dealing had reached, I may here 
mention, that I have now a petition under investigation, by which it would appear 
a mother, her two sons, and daughter, were sold for eighty rupees! I have not 
heard of any cases of suttee, pr infanticide. since my arrival, nor do I believe 

. either of these llractices prevail in this quarter. 

Inclosure 2 in No. 11. 

The Acting Resident to tlte Secretary witlt the Governor-General. 

Lahore, September 13, 1847. 
I HAVE the honor to submit the .annexed statement, showing, in a concise 

form, the result of the new system of customs, which, with the consent of the mem
bers of the Council, is about to be introduced throughout the Lahore territoty. In 
the statement are exhibited the articles on which customS- have hitherto been 
levied; those which will now be exempted from all duty; those on which duties 
will, for the future, be raised, but in a very modified shape; and, lastly, the 
estimated amount of revenue which will be collected. . • 

The refonn of the customs will embrace the whole territory under the 
Lahore Government, except Mooltan, which yields about three lakhs, for which 
especial arrangements with Dewan Moolraj, modifying the engagements of last 
year between him and the Durbar, will be necessary, before extending the 
system into that province. It was, therefore, deemed better to except Mooltan 
for the present, and try the experiment of a change of system, in the rest of 
the territory, in the first instance. 

The statement shows that, under forty-eight heads, the customs yielded a 
gross revenue of 16,37,114 rupees, collected at an expense of /,10,000 rupees, 
equal to something less than seven per cent., while the reformed customs, 
limited to twenty-two sources, are estimated to yield 13,04,822 rupees, at a cost 
of but 37,000 rupees, or less than 3 per cent. By the new system, the 
duties are abolished, or modified, in thirty-five instances, and one new tax, that 
of ferry-tolls, introduced. 

The customs which have been remitted, are those which press chiefly on the 
poorer classes, being derived from duties on COrD, ghee, vegetables, and fue/, 
on which four items alone, the revenue amounted to 3,67,590 rupees. Tobacco 
also has been exempted, because it is produced in the country, aud the re ... enua 
was collected by a town duty. The new revenue will arise from a change 
in the management of the abkarry system, whereby the native venders of 
1!pirits will have to take out licenses; by the introduction of a light toll OIL 

ferries; and an improvement in the management of the salt mines. The new 
.imposts will hardly be felt, while the relief will be great and palpable. 

It is not, however, simply that the customs have been limited to twenty-two 
articles that constitutes the only benefit of the new system. That advautage, 
however great, is llardly more valuable than the general relief which the country 
will obtain, by the withdrawal of all the custom-ho\lses, which now bamper 
internal trade, and depress native industry. The extortion, aud insolence, of 
custom-officers, the delays, vexation, and damage to property, attendant on its 
examination, will then be confined to the frontier: there will be simply import. 
and export dutieS; those of transit and town being abolished. The evils, and 
oppression, of the existing system may be thus exemplified :-At Umritsur, a 
duty is levied on entering the town; on the transfer of the article from the 
great mart to the shops; and, subsequently, a third duty is demanded, should it 
be carried from the shop into the interior of the country. 

The town and transit duties being abolished, there will remain three 



frontier lines-one for goods coming from the eastward, to run along the 
Beas and Sutlej; one, ou the Indus, for the northern trade; and the third on 
the north-east frontier, for the commerce of Cashmere. 

The general result of the new arrangement, therefore, is that, with the loss 
of 2,22,292 rupees of revenue, taxes to the amount of 6,62,192 rupees have been. 
abolished, among 'lVhich were included the cbief necessaries of life; the whole' 
country bas been freed from transit and town duties, and the customs confined: 
to import and export duties; and, therefore, that a clearance on the frontier 
will now free the trader from annoyance, tbrough the length and breadth of' 
the land. On the proposed arrangements being laid before the Durbar, its
memhers expressed. themselves much pleased with the result. They seemed to. 
have expected to lose half the revenue, and. were greatly surprised that, with 
the loss of an eighth, so great a change could be eft'ected. . 

I have proposed to the Durhar, and tbey have assented, that the whole of 
the customs of the country should be placed under the superintendence of 
Misrs Rulla Ram and Sahib Dyal, fatber and son, two of the most intelligent, 
respectable, and influential men in tbe Punjab. They are to render accounts 
every fifteen days, one copy direct to the Resident, one to the Durhar; and they 
are to appoint, and remove, the suhordinate officials, and to ohey no orders but 
those countersigned by the Resident. 

By tbe excise on salt, the revenue will be increased one-third, without, it is 
supposed, raising the price to the consumer. The contractors are to pay six lakhs 
of revenue, hy monthly instalments, to undertake the whole expense of manage
ment, and sell tbe minel"al at two rupees per maund;;o the merchant. The salt 
duties now yield but four lakhs; and, such is the execrable mode of management 
that scarce a rupee has, this year, been paid into tbe treasury, tbe merchants 
having received credit for the duty they should have paid ~n casb. 

Finally, .I may add that, though the loss of revenue is estimatp(l at 
2,22,292 rupees, it may fairly be anticipated that it wiII not amount to this slim. 
The stimulus to trade and industry, by the cbange of system, will, probably, increase 
trade, and the consumption of dutiable articles. 

Under any circumstan~s, the immediate benefit to the community is great, 
and the prospects for the future are favorable. Politically, the measure will be 
as advantageons as the beneiits to the country are solid and palpable, The 
community cannot fail to see that British interference has, already, given the 
people the inestimable benefits of peace and security. It has subdued, and 
restrained, the. violence of the soldiery, while it has ameliorated their condition. 
It has not only saved the lives of the aristocracy, but added to their wealth and 
importance. Its fruits are now to be extended to the merchant, and consumer. 
'Ve want but a reform of the land-tax to complete the good work, a reform 
which will, directly, aft'ect the condition of the agriculturist, and, indirectly, every 
class in the country. This would be an easy and simple task, were the British 
Government the ruling power; in our present position, it will he a more difficult 
matter, for we sball bave to work with the Durbar officials, over whom our 
snperintendence and control must necessarily be incomplete. 

Having once placed aft'airson their proper footing, having removed ev~ry 
impost and obnoxious cess, it will then but remain to iQtroduee such rules as will 
insure the revenue being paid into the public treasury, and its economical expcn
diture. 

It is right that I record in this report, that the reform of the customs was 
the design of the Resident, who had discussed, and arranged, a considerable por
tion of the details, previous to my arrival. I have but completed, and carried out, 
tlle principles which be originated. 

P.S.-The only tax wbich has been remitted, which appears to admit of a 
doubt, is tbat on gamble!9, which yields a considerable sum. Those who are in 
fa VOl' of the tax, argue that people will, under any circumstances, gamble, and, by 
taxing the practice, you limit, and restrain, and bring it under control. I do not 
concur in this view. Experience has shown me that there is much more 
gambling where it is taxed, and, thewfore, legalized, than wbere absolutely pro
hibited. So much danger in the latter ease attacbes to the practice, that it soon 
becomes confined to a narrow circle. Gambling is then considered as a misde
meanor, and is punished as suell. 

12 
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Inclosure 3 in No.n. 

The Secretary with. the Govfl1"1lm-GentJ'Tal to the Acting- Reside1d. 

Simla, September 20, 1847. 
IT appears to his Lordship that these arrallgemellts ought to be printecil and 

largely distributed, as jt is expediel!lt that the community should be acquainted 
with the state of the law, and that it may be- pereeived t.hai:, in the remission of 
taxes, and dutie!1, selection has been made of those necessaries of life which the 
poorer classes consume. . 

No. 12. 

Tlte Governor-General to tlt/J'Secret Committee. 

, October 4,.1847. (No.6!}.) 
THE sentences have been passed on the prisoners concerned in the Preyma 

plot. The individual of that name, and six others, are to be sent out of the 
Punjab, to Delhi, to undel'go their sentences. The usual warrant has been issued 
under my ordel'S. • 

I have to request your attention to the letter af Mr. John Lawrence, 
of the 25th ultimo, ~ which contains a clear, convincing, business-like statement of 
the revenue system which has recently been introduced into the Punjab, and to 
which measure I adverted, in my last dispatch, in terms of high, but just, praise. 

Inclosure I in No. 12. 

The Acting Resident to tlte Secretary witlt tile Governor- General . 
• 

Lahore, September 10, 1847. 
I SUBMIT a letter which I have, this day, addressed to Major Lawrence, 

the principal Assistant to the Resident of Lahore, stationed at Peshawur. Should 
his Lordship approve of its tenor and purport, I do not anticipate that Major 
Lawrence will have any difficulty in effecting a settlement of all the Khalsa 
portion of Peshawur, during the ensuing cold weather .. 

Colonel Lawrence was, for some months, busily employed in obtaining 
returns, with the view to a settlement, with much fuller details than I propose, 
and Dlany of them had already been received, previous to his departure. I merely 
suggest for Peshawur a simpler, not a hetter, statement, in order that we may be 
certain to get them at an early date. 

The members of the DUTbar express themselves perfectly willing that a set
tlement be introduced throughout the Punjab; indeed, Dewan Deena Natb, the 
only one of them whose opposition was to be anticipated, expressed his concur
rence to the Resident, previous to his departure for Simla.. I think that Major 
Lawrence will, probably, have less difficulty in obtaining the necessary data than 
we should have, at Lallore, for other portions of the Punjab, for he will not experi
ence the secret, and interested, opposition of the native officials of the Duftur,.who 
now benefit by the want of system. and mystery, which prevail in e"ery W:anch of 
the financia.l administration. 

A thorough reform of the evils which, a.t present, beset the management of the 
revenue aud finauceadministration. can only be the result of much time and labor; 
but 8 very great improvement can easily be effected. A division of the labor and 
responsibility which !lOW entirel}! devolve on Dewan. Deena. Nath, and. 8 rapid 
settlement. and reform, of the system of customs, and revenne, are the measures 
which appear'tn me to be necessary •. 

.As regards the custom~, much had been done to smooth. the way for theil' 
reform, before Colonel Lawrence left Lahore. I have now completed what was 
still required, to the satisfaction of the Durbar, and, shall, in a. separate report" laX 

* Inclosure 8. in No. 12. 
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before the Governor-General the result. I shall only here add, that both Colonel 
Lawrence and I propose to mllke their management an entirely separate depart
ment, over which the Dewan shall have no control individnally. We propose 
that Misr Megraj shall have the entire control over the treasnry, that he be obliged 
to keep a daily account of receipts and disbursements, to be countersigned, periodi
cally, by the Resident, and one of his assistants, and that no voucher, for any item 
of expenditure, be valid withcmt the Resident's signature. . 

.As regards the management of the land revenue, the completion of a. settIe-· 
ment, by which the amount demandable from every village shall be defined, witiL 
punctual returns of the collections, wilL soon work a change. At present" every 
Kardar does pretty mu.ch as he pleases: he is virtually a large renter, not a mere, 
collector,. of the land tax:. His principle is to realize as mucb,. and pay as little, all< 

possible; there being no exact record of Government demand in any ease, and, in 
many instances, it varying with each season; the ealling him to account is too.oftere 
a mere mockery. He can give in w.hat account he pleases, and, provided he stands 
well wi.ta the officials at Lahore, nsually escapes with impunity. It is no doubt 
true that the Durbar have returns of what is considered the revenue of every 
rubbee of a large portion of the country villages, and, in settling with the Kardars,. 
these documents are then referred to, and the Goverqment demand against them 
is limited to the revenue thus exhibiteli But the Kardar does. not thus act 
towards the proprietors of the· soil; from theUl he takes as much as he can. In a 
Dad year, he. will not collect less than what he pays the Government; in a good 
year, a great deal mare.. lD. this< way, all Peshawur had a settlement, yet MajOl' 
Lawrence informs me that it is in the hands of Izaradars, w40 collect as tbey 
please. The Trans-Sutlej territory also had a nominal revenue, yet the village 
accounts showed that from 25 to 30 per cent. in addition. was taken, 
and such is the rule throughout the country; otherwise, it would be impossible to 
account fOD the rapid fortunes which those intrusted with the revenue accumulate 
in a few years. . Some districts, as M()oltan, Jbung, and, formerly, Cashmere, were 
in the hands of Nazims, who literally farmed them, and collected as they pleased_ 
I see little difference, in practice, between the one system and the other. With a 
fixed and recorded revenue to collect, the Kardar can neither plunder the people, 
nor defraud the Government, to any great extent, without discovery. He can, at a 
moment's notice, be relieved of his charge, and called to account. Experience haBl 
shown that, when. once much in arrears, it is nearly impossible to recover balances, 
from the Kardars:. they shonld, therefore, be obliged to accollnt for the collection 
weekly, alld be suspended from. employment for the first neglect of this rule .. 

If the plan of a summary settlement be approved, Major Lawrence might 
assess Peshawur; Captain Abbott is now engaged ill Hazara; General Cortlandt 
might assist Lieutenant Edwardes in Dera Ismael Khan, and the country beyond! 
the Indus, in that quarter';. Mr. Cocks might undertake the tract which was 
severed from Mooltan last yeaI'". For the Sind Sagur Doab, an experienced 
officer would be required, and, perhaps, Mr. Vans Agnew might be available. 
East of the Jhelum, the assessment might be performed uuder the eye of the, 
Resident himself, by Dewan Deena N ath, or some person. in his affice, in 
whom the Durbar have confidence; andSirdar Lehna Sing might be intrusted 
with the Manjha, Ol'countl'Y round about Umritsur. 

IlL this way, I can see no reason why a summary. settlement of the land 
tax, throughout the Punjah, sllOuld. nob be effected in a single year. This being 
done. and a copy of the rent-roll in our hands. and regular returns, bi-monthly 
(loming to, us, as well as to the Durbar,. from the Kardars, no great difficulty 
could, . then, arise. Not only, however, is it necessary that such 11 system be. 
introduced, but that European energy and honesty be brought in direct contact. 
with. the finances, to, keep them in order. It is, for this reason, that I think 
that dinlct reports from the Treasury; Customs, and Revenue should be made 
to the Resident. More direct interference even may, at times, be required: 
certainly, nothing short of it will, I believe, prove effectual. 
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Inclosure 2 in No. 12. 

The Acting Resident to Major Lawrence, at Peshawur. 

Lahore, September 10, 1847. 
AS I observe that the revenue of Peshawur is not in as satisfactory a state 

as it might be, being generally in the' hands of farmers, who rent, from the '. 
Government, large tracts from which they collect pretty much as they please; 
it strikes me, as being highly desirable, that arrangements be made for the intro
d'uction' of a better system,-a system by which that which is levied from the 
people, shall all, or nearly alI, come into the Exchequer; by which the Government 
demand shall be rendered fixed and certain, and every man shall know what he 
has to pay, and to whom he is responsible for the amount. 

'I'he farmer~, or izaradars, of Peshawur will, probably, tell you that the system 
I propose introducing is impracticable; that the people are wild and unruly, 
that they will make away with their crops, and that the Government officers will 
never be able to collect the assessments. This, however, I do not believe. The 
Government officials, if mell of energy, activity, and experience, can never fail 
where a farmer will succeed. Moreover, as my plan will afford the agricultural 
community an immediate, and sensihle, relief from taxation; as it will consoli
date, or do away with, numerous vexatious cesses, I feel certain that the 
people have only to thoroughly understand our object to further it in'every way 
they can. 

In the Trans-Sutlej territory, I was, at first, met with such representationS! 
from interested parties; and even, in some instances, my offers were refused by 
the cultivators, particularly where the system of collections in kind prevailed_. 
GradualIy, however, all opposition gave way; and, as I proceeded,' I found my 
work become every day easier, until, at last, whole villages belonging to Jagheer
dars, and even beyond our frontier, eamestly besought me to arrange for them, as 
I had done for the Government villages. ' 

What I propose is, that you make a. summary settlement of the revenue in 
Peshawur, for a term of three years, to be continued, or modified, as may be 
tho'Jght necessary, at the expiration of that period. I know little of the 
details of the revenue of Peshawur, and what proportion of the actual produce 
is supposed to remain with the occupier of land, after making good all demands 
of the State; but, judging from what I have seen in the territory lately ceded 
to the British Government, and what I can ascertain on enquiry here, 1 believe 
that the Government demand, with the exaction of Kardars, exceeds, rather than 
falls short of, half the gross p~oduce. I have no doubt also, that if you limit your 
demand to one-third, the Government will lose little. or nothing; perhaps, on the 
whole, gain. They wiII, certainly, do tiO in a course of years .. But, even supposing 
that the result is a considerable reduction in the rent-roll, the sacrifice will'be 
nothing, compared with the contentment and satisfaction which will ensue. A 
country in which the land-tax is lightly and equally fixed, isa country pacified; 
without it, every other remedy \ViII prove fruitless; and with it, almost any other 
evil will be endured. 

I consider that you will have no difficulty in assessing the whole province, in 
three months·, if you pursue the plan which I am about to propose, beginning with 
the districts round Peshawur, where the people are most tractable, and their 
condition and means most easily ascertained. As you proceed to a. distance 
from the capital, and come in contact with wilder people, and poorer lands, the 
report of your light taxation will go before you, and smooth your difficulties. It 
is possible that especial arrangements for particular localities will be required, 
aud even that, in some instances, your plans may for a ,time be frustrated, but 
depend on it that, in the end, the most unruly and turbulent will yield where their 
interest!! will be so palpably consulted. 

In saying that one-third of the produce may be considered a fair demand, I 
by no means propose that you should invariably exact that proportion. In all 
cases, after taking into consideratio,n every demand, I would fix the revenue so as 

• • T~e wbole revenue i. but 13,60,812 .. upeea,-including jaghe01'll and onstolll!', with which you 
WIll not Interfere; your work, therefore, WIll embrace about six lakhs of revenue. In round numbers. 
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to leave the villagers not only sufficiently well off absolutely, but relatively hetter 
off than they have, hitherto, been. In wild, desolate, and thinly peopled tracts a 
fourth, a fifth, or even a sixth, is, probably, not paid to Government. 

I annex a form of statement which I suggest that you circulate to all the 
izaradal'S, or farmers, to fill up, and get them, if possible, all in, before you com
mence operations, in order that the statement may be as correct as possible. In 
the office of Nazim ofPeshawur, you will no doubt find records of the collections 
.of past years, on accou nt of the Government demand, for every village in the 
country. Your people should prepare a village statement of past receipts, for a 
series of years. The Kardar's statements, and this return, cannot fail to throw 
considt'rable light on the revenue-statistics of the country, and the capability 
of the villages. You will find the descendants of Canoonzees, and other 
provincial officers, both capable, and anxious, to give you information, and you 
will be able, during the ensuing cold weather, to ride about, and judge for your
self, in doubtful cases. 

If you find it difficult to prepare your returns by talookas, or local divi
sions, it can be done, in the first instance, by kardarships. In some instances, you 
will not be able to obtain returns of arrears; in others, of the proportion of 
uncultivated and cultivated land, and the like; but you must not, on this account, 
be disconcerted; the plan is to get as much information as possible, and, when 
you get little, to make the most of it. In many cases, you will have nothing but 
the past collections to go by, and these must then suffice . 

. Under. the head of remarks, should be inserted the mode in which the 
revenue has hitherto been paid, if in kind, by batai or kunkoot;-in cash ;-or 
partly in kind, and partly in money. A detail of all the different cesses under 
the name of Abwab, should also he noted. , 

General information should also be collected regarding each tract, the mode 
in which the revenue has been paid, namely, either through a farmer who con
tracted for the whole, or by fixed assessments; the facility, 01' otherwise, with 
which it was collected, the general condition of its inhabitants, the nature of the 
soil, the facilities of irrigation, the locality, and peculiar features of the country, 
tbe custe of tbe cultivators, and tbeir babits. When your retnrns are ready, 
collect all the influential men, the heads of the villages, and the accountants; in 
short, encourage as many as possible of the inhabitants to attend. Check the 
returns of the Kardars by the statements of these people, particularly as to 
what they have been in the habit of paying. Hear what they may say of their 
own villages, and of those of each other. Ohserve their dress, appearance, and 
bearing. You will quickly perceive if they are over-assessed, and, th"refo1'e, iIl
fed, ill-clothed, mis<:,rable creatures, 01' a thriving, comfortable population. 
Lastly, having got all the information in your power, do not hesitate, but, quickly 
making up your mind, fix your demand, and offer it for their acceptance. It will 
include, in one sum, everything which, under any pretence, the village can be 
called on to pay as. revenue. As the villages are assessed, give them a putta, 
stating the eX'Ioct SUIll to be paid for the whole year, and the proportion for each 
harvest, and in each instalment, and make the headmen describe, briefly, in what 
mode the revenue will be collected. As JOu secure them from furthe~ demands, 
so also guard the co-partners, and under-tenants, from their extortion. Steadily 
bind all farmers of even isolated villages; but if, in any particular locality, either 
from the peculiar influence of an individual, or a family, you find that there is any 
advantage in so doing, you may make one persoll responsible for the revenue, 
provided the people so wish it, giving him a per centage for his trouble. 

Record, in the putta, the inam, or perquisites of the headmen, where any 
exist, and are not extravagant, and detail the amount of rent from land not 
included in the lease. 'Vhere the headmen have no allowances, or rent free 
lands, give them 5 per cent. on the village collections. In Ollr provinces, this 
is the sum usually allowed. As you complete your settlements, appoint a 
Tehsildar for each district, giving him a charge of from 75,000 to 1,50,000 
rupees, with l'eference to the extent of the area, and tbe poverty, or richness, of 
the country, and allow him two or three per cent. of the collections, as a remu
neration, and give him 8. small establishment. From among the most intelligent, 
respectable. and popular of your Izaradars, Canoonzees, Kazees, and similar 
hereditary officers, wbo have displayed their zeal and energy in aiding your views, 
select your Tehsildars. 

I propose submitting a copy of this letter for the approval and orders of the 
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Governor-General. In the mean time, yOli will only be 'Colleoting your 'statistics. 
Long before you are -prepared till commence your settlement, a reply will be 
received. As you get ,in your returns, you can send a few of them to me, with, 
-or withomt, your remark!!, and I will return them. with anything that strikes me 
on perusal. 

Inclosure 3 in No. 12 . 

• The Acting Resident to the Secretary with the Governor- General. 

Lahore, Septemb"". 14, 1847. 
I HAVE the honor to state, that the instructions, contained in your letter 

of the 16th ultimo*, for the disposal, and punishment, of such persons as might 
be proved to have heen concerned in ·the Preymo. canspiracy, were dulylaid before 
the members of the Lahore Durbar. 

TheRe councillors requested that I "Would be present, and assist -them in 
disposing of the case,and, accordingly, the proceedings and evidence were read 
over at .a public DUl'bar, on the 11th instant, in the Dewan.i Am, or puhlic 
court of the palace. The following ,officers and Sirdars were present, nearly all 
of whom had assisted in the original examination of the prisoners. 

Raja Tej Sing, Sirdars Shere Sing, Lehna Sing, and Kaher Sing, with 
Dewan Deena Nath, Mr.. John Lawrence, Major MacGregor, and Mr.. Bowring, 
all took part, and gave judgment in the case. 

The prisoners, Hayat Khan (I). Bace Budh Sing (2), Khan Sing (3), 
Boota Sing (4), Man Sing (5), Sheodyal Sing (6), Goodunlas (7). Purusram (8), 
Dewan .Ali (9), Goormuck Sing (10), Thakoor Doss (IJ),and Preyma (12), 
were arraigned on the following "6harges~- . 

1. For being principals in a oonspiracyagainst .the Lahore Government. 
2. As accessaries in the above eonspiracy. , . 
3. Concealing their knowledge oIf the existence of a conspiracy. 
The prisoners, Boota Sing (4), Man Sing (5), Dewan Ali (9), and Preyma 

(12), were found guilty of the first charge, 3lldsentenced to be imprisoned 
for life. 

Hayat Khan (1), Khan Sing (3), .and Purusram .(8), were ~onvicted of the 
second charge. and sentenced respectively to f-ourteen. seven, and five years; 
Goormuck Sing (10), and Thakoor Doss (11), were found guilty of the third 
charge, and each 'IIentellced to three years' imprisonment. BudhSing, Sheodyal, 
and Goodurdas (7), being deemed not guilty, were released. 

The Durbar are anxious that the prisoners noted .in the margint, be 
removed from the Lahore territory; and I. accordingly, request permission to 
issue the I!ecessary warrants to ,the magistrates of such districts as the Governor
General may deem expedient to receive charge of them,and :retain them in 
'Custody, during the term of their respective sentences. 

Inclosure 4 in No. 12. 

The Acting Resident to the Secretar.y with the Governor-General. 

Lahore, September 21, 1847. 
THE pensioD rules are to have retrospective effect as regards the soldiers 

now in the Sikh army, and have been circulated to all the stations where Lahore 
troops are located. . 

• lnol08DftI 'v in No. lI. 
t Boola Sing (4), Man Sing (5). Dewan All (ll), Hayat Khan (1). Khan Sing (3). Preyma (12) 

aniP_(S). . 
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Inclosure 5 in No. 12. 

The Acting Resitknt to the Secretary with tlte GOfJeT"J'UJr-General. 
• • 

Lahore, Septemller 22,1847. 
I SUBMIT a correspondence with Her Highness the Maharanee, as also the 

Durbar account of her income and expenditure, siuce the treaty at Bhyrowal. I 
have requested that all articles, still in the palace, which belong to the Maha
ranee, be, at Ollce, sent to Sheikhoopoor, but it appears that Hllr Highness claims 
property belonging to the Maharajah, and which, therefore, the Durbar refuse to 
giwu~ . 

The account shows that the Maharanee has received all that she is entitled 
to; and. to satisfy myself of its correctness, I have requested that an account may 
be sent to Hheikhoopoor. to explain each item, and receive her comments tbereon. 
I believe that the Mabaranee wisbes that certain items, such as expenses to the 
monument of her brother, Sirdar J owahir Sing, and the like, should be debit;ed 
to the Government accounts. 

I believe that the Maharanee's statement of ill-treatment is utterly incorrect. 
The night of her removal from the palace to Sheikhoopoor, Her Highness met 
with every kindness and consideration, and was allowed to take away wbatever 
property was pointed out. Her brother, Heera Sing. was asked to take charge of 
what was unavoidably left behind, which he refused, when two of the most confi
dential slave-girls remaiued for this purpose. I presume that the assertion that 
Her Highness was dragged out of the pala~e by the hair, is merely a figure of 
speech, to explain how unwillingly she left Lahore. None of the political officers 
of the Residency, of course, saw the Maharanee; and the members of the Durbar 
were so afraid of ber that every individual refused even to be the bearer of the 
intelligence of her intended removal that night, and it was finally broken to her 
by her own brother, Siroar Heera Sing. 

. The proposal of the Durhar that Sirdar Shere Sing should take charge 
of the Maharanee, has not been carried out. The Sirdar distinMly refuses to take 
the responsibility, and, when urged byrne for bis reasons, stated that, unless he 
was strict in his surveillance, some misfortune would arise; and if he was so, the 
Maharanee would be· dissatisfied, and complain; that, therefore, as he saw no 
mode by which he could satisfy her, and, at the same time, do bis duty, be begged 
to decline the charge. 

Sirdars Boorh Hing and' Goormookh Sing appear to be honest and faithful 
in the discharge of their duty at Sheikhoopoor, but not to be sufficiently 
determined, and watchful. I ascertained, a few days ago, that Sahib Sing, a dis
charged orderly of Raja Lal Sing, was allowed to visit the interior of the ap¥t
ments at Sheikhoopoor. I requested that this might be prevented for the future, 
and that Sahib Sing should.be warned that, if found again within the precincts of 
the fort, he, would be punished. 

On the morning of the 18th instant, while at Durbar, a letter was received 
from the Sirdars at Sheikhoopoor, informing the Council that the Maharanee had 
given 'necklaces to a jemadar and havildar of the guard. I recommended that 
the whole body should be, at once, relieved, and that it should be explained to 
the troops that any soldier or officer receiving presents from the Maharanee, or 
any of her retinue. would render himself liable to a severe penalty. I, further, 
suggested that tbe necklaces should be taken from those who had received 
them, and placed in the public treasury; but that, as it was the first offence, and 
the army bad been formerly in the habit of receiving su<:b articles, no punish
ment should. in this instance, be inflicted on the recipients of the Mahatanee's 
bounty. Sirdar Shere Sing, calling on me this morning, states that the neck
laces bad been given up, and were of small pearls, worth about sixty rupees each. 
It is evident from tbis circumstance that the Maharanee was attempting to 
tamper with the guard; and I have DO doubt tbat, so )ong as she possesses tbe 
means, she will continue to act in a similar manner. I think, however, that, 
with ordinary precautions on the part of the Durbar, all her schemes must prove 
fruitless. .I caunot ascertain that lIer Highness has any vef1 zealous partisans, 
or that her seclusion has caused any public sympathy. The members of the 
Durbar appear to be very uneasy at the charge, and I think now repent that she. 
was not transported' across the SutIPj. 

K 



The Maharanee, the night she left Lahore, was reported to have expressed 
her willingness to go to Bemires. lUi her last letter, she alJudes to being 
alJowed to go on a pilgrimage, and, I 11 ave been given to understand, would VAry 
gladly avail herself of such a permission. Her Highness does not seem to think 
that, ifreD,loved from the Punjab, her personal liberty would be any longer 
interfered with. I think it would be well, if I was allowed to undeceive her on 
tbis point. 

Inclosure 6 in No: 12. 

The Acting Resident to tlte Secretorg ?dth the Governor-General. 

Lalwre, SeptemlJer 25, 1847. 
THE country is tranquil, and the people, apparently, day by_day, learning 

to appreciate the benefits of British interference. _ 
At Pesbawur, affairs appear to be going on well; peace and order enforced; 

and 'the Mahomedan population seem well disposed, at the preflence -of our 
officers. The revenue, however, is collected with considerable difficulty, especiall! 
in the more distant part of the province, and Lieutenaut Lumsden has been 
especialJy engaged in aiding in its realization in the Eusufzye country; but I do 
not anticipate· much permanent change for the better in the disposition of the 
people, and their obedience to their rulers, until the izaradars, or farmers, are got 
rid of, and a light lIlISessment introduced. • _. 

In Hazara. Captain Abbott has .been going on well. I hear little from this 
officer direct, but, judging from native reports, his measures are popular, and· his 
arrangements satisfactory. I fear, however, that his assessment is not sufficiently 
light for so wild and mountainous a country, and doubt whetber it would not be 
a sa.ving to the Durbar, in the end, bad be made still further reductions.· lsee 
that 5 per cent. is about the amount of his reduction of the land-tax; in 
addition to indirect demands under the term of "abwab," all of wbieh 
bave been done away. I observe tha.t, where his assessment has not been -ac
cepted, he has allowed the people the alternative of an annual appraisement- of 
their creps (kunkbot). A reduction of 10 or 15 per cent. and a money revenue 
would, I think, have been a better arrangement for the Government and the people; 

Lieutenant Nicholson is still in the Sind Sagur Doab. The people of that 
country are _ still discontented; they have had bad seasons and -worse Kardar&. 
Dewan Moolraj, the Kardar of Rawul Pindee and of the salt mines, has made 
hiinselfhighly unpopular, while be has paid little, orono, revenue',. and reudered no 
accounts. He has now been recalled to Lahore, to answer fot his misdeeds. -The 
Sind Sagnr Doab is in the hands of Kardars, who collect the entire land-ta:lli in 
kind, by the systems termed "batai," and .. kunkoot." This circumstance, with 
the distance from Lahore, has given them great opportunities for oppressing the 
people, and defrauding the Government. 'An intelligent and experienced officer, 
to effect a settlement of the Doab, would be highly desirable. The,Adawlutee, 
Lal Sing,· is, I believe, exerting himself, but the people, as yet, do not resort 
much to these new courts. They prefer coming long distances into Lahore, 
and appear disappoint~d at not receiving instant redress on complaining. 
Great difficulty is experienced in inducing complainants to follow the course 
laid down to insure them a hearing; to appeal from the Kardars to the Adawlu-

• tees; from the latter to the Durbar; and, finally, to the Resident. It is diffioult 
to persuade them to follow such a system. But this will daily mend itself, and 
I bave no doubt but that the institution of these officers will prove a solid benefit 
to the country, and, in~eed, think that they have already done much goed. By 
their powers in civil and criminal matters, the Adawlutees will prove a check on 
the extoltion and oppression of tlJe Kardars; but the difficulty will be to get 
them to act with sufficient energy and independence. 
- The c6untry round Lahore and Umritsur is perfectly tranquil. Sirdar Lehns 
Sing gives more satisfaction to tho pebple than aily Sirdar invested with execu
tive authority. At Umritsur, early ill the month, a sepoy of the garrison- of 
Govindghur, going armed to the temple, shot and cut down three persons; one of 
them, a Bon-in-Iaw. of Bhaeo Muknu Sing, a well-known priest of the- place. 
Two of the men are dead, and the third in a precarious state. The murderer, 

• Sic in orig. 
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a Hinrloo, was seizei on the spot, but there seems no satisfactory explanation of 
the cause which led to this atrocity. A society of Sadhs (mendicant priests); 
near Umritsur, quarrelling as to the succession to the chiefship, resisted the 
DurOOr officer sent to put the successful candidate in possession, and turned out, 
in a body, well armed, ana, apparently, determined to resist., Sirdar Lehna Sing 
expressed, in open Durbar, his opinion of the necessity of coercing these people; 
and, as I fully concurred in these sentiments, a part of the garrison of Govind
glJUr, with a body of horse, and a ~un, were sent against them, under an intelligent 
officer; the object beiug, by a display of force, to necessitate instant submission, 
withont recourse to arms. The Sadhs, on seeing the troops' ready to act with 
decision, surrendered at discretion. Tbese two circumstances, and the seizure of 
Lal Sing,- Adawlutee, a leading character in the Preyma conspiracy, who was 
found lurking in the vicinity of the banks of the Beas, in the disguise of a fakeer, 
are the only occurrences worth noticing. '" 

I have received very grat.ifying proofs how popular the reform of the cllstoms 
bas been. On the new rules being proclaimed, by beat of drum, in Umritsur and 
Lahor€', the heads of trades waited on me to express their satisfaction, and .. iIi 
Lahore, they illuminated the city for two nights. The Punchayets remarked that, 
for the last 100 years, nothing had been dOlle 'which had conferred so much benefit 
on the poorer classe~ as this measure; and, on my telling them tbey should tban),; 
the Durbar for it, they laughingly replied, that they owed it all to us. 

In my report, I estimated tbat the loss of revenue would probably be about 
2,20,tlOO rupees, the calculation being founded, in a great measure, on the returns, 
of former years, on those articles still continuing subject to taxation, with a 
rough estimate of the return from, the new sources of revenue. In 'two ,items, 
we have already effected a saving of 68,000 rupees; the tolls on ferries having 
been farmed for 1,48,000 rupees, instead of one lakh; and the excise on spirits for 
50 instead of 40,000 rupees, subject to all the rules and conditions which prevail 
in the British Provinces. On the whole, therefore, I anticipate that the loss 
of, revenue, for the current year, will ~ink down to little more thau a lakh, o~ a 
lakh·and-a-half of rupees. 

During the month, the Durbar have given much attention to an examination 
of the accounts of defaulters; considerable sums have been paid in by the 
Kardars, and arrangements made for the realization of still more. Those of 
Misr U meer Chund, the cousin of Raja Lal Sing, who farmed the salt mines, 
and district of Pind DadunKhan, have been settled. He asserted that nothing 
was due, and the Moonshees who were charged with the examination of his 
accounts, corroborated the assertion. By the late scrutiny, which involved the 
consideration of accounts to the extent of 30 lakhs (3()0,OOOI.) he, and his subordi~ 
nates, are proved, on their own returns, to owe the St,ate 2,85,000 rupees. On 
this adjustment of the accouuts, the Misr refusing to make good a large portion 
of the amount, on the ground that he had received private instructions from 
Raja Lal Sing, last year, to cast cannon, and entertaip new levies, the expense of 
which the Durbar now disallowed, the question was referred for my opinion. I 
decided tllat all !lums which Umeer Chund had expended, on public orders of 
Raja Lal Sing, should be admitted; but not ~o, any for which secret instructions, 
on the Raja's individual authority, had been issued. On the Misr demurring, 
Raja Tej Sing instantly put him under arrest, and, Dewan Deena Nath baving 
llaid me a visit the same day, on telling me what the Raja had done, I re
marked that, if the Misr would be reasonable, and show a disposition to meet his 
liabilities, I would not object to the Durbar remitting a few thousand rupeeS. 
Sheik Emamoodeen's accounts affl now under scrutiny, and I have little doubt 
but that an equally advantageous result will follow. There will then only remain 
those of Runjore Sing, and Buxee Bhugut Ram. The former was under a 
species of restraint, before Colonel LawrencEt left, for pertinaciously refusing to 
render an account. The latter is- the Paymaster of the Forces, and, for ten 
yeanl, has never, on his own showing, given in a return. I have 'requested the 
Durbar to relieve him of all the duties of Paymaster-General, and thus allow him 
full time to make up his books, and have proposed that, if he fail to do 80 in a' 
reasonable time, he lose his appointment, and be placed in arrest. 

I con'sider that the Government will, by these measures, recover a large sum 
of money, though infinitely short of what is really due to it; to which will be added 

• Sio in orig. 
K2 
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the further ad vantage that those now in office will perceive the uselessness of 
withholding their accounts for the future. . : 

In my letter, dated the 10th instant-, I stated as my opinion, that the revenue 
of the Lahore Government was badly managed, that the people were over-assessed. 
and that much of that which was exacted from them, did not find its way into the 
public treasury. I also recommended a settlement as a panacea for many evils 
which appeared to exist, It was Colonel Lawrence's intention, I was aware, that 
a settlement should be introduced, and I knew that returns, from different parts 
of the country, had either been sent, or were in a more, or less, forward state of 
preparation. I was, then, however, not aware that the Dewan had actually 
assessed districts to the extent of upwards of two lakhs. He has now also 
pEomised to fix an assessment for th~ jagheers, resumed from Sirdar Heera 

Sing'Since writing ~he report above alluded to, I have made inquiries, in Dewan 
Deena N ath's office, ofthe number of districts, and the amount of revenue, actually 
settled, and from which a money revenue was taken direct frOID the proprietors 
bf the soi~ and have obtained the following return. It is not, of course, implicitly 
to be relied on. But any difference which may exist, would probably lessen, 
and not increase, the amount of land-tax settled, and paid in money. 

ABSTRACT. 

1. Talookahs in farm with Kardars, for which they pay a 
fixed revenue - . 

2. Talookahs in 'farm with the Headmen, for which they 
pay a fixed revenue -

3. Talookahs held Khan or Amanie, of which the revenue 
is collected by batai and kunkoot 

Total Gross Revenue 

No. Amount. 

8 18,23,556 

43 89,44,658 

Rs. 1,33,18,128 

Among the districts for which Kardars pay a fixed revenue, nearly all the 
demand on the p~ople is levied in kind, and depends, in its amount, on the power, 
anll pleasure, of the individual. 1\looltan, paying 19,00,000 alone, is included in thilil 
category. In all these districts, therefore, my arguments and reasoning would 
apply as regards the people. In forty-three .districts, stated to yield 89,44,658 
rupees, the proprietors of land pay the revenue on the same principle, and th~ 
Kardars acconnt to Government for the return of the grain collections. Here, 
both the people and the Government must be pillaged. Any revenue officer wi~ 
admit the difficulty of looking after twenty or thirty villages, under what is 
termed direct management, and paying asamewar rates into the excheqner. No 
one ever dreams of realizing, by batai and kunkoot, from villages in that state, 
owing to the loss which Government mus~ infallibly suffer. 

What then must be the state of a large conntry, like this, under that system, 
aggravated by the practice, in m~ny instances, of rendering no accounts, for a 
lIeriesof years. Umeer Chund's account involved collections, in kind, to the valull 
of 300,0001.: he is shown to owe 28,500/. on his own records; probably double 
that SUDl is not the true balance against him. For, it must be recollected that 
the Durbar have no preper way of checking these returns, in a single case. In the 
Bame way, when many vi lIages complain of oppre8sioll and extortion, under such a 
By~texn. what has the Adawlutee, or officer, to guide him in the adjustment of the 
case? He has literally nothing; he is completely in the dark; and must, there
fore, confine ~is interference to urging the Kardar to give redress, utterly unac
quainted with the real merits of the ca.-e. I am convinced that II. settlement, 
whi~h' reduced the Government rent-roll even 20 per cent., would, eventually, give 
it more revenue, independent of the inestimable benefits it would confer on the 
agriculturists. N or would this be all loss-Jewer Kardars, and their followers, 
wonld be required, and many instances of fraudulent rent· free lands would come 
to light, which would go far to meet the deficit. It is a mistake to imagine that, 
under native Governments, the revenue is more cheaply collected than under the 
British rule. The deduction., under various heads, under various pretences, is 
great, whereas,iu the Nortll West Provinces, the average expense of collecting the 
l'eve~ue is ,~bout 6 per cem.; in the Trans.Sutlej territory about 4~ per cent., 

*. Inol081U'8 2 in No. 12. 



: In the course of conversation, a few days ago, with Dewan Deena Nath, I 
asked him how it ha,Ppened tbat, with a record in~ his office of the revenue of 
nearly the whole territory, so many estates were farmed out. He said, originally, 
Maharajah Runjeet Sing had fixed money~ assessments for every village, but that, 
gradually, the system, as he grew old, had been subverted, and that, for lIIIany 
years,. there had been seven great districts: Cashmere, Peshawur, Wuzeerabad, 
Mooltan, Pind Dadun Khan, with the salt mines, the Kohistan of Kangra, with·a 
portion of the l\lanjha, and the J ullundur Doab; and in these, the Governors did 
what they liked. 

I have dwelt on this subject, at much lengtb, because it seems to he the 
one point of paramount importance wbich remains to be grappled with. As 
an officer bred up in the revenue department, I may give undue value to the 
matter. I have, however, seen the BritisIi provinces, before, and after, a good 
settlement; with a high assessment, and a low one. I have seen native manage
ment,both Hindoo, and Mahomedan, in jagheer estates, and khalsa; and the 
result of my experience is that, to benefit the people at large, and render ,the 
country truly flourishing, you must fix a moderate land-tax :for ,tbe Government, 
and secure to the community tbat they shall enjoy, on paying that quota, the 
results of their own indu.try. 

As a means of ascertaining the state of affairs in the different parts of the 
country, and to compare them with our own sources of information, the news
letters and reports of the Durbar bave, some time back, been daily read by one 
of the political officers. This practice, as well as that of looking over the 
different written orders wbich the Durbar may issue, is very useful. Since the 
15th installt, I have directed Misr ME'graj to send me, daily, his cash-hook of 
receipts and disbursements, and have found that it has a tendency to diminish 
expenditure. I have dso objected to the dishursement of various sums. either 
altogetber, or in part, with good effect. ,The sums of money, bowever, wbich 
the Durbar either 'expend tbemselves, or disburse in the name of the little Maha
rajah, are very great, an d quite uDrPBSonable 'With reference to the state of the 
finances. Every day, large sums are given away jn charity; and, on changes of 
the. moon, eclipses, annl ver~aries of births, and deachs, additional expenses afe 
incurred. What make.8.the matter difficult to interfere witb, is that the expend
iture is more or less connected in each case wi th religious ceremonies. Some 
restraint, however, ought to be exercised, if we hope to make the income cover 
the expenses of the State. . 

Lieut.-Colonel LawrE'nce, at one time, attempted to raise a loan, btlt did not 
succeed; for, who would lend to a native t>overnment in the Punjab 1 Moreover. 
rich uatives find it much more profitable to invest their money in tra<le, than 
lock it up in the funds of the Htate;and, though it is quite true that large ~umB 
are tlius invested in tbe British provinces, much of such investments is confined 
to Calcutta. where the parties speculate on the riRe and fall of the funds. I am 
not sorry tbat the idea was abandoned, for, :thougb rnon~y is much wanted to pay 
up the arrears still due to tbe troops, much of it, under the wasteful management 
of the Durbar, would bave been mis-spent. It is onlY. I conceive, under the • 
positive understanding that tbe liabilities of the State must be made good out of 
its revenues, tbat they will really exert themselves to acoomplish tbat object; so 
long as money is to be got, tbey will never scruple to spend "it. . , 

I do not, in tbe slightest degree; intend, by the above remarks, to reflect on 
the members of tbe Durbar; the system, and habits, ullder wbich they have been 
brought up, are too strong for them to resist. I have found them most f~iendly, 
and ready to attend to everything I say; hut the evil is that, though all assent, 
the re~ult is not attained, or only accomplished by more interference than eould 
be wished. 

The Durbar ll8ve not yet decided on allowing the. Mahomedans to call their 
.. azan," or ~ry to prayers. They sent me a strong remonstrance, in the first 
instnnl!e, and have not yet replied to my second reference, in which I stated tbat 
his Lord.hip was of opinion that it should be allowed. In a private consultation 
I had witb them, they said little, hut evinced great rE'pugnance to the measure. 
Tbeir conduct is founded on a mixture of timidity. and bigotry. They fear a 
disturbance, and are certain of opprobrium. As zealnus .. Sikhs, who~e an<;sstors 
8ulli'red frolll I\Iahomedan oppres>iou, they grudge their ancient enemies the free 
exercise of their religious cer!!monies. They cannot nnderstand the political 
ad vantage of toleration to every form of religion. On receiving the reply of the 
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Dui:bar, whic1i I anticipate will be io throw the responsibility on the British 
Representative, I will make a report, for the orders of his L~rdship. That some 
dissatisfaction will be expressed, I have little doubt; and even am prepared for 
slight ebullitions of individnal violenee'; but, at the same time, think that there ill 
no probability of any general discontent being manifested. From the northern 
confines of Peshawur, through the whole extent of Hazara, the Sind Sagur,Doab, 
and MooItan, the Mahomedan population form a large majority, and, even to the 
banks of the Ravee, are more numerous than the }lindoos. It is only to the east 
of that river, that the Sikhs predominate. Under such circumstances, the permis
sion to the Mahomedans to summon their people to prayer, will be as politic as iJ; 
is just. As a boon, it will be received with gratitude; if withheld, it will pro
bably be exercised in defiance of restrictions. . 

I am bappy to be able to report'that Lieutenant Christopher has succeeded 
in ascending the Chenab, so far as Ramnuggur. I have recommended his pushing 
on as far beyond Wuzeel'abad as possible. It is with much pleasure that I add 
,that; during his course up the river, he met with every assistance from the 
authorities, who, on their part, all express themselves well pleased with his 
urbanity and consideration. 

Inclosure 7 in No. 12. 

Tlte R~nt at Lahore to 'the Secretary witl, tlte Governor-Ge,teral. 

Simla, SeplemiJer29, 1847. 
I RECOMMEND that we be permitted, with all practicable speed, in 

concert with the Durbar officers, much in the manner proposed by Mr. Lawrence, 
to make a summary settlement of the whole of the Lahore territory, except 
Mooltan, which has still two years of its lease to Dewan Moollaj to run. 

Major Lawrence says that the revenue of Peshawur is collected at the 
point of the bayonet, and the same might be said of almost the whole country, 
especially of the tract beyond the Jhelum. The removal of the custom duties 
has rejoiced men's hearts, and raised the British character; a settlement of the 
revenue will be considered a still greater blessing. ." . 

At present, the Zemindars pay flilvenue, direct to Government, for only one-: 
seventh of the lands under the Lahore Raj; nearly two-sevenths,are farmed to, 
Kardars; and, on four-sevenths, the revenue is collected by batai alld kunkoot~ 
Renting to K:ardars is destruction to the country; and, indeed, the process by' 
-which collections in kind are made, is often as injurious. In new countries, 
however, ignorant people are often afraid of the liabilities entailed by cash 
payments; where this may be found to be the case, instead of taking proportions 
of the crop, in the field, or threshing-ground, I will endeavour to induce the. 
Zemindars to pay their kists in fixed quantities of grain. The idea was. 
suggested to me by Mr. John Lawrence, and is, I think, a good one. 

Inclosure 8 in No. 12 . 
• 

The Secretary with tlte Governor- General to tlte Acting Resident . 

. Simla, SeptemiJer 30, 1847. 
WITH respect to the Durbar's repugnance' to the edict proposed for 

allowing the Mahomedans to call thp,ir "azan," or cry to prayers, I have to 
state that his Lordship will be ready to take the odium of the measure upo~ 
~~ . . 

i, 

'. Inclosure 9 in No. 12. 

Th.e Resident at Laltore to the Secretary 'toill, tlte GovernOl"-General. 

Simla, September 30, 1847." 
. WITH reference to the remarks on the subject of the azan, in Mr. i. Lawrence's 

letter of the 25th instant,- I beg to observe that, Raja Tej Sing having sent me 3! 

• Inclosure 6 in No, Ill. 
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message, by Raee Kishen Chund, expressive of a wish that ~his matter might not 
be pressed at present, I consented to postpone any overt measures, for two or 
three months more; and wrote, a few days ago, to Mr. J. Lawrence, telling him 
not to agitate the matter just now, but to iuform Captain Abbott, and Major 
Lawrence, that, altbough they are not authoritatively to allow the cry t~ 
Ilrayer, they are not to pennit the Mahomedan population to be molested for 
the quiet exercise of this, or any other, rite of their religion. Raja Tej Sing i~ 
timid, and fears that bigoted Sikhs may take advautage of so much being no~ 
done contrary to old custom. I think, therefore, it is only reasonable to allow 
time for men's minds to accustom themselves, to the new state· of things., 
Nothing is thereby lost; for, during the last eighteen months, the azan has been 
regularly cried at Lahore, and is still so, I understand, in most of the Mussulman, 
districts. The Sikh chiefs have neither objected to, nor noticed, the circum
stance; and, even now, they do not ask to put down the innovation, but only 
desire to escape the odium of putting their names to its sanction. No native 
likes to be hurried, even in going his own way; bllt he will follow in the very 
opposite direction, if gently led. The laws of the Sikh Government may, I 
Ilave no donbt, be made, with a little patience, as tolerant as ollr own. 

No. 13. 

Tlte Govetnor.- General to tlie Secret Committee. 

Simla, October 21, 1847. (No. 73.) 
I TRANSMIT further correspondence on the affairs of the Pnnjab. 

~ 

• 
Inclosure 1 in No. 13. 

Captain Abbott to tlte Acting Resident. 

Hurripoor, Hazara, September 30; 184;. 
THE whole of the Hazara (one or two small talookahs excepted) is assessed 

in~ 'fixed' rent, which is supposed to be half the gross produce, but varies, in 
reality; very greatly, iu different talookahs, not amounting, in some, to more than. 
a'third:' o'I'Cr and above this, nnder 'the title of Russoom and NuzzeranR, about 
15 per cent. was ~aken previous to my coming; and the two laws, Mussulman 
and Sikh,prevailing in the land, left a wide gap for exactions, under the name of 
fines, the Government interfering in all the domestic concerns of the subject. 

, 'Now, so far as I bave examined the revenue regulations of the Punjab, 1 
have found there precisely the same, system,-balf the gross produce taken by • 
Government, with the addition of N uzzerana, Russoom, and exorbitant, fines. 
. It seemed to me, that I could not, wi th justice,let the revenue of the country 
fuU very much below the rate prevailing in the Punjab, but I abolished at once all 
Russoom, N uzzerana, &c., and took.off 5 per cent. universally, reducing the rent, 
in particular cases, according to circumstances. 

In order to realize your view of taking only one-third gross produce (a. view 
in which I most heartily concur), I must bave reduced the assessments 50 per 
cent. •• hich was beyond the limit allowed me. That limit also was named as an 
e:xtrePle instance. . 
,1 ,Owing to the entire absence of KIiusruhs, a.nd the prevalence of fixed rents, 
it, is extrelll81y difficult to, ascertain the true produce of the village estates. 
Although the rate is, nominally, half the produce, yet tbere are villages where the
.Malgoozar mo.kes 20 percent; after payibg his rents; others are very much over
assessed. In others, the rents appeat to me to be equitable, but thetie are hill 
tracts, where collection is difficult. The assessment I am now making, lets down 
the revenue about ~O per cent., by doing away with all extra charges; and the 
late order remitting transit duties, is a.n additional relief of about S per cent. 

'The system, ,here, has been to over-assess the country, and to bribe the. 
l\lullicks to submission; by petty grants of plonghs, mills, arable land, &c-. These 
grants have grown op to something very considerable; but they dO" not appear in 
the ordinary register of jagheers, 88 many of them were granted by Kardars, who 
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had not sufficient autbority. I have deducted such grants from the total rents of . 
their respective villages, believing that their existence is generally a strong 
symptom of over-assessment, and I am confirming to individuals only those which 
have been recognised in the collections. . 

I most fully agree with you in the in~anity of over-assessment, and that no 
Byot can prosper who gi ves half his produce. ' 

The expenses of Hazara are not paid by the revenue.. In Hurri Sing's time, 
his garrisons (miserably paid, and living partly by plunder) cost two lakhs annually, 
being 4,000 in number. These were independent of his field force; and, when. 
ever he had any military operation to perform, be was obliged to borrow troops 
largely from the Pllujab. In his time, the revenue was reckoned at 4 lakhs, 
Goondah rupees, exclusive of Kuroo Khowta, &c.' Since then, the country has 
been desulated by mismanagement and rapine, under Moolraj, and jilgheers have 
been extensh'ely granted to the refugees whom Hurri Si ng ,despoiled. 

It is now considerably less than three lakhs of Goondah rupees, or with 
Knroo Khowta less perhaps than three and a-half lakhs. But the garrisons will . 
admit of reduction, so soon as the country is settled. 

The wJlOle of the Dhoond, Kurrall, Suttie, &c. mountains, yield almost no 
revenne; but, unless over-awed by forts, they become a harbour for all the banditti 
of t.he Punjab, so that it is absolutely necessary to hold them. These mountains 
stretch from hence, in a south-easterly direction, to the Jhelum, and form more 
than a third of the entire area of Hazara. 

It appeared to me that, in forming an assessment for Hazara, these expenses 
were a necessary consideration; 'as, if the revenue should fall very far short of the 
expense,there would be a strong temptation to increase the assessment, hereafter, 
when our interference shall cease. It is true that the troops here employed 
would, otherwise, be idle in cantonments elsewhere, and that the Lahore Govern
ment, therefore, saves something from ~he revenue; but this will be forgotten 
hereafter. 

It is also worthy of remark, that the snme reward does llot attend reduction 
of rents here, which is reaped in the plains of India, viz: an incl'ea.~e to the 
cultiva,ted area; for the area here is limited by mountains and rocks, and, except
ing iu Pukli, where there is a good deal of Ooftadee, the country is alrendy 
cultivated almost to the extent of its capacity. 

I cannot imagine who could have told you I was making a kunkoot 
assessment. There are a few tnlookahs which were depopulated by Mo6lraj, 
and to those, at their earnest request, three years' kunkoot were guaranteed by 
Jowala Sahae, and confirmed by me. But I have nh'lays ohjected to-the system, 
as one made for the fattening of revenue officers, and the impoverishment of 
the Ryot, or of the Government rent, and have sanctioned it, only in villages 
whose, population has been thinned, and in which it is impossible to ascertain the 
just rent. 

As for the three regiments applied for, they are not to coerce people who 
pay half produce to Government, but the natives of a strong mountainous 
tract, who pay almost nothing: not more than five rupees a plough. -

I have not yet informed the people how many years the settlement is to 
last, because there is no prospect of the rents being raised. ' 

The people seem to me satisfied with the assessment. I have attended to 
every complaint of excessive rent, and lowered the rate, upon conviction; but 
the complaints have not been freqnent. ' 

Inclosure 2 in Ko. 13 . . 
Major Lawrence to the Acting Resident. 

Camp, T-ooroo, Eusufiye, October 1, 1847. 
THE revenue comes in but slowly; out of 32,608 rupees, only 16,826 have 

heen· realized. We have issued a proclamation, calling on all absentees, the 
most of whom are in the neighbouring hills, to return within one'mouth, under 
penalty of forfeitnre of their lands and rights, which will be given to others. 

We purpose fixing an equitable rate on all ploughs, wells, houses, &c., with 
nference to capability of soil and water, and settling a permanent income on 
the Khans, to include all demands they now levy from ~he people, leaving to 



them merely 'the realization of the Government· dues; in fact, making them 
Tehsildars. 

The difficulty we experience is, in ascertaining what really has been collected, 
for the Khans will . not furnish true statements, and the Zemindars are still too 
mpcb in dread of them, to openly come forward, fearing that, immediately the 
troops are withdrawn, they will be at their mercy. 

As indicative of this feeling, and the power of the Khans, I may here 
mention that, though my camp has now been here pitched for five days, and aU 
know that the object of my coming is to redress grievances, and ameliorate the 
condition of the people, not half a dozen petitions have been presented, though, 
while at Peshawur, they daily came ,in from this very village, and we know that, 
as soon as we get into another district, they will seud them after us. 

The official or Duftnr records, shewing only what. the Government has 
received, affords no data of what the people have paid, as it is well known that, 
from the Nazim downwards, all the Government officials have realized on their 

. own account. The principle seems, to have been for everyone to get what he 
could, either in cash, or in kind, even to the taking wives and daughters, in part 
payment; hence the present state of the conntry. 

The 8,000 rupees, sent me by the Resident, as recovered from Sirdar Shere 
Sing, (a tithe of what he plundered,) I intend to disburse chiefly among the 
Eusufzyes,-who have suffered most,-giving them small sums to repair wells, 
buy bullocks, and farm furniture; its distribution will, I anticipate, have a most 
salutary effect, spreading far and wide. 

U rsalla Khan, chief of Zedah, who was in arms against the Sikhs, and whose 
son, Bahram Khan, I found a prisoner of eleven months in Attock, and released, 
has recently returned from Iudia; he had taken refuge with the Nawab of 
Tonk, in Rajpootana. ' 

On reporting his arrival, I admonished him on the impropriety he had been 
guilty of, in not paying his respects to the Durbar; and, when he called, 1 told 
him he might· expect to be sent for. I am sorry to observe he appears to 
have imbibed high notions of his own importance, or, as the Affghans say, 
" got his head full of wind." He willl'equire to be looked after. . 

I have great satisfaction iu reporting most favol'll.bly of the troops: the 
cavalry and Goorchurras with me are picketted close to cultivation, yet not 
8. bll\de has been injured, nor bas a complaint been madp. to Lieutenant 
Lumsden, or myself, Some of the ,Ramgoles with Lieutenant Lumsden mur
mured at not being allowed to plunder, on the occasion of his chapow, but 
he promptly confined their officers and non-commissioned, and heartily frightened 
them. 

The proclamation, aimouncing the- separation of the Ranee from the young 
Raja, appeared not to give the troops a thought, whereas that of the Resi
dent, anllouncing the boon of pensions, and invalid pay, with pay to the 
families of men killed in action, was universally hailed most joyfully, and 
fully acknowledged to proceed from tlte Britis'h. I trust the Durbar will be 
kept up to the letter, and spirit, of this great boon. 

The troops have shown that they can be held in hand, as well by their 
own offieer~, as by liS: Colonel Ruttun' Sing recently chapowed the village of 
Sheikh Mahomdee, at night, executing his instructions fully, without incur
ring a complaint; and Lieutenant Lumsden reports equally favorably of 
Colonel Holmes's force. . 

The promulgation of the new customs' regulation, and abolition of a mass 
of local taxes, which, though little productive, were creative of oppression and 
corruption, have given unbounded satisfactiou; the people are well aware from 
whenoe proceed this novel, though true, policy, and the constant desire evinced 
to ameliorate their condition. 

The Barukzye Sirdars are pressed by the Durbar to pay an old debt of 
30,000. rupees, which they persist in declaring not due: this may lea4 to the 
confiscation of a portion of their jagheer. 1 bve advised their paying, and 
remonstrating afterwards. 
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Inclosure 3 in No. 13. 

The Acting Resident to the Secretary with the G(f/)errtor-Generat. 

~ Lahore, October 4, 1847. " 
IN continuation of my letter, dated the .22nd ultimo·, reporting that the 

Malmranee bad been tampering with some of the native officers of tbe garrison 
of Sheikboopoor, I have the honor to state, that I have addressed Her Highness 
on the subject; warning her of the probable consequence of again tempting the 
fidelity of the guard, and be)rging her to refrain for the future. , 

Some days ago, I was informed by the ex-Maharajah of Bimber, that he had' 
received overture~, from an 'agE'nt on the part of the Ranee, to raise mell to a~sist 
her. He said that there was an idea that if her friends could 'get possession of 
the fort, they might hold it, until further as~istance was obtained. I, immedi
ately, requested Raja Tej Sing to have all the guns in that fort removed to 
Lahore, and, accordin"ly. thev arrivp.d last night, sixteen in number, with twenty
four zumboorahs or c:mel-swiv.els. Many of the pieces are out of repair, and 
most are more or less unserviceable; but it appears just as well that they should 
be in safe custody. For, even if of no real use in a disturbauce, the mere rumour 
of their seizure would gi ve confidence to the evil-disposed. 

It is but four days ago that the news-writer at Ca,hmere advised me, privately, 
that a Fakeer had arrived at Cashmere, with overtures from the Maharanee for 
assistance; but that he had recei ved a decided refusal from the Maharaja,h. 

It is, therefore, quite apparent that the Maharanee Ims friends, however 
hnmble, who are exertiug themselves in her favor, and that she herself is endea
vouring to add to their number. 

Inclosure 4 in No.13. 

Tlte Acting Res,tdrnt to A. IL Cocks, Esq., Chiif Assistant to the Resident. 

Lahore, OctoblT 4, 1847. 
YOU will make over charge {)f your offices in Lahore to Mr. Bowring, 

and at ollce proceed to .Jhung, and, in communication with the officers of the 
Durbar, make a settlpment of the land reven.~e, for a term of three years certain, 
with a clause in the agreement that the a~seSSll1ent may be still further extended, 
should 'the Government and the people both wish it. The revenue of Jhung, 
and its depeu<lencies, amounts to abont eight-and-half lakhs of rupees, and I am 

• given to understand by Misr Sahib Dyal that the country.is by no means o"er
taxed, but that the people are flourishing and content. Of this, however, you 
will be the best judge. If this prove correct, I would, certainly, not raise the 
demand, but confine my endeavours to divide it, as eqnally as possible, over the 
country. If necessary, howe\'el'; you will not hesitate to reduce it. You will 
also do away with all abwabs, or cesses, of every description, consolidating the 
Government demand into one sum, and fix the kit-to for each harvest, so as to 
give the cnlth'ator full time to dispose of his crops. 

The Jhung Ilayna is, for'the most part, in the Rechna Doab, but a portion 
lies beyond the Jhelum. Sudgurra and Heeralie are ,under separate Kardars, but 
should be assessed at the same time as Pak Putun .• 

The revenue of the Jhung Ilayna, I understand, has been, for many years, 
collected by kunkoot, aud, in some places, by money rates. It was formerly a 
pottion of the NizanlUt of 1\Iooltan, anll was severed frOID it last year. Where 
the kunkoot system prevails, from two to four seers for expenses were deducted, 
in each maund, in favor of the cultivator, and the remainder divided into two 
equal shares. one for the Government, and the ot.her f.)r the culti vator. This 
would maJ,:e the Government demand about 46 per cent. of the produce,,; but, 
prat'ti('ally, it -cannot, I t'ollceive, have amounted to so much. Where batai 
prevails, two-thirds wel'e fixed as the Government share. About Jhung itself, the 
~ssessment is said to have been at the rate of only twenty-two rupees per well, on 
i igated land~, and kunkoot. on the baraJ:,ie lands. , 

A large income is derived from the pasture lands. In Simlwala it amount!! 

• Inol08ure :; in No. Ill. 
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to upwards of 32,000 rupees on the whole; Ilayna, to about 80,000. In the 
cultivated districts, it will be absorbed in the village assessments, but Sindwala, I 
uuderstand, is nearly all forest, and the revenne is almost entirely paid by a tax 
on cattle. This tax, which was formerly very equally distributed, bas now 
become unequal, from the changes of fortune among individuals; the o,,"ner of 
IOU cattle being assessed as that of ten, the owner of fifty as if he had 100. 

After completing the assessment, I request you will divide off the country 
into four or five kardarsbips, so as not to make anyone much more or le$B than 
two lakhs each. keeping the di$tricts ill each Doab separate, so tbat no Kardar 
sball be under the autbority of two Adawlutees. 

You should make notes as you go along. of the state of roads, the features 
of the country, the character of the soil, the habits, cbaracter, and physical 
appearance of the people, the facilities for irrigation, the state of trade, and 
the like; 90 as to be able, when you return, to make a full report, for the iufor
mation of Government. You should also send in, weekly, a. brief diary showing 
what you have done. 

I find that the following taxes are levied :-
By fines, a sum averaging 92,000 I'upees per annum, froni thieves and other 

breakers of tbe law. I beg you will inquire into this item, and make a report. 
Knjoor tree~,-3,500; should be abolished, I thiuk, unless in extensive forests, 

and not on village trees .. 
Kumeen tax,-1,700: I suppose this sum is collected from weavers, and 

other poor classes, and if so, it should be abolished. 
These animals· are rendered annually by certain nomade races, who do Dot 

cultivate the land, but graze large herds of cattle. If they will consent to pay 
a commutation ill money, so much the better; if not, the ~imals can, as hereto-
fore, be made good. . 

Inclosure 5 in No. 13. 

The Acting Resident to the Secretary with the Governor- General. 

Lah01'e, October 6, ] 847. 
MR. COCKS left Lahore yesterday to make the settlement of the land-tax 

for the Ilayna of Jhung. A copy of my instructions to tbat officer is herewith 
annexed. The members of the Durbar. so far from placing any obstacles hi the 
way, seemed most anxions that he should be deputed for the duty; Raja Tej 
Sing, in particular, begged me to hasten his departure at the last Durbar. 

Inclosure 6 in No. 13. 

Tlte Acting Resident to the Secretary with tlte Govemor-General. 

• Lahore, Octobel' 6, 1847 . 
I HAVE requested Captain Abbott, if possible, to make nothing but money 

Bettlements in Hazara, and, where this is not practicable, to fix a specific quantity 
of grain: it would, I conceive, he far more advantageous to all parties concerned, 
even if the Durbar had to sacrifice 10 per cent. of their revenue. I have also 

. begged him to be quite sure that no village is too highly assessed. If necessary, • 
I am sure the Durbar will willingly, at the Resident's instigation, bear the loss. 

Inclosure 7 in No. 13. 

TIUl Secreta,,!! with the GovuTlor- General to tlUl Resident at La/wre. 

Simla, Oct<Jber 13, 1847. 
" . I AM de~ired to express the Governor-General's satisfaction that the Maha

rajah Golab Sing is exhibiting considerable anxiety to meet the wishes of the 
British Government, and deserve its commendation, by the adoption of measures 

.. Camels, 70,-COW8, lO,-Dogs, 7. 
L2 
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calculated to improve the country generally, and ameliorate the condition of his 
subjects. 

The Governor-General has observed, with much satisfaction, that the Maha
rajah has been persuaded to abandon the Government monopoly of rice, the 
staple article of food of the country; and his Lordship indulges a confident hope 
that the Maharajah will follow up this liberal measure, by reducing the rates of 
duty to snch an extent as to place this necessary of life within easy reach' of the 
mass of his subjects. . 

The Governor-General has also observed, with satisfaction, that the Maha
rajah has adopted a system, by which the very objectionable, nnd oppressive, cus
tom which has hitherto obtained in Cashmere, of employing forced free labor will 
be done away with, and the persons remunerated whom it may be found necessary 
to employ in Govermnent works. . 

The Governor-General considers that the Maharajah's proceedings with 
respect to jagheer, and other rent-free, lands are as liberal as, under the circum
stances, were to be expected. 

The Governor-Geueral tru.sts that the l'laharajah will be induced to carry 
into effect the wise aud politic measure, which it appears His Highness has under 
his consideration, of keeping his troops only two months in arrear of pay; and his 
Lordship hopes that you wiIllose 110 opportunity of impressing upon His Highness 
the great advantage which must arise to the discipline. of the army, by a system of 
regular, and punctual, payment. 

It is highly satisfactory to his Lordship that proclamations have been issued 
in Cashmere, for the prevention of the inhuman rites of 8uttee and infanticide. 

No. 14. 

The Governor-General to the Secret Committee. 

Camp, Cau-npore, November 6, 1847. (No. 75.) 
LIEUTENANT-COLONEL LAWRENCE, C.B., reported his return to 

Lahore, on the 17th ultimo. On tIle 19th, the young Maharajah, with the chiefs 
and people, celebrated the Dusserah festival, on which occasion you will be glad 
to learn that everything went off with the greatest harmony. " 

Inclosure in No. 14. 

The Resident at Lalwre to tlte Secretary witl, the Governor-General. 

• 
Lahore, October 20, 1847. , 

YESTERDAY, being the Dusserah, a public Durbar was l1eld in the 
palace. . 

Accompanied by Sir John Littler, and Mr. John Lawrence, I attended the 
Durbar, with all my assistants; and a number of officers of the garrison. The 
courtiers were all dressed in brilliant yellow dresses, so that the scene was 
splendid and imposing. The little Maharajah did the honors of his situation 
most gracefully, and was in particularly good spirits. We accompanied His 
Highness, and CO'rtege, to the spot, about a mile from the city, where a numerous 
crowd of the inhabitants were assembled to celebrate the festival, and then 
conducted him back to the palace. Everything passed off with the greatest 
harmony; and the chiefs and people seemed as happy as men well could be. 
It was a great change from last year, when Raja La! Sing, apparently afraid to 
make his appearance in public, had all the pageantry and pomp of the Dusserah 
confined to the inner court of the palace, to which, of course, the multitude had 
no access. 

, 
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No. 15. 

The GO'IIernar·General to tlte Secret Cummittee. 

Camp, Luckww, November 20,1847. (No. 77.)' 
EVERYTHING continnes perfectly quiet in the Punjab. 

Inclosure I in No. 15. 

The Resident at Lalwr8 to L. Bowring, Es'l" Assistant to tlte Resident, on 
. deputation to Pind Dadun Kltan. 

Laltore," November 8, 1847. 
YOU will at onee proceed to Pind Dadun Khan, and make a summary 

settlement of all the Talookahs under that Kardarship, as well as all those south 
of the Salt range: I annex a list of these districts, as far as I can ascertain them 
from the records of the Lahore Durbar, but, should you fbid any tracts south of 
the Salt range, not enumerated, you will not fail to assess them '!llso. On the 
completion of tbis portion of the Sind Sagur Doab, you will cross into the 
Rechnab, or Doab between tbe Chenab and Jhelum, and make a settlement of 
all the Talookahs, which, by that time, have not been assessed by the Zemindars 
coming into Lahore. * 

The principles which I have laid dowDl for the.guidance of Major I.awrence, 
and Mr. Cocks, are those which should guide you. Consolidate the Government 
demand into one sum, take durkhasts from the heads of vi)lages, and give them 
puttas under your signature, for three years certain, or until a second set
tlement. 

Where the people are thriving, the country well cultivated, tbe old assess
ment will, probably, ·be acceptable to them; where they are impoverished, and the 
assessment notoriously high, you will be at liberty to give such moderate reduc
tions as may appear necessary., Where the assessment, wJth the abwabs, amounts 
to, or exceeds, one-half the produce, it may be reduced safely to two-fifths, which 
would give a reduction of about 10 per cent.; where less than two-fifths, unless 
the country is manifestly impoverished, I do I\ot think that more will be 
required; but, if such be the c·ase, you will make an especial report to me, 
furnishing full data for the views you have formed. It must, however, be an 
assessment which will work, o~ it will be useless. 

You should take notes, as you travel through the country and visit the 
different districts, in respect to its physical features, facilities of irrigation, nature 
of soil, caste, character, aud habits of the people, their past history, the conduct' 
of the Kardars, and the like. 

Encourage the people to sink wells, and make improvements in their lands, 
and insert, in their lease, a clause that parties sinking new wells, or repairing old 
ones out of ,use, shall not, for the term of the ~ettlement, be charged, by the 
head-man, for these improvements. 

In all complaints, civil or criminal, which' may be made to you; the parties 
should be referred to the Adawlutees, and Kardars, in the first instance; and 
where complainants are dissatisfied with the decisions of these officers, you can 
then take up the ease, in the spirit, and on the principles, which, you are aware, 
have guided me, in my deci.ions at Lahore. The object is to support the autho
rity and intluence of the Lahore officials, as far as consistent with justice and 
humanity. 

Inclosure 2 in No. 15. 

The Resident at Laltare to Lieutenant J. Nwholson, Assistant to the Resident • 
• 

LahOre, November 8, 1847. 
)'IR. L. BOWRING bas this day been directed to proceed to Piud Dadun 

Khan. and make a settlement of all the districts under that Kardarship, as well 
as all those south of the Salt range . 

• Sic in orig. 
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, You will consider that those north of that range are under your control. I 
wish you to select one district, or Talookha, and, after making a summary settle
ment of it, seud the papers to me, and not do more than collect the data for 
tbose of other district~, until you receive my reply. 
. The principle which I wish pursued, is, to consolidate the Government 

demand into one sum, wbich the village will pay, in lieu of all claims. Where 
the past assessment, direct or indirect, has exceeded one-half the produce, it may 
be reduced to two-fifths, which is equal to 10 peF cent.; where it has been but 
two· fifths, or less than tbat proportion, I do not think that allY reduction will, 
probably, be I'equired: but, should you think otherwise, you must make an e~pecial 
report, to me, giving, in detail, your reasous for thinking reduction necessary. 

You should take notes, as you go along, in all matters connected .with the 
past, and present, fiscal history of the Talookha; its phySIcal features; the charac
ter of the people; their caste, habit, and condition; .the nature of the soil; the. 
facilities for irrigation, the extent of cultivation, and the like. 

l; ou t>hould encourage the people to sink new wells, and repair old ones, by 
inserting a clanse in their: leases, prohibiting the headmen maldng any demand 
i~ ex~ess of old rate~, for such improvements, dnring the settlement; you will 
take acknowleilgments from the heads of villages, and gi ve them leases for three 
years, nntil a,nother settlement, and give no farms to strangers. ' 

No. 16 . 
• 

The GovernlJT"- General to tIle Sl!.cret Committee. 

On the River Ganges, off lIfongltyr, 
December 2, 1847. (No~ 79.) 

LT EUT.-COLONEL LAWRENCE .repolts everything to be quite tranquil 
in the Punjab. 

Inclosure 1 in No. 16. 

Major Lawrence to tlte Resident at Laltore . • 
Pesltawur,October 30, 1847. 

I HAD the honor, in June last,. to forward a copy of a hasty sketch of tbe 
state of the Eusnfzye country, and the arljacent- districts of Lhoonkhore aud 
'fopee Meenee, made by Lieutenant Lumsden, during a fortnight's tour in that 
.neighbourhood, in the month of May, and have since, on various occasions, 
transmitted brief notices of the state of affairs pa..t, and present, of tbe Eusufzye 
district; all illustrative of the miserable mismanagement, hitherto prevalent in 
the mode of collection of reVenue" and government of that country. . 

I have also reported that, in consequence of the dilatoriness of the Khans 
in making good their established instalments of revenue, I found it necessary to 
de]lUte Lieutenant Lumsden, in 4 ugust last, with a fOFce of two gun~, one regi
ment of cavalry, and one and a half of infantry, to the Eusufzye district, for the 
purpo'se of lla.tening the payment of revenue, and gaining a more aCl'urate 
knowledge of the l~rinciples of assessment, hitherto acted upon with regard to 
those 'l'uppas. The natnre of settlement at present existing; the administra
tion by the Khans; and its apparent effect upon the character and condition of 
the Fe ,pip, were also points worthy of enquiry. 

It was my particular object, by careful enquiries fegar:ling the system pursued 
in' Pllst years; the produce and capabilities of the soil; the intelligence, energy, 
and general disposition of the people; to gain sufficient data to serve as a basis fOf 
a sUlllmary settlement of the re,'enue of this district. I, accordingly, instructed 
Lieutenant Lumsden to examine, carefully, the returns of past collections, and all, 
record~ on the subject that might be obtainable; and, at the same time, to acquire 
all the local knowledge, and other requi~ite information, for the object in view, 
by personl\l inspection of the existing cultivation of the country, and by conversa-
tion with the inhabitants. . , 

*'June 18; Inclosure 4 in No.6. 
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.' 

, Lieutenant Lumsden proceeded first to Tooroo, and from tllence to Kaloo 
}{han, and commenced, and prosecuted, the desired inquiry with hiswouted zeal 
and diligence. , ' , 

On the 24th of September, I left Peshawur, accompanied by two guns, Ii 
regim",nt. of infantry, and 200 cavalry, and directed Lieutenant Lumsden to meet 
me at Tooroo, leaving his troops in their camp at Kaloo Koan. • 

I crossed the Cabool River at N owshera, and reached Tooroo on the 27th, and 
was there joined by Lieuteuant Lumsden, who communicated to me the result 
of his month's enquiril's. 

It appeared, on e~aDlination, that what was called Government revenue was, 
merely an item in tlie demand made ou the cultivators; all that could be col
lected, in excess of this amount, being taken by the Khan~, and their sat"lIi~es, 
who bad'to make handsome propitiatory offerings to the Governor of Pe~haw~r, 
his attendants, and the military authorities sent to expedite the collec.ions. ' 
, A glance at the last year's accounts of Sirdar !:ihere Sing and Ootar Sing's 
administration, will show that those are no inconsiderable items, ' 

The only traces of a fixed rate of revenue, to be found among the Khans' 
accounts, is the Government demand against them of 5,000 rupees per tuppa; or 
district, each harvest, and a lIuzzerana of 500 rupees per crop. These sums 

,included the salaries of the Khaus, which varied under each Government of 
J:eshawur, as also in each district, ' 

This lIlode of assessmeut. without reference to the capabilities of the several 
districts, has proved most injurious, tending, as it did. to tbe desertion of the poorer 
ones, alld a corresponding influx of population to the richer, and more lightly 
assessed, districts. , . 

As an instance of tIle difference in the rates of payment, I need ouly to state 
that, in Dalazaie, admitted on all hands to be the riches~ of all the Eusufzy('. 
districts, the tax on a well amounts to 5 rnpees 7 annas, while in Akkokhale, 
the llOorest, it is twenty-four. 

From the foregoing cOlisideratioIi1o, it is obvious that, even if the sum of 5,000 
rupees per district, the Government tax, be taken, all extra demands being care
fully excluded, tRe relief to the cultivators will he fully equal to a remis,ion of 50 
per cent., exclusive of the vexatious marriage-tax, &c., which I bad pre"iollsly 
abolished. 

In ol·der to leave the Khans no excuse fO!· continuing their malpractices, I 
propose giving them a fixed salary, from the Peshawur treasmy, totally Uncoll
nected with the revenue, the collection of which I will still allow them to make, 
hnt increasing this a1Iowauce, so as ill a measure to compensate for the exactious 
they are now ca1Ied on to relinquish, 

I have explained to them, that the first man who realizes olle allna more than 
the revenue fixed, will lose his khanship, and be otherwise punished, so as to 
become a lasting example to others. _ 

Having made up my mind on these points. I calle,l a meeting of the Khans, 
to explain my views, and told them to divide the aggregate sum of 53,500 rnpees, 
per harvest, over the several districts, according to their relath'e proclucti veness. 

This effected, I caused a jeerga, or council, of Mullicks, from the villages of 
the districts of Tooroo, and Hotee, to be summoned, ancl made them distribute 
the sum total, fixed for the Tuppah, over the villages contained iii it, and then 
directed the Mullicks of each village to subdivide this again over their houses, 
wells, and plonghs. Thns much accomplished, our care will be to equalise, as far 
as practicable, this distribution in each district, with reference to the relati ve value 
of the land. 

The foregoing remarks are only applicable to Eu~ufzye proper, and not to 
Lhoonkote or Topee Meenee, which are peculiarly situated, ancl must be considered 
apar~ • 

From Hotee we marched to J"hoonkore. With regard to this district, it is 
noted, in the revenue accounts of Peshawur, as yielding 8,000 rupees per annum. 
This snm WIIS only paid on one occasion! ~ome six years ago; for the In.,t three 
yearl', if h •• beEon in a state uf insurrection, and paid Uttle, or nothing: and I am 
sorry to adrl, that we have seen that the present crop hIlS entirely failed, from the 
want of rnin. ' 

The country, at all times, is poor, and the people a wild,lawless set; at best; 
little better than robbers, and exceedingly impatient of control. Most of their 
villages are so situated under the hills, that it would require a strong brigade to 
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keep them in order; the expense of which would be more than quadruple the 
nominal revenue." "However, as we cannot relinquish our present tenure on the 
district, with credit to ourselves, I have determined trying a very light assessment, 
on remitting the three years' arrears of revenue which are due. I fixed the total 
amount to be paid,.by thirty villages, at 6,000 rupees per annum. I may here 
remark. that eight villages are included in this settlement, which never before paid 
revenue, bnt have come in voluntarily, and agreed to take their share. 

While making this arrangement, I explained to the heads of villages that it 
was only an experiment, to see if they know their true interests j and that, as 
long as they paid their assessment into the treasury of Peshawur punctually, 
no higher rate would be demanded, or troops sent to make collections, bllt, should 
they allow this sum to fall in arrears, under any pretext, a force would be sent to 
collect the original smn of 8,000 rupees, with the addition of the expen~ of the 
expedition. 

" The MuIlicks, one and all, appeared highly sati.sfij!d with this arrangement, 
and have, in addition, signed an agreement, on the part of their several villages, to 
seize all murderers and robbers who may commit crimes in their district, and 
send them to Peshawur; to give up all persons required by us, on demand; and 
to become answerable for all robberies committed by the Pullee people, should 
it be proved that the party has passed through this district, for the purpose of 
plundering, or on returning with their booty. .. .. 

I have not yet obtained sufficient data to .enable me to form a decided 
opinion of the arrangements to be made with Topee Meenee, which was, formerly, 
a portion of J udoon, and is distinct from the other Tuppas of Eusufzye; . but it 
has been reduced to a miserable state, during the rebellion of Ursullah Khan, 
who ravaged as much of it as he could; while the Sikh troops, opposed to him, 
burnt what escaped his vengeance. There is, however, every hope that even this 
unfortunate district may, by good management, be restored to pro~perity. 

Early next year, I hope to be able to carry out a summary settlement, 
throughout the whole of the Peshawur disJ;)'ict, and I intend it to be much on 
the same principle as that of the two Tuppas, Tooroa and Hotee, in Eusufzye. 

I have directed Lieutenant Lumsden,. from whose activity and energy 1 have 
received so much assi3tance, to complete the settlement of the remaining districts 
of Eusufzye, on the same system as adopted in the above-named Tuppas. 

As I considered it extremely important that this settlement, the first we 
have attempted, should be concluded on practicable, and equitable, principles, and 
that its working should be, for a time, carefully watcbed, I have thought it 
most advisable to leave that officer, who. is well versed in the affairs of the whole 
district, to superintend its accomplishment, while Iproceed myself, with Lieute
nant Taylor, to Peshawur, it being desirable that he should be with me for some 
time, to have an opportunity of studying the state of affairs, and gaining an insight 
into his duties, previous to my departure for Lahore. 

As everything is progressing well, and matters bear a peaceful a~pect, J 
purpose availing myself of the Go~ernor-General's sanction to proceed to Lahore, 
on the 4th proximo, and have made every arrangement for the due performance 
ofthe several duties of this province, during my temporary absence. 

Lientenant Taylor will carry on the current duties of the city and district, 
referring doubtful or difficult cases to Lieutenant Lumsden, who will exercise 
a general control over all the affairs of the province, paying Pesha wur occasional 
visits. 

Both officers will remain in direct communication with me. 

Inclosure 2 in No. 16. 

TI,e Resident at Lahore to the Secretary with the GooernOf'-General. 

• LahOf'e, Nooernher 13, 1!l47. 
THIS day, Lieutenant Edwardes left ~ahore, in progress to Bunnoo; and 

Mr. Bowring, to Pind Dadun Khan. The instructions given to .the latter have 
already been forwarded to Government, amI I, now ,inclose a copy of those 
furnished to Lieutenant Edwardes. ' . 

The Shah Newaz Khan referred to, is the grandson of Nawab SUWUE Khan, 
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of Tank, a tributary of Lahore. His son, Alladad Khan, the'Jather of Shah 
Newaz, was ejected by the Sikhs, under Koonwur Nao Nehal Hing, about ten yea1'8 
ago; since which time; the country has been given over to another Mussulman 
family, which, having no sympathy with the peoplC! oppressed them excessively. 
At the recofmnendation of Lieutenant Edwardes, T, therefore, lately induced. the .. 
Durbnr to restore the management of Tank to Shah Newaz. Khan, the eldest 
surviving son of the hereditary chief. His character is good, and General Cort
landt writes that, as yet, he lIas given satisfaction to the people. The fort of 
Tank is g~rri80ned by two companies of Lahore troops and one hundred irre
gulars, but the Killedar is ordered In no way to interfcre with the management 
of the country. 

Eight regiments being temporarily requircd in, and about, Hazara, I have 
leen obliged to order three to move from Peshawur, by the Kohat road, to enable 
me to make up seven for Bunnoo. 'l'he flank movement will be useful, as 
hitherto the Khuttuck!<, and other wild tribes in tlie Kohat direction, have acted 
pretty JIluch as they liked. They plundered Dr. Jamieson, and killed some of 
his escol't, when employed by Government on a scientific mission in that quarter, 
in 1842; lind General Avitabili is reported, on one occasion, to have moved up, for 
a few marches, into the Kohat Hills, but to have retreated precipitately. I have 
desired Sirdar Sooltan Mahomed Khan, Barukzyl', with half his contingent (I ,uno 
men) to accompany the detachment which Lieutenant Taylor will take down, 
Dud move into Bunnoo, on the 5th of December, from the 110l'th, while Lieutenant 
Edwardes enters by the soutll-east. I do not expect tbat a shot will be fired. 
I propose that Lieutenant Taylor should return to Peshawur, and remain there, 
until Majol' Lawrence joins, when he will again proceed to Bunnoo, and assist 
LieuteDl .. ut Edwardes in making" the military, and revenue, arrangements for 
Bunnoo, and the adjoining valleys. . 

Captain Abbott is going on judiciously, and will, I doubt not, soon tranquil
Iize his charge. He has completed three forts, and is daily receiving the visits of 
chiefs and Zcn*ldars hitllerto recnsant; Some of the Simulkund murderers have 
even been given up, and others have surrendered. I IJave warned Captain 
Abbott not to build a single fort that is not absolutely necessary. He bas been 
busy ill the )'evenue al'l'angements, but seems not to IJave sufficiently understood 
my instructions authorizing him to lower the assessment as much as 20 per cent. 
He is now looking to the point, and endeavouring to persuade the people to pay 
in cash, instead of in kind. Captain Abbott is authorized to call up all the 
regimeuts from Hussan A bdal, if he requires them; and Lieutenant Nicbolson 
haN been desired to attend to Captain Abbott's requisition, should that officer 
require bis sel'Vices. • . 

:Mr. Saunde1'8 joined to-day from Hoshiarpore, and will be temporarily 
employed on miscellaneous duties. Lieutenant Lake, from Kangra, has arril'ed 
at Puthankote, near the border, wbere he bas been directed to take up the revenue 
assessment duties. :Mr. Lawrence, assisted by Mr . .p. Melvill, is employed on 
the settlement of the Talookahs around Lahore. Mr. Cocks reports, that he has 
summarily assessed 350 'Villages, and says that he thinks he is doing real good. 
By the eud of this month, I expect that twenty Iakhs of revenue will have heen 
settled. . 

Major Lawrence arrived from l'eshawur yesterday. He was only eight 
days 011 the road. 

Lieutenant Nicholson reports that the country around HusSRn Abdal, aud 
RnwuI Pinrlee, hitherto, more or less disturbed, is perfectly quiet, and that the 
Kardnrs, for the first time for years, move about without guards. 

The new customs' system is working well, and is likely to be more produc
tive than was ,contemplated. There are, however, complaints of oppre~ion at 
the ferries; this was to be expected; but the .matter has been instantly taken up, 
and the collectors have beeu heavily fined for exaction. At my suggestion, the 
Durbal' has agreed to invite trade1'8 to a great fuir at Lahore, early in February 
n~~ . 

Sheikh Emamoodeen has, at last, paid up all his arre3l'8 for the Jullundur, 
but it was not until he was debarred the Durbar, and threatened with arrest. 
By the system. I endeavo.ured to introduce at the beginning of the year, but 
which Mr. Lawrence more rigorously enforced, viz., by not permitting Kard3l'8 tQ 

retain allY cash ill their own hands, they will no longer have the means of falling 
into arl'ears. . 

1\[ 
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Mr. Lawrence is striving to reduce the Durbar expenditure, and check the 
Maharajah's expenses, or rather what is made in his name. The accounts are 
DOW, daily, brought up to t~e Residency for signature; but even this seems 

• IIcarl'ely a sufficient check, for, last week, an order, in the hurry.of business, 
obtained sanction, for ninety pair of paejamah strings for the Maharajah; a small 
matter, but a specimen of larger ones. -

I have suggested tbat retrospective effect should be given to the pension 
rules, so as to allow some provision to old servants of the State, who have been, 
without fault, discharged under late arrangements. The Durbar, however, stand 
out, on the gr()unds that, if such an order was issued, thousands of claimants 
will start up; the chiefs, therefore, beg that I will not insist, and that they'will 
attend to claims of individuals, as they may be forwarded from tbis office. 

Mr. Johu Lawrence has revised the postal arrangements; and we are endea
vouring to establish something like a one anna postage for all letters. At 
present, no trader, or private person, tbinks of sending a letter by the Durbar 
dak; soldiers even will only trust theirs from Pesbawur in our private bag. 
The present expense of the dak is more than. 20,000 rupees a-year, and "the 
Durbar seem pleased at the idea of being able to cover a large portion by collec-
tions. • 

I anticipated opposition, in the revenue a,sessment, from Dewan Deena Nath, 
but he is, to all appearance, cbeerfully co-operating. His character, ability, and 
influence, is such that I should be sorry to see bim separated from the councils 
of tbe Durbar. J propose to give him, as also Sirdar ehuttur Sing, 
.Attareewalla, the father of the Maharajah's betrothed, the title of Raja, 
ten or fifteen days hence, when six or eight Sirdars, and civil officers, will receive 
inferior titles: These distinctions may appear to be too freely dispensed; but 
the fact is, they give great satisfaction, at no cost to the State. I was quite 
a~tonished at the number of applications for honors, on the occasion of Tej Sing 
being made a Raja. -

There is pel'fect peace through()ut this, and the U mritsur, neighbourhood. 
Travellers of all classes daily pass perfectly unmol('sted~ During the first half 
of the present year, gang-rohbery of house., and on the high.roads, was common; 
but, during the last few months, I have not heard of a single instance. 

I now seldom Lear the Maharanee's name mentioned. The Maharajah 
seems happy. I propose tlmt one of the junior' assistants should daiiy 
visit His Highness for an hour, hear him read, see him write, and read and 
explain a few pages of English, or Indian, bistory to him. A little at a time may 
gradually induce a liking for literary aud scientific pursuits. He has a mecha.
nical turn, is fond of drawing, and very much enjoys little pictures that 
Lieutenant Edwardes sometimes draws for him. He rides daily, and is encou
raged in manly pursuits, but will not be tempted to play the lioldier . 

• 
Inclosnre 3 in No. 16. 

The Resident to Lieutenant Edwardes, Assistant to the Resident, on deputation 
to Bunnoo, Tank, and Dera ],rmael Khan. 

Lahore, Nov'!"Iber 13, 184 i . 
IN your arrangements for Bunnoo and Dera Ismael Khan, &c., I request 

your attention to the principles laid _down in the enclosed letter to the address· 
of Mr. Bowring. In a new country, such as Bunnoo, a commutation, in cash, 
for one-third of the crop should be the extreme taken from any man; in Dem 
Ismael Khan, Kulachee, and the older districts, as much as two-fifths may be 
taken, where that amount is found not to press on the people. Endeavou~ to 
persuade all classes tp pay in cash; they will hesitate to do so; but I hope you 
will be able to convince them that their real interest is involved in paying a 
de6nite sum, and thereby escaping all other demands: no nuzzurs, or cesses 
of any kind, to be continued: the rates of. one-third, and two-fifths, are for 
general guidance: you are, in no case, to make a higher assessment than that of 
the Sikhs, and can, where you think it,advisable, lowe; it down even to one
fo'lI'th of the crop. Runjeet Sing's custom, as well as that of the Trans-Indus 

• Inclosnre 1 in No. 15 • 
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country, was to favor Syuds and other religionists; you should continue the 
practice to a moderate extent, so as to enlist them in our favor. Take nothing 
that you can avoid, from any man, that he bas' held for five years, unless it 
decidedly affects the interests of others; when it does so, money remuneration. 
must be made. For instance, Mullicks, and otbers, accustomed to levy customs, 
must cease the practice; but tbey must :receive full compensation. Again, aU 
who have heen in tbe hahit of receiving nuzzurs, and otberofferings, should 
receive some remuneration, not always the full amount, for the sovereignty oC 
the. country must now be considered to have passed from the Mullicks to the 
Lahore State. . 

It will be advisable to retain, in contentment, and in some a1,lthority, the 
Mullicks of the twenty Tllppas. I observe that, in your report of the 4tb of May,
you estimate their profits to a..-erage about one-ninth of the proceeds of the valley, 
but you remark that, in an arrangement bringing Bunnoo ulldp,r direct management, 
the Mu!licks would not only lose what they heretofore received, but have to pay 
revenue on their own lands. I presume, however, that they paid their quota of 
the tribute to Lahore, and that their lands suffered, like others, from the 
periodical devastation of the Sikh army. I do not desire to tie you down by 
orders given on defective information; but would suggest that tbe Mullicks 
receive something like one-fourth of the Government share, which would be 
one-twelfth, or ooe-sixteenth, of the produce of the country, according as one-third, 
or one-fourth, is taken. It will be advisable that shares be thus divided, so as to 
make the Mullicks have a common interest with the Government. The case of . 
Lal Baz Khan of Bazour. and any other man doing Government service. sbould 
be separately considered_ A jagheer, or exemption from paying revenue on a 
certain humber of Beegabs, sbould reward such Ber~ice. ,-

One of your tirst measures should be to demand the arrears of 80,754 
rupees 13 annas 3 pice on the last year's tribute, as well ns the amount for the 
preseut khureef. Any Mullick, failing to arrange for his quota, should, after 
being fairly warned, and allowed a moderate time to pay, say a month, or two 
months, be ejected from his Mullickship. 'Where there are evidently no means 
to meet these arrears, you can, of course, use your discretion; tbese instructions 
are intended to meet contumacy. 
. Settlements made by Wuzeerees and other foreigners, should be confirmed, 
if of five years' standing, and all, however recent, if unopposed. Issue a notice 
that no claim for lands or enams will be heard, unless made within six weeks of 
your arrival. These squatters must, however, pay the rates of th«j valley, and 
give security for good conduct, and be clearly informed that, if discovered aiding 
or abetting foray~, they will be summarily, and severely, dealt with. 

All persons who now oppose you, may be disarmed; also any 8uspicious 
cllararters; but it is not advisable to irritate the people; and those wbo Ii ve near 
the Wuzeeree Hills may require arms to defend themselves. Make it, however, 
known that all who abuse the kindness now sbown, will forfeit future con-
sideration. . . 

In the first instance, it may be advisable to garrison the fort in the town. 
of Bazour,tbut this must always be an invidious measure, and I would recommend 
that the garrison be Mussulmans, and that they be withdrawn, as soon a8 you are 
certain of your supplies. The post of Bnzour, as well as all others in the valley 
not required to repress W uzeeree excursions, may then be dismantled, leaving, 
however, the dwelling-houses contained in them unmolested. 

Seven regiments of infantry, eighteen guns, eighty zumboorahs, one rell"iment 
of regular cavalry, and 2,000 irregular cavalry, are ordered for the service; as 
soon as considered safe, you can Bend away three rE'giments of infantry, and 1,000 
or 1,500 cavalry. Build a good mud fort, capable of holding 1,200 men and 
~ight guns, in a bealthy, central position, if possible, commanding .tpe irrigation. 
of ,the valley. Unless commanding a wholesome running stream, it should be 
furnished with wells or cistel1l6, capable of holding water for the garrison, for 
six months. Six of your guns can he put into the fort. Its peace ganiSOIl 

• ehould be tWG companies of regular infantry, 200 irregulll.rs, and a company of 
artillery. For the next two or tbree years, four regiments of infantry, olle of 
.08Vairy, 500 or 1,000 irregular .horse, t\velve guns, and fifty zumboorahs will 
remain, ill oue cantonment, near the fort, aud, on any disturbance arising, the mass 

• Inclosure 2 in N G. 4. • 
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of this force should, at once, proceed and put it down, leaving their weaklv 
men in the fort, The means of moving two regiments, six guns, and 1,000 hors;, 
at an hour's notice, should be always kept up. Let' your cantonment be as com
pact as possible, one face, at least, covered by the fort, and the further extremities 
covered by high mud towers, capable of each holding fifty men, and water and 
provisions for them for a week; all magazines and store-rooms to be in the 
furt, whel'e six months' supplies for 500 men should always be stored. By 
making an arrangement with the !rullicks, or traders, near the fort, at the time of 
settlement, this arrangement will not be expensive. ,Traders, or MuIlicks,'wiII 
probably be glad to furnish supplies, when crops are cnt, exchanging the whole, 
next year, on receiving 10 per cent.,of the cost; or, all expense might be saved, 
by Reiling half the grahl, purchased each year, in the ensuing sowing season; or 
allowing the person who had provided the whole, to remove half, at the time of 

. the year it is most; expensive. , 
Lieutenant Taylor wiIljoin you with the three ,regiments from Peshawur: 

you should consult, with him, General Cortlandt, and the natives of the 
country, as to the best place for a fort. Salubrity must first be contridered: the 
reports from Lukkee, of the sickness of the entire I'egiment in that fort, should be 
a lesson for .the future. Before you talk of forts at all, ascertain frum ·the natives 
the portions of the valley liable to fever and other diseases. ' , 

Do not determine on your military high road, and your ,posts, until yon 
'have thoroughly inspected the valley, and procured full information. The line of 
road you' propose seems to me too near the \Vnzeeree and Khuttilck Hills. 
Small detached forts are not safe, and, unless very numerous, robhers might inter
cept travellers, iu the intervals between them. I, should prefer having a good 
.military road through the heart of the valley, so as to be available for purposes of 
Commerce, as well as of Police ana War. If there must be towers, let each be 
large enough to contain one company of infantry and one gun, and let there 
be a high signal post inside, from which signal fires can be lighted. 

'When Bunnoo is settled, you should look at Tank, and see that Shah N ewaz 
Khan is dealing fairly by his people; YOIl shouk!, in concert with him, assess the 
valley, and then fix Ilis quota, allowing him npt less than the sum now fixed 
by the Durbar. In like manner, yon' should arrange for Kulachp.e, and then' 
revise the assessment of Murwut, and Dera Ismael Khan, in the spirit of the 
instructions to Mr. Bowl'ing. Consult General Cortlandt, the Kardars, aud the 
Durbar agents, but, iu all cases, talk to the Zemindars yourself, and deal with 
them directly. You are well aware how much may be done by kindly 
conversatiou. • 

I need not further enlarge. You have only to cont.inue the discreet and conci
liatory system oflast season, and you will hardly fail to give satisfaction to the Dur
bar, as well as to your own Government. You will remember that the object of your 
mission is peace, not war; to put an end tl1 the atrocious system, hitherto prevailing, 
of periodically harrying and plundering the country; and thereby, at immense 
mischief to the inhabitant..q, bringing in a mere pittance to the Lahore treasury • 

• The present arrangements will, for some years, cost money, but, if the settlement 
peaceably secures double what was paid in tribute, it will, I am sure, satisfy the 
Durbar, even though the expenses of the garrison will be thereby scarcely 
covered. " • 

Inclosure 4 in No. 16. 

The Secl'etar!J witlt the Governor- Genel'al t() tlte Resident at Laltore. 

Camp, Naelgunge, November 15, 1847 •• 
I ACKNOWLEDGE the receipt of a notice issued by you, to prevent 

seizure of coolies, carriage, &0., by British officers, and others, in the Punjab, 
and f.·ontier stations. ' 

I am directed, hi reply, to state that the Governor-General entirely approves 
of the notice in question. If this improper practice does not cease, you are 
desired, to bring a clear case before the Goveruor-General, and his Lordship 
will cause ample and public redress to be afforded, and, through the Commander
in-Chief. hold the military authorities respousible for the strict perforllJance of 
the orders given by the Government. • 
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No. 17. 

The Goverrwr-General to the C()U1't rif Directors. 

On the Ganges, DecemlJer 7, 1847. (No. 34.) 
I TRANSMIT a memorandum., which contains much valuable infor

'mation relating to. the resources of the Punjab, drawn up, at my request, by 
Mr. H. M. Elliot, Secretary to the Government of India, It als" contains 
calculations of the civil and military expenditure which would require to be 
incurred, if the administration of that country were to be regulated on the 
same system as that which prevails in our north-west provinces, and also, if the 
country up to the Khyber Pass were to be occupied by British troops. . 

I felt that 1 could not entrust the compilation of such a work to an abler, or 
more impartial, officer than Mr. Elliot, whose reputation and experience in all 
details of tbe civil administration stand very high; anli I, therefore, requested him 
to condense various returns and reports received from Lahore, which YOll will 
find cl early arrnnged in the memorandum now transmitted. • 

You will observe lhat Mr. Elliot's researches have not been confined alone 
to the task of institutin~ compal'isons between the state of our own highly
cultivated and prosperous provinces, and those of the Punjab, but that he has 
i'esorted to other very interesting means'of compaIisoll, afforded by an examina
tion of the records of the Mogul Empire, 250 years ago, in the time of Akbar. 
In applying Ihis test of comparative value ill land assessments, to the Jullundur 
Doab, ill which we have the most direct interest, it will be found that that Doab 
was assessed, 250 years ago, at nearly the same revenue that it bears now, 
na.mely, 31,75,560 rupees, in Akbar's time! and 30,09,953,' for the year 1847, and 
til at, in the foUl' other Doabs belonging to the Punjab, the aggregate revenue, 
yielded in ,Akbar's time; ;was 1,0:1,09,155, and, at the present time, 96,00,000, 
exclusive of resumed lands, the value of money at the two periods' being neady 

. the same, either as regards labor, or the price of provisions; making a difference 
between expected revenue in !'bture years, and that assessed 250 years ago,-when 
the country was in a most flourishing condition, of little more than six lakhs, If, 
at a later period, the comparison be made, in Aurungzebe's time, <the lIiffel'ence, in 
the aggregate revenue collected, amounts to less than five lakhs. . 

In all probability, the revenue of the entire kingdom of the Punjab, derived 
(rom land, cannot be estimated, even for future years, at 0; higher snm than olle 
million ana a half sterlingt; and the inference to he drawn from the data collected, 
is this, that, on the most economical estimate of the civil amI military atlministra
tration of the country, the expense of ,its occupation would ext'e'cd the revenues, . 
by more than half a million sterling. 

The document is an able and interesting exposition of the resources of the 
Punjab; and I have expressed my obligations to Mr. Elliot, for the pains and 
a.bility he has, so successfully, bestowed on the compilation, , 

No. lB. 

TIU! GovernOl'-General (the Earl rif Dalhousie) in Council to the 
Court qf Directors. 

Fort William, Janua'1'9 21, 1848, (No. '1.) 
WE submit the accompanying papers, relating to an arrangement, proposed 

by the llite Governor General, and concurred in by us, for obtaining the services 

* The memorandum is not inserted in this colleotion.. It. is a TolumiDous dooument; and the 
result Beoms to be .ufficiently .hewn in the Govemor-General'. letter. 

t R......... E:<tra E;r:pmditUlY!. 

Land Revenue -
lIIooltan (additional) -
Jagbeer. - -
Stamps, Abka:ee 
Salt MinOll • 
,<uotom. - -. 

i,09,40,OOO 
5,00,000 

25,20,000 
',40,000 
,,00,000 
7,00,000 

!la, 1,55,00,000 

Civil Expe118tl8 
Military Ditto 

Deduot 

85,50,000 
- 1,20,70,000 

2,12,20,000 
1,55,00,000 

Deficienoy R&· 57,20,000 
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\>f Sir Frederick Currie, Baronet, as Resident at Lahore, during the absence 
of Lieut.-Colonel Lawrence, C.B., ·who has proceeded to England, on medical 
certificate. 

Sir Frederick Currie having intimated his readiness to undertake this office, 
and, with it, the superintendence of the administration of the Cis-Sutlej and Trans
Sutlej territories, it was necessary that he should resign his seat as a member of 
the Supreme Council, in order that his services might be at our disposal. Accord
ingly, he gave in his resignation on the 14th instant; and, on the 15th, was 
appointed to be Resident at Labore, and Chief Commissioner for tbe administra
tion of the Cis and Trans-Sutlej provinces, retaining, during his absence on this 
duty, all the honorn and distinctions to which he would have been entitled as 
member of the Supreme Council. 

The powers vested in Sir Frederick Currie, under this arrangement, are 
described in the letter addressed to him by the Secretary, dated the 15th instant-. 

• Inclosure in No. 18 . 
• 

The Secretar!J to the Government of India to Si,,: F. Currie, ·Baronet. . 

Fort William, Joouar!J 15, 1848. 
I AM directed to inform you that, in consequence of the approaching 

depart.ure of Lieut.-Colonel Lawrence to England,on sick certificate, the Governor
General in Council has been desirous to secure your services to conduct the 
administration of the Lahore Government, during that officer's absence. 

As the only obstacle to this arrangement has been removed by the resigna
tion of your seat in Council, I am directed to communicate the desire of the 
Supreme Government that you will proceed, with as little delay as possible, to 
assume cbarge of your new office. 

,At Lahore, you will be considered as Reside~t, carrying on, under the orders 
of the Governor-General in Council, the duties of the Government, according to 
the conditions of the Treaty which was negotiated by yourself. 

You will be in immediate communicatio.n with the Commander-in-Chief. 
The duty of superintending the administration of the Cis and Trans-Sutlej 

territories, will also devolve upon you, in your character of Chief Commissioner, • 
so long as you are absent from the Council.. • 

You. are invested with plenary authority in the control of all departments, 
as Agent a.nd Represent.ative of the Governor-General. In civil and police 
matters, you will have the power which is conferred upon the Dewanee and 
Nizamut Adawluts; and, in revenue matters, you will have the power of con
firming settlements, reducing assessments, and remitting balances, without any 
further authority from the Governor-General in Council_ . 

While the Governor-General in Council cannot but regret the loss of your 
advice and cu-operatioD in the Council-chamber, he derives satisfaction from the 
assurance that the administration of the Lahore Government, and of our new 
territories in the north-west, cannot be entrusted to abler hands than your own, 
and that youI' presence on that important frontier is calculated to add to the 
vigor and stability of the Government. 

No. 19. 

The Governor- General in Council tv the Secret Committee. 

Fort William, JanuaT!} 22, 1848_ (No_ 10.) 
WE forward the correspoudence which has taken place, with the officiating 

Resident at Lahore, relative to Punjab affairs.' , 

* Inclosure in No. 18. 
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Inclosure 1 in No. 19. 

The Resident at Lalwre to the Secretary with the Governor-General. 

Lahore, November 26, 1847. 
ACCORDING to the determinatiou, several months since made, Dewan 

Deena Nath wal', this day. raised to the dignity of Raja. I had recommended 
Sirdar Chuttur Sing Attareewala for a similar honor, but. at the last moment, he 
wrote requesting' that his eldest son. 'Sirdar Shere Sing. might be promoted in 
his room. I was surprised, but not displeased, at the proposal; for Shere Sing 
is active and energetic, while his father is in had health. 

I took the same opportuuity of having inferior titles of honor conferred on 
some old Sirdars. and officials, 8J! per margin-; all have, more or less, done good 
service, hut to Misr Sahib Dyal we .are indebted for the arrangement of the 
customs' line. He and his father bear better characters than any two men in the 
Punjab. 

The ceremony went off well; the Maharajah was in excellent spirits. and it 
was remarked by the European officers and ladies, as also by the natives present, 
how well His Highness demeaned himself, and how happy he seemed. 

Inclosure 2 in No. 19 • 

• 
The Acting Resident to the Secretary to the Gover;tment if India . 

• 
~ Lahore, December 27, 1847. 

IN my letter. dated 16tht instant. I stated that Dewan Moolraj had ex
pressed a wish to resign the management Of the province of Mooltan; but that 
I did not think that he would finally make up his mind to do so. Sin<;e that 
date. various intrigues have been going on. with tIle object of reducing the annual 
sum he now pays. Raja Deena Nath himself paid me a long visit, one of the 

. chief objects of which was to sound me on the subject. 
On Saturday the 18th. at public Durbar in the palace. Raja Deena Nath 

drew a paper from his vest. and presented it to me. observing that it was Dewan 
Moolraj's resignation. I .asked him to read it out .• The paper was a request 
from the Dewan to be allowed to give up the province. from the commencement 
of the past harvl!st. In other words, that he should account to the Durbar {or 
the taxes he might have collected. and we should realize the balance. as well as 
we could. Such terms would probably have involved the loss of severallakbs OJ 

. 
.. Siraarl and Ojji.cm on whom Pit/u ...... oor!ferrtd. on Ike 26tA of N t)H1JI/Jw. 

MubILZur-ool-Moolk Sum.am ooddowlah. "Raja Tej Sing," Bahadoor Sipeh Solar'Sufder Jung 
U Raja. K ulan B&hadoor," Raja of Sealkot8. . ' 

M ukurub bargah Kh ... -ool-Kh .. ze.-ool-lI'tid..... "ReJa Shere Sing Bahadoor.ft Atta.reewala 
Raja of Dhau Kullih. • 

Kbymndeish Doull\t olias Dyo.nitdar Mushe .. Kha. nmda.r-ool-mabam. "Raja Deena R"tb 
Bahadoor," Raja of Kunanoor. 

Sird ... R ... wuk .... , "Sird ... Golab Sing. Bahadoor," Atta.reew&la. 
Sirdar Golab Sing;" Bahadaor," Poovendia. 
Sirda.r Blrwukar, uSirda.rKher Sing, Baha.door," Sindanw&la. 
Sirdal' Ba.-wukar, U Sirda.r Mungul Sing, Bu.hadoor. n 

Sirda.r Khan Sing, "Ba.hadoof," Ma.~eetia. 
Sinla.r Goomookb Sing, U Bahadoor, . Lumma.. 
Sirdar Ruttun Sing' U Ba.hadoor," Kerrcha.kea..-
Sirdar Jbunda. Sing, U Bahadoar," Buta.lea. 
Brahum Moorut oottum Woop Kripa Nidhan Siroaum Ponditan Dan adbikar... "Pundit 

MudsooduD, 
Mumtalood dowlah. "Dewan Adjoodb ... Pershad.~ 
Raee, Cf Bhag Sing." 
Ameen-ood-dowlnh, (f MiRT Megraj.1t 
Mootamid-ood-dowla.b, " DewaD Moolraj." NBOim of Mooltan. 
MohsaD·ood-dowla.b Birhur, "Miar Sahih Dyal," Nuim of C .. £oau. 
Raee, (C Anuntram.'1 

• Raee, " Mool Sing. ~ 
t IaolOloue 1 in No. 20. 
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rupees; for, witll the assistance of his friend,Raja Deena Natb, we should ha\"e 
llad but an unsatisfactory result from his accounts. I, therefore, arrested the 
Raja, observing th!lt I did not wisb to hear tbe remaindcr of the lmper, the first 
condition of which was so objectionable. I added, that the Dewan had behaved 
unusuaIJy in asking for such terms from the Durbar, more especially as I had 
clearly given him to understand, at our private interview two days before, those 
on whi~h alone I would recommend the acceptance of his resignation. I, there
fore, requested that the Durbar would state to the Dewan, in writing, that he 
had accepted a lease for three years, and any modification of it. must be by mutual 
conspnt, and for mutual benefit; that he mus~ now proceed at .once to Moolt:m, 
and carry on its management; that,. if he wish cd in reality to ghe np the 
province, he must give reasonable warning beforehand, and resign the charge, at 
such a SElIlson as would admit of others taking charge, without danger to the 
revenue. The Durbar then broke up. 

On the 21st instant, the Dewau had another private interview with.me, in 
which; after apologizing for what had happened at Durbor, he addeel, that he was 
about to start for Mooltan, but had finally resolved to give up the charge, and, 

. accorelingly, gave me II written resignation to take effect from the 10th of March 
next, the date on which I had previously signified my willingness to I'eceive it. 
The ·Dewan only stipulated that I would keep his resignation a profound secret, 
until the winter revenue had been paid; otherwise, he would have much difficulty 
in collecting it. This I promised; it being as beneficial to the Durbar as to him. 
For, unless be collects the taxes, he cannot pay his instalments; and further, the 
rumour of the contemplated change might be productive of injurious elfe~ts iJ!. 
the minds of such a people as the Mooltanees. 

I submit a translation of Dewan Moolraj's resignation; be attrihutes it to 
ill-health, and discord in his family; but, though not in reality reconciled to his 
brot.her and cousin, be is on better terms with them than usual. He hael, sillce 
his father's death, kept them out of their sbare of the property .. which was one 
ground of complaint by the Resident; but, a short time ago, this was filially 
adjllSted, and, by common report, the family divided a fortune of ninety lakhs 
of rupees among themselves. ' . 

'When it is considered tbat Sawun 1\1ull, the fatber of the present Moolraj, 
collecteCl all this wealth, in the space of not more than twenty years; that he 
was not engaged in trade, or any speculation in which rapid fortunes are so often 
accumulated in all countries; 'and yet that, in comparison with all other 
governors of provinces, he bore the I'eputation of being jpst and considerate to .,. 
the people, and faithful ~o his master; what. a picture it pourtrays of native 
government!· .' .' 

The present charge of Dewan Moolraj comprises the largest portion o~ the 
province of Mooltan,' for which he pays the Durbar, by mon1hly instalments, 
equal to 19,68,000 per annum, and is supposed to collect about twenty-seven or. 
twenty-eight i he proba.bly collects more. Under the former system, he was 
literally irresponsible; under Maharajah Runjeet Sing, so long as the instalments 
were paid, no questions were .asked, or complaints listened to. On Sawun Mull's 
death, which occurred in 1844, Moolraj, his eldest son, succeeded, and promised 
to pay a. nuzzerana of tbirty lakbs. Had Pundit JulIa and Raja Heera Sing 
Jived, this ~ould have been done; but, on their deatb, everything fell into con
fusion. Last year, when at Lahore, T finaJ.\y settled the. question both of arrears 
.and future management i Moolraj having cOlDe here on a written guarantee 
from me. He agreed to pay eighteen lakhs of rupees nuzzerana; he lost ab'>nt 
one-tbird of the province, comprising the districts about Jbung; and his payments 
were raised, for the remainder, from 15,47,183 rupees to 19,68,000. 

Since that period,' Dewan .l\loolraj has faithfully fulfilled his pecuniary 
engagements, but has rendered himself obnoxious for neglect, in not attend
ing to the requisitions of the Resident, when called on by bim to redress 
the complaints of his people. In fact, Dewan Moolrajis a ruler of the 
-old school; and, so long as be paid his revenue, he consider. the province 
as bis own to make tbe most of. He proved himself to be grasping and 
a\'ariciou8, with none of the statesman-like views of his father, and few of bis 
conciliatory qualities. The traders, and agriculturists, of the province had long 
been complaining of his exactions. The late arrangements of the customs, and 
the introduction of a fixed assessment of the land-tax, joined wit.h a knowledge 
that he must be responsible for his acts, has led to the unwonted step, in a native, . . ,. 
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of giving up a charge which he has the right to retain for nearly two yearo,. 
Unless he remodelled his customs, his revenue from that source would have 
fallen off; unless he gave up some of the most unpopular of the old cesses ou the' 
cultivators, many would have abandoned their lands, and migrated into the 
adjoining districts. He had no faith in the elasticity of trade un trammelled, or 
the benefits of a light land-tax. He wished tha.t certain duES should he given 
up, but that all the loss should fall on the Durba.r. I proposed that he should 
introduce the same c1langes which were working so well in the rest of the 
Punjab, and compensate himself hy tbe introduction of the additional sources of 
revenue, which we have found productive, aud that. if this was not sufficieut, he 
should reduce his military expenditure, which. in the present state of the 
political horizon, was still unnecessarily large. Had the Dewan come round to 
my views, and promised ohedience to the precepts of the Couneil, he might 
have still held his government. Ho would hllve agreed to everything but that 
the complaints of the people should be hellrd. With amusing frankness he told 
me that his (izzut) honor was involved in the matter; and, as I considered our 
nationlll reputation was equally so, it ended in the Dewan resigning his 
charge. 

By the present arrangement, we "have ample time to make every possi
ble arrangement for the good government of Mooltall. My belief is, that, 
under an able executive officer, it will yield more revenue to the Durbar than it 
now does, with a large relief to the people. There is not only not a man at 
Lahore who possesses these talents, there is not one who has even a conception 
of the duties which would be required of him. I would, therefore, propose to 
depute two assistants, one of whom to be permanently located in Moolhn, and 
have charge of the province. A Sikh chief should accompany, to command the 
troops l1nder him. • . 

Should my views meet with the approval of the Governor-General in 
Council, I would depute, for this duty, Mr. Cocks and Mr. Vans Agnew, should • 
the latter be appointed to this Residency; if not, one of the junior assistants. 
I would send them to l\fooltan. at once, SD that they should have ample time to! 
arrange every thing before Dewan Moolraj resigns. With tbe advantage of 
his records, tbey might settle the whole land-tax: within the next three months; 
to commence from the ensuing harvest; without, in any way, compromising the 
Dewan's position. On his departure, they would thus have sufficient local 
knowledge, and personal experience, to select the best of his subordinates for 
service in the province;' to divide the country into compact Kardarships; to 
introduce courts of jnstice and police; and to discharge snch portion of his army 
and followers as may appear to be superfluous. . . . 

While on this subject, I may add that it would appear to be advisable that 
the net income of Mooltan should be paid directly into the British treasury; it 
will, no doubt, exceed the annual sum the Durbar is bound by treaty to pay; 
and ~hus we shall, gradually, and insensibly, rcdu!,e the arrears now due, which, 
inclusive of the current harvest, exceed forty. lakhs of rupees. Some such 
arrangement would be more grateful to their feelings, and certainly more 
Beeure to us. So long as little comes into their exchequer, the Durbar will 
have less excuse, or temptation, to expend in auperftuities; and we shall be 
relieved from the unpleasant position of constant importunity, without which, I 
feel certain, we shall not be paid. . 

I beg to state that affairs.' are progre~sing peaceably and satisfactorily • 
beyond the Indus. Lieutenant Taylor, who accompanied the brigade from 
Peshawur to Bnnnoo, has returned to the former place. Lieutenant Lumsden 
is in the Khuttuck district, settlinG' the land-tax, which has hitherto been in the 
hands of a farmer, who, by all ac~ounts, has not neglected his ol'portunities to 
enrich himself, at the expense of the people. Major Lawrence leaves Lahore, 
within the ensuing week; and I propose that, on his arrival at Peshawur. 
Lieutenant Lumsden shall return to Lahore, to organize the guide corps, and 
assist me in military details. . 

Lieutenant Edwardes is making satisfactory progress in settling Bunnoo. 
I think that this officer should. stay in that district, and carry out his own 
plans. . 

Captain Abbott reports the boundary of Hazara as all but complete_ He 
has finis~ed the settlement of the revenue, and the people seem highly pleased 
with bis arrangements. He estimates the revenue of Hazara at hut 2,60,000 

N 



rupees., after deducting- jagheen, and itS' totai expenS'ei! at 2,04,000, thuB 
yielding but 56,014 rupees of net revenue, to meet the expenses of the arm! 
employed there. . . . 

He considers that the revenue will, hereafter, be increased; but of this, to 
any extent, 1 am not sanguine. A country so difficult of aecess, so rugged, 
mountainous, and barren, must be lightly taxed. Captain Abbott hopes to reduce 
the expenses or garrisoning the various forts he has found it necessary to build; 
and I hope will soon be able to do so, for it is very great. We might also, perhaps, 
do without a Naib Nazim, who might be transferred, in the new arrangements, 
to Mooltan, and, at any rate, the' host of moonshees and kardars, with which the 
Durbar has inundated the country, be reduced. 

The whole of the irregular horse who have been discharged, and pensioned, 
:bave received their arrears of pay, and have departed to their homes, well pleased. 
We are now disbursing to those retained in the service,'and at Lahore, four 
months' pay, previous to se~ding them on detachment duty, and recalling those 
at a distance This important work has not progressed as rapidl] as we could 
have wished, from want of funds, the exchequer not having a lakh of rupees in it 
to meet current expenses. • 

Within the month, I expect, however, considerable payments for the late 
harvest. 'Ve also have had a great windfall, in the shape of upwards of three 
lakhs of l'upees, in various gold and silver coins. The way in which this 
DlOney was discovered is curiously illustrative of the careless mode in which the 
Durbar managed public affairs. Last year, when RaJa Lal Sing was deposed, 
:be was in charge of much valuable Government property, as one of th'e original 
toshakhaneas, but which the prompt mode in which he was disposed of,' 
prevented being embezzled. The ResilIent put guards Qn tbis property, which 
was in the palace. Since that date, no examination has taken place. • When, 
however, it was determined, last month, that inventories of all the Maharajah's 
wealth should be made out, the apartments in which it was locked up, eame 
under scrutiny. Up to this date, about three lakhs of rupees, in old coins, have 
been found; of which, 20,000 rupees, in gold mohnrs, were but thiA morning 
discovered; and, as the search is going on, more may, perhaps, turn up. The 
whole property thus sa.ved, ,in money, jewels, and va.luable pnshmeenas, is 
estimated at. between seven and eight lakhs of rupees. 

Inclosure 3 in No. 19. 
, 

Urzeefrom Dewan Moolraj. 
November 21, 1847. 

MY father, the late Dewan Sawun Mull, always rendered good service to 
the Huzzoor; and, since his death, I have, for the last three years and. a half. 
made it my duty to obey the orders of the Sirkar. Now that I have beCome 
weak. and infirm througI!: sickness; and my brother and his, son, who used ta 
assist me wilh their cordial co· operation, have, as luck would have it, become 
iltimi~al to me, and as no, confidence ea.n he placed in the- Kardars, and I have 
no means to answer to the different State matters, I beg to tender my resigna.
tion of my appointment, and hope that you will be pleased to make over the 
'c0untry, and the diiferent forts in it, to anybody you may like, sinco the Rubbee 
of 1904 Sumbui, and honorably discharge me from the office. I wish, first, 
that my resignation be accepted, and an honorable discharge secured to me: 

• R"",eoue, Q{ Huar., after deducting jagheers; ""amB, IIoIld .. miodars' 
per centage, about, GhOODd ... rupees - - - _ - -

SaJIll',Y of N azim - . 
Ditt.o-of Nail> N ... im· _ 

. B""Renm. 

Ditto of principal Kurd ... of Haz..... _ 
Ditto of Kardar·. Moonsheeo, &0., .. bont • 
Ditto of TblLnnadar. _ _. _ _ 
Ditto of Tbllollnahs, or G .. rri.oD~, at preeeol 
Ditto of,Moon8hees of Thanoaba • • 

18,000 
]2,000' 
5,000 

30,690 
5,760 

130,000 
2,536 

2,60,009 

2,03,986. 

Balance _ - Rs. 56,014 
The Ghoonda rupee,iI aIlout ODe-Stmluth 1 ... than the Dew NlIoIluk ehahee. 
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That the representations· of intereated persons in .a.U past matters, may not 
be heard: 

'I'hat I may be provided for. for the future, being yoUI' obedient servant;
and, lastly-that I may DO allowed to take possession of all the grain .of the 
khureef crop of 1904, due from thedilferent talookahs, and· which may not ha1'O 
been sold. 

Inclosure 4 in No. 19. 

Tlte Secreta'l'lJ to tlte Gooernment of India to the Acting Resident. 

Fm:t William, Janua'l'lJ 14, 1848. 
. WITH reference to your letter-, dated 27th ultimo, in which you propose to 
depute Messrs. Cocks and Agnew to Mooltan, in anticipation of the resignation 
of that Government by Dewan Moolraj, I am directed by the Governor-General 
in Conncil to request that you will suspend any proceedings you may contem-' 
plate, consequent on the Dewan's declaration,.in order that Sir F. Currie, on his 
arrival at Lahore, may issue Buch orders upon the occasion as he may consider 
expedient. 

No. 20. 

The GootmWf'-General in Council to the Secret Committee. 

Fort William, February 7; 1848. (No. 13.) 
A LARGE quantity of gold and silver, with jewels and other property, valued 

altogether at about twenty-three lakhs of rupees, has been lately discovered in the 
toshakhana, or wardrobe, of which Raja Lal Sing had the charge, and wbich 
had remained closed since his deposition. The Durhar have offered to make 
ilver to the Resident"tbe gold and silver, estimated to amount to about ten lakbs, 
'88 a .payment on account of the debt due to the British Government We 
have authorized the Resident to accept this offer • 

• 
Inclosure 1 in No. 20_ 

The Acting Resident at Lahore to the Secretary to the Gooernment of India. 

Lahore, December 16, 1847. 
SINCE Colonel Lawrence's letter. dated the 13th ultimot, giving a precis of 

affairs in the Punjab, little has oecurred of marked interest. We have all been 
busily engaged in carrying out the different plans which had been laid down, for 
the amelioration of tbe condition of the people, and the improvement of the 
finances of the Government. 
. The new system of customs works well; at first, there was a slight lull 
in trade from the fears and suspicions of the merchants, which being now 
satisfied, I anticipate that traffic will be proportionally brisk. It will take some 
months. before the beneficial effects of the new arrangements will be thoroughly 
developed. No part of the new system is more satisfactory than that of the salt 
mines.' Formerly, the whole duty was collected, months a.fter it was due from the' 
traders, and accounted for to the Government, years after it was paid. In this 
way, Moolraj, the late manager of Pind Dadun Khan, owes severallll.khs of rupees, 
and has not, during tbe past year, paid, literally, anything. Tbe customs Me now 
paid in cash at the mine, on the salt being removed, and the farmer pays a 
monthly instalment of 50,000 rupees. 

The assessment of the land-tax is progressil)g admirably. The Durbar have 
resigned all control over it. I estimate that, up to tbis date, upwards of twenty
five lakhs, 01' full oue-quarter of the whole revenue of the country has been fixed, 
and the usual leases issued. I am sanguine that, in anpther three months, the 

• IDol.su ... I in N •. 19. t Incl ....... I ill No. 16. 
N 2 . 
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whole assessment of the Puiljab will bedeterniined, and recorded;-" a change, to 
the benefit of the agriculturists, which no one, not conversant with the enormous 
evils of the former system, can fully appreciate. " 
. previous to leaving, Lahore, the Resident drew up a set of rules for the 
guidance of the Durbar. I and Mr. C. Saunders have been engaged in preparing 
codes of law and procedurE', for the guidance of the courts of justice, lind kardat8. 
A criminal code of law and procedure has been completed, and, this day, will be 
circulated. A code of civil procedure is also ready, and will be issued in a few 

"days; that of civil law wiIl, I hope, be ready in another month. A set of mles 
is also under preparatiou, and more than half completed, for the instruction and 
guidarice of the collectors of revenue. However imperfect, they have cost 
much time and labor, and will, I am convinced, prove a blessing to the 
country." , ' 
" The Sikhs, originally a race of peaceful cultivators, driven,by oppression to 
'become robbers and rebels, and ,finally converted, in the course of events, into 
soldiE'rs and conquerors, have always preserved'much of'the rudeness and 

• ignol'8nce of' the ancestors from whom they have sprung. Custom and prece
,dent by the people, and their own will and pleasure with the chiefs, seem to have 
'supplied the' place of any 'written law. Tbey have no' literature except the 
Grunth, their holy book. and never appear to have ' felt the necessity of fixed 
rules, for the guidance of the officers of justice. 

The new courts, which the Resident established throughout tbe "Muntry, 
will gradually prove of benefit to the people, as those who preside, in them 

, become more capable of, discharging their dnties. The adawlutees, or judges, 
whom Colonel Lawrence selected, were as good, perhaps the best to be bad, but 
they had little, or no, idea of their duty, and no time to learn. Hence they have 
been overwhelmed with work, which more experienced Iuen could have 'managed 
without much effort. The arrears in their courts are considerable, and their 
decisions do not give as mUllh satisfaction as they ought. Sirdar LellDa Sing. 

; the adawlutee of the Manjha, or midland country' between the Ravee and 
Sultej, had three deputy judges under him, located at different places, and' he 

,was thus little more than an appellate or controlling judge. He was thu8 
oppressed with few, or no, arrears; and expedition, which is so essential an attri
bute of justice, was more nearly obtained with him than with others. Sirdar 
Lehna Sing is now about to leave the Punjab, and I have resolved not to 
appoint a successor to his post, as it will effect a considerable saving, and enable 
us to have some deputies in the other Doabs, where the people complain' of delay. 
Sirdars Ram Sing and Lal Sing, in the Sind Sagur and Chuch Doabs, are doing 
,pretty well; but Sirdar Mungul Sing, and his deputy Anuntram, are both; I fear. 
failures. They are respectable men; but the latter, from age and temper, and 
the former, from want of ability, are unequal to their positions. 

The Resident resolved on a reduction of 2,000 irregular cavalry, so that the 
number of horse should not exceed 10,000, and that the old soldiers should receive 
pensions. This work, it was determined, should be carried on' by British officers, 
as the only certain means of securing to the men fair play. 'Ve commenced on 
1,300 horse, tben present at Lahore, 8Jldhad two committees, everymoming, 
before ",born the men appeared. Majors Lawrence and MacGregor, with Lieute
nant Pollock, took the chief duty, Colonel Lawrence and I constantly attend
ing, one or other. The result is, 95 men have been paid up, and, discbarged, 14 
received gratuities, 174 havE' obtainedpensions, 'ranging from two-thirds tO'one-fifth 
of their former allowances. 'Ve ha\'e given all the penSioners certificates, signed by 
myself, in the form in use in our army; and have assured the men that we ",ill 
see they are faithfully paill. On 283 men, the saving'to the State will be full • 
80,000 rupees a year, and, in this proportion, the whole saving on the irregular 
cavalry may be calculated to exceed three lakhs ofrupees. • ' , 

I say in this proportion, as we only discharged men entertained within the 
last three and four years, and pensioned those who were manifestly unfit for 
service. Suppusing tbat, with the rest of the cavalry, the same reductions are 
made, it will give abo'lt 1,200 men; if we make the full reduction of 2,000 at 
once, it will amount to upwards of five lakhs. The present plan, however, seems 
the, best, and, the remaining reduction can be' gradually effected. These. old 
Holdiel's, tbe companions and partners of Runjeet Sing, in all his conquests, pre
sented a nohle spectacle; the majority varied from 50 to 70 years of age, 8Jld 
lIlany preserved the remains of stalwal't Frames; many were coveretl \\'ith wounds, 
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and, as 'they pointed to each, they recounted the place and time they received it. 
" I eonfess, the Sikh irregulars created a favorable impression on my mind,and 

those of the other political officers, and appeared to us all, both better mounted, 
and finer men, than our own irregular cavalry. Thoug\i very few voluntsrily 

· accepted the pension, a great nnmber have, subsequently, signified their gratifics.
,cation at the arrangement. I observed nearly all those who did accept were 
,Mahomedans, who, as a body, are vastly inferior to the &ikh soldiery. 

After going through the horsemen, we had a scrutiny of the moonshees ()f the 
force; we found tbat, fOF the payment of 5,000 irregulars, the 'pay department cost 

• .12,0001. or 1,20,000 rupees. There were no less that 139 moonshees, thus' giving 
· abou~ .three to every bundred horsemen. We had these men alI paraded, with a 

nominal list; showing their age, service, and amount of pay, under the 
different changes of Government, from Maharajah Runjeet.Sing downwards: 'It 
was then apparent tbat, as order and system decreased, their pay increased,'until 
it reached its height, in Sirdar Jowahir Sing's time. The subsequent reductions 

,in the army do not appear to have affected the moonshees. We have now 
discharged all new appointments, and reduced the pay of the remainder to about 

· that which they received from Maharajah Runjeet Sing, when the irregulars 
were double their present force. This will effect a saving of 60,000 rupees, 'but 
the department is still much too expeqsive, and, therefore, as opportunityotfers, 
some of its members must be tranferred to other offices.' I must add, that we 
pensioned several of the oldest of them. ' 

I was curious to see the different views which the members of the Durbar, 
its soldiers, and civilians, took of this necessll1'1 reduction. It certsinly created 
,much sensation, much more so than if we had reduced double the amount among 
the soldiery; and the soldiers themsel ves ~aid they had got fair play. Nothing, 
in my mind, shows more clearly the necessity of full interference,' and thorough 
scrutiny into every change that is required,' than this reduction. If left to tbem-

· selves, the Council would never hav~ made it, ~hough the force was 'ten months 
in arrears, and they had not the means of paying them. If necessitsted to make 
thll reduction, but allowed to carry out the details, we should have had all the 

, moonshees, the old and superannuated soldiers, continued, and the young and 
. ,vigorous, but uninfll1ential men, discharged. Up to this day, we have paid up 
. about two-thirds of the arrears due to the discharged and pensioned men, and the 
whole will be completed in two days more. .. ' 

The irregular force, then, in Lahore, who continue in the service, will amount 
"to about 1,100 horsemen, and, after receiving four months' pay, they will now be 
sent out to the different stations, and those from the Jhelum downwards called in, 
to be dealt with in a similar way as their predecessors. Those in Peshawur will 
.stspd fast, until.Mnjor Lawrence arrives; those in Hazara and Bunnoo Tank will 
not be touched, until '{Ve can reI"leve them from Lahore. . 

The finances are, still in a very unsatisfactory state; it is the one great 
difficulty which I/.OW remains. . The introduction of the new system of land-tsx, 
the reform in the customs, the loss attendant on reforming the currency, and 
calling in all the depreciated coinage, with the sums necessary for paying up the 
arrears of the irregulal1!. and the civil officials, cal!not but amount to a large sum. 
Much of this pressure, no doubt, is but temporary; still, in the exhausted state 
.of ,the treasury, it is with the greatest difficulty that the Durbar can meet its 

~ . demands. 
1 would not, :however, assist them with a rupee: so long as they have any 

money, they seem to burn' to get rid of it, and in any way but that of paying 
their just debts. When once the Duroar have paid up their own people, 1 think 

, it would be politic to require them to begin to pay the arrears due to the British 
Government. Immediate and urgent pressure is the only cODl'Se which has any 
effect on them. 

At present, we are practising as much economy as possible. Not a rupee 
is paid away but on an order counten!igned by the Resident. The daily receipt 
and expenditure are punctually recorded, aud examined by myself; and I steadily 
·refuse to allow of the disbursement of any Bum which can be avoided. 

The saving by Sirdar Lehna Sing's secession, by lapses and forfeitures of 
jagheers, by the reform in the Paymaster-Genera!'s office, in the reductions of 
the irregular cavalry, and its pay department, by remodelling the courts of 
justice as occasion may offer, and the saving ;Which may be effected in collecting 
the revenue, when the settlement is completed, cannot fall short of seven or eight 
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lakhs, and may e!l:ceed tbat sum*.. Our difficulties, therefore"how&Ter .great,jU&. 
now, ·will. I trust, lessen by the ensuing harvest. • 

I am happy to add. that the new post-office arrangements, which. for the first 
time in the Sikh annals, enable the people to a.vail themselves of these estabLish
ments, promise well For one anna, a private letter is n()W carried from Lahore 
to Peshawur. The Postmaster-General, with evident gratification, two days aga, 
showed me the books, p~ving that, in six days, no less than 150 letters, pre-paid. 
had been sent to Peshawur. 

Dewan Moolraj, of Mooltan, is still in Lahore. He arrived two days too 
late to see the Resident, and is now intriguing with the Durbar, especially 'With 
Raja Deena Nath, for a reduction of the amount he pays for' that province. He 
complains, that the reduction and modification of the customs throughout all parts 
of the Punjab except Mooltan, ,and the new system of assessment, have affected 
his revenue. He has paid me several visits on the subject, and yesterday told 
me, as his final decision, that he wished to give up the .management of the 
proviuce, if no reduction was allowed him. I explained that the Durbar had in 
no way interfered with his charge, ill the late reform, and would not interfere 
during his lease; thath8 would get no reduction; and might, if he pleMed, 
resign his' charge, which I would accept. He then attempted to stipulate for a 
jagheer, but I gave him to understand that, as he n.ow held none, he could not 
expect any •• j[ told him to reflect well ,on the matter, and when he had made up 
his mind, to put in writing his wishes. 
. I ,should prefer that Dewan. MooIraj continued to hold Mooltan for .another 
year, for the rest of the Punjab will afford IIlIlple occupation fur all our energies 
lor that period. - Hereafter, it will.be well to get rid. of the Dewan. His provinc~ 
.under direct control, with a British officer to manage it, as is done in Peshawur, 
'Would yield more revenue than iinow pays to the Durbar, even with the intro
duction of reforms, which are DOW being carried out in. the rest of the country; 
for full eight lakhsof ntpees for expentles perc .allowed, last year, in fixing the 
8I1Dl!the Dewan.llow pays. 

MOllllover, the Resident has, for some time, beeB fur from satisfied witlJ. 
Moolraj'& conduct. It is with the greatest diffieulty, _d. only on reiterated orders, 
that he will ()bey a :requisition; the. people of thecGllIIbry .are dissatisfied, and 
contrast .hismanagemelltwitJa that of .other distaicts, and. the traders,()n the Indus 
opposite Bahawulpore, complaiq of his levying tolls,:in defiance flf the Treaty 
of the 9th of March, 1846. The til.et;is that Dewan MoolruJ has so IOllg enjoyed 
80vereigo power in Mooltan that be furgets the duties, of a subject, and, where 
he dares 110t openly refllse obedience, delays, and hesitates to comply. 

Should Dewall Moolraj 'resign, which. however, I de 1100 think he will do, 
I would propose to send. MI'. Vans Agnew dowq to take charge, until the ordel'll 
of the Governor-General can be oliltained. It requires an "fficer of experien.ce in 
.revenue.and judicial matters, and he is the .best.man who isaotually available. 

Inclosure 2 in. No. 20. 

The Acting ReWJent at Lahore to the Secrelar!J to the Government of [ndia. 

Lahore, necemher 20, 1847. 
WITH reference to my letter datedt the 16th instan.t, I submit the second 

pan of the criminal, and the first part of the civil, code. The irst part of the 
criminal one was forwarded with my letter above quoted. 

These documents were drawn up by :Mr. C. Saunders, the assistant-commis
sioner ofHoshiarpore, under my instructions. I have had them, already, translated 
into Oordoo and Persian, and have circulated them through the Durbar. among 
the Nazims, Adawluteet, and Kardars of the country. 

Should these works meet with the approbation of his Lozdship, I propose 
having a number of copies printed in the ditFerent lallguagesabove noted :Witia 
alight alterations, they would pro\'e useful among the independent ehiefil en our . 

• Sirdar L.hn& Sing - -' - -
N .... armngelMDt'oF four 'Pr.ymaate .. 
J """!!"Iar Caval.,. -
MOODBh... -

t InoloBure 1 in No. 20. 

'Ro.60,OOO 
30,_ 

8,_,00' 
60,000 
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tlifferent frontiers, and eveD be of service in. Bome of ouI' provinces, where the 
GOTernment regulations are not. in force, and where the people haTe IIOt the 

• benefit of any written law • 
. The new codea hlllVe been compiled from the spirit of the Government 

.egulations, aDd tbe new criminal code of the late .. Law Commission" in 
Calcutta, modified to suit the wants, and custom~. of the people of the 'Punjab-. 
The ehief merit of these 'works is clearness and simplicity; and, if their execution 
should meet with apprOoVaI, I shall feel gratified, for Mr. C. Saunders is an 
excellent officer, and has exerted himself, since his a.rrival at Lahore, in prepa.ring 
them. 

Inclosure 3 in No; 20 . 
• 

, Liettter/ant Edwartlu to the Acting Resident at· Lahore. 

Camp, Duleepgurh,Bunnoo, Decembl1l' 27, 1847. 
IT may, I't'l'hnps, he urged that the administration of just laws should 

conciliate the good opinion of the people, and reconcile them to the 10RS of 
their former barba.rous liberty. But this theory is at variance with all the 
experience which we have gained of the Affg'han character; and, perhaps, must 
not be too confidently applied to our' oldest" possessions in Hindostan. The 
hope that a Sikh Government, even with all the supel'Tision that British 
officers can give.it, will ever suceeed in securing the affections of an ignorant, 
ancl, therefore, most intolerant, Mussulman population, is, I am· ai-aid, delusive. 
What has it to ofter them, in retu~n for one-fourth, or one-third, of the produce 
of their fields?-Nothing but laws. Aud it has. been very fairly de>uhted 
whether the want of laws was ever felt by any society which had never known 
them; thoogh, once enjoyed, their le>ss is a severe infliction. Certainly, thewhe>le-
80me re.trietions of the law will at first gall, rather' than conciliate; both Bonnoo.
ehees Bud Wuzeereelf; and they will be submitted to, e>llly because they ~annot he 
resisted. 

My own view of the p(}Sition onhil Sikh Go-rernment in Bunnoo, though ]) 
advance it with deference,.is, that it rests DOW, and ever will, rest, solely OD' 

military power; that it is· in direct opposition t'O what in other countries is calledi 
public opinie>n, i. e. the consent of'the majority of the governed; and, cons&
quently, that 'continuing in ·the administration -of' just laws, imposing all essY' 
revenue, and doing its duty to the best of its abHitly to the peopl~, it she>uld' yef} 
never forget that those people are its unwilling subjects--nay, its secret enemies 
-and be prepared at all times to coerce, instead of relying on obedience . 

. This view of the oceupation of Bunnoo may seem equivalent to saying that 
it can never pay, and I am bound to submit it as my opinie>n, after ce>nsiderable 
intimacy witb the· trihes io, and around, it, that Bunnoe> never will remunerate 
the Sikh Government, unless it is disarmed, fe>r the very reason that, till then, 
the withdrawal of a large fe>rce will be impracticable. 

I estimated, last spring. the pr.obable revenue that would be derived from 
Boonoo, ji!' e>ccupied, at £rom a lakh te> a lakh and a half per anDum. Every day .. 
however, developes its resources, and I think I IIhould he safe in estimating thlll 
revenue at, Il.t least, two la.khs a year. No new tre>e>plI being raiseG to occupy 
Bunnoo, hut only e>ld ones advanced from 'quiet districts, it might he urged that 
these two lakhs are clear gain; but this argument is, I believe, not held to be a. 
sound ooe, as there is no saying when a simuitanee>us necessity may arise, for the
employment of those troops in both the old and the new possession&. If, there
f~e, BunnoG is· t() he ·debited with the expeoses of the troops actually in it, .. it. 
wIll only be a profitable annexation, whell the garrison eali be reduced to tha 
strength mentioned by Ce>lonel Lawrence, which I repeat my belief will be 
impracticable, so long as the Bunnoe>chees are in possession of their arms, thought 
it might be done next year, if their arms were taken away now. 

In iIIustratfon of theRe rem8ll'kS\ I wG)uld adduce the adj<>ining valley of 
Murwut. It is now about five years ago since Mullick Futteh Khan Towannah 
was deputed by Shere Sing to do iri MIl1'W1lot exactly what I am now doing illl 
BlWIloo. He built a fort, and establisbed B garrison, and gave the Sikhs what 
they never had before-&. firm footing. But he did 110t disarm the pee>ple. ThB 
eoIlIIequence -'WII8.that, after Murwut had heeD oecupied for :five years, and the 
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people should have begun to be reconciled to a Sikh Government, in one single 
night, and without warning of "any sort reaching the garrison in the fort, B 

common Mullick, named Darikkee Khan, sounded a nukkaruh at midnight in. 
his vilJage; the well-known signal was taken up, and re-echoed from khail to 
khail, throughout the extensive valley of Murwut, and, next morning, the town 
of LukUee (the capital) was destroyed, and the fort besieged. The news of the 
rising spread like wild-fire; the rieigllbouring Aff'ghan tribes rusned to the scene 
of expected plunder; and soon the rebel army numbered 12,000 men. The siege 
lasted seventeen days, and more tllan one assault was made, but, though the 
RohiIla garrison was not 300 strong," they gallantly maintainE'd themselves till 
Dewan Dowlut Raee came up. with artilJery and troop~, from Dera, and raised 
the siege. The rebels dispersed to their homes, buried their arms, and, a fortnight 
afterwards, when I reached Lukkee with the Sikh army, not a Murwuttee was ever 
to be seen with a sword or a spear. • 

" The case is strictly in point. I have now forbidden the wearing of arms in 
Bunnoo, and soon not an armed Bunnoochee wiII be seen abroad; the presence 
of a strong force will repress, for the time, the very idea of resistance, and things 
will go on smoothly, till the apparent complete subjection of the valley induces the 
,,"ithdrawal of the majority of the troops; some trifling spark will then set the 
valley unexpectedly in a blaze; and the garrison of ] ,000 men will find them
selves surrounded by a host of armed Bunnoochees and Wuzeerees. If they 
behave with ordinary courage and'prudence, they will hold their own till succour 
can come from Dera; but this is not governing a province, and is certainly not 
the satisfactory result contemplated in oui pre~ent labors. On the other hand, 
were the Bunnoochees now disarmed, the sting would be taken out of them for 
ever; "it would be a difficult task; but it would make the future easy; and I should 
gladly receive your pennission to undertake it. " 

P.S.-General Cortlandt tells me tbat, some years ago, he was ordered by Raja 
Golab Sing to disarm the people of the Doond and Sahuttee, occupying tbe hill 
country on the right bank of the Jhelum, between Mozuff'erabad and Rawul Pin dee; 
he took from them, in the course of one month, about 3,000 stand of arms; and 
the result was that when, a year and a-half afterwards, a rising took place in the 
same country. there was not one musket to be found among ten men; and a single 
regiment sufficed to bunt down the rebel chief. A people, whose country is 
isolated by mountains, and bas little, or no, communication with the world with
out, are quite unable to replace their arms, when once deprived of them, and are 
driven to cultivate the arts of peace. 

• 
Inclosure 4 in No. 20. 

TlitJ .Acting Resident at Lahore to Lieutenant Edwardes, 

Lahore, December 29, 1847. 
TO forbid the people to wear anns, and, at the same time," to leave 

those arms in their possession,' is to irritate them; without. rendering them 
less fonni,lable. To deprive a whole nation of their arms is very questionable 
policy, which I would not wish you to adopt in a frontier-state like Bunnoo. 
There is no objection, however; to yonr depriving all dangerons and suspiciou~ 
characters of their arms; and, indeed, all parties who may actually resist 
authority. . 

The procedure you propose to adopt in the investigation orrent-free tenures, 
appears severe. By considering the claims of all Maafeedars collectively. you 
allow them aU to unite in a common cause; and, as the Syuds are the spiritual 
pastors of the people, it is probable that they will enlist the religions sympa
thies of their disciples in their own favor. I would recommend your investi
gating, in the first instance; those grants which are manifestly held on invalid 
tenure; and wben you think rent-free land ought to be resnmed, it should be 
done gradually; in some cases, continuing the grant to the present occupants for 
life; . i? others, on paym~nt of half-rent; in otflers, for a specified term, or on 
conditIon of good behavlour: ..... grants, held linder sunnuds of the Mahomedan 
emperors, or any of the Maharajahs. but Duleep Sing, should not be touched. "" 

Where parties decamp, without paying their revenue, their removable pro-
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J,erty should be attached; if' none is forthcoming, their land should be 
• attached; and, after due proclamation for the appearance of the defaulter,. and 
,the payment of the balance, the landS! in defal!lt, should be confiscated. I do not 
,think that you would be justified in making a tuppa in which they had found 
refuge, responsible. It would be a circumstance difficult to prove, .and dangerous 
,to act on, for it would open the door to extortion on the .part of officials. 

The adjustment of" uniform weights and measures, though a most useful 
measure, is a difficult one to carry out., It has never yet been etfected in our 
own provinces; aud the Kardars are likely to abuse the power thus placed in 
Itheir hands. In any case, a time should be given to. the people to make the 
proposed change, and standard weights should, be furnished the Kardar, with which 
~o assimilate those of the traders. . 

I .• 
Inclosure 5 in No. 20. 

, TILe 4cting Resident at Lall'are to the SecretaT'JI to tile GQVernment qf India.' 

LaMYre, December 30, .1847., 
THE Dhokul Sing corps, which is commanded by Colonel Man Sing, is the 

~me in which Major G. LawI'ence reported, that he had found so many deserte1'll 
and discharged sepoys of ollr troops., On the arrival of the corps at Lahore, it 
would' appear to be. expedient to disband the regiment, supplying its,place by 
fJrafts from the elite of the Mooltall troops. ,. 

I ,beg to add that the Dhokul Sing Corps was sent ,from, Peshawur to 
Bunnoo, with the intention of hereafter coming on to Lahore, with ~he view 
of securing the deserters in it, and re-organizing the corps. 

Inclosure 6 in No. 20. " 

, ,.,. ... 

. T!i-e .Acting Resident at Lallore to Lieutpnant Btiwarties. 

, ,Lahore, January 4, l848 . 
. ,.1 ACKNOWLEDGE youdetter of the 27th ,ultimo·, in which you discuss, 

and advocate, the necessity of disarming the. peopLe of Bunnoo. I confess that 
the question is one of much difficulty; it is one on which much may be said, 
both for, and against, the measure. On the whole. after giving the subject my 
mature consideration, I am inclined to doubt the expediency of your proposition. 

If you endeavour to disarm the Bunnoochees, we shall come in direct collision . 
witl1 them, on a point on which they must be most sensitive, and, probably, induce 
them to combine ,and resist. I consider that ahy attempt of this nature will prove, 
in a great measure, unsuccessful. We may disarm the weak and timid, and, 
therefore, render them &. more easy prey to their dangerous neighbours. You 
may succeed in disarming the Bunnoochees, will you be equally.successful with 
the predlltory and migratory Wuzeeree~ 1 In taking away the arms of the former, 
can you substitute in their stead sufficient protection! I do not think that any' 
police, particularly in the East, cau. defend a people who are not IIble to resist 
attack, certainly not the unarmed Bunnoochee, who, in the eye of thll Wuzeeree, 
has, hithertQ, been the object of legitimate plunder. . 

The arguments you advance for disarming the inhabitants of Bunnoo, are 
equally applicable to Hazara, and to Peshawur; indeed, to many portions of the 
British territory; bllt ,the plan bas never. to my knowledge, been adopted. The 
Mewst country, south of Delhi, a billy tract, difficult of access. in. many parts, 
from its nlgged nature, and the deep ravines which intersect it, could, at the time 
of its cession, by the account of ,the. people, have mustered 30,000 horsemen: 
For nearly a century preceding our rule. the inhabitants had been in a state of 
r~bellion, and bad not only paid little revenue, but plundered to. the gates of 
Delhi. It is now as quiet as any portion of tbe upper provinces, and could with 
difficulty assemble 1,000 horsemen. , , 
'., I admit that the Sikhs 'Will ever find difficulty in wi\Uling the good-will of 

• ' Incloo1lJ'8 3 in No. 20. ' 

o 
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alIahomedan pGpulation:: at the same time,: theJ!e is. no doubt· ihab .. firm. bui 
conciliatory, course of policy may so far change their feelinglll and. 'babits, as g1'lJltw. 

. ally to admit of the military force in Bunnoo being reduced. There calL be·no 
questioll but. that tbe inbabitants would prefer being left untaxed, in their wild; 
.but precariou~, independence; yet, as they ClLnnot have that option, as they gradu, 
aUy become s.ensible to the benefits. of peace and order, and are secured in the 
enjoyment of their own industry, they will have little inclination to mse in rebel
lion against a power, which they must be aware; call crush them. 

No doubt, your position is dependent on military power, to a great extent,.and 
must continue to be so; and, if force was the sole engine at your eommand, I 
should certainly deem it most precariouSj but,. surely, sucb is not the case. 

The ;Ourbar will always be able to spare troops for' Bunnoo; by treaty, it is 
allowed to keep up 20,000 infantry and 12,000 cavalry, and has now very nearly 
that force at its command, with. the physical and moral power that upwards of 
9,000 British troops at the capital confer. It is thus enabled to employ its own 
army in Bunnoo, Peshawur, and Hazara., instead of keeping at least a third of them 
at Labore. Indeed, but for these outlets for the emergencies of the Sikh soldiery, 
it would hardly be safe to }l:eep them up to the present strength. We have thus, 
in. the Punjab, a force of fun 40,000 troops, independent of Locals, a force amply 
Buffiaient fol' all emergencies which may be reasonably apprehended. AI con
siderable body may, fol" the present, be left in Bunnoo, with troops in reserve 
sufficient to reinforce it in the neighbourhood. . 

The. case of Murwut. may indeed bappen in Bunnoo, but surely. is' n~ 
probable; Maharajah Golab Sing had full 10,000 men in the Hazara., and the 
whole country was in arms against him. Captain Abbott bas not half the 
number, and yet has completely pacified it. The one is infinitely more alieni in 
religion, habits, and feelin!,"S, than the other; to the people; and yet the result of 
the change of men, and measures, is prodigious, and thus, though no one can 
dream of doing without troops, it must be admitted that mankind are as much 
ruled, and kept in obedience; by moral, as by physical, influence. A Sikh force 
plundering and oppressing the people, and one under discipline and in good 
order, must make a vast difference. In the postscript to your' letter; you cite the 
case of the people of Doond and Sahuttee; I have understood that, in the rising 
of'1846-7, they cast out the Sikh garrisons, and afterwards held Maharajah 
Golab Sing's troops at bay. If; therefore, they were disarmed, as General 
Cortlandt affirmed, it is quite clear that they must have, subsequently; procured 
arms in some way or' other. , 

In short, I would not attempt so unpopnlar and delicate a measure as a 
generol. disarming of the people. I would pursue a quiet and unostentatious course, 
publishing as few proclamations as possible. When absolutely necessary, they 
should all be of 8$ conciliatory a character as possibler I would avoid placing 
myself in antagonism with influential classes, such as the religious orders, or the 
bereditary l\fullicks. When it was necessary to make an example, it should be 
done for specific offences; aftel' due investigation, and proof of guilt. Y GO may 
gradually weaken the power and influeuce of snch classes, when, too great, but 
let Bot your COUl'Se of policy induce them to comhine against you. 

I would certainly destroy all the forts or strongholds in the country; at the 
same time, r would not even give out that such was my intention.. I do not, by 
this, mean that I would lead the· people in; any' way to suppose their forts would 
be spared; I would simply say nothing on the subject. When the Sikh for~ was 
ready. I would begin 'gradually to dismantle those· of the most turbulent.. Where 
resistance was offered, I would disarm: the inhabitants,: explaining that theiJo 
misconduct was the lesson for SG doing. In this way, pm 'Would gradually, ana 
imperceptibly, weaken the means of resistance. . . 

. To conciliate the people, I would give' them a: very light assessment, eo},. 
looting it through their, hereditary MullickSi giving them a handsome allowance 
for their trouhle, but recording the sums.they should realize from the vii. te 
preunt extortion. The' MuIlicks should be the police and revenue officers of the 
eOU!lltl'y ~ through themi I would carry 0If all detailSj keeping the villages as free 
as possible. from any Sikh troops, and thus avoiding that petty, and il'1'itsting, 
iDted'erence whichaggrav&te9 and galls .a, newly aonqueredpeople. The Sikh 
force shonld be kept in hand •. ready to crush the fil'!lt attempt at resistance. I 
would be careful as to acting, until I was certain of the proper course to be 
taken; but when I did so, i, ihould be promptly and decisively. 



,It 'appears to me that the sending .. number of Ameens to measure the culti
",ation «>f Bunnoo,must lIave preyed ,distressing 00 the people; perhaps, it was 
necessary, from the absence of data on which to form your assessment. They. 
should be looked after most cuefully. and got rid of lIS Iiloon as possible. The 
lands should be measured in tracts, and not field by field; and, in this way, an 
active :Ameen may measure the whole of the cultivation of a village, in a couple 
of days.. _ " 

I fully admit the difficulty of the task before you; at the sl1me time that I 
conceive it to, be, by no means, an impracticable one. 

Inclosure ,7 in"Na. 20. 

The Acting Resident at LaJtwe to the SecretariJ to the Governmentcif India. 

Lahore, Janua'Qj 7, 1848. 
I SUBMIT a correspondence between my assistant, Lieutenant Ed wardes, 

and myself, relative to the expediency of disarming tlie people of Bunnoo. 
I consider themeasnre impolitic, inasmuch as it would unite all classes 

against us; it would be inoperative, inasmuch as it would be but partially 
successful; and, lastly, as rar as it did succeed, it would 'be injurious, for it 
would expose the disarmedBuunoochee to the a~tacks of the formidable Wuzeeree, 
who, safe in his mountain fastness, could choose his opportunity for attack. 

The people of Bunnoo do not appear to be particularly warlike: during the 
twenty-six years that the country has been under Sikh rule, the collision 
between them and the inhabitants was not frequent; they built no forts, and took 
DO precautions to hold the country properly, contenting themselves with sending 
a force, every two or three years, to collect the revenue, aud despoil the people: 
It cannot be supposed that, under such a system; the people could be particularly 
well affected. .But, now that arrangements have been made for its permanent 
occupation,f9r building a fort, and locating a garrison; when law and system 
llhallbe established, with an official of honesty and energy to enforce them, the 
aspect of affairs should certainly be changed. Lieutenant Edwardes, you are 
aware, spent some time in BUllDoo last year. He describes the valley as well 
cultivated and fertile,and fully peopled; the W uzeeree and Bunnoochee 
struggling for its possession. This is not the land wbere, under gentle, ,Dut 
'firm, treatment,under light taxation, and just laws, the people will abandon 
their lands. 'To bring, however, the undertaking to a successful issue, it is 
Dot alone necessary that plans should be wisely laid, it is essential tha.t a man 
of experience and ability sqould remain there, and work out the details. 

• 

Inclosure 8 in No. 20 . 

. ''Fhe Acting Resident at Lahw() to the Secreta1'.!} to the Government cif India. 

Lahwe, Jam.tQ'Qj 12, 1848. 
THE revenue settlement is .rapidly 'progressing; and 'Will, I trust, be com

pleted, before the hot winds set in, even if we include Mooltan. In my next 
report, I propose giving all abstract of the settlement, which hasbeell finished, of 
each d08lb, .Ill' province. 

When this country has 'once been settled completely, we shall then. for the 
first ,tim~ have a trlle rent-roll. The difference betweell the l'eal aDd nominal 
revenue will, probably, be little less than a fourth; and from the former. must 
again he deducted 'the reductions 011 the summary settlement. The savings. 
frOID the decreased expenses of management, will go far to meet the last noted 
deficiency; but still the income will, I fear, inevitably fall short ·of ,the expendi
ture. As I daily become better acquaillted with the details of the existing 
II]Stem,. I see more clearly the absolute necessity of our entire interfe
rence, if we . hope to Bee affairs ona satisfactory footing. As the accolRlts 
of the great Carmers of l'C\IE'nue are passed by the Dllrbar, I receive copies, 
net ,so much with the object of discovermg,.and remedying, past frauds; 
fur this would be h~less; }jut to obtain a thorough iDaight iuto ,these matters; 

02 
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andtbus be able, for the future, 'to detect similar malversation. I bave.now I 

befen! mc those of Dewan MoolraJ, of Pind, Dadun Kban, the manager of 'the 
• saltinines, as well as an extenHive tract of .countl·y round them. By an .analysis 

of the returns of the salt muhal, I find' dlat 8,18,820 rupees were 'thus, 
accounted for. • 

R •• a. . p. 
By wastage 13 0 0 per cedi. 
By expenses of management 17 0 0 " By pensions ) 8 0 " Due by merchants - 40 0 0 " Paid into tbe treasury- - -25 8 0 .. 
Salt in hand 3 0 0 .. 

" ' 

Rs. 100 0 0 

The accounts of the land I'evenue are equally melancholy. 
3,80,000 nlpee~ I obsen'cd the following I'esult :-

On a demand of 

R •• , ... p . 
Remis~ions - 22 0 0 per cent. 
Expenses - 15 0 0 

" yensions -. 11, 0 0 " Dne by farmers 5 0 0 
" Paid into the treas~ry - 47 0 0 " --

Rs. 100" 0, 0 

Part of the expenditure at Dern Ismael Khan, and otber districts under" 
,General Cortlandt, is, no doubt, military; but still the cost of managing tbe cO\lntry 
is excessive; and similar establishments, to a greater, or less extent, exist througbout 
the Punjab. To clear away all the abuses will require local knowledge, time, 
and labor, with the certainty of disgusting many, and satisfying no one. :' 

The' accounts of the large farmers, and great officers of State, which have 
been so long under scrutiny, have been finally disposed of, with the exception of 
Sirdar Runjore Sing's. Dewan Moolraj is in confinement, and his balances 
placed in train of liquidation. Misr Umeer Chund has paid up a considerable 
sum, and will, within the next two month~, make good the balauce. Sirdar 
Lebna Sing has rendered his accounts, and obtained an acquittance. Buxee 
Bhuggut Ram, the late Paymaster of the Troops, has no,!, given in t40se Qf his 
department, involving the details of an expenditure of nine millions of money. 
Sheik Emamoodeen has made good all the arrears due for the Jullundur, 'with 
the exceptio~ of some 70,000 rupees, which I have allowed to be suspended, 
pending inquiries regarding certain defaulters in the Trans-Sutlej territ071 and 
either they, or he, will eventually make good the amount. • ; 

The work in the courts of civil and criminal justice is progressing. I djJ not 
hear the people complain so much of delay; and, as the presiding officers beeome 
more accustomed to their dutie$, I trust that their courts will become popular. ' The 
judicial officers have much' to learn, even to acquire a knowledge of the 'most 
obvious' rules of la wand procedure. 'fhe new codes will be of much assistance to 
them; and I hope to be able to furnish them with the second part of the' civil 
code, in a short time. ' . . 

, The reduction, aud pensioning, of the irregular horse is going on steadily! IIp 
to this date, we have inspected about 2,000 men, of whom about 400 have ,been 
discharged, and the greater proportion pensioned. The work progresses slowly, 
from the necessity of seeing to everything ourselves, as well as from the fac~ that 
the men are scattered over the Punjab. As one body passes, muster, they re!leive 
four months' pay, and go ont on duty, relie'l'ing other parties, who return to 
Lahore, to undergo the same process. The new system of pension is particularly 
llopular with the Sikh soldiery. ' , 

The Durbar finally issued circular orders on the 9th of December, allowing 
the Mahomedan popUlation to call the "azan." I never saw them so ayene to 
any measure we have proposed, as to this one, so reasonable and just. One month, 
has now passed, aud the evil effects which they bad foretold, bave not occurred. 

1 submit a statistical return containing many in teresting particulars of the 
City of Lahore, wbich Major MacGregor has caused to be prepared. From it I 
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perceive that the Mahomedans exceed the Hindooij of all sects, in the proportion 
of three to two. This is a surprising result, when wereHect, that it has 80 long 
been the capital of the Sikh power. Major Ma.eGregor proposes leaving Lahore 
on .the istproximo; his. loss will be sensibly fel1l, for he is an excellent. officer, 
and highly popular both with the Durbar, and all classes of the Europeau and, 
Native community. 

He is now preparing a military code, for the use of the Sikh. troops, f!'Om 
notes which the Resident left behind"and some assistance from Major Lawrence, 
whicb, I trust, will be completed before he leaves Lahore. 

The accounts from Peshawur, Haza.ra, and Mooltan are all favorable. , 

Inc!osure 9 in No. 20. 

Mqjor Lawrence to the Acting Resident at Lahore. 

Peshawur, JanUW;Y19, 1848. 
LIEUTENANT Lumsden met me at Attock, and we passed the 15th and 

16th together; he then left me to continue his investigation into the settlement of 
Khuttuck, which, he tells me, has proved a very much more difficult matter than 
that of Eusufzye, and will require, at least, another montb to complete. 

, Lieutenant Taylor has commenced upon the summary settlement of the 
Momuud district, and I shall take up that of one of the other districts as soon 
as possible. ' . 

Lieutenant Bowie is zealously employed in organizing the artillery, and 
his exertions and talents are well considered by Lieutenants Lumsden and 
Taylor. ,) . 

. I am happy in being enablen to report that I found the citY,and province 
perfectly quiet, and. every thing in good order, and the troops. happy and 
contented. 

Inclosure lOin No. 20. 

TILe Secretary to the Qovernment rif India to the A.cting Resident at Lahore. 

Fort William, January 28, 1848. 
IN reply to your l!)tter of the 30th ultimo-, on the misconduct~ of the 

Dhoku1 Sing corps, I am directed to inform you that the Governor-General 
in C,ouncil approves' of your proposal to disband this corps, on its arrival at 

. Lahore. 

, 

. Inclosure 11 in No. 20. 
• 

The Secretary to the Government of India to tile A.cting Resident at Lallore. 

,Fort William, January 28, 1848. 
I ACKNOWLEDGE your correspondence on the subject of disarming 

the people of Bunnoo, and am dil'ected, in reply, to state that'the Governol'
General in Council approves of the tenor of Tour communication to Lieutenant 
Edwardes: " 

Inclosure 12 in No. 20. 

The Secretary to tlie Government of India to the Acting Resident at Lahore. 

. Fort William, February 4, i848. 
YOU ~ltake an early opportunity of making a formal application to the 

Dl1rbar, for the payment of the arrears of debt due to the British Government, for 

• Incloaore 5 in No, 20. 
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1846, and the contribution of 184.7; and you will .wamtheLahore Government. 
at the Bame time, of the ,consequences of allowing ,theal'rears to ·accumulate, 
pointing out to them the difficulties in which they will become involvecl,unlesll 
Bome arrangemeut is made for paying a part by monthly instalments, and prowngo 
to.them, ,by 'a timely caution, that· British forbearance, in llot .preBBing for the 
immediate payment of these sums according to treaties, is occasioned solely by & 

desire not to create distress; but that every l'upee dne must be ultima.tely paid. 
This demand shauld be made, :&ind repeated,.if lIecessary, .in moder that '110 misap
prehension may arise, and that the ,lIWtivesoo the British Government, in being 
lenient creditors, may !IlQt be misundersteod. 

No. '21. 

The Governor-General in (Jou';"ci1 to the Secret Committee. 

For.t William, Febroa1'!/ ,21, 1848. (No. 1.7.) 
WE !forward the inclosed 'COl'l'espondencc "lWiilh the officiating Resident at 

Lahore, reporting 011 Punjab ·affairs. 

Inclosure 1 in No. 21 • 

. The .Acting ,Bendent lot Lo}uJ'I'e to.Lieulenomt Edwardes. 

Lahure, FebruarJJ 3, 1848. 
I llAVEtbis day ordered Jthe Ftrtteh SingPultDD, at Hussan .Ahdal, !to . 

march on Dera Ismael Khan, and there to act as you may direct. I 'llave also 
ordered the two companies at Goojerat and W uzeenibad, to join their regiment 
at once. Lieutenant Taylor will, by this .time I hope, have joined you, and was 
to have taken with him a company,1iIf '1'oem Khan . Sing's corps, which remained at 
Peshawur, when the corps marched. 

To-morrow morning, ten gD!lls .of different calibres, 'Which Oolonel Lawrence 
had ordered for Peshawur, and which have been delayed, to be put in order by 
the British CQmmiBBary of Ordnance, leave Lahore. Colonel Bheg Sing's regimeut 
of t'egul.a.r .cavalry was Ito .have .eseorted them frlllD. H UBBan AbdaL I have 
written ,to the officer Ito much with two-thirds of his cor.ps on Peshawur at once, 
aud leave the remainder to bri~g up the guus. . 

I have taken these precautions to strengthen Peshawur, because any dis
turbance in Bunnoo will affect that province also, and the force in it is 
weakened by one brigade now with you. 

I a"aree with you that, the people .of .Bunnoll being taxed one-fourth, the 
Syuds should pay one-sixth. You should carefuny record, in each case, what 
the cultivatol'S ue to pay to the MulJicks, to secw'e them from oppression. . 

I think the information of a gathering of the Affghan tribes round and 
.about BunnoD. to attack y01l. is .extremely probable; and I should not be 
in the least surprised if Khoaja Mahomed Khan,. Ql', indeed, any Barl1kzye, 
was concerned. I believe that the whole family are .despemte intriguel'S, and 
utterly untrustworthy. I think, however, that it would ·.have 'been the wiser 
course to have watched his movements, and allowed him to develop his 
intentions, than to have disclosed to him the information you have acquired. 
Finding that you are -on your guard, and suspect him, may make him more 
careful, but not less treacherous. It would not be so much to punish him thd . 
I would thus act, put to secure myself. 

The probability.is, as you say, that a rising would not at once take place. 
The Affghans require no commissariat, or, indeed, money; and they have shown 
that ,they C8Jlact with effect in the severest cold; but they are more likely 
to assemble when the crops are ripe, and when, therefore, they call support 
themselves with facility, which tbey would do by reaping the Bunnoo harvest.. 

Your course is to hasten the completion of your fort; to get some of your 
guns mounted; to Iay in provisions, and plaee your baggage in seeurity. As a 
.oldier. and, moreover, as present en the .spot, you are the best judge of the 



line of (!(lndue!; to be purmed, if an' iDvasion" and a. ~sing (for-tbe one will 
follow the other) do take place. With, a.. staunch -eommlLRder,: and; lelect 
garrison, in the fort, I should be more inclined, with the rest of my forre, to 
aasume- the initiative; 2,400 men,-and twelve gun~ well- bandled .. ought to be 
irresistible, in the plains, against any tumultuar-y foree, howeverllumerous. The 
evil of'sbutting yourself up in the fort would be,- that-your .. meuwould lose 
courage. and the enemy gain flonfidence iil proportioB. 

I think you Me right in opening communications with Ze,-wur Shab, and • 
recommend that you confirm his rent-free lands to him, dturing good behaviour. 
I would. also employ well-paid emissaries in Dom, and the country'round about 
Bunnoo. 

I request you will have orders waiting at Dera Ismsel Khan, for the Futteh 
Sing corps, and the· companies I have ordered np. Should there be a rising, 
ami they have to cross, they should be joined by all the force .at that place, 
and, particularly, with some guns, so as to advance in strength; and you will, of 
course, make a movement, if necessary, with part of" your force,. to enable them 
to join •. 

Inclosure 2 in No. 21. 

The Acti'ITgResitlent at Lahore to t~e.s8cretaryto.tl!e- Goott1"lll11le'1ltof India. 

Lahore, FebruOJry 4, 1848. 
I DO not eonceive that there is any danger at Feshawur. - As a dis-: 

turbance, however, in Bunnoo, particularly if the Barukzye chiefs are concerned; 
would sensibly affect the former province, I have thoug)!t it right to reinforce 
Major Lawrence. ' 

Bunnoo, Hazara,' and Peshawur are' the three vulnerable points of the 
Sikh territory, and Attock is the central position from which troops could 
march in any direction. I have still two corps in reserve, by the' aoove arrange-
ments, to support Captain Abbott in Hazara. -

Inclosure 3 in N 0'._21. 

The .dcting Resident at Lahore. to- Majvr Lrcwrence.-
" . , 

Lahor.e, FebruarY 4, 1848~ 
IT 8eemi evident that one.third of the Sikh army is considered sufficient 

for Peshawur; but that a portion should be available for service. at a distance. 
on the right hank of the Indus. When 10,000 men were named as the 
appropriate force for the province, the Sikh 8.rmy amounted to upwards of 
20,000 infantry, and 12,000 cavalry. Now, the former arm does not exceed 
17,000 men,' Rnd the' latter; if we deduot the men a.bout to be disbanded, 
nearly one-half of which have actually received their discharge, cannot be esti
mated a.bove 10,000*. 

I find that you have the following force, present and efl'ective:-
Men. 

Regulat troops - 4,300 
Irregulars - 1,600 
Goorchurras _ 850 

6,7,50 
with R troop of a.rtillery, and. three regiments of Jnfantry. and one of cavalry. at 
BUDlioo. 

* Infantry 

Azmllery 

RCgul .... Cavalry 
Goorohu .... diUo • 
Jagheerdar ditlo • 

. 

-
• 
• 
• 

Me ... 
16,972 

1,568 
"'-"-

3,263 
5,128 
3,500 

11,911 



""Erthe ; Durbar ,return's,: which 'I have taken down 'this d~},t 1i~a;i4e 
following distribution of the regular army:-" , . . 'T~ . " 
. . '. !,." " .' '. Cavalry. Artillery. '. bfanlry., , 

Pesbawur, , '. - .. ' .; .. " .,; ..... ,"'. '1' ,5,' , "5 ,. , 
. Bunnoo .. ··' '-.' .... -, 1 4 "7 .'.' 
.Hazara.·. . ,:. ' " "". . 1 .', 2r" ' .. 4' ' , 
, Hussan Abdal .- .'. -' ,.', 1*.'2' 3 L" 

Kurd Kahorta ,. '':'' .. '-", 0 "\' '0 '2 i, 
Lahore and Umritsur '. '.' .. .. - 1 . "Ii G3 
Ramnuggur -,:,'"" '''-'''- 0 "·1 0 
En route to Lahore, and not available 0 '0 1 

Regiments -,' '- t 5, 16 : 25 
Including, therefore, your brigade in Bunnoo, 'you have more than o,ne

third of the Sikh' army; bning two regiments; out of five,of cavalry;. six, out,of 
sixteen, batteries;' and eigM, out' of twenty, regim'ents of infantry. ' ' .' 
, I have already directed the corps of cavalry at Hus~an Abdal to march for 
Peshawur; two-thirds at 0I1ce, and one-third with the' guns, which left Lahore 
two days ago.' '. 

YOIl will have learnt tbat ~here is som~ danger of a disturbance at Bqnnoo; 
and that I have ordered one mfantry regiment from Hussan Abdal to De.ra 
Ismael Khan. f have tbis day directed tbat two more regiments march from 
Hussan Abdal lind' from Kurri' Kahorta: the one for Peshawur, tbe other ,to 
take post at Attock, which you can, however, order up, if YOll consider it 
required. , ,., " 

'No. 22. 

The Governor-General in CQUncil to the Secret Committee . . . ., 
Fort William, Marclt22, 1848. '(No. 25.,;' ~ 

THE perfect tranquillity which prevails in the 'Punjab, 'is enabiing the Dur, , 
bar, with the assistance of the Resident; to promote reforms in the administration, 
of the Lahore State, calculated to relieve its finauces, and to ameliorate the 
condition of the people. The settlement 'of the revenue, and the. reduction 9,( 
the military establishment, ,are the most important of ,t1!esereforms;, tbe, lattet 
measure will improve, th,e efficiency of the Labore army, at the same timE! that 
it lessens the cost..' . 

Inclosure I in No. 22. 

The Acting Resident at Lahore to the Secretary to the Government qf India: ~ 
, Lahore, January 31, 1848 •.• 

. THE settlement of the land revenue is ~apidly pr~gressing;already, district!! 
to the extent of forty-five lakhs of rupees, as shown in the margint, and~ I hop~ 
before leaving Lahore next month, to ha.ye full sixty lakhs completed, as well as 
to have re-cast the administration of the country; between the Ravee on one side, 
and the BeaS and Sutlej on the· other, which is'known U1ider the name of thE; 
Baree Doab. ' , " 

In the customs, I have requced tlle duties on dried fruits, and other articles. 
n:om five rupees per maund to three rupees; on silk, from forty to. twenty-fu~li. 

~--~--~------------------------------------~ 
< ,; 

•. A corps of "'VlLlry·~rd.red to Pesbawnr; ditto of infantry to De,... Ismael Khan •. 
" , .. ,. ..,,' ,. Ro." 

t Doab of Bare. - ,-' -. • • 14,00,000 
" Rechnab - 17,00,000 
" . Chuoh .. : 4,00,000 
10 ,Sind Sagllf -. -' 6.00,000 
" Hamra.. -.. "-.. '..... ,.. 2,20,000' 
If Peohawl>r - ,- - '" - '." 2,00,000 

Total': -' 45,20,000 
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rupees; on English coarse calicoes, from thirty to twentJtrupees; and on Bugar, from 
. two rupees to one rupee per maund. . . 

The tranquillity of the country has been slightly disturbed at U mritsur. 
At tbe Mohurrum the two sects ofSheeas and Soonees had a violent fracas; these 
people, who have so long been oppressed by the Sikbs, no sooner begin to enjoy 
the free exercise of their religion, than they quarrel among themselves. Last year. 
about the time of the treaty of Bhyrowal; a similar ~meute took place at Lahore,. 
which ,was settled by the prompt interference of Lieutenant Edwardes. At 
U mritsur, the Sikh authorities mismanaged the mattel'J and aggravated the distur
barice, .by publicly parading, through the town, three of tbe chief religious men of 
the Soonees, who are said to have been most to· blame, on asses, with their faces 
blackened. From 6,000 to 8,000 Mahomedans assem bled at Lahore, from U mritsur 
aud the surrounding country, and filled the streets and bazaars, vociferating for 
ju~tice. I sent for some of the most influential, and explained to them that 
nothing could be done, until the crowds dispersed, and returlled home; that, if they 
committed any overt acts of violence, they would bring down ruin upon themselves; 
reminded them, how killdly they all had been tl·eated. since we 'lntered the 
country; and, finally, as~ured them that, when order was restored, I would inquire 
into the matter, and afford them redress. This, with the cold and hunger so many 
must have experienced, from the journey, and want of sbelter at Labore, appeased 
thei~ feelings, and aUbave, some days ago, quietly dispersed. At Lahore, tbe 
Mohurrum, which is the time when such quarrels usually take place, passed off 
perfectly peaceably,. ·owing to the issue of a few simple rules, which Major 
MacGregor took ·care to have effectua.lly carried out. 

I have further to report that a fanatic Akalee, with four or five followers 
well armed, has taken possession of one of the towers which surround the sacred 
tauk and temple at Umritsur, and has, for the last three days, defied all attempts 
to seize him. .A portion of the regiment in Goviudgurh was ~alled out against 
him; hut I am sorry to add that, on the first day, he wounded the colonel and a 
sepoy; and, on the second, killed a subadar. and wounded three sepoys. Partly, 
from the difficulty of assailing the post, and partly, I conceive, from a certain 
awe whicb the Sikhs entertain for such characters, he has not yet been captured. 
I hear that the party have got provisions; but ~ow. they manage for water, I do 
nol comprehend; it is evident that they must have an understanding with some 
one below. The Durbar have sent a select party from Lahore, with instructions 
to',' give the Akalee and his men half an honr to surrender, and, on their refusal. 
to attack them; but, if this cannot be done without the chance of losing 
many lives, to undermine the tower, and blow it up. . 

.. From Peshawur, the accounts are very favorable. Major Lawrence was 
received, on his arrival, with demonstrations of good feeliug on the part of the 
people. Lieutenant Lumsden was, in the interior, employe4 in settling the.land. 
I have directed Lieutenant Taylor to proceed to Bunnoo, and join Lieutenant 
Edwardes, who, some time ago, asked for assistance, wishing to make a tour through 
Dera Ismael Khan, MUJ'\vut, and other places, with General Cortlandt, the 
N azim. It is well not to leave the Sikh troops in Bnnnoo without an English 
officer: I have, therefore, sent Lieutenant Taylor thither. 

l regret that another' attempt has been made on Lieutenant Edwardes. which 
has only failed by his shooting the assailant;· This officer is still very anxious to 
disarm the people of Buimoo; but I am, nevertheless, of opinion that it would. 
be an impolitic measure, and probably lead to much oppression on the part of the. 
troops and police. He has purchased up a considerable quantitr of .fire·arms, by 
remitting arrears of revenue, which, he says, he "!"ouid never have recovered. 

I have also to add that, on the night of the 25th instsnt, a desperate attempt 
was made, by the convicts at Lahore. to escape. About dusk, they made a rush 
at the gate, wbich was shut, with only' a smai. wicket for ingress and egress. 
. Unfortunately, though the gate was shut, it was not locked, and the prisoners, 
after overpowering the sentry, opened it. The guard, however, quickly turned 
out, and attacked them; when. three were killed, sixteen wounded. and fourteen 
escaped. MaJor MacGregor and Lieutenant Pollock were, shortly afl.er the event, 
on the spot. • 

The Nuim of Mooitan, Bince hi, return to his government, has been dis
banding a portion of his troops, with reference. no doubt, to his approaching 
resignation. He has evinced a willingness to make reparation for the mega! 
exactiollB of his' people ah-rainst traders on the Indus, by remitting to me, on 

P 
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.Inclosure 2 in No. 22. ' 

Jeehun Sing, Mooktea,. to the Maharanee Junda Khore, to the Secretary to the 
, ," GO'IJernment of India. 

, . ' 

·.Calcutta, January 2,: 1848. 
· •. 1 HAVE, the honor to inform, you of my arrival in Calcutta, bearing' 'the 
letter of Her Highness, the Maharanee Junda Khore, mother, of the Maharajah 
,Duleep Sing, addressed to the Governor-General of India. in Council, !lnd 
ch~:fged with her commission to lay before his Excellency, on her behalf, a repre
,sentation of the'l'ruel and unworthy treatment under which she now suffers; to 
demand of British justice a full and impartial investigation of the charges, '(but 
imperfectly known even to herself) under which she has, by British autJlOrity, 
been condemned to incarceration; and to require that the restraint to which she 
• may be subjected pending that investigation, may be such as becomes the widow 
oCone Sovereign Prince, and the mother of another; such ILS is compatible with 

,the safety of her person; lind such as will not deprive ber of that 'intercourse 
witll her friends and advisers which is necessllry 'for bringing the truth of her 
· cause to Iigbt.. • 

_. I beg to solicit the honor of an audience, for the pnrpose ofdeliveting my 
• :credentials, and laying before his Lor-dship in Council, a further statement of the 

nature of my instructions,' and 'the object of my mission,' or that- bis Lol'dship 
,will ,be pleased to point out ,in wbat manner, and througb what channel, it will be 
,agreeable ,to him to receive the representations which I have been commanded 
.to,make, on behalf of my Royal.'Mistress. • ' , 

, I request you will do me the favor, to communicate his 'Lordship's 'reply to 
',me, under cover,' to the care of Mr. John N ewmarch, solicitor, Calcutta. 

Inclosure 3 in No. 22. 

The SeCf'etOlT','I to the GO'IJern'Tlttmt ofIvuJia to Jeebun Sing, 'stylinlf 'J.i'1ll8elf 
, ,'Mooktear of the Makaf'onee JunO.a Klwre. 

Fort William,Febraary 18, 1848. 
I"'" f HAVE received, and laid before the Go~emor-Gener~l in Council, ycnU 
letter dated the 2nd of January, and, in reply, am directed to acquaint you, that 
his. Lordship in Council declines to recognise you as a vakeel of the Ranee Junda 

. Khore, except through the representative of the Government, the Resident at 

. Lahore. 

,Inclosure 4 in No. 22. 

: The Secretary to'the GO'IJemment of India to Sir Frederick Currie,Baronet, 
, " Resident at Lahore. 

'Fort William, February 18, 1848. 
I,TRANSMIT a .communication '{rom, Jeebun, Sing, ,BtylingliimS'elf 

Mooktesr of the Maharanee Junda Khore. ' 
In acquainting the Ranee that her letter has heen received, bis 'Lordship.n 

,CoUWJ.i.1 requests that you will inform ber, that the Governor-General in Conncil 
,declhles to recognise her vakeel, and that all her commuuications must be made 
.throngh the Resident. 



Inclosure.5 ill. No. 22 • 
... _4_·. 

Jeebu.nS,i7/~ t~ tl~ $ecre~f!J,~ t~GOVe:rf~~o/ ln1!ac 
•. ..> '. . Calcutta, Fehruary 23, 1848. 

I . ' '_ "" .. ' • • 

.. '. I HAVE the honor to acknowledge tile receipt ,of YOUf lette~, ifl/which 
you iJquaint me that .. the Governor-General in Council declines to rec~gnise 
me as a vakeel of the Ranee Junda Khore, or to" bold anycommuliicatioli wit11 
the Ranee, except through ·the .oI'epresentative- ·.of··the British Government, 
tbe Resident at Lahore. , ,. ,. .. '" ) . 

I beg, respectfully, to express my earnest bope that Ilis Lordsbip in Council 
. 'may, on reconsideration, be in~uced to, modify bis resolution, wqich, if adhered to, 
amounts to a complete denial of justice t!) my mistress, and whicb appears to me 
to ba ve been formed under some misconception of the object of my mission . 

. My mistress nElver c~ntemplated my establishment at .Calcut~ ·as hel( per
manent vakeel •. or, opening' a means of communicl!.tion witbthe head ,Of th'l 
.British Government, iu India. other than. through. its representative tbe Residen~ 
at Lahore, nor did. she wish, or expect"that the investigation ot' the charges unde~ 
which.she has beencondemll:ed, ,hould be. conducted otherwise<thau throug~ the 
agency of that officer; bunt is only by measureso.\'iginating with bis Lordship 
in Council, that all,opP'Irtunity canbe alIorded. ber of forwl!.rding her ~presen~ 
t.tions through the channel which you bave been directed to point out. .. ,. ., 

. The confinement in whi,ch the Ranee is now kept,' is. <lfthe most. close and • 
rigid description .. She is shut up in the fort of Sheikhoopoor, former~y used.~ 
.a gaol for common felons, under. the custody .of those Sirdlj.rs from. whose 
dangerous machinations against her own life, and that of ber son, she. first" 
solicited the protection' of a British force statIoned at Lahore-all. intercourse 
with her friends and advisers, or even with the ministers of her religion, is st,rictly. 
prohibited, and the only attendauts allowed her are a few female servants, not o( 
her own selection, but appointed by her }l;.eepeni. • So penal is th~ nature .ofthe, 
treatment she undergoes, that she is not allowed evell the pri vilege of phoosing. 
her own diet. .• ". .. "'" ' ,,! i ' 

Any attempt on my part to inform my mistress, so situated, of the r~sqlu-. 
tion of his Lordship in Council, would be almost hopeless. . ;Being .kno~ as 
her emissary, were I to re-visit Lahore, I lihould b~ expose~ to assassinatiolJ,. 
or should, on one pretence or another; be immediately arrested, imd sent to 
prison, or, grant that I' migln; be-"liO'iortunatens to find an opportunity of 
apprizing her of the necessity. of ,making her, representations through the 
Residl'nt, the means of drawing up a memorial would be denied her, or, when 
drawn up, it would be intercepted, I>efore it could reschthe Resident's' hands.' .. 

The friends of the Ranee now in Lahore, are so much intimidated that 
they dare not call the attention of the Resident to the· hardships which she suffers. 

On the part of my mistress, I beg that directions Iilay be sent to the Resident 
at Lahore, to inquire into the truth· 4)f .. my assertions, and if he find them to be 
correct, to remove the Ranee from the custody of those at whose handa she;. 
experiences such cruel and unworthy. treatment, and place her under the supe .... ' 
intendence of a British officer.. '. ' . , . 

A nd, on the same behalf, I further request that the Resident at Lahore be, 
directed to institute an investigation into the charges under wh,ich the Ranee has 
been imprisoned, and to take down, and transmit to his Lo{dship in Council, thei 
evidence of all witnesses which may be produced, in support, or in rebuttal, of the', 
accusation. His Lordship. in directing such investigation, will, ne doubt, ord~, 
that, under all precautions which may appear to him prudent, Or necessary to·, 
prevent an abuse' of the privilege, the Rance shall be allowed such intercourse! 
with her friends and advisers as will enable her to plead her cause effectually." 

His Lordship. will, I trust, perceive that the object of my presence .in., 
Calcutt. is not, as he may have at first liupposed, to disturb· the .. existing 
arrangements for conducting the political ·intercourse: between' tbe Britiah., 
Government and that of Lahore, by the estabI.ishment of a new agency ab, the·i 
seat of the British Government, but merely, to solicit such interference as may 
render accessible to my mistress that channel which his Lordship has himself· 
pointed out :a8 the proper oqe for an appeal to jU$tice. 
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(.. " '''1' 
No. 23. 

. i·. ",. "".,.,,' I . .. \, , • ~ , _ .• ' "i ",t ,'.. \ . 

The Goverrwr-General'in 1Juuncu to tAe Secret CommUtes. 

• ,,", 4pril 81 ~~t8., I ~~~. ~o.) 
Ii;'" WE forwtird disp~tches, 'rec~(ved . from th"}t.esident,,t .,L~hore~ ,,~n / ~~~ 
~lliJioot. of a1f~rS' i~, the. Punjap.,' ", . ,I, " , 

Inclosure J in No. 23. 

Lieutenant Edwar'de8' to the 'Acting 'ResUknt at Lahore. 
, 1, . I ; '. '. ' ' • 

. Camp, Duleepgwrh,Bunnoo; February 12, 1848. 
" , I HAVE to thank you for your kindness in giving us 'another regiment, 
and ordering our absent companies to rejoin. The forcewe have here, &t pre
lent, though small, is iu good order, &nd would' be Sufficient, I. think; to repel' 
any amount of insnrgents from the hills; but ilumbera gtve confidence in every 
c&mp. and if the Futteh Pultun ~as doing ,nothing at' H U8S&n A bdal, it will, &t 
aHevents, be more useful here, ,in lightening the lomewhatl&borious duties' of
out soldiera, who, by day,workat'the fort; and; by night, h&ve.their pickets and 
w&tches, and go cheerfully through all. ,. . ., ' 

. ;, The Dourees,at the last moment; have been deserted by their alliell. the 
Khaatees and the Muhsood Wuzeerees, tIle former availing themselves of the late 
heavy snow-storms in the hills &s &n excuse for not keeping their appointmen~ 
and the latter having their attention suddenly drnwn home' by·the unexpected 
bre&king out of a feud, in which'one chief's son was killed by the sOlt/of &nothel', 
and thll clan divided for & fight among themilelves,.The hostile eombinatiim, in 
fact, 'bas flliled, and, in the emergency, the Dourees, lln&ble still to perauadEi'theD1-
selves th&t we are not waiting to seize tbeir country, &re now inclined'to'throw 
t'bemsel ves on our mercy, and make terms for being' lightly' ruled; . Already'obe 
Mullick has come in;and the others, I am told, w&it but a word 'from' ma'to 
follow; , ,. ..... , " " . , 
"c "Lieuienant' T&ylol' joined,me yesterd&y; hut l'sb&n not st&rt for Kolachee~ , 

until the present pe&ceful aspect of &tmirsis quite confirmed. '" :.. : .' 
',Ij ,~ " , r ." \ I . I 

• ..."j.) , Inclosure 2 in No. 23. , . 

The Acting Resident at Lahore to tIle Secretary totAe Guvernment of India. 

r i 'iaiore" February 19, i848. 
" IN my letter dated the 31st ultimo"', I had tbe honor to report; that &nAhlee, 

with Borne followers, had t&ken post. ill one of the buildings adjoining the temple, 
at Umritsur, and, in resisting the troops' who; wereende&vouring to capture 
them, h&d killed aiubad&r, : and wounded &n officer. and severnl men •. ,Before' 
dispatching my letter, I had the satisfe.etion of &dding tb&t these AkaJees h&d 
surrendered to the p&rty disp&tched from L&hore agsinst themJ .,.1 The culprits were brought to Lahore, and ,the case investigated 'before the 
Durbar. Gunda Sing, the le&der oithe P&rty, and his eight .. assocmte!!, '&Y, 
Akalees, were &rmigned for the murder of the 8ubad&r, and wounding the com.· 
n)and&nt of the corps, and some of his men, with ,intent to kill. The guilt of the, 
prisoners .being fully proven, &nd there being no extenuating circumst&nees 
pleaded in defence, the le&der,Gunda Sing, and two· of his associates, !Were: 
sentenced to be hanged, and the remaining six prisonera to confinement; with 
lahor- Rnd iron!!, for seven years. . '" ., 
~ . These lJt>utences I confirmed, on the 14th~ instant; &nd aceordingly, tbis· 

morning. the three Ahlees sentenced to de&th were h8JIged. All this was the, 
first instance in which AkaJees have belm sentenced to de&tb, I requested the· 
brigadier commanding at L&bore to h&ve the 18th regiment of Ne.tive Infantry,' 
whose parade-ground is within one hundred y&rds of the spot where executions ' . . 

" .. ' 
f loalosuJe 1 in N o.lIli. 



~ke place, drawn up, as a precautionary. measure. The ground was guarded by 
the Sikh troops, and the sentence of the' -law was carried out, under the direction! 
of Mr. Cocks, LjeutenBn~ Pollock, and Sirdar Khan Sing, the Adawlutee of 
Lahore. .. , ~ . -

I consider that the execution of these Akalees will have a most beneficial 
eirect bn ·thhr turbulent race, and "thoroughly convince them that the days have 

Jgon& by, ,whea theycoUldmurder·"with, impunity. JGunda Sing, ~Ablee, was 
a man of some note; he had been engaged, "Btl dilfumnt'1timeS;. in'~s 

. desperate affairs, and :was at feud with Sirdar Lehna Sing, the late Governor of 
the Manjha country, whose property, on one occasion; lui plundered. 

As these Akalces are looked up to withlFospect, and even reverence, by the 
Sikh population of the Pupjab, it is not improbable that the six prisoners who 
have bE'en' sentenced to seven years' imprisonment, may, 'hereafter, make their 
escape, with the connivance of their guards. I, tberefore, beg to. recommend that 
the Gove1'llor·General in: Council m!)-y be pleased to direct the issue of a warrant, 
allowing them to be confined, for 'the .period for which they have been sentenced, 
in one of the gaols in the regulation provinces. ''1 he exile of such desperate 
characters will, I am satisfied, have a most beneficial effect. . 

Inclosure 3 in' No:' 23 . 

.J?I.~Actillg.Resident at Lahore to tlte Secretary to. !lu! ·G()1)ernment·qffnam-. 

. . 'Lahore,'Felmzary 21, 184B • 
. LIEUTENANT ,EDWARDES is ~f opinion .that the combination' which 

.,threatened the peace of the Valley has passed away. 
. llook with, .considellllble .suspicion on any overtures' from· so bigoted and 

ignor.ant a . .ra.ce tis. the Mullicks of Dour. ·It may be 'that the:Mullickwhoyisited 
.Bunnpo baspenlOnal, objects .to. gain, which ~ight. induce him to_ misrepresep.t 

the, feeli1lg8 of his. countrymen; ,bqt, .be this.as it may. the occppation of Dour 
mould. hut increase the ·difficulties . .and dangers of the.Sikhposition pn. that 
frontier. It is easy to overrun, or even occupy for a time, 'these valleys on the 

.. borders .of the Soolimanee· ra!lge, but. the entrances t9 them are aU, more .or less, 
difficult, tlDd, in times. of.general.insurr,ection, a body of troops, .unless in .consi-
derable force, would be in danger of being cut up. ., .' .. . 

Inclosure 4 in No. 23. , 

Tlte Acting Resiaentat Lahore to Lieutenant EdlCardes. 

'. . Lahore, Fehrua1'!} 21, 1848. 
·IHA VE 1:0 request that, IOn the arrival of· tbe FU.tteh. Pultun at Dora 

.Ismael Kh&n, if you oonsider that,all.danger' ()f invasi~n.;and insurrection bas 
'pBssed by;yau,ordpr .tbat eorps ,to ,Buunoo, .aud ,~end .the Khas l'~mentto 
Hunan Abdal.Troops ue. .. !Ilot now actually required, at this. place, .fur !IJ:ly 
especial work; but, as.&, BUpport .to,Hazara, they are jn.a good position. . 

. I coincide in your opinion that it would not be expedient to listen to any 
"overtures from the people of the Dour valley, as also in the 'mode they should be 
-:dealtJ'IVitb,.in.theevent of their ,invading .Bunnoo. I'.should look on.a11 such 

overtures as excessively hypoaritical, and utterly untrustworthy. . 

InClosure 5 Tn 'No: 23. 

Lahwre, February.23, 1848 • 
. THE ·Durbe.r'have !;paid' into 'this 'treasury, .. -gold' to the . 'vaJne 'of, rupees 

13,56,837 Oa. 6p. " . . 
The Durbar, in making this -payment, h&~ BOW exhauRtecLall the gold 

that was found in Raja La! S4lg's ,toshakbana, as well as all that they had 
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ifJ,the,MotOO, Mondm;or, GrelitTreasury; with, the< exception -of B few', Tessels of 
tbii,metaI,lwhichtberhaT8 retWned,:as,relics 'of Mahara.jah Runject Sing's time. 
This gold was of. little use to them, and. in the course of time, would have beell 

, gradually wasted away; ,whereaS; by this payment, they have reduced, their deb/) 
to the British GOTernment from upwards,of fort, lakhs of rupees to less than 
twenty·se'l'en; , 

I beg to add that I baTe taken no siiTer ,from, the D.urbar" but haTe bad 
, what was found,.melted up. and converted into rupees.: They,bave thus, b" 

economy' and 'care, beelli able, to make good four JDonths' pay of the irregul8.11 
ea'Valry, to,discharge' the whole of the arrears of the men who bave, been' pen4 
sioned" and disbanded; to meet their. current' expenses, and have still, at this 
moment, full eight lp.khs of rupees· in the different treasuries· to meet the public 

. exigenCies . 

• l~closure6 in No. 23. 

"7116 Acting .Resident at LoJiore to the,Se'cre~ary to the GOvernment of India •. 
, , 

Lahore, March I, 1848. 
" THE possibility" inileed, I may: add. the. probability, of an . invasion: of. the 

Bunnoo valley" . and an insurrection of its inhabitants has,. during the past month, 
been,. the subject, of the greatest interest. On' the first news from Lieutenant 
Edwardes" I ~ok every precaution which'appeared necessary, both.to strengthen 
his, pp.sition, and also that of ,Mu,jorLawrence at Peshawur; as any disturbance 
in one portioD' of the Trans-Indus country would" probably'; spread .to the other 
parts. . I 'am now happy to add that, by Lieutenant ,Edwardes' reports, it would 
appear that the excitement aud enthusiasm of the Affghan. tribes, round, /lnd 
about ,him, is; considerahly diminished. It is by.no; meaus ,certain ,that an inwasion 
of the~ Bunnoo .. valley, may' not yet take place; ,but the chances seem against it. 
Ail the people Jeann to a ppreciate ,the' .htmefits of peace and security;, when they 
see that they are both protected from the depredation of their predatory neigh. 
bours, ana, from, the extortion of~their hereditary chiefs at home~.theymay.,cease 
to. call for the assistance of tribes, akin to them in. religion and,lineag/l, butopp0ged 
til, them in interest.. 

Since JUajor Lawrence's return: til ,Peshawur" matters have progressed most 
peaceably.. Lieutenant Lumsden has, been engaged in, <the revenue' settlement 
in the Khutt.uckdistrict" and .his principal; fully: employed at the capital o£ the 
province. Lieutenant. Taylor who,was,direeted to proceed to. Bunnoo,.,and,.for' a 
time, assist Lieutenant E~wardes, has joined that ~fficer. 
, ,The, country of Hazara seems perfectly tranquil. The' judicious measures of 
Captain,Abbott, the cOD.'liderate treatment of Sirdar Ohuttur Sing, the,Nazim, and 
tWHlompletioll. of· the light assessment, have IWprked wonders amongst its tUil'bu,
Ien,t inhabitants.: It remains bUll to reduce the expense of the'!ocalestablishments, 
io, render .the amrangements for Hazara complete,-and,'some p,rogJ'llSs.with.,this 
object has been, .already.effeoted .. 

Everything is, quiet, in Mooltan.;. Sinoe:Ds'II'an. Mooh:aj's., retum, . _ . have 
had few~r complaints against ,him., I shall, however, be glad to see him relinqqish' 
hill"charge,'that, we may, extend the reformation,in:the customs. aDd .land' taX",to 
that 'province. Theillcome also ,which this N.aziml110w, draws. from the,countl'y, 

. wilL go far to compensate the Durbar for the redllctionsfelsewhere.... : : 
. III the remainder of ,the Punjab,: the public peaoo.has; been but slightly,dill

.turbed. At Umritsur. the mismanagement., of the·, Ada.wlutee, .01: "J.wIge,.,had 
nurly led to,serious ,collsequences;, His. harshues!I!in the' quaneL between the 
Sbeeas" and. Sooo.ees" and, his want. of vigol' aud courage ,in. tbe. ,affi-ay. witu. 
the Akalees. were, equlllly lameDtable. ~ The Mahomedan ;caae has,been quietly 
disposed. of;, thEf partie, whom ,the elre'Jutive,oHicer, had cooJiuecl~"haYe heeo. 
relelli8ed., and" security ,taken, fmmthem,.for, thaJuture.., III the,Aka1ee ,case",II4.l 
have reported,it did lIot end'witlioutbloodshed;"imd the forfeituJ:8~f.their.llves, 
by three of' the most guilty of the party. I haTe ,deemed it, necessary til. remOYjl 

BaM 4utenfnul'I' Sillg. the Adawlutee. fromUmritslllto ldoss,on.erons poeition; 
Tao state of the tracts termed the. Manjha (midISlld), which is the countlJ 

frmuo .Deenanllggur, tG. BattaJa" aad" round., Bhout., U lI1litsur. , is, nllt sati.>factCUl. 
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There 11 ave been lately some murders, and a number of highway robberies, per
petrated, nc doubt, by parties of·the 'soldiery, who have been disbanded . during 
the past' year ;·the large '. number of men who have thus been thrown' out of 
employment, could not fail to involve much individual' suffering, and induce 
parties to rpsort to plunder, for'a livelihood. ' The want, however; of men of 
energy, and practical experience, among the Sirdars, and other influential classeS; 
from 'among whom the Governors; and the 'executive 'officers, 'of districts arei 
chosen, is the cause 'of much of the evil. They are so Ilxtremely, ignorant:; and so 
utterly inexperienced, from previous' habits and training, for the duty on which 
they are employed; that the plainest and, most obVious rules are misunderstood, 
and misinterpreted.' ·It 'is worse than useless removing them: for, independent' of 
the political reasons'for treating them leniently, their successors would probably 
be no better. 

'. I have now deputed Sirdar Shumshere Sing, one of the members of the Durbar, 
to this district, Rnd placed under him all the civil and military establishments. Be
sides the local force emplDyed in reyenue and police affairs, he has full 1,300 Horse 
at his dispDsal, and I have directed all chiefs, not on duty, who have jaglleers in 
that tract, tD jDin 'and assist him. I -am in hDpes that he will be able to hunt 
down the rDbbers aiJd marauders: should he fail, I 5hould recDmmend tha.t 'one 
af the most experienced of the assistants be deputed for the purpose. . • 

The Dhokul Sing regiment, which was ordered tD I,ahore frDm BunnDo for. 
misconduct, arrived about the .6th ,oLthe .last .inonth, anli! kepLthem.en .... 
camped 'on the right bank of the Ravee, until I received instructions, in reply to . 
my dispatch, dated the 30th of December last. On their receipt, 'on the 10th ultimo, 
I caused the corps to crDSS the river, and encamp at }leean Meer, so as to be within 
the influence 'of the British force, but separated from them.· On theJ.2th, the 
men were disarmed, paid up, and discharged, without a voice being raised in 
expostulation. As they are all strangers to this part 'of India, nearly all belonging 
to Oude and its neighbourhood, the example shown by their. punishment ·had. not 
even the lesser evil attending it, of throwing a portion of the population of the 
Punjab, accustomed to arm!l,out of employment. _. I have done nothing regarding 
the raising of a new corps, leaving this matter in abeyance, until Sir Frederick 
Currie arrives. '." 

The whole land-tax of the four Doabs, with the exception of Mooltan, has 
now.been cDmpleted, with the exception of a small tract on the boundary, whicJi:: 
Captain Abbott is now engaged on. At least a third portion of Peshawur has 
also been finished; and some portion of Oem Ismael Khan, Bunnoo, and the 
remaining Trans.lnduspossessions of the Sikh Government. I cannDt estimate 
that less than fifty-four lakhs of land revenue has been settled, which is by far. 
the larger portion of the Punjab. Mooltan, and the Trans-Indus tracts, will. in 
fact, be the only work not completed. • 

Mooltan, now, yields a net revenue of ·nineteen lakhs of rnpees per annum; 
of which three are derived from customs, the remainder from the land-tax. The 
customs, if placed on the same footing as that of the Punjab, WDuid probably be 
reduced one-half; the land-tax, on the 'other hand, would yield, at least, one
third more, even allowing for Ii. considerable relief tDagriculture. " This, ·in the 
present state of the finances, would be a matter of no small importailce. 

Tho whole revenue of the Punjab cannot, exclusive of jagheers and rent-free 
lands, exceed ninety-four lak~s 'of rupees; it will probably yield less than this 
lum.· The expenditure certainly exce.eds this amount Vf!ry considerably, el'en 
with all tlie reductions which have, hitherto, been made, and they have ,been: 
great: with prudence and Belf-denial, the expenditure might still, however, be 
diminished, and tM income increased. The difficulty will be to accomplish this 
object, without disgusting the influential classes. ' ,~ . .,' ' .. 

MDoltan, I cODsider, will yield seven or eight lakhs more. The extensiDn of . 
·the old canals, and the opening of new ones, the p!crease 'of cultivation, and the 
-enhanced produce which will, then, be derived from the land now under cultiv&
"tion, will all conduce to the increase of the revenue. Round Lahore, there are 
'extensive tracts which have, fDr years, been reserved' for game; much of it lies 
-along the banks of the Ravee, and,therefore, with little expense, may be broken 
liP, brought under the plough, and irrigated. ' " '. 

The new settlement will allDw of the expense of collecting the land revenue 
being re~uced from, perhaps, ~ne-half to one-third, _ A .. sc.rutiny, ,and muster" of, 
the pensioner/I" who" now receive their money allowances, through the native 
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eoiiectOr;. ,of revenue, and ,the 'furth~r ,Savi'ng which willbeelfected in thlJ 
cavalry, and the reorganization of the artillery, and contingent, will also add ,to 
thll resources of the State-, 

" I should also recommend that the system of giving and reooiving preseuts, 
the grant of 8ums of money on .the marriage of the children of servants of the 
Durbar, be either altogether done away with, or greatly reduced. . The sy$tem of.· , 
presenting considerable sums of lUoney, on every occasion of a .!lhang&of 
Resident,.or the arrival, or departure, of the assistants on their deputation into 
the .interior of the country, seems altogether unnecessary •. and, as an example to 
the Sikhs themselves, might be abolished t and the giving, and receiving, presents 
be restricted to a certain moderate sum, -and confined to days of Btate and cere-. . - . 
mony. 

The system of granting khilluts might also, to a great extent, be done away. 
These presents involve greater abuses, and much more loss to the State than 
making presents, and olferings, of. money. 'The shawls, swords, horses, and the 
like, of which the khilluts are composed, probably cost the Durbar double their 
real value; ·so that their loss is not a proportionate gain to the individuals among. 
their own people who receive them, or to the British Govemment, when conferred" 
on its officers. I have no doubt that the expenses of the toshakhana at Lahore 
amount to several Iakhs of rupees per annum • 

• 

~, . 

No. 24. 

The Governor-General in Council to the Secret Commiltee. 

" Fort William, May 2, 1848. (No. 37.) 
WE transmit correspondence relative to the alfairsof the P~njali. 

Inclosure 1 in No. 24. 

77ieSecretary to tIle. Gooemment 0/ India to 'he ..t1cting Resident at Lahore. 

Fort William, March 10,-1848. 
THE reductions which have been made in the military establishment ale 

highly satisfactory, conducing, as they do, to the great efficiency of .the foree, no, 
less than to the financial relief, of the Lahore State. . 

Inolosure 2 in No. 24. 

The Secretary to the Government 0/ India to the Resident at Lahore. 

Fort William, April 28, 1848. 
THE Governor-General in Council approves of the deputation of Mr. Van. 

Agnew to Mooltan, in the capacity of Political Agent"consequent on Dewan 
Moolraj's resignation of the Nizamut. . 

,* N,ot including Peahawnr, up to thi. date, tho irrogular oavaIry have undergone tho rouo,"", 
mocli6 .. tioDl :- . , . , 

Rotained in tho .. moo 
• Diaoharged -'. _ 

. . Ponllioued 
Under eonaidoration . 

Men. 
• • 2,419 

389 
361 
11 

Number inapoetod - 8,198 
s.Ying olfeo~ Ro. lI,15,093 • 

• 

Q 
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The GiFVtr1W1"- Gerteral:i'lll (J'ounci6 to ,the Seuretf' eommitte8J 

Fort Williamj Mrxyll; 184ib (No. 4lk),' 
WE'lnclolle'documents connected' with the aft'airs'of the Punja1),~ , 

Inelosure-1n No. 2/j, 

Tft,e late A'ctin'g' Resfdt31lt afLaliore tb the Secreta;Y'tlJtM'Guvcrnmrmt-of Pndia • 

. ' Loiwre, Mar.ck31, 1848. 
t SU'Brtl1'r the- rep-orts or:' tile dlft'llrent officers' who have been employed; 

dilring' the past' ti.'ve months" in making' the' settlement of the land-tax in the. 
Punjab, as welI"a~ a report'from' Major' Napier on the canals oftbe BiLltee Doab. 

These reports contain many itrterestingparticulars of the past history; pHysical 
features, and resources, of the distriets' which' oUr officers hiLve visited'; and the 
local, information,. thus..obtained,-will,-doubtless,.. pr.ove.o£.much.. value,..b.oth. in the. 
future management of the country, as well as in the event of military operations, 
hereafter, occurring in the Punjab. With- • the exception of the province of 
Mooltau, there is not a district which has not been visited, from the confines of the 
BooHman range to the bankg. of' the Sutlej and Baas., ' 

Tbat portion of the Punjab which still belongs to the Lahore Government, 
may ·be appropriatE'ly divided into seV'en' divisions: tbe four Doabs, termed the 
Baree, ,Rechna, ,GbU:cb,- and, Sind Saglll\; HamrBt. the, 1:rans-Indl/.lt, d<istriC1;ir" and 
Mooltan, which, with tbe Jullundur Doab, Cashmere, and the hilly traCts, extend. 
ing from the right bank of the SutleJ in Kooloo to the borders of Cashmere, 
comprehended the whOle kingdom, created by the valor and policy of Maharajah 
Runjeet Sing, during a period. of thirty yearBJ. ' 

The Baree Doab has now been divided into six districts, each under an 
official; .t6rmed a' Kardar; who, possesses reten1,le and polioe'jurisdiction! as well as 
judicial powers in petty cases; under them are the police officers in rural districts, 
and· the' civil garrisons in'small fom, wbo also act as police; over all the Doab, 
aM fiwe- adalwluteeS'1 OIl judges~; the ,police .. 0£ the large, towns.:o£ Umritsur and 
LahOl18" ik separate froJdj the.·, Kardarsj anw under the. direot. oootoot ef, the' 
adawlutees. . • 

It is nearly impossible to ascertain the former expenses of the Doab: there 
were, alone, nineteen collectors' or revenue-where-we°ha.ve now six. I have also 
d~smantled, and re~uced t~e garriso~s of. twenty f?rts, .and, since S~rdar !'ehna 
BlDg left, have abohshed hiS ollioe ~ NuiIl7, T-he ,nomma! expense IS estimated 
to havll been reduced by about 20.000 rupees, but the real saving is much greater. 
The deductions" which the collectorsrecei ved\ under tlie oIt!. plam ot collecting in 
kind, and tbe utter absence of any systematic control over them, entailed great 
losses on' the StlIte. . 

Tbe puliliG- establishments have hel\D rigol'oU1!lyStlmtinilled; IjdIdr will not. bear 
reduction,duPing the incQ.mbencyof the preseli.t parties,. but., as they die ~fF, or are. 
pensioned, still further savings can be eft'ectecf. . 

All that is now required, in this Doab, is, a rigid examination of two items., 
wliicli, however, amount to the Iiuge 'sum of 7,19,040 rupees. r sliarr, indeed, be 
greMly SU~ri8ed if a ponion of tbUt sum'migbt not be retrenched. 

A revenue survey would, no doubt, also restore to tbe State mllcli lan'd , of 
which no record exis~; but such a survey, under present circu,mstances, would be 
impracticable. It mo., fairly, however, be anticipated, thOJt tbe general security 
which now prevails, the abolition of town and transit dutie5i the reform of the 
customs generally, and'the disbandment of large bodies' of' troops, will all give an 
impetus to agricultur;e. 

• Jagheoro -
·e.tr·pma .. ~""m .. eurltl:8'" 

Total -

·Re. 
5,52,577 
t,ft;4tt' 

- Ra. 7,19,040 
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Tbe.opening.upof ;new .. branches .of ,tbe.Hu$lee Canal .would,JlOwever, .do 
lmore for the-:prosperhy of ; this .Doab, and ·the improvement of .tbe .. fin~nces.t.hlln 
'1Illy,scheme,which"oould !be,adopted. .1 \would strongly.advocate .the expediElDJiY 
.-o£:re--modelling the "Wbole ,system, of.malULgement. . ! 

It is-auperf!uolls for me to ,.attempt. pointing .ont .theadv&ntagesof canal 
l:imgation; .ith~ are,now fully admitted. If.irrigated land, ill other parts oUn~ 
"yieldtreble"or·lIuadruple.the produce of ,unirrigated soil$, here, .the .. comparati:\'e 
r:advantages IBI!Ehstill greate~. ,the ·.stur e~y ,nplands of tue .Puroab are liter.al!y 
uncultivable, without water.. . . 

. It is lWell.known . that the Baree Doab, .though . .containing .~ny .Mahome
'Gans,is the seat ,of the Sikh power,.and.is the tract from which .the flower of .thair 
; soldiery ,were'recnlited.Tbe grea.t,mass.oftbese men ,came fr,om the unirrjgat(!d 
"VBIleya of the ·.Manjha,., Tbesel)pots are,now thronged, by soldieu;..disbanded since 
-:the ,war, .hut .chieOy deterred. £Jom taking .. to ,agriculture for alivelihtiod, from the 
·;deficiency·of irri,,'ation, ,In a. political,therefore, as well as a financial, yiew,.the 
opening up of new lines of cRnals would prove of vast importance. 

The population, of the RechnaDoab is of urious .castes, Rajpoots towards 
tthe foot of the hills, Jats in . the centre, ·and;Mahomedan tribes in the .Bouth. 
,Many of the RajpoOts and Jats are Hindoo, CJnly:in .lineage;. their forefathe~s, 
"during Mabomedanpower, having turned to that faith: In the whole Doah, the 
great,mass of the'population is decidedly.Ma.bomedan. The chief pursuit is agri
~eulture; there:are .t'ew:manufactures, and little .tmde. 

,The ;inhabjtants ·of ebueh ,Doab are ,cbieHyMa.bomedans, whose .character 
much depends an ,their circumstances .and, eondition. : In . the ,waste lands, thy 

:aTe ,rode:,and uncivilised, keeping, up.large .,herds of. cattle,. and attending.1ittle to 
~gri\'ulture: ·wherethe 8oiJ.,is.at all fertile. or possesses facilitieS ior hrigation, tbllY 
:are,·on ,the,contr81'y"weU,behaved, and peaceable. ,The, Hiqd60S' are hut. few:.'in 
. Dumber, except in Meenee and Sarewall, .where .theyare .. the: ptincipal.merobJintl 
IlI1ld traders. 

,['he .l'I!'f6nUe ,has always,been,.collected in .this noab ,with. difficulty. ILwas' 
not uncommon, in cases where the p.eople lVouldnot PIlY, to quarter bodies of 
a.Talry em : districts, to.s.ttaclt .villages,.and plunder ;tbem. ·,Tblllj,.the country has, 
ryearJy, become more depopula.ted, .. the land has remained. untilled.. and the ,people 
!!J.tamt .to·detest· the, Government, ,which. oppresseq, :witbout .. centrolling .thl)lIl • 
. 'It lis, to be hoped that ,the ,presen t t'lJ,ui table. system of . settlement .will brl,ug baclt 
rpeaee, order,. 1I.Ild wealth,;to the cOI.lntry. .Theland-ta.x· of the. whole of the 
ldistrict, has ·been ,settled,with Itbe,exception .. of, the; hor.der. tract·.which,Captain 
':AbhflXtt :islno'W'GIl~d on"and .which, may :ge ,e~peeted .to be .coQjpleted..in..a. few 
. days. . 

,The popbIatil)n of:; the. Sind S4gur,])oo.h .is, almostexclusively,,Mahomedan, 
1Dt8ny,of.themllawJess.e.nd:troublesome,.and,hltherto, on,J.y payi'!gaevenu,e. ?then 
rooeroed. 

, Of:tae;distriQts,of,1I8IaallI!"Mooltan,land the.Transcbdus possessions,.l shall 
nfurbear attempting. any accOJlnt, simply .noting that. abOu.t two.lakhs of P.e.sltawlIl 
revenue, a portion of Bl1nnoo, and all Hazara"have.b.een. cOlllpleted. . 

. IOn the 'Whole, ithough.aIl.the.l'eturns have .not,yet. been. re<:lliv.ed, ,I· ;CB.nnot 
MlStima.te: that IlllSs tban ·fifty,fOll£, lakbs...of bu1d l'ev.euue. bas .been .completed. within 
.-the, last, fil'lellllonths. ,I "would, ;recommend, that the estllbl.iab ml)ntB of.elleh division 
"df. .t.he·coul2try· ,be. revjsell, .. and, ,statements Xlf .income,! and . ..expe.\lditl.1~~ :eale{qlJy 
'.drawn up, ,like. that .1Of. the; Baree Imab. 

,I.do IWt, think. that the ,revenues Ilf "theJ?,w;Jjab .will 'be ,i'<lllDdt,o .exeQ$d 
.lJIinety .. fQJ.11'· ,lakhe., that .. is,· eighty.lilur:-for .Jand .re:veque,..Imd .t..-vel:ve' (or ,customs, 

exclusive of the three lakhs set apart for public improtl'.em.eut.s, ,wb.iclJ.. ve.d.eriY.Ild 
from other sources, such as the excise, the tolls on rivers, and the like. The new 
settlement will not;-1 anticipate;'be·found·tohave-reduced-the-real income lOoper 
cent" however considerable the red~tioJl8'may prove on the nominal one; indeed, 
I am satisfied that the State will have gained by the Cllang!l; for much of the 
former revenue iWaS actually em bezzled,c8Ild.lle¥tel' found-jts· Nfay.to the cofFera at 
the State. Mooltan, by the new arrangement consequent on Moolraj's resigna
tion, ought to yield an'increase of, four' or five lakbs, making up the revenue to a 

... orore of rupees' (one:miJlion llterlillg).!.l'he Nit of; the ,resGl1fCes ,of "the'IIC1untl'1 
---,-.' 

raio m""ig. 
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are a.Iiena~d.( Of t11e petty parcels of land held rent-free, there is' nl) account: a 
large Dumber, no d,oubt, are held under sunnuds, which might he registered • ,but 
a very great many are unknown. The jagheers of the chiefs are estimated. at forty. 

,.. fi vo lakhs alone; those, on a more limited scale, must amount to twenty or twenty. 
,: . five lakhs more. in the Baree Doabalone,· they are upwards of five. , ,b may, 
"j.therefore, fairly·be set· down, that the revenues, of the Punjab, under. rough 

: estimate, are little short of one hundred and seventy-five lakhs, or one million: and 
,three quarters pounds sterling, of .which but one million will, for a long time, be 
available for public purposes. '. , '. ,'.,' ,. , .' 1'''6 

· . . There is no country in the north-west of India, however, more improveable; 
,its population are generally industrious and frugal; its facilities for irrigation, from 
the vicinity of the mountains, and the presence of five noble rivera, are unequalled; 
probably,uot a fourth of its cultivable area is actually under cultivation.; The 
resources, of the State might, therefore,. be· prodigiously increased; ,but, for. the 

'present, except by the extension of 'the Huslee ·Canal, little increase can. be 
· .counted on. , .' 

At the present moment, I believe' that the expenses are, greater than the 
income; to what extent it is difficult to ascertain: Until the income exceeded 

· the recorded. expenditure ,by 80r 10 percent., ,1 should feel pretty certain 
that it did not in reality cover it.' Much of the difficulty of ascertaining the 
actual expenditure, no . doubt, has arisen from the transitory ~tate of all eijtablish
ment&,. since the Treaty of Bhyrowal. During the last year, it has been one 
unceasing course of reduction, in ,every' department.· In the irregular. cavalry 
alone, the annual saving is estimated at twenty-two lakhs of rupees., : I' '" 

I need hardly dwell on the great benefits ~hich will accrue to the country, 
from the settlement of, the land-tax: though the apparent relief to ,the country 
will, probably, be less .than 10 per cent., the indirect advantages are much greater. 
It will free them,. in a. great measure" from the inquisitorial eye of the '. tax
gatherer, and secure. to .th!'lm the fruits 'of their own industry. What they are 
taxed, the Government will receive; a large portion of the revenue can, no longer, 
be. made away with, by fraudulent returns .. ' .,. " ' ,;) 

• It was a work of much difficulty to introduce the new system; the ignorance, 
'and indifference, .of one party, and the venality of, the other, opposed, many 
.obfttscles, which may, now, be said to be fairly overcome. It will, however, lequire . 
much energy an,d watchfulness to work out its details, and insure it & fair trial. 
If care IUld attention is not constantly directed towards it, the native officials will 
use every device to set it aside, or render it a dead letter, in order to return til that 
system which allowed them to grow rich, at the expense of both Government, and 
_people. . , >, ': 

Formerly, was seen the extraordinary anomaly of villages in farm to indivi
-duals of the Durbar, to the judges of the cou~, to soldiers, and civilians of every 
.grade. Those who should have checked, and controlled, the tax-gatherer,,· by 
their power and influence, set him at defiance, and rendered any accounts, or no 
accounts, as they,thought proper. Now, the heads of· villages engage 'for the 

. revenue of their respective villages. '" .,' .' 
. Having once obtained an accurate rent-roll of the country. and divided each 
district into compact collectofijhips, and placed them under the elite of the revenue 
offit'el'll, it would be well if a few simple rules were drawn up for their guidance, 

-explaining the process to be observed in collecting the revenue, the system to be 
, pursued in. adjusting dispute! which may arise from time to time, and detailing 

. . the rules by which. the accounts should be kept up, and rendered to the State. 
Now, there can no longer be any excuse for delay, nor, with ordinary supervision, 
can fraud pass undetected.',. 

No. 26. 

T1aI ~-Gmeral in Cwn~il to the Secret Committel/. 
, , .' 

. f • , ,I ..' . 

. Fort Wmiam, May 11, 1848. (No •• 43.) 
, IT is with great concern that we inform yo~, that the peace whiCh had prev~ed, 

Yery generally, throughout the Punjab,sinoo the Treaty of Bhyrowal, of December 
" ,~6, 1846, has been BUddenly disturbed, by a. rebellious outbreak. in ,Mooltan, infa

mousl, lisnalized by the mll1'<ler of two British officers, Mr. Vans Agnew, «. the 
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Bengal.Civil Service, and, Lieutenant W. A. Anderson, of th~ 1st Regiment; of 
'Bombay Fusiliers: " " ,.,.'. '" :"., '. ,. :. ' •. 

;).. i ,'As yet, it is uncertain whether this event originated in .. preooncerted plaJlj on 
" the part of tbe Dewan of Mooltan, or whether it is merely to be traced to the 0l?
reion of Mr. Agnew's visit to the 'pl'Ovince,and to tbe irritated feelings withwh!ch 
· ,the Mooltan soldiers' saw a British officer eome among them, and receive pOB8eBSlOn 
i of· their fort, with the object of 1lbanging. tbe whole system of administration under 
; which tbey were living, and of giving tbeDla new master, acting under the advice, 

and subject to the immediate eontro~ of the Britisb autborities. ... . , 
· After the death of Sawun Mull, wbich took place in. September, ] 84~ his son 
Moolraj succeeded him, as N azim of Mooltan. . Tbe Labore Durbar, acting .upon tbe 
information they had received, of the. vast treasures amassed by Sawun Mull, demanded 
from Moolraj, upon his· installation. in the Nizamut, tho sum, it is said, of no le88 
than one' crore' of rupees, as' Nuzzerana.The demand was, eventually, reduced to 
eighteen lakbs, •• which 8um(Lieutenant-Colonel Lawrence writes, on the 3rd of July, 
1846), .would have been gladly paid, but for the misfortunes that, one after the 
other, pressed on the Durbar, and ended in what appeared its destruction." Upon 
the establishment, by British 'power, of the present administration at Lahore, the 
·Durbar determined to compel Moolrajto' make good the payment of the· eighteen 
lakhs, and of seven lakbs of arrears, due from him, according to the terms of his 
contract for the management of Mooltan. They agreed that he should continue as 
N azim, if he acceded to these demands; but that, in· the event of his refusal, 

· troops should be sent against him, and he should be removed from his office. Moolraj 
demurred, and troops were sent to coerce him. He, then, applied to the Resident at 

'lJa.hore to intercede with' thi Durbar,' in his behalf, expressing· his willingness to 
conform to any course that the. Resident 'might think proper, and to come in person 

· to Lahore to settle his accountlf. It was, accordingly, arranged, by the Resident, that 
the Dewan's safety should be gnaranteed, and that he should visit Lahore, and endea

,vour to come to an understanding with the· Durbar. ·On the 9th of October,lS4.-6, 
; Moolraj, accompanied by Dewan Deena' N ath, who had been sent to him On the part 
of the Durbar, arrived at Lahore. A satisfactory negotiation eusaed, and. before the 

"end of the month. every difference was amicably adjusted. Mr. Jobn Lawrence's* 
• 'letter of the 3rd of November, 1846, contains the partioulars of the agreement with the 
• Dewan.· ·Of the balance due by him; he paid. down eigbt lakbs, and gave a bond for 
the payment of the remainder by instalments: The gross revenues of Mooltan· being 
'estimated at nearly thirty-five lakhs, of' 'Whioh tbe· Dewan bad, bitherto, paid to the 
, Durbar between fifteen and sixteen lakhs, it 'Was settled that certain districts. yielding 
• tlearly eight lakhs, of which the Labore troops had lately dispossessed Moolraj, should 
be severed from his contro~ and that, from the remaining gross revenues of twenty
seven lakbs, he should, in future,,,make good·to the Durbar, 19,68,OOO'rupees per 
annum. Mr .. Lawrence thus desCribes ·the ·spirit in which each party regarded this 

I settlement :. " oJ ' 

, ." Tbo Durbar are well pleased, for, by our assistance lind intervontion, they have 
restrained, and brought to obedience, a refractory vassal, recovered a heavy balance, 
which. like that due from other Dewans in charge of provinces, appeared to be, other
'wise, hopeless, and have gained. a .large increase of revenue. • .. , Dewan 
',Moolraj is well pleased, for he has escaped, with life and honol'l from a merciless 
enemy, with whom he 'Was evidently overmatched, in spite of his slight success (he 

, was successful against the Lahore· troop8 at first). and is continued in the govern-
• ment of a fruitful country. . He stood out for better terms, but was evidently glad a& 
'those he obtained; indeed he both said so, and showed, by his bearing; ,tbat be 

,·thought as muoh." The term· of the new agreement was tbree years .. On tile 30tb. 
of October, Moolraj took leave of the Resident. .. He asked me/' says Mr. Lawrence, 

· .. to put my signature to the documents ,that had been drawn up be,tween,bim and 
the Labore Government. I told him that I could merely do 80 as a witness, not as 
gnaranteeing them, and then only at, the request of both parties. The Dewan 
remarked that he had been anxious to have had the affair settled for seven years, or 

· until the Maharajah arrived at yearS of i'naturity, but tbat the Raja had agreed to 
.• DO, more than three years, and· that without my signature. I replied, that the 
Br;tllih officers were here as mediators, and not as masters, and, therefore, ought to 

. do nothing but with the consent of both parties.· I" • 

- ,! • ; ~ .' " ., I 

. ~" -Mr.' La ..... nce .... temporarily 011 a~l1' al L.h ..... in the' _III of' l.ieutellaJIt-Colollel 
'Lawnn_i ,I' . • ;;.' ..• : ",' t', ,'~ ,,' I. ::.' ,~! ~~: ~,:. "", "_ . .' ~;, 
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" ·,After'Moolraj's'retumto.Modltall, he seems.to .have .acted, :for 'BOnle time, t1IOn
fOl'mably with the terms of his agreement, an~ to have, rested i~ quietaubordination 
,to the.authority ·of ,theDurbar..Only,oco&slOnal notices.of ·hun .. '&re ,;to, be found, 
.during a year..e.fter the .Dewan~ resumption .. -of ,office. .Onthe.·3rd . of. August, .1847, 
.it is,entered, " .. That Dewan Moolraj. Nazim, of .Mooltan, had been .requestedto o68Ild 
,in the ,rules in force Jor,eollecting custom dues!in ; Mooltan, and .Dem Hhazee :Khan. 
,DewlJ,n Deena Na.th said, 'That, \Vith the exception .of ,900 rupees, "he ,sum,af 
eighteenla,khsof 'l'1!-pees"dueby .Dewan .Moolraj of. MOdltan, for which he had'.gi'l'en 
bonds, had been paid up,' ,and requested that the honds might ,be delivered (ov.er 
to the Dewan's Vakee.L"And Mr. Lawrence, lin . a. letter of the 28th of ,August,· 
writes "Mooltanis ,perfectly quiet; but,I think that. Dewan Moolraj is losing,some 
:of. the popnlal'ity he hitherto ,enjoyed, .and that .he ,h311,beeome'more 'grasping ,than 
formerly." . 

·It was ,not till the end of November .last, that ,Moolraj's relations with the 
DUI:bar were, again, brought prominently to the notice; of.the Resident. Moolraj 'was, 
then, on his, way from Mooltan to .Lahore, urged thither by the .hope of .obtaining 

,from the ,Durbarsome modifieation of the terms of his agreement, ,which ,he ..seems 
.IIOW to have thought ,too rigorous .. A8Ilmmary eettlement of. therevenUeB,of the 
,·w hole of the Punjab, with the exception 'oLMooltan; had ,heen commenced, and '1W88 

,fast advancing. Mooltanhad heen .excepted ,from ·this·measure, beca.use"as:8tated 
.by,Colonel Lawrence,;in ,his ·letter .of·the29th of September, . .1:847, it.rhad'~etill 
,two ,years of its lease to Dewan MO'olrajto run." oFor the same reason also, ,the 
'reform in the customs' duties ofthe Punjab, had.not extended to Mooltan..Earlyin 
J)eoember; the Dewan .arrived at Lahore.; "he ,is . now ;inttiguing ,with, the Dochar," 
Mr. Lawrenoe says, in his letter of the 16taofDeeember, ",espeeially with Raja. J)eeua 

.N ath, for.a ,reduction of the lamounthe paye Jor.that j province (Moohan). ,He 
',complains, that the reduetion, and modifieation of the, customs, . throughout all, parts, of 
the ,Punjab, except· Mooltan"and the; new Bystem ·of ,assessment, have affoowd JDs 
~evenue, He has ,paid lIle,eevePal :visits ,00 ,the'8Ilbject,:and, 'ry-esterday, .toldrIDe,.ea 
,his final.deaision., that he wished ,to ,gi'l'e .upthe:mallagement of ,the ;provilWll, ,if,mo 
.l'ednction was allowed him. .1 explained, that 'the .Durbar lhad in no ,way ;intlllEred 
"With his chatge ,in ·the late t'eforms,. and "Would not .interfere.duringhis lease ,;,that ,he 
·'Wonld.;get,nol'eduetion, and might"Jf, he ,pleased,1'6sign,.his charge, whiclJ.J .wonld 
4eOOpt. .He ·then .attemptedto.atipnlate for ajagheer,:.bIlLI :gave.him to".IIIlS
.~taDd that"as he IIOW ~eld none"he could not.expect, any. "Lteld:him to,rellect ..... ell 
,.on thl!'ma.tter, and, when he had,made up his mind, to 'put,in·writing:his1wishea.: 
. .Mr.;Law~ence goes on tolltate,iin the Bame letlEr, ,that,he'would, prefer'hat,Mo~J 
Ishould remain another year in Mopltan" "for;the rest of ,the Punjabhwilliafford 
. ampleoccupa.tion for all our ellergies, forihat period. ,Hereafter, ,it-.wilL,he'iWllJ.l;tto 
,get rid of,Moolraj ;"that rMooltan"undcr,a .British:Sllperinteadent, lWonld 'yield 
.much more.to ,the. DurbaI: ; .and that ,the ,Residenthad, . .t'or some !ime, ,been iar,imm 
satisfied with the conduct of Moolraj, who had. so long enjoyed the sovereign;!pow.et 

.. as ,to ,forget ·the .. duties.of.a.8IlbjeQt"andwho, "-where Ihe da.res'"not IOpenly refuse 
.obedience, .delays,..and,hesitates -to ,comply." .Mr.:Lawrenoe .concludes ,'by ditatiug 
.that, shoukLMoolraJ r«lign, ·which ,he ,did ,Dot ,think probable, ,he, wonld, p1'opoae .\to 
..aend !Mr .. Vans Agnew ,to -take, chaI:ge·of, Meoltan. ' 

. On th!11Sth .. of Deoember; ,the .Dewan .asme ;to,the J)urbar~ 4tnd. haridedin this 
.. resignation ·of :the :Nizamut ,of Mooltau, "Jrom rthe . beginning of .• the Ilast khUNef 
~autumnal crop)." The ,Durbarr.eferred it ,to. Mr. Lawrence, fWho ,pointed out ".the 

.impossibility .of allowing ,lIQCh -a ,:8tep"as ,this,JWhioh' would .in¥olre·,the. loS8 ,of I a 
'J portion of.. the las~ trop ; .. ,.and explained that, if, the . Dewan wished, Inresignirmn 
rthe beginning of ,therublaee. or .spring, crop, he>'I1Ias<at,Jiberty to -dorsa. .Einally, 

• ~ .. Lawrence ,desired, that .the I Dewan I should 'Of be ,.sent blf"to rMooitan. ,'Within. a 
',co:uple, of ,d~ys" to ,collect,the ,winte:r crop." , 
· . This order was rommunieated .to the .Dewan,r,whp, on,t.he following day, .(the 
.. 19thcof Deoember) ,presented himself at the Durbar, and .&WlolLlleed his;willillgnesa 
~,tor.etain ,the goverwnentof his province, for another'year.atlleast. .A few daYlutWr
· wards,.:Moolr!\i ,retU1't!ed.to Mooltan. .Meanwhile, hetweenmlll ~and /Mr. JaWl'llllCe, 
"t~ere bad .been commllnill8tinns, having 'reference ;tot.he...Dewan'B' ;proposed,msi&n&
,&ion.of tbelNizamut; !U).dthe impression.left,byt.bem on.Mr. Lawrence'unind was, 
that'Moolraj would certainly resigni'afLerfl.rranging hisaffairs.in ,Mooltan,; and thus, 
that the administration might be committed to.the cllarge.of .a.new,Gov.ornor, under 

, 

* Incloonre 3 ill No. 10; 
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the"immllflii1.fle superintendence'oil a, British, officer; and" all' those· refOTlDs·wlJicb had 
beeu.introduced, with so'much,benefit; througliout·th9'othe~'provinces oil the Punjabl, 
be' enended alSo· to, MboltalJ. 

We directed MI'l Lawrenoe'Dot'to aot'upon the comlDllnication& he' had receiVllct' 
from Mool1'aj, but,to leave·them,fdrtbu'oonBiderationl and orders; of Sir F.CiIrrie. 

The course' which' Sir F. Ourrie adopt$i' in the matter; on his arrival at Lahore" 
is particularly explained in his letter of the 6th ultimo*. 

It appears· that the- negotiations between Mn Lawrence and Moolraj had, at 
tho'reqnet9t of the' latter, been' kept ,secret; not being oommunicatedi by either party; 
ta the Durbar; and' Mr. La.wrenoe; on· receiving' our instructions 'to, suspend his pro
ceedings~in ,the matte!'; addressed" a' letter to· Moolraj, asking'whether he would wish, 
any'communioation to:be- made to' Sil' F; Currie'; Moolraj'li reply was' received, on' tho
day that Sir F. Currie arrived at Lahore. It stated, "that the Dewan desired to abide
b;".the' agreement' hEl' had entered into'with Mn La.wrence·; that what' Wa&- already 
~n W6If sufficient; namely; that his ·resignation from the, close of the, late khureef' 
hlll'Vl!Stshould, b8'accep~'; that his honor and: dignityshould bo guaranteed; that no' 
charges. against Jtim should' be> listened to.; that ho should ouly be required to give· 
onlf yea.r'e. Pllflel'lY; and that· 8' fitting provision, should be made, for- him' for his, 
fut1l1r& life."" • 

'fhis was' 81 totallY' falso· representation of what· had! passed between MI\ 
t-cnue and the' Dewan; and; as it was, not. clear, from the Dewan's letter; 
whether he intended to resign his offic&ol"not, Sir Ii'. Currie'determined to write tG' 
hUn all Gnce, deRiring ,him· tos1latO' distinctly what his intentions were, and inclosing in 
hi • .letter a s1latementi drawn. up by Mr;' Lawrencej setting forth,the'actual communi.:. 
catrons' wbich bad, passed! bet~eIl! him' and'the Dewan.. Moolraj replied, OIl! tli8' 
16th of March, by clearly intimating his desire'w'resignt: alluding to his,negotiation. 
with ~k Lllwren68j he'says,'·] begged his'pennissiontoresign, which' he'waB good 
enough to grant; and, Gn that occasion, sent me a friendly· letter; aecompanied b)" 
Metbet" in. Englisb, When l' receil'llli, thiS! 11. was' well 'content'; and now· my desire 
i8j' lIhatmy' hGnor'maY' remain' untouched." . 

The- Durbar;' immediately, apPGinted' 81 suecessor. TIley, selected for the· office 
Sirdar' Khan. Sing Mim) descrilied alt "8. bra\'ll' soldier; and an intelligent man;" a.ndl 
gn.vehim detailed instruotionlft unde!' the- guidanoe of the-Resident, for· the· manag~ 
ment? of!:tb& province, and for l-eforming !!!Very brMl'Ch of the- administration. TheY' 
pe him' iii liKed sallu'J ,of 3()IOOO rupees per annum. 

The· Resident' BlPpointedl , Mr; AgneW' 110 be· Pblitical Agent in Mooltan, and) 
di1'eoted him' to' proceedl thitber; without delay. Lieutenant Anderson was; au 
the same' time, nominated· to' be Mr; Agnew!lt· A-ssistant. 'These officel'S> were 
selectedj on' lIlCCountt of' their high· qualifications, for an arduous '. task. MD. AgneWl' 
III- moauzeal!7l11!' and, intelligent servantof' the' Government, had acquired a consider.:. 
ableireputation, fop his' tact in the management of tho natives of tbe country. and fol' 
II' 1lI1orongh acquaintance with their -character and' habits. Lieuoonanb Anderson 
WRB known, a& all excellent Oriental scholar, and had· been employed, with credit, 
under Sin Cbarles: Napier ilL Sinde. The unhappy fate of these promising officers 
must' ever be deplored. . 

On the 17th of April, at 11 o'clock A.M., Mr. Agnew and Lieutenant Anderson. 
reached. the Mooltan ehat, and, on the morning· of the 18th, joined·theSikh8Scort, 
with 'OR hieh' was Sirdar Khan' Sing: The escort was under 500. men ofall mn& Mr.' 
.Aguew thl'ls'demibes it&strength, in a private letter tG Sir F. CinTie, dated the 18th, 
··Ou~ regiment mustered tbis morning under armi!' about 350. (of 489, fighting men); 
.!millary eighty, IlUd Cavalry 1001 instead of 200, as several of these men (the 
lim!glliar Cavalry) have been kept by different Sirdars and others. 

Moolraj, on' Mr. Agnew's arriva4 appears· to, have shGWD him _ry eivilitr, 
Mting him in the- afternoon of the 18th, and conversing with him fora cGnsiderabi. 
ti'8le. It 'Was arranged that he shGuld shoW' Mr. Agnew' over the, furbi on Iih& 
tDIlowing mGrning. In his pri:vate letter' of the, 18th, Mr. Agnew' saY8: "Ii doni' 
kDGW what has put into Sirdap Khan Sing'a headsom&imagination thoowe ·had· better 
I!'ltthe fort into our hands'as SOGn IIB'we can; butJ, in any case, it iii righflto tuseno 
tilDe,· in the' tr8lllSfer. Everything seems' to· bear (lut the character M.ooltan hllll 
alw.ays. bOrD&! fur peaoe aDd quietness." Oa the morniilg of the- 19th; Mi'. Agaew 
ad Lieutenant, Andel'8t)n,' attended' oy' tW6 eompanielt' of Georkll8 and some 
hlll'88lDenl and aooompanied by- Moolraj, inspected the furt., Mr. Agnew placed: the 

-n ~ 
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two companies in possession of one of the gates. On coming out of the fort gate, 
after having received charge from Moolraj, "we were atta.cked," Mr. Agnew writes, 
on the very day of the occurrence, "by a couple of soldiers, who, taking us unawares, 
succeeded in wounding us both pretty.sharply." Moolraj, who was riding by the side 
of Mr. Agnew at the time, galloped oif immediately to his own residence; the two 
officers returned, or were removed, to their encampment at the Edga, not far from 
the fort. . 

Mr. Agnew does not appear to. have suspected Moolraj of treachery, or of 
having been concerned, in any way, in the attack. All through the day of the 19th, 
he remained expecting a visit from him. Moolraj promised to come, but, afterwards, 
sent to excuse himself, saying, that he was prevented by his troops. "The whole 
troops have mutinied," Mr. Agnew writes, "but we hope to get them out of the 
fort." 

On the morning of the 20th, at 9 o'clock, a gun was fired from the fort, and 
the ball struck the Mosque where the British officers were. The fire was returned, 
and continued on each side, throughout the day. After dark, a general attack being 
made by the insurgents, Esra Sing, the Commandant of the artillery, which formed 
part of the escort, went over withbis men to the enemy. Khan Sing, thinking all 
further resistance useless, asked for quarter, and was made prisoner. Mr. Agnew and 
Lieutenant Anderson, left wounded, and unsupported, were barbarously murdered. 
The ruffians took the heads of the unfortunate officers in triumph to Moolraj, and 
received from him presents and commendation. 

Having thus given you the narrative of events, we now proceed to state to 
you the opinion which Sir F. Currie has formed of the measures which should be 
adopted, for punishing the perpetration of this lIagraI\t outrage, and for vindicatin'g. 
the authority of the British Government. 

We would refer you to the Resident's letters to the Governor-General of the 
21st, 24th, and 27th ultimo*. 

You will observe that, on receiving the first intelligence of the attack on Mr. 
Agnew, when the result was not known, the Resident resolved upon moving the. 
British moveable column; from Lahore to Mooltan, with a view to making a demon
stration in support of the troops of the Durbar. When, however, the intelligence of 
the murder of the officers arrived, accompanied by the fact that the Lahore troops 
had gone over to the enemy, Sir F. Currie considered that the circumstances of the 
ease were altered, and that, the troops of the escort having deserted to Moolraj, and 
there being strong grounds for believing that the troops of the Durbar would 
follow thcir example, "at this season of the year, operations of the magnitude which 
will now be required, and at such a distance as Mooltan from our resources and 
magazines," could not be undertaken. He, therefore, summoned back to Lahore the 
Sikh Sirdars who had proceeded towards Mooltan for the purpose of quelling the 
rebellion, and who had gone with the expectation that they would be supported by 
British troops, to explain to them that they must, by their own resources, eifect the 
object in view. On the 26th of April, the chiefs returned, and. declared their 
inability, without British aid, to coerce Moolraj, admitting freely that no dependence 
could be placed upon their troops, especially the regular army, if employed alone, on 
sucll. a service against Moolraj. 

On the 27th, the Resident addressed the Commander-in-Chief, requesting 
his opinion on the practicability and expediency, in a military point of view, 
and under the circumstances, of advancing a British force on Mooltan, at this 
season of the year. Sir F. Currie forwarded to u~ a copy of this letter, 
which was received on the 7th instant, and asked "for any oi'ders which the 
Supreme Government may desire to give." We were of opinion that it was not 
advisable that we should issue any orders to the Resident, until a further communi
cation from him, or from the Commander-in-chief, should inform us of their decision 
respecting the movement of the British troops against the Dewan; and the fort of 
Mooltan. Whatever that decision might be, we felt that it must have been settled, 
announced, and acted upon, sometime before we had even received the intelligence 
that events had occurred that required a decision to be formed. We, therefore, 
abstained from issuing any orders, during the few days which would elapse before we 
received intimation of the reply given by the Commander-in-chief to Sir. F. Currie. 

The reply of the Cowmander-in-chief has just been received by us. . His 
Excellency is strongly opposed to the movement of British troops, at this season. 

• IllclCllllIU 10, 13, &Ild 17, in No. 116. 
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upou Mooltari, and'intimates his opinion that, as a military operation, it ishighl:r 
iDexpedi~nt, ~ not impracticable. . , • 

• .We are far from wishiug to throw on, the Resident, or the Commander-in-chief, . 
the responsibility of having decided this importan~ question. ,We desire, therefore:; , 
to express our entire concurrence in the views expressed by his Excellency, and by 
tlie Resident at' Lahore. ,.' • 

We are fuH.v sensible how important it is that this rebellion against thesiate l 

of Lahore, should, forthwith, be repressed, and that the insult offered; and foul 
treachery shown, to the British power, sbould be followed by early, and signal. ptmish~' 
Mento But, however imminent may be the risk that, if the Btitish troops do not now' 
move,"insurrection, apparently successful for a time at Mooltan, mlfJ extend its in-' 
f1uence over the Punjab, and may cause disturbance and J"evolt throughout its 'bounds, . 
we, yet, think that the dangers, which would thence ari.e to.British interests in India,. 
are far less than those. which would be created by our being compelled to discontinue 
operations once begun, before they had been brOlfght to a satisfactory termination; 
and by the fearful loss among the troops which is anticipated as the consequence of 
entering on military operations, on the scale required, in such a ~trict as Mooltati, at' 
such It season of the year as this. . . , 

, We have determined, therefore, not to insist on· any suc~ nlOyement at present, 
bllt we shall proceed to make the necessary preparations for enabling us, as soon as 
the season will permit, to enter on operations which we consider imperatively neceS
sary for punishing the causeless rebellion of ~Ioolraj ; and for exacting ample repllr 
ration, from the State of Lahore, for the insult oft'ered, and the deep injury hlflicted 
on your Government, in the base murder of yOl1r faithful servauts, through the. 
treachery, desertion, and crime of the servants of the Mahamjah of Lahore. . 

" The Resident is taking every proper precau~ion against the spread of an in sur:' 
rectionary spirit over the other parts of the Punjab. Hls meatlUres, with this view, 
havll our entire approval. 
. " We shall not fail to keep you informed of every circumstance of any interest 

regarding th~ further proceedings of Moolraj, and the success which may attend the 
attempts he is making to collect followers under the standa,rd of rebellion; . • 

Inclosure 1 in No. 26. 

The Resident at Lahore to Dewan Moolraj, Nazim of Mooltaft. 

Anarlrullee, March 8, 1848. 
WITH this letter you will receive a roobukaree, dated March 8th, 1848', 

rcgardingthe important question of your resignation, or retention, of JOur Government; 
consider its contents well, and let your reIlly ,be forwarded,. as quickly as possible, to 
me in Durbar.· . 

ROilbukaree. 

The replies of Dewan Moo'raj, N azim of Mooltan, to two purwannas from Mr. 
John Lawrence, were this day laid' before me, in Durbar, in the presence of Naja Tej 
Sing, Raja Deena Nath, Raja Shere Sing, Fakeer Noorooddeeu, and Sirdar Uttur 
Sing, Kaloewala. . 

,'fhe two purwannas, and the following roobukaree, containing a statemen$ 
drawn up by Mr. John Lawrence, of what had passed between theNazim and himself, 
were then read. 

StrU8'1IUInt. 

.• A petition from the N azim of Mooltan was read before me, yesterday, in which 
he gives utterance to tIle state of his feelings, referring to vel'bal expressions made use 
of by me, a~ the ,time of his leaving Lahore, to the effect," that nothing was" to be 
done derogatory to his honor, that cbarges on mattel'8 connected with his Government 
would not be entertained, aud that complete accounts for one year must be rendered," 
and concluding with anxious inquiries as to his future maintenance. . Now, at the 

R 
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ime when the Nazim entertained the intention' of resigning the government'of 
Mooltan, I gave him a written paper, and he gave me a writing in Persian, This 
document was either destroyed in the fire (at the Residency), or lost in the consequent 
hprried removal of property., An English translation of it has, however, been pre
served. In my paper, I stated that the Durbar was always careful of the honor of 
those whose conduct was deserving of it j that no charges against him, regarding 
matters of administration, or collection of revenue, would be entertained j that cases 
concerning matters of trade, &c. in which the Dewan might appeal', either as plaintiff. 
or defendant, would be decided in the Courts of Law j and all papel's connected with 
the receipts of the last nine or ten years, must, certainly, be produced, on account of 
the large amount of the revenue. With regard to jagheers, I made no promise; nor 
have I ever given one, verbally. 

From what has, hitherto, appeared on record, the meanin,g of the N azim's present 
letter is not very plain, as to whether it be his real wish and desire to resign his 
government, or not. 'rhe original hgl'eement for the government of Mooltan, between 
the Nazim and the Lahore Durbar, drawn up \mder the advice of Mr. J. Lawrence, 
was fol' a stated period of three years. Of these, one only has elapsed, and the N azim ' 
would not, ordinarily, be considered as llaving the option of resigning his contract 
within the stipulated period. . , 

.At the time, however, at which the agl'eement was entered into, the affairs of the 
Lahore Government were conducted, according to the ola:customs of this State. But, 
from the date of the arrangement for the administration, concluded on the 16th of 
December, 1846, a material change hal! taken place, and, if it be his real ,wish to 
throw up his contract, it will be but right that his resignation be accepted. 

It wa., therefore, determined, after consultation, to address a purwanna to the 
Nazim, with the view of explaining to him, distinctly, that, if it be his wish to do so, 
he can send in his resignation without delay; if tbis should not bc his desire, that he 
can continue to carryon the government of Mooltan with confidence, until the expi
ration of the period originally specified j that he should not be induced to resign his 
contract, by any fear for his honor or credit, since the Lahore Govenilllent always 
treats with consideration ~en deserving of honor j that, in giving in his resignation, 
however, there must be no stipulation, with regard to jagheers, 01' the reception of 
charges (against him). The resignation must be unconditional To sum up the 
whole matter in one word, it is optional with the N azim to re:rign, or not. In the 
interval which must elapse, before the answer of the Durbar to his pctition can reach 
him, it will be his duty to see that his measures be even better than before, for the 
administration of the province, for the comfort of the people, fol' thc suppression of 
robbery, and for the prevention of outbreaks. He should not be influenced by any 
alarm. If, in this interval, any thing should occur to disturb thc peace of the province, 
the responsibility will be his. 

A copy of this roobukaree to be sent to the Lahore Durbar, that they may 
issue orders to the Nazim accordingly. Another copy, with the accompanying letter, 
to be given in charge to the Mooltan Vakee~ Asanund, with directions to takll care 
that a reply be, speedily, sent to me in Durbar. 

Inclosure 2 in No. 26. 

Dewan Moolraj to the Resident at Lahore. 

Mooltan, March 16, 1848. 
YOUR pllrwanna, inclosing a roobukaree, in which my petition to Mr. John 

Lawrence is considered, and in which, in reply to my respectful request, an order is 
issued to inquire distinctly whether I wish to resign my charge or not, and the 
condition of doing so, together with directions for the care of the country and people, 
has reached me, and I feel bighly honored by its receipt. Sir, my family and 
myself have been faithful servants of the Lahore Government; and, from the first, I 
have been a faithful and humble friend to the interests of the British Government. ' 
'I'he whole circumstances, from first to last, my devotion and services to the Stat:e, , 
my probity, and my conduct, are well known to Mr. John Lawrence, and you wlil 
have been pllt in possession of the facts by that gentleman. I begged his permission 
to resign,. which be was good enough to grant, and, on that occasion,. sent me a·: 
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friendly leLter, accompanied by another in English. When I received this, I was 
well content, and now my desire is, that my honor may ~main untouched. . . 

With regard ~o the order which was given, for the production of the papers of 
the last nine or ten years, I replied, that I trusted I might only be called on for 
those concerning my one year of Government. For, thro~h my incessant application 
to mattei'S of business, the papers connected with my father's Government had been 
neglected, and been eaten by ants. Some few, which still exist in a box, are utterly 
spoiled, and nothing can be made of them; and all those pertaining to the eastern 
districts, were lost during the disturbances. My life is at your disposal. After once 
sending in my resignation, of what use could these papers be to mel Moreover, 
my happiness consists in. doing good service to the State, and in obedience to your 
wishes. At all times, I am anxious for the care of the province and the people, both 
in obedience to your orders, and out of regard for my own good name. But the 
district of Jhung is infested with plunderers, and, from their example, and in their 
name, others arc beginning to do the same. I have sent a force to punish them; but 
it cannot go beyond the boundaries of my own province, without permission. The 
people of these districts have but little thought for the future. I do my very utmost 
in obedience to my instructions, and will continue to do 80. The whole facts of the 
case must be well known to you.. In everything, I trust to your friendship, and am 
only solicitous for the preservation of my honor, and for futw'e provision. If there 
should be any balance of revenue for the two last harvests, 01' any outlay for the 
army, &c., after Ilfarch 11, 1848, these sums should be deducted. 

I~closure 3 in N' o. 26. 

The Lahore Durbar to Dewan Moolraj. 

Lahol'e, March 24, 1848. 
YOUR petition, tendering your resignation of the government of the province 

of Mooltan, bas been received, and read. With the consent of Sir ]<'. Currie, Bart., 
the Durbar have accepted your resignation. In a few days, a Sirdar, and-a British 
officer, will be appointed to the charge. You will remain, until the province shall 
have been entirely made over to their care. On receiving an order to that effect 
from the Dnrbar, with the Resident's consent, yon will return hither, RS directed. In 
proportion to the good faith and trustworthiness exhibited by you, in making over all 
necessary papers to those officers, will be the favor with which you will be regarded, 
and the friendly disposition with which the Durbar, acting on the Resideut's advice, 
will be prepared to enter on the consideration of your future maintenance. 

All the troops, in forts, or in posts, artillery, infantry, and cavalry, who are, up to 
the present time, in your service, and present under arms, will be paid by the Lahore 
Government, from the 1st Cheryt, 1906. (March 11 th, 1848.) Recognise the autho
rity of our seals, and obey it. Assure yourself of the high consideration of 
Government. 

Inclosure 4 in No. 26. 

The Lahol'e Durbar to Sirdar Khan Sing Man. 

Lahore, March 31, 1848. 
THE LahOl'e Durbar, by the advice of Sir Frederick Currie, Bart., Resident, have 

appointed Sirdal' Khan Sing Man to the government of the province of Mooltan, 
with the districts of Munkera, Dera Gha.zee Khan, Mittunkote, Sunkur, HundajuJ, 
and North and South Chuch, in the room of Dewan Moolrnj, the former Nazim. 
The Sirdar is, in concert with Mr. Agnew, who goes thither on the part of the 
Resident, to govern in accordance with the following deta.iJed instructions, and to he 
zealous in. the performance of his duties, with good will and activity. 

R2 
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1st. Regarding land revenue; 
You will receive the rerenue arising from tIle Rubbee harvest of 1905, accord

ing to the regulations in force under Dewan Moolraj's Government; whether it be by 
a fixed rate (" mushulesa,") or by "chaslie," or by .. kunkoot," and, in accordance 
with the existing practice, through his old Kardars. If you think proper, appoint 
three or four clever men, and, after taking security from them, employ them to look 
into the collections of land revenue, and inquire whether it be too high, or too low, 
and to prevent embezzlement, so that no loss may accme to the Government. 

, Of the Khureef Harvest.-With a view to the future settlement, fir3t, obtain from 
the Dewan all papers connected with the last ten years' jumma, from the Rubbee of 
1895 to the Khureef of 1904, and assume one-tenth of the total as the jumma for 
one year. Should there be any suspicion as to the accuracy of these papers, after 
instituting a careful inquiry, fix a suitable assessment, assemble all the ZemindarlJ, 
and, after devising the speediest method of collecting the revenue, from them and the 
Malgoozars, proceed to carry it into practice. Draw up ·books for each village, for it 
will often be foun~ that the Zemindars are content with the old methods, and are 
averse to a fixed assessment (" mushulesa"). With a view to fixing a proper and 
equitable jumma, take security from the Kutrees of the village, and make the contract 
assessment with them. In making the settlement of any districts, should any incon
venience arise, or should it appear that the old system of collecting the revenue be 
more for the advantage of the State, and the good of the people, after mutual con
sultation, continue to collect a.ceording to the old system. When you have made the 
settlement, arrange for the appointment of tehsildars and treasurers, afte,\' consul
tation, and fix their salaries. 

Of Customs, Revenue, and Taxes, which will, be under the jurisdiction of Misr 
Sahib Dyal; 

From the 1st Cheyt, 1905, to the 15th or the 20th of Bisak, in the same year, 
the customs due should be collected, on the responsibility of Dewan 1vIoolraj's 
Mutsuddees. For the future, in accordance with the Customs' Law, a separate code 
of regulations will be given by Government into the charge of a Kardar, who will 
collect the customs' revenue, and, according to the new regulations, appoint Mut
suddeps and Chupprasees, at all the Ghats and Chokees. He will himself remain 
in MooItan and its neighbourhood, and go circuits of inspection, and will make all 
arrangements for the collections. .After defraying salaries, he will pay the balance into 
the treasury. .All the olOOials, Chupprasees, &c., of the customs' department, will be 
under his orders, and he will send a monthly statement of receipts .to the Misr. 
Give him all the assistan.:e, in the e:xecntion of his duties, in 'your power; and should 
any other person be appointed by Government to this charge, you will be good 
enough to assist him in like manner. If the customs' revenue be placed in your 
own charge by the Durbar, you will act in accordance with the new code of regu
lations for the administration of justice. 

Endeavour to settle properly all cases which may come before JOll, and re
member that you are responsible for the administration of justice to the people. 

Of the Army;-· . 
Entertain, according to the following details, whatever force may be deemed 

proper for the management of the province, and station. them, for duty, in whatever 
place you may, after consultation, deem necessary. . . , 

If you wish for more than 500 soldiers, recruits will be enlisted either here, or 
elsewhere, and sent to you. 

Select 1000 young and active men, such as you approve of, from the force now 
in Mooltan, and retain them in service. 

From the regiments, of infantry, hitherto serving in Mooltan, select a good 
one, and retain it with you. Send the remaining 'regiments to Lahore, recovering 
their pay up to the end of the month of l'hagon, 19U4, from Dewan Moolraj. For 
the future, they will be paid by Government . 

.All the Dewan's footmen, infantry regiments, and artillery, of the force hitherto 
serving in Mooltan, who are included in the above detail, will be in the service of 
Government. They must be paid, by the Dewan, up to the end of Phagon, 1904 ; 
and from t,he 1st Cheyt, 19(15, they will recerve pay from Gorernment, In the same 
manner, the troops who are to be discharged, must be paid, by the Dewan, up to the 
end of Phagon, 1904, and, by Government, from the Ist of Cheyt, 1905, to the day 
of their discharge; on production of their receipt!, the amouRt will he authoriZed. " 

One instalment of the revenue, for the· Khureef harvest of 1904, has not ytn 
been paid by Dewan Moolraj. You are to recover it from him, and disbUJS& it as 
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follows :-Tbe amount due is 2,81,000 rupees; of this sum, send 2,00,000 rupees to 
General Cortlandt and Bukshee Sube Raee, and to the agent of Misr Megraj, to Dera 
Ismael Khan, for the I.ayment of troops and establishments, for the months of Phagon 
1904, and Cheyt, 1905. Keep the balance of 81,000 rupees, for necessary charges, 
and for paying the arrears of the troops who are to be discharged. 

The natives of the province are clever at office work: you should employ them, 
and instruct them in your rules and regulations, and methods of doing business. If 
you deem it necessary, entertain three or four individuals who are acquainted with 
the routine duties, either from hence, or ebewhere, for the courts of justice. collec
tion of revenue, and the distribution, and pay of the troops. A treasurer and banker 
will be appointed by Misr Megraj. You will pay them their salaries, according 
to separate detailed instructions which you' will receive. The amount will be 
authorized. 

Your salary, for the office of Governor of Mooltan, bas been fixed at 30,000 
rupees per annum, commencing from the 1st Bisak, (11th. of April. 1845,) as 
follows:-

Your original jagheer 
In addition, for the Governorship of Mooltan 

Rs. 
12,000 
18,000 

Total B.s. 30,000 

The following is a list of pensioners, and jagbeerdars, and bolders of Dburmuths, 
who bave been in the enjoyment of their respective grants, from tbe time of Maha
rajahs Runjeet Sing, Khurruck Sing, and Shere Sing, up to the Khurecf harvest of 
1904; S~nd an accurate account of each individually, and act according to tbe 
directions you will receive. • 

(Here follow the names, 11 in all.) 
.. 

Should there be any matters whicb appear to be required to be especially 
brought to the notice of the Government, after consultation with Mr. Agnew, repod 
the particulars to the Durbar. Directions for your guidance will be issued, by the 
Durbar, in conformity with the advice of tbe Resident. 

Inclosure 5 in No. 26. 

The Resident at Lahore to P. A. Vans Agnew, Esq., Assistant to the Resident. 

Lahore, March 28, 184S. 
I AM afraid that the practice of gIVIng, and receiving, presents at native 

. Durbam, cannot be altogether done away. It is a time-honored custom, to which great 
importance is attached; and your policy must be to conciliate, and to maintain all 
native institutions, and customs, when they are not incompatible with the interests 
of the Government, or justice to the people. 

You should restrict the practice, as mucb as possible, to state occasions, and 
endeavour that your return presents may equal in value those you receive. 

Inclosure 6 in No. 26. 

The Re3ident at Lahore to Mr. Agnew. 

Lahore, April 5, 1848. 
SIRJ)AR KHAN SING MAN, Bahadoor, has been appointed by the Durbar, 

with my COlleurrence, as Nazim of Mooltan, and the Sirdar has been directed to 
proceed, forthwi th, to assume charge of the (iovernment. 
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A copy of the in~tructions issued to Sirdar Khan Sing, ~dct the signature 
of Maharajah Duleep Smg, and myself, has been ah'ead y furnIshed to you. 'fhe 
Sirdar will, in the administration of the proviuce, be guided by your advice, on all 
occasions, and in the conduct of the duties of every department. 

Your attention will be, immediately, directed to the realization of the revenue, for 
the rubbee kists of the current year; the collections for the l'emainder of this year to be 
made, according to the system hitherto in force in the province, and at the rates 

·hitherto demanded. The N azim should, in the execution of this duty, make use, as 
far as possible, of the Kardars and other officials, employed by the late Governor, I18S0-

ciating with them, where it may be n~cessary for serving the interests of the Govern
ment and the people, officers of his own nomination, selected with your concurrence. 

You should employ the interval between this, and the assessment of the next 
fuslee harvest, in possessing yourself of the accounts of the revenue collections of 
past years, as far back as yon can procure them, and ~l the information you call 
gather, to enable you make an equitable summary settlement of the province, duriug 
the ensuing season, on the principle which has been observed in the late operation. 
in the other parts of the Punjab. 

The revised customs' arrangements, which llave been introduced into all parts of 
the Lahore territories, with the exception<of 1>{ooltan, will be, forthwith, extended tQ 
that province. Oollections will be made, according to the former system, to the l!itb 
of the ensuing Hindoo month, when aU town duties, and internal cesses of all kind~. 
will be abolished, and the revised plan of the demand on exports aud imports, QI) ~ 
frontier line, will be brought into operation. 

The customs'arrangements will be under Misr Sahib Dyal, the Gel)oral 
Superintendent of Customs of the Lahore territories, to whom, and to whose people, 
you will give all aid and advice, and any necessary instructions in the conduct of 
their duties. It will be the duty of the N azim to see that the customs' reg Illations 
are attended to, and enforced. 

The N azim has been directed tq send into Lahore one of the regular regiments 
now serving at Moolt».n. This regiment, filled to the full complement stated in the· 
regulations, should be composoo., of the best men, picked from the two regiments now 
-serving there; the remaining men Dlay be paid up and discharged, on the principle~ 
and gratnity already established. A regiment of infantry, a horsebattery, and 500 
cavalry, have already marched to Mooltan, and another regiment has been ordered 
from Bunnoo. < 

The reducing all the unnecessary iITegulars, and putting the military establish
ment of the province on an efficient footing, will have your early attention. 

The garrisons of the forts must be looked to, and, when you have had an oppor
tnnity of having aU the forts snrveyed, and ascertaining their nsefulness and relative· 
value, you should dismantle all that it may not be considered necessary to retain. 

It is of great importance that a system for the administration of justice should· < 
be maintained throughout the Mooltan districts. Weare not very well acqnainted 
with the practice which has hitherto prevailed iu Mooltan, in this department; 
Dewan Moolraj, and his father< Dewan Sawun Mull before him, having been left to 
do as they pleased in this, as well as in aU other matters connected with the 
administration. In Sawun Mull's time, the province was always said to be well 
governed, and the people content, though in Moolraj's it has been different. You 
should not, summarily, and without inquiry, dispense with such system as you may 
find in force, merely for the· sake of substituting that which has been introduced 
in the other portions of the Punjab territory; bnt, in this, and in all departments, 
ascertain the state, and the efficiency, of the present system, and only introduce 
reforms where they are required for securing the interests, and promoting the welfare 
of the people. 

You may, perhaps, find that there was no better system for administering 
justice, and redressing wrongs, in Mooltan, than in the Khalsa districts; in such case, 
rulell that have been introduced in the latter, may be beneficially applied to the 
former. . 

The frontier duties at ~[ooltan have, hitherto; been very light; the inland CIlS

toms, and town duties, and cesses on the retail <of goods, exorbitantly heavy. 'fhe 
Mooltan trade, having been relieved fl'om all the last-mentioned, can afford a very , 
much heavier impost tax than heretofore, and still feel great relief. But the Affghan 
trader, who merely paid the light transit duty, and passed on, with his goods, without 

< retailina iu the provinces, feels 1I0ne of the relief that hll8 been gral)ted to the 
inhabit~nts; and the high import duty, to be demanded now at the frontier, wil~ it is 



to be feared, act as a total prohibition to the trade, or tum its course to Shikarporc, 
and Kelat. ' 

I have discussed this point with Misr Sahib Dyal, but he thinks that our system 
of Opell rowannahs, for a fixed period, or of drawback on exports, could never be 
adopted, with the unscrupulous traders, and dishonest officials, with whom we have to 
deal. Tho subject is not an easy one. 

Inclosure 7 in No. 26. 

Thr. Resident at Lahore to the Secretary to the Government of India. 

La/IOTe, April 6, 1848. 
HA VING now been· just onc month in charge of the administration of the 

Lahore territories, I submit such observations as I think it may be useful to record; 
('n the state of tllings as I found them, and a report of the principal circumstances 
that bave occurred, since I reached Lahore. . 

(1onsidorations of a domestic nature rendered it inconvenient for Mr. J. Lawrence 
to leaye Lahore, immediately upon my joiniug. Of this I was not sorry, as so much' 
llad been attempted, and was still in progress of accomplishment, of change and 
l'efonnation in all departments, dming the last five or six months, under his imme
diate control and guidance, that I felt it would be of much advantage to me to have' 
him, fol' a time, to discuss, and explain, the various measures he had introduced, with 
thc causes of their introduction; and that it would also be beneficial that he should 
have the opportunity of concluding some of the proceedings in which I found llim' 
actively engaged. 

I requested him to continue his labors in re-modelling the establisllments, and, 
in. fixing the several judicial, revenue, and police jurisdictions of the Baree Doab, 
according to the system in each department which he had introduced; and which it 
is obvious no one could accomplish so satisfactorily, with a view to the success of his 
schemes, as himself. • 

, . I, also, suggested that he should draw up a general report of the settlement 
operations that had been conducted under his orders; with the financial result, as 
far as he could give it. 

Both these he has done; and he submitted his settlement report* direct to you, 
just before leaving Lahore. . 

Perfect tranquillity prevails, at present, thl'oughout all the telTitories under the 
Lahore Government; aml I have no reMon to think that the apparent contentment 
of the people is other than real. We bave now, or have had during the cold months" 
British 9fficers, in all parts of the country; and the impression seems general that all 
classes are satisfied at the present state of things; in those villages, chiefly in the 
Manjha, to wbich numbers of the disbanded soldiery have returned, we sometimes 
hear of prophetic nlmours being circulated, of a day coming when the Sikhs are again 
to be brought into collision with the British, and with a different result from the 
last; but, beyond this idle and infrequent talk, there is nothing to indicate that the 
l'eturn of the Khalsa independence is either expected, or desired. 

The universal civility, and kindness, with which all Europeans of all ranks and 
callings, whether officials, or travellers, or sportsmen, are treated, is very remarkable. 

Mr .• J. Lawrence's several dispatches, written during the last few months, bave 
mentioned the measures which have been adopted, since he came to Lahore, in August 
last, for introducing improved systems of admil}istration, in all the departments of the 
State.. The effect of these measures has, doubtless, been to transfer the administra
tion of the country, from the hands of the Durba,r to QUI' own, to a much greater 
extent than was contemplated, when the introduction of the new arrangements was, ,. 
at first determined on; and the conduct of all details, even tbe most minute, in all
departmerrt." except that of account, devolves, now, on the Resident and his sub
ordinates. 

'I'he whole system of revenue administration, and agricultural management, has 
been changed, by the substitution of money payments, and a fixed annual demand, 
for a collection.of rpvenue in kind, according to the amount of produce. . 

Anyone, at all acquainted with the duties of a collector's office, and the consti-· 
tutioll of the village communities in India, will feel what an important undertaking: 
this was, Rnd how. it must affect all classes of agricultural interests. 

• March 31. Indosu~ in No. 25. 
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From aU I can see, this work has been done, as far as it bas hitherto' gone, 
much better than could have been expected from the instruments and materials avail .. 
able for its performance; but, there has, certainly, been little opportunity yet of testing, 
practically, the quality of the work. The officers employed had, with few exception. 
searccly any experience of revenue matters. Some were altogether ignorant:' Done 
had any know ledge of local usages, and accounts. . The native kardars, and official~ 
with whom the assistants had to work, are the most designing, and unscrupulous· of 
men; and it is not to be conceived that a settlement, introduced now for thelil'8t 
time, on principles new to all parties, embra.cing an amount of revenue of sixty-four 
lakhs of rupeeR, and spreading Over so large a tract of country, could he concluded iii 
five months, without many inaccuracies, and much that will require revision, and COl'O 
~~. ' 

The settlement was, of course, most summary, and its details have, yet, to he 
filled up. Its working must be most carefully watched. The Durbar was averse to 
its introduction, but yielded. as they always do; and contentedt hemselves, with the 
exception of Raja Deena Nath, with standing aloof from its execution; leaving tbe 
whole matter to the Resident, and his assistants. 

Raja Deena Nath seems willing, now, to aid in working out the new system, in 
which he has, doubtless, some purpose of self-aggrandizement, or other motive apart 
from that of promoting the public weal; he sees the financial embarrassments of the 
State, and feels that, the more we interfere with details, especially where the revenue 
is concerned, the less will be the Durbar's responsibility for financial difficulties and 
deficiencies. . 

I could wish that our interference with these details had been les's, but it is 
impossible now to recede. We must do what we can to carry the Durbar, and thai!
officials, with us, to instruct them in carrying on the duty, to watch that they do it 
fairly, and gradually to withdraw from the mere details, and confine ourselves to 
more general superintendence.· ..• 

. In the judicial departmell't, also, our interference with details has gone further 
than 'Was at first intended. Adawlutees have been appointed.to every-district of the 
provinces, and courts for the administration of civil and criminal justice opened, 
with 'a code of rules of law and procedure, founded upon our regulations. prescribed; 
but the native functionaries who must preside in the courts of first instance,'.are 
ignorant, and corrnpt, to the last degree. They have no notions of the commonest 
principles of justice between man and man; no system of jurisprudence was ever 
thought of in the Punjab; and the undertaking of teaching them the. application of 
the rules that have been prescribed, is a most arduous one, especially 'with the young 
and inexperienced officers who are the Resident's assistants, and have most of them 
themselves to learn, ere they can become teachers. 

'I'henatives, throughout the districts, seem, like all Asiatics, eagerly disposed to 
take advantage of the opportunity for liti~ation afforded them; and, as the nile i~ 
and a necessary one under the circumstances - that appeals in all cases shauld come 
to the Resident, and his assistants, it will easily be im3{,rined how we are overwhelmed 
with work, in this department. .. 

My object is to make the Durbar work, as much as possible, at these appeals, 
and to hold them responsible for their decisions; but they work unwillingly, and 
require almost as much instruction, and quite ilS much urging on, as their sub
ordinates. 

Still, I doubt not that, by perseverance and system, and very careful scrutiny 
and vi/,rilance, we shall succeed in introducing a very fair system of judicial adminis
tion, before long. 

I do not like to make alterations, where not absolutely necessary, in rules that 
have been so lately introduced by the Resident; but Borne of these rules must be 
modified; for instance, in civil caSes, the rule of limitation has been fixed, for suits for 
real property, at sixty years! I need hardly remal'll. that the whole property of the 
country has changed hands, and the whole state of society lias been altered; in all its 
elements, two or three times over, during the revolutions that have taken place in 
these parts, within that period. • 

In the customs' department also. an entire change of administration has been' 
latel ~ introd~ced, the system of a duty on imports and exports, colle<'te~ on.~he 
frontlCr, havmg been substituted for the fllrmer custom of town and transIt dUties, 
and innumerable cesses. This. under the able management of Misr Sahib Dyal. pro
mises to work well, now tllat the Mooltal1 independence, which Borely interfered with 
it, is at an end, and the whole country nnder the immediate administration of the 
Lahore Government. The finanoial result. of the changecaunot yet be surmised. 
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.An attempt has been made to introduce an anna. postage, throughout all the 
districte of the Punjab, but, hitherto, success has not attended' the measure. 
Hurkaras have only been posted on the few great lines of roads, and, though the 
transmission of letters and parcels by private hands was strictly prohibited, under 
very heavy penalties, no means were adopted for carrying letters to the villages in 
the interior, or away from the general lines. Much dissatisfaction was the Tery 
obvious result-especiaUy among the soldiers on distant commands, who seem as 
fond, as they are in our own provinces, of, sending letters to their homes. A 
remedy for this was adopted by Mr. Lawrence, shortly ,before giving over charge, 
but it is one of too expensive a kind to answer, involving the charge of half an 
anna per coss, (one and a half miles) on each letter, intended for a village off the 
line, in addition to the anna postage. 

'l'he state of the army seems satisfactory, but the troops are still kept longer 
in arrears, at times, than is expedient, owing to the exhausted state of the trea
sury. The subject)s one that is never lost sight of. 

The red uction of the irregular- ca vah'y is proceeding gradual! y-we have an 
inspection at the Residency, nearly every morning, all recent additions, aud ineffi
cieht men, or horses, being got rid of, with a gratuity according to their cases, and 
old worn-out soldiers pensioned, under the rules lately iutroduced. 

I now proceed to mention" the state in which I found the question of the future 
administration of Mooltan, and the anangement I have made fOI' its government 
and management. 

Mr. John Lawrcnce, in his letter, dated 27th'" of December last, described 
the communications which had taken place between Dewan Moolraj and himself, and 
the mode in which he purposed acting upon them-if the Governor General in 
Council approved. At Moolraj's request, the negotiations were kept secret, and ' 
were not communicated, by either party, to the Durbar.' On Mr. Lawrence 
receiving the orders of Government, to let the matter lie over till my arrival, he 
wrote a letter to Moolraj, saying that'I was coming to relieve him, and asking 
him, if it was his desire that Mr. Lawrence should make any, and what, commu-
nication to me. • 

Moolraj replied to this letter, that he desired to abide by the agreement he 
had entered into with Mr. Lawrence, and that what was already written was 
sufficient, viz., (and here the common Punjabee unscrupulousness shewed itself) 
that his rosignation from the close of the late Khureef harvest should be accepted, 
that his honor and diguity should be guaranteed, that, no charges against him 
should be listened to, that he should be only required to give one year's 
papers, and that a fitting provision should be made for him, for his fnture life.' . 

Mr. Lawrence received this letter, the day I arrived, and placed it in my 
hands-he stated, that he had, of course, made no such guarantee, as Moolraj 
asserted, that he had merely told him, in general terms, that the Government 
always respected the honor of honorable men, and that he must give, at least, 
nine or ten years' collection papers, to enable the new comers to make a fair 
settlement. 

The paper, given to Moolraj, was with him in Mooltan; the' paper, given by 
Moolraj to Mr. Lawrence, was unfortunately lost, and Mr. Lawrence feared that it 
might have been burnt, when the fire of the thatch of a part of the Residency took 
place, in the cold weather, and many papers were destroyed. 

It was, at this time, privately intimated to me (and that by his own vakeel) 
that Dewan Moolraj did not really desire to relinquish his government, if he was 
left, as heretofore, undistnrbed; but that he was alarmed by the report that Adaw
lutees were to be established in the province, and that inducements were "held 
ont, by his enemies, to make complaints against him. ' 

Thus, the only records that appeared, on which 1 could act, were Mr. Law
rence'sletter to Moolraj, asking him what he Wished should be said to me, and 
Moolraj's reply, referring to a documentwhicll'was not forthcoming, either in original, 
or in copy, regarding 8. transaction which he had' relluested, and continued to 
request, might remain secret, till it was completed. 

I considered that the proper course to be pursued, at this juncture, was to 
8ummon the Councillors, B.nd lay before the Durbar, the circumstances, exactly as they 
stood, a.nd the two letters. This I did-Mr. Lawrence being present, and laying 

• Incl ...... I in No.. 19. 
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on the table. roobukare ... 011 ofiicial Dote in the Persian langWlg&, ofwlaa.t had ;l>Al!Sed 
between M00lraj and himself. • ... 

Translations"" of the proceedings with the Durbar. and of the snbsequenll 
correspondence with Moolraj, are forwarded. 
, As Moolraj was evidently preparing for his departure, and as the Kbureei" 

harvest was over. and the season for collecting the Rubbee fast approaching, !~ WaSi 

necessary, Rot to lose a moment in bringing the affair to a termination, one way or 
other. 

. At my suggestion, a letter was written to Moolrl\i, stating what had passed in 
Durbar, explaining to him, that he was still quite a free agent in the matter; that 
he might either resign, or retain, his government, as he pleased; that if he chose to 
retain his government, he might do so without apprehension, for that good faith would 
be kept with him, and his honor, as well as his independence, in all administrative 
matters, would be respected; the State reserving to itself the right to see ,that 
he committed no oppression or wrong in his government; but that, if he really 
desired to resigu his Nizamut, he must do so, unconditionally, as the Durbar would 
make no stipulations with him, regarding indemnity for past misdeeds, or for future 
provision. 

In reply, Moolraj distinctly declared it his wish and desire to resign, and 
to be at once relieved from the Government; he s.tated family dissensions, and 
infirm health, as the chief causes of his wishing to retire from public employment. 

On the arrival of the reply, I met the Durbar, when the resignation was for
mally accepted. and the future' arrangements for the administration were discnssed, 
and determined on. . 

It was determined to ;nominate a Sirdar as N azim of Mooltan, who would super
intend the administration of the province, in all departments, on the part of the 
Durbar, on a fixed salary-to act in conjunction with, and by the advice of, 11 British 
Political Agent. 

'1'he post was first offered to Sirdar Shumshere Sing, Sindanwala, an active 
and intelligent officer, but, on his showing reluctance to go, for any long poriod. to 
Mooltan, and on his suggesting stipulations, the office was bestowed on Sirdar Khan 
Sing Man Bahadoor, a man who bears a very high character, as a brave soldier, and 
intelligent man. 

The officer I have selected to fill the post of Political Agent at Mooltan, is 
:Mr. P. ·A. Vans Agnew, the oldest political officer on this frontier, and a man of 
much ability, energy, and judgment, with considerable experience in administrative 
duties. . 

Mr.Agnew's duties will be very arduous, as General Khan Sing Ma.n's will be almost 
nominal; and the administration will be really conducted by the British agent, though in 
the name, and with the instrumentality, of the GeneraJ., and his subordinates. An As
sistant for Mr. VaDs Agnew was necessary, and it seemed desirable that he should be a 
military man-the officer who was pointed out to me, by all, as the best qualified for 
this post, is Lieutenant W. A. Anderson of the Bombay Europea.u Regiment, placed 
at the disposal of the Resident, by the orders of Government, dated the 7th of January 
136b, aDd employed, hitherto, in the Punjab, on survey duties, under Major Napier. 

Lielltenant Anderson is an excellent oriental scholar; he was for some time .. 
deputy collector in Siude, under Sir Charles Napier; and has travelled through the 
whole of the 1\1 ooltan districts. 

Mr. Agnew oonsidel!S himself fortunate in having Lieutenant Anderson asso
ciated with him, in hi8 new duties. 

By MoolraJ's engagemtlll.ts, the province of Mooltan yielded 19,00,000 .rupees te 
the LahoN Treasury. 'fhere seems every reason to believe that, after paying all 
expenses. and granting relief where relief is necessary, it will yield, in. the hands to 
which it iIj.Alim- entrWlted. 24,00,000 or 2fi,OO,000. Mool~j's brother. with whom he 
is at feur/: sent me .. wmtten applicatioa, through Raja Deena N ath, offering to take up 
Moolmj's engagements,. at. an. adTa.nce of four lakhs of rupees. 

It is much to be. hoped that our expectations, in regard to an increase of revenue 
from Mooltan, will no~ be disappointed. Our present financial prospects are, as Mr.· 
laW1'eIroe has IlIplained, f'ai from promising: notwithstanding the heavy reduation8 

• I nolol1l_, 1 ~o 4: in No. 26. 
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which 'have been made in an ciepartmimts, thereaeems little hope of the income mee~ , 
ing tbe expenditure: includin~ the British demand, by many lakhs of rupees. This is 
the only real difficulty that I see, in the administration, and it is a subject that has 
my constant and anxious consideration. 

. . The provinces of Peshawur, Bannoo, Hazara, and the Sind Sagnr Doab, where 
British Officers are located, remain in the same satisfactory state as last reported by 
Mr. Lawrence: there has been a slight movement at Jhung in the Rechna Doab, 
caused by collision between the Hindoos and Mahomedans, but it is reported to be 
unimportant, and to have been, already, put down. 

The Ranee is little heard of. I have had several communications from her, 
complaining, 8ll usual, of being removed from the Government, and of the machinations 
6f her enemies. I am assured that her 8llsertions of close confinement, and unkind 
usage, and unpalatable diet, are without fOlmdation. She is subject to stricter surveil
lance than at first, doubtless, owing to'her having abused the liberty allowed her of 
free intercom-se with persons visiting Sheikhoopoor; and no persons beyond her 
establishment, are allowed access to her; but, in the employment of hcr time, the 
expenditure of her allowance, and the quantity, or quality, of her food, no interference 
is exercised. 

• 

Inclosure 8 in No. 26. 

Mr. Agnew to the Resident at Lahore, 

Edga, close to Mooltan. April 14, 1848. 
WE reached tbe Mooltan Ghat, at eleven o'clock, yesterday morning. , 

" This morning, we joined our force here, and were visited by Dewan lfooh·aj. 
He said all that was loyal and polite; but, 8ll our tents, &c. were still behind, I begged 
him to come again for business at three o'clock. 

I do not know what has put into SirdarKhan Sing's head some imagination that 
we had better get the fort into our hands as Boon as we can; ,but, in any case, it is 
right .to lose no time in the transfer. Everything seems to bear out the character 
Mooltan has always borne for peace and quietness. 

The fort is by far the most. imposing I have seen in India. and is, I dare say, 
one of the strongest. 

We mean to go in, to-morrow morning, with two companies, whom I shall 
quietly put in charge of one of the gates, until we can 8llcertain who, among the 
present garrison, are worth keeping. It would be, perhaps, going into ,the extreme, 
a.nd .alarm the rest of the sepoys. to change the garrison at once altogether. 

Our voyage down was, as usual, very uninteresting, as we passed all the day in 
our boats, except what was necessary for a hasty meal. In our morning walk aloDg 
the bauk, however, and when we passed the night near a village, we found those we 
met contented as Zemindars ever are by their own admission. 

I write to-day, only to avoid It blank day among the first after my arrival, but 
my business will be to-morrow. I can also hardly write for interruptions. 

Our regiment mustered, this morning, under arms, about 350 (of 489 fightiug 
men) artillery 80, and cavalry 100, instead of 200, as several of these men (the 
regular cavalry) have been kept by different Sudars and others. 

Inclosure , in No. 26. 

Mr. Agnew to the Resident at .Lahore. 

Mooltan, April 19, 1848. 
YOU will be sorry to hear that, as .AndersoD. and I we-e coming out of the furt 

gate, after having ,received charge of the fort from Dewall Moolraj, we were attacked 
by a oouple of soldiers, who, taking U8 unaW8l'eB,eueceeded in WOUDding .us both 
pretty sharply. Andersou is worst olf, poor fellow; he has It severe wood ill the 
thigh, another on the shoulder, one on the back of 'the iIIeck, ami OIle 011 the faee. I 
think it most necessary that a doctor should ibesentdwa, tbOU!Jh 0: hope ROt to Deed 

, S2 . 
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him myself. I have a smart gash in the left shoulder,and another in the fiame arm. 
,The :IV hole troops have mutinied,bJlt we JtoPIl to get them round; they have, turne4 
.our two companies out oOhe fort. . . '. . '.' ,II .. 
· P.S. (In another· handwriting.) , I am .having my wound dre88ed, so'eanno~ 
write myself this moment, to beg of you to ask Cocks to let my friends knoW'. that I 

'11m in illO danger, and also. Andcrson'~ .fatl;Ler, through Colonel Outram. . _c" : 

, .. 
Inclosure lOin No: 26. 

The'Rerident at Lahore to tIle C;overnor-Gelleral. 

L~hor~. April 21, i848~ 
I SEND your Lordship, privately, to-day, the intelligence received .his morning 

from Mooltan; further particularawill, doubtless, arrive before the next post goes 
out, and I shall be able to report officially. , 

The accounts received by the Durbar, give very few more details than Mr . 
.Agnew's letter. The express was sent off, immediately after the affair. The impres
sion, however, on the part of the' Durbar, is, that the affair was a preconcerted .and 
planned one by Dewan Moolraj. . They think, from some expressions in a represen
tation from the Dewan to the Durbar, written two days before the emeute, but 
received this morning, with ,the other intelligencE', that Moolraj was dissatisfied, at not 
being allowed to leave the province, on tbe day of his successor's arrival: that he was 
alarmed at no promise of indemnitY.for past misconduct being made to him, and at 
the number of complainants that were crowding in against him; that he feared the 
machinations of his own family, and his enemies at Lahore; and that, being. a sullen, 
discontented man, with no son, and no family ties, to care for, he has deteI'll).jned to 

· do a deed of desperation, and die in its execution. . " " . .: '.' 
The only.thing to favor the view of the Durbar as to the Dewan's haviIlgcon

trived the plot, is, that it is stated, in a letter from Sirdar Khan Sing Man, the new 
.' Governor, to his confidential agent at Lahore, that, the Dewan, at the meeting with 
the British officers, the day previously; demanded his rooksut and a razeenameh 
(deed of acquittance and satisfaction), and that; when he was told he must mst make 
over all the papers of collections of the province, angry wordS passeiJ. ,between 'the 
Dewan and Mr. Agnew; that, on the morning of the affair, after having shown the new 
N azim and the British officel's all over the fort, and opened the magazines and store
houses, &c., and having made over, charge thereof to the two companies '.' of the 
Durbar regiment, as the party were riding out of the doorway, Moolraj was six or 
eight paces behind: and that, when the two sepoys wounded the British officers, 
Moolraj hastened past them, spurred .his horse, and rode off, as fast as he could, to 
his own residence, where he.tllrn~d out his troops, and as Khan Sing Man, and the 
wounded officers, were returningfrom the fort t? their camp, from' Moolraj's position, 
a shotted gnn was fired at the party. '. . 

Hurriedly as Mr. Agnew wrote, Ithink, it this had been the case, he would 
have mentioned it.. . . ' . . .'. ...'" 

Moreover, if the attack was prcconcerted and ordered, why was It. not more 
cffectual1 (It does not appear, in any account, how the wounded officers were 
brought off.) If Moolrli.j fired a gnn, 'inattack, on the small returning party, why 
did he only fire one, and did not, as he might have done, annihilate them 1 

The affair iR a strange and unaccountable one, but it may be. serious to the 
British officers, and I am most anxious for the next accounts. 

Moolraj's own troops have been much dissatisfied with him lately, and the com
plaints against him, from all quarters, have "been most frequent. He has only one 
friend in the Durbar, and none in his own family. . 

I have acted on the most serious view of the subject which the accounts, hitherto 
received, can be considered to present. I have ordered off, to-night, from Lahore, 
the only disposable Sikh regiment, to be met on the road by a field battery from 
Ramnuggur, and. all the available irregulars under Sirdar 'uttur Sing; Kalcewala, the 

· commander ·of the llTegular troops, accompanied by Dewan Deena N ath, on the part 
of the Durbar; and I have ordered General Cortlandt to move down, with two 
battalions, one of MU88ulmans and the other Poorbeahs, and a regiment of cavalry, 
and a troop of horse artillery, from Dera Ismael Khan. These troops will be in 
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JD,Qtiol)I!ot OMe. quless the I)at\lre of the, intelligence ~ived to-night should render 
i~qnJ;er.{)rders &dvisable. . . .. 'j , 

Dewan Moolraj is an offi~r of tM Sikh Government; he'is in rehellion, inn 
l,reb~lIiol) at all, to tbe Sikh Durbar, and the orders of that 'Government. Tke 
1 coercion !Dust come from the Sikh Government, : unaided by British troops, if 
possible. . "" , • '. '. . '.' " ' 

If it should be necessary to move a British soldier; the affair will be'a serious 
one for the Durbar; ,b~Uhis wi\), n~t, I am pl'E'tty sure, be the case. 
. I will write to your Lordship again on the subject, 'to-morrow. 

A sub-assistant surgeon, witll medicines, dressings, and all appurtenances, fol
lowed Mr. Agnew to Mooltan, five days after he left. If, by tbe next accounts, more 
surgical aid sbould appear necessary, I will send down an assistant surgeon. 

Th.e Durbar are evidently, 'One and all, most'vexed and troubled at this affair. 
The members of the Council all came to me, within an hour of the news being received, 
and are most desirous to do anything I might direct, collectively and individually, to 
meet the emergency., . 

, Inclosure 11 in No. 26. 

,The Relident at Lahore to' the Governor-General. 

, Lahore, April 22, 1848'. 
, , I HA VE but little to tell you, to-day, of the Mooltan affair: 'There' 11'88 a post, 
, in the night, but it broug~t no letter from Mr. Agnew. There was a more detailed 
.account, from Sirdar Khan Sing, of what happened during the, 19th, up to the evening, 

" :when the dispatch was'sent off. "...." '. . . 
, ,This account differs, in some details, from the former. The gun which was fired 

on Moolraj'sreturn to,his camp, (he also is in camp outside the city) is accounted for 
,-it was not, I believe, sbotted. 'The affair does not appear to bave'been a preme

ditated one, as far as I can make out; and Moolraj's active concern in it is doubtful; 
· his conduct, however, according to our present' accounts, is very suspicious; at any 
rate, there was much excitement among the troops; and prompt measures to put 

, r down the disturbance are necessary. 'I have put in motion upon' Mooltan, from dif
i • rerent' points, 'I battalions of infantry, 2 of regular cavalry; 3 troops and batte
,ries of artillery, and 1,200 irregular horse. These will proceed on tbeir way, or be 

, ,stopped, according to the accounts I receive in the next twenty-four hours. A sepa
; rate account of all expenses will be kept, and be charged to Moolraj, who has seventy 

, lakhs of rupees, the plunder of the province, as his share in the division of the property 
, of the late Dewan. 
· '. The fort of Mooltan is very strong, 'and full of beavy caunon of large calibre_ 
, This cannot be taken possession of by force.' Except the Mooltan garrison, Moolraj 
, has not \Dany troops, and only' five or six field guns. He is very unpopular both 
with the army and the people; and it is generally thought, by the natives, that he 

, has been urged to what he has done by the machinations of unfriends, who desire to 
make him compromise himself with us, to effect his ruin. 

Khan Sing writes of the wounds of the officers aa by no means dangerous •• 
I hope to have a letter from Mr. Agnew to-night. 

Inclosure 12 in No: 26. 

Statemf1lt of Jemndar Kesr/J Sing, servant of llr. Vans Agnew. 

ON the 22nd April, Jemadar Kesr~ Sing came to me (Poor Ibraheem Khan) a~ 
,Bahawulpore, and gave me the following statement. . , 
, On the 17th of April, in the morniug, Mr. Vans Agnew, accompanied by Lieute
'nant Anderson, and Sirdar Khan Sing Man, arrived at the landing-place called 
Rajghat, at Mooltan. . . 

Megraj, Dewan Moolraj's moonshee, came to pay his respects, and stated that 
the Dewan h&d sent an elephant to convey the party wherever they might wish to 

· pitch their camp. Mr. Vana Agnew said, "We will encamp here to-day, and to-mor
row, if 8irdar Khan Sing approves, will take ~p our quarters in the Edga." 
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On the 18th, tbey went, in the morning, to the Edga. An hour afterwards, 
Dewan Moolraj, accompanied by Lala'Rungram, and other attendants, had an inter
view, which lasted for a: quarter of an hour. At 12 o'clock, he sent a zeeafut. In 
the 'afternoon, he 'Paid a second visit, rema.ining for two hours. In the course of the 
conversa.tion, he requested Mr. Vans Agnew to inspect the fort, the troops, stores, 
&c.; to which Mr. Vans Agnew replied, that he would come the next day, The 
Dewan then took leave. 

On tbe 19th, at sunrise, Mr. Vans Agnew, accompanied by Lieutenant Ander
son, and Sirdar Kha.n Sing' Man, and attended by two companies of the Goorka. 
Regiment, and twenty-five SO"WaI's, went to the fo~ 

The Dewan came out to the Kummur Kota Ga.te to meet them: when they 
arrived at the outer gate, the grena.dier stationed there, asked the Dewan, what were 
his orders as to letting the British officers enter the fort; the Dewan replied, "The 
Sahib is master." The Dewan then said, that it would not be advisable to allow the 
Cl:\'owd in attendance to enter also, as it would cause annoyance. Mr. Vans Agnew, 
upon this, left behind one of tbe companies and the twenty-five Sowars, and took in 
with him only one company. The Dewan was requested by Mr. Vans Agnew to 
leave SODle of bis people behind also, but he did not do so. The British officers 
inspected the fort, and, among other things, requested to see a place known by the 
name of Mozuffur Khan's Kutcherry. The Dewan said, that it was used for confining 
prisoners, and was not in .a fit state to be seen. Mr. Va.ns Agnew replied, " It is no 
matter." They then visited a place belonging to the late Dewan Sawun Mull, and 
Mr. Vans .Agnew directed the officer in command of the company which they had 
taken in with them, to place .h.iR ~aJ-dR in the same Fositions which the'Dewan's 
.oldiers held previously. 

After taking a parade of the golunda.uzes and other 1l0ldiers, Mr. Vans Agnew 
spoke a few words of encouragement to them, telling them that all their officers 
would maintain the same position which they then held. When they came out, by 
the Seekhee Gate, the same jemadar who had accosted Moolraj on entering, asked, 
what his orders were, to which the Dewan replied, "You were formerly my servant; 
Jou will now serve the Sa.hi'b, who will treat you as well as Iha.ve done." 

The jemada.r Baid, "I am now your serva.nt, but when I ha.ve :been removed 
from your service, we shall see." 

Mr. Vans Agnew laug~gly said, "Dan't fea.r; the Dewan's serva.nts shall be as 
mine, 841d mine as his." 

Mr. Vanl Agnew and Dewa.n Moolraj then proceeded, side by side, on hOTsebacl, 
"While Lieutena.nt Anderson, and Sirda.r Kha.1l Sing Man, followed behind. On 
arriving at the dra.wbridge, a soldier of a. dark eomplexion, a.dva.ncing forwards, 
thrust a spea.r at Mr. Vans Agnew's side, which slightly wounded him; he fen off 
his horse. Dewan }1:oolra.j's borse reaJ·ed.' , 

The Dewan then pressed onbis horse, a.nd proceeded to the Amkhas. 'The 
II'08.d being na.rrow, Lieutena.nt .Anderson and Sirda.r Kba.n Sing moved on a little 
&b.ea.d of Mr. Va.ns .Agnew, in order to avoid falling into the ditch. 

With the exception of the Dewan, no one knew that the soldier ha.d thrust the 
.spear at Mr. Vans Agnew, nor did that officer mention it. The sepoy then made a 
rush, and cut at Mr. Vans Agnew over the shoulder behind, with his sword, upon 
whiGh Mr. Vaus Agnew ,struck him with a stick he ha.d in his ha.nd, and broke 
~pen his head. The'sepoy then cut Mr. Vans Agnew ~n the arm, while other scpoys, 
Mu'¥ulmans, atta.cked Lieutenant Anderson, sword in ha.nd. 

Tha.t officer closed with them, and was "W01IIlded OD the forehea.d, and on the 
back. He was, immediately, set upon hy more sepoys, a.nd wounded both in the 
thigh, d under the arm. Mohkum N a.ik, and Sunnund Khan, sepoy, took him up 
and carr ed him off to the camp in the Edga. Moolra.j's soldiers a.ll stood up, a.nd 
drew thei swords. 

Sir Khlllll Sing dismounted, and came up to Mr.' Va.ns Agnew. wh~ after 
'having his unds bound up by K.esra Sing, got on An elephant with Kha.n Sing,m 
returned to t Edga. As they passed the Amkhas, in which Moolra.j Va$, they 
observed his pe Ie bringing out three la.rge, and four l!IE.all guns, in front of the 
pla~'tl; upon whic Mr. Vans Agnew asked whose guns they were; Kesra Sing replied 
that they were Mo r~'s. Mr. Vans Agnew then turned off from that road, -and 
Froceeded. in anothe direction. to the Edga. The gow.llda.uzes then fired a gnn, the 
abot of \\'hich passed er ,their heads. 

Mr. Vans Aguew lid Lieutena.nt Aaderson had their wounds dI~ssed in the 
Edga; during which oc pation, Mr. Va.ns Agnew wrote letters to Lahore and 
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Bnnnoo, which welle sent off through the news-writer; at the same time, he Ben~ 
information to Peer Ibraheem Khan at Bahawulpore. 

At nine o'clock, he sent. a messsage to the Dewan, lnforming him that he did 
Bol consider tha.t the Dewan was to blame for what had taken place. In an hour 
and a half, an old moonshee came, on the part of the Dewan, and said, that hia 
master had intended to pay him a visit, but had been prevented by the sepoys, who 
had even wounded Rnngram, a relation of the Dewan. Mr. Vans Agnew remarked. 
that. he did not attach any blame to the Dewan, but desired that the soldiers 
who had wounded himself and Lieutenant Anderson, might be seized, and 
imprisoned. 

The moonshce observed, that the Dewan would, certainly, make his appearance 
before evening. In the evening, a follower of th~ Dewan arrived, and stated, that his 
master could not, just then, make his appearance, but would come, as soon as it might 
be in his power. . 

His arrival was expected during the whole night. In the evening, Sirdar Khall 
Sing, Colonel Esra Sing, of the artillery, aud the other colonel, commanding the 
Goorka regiment, remarked, that it was strange that the Dewan did not arrive, and 
expressed a suspicion that he intended to create a disturbance. 

Mr: Vans Agnew said, that it would be advisable to leave the Edga, and 
encamp in a place where they would be beyond the reach of the gnns in the fort; til 
which the Sikh officers replied, that the Edga would stand battering from balls, and 
that water and proVlSions were hath procurable, which, perhaps, they might not be in 
any other situation. 

Mr. Vans Agnew agreed with them. 
On the 20th of April, at nine o'clock, a gUll was fired frOIQ. the fort, which struck 

the mosque where the British officers were. The Sikh officers came up to Mr. Vans 
Agnew, and said, "You observed, that you did Ilot think that the Dewan was to 
blame; there can be no doubt about it now." Mr. Vans Agnew remarked, .. We 
must now look after our own protection." " The Sikh officers said, that the whole of 
the troops under them would sacrifice their lives in his service. . They then went off 
to take measures for the defence of their several positions; ,while, about this time, 
sh.ots began to pour in from the guns in the fort. Mr. Vans Agnew .said to 
Khan Sing, "What ammunition have you!" He replied, .. Enough for three or four 
days." Mr. Vans Agnew advised the Sirdar not to fire a gun so long .as the guns 
were being served from the fort; but to commence, as soon as the Dewan's soldiers 

• quitted it. The golundauzes of the fort took two of their guns to a l"aised place, to 
the south of ,the Edga, from whence they served their gnns .. Colonel Esra Sing, 
however, brought his guns to bear on it, and they were obliged to remove theirs. In 
the afternoon, four or five guns were again brought up to the same place, while others 
were taken to the east of the Edga. The artillerymen in the Edga continued 
their ·firing. • 

A man then came, all the part of Mooiraj, to Colonel Esra Sing. with the fol
lowing message: "r.J:he Dewan desires you to stop your firing, and to pay him a 
visit." The Colonel informed Mr. Vans Agnew, on which that officer remarked, that 
no confidence was to be placed in the Dewan's word; but that, if he would silence 
his own guns, and send one of his confidants, Mr. Vans Agnew \fould hold lin interview 
with him. After the man had taken his departure, and rejoined the Dewan's troops; 
the fu'ing was renewed, with greater vigor than ever, and continued till evening, on 
both sides. Two golundauzes in the Edga were wounded, as well as several horses; 
and an akalee's son was killed on the other side. After dark, an attack was made by 
all the troops em the Edga, on the east, west, and south sides. 

Colonel ESl;a Sing and his artillerymen, then, went over to the enemy. 
Sirdar Khan Sing, immediately, informed Mr. Vans Agnew, that these troops 

had joined the Dewan's soldiers. Mr. Vans Agnew remarked, that there was no 
remedy. When the Dewan's people approached the mosque, Sirdar Khan Sing .said, 
n There is nothing left nQw, but to die." Mr. Vans Agnew recommended hiQI, if it 
should be the Dewan's wish, to hold an interview with him, as there was now no 
remedy, the troops having gone over, and resistance would involve an unnecessary 
loss of life. 

Sirdar Khan Sing, then, advanced ten paces, and beg.,ued for quarter. 
. A soldier upon this fired at him, but without hitting him. The Sirdar then 

fired a pistol at him in return. 
The other sepoys then seized the Sirdar, and began to plunder the place. Mr. 

Vans Agnew, by the assistance'of Kesra Sing, raised himself up, and" shaking hands 
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with Lieutenant Anderson, bade him a last farewell. Kesra Sing took Mr. Vans 
Agnew's gun, and fired at the Dewan's soldiers, one of whom was wounded. 

On the insurgents coming close np to the mosque, Kesra Sing and Mr. Vans 
Aguew's kidmutgar left the place, by that officer's order. Dewan Moolraj's soldiers 
came up to the charpoys, on which the two officers were lying; upon which, Mr. 
Vans Agnew, taking a pistol, fired it at them, but it hung fire. He then took out a 
sword, and wounded one of them. 

A sepoy, then, fired off Ii gun at Mr. Vans Agnew, the charge of which. striking 
him on the left side, killed him. .'. 

The soldiers cut off his head, as well as Lieutenant Anderson's, and mutilated 
their bodies, hi the most barbarous manner . 

. They, then, took away the two murdered officers' heads, together with the guns, 
and all the property they could la,y their hands ·on, to Dewan Moolraj, who joined 
the artillery with his own, took possession of the property, and ga,ve presents to the 
soldierS who brought in the two heads. '. . 

On the 21st, Dewan Moolraj ordered all the remaining property to be brought 
into the fort, and gave directions for imprisoning Sirdar Khau Sing in the 
Amkhas. 

Kesra Sing visited Sirdar Khan Sing, and asked what he was to do. The 
Sirdar advised him to get off to Bahawulpore, and then to go up to Lahore, by 
Ferozepore. The jemadar left the city, and, on his way, sa,w a sepoy holding Mr. 
Va,ns Agnew's head in his hand, while he was treating it with insult. The jemadar 
then traversed the jungle for twelve coss, and succeeded in reaching Bahawulpore. 

.. ., 

Inclosure 13 in No. 26. 

The Resident at Lahore "to the Governor-General. 

Lahore, April 24, 1848. 
I DID not write to your Lordship yesterday, as I was in hourly expectation, 

until the evening, of more certain informa,tion, regarding the (a,te of the British officers, 
and the Sikh governor, and their ,escort. 

The news I received about noon, was most distressing; I hoped for further • 
intelligence before night. 

It is now noon of the 24th, and no further intelligence of any kind has been 
received. 

The intelligence, received at noon yesterday, was contained in a news letter, 
written by the Moonshee of the Mooltan news writer. 

It stated, that the writer liad left the city, early in the morning, on his own busi
ness, and, in consequence of what had happened, was unable to return to the neigh
bourhood of the British officers' camp; that search was made for him by Dewan 
Moolraj's people, and that what he reported, he had learnt, at the distance o( a mile 
from the scene of action. He reported that, at about eleven o'clock on the 20th of 
the month, the whole of Dewan Mooh'aj's troops attacked the camp and escort of 
Sirdar Khan Sing 1I1&n and the British officers; that the fire was returned by the Sikh 
Government escort; that the engagement lasted till sunset, when he sent off his 
report, ignorant of the result. 

Alas I there can be little doubt of what the result must have be~n; the Sikh 
escort was under 500 men of all arms; and their ammunition must have been soon 
expended; my fear is, that the British officers, the Sikh Sirdar, a brave and excellent 
man, and the escort have been annihilated. 

Speculation is Illtogether at a loss to account for the conduct of Dewan 
Moolraj. In my letter of the 6th, * I mentioned the circumstances under 
which he had solicited permission to resign his government;· how Mr. Lawrence had 
engaged to accept his resignation; the steps that I took to ascertain that it 'If as his 
real and unbiassed desire to be relieved; and the measures I adopted, in conjunction 
with Mr. Lawrence, for relieving him. . 

Such utterly unprovoked, and apparently objectless, treachery is unheard or,. 
even among thili treacheroll8 people. 

• InolOiIlftl 7 in No. 28. 
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, ." The immediate punishment oUbis. outrage ~ imperative; but the consequences 
to be apprehended, throughout the whole Punjab, from this outbrllak, and rebellion 
of Moolraj, unless instantly put down, are most serious •. 

Measures the most prompt and decisive must be taken. 
, I told your Lordship, in my last, that I had ordered all the disposable troops 
in any -way available, of the Sikh army, to move upon Mooltan. I have ordered 
down all the chiefs of the greatest note, and who. have the. deepe~t stake in the 
'}lreservation of the 4>resent order 'of things, to the spot, with the few troops that are 
at Lahore, to be met at a rendezvous on this side of ?l[ooltan,by ·theforce from 
Bunnoo, Attock, &c. , . ' 

But the case is very serious. The Sikh Sirdars whom I have sent may be 
implicitly relied on, and the influence they have with the soldiery they will make 
'the best use of. But the soldiery themselves are not equally trust,\,orthy; they are 
dispIrited; not satisfied with· their Sirdars; and have, as may be supposed, no very 
kindly feeling for us, or sympathy with the parties 90 treacherously massacred (if 
they are so) on this occasion. 

The movement in .Mooltan appears to be the result of Puthan counsel, and 
machination. The whole Puthan population, from Mooltan to Peshawur, Trans
'Indus, are ripe for mischief .. 

'fhere are many thousand dissatisfied and discontented spirits throughont the 
Punjab-quiet, while all aronnd them is quiet, but watching an opportunity for revolt 
'ltIld disturbance. A successful rehellion in Mooltan, which this affair, if not imme
diately put down, will become, would kindle a flame through the land, which it· would 
be very difficult to extinguish. 

I have weighed all circumstances well, and am keenly alive to the many,great 
ohjections to the measure; but I consider the necessity paramount, and have deter
mined on moving the British moveable column from Lahore upon Mooltan, if the 
intelligence I may receive by sunset to-day, is not more favorable than' my fears 
anticipate. . 

I came to this determination yesterday afternoon, and immediately communi
cated it, privately, and personally, to the Major-General commanding the. division. 

The place of the troops which move from Labore will be supplied, temporarily, 
fi'om Ferozepore. 

The knowledge that the British armj is in motion from Lahore and Ferozepore, 
.,will,in ,aU probability, settle the affair at once, and the demonstration only will be 
necessary. Confidence will be given to the Lahore troops, and to the country; an 
.immediate check will, it is to be hoped, be put to the hopes, and mOTements,'of the 
disaffected; and the Blitish troops will not, I trust, have many marches to make 
this weather. 

Had the case been less urgent than I consider it, I should never have consented 
to mOTO tho British troops at this soason of the year, and on such a "distant expedi
tion: but I Icel that the peace of the frontier, !!ond, perhaps, of much more than the 
frontier, or the Punjab, depends on the measure. .. 

Tire season is an exceedingly J1lild one, and, as yet, the weather is not oppressive; 
but, in another month, it will be so; and Moolta,n is a very hot place. The General, 

. and the Brigadier, however, are not apprehensive of the health of the troops, if they 
get back before the rains. " . 

As I said before, I trust the demonstration win he sufficient. • 
I have not yet communicated officially in writing to the General, but he has 

wal'Ded the troops. I await the result of this afternoon's post, or its non-rt'ceipt, (it 
is now several hours Qver due,) which will corroborate my worst suspicions. 

I Sllall seljd a copy of this letter to the Commander-in-Chief, for his Lordship'S 
information. . 

I must beg your Lordship's indulgence to the haste with which it is written, 
amidst a press of business, and innumerable interruptions. 

Mooltan isfrom Lahore about 220 miles, and the same from Ferozepore. 

T 
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Inclosure 14 in No. 26. 

The Resident at Lahore to Major-General W. S. Whish, C.B., Commandin!l t~e . ~ 
. Punjab Division. . . 

Lahore, April 24, 1848 .. 
IT is with, much regret that I inform you, that circullltStances have arisen 

which make it necessary, tha~ a. British force should march immediately towards 
Mooltan. 
. .The late Nazim of Mooltan, Dewan Moolraj, having requested to be relieved 
of his government, and urged the Durbar,. and the British Resident, to send anothe)' 
officer as governor, and make arrangements for the administration of the province, 
has, (In their arrival at Mooltan, treacherously attacked.the British officers, Mr. P. A. 
Vans Agnew of the Civil Service, and Lieutenant Anderson of the Bombay European 
R~giment, and the Sikh Governor, with their escort; and, as it is feared, destroyed 
them all. 

Dewan Mooh'aj is now, with his troops, in open rebelli!lD to the British Govern
ment, and it is necessary that he, and those remaining his adherents, be captUl'ed, 
and the rebellion quelled. 

A Sikh force, with some of the chiefs of the highest rank of the Lahore Durbar, 
has been sent to Mooltan, to coerce the Dewan; but to insure success,-to assure the 
people of the country, and to check thEl lIPread of rebellion and disaffection,-a 
demonstration by a Britisll force, and, if ;n~ssarr, active operations for the capture 
of Dewan Moolraj, and the dispersion o{':his troops and followers, are absolutely 
necessary. 

The Sikh force has marched. It is desirable that the British column should 
more, with all little delay as possible. 

:My chief assistant, Mr. A. II. Cocks, will accompany the British force; through 
whom, all matters connected with the operations, of a politi~ character, will be 
communicated to the officer commanding. Mr. Cocks will give all information, and 
aid, in his power, to the Quartef Master General and Commissariat Departments, with 
the force. 

1I1r. Cocks will, of course, exercise no interference with the military operations, 
which will be solely undet the control of the Brigadier commanding. 

. There is a fort of some strength at MooHan, but the garrison is weak, and the 
military resources of Dewan Moolraj are inconsiderable; his organized force, of all 
arms, not exceeding 3,000 men; but it is believed that large bodics of disaffected men 
ba,e joined, and will join, him. 

:Mr. Cocks will furnish the Deputy Quarter Master General with a route. The 
road lies near the River Ravee, all the way to Mooltan; and the Ravee is navigated,· 
at tlus season of the year, by boats of large burden. 

Inclosure 15 in No. 26. 

Statement of Peer Ibraheern Kh.an. Blitish Agent at Bahawulpore . 
• 

Bahawulpore, April 24, 1848. 
A LETTER has reached me from Mooltan to the following effect. On the 

20th instant, the guns began to play on the mosque where the British officers were, and, 
at nightfall, the officers of the Sikh artillery went over, with their men, to the enemy. 
Sirdar Khan Sing ],[an, by the permission of· Mr. Vans Agnew, begged for 
'luarter, upon which he was seized, and the two gentlemen killed. 

Dewan Moolraj bestowed great praises on the soldiers who brought in their 
llcads; and presellted a pair of golden bracelets to. HurdllS Sing. a jemndal' of the 
insurgent troops. lIe gave also 100 rupees to some of the soldiers, and said" All 
the l·C~t will receive similar rewards." lie then sent out people, with messages to 
Dera Gh!t7.ec Khau, Sungur, and other districts in 1.Iooltan, instructing his officials to 
collect soldiers, and st.ating that all those wh" mad'e their appearance quickly, would 
he taken into his service. . .. 

'1'ho Govcrnmcnt news-writer in Mooltan was forbidden to send jutclligenc~ 
uuder pain of punishment. Abdool Ghufoor Khan, jemadnr of the Zumboork~ann, 
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Ecized a Lahore messenger, and brought him before MooIraj, who took from him all 
his papers, and gave, orders for cutting off, e~tirely, all communication between 
Mooltan and Lahore. . 

The officers, in command of the cavalry, were directed to send out patrols Oil 
the Lahore, Bahawulpore, and Dera Ghazee Khan roads, with orders to intercept all 
messengers. • 

The Dewan then wrote to his brother, Sham Sing, governor of'the district of 
Shooja-abad, directing Lim to take, at once, into his service all the soldiers he could 
collect, and to send them to Mooltan. . 

From the day of the disturbance, the Dewan has been busily employed in 
getting together, and inspecting, his troops, in laying in stores, and in collecting 
money. . 

The kardars of !!{Qoltan have been instructed to levy, at on~e, the first instalment 
of the spring crop. The zemindars seem disposed to try to evade paying the 
J"evenue. ,.. 

• 

Inclosure 16 in No. 26. 

The Resident at Lahol'e to tlte Governor-General. 
~ ~.~'~'?~~,., ", 

.~"'. Lahore, April 25, 1848. 
IN my letter of yesterday, I told yow' Lordship that, if I heard nothing, before 

sunset, of the fate of the British officers. Mr. Vans Agnew, and Lieutenant Anderson, 
and the new Governor of Mooltan, with the Sikh escort, 1 should address' to the 
General commanding the Lahore division, au official application for a British force, 
to move towards Mooltan. 

I received no intelligence, and in the evening, therefore, I sent to Major-General 
Whish the letter, of which the inclosW'c is a copy. . . 

Finding that the General did not propose sending any hcavy gnns with fhe 
CGlumn, I intended, to-day, to explain to him that I considCl-ed the demonstration 
incomplete without them, and that for active operations it would be ineffective. 

This worning, I received information, vi,\ Bahawulpore, of the sad proceedings at 
llooltan, which quite altel' the aspect of affairs. 

I inclose, for your Lordship'S information, the statement of the distressing and 
disgraceful transactions, sent to me by Peer lbraheem Khan, the British agent at Baha
wulpore . 

. Your Lordship will, with I\1e, feel the deepest indignation and regret at the 
cowardly and treacherous destruction of these most promising and valuable young 
officers. 

But, as I said before, the whole nature of the case is altered by this narrative. 
I had determined, at all hazards, under the emergency of the case, to support 

the Durbar troops, and Sil'dars, in coel'cing an officer in rebellion against the Sikh 
Government, and the British authorities, and offering armed opposition to thoso 
troops. 

Your Lordship will ubsen'e, that the Durbar troops, to a maif, went over to til!' 
rebellious force; the Sirdll.l' made terms for himself; and the British officers WCl'e left 
to be cruelly butchered, heing the only individuals of the whole party who were 
injured. ' 

. We may expect that the other troops of the Durbar, marching on Mooltan, may 
act a similar part, and that the British reserve, sent to support and succour, would 
find itself opposed to supposed friends, a,pd foes, ullited togetheJ' against it. 

I could not consent, under any circumstances, to send a British force on such an 
expedition, whatever may.be the result, and consequences of the state of things whicll 
will follow, to the continuance of the Sikh. Government. 

I have intimated to the General that the British column will not be moved, now, 
on the service mentioned in my letter of yesterday. 

'fhat condign punishment must be visited on those who ,have committed tl.is 
perfidious outrage and insult to the Bl'itish Government, is indispensable; but, at this 
season of the year, operations of the magnitude which will' now be required, and at 
such 110 distanCl! as Mooltan from our reserves aDd· magazines, cannot, I feat, 1>0 
thought of. . 

T 2 • 
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. The case is a very serious one; the principal Sirdars started this mornin/!, under 
the impression that the British column would follow, if the emergency of the case 
as it affected their troops, and N azim, and the British officers, required. I have sent 
for them back, to explain to them that they must, by their own resources, put down 
the rebellion of their own governor, aided by their own troops and their officers, and 
bring the perpetrators to punishment. • . 

I have little hope of their succeeding; and I fear that very general revolt and 
disturbance will follow; extending, perhaps, to the total disorganization of the 
administration. 

I shall use every effort and device to prevent such a result. The capital of the 
country, with the person of the Maharajah, is i~ our hands, and quite secure. I 
shall do all I can to prevent the example of Mooltan from being followed in the other 
provinces. .• . .. 

Your Lordship will, I fear, have to consider how far it is incumbent upon us, 
how far it is possible for us, to maintain an engagement with 4 Government, which, 
in tbe persons of its chiefs, its soldiery, and its people, repays our endeavours for its 
maintel1ance, by perfidy, and outrage, and is powerless to alford us redress. 

Doubtless, we have reduced it to its state of weakness, but we are not responsible 
for its treachery and violation of trust, and the consequences thereof in spoliation and 
crime. 

I shall write to your Lordship daily. I have taken measures for calling into 
Lahore all British officers scattered about unprotected, and spoken to the General 
and the Brigadier on the sllbje~t, and also on that of looking well to the protection of 
the cantonments, and the security of the city. 

Your Lordship can have no notion of the amount of work which devolves on 
. me; I am interrupted every moment by chiefs and parties who.have to be talked to; 

and my pen is never out of my hand. I have not been able to write, officially, again 
to-day, but these letters are almost official, and can be put on record if Jour Lordship 
thinks fit. 

• Inclosure 17 in No. 26 . 

The Resident at LaltOre to the Governor- General. 

Lahore, /pril 27, 1848. 
IN mv letter to your Lordship, of the day before yesterday, I mentioned that 

I had recalled three of the chiefs who bad started for Mooltan, for the purpose of 
explaining to them that, under the circumst,mces which had transpired, I would 
send no British force, in aid of the Durbar troops, in puttiug down the rebellion in 
Mooltan. 

The chiefs returned, yesterday morning, and, having heard what I had to say 
regarding the necessity of their putting down the rebellion, and bringing the offenders 
to justice, by their own means, as the only hope of saving their Governmllnt, they 
retired to consult, and concert measures. In the evening, they came to me again, and 
sat in consultation till very late. I could not,. therefore, write to your Lordship 
yesterday. 

After much discnssion, they declared themselves unable, without British aid, to 
coerce Dewan Moolraj, in Mooltan, and bring the perpetrators of the ontrage which 
has been described to your Lord:;hip, to justice. They admitted that their troops 
were not to be depended on to act llI(ainst :Moolraj, especially the regular army of 
the State, and they recommended that thes~ corps should be kep.t in their former posi
tions, to maintain the peace of their respective provinces, and to prevent, as far as 
possible, the spread of the rebellion. . . 

This service they thought the Sing troops might be depended on to perform, 
nnder the arrangements they proposed for the chiefs, with their personal followers, 
going out themselves into the provinces; more especially, if speedy meaSllres were 
taken, by the British, Government, for the occupation of Mooltan. 

After what has happened. I feel that, if the question wel'e one merely affecting 
the maintenance of the Sikh Government, and the preserving the tranquillity of their 
provinces. we should scarcely be justified in expending more British blood, and British. 
treasure, in such service. . . 
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." But the question is one which very deeply concerns the British interests, apart 
from all considerations connected with our Treaty, with the Maharajah's Government, 
at Bhyrowal. 

If this outrage and insult to the British Government be not punished, Iiild that 
speedily-if Dewan Moolraj is allowed to extend his machinations for rebellion and 
revolt,-we may expect that the Aff~hans will taIr.e advantage of the state of things, . 
and of Moolraj's invitation and encouragement, to establish themselves upon the 
~~. .. 

, If general tumult and disturhance spread through the Punjab, moreover, there 
is reason to fear that the Cis-Sutlej territory, under Major Mackeson's Commis
sionership, will not remain quiet.: there are thousands of the late Sikh soldiery in 
the Manjha:who will aid Moolraj by every means in their power; they are giving ont, 
generally, that Moolraj is the person, indicated in the prophecies of their priesthood, 
who is to restore the Khalsa supremacy. 

I have addressed the Commander-in-chie!; stating the political urgency of the 
case, and consulting him as to the possibility of undertaking military operations, on 
the scale required, at this season of the year. 

I send, for your Lordship's information, and any orders the Supreme Govern
ment may desire to give, a copy of my letter, just written to the Commander-
in-chief. . 

I must beg your Lordsbip to consider tbese letters as addressed to you in 
Council. They contain all the information I have to furnish, and if I am to write an 
official narrative of the occurrences of the past week, it would only be a recapitu
lation of what I have reported to your Lordship daily. 

I have not time to prepare such a document; 1 am overwhelmed with references, 
night and day; every chief has to receive his separate instructions from myself, over' 
and over again; if my health were to fail under the work, there is not a person here 
to give a single direction of any kind. I intend, therefore, should the necessity arise, 
to apply for the co-operation of Mr. John Lawrence; a step of which I hope your 
Lordship will approre. . 

P.S.-I have just discovered in the office a memorandum of the Fort of Mooltan, 
with a sketch made by Lieutenant Anderson, in September laSt, the officer who was 

. killed there, on the 20th instant, with Mr. Vans Agnew; a copy of the memorandum 
and sketch was sent to Gorernment, with Mr. Lawrence's letter of the 22d .of Sep
~mber. 

• Inclosure 18 in Nil. 26. 

The Resident at Lahore to the Commander-in-Chief· 

Lahore, April 27, 1848. 

I HAD the honor to write to your Lordship, by express, the da.y before yester
day, sending you an extl'ac~ from my letter .of that date to L~rd D~lhou~ie, stat~ng 
the circumstances uuder whIch I had determmed to forego my mtentlOn of ma.rchmg 
the moveable column from Lahore, to aid thc Durbar troops in putting down the 
disturbances in Mooltan. 

In the other part of my letter to the Governor-General, I reported that I had 
recalled to Lahore the (,hiefs who had marched that mornin/!, to communicate to 
them the iutclliO'ence which had reached me after they had left, and to explain to 
them that, in tile altered state of the CllSe, I could not consent to sen~ a British 
force, in support of troops who hadiJToved themselves so treacherous. 

The chiefs returned to Lahore, yesterday; and I had them with me till late 
last night. . 

They, distinctly, declare themselres, without the aid of a British force, nnable 
to take measures to redu~"e the fort of Mooltan, into which Moolraj has thrown 
himself, and without the reduction of which, the rebellion cannot be put down .. 

As a qucstion of British policy, unconnected with that of the Punjab admi
nistration, and the interests of the Sikh GO'l"ernment, it is a matter of the last im
portance, that the rebellion on that frontier should b~ put dow~, with as ~ittle d~ay 
as possible. The consequences of revolt and rebcllion spreading on thlS frontier, 
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from Mooltan to Pcshawur, m~y be of vital importance to the interests of Britibh 
India. They could not, moreover, i,t is to be feared, be confined to that part of 
the country . 
. " In"a political point of view, I am satisfied that it is of the utmost importauce 

to the interests of British India, that a force should move upon Mooltan, capable of 
reducing the fort, and occupying the city; irrespective of the aid of the Durbar 
troops, and, indeed, in the face of any opposition which those, in that quarter, might 
present, in aid of the eD,emy., , 

''It is for your Lordship to determine, in a military point of view, the possibility 
of such operations at this season of the year. " 

The military resources of Mooltan are very inconsiderable; a large unorganized 
rabble may join Moolraj's standard, but, even if aided by a portion o( the Durbar 
troops in their present condition, (which he certainly would not be, if a large Briti~h 
force were put in motion,) Moolraj could make· no effectual l'esistance, outside his 
fort. The fort is the difficulty, and its strength and, position are said to be such 
that, if ably defended, it would require operations on an extended scale to 
reduce it. ' 

The season of the year is much ad\"anced; the heat in the province of Mooltan, 
in the months of May and June, is very great; when the river rises at the end of 
June, the fort is said to be insulated' by the inundation, which extends, for one or 
two miles, on all sides. In the head-quarte~' offices, however, there will 'be more 
information regarding the strength of the place than I can, at this moment, furnish. 

The question, as a military one, must be determined by your Lordship. 
The political urgency is very great. 
Eventually, these operations, must be undeltaken; if they could be so at once, 

• they would not be required on so large a scale, as, I fear, may be necessary, if they 
are deferred till after the rains.' . 

I believe the siege train is at Ferozepore, whence ,there is water-carriage for 
large boats to the ghauts opposite Bahawulpore, about forty miles from MooHan. 
The Nawab of Bahawulpore is a friendly ally. Supplies would be abundant. 
, ' Ferozepore is sixteen marches from Mooltan. Shikarpore is about the same 

distance. . 
It would not be expedient at the present moment, to take, from' the force at 

Lahore, any troops, without supplying their ptaces from other quarters; except,' 
perhaps, one of the royal regiments; the 53rd is so strong that a wing would be 
sufficient for the Anarkullee cantonment, while the other wing might occupy the 
quarters in the city., . 

I have informed the Major-General commanding the division, of tIle general 
purport of this letter to you, personally, that he mary be prepared for any orders he 
may receive from your Lordship. • 

I send this letter, by el(press, this morning. that your Lordship may be . able to 
determine the question, with as little delay as possible, though I cannot but fear that 
your Lordship may consider the military difficulties, owing to the season of the 
year, as insurmountable. • 

P.S. I have just discovered, in the office, a memorandum of the fort of Mooltall. 
and sketch, made by Lieutenant Anderson, one of the officers killed, Oil the 20tli 
instant, a copy of which is inclosed for your Lordship's information, 

Inclosure 19 in No. 26. 

The Commander-in-Cliiif in India tlJ the Resident at LahOTI'. 

Simla, April 30, 1848. 

I HAVE the honor 'to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the' 27th 
instant, which reached me, by express, at 9 o'clock P.M. yesterday, stating yOUl' 

opinion of the expediency of putting down the rebellion at Mooltan, with the least 
practicable delay, by a British force, irrespective of aid from the Durbar troops; 
setting forth the difficulties att~n~!ng it; and callin~ upon m,e to determine, in a 
military point of new, the possibility of such operatIOns, at thiS season of the year. 
I shall ever be ready to take upon myself responsibility, whcn unforeseen CircUlll-
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Maharanee Junda Khore in the conb'Piracy. Tbe conspiratol'll .. have oue and all 
declared," the Resident writes, "that Maharanee J lIuda Khore, the mother of the 
Maharajah, is the in&tigator and adviser of all their schemes and plots, and they have 
produced letters, said to have been written by Her Highness, and other evidences, in 
substantiation of their assertions." And, ill another letter, the Resident says, "no
thing is wanting to a moral conviction of the fa'ct (of the Maharanee's gUi"It); and 
its notoriety pervades every part of the Punjab." , 

In our letter to the Resident of the 19th-ultimo*, which reviews his proceedings 
from J;he first intelligence of the out·break in Mooltan, to tbe time of his determina
tion not to move British troops against Mooltan, at this season of the year, and 
which conveys to him our entire concurrence in that determination, we stated that, 
at a moment so favorable for tbe exercise of her powers of intrigue, it could hardly 
be doubted tbat the Ranee wa., prepared for, if not already busy in, mischief; and 
we therefore authorized him to take his own measures for her immediate remonl to 
tbe British territory, with, or without, the. consent of the Lahore Durbar. The 
Resident, IlOwever, anticipated these instructions, by removing, with the concurrrence 
of the 1)urbal', the Maharanee from Sheikhoopoor to Ferozcpore, immediately he 
became a'''are of the part she had taken in the conspiracy. Sir F. Currie's letter of 
the 16th ultimo t gives an account of the manner in which the removal. of this lady 
was effected, so as not to excite th~ minds of the people, or even to attract any , 
notice, She is now on her way, under a guard, from Ferozepore to Bcnares, where. 
she will henceforward reside, nnder the superintendence of Major MacGreITor, the 

, . 0 

Governor-General s ageut. 
Y Oll will not be surprised that this lUeasure has become necessary. You are 

aware that the ahief reason of the Maharanee's removal from Lahore to Sheikhoopoor, 
in August of last year, was on account of her opposition to the established order of 
thibgs, and because it was believed she was ready to plot for its subversion. By the 
Treaty of Bhyrowal, she had been excluded from all share in the administration of 
public affairs, and a separate provision of 1,50,000 rupees per annum assigned to 
her, to euable her to pass the rest of her life in honorable retirement. "N otwith
standing this," to quote the words of the proclamation issue4 by Lieutenant-Colonel 
Lawrence:t, on the occasion of herl'emoval to Sheikhoopoor, "Her Highness has, ever 
since, been intriguing to disturb the Government, and carried ber opposition so far as 
quite to embarrass and impede the public busine~s. . . . '. '. '.' . Every 
seditious intriguer who was displeased with the present order of things, looked up to 
the Queen Mother as the head of the State; some of them even went so far as to 
plan the sub\"ersion of the restored Khalsa Government." She would have been 
removed, at this time, to the British territory, but that the Durbar showed themselves 
averse to the measure, as too severe against the mother of the 1tlaharajah. The sepa
ration from her son they thought was a sufficient punishment. Her removal to 
Hindostan, they agrccd, would be the necessary consequence of her engaging in any 
future ~trigues. That she would attempt intrigues again, no one doubted, "The 
unqui<>t.. irit which could not conteut itself with the voluptuous freedom of the 
C 1~'Jl~nL' hoorj, and an income of one-and-a-half lakh of Tupees, is not hl.:cly," 
pt nd :t -rence writes, .. to slumber in the dull seclusion of Sheikhoopoor, and be 
t ea.;;,e. WI the large reduction of allowances which I shall now dcem it my duty 
Jo:e v~se'tl can:onfy regard, therefore, this removal to Sheikhoopoor (and I am not 
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The conspil'acy to corrupt the fidelity of the troops seems to have had no con
neefion with the rebellion in Mooltan, although it is fur from improhahle that the 
Maharanee, as she was certainly the prime instigator of the one, may also have been the 
moving spring of the other. The conspiracy, however, was evidently a proceeding 
independent of the rebellion, for the first intimation of it was given to Major 
Whcler, on the 18th of March, at which time the arrangement for the change of 
administration in Mooltan, which was the occasion of the outbreak, had not been 
finally determined. on. This corroborates the confession of one of the conspirators, 
Bhace Gunga Ram, the night before his execution, that the plot had been long hatch
ing; that is, as he explained, "from about the time that Sir F. Currie arrived at 
Agra, on his way up to Lahore." Gunga Ram declal'ed also, as did another of the 
conspirators, that the Maharanee had been in correspondence with the chiefs of the 
Durbar; "that all the Sil'dars, save Tej Sing, great and small, were in lea"oue with 
her; and tllat the force which was going down to Mooltan, was not going to oppose 
Moolraj, but would nnite with him,. when occasion offered." Gunga Ram further 
said: "that all that had lately taken placl' at Mo<?ltan, was at the Ranee's sugges
tion, and that Sirdar Khan Sing Man had been at the bottom of the plot against 
Mr. Agnew and Lieutenant Andm'son "'." 

'l'he R~sident, in his letter of the 15th of May, referring to this confession, 
writes: "But little credit is to be attached to the 4tatement made by the Maharanee's 
vakeel, on the night before his execution, to Lieutenant Hodson; that the Maharanee 
had written letters to all the parties named by Gunga Ram, is very probahle; but I 
very much doubt if they all of them, or, indeed, if any of them, met with the recep
~ion which Gunga Ram described." The simple fact, however, supposing it to be 
proved, that the Council of State, or some members of it, had cognizance of the 
Mah~anee's designs, which they must have had, if she wrotc to them on the subject, 
is most important. It would amount to a viollition of the most essential part of the 
Treaty of December, 1846,-of that part which provides that tIle administration of 
the Lahore State shall be conducted by a Council, acting under the conti'ol, and guid
ance, of the British Resident,-if it should be shown that members of the Council 
were aware, and yet concealed from the Resident their cognizance, of designs sub-
versive of the British authority at Lahore. . 

Gunga Ram's declaration of the treachery of Sirdar Khan Sing Man is dis
credited by the Resident, but it receives some corroboration, from a statement made 
to Lieutenant Edwardes, by Mustapha Khan, a vakeel, on the part of Dewan 
1.Ioolraj, of whose mission we shall presently speak more particularly. Mustapha 
Khan said, as related by Lieutenant Edwardes, in his letter to Sir F. Currie, of the 
10th ultimo, "that, of all the troops who escortcd the Sahibs from Lahore, but one 
man had shown fidelity to his salt, viz., the officer of artillery, a tall. man, whose 
name he could not recollect (though I asked if it was Esra Sing), who replied, alike 
to bribes and threats, that they might blow him away from a guu, but should never 
induce him to take service with the enemy. Sirdar Khan Sing Man had no such 
compunctions, but entered readily into the schemE! of extensive rebellion, of which 
tl:e Sikh ganison was resolved to make Moolraj the centre. With the prudence, 
however, of a man who had seen many re,olutions, he himself suggested. the pro
priety of putting him, formally, under a sentry, in order that his Lahore jagheers 
might not be confiscated, but, perhaps, be doubled, in honor of his martyrdom." In 
reference to this account, however, Sir F. Cunie says, that Khan Sing Man's conduct 
"is very differently described by numerous ,eye-witnesses, who have returned from 
Mooltan, and there is no doubt that he is, up to this time, a close prisoner, in heavy 
irons, and subject to very hard treatment." 

On the question whether the Maharanee. was concerned in the late events at 
Mooltan, as asserted by her Agent, Sir F. Currie writes, in his letter of' the 16th 
nltimot, "there is no proof, though there is some ground for suspicion, that tbe Maha" 
ranee was the instigator of the late violence and outrage in Mooltan; but it is certain 
that, at this moment, the eyes of the Dewan Moolraj, aud of tbe whole Sikh army and 
military population, are directed to the Maharanee, as the rallying point of their, 
rebellion, or disaffection." The riddance of so mischievous a '\Toman, at such & time, 
and following immediately upon tl,e litter defeat of her deep·laid sclJemes, cannot 
but tend to strengthen the British authority at Lahore, by disheartening aU those 
who, being ill.disposed to its continuance, want only encouragement, and the hope of 
success to resist it. 
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We now proceed to notice tIle position of affairs in !ltooltall. Sir F.CulTi~, 
writing tu the Commander~in-chief, Oil the 17th ultimo*, says, " Moolraj is not maklng 
head just now." lIe has not altogether, up to this time, '7,000 followers, and th\' 
greater palt of these are quite undisciplined and ill-armed, and there are alread ,
dissensions among them, and continual desertions from them. The Commandant of 
the IlTcgular Horse that accompanied Sirdar Khan Sing Man and }Ir. Agnew', took 
the first opportunity to quit Mooltan with his troops, and they are now on their way 
to Lahore. Lahore itself, and th~ neighbouring country, are in a much qnieter' state 
than they were. Tlu! late detection of the machinations of the disaffected, tho 
prompt example made of the principal offenders, and the removal of the Maharauec 
from the scene of her abominable 8cheme~, have had a vastly sedative effect on the 
spirit of revolt and disaffection that was abroad." You will observe, from this, that 
the rebellion has not epread in the manner apprehended when the first reports of it 
were receh-ed; in fact, it has not spread at all beyoI\d ihe' immediate vicinity of 
Mooltan. In Peshawur, and Hazara, and throughout the other districts of the 
Punjab, all remained, up to the last accounts, perfectly quiet. ' 

At the time of the attack upon Mr. Agnew, Lieutenant H. B. Edwardes, 
Assistant to the Resident, was occupied in settling the revenue of the couutryto' the 
south of Bunnoo : 'on hearing of the OCCUlTence, by letter from }Ir. Agne)v, he deter
mined to cross the Indus; and move on Mooltan to his assistance. He haduo sooner 
crossed, however, than he received intelligence of the fate of the British' officers, and 
the treachery of the Durbar troops. On the 25th of April, he encamped at Leia, 
the principal City of the Sind Sagm' Doab, a little way within the boundary of 
the Mooltan districts, and about sixty miles from Mooltan; this place he took pos
session of, the KardaJ," having fled at his approach. The force with Lieutenant 
Edwardes consisted of 12 infantry companies and 350 Sowars, making in all abolit 
1,500 men, with 2 guns and 20 zumboorahs. His intention was to hold Leia, and 
so to prevent the spread of rebellion in the Sind Sagur Doab. On the 27th of 
Aprilt, he writes, "a most inJportant document has fallen into my hands, being a 
solemn summons, in the name of all that is holy in the Khalsa religion, from the Sikh 
soldiers in the fort of Mooltan, to the regiment of Sikhs along with me, to march 
immediately, and join .the rebels in Mooitan, that the Khalsa may once mor/) unite, 
and relieve the Maharajah, and his mother, from the thraldom of the Sahib log." This 
manifesto was signed by the Sikhs who accompanied :Mr. Agnew f!"Om Lahore. ' , 

On the 29th, Lieutenant Edwal'des received information that Dewan Mooh'aj 
had moved a force of between 4,000 and 5,000 men, with eight heavy guns, to oppose 
him, and that this force would reach Leia, on the 1st of May. Hearing, howevel!, 
that its advance had been delayed, he kepi his ground on the left bank of the Indus, 
until the 2n~ of May, when Moolraj's advanced guard suddenly made its appearance 
about four coss from Leia. Lieutenant Edwardes, wisely determining to avoid (as 
he says! in his letter to Sir F. Currie, of the 3rd of May) "so unequal a collision as 
must have taken place between two· guns and 1,500 mcn (of 1,000 of whom the 
fidelity was very doubtful), and eight gnns and 4,000 men, united in a rlcl;pcratc 
cause," and encouraged by the knowledge of having friends in his camp, recrossed the 
Indus, and encamped at Dera Flltteh Khan Ghat, where he was joined, on the morn
ing of the 4th, by General Cortlandt, of the Sikh army, "ith a Mussulman regiment, 
from Bunnoo, and six guns. By the last accOImts, he still remains at this place. 

. On the 10tll of May, there arrived, in Lieutenant Edwardes's c>unp. a ,"akecl, 
named Mustapha Khan, sent by ])ewan Moolraj, with overtures of 8ubmission, .. Ilis 
instructions," Lieutenant Edwardes says, "were to ask two questions-first, whether 
I had authority to treat with him, in case of his wishing to make terms; and, 
secondly, what assurance I could give Ilim for his life and honor, in case of sur
rended 'Lieutenant Edwardes, first, replied to these qltestions by stating, that 
neither he, nor the Resident at Lahore, nor anyone else, could have authority to 
stand between the murderer of two British off.cers and the retributive justice which 
their countrymen would demand; but, on the vakeel declaring that his master was 
innocent of the treachery by which those officers had fallen, aud that all he asked for 
was justice lind a fair trial, I, at once," Lieutenant Edwardes, adds, "offcred to 
guarantee this, and honorable treatment, in case the Dewan could establish his 
innocence." He wrote, accordingly, a reply to Moolraj's petition, ill these terms. 
This proceeding was approved of, and confirmed by, the Residcnt. "If Dewan 
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)Ioolraj," Sir F. Cunie writes, in reply to Lieutenant Edwardes, .. throws himself on 
my justice, he shall have a fair trial, and impartial justice shall be done him, If he 
can clear himself of all participation in the atrocities of the 19th, 20th, and 21st of 
last month, and can, satisfactorily, establish that his subsequent conduct has been by 
coercion, be shall ~.e held scatheless: I believe that it is quite impossible for him to 
do tbis." 
. . We considered' that no propos8.J. but one of unconditional surrender should be 
admitted from Moolraj; he has offered a flagrant insult to the British Government; 
he has participated in, and approved of, the murd~r of two valued servants of that 
Uovernment; and he is now a rebel in arms against British authority and power.. 

We have not yet heard, how Moolraj acted, on receiving Lieutenant Edwardes'a 
proposal. TIle Resident has no expectation of his accepting it. " Dewan Moolraj, 
as~uredly, will not give himself up to you (Lieutenant Edwardes), or to me, and it is 
pretty certain he could not, if he would. '1'he instant his Sikh and Belooch followers 
discovered that he was about to desert, they would murder him, without the slightest 
compunction." 

On the 7th of May, the force which Mooh·aj had sent to Leia, retreated from 
that place towards 1Ifooltan, in a hurried manner. This is accounted for, by supposing 
that the Dewan, believing troops to' be advancing against him, was anxious to 
strengthen his position at Mooltan, as much as possibl!l. The explanation is confirmed 
by the fact that the rebel force has again moved upon Leia. Lieutenant EdwardeR, 
writing on the 12th of lIIay*, says, "Mustapha Khan told me, that a steamer aniving 
from Sinda, and the report of Bahawul Khan crossing the Sutlej, was what alarmed 
~[oolraj, and made llim recall the Leia force. No sooner, therefore, did he find 
that no operations were, in reality, on foot against him, than he again took courage, 
and told his Rrm y not to recross the Chcnab." . 
. . On the 11th of May, Lieutenant Edwardes, hearing that the Thannadar of lIIuug

rotah, a strong fort in the 1I[001tan 'I'rans-Indus territory, was recruiting for Moolrnj, 
sent a detachment ngainst him. The 'l'hannadar immediately fled, and the detach
mcnt took possession of the fort. Mungrotah lies between Lieutenant Edwardes's 
encampment and Dera Ghazee Khan. 'l'lle object in taking possession of it was to 
promote the succcss of a movement, whidl it ,,·as proposed Ueucral.Cortlandt should 
make upon Dera Ghnzee Khan, tQ: preyent that place falling into the hunds of the 
rehel!f. Lieutenant Edwardes had intended that General Cortlandt should proceed 
to occupy Dera Ghazee Khan, while he himself crossed tile Indus again, to· 
endeavour to secure the I·avenue Qf the Sind Sagur Doab. Tile plan was sus
pcndeu, hOWeyel·, as soon as it appeared that the rebel troops WCI·u advancing, a 
second time, upon Lcia. • 

On the evening of the 15th, a party of the rebels, cOllsi~ting of hetween :300 amI 
-l,OO horse, with 10 zumboorahs, came upon a picket which had. been stationed b.y 
Lieutenant Edwardes near Lein, with orders to retire before a superior force. The 
picket fell back across a nullah, and Lieutenant Edwardes, thinking they might be 
pressed, strengthened them in the night by 200 men. The rebels, pushing on to the 
nul\ah, were, thus, met by a force larger than they expected, and, a struggle ensuing, 
were totally I·outed, "and pursued (says Lieutenant Edwardes in his letter of the 16th) t 
for a coss. or two beyond Lein, losing all their zumboorahs, and 12 men killed, 
besides several prisoners who took I·efuge in the city streets, and afterwards gave up 
their arms. On our side, two men were slightly wounded." After this affair, 
Lieutenant Edwardes, having ascertained that the·rebel force was 6,000 men, with 15 
guns, and that they would, probably, cross the Indus to attack him, immediately 
recalled his lI1en from the other side of the river. The last accounts men
tion that the enemy had crossed a strong force with 12 guns, about thirty 
coss to the south of Dera Futteh Khan Ghat, and that Lieutenant Edwardes 
had determined, with the aid of General Cortlandt, to throw up embankments 
round the fort of Girang. From Sir F. CUI·rie's letter of the 2:Jrd ultimo t, it 
uppoars that he thinks it probable that tho Nawab Bahawul Khan, a firm ally of the 
British Government, will have thrown his army across the Sutlej; in which case 
"lIIool1'llj must instantly recall his troops from Leia, or Bahawul Khan, and our 
force in the Bat·ce Doab, may occupy the town of Mooltan, cut off his returning 
troops from their fort, and attack them at the ferries of the Chenab." 

'l'his is the latest intelligence that has reached us. The forec at Lahore has 
been strengthened, by the addition of a wing of Her Majesty's 14th Dragoons, a regi-
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ment of Irregular Horse, two regiments of Native Infantry, and a troop of Horse 
Artillery. 

We expressed to the Resident our entire appron} of this measure, and we 
intimated that we' should be glad to hear that he had resolved upon placing a 
garrison of.British troops in Govindghur. ~ 

We beg to refer you to the letter from the Commander-in-chief to Sir F. 'Currie, 
datled the 13th of :May*, for his Excellencis opinion in regal'd to the force which 
should be assembled, early in the cold season, for the reduction of Mooltan. You 
will observe that the strength of this force would be about 24,000 men of all arms, 
with 50 siege guns. His Excellency jlistly remarks, "that we should be prepared 

,for all contingencies, and for detached movements to keep down disaffection, and to 
watch doubtful allies." An army so powerful as that 'proposed, might be required 
to meet the worst contingency that could happen, that of a.' general insurrection 
through the Punjab, in which all distinctions of religion, all differences of caste, and 
all private feuds should be merged, and forgotten, in one general feeling of animosity 
to the British power. It is true, many of the officers employed under the Resident 
have expressed forebodings of such an event; but we trust there does not prevail 
any such general teeling of animosity against the British influence at Lahore, as 
should Wlite all classes of the population in an attempt to subvert it .. While, there
fore, we entirely agree with the Commander-in-chief, that it is well to be prepared 
for all contingencies, we entertain, in common with Sir F. CmTie, a '\Vell-grounded 
hope, that a smaller force than that which his Excellency proposes, will be fOUlId 
ample for any service that may be required in the Punjab. 

You may rest assured that this Government would pnt forth the whole power, 
if necessary, that they can command, for the purpose of inflicting severe and signal 
punishment on those guilty of the outrage at Mooltan, and of exacting national repa.
ration from the Lahore State. As to the extent of that reparation, we have requested 
the Resident to i\1form the Durbar, that it will greatly depend on the manner in 
which the State of Lahore sllall be found to have observed its engagements, and 
fulfilled its obligations, towards the British Government. 

We have conveyed to the Resident the expression of our approval of his 
prompt and vigorous proceedings in the punishment of the conspirators at Lahore, 
and in the removal" of the Maharanee. We are confident that no exertion will be 
wanting, on the part of Sir F. Currie, to preserVe the tranquillity of the Hunjab, 
and to maintain the attitude of formidable strength which the British Government 
now holds in that country. 

P.S.-Sillce signing this dispatch, we have received a further letter ftom Sir F. 
Currie, dated the 25th ultimo t, forwardingGne of the 18th, from Lieutenant Edwardes, 
by which it appears'that the report of Moolraj's force having crossed the Indus is 
.not correct. Sir F. Currie gives his opinion that they will not venture to cross, or 
that, if they do, they will be beaten back. 

Inclosure 1 in No. 27. 

Lieutenant Edwordes to the Resident at La/,ore. 

Camp, Dera 1<ltlteh Khan, April 1.3, 1848. 

WE reached here yesterday, and, before setting to at the settlement of this 
place, I took a whole day to write out the settlement of Kolachee, which I, herewith, 
send, and trust you will approve, remembering that I have no experience whatever 
in revenue matters. 

I will steal another day, soon, to write out the settlement of Drobund and Esa
khail. 

I saw, by a late Ukhbar, that ,Soobllan Khan's Mussulman re~iment,. now in 
BUnDOD, has been told off, for duty in Mooltan. I trust this is a mistake; but if not, 
the Durbar cannot be aware that that regiment cannot be spared from Bunnoo, 
without preventing all the other regiments from getting leave, which is so established 
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a right in the Sikh army that, without it, the men are discontented. There are now 
in Bunnoo the following corps, of which I forget the exact numbers, but I give them: • 

Bishun Sing's Regiment 600 
Kuthar Mookhee ditto • 600 
Soobhan Khan's ditto 500 
Dogra's ditto 500 
~ Miher Sing's ditto 300 
Khos ditto 300, 

along with me here 

Futteh Pultun dittQ 691 

Total Infantry 3,491 

'fhe Khos regiment is to return to Pcshawur, as soon as I get back, along with 
the Pcshawur troop of horse artillery, now in BUlllloo. That reduces the number to 
3,191 mell. Colonel Lawrence ordered the galTison in Bunnoo to consist of four 
infantry regiments, of 650 each, or total 2,600 men; and the removal of Soobhan 
Khan's regiment would just about reduce the infantry to that number. But, not a 
man could then go on leave. My plan (approved hy Mr. John Lawrence, but postponed 
till the new Army Regulations could come out) was, to keep one extra regiment in 
Bunnoo, so as to allow a quarter of each of my four regiments to go away on leave 
for two and a-half months, and then another' quarter, when they come back, and so 
on, nntil the whole had got their leave; and I should be glad if you could still 
permit me to make this arrangement, and send a quarter away on lea.ve at once. 

'fho fact is all the regiments are lamentably weak. It is not fair, therefore, to 
look at the numb~r of regiments in BnnDoo; the number of men is the point. The 
Khos regiment might go to Mooltan, instead of Peshawur, when I go back to Bunnoo, 
as I know Mr. Lawrence did send another regiment from Nicholson's brigade to 
Peshawnr, or HUBsan Abda!. 

Inclosure 2 in No. 27. 

Lieutenant Edwardes to the Residellt at Lahore. 

Camp, Dera Futtelt Khan, night, April 22, 1848. 
A 1'" 3 P.M. this day, an express from Mooltan, directed to General Cortlandt, 

reached my camp. I opened it. providentially, to soe if it was on public business 
which required attention, and fonnd a letter, addressed to either General Cortlandt 
or myself, from Mr. Vans Agnew, communicating tidings of the dastardly assault 
made on that gentleman and Lieutenant Ande)'son, at the gate of the fort of 
Mooltan, on the .19th of April, particulars of which have, ere this, reached you. 

lir. Agnew called on General Cortlandt for assistance; and my duty to render 
it was plain. I I,ave, accordingly, resolved on making a forced march to Mooltan, 
which is about sixtl coss from this, and hope, by midnight, sufficient boats will have 
been collected, from tho neighbouring ferries, to allow the camp to cross the Indus. 

1 h!tve 2 guns, 20 zumboorahs, 12 infantry companies,. and about 350 
Bowars; a small force, but quite strong enough to create a diversion in favor of our 
two countrymen, and whatever party the Maharajah may still have in his city of 
Mooltan. I have written to Mr. Vaus Agnew to fall back on me, if he is pressed, 
and rely on my speedy arrival. From the desert nature of the road, and the iutense 
heat, I do not expect the men will be able to make lIiooltan, before the 27th of A pri!, 
but every exertion shall be made. 

Looking to the possibility of the spirit displayed by MooJraj'a soldiers beiug 
general in Mooltan, and consequont hostilities, I have written to Lieutenant Taylor, 
in Bunnoo, to put Soobllan Khan's Mussulman regiment (previously told off for 
Mooltnn) and the four remaining gnns of the Pesha.wur troop of Horse Artillery, to 
which the two guns I have with me belong, into boats at Esakhail, and thus pasll 
them J'apidly down tho Indus to the Leia ferry, where the men and horses can 
disembark fresb, and push on to Mooltan. 



I feel sure that these measures will meet your approbation. I wound up the 
• revenue settlement of tbis district, two days ago; and that of Dera Ismael Khan is of 

very. secondary importance to the duty of rescuing Mr. VaDS Agnew and Lieutenant 
Anderson from their perilous situation. " 

Inclosure 3 in No. 27. 

The Mooltan Sikhs to the TrOOPs. under Lieutenant Edwardes. 

April 22, 1848. 

By the favor of the Holy 600roo. 

Written by Eara Sing, 601ab Sing. 6001deep Sing. and the whole of the Khalsa 
troops under Khan Sing Man. " . 

Wah! 600roo-jee-kee futeh, from all the Khalsa, Victory of the 600roo .. 

THE facts connected with the Khalsa are as follows :-We marched from 
Lahore with the Feringees, and arrived at :Mooltan on Tllesday, the 8th of Barsukh 
(18th of April). On the following daX, Dewan :!.loolraj went to the fort, accompanied 
by the Feringees and our troops, and, 'having made it over, placed two of our com
panies inside. One hundred men remained of those who had been stationed there 
previously. The Dewan then left the fort with the Feringees. 

'rhe following scene took place :- ' 
A sepoy out of service thrust a spear at one of tlle Feringees,. who fell from his 

horse. The sepoy then wounded the other Feringee twice with his sword. We 
afterwards went off, taking with us t.() our camp the Feringees and Sirdar Khan Sing; 
while Moolraj returned to his abode. Rungram remarked to the Dewan. that they 
ought to go and see the Feringees. 

Moolrnj then returned, unattended by any of his own' sepoys, when a strange 
occurrence took place by the 600roo'5 will. ' 

The whole of the Mooltan Sikhs, together with the ~Inssulman soldiers, wimt in a. 
hody to the Dewan, and said, "We won't let you go;" to which he replied, that he 
must go. . • 

A sepoy then drew his sword, and wounded Rungram three times. 
In the confusion which ensued, Dewan Moolraj's horse reared and threw him. 
The soldier~, then, carried him and Rungram off to their quarters, where they 

teld him that it was the 600roo's order to expel the Feringees by force. The Dewan 
wonld not consent, that day. On the following morning, by 60d's will, the guns 
were fired, and the 600roo ordered us to advance; for so it has been written in the 
600roo'8 writings. {Tpon this we obeyod his injunctions, and joining the :/.[001-
tances, killed the Feringccs. , 

Now we, in accordance with the 600roo's command, bave written to all of you, 
ollr Khalsa brethren. 'I'hose of you who' are true and sincere Sikhs, will come to 
liS here. Yon will receive plenty of pay, and the approbation of the Dewan. 

The Maharajah Duleep Sing will, by the 600roo's grace, bb firmly established 
in his kingdom; there will be no more co'!-killing, and our boly religion will 
prosper. " 

All bcliC'1'ing Sikhs, who trust in the 600roo, will place confidence in our words, 
and, joining liS, "'ill honor his name. 

Forward copies of this manifesto te aU our Sikh brethren, and delay not; for 
those who sptead this intelligence, will mllet with the approbation of the 600roo. 1!!1 

You know tlmt all are 'mortal; whoever, tberefore, as becomes a sincerely, 
believing Sikh, devotes his life to the service of the 600roo, will obtain fame and 
reputation in this world. . 

'rhe :/.[almmjah nnd his mother are in sorrow and affliction. By engaging in 
their ,cause, you will obtain their favor aud slIpport. Gird up your loins under the 
protection of the Gooroo, nnd 60vind Sing will preserve bis sanctity. Make milch ' 
of a few words. 
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Inclosure 4 in No. 27. 

Lieutenant Edwardes to the Res-ide'llt at Lahore. 

Camp, Leia, Cis-Indus, April 25, 1848. 
I REACHED this place this morning, and have encamped south-east of the 

city, covering it from Mooltan. 
You have, I hope, already got my letters advising you of my deterIDination to 

cross the Indus, as soon as I heard of the attack on Agnew and Anderson, and move 
on Mooltan, in the hope of saving them. That hope is declared by general 
rumour to be hope no morc. Agnew and Andersou are said to be both dead; killed 
by their own men; Khan Sing a prisoner; and Dewan Moolraj going all lengths in 
preparations to maintain himself in the fort. 

This I fully believe, as this Doab is full of his emissaries raising soldiers; and, 
had I been a day later, I could not have crossed the Indus, instructions having 
been sent to the Kardar of Leia, to seize the boats, raise 3,000 men, and hold 
the place. . 

My crossing took" him by surprise, and he fled, with the Leia Thannah, to 
lI[ooltan. . 

Agnew and, Anderson dead, and the Sirdal"s force eithcr traitors, or prisoners 
in Mooltan I I have no object in advancing further. Neither could I cross the 
Chenab, if I wished. Neither would it be pll1dent to wish it, if I could. 

If Mooltan is to be reduced, it must be from Lahore, and by our own British 
troops; and I hope to God tlrey are already on their way, or the whole of Dera 
Ghazee Khan will be in ·insurrection, with Hill tl'ibes summoned by Moolraj. I have 
written to the Mooltan' officers in Ghazee Khan and Sungw'h, transferring them to 
the Sirkar's service, in hopes of quieting their country; but do not anticipate· success. 
Moolraj's senice is better than the Sirkar's. 

My arrival here has been most timely, and, if I can only hold my own, it will 
reduce 1l100lraj to very narrow limits. 'l'he ll1bbee crop is just ripe. I have enter
tained all Moolraj's officials that had pot rnn away, and set the collections agoing 
according to the old nsages of the land. The shops a,re re-opeQed, and confidence is, 
to a great extent, restored. 

Loia is an important city, and the capital of this Doab. Its Illero possession 
by tho Sirkar's troops flies through the country and inflicts a blow on Moolraj's· 
prestige, and prevents hundreds of mercenaries from joining his standard. Of this 
I have hourly proof. Still my position, I cannot but sec, is one of gl'oat uncertainty 
and peril. If Moolraj has the spirit and skill to throw a force with guns over the 
Chenab at once, he might Cl'uslL us, and return in a can leI' to Mooltan, before OUt 

own troops can come from Labore. Already, he is said to haye done so. I believe 
the truth to be that he intends to do so. Perhaps, ere this, his force has crossed. 

My mind is made up. I shall throlV np entrenchments here, and stand. Great 
ends will be secured by my success;· immeuse confusion follow a retreat. 

I am entertaining men, for the'double purpose of secnring them from joininl! 
Moolraj, aud holding this Doab against the rebels. • The Doab swarms with 
"Shumsheerees," Beloochees, and Puthans, ever lipe for mischief. The regiuient 
and four guns, whicl\ I have summoned from Bunnoo, cannot reach here, till the 7th 
or sth of May, and the interval will be one of immense anxiety. 

I calculate that you will have sent off our field brigade on the 24th of April. 
and that it will,reach Mooltan in ten days, but trllst that willl)nly be the vangllard 
of a regular army, for the reduction of Mooltan will be no child's play. I know not 
if you have good information from Mooltan; therefore, I may as well state my views 
of this affair. , • 

I think Moolraj has been involved ill rebellion-against his will, and, being a 
weak man, is now persuaded by Ius officers that there is no hope for him but in 
going all lengtbs; that tlte origin of the rebellion was the natura.l dislike of the 
Putlians, Beloochees, and Mooltauees, (men of high family, courage, and false pl'ide). 
to be turned adrift, aficr a life spent in military service well rewarded, and that these 
men will fight desperately, and die hro'd; unless a provision is held out to them just 
before the siege (before the last moment, they would not accept it, and only, then, will 
they do so, with dexterous Vikalul, carried on by one of their own blood, who knows 
their points of honor). .. -" 

If I might, without offence, offer a military suggestion, when you have such able 
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soldiers in Lahore, it would be that Bahawul Khan be called on to cross the Sutlej 
instanter, and co-operate with a British force from Lahore, and a brigade £I'om 
Sinde. 

Bahawul Khan's country also is full of these noble Beloochees and Mooltanees, 
and already ,Moolraj has summoned them to join his standard, and they will come, if 
not detained by Bahawul Khan. 

I have opened a correspondence with Mooll'aj, more with the object of getting a 
cossid unobstructed into MooItan, than with any hope of persuading the Dewan to. 
follow my advice, and throw himself on your mercy,. before tbings go' any further .. 

This letter goes by a cossid, viii Jhung, by which route please send me instruc
tions, as soon as you can, and let me know, daily, what movements are made on 
Mooltan, that I may co-operate in any way ill'my power. • . 

There are two gUlls and 400 or 500 men at Jhung, who would be very welcome 
here. At present, I am very much like a Scotch terrier barking at a tiger. If a. 
week only passes over, I shall have got together enough men to hold on. If not, we 
are in God's hands, and could not be better placed. 

Inclosure 5 in No 27. 

Lieutenant Edwardes to the Resident at Lahore . 

.camp. Leia, April 26, 1848. 
COMMON report, still, declares that Moolraj has thrown a force, with gune, acroSll 

the Chenab, to oppose my advance; but my own spies have not, yet, had time to 
return, and the latest trustworthy intelligence contradicts the report above men
tioned, and says, that the greatest consternation reigns in Mooltan, where ghee is at a 
seer the rupee; and the garrison (officers and all) are engaged in cutting the ripe corn, 
and carrying it into the fort. They are very hard up also for grass. In this condition, 
it is not probable that the Dewau will detach meu and guns, and weaken his own position. 
I am entertaining meD in self-defence, and to check the tide of recruiting which was flow
ing to Mooltan. Moolraj is enlisting, right and left, aud has. unlimited 'command of 
money. My treasury is the present rubbee crop, and having re-organized the executive 
system of officials in the Doab (appointing new Kardars, where the old ones had 
fled, &c.,) I have now got the resources pretty well under my thumb. I have put. 
Ilookum Chund (the Sirkar's Dufteree, along with me, an able man, whose father and 
uucle held these districts, under the Cabool kings,> at the head of all the. Kardars, in
tending to leave him here at Lcia, whenever I have to move forward . 

. , The Puthan gentry of the Doab are beginning to come in; among others, 
Nassur Khan Badozye, the man who gave Lal Sing's detachment such a thrashing 
two years ago. 

I cannot convey to you any idea of the happy effect of our crossing the Indus, 
and occupying the great body of Mooll'aj's ceuntry; but I may say that it has 
arrested an extensive rebeJIion, and made the difference between a siege and a 
campaign. 

I have thought it best to tell Kishen Lal, the Jhung Adawlutee, to send me 
his two guns and 400 men forthwith. . 

A Puthan gave me a good account to-day of the Mooltan outbreak, and it 
seems that the Sikh troops behaved most shamefully, going over without any reason 
whatever. Agnew died like a hero, disdaining to fly, and refusing to yield. His 
head was cut off by Moolraj's soldiers. 

Unanimity is far from existing in the rebel garrison. Three of Moolraj's prin
cipal officers, (Surbulund I\. hall. Badozye, and his son, Sadik Mahomed Khan, and 
Gholam Mustapha Khan Khaghwanee,) were so opposed to the whole proceeding, 
that they refused to set their seals to the Koran, leal'ing themselves open. to 
conViction. ' . 

I Dope soon to hear of the adl'ance of our British troops from Lahore, and may 
take this \Opportunity of expressing my conviction, that to send any other troops to 
Mooltan, a(ter what has occurred, would be~o run the most imminent risk of a 
treacherous 'Catastrophe. 

. . \, . 
, ---------------------------
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Inclosure Ii in No. 27. 

Lieutenant Edu:ardes to the Resident a! LahoTf. 

Camp, Leia, April 27, 1848. 
A MOST important document* has fallen into my hands, being a solemn sum

mons, in the name of all that is boJy in the Khalsa religion, from the Sikh soldiers 
in the fort of Mooltan to the regiment of Sikhs along with me, to marcb immedi
ately, and join the rebels in Mooltan, that the Khalsa may once more unite, Bnd 
relieve the Maharajah, and his mother, from the thraldom of the Sahib log. 

It is signed Bnd sealed by all the officers wbo went from Labore with Agnew, 
from Khan Sing down; and it was sent by Esra Sing, of the artillery (Colonel) to 
his nephew, Del'a Sing, a subadar in Futteh Sing's regiment, who took it to bis 
colonel, wbo consulted with Bhaee Arneera Buksh, and brought it to me next morn
ing, i. e. to-day, for it came last evening. 

Along with it, they have brought me a counter-bond of fidelity, signed by all 
the officers of the Futteh Pultun, professedly drawn up in ignorance of the Mooltan 
document, and suggested only by the crisis in which we are placed. 

I know not what to think of these circumstances. .Bhaee Ameera Buksh's 
character you well know, and his relative connection with the Maharanee. But, on 
the other hand, he may be "wise in his generation," and has certainly been very 
zealous on the march. ]<'utteh Sing is a jolly good natured fellow, who served 
with Lawrence in the Khyber. But what Sikh is not ever prepared to be a 
traitor 1 

If this paper has not been seen by the whole regiment, how long will it be 
before another paper comes, and will that also fall into my hands 1 I feel bitterly 
indignant at this treachery, at the very moment when I am giving my life willingly 
to stem a rebellion, and arrest a whole Doab from a traitor to the Khalsa 'Govern
ment; at the very moment too of success; for, if they will only sbow a few days 
fortitude, what doubt can there be of the result ~ 

But. after the base desertion of poor Agnew and Anderson, what else can any 
of ns expect ~ You will, however, bave to take a wider view of this matter than 
that whicb is merely personal to me; and it is for this reason I now write, and not 
to whine over a danger which duty requires that I should face. Depend upon it, 
the paper which I have got is II. circular, and it is right to be prepared for the 
possible consequences of its favorable reception among the Sikh soldiers at all 
points. 

Doubtless, you have made up your mind, that a British force must go to Mooltan, 
and this will naturally bring in fresh reinforcements from the rear. 

I do not scnd the paper to you, as it is too valuable to be risked in the dak 
at tbis time. 

How stJ:ongly now do Lawrence's arguments retnrn to my mind, for banishing 
tbat Jezebel from the Punjab; she is a leaven of evil, which some day will leaven 
a fearful lump of political trouble. You have not forgotten, I dare say, ber sending 
Ii slave-girl on a secret embassy to Mooltan, last June or July, and her impudent 
excuse, that she wanted a white ilk tree for enchantments. The" tree" has now put 
forth its leaves, and theil' "rung" is much what might have been expected. 

With tbe above exception, all is going on well. OUl' presence bas, at a stroke, 
secured quiet in this Doab, and those who are disaffected can only sneak off to 
Mooltan. I have, most fortunately. got with me an exceedingly clever Putllan, of 
good family, named Foujdar Khan, who is related to many of Mooltan's chief officers, 
and knows every mercenary on both sides of the Indus. This bas enabled me to 
summon some twenty or thirty leaders, whose swords are in the market, and, in a 
few daye, I shall have a levy of about 3,000 Puthans and Beloochecs, equaL to twice 
their number of Sikhs, for any work along the banks of. the Attock. For the cost 
of this levy, I consider Moolraj re~ponsible to the State, and look on this Rubbee 
barvest here as my own lawful prize; for Misr Megraj would never bave seen a 
rupee of it, had I not cressed the Indus. 

P.S., Nigllt, 27th of April.- I have .iu~t got your letter of the 21st, written on 
receipt of Agnew's first letter of the 19th. perhaps, indeed, the last also, poor fellow, 

. that he ever wrote. 

• lAcIa.mm 3 ill N Q. 27. 
X 
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Y Oil say that the Kaleewala Deena N ath, and Tej Sing, are to start for 
:Mooltan, with one Sikh regiment,' and be joined by a troop of horse artillery from 
Ramnuggur. . 

The next day's news will have shewn you the necessity of an army; and I look 
anxiously for your next communication. . . . . ,.\ 

Already you know that, several days ago, I summoned one regiment and four 
guns from Bunnoo; and, this very morning, the reports from Dera Ghazee Khan 
induced me to order Cortlandt,Jorthwith, from Bunnoo, wi~h another regiment, two 
more guns, and 100 Goorchuna." to proceed to Girang, and defend his. own tl"ontier, 
or co-operate wit-h me, as circumstances ,may require. . ' . . .. ' . '., .. 

Moolraj has urged his lieutenant in Dcra Ghazee Khan~o disturbance,and,as 
the said lieutenant is a thorough going Moofsid (Longa Mull), I have little doubt but 
be will stir up all the tribes he can. However, 1 have Cllt him off, and blocked him 
out, by sccuring .Cheytlln Mull, the Mooltan Hakim of Sungurh, who has, this day; 
sent a most satisfactory answer to my purwanna. transferring him to the Sirkar's 
service. I need scarcely. request .tha~ such promises as these, which, at', this 
crisis, I am obliged to make, for the peace of the country, may receive your confirma-
tion. . ..., 

1 am under considerable obligations to I100kum Chund, for his practical revenue 
kuowledge, and zealous assistance in, the, Trans-Indus settlements, andJ should be 
glad to sec him rewarded. . . . 

·1 have laid adak, to-day, right across the Thull, to Jhung. where it will. join 
the Lahore dak, and bring me iuto rapid communication with you. ' . . 

It will be prudent, nay necessary, to send another regiment down. 'from 
Peshawur, without delay, to 'Bunnoo, yiil. Kohat, to replace the2nd.whi~4 has now 
been . called away, . " ...' . ", •. .' 

Bunnoo is just settling down nicely, but must not be trusted too soon;. '. ,,' '. 
Taylor is doing excellently, and has just tired out the obstinate Wuzel,lrees; anQ. 

got the better of them. in the. question of revenue. ..' '. . . ": 
With reference to customs, I have not.iost sight of them, even in these ex~itiiig 

hours, and have got them ~ell in hand at this moment. , . . :' ' .. ·.1 

.. 
Inclosure 7 in No. 27. 

Tile Commander-i·n.C!titftoth~ Resident at Lahore . . " " 
,"; [~1 

'; ',: ~ 1 

Simla, AJlI"U 28, i1848"~ 
I DEEPLY regret the circumstances which hal'e !Dade it necessary ior·you to 

countermand the movement of. the troops from Lahore and Ferozepore, specially 
named in Major General Whish's letter to the Adjutant General of the ar!DY., ,". 

The total defection of the whole escort, and your apprehensions as to the 
reliance which could be calculated upon from. the Sikh troops ordered down to sup
port the new Governor, together with the certainty that DO re~ief, nor demonstr,,
tion, could fi!\ve the lives of the unfortunate officers, rendel~ the conclusion to which 
you have come imperatil'e, at this advanced season of the year, your means being so 
limited., , . 

We must now look with deep interest to the conduct of the Sikh army generally; 
especially to those troops detached with the other British officers politieally employed 
in the Mahomedan States under 'the Sikh Government; the employment of those 
officers appearing'to me to commit the British Government to resent and punish 
any insult or outrage that may be offered to its servants.. . .', .. 

. I trllst the Sikh garrison at GovindgllUr can. be dependQ!I IIpon, and that 
there is a sufficiency of provisions at Lahore for any emergency. . . 

I shall await, with deep iuterest, further cOlumunications from you, ere I address 
the Govcrnol'-General upon the expediency of preparing carriage for a support to our 
troops at Lahore, should any eombination make such a precaution desirable. . 

I cannot avoid remarking, that I think Major General Whish, exercised a sound 
, lIIilitary judgment, in not recommending that the heavy guns should accompany the 
column. Two out of the four guns being howitzers, the remaining two (eighteen 
pounders) might retard, aud could have 110 effect upon such a fortresS'as Mooltan, 
although they might be effective against a small work. ' . 

• 
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-Inclosure 8 in No. 27. 

The Resident ai Lahore to the Secretary to the Got;eT1IllIcnt of India. 

r FORWARD a letter dated the 
cnant Edwardes·. 

Lahore, Jlay 5, 1848. 
25th ultimo, received this day, from Lieu-

I take this opportunity of forwarding the other communications from this officer, 
which have not, as yet, been sent, in due course, to your office. 

Lieutenant Edwardes, on receiving intimation from Mr. Vans Agnewof his perilous 
po~ition'in MooItan, hastened across the Indus to his relief :-on his arrival on the left 
bauk of the Indus, Lieutenant Edwardes received tidings of the sad fate of Mr. Agnew 
and Lieutenant Anderson, and immediately pushed forward to Lein, the principal town 
of the Sind Sagur Doab-a little way within the boundary of the lIooltan districts. 

When J,ieutenant Edwardes wrote on t.he 25tb, he was expecting to be shortly 
attacked, in his position at Loin, by troops from Mooltan, ordered out by Dewan 
]l[oolrajagainst him. 

'1 cannot account for the delay which has occurred in my receipt of Lientenant 
Edwardes's letter. I received, the day before yesterday, a few lines from him, dated 
the 26th, merely stating that he had written ta me, by a new, and he hoped, a 
'lui~ker,.route, on the 25th, fully of his circumstances. 

. During last night, I received from Bahawulpore, intelligence from ){ooltan up to 
tbe 1st., in which I regret to say it was positively stated that a messenger arrived at 
Mooltan on the 29th, from the Durbar troops with Lieutenant Edwardes, giving in 
their full adherence to Moolraj and his interests, and promising, if the Dewan 
would se,!da force ostensibly to attack them, that thej would, men and officers, join 
.him. The offer was, of course, instantly accepted by Dewan Moolraj,who sent 
off troops and guns, on the 30th ultimo, to Lein, with dresses of honor and 
presents for the Durbar officers and soldiers. 

My informant at Bahawulpore, instantly on receiving the above intelligence, 
sent a cossid from that place to I..ieutenant Edwardes, to warn him of his danger. 

What may have been the result of the move of Moolraj's troops on Leia, 
is yet unknown, but I am in the utmost apprehension regarding the safety of 
Lieutenant Edwardes. It is impossible to do anything to aid him. Leia is nearly 
200 miles from Lahore, while it is little more than forty from Mooltan . 

. I can have no doubt, if Moolraj's troops' advanced to Leia, as they proposed 
doing, that the whole of the troops with Lieutenant Edwardes, with the exception 
of the Barukzye contingent, about 300 strong, and some of Lieutenant Lumsden's 
Guide Corps, will have joined' Moolraj. If Lieutenant Edwardes received the 

. information of the treacherous intentions of his troops in time, I am in hopes that he 
may either have withdrawn them across the Indus again, or have left them, and made 
his way towards Bunnoo, or Lahore. 

Lieutenant Edwardes, however,· is of so chivalrous and confiding a spirit that it 
would take a great deal to persuade him that his troops would desert him. Un
fortunately, too, owing to the injury he received at Kolachee, he was unable to ride. 

. I am most anxious regarding the fate of this intelligent and enterprising officer, 
and will report for his Lordship'S information any intelligence I may receive. On 

· 'the 25th of last month, on learning the treacherous conduct of the Sikh escort which 
accompanied the new Governor, and the British officcrs to Mooltan, and having the 
beRt re.ason to believe that all the Durbar troops Bent to coeree Moolraj would join 
him, I sent instructions to Lieutenant Edwardes, which have since been repeated, 
almost daily, to keep all the Bunnoo force on the other side of the Indus, and not to 

· use them, in .any way, against Moolraj's troops .. I cannot tellll·here these orders may 
have reached Lieutenant Edwardes, but I am in hopes he may possibly have got some 
one of them, after writing on the 25th, in time to enable him to re-cross the river, 

, before Moolraj can have advanced on Lei&. .. 
· Should Moolraj have succeeded in his design, and the Bunnoo force have joined 

him, it will make the present state of things a great deal more serious than hereto-

.• Inclosure. in No. 27. 

X2 
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:Core, and I shall have great fears for the safety of Peshawur. An impetus, moreover, 
will be given to Moolraj's rebellion, which may, probably, be felt in all parts of the 
Punjab. 

The impossibility cf undertaking active operations, at this momen t, against 
Mooltan, is a most serious misfortune. 

We may be called upon, at any moment, to act nearer LalJOre, and we ought to 
be better provided, than we are now, to do so with effect, and without danger to the 
garrison and cantonments. 

The seven native regiments at Lahqre are very weak, a large portion of their 
reduced complement being away, on periodical leave of absence. 

'fhe force in artillery, attached to the Lahore garrison, is inadequate to the 
service we may expect that it may be called upon to perform. There is one troop 
of horse artillery, one horse battery, and one bullock battery. We are also very short 
of cavalry, there being only the 7th Irregulars at Lahore. 

The rivers are fast rising, when the bridge at Ferozepore must be broken up, 
and reinforcements from that post, or the J uUundur, will be obtained with more 
difficulty. 

'flte Commander-in· chief appears also of opinion, that the force here should be 
increased. • 

In consideration of all the above circumstances, I wrote, to-day, to Major 
General Whish, C.B.,and Brigadier Campbell, C.B., and requested them, to call upon 
me, at the Residency, to consult on the expediency, and the beRt means, of strengthening 
our force, at the present moment. 

I explained to them the state of the case, as above adverted to, and they 
entirely concurred with me in the expediency of bringiDg up, at once, if shelter can be 
found for them, a wing of Her Majes_ty's 14th Dragoons from Ferozepore, and a-troop 
of native horse artillery, and another regiment of native infantry, from J nllundur. 

'fhe'Major-General and the Brigadier are going, in company with the executive 
engineer, to examine the buildings and accommodations, this afternoon, when it will 
be determined, if the troops above mentioned can be put up, with due advertence to 
their health and comfort. 

Inclosure 9 in No. 27. 

Lieutenant Edwardes to the Resident at Lahore. . 

Camp, Leia, April 29, 1848. 

I HAVE no longer any doubt of there being a mutinous correspondence going 
on between the Mooltan traitors (Khan Sing's troops) and the Sikhs in my camp; 
and it must be sufficiently evident, for the adjutant of the two guns along with me, 
came to me last night, and, on his knees, begged me to put the guns on the right, and 
away from the Sikhs, whom he said were, root and branch, nimuk hurams, and 
conspiring among themselves, secretly, in the lines. I cannot, of course, move the guns, 
without declaring my suspicions; and see nothing for it but to be firm, patient, and·· 
vigilant, hastening the recruiting of Pnthans, and awaiting the arrival of Cortlandt, 
with 80bhan Khan's regiment, which, I believe, is trustworthy. 

But he cannot reach till the 6th, sp that I have a whole week of this anxiety to 
endure .. 

Not tbe least diffICult task is that of meeting, with cordiality and politeness, the 
colonel of the Futteh Pultun and his officers, and Bhaee Ameera Bu~h, knowing all 
the time that they have marked me for their prey. . 

I have replied, however, to the bond of fidelity, which they volunteered to 
send me, in such terms as to appenl at once to their loyalty and cupidity; and I 
Bend you the originals herewith, thinking it would be a good thing if you were to 
make a great f1l8s in the Dlirbar, about the bright example thus set bi the Futteh 
Pultun; send them an ell-long purlVanna of approval, and, by assuming them to 
have virtue, induce them 8till to lVear its mask. 

It is probable that the Sikhs, whatever their designs are, will not disclose them 
till the last moment, reserving themselves for a " grand coup" in front of Mooltan. 
I shall wait here, therefure, until joined by. Cortlandt, by which time I hope to have 
got 3,000 Puthans together, and thus be too strong for the Sikhs in my own camp. 
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I propose then to move forwards, and throw myself into a small fort, named Moondeh, 
. twenty-five coss from this place, and about fifteen from Mooltan, pitching the Sikhs and 
majority of the camp outside, taking the guns inside. In that attitude I should be 
prepared for friend or foe, which seem just now synonymous terms. 

It i~, indeed, mortifying to know that the only obstacles in my way are ~he 
royal troops. If I had . not a. Sikh soldier in the ca.mp, my mind would be 
at ease. 

Accounts from 1foGitan describe the gan'ison as constantly engaged in laying in 
stores, and preparing for resistance. 

Thero is a report that Moolraj has sent to seize two "Mem Sabibs" on the 
Sutlej. . 

Anotller, that Agnew wrote to Bahawul Khan for help, and tllat a detachment 
of his cavalry crossed the Sutlej, for that purpose, but re-crossed, ou hearing of the 
catastrophe. There is a great dread of Bahawul Khan's army in these parts; and I 

. hope, ere this, JOIl have ordered him across the river. It is said that part of the 
Sikh soldiers who went over, have been sent to watch the Ghat, opposite to 
Bahawulpore. 

Perfect tranquillity, tllanks to our presence, reigns in this Doab, and I have 
filled up almost all the vacant kardarships, and set the collections going. 

Several Puthan leaders, ~ho have heen summoned, with their followers, by 
Moolraj, have come over to me with his purwannas, and taken service against him. 
He is enlisting everybody, down to the scum of the city. of Mooltan_ 

P.S.-On the whole, I think it better to send you Khan Sing's manifesto"', and 
run the risk of its reaching, not knowing what may happen to myself. 

Inclosure 10 in No. 27. 

Lieutenant Edwardes to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Moorawallah, on tlie left bank of the Indus, opposite 
Dora Futteh Khan, 'May 1, 1848. 

ON the 22nd of April, IlIad the honor to report to y'ou my intention to cross 
the Indus from Dera Futteh Khan, that night, and march to the assistance of Mr. 
Vans Agnew in Mooltao; and my notes, since that date, will have fully 
infonned you that, in the course of the 2ard and 24th, I eife.cted the passage, with 
the loss of, t regret to say, eight men, by the sinking of a boat; that, on the 25th, 
I marched into Leia, and, there receiving conclusive accounts of the murder of Mr. 
Vans Agnew and Lieutenant Anderson, the siding of the Lahore troops with the 
gamsoll, and the open rebellion of Dewan Moolraj, I abandoned the idea of proceed
ing to Mooltan, with my small force, and determined to try and keep possession of 
the Sind Sagur Doah, and collect its spring revenue for the Maharajah, instead of 
leaving it to lind its way into the rebel treasury. • 

On the 27th of April, I reported to you, that I had become possessed 
of a manifesto,' issued by Sirdar Khan Sing Man and the other Sikh traitors 
in the fort of Mooltan, to all the Sikhs in my camp. calling on them in the name 
of their Gooroo, to unite in a last struggle for the re-estaLlishment of the Raj, and 
expressing my conviction .that this would prove to be a circular to every station in 
the Punjab, where Sikh troops are cantoned. . 

On the 28th, I wrote to inform you, that it had become evident, not only to 
myself, but to the Poorbeah troops with me, that negotiations were going on between 
the Sikhs in this camp and the 1100ltan garrison; that the adjutant of artillery had 
implored me to mOl'e the two gUlls from the Sikh side to the Poorbeah· side of the 
camp; and that I had lost all confidence in the Futteh PuItun, thoughJts officers 
had sent me a bond of fid~lity, which (together with Khan Sing's manife~to) I 
inclosed. , . 

.I have now to idorm you. that, lat~ on the evening of the 29th, one of lDY own 
cossids retnrned from Mooltan, and brought the intelligence that Dewan Moolraj had, 

. at last, made the move which, ever since my arrival.in Leia, I had apprehellded. and 
, thrown eij!ht heavy guns, and betwcclI 4,000 and 5,000 men, across the Chenab, to 

oppose me, which force would reach Leis, without fail on the 1st of May. 

" I.c1 .. UN 3 ill No. 27. 
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Four cOurses were open to me : 
1. To entrench myself, either inside, or outside, ofthe town of Leia, and fight 

it 0ul.-, ~ 
" 2. To move east 011 MUJ.lkerah, a royal fort of great strength, in thehoart of 

the Sandy Desert; 25 coss from Leia, and encamp under its walls." . ' 
" :J. To fall back on Bukkur, three marches to" the north, and opposite to Dera 

Ismael Khan, where there is a small fort, and await the arrival of General Cortillindt/ 
witli reinforcements expected at Dera"on the 2nd of May. • ", ", 

4. To re-cross the Indus, and await General Cortlandt, under the fort of Girang. 
" Under any circumstances, the -first plan would have been hazardous; for my 

-whole force does not amount nearly to 1,500 men, which are too few to hold . the 
streets of a large town like Leia; and my two horse artillery guns in an entrench~ 
ment .outside, would soon be silenced by eight heavy guns. But. doubting, all I did, 
the loyalty of tw~thirds of my men; nay, believing that they had themselves invited 
the hostile" movement, I determined, at all costs, to' avoid the double donger of Ii 
collision. 

-- Plan No.2, I rejected for similar reasons. The'l'hannadar of ~Iunkerah is a Sikh, 
and h!ut been very. profuse in his offers of service; but he had also been corresponding, 
very constantly, wlth the Futteh Pultun, and Bhaee Ameera Buksh, that notorious 
intriguer; and I argued, that if, on arriving at MIHlkerah, that fort was to be cloSE1d 
by treachery against me, it would be quite impossible for me to cQnduct· the 
loyal remnant" of my men, in good order and safety, across the desert and the 
Chenab. , 

If I retreated to Bukkur, it would be three long marches through a cou~try 
which, for many years, has been under the Mooltan rule, and which looks unfavorably 
on the present change; and there was no certainty of finding the Bukkur fort empty 
on our arrival.' . " 

All these considerations led me to prefer making only one short march to the 
Indus, and awaiting General Cortlandt at Girang, on the other bank. The Killedar 
of Girang is, also, a Puthan ()f my own appointment. 

Accordingly, yesterday morning, we marched from Leia to this place, on the 
left; bank of the Indus; and collected boats for embarkation; but I strictly forbade 
anyone to cross, resolving to wait, one more day, on this side of the Indus, and see if 
any thing might turn up in our favor. . 

" This morning, another cossid has arrived from Mooltan, and says that, out of 
the 4,500 men ordered to Leia, only' 500 have cressed the Chenab, and are en
camped on the right bank. The eight guns are halted still on the .left bank, the 
Puthans of the Mooltan garrison having strongly remonstrated with the Dewan, on 
the folly of weakening the Mooltan fort by such an expedition. 

"I now hope, therefore, to be able to hold my ground, on this side of the Indus, 
until General Cortlandt can come up, when, if he bas reliance on the Mussulinan 
regiment with him and four guns, I shall lose no time in resuming my former' p08i~ 
tion at Leis, so advantageous, for the administration of the Doab; and co-operation 
in any plans you may have formed for the reduction of Mooltan. Already, I have 
sent a party of cavalry to Leis, to secure intelligence, collect customs, encourage 
friends, and show foes that we are not yet gone. 

In my note- of the 25th of April, I reported having opened a commu
nication with Dewan Moolraj. He has not replied himself, "fearing the soldiers ;" 
but Mustapha Khan, his ablest officer, has written his sentiments in an Urzee, which I 
forward. It is cleverly written, containing, in a small space, half a dozen meanings, 
and leaving the reader to choose among them. My own belief is, that 
Dewan Moolraj is under no restraint whatever from "the soldiers," by which 
expre8llion is meant, the Sikh traitors, and regular" regiments of the former 
Mooltan garrison, the Puthans of Moolraj's sepvice having a supreme contempt 
for them, and being not at all likely to submit to their dictation. . The cossid 
who brought Mustapha Khan's Ul'zee certainly said there was considerable" division 
between the Puthans and Sikhs of the garrison, but he added, that the Dewan had, 
in conseqnence, broken up the Sikh regiments into small parties, here and <there ; 
'Which mark of distrust had so offended them, that they refused to recoive the wages 
of their treachery, unless they were re-united in battalions. 'fhat passage -of the 
Urzee which suggests the only certain 'way of allaying this rebellion, speaks the reM 

i,1 • Incl0811Ie 4 in No. 27. 
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wishes of the Puthan portion of the garrison, but I should say that the Dewan him
self \\'a8 in much more anxiety about his lifo than t.is government. He resigned the 
latter, without a struggle; and only took refuge in rebellion, when he thought the 
fermer 'Was forfeited. . 

In yesterday's Ukhbar from Lahore, I perceive that· the Durbar have· ordered 
se:reral distant regiments to concentrate 011 Mooltan; and, being so close to the scene 
o~ -agitation, I feel it a duty to exprcssearnestlymy conviction (founded on obser.; 
vatioo) that a more dangerous risk could not be run,. at the present moment, than 
to· give· a Sikh army the opportunity of collecting before Mooltan. 'fhe Sikh soldiers 
ha.ve neither forgotten, nor forgiven, their humiliation on the banks of the Sutlej ; and, 
incapable of gratitude to us, as they have ever been of fidelity to their own rulers, it 
is'only a very small and reflecting portion of them on whom our extraordinary mode
ration has made any impression. . The large majority would hail any feasible oppor
tunity of rising, as a God-send; and the unhappy coincidence of this rebellion in 
Mooltan, with tho prophecy which was in every Sikh's mouth afoor the Sutlej cam
paign, (that in two years and a half the Raj should return to them again!) may weU 
be regarded, by the bigoted Khalsa, as a special dispensation of their Gooroo to sus
pend that wise policy of the British Government,which dispersed. them in smaU parties 
ovor the face of the Punjab • 

. Even shutting our eyes to the probability of all the Sikh regimeuts following 
the example of those under Khan Sing Man, in the hour of trial, a very seLious doubt 
arises; whether the Sikhs could reduce Mooltan, if they wished. . Nothing can be IIlqre 
strong than the belief, in this part of the world, that. they could not; and it is ce~in 
that·they accomplished it at last (after two previous failures) with the' greatest 
difficulty' and loss, when in the height of their pride and power, and under the eye 
0fo. their great 1>laharajah; and it is more as a mere reporter of public feeling in this 
direction, than as venturing auy suggestion of my own, that I confidently. report the 
Moollnn garrison prepared to submit to a British demonstratiGlD,. but not to yield 
tola Sikh siege. The tumour to-day, that BahawulKhan .(the Jaithful ally ot the 
British) is already encamped at Shoojabad, in. the Mooltan telTitqry, makes it. 
probable that this is ouly a part of a combined British movement, and that you 
bave, long ago; anticipated the little information it is in my power to afford .. 
':1 

P.S.-While meditating, on the night of the .29th, the best plan of retil"ing froll)
Leia, I dispatched a small party.of newly raised Puthans, to see if a (Olt of Dewan 
l.[ooiraj, named lliojgurh, twelve coss from Leia, north-east,. were occupied or not,. 
a.$d,if possible, to obtain possession. A sowar of the party has just come in, with 
the.intelligence.that :the small. ~hanllah of Moolraj, which was in the fort, s~rren
dered, and the fort is now i!l our possession. . It is described as built of brick, sixty 
yards square, and capable of offering considerable resistance.. I .have direc.ted the 
leader of the party to strengthen himself, by entertaining more men on the spot, and 
to put 200 rupees' worth of corn int.o the fort without delay,. as it will, certainly, come 
into .use. 'fhe fort is one of four which the old Dera Nawab huilt at equal distances 
of twelve coss, north, cast, south, and west, from the great central fort o( Munkerah 
in the Desert. 

'.' 

Inclosure 11 in No. 27. 

U1YI!ee from :Mustapha Khan, Khagllwanee, ill the Fort of }.o[ooltan, to 
Lieutenallt Edwardes. 

". 

• , YOUR letter was duly received by Dewan Moolraj, but he dares .. Dot 
iWewer it, for fenr of the soldiers, who would insult and ill-treat him, if it 
came to· their knowledge. He has, therefore, commissioned me to write to you; 
and, say, that, if the smallest thought of rehellion had ever entered into his 
mind; it is not likely tha.t he would have offered his resignation iJf Mooltan. to the 
1llnhar,-\jah and the Sahib Log in Lahllre, and requested them to appoint anothCf 
Nazim. neither would he have made over to M:r. Agnew and Sird~r Khan Sing Man 
die fort, and guns, and magazine; nor have le~ the Labore soldiers into the fort, and 
oommenced l'Clieving aU his own gnards from .tho gates and other posts therein. It 
was, in fact, quite by accident that this affair occurred, a.nd the soldiers, becoming 
insubordinate, involved him agai~t his will, caused the gnns to he drawn out, and 
commenccd hostilities. Orders are issued, and letters written, just as the soldiers 
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please; and, by their desire, all the materials of war are now being pl'epared. In 
short, nothing can be done without their consent, and the Dewan is afra.id to oppose 
them. If he did oppose them, it would cost him his head and his honor, 80 that 
the Dewan desires me to tell you that the only certain way of settling this matter is 
to return to t~e former arrangeI?ent, and let him remit the revenue regularly to 
Lahore, as prevIOusly, as the soldIers have now got the upper hand, and will not be 
satisfied with anything short of this.. This much the Dewan sends for your infor
mation, and I may as well mention that, news having been received of your occupa
tion of Leia, a force has been dispatched in that direction. 

Inclosure 12 in No. 27. 

Lieutenant Edu'arde& to tke Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Dera Futteh Khan GMt, May 3, 1848. 
IT is with regret! I inform yon that I have been obliged to re-cross the Indus. 

On the 1st of May, I reported to you that I had retired from Leia to the left bank 
of the river, but I hoped to be able to maintain my ground in the Sind 8agur Doab, 
until General Cortlandt's arrival; as I had heard that the eight guns, and majority 
of the 4,000 men, sent against us by }Ioolraj, had halted on the left bank of the 
Chenab. 

'rhe halt appears to have been nothing more than the delay unavoidable in 
crossing troops and guns over a large river, at this season of the yeM'; and, on the 
morning of the 2nd of May, their advanced guard suddenly a,Ppeared at Kofilah, only 
four coss from Leia. 

It was, however, still doubtful whether the guns had come on, or not; and I 
again advanced the whole of my cavalry to Leia, under 8irdar Mahommed .Alum 
Khan, Barukzye, and Foojdar Khan, Alizye, to ascertain the foree of the rebels;, to 
surprise the Kofilah party, if it was unsupported by guns in the rear; and to cover 
our retreat, if it proved to be only the advanced guard of the enem is main 
body. 

They had scarcely left camp, whcn tlleY were met by another cossid, with the 
information that Moolraj's guns and main body were indeed at Machehwallah, eight 
coss south of Leia; but they gallantly carried out their orders, reached Leia in the, 
evening, threw out sowars to Kofilah, and having asr.ertained, beyond all doubt, the 
character of the hostile movement, fell back, in good order, at midnight. 

ThA intelligence brought by the cossid last mentioned, decid'ed me to lose no 
time; and, striking the tents at mid-day, I crossed the whole bagga~ and cattle of 
the force, to the right bank of the Indus, before night-fall, retaining only the guns and 
infantry. The men, fully accoutred, lay down in a half moon, with the river in the 
rear, and the empty boats drawn up ready for embarkation. In this order, we 
awaited the return of the cavalry, and day; at dawn this morning, the cavalry and 
guns crossed the Indus in two detachments, aud, about 8 o'clock, I brought up the rear 
with the infantry, just about the time when the enemy must have been marching into 
Leia, twelve miles hehind us. 

I assure yon that I gave up the Doab with the greatest reluctance, but I have 
already, in my last lettcr, flllly given my reasons for avoiding so unequal a collision' 
as must have taken place, between two guns and 1,500 men (of 1,000 ofwhorn 
the fidelity was very doubtful), itnd eight guns and 4,000 men united in a desperate 
canse, and encouraged by the knowledge of having friends in my camp. The morti
fication of the retreat, and possibly its condemnation by those who know not the 

• difficulties of my position, can only be personal to myself, whereas a defeat of the 
8irkar's troops, in any quarter, at the present moment, could not fail to have a 
disheartening iufluence on the army now advancing from Lahore, and seriously 
increase the difficulty of quelling the rebellion in Mooltan. . . 

A. it is, my withdrawal from the Sind 8agur Doab, can only be temporary. 
General Cortlandt, ,with another regiment (of M ussulmans) and I believe aix guns, 
;vill join me to-morrow, when we shall be in a condition to re-cross, and enga",ae the 
rebels. 

P.S.-9 o'clock, P.X. I have just fired my guns, as a signal to General Cortlandt 
'Up tihe river. It waa instantaneously answered by eight guns and Bumerous lum-
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boorahs, in the direction of Leia; which continued for nearly an hour to fire ~1icCesSive 
rounds. At the end of that time, General Cortlandt answered with two guns, a811ear 

. as we could guess at Kucheeree. fifteen coss north of this. . 
The delay in his reply I take to be owing to his coming in boats, and 

having to land before he could fire. 

Inclosure 13 in No. 27. 

The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary to the Government of India. 

Lahore, May 3, 1848. 
IN referenee to my letter to the Governor-General, dated the 27th ultimo," with 

a copy of my dispatch, of that date, to the Commander-in-chief, I forward a letter just 
received from his Excellency in reply.t 

I gather, from this letter of the Commander-in-chief, that it is the decided opi
nion of his ExcelJenc)C that military operations of the nature required, caunot be 
undertaken against Mooltan, at this season of the year, with a fair prospect of 
success. 

Under these circumstances, his Lordship in Cqunci! may depend on my 
doing every thing in my power, with the means at my command, to prevent the 
spread of rebellion. disaffection, and disturbance, beyond Mooltan, and to defeat 
the machinations, of Dewan Moolraj and his emissarries, to create a genera1 insllrec
tion in the country, and cause inroads on our frontier, till the season, when .operations 
will be possible, may ani.ve. • 

Inclosure 14 in No. 27. 

Lieutenant Edwardes to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Ghat of Dera Futteh Khan, on 
the Indus, May 7, 1848. 

,THE rebel army, uuder Sham Sing, evacuated Leia in the dusk of the morning, 
and inarched precipitately back to Mooltan. 

The reason given out by the leaders of the rebel eamp was, that Maharajah Duleep 
Sing had sent a pUl'wanna to Moolraj, confirming him in his government, if he would 
1I0t prosecute the war; an artifice, probably, necessary to bring back the soldiers. 
It was understood, however, that the Dewan's orders were that the force was to make 
Mooltan in two marches, a feat just possible, being forty-five coss, with a broad river 
to cross. This precipitation bespeaks any thing but royal favor, or rebel confidence. 

Inclosure Iii in ~o. 27. • 

Lieutenanl Edwardes to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Dem. Futteh Khan, },fay·8, 1848. 
I AM awaiting, with much interest, the return of Foujdar Khan from his interview 

with l£ustapha Khan, at Sooltan-ke-Kote. Mustapha Khan is Moolraj's brains, as 
well as his swol'd-hand; and if he really has come'as vakeel from Moolraj, a com
munication of importanco may he expected. I scarcdy ean hope that he will accept 
my invitation, aud come here to have a personal interview, though that would be 
most satisfactory to us both. • 

You seem to Imyc estimated most truly what would he the conduct of the 
Futteh Pultun; and most arduous and anxious was the task I had, alter the discovery 

• Inclosure 17 in No. 26. t Iuc1 ...... 7 iD No. 27 • 
Y 
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·Gf their correspondence with the rebels, to manrnuvre a retreat, without showing 
: distrust, and preserve discipline, without bringing on resistance. Ii word, at any 
moment, would, 1 felt, involve us in a camp row. The Poorbeahs stuck to me like 

. trumps; and, being more aware than I could be, of bow far things had gone among 
the Sikhs, they were so evidently on their guard, and showed such open expectation 
of a mutiny, tbat I had the greatest difficulty in repressing their zeal, and preventing 
them from hurrying on the very catastropbe they dreaded. So ticklish was it, at 
the last moment, on the left bank of the Indus, that tbe Poorbeahs refused to cross 
the river without me, and I could not trust the Sikhs to go over, either first, or last, • 
lest, in one case, tbey should keep the boats on the right bank, and, in the other, go 
-over to the enemy on the left; so that I was, at last, obliged to march every company 
into a boat of its own, at one sound of the bugle, and cross them all, in a body, along 
with me. 

All will, please God, turn out well; and we shall have learned a useful lesson, as 
to the spirit of the Sikh army, though we might well wish it had been purchased at 
a less cost than the lives of two fine young fellows, in the spring time of hope and 
usefulness. 

It is very provoking to know that the enemy is in receipt of news two days old 
from Lahore, and I only getting it after a week. . 

Inclosure 16 in No. 27. 

Lieutenant Taylor to the Resident at Lahore. 

_ Duleepgurh, Bunnoo, May 8, 1848. 
THIS country is still quiet. I received intimation, to-night, that the Hatty 

Kbail tribe of Wuzeerees intende.d to attack. my parties w:atching their crops, and 
carry the latter off. I have reinforced these guards, but directed them not to fight 
against the whole tribe about them. If the Hatty Kbail break faith now, they will 
suffer for it eventually, though, from all having taken to the hills, .1 may be unable 
to punish them now. 

The Zemindars of Murwut and Esakhail are becomiDg unsettled, giving 
insolent answers to the Kardars, &c., and tbe latter call upon me for troops and 
horsemen, and it is difficult for me to send more to them, as my own lines are 
stripped very bare. 

With reference to the reinforcement of guns, called for by Lieutenant Edwardes, 
I have, as you know, already sent him two more, making four in all, besides the 
troop he formerly took; /lond as the letter he wrote, ordering back the infantry regi
ment, has missed it, he will receive the whole addition of one regiment of infantry, 
100 horse, and two guns. . 

Inclosure 17 in No. 27. 

The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary to the Government of India. 

• Lahore, ],.[ay 9, 1848. 

A CONSIDERABLE sensation has been created in the city, since yesterday, by 
tbe detection of a conspiracy to corrupt the fidelity of our native soldiers of the 
infantry, artillery, and irregular cav~, and the seizure of the offenders .. 

The plot had proceeded to a coDSlderable extent; the whole ID:atter IS now under 
investigation. 

Inclosure 18 in No. 27. 

The Resident at Lahore to the Secreta"} to t~e Governmef/t of India. 

Lahore, May 10, la4i. 

I ENTIRELY concur with Lieutenant Edwardes in what he says of the import
ance of an immediate move of troops on Mooltan, and regret, as deeply as he, or 
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tmy QIle can do, that an expedition against Mooltan, at this season, is declared 
impossible. . 

I must observe that Lieutenant Edwardes seems to have made a mistake in his 
letter of the 27th nltimo, and in Bome of the previous ones, in Btatin~ that the doC'tl
ment which accompanied his letter of the 29th nltimo was signed by Khan Sing, and 
was a manifesto on the part of Khan Sing, and all the Sikh troops at Mooltan. 
. The paper appears to have been drawn up by the Sikh officers in the Dewan's 

service, and those of the troops that went with Sirdor Khan Sin" Man. The Sirdar's • 
name is not mentioned in the paper, nor is his seal attached" to it which would' 
appear pretty good evide~ce t~at he was, in no way, a party to the m~tter. 

. The accounts regarding Slrdar Khan Sing's conduct are very conflicting' it is very 
difficlllt at this distance, and under the circumstances, to ascertain the truth: 

He ~d not act with firmness and courage, certainly; hut it is very douhtful if • 
~9 WAS guilty of treachery. There seems no doubt that he is still a close prisoner, in 
Irons. 

It is worthy of remark that the last name On this paper is Kurm Alikee Buksh, 
a commedau of Irregular Horse; and that he is' believed to have since deserted. 
Moolraj, with sixty of bis horsemen, and to be nGW at Jhung, on 'his way back to 
~ore. . 

He wrote to me yesterday, to this eifecto....l!tating that he only consented to 
take service, to prevent being imprisoned, with a determination to escape, the first 
opportunity . 

.He 'Was sent with the force to oppose Lieutenant Edwardes at Lei&, and left i~ 
with his troop, on the line of march. 

If this be the. fact, (and there seems no 1'CI\S0nto douht it) it will shake 
Moolraj'a oonfidence in the fidelity of his new adherents. 

Inclosure 19 in No. 27 . 

. The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary to the Govel'nment of India. 

Lahore, May II, 1848. 

I HA VE the honor to report, the ~xecution, this morning, of the two individuals 
described in the margin*, who were convioted of tampering with the native troops of 
the garrisou of Lahore and cantonment of Anarkullee, and endeavouring to induce 
them to join in a plan for the surprise of the town, and the expulsion of the British 
troops. 

Soon after my arrival at Lahore, I was told by Major Wheler, of the 7th Irre
gulars, that;. an attempt had been made to corrupt the men of his regiment by certain 

• parties in Lahore. 
. I saw, at that time, one of his sowars, by name Gholam Nubbee Khan; and, 

having ascertained the nature of the communications made' to him, I directed him to 
continue his connection with the parties concerned, rt'porting all circumstances to 
Major Wheler. 

The affair went on for a short time, and then seemed to have been dropped; 
and as, at that time, the sowar could point out nothing very tangible against any 
indivitlual; at any rate, nothing susceptible of legal proof; no further notice was 
taken. . 

Immediately after the transactions in Mooltan, Major Wheler told me that the 
attempts to seduce his men had been renewed. I sent for Lieutenant Lumsden, and 
directed him to take the matter in hand; to associate some of his guide corps in 
whom he could confide with the SIlwar of Major Wheler; and to sift the matter to 
the bottom. 

The existence of a conspiracy to corrupt the native troops, to which many 
aepoys of the native infantry, and some of the artillery, were said to he parties, was 
satisfactorily established. 

Lieutenant Lumsden received, at night, from his sepoys and from Major 
Wheler's sowar, full intelligence of all that was being carried on; and it was hoped 
that a scheme which we had framed, in communication with Brigadier Campbell, for 

... • Khan Sing, a Gen.ial in th .. Sikh a.rmy. "nemployed. Bh_ GUDga Ram, the GOD6dentiai 
me,lof Maharanee Jund. KhoN. 

Y2 
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seizing the conspirators,with the parties who styled themselves delegates from the 
native corps, when assembled together, might be successful. , 

This was defeated, by the fact of the communication between Major Wheler's 
Bowar and Lieutenant Lumsden becoming known, in the manner described in the 
proceedings; when it became necessary, at once, to secure the conspirators, or such of 
them as were known, and with their papers. 

This was very successfully managed by Mr. Cocks and Lieutenants Lumsden 
• and Hodson, who went, with a company of the Guide Corps, in the middle of the 

"night of the 7th instant, to the house of General Khan Sing, the chief person con
cerned, and seized him, and his, people, with all the papers in the house, and after
wards secured the other persons known to the sowar and sepoy. 

The crime was clearly proved against the four individuals named in the 
• margin·. 

It was next necessary, at the present moment, that deci~ive measures should be 
taken. and a prompt, and severe, example made. 

I summoned the members bf the Council, and went, with them, through the trial 
of the parties accused, and already s!)ized. Yesterday, they unanimously concurred 
with me in convicting the four prisoners, ,and in sentencing them to be hung. ' 

Three t were sentenced to suffer death by hanging, at sunrise this morning; the 
remaining prisoner was sentenced to imprisonment for life,' with transportation 
beyond seas. 

This morning, General Khan Sing and Bhaee Gunga Ram were executed at the 
public gallows, near the Delhi gate of the city, in the presence of two regiments, and 
two companies from each of the other native corps of the garrison. 

The sentence passed on the prisoner Goolaba has been suspended, and will be 
commuted to imprisonment for life, or he will be pardoned, as may be determined 
hereafter. He gave to Mr. Cocks valuable information last night about the other 
parties, connected with the conspiracy, regarding whom the investigation is being 
proceeded with. ' 

A perusal of the proceedings will show how deeply the Maharanee is concerned 
in this very important and serious matter; and I beg attention to the inclosed paper, 
being the copy of a statement, drawn up by Lieutenant Hodson, of communications 
made to hill', last night, by Bhaee Gunga Ram and TooIsee Ral!l. 

, I have little doubt that the Governor-General in Council will concur with me 
that,at the present moment, extreme measures are required; and that his Lordship 
will approve of what has been done in the present instance., ' 

I shall report further, as to the measure of success which may seem to have 
attended the machinations of the conspirators; but I have no reason to think that 
their overtures were entertained by many of the soldiers of the garrison. 

Inclosure 20 in No. 27. 

Memorandum of a Confession 'made to Lieutenant Hodson by Gunga Ram, and 
Commedan Toolsee Ram. 

May 11,1848. 
AT about 10 o'clock last night, I was informed that TooIsee Ram, a prisoner 

under senteuce of transportation, wished earnestly to speak to me, or any British 
officer. , I, accordingly, went to the guard, where he was confined, and, taking him 
aside, asked what he wished to say to me; first, cautioning him that I had no power 
in any way to alter the sentence which had been passed on him, and that he must 
not hope for any mercy. After many general professions of his ability and readiness 
to afford most important information, if respited, he went on to say, that he could 
identify all and each of the sepoys of the Company's army who had lilltencd to the 
seductions of the conspirators; that the Ranee was at the bottom of the whole 
business, and had not ouly written to him and to Khan Sing. but had also sent 
letters to all the Sirdars of inferior rank, and to the chiefs of the Durbar, with the 
exception of Deena Nath, to Mallarajah Golab Sing, and to Dewan Moolraj, at 
ldooltan. -

• 'Gen.ral Khan Sing, Bh .... Gung .. Ram, Tools •• Ram Brahmin, Gool .. b Sing, alia. Gool .. b". 
t Gooomi Khan Sing, Bhaoe Gunga Rom, Goolab ... 
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He said that these letters came by the hands of Gunga Ram, who concealed 
them in an amulet (taveez) worn on his arm; and that Gunga Ram would himself 
tell me so, if I asked him, and wo.uld confess the whole plot. 

I then sent to Gunga Ram to say, that if he had anything to t.ell me I would 
listen to him. I should add that he, previously, had sent to me to hear what he had 
to say. As soon as he came near to where I was standing, he went down on his 
knees, and in treated that his life might be spared, and that he might be transported 
jnstead; that, if his life were only spared for One month or so, he would do the most '. 
important service possible to the British Government. I assured him that there was 
no hope for him; but that if he chose to make any voluntary confession, I would 
listen to him, and should report it to the Resident. He tben s.aid that he would tell 
the truth. I replied that he could say whatever he chose, but that neither truth nor 
lies could avail him now. 

He then stated th!>t the two letters produced on his .trial were really from 
the Ranee; that ten or twelve others had, al~o, been sent by her to different 
persons; that .sho had been in correspondence with all the Sirdars, except Raja 
Tej Sing, and they were aware of all that was going on; that all the Sirdars, 
save Tej Sing, ill'eat and small, werein league with her; and that the force which was 
going down to Mooltan, was not going to oppose MooIraj, but would unite with him 
when occasion offered. He especially mentioned Raja Shere Sing, Sirdar Runjore 
Sing, and Sheik Emamoodeen, and Hakim Raee J ulalpooree. 

He, also, stated that all that had .lately taken place at Mooltan, was at the. 
Rance's suggestion, and that Sirdar Khan Sing Man had been at the bottom of the 
plot against Mr. Agnew and Mr. Anderson. • . 

On my asking him how he lm~w all this, aud how the communications were 
effected, he replied that the lettel'S had passed through his hands, and that others had 
bQcn sent to diffcrent partics, by men disguised as Fakeers and by old women. . 

He, also, stated .that this had been going on for some months, from about the 
time that Sir J!'. Currie arrived at Agrn, on his way up to Lahore. I took no note~ 
.of what he said to me, but I believe. the above to be the .snbstance of all that passed 
at all bearing on the crime of which he had been convicted. 

. , Inclosure 21 in No. 27 . 

Lieutenant Edwal'lles to tlte Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Ghat of Dera Futten Khan, 
May 12, 1848 .. 

. THE strong and important fort .of Mungrotah has fallen into our hands. 
Mungrotah is in the Lungurh elaqua, between this place and Dera Ghazee 

Khan, and is the 0111y fort of any consequence in the M.ooltan 'frans-Indus territory. 
It was occupied by Cheytun Mull (the SIll'purust of the four districts which consti
tute the elaqua of Lungurb, and a thannah of Moolraj's). I bad retained Cheytun 
Mull in his office, but, subsequently, heard that he was recruiting secretly for Moolraj, 
so thought it best to bring his loyalty, at once, to an issue, by sending for him, with 
tbe first instalment of his Rubbee collections. At the same time, I sent a party of 
~owars to Mitha Khan, the hcad of the Kusranee tribe, close to Mungrotah, and 
called on him to help my detachment in expelling Cheytun Mull from the fort, 
should he _be inclined to resist. 

Mitha Khan scnt his dt'um round the villages, raised the country, and sent word 
to Cheytun ~Iull that he had better evacuate Mungrotah with a good grace. The 
Hindoo took the hint, and flcd in haste with his thannah, leaving the fort to my 
detachment, who marchcd in triumphantly, aud sent me the keys while I was in 
bcd, yesterday morning. . 

This is a gi'cat piece of good fortune, and Geueral Cortlandt will now be able 
t.o advance all the way to DcI'll. Ghazee Khan, without being detained to reducQ 
lIungrotah. It will, also, give him a strong point to fall back .on, if MooIraj sends a 
~uperior force over the Indus. 

. I have had great difficulty in making np my mind how to act at this junctur~': 
You have only called on me to arrange for the Trans-Indus territories, but I feel sure 
you oxpect me to do as much more as I can; and I see no signs of anybody else 
coming tD tho Sind Sa"aur Doab, whose revenue is too im~oTtant to be lost sight of. 
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i resolved, therefore, to send General Cortlandt, with the majority of the force, to 
Dera Ghazee Khan, and myself, with six companies of Mussulman regular infantry, 
two guns, fourteen zumboorahs, and my new levies, (about 1000 Puthans,) once 
more to cross the IndUS, and try to get hold of the revenue. 

In pursuance of this plan, General Cortlandt marched this morning, with six 
guns, six zumboorahs, one Sikh, and one Musulman regiment, and about 200 sowars. 

My own march was to have been simultaneous, but has been nipped in the 
bud, hy certain information, late last night from the Chenab, that Moolraj's force, of 
4,000 men and ten guns, which retreated so hurriedly from Leia, on the 7th of 
May, had been, as unexpectedly, halted when it reached the Chenab, and is still in 
the Sind Sagur Doab. 

The explanation of this is obvious. Mustapha Khan Khaghwanee told me, 
that a steamer 'an-iving from Sinde, and the report of Bahawul Khan crossin" 
the SutIej, was what alarmed Moolraj, and made him recall the Leia force. N~ 
sooner, therefore; did he find that no operations were in reality on foot against him,' 
than he again took courage, and t-old his army not to recross the Chenab. If I am 
right, we shall again see the rehels in Leia in a few days, and many lakhs of 
revenue will be lost, if no worse mischief ensues. 

My views of the evil consequences of leaving Mooltan uninvested, are, thus 
early, borne out. So secure is Moolraj of not being molested, that he has not kept 
500 men in Mooltan. Tile rest of his army are across the Chenah, considering, no 
doubt, in which direction the most profitable circuit may be made. 

The Putbans of the garrison may, or may not, retire to Kummurkote; if they 
do, a diversion will certaiIxy be effected, and Moolraj obliged to call his men from 
the Sind Sagur Doab. But the same reaction of courage, and apparent immunity, 
may alter the plans of the Puthins altogether, though I, still, am of opinion that 
they will separate from Moolraj. . . 

TTnder any circumstances, however, there is but one move on our part, which 
is required to secure peace throllghout the hot weather, until our troops can take the 
field, confine Moolraj and his army to the Mooltan fort, prevent him from enlisting 
.another man, and secure all the dependencies of Mooltan, without a shot being fired. 
That move is, to order Baha'IVul Khan to cross his army over Fhe Sutlej, and encamp' 
it, for the hot weather and rains. in any district neal' Mooltan that he pleases. I 
should be very happy to go and encamp with it, and keep an eye on the proceedings 
of Moolraj, who would, probably, some morning, escape from the fort, and come in. 
The whole force could be hutted in with grass-choppers, in a fortnight, and be as 
comfortable as anywhere else. If this is done, the effect of delay will not be bad, 
~oolraj being a prisoner in his own fort; otherwise, the whole hot weather and rains 
must pass in the same insecurity that has been felt, on this frontier, ever since the 
outbreak. 

P.S.-Morning of12tl~ of May.-News, already, that the rebels are again in full 
~areh to Leia; and I have halted General. Cortlandt in order that, if the intelligence 
is confirmed, we may meet, and concert measures. 

Inclosure 22 in No. 27. 

The Commanrler-in-chief to the Resident at Lahore. 

Simla, May 13, 1848. 

I ITA VE submitted to the Governor· General in Council my views, and pointed 
out a detailed arrangement for the collection of a force at Ferozepore, by the 1st 
of November, ready to move into the Punjab, for the reduction of Mooltan, and to 
meet any contingency tllat may arise, either from intrigue, or open defection. 

The force I have proposed to assemble, comprises 50 siege guns ~ 7 troops, horse 
artillery; 6 lil!ht field batteries; :1 regiments, British dragoons; 5 regiments, light 
cavalry; 5 re!riments, irregular cavalry; 7 companies, reserve artillery; 6 companies, 
sappers and ~ners; 5 European regiments, infantry; 16 regiments, native infantry ; 
2 Goorh corp~" This force will amount to about 24,000 fighting men, of all arms. 

It may, naturally, appear that this force is moro than can possibly be required 
for the reduction of Mooltan; but it must be borne in mind that we should be pre
pared for all contingencies, and for detached movements, to keep down disaffection, 
and to watch doubtful alli~8. .' 
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I bave heard, through private channels, that ~utenllnt Edwardes" hllll' safely 
reached Peshawur, and that the Sikh troops there happily continue faithflu in their 
allegiance. I shall be happy to hear these reports confirmed, as such knowledge 
will very much inHuence my views upon future arrangements. Indeed, so much so, 
that, were they confirmed, I should very much doubt the expediency of, pOSSibly, 
precipitating matters, by an attempt to occupy Govindgurh; particularly, lIIl I 
understand it has been denuded of guns, other than two honey-combed pieces. 

To give effect to the passage of troops during the rainy season, I ha,e solicited 
the Government to have a steamer placed at Ferozepore. 

Inclosure 23 in No. 2'7. 

The Resident at Lahore to the SeCl'etary to the Government of India. 

Lahore, May 15, 1848. 
I FORWARD letters received from my assistants, on detached duty on the 

frontier. 
His J,ordship in Council will observe how very urgent all the officers are that 

operations against M00ltan may not be delayed, and how distinctly they describe 
their apprehensions of the evils which may result from inaction on our part. 

My sentiments, and the difficulties in which we are placed, hy the impossibility 
of acting against Mooltan, until an efficient force shall be collected at Ferozepore, and 
until the season may become more favorable for operations, are well known to his 
Lordship in Council. 

At the same time, I do not altogether despair of being able to prevent the 
spread of dissatisfaction and rebellion beyond the Mooltan districts, for a few months, 
though, certainly, the probabilities are much against success. 

I have taken the most active measures that· the means at my disposal will admit 
. of, for keeping Moolraj, and the large concourse of undisciplined soldiers he is IIssembl, 
. ing, to the neighbourhood of Mooltan. . 

If we can only prevent the Durbar troops from joining Moolraj, and keep tllem 
faithful to. the Maharajah, or at any rate neutral, in their present positions, Moolraj's 
rebellion will be comparatively of small importance. 

I spare no device of judicious intimidation in one place, and enco\ll'agement 
and praise in another, to keep the army, if not faithful to the State, at any rate, 
from overt acts of insubordination, and treachery. 

Up to thiR time, the example of the troops which accompanied the new N azim 
to 1llooltan, has, in no instance, been followed. 

The Jagheerdars, who have the deepest stake in the country, may, perhaps, 
prove faithfu~ but they would not be able to effect much, in an actual conflict with 
Moolraj. 

'l'he troops of the regular army will certainly not fight against Mooiraj, but I 
cannot but hope that, if they see preparations for a large British force to proceed, at 
an early date, against the rebel Nazim, they will Jiot make common cause with him. 
which would involve the necessity of fighting against us, 

They have, by no means, forgotten the lesson they were taught two years ago. 
The city a.nd neighbourhood of Lahore are in a much less unsatisfactory state 

than they were a. week ago.' 
The detection of the conspiracy to tamper with our sepoys, and the prompt 

example which was made of the principal.conspirators, and the knowledge that I am 
now fully informed of all their schemes, and of tb.e parties concerned therein, have 
had a most beneficial effect. 

The result of the investigation and scrutiny which has taken place, has bo!ell, 
upon the whole, satisfactory, in more ways than one. 

It has proved, I think, that but comparatively few of the sepoys b&ve listened 
to the overtures of the conspirators. 

I do not think that the number can exceed twenty, or twenty-five, and it ·ia v.ry 
doubtful whether th~. though they made promi&ell, and received rewwds, lwl really 
any serious intention of keeping those promisl!l\ and acting against .tb Britiah 
Government. 

. , 

• Sic ia orig. 



There have been eight or nine desertions, I believe, since the arrest of the con
'spirators, and three sepoys are about to be put on their trial. 
. It has also appeared that the parties who combined together with the sepoyg, 
were not persons of much influence or power, with the exception of the vakeel of the 
1>Iallarance; that they had no organized plan, and were not associated with persons 
of note and rank in the State. . . 

But little credit is to be attached to the statement made, by the l-Iaharanee's 
vakeel, on the night before his execution, to Lieutenant Hodson. That the Maharanee 
had written letters to all the parties named by Gunga Ram is very probable. I very 
much doubt if they all of them, or indeed any of them, met with the reception which 
Gunga Ram described. 

Inclosure 24 in No. 27. 

The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary to the Govern.ment (If India. 

Lahore, May 16, 1848. 
I HAVE the llOnor to state, that Maharanee Junda Khore, the mother of 

Maharajah Duleep Sing, was removed from the fort of Sheikhoopoor, by my orders, 
yesterday afternoon, and is now on her way, under charge of an escort, to Fero
zepore. 

By the arrangements I have made, it is expected that the Maharanee will reach 
Ferozcpore, to-morrow morning. 

I hayc been induced to take this step, at the present moment, for several 
reasons. 

In the letter of the Governor-General, dated the 27th of August last, his Lordship 
directed that, in the event of the Maharanee being found to be engaged in intril,'lles 

r detrimental to the interests of the Lahore State, she should be removed from the 
Punjab. 

The late investigations of conspiracies for the tampering with om' sepoys, and 
making revolt and insurrection, deeply implicate the Maharanee, and leav~ no doubt, 
on my mind, that Her Highness has been intriguing, and will, as long as sbe continues 
in the Punjab, continue to intrigue, for the subversion of the present administration; 
and that she has been using, and will continue to use, all her influence-which is 

. most powerful, especially with the army and the military classes,-against the interests 
of the British Goyernment. 

Her confidential vakeel, Bhaee Gunga Ram, and her correspondent, Colonel 
(sometimes called General) Khan Sing, have been convicted of the offences above 
described" and have been executed. Legal proof of the delinquency of the Malm-' 
ranee wO!lld not, perhaps, be obtainable; but nothing is wanting to tllC. moral con
viction of that fact; and its notoriety pervades every part of the Punjab. 

It would not be consistent in us to take no notice, at this moment, of the Maha
ranee's misconduct; a formal trial of Maharajah Runjeet Sing's widow would be most 
unpopular, and hurtful to the feelings of the people; and her summary bani;bment 
from the Punjab and residence at Ben ares, under the surveillance of the Govel'llor
General's agent, at that place, subject to such custody as wiII prevent all iatrigue 
and correspondence, for the future, seems to me the best course which we could 
adopt. . 

There is no proof, though there is some ground for suspicion, that the Maha
ranee was the instigator of the late violence and outrage in Mooltan; but it is certain 
that, at this moment, the eyes of Dewan Moolraj, and of the whole Sikh army and 
military population, are directed to the Maharanee as the rallying point of their 
rebellion or disalfection. Her removal from the Punjab is called for by justice, and 
'policy;; and this is no time for us to hesitate about doing what may appell.!' necessary 
to punish State offenders, whatever may be their rank and station, and to vindicate 

. the honor and position of the British Government. 
\. But. while doing what we deem an act of justice and policy, it is not necessary, 
'or desirables to do it in a way to exasperate the feelings of the soldiery, and the 
chiefs, or people. We must bear in mind that the Maharanee is the mother of their 
Sovereign. and the widow of Ollr ally Maharajah Runjeet Sing; and we must respect 
the feelings which they entertain regarding ·the violation of the seclusion of females 
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of high rank-however unw9r~h'y. in their persQn3.l charac~ers, those females may be 
of such consideration. 

I propose, therefore, that. the Mabaranee be sent te Benares under a ,strong 
guard; that she be allowed to take, witb her, her jewels, and such of her property as 
she may immediately 1'equire, and her domestic servants; that she be accompanied 
by the venerable Fakeer N oOf"ooddeen, the personal friend and ad.viser of the. late 
Mabarajah Runjeet Sing, and a person greatly respected by the Sikhs generally; 
that the remainder of her personal property, now at Sheikhoopoor, be sent after her, 
in cbarge of her brotber, Sirdar Heera Sing, to Meerut, or Benares, and that 
he be allowed to' remain and reside with her. He .is jnst as well out of the 
Punjab. 

A steady, judicious, and intelligent officer must be appointed to take charge of 
the Maharanee, from Captain Browne at Ferozepore, aud escort her to Benares. 

At Benares, the Maharanee would be under the surveillance of Major MacGregor, 
C.B., the Governor-Genera!'s Agent, and she should be subject til such surveillance 
and custody as will enable Major MacGregor to prevent her having intercourse with 
partics beyond her own domestic establishment, without his knowledge, and from 

• her holding any correspondence, by letter, with any person, except through him. As 
long as she conforms to all the orders and instructiops of .the Governor-Genera!'s 
Agent, and abstains from all attempts at improper correspondence, or intrigue, her 
confinement need not be more close than is necessary for tbe custody and precautions 
I have described. On the very iirst occasion of her disobeying Major MacGregor's 
orderS, or showing a disposition to intrigue, she should be sent, forthwith, into close 
confinement, at Chunar. 

The Governor-General in Council may, perhaps, like to know the mode in which 
the removal of the Maharanee was effected. 

I had reason to believe it possible that she had gained over the guard, and the 
Sirdars in charge of Sheikhoopoor, to her interest, and that they might refuse, 
perhaps, to give her up. 

About a week ago, I changed nearly the whole guard at the fort, and relieved 
the company of regulars, by a company .from another regiment, of Poorbeahs. I· 
added, to the Rohillas appointed by Colonel Lawrence, thirty new men; the jemadar 
·of Rohillaa, through whom they were entertained, remaining at Lahore. 

I appointed Lieutenants· Lumsden and Hodson, with the mounted portion of 
the Guide Corps, to be the escort of the Maharanee from Sheikhoopoor; and I sent 
with them, as hearers of my.moorasilla to the Maharanee, and. ·the Durbar pur
wannas, Race M:ool Sing (the confidential vakeel of Raja 'fej Sing), Dewan Kedar 
N ath, as representative of Raja Deena N ath, Sirdar N ar Sing, as representative of 
the Attaree interests, and Fakeer Noorooddeen. 

Sheikhoopoor is twenty miles from Lahore. I was prepared, if opposition was 
otfured, to enforce the execution of my orders, Lieutenant Lumsden's party arrived 

• at Sheikhoopoor, before daylight yesterday morning; the emissaries of the Durbar 
haring preceded them. If any hesitation was shown in opening the gates, I should 
have known it, soon after sunrise; and, 'at my request, the ,·two squadrons of Her 
Majesty's 14th Ligbt Dragoons were saddled at daylight, and two nine-pounders of 
the Horse Battery ready harnessed with troop-horses, to go down at a moment's 
warning. This force, accompanied by Major Napier, of the Engineers, who 'had 
made a plan of the fort, might 1lave been at the spot in three hours; and Major 
Napier was satisfied that they would get into the fort, in ten minutes afterwards . 

• Happily, there was not t'he slightest opposition; all was acquiescence and 
civility, from the. Maharanee downwards, very probably somewhat induced by the 
executions which took place a few days ago. 

I had provided fresh bearers and elephants, and a fresh escort of a ressalah of 
Irregulars, balf-way between Sheikhoopoor and Kanna Chuch, where the party are 
halting. for a few hours to-day. 

At Kanna Chuch I had a wing of native infantry, and another fresh ressalah as 
a guard, and the latter as a further escort; and from Kanna a dak of carriages is 
laid to Ferozepore; and a fresh escort of irregular cavalry, from Ferozepore, is to meet 
the party at Kussoor. 

'fhe a:ffair has been managed, without any notice of our purpose being known; 
and i Slave no doubt that, by daylight to-morrow morning, the parties will be safe in 
the cantonment of Ferozepore. 

z 
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Inclosure 25 in No. 27.· 

The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary to the Government of India. , . 
Lahore;May 16,1848. ' 

IN my letter of this day's date, I said that I was making inquirie~ 
for an officer to take charge, and command the escort, of Her Highness the 
Maharajah Junda Khore, from Ferozepore to Benares. En~ign W. H. Coxa, of the 
70th N a.tive Infa.ntry, now at Loodiana, has been pointed out ,to me, by severai 
parties, as an officer peculiarly qua.lified for this duty: though only an ensign, this 
officer has been upwards of seven years in the service, and is,. I alll told, 29 years of 
age, having b.een for two years a~ Oxford, before he came to this country. He is 
described to me as an officer of much ability, steadiness, and judgment, and well 
qualified, by his acquirements, and temper, and knowledge of the na.tives, for the duty 
for which I have selected him. Lhope, therefore, that the Governor-General in 
Council will approve my having applied to the Commander-in-chief and the local 
military authorities, tha.t his services may be placed at my disposal. 

Inclosure 26 in No. 27. 

Lieutenant Edwardes to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Ghat, ·Dera Futteh Khan. 
May 16, 1848. 

ON the 12th, I had the honor to report, that the rebel army of Dewan Moolra.j 
had not quitted the Sind Sagur Doab, but halted on the right bank of the Chenab, 
when they discovered tha.t they had retreated on a false ala.rm of hostilities against 
Mooltan. 

Aware of your intention not to ta.ke the field till the cold weather, I have 
been anxiously watchiug this army on the· Chenab, to see in what direction their 
next expedition would be made; but, they have intercepted, and imprisoned, so 
many eossids, that it is extremely diffic~t to get correct intelligence, in -time to be 
useful. 

Last evening, however, the picket which I had stationed in· Leia, on the other 
side of the Indus, obtained information that the advanced party of the l'ebels had 
reached Oodoo-ke-Kote, with 500 sowars, 2 guns and some zumboorahs; and, later 
still, that they had alTived at Gooltan-ke-Kote, only 10 coss from Leia. 

The picket had standing orders to retire before a superior force; but, afraid of 
their being pressed, I crossed 200 men during the night, and strengthened them. 
Before the arrival of tbis reinforcement, the picket prudently fell back across a • 
Dullah, about half a coss to the Western, or Indus, side of Leia; the enemy heard 
of their retreat" and, as soon as it was light this morning, hurried on to Leia, 'with 
between 300 and 400 horse, and 10 zumboorahs, thinking that all was clear. In 
Leia, thl'y were told that the Sahib's picket had only fallen back to the nullah, and, 
being under 100 men, would fall an easy prey. The rebels pushed on, therefore, to 
the nll,11a.h, and, great must have been their surprise. to find nearly an equal force 
drawn up ready to receive them, for the picket had been joined by the night rein
forcement, aud agreed among themselves that, in spite of tbe zumboorahs, they wquld 
Dot retreat. 'I'he rebels immediately opened their zumboorahs across the nullah, and 
ollr mell, finding thi~nunoyiDg, plunged into the nullah, forded it in' the face of the 
fire, and attacked the enemy on the further side. A short struggle cnsued, which 
ended in the total defcat of the rebels, who were pursued for a coss or two beyond 
Leia, lo~ing all their zumboorahs, and twelve men killed, b~sides several prisoners, 
,,·ho took refugo in the city streets, and. afterwards gave up their arms. On our side, 
two Olen were slightly wounded. , 

'fhe report of the zumboorahs sounded so loud, across the Indus, that the artil
lerymen in our camp declared they were guns. I therefore ordered my horse, and 
dcsireq the whole force to cross along with me, to assist in bringing off the picket, 
with the exception of the two guns, which I determined to leave in camp, with two 
infantry companies, in order that we might not be embarrassed with them, ·on our 
return. 'fhe passage wa9 not completed, when two sowars clllUe in from Leia, with 
the news of the enemy being beaten back. 
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1'he affair was one of considerable gallantry, and did great honor to the picket, 
which wa~ composed entirely of Puthans, raised during the last fortnight, The 
excitement it caused in camp among the other Puthans ",as so great that ev.ery voice 
was for an instant advance on Laia; and I had great difficulty in showing the 
wisdom of waiting,. at least, for farther information, as to the strength of the enemy 
in the rear, 

Only an hour before, I had received a note from you desiring me to confine my 
attention to the Trans-Indus; and very sufficient reasons could alone justify mt 
again entering the Sind Sagur Doab; so I baited the force on the left bank in the 
village of Noorawalla; remained myself on the right bank; "sent praise to, the picket; 

• and ordered them to scour tbe country round, for information of the enemy's main 
body. . 

1tfost fnrtunate was it that we were not led <away by our morning's triumph: 
for, in the evening, from several quarters, information reached us, that between 6,000· 
and 7,000, horse and foot, were marching on Leia, with 15 guns, (9 hea.vy, and 
6 IlOrse,) and had. already, got within a short march of the city. 1'hey were 
dela.yed by some of their guns being in the rear; and the interval wa.s not to be· 
thrown away. 

Immediate orders were issued for· the re-crossing of the whole force, including 
the brave picket, at Leia; and,· as I write this, the operation is going on by moon". 
light. It will be close work, but it will be done in time, and our men certainly 
retire with honor, after the feat of t·his morning. 

Anxiety, however, now commences in earnest, and my main object, in the 
present letter, is til claim your most serious and prompt attention to this frontier, 
which I should be deceiving you if I pretended to think otherwise than in imminent 
da.nger. 

From the first, I have lost no opportunity of stating the extreme probability of 
Dewan Moolraj &ssuming the initiative, if the British Government did not, at once, 
put him on the defensive, by investing Mooltan, and decIa.red the inability of General 
Cortlandt a.nd myself to offer any efiectual resistance. should MoolraJ carry the cam
paign across tho Indus. 'fhe time has now arrived when these anticipations seem 
likely to be realized. • 

Not content with having marched 4,OOQ men and 1,0 guns across the Chenab, 
Moolraj has now strengthened them to upwards. of 6,000 men a.nd 15 gUns; 
and, while marching on Leis, this force is accumulating a fleet of boats, with the . 
avowed intention of crossing to this side, and destroying either my force, or General 
Cortlltndt's, or both. 

. General Cortla.ndt has with hiin 6 guns, 6 zumboorahs, and 2 regiments, 
one of which is requireu to keep the other from open mutiny, a.nd desertion to the 
enemy. 

My force consists of 2 guns, (2 more will join me the day after to· morrow,) 
• 14 zumboorahs, (besides those captured to-day,) 6 companies of regular infantry, 

200 Barnkzye Sowars, and about 1,200 Puthans, horse and foot, newly raised. Total 
under 2,000 men. 

If. therefore. General Cortlandt and I were to unite, our strength wonld be little 
more tha.n Imlf that of the enemy's on the other bank, which the enemy may cross, to
morrow, by a skilful choice of a ferry. 

The consequences of a defeat on this frontier would be so extensive and disas
trous, that, plainly as they stare me in the face, I have deemed the responsibility of 
not itcting on my own judgment greater than that of acting without authority. 
Supposing that no British force is likely tl) take the field till after the rains,the only 
move which can save this frontier, is, in my opinion, the advance of Bahawul .Khan's 
army across the Sutlej, so as to threaten Mooltan, and oblige Moolraj to recall his 
frontier expeditions. I have, therefore, this evening, addressed a letter to tha.t Prince, 
stating my position, and recommending him to cross at once; and I have now to 
request, that you will be so good as to let me know, by retnrn of dak, whether this' 
move moots yonI' sanction, and if not, whether 1 llave your authority to give up 
Dera Ghazcc Khan and Sungurh to the rebels, and fall back altogether on Akalgurh, 
where alone it will soon be praeticable to make a stand; lo this alternative we are 
reduced. 

It ,,;ill be much to be regretted if any circumstances render the former plan 
impracticable. for it offers e~actly those advantages to the Sirkar which the latter 
will relinquish to Moolmj; if Bllhall'ul Khan threatens Mooltan, he will confine 
Moolraj therein, prevent his undertaking expeditions to the provinces, and collecting 

. Z2 
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their revenue, and cut him off from getting more recruits. If General COL-t!and't and 
I are driven into Akalgurh, it will release the provinces frGm onr control, stop the 
revenne, and send every recruit to Moolraj. I see, by the public papers, that aD 

absurd idea had got abroad, that Moolraj has 60,000 soldiers; at present, he, haa 
not more than 10,000; but, if Mooltan is not invested, however <slightly, and; a few 
months elapse before any steps are taken to check his present career of impunity, 
those who best know the military resources of this frontier, are quite of opinion that 
~e may gather 50,000: from what I see, I quite agree with. them. ' I 

P .S. Morning, May 17th.-Information 'from General Cortlandt has just 
come in, thlllt the enemy has' crossed a strong force, with twelve guns, at the f~rry of 
Peronwallah, about thirty coss to the south of this place, The great zemindars of • 
Dera Ghazee Khan, on hearing this, and receiving summonse§ from the rebels, 
stopped on tlreir way to the Gener:tl's camp. and returned to their homes, in alarm, to 
look after their families. This is the 'best we could expect from them, nnder the 
circumstances. Moolraj hall called on all the zemindars of Ghazee Khan and 
Sungurh to join his army, and wrest Mungrotah back again from liS. It ;is an 
anxious crisis, rendered still worse by the state of the Futteh Pultun; ahd; if 
Bome move is not m~de from Lahore or Bahawulpore at once, the consequence ~an be 
nothing but disastrous, It is disheartening to perceive that we alone afe cOnl!cious 
of our own danger. 

I have been reluctantly obliged to order Cortland't to fall back, in order i~at we' 
maY4 unitedly, throw up embankments round the fort of Girang, and make a stand on 
our own ground. The result is with God; but I trust you will no longer delay to 
take the field, or you will have to fight all this frontier, as welf as Mooltan. 

Inclosure 27 in No. 27. 

The Resident al Lu.hore to· the Commander-i~ehief. 

Lahore, May' 17, 1848. 
I HAVE the honor to hcknowledge the receipt, this day, of your Lordship's 

letter of the 13th iustant-, i.nforming me of the propositions YOIl have suggested to 
the Governor-General in Couucil, for the' collecting of a force at Ferozepcire, with II 
detail of the proposed strength af that force. 

I trust that one-third of the force your Lordship proposes will be found ample 
for any service that may be required in the Punjab, though it is doubtless best to be 
prepared for the worst that cau happen. ' 

If all the forebodings of the officers on the fl'ontiers are fulfilled, the force your 
Lordship proposes assembling will be scarcely too large for the operations that will 
be required. . 

If the Khalsa army can be kept from joining Moolraj, the atrocious misconduct 
of the Dewau and his troops may he easily punished. I have great hopes that this 
may be effected. There remains, doubtless, the probability of revolt and insurrection 
of the Mahomedan tribes ou the frontier; but, though the Khalsa army will not act 
agaiust Moolraj, they will, I think, against their, almost natural, enemies in their own 
districts. 

My hopes are stronger than they were tell days ago. Moolraj is not making 
head just now. He has not altogether, up to this time, more than 7,000 followers, 
and the greater part of these are quite undisciplined aud ill-armed; and there are 
already dissensions among them, and continual desertions from them. The com
mandant of the Irregular Horse that accompauied Sirdar Khan Sing Man and Mr. 
Aguew, took the first opportunity to quit Mooltan, with his troops, and they are now 
on their way to Lahore. ' Lahore itself, and the neighbouring co:mtry, are in a milch 
quieter state than they were; the late detection of the machinations of the dis
affected, the prompt example made of the priucipal offeuders, and the removal of the 
Maharanee from the scene of her abominable schemes, have had a vastly sedative 
effect in the spirit of revolt and disaffection that was abroad. 

All this is favorable; still, four or five mouth~ are a very long time to' look 
forward to, and it will be very difficult to keep things from getting much worse during 
so lona a period of inaction, and of impunity to those who have 80 grossly insulted 
and outraged the British Government. • 

• Ilioloalml 22 in N .... 27. 
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The heavy gtmswill, I conclude', go by land to Mooltan, and not down 'the Sutlej, 
from Ferozepore; in that C8l!e, it would, perhaps, be well to get a portion of them across 
the river before the rains; the moving them across the Sutlej towards Lahore would 
have & very good effect: at the present moment. 

Inclosure 28 in No. 27. 

Lieutenant Edu;QrdeB to the Residem at Lahore. 

Catmp at Dera F'utteh Khan, May 18, 1848. 
ON the, 16th and 17th, I had the honor to inform you of a skirmish 

between OUf picket at Leia and the advanced party of the rebel!t, in which the 
former were completely victorious, and the latter lost their :rnmboorahs, and twelve 

. men killed, of my withdrawing all my merl from the Sind Sa.,C7Ur Doab, ul!.der the 
idea that the rebel army was making for leia in force, and of the sudden intelli
genee, from General Cortlandt, that they had altered their plans, and crossed the 
Indus at the Peronwallah ferry, below the General's position. 

General Cortlandt reported only twelve guns; but cossids, on whom )I could 
rely,. had seen fifteen OD' the left; bank, previous to the passage, and estimated the 
force of the rebels as not under 6,000, a reinforcement having arrived from Mooltl1n~ 

The inference was, that the rebels had never intended advancing their main 
body to Leia, but had given out that intention to cover their crossing the Indus, and 

. that the party of 400 horsemen- who really did come to .Lei&,. on the 16th, had done • 
80, UDder the idea that we had evacuated it, and that the revenue was at their mercy. 

It became necessary to decide, at once, how this new alld imminent danger was' 
1Io be met, 1IJld, as neither General Cortlandt, DOl' I, could, single-handed, venture to 
oppose BUell a force; the necessity of an immediate junction was evident. The only 
question that remained Will!, whether General Cortlandt should fall back @n me, or I 
advance to him! His account of the instantMleou9 defectian of .those Toomundars 
wh& had joined him from Dera Ghazee Khan, when they thought his side the 
strongest, was to.o significant a. hint to' be neglected. It proved that the Joke of 
Saw un Mull WIIB still strong @Il tha.t dependellcy of Mooltan, and that Moolraj's 
army would have the assistance of the Moolkeia.hc The faithlessness of the Futteh 
Pultun, too, hung like a millstone round my neck, whenever I thought of venturing a 
collision; a.nd, finally, I wrote to General Cortlandt that, if the enemy had actually 
effected the passage, in force, my opinion was that we must confine ourselves to our 
own elaqua. throw up entrenchmen'ts round the fort of Girang, a.nd make the best 
stand we could, in that position. 

Scarcely had this been decided on, than a. new difficulty arose. Of the two 
wells at Girang, one is salt, and causes sickness to those who drink it,-a sufficient 
obstacle to awaiting a siege at that point! Whither to go next! AkalgUl'h, at Dera 
Ismael Khan, ought only to be retired upon, in'the very last extremity. To betake 
ourselves, at ouce, to it would be pusillanimolls. In this emergency, I counted up the 
number of our new levies. Many horse and foot had, fortunately, joined ns, during 
the day, and they amouuted to I,7.n in the whole. Besides these, I had six: compa
nies @f regular Infantry, two gun9, fourteen zumboorahs of our own, and nine taken 
from the enemy; and two more guns from Bunnoo were only a march behind us. 
General Cortlandt's force might be 1,600 or 1,700 men, of whom, 800 (the Futteh 
Pultun) were known to be disaffected. The General had six: guns and six zum
boorahs. It appeared, therefore. that if we could, in any m\Y, get rid of the Futteh 
Pultun, we could muster a.b()ut 3,000 men, (on whom we could rely to fight honestly) 
ten guns and twenty-nine zumbooras; a force which, if entrenched', however slightly, 
might beat back, if it could not conquer, 6,UOO or 7,000 men, though the latter ha.d 
fifteen guns, of which nine were heavy artillery.' . 

I wrote, therefore, a.,"llin to General Cortlandt, that, if he was still convinced 
tha.t the enemy had got over the river, he was to detach the Futteh Pultun to the 
fort of MUfl!,'I'Otah. of which we recently obtained possession, and put that post in 
the exclusive charge of the suspected corps, ma.king the Colonel responsible for hold
ing it; after which, he was himself 110 retire, with his remaining men, to Tibbee, a 
point midway between him and me, where I understood there was good water and 
an open plain. Here I proposed to join liim, and intrench. Tibbee is in the 
extreme south border of our own elaqua; and could not, therefore, be considered a 
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dishonorable position, wherein to await the enemy; while, at the Eame time, its main
tenance would secure the whole of our own country from plunder. ! 

'1'he move of the Futteh Pultun may be regarded as a bold, nay, alm03t despe~ 
rate. resource; but I would urge that to such resources are 'we reduced by no move 
being made on Mooltan, and Dewan 1IIoolraj being at liberty to iurn all his strength: 
in the only quarter where he is threatened with hearty opposition. I was not by 
any means hopeless either, that the conspicuous and unavoidable responsibility, thus' 
forced on the Sikh regiment, would oblige them to be loyal, by leaving them no caver: 
for their treachery. If they held the fort, the service they would render to the 
State would restore their reputation; and if they gave it up to the enemy, we should 
have made a good exchange of a secret foe in our own camp, for an open one outside.p 
Moreover, (and this alone is a sufficient reason) the only other means I had of hold
ing 1IIungrotah, during the retreat of General Cortlandt, was to make it over to 
Mitteh Khan Kusranee, the chief Toomundar of Sungurh, who would have kept 
possession certainly, but, for both sides, prepared to claim the reward of service from 
whomsoever was victoriouS. 

This being settled, I marched this morning from the Ghat to the town of Dera 
Futteh Khan. Here I received later letters from General Cortlandt, contradicting 
the passage of the eneJ:ny, but confirming their intention to do so, as soon as they 
had collected sufficient boats. The General urged me to join him, in order that, 
unitedly, we might now try to oppo.se their crossing, and,. as this is one more point in 
our favor, I immediately agreed. 

This evening, I shall put the guns and infantry,into boats, and accempany 
them myself,. down the river, to the ferry opposite DeraDeen Punnah, on the right 

• bank of which, General Cortlandt is encamped, and, on the left, the rehels. 'l'he 
cavalry I send by land, and they will, as well as the infantry, reach General Cort-' 
landt, to-morrow afternoon. '" , . : 

If the enemy are discom'aged by the defeat their party sustained at Leia, 'on 
the 16th, they will, perhaps, consider well before they cross, but, it is obvious: that 
they will be, again reinforced from Mooltan, and that we have no succour to hope' 
for. I have, candid-Iy, laid the whole state of the case before you, and again repeat 
my couvictiou that, if a British force does not threaten Mooltan, or Bahawul Khan 
cross the Sutlej, General Cortlandt's force and mine, must, sooner or later, be 
destroyed. If neither of these moves seem advisable, I can only assure you of my" 
protracting what resistance is in my power, as long as possible.. Circumstances" 
however, are much altered for the worse, since it was determined to defer hostilities: 
till the cold season. Dewan Moolraj was then merely holding a strong fort against 
the Sirkar. He is now in the field, hunting the Royal armies. ' 

Inclosure 29 in No. 27. 

The Secretary to the Government of India to the Resident at Lahore. 

FOI,t William, May 19, 1848. 
THE deep concern with which the Government of India received the intelli

gence of the treacherous attack upon Mr. Vans Aguew and Lieutenant Anderson, and 
their entire confidence, at the same time, in your ability, firmness, and energy to meet· 
tho danger that might arise from that event, have, already, been communicated to you. 

On receiring your letter" of the 27th ultimo, with a copy of the commu
n ication you had addressed to tJle Commander-in-chief, requesting his· opinion 
on the practicability of military operations against 1I100ltnn at this season of the 
year, his Lordship in Council abstained from fllrnishing you with any specific 
instructions for your guidance, feeling that you would not ouly have decided the· 
-question whether a British force ,should, or should not, be sent, without delay, to' 
Moohan, but that you would havo acted on your decision, long before any instruc
tion's on the subject cpuld reach YOIl. Under such circumstances, his Lordship in 
CpunCiI considered that orders given to YOll, in ignorance of the course of events, and 
0() our determination, might, probably, teud rather to embarrass than to assist you:' 
it w ,therefore, resohed to await tho communication of the Commander-in,-chief's 
reply your letter, and the final exp,ression of your views, on peing made aware of 
His Exc lIency's opinion. 

• InolOllure 17 in No. 26. 
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.. His Lordship in Conncil having now received yonr despatch, dated the 3rd of 
May,- in which YOll intimate your acquiescence in the opinion expressed by his Excel
lency, that the movement of British troops, at this season of the year, would be inex
pedient, ifnot impracticable, directs me to communicate to you the entire concurrence 
of the Government of India in the decision to which yon have come. 

, The movement you first proposed to make, of a portion of the British force, 
might have been expedient, as a demonstration in aid and support of the troops of' 
the Lahore Dnrbar, who were advanced for the purpose of reprcssing the insurrection; 
at 1Yfooltan; but, when intelligence reached yon thatthe Dl\I'bar troops who formed 
Mr. Vans Agnew's eseort, had, in a body, joined the insnrgents; and when yon had, 
good gronnd for believing that the whole Durbar army would, on arriving at Mooltan,' 
have followed their exam pIe, you. acted with prudence and discretion in pausing 
before you engaged, and in now finally determining not to engage, the British troops 
in such a district as Mooltan, and at such a season of the year, in operations on the, 
extensive scale on which they mnst have been conducted. lIad the outbreak occurred' 
a few months, or even a few weeks, earlier in the year, his Lordship in Councii would' 
have expected, and required, a different course of action. The British force would, 
in that case, have been instantly moved; and tile outrage committed, the treachery 
shown, on the part of the leaders and the soldiers in l';Iooltan, would have been 
followed by a retribution no less prompt than severe. But, to bave moved an army: 
now, against a fort so strong as tbat of Mooltan, reqniring a siege train for its reduction, 
to have aone so with a knowledge of the force collecting there, of the probability~ 
wllich the admission of theSirdars have since converted into certainty, that tIle army 
of the Maharajah was not faithful-at a season when the heat is intolerable, the rains' 
in early prospect, and the rivers already beginning to swell towards the inundatioll 
which they spread over the countlY;-this would have involved tIm certainty of a 
fearful loss of life among the troops, and might have resulted in a temporary failure 
of the enterprise. 

The Government of India are fully alive to the effect which the inactivity of" 
the British power for several months, nndel' snch an insult and injury, will haye on 
the minds of the people of the country. His Lordship in Council does not question 
the existence of danger to British inBuence, in the course which has been determined 
on. It is but too possible that the flame, kindled at 1.looltan, may spread into con
flagration throughout the Punjab. But, on the otber hand, his1..ordship in Council is 
convinced, that the discontinuance of operations which the season would have com
pelled, and the apparent discomfiture implied in that discontinuance, would have 
caused rebellion to spread as rapidly, and would have produced dangers quite as 
great as those which delay will produce, while it would have left the Government 
less fully prepared to meet them. 

When the period shall have passed, during which military operations are imprac
ticable, the Government of India will put forth, if necessary, the whole power that 
they can command, for the pUlpose of inflicting severe and signal punishment 011 

those guilty of this outrage, and of exactillg, from the State of Laho~e, that national 
reparation which the national injury done to the Government of the East India Com
pany imperatively requires. The Lahore Government has failed, and will ever fail, 
it is feared, to punish the murderers of the British officers, alld to repress the rebellion. 
'l'he British Government must do this for themselves, and they are firmly resolved to 
do so. 

In furtherance of this determination, the Governor-General in Council will 
issue immediate directions, for the commencement, and vigorous prosecution, of such 
preparations as may enable the army to take the field, as soon as the season will 
permit. 

In tIle mean time, every precaution should be taken for securing the present 
position of the British force at Lahore; and for providing against any danger which 
may arise within the Pnnjab. You have, already, directed the reinforcement of the 
troops near Lahore. 'rhe Governor-General in Council entirely approves of this measure. 

His Lordship in Council will be glad to hear that YOll have resolved to place 
a garrison of British troops ill Govindghur. You have the power to do this under 
tile treaty, and it would be an expedient measure at the present time . 

. At a moment so favorable for the exercise of her powers of intrigue, it 'can 
hardly be doubted tbat the Ranee is prepared for, if not already bnsy in, mischief . 

• , Incl'oSure 12 ill No. 27. 
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Having regard, therefore, to the influence which her presence, as well as her ability, 
would have with the insurgent force, if she .could escape and join them, and not 
having any confidence in the trustworthiness of tIle Sikh custody, in which she is 
placed, the Governor-General in Council requests that yeu will take steps for obtaining 
the consent of the DUl'bar to her immediate removal into the British territories, vita 
a view to her temporary safe custody there. In the event of the Durb8l' showing 
any reluctance to do this, you are authorized to take your own measures, and (unless 
reasons, very urgent inde'ed, lead you to a different conclusion) to remove the Ramee, 
accordingly, without waiting for the consent of the Durbar. ' . .. 

The Governor-General in Council thinks it advisable to leave to your diseretion 
the mode by which, and the terms in which, you will communicate 'With Moolraj and 
the Durbar, and will make known our intentions to them. You will, however, 1I0t fail 
to make it clearly understood that the Government which you represent, is neither 
indifferent, nor inactive; but that, fully prepared for every event, and deeply resenting 
all that has occurred, they will assuredly inflict severtl' punishment, and exaat a heavy 
reparation. You may inform the Durbar that the extent of that reparation will 
greatly depend on the manner in which the State of Lahore shall be found to have 
ol>served its engagementS; and fulfilled its obligations, ·towards that Gov~rnment which 
has, hitherto, shown itself so full of moderation and friendship towards the Govern-
ment of Lallore. , 

The Governor-General in CouJ,lcil regards with much anxiety the position of 
Lieutenant Edwardes. Ilis Lordship in Council trusts, that the measures you have 
taken may secure the safety of that gallant officer, and of the 'other officers who .a.re 
employed on detached service. . 

The Governor-General in Council need not impress upon you the necessity of 
great vigilance, for the purpose of discoveriug the attempts made to tamper witlt the 
fidelity of the British troops at Lahore. You intimate that such attempts have been 
made, and that they have been discovered. If you detect an offender, and prove 
against him the offence of seducing troops from their allegiance, you will deal promptly 
with him-you are place~ in circum.tances requiring stern and unhesitating execution 
of justice-in such circumstances, the measures which your own vigor may prompt 
you to adopt, will receive strong support from the Government of India . 

• 

Inclosure 30 in No. 27. 

The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary to the GOt'er1lment of I1Idia. 

Lahore; May 19, 1848 .. 
I ITA VE only a private letter from Peshawur to day, which states that nnplea

sant reports were rife about the rising of the Khalsa army, the date of which was 
said to be fixed for the. 22nd, or 24th, of this month. 

I do not attach much importance to these reports. I lobk with some interest 
to the effect that the removal of the Mallaranee from the Punjab will have on 
tho Sikh soldiery. 

Inclosure 31 in No. 27 . . 
1'he Resident at Lahore to the Secretary to the Gove/''/l3nent of India. 

Lahore, May 20, 1848. 
ALL continues quiet at Lahore and its neighbourhood. The detachments from 

J ullundur and Loodiaua, of the strength noted in the l'Oru-gin", marclled into 
Lahore yesterday morniug. . 

Lientenant Lumsden returned, yesterday, from Ferozepore, where he left the 
Maharauee, under Captain Browne's charge. I have now made all arraugements 
for her march towards Benares, and she will, I hope, leave Fcrozepore, jn the course 
of the uext three days. . • 

• I feel assured that the Governor-General in Council will be pleased with tbe 
admirable manner in which Lieutenant Lumsden carried out all the arrangements . 
I made, for the safe removal of the Ranee, from Sheikhoopoor to Ferozepore . 

• 2 regimento, naiive infantry; 1 troop, horse artillery; I'regiment, irregular eavaIry. 
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Inclosure 32 in No. 2'7. 

ThtJ RlI8ident at Lahore to Lieute7lant Edwardes. 

Lahore, May 20, 18415 .. 

I AM mucb disposed to discredit Mustapba Kbau's statement of Sirdar Kban 
Sing Man's treacbery. His conduct is very differeutly described, by numerous. eye
witnesses who have returned from Mooltan; aud there is no doubt that he is, up to 
this time, a close prisoner, in heavy irons, and sUbject to very hard treatment. 

Inclosure 33 in No. 2'7. 

The Resident at Lahor.e to the Secretary to the Government of India. 

Lahore, May 22, 1848. 
THERE was a Sikh Gooro(1, called Bbaee Maharaj, concerned in the Preyma case, 

and for wbose apprehension a reward was offered, at the time, by the Durbar. This 
man has, lately, appeared iII the neighbourhood of Deenauug,,"1lr; and some 200 or 
300 vagabonds have joined him, for the purpose of plunder, or disturbance. I have 
sent the 14th Irregulars, with two guns from the native troop of Horse Artillery, to 
disperse them, and have taken measures for the seizure of Maharaj himself, by a 
sudden raid upon him from Mookerian in J ullundur, which is only about fourteen miles 
from the place he usually retires to. 

Inclosure 34 in No. 2'7. 

The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary to the Government of India. 

Lahore, May 23, 1848. 
LIEUTENANT EDWARDES is a most energetic, euterprisiug, aud skilful 

officer; and I have much hope that he will, by the exercise of these qualities, succeed 
in extricating himself and his force from his very critical position. 

Mauy of my letters have miscarried, doubtless, and he was not, pel'haps, aW8l'e 
of the arrangements I had made for pl'otecting our districts, and getting possession of 
Moolraj's, in the. Sind Sagur Doab, without his, or General Cortlandt's, being 
brought across the Indus. 

I am glad to say that I have just received communications from Bahawulpore, 
from which it appears that the Nawab Bahawul Khan was, on the 19th of the 
month, making active preparations for throwing his army across the Sutlej. 

If the Nawab does this, Moolraj must instantly recall his tl¥ps from Leia on 
the Indus; or Bahawul Khan, and our force in the .Baree Doab, may occupy the town 
of Mooltan, cut off his retul'Iling troops from their fort, and attack them at the fel1'ies 
of the Chenab. 

Inclosure 35 in No. 2'7. 

The Resident at Lahore to Lieutenant Eilwariles. 

Lahore, May 23, 1848. 
I RECEIVED late last evening your letter, dated the 16th and 1 '7th instant·, 

with its inclosure, a letter addressed by you to Nawab Bahawul Khan. 
My letters already addressed to you, and mol'S particularly 1!hose more recently 

written, will have infornled you of my having, from the first breaking out of Moolraj's 
. rebellion, called upon Bahawul Khan to co-operate with us, whenever the moment 

for making ttlllt co-operation most effectivo should arrive, and tllst Bahawul Khan 
declared he had his troops in hand, ready to cross the Sutlej when desired . 

• lnolosure 26 in No. 27. 
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I sent bim instructions, through his vakeel here, ten days ago, to put his force 

across, at once, and occupy the country, and forts, between Bahawulpore and Mooltan. 
This injunction, through the vakeel, I followed up by a khurreeta from mysel£ on 
the 20th instant, and urged him, if the troops recalled from Leia had been a;ain 
sent away, to lose not a moment in pushing on as near Mooltan as he could. " 

I repeated these injunctions by another khurreeta yesterday, in reply to one 
from the Nawab, asking if he might occupy the lower part of the Sind Sagur Doab 
M well as the tract on the Ravee already indicated. ' 

I sincerely trust that Babawul Khan's army is now across the Sutiej, and 
threatening Mooltan. The instant Bahawul Khan's troops are across, Moolraj must 
recall the force he has 'sent against you, for it comprises his whole army and 
moveable artillery. 

I need not, after what I have now, and before, written, say, that I approve of 
your having put yourself in communication with Nawab Babawul Khan, and called 
on him for co-operation. , 

Dewan Jowahir Mull Dutt, with his newly raised levies, was at Jeura near 
Saheenal, on the 16th instant, and Sirdar Jhunda Sing, with his force, was at 
Ahmedabad on the same day, pushing down to the southward. The approach of 
these may tend to make the force sent against Leia hesitate to cross the Indus, 
even if Babawul Khan's troops are not across the Sutlej. At any rate, Moolraj's 
army will never follow you to any distance up the right bank of the Indus, if you 
should have fallen back towards Dera Ismael Khan. . 

It seems to me that General Cortlandt's information, received by you on the 
17th; of the force being actually across the Indus, cannot have been correct, con
sidering where they were on the 16th, according to the account given by your 
people. 

You have acted with the utmost -energy and gallantry on this, as on all other 
. occasions, but my object has, all along, been to prevent your bringing your weak force, 
composed of such uncertain materials, in collision with the rebel army. Therefore, I 
have always urged upon you to confine your operations to the right bank of the 
Indus, being sure that; as soon as the newly raised troops should, with Bahawul 
Khan's co-operation, threaten Mooltan on all sides, Moolraj never could move 
across the Indus to annoy you. . 

I am, I assure you, fully aware of the vast importance of preserving the peace 
of your frontier, aud of the extensive and disastrous consequences that will, in all 
probability, result from the rebellion extending in that direction, and the Trans-Indus 
districts joining the insurrection, and, in aU my arrangements, I have kept in view the 
necessity of preserving tranquillity, if possible, in your districts. 

Your newly raised levies have behaved most gallantly, and you may assure 
them of my admiration of their conduct, and that it will meet with its just reward. 

My position is one of great difficulty; the siege of Mooltan is declared, by the 
military authorities, by whom it must be undertaken, impracticable at this season. 
To march British troops, without the means of effecting their object by reducing the 
fort, would be a ~ockery. 

I look, with the most anxious expectation, for the next accounts from you. 
The position in which you were placed when your letters were closed, was a very 
intricate one; but I have such confidence in your' judgment, energy, and resource,
that I am not without hope that YOll may have succeeded in extricatin. your force 
from the peril in which it was placed. • 

Inclosure 36 in No. 27. 

The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary to. the Government of India. 

Lahore, May 25, IS48. 
I FORWARD a letter received this morning from Lieutenant Edward~ dated 

tho 18th instant. * 
I thought it impossible that Moolraj's force had crossed the Indus, on the 17th. 

I think it very improbable that it will attempt to do so, at all, ia the face of 
Lieutenant Edwardes' and General Cortlandt's troops; and most likely that, if it does, 
it will be beaten back . 

• 
• Inol08;'" 28 in No. 27. 
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Moolraj's force could not' remain where it was: there lias been a great 'mldn the 
riTers of the Punjab, during the last four days; and the Indus is said to be the first 
to feel the influence of those causes which oCcasion this rise. The right bank,on 
which General Cortlandt and Lieutenant Edwardes are, is high and steep, all the 
way below Dera Ismael Khan, while the left; is low and sandy; and, on the first 
considerable rise of tho riTer, it is inundated for eight or ten miles. • 

I do not think that, under any circumstances, Moolraj would permit his 
officers to place the inundations of the Indus and Chenab between his ouly army and 
Mooltan. . 

The reports from Raja Shere Sing's camp are, that the Khalsa soldiery, OD 
hearing of the remoTal of the Maharanee, were much disturhed: they said, that she 
was the mother of all the Khalsa, and that, as she was gone; and the young Duleep 
Smg ill our hands, they had no longer anyone to fight for, and uphold; that they had 
no inducement to oppose Moolraj, and, if he came to attack them, would seize the 
sirda1'8, and their officel'll, and go OTep to him. 

These are but wild and whirling words, if they were really uttered; but it is no 
part of my plan to bring Raja Shere Sing'S force into collision with Moolraj's, 
uuless Moolraj's power is broken by other means, and, then, the braTe Khalsa army, 
may be depended on, in operations to hasten his downfall.' . 

The intelligence of the Ranee's remoTal does not appear to have caused any 
great sensation at Peshawur, or Hazara. 

I haTe allowed Lieutenant Herbert, and the drill instructors, to proceed to 
Peshawur, in company with the Nizam-oo-dowlah Mohummud Oosman Khan, with 
whom, under any circumstances, they would be safe. It is not expedient to appear 
apprehensive of evil, or to indicate distrust of the troops. Unless we meet with some 
great reverse or disaster, the Peshawur force will, I think, now remain quiet. They 
have before their eyes the wholesome dread of the Mahomedan population, by whom 
they are surrounded, and thoroughl.l' hated; a great part of the force is, moreover; 
Mahomedan, and this would remain staunch to us, unless Dost Mahomed should 
come, which is not likely. 

Inclosure 3'1 in No. 2'1. 

The Secretary to the Government of India to the Resident at Lahore. 

F01·t William, May 27, 1848. 
BY the tenth articiEf of the Treaty, of the 22nd of December, 1846, it is agreed 

that the sum of 1,50,000 rupees shall be set apart, annually, from the revenues of the 
Lahore State, as a provision for the maintenance of the Ranee and her dependants. 
This allowance, though a liberal, was a fitting provision for the mother of the 
Maharajah Duleep Sing; and she was secure of receiving it, so long as she abstained 
from hostile intrigues a",aainst the Power who guaranteed it to hea. The Governor-
General in Council is under the impression that, when the Ranee was removed, OD 
account of her intrigues to Sheikhoopoor, the allowance was reduced by the Durbar, 

• at the suggestion of the Resident, to 4,000 rupees per mensem. The position she 
now holds, is materially different. She has been guilty of plotting against the 
British interests at Lahore, and, for this offence, the mere removal of her to British 
territory, cannot be called a punishment: while she is treated in the same liheral 
manner as before. His Lordship in Council is, therefore, of opinion, that you should 
consider, in communication with the Council of Regency, the propriety of & further 
reduction of the allowance, such as would still leave it ample, considering that the 
Ranee is taking with her a very large amonnt of private property and jewels. 

Inclosure 38 in No. 2'7. 

The Secretary to the. Government of India to the Resident at Lolwr,. 

Fort William, May 27, 1848. 
THE Governor-General in Conncil is desiroua that you should conTey to Lieute

nant Edw8.1ues his approbation of the gallantry, energy, and.jud,,"IIlent he displayed 
in his proceedings, after he received intelligence of the insurrection at Mooltan. 

, 9 A 9 • 
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The Governor-General in Council regrets that he is unable to extend the same " 
approbation to the, course pursued by Lieutenant Edwardes iu, subsequently,! 
entering, without any anthoritywhatsoever, iuto a correspondence with the Dewan 
Moolraj, intimating to him the terms he would guarantee, if the Dewan would consent' 
to surrender and submit. . ." 
. . The Governor-General in Council is. much concerned that you should have') 
expressed to Lieutenant Edwardes your approval and confirmation of all that he has 
said. 

The Dewan Moolraj has offered a flagrant insult to the British Government; he 
haa participated in, and approved, the murder of two valued servauts of that 
Govemment; and he is now a rebel in arms against British authority and 
power.' '. . 

, To such an offender as this, the Governor-Geueral in Council conceives that no ) 
terms should have been. offered; and that no overtures should have been enter- ' 
tained, which did not convey the Dewan's uncoBditional surrender of himself to the 
British Power, and his unconditional submission to that justice, which it never fails'· 
strictly to observe. 

·The Governor-General in Council, accordingly, requests that,in the event of 
Lieutenant Edwardes' present proposal not having been accepted, no proposal but· 
one of uncouditional surrendershaJI, hereafter, be admitted from the Dewan ¥oolraj; 

• 

No. 28. 

The Governor-General in Council to the Secret Committee. 

Fort. William, June 10, 1848. (No.5!.) 
• NO new circumstance has arisen in the Punjab, to disturb the tranquillity· 

which prevailed at the date of our last dispatch of the Brd instant, No. 50. .. ' .. ' .'. 
Our postscript informed you that the report of Moolraj's force having crossed 

the Indus was not cOlTect, and, at this late season of the year, it was thought he 1 

would not be able to cross. 
The last accounts from Lieutenant Edwardes are very satisfactory. In his" 

dispatch of 'the 20th of May,· he states "The shameful repulse of the rebel detach
ment at Leia, on the 16th, proved that we are not to be touched, with impunity;. The ; 
leader, one Jas }{ull, who was coming to take possession of Leia, of which Moolraj> 
had, on paper, appointed him Hakim, saved himself from that rout, only by hiding in 
a tobacco-field, and has become the jest of the country in consequence; and the run- .. 
aways, to account for the loss of their zumboorahs, declared that they had been ' 
enticed, by the deceitful Feringhce, into an ambush of 3,000 men, which has raised 
me much in public estimation, wi.thout deserving it. This, followed by our sudden 
withdrawal from l.ei&, and appearance next day at Peronwallah in a formidable 
!leet, thirty-two coss from where we were last heard of, and just opposite the rebel 
camp, has completely confounded the enemy." He says, that no cavalry had joined 
General Cortlandt's force, and adds "If the enemy had not the heart. to cross 
when General Cortlandt was alone, they are little likely to do so now, and, for the' 
time, I consider our position as most materially improved, since last I wrote. The' 
general opinion, iudeed, is, that the rebel camp opposite us will give up the idea of . 
crossing, break up, and hurry back to Mooltan;" and, though he seems to consider it . 
probable that Moolraj will return in force, and cross the Indus, there is nothing in 
the facts which he reports, which gives coloi' to that suppositIOn. ' . 

In bis postscript, he reports that he has obtained possession of Dera Ghazee 
Khan. to which he attaches great importance. He states that Gholam Hyder Khan., 
the son of Kowrah Khan, a powerful Toomundar of the )rhosa tribe, had volun
teered to raise his father's clan, and expel Moolraj's party from Dera Ghazee Khan: 
.. Having joined his father. Kowrah Khan, at Dera Ghazee Khan, tho two raised their 
clan for a grand struggle against their enemies, the Lugharees, who mustered 500 

, strong, around Longa Mull. Cheytun Mull, and the remaining Hakim of Lungurh 
and Mungrotah, had joined his nephew, and the two moved boldly out, in front of 
Dera Ghazee Khan, and encamped themselves, on the road, to oppose General Cort
Jandt'S anticipated advance. 'l'hcy had one gun and five zumboorahs. In the last 
watch of the night, the Khosas drew near, and surrounqcd the two Kardars, who 

. , 

'" Incl'l"Ul'Q 6 in. No. 28. 



fired away, at random, till it was light, when the Khosas attaAlked them, sword in 
ba.nd.. The Lugharel.'s fought desperately, and the fight lasted three hours, when the', 
rebels were overpowered; Cheytun Mull and one nephew killed on the field, Longa 
Mull taken prisoner, and the gun and five zumbooraba captured. The KhoSll& were ; 
still pursuing the vanquished, when the two cossids who brought this news left Dera 
Ghazee Khan. This is most important news, and cannot bnt have great effect upon . 
the enemy." It appears, therefore, that Moolraj had not only heen entirely nnsue-' . 
cessful in his attempts on the other side of the Indus, but ha.s lost many posts which . 
were in his possession at the commencement of the rebellion . 

. The occupation of Dera Ghazee Khan is not only gratifying in itself, bnt, espe
cially, for the mode in which that post was gained. By theenconragement held ont to· 
a native chief of infiuence, and by the conquest he has effected on behalf of Lieute
nant Edwardes, the sympathies of the rude Ma.homedan tribes of the Derajat, have 
been enlisted on the side of that gallant officer, securing for him a greater chance of 
being able to offer successful resistance to the Sikh troops, in his own camp, whom he 
sUspects of disaffection, and even of more treasonable designs, if they had the means. 
to carry them into effect. 

These two actions, at Leia and at Gha.zee Khan, will, by their complete success, 
operate most favorably upon the minds of those who maintain but a doubtful alle-
giance; and, as the river has already hegun to' rise, and will now daily increase in' 
depth and rapidity, we have great reason to hope that Lieutenant Edwardes will be. 
able to maiutain his position, till the British troops advance to Mooltan.· .. 

The other officers on detached duty repott, generally, that affairs are tranquil 
in their respective neighbow·hoods, though they all entertain suspicions of the fidelity 
of the Sikh troops. They have not yet had time to report the effect of the Maba
ranee's removal, but it is to be hoped that it will be attended with all the good 
effects anticipated by Sir F, Currie. They stilI mention that a day has been fixed 
for a generallising of the Khalsa army; but it is satisfactory torefiect that llIajor 
Ahbott, at Hazara, and Major Lawrence, at l'eshawur, do not concur in naming the 
saine day, the former naming the 23rd, and the latter .the 25th ultimo; and that, as . 
the Resident's last letter is dated from Lahore, the 29th idem, he had ample time to 
leal'll if any sllch demonstration had occurred, and to communicate it to the Govern-
ment. . . 

. At IJ8.hore itself, all was perfectly tranquil .. The result of the expedition against 
Bhaee Maharaj Sing has not yet heen reported, but the measw'es taken to secure his 
apprehension were pl'Ompt, and judicious. 

In our last dispatch, we alluded to the pl'Oposal of the Commander-in-chief, 
respecting the force to be assembled, early in the cold season, for the reduction of 
Mooltan. We have considered that thel'e is nothing, in the present aspect of affairs, 
to wal'rant the conclusion that so large a force as 24,000 men anu 50 siege guns can he 
requil'ed for any operations that we can be called upon to undertake. 

We hare enueavoured to secure tIlt) object which we have in view, by a more 
moderate exhibition of strength, and without any increase to the army. 

After a most, careful consideration of the matter, ib all its hearings; after con
telUplatin~ tile possihility of the whole country heing arrayed against us, which erery 

• day seems now to render more impl'Obable; and having regard to the imposing foree 
at Lahore, and in the Jullundur Doab, which will be maiutained without reduction; 
and to the bri~ade which will act in co-opel'ation in the direction of Sinde; we con
ceive that the army we ha.ve resolved on -assembling, on the frontier, as soon as the 
weather permits, will be found· a.mply sufficient for the' purpose of chastising the 
rebels, and exacting reparation. 

» 

Inclosure 1 in No. 28. 

TAlI Resident at Lahore to Major-GlI1Ieral W. S. Whish, C.B. , . . 

LolIore, May 21, 1848. 

I REQUEST that you will give orders for the march, with as little delay aa ;. 
possible, of a. regiment of irregular cavalry, and two guns from one of the troops of 
horse artillery, to Deenanuggur, to disperse a' party of disaffected persona assemhling 
at that place. 



Deenanuggur is about fourteen or fifteen miles from Mookerian, and the same 
distance from Hajeepore: I would suggest that the officers commanding at thoae 
stations be directed to co-operate with this detachment, if called upon to do so, by the 
officer in command, or the political officer who will join it before reaching Deena
nuggur. 

Inclosure 2 in No. 28. 

Major D. Simpsan, CommaiuJing at J!ajeepore, to Br'evet-Major H. Palmer, MajO'l' 
of Brigade, Jullundur. . 

Hajeepore, 12 o'clock, May 21, 1S48. 
I CONSIDER it my duty to bring to the notice of the brigadier commanding 

the district, that I have just received a letter from Captain Hicks, commandina at 
Mookerian, with an enclosure from the officer of customs' .at Pathunkote, stating that 
a Raja was moving about, with about 400 armed men, consisting of upwards of 
100 horse and 250 foot, with ·the intention of plundering Pathunkote and attacking 
Noorpoor; this refractory Raja is, strictly speaking, not in our territory, an~ on the 
other side of the river, the different fords of which are all watched by parties from 
the 15th Irregulars. 

I have warned a company to be in readiness to strengthen' Noorpoor, and will 
aw:ait the orders of the brigadier commanding, should he dellm it requisite. 

Inclosure 3 in No. 28. 

J. Lawrenc~, Esq., Commissioner and Superintendent, Trans-Sutlej States, to 
Brigadier H. M. Wheeler, C.B., commanding in the Jullundur Daab. 

DhlJrmsal, May ~3, 1848. 
I HAVE received authentic information that a Gooroo, or religious character, 

of the name of Maharaj Sing, is enlisting followers, in great numbers, in the Sikh 
territory, not far from Puthankote and Soojanpoor, on the British frontier, across the 
Beas. He is said to have already several hundred followers. .' 

I have'directed Lieutenant Phillpotts to march to Puthankote, with the head 
quarters of the 15th Irregulars; and Lieutenant Wallace from Kangra, with two 
Companies of the Hill Regiment: with the view of protecting the British . villages ill 
that direction. I suggest tluit, Major Fisher, commandant at Mookerian, may be in~ 
structed to support these detachments, if attacked in force. 

Inclosure 4 in No. 28. 

Mr. Lawrence to tile Resident at Lahore. 

Dhurmsal, May 23, 1848. 
MAHARAJ SING, a Gooroo, is assembling followers in great numbers. 
Mabaraj Sing was a disciple of tbe famous Beer Sing, the Gooroo, who was killed, 

Bome four years ago, in Raja Heera Sing's time. He was concel"Ded in the Preyma 
conspiracy, and has ever since ballied pursuit. Rama, the son of Sham Sing, one of 
the hereditary, Vizeers of N oorpoor, is a dangerous and turBulent character. I have 
summoned him to me, and, should he refuse, or delay, shall cause him to be arrested. 

I believe that Raja Heera. Sing, the uncle of his. Highness Maharajah Duleep 
Sing, has been recalled from Deenanuggur, with the view of being sent out of the 
Punjab. Should he not have yet left, I would suggest his speedy removal from 
Deenanuggur. ' , 
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Inclosure 5 in No . .28 .. 

The Resident at Lahore to Mr. Lawrence. 

Lahore, May 26, 1848. 
IN consequence of the number of people who were reported to be attaching 

themselves to' the Gooroo, Bhace Maharaj Sil,lg, in the neighbourhood of Deena
nuggur, I sent off, on the night of the 20th instant; the 14th Irregnlars, with two 
guns from the native troop of Horse Artillery, to that place, with orders to Captain 
Skinner to disperse any assemblages of people he might hear of in the neighbour
hood, and do his best to arrest Bhaee Maharaj Sing, and any of his party. 

Lieutenant Hodson went off, the night before, with a small party of the guides, 
via Umritsur and Bhyrowal, to Mookerian, with orders from the general to the officers 
commallding at Mookerian and Hajeepore, to attend to any requisition he might 
make for aid from them, for the purpose of endeavouring, with a party of Major 
Forster's Horse, to get hold of the Bhaee before he should decamp, on hearing of the 
approach of the detachment from Lahore. 

I fancy Bhaee :Maharaj Sing was too quick for Lieutenant Hodson; he has, I 
hear, crossed the Ravee; but I have not, as yet, had any report from Lieutenant 
Hodson. • 

I intend that the 14th Irregulars, and the guns, shall remain at Deenanuggur, 
for a short time, and Lientenant Hodson with them. 

The officers commanding at Hajeepore and Mookerian, have been instructed to 
co-operate with the detachment from Lahore, if called npon by Captain Skinner, or 
Lieutenant Hodson, 'to do BO. 

P.S.-The Durbar have offered a reward of 5,000 rupees to anyone who will 
hand over Bhllllll Maharaj, 

Inclosure 6 in No. 28. 

Lieutenant Edwardes to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Peronwallah, 25 COBB directly north from Dera 
Ghazee Khan, May 20, 1848. 

I DISPATCHED the whole of my cavalry, magazine, spare store-carts, heavy bag
gage, and as many infantry as I had no boats for, by the land route, from Futteh Khan, 
to join General Cortlandt, opposite Dera Deen Punnah, on t·he evening of the 18th; and, 
as soon as the moon rose, embarked the four guns, and the majority of the infantry, in 
twenty-seven boats, and floated down the branch of the Indus, 'IV hich passes under Dera 
Futteh Khan. The river is now very high, rising daily, and its navigation dangerous: 
'80 that the Mullahs refused to proceed any further, when we emerged into the main 
stream, and we were obliged to anchor till morning, when, we pushed off again; and 
by nine A.M., on the 19th, were abreast of General Cortlandt's camp, at a place called 
Jung, whiph however we were unable to approach, owing to an island lying between 
us, and the inland stream being too shallow for navigation: merely exchanging shots, 
by way of recognition, therefore, we determined to occupy at' once the FelTY of Peron
wallah, seven coss further south, at which the enemy had for the last three days, 
been threatening to cross, and we reached it safely, though with much trouble from a 
bafBing wind, at midday yesterday. 

The \vhole of the cavalry reached General Cortlandt's camp, a distance of twenty
five COBS by noon, and many of them came, in the evening, to the Peronwallah Ghat, 
having made a march of thirty-two coss in twenty-four-hours, which, in this weather, 
is a great feat. 

In the evening, at my request, General Cortlandt rode over to my camp to con
II11lt about the state of affairs, and, from him, and other parties, during the day, we 
learnt, that the rebel force in· the Sind S~C1\lr Doab, was really designed to recover 
the Lungurh country, and Mungrotah Fort, and prevent General Cortlandt from 
getting possession of Dera Ghazee Khan. The nominal chief is H Dr Bugwan Doss, 
nephew of Moolraj's factotum, Dewan RungraJD, but the active spirits are Usslld 
Khan Moot Kanee, and J ulal Khan Lugharee, to the former 'Of whom Moolraj bas 
(with the generosity of an Alexander) made a present of Lungurh, and to the latter;' 
Dera Ghazee Khan, of which districts they are respectively natives, and men of note. 



It is only just to Ussud Khan, td remind you that he gave me the first refusal of his' 
sword, on theoterms that I would give him the farm of Lungurh. The overture was 
verbal, and I replied, verbally, that he would find it his interest to come in. • The 
Dewan bid higher, and, for the time at least, secured him. Ussud Khan, llowever,' 
finds that it is not so easy to take possession of Lungurh! and, as I write this, he has ' 
again sent overtures through Mitteh Khan Kusranee, demanding" the farm of IJungurhs 
lO,OOO rupees cash, and the couutry ofWuhoa iu Jagheer, as the pric'eofdesertionl',' 
I laughed and told Mitteh Khan, I regarded Ussud Khan as a dead man already, about' 
whom it was useless to dispute; that he was welcome to all of Lungurh he can take; > 

that it is not ,the custom of the Sahib log, to buy and sell small rebels, and that, if he 
is determined to be bought, he had better bring away some guns, or do something 
else, to raise his priee. Mitteh Khan dropped his tone at onee, and said, Ussud Khan 
would send a vakeel over to me, to see if the affair could be arranged. ' 

The fact is that, at the present moment, our" ikbal " is onee more in the aseen
dant. The shameful repulse of the rebel detachment at Leia, on the 16th, proved 
that we are not to be touched, with impunity. The leader, one Jas Mull, who was' 
coming to take possession of Leia, of which Moolraj had, on paper, appointed him 
Hakim, saved himself from that rout, only by hiding in a tobacco-lield, and has become 
the jest of the country in consequence; and the runaways, to account for the loss of . 
their zumboorahs, declared tliat they had becn enticcd, by the deceitful Feringhee, 
into an ambush of ;~,()OO men, which ha,s raised me much in public estimation, with
out deserving it. This, followed by our sudden withdrawal from Leia, and appear
anee the next day at Peronwallah, in a formidable fleet, thirty-two coss from'where ' 
we were last heard of, and just opposite the rebel camp, has so completely confounded' 
the enemy that, last night when all was still, I turned my four, guns to the '. 
Indus, and saluted them with twenty-one rounds as a challenge; they -were too 
prudent even to reply, lest I should make out their position. Yet, there is no doubt 
they have a very superior force to out's, both in men and guns. ' • , 

If they had not the heart to cross, when General Cortlandt was alone, they are '_ 
little likely to do so now; and, for the time, I consider our position as most materiallyl 
improved, since last I wrote. The general opinion, indeed, is that the rebel camp , 
opposite us will give up the idea of crossing, break up, and hurry back to Mooltan.' , 
It is natural to suppose that they will either be recalled by Moolraj, under the' 
influence of fright, or that they will be reinforced by him, to such an extent all will; 
enable them to force the passage, and retrieve the defeat at Leia. The latter seems ' 
to me by far the most probable, because there exists no earthly feason why a rebel, " 
with a large army and fifty guns, should allow himself to be bullied by a small army' 
and ten guns. I still adhere, therefore, to my view of the untenableness of this ' 
frontier by us, if left nnassisted to cope with the whole resources of Moolraj, while, at ' 
the same time, I am prepared to undertake the blockade of that rebel in Mooltan, for : 
the rest of the hot season and rains, if you should honor me with that commission, 
and order Bahawul Khan to assist me. Bahawul Khan would cross the Sutiej. and 
General Cortlandt and I cross the Indus from Dera Ghazee Khan; Moolraj would be " 
obliged to call in all his men, and, for the rest of the season, he would be a prisoner, 
unless he had the spirit to give up the advantage of the fort, and hazard an engage
ment on the plain, in which case, please God I we could decide the campaign, without 
any necessity for a siegl). 

At present. m,· movements are dependent on those of the rebels, fo~ so long as 
the would-be-lord of J~ungurh sits on the opposite bank, eyeing wistfully his promised 
land, it is impossible for me to pass on to Ghazee Khan, and give hlm the opportunity 
of crossing behind me. 

Yet Ghazee Khan must be seized. Longa Mull, the rebel Hakim, is said to be 
standing, with one foot on shore, and one in the boat, prepared, to fly as soon as we 
advance. or to return, and collect the revenue, if 'Ye retire; or halt. He has about 
500 men. and one gun. 

General Cortlandt agrees with me in thinking the best plan will be to send a 
detachment with two guns, ourselves, with the main bQdy of our force, remaining here, 
to watch the enemy's main body. Probably, the detachment will start to-morrow. 

The state of the Futteh Pultun is so bad as to render treachery a certainty, should 
we engage the rebels in its company; and, on the same principle that I proposed to put 
them in charge of Mungrotah, we now think of sending them to Mittimkote, '\\' here . 

. troops will be required. Mooltan is distant, and Bahawul Khan nenr, to correct them, 
if neeessary. , ' ' 

While on this subject, it is proper that I should acquaint you with an incident 



that occurred at Dera Iamael Khan, a few days ago. Lieutenant Taylor had sent 
eight companies of infantry to alSist me; I believe three companies of .Dogras frolll 
Zora Khan Sing's regiment, three ditto from Bishen Sing's .Mussulman regiment, and 
two from Mihr Sing's regiment of Sikhs. Bunnoo became, in the meanwhile, so dis
turbed that I was obliged to write, and order these eight companies to hurry back. 
The OI'der reached them at Dera, and the Sikbs and Mussulmans refused, I under
stand, to obey, declaring that .. they would go on and see what arrangements were. 
being made by the other prunts or punches in our camp." Sirdar Chunder 
Sing got alarmed, and communicated his fears to Mrs. Cortlandt, whose nerves, having 
been fortified by some years' residence in the Punjab, enabled her to enlist the artillery
men of two guns, of the same detachment, in her favor, and persuade the companies 
to return to Bunnoo., The Dogras expressed a determination, throughout, to be 
faithful to their salt, and obey orders. The conduct of the Sikhs is nothing more than 
every body would expect who knows anything of their character and history, but 
that of the Mussulmans is more surprising,and adds, considerably, to tbe secret danger 
which is smouldering at this moment throughout the Sikh army. It is observable, 
however, that the men of Bishen Sing's regiment are Mussulmaus oCthe Manjha, and 
districts neighbouring thereto. The longer the Mooltan rebellion remains triumphant, 
the more weak mea will it lead astray. 

P.S. 11 o'clock at night, May 21.-News has just arrived of a most com
plete victory to our party, and defeat of the rebels, at Dera Ghazee K11an, this . 
morning. In this letter I have mentioned J ulal Khan Lugharee as a native of Ghazee 
Khan, to whom Moolraj had given that country. His bitter enemy is one Kowrah 
Khan Khosa, a powerful Toomandur, whose vakeel came to me at Futteh Khan, to offer 
me his submission, fully a fortnight ago. I then told him to send his son to me. with a 
contingent, which he did. The son, Gholam Hyder Khan, received a khillut from me. and 
was made over to General Cortlandr, when that officer started for Dera Ghazee Khan. 
Yesterday this young fellow volunteered to go on a-head to Ghazee Khan, raise his 
father's clan, and drive Longa Mull out of the couutry, across the Indus. General 
Cortlandt gave him permission, but thought so little about it that he never men
tioned it to mo. It now appears that Gholam Hyder Khan, when he left General 
Cortlandt's camp, made up his mind to "do or die," and made but one request. to So 

Ppthan friend, that, if he fell in the fight, he would "ask the Sahib to avenge his 
death.I" Having joined his faLher, Kowrah Khan, at Dera Ghazee Khan, the two 
raised their clan for a grand struggle against their enemies. the Lu~harees, who 
mustered 500 strong. around Longa Mull Cheytun Mull, uncle of Longa Mull, and 
the runaway Hakim of Sungurh, and Mungrotah, had joiued his nephew, and the two 
moved boldly out, in front. of Dera Ghazee Khan. and encamped themselves on the 
road to oppose General Cortlandt's anticipated advance. They had one gun and five 
zumboorahs. In. the last watch of the night, the Khosas drew near, and surrounded· 
th~ two Kardars, who fired away, at random, till it was light, when the Khosaa 
'attacked them, sword in hand. The Lugharees fought desperately. and the fight 
lasted three hours, when the rebels were overpowered; Cheytun Mull and one 
nephew killed on the field; Longa Mull taken prisoner. and the gun and five zumboorahs 
captured. The Khosas were still pursuing the vanquished, when the two cossids 
who brought this news, left. Dera Ghazee Khan. This is most important news. aud 
cannot. but have a great e.ffect upon the enemy. 

, 

, InelOIl1ll'8 '1 in No. 28. 
\ 

TM Resident at Lahore to Lieutmant Edwardes. 

LtI.hore, May 29, 1848. 
. I CONGRATULATE' YOli, heartily, on your energetic operations, and on the 

success of your Affghan ally, Gholam Hyder Khan, and beg that you will convey to 
him and his rather the expression of my approbation and admiration of their conduct, 
and that JOU will ten them, if you think it right, that a purwanna and khillut shall 
be sent to them frQIll the Maharajah. 

, r cannot., however, approve of your proposal to cross the Indus, at the present 
1Il0men" You will do the State excellent service by maintaining the peace of your 

\) B .' 
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frol)tiet and.jUrisdiction,. and -by .h~lding, and CQllecting the revenues of,th~ Tran8~ 
IndusprovincEjll. .... . , "_ 

; -Yon. wauld put yOnrsc~f in. a false position, if you we!e to forego. yOUl" ,present 
advantage, and place the Indus 1U your rear, should MoolraJ's force be 1D the ,Doab. 
'Shuuld they have retired thence, your presence will n.ot be required; the officers and 
troops I had .sent to~hose dist!ict,s, will be able to do all ~hat is necessary. . '. " .; 

, Your pwn frontIer IJ,nd dlstrlcts, shopld be your speCIal care for the l?resent.. ., 

No. 29. 

Tile GooernO'l'-General in Council to tke Sem·et Committee. 

FO'I't William, July 3, 1848. (No. 57.) .. 
'. OUR dispatch of the lOth ultimo, will have informed you of the position. of 

affairs, 'in the neighbourhood of Mooltan, up to the 28th of May. On that day, a 
party of the Khosa tJibe who had sided with Lieutenant Edwardes, fell in with .the 
rebel Kardar of Dera Ghazee Khan, who had encamped, on the road to that place, 
for the purpose of opposing tbe advance of General Cortlandt,_ of the Sikh army, 
who was proceeding to occupy it. The Kardar was completely worsted, and the 
Khosa chief took possession of Dera Ghazee Khan, where he was joined by 
General Cortlandt, on the 23rd. By this aff~h',thirty-nine boats which had been 
collected by the Kardar for the intended passage of Moolraj's force across the' Indus, 
fell into our hands. Moolraj's force remained at a place called Oodoo-ke·Kote, on 
the left bank of the Indus, facing Lieutenant Edwardcs' encampment, until the 23rd, 
when they suddenly moved southward to Korreyshee, opposite Dera Ghazee Khan. 
Upon this, Lieutenant Edwardes, embarking with his men in thirty-three boats, 
moved down the river to Dera Ghazee Khan, where he joined General 'Cortlandt on 
the 26th. Writing to the Resident at Lahore, from this place, on the following 
day, he says, "We have now a fleet of seventy-two boats, and could throw 6,000 men 
across the Indus, at one passage. The enemy, to the best of my knowledge, have 
not a boat, and, as fa·r as I can make out, are very glad of the excuse thus afforded 
them for not carrying out their instructions to cross and engage us," * * * " The 
position of General Cortlandt and myself is no longer an object of anxiety· to our
sCives, and need not be to you. The vacillation and lack of enterprise of a very 
superior enemy has enabled us,' in self-defence as it were, to wrost from him sixty 
coss of country in less than a fortnight, and to give hhn two discouragiug defeats at 
two points, so far removed as Leia and Dera Ghazee Khan, within four days of each 
other, and now as much more country lies before us, which we have only to stretch 
out our hand and take. Kardars are now departing to the several districts. We 
have been joined, as we advanced, by the chief Sowars and their followers, and have 
steadily continued to enlist men, so that we cannot now be less than 6,000 strong, 
with ten guns, two more on the road from Bunnoo, and thhty zumboorahs. With 
such a force, (after detaching the Futteh Pultun) we are quite prepared, if necessary, 
to give the enemy the general action, which so recently our weakness obliged us to 
avoid; and, now that you have ordered Bahawul Khan to occupy the country between 
the Sutlej and Mooltan, I trust you will permit me to assist him in turning that 
move to the greatest advantage, and driving all the rebels into their fort, for the rest 
of the summer. I have already written to the N awab to offer to po so." 

Early in tlul month' of May, Lieutenant EdwlIJ:des had expressed to the Resident 
his conviction that the frontier of the Trans-Indus territory would be untenable by 
his small force, unless the Nawab of Bahawulpore should effect a diversion, by crossing 
the Sutlej, and Sir Frederick Currie had written to the Nawab, urging him to make 
this move, Bahawlll Khan most promptly acquiesced in the suggestion, and, pro
Cileding with a force" of from 10,000 to 12,000 men, well equipped and disciplined. 
and composed almost entirely of fighting Puthans," crossed the Sutlej, at four 
different points, on the 30th and 31st of May. Lieutenant Edwardes proposed to 
Bahawul Khan one of two courses, either to move direct upon Mooltan, or, if he did 
not think himself strong enough to do this alone, to proceed lip the right bank of 
the Chcnab, and to effect a junction with Lieutenant Edwardes' force, at' Khangur 
opposite to Shoojablid, The Nawab chose the fOl'mer cow'se, and, by the last accounts, 
had arrived very near to Shoojabad, a considerable town, with a fore' of SOme strength, 
and distant about thirty miles from Mooltan, . Sir F. Currie writes, "I hope to 

\ .., , 
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hear of" Bahawul ~ Khan's maIn' body having occupied Shoojabad .. Had a .British 
. pfficer been with them, they would have done so several days ago." • . 

, .The Nawab had expressed a desire to have the assistance of a British officer. 
l'he Resideut selected for this service Lieutenant Lake, of the engineers, and sent 
him to join the force 'immediately, with instructions to direct its movements, accordin.g 
to his own judgment, and to co-operate with Lieutenant Edwardes. In his letter· en 
this subject to Lieutenant Lake, dated the 9th of June, the Resident describes the. 
movement of Bahawul Khan as one saving for its object "to occupy. and collect the 
revenues of, tho Mooltan districts on the Bahawulpore frontier, and to. confine Dewan 
Moolraj to his fort, and prevent his sending troops into the Lahore districts in ,order 
to create disturbances therein, and promote the spread of rebellion through the .other 
Punjab provinces." 

From Lieutenant Edwardes' letter of the 6th ultimot, it appears. that he was 
expecting every hour to see the rebel force quitting their position opposite to him at 
Koreyshee, with the intention of returning to Mooltall, to aid in opposing Bahawul 
-Khan's advance. On the 7th, he moved from Ghazee Khan to the bank of the river, 
making a demonstration of an intention to cross. He did not, however, intend to 
cross, nntil he should heal' of the surrender of the fort of Hurrund, situated between 
Dera Ghazce Khan and Mintunkote. . The regiment caUed the "Futteh Pultun," 
had been sent to take possession of Mittunkote, but Moolraj's officer at Hurrund 
having refused to surrender, it was necessary to force his submission first. Intelli
gence of this having been effected has llot yet reached ns. 
. Sir 'F. Cunie having left a discretion to Lieutenant Edwardes to cross the 

Indus, and move in the direction of Mooltan, that officer.intended, it appears, to pro
ceed to Raj Ghat, on the right bank of the Chenab, two coss from Mooltan-the object 
being to co-operate with Bahawul Khan's force,,in hemming in Mooiraj, and keeping 
him to his fort. 
, The result of the communication between Mustapha Khan, the supposed agent 
of Moolraj, and Lieutenant Edwardes, has confirmed the anticipation of the Resident. 
'I Mustapha Khan now writes," says Lieutenant Edwardes, "that, on his return from 
my camp to Mooltan, he strongly urged Moolraj to surrender himself to me, hut the 
Dewllll rejected his advice, got angry when pressed, and renewed his preparation for 
'War," 

Prom aU accouuts, Dewall Moolraj is becoming more determined in rebellion as 
his cause becomes more desperate. Lieutenant Edwardes hears from Mooltan that 
the Sikhs "are mustering strong, and determined to fight." And Sir F.. Currie 
writes, "Dewan Moolraj is by no means inactive, he is employing all his resources 
to raise a large army, and to equip it, to prepare his fort for a siege, and to gain over 
to his interests the Khalsa troops and the Sikh people." "I am constantly at work, 
the Durbar merely acquiescing, to defeat the machinations of the Dewan, to 
confine the rebellion within the smallest limit~ and to keep the Dewan and his troops 
to the neighbourhood of the city and fort of Mooltan, till after the rains, when the 
business will be easily settled, and it matters little, as far as the British Government 
is concerned, whether the Khalsa army were to join Moolraj or not." 

The destruction of the outlaw, Gooroo Bhaee Maharaj, and the utter discomfiture 
of his followers, is an event which has greatly tended io support the British authority, 
and which must have the eflect of disheartening the rebels. For a detailed account 
of this man's proceedings, and of the successful measures taken for his overthrow, we 
would refer you tQ Sir 'F. Currie's letter, dated June 1St. 

On the whole, the aspect of afl'airs-in the Punjab is, at preseJlt, more favorable 
than it has been since the outbreak of the rebellion. The position of the British 
troops at J,ahore is one of colI)man.ding strength, every attempt to weaken it, whether 
by secret machinations, or by open rebellion, has, hitherto, been signally frustrated. 
The consequence. is, that the spirit of disaffection, which is believed to pervade the 
whole Sikh army, has not broken out in acts of hostility, but has been overawed and 
restrained. "A strong desire to aid Moolraj (Sir Frederick Currie writes) pervades 
all the soldiers, but they are not heroes enough to join a falling standard; a few more 
reverses, and the fidelity of the Sikh troops is secure." 

P.S. Since the above was written, four dispatches have come in together from 
Lahore, dated the 17th, 19th, 20th, and 22nd ultimo. The contents of the letter, 

• Inclosure 13 in No. 29. 
, 

t Inclosure 11 in No. 29. 
2B2 

t InclO81lre 18 in No. 29. 
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'Which came' by "express," -are in the highest degree -satisfactory. Lieutenant 
Edwardes, having effected a junction with a portion of the Bahawulpore army, 
entirely deCeated Moolraj's force on the 18th of June. The particulars are given in 

- his letter'" to Sir F. Currie, wl'itten on the evening of that day. It appears tha.t the 
rebel fOTce moved from Koreyshee upon Khangur, and crossed the Chenab to inter
cept the adva.nce of the B:iliawulpore troops. With this object in view, Dewa.n Moolraj 
remforced them by sendmg 2,1.'00 men and four guns from Mooltan to Shoojabad. 
Lieutenant Edwa.rdes followed on the track of the enemy to Khangur, and crossing 
the Chenab with 5,000 men and ten guns, under cover of the Bahawulpore force, 
which had already been attacked, put the rebels to flight, and took six of their guns. 

- The battle lasted throughout the day of the 18th. Lieutenant Edwardes acted with 
great skill and gallantry; and the result appears to have been decisive,'SirF. 
Currie says, H My expectation is that the rebel llIoolraj will either destroy himself, or 
be destroyed by his troops, before th~ next mail goes out. . 

Inclosure 1 in No. 29.-

T1.e Commander-in-cMef to the Resident at LaliO'f"e • 

• 
Simla, May 23,1848. 

- ALTHOUGH the force, suggested to be assembled at Ferozepore, may appear 
much larger than could be required, for the mere capture of Mooltan, and the putting 
down the present disaffection in the south of the Punjab, still, taking into consi

. deration the probability of other contingencies, requiring that a large portion of that 
force may be called upon for other, equally important, duties at the same moment, 

. I should not feel myself· justified in recommending the reduction of a single 
regiment. -

The movement -of the required siege-train and engineer-park must occupy a 
long tract of road, particularly, when moving over a country, where it will be diflicult 
to procure water ,for the vast number of animals required for their conveyanqe. 

Before it can be decided, whether it will be most desirable to move the siege 
train the whole way by land, or take it a portion of the distance bywater, it will 
be necessary to procure much information on the subject of the several approaches 
towards Mooltan, which are, I understand, intersected by several canals, some of 
considerable width, which will probably require bridging; this alone would make it 
inexpedient to cross a part of it over the Sutlej, as you suggest, previous to the rains, 
&8 I should have to send a proportionate force to protect it, for which there is no 
cover. Indeed, I should be greatly indisposed to subdivide our force, whilst the 
fealty of the Sikh army is so v~ry doubtful. , 

When the Governor-General's sanction is received for the collection of a force, it 
will soon be manifest that we are about to take the field with a large army; the very 
preparations we are making will, DO doubt, go forth magnified; the time of the actual 
movement Deed not be diVulged; but, the sooner preparations commence, the greater 

- will be the moral effect, 

Inclosure 2 in No. 29. 

LUmfenant Edwal'des to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, PerOl1wal/nll. on the right bank of tne Indus, 25 COS8 

north of IJe)'a Gnazee Khan, May 23, 1848, 
THE details of the ,;ctory at Dera Ghazee Khan proved to he as first reported, 

with the exception that there were no zumboorahs in the field, only a gun, and that 
the 10s8 of men, on both sides, was greater than originally was known. The enemy 

• I Del.Bure 23 in No. 119. 
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·lost about 40 killed; the Khosas, or Sirkar's party; 15; and nearly 50 wounded. 
All accounts a"crree 88 to the bloody nature of the contest. Forty boats which had 
been collected for Moolraj, at the Dera G hazee Khan ferry, also fell into our bands. 
The chief part of the killed were Sikhs. The inferior Kardar, (under Longa Mull) 
bamed Abdool Ruhman Khan, took refuge in the fort of Gbazee Kl1an, and was 

· treating for his life, when last I heard. His women were in the city, not the fort., so, 
'of course, he has surrendered. • , 

On the morning ofthe 22ml, I thought it best to send General Cortlandt's division 
. on to Dera Ghazee Khan, to take possesfiion, and watch the !'esult at Mooltan., He will 
make it in three marches; his cavalry pmilied on the whole distance in one day, to 

,show that a force was on the road, and quiet alarm ill the large city of Ghazee Khan. 
I remained here, to wa.tch the rebel army on the opposite side of the Indus; which, 
yesterday, was at Dera Deen PWlDah, .and, ·to-day, is at Oodoo-ke-Kote. The latter 
place is rather to the south of ·me, and I move to-morrow morning to UlIiyanah, 
which is directly opposite them, and 6 coss from this place on the bank of tbe Indus. 

It is impossible to say what plan will now be followed b.v Moolraj ; defeats are 
more discouraging to natives than to Europeans; and the Lei,a and Gbazee Kban 
affairs are not likely to infuse more vigor into the rebel counsels. Yet, Moolraj's 
army at Mooltan is daily on the increase ,my occupation of the Trans-Indus has cut 
off most of the Beloocbees and Pnthans from joining him. but I have good information 
that the Sikhs are CC'ming into him, in large numbers, from the Manjha; and the 
delay which has occurred, has enabled him to dig up, and mount, all the guns which 
wete buried for concealment in the fort of Mooltan, amounting, they say, to not less 
than sixty. 

My anticipation is, that Moolraj will immediately concentrate all his disposable 
'force of men and guns at Koreyshee, opposite Dera Ghazee Khan, and that Usslld 
Khan and Hur Bugwan Doss' army that is· now opposite me. will be moved down 
to the left bank, for that purpose. I shall move parallel, and join Genel'al Oortlandt. 
The two forces will theD encamp face to faoe, and the result depends on Moolraj's 

· enterprise, and your estimate of the danger in which General Oortlandt and I will 
then be placed. 

I, once more, lay it before you, that we have llOW done our best,·in.execution of 
your instructions, and have come,very nearly, to the length of our tether. It is 
probable that, in another month, we may gain two or three thousand more Puthans, 

· but, in the same time, Moolraj will gain twice as many Sikhs; you cannot fail to 
have observed the utter indifference with which MoolraJ treats the approach of 
Raja Shere Sing's division, as if it put him to no inconvenience, and by no means 
required him to draw his forces home; and I venture to prophecy that,. when the 
Raja, with his trusty Jaghcerdars, reaches Cheecheewutnee, between which and 
Mooltan there cannot be 50 coss, and no river interposes, Mooh'aj's main army 
will be, still, found encamped on the left bank of the Indus, opposite Dera. Gllazee 
Khan, with the Chenab between them and Mooltan. Why 1 Beca.use he knows I 
am his enemy, and because he knows that Raja Shere Sing's force is not. I imply 
no suspicion against the Raja, because he has much to lose, and nothing to gain; bllt 
his men will show forbearance, if they merely remain inactive. The same with the 
force ordered to Munkeerah. This distant investment of Mooltan, if it produces 
any effect at all, will probably be more sinister than beneficial ; and I trust Jfilu do 
not calculate on its affording the slightest protection to the position of General 
Cortlandt and myself, at Ghazee Khan. 

As yet, I have not heard from JOIl, ill ·reply to several letters in which I }Iave 
stated my opinion, that this frontier is untenable by me, unless Babawul Khan effects 
a diversion by crossing the Sutlej. The latest letter I have received from you bears 
date the 8th of May. I know not, therefore, whether you consider my fears well 
or ill-founded, and approve, or disapprove, of my request that Bahawul Khan be 
moved across the Indus; objection there seems to be none, and the advantages are 
obvious, and may be expressed in a few words--security, for the whole hot weather 

· and rains. There ca.n be no delicacy in exposing the Nawab's troops to the bot 
.aeason, seeing that the troops with me are certain to be out all the year. 

I had written this much, when news arrived of the sudden disappearance of the 
enemy from Oodoo-ke-Kote, whither it is Bot known. I believe they had pot boats 

.. enough to cross to this side, and they must either have been sllddenly recalled~ 
Mooltan, or have been ordered to move down towards Ghazee Khan. In afew houl;\!, 
correct information will be received, but, meanwhile, I have written to General Cor!;. 
landt, to march, a.t once, into Ghazee Khan, however distant, and, if necessarY.8ulIlID,9D 
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· roe;' This is the harassing statc of uncertamty in which we must expect to pass the 
· next five months, unless a large body of troops that can he relied on, such as those 
· of Bahawul Khan, are permitted to assist me in shutting Moolraj up in his fort,anil 
putting an end to field operations for this season. ' " 

. Up to this time, I have not heard again from Mustapha Khan Khaghwanee, 
though he was to have sent me the answer of the 'Mooltanee Pnthans by the 18th. 
Hi~ plans, however, must llave been quite disconcerted by the detention of the rebei 
anny on the Chenab, and with it, of many of the Puthan officers, with whom he 

: was to have arranged to leave Moolraj. To correspond with them on such a subject 
would be too dangerous to attempt, and if Bugwan Doss's anny has now been 
recalled to Mooitan, I shall read that incident as the result of Mustapha Khan's 
counsel to Moolraj, with the secret object of getting all the Puthan officers to~ether. 

A curious piece of infonnation hail been communicated to Fonjdar Khan.1D my 
camp, from a relative in Mooltan; that the scheme to which, latterly, Moolraj had 
made up his mind, was to leave a force in the fort of Mooltan, and himself cross the 
Indus, where he proposed to master the whole Derajat, and then adjourn himself, with 
his own family, and those of his officers, to the hills, and pass the -remainder of his 
life, in trying to establish an independent sovereignty, Trans-Indus. The schemli (to 
a man possessed of treasure to commence with) is by no means so wild as it looks, 
and though, ultimately. of course, such a usurpation must have yielded to thc 
systematic opposition of the British power, yet its temporary success was merely a 
question of time. Had Moolraj crossed the Indus, and anticipated the arrival of 
General Cortlandt and myself, he would have been joined, at once, by all the moun
tain tribes, and chiefs of the plains, who have now been obliged to come into us, and, 
so circumstanced, he would have given much more trouble than the siege of Mooltan 
can possibly do: such a contingency has, however, been happily obviated by our rapid 
appropriation of the Trans-Indus elaquas. 

It is right that I should report having suppressed a purwanna, sent by the 
Durbar to General Cortlandt, directing him to remit a third of the revenue to the 
zemindars of Moolraj's territory, on condition of their paying the remainder to the 
Sirkar. Such a sign of weakness would be most pernicious in these parts. . The 
Puthans and Jats would agree," What service have we done to make the Sirkar so 
kind to us t Or is this a bribe to coax revenue out of us, which the Sirkar is unable 
to exact 1 If so, we are the masters, and there is no occasion to pay any revenue at all" 
On this side of the Indus, if the enemy do not cross, the whole revenue will be col
lected, without even an attempt at resistance. If the enemy crosses, not a halfpenny 
will be paid. And, on the other side of the Indus, in the same way, the revenue will 
be, unhesitatingly, paid to whomsoever is, nndeniably, the strongest party; and, so long 
as the point of superiority remains undecided, so long will the revenue remain unpaid. 
I collected a few thousand rupees in the Sind Sagur Doab; so has the enemy; and, 
though the zemindars have been told, by the Sirkar, that no allowance will be made 
to them for any revenue which they pay Moolraj, yet it would be imp<?ssible to 
enforce so harsh a decree; the zemindars paying only under compulsion, which it is 
the fault of the Sirkar that they are exposed to. It will he better, therefore, to 
wait till the Mooltan affair is settled, when accounts will be equitably adjusted, the 
zemindiu- paying all that he has kept back, with interest, and receiving credit for all 
that Moolraj forced him to pay. 

Inclosure 3 in No. 29. 

Lieutenant Erlwardes to tll8 Resident at Laho76. 

Camp, UlliyanaA, 16 COliS 'Tl(wtli 0/ ])era Ghazee Klwn, 
. Niglit, May 25, 1848. 

ON the 23rd, I reported the sudden disappearance of the enemy from Oodoo-ke
Kote, on the lef& bank of the Indus, and my uncertainty as to their whereabouts; but 
that I had taken the precaution of ordering General Cortlandt to push on to Ghazee 
Khan, and secure the ferry. 

On the 24th, I marched from Peronwallah to this place, feeling certain that,' 
wherever the enemy was, he was to the south, and not to the north, and have 
employed these two days, in gaining information from the other bank. 

. It now appears that, when the rebel camp broke up from Oodoo-ke-Kote, the 
whole of the cavalry made but a single march, from that place to Koreyshee, a village 
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on. the left hank of the Indus, directly opposite Dera Ghazee Khan, with the object 
of seizing the fleet of boats which bad been collected there, by Dewan MooIraj'~ Lieu
tenaut, Longa Mull, of whose defeat they had heard. 

The move was good, but had been completely anticipated. by a party under 
N assur Khan Popnlzye, whom I sent off from Peronwallah, precisely. twenty-four 
houra previously, to strengthen the victorious zemindar Kowl'a Khan Khosa,. and 
to. secure the fleet of boats, which I was afraid Kowra Khan would forget in the 
excitement of his success. When, therefore, the rebel cavalry reached Koreyshee, they 
found that the boats were no longer in the Indus, but safely harboured in an iI)land 
nllllah, out of their reach. . . 
," . 'rhe rebel infantry and guns remained behind, making short marches afte~ the 
<;avalry, and masking what they fondly deemed that masterly manrellvre. Last night, 
they were at Goraie, and, probably, this morning reached Koreyshee. '. " . . , , 
. General Cortlandt has sent word, that MooIraj has dispatched a reinforcement, of 
some 2,000 men and five guns, to Longa Mull, to enable him to hold his own, in Gha
~e Khan, but that detachment also is much too late. It will, however, swell the 
already very superior force on the opposite bank; and, fearful of any opportunity 
being given to the Futteh Pultnn to fraternize, I have put my artillery into the boats 
once more, and with them and the infantry, shall, to-mon-ow morning, hasten to. 
reinforce General Cortlandt at Ghazee Khan. My cavalry goes by land, and will ,not 
~each (unless ul'gently summoned) till the second day. ' . . 

At Ghazee Khan, I sball have arrived at the most southerly point to whicli it 
will be prudent, 01' necessar.l', for our main body to go; and, if more active operations 
are not deterJPined on, General Cortlandt's troops and mine will probably pass the 
next five months, on the ferry bank of that place, face to, face with Mooh'aj's army 
at KOl'eyshee. , ' • 

. ' But I trust a more stirring lot is in store for us. I have just received your 
letter of May the 18th, and am ,sincerely rejoiced to see that that' faithful aUy 
:!3ahawul Khan, has gallantly taken on himself the occupation of all the country 
~etween the Sutlej and the gates of Mooltan. Under such circumstanceS; it would be 
ungenerous of me not to assist him, and, with your permission, as soon as I can get 
into. communication with him, I propose to cross the Indus, and, unitedly, drive these 
foragillg armies of 1l1001raj's back into Mooltan. , We can, then, close the campaign'for 
the hot weather, in an attitude. of dignity, which will make it impossible for the most, 
disaffected to misrepresent the delay which'will ensue before the' siege; It would 
be a grave error, I think, to rest, so long as one, detachment of the rebels is at large 
The fact should be. distinctly brought out, that it is for a siege alone that we are, 
unprepared. . '. . .' , . . 

When I get to Ghazee Khan, I mean to detach the Futteh Pultun to Mittunkote, 
where, if it does not do good service, it ean do no harm. They want two gt1Ils" 
but it is bad enough that they haTe got muskets. ' 
, Jus Mull, Moolraj's kardar of Leia, has once more gone tllither, with 100 horae" 
to collect· revenue. He is a great coward, and thinks himself safe, now our backs arll 
turned; but Sirdar Jhunda Sing ought to. be 'now reaching Munkel'ia; and I have 

• written to him to w'ive out the whole 'batch, and, i{ possible, put Jus Mull in prison: 

Inclosure 4 in No. 29. 

Lieulimant Edwardes to tlie Resident at Lalwre. 

Camp, Dera GAazee KAan, May 27, 1848. 
I IIA VE the honor to report the jlllction of my own and General Cortlandt's 

force, at this place. yesterday evening . 
. , With the artillery and infantry, I embarked in thirty-three hoats at Ulliyanah; 

yesterday at daybreak, and should have reached our destination by 9 A.M., bnt for· a; 
baffiing south wind, which prevails in the Lower Indus at this season, and which kept us 
beating about, till late in the afternoon, when we reached the mouth of a heautiful 
canal, called the Kustoorce Wahu, which runs inland, and under the city of Dera' 
Ghazee Khan, which is two coss from the Indus. Here we found, securely moored,. 
tbirty-ninemagnificent bOlIta which the rebel,-Longa Mull, ,had collected, for the passage. 
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of Modlra.j's trooP!; and which fell into our hands; after the victory olthe 20th: '{ We 
hitVethuS"Q fleet of seventy..:two boats; and ,could throw '6,000 men across the: Indu!f,' 
at one passage; The enemy, to the best of my knowledge, ha& not a boat, arid, 80" 

far as 1.~n mak~ out, are very glad of the excllsethusalforded them, for not carrying' 
out theIr mstrnctlons to cross; and engage us; " ,j. .. 

, ; So lovely and rich a 'country as that around Dera Ghazee Khan, I have seen no-.< 
where'in the Punjab, and, compared with the Northern Trans-Indus territorieBi it may' 
be called a garden. Date groves stud the fields, and shade the canals; and myne", 
Puthan levies (879 horse and 1,300 foot) for whom I have ·noo yet been able W. 
provide tents, are delighted to get out of the fiery May sun, into this friendly shelter) 

The enemy is encamped near Koreyshee, as I anticipated, exactly opposite 'us,: 
but there are two or three nullahs, besides the river, between them and us, and; hadi 
they the will, they have not themeaus, of crossing over to oppose us; , ,', 

. The' only enemy, left on this side of the Indus; is one Mokum Chund, Kardar "of 
Hurrund, who, with about 200 men is holding a strong fort there, three COBS froJni 
the hills; and nearly fifty from Ghazee Khm. 'The brother of one of the officeI'9 in 
the fort, is in my service, and I have, this day, sent him, with an open' purwanna to' 
the Ksrdar, to come in with all his officers; and' secret purwannas to his, Puthan 
officeI'9, to overpower him and the Sikhs, if they refuse to come in,and consider them-' 
selves'as my servants, for the future; As the fort is strong, and has two heavy guns in 
it, I am rather anxious about the success of this manreuvre, but Kowr31 Khan. 
Khosa has gained such honor in these parts, by his victory over Longa Mull, that r 
am tolerably confident that the, Puthaus will be glad of the opportunity of sinrilarly 
distinguishing themselves against the Hindoo rebels. ." 

'This reminds me to report that, after the defeat of Longa Mull by the 'KhOllas,; 
sundry excesses were committed, which are never heard bf, in our regulllll' armies, ,bufl! 
which almost invariably wind np' the :vengeance of a native leader, in the hour'of 
victory. Several Hindo08 who had no share in Longa Mull's resistance; 'Were plun:.l . 
dered by the excited Mussulmans; and some other Mahomedans in the city, who had 
not been concerned in the fight, took the. opportunity of settling a religious feud, 
which had smouldered since the days of Runjeet Sing, and murdered a Hindoo 
fakeer, for whose accommodation Dewan Sawun Mull and Sirdar Leima Sing had 
destroyed a musjeed, and erected a dhurmsalalJ Oil its ruins. The Khosas who 
defeated Longa Mull, 2re in no way responsible for this, which seems to have 
been a spontaneous ,outbreak of long-repressed and insulted religious feeling;, and, 
though, of COUI'ge, the case will b~ taken u}l, and legally dealt with, one cannot be 
astonished at such results of persecution. The Hindoos themselves feel the .. wild 
justice" of the retribution, horrible as it was, and have attempted to turn the blame 
of peI'gecution back on the Puthans, by declaring that, in the day~ of the older .kings 
of Cabool, a dhurmsalah was destroy.ed, to make way for the musjeed levelled by: 
Sawun Mull. Kowra Khan Khosa was much incensed with the authors bf'thil! 
murder, and reproached them "'ith destroying all the merit of his victory'; and he is 
now inducing' those Puthans who plundered Hindoosafter the fight, to restore their' 
booty, quietly, before the law looks atter it. I,mention these things, becauseit is, as' 
wrong for one side to conceal, as for the other to exaggera.te them, and emi impar-' 
tial mind will feel more sorrow than surprise, if so monstrous an evil as war is not, at 
aU times, to be restrained within its licensed channels of destruction. 

The position of General CortI'mdt and myself is no longer an object of anxiety 
to ourselves, and need not be to you. The vacillation, and lack of enterprise, of a very 
superior enemy has enabled us, ,iii selt-defence .: it were, to wrest from him sixty 
COBS of country in less than a fortnight, and to give him two discouraging defeats, at 
two points so far removed. as. Leia awl Dera Ghazee Khan, within four days of each 
other; and now as much more country lies before us, which we have only to stretch 
out our hand and take. Kard&I'9 are now departing to the several districts j we have 
bsen jllined, a& we advanced, by tb,e Chief Toomunsand their follow~ and have 
~adily continued to enlist men, so that we cannot now ~e less than 6,.oO~ strong, 
WIth. ten, gllns, two m.ot8 . en. the road. from Bunnoo. and thirty zumboorw:· Wl!.h. sllch· 
a. force (after detaching tha Fu.tteh Pultun) we are quite prepared,. if. necessary.~; 
give the enemy tlw general action which, III) recently. our weakness obliged us to avoid.:.. 
and now, that you, have ordered BalIawul Khan to occupy the country between thfh 
S.utlej &/lei Mooltan, L trust. you will permit me to assistllim in tUJ'lliug that mov.e t(t: 
the greatest advantage, and driving alL tae ,rebels into their.fort, ,foJ: the rest of tha. 
IlUlDmer. . ' ·1 hay. already ,nritooll 'to the. Nawab to offer do so" and to ascertllin his, 
plans. 
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Three or four days ago, I received a pUrwanna, from the Sirkar, for Ussud 
Khan, Noot Kanee, in the enemy's camp opposite. He has made himself very 
conspicuous in the rebellion, and ill-deserves the promise of keeping his jagheer, whid! 
that purwanna holds out to him, if he comes in. I, therefore, wrote on the back, of 
it that, if he intended to avail himself of its terms, he must do. so, at once, or else con
Bider them cancelled, as the Sirkar could not be aware of the lengths to which he bad 
gone. This morning, I received an answer from him, declaring that he is nnable 

- to comply, on account of his women being in Mooltan, which is a falsehood, as I have 
good information that he removed them, some time ago, to the Khangah of Mukhtoom 
Rnsheed Koreyshee, whence he is at perfect liberty to send them whithersoever he likes. 
I consider, therefore, that he bas forfeited all claim to anything but his life, should 
he surrender, at some future stage of the campaign. ' ' 

Jullal Khan, Lugharetlj with sixty men, has deserted the enemy, and I expect 
him in, to-morrow, or next day. There are no boats, and he must cross on a mussuck, 
which will do him good., 

Mussoo Khan, who fought at Leia, and has again returned thither, is also expected 
in; his brother having 1lIIdertaken to bring him in, in seven days. 

This is not to be mistaken for loyalty. The homes of these traitors are on 
this side of the river, and confiscation is, as it were, on their threshold. 

'fhere is a tellow named J owahir Mull, of Imnabad, in the enemy's camp, whose 
namo is much in people's mouths. It would be.. well to confiscate his estates, if he 
has any.' 

A Sirdar named Ujeet Sing, of Pukka Sindanwalla, on the Sutlcj, who enjoys 
a considerable jagheer from the Sirkar, fought, on the side of the rebels here in 
Ghazee Khan, en the 20th, and took refuge" at the end of the action, in the' fort, 
whence he was allowed mercifully to emerge, on giving up his anus to the'Khosas. 
I hope this man's jagheer will be, immediately, taken from him. He is again with 
the enemy on the other bank. 

Inclosure 5 in No. 29. 
'" 

CaptGiia C. Mackenzie, commanding 4th Regiment Sik" Local Irifantry, to 
, Major F., Mackeson, C.B. , 

May 21, 1848. 
THE wholo of the regiment under my .command ~olunteered, yesterday, to go 

on service a"aainst the MO\lltanees, now, in insurrection. I beg to explain, dis
tinctly, that neither I, not my European officers, have ,had anything to do with 
this act, .which is quite spontaneous on the part of the native commissioned al1d 
non-commissioned officers 8lld sepoys, who are. apparently eager to have an oppor" 
tunity of proving their zeal fdld fidelity. ' ' .. 

Inclosure I) in No. 29. 

Lieumllmt Erlwrmlu to IRe Resident at Laliore. 
, , . 

Cmnp, Dera Gliazer EAa", May 30, 1848. 
THINGS remain much in the Bame state· as when last I 'Wrote. We are. 

encamped here, tbreateuing to CI'OIIS; and the enemy opposite us at Koreyshee, look
ing ont to prevent us. 
...... J ulIal Khan, Lugharee, a zemindar of this district, of considerable note, came 
over to ns, the day before yesterday, from the rebel camp, with about eighty men. 
He is more trouble to mo here than there, on account of his belonging to the party 
which is at war with the Khosas, who have been doing us much good service; and 
receiving both in the same Durbar is much. like associating a tiger and a lion. Bnt 
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desertion iS80disbearteningllhat, I ,enco1lT8gtl as; JDMIy as poBSible to- leave the 
enemy. Last night MUlltnpha Khan, Suddozye,came over, lea.vinghis tentli. and 
horses all standing. He is a Jagheerdar, and, of!course, looks-to the end. I 'expect 
'two or three others in a day or two. ' • .. 

An affray has taken place, in the south ·of the SindSagur Doab, near the 
Sutlej, . ata place called Juttoan. The zemindars l'Ilse, spontaneously, to pay olf 
some old seores against Moolraj's kardar, one Purubdyal (brother to Sudda N uud, 
the 'Mooltan vakeel1, and finally made him prisoner, and sent him over the water to 
Eahawul Khan. Moolraj's kardars are certainly unlucky. J owahi.r Mull of Iiuuabad, 
with 200 horse, has left the camp at Koteyshee for Juttoan, to take vengeance on the 
Zemindars, who, I hope, will rise -in numbers, and repulse him. 

This morning, the Futteh Pultuu started for the south.. It is under the orders. 
ofNassur Khan, Popnlzye, who has with him 250 80wars and five zumboorabs, and 
they all proceed via Jampore, and Hurrund, to Mittunkote. Hurrund is a. strong 
fort, in which I have already reported that the kardar, Mokum Chund, it! holding 
out, but I expect he will evacuate, before the force arrives. Should he still refuse to • 
surrender, the detachment now sent will be· strengthened, and the place regularly 

. besieged. It has two heavy gnus. and is reckoned strong. .. 
Mustapha Khan, Suddozye, describes the Puthanallies of Moolraj to be alLout 

of heart, discontented,and prepared to desert, should an "honorable" opportunity 
fllfer itself! But the Sikhs, he says, are,mustering strong, and determined .to fight. 
What is st.range, he declares that the troops which deserted our officers are dissatisfied 
with Moolraj, who has nm ·rewarded them,. as they expected. 

I send a letter from Nawab BahawulKhan, relative to his movements, from 
. "Which it would appear that the. occupation of -the country between Mooltan 
and' 'the Sutiej, for which he has undertaken to '.be responsible, .is .dependent 
on . the simultaneouS advance 'of Sheik Emamoodeen, and Raja Shere Sing, 
from other quarters, and as yet "he hears. nothing. of either!" .Neither can /lily 
body else say where those chiefs are, though there has been time enough for them 
to march two or three times to Mooltan, sinee the Ukhbar first reported their 
departure from Lahore. Would it not be better, therefore, to let Bahawul Khan, 
co-operate with those who will exert themselves at this crisis 1 General Cortlandt 
and I are qnite prepared to force the passage of the Indus, whenever you give the 
word; and to unite with the troops of Bahawul Khan, in a plan for driving back the 
Koreyshee camp to Mooltan. Should Bahawul Khan's army cross at J.ulalpore, it is 
reasonable to believe that MooIraj would, instantly, summon 'Hur Bugwan Doss's 
army home, and thus allow us to cross, and follow them, un-opposed; but should 
Moolmj feel secure in his fort, without their aid (which is scarcely credible) we are 
now quite strong enough to attack Rur Bugwan Doss, under the certainty that 
Eahawul Khan would prevent anjfurther reinforcements fromooming to their assist;. 
anee froroMooltan. In a few words, my request is; that the task Of driving in the 
rebels be conAded to this force, and Bahawul Khan's, leaving us at liberty to adopt our 
plan of operations. Undoubtedly, there cali be nO feeling of security for 'the empire, 
dnring the next four months, if ~he enemy is not confined to the fort of Mooltan; 1l.Ild 
I am willing to be responsible for reducing him to that condition, if Bahawdl .Khlttt's 
assistance is put at my disposal. _ 

Revenue arrangements are prolleeding ~ery .Atisfactorily, on this side of the 
Indus, and money beginning to come in, from the districts in our rear; but all will 
be disturbed, if J owahir Mull Dutt is allowed to remit, at one stroke of his pen, a 
third of the whole revenue of'the·Sind· Ragar Doa1.. This remission can, only, have 
been devised by the Durbar, under the idea that the Zemindars are in rebellion. Of 
course, there is a c01lsiQerable class of the population (Belooc.heeund Puthans) who, at 
all times, prefer military service to agricUlture; and these men have, now, either joined 
my camp, or Moolraj's. The cream of the country has, therefore, been skimmed off; 
and the residue it! 'tery tbin'lllilk 'indeed.' 'If half-as much revenue again were to be 
imposed by the Sirkar, as fine for supposed disloyalty. it would be paid, as 'soon as ever 
.1owahir Mull amv.ed a.t Leia, and if ha.l1l the Te"enue, instead of .. thiI;d. was,tc) he 
remitted, the other half would not be paid, a day before that city was occupied, and 
perm8l'Jent arrangements !Were made by the Sirkar.. The Zemindars do not pay, at. 
'onee, because they are afra.id that, to-.morrow, the opposite parlywill be\lppermost, 
~lJId tooJ will be oalled IOn to pay OVett again. They 1I1ak., no.resistanoe,to paying 
Itheir full, revenue. They only want assuraDee .that they &.n\ paying to the Btrongest 
.llide.>Aad it ill evidently unjust, 811 well 118 unneceBW"Y, 00 make ,this 11!1~ion, Jor 
it becomes a fine on loyalty. a temptation to the surrouuding peaceful diStricts to 



revolt, for the sake of being dealt with aa.enemies. I amiD. daily .expeetationof 
the Zemindars, Trans-Indus, asking to be treated as their brethren over the water; 
and the answer I shall give them, will be more arbitrary thal\ logica~ namely,. tbat 
JowaWr Mull is master on that. side, aud I on this. I trust that. a consideration of 
these circumsts.nces will induce you to resciD.d the remission 9f one-third, in all the 
distriots·of JO'WRbir Mul~ Shere Sing, and Emamoodeen; the example being moat' 
pernicious, and leading to the belief. that the Government of the Maharajah is much 
weaker tha.zLit is. 

Inclosure 7 in No. 29. 

Lieutenant Edwardes w ,tAe Resident at LalJ.ore. 

Camp, DB'I"a GlIazee Khan, JU1III 2, 1848. 

THIS morning, I received a reply fromNawab Bahawul Kban, dated the 30th 
ot May, in which he informs me that he is crossing the whole of his force, expects 
to- complete the passage 'as it were to-day, and shall then move on Shoojabad, which 
is twenty coss from Mooltan . 

. 1 offered to co-operate with the N awab should he desire it, and marked out two 
plans as thoBe which lay open to him, 'one -without, and one with, my co-operation, 
requestiqg of him to tell me which he meant to fonow! The first was, for him to 
advanae alone towards Mooltan, and to force Moolr.aj to reeall the army of 'Hur 
Bugwan . Doss . at Koreyshee in my front. . But to do this, I said,. " You must be 
strong and self-sufficient." 'The other .plau was, in case. of his not being strong 
enough t' .adopt the former, .that he should act iu conjunction with me, crossing 
beloW' ·the . debouche of the Cbeuab,{at Ooeb, or somewhere thereabouts) into' 
the lower part of tlie Sind Sagur Doab, and advancing up the right bank of the 
Caenah to Kbangur, where I proposed to join him by forciug the Indus at the 
ferr:r of Jrinjur. This offer I made, hecauseBahawul Khan's friendship for our 
Gpvernment is undoubted, and I thonght tjlat, if, out of good will, he had undertaken 
more than he could well accomplish, in becoming responsible for the occupation of 
the country between the Sutlej and Mooltan, it would be but ;right to give him every 
~sistance in my power. . His answer, this morning received, adopts the former plan, 
ud implies that he is sufficiently strong to go alone, but hints that I might joi~ him 
at,Slwojabad, which i8 i~possible, without boats on the Chanab. 

• I am not sorry that the N awah has taken his own line, since it is the one which 
obviously olfersthe greatest military advantages, and which, if followed with any 
vigo,r and show of strength, must oblige Moolraj to summon all.his troops across the 
Chenab. .At least, I do not give him credit for sufficient courage to withdraw Hur' 
Bugwan Doss, only as far as Raj Ghat, two coss from Mooltan, on the right bank of 
the Chenab;though that would be quite as safe as if the ,rebel force were under the 
w.alls of Mooltan, supposing that.I did not follow them up. 

We may daily expect, therefore, to hear of the retreat of the enemy from 
Koreyshee, and it becomes necessary for me to make up my mind how to act under 
such .circumstances. , ., . 

Your instructions are distinct, to .remain'Trans-Indus, to secure the peace of 
this important frontier, which is of more consequence than the revenues of the Sind 
Sagur Doab. But it is very questionable whether inactivity on my part is consistent 
with the preservation of lasting peace in this .quarter. . 

For, let us suppose the Daoodpotra army to have reached Shoojabad.By ·the 
Nawab llarning that place as suitable for my joining him, I take it he dQes not mean 
to go any further north this hot weather; ·in which case, the rebel forees will not be 
under the necessity which we contemplate, of shutting themselves up in the fort. 
AJ. the ntmost, they will encamp 011. the left; bank of the Raj Ghat.. In this position, 
they will correspond with ·Sirdar Jbunda Sing's foree at Leia, the same as they did 
with .mine at the same place; and, from Captain Abl,ott's account, the officers dis
tJUSted their meD, even before they left Hazara. To expose .such rotten troops to four' 
m.lW.ths' tampering would he most Imwise; and, at no time, CQuld we be astonished. to 
hear o( their going over to Moolraj. ~,the Lei&. force is linked on to Bunnoo, 
by ,the .Sowaxs at Dera Ismael Khan. That.~ce is elDpt.r ..of remdar troop~. 'and 
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n~~e 'but 'Sikh' Goochurr;uifrom J3tiimoo were available' tor' its protection.:, 1, hear i 
that these plen . talk, treason' very freely, and' speculkte openly on the eventS which, ; 
the next few months are 'to"produce.Or course; these: opinionS flndtheil', way' to 
Bunnoo; and thence to Peshawur and Hazara, 'with' improvements' at "every' stage.~ 
and botl~ Lieutenant Taylor, Major 'George LawrenCe, 'and Major Abbott feel 'that 
their garrisons, however qUiet, arewatching'affairs ; narrowly" This being the case.', 
the 'smallest spark may, anj day, during the nllxt four' months, set the'cantonmentw, 
of Bunnoo, Peshawur, and Hazara, in a blaze of mutiny. Such, for instance, as the', I 
arrival . of Bhaee Maharaj at' Mooltan, in tM cbaracterof a persecuted G06roo. 
This is the great danger, which DOw" seems to me' to' threaten this frontier; unless ' 
some vigorous move, on my part, in backing up that of Bahawul Khan, drives the 
rebels into their stronghold, and reduces' t.hem for the rest of the summer to a di~' 
couraging and humiliating position in the public eye. ' , ;' i : 

, " Other apprehensions I have none. From the nature of this frontier; perfect , 
peace is a thing unknown. Someone tribe or' other must necessarily be in a ferment;. , 
or some hereditary and unintelligible feud must needs be brought, for the hundredth" 
time, to the sharp appeal (If the sword; but one gets accustomed to this, and ceases ' 
to regard it as an interruption to tlte general good understanding existing between a 
prl:ldent ruler, and races fonder of the sword than'oftheplougb. " , , :, 

, . It would require the residence of one officer, for some years, to make up: all 
enmities, and redress all grievances, so as to establish in the Derajat what is 'called; 
peace in other districts. What I think we can ealculate on, now that all the chief. 
Puthans and Beloochees have joined us, is general subordination and assistance,; which', 
is all we want, until this rebellion is Sl:ttled.. __ ._~, __ ,_._.,~ __ 
. On the one hand, 'therefore, our presence here, with a large force, is no longer 

necessary to secure peace with the Puthan population; and, if we moved, we should 
carry with us, enlisted in our ranks, the best hostages for quiet in our absence; while, 
on the other hand, to render innocuous the delay of four months, which, mUst occur 
before the British army takes the field, it seems almost indispensable to get between 
the enemy and all the north-west stations of Sikh troops, so as to cut off both 
intrigue, desertion, and coalition. ' " ' "", ' , "'; 

, Raj Ghat, on the right bank of the Chenab, two coss from Mooltan, is the poinu; 
whicli, a/l;er mature consideration, I should like to reach, as promising more public 
tranquillity, and moral effect, than' any other. Half an hour's consideration of the map'; 
will, I am sure, incline you to agree in this opinion." , '".,. "I 
, What I would ask,therefore, is, to be left at liberty on this head, to act on 

my own discretion according to circmnstances. For the present, we are fully; em-I 
ployed here, and could not leave under any temptation, until the fort 'of Hurrund, 
has surrendered. Some days ago; I reported the' despatch of a regiment toback, 
General Cortlandt's summons to the Kardar and officers of that garrison. ' " , : 

This morning the Kal-dar (Mokum Chund) sent in his answer, which is sufficient 
to hang him, should he be taken alive. It commences with a Persian verse, which" 
literally translated, means, " Only see how great is the power of the immaculate God, 
"'hieh can enable one man to slay a hundred thousand. n It then proceeQs to state' 
that Dewan Mooh'aj made him Kardar, and either Dewan Moolraj or Maharajah' 
Duleep Sing, must order him to give up the fort. The saving clause about the Ma~ 
hRrajah is a shallow pretext to gaiu time, which he certainly shall not have, but 
I told General Cortlaudt to send him one of the numerous proclamations, wherein 
all persons in this district are called on to obey that officer, and separate fromi 
Dewan Moolraj, in order that he may not plead the excuse again, 'When put on hia 
trial. I rather expect though, that if this is his humour, he will be killed in resisting 
the Puthan officers of his garrison,' whom I have called on to bring him in, and 
one -cannot help admiring the folly of Moolraj in letting such thorough going 
partisans as Mokum Chund, Cheytun Mull, and Longa MulI,be killed, and taken 
prisoners, in holes and comers, instead of gathering them round his person, for the 
grand struggle at Mooltan.' . 

, There is no news of any importance from the enemy's camp at Koreyshee. 
They are very much afraid of our crossing, and often beat to arms, on false alarms 
of our fleet being under weigh. The Sikh regulars are descrihed as the only mell 
who are prepared to offer auy resistance. Ussud Khan Mootkanee has, it appears, 
not gone to Mooltan; but has fallen under suspicion, and been virtually put in arrest 
by Hur Bugwan Doss, in a building apart from the camp.' This Ussud Khan'. 
llame is much used, on account of his old family and rank; but personally, he is a 
mere time-server, unstable, and unf~thful, t¥ing' up a cause for no attac~ment, and 
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deserting it 88 soon 88 good luck sets him the example. . HI! has not twenty follower&. 
Jowa.hir Mull, of Imnabad, is makiog overtures to. desert. to us,. with ~oo men .. I: 
telL him to come, and not talk. Our. cossids have great difficulty in penetrating . 
their camp; one got his nose cut off the other day., ... " .' , J 

J.-.:A,circumstance came to my knowledge, to-day,. of which no previous mention. ' 
has boenmade that I am. aware of. . About the. time when this rebellion broke out .. ,~ 
several boats laden wjth military stores are said to have been ontheir way up. the" 
Indus, from Kurrachee to Ferozepore, for the British GOVCJ'Ilment,and .were inter~ , 
cepted,.aod seized, by the Kardar of Mittunkote. One boat heavily laden with stores" 
selected from the above (muskets, &c.,) has just been sent by the sllid Kardar to the, 
enemy's camp at' Koreyshee; bnt a Puthan zemindar and robber heard' of the· 
affair, and made a foray on the sepoys in charge; about 20. cossto .the south of thi~. 
place, and possessed himself of the prize. T~e hoatmen, however, talked him over," 
told him that the stores bclonged to the Sa.hib log, and, that he would make a bettel' 
thiogby giving them up to me, than by keeping them. He approved the argument .. 
and sent word of what had happened, and General Oortlandt has sent out' twenty' 
horsemen to accompany the boat hither. Have you any report of these boats \leing' 
intercepted, from the Sinde Government 1 " , . . . '.' 

The Kardar of Mittunkote will not give us any trouble, I trust, after 'the fo~ 
of Hurrllnd,to the north of him, has been taken. The Futteh Pultun and.Na sur 
Khall Populzye's party will then proceed ~ Mittunkote. In fact, as far as th~ 
country and people, Trans-Indus, are conceJ'lled, I have no anxieties whatever; any 
danger that threatens. ns is from the Sikh troops. ' . 

- , Inclosure 8 in No .. 29. 

, ". ". ~ Residen' aI LaAore to the Secretary to the Grmernment of India. 

::<"1, .' ...... ' . . . ·LaAorel,J~ne5,1848. 
I FORWARD a letter from Lieutenant Edwardes, dated Dera Ghazee Khan .. 

the 27th ultimo." . 
,,< His Lordship in Oouncil will perceive that that enterprising and energetic ofli

cerhas. entirely 8llcceeded iii. , performing the duty assigned to him, of getting 
possession of, and holding, the whole of the Mooltan districts, Trans-Indus.. , , 
" 'Lieutenant Edwardes has succeeded in raising, according to the instructions sent. 

him by me, Rch a force of new .troops (Mussulman). as to. render, him quite inde,
pendent of the fidelity, or otherwise, of the Sikh Regiment, with which alone hecom-:
menced operatious,. just a month before the date of his last letter. ' 

. He is also, now, in a position to render it impossible for Moolraj's troops to; 
foroe the passage of, the. Indus, for tho sake of regaining the districts wrested from 
them on its right bank; and indeed, if need be, to act on the offensive.· . 
: If the chiefs of ,the Durbar, or anyone individual among them, had shewn one

tenth part of the zeal, energy, .and judgment exhibited by Lieutenant .Edwardes.. 
for the preservation of their Government, the Mooltan rebellion. might have been pu,t... 
down, ere this. ' . . . .' 
j' , But the chiefs .are, collectively and individually, utterly. without resource or.

energy 1 in a crisis like the present, ~ey are quite useless, and, to all. appearance, . 
Durbar and all, as far &6 their, actions go, quite indifferent as. to what may be the.-
result of the present state of things. . , . ..' .' 
, . , I have warned them, distinctly, openly in Durbar, and each member individually 
eel personally, that, upon their conduct now, and the result of their exertious,. 
depends the only chance that remains for the preservation of the Khalsa state. . 

.i . In the mean time, Dewan Moolraj is by no means inactive; he is employing. 
all his resources to rllise a large army, and to equip it, to prepare his fort for", 
siege, and to gain over to his interests the Khalsa troops, and t.he Sikh people. 

- I am constantly at work, the Durbar merely acquiescing, to defeat the m&Chi~ 
nations of the Dewan, to confine the rebellion within the smallest limits, and to , 
keep the Dewan and his troops to the neighbourhood of the city and fort of 
Mooltan, till after the rains, when the business. will be easily settled, and when it 
matters 'little, as far as the British Government is concerned, whether the Khalsa arm1 
were to join Moolraj, or not. , ',. 
,I find it difficult to carry out my plans with any prospect of success, with 
instruments 80 bad, and 80 little to be depended upon, as thoae at my disposal. . . . 
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, '. 'It 'is:' ~ttMortlina'l1' t.t what an' extent the treatherou8 and.· cowardly' Duwan 
hliB thiJ'1I1mpathies.tl£ thb' anny" andofi th? Kh~a portion o~ ,~he population. Up, 
to' ·thls time, 'he' has only" theIr sympathies (wIth the eXlleptlon of the numbe11l 
of the discharged soldiery and Sikhs from the Manjha, who havii taken servwewith 
hilh); but any success on his part, or any 'lVant of vigilance on owis, would be very 
probable to give him the service of the army. . 

No stronger proof' of the strength of the feeling in favor. of those connected 
with the pte~ent rebellion, can be adduced, than theeonduct of all parties,-officiala' 
and lion..:officials,-in the case' of the self-styled Sikh Gooroo, Bhaee Mahllraj Sing, 
for 'Whos~ captllre, and dispersion of his' followers, we have now ·a· force in the interior, 
and regarding' Whose condtlot, I shall report separately, as.· Boon as the final 
iesult of the present measures for the seizure of the delinquent, is known. 

It is of the last importanoe that MooiraJ should not be enabled to send his 
troops into the Lahore districts, ashe has been preparing, lately, to tIo; the· effect 
would be not oilly the spread of disaffection, the withholding by the Zemindars of the' . 
State tevenues,and the prevalence of disturbances and crime throughout the 
provinces, but the army would, cmtainly in such case, not remain'quie~. and the 
frontier provinces would immediately revolt, and the rebellion would, become very 
formidable: : . 

The Dewan has now about 6,00'0' men, horso and foot, with twelve guns, on 
the left bank of the Indus, opposite Dera Ghazee Khan.' He has «bout 2;aOQor 
2,50'0' men, with three guM, on: the banks of the Chenab, opposite Jhung, 
threatening the Lahore districts, and he has a fotce of about the same .strength, or 
rather less, with two guns at T.oolumba, to oppose the approach of Raja Shere Sing, 
and the J agheerdar troops. .. ..' '. 

He has about 1,0'0'0' men ofallll.rm.S"at. Moolta:n itself, where he,is daily col
lecting new levies. 

The above constitutes the whole orhis forc&; ~p.to this time. The generality 
of these troQPs are newly raised, ill armed, and totally undisciplined; they have taken 
service for the pity that "has heen pr9mised, but they will not face a formidable 
opponent.' .... 

It is very desirable that employment should be found for this army in ,the
neighbourhood of Mooitan, where it can cio little hlU'D1; whereas, ill the pravinces, it 
'WOuld certll.inl y Cause much mischief. . 

I have therefore urged Bahwul Kha.n' to 'put histl'Oops across the SutJej now, . 
and threaten Mooltan, from· both sides of the Obenab.. The Nawab has a very fine 
little force of 10,00'0' to 12,GG@ men, well equipped and disciplined, and composed; . 
almost entirely; of fighting Puthans. ". . 

The Bahawulpore troops erossed,on the 30th and 31st of last month. The 
Zemindarliof the neighhouring· districtls immediately tendered their allegianoe to 
him, on behalf of the British Government; and Mooiraj must now1J'ecall his.detached. 
troops, to defend .the city, and the immediate neighbourhood; of Mooltan. 

When he does this, Lieutenant Edwardeswill cross the Indus, again, and in a 
very different condition from· that in which he crossed it, a month ago, near Lei&..· 
He will co-operate with· Bahawul Khan, and will, I think; 'Ve,y probablY drive 
Mooiraj into his fort, there to remain, if not murdered by his own troops, till the, 
British army can take the field., ' . i 

The N awab of BahawWpere is desirous that a British officer' should ,J>e with his , 
force,'to aid in directing its movements, and, as he says, to bear witness to the 
conduct of his officers and soldiers, in the service oUhe .British Government. . 

It is very eXpedient that an energetic and intelligent. officer should aooompany 
the force: for, though Peer lbmheem Khan, our.,a"aent at, the Bahawulpore Court, is an 
excellent and zealous officer, and is with the' troops ill., the field,. yet he does, n.o$ . 
carry with him the weight of a British officer, even with the force itse~ or in .the eyes. 
of the people. . 

Lieutenant Becher, the Bahawulpore Bonndary Oommissioner, would have done 
admirably for this duty, but he is, I understand, (though l have had no communica-. 
tiOD from him on the snbject) gone, since the ,setting in of the hot weather, to. Mount 
Aboa, whence to get him to the frontier would ,take a IODg time: 

I, therefore, purpose, if he is willing to IlDtIertake the .dutJl', of 'Which I have' 
scarcely a doubt, to deputleLielltenant Lake of the &gineem,Acting Deputy...oommis- . 
sioner, at Jullundur, to Bahawlllpore. . . . 

, . Lieutena.nt Lake is a 'Very juttllligent, actiw G/licer.w~th great klIQwle<lge of the 
natives, and, pllU1ilimr tact in ,man~ ~em"and gaining tallit.regaNi, ,,He, will~ 

• 
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op~ra,te admil'ably with. Li~uwnant. EdWa!'de~ , .l ~'\II!t., ~er.efofEl._tba~ ,if Lie1Jtenant 
Lake is· willing . to p~oceed to BahaWlllporo. the Governor-Gel}!\I'a!. in ,OOlweil will 
!anction the, a!'rangement, on my 1:eport,ing it!! :fina.l adoption. which .1 ,will do, 

·llIlpa!'atQly. if it ta~e8 place. . . . , _ 
., It is very desirllble, now tbatthe lS"awal> of Bahawulp0J;e's troops are aCl98S ~h.e 
, Sutlej, that.s, steame~ or two should comjl up ~ Ferozepore; t~is will have e, fery 
:gQod effect II/. protecting thetraflia.ofthe, SutleJ, now V!lry mljCh lIlte.rrupted. !!Ii w~ 

· /l,8 being useful in qommunice,ting b~tween the Bahs,wulpofe camp and Fero~ep.OI!!l, 
and .in aiding the pl¥lSD.ge of .troopa e,croSB ,the .rivel1, p.t li'erozepore, dlU'ing thll ~a.UJ.s, 

InclosUre 9 In No; 29. 

The Resitlene ae Laliore to Lieutenant Edw~rdes. 
. , ~; , 

Laliore,'JWIie 5, 1848. 
THE /l,CCount yun give of the atate of. your fOl'ce. is highly satisfactory, and 

reJIects the greatest credit on your ~ealand pel'l\everance, which have raised, the 
greater part of it, and made it what it is, in the .Short space of one month. • 

, You are quite right to record, exactly, without Ilxoonuation, or exaggeration, a)l 
· that takes place in connection with the operations in which your troops, or allies, /Are 
· .eoncerne~. The excesSI\S committed. by persons ~colPlected with the troops, at 

Dera Qhazee Kha!!, are to be regretted, ,but,.in the state of society which e;tists iri 
the Derajat,.are not to l)e wondered at... . . 
. You will, of course, !)lark your displeaslU'e ,ll,t the,o(J()urrellce. 

If the Durhal' officillls" and SiIUars, would do, for themselves •. one,tenth part (Ie 
what,you are doing fur them, the rebellion might be pu,td()wn at OIl,ce . 

.rnclo~e 1 a ,in, N (). ~9. 

. '.JAeutenO,zt $dwardes ttl -tke B,(J8iaent at Lallore. 

Camp. Dera Gkazee Kkan, June 5, 1848, 
THE enemy has received another defeat. at AUpore, in the low/.lst part 9f the 

.Sind SagurDoab. J owahir ~full, of 1/DDaJ>ad, \\!ith 100 horse and '100 foot, 
made a forced march of nearly .thirty coss, from'the camp at Koteysh~e, to seize a few 
thousand rupees of revenue, which pad bOOll collected by Sahib 1'urubdy$l, 
Kardar of J uttoe, and which had again fallen into the ha\lds of the Zemindars, when 
they rose, and made Purubd yal a prisoner, as before reported; J owahit . ~hlll was 
not aware that, in th~ inte~lln, Moozooddeen Khan, 'Kbaghwanee, .an officer of the N I/.wl/.b 
,of Bahawulpore, had crossed, the Sutl~, below Ooch, into the Seetpore district,with 
1,&00 men; and the consequence was, that ne C/l,Ple plu.mp into the middle of them, 
near Alipore; and I hear that, out of his 200 men, he left 1()9 dead upon the fi.eld, 
and himself with difficulty escaped, with the remainder, to Khangur, on the banks of 
the' Chenab, oppositeShoojabad,whenceae bas, probably, continued his flight to 
Mooltan. You will have got the particulars, probably, from Peer Ibraheem Khan, 
before this reaches you. . . 

When this information roaehed·me, yesterday;- it, immediately, occurred to me 
that the rebel army at Koreyshee would either retreat upon Mooltan. to ·escape from 
the toils closing around \them,. or, 8lse IIlIlJ'(:h ~tthe ~.party of Moozooddeen 
Khan, and revenge the defeat of J owahi.r Mull. In the former case, it would be 
d~bI6'to ,\lastan ~heir m(/l'~ntll, and.j!flCure a footing on the other bank; and, in 
,the latter, to assist the troops ,of .Babawul Khan would bejnwerativll' This lIIoming, 
thereforE:, 1 matche.d all our regular troops down tq the river, lind proPQse to follow. 
willh the new wvies, to-morrow. ,The strong 6!1et 'of _~ighty . .bollts, Qf w.bicl1we' a,re 
master, has. Iikewise,been towed out of the· \lullah in wlii.ch ~t WIlB ,.lI!.o_o~~.~d 
brought into,theopenriv.er, inJront of·the camp. .Every delllollstrl\.t.i.oP,m fli.ct,~ 

· l>een made, of BnwtentioD to cross to the left .Pari\l: .Ilt Dllce. thoitgb.;.Bii J.~!ll.p if.., 
1llSt letter, I am not prepared to les,vetjli8 side, Withput : spilcili.l ,rell&.oll, ijptil.SO.w.8 

· satisfactory settlement,hllS \loon made at HulTllJl.d, 'i'here·lli~ Jort :itoiUliold,ll j)J~t. 
Our detaChment has, however, not yet reache4 it. . .... 
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. Full details of the movements of the Bahawulpore troops have, at length, reached 
me, Crom the Nawab, and Peer Ibraheem Khan, Crom which I gather that the latter, 
with the main body, will be, to.day, within a long march, or two short ones, of Shooj&
bad, at which place he presses me to nnite my force with the Nawab's. No doubt, the 
Nawab has told him to do this, and feels apprehensive of Moolraj turning all his 
tropps against the Daoodpotra division. But this was easily foreseen, Crom the first, 
and I wrote to the Nawab, a fortnight ago, to tell him not to advance on Shoojabad, 
:unless strong enough to fight single-handed; otherwise, to advance up the Seetpore 
road, between the Chenab and the Indns, when, I would cross, and join him at Khangur, 
and, unitedly, we might then proceed which ever way we cbose, to Mooltan. He was 
too proud to accept of this assistance, and thought he could gain all the credit of 
.advancing alone on Shoojabad, and still have all tbe advantage of my reinforcement, 
by making Peer Ibraheem Khan apply for it. This is very native, but I must not 
follow his example; and, baving nothing at heart but the successful termination of the 
campaign, I shall certainly go to his M8istance, even at Shoojabad, if I sec any chance 
of his being opposed in strength. I have, tberefore, written, in reply to Peer Ibraheem 
Khan, that my own plan was, to make my way, to the Raj Ghat, whenever I crossed 
the Indus, and so press the Dewan ontilll north, while the N awab's troops pressed 
him on the south, bnt that I will now take the- Khangur route, as Khangur is only 
five coss from Shoojabad, with the ChelL9.b between them, and, Crom that place, I can 
1lither cross the Chenab (if there are any boats along with the Daoodpotras), or con
tinne my way to Raj Ghat, whichever the times require. But I repeat, that special 
Teasons only can induce me to cross the Indus, before the reduction of the fort of 
Hurrund. After that, you are well aware that my opinion is, that the sooner our. 
force can get to tbe Chenab the better, and though,judgingofthe matter Crom Lahore, 
you urge me to keep on my own side of the Indus,. you would not, I am sure, wish me 
to withhold my assistance from Bahawul Khan, if required. The aspect of alfairs, indeed, 
has never been so good as at this moment. Moolraj is playing his game very iIl, 
and would appear to have no able, or no sincere, Dlllhary adviser; else, he would not 
fritter away his strength, discourage his troops, in these detached expeditions, which 
none of his officers has the skill to bring to a successful issue. Whenever they have 
~n met, they have been signally beaten, and they will now be driven back to MooI
tan, which they should never have left, nniess for the purpose of forcing me to a 

>.(Ijl!llAvantageons action, and so putting me hors de combat, for the rest of the 
_on. 

The chief Zemindars of Mittunkote have written to offer to rise, and expel 
. Moolraj's Kardar from that district, where he has assembled some 300 or 400 men, 
and is collecting revenue. In reply, I have directed General Cortlandt to teU 
them to rise by all means, but not to let the rebel Kardar escape on any terms • 

. It is a new thing these men of the pen buckling on the sword. Moolraj's rebel-
.. lion has made all the Kuthrees mad. . 

The N awab of Bahawulpore informs me that you made over to him "tbe Trans
Indus territories, up to the hills,· an obscure description; but I take it that, whea you 
thought I should not be able to reach Dera Ghazee Khan, yon requested the Nawab 

·,to undertake its appropriation. That, however. is no longer necessary. and I have 
' .. told him so. 

Il!closure 11 in No. 29. 

Lieulenanl Edwardes to the llesidenJ at Lalwre. 

Camp. Dera Glwzee Klum, June 6, 1848. 
r AM happy to have received your sanction to my detaching Gener&! Cort

landt across the Indus, or going myself, if necessary, for the support of the troops of 
Babawul Khan; and, judging from the aspect of things, in this quarter. I should expect 
that many days will not pass over. without rendering such co-operation indispensable. 
We are treading close upon that stage of the rebellion which is to decide whether 
Dewan Moolraj is to await the British troops, as an already condemned prisoner, 
.iIl the Fort of Mooltan, or, at the head of an insurrectionary army. in the field; 
~ithin a lortDight, he will either be shut up in his stronghold, or at large for the hot 
~eather. .' 
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I, , My 1atest news of BahaWulIUan's main hody, left it at J u1alpore Khakran; \v hich 
.ill only eight or "llinecoss from· Shoojabad.' At Shoojabad, there is' a stout, fort I 
·understand, capable of . makingeollsiderable resistance ... lti'is ':intrusted 'to one 
:Jummeeut· Raee, who, iii said to have 1,500 men. with him; Had' Moolraj moved 
;his fleet of hoats. dawn frmn the Raj Ghat to Shoojahad, so as' to 'enable- the force, 
.BoW a~ Koroyshee, to cross at Khaugur, "and . collected all his moveable forees and 
Artillery, around the fort' of Shoojabad, Bahawul Khan'lt division' could not 'have 
'Passed that place,without'a general action: At present, it IS diffiOult to tell'oil what 
,point the Koreyshee force will I'etreat, bnt I 'think it probable they' will not be 
lin heart for so spirited a move as that I have mentiol!'ed. and will ,make for Raj' Ghat 
and Mooltan, to.night. The night before last, they fired six guns, .either to persuade 
me that they had won the tight at Alipore, or else to show ,that their guns were still 
at- Koreyshee, preparatory to sending them away, by forced marches, to the Chenab, 
4emselves remaining to cover the m;mreuvre. In the latter caSe, they will follow the 
Artillery'to"nigbt" and make Raj ·Ghat in two days: That something Of this"sOl1! .is 
,brewing'is cleat from the increased vigilance 'with which ,they have watehed the 
lriver;to prevent any sPy from coming over from 'my camp; and this is now the second 
tlay that none of my mcssengers has returned. ' . . .. . '. . , 
. This morning, I received the long expected letter from Gholam Miistapha Khan, 
Khaghwanee, in Mooltan. His silence; as I imagined, was' caused' bytheabseuce 
from ,Mooltan, with the army sent against me, of 'all the Mooltanee 'Puthan Chiefs 
!Whose defection he had undertaken tio accomplish, and his reluctance to write, until 
there. was· 'sdIne' 'Prospect of success~ He now writes that, on his return from my 
"cllmp' to' Mooltan, he strongly urged ~{60Itaj to':snrrender himself to'me. but 'the 
Dew.an rejected his advice,; got angry whC'll he pressed; audrenewed his preparationS 
for war. In this mood he is encoura"aed only by, two of the Puthan officers, Ahmud 
Khan lind Kalihdad Khan, who have' brought their wives into the Fort 'of Mooltan': 
,all the.iOther Puthans have already removed their families; not'only from the fort, but 
JIlso the neighbourhood, lind chieHy to Kumman-ke-Kote; .whithel' yott wil\~ rememher 
.M:ustapha Khan proposed that they themselves should retire. In his present letter; 
,)le-blfers to leave1rIooltan for Kumman-ke-Kote;as soon as'Bahawul'Khan'g force 
.(!roSiles the river, but I lm.ve told him by no means to do so; 'but wait the return' of 
.11 the Puthan officers to 1rIooltan, with the army now· before us, and take. thell1'witli 
'~im;"as: originally propesed. Mustapha Khan's . letter is ten days old, yet it eon
tains the significant sentence, " The crisis is at hand." 
t ,", • " At the rebelliouS fort of Hurrund, 100 of 'he Puthan sowars of the garrison llave 
.enga"aelil : tit come .over, : but are· unwilling to turD upon ,the rest of the 'garrison. 
IProbably, ·their desertion will force the others to follow their example, The comitry 
round HurrllUd belongs to the Goorehurree tribe of Beloochees. 'W hose equals, for all 
kinds of violence and lawlessness, are not to be found in this border. and, were they 
on the same side as tho rebels in the fort, its reduction would be a very serious affair; 
iortu'llately. they are all with us, burning to distinguish themselves as Kowra Khan 
.,&nd..the. KhoSll. clan have done. " 
c', . , 'Indeed, the whole of my newly raised Puthan leVies afC in just the' temper that 
,could' b&wished. War is their trade, and also their pastime. "1'hey like it. They 
have met with one or two successes at the Dutset, and are persuaded that the" Ikbal" 
is ou their side, and mY,task is to ,restraill_ their impatience, which is a good omen 
when hard blows are to the fOl"o. Their pay is good (six rupees a footman, and 
fifteen rupees a sowar,) and they arc all slltisfied. They muster now nearly 3,000 
meu; General Cortlaudt has le,\,ied neariy2,000:more; so that a strong division can 
still be left 'rrans-Indus, to prcserve tho peace of the frontier, whenever it Inay be 
necessary to send reinforcements to Bahawul Khan.·, '.., , 

By a private noto from Lieutenant Taylor, i learn that to has dispatched to us 
another regiment from Bunnoo, viz., General Cortlandt's Kuthar .Mookhe Pulton, 
a Strong body of Poorheahs. 'fhis is quite contrary to my wishes, and, once before, I 
.sent.back. eight companies of Infantry. which Lieuteuant Taylor Bent to our relief. 
~h8 disinterested,generosity of the action claims my warmest acknowledgments, for I 
know it to he .0ncoC the only two regiment. on which that officer could really rely to 
atand by him in ease of a military revolt, and I shall no~ refuse the reinforcement. 
JlOW that more active ope1"l~tions lill before me on the othel' bank, for the argument 
which Lieutenant '1'aylor uses to press it upon mil, is such as might be expected ,from. 
Pia judgment, viz., .that his safety depends on my 81\ooeSS; not on the s~rength of his 
9wn position. "It would, he all injustice, howl'V61;'.to'· him were 1-llOt to state what 
none but myself can be fully aware of, that the extraordinlllJ' security of Bunnoo, 

2D . 
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at this moment, when older possessions are in rebellion,-the pea.ceable conduct of the 
Bunnoochees, who are paying in their guns and swords in part of revenue, and 
escorting artillery, to me, 150 coss from their own valley,-the happy issue to which 
the threatening emeute' of the Thull W uzerees has now beell brought,-and the inability 
{)f the neighbouring hill tribes to find allies enough in Bunnoo to get up an insurrec
tion, are results Bolely to be attributed to the rare union of forbearance and firmness, 
gentleness and determination, which Lieutenant Taylor has brought to bear on the 
subjugation of two races, one the most independent, and the other the most vicious, 
that I ever saw. 

• 
P.S.-8 P.M. One of my spies has arrived from the enemy's camp. They have, 

as yet, not sent away a single gun, and are waiting for orders from Mooltan. The 
greatest alarm reigns among them, at our preparations for crossing. and Jus Mull, 
one of their principal officers, has gone off to Mooltan, to show Moolraj a letter 
from Julal Khan, Luhgaree, (who ·came over to us) descriptive of our immense 
nllmbers, and blood-thirsty intentions, which letter I myself dictated to Julal Khan, 
three days ago, having intercepted a letter from the enemy to him, asking for news 
of our camp I The cry among the men is, "If the Dewan intends us to be killed, 
let it be at Mooltan." . 

.A different version is given of the fight at .Alipore, in which it is said that 
Moozonddeen Khan was not engaged, but only his. advanced party of 100 men 
under Deen Mahomed Shah, which was very roughly handled by Jowahir Mull's 
cavalry, now estimated at 300. Part of the Syud's men fled to the rear, to bring up 
Moozooddeen Khan, but the rest stood their ground, and Jowahir M~I, at last, with
drew, in dread of Moozooddeen Khan's arrival, and retreated on Khangur, but 
carried all his wounded off the field. This would make it not quite so good, therefore, 
as a drawn battle; and it is reported ~hat Bahawlll Khan is pouring reinforcements 
across, with orders to take revenge on the Koreyshee army. But I givE! him credit 
for more temper and sense. 

P.S. Morning June 7th, 1848, Camp on the ferry-banlc of lJera Ghazee Khan 
(»I the Indus.-. 'fhis morning, I have left the town of Ghazee Khan, and joined 
the camp on the river bank, to hurry the movements of the enemy at Koreyshee. 

On re-perusing the letter of Peer Ibraheem Khan, it appears that the" Julalpore" 
at which Baham Khan's army has arrived, was "Julalpore Peronwallah,'! and not 
" J ulalpore Khakran," lIB mentioned in this letter. This makes a considerable 
difference, as the former place is about fortycoss from 1\J ooltan, and the latter 
only eight or nine; and the apathy of the rebels at Koreyshee is thus fully accounted 
for. When Bahawul Khan reaches Julalpore Khakran, l\tIoolraj must look about him 
for aU the means of resistance he can muster. 

Inclosure 12 in No. 29. 

Lieutenant Edwardes to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Dc'ra Gkaze~ Khan, June 8, 1848. 
:rN a postscript to my last letter,. I informed you of my having once more 

gone into ~p,. on the banks of the nver, below Dera qhazee ~han, for the pur
pose of restrammg the enemy at. Koreyshee from marching agamst Moozooddeen 
Khan Khagwhauee's small Daoodpotra force, in the Seetpore district, and hurrying 
their retirement to Mooltan . 

.A sepoy of General Cortlandt's, who was sent into the Koreyshee camp to gather 
news, returned this morning, and reported that the rebels had changed their pound, 
and taken lip a position. more to the south, at the precise point where our flee); would 
land, if "'6 made the usual passage of the river. . 

I do not believe the report of the sepoy, who could scarcely have ventured into' 
-the rebel camp, 80 strictly watched lIB it is, and so ruthlessly as all spies are 
maltreated. One of their own officers who fought against my picket at Leia, is 
working out his pardon in secret intelligence, and I have. received no notice from him 
of this 'move. .A salute of five guns was fired this eyening by the rebels (1 suspect for 
the arrival of Misr Kool Jus from Mooltan), and the Bound WIIB certainly from the 
direction of KOl·e.:rshee! not Khangur. It is extremely probable, however, that there 

• 
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has been a picket sent to Leyrab, to watch for the coming of our fteet, which is the 
bugbear of their camp. It is worthy of notice that the soldiel'8 all wish to retire 
upon Mooltan, at once, while they can, but that move is not to be undertaken withollt 
Dewan Moolraj's ordel'll, to obtain which, Misr Kool Jus bas been deputed by 
tbem to Mooltan. This quite disposes of the Dewan's plea that he has no command 
'over his men. • .. 

The Dewan's officel'8 are conducting themselves with great violence towards the 
Zemindars on the left bank, and have now confined all the Punches of villages, to make . 
them ·advance the revenue at once. 

. This moruing, I recei~e!i letters, both from Peer Ibraheem Khan, and the 
N awab of Bahawulpore, of a very unsatisfactory nature. The former writes that 
lihe main body of Daoodpotras under Futteh Mohamed Ghoree is still idling at 
J ulalpore Pel'onwallah, and that the Commander replies to all his remoostraneea, 
by inquiring,-" Why Edwardes Sahib does. not come on, and join him 1" This is 
a good joke, that I am to force the Indus, in June, in the teeth of an equal foe; 
cut them into little pieces; and then march across the Sind Sagur Doah, and 
swim tJ;1e Chenab (guns and all) for want of boats; to . enable Futtell: Mahomed 
Ghoree, a timid veteran of eighty, to march &n &rmy of 7,000 or. 8,000 men, 
twenty coss along the Mooltan road, with nothing in front of him but the fort of 
ShoojaQad, in which there are 332 footmen,thirteen sowars, and two rattle-trap 
guns! What is worse, the Nawab does ·not see, or pretends not to see, the absurd. 
pusillanimity of this proceeding, or rather this standing still. He actually backs. the 
request of Futteh Mahomed Ghoree, and reproaches me, as broadly as good breedilJg: 
will allow, with not keeping my promise to join him. I have, politely, yet firmly, 
defended myself from this accusation, by requesting the N awab to re-peruse my 
letter. wherein I, distinctly, set before him two lines of action; first, to cross the 
Sutlej at Julalpore, and advance on Mooltan .. without my co-operation, if he was strong 
enough to do so, and so compel Moolraj to recall the Koreyshee army; and secondly,. 
if he was not strong enough to go alone, then, to co-operate with me, by crossing the 
Sutlej at Dummar, below Seetpore, and advancing on Khangur, where I would 
join him (even this last would seem a rash promise; but I relied on the enemy's' 
common sense to retire from between two par:¥Jel armies). The ,Nawab,.in reply, 
dispensed with my co-operation, as I reported to you at the time,. and adyanced 
by J ul~pore, yet he now sticks 'irresolute in the middle of his purpose, and calls on. 
me to do mad things, without the least oec&lrion, He thinks he clenches his appeal, 

. by sending me a copy of yoill' MoorWliia consenting to his crossing by the Seetpore 
loute, and authorizing me, in that case, to join him between the Sind and 'ihe . 
Chenab. At this very moment; I have not got your ssnction to cross the Chenab, under 
any circumstances, though of course I should do so, if events, of which you were ignorant,. 
demanded such a step. • 

It is most unfortunate, this hesitation of Bahawui Khan, for the mere marching 
. on, two or three more marches, would, as we have all along calculated; force Moolraj 
to' withdraw the Koreyshee' force; I should, then, cross and follow them up to the 
Chenab, when all the rebels, wedged in between Bahawui Khan and me, would take 
lefuge in the fort of Mooltan. As it is, the crossing of Bahawul Khsn has effected 
nothing; and only exhihited to Moolraj a fourth converging column, which has not. 
the courage to converge. (I allude to those of Raja Shere Sing, Sheik Emam
oadeen, and Jowahir Mull Dutt, all of which are as good as none here). 

I bavo tried to stir up the Khan, by assuring him that if he will only. tell me, . 
plainly, that his army cannot-go on any further, without my coming to its a.qsistance" 
1 will, immediately, force the Indus at all hazards, as there will then bo no other 
alternative except leaving the rebels in possession of the field for the hot weather. 
Of the result of a general action between my own force and that at Koreyshee, I have 
no doubt whatever; my only argument is, that such an expenditure of human lives is 
quite superHuous, if Bahawul Khan will only l!lake the demonstration which he has got 
so much credit, from you, and all of us, for undertaking to· make, anq which, moreover, 
would not cost' him a man. . 

The truth is, that Bahawul Khan, with all his undoubted and sincere attach~ent 
to 0111 Government, and readiness to prove it, mingles, like most mortals, a leaven of 
selfishness in his virtue. He has, I rather thi'nk, an eye to those districts sonth of 
Mooltan, and a.~out Seetpore, &c.,. which formerly belonged to Bahawulpore; and, 
perhaps, calculating on ~ furbher dismemberment of the refractory Sikh empire, has 
a.lready laid down in his 01\'11 mind the .boundary pillars of the share which is to 
reward his present co-operation. Hence, the anxiety for which IOU could not acCount, 
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to occupy Seetpore, and the consequent splitting of his force into a strong and a 
weak division. The latter, und~r ~Ioozo,odde~n Khan, is, avowedly, bent only on 
revenue arrangements, appointing Kardars, &c., which might better have been left 
for another fortnight, till, by an active and united advance of the whole Daoodpotra 
force in one line, Moolraj's forces had been d,riven into quarters. The N awab is not 
thinking of Mooltan ; he is thinking of its. southern districts. Doubtless, he will come 
round, and all will be well. I am merely speculating on this sudden shifting of his 
task on to my shoulders, where there was quite enough before. 

Inclosure 13 in No. 29. 

Tke Resident at Laho'l"e to Lieutenant E. Lake, O./ficiatin.fJ Deputy Commissioner.' 
Jullundur. 

Lahore, June 9, 1848. 
I HAVE nominated you, pending 'the sanction of the Governor-General in 

Oouncil, as a temporary measure, Political Agent with Nawab Bahawul Khan of 
Bahawulpore. . , • . 

The N awab has, at my request, sent a portion 'of his troops across the Su.tlej, to 
act against the rebel Dewan of Mooltan; the object being to occupy, and collect 
the revenues of, the Mooltan districts on the Bahawulpore frontier" and to confine 
Dewan Moolraj to his fort, and prevent his sending troops into the Lahore districts, 
in order to create disturbances therein, and promote the spread of r~be1lion throu",h 
the other Punjab provinces. 0 

There is, as you are, I dare say, aware, a native agent, Peer Ibraheem Khan, a 
very excellent officer, at Bahawulpore; he will co-operate with you, and be, while you 
are on this duty, under yout orders. . 

Your duty will be to join the head-quarters of the Bahawulpore troops, and to 
give your advice, which will be implicitly followed, in directing the movement of the 
troops, and the operations which are to be undertaken, for carrying out the objects of 
Government. . . 

You will put yourself in commuilication with ,Lieutenant Edwardcs, 'now at
Dera Ghazee Khan, and co-operate with him, according to your own judgment and 
discretion, for the attainment of the end in view. 

It is not probable that any opportunity will be given you of. getting possession; 
of the Fort of Mooltan, but such a circumstance is not. impc,ssible. Bahawul Khan 
has great influence with the Puthans in the service of Dewan Moolraj ; there is 
believed to be a strong feeling of jealousy and dislike between the Puthan and ' 

,Sikh portions of his army, and the former may rise on the latter at any moment, , 
when their first victim would,. probably, be the Dewan himself; in which case, the city 
would most likely be plundered, the force break up, and t4e occupation of the fort, by 
the nearest force, might, then, be accomplished. 

This is a possible, but by no means a probable, contingency. Should the fort, 
by this, or any other means, come into the occupation of the N awab's troops, it 
must be held by them, till you receive orders for your future guidance from me. 

You mnst, distinctly, understand that you have no authority to make any' 
overtures of any kind to the rebel Dewan, and that you have no authority to 
entertain any overtures from him, except unconditiona.!- surrender to the British 
power. 

. You should make the best of your way to Bahawulpore. 
You may entertain a personal guard of a Jemadar and a few soldiers, on whom 

you can place reliance, at a cost not exceeding 100 rupees per mensem. I have 
directed J alaloodeen Khan, the brother of the chief of Mundote, and thirty picked 
horsemen of his own, to accompany you from Ferozepore. 

, .' 
Inclosure 14 in No. 29. 

TAe Resident at Laliore to Lieutenant Edwardes. . 

• Laliore, June 10, 1848. 
SO long II period must intervene, under the best dak arrangements that we can 

make, ere you clln receive specific orders from me, that, I must leave much to your 
• 



'discretiQn, to act as you think hest, as'circumstances may arise; I can do no more ' 
than tell you, generally, my views and purposes, and the PllJt, in the general scheme 
of operations, which I look to you ,to perform. 
, The great object is, to confine the Mooltan rebellion within the smallest com-
'PIISS, till we can put a final extinguisher on it, by capturing th~ fort. 

'1'0 do this, the best plan, undoubtedly, is, to shut Moolraj up in his fort, till the 
British force arrives there. 

But we must, at the same time, secure, ~ possible, the tranquillity of our impor
'tant frontier. 

The latter depends very much; perhaps, entirely; on the former. If the Mooltan 
rebellion were to spread much, the Khalsa troops would, undoubtedly, join Moolraj. 

At prescnt, you are in a very secure position; for defence, you are quite safe; but 
your's and Bahawul Khan's arc the only forces that can be relied on, for offensive 
operations. 

If you have an opportunity of co-operating with Bahawul Khan, you should do 
so; but you must bear. in mind the fatal consequences that would result from 
Moolraj's army getting an advantage pver you, and YOll must risk as little as 
possible. , . 

With these general instructions, I must leave you unfettered, to act according as 
circumstances render it most expedient that you should, with a view to attaining the 
great object in view." ' 

I have ercry confidence in your zeal and judgmcnt, and do not doubt your dis-
cretion. . 

I cannot, yet: get a l'et11!nof Bahawul Khan's force, or find out the strength of 
any of his detachments. I am apprehensive that, by crossing at four places, as I 
understand he has, he may have dispersed his troops too much. I can only hear 
of 1,000 cavalry being in the Sind Doab, and this is an insufficient force for 
thnt quarter, in which alone is Moolraj in a position to offer any serious opposition 
to him. 

It is highly desirable, that an intelligent British officer should be with the 
Bahawulpore troops; and as Lieutenant Becher, who would have done very well fo~ 
the duty, has gone to Mount Aboo, and is, therefore, out of reach, I have deputed 
Lieutenant Lake, of the Engineers, to Bahawulpore; and I send you, herewith, a copy 
of my letter of instructions to him. • 

I haTe DeTer heard of the seizure of seven boats laden with ordnance stores from 
Kun'achee to Ferozepore, said to have been seized at Mittllnkote, and think that it , 
canQot have been the cnse; had these boats been seized, as stated, the military autho
rities would, doubtless, haTe reported the fact to me. Moreover, ordnance-stores are 

, not sent from the Bombay Presidency to the Bengal Stations of the Arm." I am 
pretty sure. ' 

You will have heard that Bhnee Mallaraj's p81ty has be~n completely cut up, 
drowned, or captured nellJ' .Jhung; he himself is said to have been drowned in 
attempting to swim aCl'OSS the Chenab,,in which attempt some hlmdreds of his fol
lowers perished. 

The reason for authorizing the remission to those of the Mooltan Malgoozars 
. who should at once come forward and pay their revenue to the Durbar, was, that it 

was generally stated, that the Mooltan districts were much over assessed, and were, 
accol'dingly, looking for the a1'l'ival of the British officers, on the retirement of Moolraj, 
to extel)d to them the same il~dulgences which had been shown to the Lahore zemin. 
dara in the late assessments, extending, in many instanccs, to a rull third of the former 
nominal annual revenue; and it was deemed by me expedient to mark our dispo
sition to treat the Mooltan zemindars, on their coming directly under the Durbar 
administration, with the same kindness and consideration which had been shown to 
the other provinces of the Punjab. ' 

The condition attached to' the indulgence was the immediate 'payment of the 
Ru.bbee 'Kist tp the Lahore officials. . 
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Inclosure 15 in No. '29. 

LieUtenant Edwardes t~ ike Resident at Lalwrc. 

Camp, Ferry of Dera Gltazee Kltan, June 10, 1848. 

YESTERDAY morning, ] heard of a ferry, nine coss to the' southward, called 
Danuhwallah, and proposed to embark my artillery, and as many of the troops of all 
branches as could he stowed away in a fleet of eighty boats, and turn the enemy's 
position, described in my last letter, by landing on the left bank of the Illd1lS, a few 
coss below Kanghur; . accordingly, I sent out men to explore the land route to' the 
ferry, which the heavy baggage would haTe to pursue; and the report was so un
faTorable as to the state of the intervening canals, that I, reluctantly, "ave up the 
idea. The news, however, was earried spee(.lily aeross the river to the t:> enemy, and 
Hur Bugwan Doss, the commander, held a council of his officers, at which it 'Was 
agreed that they could not meet me in the plain, and that the hest plan would be to 
retreat to Shagurh, a mined fort, between Koreyshee aud Khangur, and there throw 
up entrenchments. This had scarcely been determined on, than a message from 
Mooltan Ilronght orders from Moolraj for the retreat of the Koreyshee. force, it is 
supposed on Mooltan; but it was given out on ShO'ojabad; and, after the first watch 
of the night, their guns marched;. and were followed by the infantry and cavalry. 
before dawn this morning. Accounts vary as to the route pursued from Koreyshee, 
some saying the Mozulfernuggur road, which leads to Raj Ghat and Mooltan, others 
the road to Khangur, which is opposite Shoojabad. 

Either route is probable, and it would be .waste of time to speculate on which is 
most so. Both alike call on me to act, and, as speedily as possible, comply With the 
request of the Nawab of Bahawulpore, to support his column advancing on Shoojabad; 

. not that that' column wants support, but they think 'they dO', which is much the same . 
thing. Moozoodeen Khan, Khaghwanee, a.i.so, with another weak division of the Daood
pDtra. force, is between the Indus and the Chenab, a.nd I know not how near to, or 
distant from, Kha.ngur, having received no reply from him, since I wrote to know 
what his pmns were. It is right that I should put myself in a position to relieve him, 
should H ur Bugwa.n Doss CDme aeross bis pa.th. 

Under these circumsta.nces, I have resolved on not delaying a day. Ten guns, 
and about 2.500 Putbans, are now getting into the boats, and I shall accompany them • 
in persDn over the river. We ma.ke for the Leyrah ferry, described in my last letter. 
Genera.l Cortlandt, with the rest of the troops, will follow to-morrow. . The river is 
nine COBS wide, and the. boa.tS will not reach this place again, before morning. 

Two mDre guns joined us, this morning, from Buonoo, guarded by sons of Bunnoo 
cbiefs and their sowars, but two guns (the lighteat) will have to be left at Ghazee 
Kha.n, so that oUl' number will still be only ten. • 

Witb respect to Dera Ghazee Khan, my arrangements are these :-For the 
present, two guns, 100 horse, and 10(1 men, will remain with Ubdool Ruhman Khan. 
the Kardar in the fort; and, in the course of a week, they will be joined by the Kuthal' 
Mootke regiment from Bunnoo, 'Ii' bicb, for that purpose, I have directed to come ill 
bDats, from Dera. Isma.el Khan. When 11111 cDnsider that the chief Zemindars, with 
their eDntingents, acc01hpany us across the Indus, you will, I am sure, agree with 
me, that wa ha.ve sufficient security against any insurrection, even if the people were 
that 'flay inclined, which they are not; the presence of a strong force of MODlraj's, 
Ttans-InduB, could alone indulle them to waTer. The fort of Hurrund still holds out, 
though all the garrison but 100 Sikhs ha.ve come over to' us. I ShDuid have been 
very glad to have seen tbeir fDrt reduced, before klaving the right bank Df the. Indus. 
but it is natura.lly strong, and would ta.ke a long while to' breach, with such guns as we 
have, and, meanwhile, I should be leaving Bahawul Khan to' beliI' the whole weight of 
the fast approaching crisis, to which he h&8 already declared hiinselfunequal, without my 
assista.nce. In war, evils must be balanced wben they conflict, and, at this moment, 
the fort of II urrund sinks into insiguifica.nce, before the opera.tions now on fODt at' 
Moolta.n. The Kardar or Hurrund, with 300 men, will take up his· pDsition in the 
neighbourhood, and, uniting with the Goorcharee tribe of Beloocb Zemindurrs, who 
live in that district and adjoining bills, and whO' are sworn. enemies of the Sikhs in the 
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fort, will maintain an annoying .blockade, which, combined with the news of the 
retreat of the Koreyshee army, will, perhaps, induce the gsrri~on to forego their 
e:xpressed intention of yielding only when Mooltan falls. 

General Cortlandt will return to Dera Ghazee Khan from the Chenab, whenever 
I either join Bahawul Khan before Shoojabad, or take up my stand at Raj Ghat for 
the rest of the season. I take him with me so far, in case we should have to engage 
the enemy between the Indlls and Chenab, when his sound military knowledge, 
courage, and acquaintance with his men would be invaluable. Indeed, all "is so 
peaceful in ollr rear (Trans-Indus), that he feels a natural dislike to be left behind .• 
His civil arrangements in this district are completed, and N &ssur Khan Populzye, 
with the Futteh Pultun, will now leave Hurrund, and proceed to settle Mittunkote. 
Still,-! beg you to understand tba.t Genera.l Cortlandt will llot be absent a fortnight, 
from his immediate duties. 

I will write again from the left bank, 'but have no time now to give more thaI!. 
an outline ofaffairs. 

A report has reached camp, that Bhaee Maharaj Sing, with 300 followers, has 
arrived at Mooltan. 

Jowahir Mull Dutt and Sirdar Jhunda Sing have already written to inform me 
of three Sikhs having deserted from the Cherunjeet regiment of cavalry, and two 
from Dhara Sing's infantry., They have begun early.' . 

Inclosure 16 in No. 29. 

Lieutenant EdwQ1'des (0 the Resident at Lakore. 

Camp, Se'yralt. Dewan Wallak, on tke lejtlJank of tne !ndus, opposife 
. Dera Gkaz€e Khan"June 11, 1848 .. 

. YESTERDAY, I reported to you, my intention to cross the Indus. I have; 
"DOW, to' infonn you, that with about 2,500 of my newly raised Puthans, and 
10 guns, I effected tbe passage, 'before nightfall, without accident; and, sending 
back the fleet of boats to General Cortlandt under a favoring south wind, 
encamped, in a half moon, on the river's edge, at this place. Traces of the enemy 
were fresh upon the ground, bridges having beeK thrown by them over all the mlllahs, 

• to enable them to bring their great guns a"aainst us at this spot, and coolies coming 
back every moment from the rebel camp at Khangur, whither they had been pressed 
to carry baggage. Khangllr is only nine coss from this, and four or five from Shoo
jabad, on the other side of the Chenab; which was evidently the point they; were 
,making for, and not Mooltan, as was generally supposed yesterday. 

A glance at the map will show you what an excellent m.ove this is; so excellent, 
indeed, tha't it is difficult to say which is most culpable; Dewan Moolraj for not 
making it before, or Nawab Bahawul Khan for not preventing him from making it at 
all. Had Futteh Mahomed lilian Ghoree not halted, like an old woman, at Julal
'pore Peronwallah, but pushed on to Shoojabad, as' was all along proposed,and under
stood that he should do, that fort would, at this,moment, be unsupported, and might 
have been passed, without any fear of its sniall gsrrison creating mischief in the rear. 
The Nawab's troops would, then, have got between it and MooiLan; and the Dewan in 
front, and the Shoojabad garrison' in the rear, would have been 'greatly out ma
nreuvred. As it is, not only has the Koreyshee force gone off to reinforce that gar
rison, but, by a letter, dated 8th of June, received this morning from Peer Ibraheem 
Khau (still at Peronwallah J ulalpore!) I learn that 2,000 men and 4 guns have been 
sent by Moolraj thither from Mooltan, and from other quarters. I hear that Hakim 
Raee and Ssdik Mahomed Khan, who were at Maharajghur with 2 guns and 2,000 
men, havo also been 'ordered down to Shoojabad. The long and short of it is, that 
Moolraj hus' ordered his 'whole force to concentrate on Shoojabad; and the Daood
potm force will not be able to get within 20 coss of Mooltan, without lighting a 

• general action. , . ' 
When we arrived here-iast night, I dispatched intelligence to Moozoodd~en 

Khan, Khagwhanee, who, with 2,000 men ud a few guns, has, as you are aware, been 
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sent by the Nawab of Bahawulpore to make revenue arrangements in the Seetpore 
district, and I advised him to advance, at once, to my neighbourhood, tha~ we might 
concert plans for t11e future. ' 

When, however, the better'intelligence of this morning developed this scheme fOl' 
strengthening Shoojabad, I wrote again to Moozooddeen Khan, and urgently pressed 
him to cross the Chenab at once, ,and reinforce Futteh Mahomed Khan Ghoree, whose 
force Peer Ibrah,eem r()ports to be only 9 guns, 20 zumboorahs, 2 infantry regiments, 
(probably 500 strong each,) 3000 Daoodpotra jahgeerdars and zemindars, and 300 
Khood Uspeh cavalry ... If he does ,this, at once, there ill nothing to. fear. If he does 
not, but waits for 'orders from' Bahawul Khan, he may be too late to save Futteh 
Mahomed from defeat; for the latter's force could not possibly stand before such a 
combination as I have described, unless reinforced. " 

The Bahawulpore Nawab has mismanaged the part assigned him, by attempting 
too much at 'once. He should never have divided his troops, by sending one division. 
Cis-Chenab, and one' 'frans-Chenab; neither equal to doing any thing' alone .. IIc 
should have chosen' one Doab, or -the other, as the scene O{ his operations, and 
advanced up it in strength. The revenue is quite a secondary matter; or, if con~: 
sidered .p'rimary, can only be satisfactorily secured by, first, driving the enemy out o( 
the field. 

You will, 1 doubt not, be as much astonished as I was, to read that Futteh Mahomcd 
Khan Ghoree has positive!j declared his inability to' advance beyond J ulalpore 
Peronwallah, untiL" Captain Edwardes Sahib" comes to help him. At the same time, 
r receive a pressing request from Jowahir Mull Dutt. at Bukkur, to "send him :400 
or 500 Mussulman sowars, without delay;" though he,has authority to. raise 2,000; 
and again, the Durbar send General Cortlandt orders to detach as manj again of the 
sowars with him to Dewan Dowlut Raee, who is sent to help us! . These are 'the 
strangest allies I ever met with; who either rob us of our men, or else call on us to 
do everything for them. The Durbar must, surely, be Mvare that General Cortlandt 
is engaged in military operations; and 'that neither he, nor J, nor Lieutenant Taylor, 
know which way to turn for want of men., It is a pity, also, that the Duronr have 
selected Dowlut Raee for military command. He will either do nothing, or get in'tii 
difficulties from which other people must come and help him out. The Tank jag- , 

, heerdars, who arc along with him, are of a fighting breed, and might have heen better 
,sent to join their relations Kasim Khan, Foujdar Khan, &c., who arc, doing good 
service along with me. llIaharajgurh; to which Dowlut'Raee has been sent . .is )n' 
the Sind Sa.,<TU!' Doab; and J owahir Mull Dutt should be quite able ~o look after, it 
himself, unless indeed Moolraj has already bought his army. , . " 

The fleet of boats has only made one voyage, to-day, from the Ghazee Khan ferry 
to this place, the rive!' being nine coss wide; and I am afraid dvo more days will be 
occupied in croBsing the whole of our camp. General, Cortlandt will bring lip the 
rear; when all once more united, my intention is to lose no tim~ in marcfling on 
Kha!lgur; and, probably, it 'Will be nccessary to comply ;with the N awab's repeated 
requests that I should join his force. Even, in that case, I would beg to recommend 
that another assistant be specially deputed to the Daoodpotra camp, first visiting tha 
Nawab. European energy is the material requisite just now, to make the·most of the 
advantages we have within our grasp, Two heads also are better than one; and one 
man cannot be in two places at once. My health (I thank God for it) has, as yet, 
not suffered from th~ exposure and fatigue' incidental to these operations; but it 
'Would, I think, be prudent to guard against the confusion into which this bra.ve, but 
heterogeneous, army, composed of every race' that peoples the Soolimannee range 
and Derajat, would inevitably fall, should any accident happen to me. . . 
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Inclosure 17 in No. 29. 

Lieutenant Edwardes to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, SeyralJ Dewan Waltak, on tlUJ kJt bank of the Indus, vpposjte 
Ferry %'liazee Klian, Night, June 12, 1848. 

THE relative positions of the four forces remain, much the. same as yesterday. 
The last cossid from the camp of Futteh )lahomlld Khan Ghoree leR him still at 
Julalpore Peronwallah; but a distant salute, just now heard, leads me to hope that, 
hearing of our crossing the Indus, he has advanced to Kot Abil Shah, where his 
vanguard, under command of a reputed good soldier, Ubdool Khalik Khan, was 
previously posted. Moozoodeen Khan, Khaghwanee, moved a few coss to-day, from 
Ghullooan to Julharee, and writes that he will reach Sooltan Shuhr to-morrow. 
lIur Bugwan DOBS, with the fugitive rebel force, is pitched to the east of the town 

. of Khangur, half a coss from the river, awaiting, as he says, the orders of MooIraj, 
either to cross the Chenab to Shoojabad, or to stand and fight when I come up. A 
villager has brought in news of his crossing his artillery; but, as yet, it wants confirm
ation. Our own troops are, as yet, not near over the Indus. The boats lire going 
and coming continually, but, at this season, it is quite a vOyllge across. I don't think 
we shall he all collected on thts bank, before the day aRer to-morrow. No delay'will 
then occur in our advance. 

. An intelligent cossid in my employ has brought interesting intelligence from 
Mooltan, whither 1 sent him some days ago, with a verbal message to Mustapha 
Kban Khaghwanee, asking for an explanation of his silence. Iii. reply, Mustapha 
Khan sends word, "That the absence' of all the Puthan pfficers with the Koreyshee 
force, has prevented him from carrying out the plan agreed upon; that he thought I 
would scarcely thank him for deserting Moolraj alone, without bringing all his friends 
along with him; and that he is not without hopes of inducing MooIraj himself to' 
surrender. Moolraj wished Mustapha Khan to take command of the reinforcements 
he ~as sending to Shoojabad; but the Khan declined the appointment, and, once more, 
urged the folly of continuing this hopeless struggle. The ,Dewan got angry, and the 
Khan requested to have twenty-four hours' leave of absence,. to go and see to the 
defences of Kummun Kate, where his family has been placed for safety. Moolraj 
declared he could not SPare him, as he wanted him to go as his vakeel to the Lord 
Sahib at Delhi. Mustapha Khan asked, what business he had with such distant 
officials 1 If he intended to surrender, he had better do so to me, at once. Ultimately, 
the Dewan gave him leave to go to Kummun Kote, for twenty.four hours, and pro
mised to send him to me on his return. From Kummun Kote, Mustapha Khan wrote 
to Peer Ibraheem Khan at J ulalpore, that he should certainly go back, and make a 
last effort to bring in the Dewan. On his retUrn to Mooltan, Moolraj so far listened 
to Mustapha Khan's advice as to consent to withdraw the Koreyshee force, but said 
that he thought the return of that force to Mooltan, would render his surrender im
possible, and that it would, perhaps, be better to leave them to be destroyed by me ! 
Mustapha Khan very sensibly observed, that if a genera! action was fought bet'\Veen 
liur Bugwan .Doss and me, it would close. the door of mercy on him for ever. If 
he (the Dewan) was sincere in wishing to . surrender, let him recall the Koreyshee 
force over the Chenab, and halt them on the ·leR bank, and then,. summoning the 
Puthan officers from among them, get them and their adherents into tho fort, close 
the gates, and then write for me. The Dewan half seelDed persuaded; and, if the 
Koreyshee force really retired, I was to consider it a symptom of Moolraj being in
clined to give in, but, at any rate, if, when all the Puthan officers were assembled, they 
failed to induce the Dewan to go over with them in a body to me, I might rely on 
the whole of them retiring from Mooltan to Kummun Kote, and remaining there 
throughout the rebellion. 

You are inclined, I think, to distrust Mustapha Khan's .sincerity. of which I 
am as much convinced, lind the result alone can decide the question. Meanwhile, 
you will not have overlooked the testimony borne to his trustworthiness, by both the 
Nawab of Bahawulpore, and-Y>eer Ibrabeem Kban. In reply, I haTe sent a Terbal 
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message to Mustapha Khan, to exhibit the same patience he has done hitherto, and 
do nothing decided, till he can do it well. . 

To retract the guarantee of a formal trial, which, on my own responsibility, I 
gave to Dewan Moolraj, would be only to drive him to despair, and urge him. to leave 

. no stone unturned to plunge the country into insurrection, during the four months 
of inactivity to which we are condemned. On. the other' hand, I cannot renew it, in 
defiance of the commands of Government. I have escaped from the dilemma, by 
leaving matters just where they are, and verbally sending word to Mustapha Khan 
to do his best.' . • 

Meanwhile, if asked to' give an opinion as to the probability of Moolraj acting, 
~r. not acting, on. the guarantee in question, I should say that it is much· more 
probable that he will surrender now, than. it has ever been yet. Bahawul Khan's 
forces and mine are his staunch enemies; and if the Sikh troops, under Raja Shere 
Sing· and Sirdar Jhunda Sing, only remain neuter, he will, iIi a few days, be 
reduced, by our approach, to very narrow limits, and be exposed to continual appre
hension, both from us and his own troops, for months. The feeble mind of Moolraj . 
is unequal to tbe contemplation of so hopeless a vista, and it would not be surpris
ing if his rebellion were to die of the same unmanly fright which gave it birth. 

Inclosure 18 in No. 29. 

The Resident at Lalwre to the Secretary to the Government oj India. 

Lahore, June 13, 184R 
I SEND a brief narrative of the rise, progress, and, as I trust, the termination, of 

the career of a person who has caused a great sensation in the Punjab, during the last. 
few weeks, by the name of Bhaee Maharaj Sing, and of whom mention has been 
frequently made in the correspondence lately submitted to Government. 

The career of this personage, now that it has been brought to a close, before all 
the mischief that was intended to be effected by his means was accomplished, is of 
more value, perhaps, as indicating the feeling, and the conduct, of the people generally, 
officials, and others, in regard to the present state of things, and the British Govern
ment, than on any other account. 

His Lordship in Counoil will remembedbe affair which took place at Lahore in 
the beginning of last year, and regarding which, the investigations continued till the 
close of it, commonly called the Preyma conspiracy. Among the persons implicated in 
those proceedings was a man called Bhaee Maharaj Sing, a chela of tbe well-known 
Bhaee Beer Sing. He was supposed to be one of the chief advisers of the parties 
concerned in the Preyma plot, and especially of the Maharanee. . . 

Orders were, at that time,issued for the apprehension of Bhaee Maharaj Sing, 
and a proclamation was issued, offering a reward of 1,000 rupees to any who would 
seize him, or give information that would lead to his seizure. 

Bhaee . Maharaj evaded the pursuit, and. remained at large, but concealed. 
About the end of March, or tbe beginning of April, it was reported in the Uklibar 

from U mritsuf, that Bhaee Maharaj Sing had appeared in that city,. and ha.d set up 
his flag by the Holy Tank. . 

Orders were, immediately, issued to the authorities to seize the offender, and send 
him into Lahore. . . . 

·He again escaped;. but the persons who had harboured him, were taken up, and 
punished, by ~he Adawlutee of Umritsur. 

He remained, for some time, in the villages of the Manjha, ()hiefty in the neigh.
bourhood of U mritsur, passing· about from village to village, attended by three or four 
horsemen, and receiving, on account of the supposed sanctity of his character, 
JDaintenance for himself and few followers from the villages. 

lIe never remained for two days in the same place, and the orders to the local 
officers for his apprehension were unattended to, or at any rate unexecuted. 

He was not, at this time, regarded as a.. person of any great consequence, though 
• the local officers were reproved and reprimanded for not effecting his capture, about 

which they pretended to be very zealous. 
. ~hQrtly afi\lr the outbreak in Mooltan, Bhaee Mooaraj's followers in. the Manjha. 
increased; more stringent orders were sent, and greater endeavours were made to effect 
his seizure, which, under ordinary circumstances, would have proyed successful. 



. .A.. .party·ef .three jemadara ani 'three <Ilowars <of the ·Guide 'COIJls, on whom Lieu
<tenant Lumsden thought.be could place full,relianoo, were <sent to associate themselves 
1Vith the Bha.ee, :and give information ·of .hisproeeedings. Tbisthey did, for a .'IhClrt 
tim&, but their information was never of 'any value; they were, of oourse, ·Sikhs, or 
they could not have been admitted into his company. . 
. Ahouta month ago, Bhaee Mabaraj Sing's followers became more formidable in 
numbers and description; instead of a few llorsemen, with whom he went silently 
from village to yjllage, he entertained armed soldiers, both horse and foot, to the 
amount of some hundreds; he had evidently the command of large funds; for ,he fed 
the poor wherever he went, and distributed money to those who came for serVice. 

About this time, he removed to the extremity of the plain districts, and remained, 
for a short time, in the neighbourhood of Deenanuggur, near the foot of the bills. 
Here ,the number of his armed followers Increased oonsiderably; he no longer pre
<tended toelode the authorities, but he paraded the villages with drums, and with an 
.immense retinue. '. 

When his followers became so many; he was unable to'move from place to place 
as quickly, and as unobserved, as before, and I was in hopes that, by a sudden raid 
npon him from the nearest .military post, he might be taken, and his followers pUDished 
."&1ld dispersed. . ' 

I sen~ at this tilDe, Lieutenant Hodson, adjutant of the Guide Corps, with a few .• 
.guides, round to Mookerian, with orders from the General to the officer commanding 
at that station, to attend to any requisition he might make for military aid, that he 
might,be ready, with a party of irregular ca.valry, if possible, to surprise his camp. 

Deenanuggur is a.bout 100 miles from Lahore. When Lieutenant Hodson had 
started, I despatched from Lahore the 14th Irregulars with two guns of the native 
troop of horse artillery, to drive the party from that neighbourhood, and' to prevent 
them re-assembling. 

The ,presence ·of the Bhaee with .his for~e had attracte4 the attention of the 
authorities of Jullundur, who were apprehensive 'of his crossing the border to plunder 
the Company's districts; and arra.ngements were made for strengthening the weaker 

.points, and protecting the frontier. 
• ilhad be hope tha.t the iBhaee would let the force I had sent from this get .near 

him. I knew tha.t, whatever might be the number of his adherents, directly he hea.rd 
that a British force ,had moved ·against him, he would go off with all speed. 

The local officers, karda.rs, ada.wlutees, and thannada.rs, ha.d all of them strict 
'orders with their sowars, to seize the Bhaee and his followers. It wa.s soon evident 
.that these officials not Duly ,had no intention of obeying their orders, and were 
eonni'Ving at his proceedings, but that .'lome of them were in communication with him, 
:and were a.ctua.lly aiding him. 

The second da.y a.fter the irregula.rs a.nd guns left. Lahore, Bha.ee Ma.hara.j Sing 
quitted the Ra.vee Doa.b, and crossed .the Ra.vee with his armed followers, proclaiming 
110'11', for the first time, that he was l'aising troops to join and assist Dewa.n Mooiraj, in 
his rebellion aga.inst the Government. It was now .ascertained that there was an 
agent of Mooiraj's in his camp, who supplied fonde for the raising of soldiers, horse 
and foot, 

There was a good deal of excitement on the frontier, in the neighboUrhood of 
Deenanuggur, and .it was thought advisa.ble by me tha.t the l1'regula.rs and guns 
should proceed to that spot, and remain there, for a while, with Lieutenant Hodson, 
till affail's beca.me more settled. The position is "a good one, as communicating with 
iMookeria.n, Hajeepore, Puthankote,and Noorpoor, military posts in the Jullundur 
division, any of which could co-operate with Captain Skinner, if the necessity should 
arise. . 

After Bhaee Maharaj crossed the Ra.vee, the disa.lfection of the peOple hecame 
more open, and unrestrained. The villa"o-es in tha.t neighbourhood are almost all 
Sikh, and were, in Runjeet Sing's time, a.lways turbulent and unruly. 

Whole villages went out to meet the Bhaee and his retinlle. They fed his 
army (for he had now some thousa.nds of armed followers, perhaps, at one time, 
lletween li,OOO and 6,000) gra.ti@, and brought offerings of sweetmea.ts, fruit, &c.; and, 
from every village, numbers of recruits joined his train; while the Ka.rdars, with their 
police and soldiers, pretending to be following him, for the purpose of arresting his 
progress, encamped. quietly, witl.in a mile or two of him, on the best terms possible. 

It is not to be supposed that all this was allowed to pass without attracting my 
attention, and without inducing me ·to take Qleasures for oounteracting the schemes of, 
llhaee ldaharaj Sing and his supporters. • 
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-, ,'" I had peoplll of my own in his camp, as _had Raja TeJ Sing, who brouglit me 
jnformationd~ly of, his , proceed.ings; and those of the 'several parties' sent by the 
Durbar to arrest the rebel; but it was difficult to devise' a plan for his capture; he 
bd immediate intelligence ota move, from L~hore, ,and none )Jut Bri~sh troopS 
would attempt his arrest.' """,. i" 

- ,. : I found that it was probable that the rebel with his people would pass within 
.bout thirty ,miles of Lahore, on ,his, way across ~he Rechna 'Doah, that he 'might 
proceed, do:wn,. either the .,ight or .left bank, of -the: Chenab; by Jhung, towards 
Mooltan. ,'.. ., ' , '. ' ",,'1:'.1 

" , " Along the Jeft ba"k of the Chenah; the villages are all Mabomedan, and are .ery 
well affected to us, having had a very favorable settlement of their revenue made by 

,Mr. Cocks, for which they are,really gra~ful. ' , "',, " '- -'; . 
. , The IS:ardar of Jhung is ,Misr Sahib Dyal; this man, nisCather; and 'three 

,brothel'!!,.are by·far the best affes;ted, and the most trustworthy and faithful, <If all the 
officers of. the SiklLGovernmen t~ in fac~, they are the only well-affected parties. 
Sahib Dyal engaged, if l-Iabarsj could be driven ·through Jhung, that he; with his 
police and the zemindars, would arrest his further progress. " " " " " , , 

I deputed some Mahomedan Jagheerdars, over whom I have establishedconsi
derable influence, ,~nd who are desirous of doing some service to deserve the' favor 

, of the British Government, to go across to the left bank of the Chenab; and raise the 
Mahomedan populjl.tion,' with promises of reward, to fall upon. the Bhaee' and his 
people, if they should come that way; and,'w insure their going that way, I got all 
the boats of the Chenab to the, right bank of the river, so that he could not qross. 

, , These Khans, with a_ party of Villayuttees that I gave them, mustered about 
150 good fighting men of their own, and with these, they started on their errand. 
, As they crossed the Rechnab, they came to 'the elope neighbourhood of the Bhaee's 

< party, and sent me word that they would hang about him, and, if r would send 
. troops and guns, and disperse his force, amounting, according to their estima~ 'to 

5,000 men, they would fall upon the Bhaee hims~lf, and secure; or dispatch him. ' 
, The Bhaee's next march was to be within abQut thirty miles of Labore)" I 

determined to try and get a force upon him, before he, should be down; I, there
fore, in consultation with the General, ordered out the whole of the 7th Irregtilars, 
the mounted portion of the Guide Corps, and a squadron of. the 14th' Light 

,Dragoons, ,to cross ilhe Ravee, during the night of the 31st ultimo, make theirma.rch 
. . of thirty miles before morning, and surprise the Bhaee in his camp: ' i 

This would, as it afterwards appeared, have succeeded adniirably;;- but, 
uufortunately, a heavy storm arose, just as the troops got to -the Ravee, which had 
risen considerably, and the Irregulars were all night crossing; the Dragoons being 
still, when day broke, on this bank, having. been exposed to the storm the whole 

. night. ',' '. ;, 
. The information I reQeived, during the next day, determined me to send off the 
troops above named, .in the afternoon, with the addition of a regiment of native 
infantry, and the remaining four guns of the native troop of horse artillery, to a 
village called Jhundhalla, about thirty miles from the Ghat of the Ravee, near which 
the Bhaee was encamped, in great force. ., . 

As I feared, intelligence of the move on the previous night, frustrated by the 
storm, was brought to Bhaee Maharaj; about twelve o'clock of the day on which the 
troops left Lahore, and he made an immediate march about twenty miles further on; 
so that, on the arrival of the troops at Jhuudhalla, after a forced march of thirty-five 
miles from their cantonment, the rebel force was twenty miles from them, and ready 
to make a further march, which they, accordingly, did forthwith, having learned that 
the troops were actually after them: . . 

The move, however, d!d great good. The people were much surprised to find 
a large British force of cavalry, infantry, and artillery, lit a distance of thirty-five 
miles from their cantonment, almost before they knew of their march .. The infantry 
- the. 73rd Native Infantry-deserve' great credit; they started from their canton
ment about 3 i P.M., crossed the Ravee, and accomplished a march of thirty-five miles, 
by noon the next day; the cavalry and artillery having reached the ground by 7 A.M. 

, A large part of the Bhaee's force immediately left him, and, as the rest went off 
in great disorder, our Mahomedan auxiliaries were able to attack their rear, plunder 
their baggage, and make many prisoners. They took fifty-six, during the first 
day's run. " " . 

'rhe Bllaee's party, believing the British troops to be bebmd them, a belief which 
the Khans and their people diligently fostered, made a most precipitate retreat, 



JIong the line of country desired, towards JhUlig. The Khans stuck close to them, 
,constantly alarming them with the report that the dragoons were upon them •. They 
ran, almost night and. day, to Jhung, which they reached,''onthe evening ot" the 
thirQ day. . . . '. ., . .......' " • 

. Misr' Sahih Dyal was as good as' his *ord, and he and· his peopM kept their 
,promise faithfully., . . . . " 
J., .• , .On.arriving at Jhung, ihe Bh,aee's force had diminished to about 1,000 or 1,200 
men: the Misr's party immediately attacked ,them; and, though' really' inferior in 
numbers, they were fresh, while their opponents were hungry, and tired by a long, 
and harassing, retreat., " . .' , . ' ' . 
'. . A great many of the. rebels were killed in the encounter, and three'or four of 
the Misr's men, and ten or twelve' wounded. The whole rebel force was driven into 

,thl! Che.nab, a difficult river to cross at all tImes, and now formidable, from being 
much swollen by the rains and the melted snow. ' It 'is calculated that from 500 to 

,600 horse and foot perished in the river-among the rebels, Bhaee Mabaraj. . Some 
• fifty or sixty, got across, and a great part of these werecapt1ired, by a party ready 
for them on the other side. .' , " , 

Three hundred of the rebll;ls got on to· an island' in the river, and' were ·kept 
,there, by the Misr's (orce and the Mahomedans, for tbree days and nights, exposed to 
the climate, without, shelter or food. at the close of the third day, they piled 'their 

,arms and clothes together, and surrendered unconditionally;' when, they were taken 
off by the Misr's soldiers in boats, and put intO" confinement in Jhung. 

, The Bhaee's four officers, Sikhs of some note, were among the prisoners on . the 
T island; and are npw on their way into Lahore, in irons: ' " , 
! .• " ,Dewan Moolraj was looking with anxious expectiation' for the :arrival of this 

.,party. He has, for the last three weeks, had a' force' about twenty-five miles from 
1 Jhung, on the other side the Chenah, with three' guns, waiting for Bhaee Mabaraj, 
,through whose influence he hoped to win over the Khalsa troops, and all the Sikhs 

of the .Manjha. The eyes of the army were also fixed, with the utmost interest 
I on Bhaee Maharaj's proceedings; . . , '.. . 
. ,'," , I have heard of a party of twenty-five men arriving at Mooltan; ~ith tidings of 
.:,·the Bhaee and his host having perished in the Chenab; 'and I' fancy this party con
l stitutes 'llearly the whole of the survivors of those who accompanied him to Jhung, 
J .with the excep£ion of the prisoners in oqr hands. ' , . ..'.; 

I will, in my next, report the measures I have taken; and 11m taking, for punish
.l ,jug those who were the abettors of Bhaee Mabaraj Sing, in his rebellion against his 
Lspverelgn, and,the Bri~hGovemment. '0. 'I 

'''"f, .. 

_"",p:S.-Iwas,forsome days, sceptical as to the death of Bhaee Maharaj Sing. I 
thought he had been hidden somewhere, perhaps, by his followers; for the respeCt and 

, ,veneration with which he was regarded is most extraordinary; but there seems no 
reason to doubt that he is drowned. Two of the prisoners, taken on the other side 

, of the river, say that they saw him nearly half across the Chenab, swimming with 
" hold of his, celebrated black mare's 'tail; that they saw him lose his hold,' and 

disappear; after which, they saw him no more; The mare got'safe to land, a.\one; on 
,! the, other side. ' , ' , 
'. ' 

" 

Inclosure 19 in No. 29. 

TAe Re.rident at LaliOrB to Lieutenant Edwardes. 

Laliore, JUM 13, 1848. 
RAJA 'SHERE SING'S force is nOW'at CheechawultUll, and ready to. move 

. ,forward; but, though it is composed of all the Sirdars in the Punjab almost, the 
J agheerdar horse, Shere Sillg'S own artillery, and the two regiments ,supposed to be 
the best affected, and most subordinate, I dare not advance them to a point where there 
is probability of collision with Moolraj's troops, till Babawul Khan, or yourself, have 
gained some further advantage over the Dewan; and it becomes evident to all that 
the game is up with him. , 

, The whole Sikh army is faithless to the Maharajah; II strong desire to aid • 
Moolraj pervades all the soldiers, but they are not heroeS enough to join a falling 
standard: II few more reverses to Moolraj; and the fidelity of the troops is secure. 
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'Sheikh Imamoodeen is, stiiI, at some distance, adV8.llcing by Pank PuttOD. There 
was delay in his raising his 2,000 new 'troops., He and they may, 1 think., .be 
depended on. He has two field guns. 

All that has been done for the preservation of the Reasut, has (with the excep
tion of the family of the· Misrs) been done by the Mussulmans. 

The destruction of Bhaee Maharaj and his host in the Chenab, has heen 8. sad 
blow to the troops of the Khalsa, and will prove very disheartening to Moolraj. 

Inclosure 20 in No. 29. 

Lieutenant Edwa'l'des to tke Resident at Lako'I'e. 

• Camp, Seyrak Dewan WollalL, June 13, 1848. 
THE event anticipated by Captain James. Abb.ott, and latterly. apprehended 

by my'self. bas unhappily occurred. Letters from Slrdar Jhunda Sing and Dewan 
Jowahlr' Mull Dntt, dated the 8th of June, comm\lnicate the intelligence that the 
Churnnjeet regiment 'of Sikh regular cavalry has deserted, bodily, to Dewall 
Moolraj, with the exception of the officers and a few orderlies. While I wa.S actually 
engaged in the perusal of this news, the guns 'Of Mooltan were faintly, .yet dis
tinctly, heard firing a salute; and I conclude " is, either in honor of the arrival 
of the Chlll'lllljeet regiment, or of Bhaee Maharaj Sing, at the head-quarters of 
rebellion. . . . 

• This event is most unfortunate, and ,commences a new crisis altogether. It 
tears the veil from the whole Sikh army, 8.nd leaves them aJl to view as traitors, 
waiting only for the opportumty which the ChuT1lJIjeet regiment has fO\lDd. It 
is painful to think what the consequences may be ,to Lieutenant Taylor in 
Bunnoll, Major Lawrence and Lieutenant Nicholson jn Peshawur, and .Captaiil 
Abbott in Hazara. You are, of course. the best judge 'Of the propriety of keep
ing those officers any longer at their posts, but, in the t.erritoo-y of which I have 
charge, I conceive it to.be my immediate duty to extricate my juwor and 
Assistant Lieutenant Taylor from the mesh!l'.l of the army in Bunnoo. The 
absence of General Cortlandt from the Trans-Indus gives me the'opportunity of 
doing this, without any exhibition of distrust, and I shall write a !Vernacular 
proceeding to Lieutenant 'Taylor (in order that its eontents may be made known). 
informing him of General Cortlandt's unavoidable absence, and requesting him, if 
Bunnoo is qwet, and the fort completed, to remove his court to Dera Ismael 
Khan, which is a more central position, and take up all the judicial and revenue 
superintendence as far as Girang, until such time as General Oortlandt maT 
re~urn, or express his ability to resume charge. 

In the place of Lieutenant Taylor, I propose to depute Mullick Futteh 
Khan Towannab, with charge of Bunnoo, Murwut, Esakhail, and probably Chuchee, 
as far as Khooshab and the boundary of the old Mooltsn Elaqua. His name 
alone 'Will he a sufficient guarantee fo~ the peace 'Of those districts, and he has, 
more particularly, great inHuence with that independent and impracticable tribe, 
the Wuzeerees. The arrangement is not a.,oreeable ~o the Mullick, who had 
made up his mind to show his gratitude for release, by exertion.in the Mooltan 
affair; but the fact is, that he will do more harm, than good, by introducing dis-
8ension into my united force. Most of the Puthan and Mooltanee officers along. 
with me are his bitter enemies, and some have blood feuds to settle with him. . 
In one day that he has been with me, I see the impossibility of my keeping 
both. 

I shall feel quite at rest about Bunnoo, when the energetic Mullick reachea 
it; and the fact of' Lieutenant Taylor being stationed at Dera Ismael Khan, 
will not only stop the tongues of the Sikh soware there, and break the chain of 
communication between Mooltan and Bunnoo, but it will throw an additional 
difficulty in the way of desertion from the latter place. 

The Sikh troops in Bonnoo happen to be particularly dangerous. The 
Kbas and Miha Sing's infantry regiments are of the old Boorcha mutineer breed. 
Bishun Sing's Mussulman regiment has betrayed perfect sympathy with the Khalsa 
cause. The cavalry regiment was disaffected, eren when it came first from Peshawur 
with Lieutenant Taylor. The Dogra regiment is angry at not ~tting leave for 
two years; and the Irregular Cavalry, under Sirdar Ram Sing ChapalJ, are mostly 
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greybeard Goorchll!Tahs fro~ the Manjha, and showild their teeth" goed deal, when 
• their numbers were reduced in February by invaliding and discharge. . . 

A cossid of mine who wu.s seized by the enemy in the Koreyshee camp, some 
da.ys ago, and whose beard they have shaved oft' u.s a. punishment, escaped yesterdaJ" 
from their hands, and, came back this morning: Hi! relates that Soonjassee Fakeer, 
in his presence, related to the soldiers in Hur Bugwan's camp how he had taken 
the documen~ to Bunnoo, and bow the Sikhs. there had regretted that Edwardes 
Sahib had sent them, back to Bounoo, when they were. on their way to reinforce 
him; thus depriving them of the opportunity of joining Moolraj. 

Peer Ibrabeem Khan writes, that the force under Futteh Mahomed Khan Ghoree 
has, at last, marched three coss towards Mooltan . 

. Hur Bugwan Doss's army crossed the Chenab yesterday; and, this morning, 
part of it, under Hur Bugwan and J owallir Mul~ re-crossed to the right bank, and 
again took possession of Khangur, with what object is no~ yet apparent; but the 
move is so bold, and apparently desperate, that I am almost afraid it has been made 
in the expectation of the rest of the force with Jowallir Mull Dutt, and Sirdal' 
Jhunda Sing, including the artillery, joiping the rebels at Khangur. The sooner I 
can strike a blow at them, therefote, the better; and as General Cortlandt has now 
joined me. and reports that all the force will be over to"morrow, I intend to advance 
the day after on Khangur, halt within a coss or so of it, and engage the rebels the 
next morning. 

P.S.-Noon, June 14.-1 have detained the dak. in hopes of being able to give 
you more certain information of the enemy's intentions at Khangur. The cbief 
Zemindar of that place has just come in, with the news that another change of plans 
took place yesterday at noon. Hur Bugwan Doss and his army a.Pandoned Khan" 
gur, as hastily as they had returned, and crossed the Chenab to Shoojabad; in the 
comprehensive language of the Mullick, "not leaving a dog bebind .... 

The .reason of their return at all to Khangur is described' to have been of the' 
kind' anticipated in this letter, "the Dewan having written to say that he expected 
an important reinforcement, through the means of some Gooroo wlio had j()in~d 
him," but a subsequent express from Mooltan\ informed' Eugwan D.oss that 
Bahawul Khan's force at Julalpore had been also reinforced to so great an extent as 
to render it necessary for Moolraj to muster aliliis strength to oppose him. This is 
as it should be. The combination is now working, and, let the Dewan do what he 
likea, I trust firmly that he has. not many more days to keep the field. ' 

Inclosure 21 in ~ o. 29, 

Liqutenant Edwardes to tfle Resident at Lalwre. 

Camp, Kliangur. on the ri.9ltt !Janlc of tke Chena!J, 
June 15, 1848. 

THE whole of our troops having completed the passage of the Indus yestetday 
afternoon, I marched, with 3,000 Puthan Irregulars, horse and foot, and 20 zum. 
boorahs, from that river to this, this morning. 'rhe distance across the Doah here. is 
not mol'll than twenty miles, but, there being a good deal. of sand in the middle of it, 
the regular. troops, guns, ammunition, carts,. &c.; were, unable ~o. make so long a 
marcil, and will not be up till to"morrow. 

. Khangur has an extensive fort, but the enemy had abandoned it entirely, as I 
~elieve they have also the two smaller forts of Mozuffurnuggur and GhuZDrpoor Gurh, 
~ the neighbourhood. The only soldief!! of Dewan Maolrsj that I am aware of, on this 
SIde of the Chenab, are a party under Sadik Mahomed Khan at Maharajghur, in 
the Jhung. direction, and that officer is about to desert to Wl. 

This evening, my cossid returned from taking a message to Mustapha Khan in 
Mooltan, and brought. the important news, that Dewan Moolraj had sent the whole 
of his disposable force of men and guns, a"aainst Futteh Mahomed Khan Ghoree's 
division, which is moving on Shoojabad. The force is put under the command of 
Rung Rain, the man who was wounded by a soldier on the outbreak of the rebellion, 
fol'" advising Moolraj to fly to the, Sahib log. .Moolrsj's orders are positive to- fight 
Bahawul· Khan's army befol'll I come up, and the day fixed for the battle is the day 
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after to-morrow .• Rung Ram has not yet recovered from his wounds, but Moolraj 
forced the command upon him, with an elephant and handsome khillut. • 

No sooner did I hear this than I wrote off to Moozooddeen Khan to cross the 
Chenab instantly, and join Fntteh Mahomed Khan Ghoree; and to the latter I sent. 
word, through Peer Ibraheem Khan, on no account to seek a fight till I came up, but 
throw up entrenchments, wherever he may be, and defend himself merely, till I can 
come to his assistance. ·If he does this, all will be well; for, to-morrow, bridges will 
be completed over the canals between me and the ferry of Bindwallah, opposite 
Flltteh Mahomed Khan's ,camp; and, to-morrow night, I shall march down to that 
ferry, and commence the passage, at once, in the boa.ts collected by Moozoodden Khan; 
80 that, let the enemy be as punctual to their time as they like, I hope to be able to 
throw ten gllns into Flltteh Mabomed Khan's camp, even if the cavalry and infantry 
a.re unable to cross in time. ,But I much doubt the enemy having courage enough 
to advance so promptly on a tolerably equal foe, and it is probable we shall be in 
plenty of time to see the whole affair. Nothing could be more desirable than 
catching the whole of Moolraj's army thus in the open plain, for it may enable us to 
finish the rebellion, at one blow. • 

I have written to Mustapha Khan, in Mooltan, that now is the time for him and 
his Puthan friends to desert Moolraj, and go over to Peer lbraheem Khan, 01' to 
Kummun Kote; previous to the fight. 

'1'0 Rung Ram also, the commander of the rebel force, I have written to say 
that I presume he accepted the command to give hi m an opportunity 6f coming over 
to us witb his nephew, Hur Bugwan Doss, as it is no secret that his loyalty got him 
the wounds from which he is still suffering. Should he come over, I have assured 
him of every kindness. Either one, or the other, of these desertions would damp the 
ardor of the rebel!! considerably. 

Jowahir Mull Dutt informs me, that the Churunjeet regiment of cavalry only 
got as ~al' as Leia, on its way to Mooltan, when it halted; probably hearing of the 
retreat of the Koreyshee force, and our crossing in pursuit. Were there nothing 
more important to do at this moment, it would be a good thing to go and annihilate 
this corps at once, as an example to the whole Sikh army; but the situation of 
Futteh Mahomed Khan Ghoree is critical; and on him depends my own success. It 
was very unwise of Bahawul Khan to scatter his troops in the way hI' did, but I hope 
we shall get over the blunder safely. " 

Morning, 16ta of JU'M, 1848. I wrote the above last night, and kept it open, to 
give you the latest news this morning. At day-light this morning, guns were heard 
in fuJI play, in the direction of the enemy and Bahawul Khan's troops, and the firing 
lasted for an hour or two. A collision has, evidently, taken place, a day sooner than 
was expected; and it is most unfortunate that we could not have got up sooner, but 
we have nothing to reproach ouselves" with, in this respect. The very day the enemy 
left Koreyshee, I crossed' the Indus; and a favorable south wind enabled us to 
complete, in four days, a passage that would have taken ten had the wind lulled. 
As soon as my troops were all over, I marcl1ed, without a day's delay, hither; and my 
men are now making the bridges, for our advance this evening, to the ferry opposite 
Bahawul Khan's foree. A cossid from Peer lbraheem Khan tells me that Futteh 
"Mahomed Khan Ghoree began en~renching the day before yesterday, in which case 
-there is nothing to fear. His force was 6,000 strong and 9 guns, and was joined, before 
.the fight, by Moozooddeen Khan, with 2,000 men and ~ guns, and Khoda Buksh, from 
Mulsee, with near 1000 men, so that Futteh Mahomed will have had 9,000 men and 
11 glIns, wherewith to meet the enemy, this morning. MooIraj can scarcely have 
brought up more men, though a few more guns he, probably, has. '. .. 

Inclosure 22 in No. 29. 

T1i8 Resident at LaAorB to e1i8 Secretary ~o tliB Got1ernment qf India. 

Laliore, Juns 17, 1848. 
I HAVE now great hope' that. the Mahomedan influence and combination I have 

succeeded in bringing to bear upon Mooltan, and in enlisting in our favor in other 
parts, will prevent a general Sikh gathering on th\l side of MooIraj, and the spread 
of the rebellion through the Punjab provinces, and the Mahomedan frontier. . 
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The Sikh troops are far 'Worse than useless; even in this rebellion a.,aawt their 
own Government, they are not only not to be depended on, hut; they are eertaiil, in 
the event of an opportuuity for successful collision, to take pan with the rehel interest. 
, This is felt, and acknowledged, by every Sirdar in the country. 
. At the same -time, they form the disciplined army of the CO'IUltry, and have in 
their hauds all the artillery and munitions of war. , 

I am obliged, therefore, in appearance, to make use of their agency, while,: in 
'reality, my chief concern is to keep them from action, at any ;rate, till the success of 
the rebellion is altogether hopeless: 
. The force marching down the Sind Sagur Doah, under Sirdar Jhunda Sing; ill 
composed of Sikh regulars and Mahomedan levies, in about equal proportions. I 
intended that the latter should predominate; but ,the whole complement which I 
ordered, has not been raised. ~ , 

The Sikhs were, as nearly as possible, going olf, bodily, a few days ago, to Mooltan, 
from which they are still distant about 100 miles. ' 

On entering the Mooltan districts, a few desertions took plaoe, which aIa.rmed 
, Sirda;r Jhunda Sing and the other officers much. They soon found proof of what I 

had all along more than suspected, that the whole of the Sikh portion was disaffected, 
and only awaited an opportunity to desert to Mooltan. . 
, On the night of the 8th instant, the ChuTUnjeet regimeutof cavalry broke into 

open mutiny; the Sirdars succeeded, with some difficulty, in preventing the artillery, 
and the infantry regiment, from joining them. Two hundred and fifty-three of the 
cavalry, with their troop officers, left the main body, and started olf, with expressions 
of defiance, to Leis, on their way to Mooltan. " 

On the arrival of the deserters a.t Leia,thej heard, as I conclude, of the destruc
tion of Bhaee Maharaj Sing and his followers, the capture of his adherent., and the 
puuishment of ,~is abettors; also, of the retreat of Moolraj'~ troops from Koreyshee, 
and of the crossing into the Sind Sagur Doab, between themselves and Moohan, of 
Lieutenant Edw/!I'des', now formidable, force. They discovered, I fancy, that the 
accounts they had heard of Moolraj's position in Mooltan were not quite correct, and 
that, in deserting to join him, they had committed somewhat of a mistake. 

They refused, therefore, the zeafuh of '700 rupees, which was offered them by 
t~e Kardar of Leia, and sent emissaries to Sirdar Jhunda Sing, begging to be allowed 

, to return to their duty; and that he would intercede for them, with me to obtain 
their pardon. ' 

This has just been reported to me. I shall direct Jhunda Sing to ~ell them' 
"that thc.y are perfectly at liberty to take their own course; if they return, at once, to 
~ him, they will be treated as deserters, and dealt with accordingly; if tbey proceed to 

join Moolraj, or any of his detachments, they will be treated as traitors to their 
. Sovereign. 

Inclosure 23 in N G. 29. 

The Resident at Lahare to the Secretary to the GlJ!Iernment of India. 

Lahore, June 20, 1848. 
THE extent of the desertion of the ChUrunjeet regiment, mentioned by Lieutenant 

Edwardes, is not so great, hitherto, as Lieutenant Edwardes thought. 
Two hundred and, fifty-three sowars, with their troop officers, went olf, 

and used their best endeavours to induce the infantry and millery to go off' with 
. them. They have, as yet, gone no further than Leia, where they have gained 8. 

Kardar of Dewan Moolraj's, who was about to run off to Mooltan, when they arrived, 
and pel'!l\laded him to remain, stating that the rest of the Churnnjeet regiment, with 
the infantry and cavalry; would join them, on the arrival of the force at Leia. 

What Lieutenant Edwardes says of the whole Sikh army is true, I believe; they 
are a.I1 of them traitors in heart and purpose, and want only a favorable and safe 
opportunity to rise against the Government. 

The Churunjeet regiment thought they had round this opportunity; they believed 
that Bhaee Maharaj Sing was marching in triumph to Mooltan, and they credited 
the reports, industriously spread by MooIraj'8 adherents, of his extensive and increas-
iDg in,Ouenoe and pGwer. " • 
" On arriving at Lei&, they diSC9vered that Bhaee Maharaj Sing and his numerous 

, host were destro.yed; and they heard that, if they proceeded to Mooltan, instead of 
finding Dewan' Moolraj ia the plenitude or power th. they.expected, they.ould 

2 F . 
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find bim deserted by a great part. oC bis Collowers, and hemmed in by nearly 20,000 
Mahomedan troops. 

Sirdar Jhunda Sing and Jowahir Mull Dutt have halted for the present; they 
are afraid to advance to Leia, lest the infantry and ,cavalry should join the rebel 
Kardar, as the Churunjeet sowars have done, and yet, Jowahir Mull has, by i),is last 
report, 1,400 Mahomedan troops. . . . 

If we meet with no serious reverse at this juncture, I do not expect that. the 
example of the Churunjeet regiment will be generally followed; there may be 
more desertions from Sirdar Jhunda Sing's force, but, I hope to prevent them. And 
as the Peshawur, Hazara, and Bunnoo forces have not risen hitherto, when the field 
was so much more open to them, and the success of the Dewan's rebellion so muen 
more likely, I do not expect that they will do so now. . 

Lieutenant Edwardes is, perhaps, right in the arrangements he has made, under 
the circumstances, of bringing Lieutenant Taylor to Dera Ismael Khan; and Futten 
]{han Towanah will keep the peace in Bunnoo, if it is to be kept. 

But I could not attempt to withdraw the British officers from Peshawur and 
Hazara, without, at once, causing the revolt, which we so earnestly desire to prevent; 
nor would there be, in that case, much probability of their reaghing Lahore in safety. 
They are safer where they are, in the midst of a Mahomedan population, than they 
could be any where else, except in a British cantonment. 

The answer reported to Lieutenant Edwardes, as having been made, by the 
Bunnoo force to the Faqueer sent by Dewan Mooiraj, rather imports, 1;. think, that 
they consider the time for joining Mooiraj as past. 

There is every probability that Lieutenant Edwardes' force joined the Bahawul
pore'army, on the 16th or 17th; if it did so, I think Moolraj's troops would refuse an 
action, and would run to the fort, where they will be shut up for the rest of the 
season, if they do not murder Moolraj, and abandon the place. • 

Inclosure 24 in No. 29. 

Lieutenant Edwardes to the Resident at Lalwre. 

On the field of battle, nea~' tl/.e village of Noorar, 4 cos., fram the River ChetUllJ, 
5 o'clock, P.M., June 18, 1848. . 

I HAVE the honor and satisfaction to report to you the complete defeat of the 
whole united army of Dewan Mooiraj, this day, by the troops of the Nawab of 
Bhawaulpore, strengthened by about 5,000 of my men, 10 of our guns, and 25 zum
boorahs, after a pitched battle, which lasted for nine hours, commencing a little after 
7 o'clock, and not being decided till half-past 4, P.M. 

Yesterday eveniRg, Peer Ibraheem Khan wrote to inform me that the enemy 
had certainly advanced from Shoojabad, and it was not known where they had 
encamped, but it was his opinion that they were making for a village named Bukree, 
only four COBS from the ferry of Kineyree, at which I intended to cross the Chenab ; 
and he requested to know if I wished the troops of the Nawab to move down, and 
cover our disembarkation. It was evidently necessary, and I ordered the Daood
potras to march in the middle of the nigh t, and come down to Kineyree, where I 
would endeavour to have 3,000 men and 10 guns, to meet and reinforce them. 

They obeyed my instructions to the letter, mal'ched to Kineyree, and were 
joined there by 3,000 of my Puthan levies, all on foot, even the cavalry being obliged 
to leave their horses behind, fol' want of boats. The guns could not be crossed, during 
the night, at all. 

I slept on the right bank, intending to cross, when the fleet that took over the. 
first, 3,000 men, should come back for another detachment; but, at 6 o'clock, the 
boats had not returned, and, getting anxious, I crossed my own tent and guard in 
two small boats that had come up from the south, in the interim, at about 7 A..lIl. this 
morning. I had not reached the left bank ere I heard heavy firing commenced on 
the north-east of Kineyree, and when we landed, not a soldier was to be seen; the 
whole of my own 3,000 men having joined the tl'Oops of Bahawul Khan, two coss 
from the river. Accompanied by three or four horsemen, and half a dozen guides of 
Lieutenant Lumsden's corps, I set out for the scene of action, and, guided by the 
smoke and roar of the guns, soon joined our friends; not, however, without some 
npprchension of getting into the lines of the enemy: . 

'fhe Daoodpotras were drawn up in a line, in a jungly plain, with my Puthans 
on tho left, aud I rede down the whole line, spoke a few words to the N awab's 
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officers, ~unselled patience, and begged them not to make a: rash attack,. until the 
evening, when more men and guns would come across, from General Cortlandt's camp, 
on the right bank. They promised not to advance,· till I gave the word, and I 
proceeded to my own division, on the left. 

. From this time till 3 o'clock, P.IIl., the firing, on both sides, scarcely slackened, 
and as the guns were all on the right, with the Daoodpotras, the Nawab's troops had 
to bear the chief brunt o[ the long howls throughout the day. However, we got our 
turn.' By 3 o'clock, the enemy had approached so close as to be able to reconnoitre 
our position, and, having little or no cavalry, we could not drive back their numerous 
parties of horse, dispatched to discover our weak point. This they effectually did; 
and at 3, P.M., left the Daoodpotras alone, and turned their whole fire on the left. 
The galling volleys poured into the new levies, at this time, were enough to shake 
older troops; and their impatience to be led on to strike a blow, in their own defence, 
was most difficult to restrain. It was, indeed, an anxious moment, for I had not a 
gun to return a shot, and I felt certain that General Cortlandt would not fail me, but 
send the guns for which I had written, by 3 o'clock. 

At half-past 3, the enemy, despising our zumboorabs, had pushed up to within a 
few hundred yards o( US; and I was just contemplating the sad necessity of making 
an unsupported charge, when. in the very nick of time, the guns came up, and, with 
them, the two regular regiments,-one, General Cortlandt's well-disciplined Sooruj 
Mookhee, and the other, Sobhan Khan's regiment of Mussulmans. Calling them to 
the front, and taking command of them myself, in the absence of General Cortlandt, 
(who had remained on the right bank, by my orders, to cross the force), I gave the 
long-wished-for word, to emerge from the jungle, and fall upon the rebels. 

I feel unable to do justice to the gallantry with which this order was 05eyed. 
Men, whom I had only enlisted a month ago, shook their swords with a will, and 
rushed upon the rebel cavalry with the most desperate and irresistible valour. The 
fight was hand-to-hand in five minutes, and the opposing guns were pouring grape 
into each other, almost. within speaking distance. For half an hour, fighting could 
not have been harder, and we were left entirely to ourselves, the Daoodpotras being 
either engaged on their own accouut, or thinking they had done enough. 

At a little before four, Commandant Sobharr Khan, at the head of his Mussu1-
man regiment, made the bravest sally I ever saw, upon a single gun of the enemy, 
and carried it at the point of the bayonet. Confusion feU among their artillery; our's 
advanced, and cruelly harassed them with grape; the infantry followed up; II 
momentary struggle ensued for the mastery, and. the next minnte, the rebels were in 
full flight. Bravely, I must allow, did they labor to can'y off their guns; but, one 
by one, they all fell to either the sword, or the bayonet. In the morning, they com
menced the action with ten guns, and, in the afternoon, advanced with six, across a 
nuUah which was between them and us; leaving four guns behind. AU six are now 
in our possession; but they managed to carry off the more distant four, though we 
followed them up for two coss after they broke. 

God be· praised for a most signal victory, gained under the most discouraging 
circumstances; but to be followed, I hope, by most encouraging results. All have 
behaved well, many nobly. Our loss is !lot yet known, nor that of the enemy. 
=Scouts are, already, after the latter, and I will let you know to-morrow where 
they halt; but, most probably, it will not be before they reach Mooltan, after the 
defeat they have got to-day at Kineyree. ' 

Inclosure 25 in No. 29. 

TAB Resident at Lahore to tllB Secreta,/,!} to tke Government oj India. 

Laliore, June 22, 1848. 
THE Governor-General in Council will, I am sure, consider the zealous and 

judicious arrangements of Lieutenant Edwardes, for forming the desired junction 
with Nawab Bahawul Khau's army, as deserving his Lordship's entire approbation, 
andlthe energy, skill, and courage displayed by him, in the operations of the 18th of 
June, as entitling him to the highest praise of the Government of India. 

The native agent, Peer Ibraheem Khan, writing from another part of the field, by 
the same messenger that brought Lientenant Edwa~es' letter, corrfirms his statement 
in every particular. and dwells much on t~c intrepidity and judgment evinced by that 
omcer. . 

2F2 
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The troops of Bahawul Khan have, also, done excellent service, and! shall not 
fail at a fitting time, to claim, for the Nawab and his army, the favorable considera
tion of the Governor-General in Council. 

The defeat of the enemy seems to have been complete; he showed more enter
prise tban I gave him credit for, in marching from bis position to prevent the 
junction of Li~utenan~ Edwardes's force with that of B~hawul Khan, and in attacking 
tbe latter, while movmg to cover the passage of LIeutenant Edwardes over the 
Chenab. The best disciplined native army is never attacked to so great advanta17e 
as when on the line of marcb. " . 

The attack seems to have been well designed, and well executed. The mode ill 
which it was received, tbe long period for which it was sustained, till reinforcements 
arrived late in the day, and tbe subsequent advauce, with its results, are not unworthy 
of the glorious anniversary on which the fight took place, and the victory was won. 

The neck of the Mooltan rebellion may be considered, now, broken, and having 
tried tbe result of an action on the plain, aud been signally beaten, the Dewan 
Moolraj will not, I think, be able to hold his fort, for any length of time, with his 
nnd,isciplined and mutinous troops. If he is' able to keep the garrison faithful to him 
till October, so milch the better. 

In the meantime, the Fort of Mooltan is all that remains to the Dewan: 
the whole of the territories are in our occupation, or tbat of our ally, Babawul Khan. 

My combinations have been everywhere successful. Sheik Emamoodeen, with 
his Mahomedan levies and two guns, is at Mulsee, about thirty miles south-east from 
Mooltan, having made arrangements for the administration of the districts between 
Pank Puttun and that place. 
. Tbe rest of that Doab, to the south and south-west, has been taken charge of. 
by the officers of Bahawul Khan. . . 

The ticklish force of Raja Shere Sing and his Sirdars is now at Toolomba; its 
fidelity may now be depended on, and it will be advauced to Sirdarpore, about 
twenty miles from Mooltan. 

'rb~B force has been a cause of much anxiety to me; it has required constant 
judicious handling. Tbe Sirdars are true, I believe: the soldiers are all false, I 
know. The Sikh army in Pesha:wur, Bunnoo, and Hazara were watching this force, to 
take their cue from its conduct. Moolraj was anxious (or its approach to Mooltan. 
My plan was, to keep tbe attention of the Sikh army fixed on it, and to keep it 
from any position in which its mettle or material could be tried, or in which Moolraj's 
influence on it could be brought into action, till the rebels' game was lost. 

In the Sind Sagur Doab, between tbe Chenah and the Indus. the force under 
Sirdar Jhunda Sing, purged of the Churunjeet traitors, .and no longer doubtful; as 
Jowahir Mull Dutt bas with him 1,500 Mussulmans, is at Leia: the whole of the 
soutb of that Doab has been occupied by Bahawul Kban's officials. 

The Trans-Indus pro,inces were all taken possession of, by Lieutenant Edwardes 
and General Cortlandt, before those officers crossed tbat river; and arrangements for 
their administration made. 

If, tberefore, Moolraj continues to hold out, he must remain confined to his fort, 
till the British army with a siege.train can be sent to reduce it. 

My expectatiou is, that the rebel will either destroy himself, or be destroyed by 
his troops, before the next mail goes out. 

The Governor- General will not fail to observe that, in the operations which 
have been undertaken for the suppression of this rebellion, the Durbar bas taken no 
part, and that neitber the Sirdars, tbe Durbar officials, nor the army-with tbe 
exception of General Cortlandt and his own battalions- bave given any aid. Wbat 
has been done, has been effected by newly raised Mabomedan levies, und~ Lieute
nant Edwardes, or, in other parts of the country, by parties acting under my imme
diate orders, and hy our ally, Bahawul Khan, not only witbout the assistance of, but in 
spite of the machinations of, Durbar officials, the Sikh army, and the Sikb population, 
al! of whom were from the first, and have continued to tbe last, thorougbly disaffected. 

This will be more apparent to the Governor-General in Council, when I 
send up my final report about the abettors of the late rebel, Bhaee Mabaraj Sing. 

If, therefore, this rebellion is brought to a elose, now or hereafter, and the delin
quents to punishment, and the fort of Mooltan is got into our possession, the British 
Gorernment will still have to call the Sikb Government to account, for the murder of 
i~ officers, under circumstances of unparalleled treachery. aud atrocity, for which _,no 
redress has been made by them, or even, it may be said, attempted. 
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No. 30. 

The Governor-General i" Council to the Secret Committee. 

" July 10, 1848. (No. 59.) 
WE forward a letter from the Resident at Lahore, dated the 27th ultimo, 

with its inclosures, being letters from Lieutenant Edwa.rdes dated the 17th and • 
22nd ultimo, and from the Resident to Lieutenant Edwardes dated" the 27th 
ultimo. 

Lieutenant Edwardes' letter of the 22nd ultimo describes his movements 
after the successful a.ction, reported in the postscript of our last dispatch. His 
force, combined with that of the Nawab Ba.hawul Khan. amounts, it appea.rs, 
to 18,000 men, with 30 guns. but the guns are none of them such as would make 
any impression on fortifications. 

P.S.-We have just received a further important dispateh from Sil" F. 
Currie"'. The Resident, upon receiving Lieutenant Edwardes' letter of the 
22nd ultimo, consulted Major Napier, of the Engineers, upon the feasibility of 
operations against Mooltan, under the present altered position of affairs there. 
Major Napier has given his opinion that" operations are perfectly practicable, and 
may be undertaken with every prospect of success." A single brigade. with 10 
guns and 20 mortars and howitzers, is now considered sufficient. The Resident 
has, accordingly, directed that this force be held in readiness, and it will proceed to 
Mooltan, immediately the Commander-in-Chief's acquiescence is communicated. 

Inclosure I in No. 30. 

Lieutenant Ec1wardes to the Reside1lt. 

Camp, Gaggianwallah Ferry, 1171 the right bank of the 
Chenab, 9 COBS 801.1th of KhaRgur ood Shoojabad. 

June 17, 1848. 
I HAVE to thank you for the confidence you repose in me, in leaving me 

"unfettered, to act according as circumstances render it most expedient that I 
should, for the purpose of ,obtaining the great object in view;" without this, 
indeed, my position would be still more difficult than it is; and the army I have 
enlisted, be reduced to inutility. The operation now going on is a good illustra· 
tion-Dewan Moolraj has concentrated his whole force, for one decisive effort 
a"ouinst the Daoodpotra army, east of the Chenab, with the avowed intention of 
destroying that army and mine, successively and sepa.rately, and so ridding 
himself of the only enemies he sees in the field. It is quite possible that the 
Daoodpotra army (which, by my advice, has, in the course of the last two days, 
strengthened itself, by calling in its detachments west of the Chenab and south. 
east of Mooltan) would be equal to encountering the Moolraj troops, hut they, 
evidently, were not of that opinion themselves, and, repeatedly, called on me to 
come to their assistance. The impolicy, also, of leaving them to run the risk was 
sufficiently obvious, when the event could be made certain by junction, yet I had 
no authority from you to cross the Chenab. and only a reluctant permission w 
cross the Indus, under pressing emergency. 

In resolving to follow the Koreyshee army across the Chenab, and unite 
with Bahawul Khan's troops, I have been obliged to incur the, at all times. dan
gerous responsibility to a political officer, of acting contrary to orders, and it is 
a relief to me, on the very bank of the forbidden river, to r.lCeive your kind and 
considerate ca.rte blanche. 

I am happy to inform you that the heavy firing heard by us at Khangur, 
yesterday morning, in the direction of the Daoodpotra camp, turned out, not to 
be an en~aement with the enemy, but a prolonged feu.de-joie of artillery, on 
hearing of our rapid approach to their assistance. ' 

In.:OJure 5 in No. aOo 
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Dewlln Moolraj's force, under Lalla Rung Ram, is still encamped within 
two coss to the south of Shoojabad, taking up a strong position, it is supposed 
to await our united arrival, instead of hurrying on a collision this morning, as 
positively ordered, with. the Daoodpotras before I could come up. This is a 
fatal errOl', as, please God, they will find. The rebel movements show occasional 
llashe~ of Mely skill and. enterprise. in. their design, but they invariably fade away 
when It comes to execution, and end ill a weak retreat. ' 

TheDaoodpotras are still at Goweyn, twelve coss from Shoojabad, where 
they have, wisely, entrenched themselves till our arrival. . , 

. General Cortlandt, with the guns and regular troops, joined me, yesterday, ai 
Khangur; and, as . soon as the moon rose, the march was again resumed to this 
place, between nine and ten coss; even this distance is a great effort in this 
severe heat., 'The Daoodpotras are sending us up 47 boats, in which Moozood~ 
deen Khan crossed his detachment yesterday. They will be here in a few hours; 
when the passage of the Chenab will immediately commence. Our numbers 
have swelle~ to nearly 9,000 men, and I am afraid we shall not be all over, undel' , 
three days; I have left it to Futteh Mahomed Khan Ghoree to fix the point of 
junction. 

When our two forces unite, we shall not be under 18,000 men, 21' guns, 
and about 50 zumboorahs; and I cannot conceive the enemy awaiting such a 
force at Shoojabad. Even in entrenchments, natives look to numbers, and the 
rebels have got neither the consciousness of honesty, nor the prestige of success, 
to support them.' . 

Were the Sikh troops on the frontier to be relied on for a moment, I would, 
at this juncture, make a rush at Mooltan, and, leaving Rung Ram in his entrench. 
ment, get between him and his master, who is left, with a few personal 'gilards 
only; in the fort. ' . , 

But the struggle now going on is of such a mixed nature, that the step 
would, probably, be unsuccessful; Moolraj is chief of the rebellion, merely by the 
accident of holding the Moshuksah of Mooltan. The Sikhs have not espoused 
his cause, out of attachment to him, but because it holds out an 'opportunity of 
renewing the old Khalsa struggle. It would, therefore, annoy them but little, tel 
separate Moolraj from the rebel army; they would, probably, abandon him to his 
fate, cross the Chenab, join Jhunda, Sing's force at Leia, and call on those at 
Bunnoo and Peshawur to rise, at once, in the name of the Khalsa. We should 
quell a rebellion, and get an insurrection, in its stead. I shall bend all my efforts, 
therefore, to driving the rebels into Mooltan, if we cannot bring them to an 
engagement in the plain. . 
, The force beyond Leia is a source of considerable anxiety to me'; the 
majority of the Churunjeet regiment has joined Juss Mull, Dewan Moolraj's 
kardar at that place; and it is but too apparent, that the guns of U meer . Chund 
and Dhara Sing's infantry regiment are inclined to join them. Y our orders are, 
to send Jhunda Sing's force to Jhung,-most probably, to avoid this very catas
trophe; and 1 have forwarded the order to Jhunda Sing; but I have, also; told 
him not to act upon it, if he thinks it would ouly make the men declare them
selves, and go openly over to Moolraj. The Chrlrunjeet regiment were led to 
decide for Moolraj, by Jowahir Mull trying to get rid of them, by sending them, 
on a frivolous excuse, to Pind Dadun Khan. Seeing' that they were suspected. 
they threw away the mask, and, instead of marching on PindDadun Khan, bent their 
steps to Leia. It is a serious addition to our difficulties, thus to find our iillies 
turning enemies, but there is no help for it; all we can do, is to increase our 
efforts to shut Moolraj up in Mooltan, and thus discourage all his friends.: 

Your appointment of Lieutenant Lake to the political charge of the Baha
wulpore force, is both timely and happy. 

That officer's personal courage, and profeSsional talent, will find a field pre
pared for them. 
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Inclosure 2 in No. 30. 

• 
Lieutenant Edloarde8 to the Resident at Lahore • 
• 

Camp, Sl&oojabad, June 22, 1848. 
THE rear and baggage cattle of this force having crossed the Chenab, yes

terday morning, ,and joined us at Navrar, by the evening, we marched this morn
ing from that place to Shoojabad, as did the troops of his Highness the Nawab 
of Bahawuipore, from the intermediate village of Bukree; and the two, armies 
forming a united force of 18,000 men and 30 guns (including 8 captured), are 
now encamped together. " ' 
, Such a force would present too formidable an obstacle for Moolraj to 
encounter in the field, even if his troops had not, already, been disheartened, by the 
result of the battle of Kineyree; and, though he has now been actually joined by 
300 Sikhs of the Churunjeet cavalry regiment ,fl.·om Leia, he has given up all 
thought!f of contesting anything more than the fort and city of MoOitan, whose 
defences he is now busily engaged in strengthening. 

The night before last, hearing that the Nawab's troops had not yet advanced 
to Shoojabad, a spark of hope revived in the Dewan's bosom, and he dispatched 
200 horsemen and two guns, to re-occupy the Shoojabad fort, intending to re
inforce them afterwards, and so delay our arrival before Mooltan. When, how
eVer, the detachment reached Adee Walluh Bagh, which is midway between, 
Mooltan and this place, they heard of the surrender of the fort to Peer Ibraheem. 
Khan and Sirfiraz Khan, and returned whence they came. " 

Mustapha Khan, Khagwanee, has now sent me word, that Mooh-aj intends, 
to send him, to-night, to me with a letttw, the contents not mentioned, but they 
are sure not to be satisfactory . My intention is to forward the letter to you, 
giving only a verbal l'eply to Mustapha Khan, to the effect ordered by the 
Governor-General, viz., that if the Dewan wishes to sUl'l'ender, it must be 
unconditionally. Mustapha Khan will probably not like to return to Mooh!!:l 
with such an answer, having already fallen under suspicion, and will go olf 
to Kummun Kote. He has, I fully believe, done his best to induce Mooh-aj to 
surrender. 

Ussud Khan Nootkanee has, many days since, fled to Bahavrulpore. 
Two or three Puthans, Khans of note, who had not been concerned in the 

fight at Kineyree, have come in since; and though their submission is late, I 
have not rejected it. The breach between the Puthans and Moolraj has been 
much widened by the Kineyree disaster, which the Dewan persists in attributing to 
their treachery. He is so far correct that they showed none of that hot-headed 
gallantry for which their race is distinguished, and, having no heart in the cause, 
left the brunt of tlte fighting to the Sikhs, who suffered, in consequence, out of 
all propOition. 

It is said that Moolraj, indeed, distrusts the whole fOI'ce which fought OD the 
18th, and is not inclined to let them into the fort, but means to encamp them 
under its walls. So treated, they will, probably, melt rapidly away. 

In a few days, the task assigned to this army will be accomplished, and 
Moolraj and his rebels will be confined to the fort. of Mooltan. But we all con
template, with regret, the prospect of doing nothing for three months. Weshall 
begin tllinking of the heat, and get sick. The interval, I think, might be most 
profitably employed; and, should my proposition be entertained, it will, most 
likely, obviate the necessity of a British army taking the :field at all. 

I would suggest that the siege be commenced, at once. We are enough of 
us in all conscience, and desire nothing better than to be honored with the 
commission you designed for a British army. All we require are a few heavy 
guns, a mortar battery, as many sappers and miners as you can spare, and Major 
NapiCl' to plan our operations. That brave and able officer is, I believe, at 
LallOl'e; ~d the gun~ and mortars are, doubtless, ere this, at Ferozepore, and 
only reqUire to be put mto boats, and floated down to Bahawulpore. Lieutenant 
I.ake; for whose arrival I am daily looking, is also an engineer, so we should not 
want science; and every other material is at pand, for bringing to a rapid and 
honorable conclusion the rebellion of Mooltan. 
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At present, I may as well mention that, out of thirty guns, we have not one 
in camp that would make any impression on fortifications, SI) that we shall be 
reduced at once to J?olicemen. . , 

• , 

Inclosure 3 in No. 30. 

Lieutenant Lake (Assis.tant to the Resident) to the Resident at Lahorll. 

Bahawulporr!, JUfte 24, 1848. 
I HAVE the honor to report my arrival at Bahawulpore. Nawab Bahawul 

Khan is himself at Ahmedpore, whither I shall be obliged to proceed, for the 
purpose of obtaining an interview. This, and the fact of my tents and escort 
being some distance in the rear, will prevent my joining the head-quarters of the 
Bahawulpore army, for some four or five days. 

It is, generally, believed that Moolraj will fight a second action with the 
troops of our alJies.· That action may decide the fate of Mooltan itself, and place 
the fort at our disposal. To put so important an acquisition into the hands oC 
any of the troops composing our force, would, perhaps, be imprudent. • I would, 
therefore, suggest the propriety of, at once, collecting a fleet of boats, at Feroze" 
pore, sufficiently numerous to, bring down a garrison for Mooltan. The troops to be 
employed on this particular service might, at once, be told off; and if the brigadier 
commanding at Ferozepore were authorized, on an application from me or Lieu
tenant Edwardes, to begin embmking the troops, the arrangement 'would save 
two or three days' delay. I need not assure you that the application would not 
be made unnecessarily. . . . . '. 

I have not supposed such a contingency as t~e defeat of Bahawul Khan'$' 
army., Were such !m event to occur, the movement ofa portion of our troops 
to Bahawulpore would be imperative: ih both caSes, therefore, whether of defeat 
or victory, the collection of boats at Ferozepore'seems advisable. Indeed, 1: am' 
not certain that it would not be good policy to move, at 'once, a detachment of 
regulars to Bahawulpore.They would not have to undergo any great exposui"e'; 
for, in hoats, a six days', voyage would take them to Bahawulpore, where the'Resi-, 
dency would be available to the ?fficers ~ a place ~f resort during the ,heat ?.! 
the day, and temporary shelter mIght easIly be obtained for,the men. 'You 'w1l1 
observe that I contemplate only the movement of native troops. On the 'advis'J 
ability of such a move it is for yourself to decide. 

Inclosure 4 in No. 30. 

Tile Resicleflt at Lahore to Lieutenant Edwariles. 

Lahore, June 27, 1848. 
"IT would he useless sending you heavy guns and a mortar battery- from 

Ferozepore, without artillerymen to wOl;k them, and an abundaJIt supply qf our 
ammunition. ,.' , 

If our breaching artillery and sappers and miners are employed, the British' 
a.rmy will become, to a certain extent, identified with the operations you are 
conducting; and any check or reverse which you might sustain, would, to the same' 
extent, reflect upon the character of British prowess. . ," , 

The character of the investing force would be, ina measure, changed by the 
addition to it of British materials, and, if any part of the British armyis employed; 
it, might be considered necessary that such a force should be sent as would render 
success certain and speedy. . ." " 

The success which you have obtained, and the I!resence of a large army at 
Moohan, on which we can depend., have changed, in. an important degree, the 
aspect of affairs from that which they presented., when it was determined that' 
operations by a British force should be postponed till after the mins, the interim' 
being employed in 'Collecting the means of taking the field with an overwhelming 
force of aU arms; and it is evident that operations on the scale contemplated, the' 
,magnitude of which was one of the circumstances which made delay indispensable; 

• • 
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will not now be required. Still, after what has happened, if the British arm 
is raised at all, it must bqwith 'power to strike a blow that shall, at once; vindicate 
its insulted honor, and crush the insulters. '" • 

Another circumstance which had great weight In determining the impractica
bility of operations two months ago, was the belief that, by about this time, the 
fort and city of Mooltan would, by means of canals and cuts from the Chenab, 
be inundated, to such an extent, on all sides, as to render siege operations 
impossible. ,. 

Further enquiries seem to render the above circumstance, at least to the 
extent described, doubtful. , , 

It is of much importance that you should, ,vith as little delay as possible, in 
communication with Lieutenant Lake of the Engineel'S, report upon the local 
features of the fort and sUlTounding country, with reference to the feasibility of 
siege operations a,,<>a.inst the fort, during the next two months, and also in Octo
ber. It is believed that very extensive inundations can be produced, by bringing 
the floods of the Chenab into the low country surrOUllding Mooltan, but it is 
stated that, by damming up the head of the one principal canal, the inconvenience 
may be speedily removed, as the inundation would soon be taken up by evapora
tion, there being no local rains. The whole line of the Chenab being now in your 
power, the head of the canal could, of course, easily be shut up by your orders. 

I request you will, in communication with Lieutenant Lake, submit a report 
on the above suhject, with as little delay as possible. 

You will have,abundant 'occupation for your troops in establishing a close 
. investment of the fort, till more active operations can be Ulldertaken, be they 
undertaken when they may; and you should, if you have time for the work, make 

. arrangements, forthwith, for the future administration of the Mooltan districts, 
and the securing of the revenues. 

It would, doubtless, aid the investing force much, and in no way alter 
the character of the proceedings, if you would keep the garrison on the alert, by 
occasional shelling from a mortar battery. Raja Shere Sing has two large mor
tars with him; and more mortars and shells f!an be sent·from the Durbar by the 
Ravee and Chenab, to General Cortlandt, if thought desirable. 

It would be expedient, also, if you would state the nature of the country 
between the Ghat opposite Bahawulpore and M091tan, and the means that could 
be made available for conveying heavy gUlls with their ammunition, from one to 
the other. . . 

Inclosure 5 in No. 30. 

The Residen' at LahoreJo the Commander-in-Chief. 

Lahore, June 28, .1848. 
IT is 'far fi'om impossible that Lieutenants Edwardes and Lake may get 'Pos

session of the fort of Mooltan, without any aid from us;. but it is more probable 
that the rebel Moolraj will shut himself up in his fort, and hold out, as long as 
he can. 

In the latter case, it will be highly desirable, in a political point of view, and 
also in a military, that the means of reducing the fort should be, at once, pro
vided. The excitement which is caused, and the .injury which is occasioned to 
all classes of the community, by the continued existence of rebellion in Mooltan, 
(confined, though it be, to the fort), are incalculable; and I cannot contemplate, 
without 'serious apprehension, the possible consequences of keeping two large 
undisciplined armies, like Bahawul Khan's and Lieutenant Edwardes', in contact, 
and in a state of comparative inactivity, for the next three or four months. 

The altered position of aifail'S, and the information we have obtained in the 
meantime, induce Major Napier (whose r.rofessional opinion was, I believe, taken 
by your Lordship, when the impracticahility of operations, two months ago, was 
determined) to consider it quite feasible to undertake the siege, with every pros
f~ of early success, immediately. The report from Lieutenants Edwardes and 

'e, called for in my letter of yesterday. will be received, ere the preparations 
tor a move can be far advanced, if commenced at once. 

2G 
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I send Major Napier's memorandum and'plan in.original, and request that, 
when no longer required, they may be returned. • 

A small force o*y will now be required, except in ~rtillery. A brigade will 
be sufficient; and the guns alfd Europeans may be conveyed in boats by either 
the Ravee or Chenab from Lahore, or the Sutlej from Ferozepore. By the for
mer route, boats of large burden would land their freight within three miles and 
a half of the fort; by the latter, there would be between fifty and sixty miles 'of 
land carriage, from the Ghat opposite Bahawulpore, to Mooltan. 

The troops and stores that proceed by land might go by night, as in our 
provinces: there is no enemy now between Lahore, '01' Ferozepore, and the walls of 
Mooltan. . 

rhave directed inquiries to be made, as to the amount of carriage,. in ele
phants, camels, carts, and draught bullocks, that can be supplied by the Durbar 
and by Bahawul Khan respectively. These, added to what the Commissariat 
can furnish, and what may be sent over from Lieutenant Edwardes' force and 
from Bahawul Khan's army, now stationary before Mooltan, would be ample. 
There would be no difficulty on the score of carriage, either for guns, ammuni-
tion, or stores. . . 

I do not think that, at the present moment, there would be much objection 
to sending one of Her Majesty's regiments and two regiments of native infantry 
from this garrison, if it be thought better to do so, than that the whole force 
should be sent from Ferozepore. The distance is about the same from both. 
There are only, I fancy, four pieces of breaching ordnance at ~ore. 

Inclosure 6 in No. 30. 

The Resident at Lahore to the Commander-in-Chief. 

Lahore, June 28, 1848. 
I QUITE' agree witb Lieutenant Lake in the proposition contained in his 

letter * . If the Fort c..f Mooltan falls into the hands of Lieutenants Lake and 
Edwardes, a very possible contingency, it should be garrisoned by British troops, 
till the determination of the Government of India for its future disposal is com
municated. 

Your Lordship will be a better judge than.I am, of what would be a sufficient 
force to garrison the fort. Major Napier suggests two regiments of native 
infantry and one company of artillery. 

I have given orders for boats to be collected, and your Lordship will, perhaps, 
be good enough to have the necessary instructions sent to the officer command~ 
ing at Ferozepore. 

P.S.-After this letter was written, 1 had an opportunity of discussing this 
matter with Major-General Whish; and it seems preferable, if the fort falls into 
the possession of Lieutenant Lake, that the force to garrison it sho.uld go .. by 
water from Lahore. There is a reserve company of artillery, moreover, here, 
while there is not one at Ferozepore, I believe. I have, therefore, requested the 
Major-General to hold two regiments and a company of artillery in readiness to 
proceed to Mooltan, if required; and I have ordered .boats to be got ready for 
their conveyance. 

No. 31. 

The Governor-General in Council to the Secret Committee. 

August 7, 1848. (No. Ga.) 

WE transmit a con-espondence regarding. the custody of the Maharanee 
of Lahore, under the Governor-General's Agent at Benares. . 

• 'Inclosure 3 in No. 30. 
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• 
Inclosure 1 in No. 31. 

The Secretary to the Government of India to J. NewJM.rch, Esq., Solicitor. . ' 

Fort William, JUn,8 10, 1848. 
I' AM directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter dated the 31st • 

ultimo, and its inclosures, from one Jeebun Sing, who represents himself to be 
the vakeel of the -Maharanee Junda Khore of Lahore. 

In reply, I am desired by the Governor-General in Council to intimate to 
you tllat the Maharanee is no longer in the Punjab, and that she is now on her 
way to Benares, where she will be placed under the charge of the Governor
General's Agent, Major G. H. Macgregor, C.B., through whom all letters to 
her, or from her, will pass, in the first instance. 

• 

Inclosure 2 in No. 31. 

The Secretary to the Government of India to J. Newmarch, Esq. 

Fort William, July 1, 1848. 
I HAVE the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter dated the 17th 

ultimo, and, in reply, am directed to acquaint you that the Government decline to 
hold any further communication with you direct, relative to the the Maharanee's 
affairs. All communications on this subject must be made through the Agent of 
the Governor-General at. Benares. . • ' 

No. 32. 

The Governor- General of India in Council to the Secret Oommittee. 

August 8, 1848. (No. 66.) 
IN the postscript of our despatch No. 59, ,of the 10th ultimo,*we informed 

you that, by a letter just received from Sir F. Currie, it appeared that he had 
directed a force to be held in readiness to proceed to Mooltan immediately, and 
that he only waited for the Commander-in-Chief's reply to a communication 
which he had addressed to his Excellency upon this subject. A copy of that 
reply, dated the 1st ultimo, was forwarded to us by Lord Gough, with a letter 

• ofthe same date,t in which his Excellency intimated to us that he did not feel 
justified in taking upon himself the responsibility of sending- a force so small as 
that proposed by the Resident; that he saw nothing, in the altered position of 
affairs, which would justify him in taking upon himself the siege of Mooltan, 
at the present moment; that, on the contrary. the success of Lieutenant Ed~ 
wardes rendered it less necessary, in his Excellency's opinion, to risk the lives 
of the European soldiers, 'at this season. • . 

This communication fi'om Lord Gough reached us, the day after Sir F. Cur
rie's letter. We replied to Sir F. Currie, on the 11th ultimo, by infOl'ming him, 
that having carefully considered the various despatches which had been addressed 
to us, and having weighed the reaSons which had been adduced for the imme
diate despatch of a force against Mooltan, we entirely concurred with the Com
mander-in-Chief in adhering to our former determination, and in abstaining from 
moving British troops upon Mooltan, at this season of the year. "Ve beg to 
refer you to 1\'[r; Elliot's letter of the 11th of July for our opinion at length.:j: 

We have since received two important letters from the Resident, dated 
both on the 10th of July,§ the first incloses despatches from Lieutenants 
Edwardes and Lake, giving an account of another action fought by Lieutenant 
Edwardes' force, with General Cortlandt's and the Nawab Bahawul Khan's, 
against Moolraj, at Suddoosain, close to M{)oltan, in which the rebel Dewan 
and. his followers, after a struggle of fanatic desperation, were entirely routed. 
You will read with much interest Lieutenant Edwardes' very clear account of 

• No. 30. 
t Inclosure 29 in No. 32. 

• 2G2 

• 
t Iuclosures 11 and 12 in No. 32. 
t Inclosure. 21 and 24 in No. 32. 
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this victory, and we are sure that you will fully concur with us in the high 
expression of approbation of their conduct, which we requested the Resident to 
convey til Lieutenants Edwardes and Lake. ' 

The other letter from Sir F. Cume of the same date, inclosed a correspond
ence between him and Major-General. Whish, regarding the immediate movement 
of troops and a. siege-train on Mooltan, and informed us that he had been 
induced to take upon himself the responsibility of this movement "nptwith-

• standing the remarks contained in the letter of the Commander-in-Chief', dated 
the 1st of July, from a. conviction of ·its political necessity, l}nd military prac
ticability, at the present moment." Sir F. Cume's reasons for this determination 
follow at considerable length. 

We_'replied (by Mr. Elliot's letter of the 22nd ultimo,)* that, in our o1>inion, 
nothing had been advanced by Sir F. Cume, calculated to weaken the 
strength of those reasons which induced us, notwithstanding the political urgency 
of the case, to approve of his having refrained from bringing British troops into 
the field, at this season of the year, or which Could have induced us to alter the 
resolution, already conveyed to him, tbat British troops should not move against 
Mooltan, until the fit season for military operations should commence; but that, 
since he had considered it necessary, in exercise of the powers conferred upon 
him, to assume the responsibility, and had publicly issued the orders for carry
ing his resolution into effect, we would not withhold our confirmation of, those 
orders. Adverting, moreover, to the injurious effects which would be produced 
by any appearance of vacillation, at this critical period, and having regard to the 
probable consequences in the Punjab, at the present moment, of'staying the 
advance of the British force, when once the intention of moving it forthwith 
against the rebels had been declared, and active preparations commenced, we 
informed Sir F. Cume that, if he should, in consequence of the receipt of Mr. 
Elliot's letter of the 11th ultimo, have countermanded the march of the troops, 
it was our wish that he should, immediately, direct the advance he had ordered, 
and proceed with vigor to carry out, at all hazards, the policy whigh he had resolved 

• upon. ' . ' .. 

Inclosure 1 in No. 32. 

The Resident at Lahore to the :Maharanee Junda Khore. 

May 14~ 1848~ 
THE accompanying accredited agents of the Durbar, with my assistants, 

Captain Lumsden and Lieutenant Hodson\ are sent by me to you. Whatever. 
instructions thcy give you about your removal from Sheikhoopoor, you should 
immediately attend to. They will conduct you, with all· due respect and con
sideration; no personal. injury, or indignity, towards you is intended. 

• 

Inclosure 2 in No. 32. 

Purwanna, under the seal of Maharajah Duleep Sing Bahadoor, Raja. Tej Sing, 
Raja Deena Nath, Raja Shere Sing, by his brother Golab Sing, Fakeer 
Noorooddeen, addressed to Sirda.rs Goormookl& Sing Lumma and Sirdar 
Bhoor Sing, in charge of the Maharanee, at the Fort of Sheiklloopoor.-. 
AT this time, according to the advice of Sir Frederick Currie, Baronet, 

Resident at Lahore, &c., and Fakeer Noorooddeen, Sirdar Nar Sing Attareewalla, 
Dewan Keedar Nath, (the brother of Raja Deena Nath) Raee Mool Sing, (the 
confidentiaIagent of Raja Tej Sing) on the part of the Lahore Durbar,with 
Captain Lumsden and Lieutenant Hodson, deputed by the Resident, are sent for 
the purpose Df removing from Sheikhoopoor, with all due respect and considera
tion, the Maharanee J unda Khore with her female attendants. You 8rc, hereby, 
required to consign the Maharanee, &c. to their charge, and to take care that 
there is no delay in Her Highness' removal, which must take place at once . 

• 
• Inclosure 36 in No. 32. 
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· You ,,;ll detain two of the confidential female attendants of the Maharanee, 
. I in charge of Her HighneSs' property, which may remain at Sheikhoopoor, till 

an'llngements are made for its removal: this property you will keep under seal. 
800bha Dut Subadar, with the company of Poorbeahs, will remain as a • 

guard to the proper~. The Jemadar of Rohillas, ·with the Rohilla Sessahees, 
will attend the Maharanee; and, whatever the Durbar agents and British officers 
may, direct, regarding your accompanying the Maharanee, or remaining at 
Sheikhoopoor, you will attend to and obey; the remainder of the garrison and 
guards of the town of Sheikhoopoor will remain as at present. You will admit 
the Blitish officers, with the cavalry escort, into the fort of Sheikhoopoor, and 
allow them access to any part thereof; and, for the time they may be at 
Sheikhoopoor, free ingress and egress in and out of the fort. 

• Inclosure 3 in No. 32 . 

The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary to the Government of India. 

. Lahor" June· 16, 1848. 
· I AM not in the habit of paying any attention to statements made in the 
newspapers, which, in fact, 1 scarcely ever read; but, understanding that it, has 
been, generally, reported that Maharanee Junda Khore was induced to leave 
SheikhoOpoor, by being told that she was to come to Lahore, I have referred to 

. my letter to your address, dated the 16th ultimo·. 
I perceive that I have not stated, explicitly, the terms of my moorasila, to 

the Maharanee, or of .the Durbar purwann~ to the custodians of her Highness, 
dictated by me. 

I now send these documents.t 
I expressly forbade the deputation, in peremptory terms, fram using any 

deceit to the Maharanee. It was suggested by one of them, when the purwll-nna 
was written and read, that it would ensure her Highness coming' away quietly, 
if she was told by them that she was coming to Lahore. I impressed upon them 
all, in strong terms, that they were to use no deceit; that they were to tell the 
Maharanee no more than was entered in the purwanna; but that, as she would, 
probably, think that she was doomed to the same fate as her confidential vakeel, 
Moonshee Gunga Ram, they might assure her that no injury to her person was 
intended, and that she would be conveyed to her destination, with all proper 

. respect, and consideration to her rank and pos,ition. 
I think it by no means improbable that the.Sirdars may, unknown to the 

British officers, have told the Maharanee that she was to come to Lahore; they 
are all unscrupulous, and uutruthful to the last degree. But they, cel'tainly; did 
not make her believe it, for, as the party left the fort, per Highness sent for 
Lieutenant Lumsden, and inquired of him whither she was to be escorted. He 
replied, that he had no authority to inform Her Highness, but that she was 
under his protection, and he would as.sure her that she would be subjected to no 
injury, or indignity. She expressed herself satisfied on the latter point, but said 
she was anxious to know whither she was to go. 

On arriving at Kana-Kueh, the Maharanee ~aain sent for Lieutenant Lumsden: 
she said, " I know now that you are taking me to the British provinces. This is • 
the road to Ferozepore. I have requested your attendance, to beg that you will 
inform Sir F. Currie. the Resident, that I am under a deep obligation to him for 
sending me into the Company's tenitories. I hav~ long wished to leave the 
Punjab. where I em surrounded by enemies bent on misrepresenting me, and 
working my ruin. [ am now happy and satisfied." 

Lieutenant Lumsden, then, told the Maharanee that after resting at Kana
Kuch till the afternoon, they should pursue their way to Ferozepore; that all 
arrangements had been made for her journey; iliat, by morning, before it should 

· get hot, they would arrive at Ferozepore, where she would receive full informa
tion and instructions from the Resident, regarding her further progress, and future 
destination. 

• Inclosure 24 iu No. 27. t Inclbsures J and 2 in No. U. 
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Inclosure 4 in No. 32. 

Lieutenant Edwardes to the Resident: 

Noorar, June 21, 1848. 
I HAVE been unable to advance, hitherto, owing to the entire lull of the 

south wind, and the consequent labor and delay occasioned to our troops in 
crossing the Chenab. Our camels and i'ear-guard have not yet come up, but 
will be all in camp by evening, and, to-morrow morning, it is my intention to 
march to Shoojabad. The interval has been employed in burying the killed, and 
attending to the wounded, of both sides. 

The loss in our camp proves, I am happy to say, to have been most trifling, 
only fifty-eight killed, and eighty-nine wounded. In the Nawab's force, Futteh 
Mahomed Khan Ghoree estimated his loss at 100 men, but I believe he had no 

• regular muster. This would make a total of 247 killed and wounded on our side, 
whereas there are between. 500 and 600 of the enemy's dead alone, left upon the 
field; and tlwse who have come from Shoojabad, say the road is marked with· 
dead bodies. A deserter from Mooltan says 400 soldiers of Moolraj's Khas 
Pultun were killed'; and that, of the two companies of Goorkas, (who deserted 
Mr, Agnew) only seven men escaped alive.' , 

The enemy's total loss, therefore, cannot have been under 1,000; and the 
great discrepancy betweeIll theirs and ours is easily acconnted for. 'Qieir guns 
played, from a great distance, on onr men (who were posted in jungle) for eight 
hours; but, when our guns came up, the enemy had (in the belief that there 
were none) approached so close to us that, when we emerged from tbe thicket to 
meet their charge, every discharge of grape took terrible effect. , 

I under-rated the captured guns, in my account of the action. We took 
eight, not six; out often guns, only two returned to Mooltan. 

The routed rebels never halted, I find, till they reached Mooltan, a distance 
of twenty-three coss; which was a good run for them, after a nine hour's fight, 
under a June sun; not 3,000, out of 7,000 supposed. to have been in the figh., 
mustered at Mooltan next day; ap.d, doubtless, many went off to their homes. 
Others who took circuitous routes to avoid 'pursuit, will, however, have joined 
again ere this; and it is the greatest pity in the.world that we bad no cavalry to 
follow them up with, in which case, few would have lived to give more trouble. 

The Nawab's troops should have marched, the day after the battle, to Shoo
jabad; but I was unable to get them . off, till yesterday morning, when they only 
went three coss. ' 

Early yesterday morning, the Killedar of Shoojabad sent in his submission to 
me; and the chowdries, bankers, and chief Kutrees (rebels to the back bone, all 
elf them) presented themselves, and begged ,for kind treatment. This I, readily, 
promised, though it is more than they deserve, for they have been supplying 
Moolraj largely with money, stores, and encouragement from the Shastres. The 
rebellion indeed is a Banyan l'ebellion, with a Sikh insurrection grafted on to it. 

o On~ Shroff alone, of Shoojabad, a mean looking little fellow, undertook to furnish 
Dewan Moolraj with two month's pay for his army, if be would only send them 
a,,<>ainst the Nawab's troops; a circumstance which I shall not forget, whenever 

• we are· hard pressed for cash. Such monied men are invaluable. in these times. 
At first, I thought of sending some of my own Puthans to occupy the fort 

of Shoojabad, but reflecting that I am an intruder in this Doab, and that the 
Nawab of Bahawulpore undertook to conquer up to Mooltan, I thought it would 
be but right to put his troops forward, and let him have as much credit a\l 
possible. So I sent Peer Ibraheem Khan, along with Sirfiraz Khan Lukkozye, 
of the Nawab's army; to take possession; which they did, peaceably. 

,. I take this opportunity of reporting how constantly and fully Peer Ibraheem 
K~an has kept me supplied with intelligence of the Nawab's and Moolraj's 
millY, up to the latest moment; to which I am indebted entirely for having been 
apprised of the. rebels! intended attack on the Daoodpotras, and having been 
enabled thus to defeat it. But {was not aware how much credit was due to him. 
till I saw the Commander-in-Chief he has had to mana"o-e, and whose position at 
thehead-of-the N&wab!&--tro~ie-a-S6\:lree of annoyaoee to every officer in them. 
I mean Futteh Mahomed Khan Ghoree. . 

I am vel'Ysorry'to'lJe' obligett'myself, thus early, to report his ell:tremely mis-
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chievous and unbecoming conduct since the action; but it is necessary that I 
should do so, in order that you may have an opportunity of judging whetber his 
continuance in command is, or is not, likely to prevent any cordial co·operation 
between our two forces, in tbe most important part of the service which is now 
before us. 

In my dispatch of the 18th of June, I remember (though I have no copy) 
saying as little as I could, about the fact that the great body of the Daoodpotras 
were not engaged in the real struggle of the day, which commenced at 3 P.M. 

upon the left. I thought it invidious and wmeeessary to detract from the merit 
of the N awab's troops, neither was I, at that time, fully aware how far the Daood
potras had retired out of the hot fire which had been directed on them all day; 
having been fully engaged in keeping my own line in its place. Certainly, I never 
tbought any blame to attach to them, nor do I now, and I was only glad tbat 
we had had it in our power to save them from a reverse, which the best and 
bravest troops must, sometimes, meet with. At night, however, my men ' 
complained bitterly that the Nawab's -troops had followed in our -rear, and 
appropriated all the guns which we iliad taken, and left behind us,. except the two' 
last, which remained in our possession. I laughed the matter off, and said, it 
mattered nothing who brought, in the guns, or who took them, so that the 
enemy lost them, and the Maharajah got them. To my surprise, bowever"I 
afterwards learnt tbat Futteh Mahomed Kban bad no idea of making the said 
guns over to the Maharajah, considering them as tbe lawful spoil of his master. 

On the morning of the 19th, therefore, when he called upon me at my tent, 
I took ocCasion to mention, incidentally, that all the captured guns bad better be 
made over to General CortlaQ.dt. 

I bave not addressed tbe Nawab on the subject, and, indeed, I feel quite 
sonoy that so sincere and excellent a friend of our GovernmenLshould endanger 
the good understanding subsisting between bim and every British official, by 
employing, in so high a capacity, an old man, whom extreme age has deprived of 
what little seDse he may ever have possessed; one, too, who notoriously ruined 
his late master, Meer Roostum, of Khyrpore, by exactly the same course of dis
ingenuous and double dealing witb the British authorities. Peer Ibraheem Khan, 
a man of tempeD and sense, can' find no other epithet for FuttehMahomed tban 
" Ahumck !" or "Fool! "and says he changes his mind ..so often that he· ,is 
obliged to lie to appear consistent! This is not the sort of man to come in con
tact with straightforward and truth-loving Englishmen; and, for the good of the 
public service, 1 would suggest bow materially it would tend to infuse good feel
ing into. the united force before Mooltan, if this driveller could be withdrawn 

, under cover of a khillut, and replaced by the Nawab's eldest .son, a man of whom 
• all speak well, and wish to serve under. 

Inclosure 5 in N.o. 32. 

The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary to 'ke· Government' of India. 

'Lahore, June 22, 1848. 
REGARDING the defection of the Churunjeet regiment of cavillry, I',have' 

the honor to forward a letter from Captain Abbott, witholltdate, on the,same 
subject. ' 

The example of the 253 traitors has not been followed,'ht1herto; by the. rest 
of the regiment, or by any of the soldiers of the other corps, and ,it is not likeJy 
now, Ithink, that it will be. 

The deserters remained, for some days, at Leia,but,'finaiJ!,g that they were' 
not joined by the others, and that MoolraJ had DO force in the ne~hboui:hOod to 
support them, they proceeded, on their way to'Mooltan. : 

I heard of the arrival at Mooltan, first, of the 'Sepqys :who deserted before 
the Chul'unjeet regiment; they went to Dewan Moolraj, and told ,him that the 
whole of the Sikh portion of Sirdar Jhunda Sing's force was at his service ~d 
disposal, but that he must send some troops to meet them> and cover their retreat • 
to Mooltan, • . ' 

The Dewan, after taking counsel with his officers, replied, .that he had.no . ... . 
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disposable force to send, arid that he had no eviden<it: of the truth. of what they 
asserted; he told them to go back, and murder the Sll"dar, and thell" officers, and 
he should, then, be satisfied of their sincerity. 

A few days afterwards, 105 or so of the Churunjeet deserters, reached 
Mooltan; they had large presents made to them, and were promoted in the 
Dewan's service. 

Inclosure 6 in No. 32. 

Captain James Abbott to the Resident at Lahore .• 

I HAVE much pain in announcing to you the defection of the Chunmjeet 
regiment of cavalry, which formed a considerable portion of Sirdar Jhunda 
Sing's brigade. The intelligence was conveyed in a letter from the Sirdar,who 
was at>proaching Leia, where about 500 of Moolraj's forces lay. The Sirdar, on 
learning their disposition, summoned the officers, who, one and all, declared their 
inability to control their men. .The whole of the regiment there present, 
excepting the officers, deserted, during the night. One troop of this regiment is 
still here in Pukli, and about twenty more of them form my mounted escort. . 

This unhappy ev.ent may, I much fear, be the signal for more ~xtensive 
defection. 

Inclosure 7 in No. 32. 

Lieutenant Edwardes to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, near Secunderabad, June 26,.1848. 
D IFFICU L TIES about making alTangements for supplies in futUl"tl, detained 

us at Shoojabad till this morning; and I was at last obliged, before marching, to 
bind down the Hindoo Punches of the districts around, on both sides of the 
river, in heavy penalties, to forward regular supplies 'into our camp: The Kutree 
class are staunch adherents of Moolraj, and more so, the nearer .we approach 
Mooltan. The resources of the country, however, are now quite in our power; 
and, aftel"the first day or two, I anticipate no scarcity whatever. 

I received your letter of the 19th of June, Qn the evening of , the 24th, 
informing me of the dispatch of Lieutenant Lumsden, to bring the. steamer 
" Satellite" up the Chenab, to co-operate with the army before Mooltan.· The 
steamer will be of great service, if kept plying between Ferozepol'e and Bahawul-. 
pore, and used in bringing up expeditiously military stores when required. I 
heard from Lieutenant Lake, on the same subject, yesterday morning: His letter 
is dated Bahawulpore, June 24, and he requests my opinion as to the best way of 
employing the steamer you have been so good as t() place at our disposal. In my 
last letter to you, I suggested the propriety of commencing the siege of Mooltan 
.at once, and applied for some heavy guns and mortar battery for that purpose, 
and Major Napier to direct our efforts. With a view to the request being con
·ceded, therefore, I think the "Satellite," which is now at Bahawulpore, instead 
of coming round by the Chenab, had better proceed on to Ferozepore, to assist 
.in conveying the heavy train; and I take the opportunity of requesting the favor 
of your ordering the Durbar to send General Cortlandt 200 maunds of powder, 
'and 10,000 cannon balls, of two and a half seel'S eaCh, (as a farther guide, I may 
mention that the bore of General Cortlandt's guns is exactly the same as those 
belonging to Raja Tej Sing.) These munitions we require, as soon as possible, 
'Whether the siege is to be prosecuted, or merely a blockade. From Bahawulpore, 
the train or stores should come, by the land route, lately pursued by the Nawab's 
army, as it is a great round to go south and enter the Cheuab, to say nothing of 
possible delays in the latter river. But I have ordered wood to be stored on 
the Chenab banks, in case of need. . 

It is confidently said that Bhaee Mallaraj Sing escaped from the death which 
80 ma.ny of his followers met with in the Chenab. and, after taking refuge with a 
Mukhtoom in a khangah a.t Ooch, was safely conducted by him, a few days ago, to 
Mooltan, where his a.rrival ~as so far revived the spirits of the garrison,. that 
Moolraj is determined to try his fortune once more in the field, before taking 
himself to his fort, . 
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I did not believe this report, at first, and can scarcely do 80 now, but it has 
reached me from so many quarters, that it cannot be doubted tbat either the 
Bhaee has re-appeared, or else some impostor, who has assumed his name and 
character, which comes to much the same thing, for it is the Bame of a Gooroo 
which constitutes so powerful an appeal to the :Sikh soldiers. 

One cossid, who has hithel·to brougbt very correct information, startled me, 
last evening, with intelligence that Sirdar Shumshere Sing and his force Lad 
arrived at a place caned Mebrn, within 20 coss of Moohan. It is not many 
days ago since you wrote me word that you had ordered all that force to halt at 
Chephawutn~e; so tbat, if the Hirdar is really at Mehra, it is against orders, and 
can bear but one construction. At such a moment it naturally occurs to me that 
Bhaee Maharaj Sing is the disciple and successor of Bhaee Beer Sing, who tell 
fighting on the side of. Vttur Sing, Sindanwalla (Shumshere Sing's uncle) 
in Heera Sing's time; and I remember, when Bhaee Maharaj Sing first began 
to be troublesome at Umritsur, Sirdar Shumshere Sing's name was freely used, in 
connexion with his schemes; which we all attributed to the enmity of Raja Tej 
Sing. 'This chain of circumstantial su<picions involuntarily links itself on to 
th" report now alluded to; but everything I know, and have seen, of the Sirdar's 
character is against it, and I should be very sorry to find that I had been de
ceived in him. The mere existence of the rumor, however, is a useful warning, 
on no account, and under no aspect of affairs, however favorable, to allow the 
Sikhs at Cbeehawutnee to come an inch nearer to Mooltan; for, as it is no 
secret that Dewan Moolraj has invited them to join him, the Sikh troops will 
show considerable forbearance, if they only remain neutral. 

I have, before, reported to you Dewan Moolraj's intention to send Mllstapha 
Khan Khagwanee, Ii second time, as .vakeel to my camp. Mustapha Khan 
arrived, on tbe night of the 24th, and I received him yesterday. His message 
happily relieves me of whatever responsibility was involved in my former guaran
tee of a fair trial, even if it had !lot been forfeited at Kineyree, as I consider that 
it was. Tbe Dawan persists in asselting his innocence. but ueclines to stand his 
trial, and modl'stly offers to come in, at once, if that form is dispensed with. I 
have refused to gi\'e !lny answer, to prevent misconstruction, or to have anyt.hing 
more to do with the Dewan, further than forwarding to you anything he may 
please to write. Mustapha Khan, as I expected, declines taking back such a 
rebuff. and 8:1y9 he is very glad to have had the opportunity of getting away safe. 
He has, I think, behaved and deserved well, throughout tbis affair. Of the risk 
he ratl, we l!lay judge by the news of this ·morning, that Moolraj has denounced 
the Puthans in a body, and declared ;:t lawful to kill them, wherever found. 
Sadik Mahomed Khan, who has returned to the south of the Chenab, with the 
Maharajghur force under Hakim Raee, will, probailly, fall a victim to this pro
clamation.· 

.. Dewan Moolraj's intentions are, I rather think, to keep his whole force as long 
out of the fort as he can, for his own security, ha"jng lost all confidence in them, 
though the Sikhs have again renewed their vows on the grunth. For this pur
pose, he has ordered them to Sooraj Koond, three coss from Mooltan, where a 
nullab, thirty or forty feet wide, which crosses the road, presents an 
obstacle impassable without boat~, or pucka bridges. A beavy salute just fired 
proclaims (I expect) the occupation of this point by the rebels. It is an able 
move, and will embarrass us much; but some resource will, of course, turn up . 

. I do not know that we could desire better than another general action in the 
plain, especiall)' if the Dewan keeps to his promise of heading the troops himself. 
Under all circumstances, I have written to tell Lieutenant Lake to lose no time 
in joining the Nawab's army .. 

When we arriverl here this morning, the fort of Secunderabad, which is 
about Ii coss from camp, was occupied by a garrison of Moolraj's, and a sowar of; 
ours had his horse wounded by a shot from the walls, which he, too incautiously, 
approached. I, immediately, ordered six guns (four of the Nawab's, and two of 
General Cortlandt's), two companies of "'gular infantry, as many irregulars, and 
300 cavalry, with orders to summon the garrison to surrender, and, if not complied 
with instantly, to batter in the gate. The demonstration sufficed: the majority 
of the rebel ~epoys ahscondt'd hy a back door, and the I'P.St surrendered. Much 
to their surprise, I gave the officers khilluts for their sensible conduct, and a 
good dinner to the sepoys, returning all their swords .• The report of this treat
Blent will shake the resolution, probablj, of many soldiers now around Moolraj. 

. 2H 
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Mustapha Khan informs me that the battle of Kineyree diminished his muster 
roll (what with deaths and desertions) by upwards of 1200. We have put our 
own garrison into the Secunderabad Fort. . 

Sheik Emamooddeen and Jowahir Mull Dutt haVe both requested permission 
to join me. I have told the former to leave all his Sikhs in the district beyond 
Mulsee, and join me with all his M ussulmans, and the latter to come· down 85 

far as Moozuffnugger, on the west of the Chenab, nine coss from Mooltan, where 
I will give him further orders. These precautions I have taken, not so much in 
case of any further collision in the plain (for which they will not be in tinie) 85 

to enable me to blockade Mooltan effectually. 
I forgot to report that want of money obliged me 10 ask the Nawab 'of 

Bahawulpore for a loan of 40,000 or 50,000 rupees, which I did, without hesitation, 
as he now holds so much of the Mooltan country, He has, very kindly and 
courteously, promised to send the money. 

Inclosure 8 in No. 32 . 

. Lieutenant Edwardes to the Resident. 

Camp, Adee Wallah Bagh, June 27, 1848. 
AFTER writing to you, yesterday, a continual stream of ill-tidings poured in 

upon us all day. The advance of Sirdar Shumshere Sing's force from Cheeha
wutnee was confirmed, and Bhaee Maharaj Sing was stated to have been sent 
from Mooltan, by Dewan Moolraj, to bring them. The four guns of Sirdar 
Jhunda Sing's detachment, which you ordered off from Leia to Jhung, are said 
to have arrived at Raj Ghat to join Moolraj, and two companies of Colonel Tara 
Sing's regiment at Leia were positively stated to have reached Mooltan. Late 
in the evening, a letter came in from Lieutenant Taylor, giving a most unfavorable 
account of the state of the troops in Bunnoo, among whom conspiracy was 
at work, and the Colonel of the Sikh cavalry regiment had informed Lieutenant 
Taylor that his men intended to follow the example of their brethren in the 
Churunjeet corps at Leia. To crown the whole, there appeared too much 
reason to believe that many of the Nawab's Daoodpotras had stolen back to their 
home, since the battle of Kineyree, and that those who remain with us are, by no 
means, anxious for a second encounter. 

Such an accumulation of difficulties, for a moment, seemed to render any 
further advance impossible, for the energy, loyalty, and even success, of one con
verging column would be but a waste of health and life, if all the others, instead 
of co-operating with their friends, were treacherously to go over to the enemy, at 
the very crisis of thc campaigu. Retreat there would, then, be none; and we 
should reach l\1001tan, as fresh victims, instead of avengers of the past. 

Reflecting, however, that the treachery attributed to the Cheehawutnee 
force, if l'eally meditated, was not yet accomplished; tbat it might be arrested by 
our advance, but would certainly be hastened by our wavering; and that a 
second blow, struck now at the rebels, before they can be reinforced, would drive 
them into the fort, and put us in a position to cut off all fresh comers; above all, 
remembering (as I do night and day) that the lives of all our officers in Bunnoo, 
Peshawur, and Hazara, depend on the speedy reduction of the rebellion to the 
smallest possible compass, and the complete humiliation of Moolraj in the public 
eye, I, finally, resolved to make not a single halt, but trust to the justice of our 
cause, and the Providence which defends the right. 

This morning, accordingly, we marched, at day-break, from Secunderabad, 
with all our cavalry in advance, the infantry and guns in the centre, and the 
bagbruge in the rear of all, prepared to dispute the bridge at this point of the main 
road to Mooltan, should the enemy have advanced from Sooraj Koond in the 
night. No opposition was, however, met with, and we have taken up a strong 
position on the banks of the canal, 9 coss from Mooltan. ' 

The news of this morning from that city is of a much more encouraging 
nature, and rathcr tends to show that Moolraj is under apprehensions from the 
Cheehawutnee force; but there is not a moment's reliance to be placed on any 
Sikh army whatever, and I heartily wish Raja Shere Sing and Sirdar Shumshere 
Sing, and all the Sings with them, were at this moment 200 miles off, and that 
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I was left a.!one to cope with Moolraj. It is now too late, however, for I·egrets. 
All that can be done is to meet the evil boldly, and I have again urged Sheik. 
,Emamooddeen to join me with all his Mussulmans, told J owahir Mull Dutt to come 
down to Raj Ghat, and block up that approach, summoned Genera.! Cortlandt's 
Poorbeah regiment, and two guns, left behind at Dera Ghazee Khan, and hope to 
be able to seize Sooraj Koond ourselves to-morrow morning. . 

I. expect Lieutenant Lake will join us to-morrow. His presence with the 
Daoodpotras will strengthen my hands much, and I mny as well mention that 
the Nawab is sending up more men and military stores, so that, if any' of 

'his militia have gone back without leave, their places will be filled up by 
new comers; and this sort of fluctuation must, I suppose, be expected in an army 
,composed of vassals, and not l'tlgularly-paid soldiers. 

Inclosure 9 in No. 32. 

TIle Resident at Lalwl'e to the Secretary to the Government of India. 

Lahore, June 30, 1848. 
SOME parties connected with the late conspiracy to tamper with the troops 

of the garrison, have been seized within the lastfew days; and, with them, a quantity 
of most important correspondence has fullen into our hands, showing the more 
·influential parties concerned in the couspiracy, and tending to throw light on the 
origin of the circumstances which led to the rebellion in Mooltan. 

A report of all the circumstances will be submitted to Government, when 
. the investigations now in hand are closed .. 

In the meantime, I have to state, that the con'espondence, if genuine, and 
it ~eems impossible that it should be otherwise, and other evidences prove, be
yond a shadow of doubt, the complicity of the Maharanee Junda Khore in the 

. late conspiracy, and in other intrigues and machinations, having for their pur
pose the destruction of the British force, and the murder of the officcrs at 
.Mooltan, and Lahore, and on the frontier. 

The original letter of the Maharanee, in hel' own handwriting, we have got, 
and some important original letters intended for her, which were not deli"ered, 
owing to her sudden removal from Sheikhoopoor. There are also copies of the 
letters addl'tlSsed to her, to which her letters are, in many instances, replies. 
. It is of great inIportance that we should, if possible, get hold of the ori

.ginals of the last described; the letters addressed to the Maharanee, and which, 
if not destroyed, will be in her possession. I would beg, therefore, to suggest 
that, on her arrival at Benares, the greatest care should be taken to secure all 
her property and papers; that these should be examined, in the presence of the 
Governor-Genera.!'s Agent, the Commissioner, and the Magistrate; that the 
Maharanee should be even subjected to have her person, and those of her confi. 
dential slave women, searched by respectable females, appointed for that purpose 
hy the Governor-General's Agent, in. communication with the Commissioner, 
and that all papers found be sealed up, and sent to Lahore. 

I beg, further, to rcport, that I find, on inquiry, that when the Maharanee 
was removed from the palace to Sheikhoopoor last year, she was allowed to take 
with her, property in cash, jewels,.bullion, shawls, gold, horse and elephant 
trappings, military accoutremeuts, &c., belonging to the State, to an immense 
amount. Of this I had no notion, when I said that she might take her property 
with her to Benares. I believrd that she had taken nothing but what might be 
considered as belonging to herself personally, to Sheikhoopoor. 

. Property of the kind described above, to the amount of many lakhs of rupees, 
besides one lakh and ten thous~nd rupees Nanukshahee, was lelt at Sheikhoopoor 
to follow her. When I discovered the natul'tl of tills property, and when the 
Duroill' mentioned to me that it aJl belonged to the State, and not to hCl'Self, I 
had it conveyed to Lahore, and it is now being inspected, in presence of one of 
the assistants. I intend to send to Benares any that may be fairly considered as 
the persona.! property of the Maharanee, but the rest I shall place in the hands 
of the officers of the Maharajah. . 

The most va.!uable part of the property taken to Sheikhoopoor is stated, 
however, to be now with the Maharanee. ,A large elephant, heavily la:ien, in 

2H2 
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Cbarge of her most trusted slave woman, missed its way, on the night. of the 
femoval of the Maharanee, and came in nearly to Analkullee, instead of going to 
Kana-Kuch, with ,the other baggage. This was reported to me at dayJ.:ght. in 
the morning, and I sent the elephant. with a guard,. off to the camp. , 

The Maharanee expressed herself to Lieutenant Lumsden most anxious fOf " . 
the arrival Qf this elephant, and begged him, more than once, to send and see \\' hat 
had become of it, as she was. put to inconvenience, by not having the services of 
the female attendant that accompanied it. On the alTival of the elephant, with 
its freight, she seemed very much relieved, Lieutenant Lumsden said, and 
appeared afterwards content. It is now said, that that elephant was laden with 
gold, and with jewels of the most costly description" to an immense amount. 

The Durbar state that the Maharanee, upen one occasion after Raja Lal 
Sing's exile from Lahore, sent for some of the old state jewels to look at, and 
that she retained those described in the margin,* which she has now with her, and 
which were (they say) in her own palkee, when she was taken from Sheillhoopoor 
to Fel'ozepore, (this may have been the cause of her great reluctance to travel in 
the carriage provided for her from Kana-Kuch, instead of in her palkee). The 
Durbar have requested that the Maharanee may be called 011 to restore those 
jewels. 

I think that the whole of the property which accompanies the Maharanee 
should be taken charge of by the Governor~General's Agent, 011 the arnval of 
Her Highness at Benares; and that all articles belonging to the Lahore Staw 
should be attached, and returned to them. 

But I would, further, propose, in cousideration of the facts stated in the 
former part of this letter, that the confinement of the Maharanee, on reaching 
Benares, should be much more stringent than was at first intended, pending the 
orders of the Governor-General in Council on the result of the present investiga
tion, and that, under all circumstances, as a state prisoner, she should not be 
allowed to have the command of wealth, of which she has, hitherto, not scrupled 
to make use to accomplish purposes the most treasonable, and to procure opeD 
violence and murder, and secret assassination. . 

·1 shall send instructious to Ensign Coxe, and a copy of this letter to Major 
Macgregor, that he may be prepared lor any orders he may receive, on the subject, 
from the Govcrnor-General in Council. 

Inclosure 10 in No. 32. 

T..ieutenant Edwardes to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Soornj Koond, JUfIIe 30, 1848. 
ON the morning of the 28th, we advanced from Adee Wallah Bagh to 

this place, five coss of the most difficult country imaginable for troops; inter
sected as it is, with broad, deep, and elevated nullahs, only passable by bridges. 
The most highly disciplined army could scarcely fail to be thrown by them 
into confw;ion; and I could not but marvel, during the march, at the folly of 
Moolraj, ill not turning his local knowledge to account, and attackiug us among: 
these dykes. 

Sooraj Koond is between three and four coss from Mooltan; and, about 
half a coss to the east of it, and across the Mooltan road, runs an immense nullah, 
thirty feet broad, between banks ten feet high. l'he bridge over this was in 
possession of the enemy, who held it with fOUf guns and from 1,000 to 1,500 
mell. At our approach, they destroyed the bridge, but remained ensconced behind 

. the furthest bank, to act as an outlying picket, and convey intelligence of our 
movements to Moolraj. We pitched our camp south of the village, just out of the 
range of these guns, and prot'eeded to consid~r on which side of Mooltan we 
.hould finally advance, and pitch our standing camp. 

It was reported, on our arrival, that Dewan Moolraj had determined to stand 

• I. On. nocHa •• of 105 v.ry large pelll'l.. 2. A pnir of .. rrings (En2Ii.h manufucture) •. ~ith 
on~ large emel'ohl. and In'ell Jlparla in pach. 3. A pt'orl necklace of two atrlDgs, containlDg 
131 pearl .. with carved .merald clasp and emerald dmp. wi,h Jowabir Sing'. name engraved OD it. 
4. A I,ai. of pearl bracelets oj' niue atring. OIIch, containiug 732 pearl •• 
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. one more engagement in the plain, before he betook himself to the walls of his 
fort; and, as the soldiers refll$ed to. fight, unless he headed them himself, it, at 
first. sight, appeared a highly favorable opportunity of decidlllg the rebe11icn. 
'rhe most suspicious reports, also, were in circulation as to the disposition tf the 
Sikh force under Raja Shere Sing, which, according to orders, should have been at 
'I'oolumba, but was said to have arrived within a few coss of Mooltan. Bl:aee 
Maharaj ~ing (it was added) had been deputed to go out, meet, and bring them 
in. Lett.rs came in, in t.be course of the day, from the Raja and otber Sirdars 
commanding that force, and I sent the soldi~rs who brought them to eat a good 
dinner with General Cortlandt's Sikh orderlies, knowing that the result would 
be a disclosure of the real state c;f the Raja's camp: I am sorry to say that the 
account, thus obtained, fully jllstified, though it did not confirm, all the details of 
the report we had heard. Artillery regiments and Jagheerdaree horse were alike 
declared to be in favor of Moolraj, the very relDarkable feeling among the Sikh 
being this: As a nation we· are found out; the cloak is withdra'l'l'n from our 
designs; things have been prematurely hurried on; and concealment is no longer 
possible: as soon as the Mooltan affair is settled, the Sikh army 1I'ill certainly 
be reduced as unsafe, and we shall all be thrown out of employ. Let us, therefore, 
prevent this rebellion from being settled. If Moolraj makes ~atisfilCtory arrange
ments with us, and will go all lengths for the religion, we will as~ist him; if he 
does not, we will not assist in reducing him. We will fire oveI' the heads of his 
80ldiers. If the Sirdar!' oppose us, we will tie their hands behind them, and send 
them to Moolraj.-Very similar reports reached us of the Sikh portion of Sheik 
Emamooddeen's force; and it became apparent that the unhappy re-appearance 
of the Sikh Gooroo at M ooltan bad revived the spirits of all the disaffected, who 
had not been actually involved in the defeat at Kineyree. While, therefore, 
Moolraj's own troops were depressed, and unwilling to fight again, recruits were 
coming in, with fresh couI'age, from the Manjha; and ovelotures from every Sirkaree 
wmy, except ours, now converging a."ooainst Mooltan. The question then arose: 
.:ould we, by forcing the broad nullah in front of us, anel advancing on Moo\.tan 
by the eastward, strike anothel', and decisive, blow at the rehers, before things 
grow worse, and they are reinforced by desertion from Shere Sing's army and 
the Sheik's? 

Lieut.enant Lake, (who joined' us yesterday, having ridden in from Bahawul-
, pore, in expectation of a battle J, General Cortlandt, and some of my Puthan 

officers, were of op!nion that we bhould secure an immediate engagement by 
crossing the nulIah; but tbe majority argued that, if Moolraj was anxious for 
Ii light, he would not have destroyed the· only bridge at which we could cross; 
that, until reinforcer! by vel'y large desertions, he was so numerically inferior as 
to be unable to rUIl so great a risk ~ that all his anxiety was to prevent our 
crossing the nuIlah; that if we effected the passage, he would immediately 
retreat into Mooltan, and we should be committed a.~ it were to take up our 
stand on the worst side a{ Mooltan, where there is no ground suitable for a camp, 
and no grass for the cavalry. These al'guments seemed to me good, and were 
coincided in, also, by butil Lieutenant Lake and General.cortlandt. so that we 
finally resolved not to attempt to cr~s the nullab;. but make for Abid Khan. 
ke-Bagh, directly west of the city of Mooltan, and there take up a pel'lnanent 
position, which should command Ra,} Ghat, and all our relations with the Sind 
Sagur Doab, and territories Trans Indus. 

Sheik Emamo:>rldeen's force had arrived within. twelve cOSs of U9, and was 
too weak to be left any lon~r alone; so we halted, yesterday, to allow them to 
eome up; and they reached, B.lhawulpore, about tbur 0058 to the south of us, 
that same morning. ' Unfortunately, tbeir line of march had brought them to 
Moolraj's side of the nulbh, inste.ad of OW'S; and it wa. .. IlIlcessary to take 
immediate stepR to cxtricate them from their dangerol1s p- o~imity tl) the rebels; 
five coss from Mooltan; "'ith nothing between them and th~ enemy. and a wide 
nullah cutting them 011' from their friends. I sent a strong party, immediately, 
to raise the villagers, and oonstruct a bridge fOl' the Sheik's· pa.<lIlIIgIl; but about 
5 P.M. our spies reported that Moolraj', troops were moving dOY;tl the east side 
of the nullah towards Bahawulpore. Great was our anxiety, and I thought it 
necessary to send two regiments under General Cortlandt. to the Sheik's 
assistance. The night came aD, stormy and dark; the detachment lost theiJo waY'. 
and wandered about the jungle till day-light~ when they found that the bridge 
had been completed in sufficient time to allow the Sheik's troops to cross over 
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before night fall; and all paliies came safely into camp at Sooraj Koond this 
morning. The rebels finding the birds flown, returned to Mooltan. ' 

. To-mOITow morning, we intend to go half-way to Abid-Khan-ke-Bagh ; and 
there are rumours of the Dewan fighting us; the' Sikh Gooroo having fixed 
to-morrow as an auspicious day. 

Inclosure 11 in No. 32 . 

. The Commander-in-Chief to the Governor-General of India in Council. 

Simla, July 1, 1848. 
I DO not feel justified in taking upon myself the responsibility.qf sending 

such a force as that now proposed by the Resident •. 
Although I should much prefer the plan of opel'atiop.s hithertocontem

plated, still, if your Lordship in Council should decide on an immediate move
ment, the following is the smallest force I would recommend: 

A brigade of infantry, to move from Lahore; consisting of onE: European 
and two Native regiments of infantry, and a Native troop of horse artillery, to be 
replaced by an European troop, if deemed necessary: . 

Lahore to be strengthened, during the absence of this brigade, by the wing 
.of the 14th from Ferozepore : .. . 

A brigade of infantry, to move from Ferozepore; consisting of one European 
and three Native regiments, the European regiment to be replaced by the 98th 
from Umballa, and one Native regiment to be.moved up from Loodiana: , 

A brigade of cavalry, to be composed of the 11th Light Cavalry, the 11 th 
and 13th Irregular Cavalry: the two first are at Ferozepore, the last at Mukho: 
to replace these, I would move up the 8th Light Cavalry from Loodiana to 
Ferozepore, and the 5th IlTegular Cavalry from Meerut to Mukho: 

This brigade of cavalry to be accompanied by the Native troop of Horse 
Artillery fi'om Ferozepore : 

The foot artillery. to accompany the siege train down the Sutlej, to consist 
of the reserve companies from Umballa, Loodiana, and Ferozepore, joined by. 
one from Subathoo. 

mclosure 12 in No. 32. 

The Commander-in-Chief to the Resident at Lahore .. 

Simla, July 1, 1848. 
I BEG leave to state, that I cannot see anything, in the altered position of 

affairs, which would justify me in taking upon myself the siege of MooHan, at 
the present moment. On the' contrary, the success of Lieutenant Edwardes 
renders it less necessary, in my opinion, to risk the lives of the European soldiers, 
at this season. 

Moolraj is shut up in his fort-all, I take it, that was contemplated by the 
movement of the Bahawulpore force, and that under Veutenant Edwardes. 

The revenues of the whole country will now be collected by us, whilst the 
Dewan'S disheartened followers will, undoubtedly, it may be expected, daily desert 
from him; and his means of paying and feeding them have been, by the recent 
events, greatly lessened, if not wholly prevented. 

Rebellion, although still existing, has been shorn of its WOl'St feature-the 
probability of extending itself; and I cannot contemplate that the complete 
success of all your combinations can produce the evil you now apprehend, fi'Om 
tbe forces of the Bahawulpore Nawab and Lieutenant Edwardes remaining in 
contact. I should conceive that ample employment to occupy their time and 
thoughts. may easily be found, until the proper season for military operations 
shall amve. 

Having a very high opinion of Major Napier's pl'Ofessional knowled~, I 
communicated with him, when, first, the question of attacking Mo.oltan was 

• Inclalu". Ii and 6 In ND. SO. 
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mooted; but there are many points in undertaking military operations, on. which 
an engineer officer's opinion cannot be considered definitive. 

. The force now proposed by Major Napier, and apparently assented to by 
.you, I consider quite inadequate. . I never could consent to an insufficient force, 
such as one brigade, of any strength, being sent. 
, I have always understood from you, that both the Sikh army and Sikh 
population are disaffected, and should be guarded against. I take it that these 
objections to weakening our force at Lahore, and on the frontier, still exist. The 
movement of a siege train under those contingencies, with so insufficient an 
escort as a brigade, would, in my mind, be a most impolitic measure. 

The supposition, from recent enquiries, that the neighbourhood of Mooltan is 
not so inundated as you supposed, would make the undertaking of a siege less 
difficult. That it could be attacked from the town side, as proposed by Major 
Napier, was always self evident, as the town itself could not be supposed to be 
under water; but it must be remembered, that this would conduce to two opera
tions-the taking of the town itself as a preparatory one-always unadvisable 
when it can be avoided, as, in such attacks, discipline is rendered almost nugatory. 

A siege train must be accompanied by a propOltionate force of reserve artil
lery; four companies· would be the least that would be required for the train of 
thhty pieces proposed by Major Napier; one of these companies would have to 
move from 8ubathoo. . 

By the Deputy Commissary-General's letter which I forwarded to you SOUle 

time back, the transpolt train bullocks would have to come fi'olll CIl.Wnpore. 1 
am not aware what the Durbar could collect. Elephants, without harness, and 
. unaccustomed to draught, would be of little use, except as an aid in helping guns 
out of difficnlties. 

I always understood that the carts at Bahawulpore, and I take it on the 
other side of Sutlej also, are not calculated for the carriage of the siege materiel. 

With regard to Commissariat supplies, I only know that, whatever lol'ce 
moves at present, we shall have to look to the Durbar for everything for them. 

If the services of Major Napier are disposable for the duty, he might proceed 
with the force as Chief Engineer. 

Inclosure 13 in No. 32. 

The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary to the Government of Indin. 

Lahore, July 5, 1848. 
I FORWARD two letters from Lieutenant Edwardes, dated, l·especti\·dy, 

the 26th and 27th ultimo, received together on the 3rd instant. 
The reports referred to by Lieutenant Edwardes, were mostly without. 

foundation. 
The Sikh troops are doubtless not to be relied on; but the only desertions, 

not hithelto reported, that have taken place, that I have heard of, are of a part,· 
of nearly 400, from Sheik Emamooddeen's newly raised levies. . 

I doubt not I shall have to report a further collision between the tJ·oops of 
Lieutenant Edwardes and Bahawul Khan, with those of Dewan Moolraj, and I 
trust with a similar result. 

Inclosure 14 jn No. 32 .• 

Lieutenant Edwardes to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, 7'ibbee, 2 coss BlJUth-west of Moolian, July 2, 1848. 
. . MY hllSty note of yesterday evening will have gratified you with the intelli
ge~ce of ~he battle of Suddoosain; the second general action, and second victory, 
~luch thIS force has fought, and gained, witltin II. fortnight. I now proceed to give 
you the details. 
. Sheik Emamooddeen's division ha'ving joined us on the 30th of June, we 
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marched on the 1st of .July (yesterday) to this place, which is about tbTee coss. 
To make a lonq-er march was not possible, for we have heard that the Sikh 
Gooroo, with great forms and ceremonies, had consulted the stars, and fixed' 
yesterday as the happy day, when Dewan Moolraj would be invincible. Inspired 
with this assurance, Moolraj resolved to fight, and laid his plan, to come down 
to the bridge at Sooraj Koond, and play his guns from behind the high banks of 
the nullah, on our camp. Knowing that if he did so, we should be unable to 
get at him from want of bridges, and that if a ~un was fired on us, it would 
look ill to decline an engagement, we resolved to strike our camp, and march, 
with the first dawn, three or four coss nearer to Mooltan, ·on the west of the 
nullah, and, by thus threatening the city, prevent the rebels from attacking us 
in rear. 

This plan was pursued, and the wbole of our infantry and artillery, under 
command of General Cortlandt, in order of battl~, marehed to Tibbee, yesterday 
morning; the baggage of the army being in the centre, behind the infantry, and 
Lieutenant Lake and I bringing up the rear, with all the ca~alry. The expected 
attack from the Sooraj Koond bridge did not take place; and when, at 11 A.M. 

we reached Tibbee, with the rear guard, the van had received intelligence that 
Moolraj no sooner had comprehended our move, than he changed his own, 
recalled his troops from the Sooraj Koond bridge, and, marching them parrallel 
with us on the other side of the nullah, concealed by the banks, crossed the 
water, at a masonry bridge in front of the city of Mooltan, and emerged on the 
plain, a coss and a half in front of us. 

At first, we could scarcely believe that the rebels intended to force on '" 
battle at midday, after their morning's manreuvres, and thought they would 
merely take up such a position as to prevent our approaching too closely to 
Mooltan. But, messenger after messenger brought in word -that they were 
advancing in line, and at last our pickets retired, with the news that they were 
close at hand. This was at noon. 

We beat to arms. turned out, formed line. and advanced to meet them in the 
following order: the Daoodpotra force on the right, commanded by Lieutenant 
Lake; Sooltan Khan's Mussulman regiment, the Sooraj Mookee regiment, and 
General Cortlandt's ten guns, in the centre, commanded by the General; my 
own l'uthan infantry levies, on the left centre, flanked by my Puthan. cavalry ; 
and, on the left of all, Sheik Emamooddeen's troops, of whose fidelity I was 
doubtful, and whom I determined to watch closely. 

Lieutenant Lal,e, seeing some high mounds (the ruins of an old canal) in 
front of him. with great judgment, hurried on, and took possession of them with 
his Daoodpotras ; planting his guns securely behind this natural entrenchment; 
and, from this commanding position, commenced the action by a heavy fire on the 
enemy's left,which was as heavily returned, but was rendered harmless by the 
protection of the ground. . • 

The Daoodpotras had been engaged about a quarter of an hour, when the 
centre and left overtook them, and drew off the enemy's fire. The battle then 
became ganeral; General Cortlandt's artillery in the centre, the Daoodpotras on 
the right, and Sheik Emamooddeen's two guns, being all brought to bear upon the 
enemy, who selected his ground at the village of Suddoosain. with that detimsive 
cunnin.~ for which Sik h soldiers are renowned; planting almost the wbole line 
under jungle cover, and the artillery stron,;ly ensconced in mud villa"ooes and date 
tree groves. A pause, and severe artnlery struggle, ensued, during which, the 
infantry, of both sides, lay down behind ditches, in line. 

The enemy are variously stated to have had '1. B, 9,10, 11. and 12 .guns, 
but the best accounts say 10. It was impossible therefore for them 19n9 to 
8ustain the superior fire of 22, which were brought into action on our side; 
though .iustice requires me to pay the tribute of admiration to the obstinacy with 
which Moolraj's Sil,h artillerymen stood their ground. Once moved, the day 

. was ours; for the native army that retires is lost. Proximity to the city, how
ever, and the knowledge that they could always take refuge there, added to the 
desperate courage which Bhaee Maharaj Silijt's solemn blessings and promises of 
victory had inspirl'd in 1he rebel army • and the rest ofthe action was a series of 
struggles in which the rebels were driven back from village to villa!!'e, grove to 
grove; and their total rout was much delayed by the nullahs and ;ntche!\, with 
which the ground was intersected; the bridges and fords of which were known 
to the enemy, but not 10 us. Sheik Emainooddeen's two guns were thus put 
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hOTs-de-combat vf!rY early in the day, and the Daoodpotras 'were unable, until 
very late, to extricate their artillery again from the banks of the canal which 
they first occupied, so that, during the greater I?art of the day, the artillery on 
hoth sides was equal. 

At last, Dewan Moolraj, who commanded in person, and who is said to 
have got a fall from his elephant by a shot Catching the howdah, mounted his 
horse, and retreated precipitately from the field, carrying with him an the guns 
but two, which remained to mask the movement, and were most desperately
served. The Sooraj Mookee regiment of infantry finally decided the day, by 8. 
most brilliant charge a.,aainst these two guns, which they captured in a style 
which British troops alone could excel. . They were led on by Mr. Quill, my 
writer, a young man, hut old soldier, whose conspicuous bravery deserves special 
notice. A rush of the whole infantry and cavalry followed, and the broken. 
enemy fled from the hard-fought field in irrecoverable disorder. • 

Almost under the walls of Mooltan, I halted our fatigued troops; and, the 
failing daylight not permitting us to ascertain whether we were under the fire of 
the fort or not, I thought it best to return to our own camp. • 

The highest estimate of the rebel numbers does not make them above 
12,000; and I scarcely think they were 11,000; though they left hardly any men 
in the fort, .and have been reinforced by large desertions, during the last three 
days, from the forces of Sheik Emamooddeen and Raja Shere Sing; but the 
.majority of Moolraj's troops are old soldiers, many deserters who fight with 
halters round their necks, and two-thirds Sikh and Hindoo fanatics, to whom it 
has become a war of faith to uphold the Khalsa and their Kutree master. . The 
desperation, therefore, witjl. which they fought, more than counterbalanced the 
difference of numbers; and I attribute our victory, entirely, to each division of 
our line being led and sustained by European officers. Lieutenant Lake will 
himself give you an account of the share taken in the battle by the Daoodpotras; 
but it is for me to inform you how much their good service was due to the judg
ment with which he took up their successive positions, and the confidence which 
they could not but imbibe from witnessing his personal intrepidity under the 
hottest fire. To him, and General Cortlandt, your warmest praise is due. The 
latter maintained a solid and unshaken centre throughout the day; and handled 
his regular regiments and. artillery, like a good soldier .and brave man. Sheik 
Emamooddeen's troops were hardly engaged at all, though his return shows a list 
of eighty-one killed and wounded. Several of the Puthan Chiefs made dashing 
charges against Moolraj'b cavalry, whenever they showed themselves; amongst 
them 1 could distinguish Gholam Sirwur, Khan Kha.,oowanee who killed several 
Sikhs-with his Own hand, and was shot tlu-ough both bones of his right arm, in 
the midst of the enemy's line. To Foujdar Khan Alizye, who has, throughout 
these operations, acted as my Adjutant-General, and who, in spite of a severe 
sword wound received at Kinevree on the 18th of June, took command of the. 
cavalry, yesterday, at SUddoosain, and directed their movements, I feel under the 
greatest obligation, and, at some future time, shall lay his services more particularly 
before you. -

We lost some few Puthans of note; Futteh Khan of Khyssore, Hussun 
Khan, Moosehzye. and Ruheem Khan, Khoodukka, a relation of the Nawab of 
Dera., all brave men, who will be remembered on this frontier with regret. 

In Lieutenant Lake's force. Captain McPherson of His Highness the Nawab 
of Bahawulpore's service, fell, at the head of his regiment; and we buried him 
this morning with ntilitary honors. 

Tlie total of killed and wounded In the whole force, is 281. 
The enemy are said to have suffered very heavy loss, increased by a cruel 

and treacherous act of the Dewan'S. Between the field and the city runs the 
same large nullah on which we were encamped at Soomj Koond; and there is but 
one bridge at that part of it which is nearest Suddoosain. No ,sooner had 
Moolraj got across this htidge himself with his artillery, than he planted two 
guns on it to stop his Own soldiers from retreating. The majority of the en
raged fugitives forced the barrier with some loss; but many of them tj:ied to 
swim the nullah, and were drowned. HunC1reds never re-entered Mooltan, but 
struck off inta the country, and have gone, probably, to their homes. Of 400 
Goorkas (who deserted our officers), only 150 answered to their names again at 
Mooltan. Moolraj's COllra.,"C, however, seems to remain unbroken. Thismom
ing, he mustered his' soldiers, invited them to go out with him again to fight, anel 
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a poor parade was got 'up, wh'en the kettle-drums of our cavalry (who in a body 
swept round the country this morning to reconnoitre),. were heard approaching 
the city, and the soldiers left their ranks in confusion. . BatHed, but not dis
heartened, Moolraj is said to have again consulted the. stars, and fixed another 
c, auspicious day" for to-mOiTOW. It remains to be seen whether he can induce 
his army to come out.. . 

Peer Buksb Adawlutee, the worst, and most influential, adviser of Moolraj, 
received a severe sword cut across the back while flying from Suddoosain"from 
the hand of one of his own men, a Sikh, who declared that Peer Buksh had sold 
the day to the Sahib log. This incident, and Moolraj's firing on his own troops 
at the bridge, gives a very fair idea of the dissension and distrust which pervades 
the rebel army. They are, indeed, only held together by the fanatic cry of 
." Dhurum," so artfully introduced into the contest. Unfortunately, experience 
proves that it js the strongest tie by which natives can be bound. 

lnclosure 15 in No. 32. 

Lieutenant Lake to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Tibbee, 2 COBS from Mooltan, July 2, 1848. " 
. NAWAB BAHAWUL KHAN'S army, yesterday, took part in an eniage. 

meni fought against the rebel troops, headed by Dewa,p. Moolraj in p(;lrson, - , 
At twelve o'clock, it· was reported that the enemy was marching in forcl1 

against us, and that our pickets had been driven in. We immediately moved W; 
their support, and fell into position. . I directed the. Nawab's troops to occupy 
some high ground on the right of our line, which not only afforded them th!l; 
advantage of cover, but enabled their guns to fire from a considerable elevation, 
down into the plain. This was a matter of no small importance, in a country; 
abounding with brush-wood, behind which the ene,my were seen with difficulty. " 

The action was commenced by the Bahawulpore artillery, who opened a i\tea<lYl 
and well-directed fire on Moolraj's advancing line. This fire was continued,. until 
Lieutenant Edwardes had advanced to some distance beyond my position..T~ 
Daoodpotras, and regular infantry, then came forward and engaged with the ellemt~ 
left, in support of Lieutenant Edwardes, who had attacked the enemy's right and) 
centre. The Dewan's left had occupied a small village, under the cover ofwhicb. 
they served their guns, and from which I found it was impos'sible to di$lodge 
them, without the assistance of artillery. Unfortunately, some delay occurred in 
bringing up the guils. At length, however, their arrival enabled me to chive the, 
enemy out of this position, and to bring a heavy fire upon the last point at which 
he seemed inclined to make a stand. Shortly afterwards, a brilliant charge, madE! 
by General Cortlandt's regiments, fairly drove the rebels back, and they fled in 
great confusion. The battle was severely contested to the last. 

All branches of the Bahawulpore army behaved well. The infantry advanced. 
steadily from point to point, and were never beaten back, although, at times, the 
heavy fire of the enemy forced them to halt; the artillery sel'Ved their guru!; 
admirably; and ~~e cavalry checked a body of Sikh horse, who had been sent to. 
outflank our pOSItion. . . d 

, Peer Ibraheem Khan, the Government agent, was present during the whole; 
of the action, and was of great service in bringing up the guns, which bad dl:-;, 
layed coming up in support of the infantry. . '., , 

. I . annex a return of killed and w!.JUnded ; among the former, I regret tor 
say, are Shah Mahomed Khan, a Daoodpotra, of some distinction, and Captail\ 
Macpherson, the Commandant of one of the Nawab's regular regiments.., I 
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Inclosure 16 in No. 32. 

Lieutenant Edwardes to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Tibbee, 2 COBB from the city of Moolt~n, 
, July 3, 1848. , ' 

: DEWAN MOOLRAJ'S army were in no condition this morning to avail 
themselves of the" Mahoorut" fixed by the Brahmins and the stars, both of 
which authorities have fallen into disrepute since the battle at Suddoosain. I have 
not even heard the great Gooroo's name mentioned during the last two days, and 
conclude he is going over his calculations again, to see where he made the, 
mistake.. '. , " 

, The Dewan has slept in the fort the last two nights for security; and passed 
the days in a shivallah in the city. His troops have been collectirig the dead 
carrion off the field, and dragging up the drowned from the nuUah under the 
city walls. All have been burnt; imd, the Adjutant of the traitor Goorka regi
ment having been killed, his wife performed the rite of Suttee on his funeral pile. 

For the present, at least, it is clear that the 'rebels have resigned all pre
tensions to the plail), and are limiting their operations to the defence of the 
city and fort. At the bridge over the nullah they have planted six guns, and 
lined the nullah bank nearest the city with zumboorahs. Between the city 'and 
the said bridge, also, they have erected a battery on a natural eminence, called 
Ali Mahomed Khan Badozye Reejah, from the house of that Puthan chief 
being situated thereon, and knocked down to make way for the guns. In the 
fort they are casting more guns, and, of course,these preparations will continue" 
as long as ever the advance of the British siege tt:ain is delayed. ' 
, ;' I trust that it will not be thought presumptuous on my part to moot again 

the settled question of immediate action, or delay till the cold weather; but the 
enemy is now reduced to so humble a position; is so hemmed in, disheartened 
by defeats, and weakened by desertions, since the last hattIe, that we- all here feel 
it would be matter for great regret, if you should not bring to bear on the rebel
lion, at once, the very little extra impulse which is required to end it. 
" ' , Such is 'the state of feeling now in the rebel army, that I am quite con
fident the announcement of a British brigade and heavy train leaving Lahore or 
Ferozepore for Mooltan, would be the signal for so great a desertion, as would 
leave the fort in a hopeless state of indefensibility. Even the Sikhs have been 
shaken by this last thrashing, and large numbers of them threw theil.· arms into' 
the nullah, and, divesting themselves of every appearance of soldiers, returned, 
again to the Manjha. To lose so favorable an opportunity of,avoiding a siege, 
by a simple demonstration, would be courting difficulties; and the conduct of 
tile Sikh troops during the delay, which. has already taken place, and whose 
danger has been merely counteracted by our successes at Kineyree and Slid
doosain, warn us, in an unmistakeable language, to take '~fortune at the flood," 
and not give another two months to the Khalsa, wherein to forget Moolraj's dis
asters, and take up the broken threads of their wide-spread web of mutiny. 
, It is generally said that many deserters from' Raja Shere Sing's force 

fought against us at Suddoosain; but fled again ,after the battle, astonished at 
• .finding that their hero, "MoaUa," was but a Bunyah after all, and not an incar~ 

nation. Now then is the time to strike; and it is quite painful to me to see 
that [ have reached the end of my tether, and can do no more. Here we are" 
upwards of 18,000 men, completely thrown away, eating up the revenues of the 
country, which might be employed to purposes of peace; at a time too,-when 
the State is bankrupt. I have hard work, I assure you, to feed and pay this 
army, and, in every point of view, think it would be well to bring their occupa-, 
tion to a speed'y end, by vigorously following up the advantages they have 
gained. Heavy gullS and mortars, sappers and miners, two European and two 
Native regiments, a 'young brigadier, and a smart engineer staff, supported by 
three good Native regiments and a General Cortlandt, and my irregular hordes 
to scour the country round, would close Moolraj's account within a fortnight, 
and obviate t~e necessity of assembling 50,000 men in October. 

Now that we are at Mooitan, the inclemency of the season is DO longer an 
argument against sending Europeans, for I will undertake to dry the nullah, and 
put them under cover, in the city of Mooltan, within forty-eight hours after their 
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arrival. They could come from Lahore in boa:ts down the Ravee and Chenah, 
• in a week. . , 

4th of July. I had Written thus far, yesterday, when a false alarm from the 
picket in our front, caused the whole line to turn out, and, in the hurry of thrust
ing my pistols into my belt, one of them accidentally went off, and the ball 
passing through my right hand lacerated it severely, but I believe no bones are 
broken. It is unfortunate, however, at this crisis, as it entirely disables me 
from handling either a sword or a pen. Mr. Quin, my writer, now writes this, 
from my dictation. I am happy to observe that you have fully anticipated the 
necessity of the immediate move of British troops and heavy guns, above 
recommended. . 

It will, certainly, be the best plan for those troops that are to come from 
Lahore, including Her Majesty's 10th foot; to pursue the route of the Ravee 
and Chenab, and those that are to come from Ferozepore, with the heavy guns, 

• to come down the Sutlej, to the Ghat opposite to Bahawulpore on the right 
bank. and march from thence to Mooltan. The position of our force here 
equally covers the approach of both. 

I have made over all the Mooltan districts which are not held by the Kar
dars of the Nawab ofBahawulpore, to the charge of General Cortlandt, who has, 
this day, issued orders to the respective Kardars to collect and feed gooq sheep 
for the Europeans. At this time of the year, the grass fed sheep are in excellent 
condition. 

The heat of the weather here is, certainly, not of that intensity which we 
were led to expect. I should think that many houses at Lahore, and perhaps 
the barracks, now occupied by the Europeans •. must be quite as hot as this. 

Raja Shere Sing's army has been, and stillls, a source of great anxiety to me. 
Without orders, as far as I can make out, the Raja seems to have advanced from 
Toolumba, and, though I have repeatedly requested him to halt, he hl!S now 
advanced as far as Gogran, six coss from the city of Mooltan. I, at first, thought 
this was attributable to the Raja having no command over his men, and the 
latter being .determined to join Moolraj; but I find that the Raja has made 
severe examples of one or two soldiers in his camp who gave liCense to their 
tongues; and I now believe that his march upon Mooltan is owing to the san
guine hopes raised by the successes of our force, that Moolraj himself. would 
speedily surrender, and still more to the eager desire of the Raja and the other 
Sirdars along with him, to prove their own freedom from disaffection. This 
very morning. also, I have heen informed that the 200 Sikhs who, some days 
ago, joined Moolraj, as it was then $aid, from R"ia Shere Sing's camp, were, in 
reality, the re-assemblea remnant of Bhaee Maharaj Sing's scattered followers. 
Of the secret disaffection of the Sikh troops of Raja Shere Sing, it would be 
weakness to doubt, after the proofs we have lately had, that no amount of 
generosity, moderation, justice, and il!1partial administration, which the British 
Government could bestow, can ever ·conciliate the goodwill of the Runjeet 
generation. 

But the jagheers of the Goorchurras are tolerably good securities for their 
keeping their opinions to themselves, at least, until some opportunity presents 
itself of revolting with suecess. The present plight of Dewan Moolraj does 
not offer so decided an encouragement ~ and I hear that he, Yesterday, informed 
his officers that his resources were exhausted, that he could neither lavish on . 
them rewards, or even give them their pay; that those who were not prepared 
to fight for their mere religion. had better leave him; many are 'said to have 
taken him at his word. Under these circumstances, the danger to be anticipated 
of ~a Shere Sing's force joining the enemy's, is very much diminished. 
Another danger. however, has risen in its place .. Supposing Raja Shere Sing's 
army. to be true, it becomes the enemy of Dewan Moolraj, and the lattt>r's 
interest to destroy it; and, should the rebels move a.,aainst the Raja, with the 
city of Mooltao between him and us, we should not be able to go to .\lis assist
ance, and he would; infallihly, be defeated, and lose his guns.' I cannot, therefore, 
leave the Raja exposed alone' at Gogran, neither can I order him back; and I 
have been obliged, therefore, quite against my own will and judgment, to extri
cate him from his peril, by ordering him to join me. Even this J,le cannot do, 
without crossing the wide nullah which divides us from Mooltan; and I .shall 
not be free from very great apprehension on his account, until he has crossed 
this obstacle without a collision. 
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Inclosure 17 in No. 32. 

. Lieutf!1llZnf Lake to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Tibbee, 2 COBB from Moo/(an, July 6, 1848. 
I AM glad to learn that you consider it desirable to move, at OIice, with 

British troops against the fort of Mooltan. 
The battle of Suddoosain will, doubtless, confirm you in those views~ for it 

has reduced the rebel Mooiraj to so abject a condition, and made his followers so 
dispirited, that no combination of circumstances would render him less formi
dable than he is now. His cause is now wholly despaired of; large numbers of 
his adherents are daily deserting'him; even the so-called Bhaee Maharaj Sing 
has thought it prudent to decamp; and the news of a British fOl'ce being on its 
way to Mooltan will be enough to disperse those who are still wavering. Those 
who tight with halters round their necks, will, of course, cling to him to the last. 

Not only the state of Mooiraj's force, but that of our own, makes it incnm~ 
bent upon us to act immediately. The main strength of this army (as you are, 
perhaps, aware) is the regular regiments; Hitherto, they have shown no symp
toms of dissatisfaction; but, as Mooirsj spares no efforts to corrupt them (and 
they will shortly be joined by Raja Shere Sing's force, whose fidelity is ques
tionable), it would be in the highest degree imprudent to leave them inactive 
for the- next three months, in the immediate vicinity of Mooltan. As for the 
irregular Puthan levies, their fidelity is to be depended upon, so long as J..ieute
nant Edwardes is present to guide them; at the same time, it must not be for
gotten, that they are mere mercenary troops; that the personal attachment they 
feel for Lieutenant Edwardes, and the success which has hitherto attended their 
efforts, are the only links which bind them to our cause. The Babawnlpore 
troops are, as you know, inexperienced, and badly paid, and, although there is no . 
fear of the Daoodpotras going over to the enemy. there is every probability of 
their returning to their homes, if the contest is a very protracteq one. 

It is hardly necessary for me to dwell upon the evils of inactivity, the 
, courage and confidence which it cannot fail to give the enemy, the distrust it 

must inspire among our own men, the great anarchy and disorder which must 
prevail in the districts of Mooltan until the capture of the fort, besides the 
great expense of keeping so large an army in the field. 

All these are arguments, not only for sending a British force to Mooltan, but 
such a force as will bring the matter to a speedy conclusion. Nine thousand 
men will take more time to move than three thousand, but the time lost by the 
formef", in arriving at the point of action, will be more than saved, after they have 
once begun operations.· . 

Neither do I see any reason why siege operations should be impeded, as; 
from ail I can learn, inundations are confined to the north side of the fort, and 
the west side of the city. On the east and south, the -ground is compara
tively high, and is in no wl1y affected by the wl1ter in the surrounding canals 
and drains. Of four gates which the fort contains, the Khidree is the only one 
which will be inaccessible from water. In front of three other gates, and on the 
city side, is some very high ground, which is not only above the reach of inunda. 
tion, but on a level with the fort itsel£ There is no reason why the attack 
should not be m&de from this quarter. 

It must not be forgotten that these inundations are produced ,by the tiver, 
lmd not by the rains, and thl1t there is every probability of the river containing 
more water in October tban July. If, therefore, the extent of this inundation 
is to prevent us acting in July, it will equally prevent us in October. . 

'fhe !ITOund on which the fort is built is said to contain 300 biggahs oflamh 
within this area there is not only an outer hut an inner inclosure; the space' 
within, for the location and movement of troops, must, therefore, be contracted. 
under these circumstances the &dvantage of bringing a number of mortars is: 
evident. , . 

I regret that I am unable to furnish you with a more 'detaIled account ot 
the fort, as the distance w bich we still are 'from. Mooliwl.liIlIkes me dependent 
upon others for information. , 
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Inclosure 18 in No. 32. 

Lie:utenant Edwtirdes to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Tibbee, 2 C08S from Mooltan, July 7, 1848: 
IT is impossible to help coming t;;, the conclusion that this bugbear ot inun

dation has been carefully disseminated at Lahore by the friends of Moolraj, 'and 
the enemies of the State, to delay the vengeance of the British Government' 

, and give the disaffected time to mature their plans, and ripen the rebellion of 
Mooltan, into a second Punjab war. Our engineers may rest' assured that they 
will find, in whatever month they arrive before Mooltan, "ample room "and' 
verge enough" for their scientific operations, and all that they will gain by delay 
will be an increase in the.number of their enemies; more batteries and fortin.' 
cations day by day strengthened to oppose them. 

I have.quite made up my own mind, 'from report, as to whicli is the most 
':llinerable side of the fort and city, and have carefully abstained from going 
near it, pitching our camp upon the most fO).'Dlidable side of Mooltan, and 
thereby inducing the Dewan to exhaust his attention and resources at a point 
which will, probably, never be assailed. ' , ' ' 

, Inclosure I!) in No. 32. 

The Secretary to the Government of India to the Resident at Lahore. 

, Fort William, July S, 1848: . I 
THE account 41 of the successful action fought by Lieutenant Edwardes arid' 

the troops of the, Nawab Bahawul Khan, against the rebel' force of DelVan, 
MooIraj, on the 18th of June, has afforded the highest satisfaction to the' 
Governor-General in Council; and his Lordship in Council desires me to convey 
to you, and to request that you will communicate to Lieutenant Edwardes, the 
cordial expression of the approbation with which the Government of India have: 
regarded his proceedings; their recognitio)l of the foresight and skill by whic;:h he, 
effected a junction with the Nawab's troops; and their high sense of the steady 
gallantry by which he made good his opportunity, and achieved the important 
success which merits these thanks. ' ' 
Ia1His Lordship in Council desires, also, that' his acknowl!idgments of, ttleir: 
servioes may be made known to General Cortlandt, and to the Nawab of 
Bahawulpore, and t~ all the troops engaged in the action at Kineyree. 

Inclosure 20 in No. 32. 
, 

Lieutenant Lake to thll Resident at Lahore. . ': 

Camp, Tibbee, July 9,1848.: 
LIEUTENANT CHRISTOPHER, of the Indian navy, has this day joined 

'Our camp; and, in consultation with him, Lieutenant Edwardes,has determined' 
upon the propriety of bringing a. steamer up the Chenab to Mooltan. It is cal
culated that this steamer will be very useful in assisting the transit of troops ' 
which may join us by the way of the Ravee and Chenab. , 
. At the same time, Lieutenant Christopher (who has considerable experience ' 
of the Punjab rivers) is of opinion that the Ravee is not well adapted for the ' 
conveyance of troops after the month of August, and is, in this respect, much' 
inferior to the Sutlej.· ' , , 

.. In.lolure 24 iii No. 29. 
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Inclosure 21 in No. 32~ 

The Resident at Lahore tu the Se~e'tary to the Governme~t of India. 

, I ; Lahore, July 10, 1848. 
IT is with much gratification that I forward the correspondence relative 

to" ~other complete victory*, obtained by the combined forces of Lieutenant 
Edwardes and Nawab Bahawul Khan, on the afternoon of the ,1st instant, over 
the troops of the rebel Dewan Moolraj. 

His Lordship' in Council will, I am sure, admire the gallantry, skill, 
energy, and judgment of Lieutenants Edwardes and Lake, displayed on this occa
sion, and will consider those officers, and "the troops under their command, ,as. 
deserving his approbation and commendation. 

Inclosure 22 in No. 32. 

The Resident at Lahore to Lieutenant Edwardes. 

Lahor!!, July 10, 1848. 
. IT falls to the lot of few men to have the opportunity of rendering such 

brilliant and useful service to their country as you have been enabled to perform ; 
and the ~antry, energy, skill, and self-devotion with which you have gloriously 
improved the opportunity afforded you, must command the admiration. while the 
great value of the services effected, will call forth the grateful thanks, of the 
Governor-General of India in ,Council, as they do, in an eminent degree" 
my own. , ' 
, . You ha-ite, indeed, performed most ,eminent and valuable service which his 

Lordship in Council will, I, am ~ure, appreciate as ~ do, and will greet with the 
same hearty acknowledgment..' , ' . 
, " ,; This second victory is a very 'important one: it will, I doubt not, have the 
effect of disheartening the followers and the partisans, open and secret, of the 
re~el Moolraj; and pf enabling you to confine him and his remaining army to 
th~ city and fort. till a British force shall put a period to the rebellion by crush. 
jl!g him in his stronghold. , ' 

I shall address your gallant' companion, Lieutenant Lake, separately, in 
reply to his letter reporting the victory, and the conduct, of the troops of our ally, 
the Nliwab of Bahawulpore.: , ' " 
"General Cortlandt has a.,ooain distin"ouished himself i his skill in managing, his 

troops, and his intrepidity in action, are in the highest degree creditable to him, 
and entitle him to the warmest thanks of the Maharajah and myself. 

Your account of Mr. Quin's gallant conduct is highly satisfactory, and I 
shall take care that the excellent service which he has so heroically rendered to 
the Government, on this occasion, does not pass unnoticed, or unrewarded. 

To Gholam Sirwur Khan, Khagwanee, whose personal prowess 'you speak 
of in terms of praise, my admiration and thanks are due; as also to Foujdar 
.Khan, Alizye, who, though still suffering from the wouIid he received in the action 
at Kimiyree, while gallantly charging the enemy's cavalry, was again at your side 
at Suddoosaiu, commanding your cavalry, and rendering you excellent service. 
. ,I request that to the above officers especially, and to all the officers and 
soldiers who fought with you on this occasion, you will communicate the assu
rance of my approbation and grateful thanks. 

The Durbar have, at my instigation, addressed a purwanna to the officers 
and.men of General Cortlandt's regiment; and have, in a proclamation to the 
troops of their army, spoken of the conduct and services of these corps in terms' 
which will. I trust, be gratifYing to them; while it is to be hoped that iheir con
duct, with its reward. may have the. effect of stimulating the other Durbar troops 
to the exhibition of similar fidelity to the Government. . 

• ID.lo,~ 14 ill No. 32. 
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Inclosure 23 in No. :l2., 

The Resident at Lrihore to Lieutenant Lake. , I 
, ", Lrihore, July 10, 1848 •. " 

I iIA VB received the description of this second victory gained by the force 1 
of our ally, Nawab Babawul Khan, assisted by that under Lieutenant Edwardes; . 
with the higbestsatisfBCtion. , ' . 

I have adw-essed to Hiq Highness the NawabcoBgratulatory letters, on this" 
second occasion of his army's distinguished success. '. '. ,'. 

While I request that you will communicate to Futteh Mahomed Khan 
Ghoree, and the officers of the force, my appreciation of their courage and services; , 
I feel that.to yourself my thanks and admiration are peculiarly due, for the skill ' 
. and gallantry with which you directed the movements and operations of the force;'! 
to which Lieutenant Edwardes bears such ample testimony, and'to which the 
success of t,be Bahawulpore army is in an eminent degree attributable. ' 

I am satisfied that the Governor-General in Council will appreciate and ac-
knowledge the great value of your services on this important occasion. . . 

I request you will tender my thanks to Peer Ibraheem Khan, and assure 
him of the high estimation I entertain for his courage and conduct, not only on 
the :field of Suddoosain, but in all the proceedings that have taken place connected 
with these operations. . , 

. I regret very much the death of Captain Macpherson, and of the other 
officers of the Nawab, killed in this action. 

Inclosure 24 in No. 32. 

The. Resident at Lahore to the Secretary to the Governmental lnd~ . 
. , 

,Lalwre, July 10, 1848. 
I FORWARD a correspondence which has, this day, passed between Major.;;' 

General.Whish,C.B .• and myself, regarding the immediate movement of troops, 
and a siege train, on Mooltan. . ' 'f.d 

I have been induced to take upon myself the responsibility of this move-· 
ment, notwithstanding the remarks 'contained in the letter* of the Conimander-in
Cbief, dated the 1st instant, from a conviction, of its political necessity, and 
military practicability, at the present moment. '. ,.:. 

Strong as have been the reasons in a political point of view which have llrged 
the expediency of a military movement by the .British Government, -to crush the' 
rebellion in Mooltan, from the.:first moment of its appearance, they have 'never 
been stronger than they are at the present time. . . ' .. 

When the emeute took place. there had been, many months, (as it appeared' 
at that time, and subsequent investigations and events have made certain) a wide 
spread combination and conspiracy, throughout the -Sikh army, t&which very 
many influential persons were parties, and of the existence of which scarcely any' 
were, I believe, ignorant, to create a disturbance somewhere, and of some kind, , 
(the place and nature of this not being, I think, fully determined) whereby a large' 
portion of the Lahore ganison might be detached, which was to be the signal for 
a more general insurrection for a :final struggle, with a view 'to the re-establish-
ment of Khalsa independence, and the expulsion of the English. . 

The attack on our officers at Mooitan, and their subsequent murder, (though 
the :first attack was, I still believe, accidental,) was immediately seized on, as the 
opportunity for the development of the scheme and its execution. 

Had the Sikh troops been moved towards Mooitan, at that time, and the· 
moveable column sent away from Lahore, the insurrection would have, at once, 

• broken forth; Lahore would have been attacked (with a belief of treachery in the 
garrison), and the moveable column, at a distance from its resources and m~<>a- . 
zinesiwould have been placed. at any rate, in great difficulty., . 

. The column stood fast, at which the Sikh army was surprised. The ga.rrison~ , 
instead of being weakened by detachments going to Mooltan, was strongly 
reinforeed bytlle ad~t.ion ot'other regiments and more Europeans. By this, t1l& 

• Inolo.u:r. 19 in No. 32. 
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contemplated plan of the conspirators was baffled; the existence of tbat part of 
the conspiracy which attached to the tampering with our soldiers was detected, 
and some of the ringleaders thereof executed. This confounded the disaffected 
still further; and the sudden removal of the Maharanee, the great head and pro
moter of all the treacherous combinations, came as a sort of climax to their 
perplexities: allthese events tended to frustrate their scheme, and account for 
the delay in its development. 

Still Moolraj remained unpunished, and the rebellion in Mooltan unchecked; 
there.was yet a rallying point for the army and. the disaffected, and, at this 
moment, Bhaee Maharaj Sing made his appearance. 

The career of this impostor, whom the Sikh army declared was the promiaed 
GOOroo who was to restore their supremacy, was watched, with much interest and 
anxiety, by the army, and by the disaffected of all ranks. His rapid rise to 
importance was remarkable, and, had he succeeded in making his way to Mooltan, 
with the lil.rge retinue of horse and foot whom he had collected-~oined by those 
who it is ascertained were prepaling to join lIinI, tbe difficulties of the. rebellion 
would have been exceedingly enhanced, and the Sikh army would, in all pro
bability, have been, at this time, at Mooltan; at any rate, that part of it that had 
escaped from Mahomedan vengeance on the frontier. The conduct of the 
Churunjeet regiment, and some others of Sirdar Jhunda Sing's force, was a fair 
index of the state of feeling at this juncture. 

The career of this Gooroo was happily terminated, in the manner reported • 
to Government, and hi~ followers were either destroyed, seized, or dispersed. 

This was another great blow to the interests of the disaffected and design
ing, particularly as, by the persons seized, and the investigations occasioned, the 
extent of the conspiracy, and the parties implicated, were in a great measure revealed. 

But the rebellion still existed in Mooltan, and the conduct of the force under 
Shere Sing-insignificant in itself, with reference to the materials of which it is 
composed-was more than ever the object of attentij)n. There was yet a hope 
that they might fraternize with the rebels in Mooltan, when the army now deeply 
committed, and aware that its general disposition was known, would have made 
that its opportunity for revolt. 

The troops under Shere Sing, under circumstances the result of anxious 
arrangements, have arrived at Mooltan, disposed at this moment to do deeds of 
fidelity to the Maharajah and the British Government. 

But the feverish excitement in the Sikh army is unallayed, its disalfectionis 
in no way cured, and it is as disposed to mischief as ever, while its fears of a 
reckoning, should it commit itself no further, are weakened. 

The rebellion in Mooltan being put down with a strong hand, tranquillity 
would be restored, and the coward obedience of the Sikh army insured. 

The suppression of the rebellion has been gradually progressing, and, by the 
gallant conduct, and excellent arrangements and eaergy of Lieutenant Edwardes, 
it bas been brought to its present state of repression, earlier than I expected, or. 
indeed, intended. 

But we have" scotched the snake, not killed it;" it may revive again, and I 
have showll how eagerly and dangerously its revival is longed for by the army. 
I think the other portions of the community have, on account of the continued 
failure and discovery of their schemes, now very much withdrawn from the cause 
of treachery and revolt, though they also would return to it, if a good opportunity 
arose. 

Nothing would so probably cause the revival of the rebellion as a check at 
the present moment in the progress of its destruction, and the slightest re,
verse in the operations for that purpose. No one is more aware of that tact than 
Lieutenants Edwardes and Lake, in the midst of their exciting successes. What 
might not be the result of three months' inaction, and the exposure of our men 
to the intrigues and machinations of Moolraj, dUring that time? and how could 
we calculate on our present troops being satisfied to sit quiet, watching the fort, 
but unable to proceed against it for so very long! _ 

We have. as I said before. not killed the snake, though it is grievously 
hurt; ifwe can, at this moment, put our heel on its head and crush it for ever, it 
is surely our wisdom to do so. for, if it revive a"oain. I bave shown its sting may 
be deadly; and the position of our gallant officers and their troops, who have ren-

• 

• InclOOIlre 18 in No. 29. 
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dered the conclusion of the affair, with all its excitements and anxieties and 
dangers, comparatively easy, would be one of great pelil. 

I consider that it was never more necessary than at the present moment, to 
crush the rebellion, were it only for the security of the Punjab and our own provinces, 
and, if it should appear that we have it in our power to punish the murderer of the. 
British officers, and the insulter of the British Government, it is our duty to those 
officers, and to that Government to do so. 

In a military point of view, circumstances are materially changed from what 
they were, when it was declared by the Commander-in-Chief that operations 
against Mooltan could not be, then, undertaken with a fair prospect of success. 
At that time, the rebellion had just broken out, and the extent to which it might 
spread was quite uncertain. The enemy was gaining head at Moultan, and 
it was thought highly probable that the whole Sikh force would lcavll the frontier 
cantonments, and unite with the rebel. A general insurrection, throughout the 
Punjab districts, was spoken of as at hand, and the conduct of the Affghans be
yond the Indus was uncertain; we had, it appeared, nothing but enemies in the 
whole province, excepting the garrison of Lahore, and our cantonment of Anar
kullee. 

A very large force must have taken the field, at that time, if any. No part 
of it could be supplied from the troops at Lahore, or Jullundur, without their 
being replaced; and siege operations against MoolLan, late in the season, were 
believed to be impracticable, on account of the inundations. 

The requisite force was not available, and the means of moving the siege 
train necessary for the operations, were not to be had. 

But, while the circumstances and events, alluded to in the former paragraphs 
of this letter, were in progress, measures were being taken for counteracting the 
machinations of the disaffected, and for creating the means of checking his rebel
lion, by calling into existence a force on which dependence could be placed, and 
which would be, at t he same time, a check on the Durbar army, and enable us to 
oppose the forces of the rebel, independently of the Sikh battalions. 

His Lordship in Council is aware to what an extent Mahomedan levies and 
Mahomedan influence have been enlisted for these purposes, in co-operation with 
the army of our ally the Nawab Bahawul Khan, and of the success which has, 
hitherto, attended the measures employed. . 

During the interval, also, the Commander-in-Chief has moved up troops to 
the frontier stations, has reinforced the Lahore force, and has provided the means 
of moving the frontier army, and the siege train at Ferozepore. 

At this moment, l\foolraj bas no troops in the field. His army has been 
twice beaten in two general actions, by the forces of Lieutenant Edwardes and 
Bahawul Khan, and he has been driven to the protection of his fort and fortified city. 

Instead ofthe state ofthings in which the rebellion commenced, there is com
parative re-assurance throughout the Punjab districts, and we have a fuithful 
army in our interest of above 20,000 Mahomedans, witb 30 guns, investing 
Mooltan, and merely requiring the aid of British skill, and British siege materiel, 
to enable them to reduce the fort, which may, as further investigation and better 
information have established, be approached, and attacked, at any season of theyear. 

An overwhelming force, such as was not available, is no longer necessary. 
All the troops that can' be required are at hand, and carria"noe in abundance 
for the transport of the siege train has been procured. 

The season also is less unfavorable than it was, the rains bave, to a certain 
extent, allayed the fierceness of the heat, and the rising rivers afford water carri
age for the Europeans, to within a sbort distance of the walls of Mooltan, 
of whieh the absence of an enemy in the intervening districts may enable them to 
take advantage. 

We have but to march, and send by water, a British force, with siege guns, 
about 220 miles, to effect our object at once; and that object is the important one 
of vindicating our power, by punishing the insulter of our authority, and the 
murderer of our British officers, and of putting an end to a dangerous rebellion. 

The work done, our European troops may be provided with comfortable 
shelter in Mooltan, until the season for marching back to their cantonments, 
without inconvenience or ri~k to thE'ir healt h, shall arise. 

These are the circumstances which bave induced me to rlirect the movement 
of a British force on Mooltan at this time, and I trust they will be considered by 
the Gov~rnor-Gelleral of India in Council as justifying the measure. 
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Inclosure 25 in No. 32. 

The Resident at Lahore to Major-General m&ish, C.B. 

Lahore, July 10, 1848. 
I REQUEST that you will take immediate measures for the dispatch of a 

liege train with its establishment, and a competent escort and force, for the 
reduction of the FOlt.of Mooltan. 

It is of importance that no delay take place in the dispatch of this expe
dition. 

If si~ operations are undertaken against the fortress of Mooltan now; there 
will be no opposition, except from the garrison of the fort itself; the. surround- . 
ing country is in our occupation, and its resources at our disposal; while the 
fort itself is, to a certain extent, invested by the united forces of the Nawab of 
Bahawulpore and that under Lieutenant Edwardes, amounting in the aggregate to 
about 18,000 men of all arms. 

The fidelity of this force may be. entirely depended upon, and its aid and 
services in all the operations of the siege will be available. 

Associated now with Lieutenant Edwardes and Bahawul Khan's forces is a 
corps of Durbar troops, consisting of one regiment of regular infantry, one troop 
of horse artillery, four guns of another troop, and about 2,000 or 2,500 Jagheer
daree borse. 

This corps is under Raja Shere Sing, and the principal Sirdars of the 
country, and may be relied on to do no mischief in its present position. The 
Sirdars are faithful, and the troops might he annihilated in a couple of hours, if 

'they committed themselves by any treacherous proceedings. . • 
The remainder of the Sikh army is on the distant fi'ontiers, with the excep

tion of two weak regiments, one at Govindghur, and the other on its way to 
Lahore,to take t he palace guards. 

I consider that the following force will be quite ample for the duty required; 
and, with reference to the season of the year, it is not desirable that more Euro
pean troops should be employed than may be necessary to insure the entire 
success of the operations undertaken. 

From Ferozepore :-The second class siege train, with three companies of 
sappers and pioneers (the head-quarters to join immediately from Loodiana), and 
two reserve companies of artillery; two regiments of native infantry, one troop 
horse artillery (native), one regiment of regular cavalry, and one regiment of 
irregular cavalry. From Lahore:-one British ]'egiment, one regiment of 
native infantry, one troop of horsil artillery (native), one regiment'of irregular 
cavalry, and one reserve company of artillery. 

At ,ferozepore. boats have been collecting for some days, in expectation of 
the necessity for this move, and choppers have been made for several of them. 
There will be no difficulty about sending, by water, to the Ghat opposite Bahawul
pore, such part of the force as it may be deemed expedient to f!Jrward hy that 
route. 

Sufficient boats for the siege train and four companies of artillery are 
reported by Captain Browne to be now ready. 

A t Lahore, boats are being prepared, and a sufficiency, for the European 
regiment, of comfortable boats, with choppers, will, I trust, be ready in a few 
days. 

" Other carriage has also been collected. A memorandum of that now ready, 
exclusive of the public cattle under the Commissariat officers, is annexed. 

I should propose that from Ferozcpore-
The siege train and reserve companies of artillery go by water. 
Also one of the regiments of native infantry, if boats are ready in time. 
The cavalry brigade, with one regiment of nllotive infantry and the sappers 

, and pioneers, should go by land, down the right bank of the SutIej, to join the 
train at the Ghat opposite Bahawulpore. 

The bullocks, elephRnts, camels, and carts, for the siege train, may go 
by land from Lahore and Ferozepore. to meet the train at the Ghat. 

From Lahore. the European regiment may go in boats down the Ravee and 
Chenab j the rest of the bri,,"'Sde marching. The road lies by the river bank the 
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whole way, and the troops may, if it be considered necessary or expedient, be 
together every afternoon. 

Raja Shere Sing, in marching down this road last month, had, I under-
stand, his fleet of boats with him at every encamping ground.' '.. . 

As soon as the route is communicated, orders for supplies wiII be issued, 
and there wiII not, I. believe, be difficulty in providing what is usually re-
quired for the native troops. . . . . ... ,,' ~ I' 

I trust that all expedition maybe used in the dispatch of these forces. 
The political necessity for their departure is great. The-time of the year is 
not the ,most favorable for these operations,.I am fully aware; but it is not 
so· unfavorable as it was two months ago; or as it will be two months 

. hence. . . . ' ,I ' , 

: ~ P.S.-·. S~bjoined' is a memorandum of the boats and carriage already avail~' 
able, at Ferozepore and Lahore, exclusive of that under the Commissariat officers. 

. • I' • 

.. Ferozepore • 
29 boats -, 25,000 mds. 
57 Bombay bridge boats - . . - 22,800 " 
Cattle and carts for the regiments, collecting. . . " . . 

Lahore. 
40 boats, more collecting daily. 
19 large Durbar elephants, 18 more procurable. '. _ 
600 drimght oxen fit for gun carriage.. .' 

. 1,600 camels with gear complete, will be made up to 2,000, in thl-ee. or ~9ur 
d~ , ' . ~ 

• 6,000 Brinjara bullocks, supplied with strong bags, fit for 'carrying shot, will 
be 'made up to 8,000, in a day or two. ' 

160 carts of four bullocks each; more coming in daily. . \ 
In addition to the above, there is a good .deal of carriage collected in the 

districts, awaiting 'orders, and from the forces of Raja Shere Sing, Lieu~nant 
Edwardes, and Nawab Bahawul Khan, about 1,000 draught bullocks, and 500, 
or 600 camels, may be sent to the G~atto bring up siege materiel. 

Inclosm-e 26 in No. 32. 

Minute by Major-General Sir J. H. Littler, G.C.B. 

July, 1848. , 
I ENTIRELY concur with his Excellency the Commander-in-Chief as to 

the inexpediency of immediate operations against the fort of Mooltan, with: 
a British force. . .. . " .. 

That fort is now surrounded, and closely invested, by the troops of the 
Nawab of Bahawulpore and Lieutenant Edwardes, and they are, no doubt, strong 
enough to maintain their ground against any attack that can be made by Dewan 
Moolraj's party. The revenues and resources of the whole district are, thus, 
entirely at their command. 

I, therefore, cannot anticipate any great inconvenience that would attend the 
delay of a month or two, until the proper season for operations shall arrive. .\ 

It might, probably, have been better to have undertaken the siege, in thetirst 
instance, rather than to expose European troops, in the months of August and 
September, which must unavoidably be attended with great sickness, and loss of 
life. They are the most unhealthy months in the year. 

If it should be determined upon, however, to undertake the siege forthwith, 
I would not recommend a smaller force than that suggested by the Commander
in-Chief, that is, two brigades, with an European regiment attached to each, 
and a proper proportion of artillery. 



Inclosure. 27 in No; 3,2. 
.. . " " , t . '. ". _ .. , ' ~ " .. , 

. 'The Secretal'J} to the' Government of India to 'the Resident at, Lahore. '. 

, j~iy ii,' iS48. .' 
THE Governor-General in Council, having carefully consideredthetaiious 

dispatches which have been addressed to him," and 'having weighed the reasons 
which have been adduced fo~'the immediate dispatch of'a force against Mooltan, 
entirely'concurs with the Commander-in-Chief in adhering to the former deter
mination of the Government, and in ab~taining from moving Blitish troops upon 
Mooltan, at this season of the year. ' 

, The Governor-General in Council can perceive no change of circumstances 
,which either calls for, or would justify, a 'change' of the 'coUrse originally recom
mended by the COmlnander:in-Chief, acquiesced in'b)' yourself, -and approved by 
the Government. ", ,l 
c, '.' : 'His Lordship in Cowcil perCeives that the existence of 'inundations round 
,Mooltan, to such ari extent as would render siege operations impracticable, is now 
.considered to be a matter of doubt., ' . 

His Lordship in Council, ,however, does not' find any satisfactory!l~den~ 
that such inundations do not prevail, for he observes that, on the day previous 
to your letter to the Commander-in-Chief, you addressed to Lieutenant Edwardes 
directions to ascertain the real state of the. case, on which no accurate informa
tion appears to have been at that time obtained. 
, ,But, even if.the statement regarding the, extent of the ip.undations should 

prove to be incoITect, the Governor-General in Council observes, that the resolu
tiQIi whic!J. was /ldopted Qf,postponip.g'.t~e movement of British troops, was mainly 
founded on a consideration of ,the advanced season of the year, and o( the intense 
heat of the districtS' in which the army woUld act, leading infallibly to a fearful 
loss of life among the Britis!ttrQops employed.: . " , . , 
, , The' Governor-General ill Council does not see' cause to believe that these 
consid~ry.tiOl:ls ,~el'llw}ih(111t ~o\illaatio~, ,91' that the risk of healtp and lifeafllong 
the troops was, in any degree, exaggerated. .. " " .. 
, ,'The 'reasons; tlien;')Vhich chiefly induced the Government to abstain from 
blinging' an ,army into the' field, until after the cessation of the rains. exist in 
all their original force, while the dangers, then contemplated as likely to arise 
Ji'om delay, have been, in a great degree, removed, by the measures which you have 
directed to be taken, and by the success which has attended the gallant exertions 
of Lieutenant Edwardes and his force. aided by our ally the Nawab of Baha-
wulpore. ' " ' , , , 
, Under these circumstances, the Governor-General in Council concurs in the 
opiriion 'pronounced by the Commander-in-Chief, on' the military' question • 
submitted to him, and does not consider it expedient, or wise, to "depart from the 
previous determination of the Government upon that ~uestion, maturely con
sidered; and deliberately formed. The force which may now be required" in the 
event.of the Dewan continuing to hold out in Mooltan will, probably, be very 
much less than any that has hitherto been contemplated. It will be ready 
to tak e. the field as soon as the season opens. . , 

.' The troops, under the command of Lieutenant Edwardes and the,Nawab of 
Bahawulpore, may be, advantageously and fully, employed in carrying into effec~ 
the purposes for which you originally designed them/ namely, in occ,!pying'the 
districts of the province of Mooltan, in securing their revenue, and in preventing 
the spread of disaffection beyond the neighbourhood of Mooltan it~elf.' , ' 

, , , Inclosure 28 in No. 32. 

The Secretary to the Government of India to the .Adjutant-General. 

Fort Williizm, July 11,' i848. 
IT is indispensable, in the present state of public affairs, that preparations 

involving Ifrge expenditure should not lie enga.,oed in, until the last ,?o~ent to 
which they can, properly and , safely, be deferred. The aspect of affai"! m the 
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• neighbourhood of Mooltan has already undergone a great change; early intelli. 
gence may, very probably, do away ,with· all necessity for assembling an army; 
but if not, the instructions of the Governor-General in Council will be 
communicated. 

In the meantime, his Lordship in Council relluests that no orders may be 
issued upon these points. 

Inclosure 29 in No. 32. 

The Adjutant-General of the Army to Major-GCfJeral Whish, C.B. 

Simla, July 13, 1848, 
THE Commander-in-Chief cannot consent to the employment, at such 6 

distance as Mooltan, of a .British force of less strength than was detailed in his 
letter· of the I st instant. 

The Commander in-Chief places you at the head of this division, with the 
fullest confidence. He feels satisfied that any operations in which it may be 
employed, under your command, will be conducted with credit to the Indian 
Army, and advantage to the Indian Government. 

Inclosure 30 in No. 32 . 

.LiIlutenant Edwarde6 to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Tibbee, 2 coss from Mooltan,. July 13, 1848. 
RAJA Shere Sing so incessantly bullies me to report the presence and 

good conduct of himself, the Sirdars, and the force along with him, in order that 
Sirdar Golab Sing may wave it· before your eyes. that I have at last hit upon 
the expedient of writing to you in English, and sending it through the Sirdar. 
With respect to the Sirdars, I believe them to be heart and soul oil our side, 
which is the side of Jagheers, titles, employments, and whole throats .. But their 
force, with equal confidence, I report to be against us t{) a man. What is strange, 
the Poorbeah regiment (Colonel Ajoadea Pershad's) is the most disaffected of the 
whole, and, a few days ago, before there was any certain tidings of the approach of 
an English force, they had got so bold in their talk, that I have no doubt they 
would have gone over, had any delay on our part occurred. In -8humshere 
Sing's graphic language, the news of a British force being positively about to 
take the field, came upon Ehere Sing's camp" li.l\e water upon fire." 'The expres
'sion is so good that, as you read, you will, I am sure, fancy that you hear mutiny 

• hissing at being extinguished, and dying away into smoke, with sputtering curses 
'at the ever victorious Feringhee. Thus, you see, that, to the last moment of the 
rebellion, I and my force are doomed to walk hand-in-hand with 'treachery, but 
all their conspiracies are only dangerous, when 'We desert oursel~es. Had you 
hesitated to take the field now, I Oandidly own that I think my position would 
have been converted; in a month, toone of the greatest peril; the advantages I 
have gained would have slipped through my fingers, one by one; and, about a 
fortnight or three weeks hence, I should be constrained, in self defence, to keep 
up our prestige by taking the city. A general action would ensue; we should be 
victorious; Moolraj would' be driven into the fort; and the city of Mooltan 
would be disgracefully sacked, perhaps burnt, by the wild mass of ruffians I have 
under my command; and I should have the satisfaction of being abused from 

. Lahore to London, without having advanced a step towards ending the campaign; 
all this, amid treachery, defections of regiments, squadrons, and artillery, and, 
probahly, the rising of all the troops in the north-west. 

The very decided nature of your prescnt 'proceedings in Lahore has, in my 
opinion. prevented Mooll'aj from rising superior to his difficulties, aud I trust you 
will not relax .until the British force and train are on their way to Mooltan. 
Mqolraj himself, as well as his troops, is at his wit's end; sometimes, he talks of 
.",night attack, and sits up all night in a Hindoo temple near the bridge, cased !n 
!\hain armour from head to foot, like Don Quixote watching for his knighthood In 
>.. ,,' , • 

• Inclolure 11 in No. 32. 
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the cathedral aisle .• But nothing comes of it. Another ~ime, he talks of cutting 
the canal, but is restrained from doing so, by fear of destroying the fort ditch. 

'One day he fortifies the city, another day he fortifies the fort. To-day he teIIs 
all his soldiers to leave him, because he has got no money to pay them; and to
morrow keeps up their spirits by assuring them that when iron shot fail,. he will 

.' fire silver on the besiegers. His army, I think, rather increases than decreases;· 
many have been deserting, but new recruits from the Manjha are once more 
beginning to come in by tens and twelves. I estimate his number at 6,500; he 
may possibly have 7,000. 

All the Mooltanee Affghans but two have deserted him. 
As you seem to wish the Khans of Tank to be sent to Sirdarpore, I have 

ordered them there; they' are at this moment near Maharajghur, and will eross 
over from Rungpore to ~irdarpore, as soon as they can get boats. I quite agree 
with you in thinking this move a good one, now that we have troops coming 
down the Havee. You seem to he under the impression that Mabarajghur, 
Ahmedpore, and Rungpore are in a state of rebellion, whereas their chieLzellliE.
dars throughout these troubles, have been fighting like Britons on our side; and 
only a f~w days ago took their leave from my camp, where they had come 
to receive my thanks. Under these circumstanres, there is no occasion whatever 

. to make those districts over to Misr Sahib Dya!. I have appointed my own kardars, 
and sent my own thannahs, so pleaae tell the ~lisr not to trouble Irimself with the 
district in question, but keep to his own side ofthe Chenab, like a good man. 

Let me know when the troops actually start from Ferozepore, that I may 
send off all the carriage I can muster, to the Ghat opposite Bahawulpore. We 
shall be able to render very extensive assistance in this way. 

The Nawab of Bahawulpore has at last recalled his ineapable General, but he • 
leaves h is office vacant. • 

After all; I had not the heart to take away the whole ten guns from .the 
Bahawulpore troops, and left them five, which, to this day, they have not repaired, 
so as to he efficient. Cortlandt has made a very efficient troop of our five. 

You say .. You see J am oot of the reconnoitering parties:" I shall deem . 
myself lucky, if I join any reconnoitering party, at the end of three weeks Gr 
a month. At present, I am in my bed, and likely to stop there, my hand propped 
up upon pillows, and kept in the same position for twelve hours at a time; in 
fact, I am quite disabled. 

Inclosure 31 in No. 32 . 

. The Secretary to the Government oj India to Major G. H. MacfP'egor. C.B., 
Agent to t~e Governor~General atBen,ares. 

Fort William, July 14, 1848. 
I AM directed to instruct you to make a COITect inventory of all the pro

perty belonging to the Maharanee Junda Khore, on 4er arrival, at llenares, and 
place it in safe custody. • 

. You will have the goodness to send an <ilWentory to the Resident at Lahore, 
in order that t.he State may make good the claims it has preferred. . 

The Governor-General in Council requests that all the Maharaneejs papers 
may be seized, but, until further conviction, his. Lordship in Council does not 
wish that"her confinement should be made more rigid : Y0ll: will, of oourse. effec-
tually provide for her safe custody. . 

Inclosure 32 in N\!). 32. 

The Resident at Lahore to tM Se~e&ary to the 6ol1t'f'llmmt oj India.. , 

LaJitwe, .July .14,. 1848.; 
r :t'E.~R that Lieutenant Edwm-des is suffering severely from the acciden!;, 

when hiS pistol went oft~ and the ball passed through hi$ band. :.: 

• Moolrllj b.d 12.000 men b.·fore Kille)""e. That batt I •• and SuddoosaiD, reduM 'his a!'J,D1....e-
1i.11: WbaL I mean ... "1 is, U.at it io DOW agai .. .ratI'1l" ....... iag "1'-' ...,,',.', '" ... : 



. '. Lieutenant Edwardes.· and.the: Bahawulpore' forces were .still'lying· befol'e 
.Mooltan; and the Dewan, though deSertions' seem to be daily taking place from 
. his army, was using every effort to:s~engtheIl' tb,e defences ofthe fort and city. 
The latter.. even is· to~:. strong for Lieutenant Edwardes,. with ,his undisciplined 
.troops"andlight artillery .. : . ' .... , ". " . .': . '... ' .. , .... , 

The Durbar force, under Raja Shere Sing and the. Sirdars, had joined lieute
nant Edwardes in the mode pointed out 'by him~ and appears to be giving willing 
co,operation;. The.Dewan is'using all his endeavollrs.to win' over the Sikh force 
to his interest, and, if our troops were not about to move immediately Oll 
Mooltan, (the knowledge of which will.defeat his schemes), I should be appre-
hensive,of extensive fraternization.. ; . , . : . 

. The very day that:Raja Shere Sing's force took up their position on lieute
nant. Edwardes' right, the ·Sikh· advanced picket seized two men entering the 
camp,' disguised as faqueers, and took them at once to Raja Shere Sing., The 

· Raja threatened to blow tbem from a gun, unless tbey disclosed tbeir purpose. 
After a wbile, they confessed that they were the 'bearers of two letters, of similar' 
imp()rt, to Sirdars Shumshere Sing and Kehur Sing, of the Sindanwalla family, 
the highest rank in the Punjab. ,The letters were produced, and, being-then read 
by the Raja and shown to the Sirdars, they weI'll sent, forthwith, with the bearers 

· of them, to Lieutenant Edwardes. 
Lieutenant Edwardes advised the Sirdars to send the letters in origiLlal to 

me, which they did, and, having 1iogged the messengers, they had them turned 
out of the camp. 

Moolraj has . issued proclamations in Mooltan, that the Sikh army are his 
• friends, and that the Khalsa soldiery are to have free access to the city and 

bazaars unmolested, and to buy whatever they may want at favorable rates. 
I feel every day the increasing evil of allowing this rebellion to continue un~ 

suppressed, and Moolraj unpunished. I hope the column from Ferozepol'e will 
· begin to cross the river, to-morrow or next day, when the troops from Lahore will 
move also. 

When the troops and the heavy train are fairly in motion, all will be com
paratively safe. 

A great change has come over the spirit of the Durbar; they have been 
making the most decided, and very successful, exertions to procure carriage of· all 
descriptions, for the use of the British troops, and to aid in the conveyance of the 
siege train: 30 elephants, 2,000 camels, 650 gun-bullocks, 200 carts of four bul
locks each, and 8,000 baggage-bullocks for Commissariat purposes, or can-ying 
shot, have been collected in a very short space of time at Lahore. Large num
bers of camels have also been collected in the districts, and an abundance of 
carriages is provided. 

• 
Inclosure 33 in No. 32. 

Lie'Utenant R. G. Taylor to the Resident at Lahore . 
• 

Camp, Ghareewallah, Bunnoo, July 15, 1848. ' 
IN accordance with the arrangement made by Lieutenant Edwardes,l have 

made over the management of the districts of Bunnoo, Murwut, and Esakhail to 
Mullick Futteh Khan Towannah, and have put the whole of the troops, q"ere assem

>bled, under him, 88 distinctly requested by Lieutenant Edwardes, and am now on 
my way to Dera Ismael Khan vid Lukkee and Esakhail, from thenpe to 
·i\xercise a general control over the whole line of the Derajat, which, at present, is 
without any general court ofreference. . 
• The state of the three districts above alluded to is most satisfactOl-y. The 
rubbee crop of Bunnoo has nearly been collected in full, and without the least 
odiffioulty or ill feeling occurring concerning it. . . ,.' 

The Wuzeeree revenue, with a few individual exceptions where the parties 
have gone to the hills, has been realized, and the tribes are friendly and peace
able. Bunnoo itself is perfectly' tranquil, and, with the exception of Dilassah 
Khan, all absentees have returned, and are established in their own villages, and. 
eve~ this stubborn old rebel is now making overtures, and wishing to ,n;turn 
to his home.' • 

1 have had many conversations with Futteh Khan Towannah, and have been 
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much pleased with his intelligence, and expressed wish and intention to watch 
over the interests of the people. . 
.' Murwut is also perfectly quiet, and 50,000 rupees of the Rubbee revenue of 

that extensive district have already been paid' up on account. From Esakbail 
19,000 have been realized; and, in all three districts, the collection is proceeding 
without difficulty. . .. 

I fear that the appointment of Mullick Futteh Khan is not very popillar 
with the officers o,f the army, at any rate of the Sikh portion. They are not 
quite in the humour to welcome a Mahomedan commander. Futteh Khan 
seems confident of his powers of managing them. and he, probably, knows well 
what he undertakes. I have no fear of anything in the shape of difficulty occur
ing, as long as the royal c~use prospers at Mooltan, and there is a prospect of the 
rebels being quickly reduced, but I have heard that there are again doubts of the 
probable march of a British force to put tbe finishing blow to the rebellion, and, 
as every man in the country is expecting it, the news of its having been again 
deferred will have a very bad effect, and probably lead to more intriguing and 
speculation. Already, and in the face of complete success, are absurd rumours 
afloat of Raja Shere Sing having fled from his troops, of Lieutenant Edwardes 
having been taken prisoner; and others, putting Moolraj in the light of an amiable 
and interesting martyr, begging those that wish it to leave him, and paying their 
expenses to their homes, and giving them compensation for their brunt houses, &c. 

The great danger is, the· now too great propinquity of the forces under 
Raja Shere Sing and Jowahir Mull Dutt, who may at any time join the rebels, 
0,1' from whose I'anks theirs may be reinforced by desertion. For; though I 
believe that a large proportion of the Sikhs would be well pleased to see the 
matter completely settled in favor of Government, still the very nature of the 
late successes (gained by Poorbeahs and Mussulmans) cannot but be distasteful 
to, them, and add to the feeling expressed in a sentence. uttered by one of the 
parties concerned, in the mesque disturbance here; the spirit of which may 
be rendered thus: "Friend Mussulman has get very high ef late;" and, there
fore, rebellion, as long as it exists in any form, will attract the sympathies ef 
many, and obtain much secret, if not open, support. This being my opinion. 
it appears· to me that a great. deal of risk is run, by associating the forces 
under Raja. Shere Sing and the others, with that of Lieutenant Edwardes. 
and expecting them to blockade the rebels for the next two months; and, should 
accident. Ot intention bring en a general action, the loyal tJ'Oops would be 
always liable to encounter defection er treachery in their allies,at the moment 
of direst need. 
. I had written part of this letter, when the joyful intelligence reached 
me, that a British brigade was' to be sent at once to secure the advantages 
already obtained, and give the finishing blow to the rebellion, by reducing 
the fort. I consider that the presence, with Lieutenant Edwardes's foroe, of 
1,000 Europeans, would render the matter safe; and while he is strong, the 
main body of the Sikh army will remain faithful. 

I may mention, that Colonel John Holmes, whom I have in all difficulties 
found a most active and intelligent assistant, and whom I believe to be heart and 
soul. in our interests, has two or three times expressed, with an earnestness that 
I did not choose to remark, his hope that British troops would be sent to put an 
end to the rebellion. . . 

. . It mav appear unnecessary for me now to express these opinions, as the 
move I adwcate has been already resolved on; but it appears to me that you 
have decided on it on your own responsibility. And if you are inclined to allow 
any weight to my view of the case, on account of my having been for some time 
associated with the officers and men of the Sikh army, you may not be sorry to 
see how deeply necessary, even at this advanced and favorable position of. 
affairs, I consider the operation in' question to be; and, as I am now proceeding 
to a post of comparative safety, I write m\lre freely, and perhaps feel more. deeply 
my anxieties for the safety of my' brother officers and brave allies, who have, by 
their successes, given such a favorable turn to the tide of affairs. 

. The inclemency of the season is, undoubtedly, a difficulty; but the heat, 
though great, is far from intolerable. I am myself, at this moment, writing in a 
hill-tent, and do not find the heat very oppressive. . 

The officers rode out part of the way with me; and I parted in kindness 
and good-will from all my late assistants. The Bunnoo Mullicks have also 

2L 
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accompanied me, though I gave them their leave, formally, yesterday .. A 
great deal of this, as you know, is very hollow, and there is no personal 
tribute in it; but I think that if European rule was very unpopular, either 
in the army, or these wild provinces, such manifestations would not oc<:ur. It 
is the recollection of the past glories of the Khalsa, and of the honored and 
lucrative position of a soldier in those days, and in those of anarchy and confusion 
that followed them, mixed with a good deal of military pride and confidence in 
their union and strength in the field, that makes, and will make, the Sikh 
soldiery disposed to sedition and rehellion, and nOt any actual dislike of the 
influence of the English officers associated with them, from whom, if they are to be 
commanded, they would rather receive their orders, than from a native commander. 

Inclosure 34 in No. 32. 

The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary to the GO'IJernment of India. 

Lahore, July 16, 1848. 
IT is not impossible that the knowledge of the' British troops and heavy guns 

being actually on their way, may make Dewan Moolraj do some act of despera
tion tbat will close the rebellion, and give Lieutenant Edwardes possession of 
the fort, ere they arrive. 

The Sikh troops in Hazara are described by Captain Abbott, as in thatstate 
of disappointed fear wbich sometimes precedes desperation; but I am pretty sure 
they will not commit themselves by open revolt now. 

Inclosure 85 in No. 32. 

The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary to the GOfJernment of India. 

Lahore, July 18, 1848. 
THERE seems no reason to doubt that Bhaee Maharaj Sing really perished. 

Dewan Moolraj has endeavoured to make it be believed that the Bhaee was:not 
really drowned, but made his appearance in Mooltan at the end of last month, 
and that he decamped, after the Dewan's defeat at Suddoosain, on the 1st instant. 
This he did, when he found the Puthans had deserted his cause, as a last endeavour 
to secure the union of the Sikhs with him. The appearance and disappearance 
were alike fabrications. 

Inclosure 36 in No. 32. 

The Secretary to the Government of India to the Resident at Lahore. 

Fort William, July 22, 1848. 
NOTHING has been advanced by you calculated to weaken the strength of 

those reasons which induced the Government, notwithstanding the political urgency 
of the case, to approve of your having refrained from bringing British troops into 
the field, at this season of the year, or which could have induced them to alter 
the resolution they have conveyed to you that British troops should not move 
against Mooltan, until the fit season for military operations should commence. 

You inform the Government- that you have now ordered the immediate 
movement of British troops against Mooltan, accompanied by a siege train. 
sufficient to effect the reduction of the fort. . 

Since you have considered it necessary, in exercise of the powers conferred 
upon you, to assume this responsibility, and, in pursuance of it, have issued 
publicly the orders for carrying your resolution intO effect, the Government, being 
anxious to maintain your authority, do not withhold their confirmation of the 
orders you have issued. Adverting, moreover, to the injurious effects which 
would be produced by any appearance of vacillation at this critical period, and 
having regard to the probable consequences in the Punjab, at the present moment, 
of .taying the advance of a British force, when once the intention of moving it 
forthwith against the rebels had been declared, and active preparations commenced, 

• Inclolurea 24 and 25 in No. 32. 
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the Governor-General in Council desires me to inform you that, if you should, 
in consequence of the receipt of my despatch- of the 11th instant, have counter
manded the march of the troops, you should, immediately, direct the advance you 
have ordered, and proceed with vigor to carry out, at all hazards, the policy 
which you have now resolved upon.. 

A letter will be addressed to the Commander-in-Chief, requesting that every, 
exertion may be made to ensure the efficiency of this force. 

Inclosure 37 in No. 32. 

TkeSecretary to the Government of India to the ReBident at Lahore. 

July 29, 1848. 
YOU will convey to Lieutenant Edwardes and to Lieutenant Lake the 

highest approbation of the Governor-General in Council of their conduct in the 
actiont, and the strong sense the Government entertain of the gallantry, energy, 
determination, and skill, which these officers have displayed. 

No. 33. 

The Governor-General in Counci.l to the Secret Committee. 

Fort William, August 18, 1848. (No. 70.) 
THE Resident's letter;, dated 31st ultimo, contains an extract from a con

fidential. communication to the Governor-General, announcing that a general 
combination has, for many months past, been plotting the subversion of our 
power in the Punjab, and to the westward of-Delhi. When the Resident has 
submitted the proofs and documents on which this assertion rests, the question 
will, of course, engage our serious attention. 

Inclosure 1 in No. 33. 

The Commander-in-Chief to the Resident at Lahore . 
. ' 

Simla, July 14, 1848. 
THE troops having been ordered to move upon your responsibility, I have 

ollly to assure you that every facility and aid in my power shall be freely given, 
so as to carry out to a successful result the operations against Mooltan. 

Lieutenant Lake's letter~ of the 6th instant confirms the views I had pre
viously formed, as to the amount of force which it would be judicious to send, 
and that it would be ill judged to trust a smaller force amongst such an hetero
geneous set of men as that now before Mooltan, whicb, if not supported, would, it is 
stated, probably disperse, and thereby place the British officers now with them 
in great peril. Indeed, I hope that the force I have named is sufficiently strong; 
but as it can always be supported, and is capable of setting at defiance any com
bination that can arise, before such support can reach it, I am not disposed to 
recommen~ any cbanges in the arrangements that have now been made. 

Inclosure 2 in No. 33. 

The Resident to the Comm4ruler-irt.-Chief at Lahtne. 

Lahore. July 24. 1848. 
I HAVE no doubt that the forre which your Lordship has assigned for the 

reduction of Mooltan, will be found, is all respects, sufficient for the dutywhich 
will be required of it; and that if' the rebel, DeWafl Moolraj, awaits the eo~ 

• Inclosure 27 in No. 32. 
t Inclosure 6 in No. aa. 
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of the British troops in his fort,' the 'reduction of the place will be neither a 
difficult, nor a long, operation. ' , ' 

, The rebel has been able' f() recruit again a little lately; he has, to ,a :Sur
prising extent, the sympathies of the Sikh army.and population generally; and r 
the delay, which has taken place in the actual dispatch of the troops, and train.' 
has caused a doubt if they were really going. The recruiting will cease, now" 
and the desertions will be ext.ensive; . he may have, at this moment,' 6,0.0.0. . men. , 
of illl arms,a great portion of 'them with no arms at all., " , 

But,with reference to the feeling, and state of preparation for mischief, "of: 
a great portion of the Sikh army and people, I think it quite necessary that YOU1' 

Lordship should make the reinforcements you propose at Ferozepore, and that, 
the head-quarters of Her Majesty's 14th dragoons should come to Lahore, for 
whose reception all arrangements have been made by Brigadier Campbell, C.B. , 

It remains to be seen what effect the actual move of the British force may 
have at Mooltan: if it should fender,(which I do not expect) the further advance 
of the troops un.necessary, I will cause immediate intelligence to be conveyed 
to the corps coming up from the rear. ' 

Inclosure 3 in No. 33. 

The Resident at Lahore ,to Lieutenant Edwardes. 

Lahore, July 26, 1848. ' 
I YESTERDAY directed that "the accompanying proclamation should be 

forwarded.to YOll.l request you will.cause the Persilln copies to be circulated" 
as widely as possible, in Mooltan, and the neighbourhood. . ' ., 

I have sent, for distribution, copies of the proclamation to Raja Shere Sing, 
to Sheik Emamooddeen,to Jowahir Mull Dutt, and to Peer Ibraheem Kban .. 1 
shall be obliged by your directing these parties to use their endeavours to have' 
these proclamations circulated among the inhabitants ofMooltan, and the soldiel's 
of the rebel Dewan. ' ' ,. , ' 

Inclosure 4 in No. 33. 

Proclamation. 
Lahore,July 22, 1848. 

THE crimes and offences of Dewan Moolraj, the former Nazim of Mool
tan, his rebellion against. the Government of Maharajah Duleep Sing, hiS! 
treacherous murder of the British officers, and his schemes and plots for the' 
subversion of the Khalsa Government, are matters of notoriety. ': i 

Dewan Moolraj and his' force have been twice beaten, in two general 
actions, by the troops of the Maharajah, under the command of Lieutenant 
Edwardes and Generlll Cortlandt, and the army of the Nawab of Bahawulpore; 
and the rebel has betaken himself to the city and fort of Mooltan. 

A large British force of all arms, with an efficient siege train, is nowmov-. 
ing on Mooltan, for the reduction of the fort and city, and the full and complete 
punishment of the rebel and his associates. 

This army will not return to its cantonments till these objects are fully ac
complished, and such condign punishment has been inflicted on the rebels to the 
M~arajah's Government, and the insulters of the British power, a~ will be a ' 
warning to all people. ' • 

But, while the British Government will take ample and awful vengeance 
on the guilty in this rebellion, it is desirous that the innocent shall not be 
involved in the ruin which awaits the rebel and his followers, and that those 
who have only joined the rebel standard as mercenaries, should have an oppor
tunity of escaping the vengeance which will be visited on all those found in 
arms, aiding and abetting the rebel when the British force arrives in Mooltan. 

Notice is, therefore, now given to the people in arms at Mooltan, and the 
inhabitants of the city. The former are warued to lay down the~ arms, and 
depart to their homes. Those who are not the actual perpetrators and abettors 
of the outrage committed on the British offioers, or servants alld soldiers .of the 
Maharajah who have deserted their colours, or His Highness' service, and joined 
the rebellion against the Khalsa Government, will be permitted, if they depart 
at once, to go away unmolested. 
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II When the British, army arrive!!. before MooJtan, ,it, will Qe, too late; ,the,. 
hour of grace will have passed away. , , . , , 

., I The inhabitants ofthe city, and tbose who possess property therein, are warned 
that. if, on account of armed QPposition,.it becomes necessary to take forci,ble 
possession of the city by storm, it will be impossible to, sltve their livesj' Ot;, 
those of their families, Elr protect their property. The city will, of neyessity~, 
it is to be feared, be involved in bloodshed, plunder, and ruin. " . , , i 

On the arrival of the British army before Mooltan, if the city has heel!
peaceably surrendered, the fort only will be attacked. If the fon be not uncon-· 
ditionally surrendered, with those therein, to the British power. it will be be-, 
sieged, and, on being captured by storm, the garrison will l?e put to the sword,. 

, This proclamation is issued, now, with a view to save unnecessary bloodshed, 
and that all concerned may be' fully informed of what will assuredly take pla~eb 
and that they may act accordingly. 

l, I.. .,' 

Inclosure 5 in No. 3,3. 

Lieutena';'tTaylo·;'to tliiiReSiJent at LiJ]wre. 

Esakhail, July 26, 1848. 
HAVING received satisfactory accounts from Bunnoo, both from Mullick 

Futteh Khan and Colonel Holmes, of the suppression of the mutiny, I propose 
embarking, on the 28th, for Dera Isma.el Jrhan., ., 
'. I have ever carefully avoided treating the present rebellion as" Khalsa. 

Cause" in conversation, yet it appears to ine proper to put before the officers. 
and men t4e great extent to which the misconduct of a portion of the' Sikh.. 
soldie!] has endangered the integrity of the State, and the certainty of its final 
louin, it other instances of mutinous conduct and treachery occur, calculated to 
endanger the tranquillity of the country, and the lives of British officers ,employed 
in it. In treating this subject, I have in no way charged the Khalsa soldiery 
with a I'ebellious spirit as a body, but have tried to engage the interests and honOl; 
of those who love peace, and really wish well to. their government, in opposition 
to the factious members of the army, who would gladly see all order and govern
ment subverted, merely in the hope that they may <tgain reap such harvests as 
they have before done. by being the only source of safety and power, in the midst 
of anarchy and confusion. ' 
" The programme of, the plot was much in the old Sikh style, from all I call 

hear-the officers were to have been killed, the guns seized, and the army, 01' body 
of mutineers, to have marched to Mooltan. ' , , 

The Esakhailee.$ seem happy and contented, but they labOl' under several 
peculiar and l'ather oppressive imposts, which .furnish constant cause of (with 
them) very humbly expressed complaints.' , i 

I have animadverted, rather severely, on the want of vigilance in the, officers 
of the Akul regiments, but I do not. wish any further notice to be taken of it; 
they are, I think, botb loyal men. ' , . . , 

" 

Inclosure 6 in No. 33. 

, The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary to the Government of India. 

Lahore, July 31, 1848. 
VIEWING the affairs of the Punjab from the distance at which your ll>rd

ship is placed from the theatre of events, and judging only froin the imperfect 
detsils which my dispatches bring before you, it is impossible for you to know the 
very uncertain state in which things have been for the last three months, and 
still are; the circumstances whicll arise almost daily, and threaten a crisis; and 
the unceasing watchfulness and anxious man;tgement which have.been necessary, 
on my part, to prevent a general revolt and insurrection. 
, The Mooltan' rebellion in itself, apart from the extensive scheme~ and 
combinations now connected with it, is qnite unimportant; but, in counection 
with these, its' continuance, or otherwise, becomes a matter to the last degI'ee 
momentous. I , , • . , :, 

, I do not yet know all that was intended, or the· extent to which hopes 
are still entertained of success to the scheme for expelling us from this part of 
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India, Every day brings new revelations, some of which seem to elucidate, and 
some to mystify, the whole affair. .. . 

It is quite certain that, all last autumn and cold weather, plans were Corm
ing, combinations were being made, and various interests were being enlisted, 
with a view to a grand struggle fol' our expulsion from the Punjab, and all. the 
territories west of Delhi. 

The scheme originated, as far as I can make out, with the Ranee, and was 
contemplated, and her endeavours for its accomplishment set to work, from the 
time of her being sent to Sheikhoopoor. The plan was eommunicated to th~ 
Sikh army, and to all the chiefs of the Punjab. The members of the Durbar • 

. with perhaps one or two exceptions. were consultlid. and promised their co-opera
tion. Emissaries were sent to Cabool, Candahar, Cashmere, and Jummoo, and 
the Hill States; the protected chiefs on the other side of the Sutlej were con
sulted, as were the chiefs of Rajpootana, and the Nawabs of Jujjur and Ram
poor. It is positively asserted, that effectual co-operation was promised by all 
that I have mentioned, with the exception of the Rajpootana States, and Put
teeala, the former of which· sent no positive replies, and the latter a direct 
refusal. The great hopes of the conspirators lay in the promised aid from 
Cabool and Cashmere. Whether either Dost Mahomed, or Maharajah Golab 
Sing, intended to keep their promises, I caunot tell, but there is no doubt that 
the former has collected a large army in the neighbourhood of Cabool, ostensibly 
for operations to the north-west, which, it is now said, are impossible on account 
of the countries having been ravaged by locusts, so that supplies are not 
obtainable; while an advance has beel) made towards Jellalabad, on the plea of 
defensive precautions being necessary, on account of Lieutenant Herbert's having 
been sent to Peshawllr in company with Osman Khan, a British pensioner, and a 
known enemy of the Dost. 

Maharajah Golab Sing has also strengthened all his positions, and added 
considerably to his army, within the last six or eight months; and it is beyond 
doubt, that he was in secret communication with the Maharanee, in December or 
January last. 

The nature of Golab Sing's communications, I do not know. Letters 
which have been intercepted, at Peshawur, from one of the Dost's sons, show that 
promises of aid were made hy the writer, as soon as the Sikhs in Peshawur fol
lowed the example of Moolraj in Mooltan. 

These two chiefs are both too wary to commit themselves with the British 
Government, while there is a fair prospect of our maintaining our position; but 
the facts I have stated are beyond doubt; and it is equally certain, that the Sikh 
army, and most of the chiefs, believe that bot.h Dost Mahomed and Golab 
Sing are entirely in their interest; the remuneration to the former is to be the 
restoration of Peshawur, and his other former Trans Indus possessions. 

I do not think that any distinct plan of operatiollt' had been determined, 
beyond what I mentioned in my letter· of the 10th inst.ant, when the outbreak in 
Mooltan occurred; ll'OID that time, it bas been blended with the whole affair;. 
and lately, I have been assured that if Moolraj could hold out till November or 
December, the whole ,scheme, as at first planl'l.ed by the Maharanee, would be 
executed, and a ~nd struggle take place, ill which Sikhs, Hill Rajpoots, ana 
Mahomedans, were all to join. 

I put little faith in this; the combinat.ion could never be made; but the 
Sikh army believe in it, II>Ild hence, wore than 10r any other reason, their sympathy 
with Moolraj; if Moolraj could, at this time, make any head, the army with Raja 
Shere Sing would join him, and the rest of the Sikh troops would, to a man, go 
oft; ·with their guns and all their munitions of war, to Mooltan. OU1' ally 
Bahawul Khan, 'with Lieutenant Edwardes' army, would bt' beaten off, and, per
haps, destroyed, and the British officers in the frontier districts would be sacrificed. 

This is what makes Moolraj and his rebellion so important. Reduce 
Moolta.n. punish. Moolraj, and put down tbe rebellion, and the whole conspiracy 
will be a.t IS end,. without. the prospect of its l'cvival. 

As the Durbar troops under Raj& Shere Sing, &c.., and Bahawul Khan's 
army, with Lieutenant Edwardes'levies, are now sitll.ated.and ,vith the sympathy 
which Moolraj has (on account of his connection with their conspiracy) with all 
classes, I ca.nnot prevent the rebellion from. assuming the very iOr1l1idabie 
character I have described, except by putting it down at once . 

• ludo ..... !M in N .... 32. 
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But I have, through the lISSi~tance of Lieutenant Edwal'des, hrought things 
to that pass that I can plit down the rebellion, by movinp & British force, and 
such an one as is at disposal, on Mooltan. 

Moreover, I can move the force down, without greater danger to the health 
of the Europeans than if they were in their cantonments; or, at any rate, very 
little greater; while the native portion of the force can macch exactly a:; if they 
were in their provinces, sending their tents ahead, and only marching at night. 

, The season of the veal', also, is much less unfavorable than it was: There 
are no local rains in Maoltan; it is beyond the limits of the Monsoon, but so fal' 
within its influence, that the urgency of the heat is allayed, and the air is softened 
by rains over the neighbouring countries, and the inundations from the streams 
which '/low through it. It is 'tmrious that the only two officers on this side of 
India who have resided in Mooltan and its. vicinity, Major Mackeson, and Cap
tain Cunningham, both wrote, in May last. recommending opel'&tions in July and 
August, rather than during the prevalence of the hot winds of May and June .. 

Very comfortable choppered boats, in abundance, have been supplied for 
the European regiments. Officers and men are delighted with the alTange
ments, and no inconvenience from exposure, or -otherwise, is anticipated; while 
the accounts from the land columns are most Satisfactory; all are in high spirits at 
the trip, the only dissatisfied parties being those that are lefl; behind; while, from 
the number of applications for permission to go with the force, merely as ama
teurs, (several of which have been granted by the general), one would think that 
the expedition was looked upon as one of pleasure, rather than to be accompanied 
by danger and distress. . . . 

No. 84. 

The Governor.General in Council to the Secret Committee. 

September 1, 1848. tNo. 73.) 
WE transmit the correspondence with the Agent to the Governor.General 

at Benares, regarding the safe &l'riV& of the Maharanee of Lahore at Benares. 

Inclosure 1 in No. 34. 

Major Macgregor to the Secretary to the Government of India. 

Benares, .August 2, 1848. 
THE Maharanee Junda of Lahore arrived at Benares this morning. 
I have received charge of Her Highness from Ensign Coxe, 70th regiment, 

Native Infantry. . 
The greatest care has been taken by.Mr. Reade, the Commissioner of the 

Benal'es division, Mr. D. F. McLeod, the magistrate here, and myself, assisted 
by Ensign Coxe, to secure all her Highness' property and papers; and several 
pattarahs, containing jewels of great value, have been seized; a complete inventory 
of which is being carefully made in the presence of Mr, Reade, Mr. McLeod, 
and myself, a copy of which shall be forwarded to you, with as little delay as 
possible. 

The Maharanee's confidential slave-women wel"e subjected, on toeir arrival 
here, to a strict search by two very respectable European matrons, viz., Mrs. 
Alone and Mrs. Stanley, whose lISSistance was kindly obtained for the plll'Jl'lse 
by Mr. Reade, the Commissioner. No papers, and nothing indeed of any value, 
have been found on the persons of the slave-women. I have promised to give 
Mrs. Alone and Mrs. Stanley a snitable present on the part of Government, for 
performing & duty which may be considered of a somewhat invidions nature. 

One of the necklaces, claimed by the Lahore State, mentioned in the list· 
forwarded in Sir F. Currie's letter to your address of the 30th of June last, haa 
been found among the Maharanee's jewels; the remainder, no doubt., wi be 
forthcoming on further examination. 

The Resident at Lahore shall be furnished with a copy of the inventory of 
the Maharanee's jewels and property, as, soon as it has been completed. 

• Incl .. ure 9 in No. SII. 
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We have not yet had leisure to examine thoroughly, such papers as ha;e 
been seized, and which were found chiefly in such of the Maharanee's boxes as 
have been opened. From a cursory glance, they do not contain matters of a trea
sonable nature. 

Inclosure 2 in No. 34. 

Major Macgregor to the Secretary to the Government of India . 
• 

• Benares, !1ugust 8, 1848. 
I FORWARD the inclosed documents, and solicit instructions on the fol

lowing points: 
1st. Am I to allow Mr. Newmarch, Sirdar Jeebun Sing, and an interpreter, 

a native of Bengal, to have access to the Maharanee Junda, of Lahore, to confer 
with her on her affairs ? 

2nd. Am I to cause the letter addressed by Sirdar Jeebun Sing to the 
Maharanee, to be delivered to Her Highness? . 

I was acquainted with a person, when I was at Lahore, last year, who styled 
himself Sirdar Jeebun Sing, and, if he be the person mentioned in Mr. NewII\arch's 
letter, it is right, I think, that I should relate what I knowof his character. He was 
looked upon by Sir Henry Lawrence, then the Resident at Lahore, and by all of 
the principal Chiefs of the Lahore Government, as a person disaffected towards 
the Durbar, and inimical to the interests of the British Government, reposing 
much in the confidence of the Maharanee, and plying her with those evil counsels, 
which have, doubtless, in no small degree, contributed to her downfal, from the 
high position she once held at Lahore, to her present confinement and exile at 
Benares. 

I conceive that such a person should not be permitted, either in person, or 
by attorney, to have access to the Maharanee Junda of Lahore .. 

Inclosure 3 in No. 34. 

Mr. Newmarch, Solicitor, to Major :t.facgregor. 

Calcutta, July ,29, 1848. 
HAVING applied on the part of Sirdar Jeebun Sing, the Vakeel of Her 

Highness the Maharanee Junda Khore, mother of His Royal Highness Duleep 
Sing, Sovereign of the Punjab, to the Governor-General in Council, for permis
sion to be granted to the said Sirdar Jeebun Sing, and myself, as the Ranee's 
legal adviser, with an interpreter, a native of the British territories in India, to 
have an audience of the Ranee, with a view of conferring with her on the present 
state of her affairs, and preparing a memorial on her behalf, to be laid before the 
Government here, or in England, as may be deemed expedient, demanding an 
investigation of the al~ged causes of her imprisonment and exile, I have been· 
referred to you, as the officer through whom all communications with the Ranee, 
or with the Government, on her affairs, must pass. 

I have; therefore, the honor to inclose a letter, written in the Punjabee language 
and character, (with anEngIish translation thereof,> addressed by the said Sirdar . 
Jeflbun Sing to the Ranee, and to request that you will cause the same to be 
delivered to her, and transmit to Sirdar Jeebun Sing, under cover to my address 
at Calcutta, any answer with which Her Highness may fuvor him. 

I have also to solicit pel'mission for Sirdar Jeebun Sing, myself, and an
interpreter, a native of Hengal. to be approved by yourself, to have access to the
Ranee, to confer with her on her affairs, and to request that you will be so kind 
as to send your answer to me at Calcutta, in order that, in case the Government 
should refuse such permission, we may be saved the trouble, and expense, of ali 
inefficient journey to Ben8res. . . 



Inclosure 4 in No. 34. 

Jee1nm Sing to- thff Maharanee. 

. I LATELY Lad the hanoI' to forward to your Highness an account of my 
proceedings in your Highness' service, since I .was distinguished by receiving 
your commands to represent to the Governor-General of India in Council, the 
grievances under which you suffer_This account was transmitted to you, through 
the British Resident at Lahore, and I hope that you uceived and read it; but 
no reply thereto has been sent to me. I was, consequently, led to anticipate 
some disturbances at Lahore,· and was very solTY to hear, afterwards, that the 
accusation of your being instrumental to the revolution at Mooltan. was brought 
against your Highness,. and that yov. were on your way to Benares. and had 
already arrived. at Ferozepore. 
, . " .With the advice of my legal adviser, Mr. Newmarch, a. gentleman on whose 
good judgment and integrity I can place complete l'eliance,. and of the Bengallee 
Babao, who kept me for six years in his house, and taught me a little of English, 
and enabled me to acquire a full insight. into the manners and laws of that 
nation, when I first came to Bengal, I petitioned the Governor-General in 
.Council for information as to what would be the place for your Highlless.' future 
residence. His Lordship, in reply, informed me, that Benares has been selected 
fOI your Highness' abode ; and that he referred me to Major Macgregop, the 
Governor-General's agent at that place, as the proper channel for communicating 
with, and receiving orders from" your Highness; and it was. also stated that 
the. Governor-General in Council would hold no. furtheJ: communication with 
me' directly, but through the AgeRt, who will correspond with his. Lordship_ 
A similar answer was given to my first representation. and I was, then alSG, 
referred to the Resident at. Lahore. Mr_ NewIDarch expresses himself confilient 
that you. will finally succeed in obtaining l'edress. He observes, that. the 
documents printed, and laid aefore the British. Parlia.ment. disclose aJI ~tentiou 
of attempting to· seek an opportunity of depriving your Highness of powel:, 
long before any charges were brought against you, and while you were on terms 
of the closest alliance with the Britiah authorities. He is confident that, when 
this is brought prominently forward, it win materially strengthen your H;ghness' 
cause, and that, as. you will be able to establish, on the clearest evidence, that 
you have always been illllocent, and strictly observed the terms of the TEeaty. 
you have every chanee of being ultimately released, and freed from your present 
rigorous confinement, and of going back to your o.wn country. Mr. Newmarch. 
and myself are anxious to obtain a personal interview with your. Highness at 
B.enares, (only five days journey from hence, by dak,) in order that we may 
confer with, you, freely and fully, on your affairs, for which I beg you will 
previously obtain the Agent's permission; or, if it should seem preferable to your 
Higlmess. Y0ti will be pleased to send \IS an account,. minutely detailing every 
oocurrence which has been made the pretext for treating you so unjustly. In 
my letter to the Agent, giving cover to this, I have also not omitted to solicit 
his permission to be a.llowed personally to present our respects to your Highness. 
I beg to add my humble assertioDS' of devotion to your eause, and to entreat' 
my Royal Mistress not to allow confinement and exile to damp her courage. and 
induce the acquiescence of despair. God is merciful, and the clouds of yam! 
misfortune must be dispersed. Patience is necessary in the time of distress, as 
considerable delay must be apprehended, as the proceedings of English la .... are 
a:lwaya dilatory. I hope, however, tha.t, in the course of five or six month~ 
you may obtain redress. If the local Government is unfavourable to you, 
Justice may he' obtained by an appeal to England. I have been told by Mr. 
Newmaroh, thai! a proclamation was made at Lahore, that, if any letteF contain
ing any intrigues be detected, addressed by your Highness to any person of your 
country,·· the rigor of your treatment will be much more increased; liut, as you 
never were, nor are, inclined. to have recourse to such unworthy means, I am not 
at all uneasy at it. Mr. Newmareh further says, that, as his business requires 
his presence at Calcutta, and my presence there also is absolutely necessary, for 
the purpose of considering the best means of expediting your commands, it may 
be deemed expedient by your Highness to. engage an intelligent and trustworthy 
man. tlither English; or Bengallee, to execute your orders at Bena.res, and to 
wait on the A.,<>ent on your behalf; and it would depend entirely on your 
HIghness' pleasure to entertain either an European, or a clever Bengallee 
BJib(jQ.. An adequate salary for the former is 400 rupees, and of the' latter 

. . 2M 
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200 rupees, per month; and I should suppose that, before employing such an 
individual, the permission of the Agent must be obtained. 

Major Macgregor, the present Agent at Benal'es, is a remarkably good 
JTIan; and everybody praises him for his mildness and justice; and I am happy 
to say that you will not have to .complain of hard treatment, as at Lahore, 
whose late Resident was always friendly to the Sirdars, your enemies. Benares 
is, besides, a holy place, and free tram your enemies, whereas Lahore is full of 
persons by no means friendly to you. It is also to be hoped that llappier times . 
may come, and tbat you may again visit your home. when an impartial inves
tigation into your case will show the world that you are innocent. May I 
request the favor of your informing me, whether all your personal property is 
with you, and who among your servants are now in attendance on your 
Highness; whether the Agent treats you kindly; what other arrangements 
have been made for making your residence at Benares comfortable; and what is 
the amount of your present stipend? . 

Any reply which you may be pleased to send to me, must come through 
the Agency there, to the care of Jobn Newmarch. Esq .• No.2. Old Post Office 
Street, Calcutta; and all communications to your address will, likewise, reach 
you, through the same channel. Such is the wish of the Governor-General. . 

It "ill not be out of place for me here to state, that the Agent is at liberty 
to make himself acquainted, if he pleases, with the contents of all t}le commu
nications from. and to, your Highness, Vlith a view to ascertain if the letter 
contains anything prejudicial to the British Government. You are, of course, 
at liberty to write everything connected with your case, or to intimate your 
desire of receiving from Calcutta any useful articles. Suoh orders, I beg·to say, 
will be speedily executed. 

I humbly beg to aQd that, as a faithful anq old servant, my devotedness 
and unremitted exertions on your Higbness's behalf, will not be wanting; and I 
have only to beg, that whatever commands you may be pleased to make to me, 
may be made as above directed; and that, considering the suspicions that seem 
to prevail everywhere, you will not condescend to entrust any man with your 
Highness's confidence, nor carry on any correspondence with any individual, ere 
communicating with ourselves. . . 

This matter my legal adviser has requested me earnestly to. press upon 
your notice. I entreat you not to be disheartened, but to remain confident that 
you will, eventually, see better days, as nights are succeeded by bright and 
beautiful dawns. With my respects to Bodama Ruttoo, and Magee, should 
they be at Benares. 

Inclosure 5 in No. 34. 

The Secretary to the Government of India to Major Macgl·egor. 

Fort William, August 19, 1848. 
I AM directed to acknowledge the receipt of your dispatch, dated the 8th 

instant, with inclosures, soliciting instructions in regard to a letter to your 
address from Mr.· Newmarch, and Sirdar Jeebun Sing's letter to the Maha
ranee Junda. of Lahore. 

The Governor-General in Council has no ohjection to Mr. Newmarch being 
allowed to confer with the Maharanee on her affairs; but, with reganl. to Jeebun 
Siftg, I am desired to state that, if the Sh·dar is the person alluded to by you in 
the second paragraph of your letter, he cannot be allowed to hold any communi
cation with Her Highness; she must be requested to select some other Agent .. 
All personal communications with the Maharanee should be held in your presence. 

You are at liberty to deliver to the Maharanee the letter f!'Om Jeebun 
Sing, ascertaining, in the first instance, that the English version submitted by 
Mr. N ewmarch, is a. correct translation of the original. 

Inclosure 6 in No. 34. 

Major Macgregor to the Resident at Lahore. 

Benares:, Augll$t 12, 1848. 
I HAVE examined all the papers that were found in ·the possession of 

Maharanee Junda of Lahore on her arrival here, of which the accompanying, 
amounting to 33 in number, written ill the Gool'mookhee character, alld appa-
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rently by the Maharanee herself, are the only documents which seem to me t~ 
contain anything ~hat you would wish to see; indeed, some of tbose herewith 
sent aI'e apparently' drafts of letters that were submitted by the MaharllJIlee to _ 
th, ~ritish authorities at Lahore when Her Higbnessw8s there l noDe of the Said 
documents, however, beru:s !lny 'ltddres~ ~ 'some 'Of them are 'Couched lin terms 
that'are ~mbiguous ,to me, bufWlJ}, probabl~, be more intelligible to'yourself and" 
the DUl'bar Chiefs. ' ' I, : • : ' " ":" 

~ , The remainder. ot the Maharanee'S pape1'S DOW with me, collsists of letters 
addressed to Her Highness by the Residents at Labore; .also, bills, receipts, and 
such like; these shall also be transmitt:f:d to YOIl, on 10111' making kno_ tome 
your desire to that effect. 

, The Maharanee was evidently quite taken by surprise on her arrival here, 
011 its being intimated to her that we had seized all her pattaral1s containing her 
jewels,papers, and other property; and not being prepared for the searoh we 
instituted, I think we should have got possession of the documents you· allude' 
to in }'llUl' letter to Mr: Elliot, had they not already been made away with, ' or 
destroyed by her Highness. .. 

, .1 shall feel obliged by Your !'etuining me any of the papers herewith sent, 
on your .requiring them no longer. ' , 

No. 35. 

The Governor-General, in Council to the Secret Committee, 

FortiWilliam, September 7, 1848. (No. 74.)" 
, . ,WE ,have, received intelligence of the a\'l'ival of the right and left oolumns 

before Mooltan, and of their .being encamped about two and a half miles east 
of. the" fortress; but the siege train had not' yet reached that place, and it 
was ,expected, that operations could not be commenced before the beginning of 
thi~ 111~nt,h. ',' " . , I , 

',', It, is gratifying to ,?bserve that the ttbops have been remarltably healthy, and 
in both columns there have been fewet casualties than in the h~nd.quarter wing 
of,Jier .M?jesty's 14th Dragoons, on its short march from Ferozepore to 
LabOl'C .. " """"': , 
i ".: ' The only incident of any note w'hich 'occurred on the line of march, was an 
att3fk upon the right column, on the morning of the 16th ultimo. Fortunately. 
in consequence or General Whish ha~ng been kept on the alert, by hearing the 
report of eannon in the direction of MooUan, he had ordered his, ,camp ,to he 
Rtrnck, and the troops to be readyto~\lIn out,-nt·the-'shortest notice. "At 2 
P. M., the cavalry picket," says. the General" ", l'eported a large body of horse 
and foot being in its front" and it was, as well as the other pickets, soon engaged 
with them. The line' was formed immediately, and I ordered the flank COUl

panies' of regiments to support the pickets, which they did '\\~th great alacrity 
and deeisioo.., The enemy were disappointed in finding us so prepared for them, 
and ''I'etiretLat 3 ,A..M., after sustaining a severe lqss of about forty killed, many 
mOl'li woumded, and a few taken prisoners, who agreed in reporting that their 
fo1'ce, which was 1,500 inmntry and 350 horse, left Mooll'aj's eRmp at 7 P.M. on 
t.!m 16th, the main 'Part of whicla staid at !l village in the l'Cal; that, finding the 
few ,hundred ·sent .. -on in advance had been so roughly handled, 'and so soon 
de9ft'1led by the cavalry, all commence!! their l'etrcat, a ~I'eat part throwing away 
their"anns to facilitate i~., ., ' • 
'" ' \Ve' now turn to a ,new scenc of disaffection and tumult. On the 
12th of: Augufit, the ltesiden.t reported that a serious collision had taken 
plaooLat Hnzara, between the armed, Mahomcdan population and the. Sikh 
troops 'in' that, province, and gave it as his opinion, that' this collision has 
been occasioned by ~,measuros ,which have, been adopted by'Captaip. 
Abbott, in consequellce._.DL JheJ~elicLwith. ~hieh he is impressed, that 
Sirdar Chuttur Sing, Attareewalll\, the Nazlm oC- ilie province, is at the 
head of a conspiracy for the expulsiotl· of the English from the Punjab, 
lind was about to hearl a Cl'llSllda against, the British, forces at Lahore. 
We p~ ~ot. however, prepared, by the information yet before us, to decide 
thl,\t Capt.ain Abbott has IICted on this occasion with too great precipitancy, 
" , , ' , 2N; 
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,0.' before he had received full confirmation of the suspidions 'wllich he hail 
for,' a long time, entertained. 'From the beginillng of July, he had reported 
:f;hqt the force in Pukli was in a disaffected state; and, on the first of last 
montll, .he mentioned that he had received intelligence from Pukli" "that 
the infantry of that corps had positively determined to ,march fOl' Lahore, 
this morning before daybreak. The news "did not reach me until, 9 A.M., 

and I immediately made such arrangements as seemed feasible. I ' await 
.with some a~iety a. confirmation, or denial, of' these tidings, which' cannot 
reach me until evenmg. At the same time, I received intelligence from 
Hurripore, that the force there, and in Khatir, is expecting an immediate 
march to Lahore, and has rl'ceiv~d assurance of support from the Bunnoo' 
force." 

On the 2nd, he says that the news is confirmed, and that the belief 
is general that Sirdar Chuttur was the instigator of the movement. It is 
also to be, observed he adds, "as I have frequently before observed; that, 
up ,to this moment, the Sir<iar has not given me 'a hint that could lead me 
to suppose any corps' in Hurripore or Khatir to, be otherwise than loyal, 
ulthough it is utterly impossible that he could have been ignorant of pro
ceedings notorious to the whole country." And again, "in Pqkli, the 
troops have sold their stores, broken up their 'bazaar, and got ready by 
my last notice to move at a moment's notice. They are, probably, rtow in 
motion. It appears. that the, detention of pay, which, for some days,' I 
deemed expedient, has been made a cause of discontent by the eonspirators; 
and, accordingly, when I wrote to the Sirdar to issue the pay, lIly letter 
was detained here by his vakeel for twenty-four hours, and, probably, would 
not have been sent for several. days" had I not discovered the artificfO/" 

On the 6th, Captain Abbott observes, "I hav~ said that the Pukli 
brigade of about 800 bayonets, 2 troops of horse, 4' field guns, and 20 
zumboorahs, had broken up its bazaar, sold off its stores of grain, called in 
its cattle, packed much of' its baggage, and was actually about to inal'ch 
that morning for Lahorc, when it- found, that I had manned all the road" 
with the armed pcasantry of Hazara. It is still in the same state of 
rea>li:ness for an immediate start, 'and will he joined by the Hazara, 
Khawta. and Khatir, forces, and, in all probability, hy that of Bunnop. 
Sirdar Chuttur Sing seems to be the immediate mover of the whole. He 
has been in correspondence with Colonel Bhadoor Sing (who was an 
attendant of the war punches of the Sikhs, and a diligent promoter of 
them), and, to this day, he has not given me a hint of the state of that 
force" although it has, fOl' the last month or more, been notorious 1hroug~
out Hazara. He shuts himself up iil his house all day, on pretence of 

. sickness, whilst his letters and emissaries are being dismissed in all quar
ters, to Cabool, Peshawur, Bunnoo, Cashmere, and throughout, Hazara 
and Khatir." 

The death of Colonel Canora, an AmeriCan Commandant of Sikh 
artillery" appears to have brought matters to a crisis. That' officer, when 
ordered by Chuttur Sing to bring his guns out of HmTipore, and encamp 
on the open ground between the town and the fort, refused compliance. unless 
he ohtained the autl~ority of _ Captain Abbott. The Sirdar asserted that 
the movement was absolutely requisite, in order to bring the guns under 
the protection of the fort, and secure them against the attacks of the 
armed popUlation. which had lisen at the instigation of Captain Abbott. 
The Commandant still, refused, and, pJacing llimself between the two guns 
loaded with grape, threatened to fire on the. firs~ man who approached 
him. The Sirdar persisted in his dcmand, ~nd, a l)aliy of his soldiers 
went behind some buildings within musket range, and shot this gallant 
officer, before he could discharge the guns. 

The Resident defends this proceeding, as the Sirdar aeted on the 
urgency of the occasion, and was persuaded that danger was to be appre
hended from the rising of the population, On learning the outbreak in 
Hazara, Major G. Lawrence, with great prudence, dispatched' Lieutenant 
,Nicholson from Peshawur, with an escort of 60 Jugheerdaree hOl'Se, and 150 
Puthans of the new levies, to seize, immediately, on the important post of 
Attock, and occupy it with a garrison of his own selection. This duty 
was cheerfully undertaken by Lieutenant Nicholson, thoug~ he was in ill-
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health, and successfully accomplished; hut not without the show of some 
resistance, his escort being so reduced as to amonnt to only thirty men, on 
his arrival at Attock. Lieutenant Nicholson has since been engaged in 
raising a small body of troops for his own protection, and in endeavouring 
to pL'r~liadc the disaffected to' return to the path' of duty. In all his 
mea~ures taken for this purpose, he has evinced considerable judgment, 
prqm ptitude, and firmness. ' • ,,' • ' 

, "Captain Abbott's conduct, since the commencement of the outbreak, hal! 
been marked by much vigor and determination. His letters of pre~'ious 
dutes had certainly shown him sensitively alive to the dangers of the outbreak, 

.with Ii nervous anxiety as to the res nit. . 
, He now appears fully equal to thll occasion that has arisen, and to bc 

-entitled to some credit for fOl"ethought and discrimination, unless the Resident's 
opinion be fouml true, that Captain Abbott's suspicions were the eau~, rather 
thau the effect, of the hostile attitude assumed by Raja Clmttur Sing. The 
Resident, at the same time, pays a high compliment to Captain Abbott's character, 
in saying, .. that he has many excellent qualifications as a public officer,
indefatigable application to business" a most scrupulous desire to show thc 
~trietest justice in all his investigations, decisions, and proceedings, and a kind 
and eminently conciliatory manner to the natives, coupled with great firmness 
and intrepidity of character. In Hazara, of which he has made the settlemenf, 
he is beloved, in fact almost worshipped, by the people; all persons that I have 
conversed \yith. who have come from those parts, are unanimous in their estima
tion of him.. They say that he has gained such an influence over the inhabitants 
qf the province, that lie 'can do whatever he pleases with a race whom the Sikhs 
could never ,control, and whom the wily and shrewd Maharajah Golab Sing was 
glad, to' get fWID uJlder his govei'nment on almost any terms. This is the people 

,that has now risen at his bidding, and it is to be hoped that h.e may have influ
ence and power to allay the storm which he has raised ofilis own authority, and 
without communicating his purpose to anyone." 

. Immediately 'on learning, the outbreak, the Resident deputed hiS chief 
,/lssistant, 1\:11'. Cocks" to proceed to the spot. to make inquiries as to the extent 
of the Sirdar's culpability, and to' adjust the differences amicahly, ~f possible. 
We arc glad that he, sub8equentIy, altered his determination with respect to 
,Mr. Cocks. Sirdar Jhunda Sing was sent, together with a confidential agent, 
from Sirdar Golab Sing, son of Chuttur Sing, in order to bring matters to a 
• iu\'omble issue, to prevent the shedding of blood, and to induce Sirdar Chuttur 
• Sing to surrender himself, for the purpose of having his \vhole COliduct investi. 
guted at Lahore. '.'" , 
" Major Lawrence entertains no douht that Sirda!' Chuttur Sing is at"tllt' 
bottom of the movement, ,Captain Nicholson considers that Sirdar Chuttur 
,Sing's proceedings arose as much from suspicion, as any other feeling, and states,. 
that it was the intention of the Hazara force to efleet a junction with the Pukli 
hrigade, and march upon Lahore, He is urgent for the immediate dispatch of a' 
British brigade in that direction; but it is satisfactory to observe, that Captain 
Abbott is confident in his own means of resisting any attack, and of even anni· 
hilating the fm'ee in Pukli, if he were authorized to take the initiative. 

The Resident, it will be observed, is most unwilling to believe in the guilt 
of Sirdar Chuttur Sing, and attributes the untoward eV,ent solely to the alarm 
generated in his mind, by Captain Abbott's withdrawal of confidence. But it. 
appears to us, as at pr('sent informed, that Captain Abbott had ample n'ason to . 
withdraw his confidence; and grcat colour is lent to his suspidons, by the conduct 
of Chuttur Sing since the ontbreak,-by his movements and measures, avowedly 
hostile; by his intercepting of communication; by his tone of defiance tp 

, Major Lawrence Rnd Captain NidlOlson ; by his refusal to sun-ender Commedall 
Canora's murderers; by his treasonable cOl~"CspondenL'C with other brigades: and 
hy his dispatch of emissmies to neighbouring Potentates. The Resident himself" 
suys, in 'his letter of the l6th of August, to the address of Captain Abbott;
"The Nazim's complaints of your want of confidence in him, of your having set 
him aside in the Government, till he had become a mere cypher, of YOl1r suspicion 
and misconstruction of his conduct on all occasions, during the past two or three 
months, and of his fcelin~ of distress and humiliation on the subject, to have 

,_._ ________ __ ...... ~ __ . __ ~--c: 
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had any weight, and to have merited consideration, should have been preferred 
at the time, and 1I0t now that he has assumed an attitude of opposition, which 
he finds it difficult to maintain .... 

"Another paper has also fallen into my hands, sent to me by a member of the 
Durbal', and of a character which must prove, if such proof were necessary, the 
absence of all complicity of the sender in the> Sirdar's proceedings, from which 
the misconduct of the Sirdar, sillce the late outbreak, is established; and from 
this, and oLher papers regarding the Pukli force, submitted by the Sirdar himself. 
it is quite evident that a large part of that force was in a mutinous state for some 
time; that this was known to the Sirdar; and that he, whatever may have been 
his motive for so doing, connived at what was going on. The state of the force' 
was, certainly, such as to justify your taking any precautionary measures to 
defend If. treasonable outbreak; and I have DO doubt that the present professed 
loyalty and amenability to orders of the Sirdar, and the disposition to 
obedience and subordination evinced by the troops, are caused by the prompt 
and efficient measures you have adopted, having made the course, which the 
Nazim and the troops contemplated, more difficult and dangerous than they 
anticipated." 

The reasons which the Resident urges, to show the improbability of Sirdar 
Chuttur Sing's being concerned in any open display of disaffection towards the 
present system of Government, namely-that he is old and infirm, father-iii-law 

. of the Maharaja, with more at stake than any man almost in the Punjab--his 
accumulated wealth, his honorable position in the present administration, his 
protestations of loyalty and long tried fidelity,-all these lose their force, when 
we contemplate the events of the last six months in the Punjab. Reasons equally 
cogent might have been urged. why the whole body of troops should have 
remained staunch in defence of the present regime; their position has been, in 
every respect, bettered under the existing administration; and all the ordinary 
considerations which bias human conduct, would make us unwilling to believe 
that they could, possibly, be faithless; and yet, we :find them aspiring to even a 
better and more independent condition, joining in an apparently hopeless cause, 
and still flocking to a rebel's standard, though he has been twice ignominiously 
defeated by raw levies, and has immediate ruin staring him in the face. When 
ignorance and fanaticism combine to effect such results, and when we find all 
classes of Sikhs the creatUl'CS of a blind infatuation, we must cease to give Sirdar 
Chuttur Sing the bem,fit of those considerations which ordinarily impel a sensible 
and sober man to a particular comse of action. His participation in these 
guilty scenes cannot, therefore, be disproved by its apparent improbability. 

"The latest letter received from Sir F. Currie is dated the 24th of Au,,"1lst. : 
in that, he expressed his apprehension that a collisicn had actually taken place 
hetween the Sikh troops and Mahomed n peasantry, but three days have elapsed 
since the receipt of this letter, and nothing further has been heard. 

'rhe stale of the forces at Peshawur and BUJ)noo was reported satisfactory, 
up to that date. . 

Inclosure 1 in No. 35. 

Lieutenant Edwardes to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Tibbee, 2 eMS from ]}[ooltan, July 28, 1848. ' 
YESTERDAY evening, Raja Shere Sing Attal'Cewalla begged me to grant 

him a private interview, at which he laid before me the wishes of his father, 
Sirdar Chuttur Sing, with reference to the celebration of the marriage of his 
daughter with Maharajah Duleep Sing. . 

He said that Sirdar Chuttur Sing had enjoined him to tell me (with a view, 
of course, of my submitting the same to you) that he is anxious to pass the few 
remaining years of his life in the performance of sUch' religious duties as are 
lDecoming one of his age. Two things remain for him to do in this world, one 
to perform the prescribed round of pilgrimages, and the other to celebrate the 
marriage of his daughter, The latter duty he considers to have the first call 
upon him, but the event is dependent upon the wishes of the British Govern
ment. If it is not your intention that the nuptials of the Maharajah should be 

"Inclosure 36 in No. 85. 
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eelebl'l1ted sometime within the next twelve months, the Sirdar would wish to be 
allowed to lay aside the duties of his. Hazara Government, and proceed on 
pilgrimage for two years; if, on the contrary, the marriage is to take place this 
year, the Sirdar would suggest that, with your sanction, the Dm-bar should 
appoint astrologers on the part of the Maharajah to fix an auspicious month and 
day, in conjunction with other astrologers on the part of the bride; for the Raja 
says that, after the day has been fixed, it will take nearly a. year to prepare the 
eostly presents which Sirdar Chuttur Sing will have to give on the occasion. 

The above is the substance of the Raja's conversation, and he earnestly 
requested me to procure him an answer from you within ten days. The request 
seems strange at the present ID,?ment, but the Raja, particularly explained that 
his father would not have mentlOned the matter, had he not looked upon the 
Mooltan rebellion as a thing disposed o£ The secret motives flf men are 
diffieult to' divine, but there can be no question that an opinion has gone very 
prevalently abroad, and been carefuny disseminated by the evil disposed, that the 
British, meditate declaring the Punjab forfeited by the recent troubles and mis
conduct of the troops; and, whethel'the Attareewalla family have any doubts, 01" 

not, upon this point themselves, it would,. I think, be a wise and timely measure 
to give such public assurance of British good faith, and intention to adhere 
to the Treaty, as would be involved in authoritative preparations for providing 
the young Maharajah with a Queen. It would no doubt settle men's minds 
greatly. 

IneloSllre 2 in No. 35. • 

Lieutenant Etl1llardes to tlwl· ReMeltt at LahrYTe. 

Camp. Tibbee. 2 COBB from Mooltaft. August 1, 1848. 
A PU'fHAN Chief, named Nassur Khan, PopuJzvt-, has been holding the 

eountry at Dem Ghazee Khan, during General Cortlanat's absence; and block
ading the fort or HUITUnd .. ' As you are aware, the disaffected Futteh PuItun, 
which formerly sold my head for 12,000 rupees, was, purposely, left behind with 
Nassur Khan, to get rid of so many secret enemies out of our own camp. and 
to give th~ regiment an opportunity of redeeming its character, if so inclined, by 
performing good service before the fort. . . 

Hitherto, I have heard no complaints of the conduct of the regiment; N as
sur Khan has always I'eported them as engaged in blockading the fort, and obey
ing his orders. A fortnight or three weeks ago, Sirdar Shumshere Sing informed 
me that Dewan Mooh-aj expected to be joined by the Futteh Pultun; but, as the 
daily reports from the regiment received by General Cortlandt were satisfactory, 
I thought no more of the matter. 

This morning, Geneml Cortlandt received information from Nassur Khan; 
that he had detected the Futteh Pultun in correspondence with the I'libel garri
son of Hurrund; and when he took the intercepted letter to the colonel of the 
regiment, and that officer called up all his subordinates to investigate the matter, 
the soldiers broke out into open mutiny. Nassur Khan retired to his own camp, 
and the Colonel and Commandant, separating themselves from the men, accom
panied him. The mutineers proceeded to beat to arms, and Nassur Khan fol
lowed their example; rallying around him his own cavah-y, and several contin
gents of the neighbouring Mussulman tribes. Seeing Nassur Kban prepared, 
the Sikhs did not come to a eollision; but Nassur Khan concludes his letter by 
saying that it was their intention, he believed, to join the rebel gM"rison; if they 
attempted which, he intended to muster all the Mussulmans he could, and fall 
upon them. . 

In reply, I have instructed General Cortlandt to order Nassur Khan to 
raise the Mahomedan tJ.·ibes without delay, and, on the slightest attempt on the 
part of the Futteh Pultun to join the rebels, to put every man of them to the 
sword. To induce the Belooc\lees to give this assistance to Nassur Khan, I have 
written to tell them that, should Nassur Khan find it necessary to call upon 
them to destroy the regiment, aU the plunder that they take in the Futteh Pultun 
camp, whether crown property or private, shall be theu·s. 

It is not impossible that matters may have come to & crisis between the two 
parties before this; in which case, I feel eonfident that Nassur Khan will have 
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entit'ClY'aoticipated -my- orders, and -the result will depend upon whether he 
had time enough - to mise the -country -on his side .. -He is a brave ,soldjCl'i, and 
the work is not new to him; for he is the chief, who, with his OWl! sowars 
alone, charged and defeated the Sikh - regiment under Khizan Sing at, LeiI'. 
capturing two guns. This was in new~n Moolraj's former rebellion Iloaainst RnJa 
Lal Sing, in 1846 . 

. I trust the decisive orders which I have sent to Nassur Khan, will meet 
with your entire approbation; and that you will agree with me in thinking that, 
after theit· perfidious conduct with me at Leia in April last, the consideration
which has been since shown them, 1 and the enconraging purwanna in which you 
yourself exhorted the corps to remain loyal to the Maharajah, they would 
deserve no mercy, even 'if their numbers were;: sufficiently insignificant to admit 
of our showing it. 

Inclosure _ 3 in No. 35. 

Major LaUJ1'ence to the Resident at LaTtol'e. 

Reshawur, August:;l. 18-.18. 
'THE emissary of Dewan Moolraj, having been seized by one -of the 

Eusufzye Khans in the act of inciting to rebellion, has confessed the tact, and 
I would solicit your orders as to his disposal . 

. He says, that ,he was entertained 'by the Dewan at 15 rupees per mensem, 
and deputed with an hUrkaru to proceed,< via Bunnoo, with letters to the Ameer 
of Cabool, soliciting aid from thence; that, on delivering the letters, the Ameer 
declared himself our ally" and declined having anything to do with the Dewan; 
that he then came hither, and from this proceeded into Eusufzye, where he -offered. 
Khadir Khan of Akoo a Jagheer of 25,000 rupees, and the people exemption 
fi"Om paying revenue for some years, if they would rise in insurrection about the 
18th or 20th of the month Babdron, at which date, he said, the Sikhs would 
be all up in arms against the British., -• 

The troops are so orderly, and all is so quiet here, that a summary' example 
of this incendiary is not absolutely necessary, though, as doubtless there are 
many others about, ultitnately his execution here might seem to vou desirable. 

Inclosure 4 in No. 35'. 

The Resident 'at Lahore to Lieutenant Ec111:ardes. 

August 3, 18-18._ 
I HAVE the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter dated the 

:l8th ultimo, stating that Raja Shere Sing had called upon you, and had a I,rinltc 
interview with you, relative to the marriage of Maharajah Duleep Sing with hi~ 
~i8ter. 

As all· the pl'Climinaries to the union of the yOlmg Maharajah with II 
daughter of SirdarChutlur Sing Attareewalla have been, ah'eady, obsel'Ved, and the 
ceremonies for affiancing are complete, it would, in oommon usage, rest with the 
tinnily of the bride to determine the time when the actual ceremony of mllITiagc 
should take place, which'iis celebrated, sometimes, some years before the bride 
filially leaves her own family to reside with her husband. 

Of conrsc, with reference to the position of ~he Maharajah, nothing can be 
dOlle in this case, without the concurrence and approbation of the Resident. 

I will consult, confidentially, the membel'S of the Durbar now at Lahore" on 
the subject of the time at which the marriage should be celebrated; but you 
may, in the meantime, assure Raja Shel"e Sitlg that the British Government will 
not intelofere in the matter, further than to secure that all is done which may be 
best calculated to promote the honor and happiness of the ;vIllharlljah, and of the 
bride and her family. --

I do not see how the llroceeding "II"ith the ceremonies for the l\faIJarajn.h's 
nuptials can be considered as indicative of any line of policy which the Govcrn-
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mentmo.y consider it right to pursue now, or at any future time, in respect to 
the administration of the Punjab, and it is, on that.account, that I see no objec
tion to the marriage being celebrated, at such time,. and in such manner, as may 
be most satisfactory to the parties themselves, and the. Durbar, 

Inclosure 5 in No. 35. 

Lieutenant Edwardes to the Resident at LaTiore, 

. Camp, Tibbee, 2 coss from' 'Mooltun, August 4, 1848. 
IN continuation of my letter of the l.at of August, I have the honor to 

inform you that, the night after the meeting of the Futteh Pultun, 'six compa7 

nies of the regiment struck their tents, and commenced their march to the fort of' 
HUl1'lmd, intending to join the rebel gl1lTison. . On hearing this, Nassur Khan, 
with his own sowars, and as many Beloochees as he could collect, made for the 
lort by a shorter road, and drew up his little band across the line of march of 
the Futteh Pultun. This gallant manreuvre met with the success which it 
deserved j for the mutineers, seeing that they "ere intercepted, and would not he 
able to execute their purpose without a struggle, marched back again to, their 
former camp, whence they sent vakeels to Nassur Khan to beg forgiveness; 
attributing their misconduct to the regiment being greatly in arrears of pay. 
NaSSlll' Khan, however, assigns a' much more probable cause, namely, that a 
soldier of the regiment had heen to Mooltan to make a bargain with DeWall' 
Moolraj, and had .iust retul'lled with an ilrdex from the Dewan to the rebel 
J\:ardar of Hun'und, to give the regiment a present of two months' pay, and 

. gold bracelets to the officers, if they joined the garri~on . 
• ' The Colonel and some few others sided with N asS\U' Khan throughout, and, 

strauge to say, the other two companies of the regiment, which were on duty 
in trenches close to the fOl</;, came away, and joined N assur Khan and their 
Colonel, instead of joining the mutineers. What is still more CuriolIS, these two 
companies were commanded by Bllghail Sing, Commandullt, notoriously t.hl' 
greatest intriguer in the regiment. Their good conduct is, perhaps, accounted 1'01' 

by the fact, that the garrison immediately sallied out, and broke up the intrench
ments which the two companies had left. 

The whole regiment, subsequently, begged N assur Khan to intercede for 
their pardon, and went through the·farcical Sikh ceremony of swearing fidelity 
on the gt'Unth. The whole affair is eminently characteristic of the treachel'Ou". 
avaricious, and intIiguing Sikh soldier; unother proof, added to the many aflol,ll'd 
by the Mooltan rebellion, of the impel'ative necessity of remodelling the Khalsa 
Army, it' we wish lor security in the Punjab. Lieutenant Lumsden is, I belicn:, 
engaged in revising the intel'llal economy of that arluy, .but, paramount to this, is 
the necessity oftotally altering its constitution, which is rotten to the core. Thi~, 
however, is a subject for after consideration. 

I have instructed General Cortlandt, for the present, to send the arrears of 
pay of the Futteh Fultun (which have only just reached this camp from Lahore) 
to the Kardar of Dera Ghazee Khan, aud write to the Futteh Pultun that the 
same will be given to them, whenever they make over the ringleaders to N assur 

,KhlUl. Nassur Khan has also been warned to place not a moment's trust in the 
regiment, and be prepared to destroy it, on the first symptoms of another out-
break. • 

I may take this opportunity of pointing out, that the almost simultaneous 
tlmeutes in the districts of Dera Ghazee Khan 8nd Bunnoo, respectively 511P
pl'Cssed by Futteh Khan, Towanna., and N assur Khan, Populzye, together with tbe 
increasing desertions from Raja Shere Sing's camp, even at this hopeless 
moment of the rebels, prove that the suspicions entertained by Captain Abbott 
ill Hazara 81'e not without foundation; though I disagree with that officer, both 
as to the secret movers of the plots, and the extent ,of the danger to be appre
hended from them, 
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. Inclosure 6 in No. 35. 

Tile Resident -at Lahore to the Secreta'I"'!J tolke Governme1it JJj India. 

Lahore, AugUlit 8, 1848. 
I HAVE the honor to forwardcoi:respondence with some of my 

assistants, received up 'to this date. jf 

I would beg the attentioD. of the Government of India to these documents. 
as indicative of the spirit which pervades the Sikh army at the present time, and 
of their disposition· and purposes. 

From the first outbreak of the rebellion in Mooltan, my chief object has 
been to prevent, if possible, the Khalsa army making common cause with the 
insurgents. This, with the consequences which must have followed it through- . 
out all the provinces of the Punjab, and ou the extensive western and northern 
frontiers, was the great danger. to avert which my plans and measures have 'been 
directed. 

These measures, with their results hitherto, were briefly adVClted to in my 
letter· to your address, dated the lOth ultimo. They have been detailed in my 
dispatches and correspondence for the past three months. 

The present state of the feeling of the army may be gathered from the 
accompanying papers, and the fact of desertions to Moolraj daily taking place, 
even now, from the army of Raja Shere Sing.. . 

I hope, and I think, that Captain Abbott is wrong in his opinion as to the 
treachery of the chiefs, and of the· complicity of Sirdar Chuttur Sing, Attaree
walla, the Naiim of Hazara, with the defection of the Hazara field-force. I 
trust he is wrong as to the extent of combination between other classes through
out the country at this, time; and I have little do~bt that he is misinformed as 
to the intention of the Hazara field-force to attempt an attack upon Lahore now; 
but there is no doubt he is right as to the extensive success of Moolraj's 
machinations, and of the exertions of his emissaries among the Sikh troops, and 

.as to the disposition and desire of the whole Khalsa army tojoin Moolraj, if they 
could see, at this moment, any hope of his success. The conduct of the troops at 
Bunnoo, where a rising has just been suppressed by the vigor of Futteh Khan 
Towanah; of the Futteh Pultun, on the other side the Indus, as described in 
these papers; of the Hazal'll field-force, as painted by Captain Abbott, after all 
allowances for over-coloring; and of lIlany of Raja Shere Sing's force (consti
tuted almost entirely of Jagheerdaree horse, supposed t!J have the most interest 
in being faithful), of which a further desertion of twenty-five Sowars is reported 
in a note from Lieutenant Lake, received last night; and this, while the British 
columns are within eight marches of MooItan,-prove clearly to me, who have 
anxiously watched every movement and occurrence during the last three months, 
what would have been the consequence of further delay in the movement of a 
British force to put down the rebellion. ' 

It may be thought that Lieutenant Edwardes, after the battle of Kineyree, 
on the 18th of June, should not haye advanced on 1\looltan, where he could do 
nothing lIt,'llinst the town and fortress, but that he would 'have done better to 
havc taken up a strong position at Shoojabad, or in its neighbourhood, with 
the troops of Bahawulpore, where he would have been strong enough to repel 
any attack that Moolraj could makc on him, and, at the same time, could 
prevent Moolmj from undertaking any distant expedition. 

This is what he should, perhaps, hav;e done, if the force under Raja 
Shere Sing, or the Sikh troops, could have been relied on to remain neutral. 
But after reaching Toolumba. Raja Shere Sing's force was no longer under 
command. Though ordered to halt at Toolumba, it advanced towards Mooltan; 
the chiefs wece, I hope and believe, under the imrression that Moolraj 
would be destroyed by Lieutenant Edwardes and his allies, and were anxious 
to have a share in the credit of his defeat; the soldiery were impelled by 
very different feelings, and desired to assist the rebel army. Had not lieu
tenant Edwardes advanced, and fought the battle of Suddoosain, which seemed 
to render tbe rebel cause altogether hopeles!>., Raja .Shere Sing's army would 
have joine? Moolraj on arriving at Mooltan. This Raja Shere Sing and 

• !nc:o,ure 24 in No. 32. 
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Sirdar Shumshere Sing confessed to Lieutenant Edwardes themselves (they 
would in all probability have been first put to death). 

The union of Shere Sing's force with the rebels, would have been the 
signal for the whole Sikh army following their example. The move which, 
with its disastrous consequences, we have all along been trying to prevent, 
would have taken place. The united Sikh army would have been altogether 
too strong for Babawul Khan's troops and Lieutenant Edwardes' levies,· and 

. we must, then, have eitber taken the field, at once, with a large army (such as 
we have not at command), or have seen our ally, and our gallant officer, destroyed, 
witbout moving to help them. . . 

It may, perhaps, be urged, that it was in that case not judicious to bring 
Bahawul Kban into the field at all; but it is to be remembered that, had I not 
put this force across the Sutlej when I did, Moolraj's troops would have beaten 
Lieutenant Edwardes in the Derajat, where he was threatening him with a far 
superior force, and that Lieutenant Edwardes' defeat would have been instantly 
followed by the rising of the wtJole Sikh army, with all its consequences. 

Occurrences have arisen, almost weekly, during the last three months, which 
have called for immediate measures to meet them; such as appeared to me neces
aary, 1 have not hesitated to adopt, on my own responsibility. Hitherto, the 
rising of the Sikh army generally has been prevented, witbout moving British 
troops; but the course of events has now made it absolutely necessary to move 
them, in .order at once to avert the evil, which can no longer be averted in any 
other way, an<J. to rescue our ally, and our new levies. from a position of imminent 
peril. 

At the same time, these events have been- so controlled, that the movement 
of a sufficient body. of British troops has been rendered practicable and easy, 
without endangering, to any extent, tbea. health, and with !Wery prospect of 
success. . 

I trust that the Governor-General in Councll will pardon my thus repeating 
my opinion as to the necessity and expediency of the measure I have adopted . 

• 

Inclosure 7 in No. 35. 

Major Lawrence to the Resident at Lahore . 

• 
Peshawur, (without date). 

I HAVE the honor to report the execution, this morning, of the Fakeer 
Wazeer Sing Sing, Moolraj's emisslU"y. 

A company, Mahomedans, of Meer Junglee's regiment, with a strong body 
of the police, kept the ground; but there was no demonstration of sympathy 
made on behalf of the culprit, and I have not heard that it has caused any sen
sation among the troops. 

. In consequence of a letter just received by Lieutenant Nicholson and 
,Colonel Ruttun Sing, from Colonel Boodh Sing Khan, reporting an emeut", 
of the troops in Hazara, and the murder of Commedan Canora of the Artillery, 
both Lieutenant Nicholson and I are of opinion that his presence just now is 
desirable at Attock or Hussan Abdul,. to counteract any evil designs tbat Sirdar 
Chuttur Sing, who would seem to be at the bottom of the moye, may have in 
that quarter. 

Lieutenant Nicholson will, therefore, start to-night, with an escort of sixty 
Jagheerdaree Peshawur horse and 150 Puthans or my new levies. His health is 
still, I regret to say, very delicate; but we consider the urgency of the case to 
admit of no delay, as, should the fort of Attock fall into hostile hands, the effect 
would be most prej udicial to us. 

My Governor is very sanguine as to the troopS remaining staunch. 

20 
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Inclosure 8 in No. 35., . 
!., . ' . ', .... 

, .Captain Nicholson (Assistant.to the Resident) to the Resident at Lahore.; . , 
, ' . 

.. , ; FO'l't of .Attock; .Augu,st; (no other date)'1848.·;m 
.. 1 ARRIVED here yesterday morning, and, in the course of the 'dar; turned 

out the company of Boodh Sing's corps,which 'waS showing symptoms'of dis~ 
affection, and some of 'whomhad ,even' gone 'the length of loading to resist the: 
entrance of some of my men.., . .", " 

.. That I was·able to effect this, is' owing to the staUlichness bf the irregulars, 
whom I harangued with happy effect, notwithstanding the efforts of the regulars 
to mislead them. The Thannadar also behaved very well. ' "I 

,. The only positive intelligence I have from the eastward is, that the t"'b' 
infantr~' ,corps (Boodh Sing's and Baboo Pandy"s) and the artillery (Noorobd':" 
deen's) marched from. Hussan Abdal the day before yesterday, to join Sirdar' 
Chuttuf Sing at Hazara, with whom all the Sikh troops in Hazara are said to' 
have sided, against Captain Abbott, who has raised the people of the country. 

, I have made arrangements, for communicating 'with CalJtain c Abbott; and 
obtaining intelligence from Hazara and Khatir, on the state of affairs; pn which' 
my future movements must depend. ' 

Meantime, I am supplying the fort, and arranging for its security: ", \ 
1 feel much the want of a small body of disciplined men on whom I could 

depend. Yesterday morning, of sixty Jagheerdaree horse which left Peshawur 
with me, not half the number arrived along with me; and the infantry (nearly 
150 newly raised PeshawurMussulmans) which ;should 11lwe been in by noon, 
did not arrive till midnight, so that I had not more than thirty men with me 
yesterday. . ' ' 

Had I myoId detachment of guides, its example would have tefved as a 
stimulant; and I should, moreover, have been able to make much use ofthelii'l~ 
the way of procuring intelligence. I am raising a small party to replace them ... 

The pay vf the irregulars here is less than that of the garrisons ofniany of 
the neighbouring forts. This, considering the importance of Attock. is not as if . 
should be. I have promised to raise it. This they will deserve, as all dependedl 

on their staunchness yesterday:' . I" ' 

. The Gundgurreeas, by Captain Abbott's orders, are said to have madea sue:':: 
cessful raid on some Sikh camels.' .'. . ..... '. ' .'." 

Captain Abbo~ himself, I hear, is among the Mishwanees. 

Inclosure 9 in No. 35. 

Lieutenant Edwardes to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Tibbee,2 cossjromMooltan, .August 10, 1848. 
I ENTIRELY disbelieve Abbott's news, that the disaffection and signs ·of' 

conspiracy which the Sikh army has lately shown at· its several stations, is 
organized by the Sikh aristocracy, and is assisted by the King of Cashmere.:' A~ 
man should be. very sure of his facts before he asks one to believe (in preference' 
to any other theory) that our greatest enemies are one man to whom we have 
given a kingdom, and another whose daughter we are making Queen of the PIlD-''' 
jab. Such things are possible, indeed, as what is not, in a world which 'oecasion-a 
aUy sees mothers strangle their own children; but I would say of them,' as of 
infanticide generally,. they are highly improbable. Surely, Major Lawrenclid 
having caught an . emissary of Dewan Moolraj's in the Eusutzye Country is a 
sufficient indication of. the prime mover of these disturbances; and' if Sirdarll 
Chuttur Sing is so, deep ill the plots, of Moolraj that he has seduced awhole~' 
brigade to make a diversion at the capital, how comes it that Dewan' Moolraj-is~ 
now writing letters to invite Raja Shere Sing to join .his cause? 'Is the oldman 
SQ much more forward than his high-spirited sonjn the cause of national regene-.' 
ration? Or has Abbott's pre-eminently mild and conciliating behavinur made'! 
the British yoke intolerable to Chuttur Sing alone of all the Sikh SWars 1., ' . 

Lake has found Shoojan Sing guiltyofeorresponding with the enemy, and 
. . 

, . 
• 
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we intend to send him to you in irons, to receive whatever sentence you think 
fit; we have recorded no sentence on the proceedings, in order that the Raja's 
Sikhs generally may believe he is going to be hanged. Rebellion has sung very 
small amOng them sincll Shoojan Sing's captul'e, and, in a few days, the arrival of 
the British force will give it a loc!k-jaw altogether. With respect to your recom
me~datloil to keep the Raja's force out of the' operations against Mooltan, you 
must OWll that this is both a delicatlt and a difficult, matter, II.lld would be a pOOl· 
returu .for the exertions which I believe the Sirdars to have made to save the· 
cre~it of the Khalsa, if I were to. take advantage of our hour of strength to dis
honor them before the whole world. My idea is to assign them a place the same 
as, other. divisions, putting thelll merely in sucb. a position that if they behave 
well,.so much the better, and if they hang back, it.will not matter. They would 
never take an active part against us, after the arrival of the British troops when 
~hey had been neutral before. I send you the last ukhbar, and you will, be highly 
amuseq to see that Moolraj has ordered a gun to be prepared as. big as the 
Chungee gun at the Delhi gate. By the bye, I think our big guns will be a long 
"'hile in coming up; and the left column altogether is very much ·behind time.' . 

! ". P. S.-Since I wrote this, lit most important seizure has beeD. made, of II 
Iqrgll bllnclle. of correspondence between Moolraj and Shoojan Sing, found con
cealed in the dunghill behind his horse's heels. The Sirdars will bring me the 
papers to-mon·ow morning, 

Inclosure 10 in No. 35. 

The Resident at Lahore, to Captain Abbott. 

Lahore, August II, 1848 . 
. ,,:!;,HE Hazara dak has come in, but there is no bag from Shirwan, nor is· 

there any commupication from Sirdar Chuttur Sing, either to myself, or to the. 
Dw:bar. .' . . 

j. ' . Intelligence has,'however, reached Lahore from other sources, or the occur
rences, which.tool!: place at Humpore, on the evening of the 6tb instant, and of 
tlte death of Colonel Canora . 
. . . It appears, from all I can learn, that what has occurred has taken place, 

mainly, in. consequel)ce of \Outual distrust and suspicion of each other's proceed
ings between Sirdar Chuttur Sing and yourself., 

-It is much to be regretted that you have had,as it appears, no personal 
communication with the Nazim, on the ~ubject of the state of the troops in PukJi 
and Hazara, as represented to you by your informers, and that you have with
held to mention the fact of your having raised the Mahomedan population, and 
the purpose thereof. .., 

Sirdar Jhunda Sing was about to start for Hazara. I have now deputed 
Mr. A. H. Cocks, the chief assistant to the Resident, to Hazara, to inquire into, 
and report on, aU the circumstances of the affair, and with full authority to pass 
such orders, and make such arrangements, in regard to it, and to the adminis-
tration of Hazara, as he may consider necessary. . ' 

You will pay the same deference to any instructions you may receive from 
Mr. Cocks, as you would to orpers from myself, an4 you will give him every 
assistance in performing the duty which has been imposed upon him. . 

'.. Orders have been sent to the Nazim, and to the military officers in Hazara, 
lUld the neighbourhood, to obey all instructions they may receive from Mr. Cocks, 
and to stand fast in their presentocantonments till his arrival •. 
I' ,I request you will take no step, not actually necessary for tbe preservation 

of the district, or of the people, or the army, until Mr. Cocks shall reach you. 
,. ·It appears from tIle representations of Colonel Boodh Sing. Colonel Noorood

deen, lUld Baboo Pandee Ramdial, and also of Sirdar Mehtab Sing. Majeetia, that 
they have all refused to move their troops at the bidding of the Sirdar. without 
y()~ concurrence lUld orders • 

• '! ., rhey have been, all told that they have done quite right. . I trust you win 
have kept back the, peasantry from any acts of violence, aud that the PukIi 
brigade will have remained in its cantonments, and that no collision will have 
taken place;' 1 

202 
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Inclosure 11 in No. 35. 

Major Lawrence to the Residerat at Lahore. 

PeshawuT, August 11, 1848. 
YOU will, ere thIS arrives, have heard that Abbott's many reports have been, 

in' some measure, verified, at least as far as the force- and Chuttur Sing are 
concerned. I confess I am entirely at a loss to understand what this chief 
can hope to gain by the mischief he has stirred up--t~at he is the originator 
of it, there can be little doubt. I send a copy of a letter which Colonel Ootar 
Sing received last evening, by the hand of a sepoy of Boodh Sing's regiment, 
calling on him to march with his corps to his aid, as he was hemmed in by 
the Moolkias. . 

On the 9th, we received Abbott's last letter, dated the 6th, and, then, he 
makes no mention of the Moolkias being up, whereas it would seem that CanoTa 
was either murdered on that day, or the previous one, and Colonel Ruttun Sing 
telli; me he understands that Chuttur Sing led the troops who committed the 
murder. • 

I am 10th to fancy that Raja Shere Sing is playing false, but such is, deci
dedly, the belief here, and it is not unreasonable to think so, seeing the' game his 
father has commenced. Edwardes is doubtless wide awake, and prepared for all 
contingencies: anything going wrong with us in that quarter, would set the 
whole Punjab in a blaze. Nicholson tells me he has written to you:' it was most 
fortunate he was so prompt in his movement, and judicious in his measures on 
reaching; had he not been both, I hold it we should have lost the Fort of 
Attock; now, I trust it is all safe, and, in a few days, he will be able to direct his 
energies against the Boota Sirdar and the rebel troops. I have sent him 170 
men, foot soldiers, from this, and have directed the Eusofzye Khans to send him 
60 horse and 100 foot, so that, with the 70 of the former and 150 of the 
latter who accompanied him, he will be pretty strong. I could increase them 
easily to any amount. 

I had all the Colonels up at my quarters, last evening, with the Sirdar, and 
told them that the preservation of the Khalsa Raj was now greatly in their 
hands; that if this force continued loyal and true, they might look to its remain
ing tlntire; but, if it failed, nothing could save the empire. One and all assured 
me that they were staunch, and had every just hope of keeping their men to 
their allegiance; that they had every reason to be satisfied with the treatment 
they had experienced at our hands; and' that, in the best days of their great 
Runjeet Sing, they had never been so much indulged as they had been, since 
they came under my command; they seemed to speak as if they meant what 
they said; so I do trust that we shall yet ride our ship safely into port. 

I have withdrawn two Sikh companies I had in the Fort of Shahmere Ghur. 
and put in two Poorbeahs, under a respectable and safe commander. My 
Governor is most anxious to attend to my most trivial wish or desire, and he is' 
well backed by his son Colonel AlIa Sing. 

Inclosure 12 in No. 35. 

Brigaditf" F. Young, Commanding at FeroSfepor~ to the Adjutant-General of the 
Army. 

Ftf"OSfeport, August 11, 1848. 
I HAVE the honor to report the departure, this morning, of the head~ 

quarters and 600 rank and file of Her Majesty's 32nd regiment, towards Baha .. 
wulpore, under the command of Lieutenant Colonel R. T. R. Pattoun, by water. 
The remainder of the regiment will embark, as soon as boats can be procured, 
which the deputy <:oIllmissioner hopes will be, by the 18th or 20th instant. 

• Sic iD Olig. 
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• Inclosure 1.3 in No. 35. 

The Resident at Lahrqe to the Secretary to the Government of India. 

Lahore, August 12, 1848. 
'1 AM afraid from the report I have received, that a serious collision has 

taken place in Hazara hetween the' armed Mahomedan population and the 
Sikh troops in that province, and that this collision has been occasioned by the 
measures which have been adopted by Captain Abbott, in consequence of 
the belief with which he is impressed, that Sir~ar Chuttur Sing, Attareewalla, 
the N azim of the province, is at the head of a conspiracy for the expulsion of 
the English from the Punjab, .and was ahout to head a crusade against the 
British forces at Lahore. . 

That the Pukli hrigade has been, for some time, in a state of excitement, I 
have no doubt; and that they have indulged, as is the habit of the Khalsa, in 
mutinous and treasonable boastingsabout their purposes, 1s high:ly probable; 
and it is by no means iJpprohable that some of them, especially Colonel 
Bahdoor Sing's regiment, may have intended, if an opportunity offered, to go 
off to Mooltan; and other regiments may have purposed joining in the expedi
tion; but that Sirdar Chuttur, Sing, an old and infirm man, the father-in-law 
of the Maharajah, and with more at stake than any man almost in the Punjab, 
should have taken the leading part in an affair of the kind described by Captain 
Abbott, is altogether incredible. 

1 have, constantly, cautioned Captain Abbott about receiving. as true the 
rumours which are brought to him, and pointed out the absolute necessity of 
his testing the accuracy of the information he receives; and, while I have told' 
him that, in the event of an actual treasonable movement on the part of any regi
ment or brigade, he would be justified in preventing, by every means in his 
power, the accomplishment by such corps of its treasonable purpose, I have 
warned him of the necessity of only acting when the emeute had actually taken 
place, and that with great caution, as the calling up' of an armed population in 
aid of the civil power is a momentous business; and I have pointed out to him 
how much easier it is to raise, than to allay, a power thus brought into action, 
and impelled by religious antipathies and feelings of long cherished hatred. 

Living, as we do, in such an atmosphere of treachery, perfidy, falsebood, and 
. deceit, in the Punjab, it is certainly not easy to determine what is, and what is 
not, WOl"thy of credit; but it has been for some time to me evident that Captain 
Abbott was being practised· upon by parties, for what purpose I know not, who' 
were exaggerating existing dangers, and fixing the authorship of treacherous 
proceedings on persons unconnected therewith. . 

The constant suspicion with which Captain Abbott regarded Sirdar Chuttur 
Sing, seems to bave, not unnaturally, estranged that chief from him, and 
induced the Sirdar to witbdraw trom tbat free and confidential communication, 
without which, it is impossible for persons holding the positions tbey do 
respectively, to conduct their business. . . 

This state of feeling seems to have been taken advantage of, by persons 
interested in widening the breach between the two; till Captain Abbott looks 

-upon Sirdar Chuttur Sing as a sort of incarnation of treason, and the Sirdar has 
been led to believe that Captain Abbott is bent upon the annihilation of himself, 
.and the l{halsa army in Hazara, on the first opportunity. ' . 

The raising of tbe armed Mahomedan population of Hazara by Captain 
Abbott, for the purpose of preventing the Puklj brigade from moving from its 
cantonments to march either on Mooltan or Lahore, caused great alarm to 
Sirdar Chuttur Sing and the Sikh troops of Hatara. It is reported that the 
mountaineers assembled in large numbers, and surrounded the town of Huni-

" pore, in the strong fort of which, Hurkishengurb, Sirdar Chuttur Sing resides; 
while Captain Abbott has, since May last, been at Shirwan in the hills, about 
thirty-five miles off. There is, as it is described, an open space of some 200 or 
300 yards between the walls of the town of Hurripore and the fort.; and the 
Sirdar directed the detachments of Durbar troops, stationed in the town for its
protection, to bring their guns, lind to encamp in the open space aboVe 
described, under the protection of the guns from the fort. 

• 
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Commedan Canora (a EUl'opean or an, American, .I know not which, who 
has' long been in the Sikh service,) refused to obey the Sirdar'S orders, 'tlllless, 
backed by Captain Abbott. 'Th~ $irda~ repea~ed his brders, saying that Cilpt~in: 
Abbott could not know the peril they were In, from the threatened attack 'o( 
the armed population, who would easily seize the' guns where ihey were/and: 
that he would take the respon~ibility,of the movement on himself. The Com
medan refused obedience; and, placing himself between his two guns, which he 
had loaded with grape, threatened to fire on any ,one that approached him. . 

The Sirdar, it appears, said that his orders must be obeyed; when, as it is 
stated, some soldiers got ,behind buildings, &c., within musket range, and' shot 
the Commedan, before he could discharge his gnns. ' 

It is reported, though I have no particulars, that when the death of 
Commedan Canora, who was believed to be in the interest of the Mahomedans, 
became known, an attack was made on the Siklj, troops at Pukli; and that the, 
whole country was thrown intoa state of insurrection and riot. ' 

, , The. ~azara dak has.come in for two d.ays, without bringing me any; 
letter orttdmgs from Captam Abbott; from whICh Iconc1ude ,that the, road, 
between Shirwan and, Hurripore is not open. The Dflk Moonshee at the Chokee, 
whcre the Hazara road joins the Peshawur one, states, that the pacl,i:ets have, 
been seized, and taken toSirdar Chuttuf Sing. ". " ' 
, Sirdar Chuttur $ing has written to the cantonll).ents of Hussan Abdal. and 

Ktirara, calling on . 'the officers, in urgent terms, to JIlarch instantly to his,aid" 
with their troops and guns, stating that the armed population of Hazara has risen, 
at the instigation 'of Captain Abbott, and that he and the Hazara troops are ill; 
imminent .'peril. " " , ',: " ' '" : 

The officers commanding these cantonments have. very pi'operly referred the' 
Sirdar's order to the Durbar and myself, stating that, ,as the Sirdar's order is 
net countersigned by Captain Abbott, they have thought it would not be right, 
to act upon it, till they receive my instructions. 

This is the state.in which things were, when the last accounts came away; 
letters and reports were received, yesterday afternoon, from, Sirdar Chuttur Sing, 
addressed to myself, to the Durbar collectively, and to Raja Tej Sing, arid Deena 
Nath, and Sirdar Golab Sing (Chuttur Sing's son), detailing the outbreak as 
above, declaring his own loyalty and long.tried fidelity, and speaking in .terms of 
respectful complaint of the parties who have maligned his character to <:;aptain 
Abbott, and abused his mind as to the present state and intentions of the army, 
an4 the Sirdar's own conduct. ' , 

If it were possible for me to leave Lahore, (which it is not, at tile present 
moment, with the brigades advancing on Mooltan,under my instructions,) I 
should at once go off to Haz8f\\, where I am satisfied that I could, at once, settle 
thia untoward affair. As it is, I have deputed my chief assistant, Mr. Cocks, 
with full powers on my part, to make such arrangements as he thinks fit, after 
a full investigation, for the settlement of the district, and the administration of ' 
the Hazara province. 

On the receipt at Peshawur of the intelligence of this disturbance, which 
intelligence was conveyed by a. letter from the Commandant of the PukIi 
cantonment, Lieutenant ~icholson immediately started for Hussan Abda!. I 
entirely approve of Lieutenant Nicholson's having done tbis; and I have every-' 
hope that his presence would tend to prevent further violence on the rising of 
the popUlation in that neighbourhood; while Captain Abbott. finding that his' 
informer misled him as to ihe present disposition of the troops beyond Hazara", 
and the intentions of the Nazim, will have been able to send back to their 
villages the armed population of the province.' "",, 

This is the state in which the affair appears to be, from the information 
which has reached me up to this time, which information is derived from the, 
statement of the Durbar news ,writer, and other parties who have sent in lettel'S 
to the Durbar from the neighbourhood, and from the re,Presentations of SinJar' 
Chuttur Sing himself., I am not without strong suspicion of the conduct of the ' 
Sirclar, though I do not' believe him guilty of the extensive treason laid to' his,' 
charge by Captain Abbott. The most suspicious points a"oainst him, as at present' 
actually developed, are the interruption of the communication between Captain 
Abbott and myself; the putting to death of Commedan Canora; and the silence 
observed by him to the Durbar, and to all parties, here and at Hazara, of the 
diSturbed state of the Pukli brigade, of which there appears to be no ?oubt. 
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. " In consequence of'Lieutena'nt; Nicholson hiving proceeded to the neigh
bourhood of the disturbance on the night of the 8th, I have delayed Mr. Cockll" 
dcparture till to-morrow, hoping to hear from Lieutenant Nicholson, or~ to receive 
further intelligence in that iptcrim. ' 

Inclosure 14 in No. 35. 

TTUl Resident at Lahore to Major Lawrence. 

Lahore, August 12, 1848. 
I HAVE the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, without 

date. . '. 
I approve of your having carried into execution the sentence passed on the 

emissary 'Of the rebel Dewan Moolraj, and am glad that the conduct of the troops 
on the occasion was S'b satisfactory. " 

I entirely approve of your having sent Lieutenant Nicholson to Attock and 
Hussan Abdal, on hearing from Colonel Boodh Sing Man of the untolVard~oc-
currences in Hazara. . 

I have every hope of your being able to keep the troops in Peshawur in a 
due state of ·subordination. As far as has yet appeared, this outbreak hM been 
occasioned by designing parties practising upon Captain Abbott, and. abusing his 
mind as to the real state of the troops generally, and as to the conduct and in
tentions of Sirdar Chuttur Sing, Attareewalla, the Nazim of Peshawur.· 

Inclosure 15 in No. 35. 

The Resident at Lahore to Captain Nicholson, 

'.' Lahore, August 12, 1848.' 
I HAVE just received a letter from Major Lawrence, dated Peshawur, the 8th 

instant, from which I learn that, upon hearing fi·om Colonel Boodh Sing Man of 
the disturbance in Hazara, you have corne to Attock, or Hussau Abdal, for the 
'purpose of assuring the troops, and keeping. all quiet in your former jurisdiction. 

. I entirely approve of what you have done, and, if the disturbance has. been 
occasioned, as it would appear from the only documents that have yet reached 
Lahore, by the armed peasantry of Hazara being raised by Captain Abbott, 
in consequence of exaggerated statements made to him of the misconduct of the 
Sikh troops in Pukli, and under the mistakllll notion of Sirdar Cbuttur Sing's 
treasonahle practices and purposes, I am in great hopes that, by your presence 
aud judicious management, further outrage may be prevented, and peace restored . 

. cI have strongly recommended Sirdar Chuttur Sing, if he desires to prove 
his loyalty, and the road is open, immediately to go· to you. I inclose a 
Khurreeta to the SiI'dar, for you, after being read, to forward to him. There 
is also inclosed a letter fi'om his son,· Sirdar Golab Sing, to the Sirdar, to 
the same effect. 
• I also forward the copy of a letter yesterday addrcsst'd by me to Captain . 
Abbott, with whom you will put yourself in communication, and with Whom 
you will co-operate to allay, as far as possible, the present disturbance, an!i to 
soften all conflicting feelings which may have been occasioned. 
. I have ·only the Sirdar's account of the death of the Commedan Canonl. 
If the.Commedan was satisfied (and it should appear that he Was right in· his 
supposition) that Sirdar Chuttur Sing's purpose was treasonable in collecting the 
guns outside the city of Hurripore, he was justified in refusing obedience to the 
Nazim's ordel'S; and the Sirdar will, in that case, have to render a·strict account 
of his ·conduct. .If, on the contrary, the measure ordered by theSirdar was 
merely Ii. pl'CC8utionw'Y one to protect the force, and to prevent the guns from· 
fallplg into the hands of the armed Mahomedans, who ~ere about to attack the 

, 
,?" , 

• Sic in orig. 



city" thl; CO\I\medan was not justified in 'refv.sing to 'obey t.he ~irdar. ""hen his 
ordel'~ '!,I'ere repeated, a\ld Iwdeclared ,th~the. w01j.ld takll all the re~ponsibility of 
the JIleal:lure p.ot .having been Qirected by. Captain Abbott. • " _ . 

Two daks have arrived from Hazara, without any lett,r from Captain Abbott, 
The moonshee at Serai Kala states that the packets have been seized. and taken 
to Sirdar. Chuttur Sing: !his can hardly be the case. The seizure by the Sirdar . 
of the Government dak, mtended for Captain Abbott, is altogether inconsistent 
with his professions of fidelity and loyalty. . .' 

I am awaiting some further intelligence, before Mr. C()cks leaves this; his ~ 
dak is laid for this evening. If I do not hear during the day, Mr. Cocks will re-
mam till to-morrow. . 

I am anxiously looking for a letter from you, that I may kno'Y how you 
found matters on your arrival at Attock and Hussan AbdaL 

Inclosure 16 in·No. 35. 

The R88ident at Lahore to A. H .. Cocks, Esq., ·Chief Assistant to the Resident; 
on deputation to Hazara. • 

Lahore, August 12, 1848. 
YOU are fully acquainted with all the details as far as they have hitherto 

reached Lahore, of the disturbance which has broken out at Hazara, and I have . 
communicated to you personally my opinion of the expediency of your proceeding, 
with as little delay as possible, to the neighbourhood of the disturbance, for the 
purpose of investigating its origin, and all the circumstances connected with it, 
and for making such arrangements as appear desirable for its suppression, and the 
prevention of its recurrence. Your cheerful readiness to undertake this duty is 
very satisfactory to me. I request you will make arrangements for IJroceeding 
towards Hazara, with as little delay as possible. • ' 

I have directed Sirdar Jhunda Sing, the Naib' Nazim of Hazara, who was 
deputed with a brigade towards Mooltan, and has for the last few days been, by·. 
my instructions, at Labore, to accompany you. Sirdar Jhunda Sing is ail officer 
in whom, till· lately, Captain Abbott had the utmost confidence;. his conduct,. 
whenever it has come under my observation, has been quite unexceptionable, and, '.' 
though I had promised to allow him to go to Mooltan, about which he, was most. 
desirous, he has, without a moment's hesitation, undertaken. the present duty. 
He has great influence in Hazara, with the Nazim Sirdar Chuttur Sing and with 
the troops. 

On arriving in the neighbourhood of Hazara, you will put yourself in com
munication with Sirdar Chuttur Sing and with Captain Abbott, and will consider 
yourself vested with full authority by me to adopt, immediately, any measure you 
may think necessary, and which there may not be time to refer for my decision, 
for the restoration of tranquillity in the province, and for bringing the parties who 
may appear to you guilty, as being the promoters of the disturbance, to justice. 

The information we, at present, possess of this affair is, as you know, very 
limited; that which we may receive, in the course of to-Wty or to-morrow, will 
probably alter its complexion. You must make yourself acquainted with all the 
details you can, as you pr.oceed, and must be guided by circumstances in your 
proceedings. .. 

Inclosure 17 in No. 35. 

Captain Nicholson to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Hussan Abdul, August 12, 1848. 
I HAVE the honor to I'eport my arrival here this morning, from Attock, . 

with sixty Puthan horse and forty foot. . ' 
I left; 150 Puthans in Attock, and having (as previously reported by ine) 

turned out Boodh Sing's company of regulars, t now consider the fort secure 
from internal treachery. _ . 
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On my an'ival here; learning that the 100 Goorchun'llS of Sirdar Mehtab
Sing, Majeetia, here had abused, and expelled from camp, their Commedan, for 
refusing to join the Hazara force, I paraded the party, and dismissed and 
confined the ringleader en the spot. The remainder begged forgiveness, and, 
having some reason to belie¥c them sincere, and wishing to show that I was not 
entirely without confidence in Sikhs, I granted it. I shall, of course, keep a sharp 
look out on them in future. 

Captain Abbott is at Nara, and Sil·dar Chuttur Sing with the Sikh force at 
H urripore. This, though strong in artillery, is under 1,500 men, the regiments 
being all very weak. . 

Captain Abbott has, doubtless, acquainted you with all the particulars of 
the emeute in his district: I shall, therefore, only say that, from all I can learn, 
Sirdar Cbuttur Sing's conduct, at the commencement, was owing as much to ner
vousness and suspicion as any other feeling, and, but for the murder of the 
unfortunate commandant of artillery, I sbould have had hopes of an amicable 
adjustment. .. • 

As· it is, the dislike to sun-eudcr the perpetrators would alone, I believe, 
prove an insurmountable obstacle. 

My informati~n agrees with Captain Abbott's, as to the prcsent intention of 
the Sikh troops in Hazara, to effect a junction with the Pukli brigade, and then 
march on Lahore. 

I am raising a militia, for the protection of this district. A regular soldier 
of any kind I have not with me, and, of the small party I brought with me from 
Peshawur, there are but three men whom I ever saw till I started. 

It would appear that the commanding officers of the troops here, were 
compelled to join Chuttur Sing by their men. Colonel Boodh Sing returned 
here yesterday, with about a dozen of his men. 

I have written to Colonels Baboo Pandy and Noorooddeen to follow his 
example. . 

Sirdars Goordnt Sing and Mehtab Sing, Majeetia, at Rawul Pindee, have 
refused to join Chnttur Sing. The latter has sent agents both to Lahore, and 
Peshawur, to endeavour to 1l01TUpt the troops there; he has also entertained a 
few hundred men in Potwar, a district in which he has much influence. 

Everything, if I may offer an opinion, depends on promptly sending up 
troops. A single brigade, with a nine-pounder battery, would be ample, with the 
aid which: Captain Abbott and myself would' be able to render. Delay will have 
a bad effect in every way, and may afford the mutineers opportunities of tamper- -
ing' with the Peshawur force. 

I write in unavoidable haste, and in the midst of many inten"Uptions. 

Inclosure 18 in No. 35. 

The Resident at Lallol'e to the Secretary to tile Government of Ilidia. 

Lahore, AuglJ8t 13, 1848. 
THE post hour yesterqay had passed before my letter of that date, with 

its inclosures, was ready for dispatch. • 
This morning I have received a letter· from Lieutenant Nicholson, of which 

I inclose a copy; his prompt occupation of the strong fort of Attock, is a most 
inlportant move at the present moment. ' 

All was quiet at Peshawur on the 9th, but the troops were beginning to 
show symptoms of uneasiness at the reports from Hazara. 

From Hussan Abdal, I learn that the Sikh troops there have marched, con
trary to the orders of their officers, to join Sirdar Chuttur Sing in Hazara. 
Colonel Boodh Sing Man, with the officers of his regiment, and about fifty 
Sepoys, had got away from the force, aud returned to Hussan Abdal. 

Captain Abbott is said, from other reports, as well as in Lieutenant Nichol
son's letter. to have left Shirwan, and come to Mishwanee, where, with the 
Mishwanee tribe and the G undgurreeas, he commands the passes into Hazara: if 
this be the case. he will be able to communicate, without difficnlty, with Lahore; 

• Inclosure 8 in No. 35. 
2P 
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but I doubt if he will trust his letter to the Durbar post, as he is satisfied that the 
Durbar, and all the Durbar officials, are in this conspiracy; but I have no reason 
to think he is correct; in fact, the post has been most regularly conducted, and 
the proceedings of all parties connected with it, have been most satisfactory in 
all particulars.' ,. . 

It is much to be feared that the present outbreak, let it have arisen from 
whatever cause it may, will spread to aU the troops on tbe frontier. I have 
heard from many quarters that there is an impression that, by detaching the 
troops, we have left ourselves very weak at Lahore and Ferozepore, and that the 
native troops of the garrison are not to be depended on. 

In consequence of the present position of affairs, the mutinous march of 
the Hussan Abdal force, and the state of the road between this and Hazara, as 
reported this morning. I have detained Mr. Cocks for the present at Lahore, and 
have sent off Sirdar Jhllnda Sing, with a confidential vakeel from his son, Sirdar 
Golab Sing, to Sirdar Chuttur Sing, to persuade him to go himself to Lieutenant 
Nicholson, or to Captain Abbott, and to explain to him that if, as he states, his 
proceedings have been of a defensive character, on account oCthe initiative having 
been taken by the armed Mahomedans, the affair may be easily adjusted, by his 
returning the troops to their cantonments, and by their obedience to discipline 
and orders. 

Inclosure I 9 in No. 35, 

Lieutenant Nicholson to the Resident at Lahore. 

August 13, 1848. 
AFTElt I had dispatched my letter, yesterday, I learned that Captain 

Abbott's regiment stationed at Kurara, had deserted that post, aud arrived, with 
two guns, at Rawul Pindee, intending to proceed thence to join the Hazara 
force. I, immediately, sent orders to the levies en route to join me, to concentrate 
at Margulla, with the view of stopping there the further progress of the mutinous, 
regiment. I rode out myself early this morning, and surveyed the position; it 
is not of any great strength, but I know not a more suitable one for my pur
pose; and I trust I shall be able to hold it, though my levies are not very 
warlike ;-were they Affghans or Hazara men, I should have no doubts. The 
regiment did not attempt to cross to-day, but, I hear, purposes doing so to~morrow; 
I shall be at the position myself; my levies amount to about 800. 

I have written to Lal Sing, Morareea, to keep the returning leave men of the 
Peshawur and Hazara foree by him, till he heal'S from me again. Were they to 
fall in with the Kurara regiment at present, they would probably join it. I 
inclose a copy of a moorasila received to-day from Chuttur Sing. I have, in 
reply, expressed my regret at what has occurred, and my willingness to do what 
I can towards a peaceable arrangement, but insisted, as a preliminary, on the 
artillery commandant's murderers being given up. and the force which went from 
this being sent back. I have stopped all the roads leading to Hazara, and I hear 
the troops are beginning to get disheartened. I !10m sure they would lay down 
.their arms, without a blow at present, were one of our brigades to move in sight. 
I am treating the Goorohurras here with some confidence; indeed, they are as 
many lUI myself, my levies being all at l\farglllla. It is very strange that neither 
Goordut Sing, nor Mehtab Sing, should have informed me of the movements of 
the Kurara regiment. 

Inclosuro 20 in No. 35. 

Major-General WlIi8h, C.B., to the Adjutant-General. 

Camp, Sirdarpore, .August 14, 1848. 
I HAVE the honor to repOl-t the arrival of the right column ~f the force 

under my commnnd, at this place, on tb6 12th instant. Her Majesty's lOth foot 
left their boats, and joined our camp on the same date. 

The present statement I inclose, will show that the force is in a high state 
of health and efficiency. The foot artillery, sappers, and 2nd company of 
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pioneers, being on the river, we have not heen able to communicate with them, 
OF receive their returns; and I have no report, as yet, of the remainder of Her 
Majesty's 32nd foot having left Ferozepore. 

On account of the facility of water communication between this and Mooltan, 
I have directed the commissariat officer to establish a dep()t here, for fifteen days' 
supplies, . to be replenished, from time to time, if necessary: a party of 300 
infantry, and 50 cavalry, of the chief of Sehung, remains for its protection. and 
the steamer " Conqueror" will communicate with this depot, from our camp, 
every four days, if required. __ 

The left column was to have marched to Kurrumpoor yesterday, and eon-, 
tinues its march to-day. We proceed to-morrow, and hope to take up our 
position near Jaimpoor on the 18th j the left column should join us next day. 

The artillery and siege-train boats have been delayed by high winds, and I 
cannot say the probable date of their arrival at Bindree Ghat; private letters 
give good accounts of the health of all in that quarter, to the 11th instant. 

Having received some information from Lieutenant Edwardes regarding the_ 
canal that supplies the waters of inundation at Mooltan, I am sending off by 
boats, to-flight, 100 bildars with tools, under protection of a large body of Malee 
Sing's troops, and his two guns, (the "Conqueror" steamer accompanying) to 
stop the head of the canal in the most efficient manner. Lieutenant Glover of the 
engineers will superintend the work, and I have requested Lieutenant Edwardes 
to be ready to support the party, if needful. The right column will be within five 
coss of the canal head, on Wednesday the 16th, the day the work may be 
expected to commence, and ready to give them any assistance, and probably 
overawe any interference on the part of the enemy. 

Inclosure 21 in No. 35. . 
The Resident at Lahore t(J the Secretary to the Gqvernment of India. 

Lahore, August 15, 1848. 
I FORWARD a letter, this day addressed by me to the Commander-in

'Chief, relative to the state of affairs ill. Hazara, and on the north-west frontier. 
These papers will bring before his Lordship in Council all the information that 
has reached me relative to the emeute in Hazara, since I last wrote. 

I am still in hope that it will prove that this disturbance has originated in 
other causes than those attributed to it by Captain Abbott, and that it may yet 
be prevented from assuming a very formidable character. The' knowledge by 
the Sikhs that they will have to fight their way every inch out of HllQiara, will, 
perhaps, have the effect of making them amenable to such arrangements as 
Lieutenant Nicholson and Captain Abbott may make with the Nazim. 

His Lordship win have observed a very ready disposition on the part of 
Captain Abbott to believe the reports that are brought to him of conspiracies, 
plots, and treasons-a. suspicion of every body, far or near, even of his own Sel'
vants, and a conviction of the infallibility of his conclusiolllS, which is Dot shaken 
by finding, time after time, that they are not verified. But he has many el!ieellent 
qualifications 8& a public officer, an indefatigable application to Imsinen, a most 
scrupulous desire to show the strictest justice in all his investigations, decisions, and 
proceedings, and a kind, and eminently conciliatory, manner to the natives, coupled 
'with great firmness and intrepidity of character. In Hazara, of which he has 
made the settlement. he is beloved, in fact almost worshipped, by the people; all 
persons that I have conversed with who have come from those parts, are unani
mous in their estimation of him. They say that he has gained such an infl uence 
aver the inhabitants of the province, that he call do whatever he pleases with a 
race whom the Sikhs eould never control, and whom the wily and shrewd Maha
rajah Golab Sing W8S glad to get from under his government on almost any 
terms. This is the people that has now risen at his bidding, and it is to be 
hoped that he may have influence and p0wer to allay the storm which he 
has raised, of his 0WD authority, and without communicating his purpose tG 
anyone. 

It is very much to be regretted that Captain Abbott has, for the last three 
months, resided at such a distance from- <tile NMlim, BBd- Ra&-gee& thUll- lilwt-_t 
from all perslHlol colOOlunication! with him. Had he sent fiiIIt the Nazim, or gone 
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himself: to him; and conferred "with him on the state of the troops, and the 
reports which were rife about. them, and consulted him, personally, on the sub-i 
jects connected with the government of the province, I am sure this 'state 'of 
thing~ would never have arisen. SirdaI' Chuttur Sing 'is a wily old chief of 
Runjeet Sing's time, who has been' concerned; in his day, in many treacherous 
proceedings, and is the confidential friend of ~laharajah Golab Sing; but he ill 
now infhm and in ill health, and has obtained too" much wealth, and a, very 
honorable position in the present administration, while his daughter is' the 
betrothed wife of t),le young Maharajah of Lahore. The Sirdar would not, I have 
no doubt, hesitate to connive at proceedings that might embarrass us, and get 
him a good reputation !lith the priesthood; but that he should take the promi. 
nent part assigned him by Captain Abbott, in a conspiracy of the kind indi
cated by that officer, without apparent object, is hardly to be credited. 

Inclosure 22 in No. 35. ' , 
Tile Resident at Lahore to the Command(fl:-::in-Chief., 

La~ore, August 15, 1848. 
, I FORWARD,letter~, relative to the state of Hazara and the north western 

:frontier. '. , 
No important change in the aspect of affairs. has taken place up to this 

time, and I am yet in hopes that my lettells, and the Du\bar purwannas, to 
Sirdar Chuttur Sing, which would reach him to-day, and the emissaries meri
tioned in my last, who would, in all probability, be in Hazara to-morrow, may have 
the effect of checking future disturbance. ' 't·, , 

It will be seeri that Lieutenant Nicholson, t judging from the result of inqui
ries made on the spot, and without any knowledge of my view, has come to the 
same conclusion as myself, relative to the origin of the outbreak, viz., that Sirdar 
Chuttur Sing adopted th.e course he has pursued under an impression 'of alarm, 
distrust, 'and suspicion, as to Captain Abbott's purposes in raising the Mahome-
dan population. ' . 
" If this be the case, and the parties have not committed themselves further 
.than has been hitherto reported, there is no reasOn why the affair shOuld not be 
adjusted. ,Lieutenant Nicholson does not seem to know the ,manner of Com
medan Canora's death; he calls it a murder, and says that he Jlnderstands 
Sirdar Chuttur Sing headed the party that killed him. . " , 

From the report the Sirdar himself made to me; and to the Durbar, and in 
a letter to his son, corroborated by a detailed statement written by' an eye
witness to Misr Megraj, the Durhar Treasurer, not intended for my perusal, 
it would seem that, on the afternoon of the 6th of this month, the town of 
Hurripore, the capital of Hazara, was said to be threatened by a vast concourse 
,of armed l\fahomedans, collected from the neighbouring districts. Sirdar Chuttur 
Sing wrote to Captain Abbott to acquaint him with the fact, and to inquire if it 
was, as was stated, by his orders; in the meantime, the Sirdar called the officers 
together, and consulted them, as to the best mode of protecting themselves, and 
the city, from the insurgents; It was determined to bring the five gnns which 
were inside the city gates, outside the town, and place thlim in the open 
space between the fort and the city, under the protection of the guns of the 
former. ' 

Commedan Canora, an artillery officer in the Sikh service, refused to bring 
his guns out of the town, without special orders from Captain Abbott;' the 
Nazim remonstrated with the Commedan, and said that, if the guns remained 
where they were, they would inevitably fall into, the hands of the insurgents, 
and that it was, therefore, absolutely necessary fOl' the protection of the force 
that they should be brought out, and that the Commedan must obey his orders. 
Canora still refused, saying, that he would apply to Captain Abbott, and, if he 
ordered the move, it should take place the next morning. The Nazim said, that 
would be too late, and that he would give the Commedan a written certificate of 
the llJove being made by his orders, and on his responsibility. The Com me
dan still refused obedience to the Nazim's orders, and the latter told the 
Colonel of the infantry regiment. to enforce them., Canol's stood between the 

• Sic ill orig. t Inclosure 17 in No. 36, 
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guns, with the lighted port-fire, in his band, and asid' he would fire upon the 
Drst man that ,came near; the Nazim repeated his orders to the Colonel, and' 
the Commedan was sbot with musketry, and the guns brought to the place' 
appointed by the artillerymen .• ' " ' ~ . , , 
'.;" Now, if this be the true version of the affair, and the "Nazim was really 
acting for the protection of the troops against the armed' population, the cause ' 
of ,whose rising had not been, communicated to him. the Governor of the 
Province, there is nothing in the circumstance which need stand in the way 
of .an amicable arrangement for the suppression of further, disturbance. ' 
r-, ' I have fully explained this to Lieutenant Nicholson, and the emissinies 1 
have dispatched to the spot. ' , , 

: But it is highly,probable, that the insurrection has ah'eady spread too far ' 
to be now put, down by the means I have employed. . The two l"egiments, 
with the troop of horse artillery, have marched from Hussan Abdal, against 
the orders of their officers, and have joined the Sirdar; and the regiment from 
Rawul Pindee has done the same; the mutinous Khalsa troops will soon, it 
may be found, be beyond the control of the Nazim, or anyone else, and let 
the origin of the outbl'eak have been what it, may, the result will be the SaDIe; , 
the Sikh troops in the other districts will rise and join in the revolt, and there 
will be a generali(lsurreetion, of ,the Sikh army. ., 

There is no sign,' hitherto, anywhere, of the conspiracy or' combination 
among the chiefs, or any parties, at Lahore, as believed by Captain Abbott, or 
of any complicity on the part of anyone connected with the Durbar 'in the. 
,present outbreak., I can account for the emeute in no way save that 'suggested' 
in, my forowr letter, and by Lieutenant Nicholson. I communicated Captain 
Abbott's suspicions to Lieutenant Edwardes, with whom Raja Shere Sing, the 
,Sirdar's eldest son, is, before Mooltan. ' I have inclosed a ~opy of Lieutenant 
;Edwardes' .reply, contained inthat officer's letter to me of the 10th instant.· 
, ",As I said before, I am not without hopes of checking this affair, without 
any, milit~ry movement on our part; a very few days, at the utmost, will show 
'if I am successful, but your Lordship will perceive that it' may be a very semous, 
business. If the troops rise generally, they will feel that they have committed' 

. themselv~s ,finally, and their last struggle will be as desperate as they can make it. 
, ,. ,We must be prepared, as far as we can, for all events, though I trust the 
~ol"e ,s'erious lllay be averted. I am of opinion with the Brigadier, that we are 

.lItrong enough for anything at Lahore; but we have no disposable troops to 
move to the westward, should a move becomc necessary. Jullundm' and 
Ferozcpore should be made as strong as possible. 
., ,Lientenant Nicholson recommends the immediate advance of a brigade' 
towards Hazara; a military movement would, at this moment, be premature; 

; but,ifa move should become necessary, it must be of sufficient strength to put 
. down. all opposition, without trusting to the undisciplined assistance Lieutenant 

, Nicholson alludes to. Such a force as is now before Mooltan, Of a little stronger 
,in field artillery- and cavalry, would easily beat the Sikh troops now available in 
the north-western frontier. 

:, The fall of Mooltan, at this moment, would put a stop to all further insur. 
,'sectionary movement: the columns will unite, in the course of four or five days 
at latest, but I fear, £I'om Major Napier'S last I"ePOrt, that it will be very nearly . 

',the, end of tIll! month before they will be all ready to break ground before the' 
fort. It has nevel', it appears, entered into the contemplation of any part of the 

,.Sikh o.rmy to attempt a march to the rescue of Mooltan. They fancy that we· 
',~ave sent a very formidable force in that direction, and that, to enable us to d~ 
! so, we \lave weakened ourselves at the capital. 

lm,losure 23 in N~. 35. 

,Major Lawrence to the Resident at Lahore. 

, . Pesha'll1lW, ,August 15, 1848. 
.' . I AM of opinion the present collision has arisen from' Captain Abbott's 
. anxiety to prevent the troops in Hazara from deserting their posts, and pro-. 
oeeding to join Moolraj at Mooltan, in. which· design he had reason to believe 

• Inclosure 9 in No. SS. 



they were aided, and instigated, by the Nazim, Sirdar Chuttur Sing, Attare~ . 
walla. 

Captain A~bott naturally suppOlled' that the ,movement of such a body of. 
Khalsas, once commenced, would operate upon all the troops on this side of the 
Jhelum and Indus, and ~lace the British functionaries in a most critical position 
as well as endanger the Integrity of the empire. . ' 

The Pukli hrigade have long talked, openly, of their intention to seize the 
first opportunity to quit Hazara, and there has been a general feeling, throughout 
the Sikh army, that the Mooltan rebellion was their opportunity for restoring tbe 
Khalsa rule to its pristine state. Emissaries have not been wanting to pro-
pagate this feeling in all quarters. . 

From the nature of Captain Abbott's duties, and from the divided state of 
his force, over a large extent of mountainous country, it strikes me he has not 
had that intimate connection with them, that it has been my .good fortune to 
have with mine, and which ,il! so necessary for their efficient control: more, there
fore, has naturally devolved on commanding officers; and, from there being no 
General commanding in chief, as I have in Sirdar Golab Sing, Povindea, each 
commandant has done prlltty much as he liked, and looked up to Sirdar Chuttur 
S:n3' as their leader. . . 

The state of this Sirdar's health and other 'causes appear to have prevented 
his seeing much of Captain Abbott; and the delicacy of mind of that officer has, 
probably, led him to interfere much less in the management of the province, than 
would have been desirable, or than has prevailed, within my jurisdiction. 

'1 am told, and my experience confirms it, that whatever may be the dispo
sition of the Sirdar towards us, his confidential advisers are notoriously disaffected, 
corrupt, and profligate, and that he holds them in little check. 

Under these circumstances, it is not to be wondered that, on the Pukli 
brigade manifesting a disposition to quit the post, contrary to the repeatedly 
expressed orders of Captain Abbott, he should have taken the only means in. his 
power to prevent them, by calling on the people of the country to oppose the 
movement. 

Nor is it surprising that the brigade should call on their chief to support 
them; but, if he be the true and loyal man he would represent himself, it behoves 
him, first, to show why, on receiving their requisition, he did not,at once, proceed 
to Captain Abbott, or place himself in communication with that officer, to ascer
tain the merits of the ease; secondly, what was his authority for calling on troops 
beyond his jurisdiction, lind manifestly under the orders of the superintendent of 
Sind Sagur; and, thirdly, why he not only sanctioned, by his presence, the mur
der of Commedan Canora. but rewarded the murdere,rs. Surely, with the force 
at his disposal, he could with as little difficulty have captured this one isolated 
European, as it appears he experiencp.d in destroying him. . 
. My deputation of Lieutenant Nicholson to Attock, already reported, has 

been attended with the happiest result, in placing that important fortress 
. in a perfect state of security, and giving the peaceable and well disposed subjects 
of Sind Sagur the support and confidence which the presence of an EllI'opean 
officer invariably confers. 

His knowledge of that extensive territory, the esteem in which he is held, 
and his approved zeal, activity, and judgment will be of the greatest. service' 
at this important crisis; and, as time is every thing at such a 'period, 1 have 
directed him to act in all matters, at once, without reference to me. 

'I have, at Ilis requisition, furnished him with 150 horse and 500 foot from 
hence, and can send him as many more as he may require, being happy and proud 
to say that such is the peaceful state of this province, and so well are the troops in 
hand, that, notwithstanding tbe many attempts that have, of late, been made to 
excite sedition, for which I have executed one emissary, and have now two under 
examination, 1 have no apprehension of any outbreak. I need s~arcely add that 
my own precautions will be, in no way, relaxed, and that, in all things, I have the 
cordial support and assistance of the Governor, Sirdar Golab Sing, Povindea. 

I would add that, in accordance with the suggestions of the Governor, 1 
addressed Sirdar' Chuttur Sing on the ] 3th instant, aunouncing the general 
reports that' 9.I'e curren.t, as to his being the instigator of the emeute among 
the'troops, and that although they were incredible to me, still that they came' 
from so many quarllers, and carried with them so much plausibility, that, as his
friend and well-wisher, I deemed it essential he should, forthwithy fur.wsh. ,me. 
with a statement of the facts. , ' 
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I, at the same time, wrote to Colonel Boodh Sing Man. applauding his having 
lIeparated hinmelf from the bulk of his r,egiment, .and returned to H\lSsan Abdal, 
and telling him to inform his own officers and men, and those of Qther corps, that 
all who return to their duty, at once, would be favorably considered, always 
excep.ting those connected with the murder of the unfortunate Canora. 

Inclosure 24 in No. 35. 

The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary to the GoveT'ltillUilVt of India. 

Lahore, August 1&, 1848. 
I AM, still,without any communication fi·om Captain Abbott, ofa later date 

than the 6th, though I hear, from all quarters, of his being at Nara, with a strong 
party of hardy mountaineers, guarding the pass into the Hazara districts: he 
seems to be in constant com~unication with Lieutenant Nicholson, but he will 
not write by the dak, and it take~ a messenger six or seven days to come in. 
Still, I ought to have later intelligence, E'ven by a private messenger. 

Lieutenant Nicholson has acted with great promptitude and judgment, and 
. his measures have had a great effect in checking the spread of the disturbance. 

The accounts, to-day, are, that the soldiers, who so readily obeyed the orders 
of the Nazim to march to his rescue, :find themselves in a predicament they little 
bargained for, and are well disposed to return to their cantonments, while the 
Nazim is more than ever desirous of bringing matters to an amicable 
adjustment. 

I hope this may be the case. I have taken evet)' possible means of effecting 
this, and bringing the outhreak to a close without bloodshed. ' 

It is an extraordinary business. There is no doubt that a large part of the 
Pukli force was in a very bad state, and meditated mischief, in aid of the cause 
of Moolraj; at this the Nazim seems to have so far connived, that he did not 
report it, but he seems to have done so, rather from pique with Captain Abbott, 
than from disaffection. He had taken offence with Captain Abbott on account 
of his distrust and suspicion of him (whether just, or unjust, remains to be seen), 
and he would not report,-a circumstance which he thought would embarrass 
that officer. 
. After the death of Canora (an American, I find, who had been for a great 

. many years in the Sikh artilIel"y service), the Sirdar thought himself compromised 
irretrievably, it would appear, with us; and he is reported, after that, to have 
meditated rebellious proceedings on a large scale; but I have not yet heard, for 
certain, of his having done more than call the troops to him from the neigh
bouring ·cantomnents, his excuse for which is the rising of the Mahomedan 
population, and their threatening H urripore, and the other towns of Hazara. I 
can see no sign of the extensive conspiracy of which he was supposed by Captain . 
Abbott to be at the head. The conduct of the Durbar; collectively and indi
vidually, has been entirely satisfactory in everything connected with this outbreak, 
and, indeed, in all other respects for the last two months. 

Inclosure 25 in No. 35. 

The Re rit!ent at Lahore to Lindenant Nicholson. 

Lahore, August 16, 1848. 
I ENTIRELY approve of the I!leasores you have taken to prevent the 

. six Companies of the regiment from Kurara from passing into Hazara, unmo
lested; and I feel that the promptness, judgment, energy, and decision, displayed 
in your proceedings at Attock and Hussan AbdaI. have beeD of the greatest 
importance, in checking the spread ofthe disatfuction and mutinous proceedin~ 
which are still rife in Hazara. . - . 

I have, already. given you my instructions on the subject of this outbreilk. 
I trust that, on the receipt of my letters to Captain Abbott, yourself, and the 

, . 
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Nazim, and of the Durbal' orders to the latter, you will have been able to take 
measures for the suppression of the ou~break, which it is most desirablll to put. 
down, without the necessity of having recourse to military operations. . . . . 

Inclosure 26 in No. 35 . • 
Th~ Resident at Lahore to Captain Abbott. 

Lahore, August 16, 1848. 
A SPECIAL messenger arrived from Sirdar Chuttur Sing, with communi

cations to myself, to the Durbar, and to his son, Sirdar Golab Sing. 
The Nazim's complaints of your want of confidence in him, of your having 

set him aside in the Government till he had become a mere cypher, of your 
suspicion and misconstruction of his conduct on all occasions during the last 
two or three months, and of his feelings of distress and humiliation on the sub
ject; to have had any weight, and to have merited consideration, should have 
been preferred at the time, and not now, that he has assumed an attitude of 
opposition, which he finds it difficult to maintain. 

Anoth~r paper has also fallen into my hands, sent to me by a member .of 
the Durbar, and of a ,character which must prove, if such proof were' neces
sary, the absence of all complicity of the sender in the Sirdar's proceedings, from 
which the misconduct of the Sirdar, since the late outbreak, is established. 
And from this, and other papers regarding the Pukli force, submitted by the 
Sirdar bimself, it is quite evident that a large part of that force was in a muti
nous state for some time, that this was known to the Sirdar, and that he, 
whatever may have been his motive for so doing, connived at what was going on. 
The state of the force waS, certainly, such as 'to justify your taking any pre
cautionary measures to defend a treasonable outbreak, and I have no doubt 
that the present professed loyalty, and amenability to orders, of the Sil'dar, and 
the disposition to obedience' and subordination evinced by the troops, are caused 
by the prompt and efficient measures, you have adopted, 'having made the course 
which the Nazim and the troops contemplated, more difficult and dangerous than 
they anticipated. . , 

I am still very anxious that the door of return to obedience and good con
duct, should not be closed, by any more overt act of aggression on the part of 
the Nazim, His position in the State, as one of the negotiators of the Treaty, 
and his near relation to the Maharajah, make it of the last importance to the. 
interests of tbe Sikh Government, that he should not be convicted of dis
affection and disloyalty. The conduct of his two sons, too, Raja Shere Sing, 
and Sirdar Golab Sing, make me desirous to look with all leniency on the 
proceedings of their father, . 

I know not what reply you may have sent to the N azim, to' the pro
position which, he says, he made to you on the 9th of the montb, to go himself, 
or to send his son, Ootar Sing, to you. 

I look with much interest to the report of Sirdar Jhunda Sing's arrival 
at Hazara, with the motmid of Sirdar Golab Sing. I am in great hopes that, 
through his instrumentality, the untoward affair may be adjusted. 

I have written fully to Lieutenant Nicholson on the subject. It is probable 
that the Nazim will communicate with him,more freely than with yourself, after 
all that has passed; and I am sure 'that you will co-operate together to bring 
his m~tter to a satisfactory issue. 

Inclosure 27 in No. 35. 

Major Lawrence to the Resident at LallOre. 

Peshawur, August 17,1848. 
ON the 15th instant, I addressed you, giving my views of the rise and 

progress' of the Hazara ~meute. On the following day, a motbir of Sirdar 
Chuttur Sing arrived, bringing letters for me, the Governor, and Sirdar 
Khan Sing, calling on us to furnish him with three regiments of infantry and, 
some cavalry, to assist his force against the people of the country. 

Considering it most probable that the Sirdar's servant might have more 
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.to say than he would impart to me, I suggesteq to my Govemor that, when 
I left the room, 11e should quietly ascertain if there was anytbing Sirdar ~h'!-ttur 

'Sing wished to intimate to him confidentially. " ' .. 
The old man's eyes glistened with delight, and the following is briefly 

what he, elicited. " '., .. , " -,- '. ' 
Reports were prevalent in Hazara, that the force here had risen, and 

imprisoned myself and tbe otber British officers. The letters produced were 
merely a blind. The motbir's instructions were to bring back with him as 
many troops as be could . 

. : On the murder of Commandant Canora, Sirdar Chuttur Sing had sent 
messengers to his sons, Raja Shere Sing, at Mooltan, and Sirdar Golab, Sing, 
at Lahore, announcing what had occurred; telling the former to become 
tugl'a, i.e., to be ready tor action; and the latter to hasten from the capital, in 
any ,way he could, and join him at once. , 

, Letters were, also, written to Futteh Khan, Towannah; but Lieutenant 
Nicbolson's arrival at Attock prevented tbeir being sent. His presence had 
completely paralyzed the Sil'dar, who had, previously, made considerable progress 
in tampering with the men of Chuch and Ghebe. 

The ruler of Cashmere was, likewise" addressed, and aid entreated; but, as 
no answer had 'been received, it was supposed that Captain Abbott's precautionary 
measures had completely blocJ.;:ed up the passes. . 

, Lieutenant Nicholson's presence ill Slld Sagur, has, likewise, had the 
effect of stopping Sirdar Chuttul' Sing from receiving supplies ill money, pro
visions, and men, which he had, of late, freely drawn from that province; and 
what with this officer's judicious a1'l'angements, and those, of Captain Abbott, he, 
now, finds himself, entirely crippled. Hence, he is anxious to come to te~'ms, but 
fears he has cOllunitted himself too far to admit of his obtainillg them. 

" On becoming acquaillted with ,the foregoing, I considered it prudent to 
furnish the mot bir with a small escort to see him well across the Indus, giving 
~im a receipt for his master's letter, which, I told him, should be answered by 
post, through Lieutenaut Nicholson. Sil·dar Golab Sing, Povindea, and Khan 
Sing, Majeetia, judiciously declined sending any answers to die letters addressed 
tQthem, ,i. ' 

I 110pe I may not be deemed presumptuous ill stating, that the question, 
now requil'ing consideration, would seem to me to be, whether we are prepared to 
overlook the murder of Canora, and the rewarding of the murderers, the tampering 
with the troops far and near, the endeavour to obtain possession of the Fort of 
Attock, the applyillg to Maharajah Golab Sing for armed aid, exciting to 
rebellion the people of Sind Sagur, and the l'if!illg, of the Government dak; • all 
of which, I understand, can be proved. 
, . ~hould we be, disposed to forego an examillation into these grave charges, 

the matter can be easily adjusted, but, I am qf opinion, we cannot do this, with 
any degree of propriety. " 

If, 011 the other hand, the Sil-dar's conduct should become the subject of an. 
investigation, I would suggest that he be summoned to Lahore, for that purpose. 

His proceeding thither would test his loyalty, besides separating him fi'om 
the mutinous troops, over whom his name and large possessions give him consider
able illfluence. 

, Again, should he not comply with the requisition to attend the Durbar, 
from w hat I learn from Lieutenant ,Nicholson, it would seem that a British 
brigade would be absolutely necessary to coerce him and his troops; for there 
dill be little doubt that the attempt to employ Khalsa troops from Peshawur, 01' 
elsewhere, against their brethren, would be attended with fatal consequences; and 
the people of the country are unequal to the work. 

Inclosure 28 ill No. 35. 

Major- Gel/eral Whish to the Adjutant-General. 

Camp, 2i miles east of Mooltan, August 18, 1848. 
'. 'fHE right column o~ the M?oltan field-force encamped 41 the vicinity of 

the fortress of Mooltnn, this mOl'mng, on ground more favorable for ulterior ope
rations tl1an that at first recommended by Lieutenant Edwardes, being about 

2Q 
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two-and~half miles east of it (instead of six or seven miles south of it). We are 
to be joined by the left column to-II!orrow, and the troops of both are in excellent 
health and spirits. I have similar favorable tidings of the details with the siege
train, and have reason to believe that they reached Bindra Ghat to day. In 
the course of to-night, it is expected Lieutenant Glover will have completed the 
damming up of the canal, alluded to in my letter of the 14th instant, the incon
venience of which, I learn, Moolraj has, already, begun to discover. 

I must now go back to the 16th instant, when the forces under Lieutenant 
Edwardes; and Raja Shere Sing, were to (and actually did) change place!!, though 
not willingly, on the part of the latter. Having from 10 P. M. to lOt P. M., of the' 
16th, heard very heavy firing at Mooltan, and not hav:ing- the least idea of its 
being the Sikh fashion thus saluting on occasion of a change of position, (as I 
have since learnt was the cause thereof) I began to think seriously of marching 
the right column to Mooltan (about eleven miles off) during the night, if the 
firing continued; and, as tents at night, in the weather we have, are of no use, I 
ordered the camp to be struck, and for the line to be ready to tum out at the 
shortest notice. The firing ceased at half-past ten, and I decided on postponing 
our march till a little before dawn. At 2 P. M., however, yesterday, our cavalry 
picket reported a large body of horse and foot being in its front, and it was, as 
well as the other pickets, soon engaged with them; the line was· formed imme. 
diately, and I ordered the flank companies of regiments to support the pickets, 
which they did with great alacrity and decision. The enemy were disappointed 
in finding us so prepared for them, and retired at 3 A.M., after sustaining a 
severe loss of about forty killed, many more wounded, and a few taken prisoners, 
who agreed in reporting that their force, which was 1500 infantry, and 350 
horse, left Moolraj's camp at 7 P. M. on the 16th, the main part of which staid at 
a village in the rear; that, finding the few hundred sent on in ad.vance had been 
so roughly handled, and so soon deserted by the cavalry, all commenced their 
retreat, a great part throwing away their arms to facilitate it. . 

We only suffered, I am happy to say, to the extent of, in Her Majesty's 
10th Regiment, one severely, and three slightly, wounded; 8th Regiment Native 
Infantry, one slightly wounded; 52nd Regiment Native Infantry, one severely 
wounded; and in the 7th Irregular Cavalry, two horses wounded slightly. 

Amongst the killed of the enemy are said to be two Sirdars. The bodies 
of eight men have been taken into Moo]tan, and twelve of their wounded had 
been taken back to Moolraj's camp. 

Inclosure 29 in No. 35. 

Lieutenant Nicholspn to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Hussan Abdal, August 19, 1848. , 
SIRDAR CHUTTUR SING having neither attended to your instructions, 

nor to my own oft repeated request, to send me a vakeel, and order back to Hussan 
Abdal the troops withdrawn by him from thence, (although I promised that, on 
his doing so, the Moolkias should, immediately, return to their homes, without 
molesting the Sikh force under him); I considered that, in the present stage of 
affairs, to again renew my proposals would be derogatory to myself and my 
position. 

Captain Abbott and myself, however, both concurred in Jhunda Sing's 
proposition, that Sirdar Golab Sing, Attareewalla's, vakeel should proceed to 
Hurripore, and deliver his master's letters and message to Sirdar Chuttur Sing. 

Afraid of anything untoward occurring at Hussan Abdal, if I prolonged 
my absence, I started, on my return again, at noon, and arrived here, at sunset 
yesterday evening. Since then, I have not heard from either Captain Abbott, 
or Jhunda Sing. . 

As I stated, in my letter of the day before yesterday, I should not consider 
myself warranted in assuring Sirdar Chuttur Sing of a: full pardon for his late 
conduet, nor do I anticipate that you will sanction my doing so ; and, without 
luch guarantee, I see nC? chance of an amicable arrangement being effected. 

If I am right in supposing that you will-think with me, that the Sirdar 
has placed himself beyond the pale of forgiveness, I would, with earnestness, 



though with all due deference, urge that not a day be lost in dispatching troops 
in this direction. 

There is no immediate danger of any kind, but there would be, should the 
troops at Pukli manage to effect a junction with those at Hazara. More
over, the Peshawur force is exposed to much temptation ; the Moolkias 
are fickle; and British troops will be eventually required to take the fort. 

In my last, I suggested the dispatch of only ODe brigade, and I continue 
of my jprmer opinion that one is enough for all the work at present in hand; 
but, with reference to the possibility of the sending of a small force inducing the 

• army at Peshawur to make common cause against it, I would now respectfully 
suggest that, as a precautionary measure, two brigades be sent. 

If two cannot, however, be sent at once, better that one only should start, 
than that there should be any delay for II second. 

I had, this morning, the pleasure to receive your letters of the 15th and 16th. 
That my proceedings so far had met your approval, is a source of real 

sati~faction to me; and, though I regret that my exertions to restore peace and 
order have not been successful, I feel certain that a perusal of my correspon
dence with the SirPm' will satisfy you that I could not possibly have done 
more to carry, ,out your instructions. 

The..force at Hurripore is said to be determined on an effort to release the 
trooPs· in Pukli. When I hear of the aJ.Tival of Pertaub Sing's regiment at 
Kurara, I propose moving nearer Hurripore, and co-operating with Captain 
Abbott, to prevent any troops being detached for the purpose of creating a 
diversion in favor of those now in Pukli. : 

My levies are about 1,000. As I mentioned in my last, I have been com
pelled to entertain the Ghebe and some other chiefs, solely to prevent their 
strengthening Chuttur Sing. . 

Inclosure 30 in No. 35. 

Lieutenant'Edwardes to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Soomj Koond, August 19,'1848. 
THE night befOl'e last, being apprized by your letters of the critical·state 

of affail'S in Hazara, and how deeply Sirdar Chuttur Sing had become involved' 
therein, I sent for the confidential servant of Raja Shere Sing, and told him. that 
the time was come for speaking plainly to his master, and I begged him to assure 
the Raja frOID me that, as far as I could yet undel'Staod the disturbances in 
Hazara, Sirdar Chuttur Sing must be considered the victim, rather than the 
leader, of the Sikh soldiery; that if he was so, nothing could be easier than 
for him to make satisfactory explanations to either Mr. Cocks or Lieutenant 
Nicholson; but that, even supposing the Sirdar to be guilty, this ought not 
to cause the Raja more than the natural anxiety of a &on. I had heard,· I said, 
in the morning, that messengers had arrived from Sirdar Chuttur Sing, in Hazara, 

.. detailing the Sirdar's desperate position, the length to which he had gone in • 
opposition to Captain Abbott, the murder of Canora, &c" and the impossibility 
of the credit of the Attareewalla family being now saved, and there being nathing 
now left for Raja Shere Sing but to go into rebellion and join Dewan Moolraj, 
not only with aU his own force, but with as much of mine as he could manage to 
seduce; and finally; that the receipt of these incendiary letters had caused the 
utmost excitement in the Raja's camp; the soldiery calling upon the Raja to 
follow his father's advice, and the Raja hesitating between prudence and mistaken 
patriotism, 

If, I said, this be true, the Raja's position is evidently a difficult ooe, but 
not wo much so for the Raja's common sense and loyalty to meet. Let the 
Raja fuUy believe that no misconduct of his father could ever criminate the Raja 
in the eyes of the British Government; and take my word, that if Sirdar Chuttur 
Sing were to attack Captain Abbott sword in hand, it would in no way diminish 
the cordial approbation with which the Resident at Lahore has regarded the 
Raja's loyal endeavours to maintain discipline in the Sikh f<m:e before 
Mooltan. . 

The'Raja's motbir was, I think, not prepared for so candida discussion of 
2.Q2 
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the question, and confined himself to solemn assurances that no such letters had 
been received from Hazara; adding, that the Raja would himself call upon me 
next day, read me the letters he had receiv.ed, and ask my advice upon the 
whole affair. I had wished to ride out, next morning, to meet General Whish, on 
his arrival at Mooltan with the right column, but, considering the conduct of the 
Raja, at this crisis, of the very last importance to the Maharajah's Government, 
I readily consented to stay at home to receive his visit. 

I am very glad that I did so, for I had, yesterday morning, a most satisfactory 
interview with the Raja; he, frankly, and warmly, thanked me for having opened. 
my mind to him on the subject, and relieved him from the embarrassing idea that 
he must himself, naturally, be suspected, by the British, of conspiring with his 
father. The letters from Sirdar Chuttur Sing were then pI'oduced, and read to 
me; and, from their tone, it was clear that the Sirdar was somewhat offended, 
but much more alarme~, at being wrongfully suspected of treason, and the Raja 
adjured to exert his influence to set his father's conduct in the right light. As 
to the murder of Canora, it was spoken of as Canora's own fault, and resorted 
to only in self defence. Much stress was laid on Captain Abbott not having 
consulted the Sirdar, who found himself, and the whole Sikh force, suddenly 
proscribed, and threatened with death, by the Mahomedan tribes. 

The RflJa discussed the matter with great good sense, and put it to me, 
whether all that his father had done to oppose the Moolkias was not perfectly 
natural and excusable, on the supposition that he was innocent of the plots 
suspected by Captain Abbott. "No man" said he "will allow himself to be 
killed, without a struggle." At the same time, he quite admitted that his father, 
Sirdar Chuttur Sing, had been to blame for not keeping up a more friendly 
communication'with Captain Abbott, an estrangement to which he traced all that 
officer's suspicion. 

One argument which the Raja often repeated, was, that his father had 
called the Hussan Abdal troops to him in Hazara, whereas, if he had wished to 
'assist Moolraj, the Sirdar would himself have left Hazara, and taken the Hussan 
Abdal troops on his way. 

As to himself, Raja Shere Sing said that, if words and protestations were of 
any use, he would take all the oaths in the grunth ; but that he thought actions 
were the best proofs of loyalty. At a lime when no Sirdar in Lahore could be 
found to lead a Sikll army against Mooltan, for fear of disgrace, he yolunteered 
for the invidious duty, and, that I might judge of the difficulty of the task; even 
at this moment, he informed me, of what I was not previously aware, that he has 
never been able to entrust the only regular regiment with him with the custody 
of the guns, sentries for whiclr have always been furnished by his own Ramgoles, 
with orders to fire upon the Poorbeahs, if they attempted a surprise. " At 
Sirdarpore," he said," when. the Ghobarchees grumbled, it was I who flogged 
them; at Sooraj Koond, it was I who put Moolraj's messengers on an ass, and 
blackened their faces; it was I who detected, and exposed, Shoojan Sing's 
intrigues; it was I whom Moolraj attempted to poison; and it is I who have 
to bear, on one side, all the suspicion of betraying the English, and, on the other, 
all the odium of betraying the Khalsa." Finally, the Raja said, he had many 
enemies in the Durhar, aud that be must put his honor in my keeping: if I 

• doubted him, he was ready to remain a prisoner in my camp, or to fight like a 
common soldier by my side, but that, if I trusted him, he hoped I would assign 
him an hooorable post in the approaching operations, and give him an oppor
tunity of wiping away the reproach which his father had brought on the 
family. . 

The Raja expressed every confidence in the happy settlement of tbe Hazara 
affair, if no collision took place, before Jhunda Sing'S arrival; and hoped that 
the breach might not be widened by any severe reproof to the regiments who had 
marched from Hussan Abdal, as they were under the orders of Sirdar ChuUur 
Sing, After reconciliation with Captain Abbott, the Raja begged that his father's 
resignation of the Hazara appointment might be accepted, in such a manner as 
not to dishonor the Sirdar, (i. e. after refusing once or twice to part with so 
valuable a public servant) and that he might be allowed to go on pilgrimage for 
three years, and leave the Raja to celebrate the Maharajah's marriage. 

I have given but an imperfect account of the Raja'S lengthy arguments, 
. but his manner was earnest and convincing, and I feel assured that, if ~he Raja 
.is unable to make the Sikh force very active allies in the approaching siege, he 
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will, at least, prevent them from being enemies: his conduct has, as you are aware, 
giVeJl me satisfaction all along, and I shall be glad if he is able to complete his 
claim to your approbation, by exhibiting a Sikh force fighting, for once, on the 
side of Government and order. ' 

• 

Inclosure 31 in No .. 35. 

Lieutenant Nicholson to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, HussanAbdal, August 20, 1848. 
SIRDAR JHUNDA SING joined me ,here this morning from' Nara. 

having, he informed me, been unable' to' effect anything like a compromise 
between Captain Abbott and Sirdar Chuttur Sing;' as the latter demanded an 
assurance of full parqon for all his past conduct, as a preliminary measure. 

Considering how extremely desirable it is that matters should, if possible, be 
peaceably arranged; believing, also, that the Sirdar's conduct, of late, though 
heinous in many respects, had its origin in fear, I have taken upon myself the 
responsibility of oltering him the following terms, which, whether he accept (as 
Jbunda Sing seems to think he will), or not, I hope will meet your approval, viz. 

That if the Sirdar, immediately, come in to me, and send back the troops 
to their posts, I guarantee his life and izzut being spared, but I neither guaran
tee his, Nazimship nor his Jagheer, which, indeed, I have intimated to him, he 
cannot expect to be allowed to retain. Further, he is to reside in any part of 
the Punjab he may, be desired, and, if considered advisable, he is to leave the 
Punjab, for a year or two, on a pilgrimage. 

All things considered, I trust you wiII agree with me, that the loss of the 
Nizamut.and of his Jagheer wiII be a sufficient punishment; and that I have 
acted rightly in offering these terms. . 

Captain Abbott, I regret extremely to find, does not concur with'me in 
thinl,ing the march of troops from Lahore advi.able. 

I alll still of the opinion expressed by me yesterday. 
Should tbe troops not be wanted, they can go back again; but Captaili 

Abbott seems doubtful of his ability to prevent a junction between the Pukli 
Ilnd Hmripore forces, and, should that junction take place, there cannot be the 
slightest doubt but that we shall not have the means of opposing them in the 
field. They might march anywhere they pleased throughout the Punjab, plun
dering and destroying as they went; or they might (as they probably would) 
besiege Attock, in which the Peshawur force could no longer he expected to 
remain staunch. 

Pertaub Sing's regiment, which fear induced to retire from Janeeka 
Sung, is still at Hawul Pindee, notwithstanding Captain Abbott's orders to it to 
retarn to its post at Kurara, and my promise that, on its doing so; its pay should 
be sent to it. In the present state of affairs, I cannot leave this for a day, or I 
would go down to &awul Pindee, and give them the lesson I suspect they will 
nQt be satisfied till they get. . 

.When this corps was in open mutiny on the road, six days ago, I sent 
Sirdar Lal Sing, Morareea, a roobukaree, directing him to stop the return leave 
men of the Peshawur and Hazara forces at Rotas, lest their numbers should· 
swell the mutinous ranks. Lal Sing has neither acted .on this roobukaree, nor 
written in reply to it. • 

I have since removed the restriction as regards the men of the Peshawur 
force. , 

I am not so sanguine as Jhunda Sing seems to be, of Chuttur Sing accept
ing my offered terms; I suppose I shall know, by this time to-morrow, whether 
it is to be peace or war. . 

Were I not afraid of the Sikh troops at &awul Pindee seizing on MarguHa, 
or, by a forced march, getting between me and Attock, I would move nearer Hur
ripore; I am sure it would assist negotiations. 
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Inclosure 32 in No. 35. 

The Resident at Lahore to Major Lu.wrence. 

Lahore, August 22, 184ft 
I HAVE little doubt that the outbreak in Hazara arose from the cause to 

which you attribute it, but, whatever cause 'for violence and alarm SirdarChuttur 
Sing had, in the fir~ instance. his conduct, since the outbreak, has been highly 
culpa,ple. ' 

, , Lieutenant Nicholson's prompt movement to Attock and Hussan Abdal, 
and his energetic and judicious conduct smce he arrived there, have been of the 
greatest possible service in checking the spread of the disturbance. The Sirdar 
has, evidently, not foundt\ly support which he seems to have expected, and his 
sons, Raja Shere Sing and Sirdar Golab Sing, ,appear to be staunch' in the 
reprobation of his conduct, and in their endeavours to bring ' him to a right course., 

I have waited, hitherto, to see the effect of my letters to him and the emis
saries se,nt from Lahore py the Durbar. I shall now summon him to Lahore, 
that his conduct may be inquired into here. 

" 

Inclosure 33 in No. 35. 

The Resident at Lahore to Captain Abbott. 

Lahore, August 23, 1848. 
I, YESTERDAY, had a long and confidential conversation with Sirdar 

Golab Sing regarding his father's conduct and position at Hazara, at which 
the young Sirdar convinced me that he and Raja Shere Sing were quite ignorant 
of the treasonable designs on the part of the Sirdar, attributed to him by you 
before this outbreak, and that they were in no way parties to, or approvers of, 
his conduct since. The young Sirdar begged me, as Raja Shere Sing. has done, 
in his letters, and through Lieutenant Edwardes, to, look with as much leniency 
as possible on their father's misconduct, into which they are satisfied that he 
has been betrayed by mistrust, engendered by your withdrawal of your con
fidence from him. and declared suspicions of his fidelity, and by fear at the 
Mahomedan population having been raised, as he believed, for his destruction, 
and tbat of the Sikh army. " . . 

Golab Sing did not' attempt to defen~ the later acts of his father, but 
pleaded his age, the infirmity of his health, his high position .in tbe State, and 
the services of Raja Shere Sing and himself, as causes which would, he hoped, 
induce me to view that conduct with leniency, and save, if possible, the family 
from the ruin which must, otherwise, await it. I assured Sirdar Golab Sing, on 
this occa._ion, as I have done on others, of my anxious desire to save his father 
from bringing disgrace and ruin on himself and family, and of my entire readiness 
to give every possible consideration to the arguments for leniency he used. 

I, afterwards, summoned the members of the Durbar to a special meeting, 
and it was determined, by my advice, and at the desire of Sirdar Golab Sing, 
that Sirdar Cbuttur Sing should be sent for to Lahore, there to have his conduct 
and the motives thereof inquired into by myself, assurance being, at the same 
time, given to him that, if he immediately complied, having first ordered back 
the corps called from Hussan Abdal, to their cantonments, and directing the 
Pukli brigade to remain where it was, he would be treated with the considera-
tion due to his rank and position. ' 

A purwanna from the Maharajah, directing the Sirdar to repair, without 
fear or hesitation, to Lahore, has been sent by this post to Hazara, witb a 
rnoorasila from myself, assuring the Sirdar of honorable treatment, and a full 
inquiry into the affair, if he immediately complies with the orders of the Durbar. 

The Durbar have addressed the officers of the Hazara and Hussan Abdal 
regiments, hitherto under the Nazim's orders,' and, therefore, not without excuse 
in having obeyed him, directing them to confbrm, henceforth, to the orders of 
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yourself and Lieutenant Nicholson, on pain of dismissal from the service of 
Government, and other punishments. 

P.S.-It will be satisfactory to you to know, that Raja Shere Sing has con
vinced Lieutenant Edwardes that the stories of his treasonable purposes are 
false. I have never seen reason to think them otherwise. 

Inclosure 34 in No. 35. 

The Resident at Lahore to Lieutenant Nicholson. 

Lahore, August 23, 1848. 
I ENTIRELY approve of the intimation, described in your· letter of the 

20th, wbich you made, in communication with Sirdar Jhunda Sing, to Sirdar 
.Chuttur Sing; and confirm and ratify your engagement to him, should he have 
acted upon it. 

I had, already, determmed on sending for the Sirdar to Lahore, on terJ;llS. 
very similar to those you have offered to accord to him. 

Sirdar Golab Sing has written, most earnestly, to his father, urging him to 
come without delay to Lahore, and to save the family from the ruin which must, 
o~herwise, await it. Golab Sing says that his father is in infirm health, and 
entirely in the hands of those about him, who are by no means well-disposed 
persons; and he fears that orders and letters, which were addressed to him, are 
either not communicated to him at all, or, in his ignorance of Persian, mis
represented to him. He has requested me to inclose the letters to you, to be 
safely conveyed as addressed, viz. to Sirdar Chuttur Sing. 

I consider it would do more harm than good to send British troops towards 
Hazara, at this time. If ever sent, they must be of strength to overcome 
all the opposition that the Sikh force on the frontier, joined to those of Hazara 
and Hussan Abdal, could offer to them. 

In a letter from Major Lawrence, received to-day, I find that officer 
concurs with me as to the inexpediency of sending British troops towards Hazara, 
in the present state of the question. • 

Inclosure 35 in No. 35. 

The Resident at Lahore to Lieutenant Edwardes. 

Lahore, August 23, 1848. 
I HAVE the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter dated the 

19th instant, reporting your interview with Raja Shere Sing regarding the Hazara 
disturbance. 

I have read your letter with very great satisfaction, especially after the 
expressions contained in the close of your private letter of the 17th instant, 
regarding the ferment into which the Sikh force had been thrown by the arrival 
of the Hazara messengers; but the result of your conversation with the Raja 
did not surprise me, for I had, all along, had a high opinion of his integrity of 
purpose, and fidelity, confirmed by his conduct, since be joined you at Mooltan, 
which appears to me to have been unexceptionable. 

It was in the spirit of tlus confidence that I have communicated to the 
Raja, through yoqrself, all my correspondence with Sirdar Chuttur Sing, and the 
steps I have taken to bring this unhappy affuir to a satisfactory conclusion. 

Sirdar Golab Sing has, at my request, written ilaily to Raja Shere Sing, 
informing him of the position of affairs at Hazara, and of the purport of my con
versation with him regarding his father's conduct. 

Lieutenant Nicholson and Major Lawrence, with the best opportunities of 
ascertaining mets, entirely concur with me tha.t the Sirdar's conduct is owing 
more to his distrust and fear of Captain Abbott's feelings and intentions towards 
himself and the troops, than from any other cause. The Pukli brigade was, I 
doubt not, in a very disaffected state, and Moolraj's emissaries wrought them 
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nearly to a state of rebellion and treason; but I cannot approve of Captain 
Abbott's purposely abstaining .from communicating on this subject with the 

. Nazim, as he says, to ~est his fidelity and loyalty, which are to be considered as 
jn'etrievably compromised by his .silence. 

I am in hopes, if no collision, has taken .place, that this affair may yet be 
settled, without going farther. Sirdar Golab Sing has written,. most strongly 
,ur&in~ l),is father not to ruin the family; and each member of t~e Durb~r, Raja 
TeJ Smg, and Deena. Nath, Fakeer Noorooddeen, and Bhaee Nldhan Smg, has 

·written, privately, remonstrating with the Sirdar on the madness of his rebellion 
against the Government. 

Inclosure 36 in No. 35. 

The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary to the Government of India. 

Lahore, August 24, 1848~ 
SIRDAR CHUTTUR SING has, doubtless, behaved very ill, since the 

occurrence of the outbreak, but. with reference to all the circumstances that took 
place before "that event, and for the reasons stated in my correspondence, I have 

. considered it ri!!ht to give him the opportunity now offered him, to escape the 
ruin which must, otherwise, await him, and in which the interests of many others 
would, probably, be involved. 

From the accounts received this morning, I am apprehensive that Ii ~ol1ision 
between the Sikh troops and the Mahomedan peasantry has, already, taken place, 
in which case the settlement of the affair will be more difficult. . .. 

The state of the Peshawur and Bunnoo forces continues satisfactory'. ., 

'Inclosure '37 in No. 35. 

The Secretary to the Government of India to the Resident at Lahore. 

• Fort William, August 30, 1848~, 
YOU will inform Lieutenant Nicholson that the Governor-General in 

Council has viewed, with much satisfaction, his active and energetic movement on 
Attock; and you will convey to Mr. Cocks the approbation of His Lordship 
in Council of his public-spirited readiness to undertake tbe duty which you 
proposed to him. . . 

It is, however, the opinion of the Governor-General in Council, th'\t 
officers, under present circumstances, ought not to be detached, unless a ,'lecure 
force can be provided for their protection; and his Lordship in Council is, 
accordingly, glad that you have not thought it necessary to depute Mr. Cocks 
to Hazara. 

No. 36. 

Tile Governor-General in Council to the Secret Committee. 

Fort William, September 20, 1848. (No. 76.) 
SINCE the '!late of our last dispatch, affairs in the Hazara country hlIve. 

begun to assume a more serious aspect. 
Sirdar Chuttur Sing is in open rebellion, at the head of the brigades of 

. Hazara, which, though not formidable by numbers, are far superior, in discipline 
and equipment, to the raw levies which Captains Abbott and Nicholson cm 
oppose to them. 

The Resident, in his letter of the 1st instant,· now states his opinion that 
Chuttur Sing has finally taken his line, and will ,Use every endeavour to make 
his rebellion as formidable as he can. His force is stated to consist of about 
2,000 regulars, with eight guns, and perhaps 1,000 anned villagers . 

• Inclosure 33 in No. 36. 
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The Resident's mission of Sirdar Jhunda Sing has failed, and he has DOW 

sent off Dewan Deena Nath to try his persuasions, and bring in the refractory 
Sirdal'. He considers that, even if the Dewan's mission is unsuccessful, the 
delay occasioned by these negotiations, will be favorable to us, and enable us 
to take the field against the Sirdar, at a comparatively healthy period. 

Sirdar Jhunda Siug has turned out as great a traitor as Sirdar Chuttur Sing. 
The Resident admits that" the events related by Captain Abbott, certainly, tend 
to throw very strong suspicion on the fidelity and sincerity of purpose of Sirdar 
Jhunda Sing, which is strengthened by the notoriety of the inBuence possessed 
by that person over Sirdar Chuttur Sing, which was not ill-described by, Sirdar 
Golab Sing, who, on my expressing to him my hope that Jhunda Sing would 
succeed in his mission, said • it is well known that my father would obey Sirdar 
Jhunda Sing before his Gooroo.'" 

Respecting Dewan Deena Nath's mission, he observes, .. I confess I have 
very little expectation of his being successful, after all the indulgent and con
siderate measures, whieh have hitherto failed; and, if the lives of our district 
officers were not in jeopardy, and the interests on the frontiel' were not so vast 
and important, I should not have considered any further attempts at an amicable 
settlement of the rebellion, necessary, or, perhaps, proper; but, under the circum
stances, I think I have acted rightly in using every means, not inconsistent witl.l 
the· authOl'ity of the British Government, or compromising my position, which 
have any likelihood, he it never so small, of preventing the evil spreading further; 

. and I can see that the people ahout the Durhar, who have better means of 
Judging, perhaps, than I am in possession of, do expect that the Raja will bring 
1D the rehel Sirdar with him." 

It will be observed, that Captain Abbott's position is not so favorable as it 
was. The disaffected troops have made their escape from the ravine where they 
were hemmed in by him, and he is now compelled to act as it were on the 
defensive. He, however, feels secure in his position, and seems to apprehend no 
immediate danger. . 

Captain Nicholson and Major Lawrence continue to importune the Resident 
to seud a British brigade to their assistance, but the Commander-in-Chief agrees 
with the Resident in thinking that such a move would be most premature and 
hazardous, and would lJe more likely to' lead to a. concentration of the disaffected 
in that wild country, than to the extinction of a rebellion, from the inability of 
the force sent to act with vigor and effect. 

We have observed to the· Resident, in our letter of the 14th instant, * that 
we fully approve of his determination not to detach a small British force into 
such a country as Hazara, at so great a distance from its supports, weakening us, 
at the same time, at Lahore; where it is indispensable that we should be immo
veably strong. 

We assured him that we felt great anxiety for the officers in Hazara, but 
the detachment of a small force from Lahore would be so full of imminent danger 
to the State, that it becomes necessary, however distressing it may be, to set 
aside all considerations of a personal nature. 

No intelligence of any importance has reached us from Mooltan, since the 
date of our last dispatch, but we daily expect to hear of the capture of the town. 

With reference to the critical state of affairs in the Punjab, we have now 
thought it necessary to issue orders for the assembling of the force mentioned in 
our letter dated the lOth of June. t 

We have requested the Commander-in-Chief to take immediate measures 
.for collecting, at Ferozepore, an army of about 13,000 men, which, in addition 
to the 7,000 men now before Mooltan, will make all army of the strength 
originally contemplated in our letter above mentioned. We have, however, . 
deferred any general augmentation, until affairs in the Punjab shall reach a fuller 
stage of development, and we shall be able from events to judge of the actual 
necessity of that measure. 

The Commander-in-Chief has heen cautioned not to weaken the garrison 
of Lahore, or the strength of troops in the Jullundur Doab, for the purpose of 
securing the object we now have in view. 

• Inclosure 47 in No. 36. 
2R 

t No. 28. 
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Inclosure 1 in No.- 36. 

The Resident at Lahore to Captain Abbott. 

Lahore, July 24, 1848. 
. . 'I THINK it right to state, that Sirdar Jhunda Sing never received. any 
orders from Lieutenant Edwardes to return to Leia; he has never, from the 
first, received any instructions from Lieutenant Edwardes. 

The Sirdar received orders from me to proceed as far as Leia with Dewan 
Jowahir Mull Dutt, and there to leave the Dewan, (who had been. told by 
Lieutenant Edwardes to remain at that place), and proceed with his brigade to
wards Jhung; and he was told that, on arriving in the neighbourhood of that 
place, he would have further instructions. 
. Subsequently, when other arrangements were made, and Lieutenan~ 

Edwardes expressed ,a wish to have Jowahir Mull Dutt with him at Mooltan, I • 
, sent a second order to SinJar Jhunda Sing, if he had not left Leia, to remain 
there, till further orders; if he had started, and made two marches, to proceed 
on his way, and to remain at Nekokarah, till he heard further. He was to put 
himself in communication with Lieutenant Edwardes, and act, as that officer 
might instruct him; but I intimated to the Sirdarthat, if Lieutenant Edwardes 
had no duty for him to perform, it was probable I should recall his brigade to 
Lahore, where there are no troops at all for the guards of the Maharajah. 

Lieutenant Edwardes merely told Sirdar Jhunda Sing, that he did not now 
. require his services, and that he should, therefore, obey any instructions that were 

received from me. • 
The Sirdar expressed much disappointment, at not being allowed to go to 

Lieutenant Edwardes at Mooltan; but he is, with his brigade, on his way to 
this. . , 

The Sirdar has been, in no way, slack to obey any orders that have been sent 
him. All that you surmise of him, may be true; but his ready obedience to 
orders is indisputable. 

Inclosure 2 in No. 36. 

Captain A bbott to the Resident at Lahore. 

Shirwan, Hazara, July 29, 1848. 
I HAVE the honor to ackow ledge the receipt of your letter of the 24th 

instant, informing me that Sirdar Jhunda Sing had never been ordered back to 
Leia by Captain Edwardes, and had, therefore, disobeyed noorder in standing 
fast. 

I am sincerely happy to find that the Sirdarhad warrant 'for his halt upon 
the Chenab, for be has served under my eye, and I had formed a high opinion 
of. his talents, conduct, and disposition, and do not think he would swerve from 
his allegiance, unless this insurrection prove a national revolution, in wruch case, 
the most virtuous must be looked for in the opposite rank. But I confess that 
the appearance of system in all parts of the movement, even after the removal 
of the reputed head, and the universal and confident belief of the Sikh soldiery. 
that all the Sirdars are secretly implicated, seem to me to justify such precau-
tions as a national revolution would suggest. . 

The authority upon which I reported that the Sirdar 'halted contrary to 
Captain Edwardes' instructions, is a letter from the Sirdar himself. If he failed 
to report Captain Edwardes' OI'der to the Durbar, the omission is remarkable. 
In ).ike manner, he failed to report to me, (although he secretly informed Sitdar 
Chuttur Sing) that he had authority from the Durbar to stand fast. I, naturally, 
concluded that this authority had been transmitted him, in one of those private 
communications carried by especial messengers, which pass between the' Durbar 
and the officers of the army. 
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Inclosure 3 in No. 36. 

Captain Abbott to the Resident at Lahore. 

Shirwan, Hazara, August. 7, 1848. Evening. 
THE Sikhs have assembled in force at Hurripore, by order of Sitdar Chuttur 

Sing, to set free the brigade in Pukli who are endeavouring to effect their escape, 
in order to march upon Lahore. The Sirdar ordered out the· troops from the 
city, contrary to my order yesterday, and ordered Colonel Canora to bring out 
his guns. The Colonel refused to do so without my order. TheSitdar sent 
two companies. to seize them; the Golundauze betrayed their trust; and whilst 
Canora was endeavoming to defend himself, he was shot dead. The Sirdar, im
mediately, ordered up the Hussan Abdal, Rawul Pindee, and Kurara forces, in all 
about five regimentsi with a body of horse. I have ordered out the armed 
peasantry, and will do my best to destroy the Sikh army. Report says that the . 

• officers in Peshawur have been imprisoned by the troops. I trust this may not 
be true, but it. is too likely, as I hear that the Gahundia force has received pro- . 
mise of aid from the Peshawur troops. I trust the precautions I have suggested 
have been taken, viz., the complete command of the Jhelun. Maharajah Golab 
Sing is said to have gone to Rujjoree j but I cannot vouch for this news. I 
understand that Colonel Canora has left a family in Lahore. I earnestly trust 
the Government will provide for them as suits the family of a man so faithful, 
and whose last act was unsurpassed for gallantry by anything recorded in history. 
He stood alone against the whole Sikh army; and when his dastardly Golundauze 
refused to fire, took the match into his own hand. After his fall, and before he 
expired, he is said to have. killed tWQ Sikh officers with his double-baITelled 
pistol. If the precautions I have so often suggested, have been taken, this uprise 
of the Sikh army may be an eventual benefit. Had the force remained quiescent,. 
it would have been difficult to make arrangements for the security of the country, 
against an army so ungovernable, and Sirdars so treacherous. 

Inclosure 4 in No. 36. 

Captain Abbott to the Resident at Lahore. 

Nara Gundgurh, Hazara, August 10, 1848, 
THE Gahundia brigade being in a state of mutiny, and making no secret of 

its determination to march upon Lahore, after issue of pay, I deferred theissue 
about a week, that you might receive timely notice, and that our treops might 
arrive nearer to Mooltan; This not suiting the conspirators, of whom the head 
is Sirdar Chuttur Sing, the Gahundia force sold off its grain, called in its cattle, 
packed up its baggage, and would have marched the next day, had I not closed 
the roads by means of the armed population. Hearing that Sirdar Chuttur Sing 
had, upon this, written for aid to Jummoo, Peshawur, and. Khatir, I gave secret . 
prders to cut off, or obstruct, any aid that he might thus summpn, but not other
wise to make any demonstration. On the arrival of three companies from Hus,; 
san Abdal at HUl'ripore, the Sirdar ordered. the troops out into camp, to be the 
more ready to aid the Gahundia brigade, or to march forward.· Colonel Canora's . 
guns were of the number. He, fully understanding the purpose ofthis move
ment, remonstrated, saying that, as it was made without my coguizance, and 

. contrary to my wish, as he believed, it would subject him to the charge of treason. 
He wrote to me, saying that they wished to take possession of his· guns, and asking 
whether he was to surrender them. In the meanwhile, the Sitdar sent his most 
confidential servants to persuade him to yield, and, this failing, ordered two com. 
panies to take them by force. Canora loaded his two guns with grape, and 
ordered the Golundauze to fire, but they replied that they were the Sirdar's ser
vants. On his havildar also fllfusing, he cut him down, and, seizing the match, 
applied it to the vent. The gun burnt priming, and, at that instant, two men, 
one. a sepoy of Richpaul Sing's corps, shot him through the thorax. Before he 
died, he attempted to cut down another man, but was himself cut down by a 
third sepoy, who was behind him, dying as gallant a death as I have ever 
heard recorded. 

2R2 
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The Sirdar sent me 110 intelligence of this cold-blooded murder, as base and 
cowardly as his murder of Peshora Sing; but, on finding it confirmed by, eye
witnessess, and that· the Sirdar had thus identified himself with the IDutineers 
in Pukli, I ordered all the chiefs of Hazara to rise, and, in every way, harass 
and molest those who should support him. ' 

I wrote to the Sirdar, also, insisting upon the instant surrender of the mur
derers of thi~ loyal and gallant officer, and the return of the troops to their canton
ments,'promising, upon these conditions, to settle all disturbances in the country. 
The Sirdar wrote s~veral meek :replies, in order to gain time ; and such is the 
effect of his bribery, that my information is most imperfect, and three guns and 
three companies have anived to-night, within seven miles of Hurripore. . With 
eight hours earlier intelligence, I could have cut them off. The blockade of the 
Gahundia force ·is continued. But the holder of the purse and army has serious 
advantages over an individual who is dependent wholly upon the loyalty and 
gallantry of a people much divided amongst themselves; and I trust the pre~ 
cautions so often' suggested by me, have been long since adopted. If so, the 
delay may render this rebellion futile. We hear, to-day, from a man who' comes 
from Peshawur, that, the Sikh troops there being in a mutinous state, Captain 
Nicholson got possession of all their guns, and has been able to set them at· 
defiance. The Sirdar has cut off all my daks, since he murdered Canora, and we 
are four days without intelligence. It is now that the isolation of our several 
positions, by the removal of Captain Nicholson ,and Lieutenant Lumsden, will 
be felt. ' 

The Sirdar is intriguing largely, and offering the most extravagant jagheerll, 
and rewards, to all who will forsake me. 

Inclosure 5 in No. 36. 

Lieutenant Lake to the Resident at Lalwre. 

Camp, near j]{ooltan, August 12, 1848. 
I HAVE the honor to submit, for your final orders, a case whichhas been 

made over to me for investigation, and in which there are three defendants, 
Shoojan Sing, Durbara Sing, and Chunda Mull, who are charged as follows :-' 

Shoojan Sing.--l. For conspiring to bring about the death of Raja Shere 
Sing. ", 

2. For carrying on a secret and treasonable correspondence with the enemy. 
3. For joining in attempts to inveigle and corrupt the soldiers ili Raja Shere 

Sing's force. ' 
DW'bara Sing.-l. For acting as a spy to the rebel force. 
2. For assisting in carrying' on a secret and treasonable' correspondence 

between'Shoojan Sing and the rebel force. " 
3. For knowingly abetting an attempt to inveigle, and corrupt, the servants 

of the Lahore Government. 
, Chunda Mull. - For conspiling to bring about the death' of Raja Shere ~ 
Sing. 

As, in cases of this nature, it is important that punishment should follow' 
immediately after the offence, I would beg the favor of your favoring me with ' 
your orders in this case, as early as possible. . 

Inclosure 6 in No. 36. 

Captain Abbott to the Resident at Lahol"e. 

Nara, Foot of the Gundgurh. Mountain, Hazara, August 13, 1848. 
COLONEL CAN ORA had long been apprehensive, from the reportS of. 

hiB Golundauze and others, that the Sikh regiments would seize his guns, for their ' 
march upon Lahore, I).nd had expressed some anxiety about his position. When 
ordered out into camp, without my authority, at the moment that the Pukli. 
brigade was endeavouring to march, he remonsLFated with Sirdar Chuttur Sing, 
that such a step would suhject the force to the charge of mutiny. The Sirdar, ' 
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however, insisted, and sent his confidential servant to persuade him to comply. 
Failing of tllis, he ordered two companies to seize the guns by force. Canora 
wrote to me, begging my orders whether to give, or refuse them.' His note 
reached me with the messenger reporting his murder; The companies came to ' 
seize the guns, which were doubly charged with grape. Canora ordered to 
fire; the Golundauze refused. He cut down the havildar, and applied the match. 
The gun burnt priming, and he was shot by two of the Sirdar's servants. He 
attempted to rise, and cut down an officer, but his throat was severed from be-, 
hind by a sabre cut. A more loyal and gallant death I have never heard of. The 
Sirdar rewarded the murderers, by his own confession, with 1,000 rupees. He 
says, that Canora was engaged to join the peasants in plundering Hurripore. He 
knew nothing whatever of what was passing amongst the people of the country, 
and, more than once, expressed anxiety lest the town should be plundered. The 
Sirdar immediately cut off my daks, sent me no explanation of the event, but 
called up troops in all haste from Hussan Abdal, &c. . He had previously called 
up three companies without my sanction, upon plea of the unsettled state of a 
country which has not lmown such tranquillity during forty years past. Such 
a move was suspicious, as the numbers of the troops are always exaggerated 
on such occasions; and, when I heard he had summoned more aid, I was 
obliged to assemble the zemindars to arrange, if possible, for its interception. 
The rapidity with which troops move, and the delay attending the 
assembly of levies of armed peasantry, enabled him to get in his troops 
without accident. I remonstrated with him, demanded the murderers of 
Canora for trial, and ordered him instantly to send back the troops summoned, 
taking upon myself, in that case, the settlement. of the whole country; and 
assuring him that, unless he obeyed, the worst consequences were likely to 
happen. The officel'S received his orders with distrust, demurred, delayed, but 
were finally borne along by the men. Boodh Sing made his escape-a curious 
commentary upon the two attempts to shake his loyalty. I left Shirwan, for a 
position nearer the new theatre of operations, the foot of the Gundgur.h moun
tain, telTible to the Sikhs for three most bloody and disastrous defeats, from 
numbers not one-fourth of their own. It is within sight of Hurripore, and may 
be called .the th.one of Hazara, as here I have at my back the bravest. and 
most. loyal of the popUlation, and my orders are better obeyed than from any; 
other locality.. The levies, however, are not assembled, and my purse is so 
light, that, as yet, I have not ventured to enrol more than 400 matchlocks, to 
cope with a regular army of 4000, with cavalry, and twelve guns, Captain. 
Nichol$on, with. his usual promptitude and judgment, rode over to Attock, on' 
hearing of distu,rbance here, and found his way into that important stronghold~ 
turning out the Sikh company. The effect of this move has been, already, bene
ficial, and may be of the utmost consequence. I think, with submission, that he' 
might, with advantage,levy a few corps of Mahomedans, to hold Attock against 
attacks 'fln either side, and to hold in awe his district. To my repeated, and, 1. 
tlunk, moderate demands, Chuttur Sing has given me no decided answer. His 
last letter is so insolent that all correspondence, henceforth, is impossible; never
theless, I have released his vakeel, with a schedule of my demands, and with 
refutations of his charges against me, and have given him until to-morrow 
morning for decision. If he then refuse the; terms, I shall be satisfied that it is 
not mere alarm about himself from the population of Hazara, but Ii. sense 'oC 
detected guilt, and consequent desperation, which has led to this rebellious 
conduct. If he comply, the country need not be· ravaged, nor the army 
destroyed, and his conduct may be made the subject of legal investigation. 
Upon this point, I confess I am anxious. This country has been l"estored to 
order and peace by my hand; and it would cost me many a pang to undo all 
that I have effected; and it is only by making a waste around the Sikh 
army, that armed peasantry can cope ~ooainst the bavonets, artillery, cavalry, and 
fortifications of a regular army. • 

The Pukli brigade is still in limbo. I have allowed Lieutenant Robinson, 
at his own request, to superintend the sealing of the Mahugul pass. It is 
unfortunate that the Pu kli brigade got intelligence of my possession of that pass 
ill time. as, in all probability, it would have been destroyed. As it never actually 
marched, I am reluctant to order it to be destroyed, until in motion. I am most 
happy to hear that there is a good reserve at Ferozepore, for great efforts will 
be made to shake the Peshawur force; and the troops here say thl'y have 
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promise of co~oper9.tion from people of some of the British battalions in Lahore. 
This, I U'ust, is not true; but even a report of this nature seems too important 
to.be withheld.. The troops here declare that they will march for Lahore, the 
instant. the Gahundia brigade joins them; this is what they have, for the last two 
mopths, been bent upon! put. the opportunit:r has still disappointed them. -

Inclosure 7 in No. 36. 

Captai8 Abbott to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Nara, Gv.ndgurh, Hazara, August 13, 1848. 
I HAVE had the honor to address you several times, since the murder of: 

Colonel Canora, and the open rebellion of Sirdar Chuttur Sing, Nazim of Hazara, 
The regular dak was arrested, by the Sirdar, the day following the commission of 
that atrocious deed. 

That the Sirdar has been secretly engaged in the Mooltan affair,' cannot; I 
think, be doubted; but that he ever intended to announce himself as a rebel, 
until at least his own son was free of Lahore, seems improbable; and only, per
haps, his clumsy murder of a gallant and most loyal officer could so far have com
mitted him as to render him careless of unveiling. Even to this moment, he will 
not allow that he was cognizant of the treason previously, but labors to make out 
that I have driven him to his present disloyal conduct, by the measures taken to . 
arrest the march of the Pukli brigade. Those measures, which were purely pre
cautionary, and strictly forbade any molestation of the troops, until the moment 
they might march, he describes to his correspondents as a deliberate and un
provoked attempt to massacre the force. He utterly denies that there was 
any design of marching, until the pay of the whole force was detained in the 
Treasury a few days, by my order. Whereas, it was because the men made no' 
secret of their purpose to march, on the disbursal of pay, that I took upon me to, 
detain it-a fact which he must be fully aware of. He utterly denies all know
ledge of the Pukli mutiny, although men were at several times put in :prison by 
the officers, when the mutiny became too notorious, in order that I mIght sup
pose it partial in extent. To this I have previously replied that, hoping and sup-. 
posing his innocence, I should have adopted precisely the precautious actually 
tal,en by me undllr a doubt of his loyalty-preserving that secrecy without which 
my precautions must have been vain. . 

Last night, I intercepted letters from Sirdar Chuttur Sing to Maharajah. Golab 
Sing, the Rajas Jowahir Sing and Runbeer Sing, and others, entreating the 
aid of four Jummoo regiments from Moozuffurabad, and the march to Hazara 
of all the Jummoo corps in Meerpoor Choomooh; and that the Maharajah Golab 
Sing will write to the Peshawur troops t{) join him. . In a grossly insolent letteD 
received the same day, after' venting his malice, and exhausting his ingenuity in 
accusations, he observes" and if the high and mighty Durbar of Lahore should 
order me to conquer Hazara, should I shrink from the task." 

It is observable that there is nowhere any notice of reference to the authority 
of the British Resident at Lahore, to quell any imputed treason-although no one 
can better. know that a word from that authority were more effective than an army, 
The pretence of extreme peril from a people whom two of my chupprassies would 
settle in three days, is eagerly seiz.ed, for collecting under his own banner the five . 
regiments now in Hazara, the Peshawur force, and, perhaps, eight regiments of 
Jummoo troops,-and this, after my repeated assurance that, if the murderers of 
Colonel Canora are surrendered to me for judgment, and . the troops sent. back 
to their several cantonments, I will, instantly, reduce the country to its formel' 
profound tranquillity. Tile expedient is preferred, of exciting to mutiny the bulk 
of the Sikh army, and of calling upon the Jummoo Prince to invade the country; 
Yet so plausible is tlus oldest, and most practised; of Sikh intriguers, and so 
awkward is his position, owing to his son.'s presence at Lahore, that, even writing 
to accomplices, he, evidently, calculates the possibility of disclosure, and words his 
letters in a tone of virtuous indignation. 

The language of the Sirdar's last letter to me is so gross as to admit of D.O 
further correspondence. • 

Noon.-Intelligence has just arrived' from Hurripore that the Pukli 
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'Gahundia 'brigade has made its. escape, and arrived at NowaShihr, the petty 
'chiefs having been bribed off with gifts and promises' of Jagheers; and that the 
Hazara force awaits only its arrival to march with it upon Lahore. 'fhis news 
requires confirmation, I see not how this force is to march until joined by that 
in Peshawur, and Captain Nicholson has possession of Attock. -1 have sentmes. 
'sengers for further intelligence. 'Lieutenant Robinson, tit his own request, started 
last evening for Mahugul, the pass leading out of Pukli, in order to encourage the 
peasantry to destroy that force, should it attempt to escape, I have proclaimed 
all traitors who hold intercourse with Sil'dar Chuttul' Sing, The want of funds 
has prevented me from levying any consid'erable body· of troops, Bnd I am depen. 
'dent upon the armed peasantry, who need a week's notice to collect, and will not 
act far from hence, This gives the most serious advantage to a foe possessing a 
regular artnyand a full Treasury, and wholly-unscrupulous in promising . .I, never· 
theless, am making great efforts to nullify these disadvantages, and hope, to be 
at least partially successful. ' .' 

3 p,M.-The news of the escape of the Pukli brigade, so confidently bruited 
at Hurripore, is not confirmed at this hour, Bnd I begin to doubt it. 

Inclosure 8 in No. 36. 

Captain Abbott to the Resident at Lahore. 

~ Nam, Gundgurk, August 13, 1848. Night. 
• -I DO not know that I have, anywhere, expressed an opinion that Sirdar 

'Chuttur Sing had any notion of personally joining in a 'rising of the troops; 
'but I certainly believe that those who least appear in this rebellion are its 
'1lhief fomenters-men who play the game, but, stake nothing of their own. 
Whether or not the Sirdar is one of these, he seems to' be universally regarded 
as such, both by his own servants, and by the rebellious soldiery; and, in 
'order to test the question, I determined to see whether he would give me intelli. 
-gence of a mutiny, ascribed, by several of my informants, to him. ,After waiting, 
in vain,some weeks, I put the question, whether he was aware that there was 

. anything amiss with the Pukli force; and ,he 'replied, that he had heard of 
nothing. Again, I waited to see whether, as the mutiny ripened, he would con. 
suIt with me upon it. But, although not only my own servant in the Pukli 
,camp, ,but the whole jeerga of Munsera, wrote, . saying the brigade had sold its 
'grain, called ill its cattle, packed up its baggage, and was ready to ~tart at an 
hour's notice, the· Sirdar was entirely silent ,upon the matter~a matter which 
he had ten times better means of leaming than I possess. His vakeel was 
in my camp', cognizant of all, my movements, excf'pting indeed that which 

'required the extremest secrecy, 'viz., the sealing the Pukli pass. Yet,even this 
''Was known to him, and to every one, a'few hourso.after issue of the order. 

If. the Nazim cannot discover amongst :his own Sikh army a disorder so 
obvious as to excite the attention of the peasants of Pukli, so that they wrote to 
'inquire whether I had ordered the march; or if, knowing, he fail to report it to 
me, it is mauiff'st that he is not worth consulting upon measures for its suppres • 

.. sion; or that, being a party concerned, he was no safe person to intrust with a 
knowledge of arrangements requiring profound secrecy in order to success. 

If the Nazim supposed that he observed any disorder amongst the popula. 
··tion of the country, it was, assuredly; his duty to inform me. I, who knew they 
'were simply aiding the Government, by obeying its orders, had nothing to inform' 
• him of. His silence upon the subject was a remari<able feature calculated to 
.. strengthen distrust. He seemed afraid to inquire into arrangements made fllr 
the suppression of the mutiny, lest the origin of that mutiny should become, ,in 
turn, a topic of inquiry. 

He listened instead, to his own fears; Dlurdered Colonel Canora, the most 
,loyal officel. in the arm¥; stopped my daks; ordered up troops contmry to 
my ~rders; and broke IIIto open rebellion. writing for aid to Jummoo, and 
desiring the J ummoo pril!ce to incite the Pcshawur troops to mutiny. 

With' excE'ption of the Pukli mutiny, which I reserved as a test of ,the 
.. various reports ascribing the ori/:,>1n to bim, I had very little occasion for con· 
ference, The country was profoundly tranquil; the people were happy, and 
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obedient. My Kutcherry duties occupied me incessantly. His vakeel communi
cated any trifling affairs requiring the Nazim's attention; and polite letters 
passed constantly between us. When I foresaw the probable necessity of being 
obliged to arrest the march of the Pukli brigade, I objected to the presence of 
his son at the same station, as calculated to defeat all my arrangements, suppos
ing him privy to what was going on. His being near me would have served 
the purpose of making his father's guilt appear impossible, whilst he would 
continue to profess utter ignorance of the spirit of his own Sikh army, and want 
of power to hold them under control. 

I trust you will do me the justice to remember, that I am speaking of the 
dastardly murderer of Peshora Sing, the most artful and unscrupulous intriguer in 
the Punjab; that the present outbreak has been foreseen by me, for the last two 
months; that Colonel Canora warned me of it; that my messengers from Bunnoo 
Tank, from Hussan Abdal, from Hurripore, and from Pukli, all agreed perfectly in 
their testimony; and that a correspondent from Raja Shere Sing's camp warned 
me, that his force had but one purpose, and that was to strengthen Moolraj. 
This man may have erred from enmity to the Sikhs, but he is one of the ablest 
men in the Punjab, and had no hint from me of having heard any rumours of a 
like nature. I was the last· person in Hazara, who persisted in believing the 

oSirdar innocent. 
Noon, 14th of August.-Itis now past thepetiod, fixed by me, for a decisive 

answer from the Sirdar. It was impossible for me to have answered his foul
mouthed letter; but I released his vakeel, and gave him, yesterday, a statement 
of my demands, viz., the surrender of the murderers for judgment, and an order 
to the several regiments to return to their duty, promising, UpOIl this, to settle 
the country from .Pukli to Margulla. I sent also a simple refutation of his 
charges. His vakeel is not returned; and I cannot imagine any doubt that he 
has taken up his part as a resel. It is said that he has written to this effect to 
Colonel Boodh Sing, Man-" It was for the family of Man that I excited this 
rebellion, and one of that family has deserted his own and my cause." It is 
also said that Colonel Bhood Sing was the real, though not apparent, ring
leader in Pukli, and this agrees with one of the reports of my spy there, that, on 
receipt of news from Sirdar Chuttur Sing, Boodh Sing collected the evil disposed 
of his corps, and said. that, now, he was ready to lead them to the south. Bhood 
Sing is so superior to Bahdoor Sing, and so much more loved and respected, 
that people do not easily believe him to be a traitor. Indeed, were not his 
uncle implicated;there is little doubt that he had remained true. 

Colonel Bahdoor Sing is said to have written from Pnkli to Chuttur Sing, 
saying that he had raised the mutiny, at the Sirdar's injunction, and that now 
the ~irdar was deserting him; insisting upon a definitive answer, whether he 
would, or would not, save him; that if not, he would make his escape to 

. Moozuffurabad. It seems that the Sirdar ordered the Hussan force to leave its 
guns, and march up to Gahundia, and that the troops refused, and desired him to 
lead the way, with the Hurripore force. This the Hurripore force object to, 
part of them being attached to my service, and the rest not relishing the work. 
The GahuD:dia force, by report, has twice risen to march, but, .finding all the 
nagmas sounding amongst the mountains to call the people to arms, has again 
sat down, strongly entrenched in position. 

I have placed a force in the Margulla Pass, to destroy Pertaub Sing's Regi
ment, should it refuse to turn back, at my reiterated orders. It was to have 
debouched to-day. Captain Nicholson rode over thither, of his own accord, to 
take command of the operations. I was most anxious to go last night, because 
my presence might, I thought, prevail upon the regiment to tum; but all my 
advisers assured me, that the report of my flight would instantly spread. and 
that next day I should not have a follower. Even in coming hither, fifteen miles 
nearer the Sikh army, great defection of the faithless Zumolies took place; and 
it was long before I could resolve upon the step, and not until it was absolutely . . 
necessary. . 

I am very sorry to hear that Sirdar' Jhunda Sing is to retur,n to Hazara. 
It is an arrangement of his own seeking, as I have ascertained from one of his 
letters to the Sirdar. He is without the slightest doubt engaged in this 
conspiracy. and I cannot answer for the district, if he return. I earnestly 
hope he may be recalled. His departure' alone prevented our seizure at 
Hurripore. . 



Inclosure 9 in No. 36. 

Captaia Nicholson to the Resident at LaJurre 

Camp. Bus8an Abilal, August 14, 1848. 
;,;,,1 WAS in hopes, this.,morning, that I had prevailed on the Kurara regiment 
:00 Feturn to its duty. It has, however, advanced to Janeeka Sung, within three 
miles of Margulla, and, if it think itself strong enough, will, doul?tless, attempt a 
passage. 1 shall employ all fair means to induce it to return ta its duty, but 
will, forcibly, resist its advance beyond Janeeka Sung, as I consider it of great 
consequence that it should not be allowed to form a junction with the Hazara 
force. I -was on the ground all last night myself, and am about to return 
thither. 

, This constant knocking about prevents my writing, as clearly, hr carefully, 
as I could wish. I am from ten to fomeen hours every day in the saddle, though 
not very strong, and though the h.,at is great. " , 
" I have ordered Colonels Baboo Pandy, and Noorooddeen, to return hither; 
and they promise to obey. ' '" 

When moving out to take up a position last night, I took the party of 
Goorchurras here with me, and they seemed much pleased with such a show of 
oonfidence. 

My occupatian of Margulla has, I believe, disheartened the Sikh troops ,in 
Hazara; and, if 1 can only frighten, or coax, the K urara regiment to return to its 
post, I shall have little doubt of Baboo Pandy's and Noorooddeen's corps follow
ing its example. I sincerely trust it will not 1>e necessary to resort to severe 
measures, more particu1adyas my levies are, almost entirely, from the people of 
tbe country; all, but 100 Peshawurees and 200 Gundgurreeas and Mishwanees, 
from Hazara. 

If the Sikh troops in Hazara were under the control of their officers, there 
would be no difficulty, but, as usual in the Sikh army, few, or none, of the officers 
have any influence with the men. 

Inclosure 10 in No. 36. 

Clzptam Niclwlson to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Hussan Abdal,Amjust 15, IB48. 
HEARING that the troops in Hazara were talking of making a diversion. 

in favor of Pertaub Sing's regiment at Janeeka Sung, and eonsidering it as of 
the greatest consequence that the junction of that regiment with the Hazara 
force should be prevented, and fair measures having, hitherto, failed to induce the 
corps to return to its duty, I determined, with extreme reluctance, as a last 
resource, to resort to coercive measures. I, accordingly, drew up a body of 
militia, raised by me since my arrival here, 400 strong, together with about 300 
men from Peshawur and Hazara, placed at my disposal by Major Lawrence and 
Captain Abbott, in front of the position of the corps and its two guns, at 
Janeeka Sung, about an hour betin'e day break this morning, and sent a mes
sage to the officers and men, informing them that my formerly offered terms 
were still open to them. that I should rejoice if they accepted them, but that, 
otherwise. I should be compelled to consider them as open mutineers, and treat 
them accordingly. ,I gave them half all hour to reflect, assuring them that, at 
the expiration of that .time, if they did not return to their duty, 1 would attack 
them. " " , 

, I have, now, the pleasure to report the 'Success ,of my exertions. The colonel 
came out, begged pardon, on his own behalf and that of his men, and declared 
their willillgn~ to much whithersoever t directed them. I, accordingly, saw tbem 
en route to Rawul Pindee, before leaving the ground. The debate between the· 
pcace lIl1a war parties was a stormy one, the former being in a very small 
majority. • . 

The moral effect of the failure of. this regiment and its guns to enter 
Hazara, IIl1d of their subsequent retum t~ their duty, will be very great j and 

2 S. • 
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I think I may safely calculate on the return of most of the men who marched 
hence, at Sirdar Chuttur Sing's requiliition, at the outbreak of the emeute. 

I am, myself, disposed to believe that the late unfortunate occurrences in 
Hazara, are attributable to the mutual distl"11St entertained by the Nazim and 
Captain Abbott, of each other's proceedings and intentions. 

In a previous letter, I mentioned that I thought the surrender of the 
artillery-commandant's murderers for trial, would prove a stumbling block, in 
the way of an amicable adjustment. I have since heard from Captain Abbott; 
that he has intercepted letters from the Sirdar, to Maharajah Golab Sing, calling 
on him for assistance; and it is beyond a doubt, and might, I believe, be 
easily proved: that the Sirdar has, in his terror and anxiety, sent agents to cor
;upt the Peshawur force, and, indeed, all the troops, at whatever stations in the 
country. • . 

Colonels Noorooddeen and Baboo Pandy were preparing to join me, yester
day evening, when the Sirdar took possession of the former's guns with a party 
of infantry. I have, accordingly, written to the Colonel to come withou.t his guns. 

I marched for Janeeka Sung, at 9 last night, and have been on horseback 
since, fifteen hours; and I have had the same work, since my arrival here, for, 
in the present state of affairs, I have considered it necessary to return to H ussan 
"Abdal every day. 

If I may say so, without seeming egotism, I believe my arrival in'this part 
of the country to have been very opportune, to have saved Attock, and pre
vented the occurrence- of serious disorder, throughout the upper part of this 
Doab. It pas, likewise, had its effect in Hazara. 

I expect a vakeel from Chuttur Sing to-night. 
Colonel Boodh Sing is with. me, and is very useful. 

Inclosure 11 in No. 36. 

Captain Nicholson to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Hussan Abdal, :August· 16, 1848. 
THE return of the Kurara regiment, and its guns, has had the effect I 

expected in Hazara. Colonels Baboo Pandy and Noorooddeen, with a few men, 
are en route to join me, and more will, doubtless, follow. J hear that a vakeel 
from Sirdar Chuttur Sing is also on his way, but my intellig~nce on this point, is 
not very positive. ' 

I )lave already mentioned, that I attribute Sirdar Chuttur Sing's behaviour, 
in the first instance, to his distrust of Captain Abbott's intentions; which was 

. excited by the assemblage, by that officer, of a body of Moolkias, to overawe 
the Sikh troops in Pukli, who, he had reason to believe, meditated marching to 
Lahore. 

This distrust was further, unfortunately, increased by the reports of designing 
parties on both sides, who; for the furtherance of their own interests, endea
voured to create disunion between Captain Abbott and the Sirdar, who has since, 
I fear, committed himself past forgiveness.' . 

Hopeless as the Sirdar, and troops with him, must now perceive their cause 
to be, 1 consider the restoration of amicable arrangements as a matter of no 
difficulty, if the Sirdar's conduct, in tampering with the, troops throughout the 
country, cutting off Captain Abbott's daks, sending agents to raise the 
laboring population of this and the adjoining districts, ordering Kardars, out of 
his jurisdiction, to send him their treasuries, and writing to Maharajah Golab 
Sing for armed aid, can be overlooked; for, all this can be prdved ~<>ainst him. , 

That he will never accede to any terms in which a free pardon for all this 
is not included, I feel certain. If, therefore, fOU are not prepared to grant this, 
1 would, respectfully, but earnestly, recommend that a force of one European, and 
two Native regiments of infantry, with two troops or batteries (for he is strong 
in artillery) and mortars, be immediately despatched from Lahore, for the people 
of this country are fickle, and very likely to change sides, in the course of a week 
or two, if they do not hear of aid being- dispatched fi-om Lahore. 

It is to be rememhered, too, that the Sirdar has really great influence in 
Sind Sagur, atld is trying to bribe in all directions. Cavalry are not needed. I 
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1lOuid blockade Hurripore in a few days, but nothing further, the fort having 
some eighteen or twenty guns, and I being 'destitute of artillery.· 
". Since'yesterday, I have reduced my levies to about 500 men. 
; . I find I brought the affair with the Kurara regiment to a crisis not a day 
too soon, a force from Hurripore having actually been told off to assist its 
advahce. 500 men secure me in my position here; and, should it be necessary, 
I can quadruple the number, in a day or two. ' 

~ '. Do not give credence to any reports of atrocities, on the part of my levies, 
which may reach you. I hear that certain parties in Rawul Pindee (who were 
most anxious that Pertaub Sing's corps should surprise me) are circulating such. 

Noorooddeen and Baboo Pandy have just come in, with about twenty of 
their men. . 

I would beg to solicit that instructions be, at once, sent to MI'. Cocks (who, I 
8uppose, will be here, in the interim), as to whether he is authorized to promise a 
full pardon to the Sirdar for all that has occurred. If he be, there is no difficulty 
whatever 1< and if not, as I said before, troops cannot leave Lahore too soon. ,-

Inclosure 12 in No. 36. 

Captain Abbott to the Resident at Lahore. 

lfara Gundgurh, Haza~a, August 17, 1848. 
THE question whether to suffer the Pukli brigade to. march away un

'molested, or to raise the population of Hazara to arrest its progress, was long a 
most anxious consideration with me; on the one hand, I felt ashamed that a 
military force should march, in open mutiny, through my district, with impunity, 
and considered that a lesson of severity was highly desirable; on the other hand, 
I dreaded to arouse a high-spirited people to the work of destruction, just as I had 
succeeded in calming them into such a state of tranquillity and obedience as had 
never before been known. I reflected that the destruction of the brigade would, 
in all probability, be misrepresented at Peshawur as an act of treachery on the 
part ofa British officer, and lead to outrage on the British functionaries· there; 
and that, after having destroyed those by whose agency I had governed them, the 
pllople]night resist all authority, and subside into a state of the most hideous dis
order. Day and night, the subject pressed upon my mind; but when, at length, I 
rec~ived your distinct instruction to take advantage of the hatred of the.. people 
for the Sikhs, and destroy the brigade, should it attempt to escape from its can
tonments, all my scruples were allayed, and I prepared to carry out my duty 
at any cost. 

How arduous was that duty, I cannot easily describe. The Sikh brigade, 
supplied with carria"o-e, and ready to march at one hour's notice, lay at the 
distance of two long marches from my station. The only defile in which it 
could be f!.Ssailed, with any reasonable hope tlf success, could be passed by it in 
a single march, and was onp march fi'om my post. The corps mustered upwards. 
of 800 good bayonets, 200 cavalry, 4 field-guns, and 20 zumboorahs, commanded 
by one of the bravest officers in the service. Up to the vel"j moment of march,. 
I 'could make no arrangements to intercept them on the road; I could not depend 
upon being joined hy above~OO of the armed peasantry. My own guard did not, 
at that time, exceed 100 men, aud there were 80 Sikh sepoys with me, who 
would, certainly, take part with their couu·ades. The, instant of attacking the 
mutinous brigade would place me at war \\·ith the whole Sikh army, a war which 
1 had no funds to support, the revenue having already been paid into the Nazim's 
~mnds. But my duty had been prescribed, and I lived upon the watch to carry 
It- out to the uttermost., . 

. With this view, I increased my gU!l-rd, gradually, to the number of 200,. 
dismissed half my Sikh escort, upon plea of want of shelter, and procured n"Oni 
the treasury in H unipore, in small instalments, about 15,000 rupees; and, as the 
position 1 held was one of the least eligible in the counu"j, owing to the treachery 
Il.Ild cowardice of the inhabitants, I arranged that, on my departure to take com
mand at the pass, Licutenant Robinson and Mr. Ingram should move to Nara, 
und take possession of thc Gundgurgh mountain, there to raise tbat warlike and 

.!ilithful popUlation to l"Csist the l·emainder of the army. .. -
As the information upon which I was about to act, vel"j generally attributed 
• 2 S 2 • 
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the movement at Pukli to the secret agency of the Nazim, Sirdar Chuttur Sing. I 
iIetennined to·test his innocence, by waiting to see whether he would. inform me 

• of a "IIlutiny, which was already notorious in Hazara.. This was the more impor
tant, because secrecy alone would give me the slightest hope of arresting the 
mutineers; and to consult with the Nazim, supposing him to be a party in 
the plot. were to render null all my precautionary a,rrangements. • 

The original design of the Pukli brigade was, to march about the 15th 
or 19th. of Harr; the 15th being fixed by their priests for some advantage to the
cause of Moolraj, and four or fi~e days being necessary to receive the intelligence. 
This intelligence proved, however, very difterent from their expectations. Two 
suceessive victories of Lieutenant Edwardes were announced, and the mutineers in 
high dudgeon had to fire two successive salutes, declaring all the while that the 
tidings were false. Eyen then, an attempt was made to incite the whole brigade 
to march upon Mooltan, but the Golundauze and Zumoorchies were generally 
disinclined to the move, and the officers, who knew the victories to be tJ.-uly 
reported, did not countenance the men in their move, at that moment. but made 
a show of putting down the mutiny, by confining a few of the ringleaders, and 
allowing them afterwards to escape. 

The fennent thus sullsided, and, soon after, it was industriously circulated 
amongst the troops of Hussan Abdal, Hurripore, Pukli, and BWlllOO Tank that 
the 15th of Sawan was appointed by fate for a splendid victory by Moolraj over 
the British, and that it behoved the Sikh anny to march, with one accord, upon 
Lahore,. where there remained only four regiments, some of which had been 
bought over, and where the Sikh population would join them with one accord. Each 
portion of the force, thus incited, was anxious that the other should make the 
initial move. But it was manifest that this duty belonged to the Pukli brigade,· 
because, should any other portion of the force commence moving, suspicion would 
be excited, and measures could be taken to close the passes out of Pukli. The 
Pukli brigade, accordingly, prepared to take the first step, upOf!, the issue of pay. 
which was expected before the 15th. But t, who had full intelligence of their 
design, both from Pukli, from Hurripore, and from Hussan .Abdal, and who 
thought that the gain of even a day's delay might be of vital consequence, con
sidering the unguarded march of the British troops upon Mooltan, and that we 
had not yet possession of the stream of the Jhelum, ordered their pay to be 
detaiI)ed a week, to the exceeding discomfiture of the SirdRr's vakeel. At the 
end of that period, finding they were determined to march without it, in the cer
tainty of receiving it from Sirdar Chuttur Sing at Hurripore, I thought it ad
visable to give them no shadow of plea for their mutiny, and issued an order for 
its disbursal, which the Sirdar and his people continued to postpone in various 
ways, in hopes of exciting the troops against me. 

It was on the 31st't>f July, (if I remember rightly) that the. person em
ployed to give notice of the movements of the Pukli force, wrote to say that 
they would positively march, at an early hour the following morning. I, imme
diately, issued instructions for sealing the Mahugul Pass, leading out of Pukli, 
although I feared my precaution was too late, and waited only certain tidings of 

. the march, to proceed myself to the spot to arrest them. 
Again, however, a disagreement betweeB the Golundauze and the Sikhs 

prevented the march that morning. The Golundauze stood to their guns, and 
were not persuaded, or cowed, into compliance until the following day. The 
following day, it was known from Moozuffurabad to Margulla that I had sealed 
the passes against their march. 

It is necessary to observe that the vakeel of Sirdar Chuttur Sing was living 
in my camp, and cognizant of all my proceedings; for. the command of an 
army of peasants scattered over a mountainous country, is far different from 
that of a regular anny; secrecy is impossible; and, in half an hour's time, 
the most important arrangements requiring secrecy are known to the whole 
world. I was curious to know what notice Sirdar Chuttur Sing would take 9f 
these arrangements: when I found him profoundly silent, my doubts of his 
loyalty were strengthened into certainty. He dared not touch upon a subject which 
might lead to investigation of the springs of this insurrection. He, however, 
exerted himself, secretly, by promises and bribes, to create a diversion in his 
favor, and of all the chiefs and Mullicks ordered upon the duty of closing the 
pass, there remained only two who could be confidently relied upon. , 

Sirdar Chuttur Sing had offered, Ol!.ce or twice, to come and live at Shirwan, 
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but this would have nullified every advantage of position which I possessed 
oveY the commander of a regular army. It would, in fact, have placed me in 
his power. He then show,:d me a letter from Sirdar Golab Sing, his son, saying 
that Ootar Sing must be sent to reside with Ille. This is the peculiarity of 
Sikh intrigue: the movers of the machinery never appear, and have thus the 
incalculable advantage of living, perhaps, under the very roof of those against 
whom their operatinns are directed, and of influencing their counsels by their 
advice. I excused myself from this arrangement, upon the double, .and very 
valid, plea of insufficiency of the space for even my own establishments, and of 
the want of shelter during the rainy season. The presence of Ootar Sing would 
not have prevented the march of the Pukli brigade, of which Sirdar Chuttur 
Sing affected to be profoundly ignorant, but it would \lave defeated' all my 
arrangements for destroying that brigade upon its march. The slightest hint of 
my knowledge of the purposed movement, would have led to the march up to 
Mahugul of a force from H urripore to meet it; a design actually adopted by the 
Sirdar, upon finding the passes sealed. 

It was about this time that, in a conversation with the Sirdar's vakeel upon 
the state of the troops at Pukli, on his broadly asking whether I had any doubt· 
of the Sirdar, I confessed that I thought his silence upon a subject so widely 
known, a 'very doubtful circumstance. This led to a correspondence in which he 
urged.the impossibility of one So' highly favored as he had been, abusing our 
goodness. I replied, that I was no judge of hearts-but that, after the battle of 
Sobraon, when we had taken 300 guns from the Sikhs, and were prepared to 
destroy them in toto, we had granted to them the greatest of boons, their lives, 
and that, now again, they were in array against us. It was impossible for me to 
judge who were exceptions to so wide a multitude of ingrates. I trusted the 
Sirdar might be, but could not see, in his argument, any explanatinn of his 
blindness and deafuess to the open mutiny of his own army. It appeared to me 
far better that the Sirdar should understand that he had incurred suspicion, and 
be induced to show himself without disguise, than that the dangerous and 
treacherous system of apparent confidence ,!ith traitors should remain in force. 

, It was, probably, because Chuttur Sing discovered how far I was indebted for 
intelligence to Colonel Canora, that he determined upon his murder. This I have 
related elsewhere. I t formed the break in the ice of deep and silent treachery, so 
long carried G1J. with a smiling face. He, instantly, arrested the posts; summoned all 
the troops to bis aid; raised levies in Potowar; and wrote to Maharajah Golab 
Sing, his sons, and nephew, for aid in troops, and for letters to the Peshawur 
army. and to the ruler of Cabool. He also set a prioo upon my head. 

I, on my part, assembled the chiefs of Hazara ~ explained what had 
happened, and called upon them, by the memory of their murdered parents, 
friends, and relatives, to rise, and aid me in destroying the Sikh forces in detail. 
I issued purwannas to thi, effect, throughout the land, and marched to a strong 
position, 15 miles nearer to, and within sight of, Hurripore, where I could 
command the co-operatioD of the bravest and most faithful of the tribes of 
Hazara. 

Here, my levies have been slowly increasing; but I have been prevented 
from taking active and offensive operations, by your order to await Mr. Coeks' 
arrival. I have, elsewhere, related Captain Nicholson's most opportune and mas
terly seizure of Attock, and repulse of a Sikh corps, with two guns at Janeeka 
Sung; both achieved by promptitude, and energy of purpose, without. bloodshed. 

I have, from first to last, insisted upon two conditions, the surrender for trial 
of the murderers of Colonel Canora, and the dismissal of the corps mutinously 
assembled, to their several cantonments. These conditioos SirdaY Chuttw Sing 
evades answering. He has identified himself with the' murderers in paying them 
for their bloody work, and he declares that the troops will no longer obey him. 
We have seen them obey hiIll, too readily. when he ordered them to destroy an inno
cent and loyal man, and to mutiny against my authority, and that of their officers'; 
yet when anything is required of them consistent with their allegiance. he assures 
me they will not obey. In this case. the sooner they are destroyed the better. 

The insolence of the Sirdar's langnage has, long since, closed all epistolary 
intercourse between him and me. His son's vakeel visited him yesterday, and 
brought his offer to wait upon me; if I would grant him a free pardon. I declined 
this; thought it quite impossible that we should meet amicably, until I knew the 
sentiments of GoverDlllent upon his conduct; recommended him to remain at 
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Hurripore,. dismiss the army, put the affairs of Hazara into the hands of Sirdar 
Jhunda Sing, and abide a reference to I,.ahore. The charges against him are 
~oo se~~us, a~d I~ as prosecutor, am t<?o much biassed to act the part of Judge 
In theIr InVestIgatIOn. The val<eel replied, that the anny would not obey, until I 
should have had an interview with the Sirdar; in other words, that the Sirdar 
would not dismiss them, until after an assurance of pardon. I, steadily, deciined 
any such compromise; but did not object to .receive Ootar Sing, he being an in
nocent p~rson. Such is the state of this affair, on the forenoon of August the 19th. 

" 

Inclosure 13 in No. 36. 

The Resident at Lahore to Lieutenant Lake. 

Lahore, August 17, 1848. 
IN reply to your letter, dated the 12thJnstant, submitting the proceedings and 

documents in the case of Shoojan Sing and others, charged with offences, I have 
the honor to inform you, that I, this day, summoned the mernbersof the Durbar 
to go through the case with me, and record their opinions, as to the guilt, 01' 

otherwise, of the prisoners, and the sentences they proposed to pass. . .. 
You will perceive that the Durbar,unanimously, convict all the prisoners of 

the crimes laid to their charge, and that the prisoners have been sentenced as 
follows :- ~. 

Shoojan Sing.-To suffer death, by being hung by the neck, or~shot, as may 
be determined by the Raja and Sirdars commanding the Sikh force, with the 
concllrrence of Lieutenant EdwardeS! 

Durbara Sing. - To imprisonment for life, with labor, and irons,hl' 
banishment, 

Chunda Mull.-To hnprisonment for seven years, with labor, in irons, . 
A purwanna has been sent from the Durbar to Raja .shere Sing lind the 

Sirdars, to carry these sentences into eil'ect,jn communication with Lieutenant' 
Edwardes. 

• 
Inclosure 14 in No. 36 . 

• 
The Resident at Lahore to Captain Nicholson • 

. Lahore, August 19, 1848. 
I ENTIRELY approve of all that you have done, since your very ol)portune . 

arrival at Attock, and Hussan Abdal. " " 
The prompt, energetic, and judicious measures you adopted, in respect to' 

the regiment, from Kurara, deserved the success which they met with. I alll 
sure the Government of India will consider your conduct, on this occasion, as 
entitled to their entire approbation. 

I await, with some interest, the reply of Sirdar Chuttur Sing to m~' 
moorasila, which you sent him 011 the 15th. His conduct, since the emeute' 
broke out, is, certainly, highly culpable; and I shall require him to account to me' 
for it. Hut we must bear in mind that, whatever may have been supposed to 
have been the purpose of the Pukli brigade and the Sirdar, no-overt act was 
committed by either, until the brigade was surrounded in Gahundia, and Hun'i- . 
pore was threatened by the Mahomedan tribes, of. whose purpose no notice had 
been given, by Captain Abbott, to Sirdar Chuttur Sing, the Governor of the ' 
province. The initiative was clearly taken by Captain Abbott; I do not say 
unnecessarily; but it was so taken; and the Nazim now pleads, that he was 
acting for the protection of himself, and the troops committed to him, and, also' 
of the country under his government, in calling the r~lI1ents from Hussan 
Abdal, and the other cantonments. ' 
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Inclosure ,15 in No. 36. . 

The Resident at Lahore to Captain Abbott . 
• 

Lahore, August 19, 1848 .. 
THE runner who was bringing the western da,k, in which your letter of the 

14th was, was stopped on the road, and was released by Sirdar Jhunda Sing, on 
his way to Hazara. Two daks thus arrived together. This is the first instance 
of ar.ything having happened to the western dak, since I have been at Lahore, 
which is very creditable to the department. 

Your statement of the disturbance in Hazara, does not materially differ 
.from that received from other quarters; nor does it differ in facts, making allow
ance for different statements of motives and intentions, from that given by Sirdar 
Chuttur Sing, in his representations to the Durbar, and letters to me. 

It is only just to the Sirdal', as well as to yourself, in reference to the 
Sirdar's assertions, that the matter should be fairly investigated. . 

Tt is cleaI' .that, whatever may have been the intention oCthe Pukli brigade,. 
no overt act of rebellion was committed by them till the initiative was taken by 
you, by cillling out the armed peasantry, and surrounding the brigade in its; 
cantonment. It seems, also, that the armed peasants were threatening Hurripore, 
before the Nazim ordered the guns out of the town, to the open space between 
the fort and the city. 

!The Sirdar states that this was merely a precautionary measure, in conse
quence of the Iising of the population, the cause of which he did not know; 
while you state that it was for the purpose of bringing off the Pukli brigade; 
.which was surrounded and hemmed in by your orders; of which .orders the 
Gnvernor had had no notice. 

The death of Commedan Canora is stated, both by the Sirdar and yourself, to 
have been occasioned in consequence of his disobedience of the reiterated orders 
of,the Nazim, and to his having offered violent opposition to those whom the 
Governor, after many remonstrances with the Commedan, sent to enforce his 
orders. 

I cannot at all agree with you as to the character you assign to this trans
action. Sirdar Ch\lttur Sing was the Governor of the province, military and 
eivil, and the officers of the Sikh army were bound to obey him, the responsi
bility for his orders resting with him. Taking the WOI'st possible view of the case, 
I know not how vou can characterize it as "a cold-blooded murder, as base and 
cowardly as that of Peshora Sing." 

I do not intend, by' what I have said above, to justify Sirdar Chuttur. Sing 
-far Ii'om it-his conduct since the death of Canora has been highly culpable, 
and' I have no doubt you have just grounds for your suspicion of him before, 
and of the intentions of the Pukli brigade. Still, there is no proof of misconduct 
before the raising of the armed population, and his plea is, that all that he has 
done since, has been of a defensive character. 

If the Sirdar will now return to his allegiance, and submit to have his 
conduct and his allegations investigated by me, he; should be allowed to do so. 
I am awaiting from him a reply to my moorasila of the lOth, and that sent by 
Sirdar Jhunda Sing, when I shall be able to give more explicit instructions to 
Lieutenant Nicholson and yourself. . 

I trust you keep the armed population you have called up, in hand; and 
that you will be able to reStore discipline and order, should the Sirdar now 
succumb. 

I am surprised at what you now say of Sirdar Jhunda Sing: when he was 
ordeI'tld towards Mooltan, you wrote to me a very high character of him, and 
have often said you believed him loyal, up to the time he left you. It was only 
the other day, when I wrote to explain that you did him injustice in supposiIJg 
him to have acted in disobedience to Lieutenant Edwardes' orders, that you replied 
you were very glad to find that such was the case, for that you had a high 
opinion of his character, while serving under you in Hazara. 

I have every confidence in your using your best endeavours, in CIHlperation 
with Captain Nicholson, to prevent this out-break from spreading further, and 
to bring the aflilir to as satisfactory a conclusion as circumstances will admit of. 
If the Sirdar did really act, in the first instance, under a mistaken notion of yOUl' 
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feelings and intentions towards him, and if he has been betrayed, by this circum
stance, into his present misconduct and, difficulties, I am sure that it will give 
you satisfaction to be instrumental in bringing him back to his allegiance and duty. 

I have little doubt; that the prompt measures you took to prevent the Pukli 
brigade from leaving its canto!lments have done much to conduce to the dis
position to loyalty which the partie~ now desire to evince, before. committing 
themselves to any overt act of rebellion~ 

Inclosure 16 in No. 36. 

The Commander-in-Chief to the Resident at Lahore. 

Head-quarters, Simla, August 21, 1848. 
I ENTIRELY concur with you as to the utter inexpediency of compliance 

with Captain Nicholson's suggestion for the movement of a British brigade 
with a field battery into the Hazara country. 

I am distinctly of opinion, that such a movement would be most premature 
and hazardous, and would be more likely to lead to a concentration of the dis
affected in that wild country, than to the extinction of a rebellion, from the 
inability of the force sent, ~o act with vigor and effect. 

I am not at all prepared to assent to the expediency of moving so small a 
force as that proposed, to such a distance, and to the very point of concentra
tration of p.early the whole of the Khalsa army, leaving, between our force and 
Lahore, a great proportion of the Sikh territory, in which the disbanded Sikh 
soldiers reside. 

Lahore and Jullundur, at such a juncture, should not, in my opinion, be 
weakened. . 

So far from being in a position to give additional troops to move to the 
north-west, I am not prepared as I could wish, and as military precaution 
requires, to support the troops at present in the Punjab. It must be borne in 
mind, that the greater proportion of the Sirhind division hl!S, till of late, been 
Sikh territory, and, within a very recent period. was, to a man, opposed to us, 
and althoug hour rule may have effected much, still, :when disaffection prevails to 
so great an extent in the parent State, common precaution points out the ex
pediency of being prepared. 

Inclosure 17 in No. 36. 

Captain Abbott '0 the Resident at Lalwre. 

Camp, Morie, Hazara, August 23, I 84tl •. 
I WAS taking the muster of my levies, on the 20th instant, wnen two 

several' messengers arrived, with tidings that a regiment and two guns, with some 
horse and zumboorahs, had actually marched for Pukli. As this move was 
hardly expected, and as the messengers were from parties· who had generallv 
supplied COlTect intelligence, I marched, at once, with the men I had just mus
tered, snd without revisiting my tent, to gain the passes ere the Sikhs should 
reach them. A fiery march of more th8J1 thirty miles -secured this object. 
But the Sikh detachment did not actualIy march; and whether it was a feint to 
throw me off my guard, or whether the messengers had been bribed to give 
false intelligence, I do not yet know. I had scarcely time,tat the Silhud Pass, 
to make my arrangements fur its security, when a messenger from Captain 
Nicholson brought me intelligence, that ~irdar Chuttur Sing had marched with 
the whole of the Hurripore force for Hussan Abdal. In an hour, I was in 
motion, with an my levies, to aid Captain Nicholson. We marched, under a 
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burning August sun, forty miles, .and halted three miles on the right rear of the 
Sikh army. Captain Nicholson will inform you of the progress of negotiatioD. 
That matters can .be accommodated amicably I do not see much hope, becau..e 
the Sirdar has, from time to time, made me the sam~ offers of submission, whilst 
writing to Pe~hawur,Jummoo, and Cabool, for as!\istance. In fact, he appears to 
me to be satisfied that his crimes cannot he pardoned. I most sincerely hope I 
may be disappointed. The dash for Attock was clearly al'ranged by a better 
and bolder military genius than Chuttur Sing. It rendered necessary on my part 
the increase of rigor in the blockade at Pukli and Nowa ShihI'. I have nei
ther table, chair, nor tent; my ink is nearly dried up by the intense heat; so I 

that I trust yon will kindly excuse this slovenly note. Captain Nicholson occu- . 
pies a strong post upon the Attock road. I hold back, to act in concert upon the 
real', or flank, of the enemy; Considering how very leniently you have judged 
of Sirdar Chuttur Sing, I cannot understand why he should thus persist in his 
rebellion, hopeless as it appears. There is some mystery requiring explana
tion. Had your letters reached me previous to the close of my negotiations 
with the Sirdar, I should, certainly, have felt myself authorized to hold out great 
hopes of forgiveness. As it was, I could only say that I could not take upon 
myself to pronounee a pardon, but that, considering his rank, position, and the 
merits of his son, in the eyes of our Government, I thought he had good reason 
for hope. If Chuttur Sing did not encourage, or wink at, the Pukli mutiny, 
his word is worthy of all evidence in the case of Can ora's death. But if, as I 
think I can prove, he was a fomenter of that mutiny, then Canora's death was 
a deliberate murder, to get rid of the only loyal officer of the Hazara field force. 
You assume for granted his statem~nt that Hurripore was threatened. Hurri
pore was never safer. None of the Moolkias were thinking of it, and nothing 
had been done but to gua'l'd the pass out of Pukli. The Pukli brigade was not, 
as you suppose, invested. The strictest orders were given not to molest it, 
nor to stint its supplies or communications, so long as it should stand fast; and 
these m'ders were well obeyed. Afterwards, I resorted to severer precautions, on 
finding that Chuttur Sing had summoned troops to his aid. 

Inclosure 18 in No. 36. 

Major Lawrence to the Resident at Lahore. 

Peshawm', August 23, 1848. 
LAST night, I got the Governor, Sinlar Golab Sing, to return to his house, 

adjoining mine, and immediately visited him. 
Hoth he and his son, Colonel Alia Sing, are. decidedly, of opinion that no 

time should be lost in sending a light brigade of British troops, consisting of' not 
lcss than one troop of horse artillery, one regiment of cavnlry, and three regimcnts 
of iufimtry, one being European, to coerce the Sikh foree in Hazara, whom, it is 
tolly to SlIPPOSe', can be subdued by the people of the country. 

They considcr that the measure, so fitr from being likely to irritate, 01' distmb, 
the force here (as Captain Abbott supposes), would gi\"e them confiden.ce. and 
confil1l1 them in tlleir present good conduct; and that one brig-ade would be 
ample, if put. in motion at once, the rumour of which would deter many from 
joining the Sirdal'. 

H I nllly be allowed, I myself would suggest, that a second brigade, with 
the addition of a light field battery. should follow,with all practicable expedition, 
to obviate all possible risk of failure; but, on no account, would delay for it the 
mareh of the fil·St. 

. J:o'l'Om what I can learn, Sirdat· Cillittur Sing wonld appear to ha"e no 
intention of "oming to an amicable arrangement, unless he and his troops are, first, 
assured of an entire indemnity for past offl'nces, with which, I have ah'Cady said, 
it is impossible we Catl cO~lply. 

Therefore, as he has wealth, extensive possessions, and is looked up to by 
the Khalsas as the last lIf their old Sirdars, unless promptly and efficiently 
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orushed,we shall find him a fonnidable opponent. Many; whom I eonsnltea; 
think more so than the Dewan of Mooltan. 

It seems hardly necessary for me to observe that, holding, as he does, large 
Jagheers between this and Lahore, by wllich he has nearly thc'whole country at 
his command, if he is suffered to remain. for any length of time, in a state of 
l·ebellion,· this force, already sufficiently isolated, will be entirely cut offfrom the 
capital, whence we draw all our supplies of pay and military stores. ' 

Inclosure 19 in No. 36. 

The Resident at Lah01'e to Captain Abbott. 

Luho1"t!, August 24, 1848. 
I HAVE told you, when you assured me that a part of the Hazara field 

force was about to rise a"ooainst the Government, in aid of the rebellion in 
Mooltan, that, if they did rise, I hoped you would use your influence with the 
Mahomedans around you, whose hatred of the Sikhs is· notorious, to prevent 
their leaving Hazara sc~theless; but, at the same time, I cautioned you that there 
must be no doubt in the case; the insurrectionary movement must have been 
made, before you took active measures for its suppression. 

I have given you no authority to raise levies, and organize paid bands of 
~oldiers, to meet an emergency, of the occun'ence of 'which I have always been 
somewhat sceptical. 

I cannot approve of your having abstained from communication with the 
~ azim on the state of his administration, for the purpose of making his silence, or 
otherwise, on the subject, a test whcreby his guilt, or innocence, was to be deter
mined by you. You had, already, withdrawn your office to a distance from the 
scat of Government, and had ceased all personal communication with the Nazim;' 
and you had told the Nazim's vakeel that you had no confidence in his master. 
It is not to be wondered at that, under such circumstances, a weak, pI'oud chief 
should feel offended, and become snllen, and be silent as to the disaffected state 
of the troops under his Government, if he was really aware of the fact. 

It is much, I think, to be lamented that you have kept the Nazim at a 
distance from you; have resisted his offers and suggestions to be allowed himself 
to reside near you, or to have his son, Ootar Sing, to represent him at Shirwan ; 
and that you have judged of the purposes, and feelings, and fidelity. of the 
~azim and the troops, from the reports of spies and informers, very probably 
interested in misrepresenting the real state of aflilirs. 

I think, under the circumstances, the making the communication YOIl 

describe, on the 13th, in the mode you mention, was far from judicious; it would, 
ussuredly, have the effect of outraging the Nazim's feelings, if innocent, and of 
exasperating llim, if guilty. 

None of the accounts that have yet been made, justifies,)'ou in calling the 
death of Commedan Canora a murder, nor in asserting that it was premeditated 
by Sirdar Chuttur Sing. That matter has yet to be investigated. 

You will understand the above l'emal'ks, as I'eferring to your conduct before 
the outbreak on the Gth of the month-and as giving my opinion thereon, 
gathel'ea from a perusal of the papers which have been lately laid before me. 
Your proceedings, since Sirdar Chuttur Sing commenced his openly rebellious 
conduct, to meet thc state of things which had arisen, (fi'om whatever cause) 
have been prompt Dnd energetic, and your combinations for preventing the 
accomplishment, by thc troops, of any treasonable purposes they may have eoter
tuined, Rnd for circumventing the rebellious desigus of' the Nazim, have been' 
judicious and effective. To the energy, and efficient character, of those proceed
ings, I consider the failure of the Sil'dar's schemes, and t,e hopelessness of the 
insurrectionary movement, attlibutable, 

In the above proceedings you have been ably seconded by Captain 
Nicholson, and, as you described, aided by Lieutenant Robinson. , . 

It remains to be seen, if your influence with the chiefs and people whom 
you have called to YOl\l' aid, will enable YOll to induce them to return peaceably 
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tQ ,their homes and occupations, should no cause for active operations have 
arisen, and to give up again the strongholds they are said to have forcibly pos
sessed themselves of. 
,,' 'If the Hazara chiefs evince as much readiness to restore peace and order 
at your bidding, as they have shown to rise for war at your beck, it will be 
Ilighly to their credit, and will render them deserving the consideration and' 
iiLVor of their Government. 

Inclosure 20 in No. 36. 

Captain Abbott to the Resident at Lahore. 

Bul/ur, Hazara, August 25, 184,8. 
QOTAR SING not having waited upon Captain Nicholson, according to. 

promise, I prepared for severe measures with Sirdar Chuttnr Sing's force, and 
marched up my levies, about 2,000 strong, to within a mile of his camp, expect
ing that his bl'igade wonld attempt, this morning, the passage ofthe ravine: . I 
had been busy; all night, in preparing to undermine the gun road. It is probable 
that these hints had their effect, for, on riding ovcr to the ravine to select a mort' 
effective position for my camp, I met Dotal' Sing, saluted him, and passed him 
over to Captain Nicbolson. I supposed his coming was to be regarded as a 
return of the Sirdar to his allegiance. But Captain Nicholson writes to me, that 
he insists upon the dismissal of my force, previous to the return of the mutinous 
regiments to their duty. Now, I did not assemble one of the men with me, 
until he had called the regiments mutinously around him; and it is quite out of 
the question to dismiss a mall, until he and his army obey orders. He is, evi
dently, anxious to gain time, and has no disposition to submit. I hope Nichol
son will cut short the conference, as, in such negotiations, the honest party is, 
generally, the loser, and it is difficult to keep together long such a force as mine. 
'fhe Sirdal', whilst professing submission, and promising to send his son, has 
sent another son, Taiga Sing, to Rawul Pindee. who has marched up the force 
there, towards Margulla. The whole of his conduct bears the undoubted stamp 
of insincerity. Fear alone can make him hold to any promise, 01' agreement., 

. Inclosure 21 in No, 36. 

Oaptain Abbott to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Sooltanpoor, Hazara, August 26, 1848. 
THE result of Dotal' Sing's conference with Captain Nicholson was, that 

no settlement was made. But Captain Nicholson agreed, that I should withdmw 
my levies to a distance, "'hidl I havc, very 'reluctantly, done. ' 

Few' alone hrpught Ootar Sing to Captain Nicholson's camp. They IIrc 
I\mking efforts to get up Peltuub Sing's regiment, by some by-road, whilst 
the conference .Ia.~ts. It has actually marchcd for this PUl1'0SC, by order of 
Chuttur Sing, which I consider a breach of all good faith. The brigade is still 
hulted opposite the Moti I11vine, which thl'Y have not dared to cross. My: proper 
post is in that rm;n(' ; but. by th" tl'rms of compa<i, I am camped about two and 
almlf miles south of it, on elcyated ground, above the Hurroo. Pl'rtaub Sing'" 
eorps will, prob!\hly, emkavour to g<:'t round by Jhung. Matters are so involved 
that peace seems to me impossible. l\Iy orders regarding the Gnhundia and NowlI 
Shihr forces werc stringent, on learning the march of Chuttur Sing southward. 
[ ClIllllot alter them, on the faint chance he holds out of submission. I helieve 
that Imd I, at once, l'l'occet\eci, according to my wish, to cut off his supplies, nnel 
driw slct'p fl.·om his eyelids, he, or 'his brigad,', would hayc submitted cre now. 
The Torbaila and Bnrookote forts have submitted to mc, and so, 'perhaps, had all 
the hill KIrts', but that I have l'Cpl'ess('d the zl'al of the mountainl'crs, who delight 
~.'rcnt.l~· in pulling thl'm down. All their garrisons would sUn'end,'r, were Ch.uttur 
Sin/( defellted. Sil'dal' Chuttur Sing'S tbr' of Syedpoorfell, before the zeil of th" 
UCl"blUls. I gave no ol'dl'1' to this efieet, and ha\'c re~istl'd all offers to des'Toy his 
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pr.ivate property, which, as it is the patrimony of the Geeb1)as, that high-spirited 
race were too ready to effect. I hear, to-day, that Chuttur Sing's levies, drawn 
from his Jagheer of KullaI', have joined Pertaub Sing's regiment. 

In this ~e, I shull. give permission to in."e~t .his castles. T~ere is a report 
that Oot8l' Smg had agam waited upon Captam NlCbolson, accordmg to promise. 
I shall regret this, if true. I do not think he should be received, whilst Chuttur 
Sing is acting treacherously, in advancing his forces fi'om Rawul Pindee .• 

. The decision Chuttur Sing is called upon to give, requires but an hour; to 
dismiss his mutinous corps to their cantonments, and to submit himself to your 
decision, of whose favorable view I have ilj.formed him. Every hour gained by 
him is the loss of four hours to us. 

I earnestly hope the leniency offered to Sirdar Chuttur Sing may have some 
. effect ; but I confess I do not anticipate any good result, because he has had 
from me ample assurance of your kind disposition towards him, and is, whilst 
parleying, hurrying up Pertaub Sing's corps, to aid ~lis rebellious projects. He 
never made a move without the will of Sirdar Jhunda Sing, whilst the latter 
was with him. If Sirdar Jhunda Sing be sincere in his desire to pacify matters" 
it is marvellous that, for the first time in his life, he has no influence with ChuttUf 
Sing, to divert him from his own ruin. It is impossible to conceive such 
madness, if Chuttur Sing be conscious of innocence of the Gahundia mutiny. 
Shots, it is said, have been exchanged between Pertaub. Sing's corps and the 
defenders of the Margulla pass; to-morrow must show something important. I do. 
not think Golab Sing cognizant of his father's guilt, but I believe that Golab 
Sing's vakeel did his utmost to strengthen the Hazara corps in their rebellion. 

Inclosure 22 in No. 36. 

Captain Abbott to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Hussan Abdal, August 27, 1848. 
I HOPE my late letters have been received, as they would have prepared 

you for the event of last night, predicted by me, from the moment that Sikh 
overtures were received as honest t.enders. On the 25th, finding that Sirdar. 
Chuttur Sing had neglected to fulfil his promise of sending his son to Captain 
Nicholson, I advanced my levies· within It. mile of his· camp, and, half an 
hoor after their arrival, the son was sent to wait upon Captain Nicholson, but 
with no authority to conclude any amicable compact·. The same night Captain 
Nicholson wrote to me that the Sirdar complained of my having advanced my force, 
after the departure of Ootar Sing. Captain Nicholson stated, that he had agreed 
that my force should be withdrawn. I remonstrated upon what appeal'ed to me 
the impolicy, and danger, of this retrograde movement, but carried it out, lcst a 
British officer should be accused of breach of faith. As Captain Nicholson had 
linlited the period for negotiation to the evening of the 26th, I selected a position 
overlooking the enemy's camp, and rather anxiously watched it, during the day, 
through my telescope. There was no movement until evening, when Ootar 
Sing (Sird8l' Chuttur Sing's son) was still in Captain Nicholson's camp, and 
Sird8l' Jhunda Sing had ridden over, to offer Sirdar Chuttur Sing the merciful, 
and considerate, terms dictated in your official despatch, and accepted with a 
thousand professions of humility and loyalty by the Sirdar. It was then that 
my attention was attraCted by a body of Sikh horse (Sirdar Jhunda Sing's) 
galloping from the Sikh camp, and, on observing· the said camp, it was, e.vidently, 
packed up for a .move, so that, during the conference between J:he two Sirdars, 
and whilst Ootar Sing, to blind Captain Nicholson's eyes, was in attendance upon 
him, Sirdar Chuttur Sing was actually prosecuting his rebellion by means of a. 
breach of faith. I, immediately, got together my levy with all possible speed, and 
hastened to the Moti ravine, in the hope of occupying it in time to dispute their 
passage. But the Mussulmans who observe the (ast rigi~y, were gasping through 
tbirst. I, however, halted for a moment, and encour~ed each separate Oole, 
showing them that night was favorable to their cause, that the fire of tlle guns 
would be harmless, and the sabre master of the ravine; and they pursued their 
way in light spirits. On approaching the ravine; I perceived, through the. 
twilight, two dark masses which appeared to be elephants, and, thinking to catch 
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those animals with the guns upon their backs, made a. dash at them with my 
cavalry. The howitzers, however, were loaded, and in position, and opened a 
fire which swept the whole line of my approach, so that I was obliged to draw 
the horsemen off, to the right, under cover of the village Tandeh, and to one of 
the processes of the Moti ravine .. I, then, returned to look after the foot, which 
had wholly disappeared, having dived into a small ravine, when first the artillery. 
opened upon it. In the darkness of the night, it was long before I could discover 
a single Gale, and very long, ere any considerable partioD. could be thrown into 
the ravine. I saw, with feelings of extreme impatience, a long column of dust, 
indicating that much of the Sikh force. had already passed over, and, by the time 
that, having entered the ravine, I had penetrated down it to the gun road, not a. 
straggler was left on the farther side. . I tried to rally my people to an attack 
with the sabre; but, either they had been bribed to remain inactive, or their fears 
made them so, for neither encouragement~nor taunt, could persuade more than a 
handful to follow the Sikh march along the l·avine, which, for half a mile, ran 
parallel to it. I, then, after many fruitless attempts to inspire confidence, ordered 
the force out of the ravine, that we might unite with Captain Nicholson's camp at 
Pohr. Owing to the extreme darkness, and our ignorance of the relative position 
of the different elements of the Sikh army, I made no attempt to charge with 
the cavah-y, about 100 strong, I reached Captain Nicholson, some hours before 
day-break. He had been told that this move was consequent upon the erroneous 
intelligence conveyed to the Sikh camp, that Ootar Sing had been imprisoned by 
him. If so, that intelligence was issued with the approval of Sirdar Chuttur 
Sing, who has made no explanation of the treachery to this moment. It will 
be observed, how accurately I estimated the import of Ootar Sing's presence, 
when any treason of Sirdar Chuttur Sing is a foot. It gives perfect assurance oC 
his good faith to the person whom he attends, and it renders it impossible for the 
Government to believe that a father can be hatching rebellion, whilst his son is 
a hostage for his good faith. It, also, gives an insigh.t into the counsels of the 
party upon whom he is attendant. Captain Nicholson and myself marched this 
morning to Hussan Abtlal, to cover Attock, which we conceive must be the object 
the Sirdar has in view. Considering the paramount influence which Sirdar 
Jhunda. Bing has ever possessed over .the mind and counsels of Sirdar Chuttur 
Sing, and that the militaq movements of the latter are far too skilful and bold 
to be attributed to his own suggestion; that the army was actually preparing 
for its passage ofthe ravine, whilst the two Sirdars were in conference; and that 
Sirdar Jhunda Sing gave no intimation of the design; it does not appear to me 
sare that he ~hould, any further, possess in1luence over our counsels, or knowledge 
of our designs. Captain Nicholson has, I believe, informed him, that if he cannot 
bring the anny, or the Sirdar, to obedience, by noon this day, he will receive his 
dismissal to return to Lahore: a, measure in whi.ch I heartily concur. The deep 
and artful treachery of Sil'dnr Chuttur Sing will, 1 trust, now appear evident, and 
the precautions tnken by m" to foil it, w ben first discovered, will no longer seem 
to have been dictated by un10unded suspicions. 

Inclosure 23 in No. 36. 

Captain Nicholson to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Hussan .&bdal, .&ugust 27, 1848. 
PERTAUB SING'S regiment, yesterday, crossed by a pass four miles to the 

southward of M&l;gulla, which latter a detachment of my lcvies was watching. 
In the evening, while Sirdar Ootar Sing was with me, Sirdar Chuttur Sing 

advanced his force, in direct violation of a promise not to. move, made by him to 
Sirdar Jhunda Sing, an hour previous. This brought him in contact with Cap
tain Abbott's levies, and a skirmish commenced, which lasted till past midnight, 
when the MoolkillS, having exyended their ammunition. and showed their total 
unfitness to combat with regular troop>!, fell back, though without loss. as they 
hOO fought from the shelter afforded by a large ravine. This move was made 
by Sirdar Chuttur Sing, after the receipt of the inclosures which accompanied 
your letter to me of the 23rd instant, and after a written promise, given by him 
to Jhunda Sing, to obey the Durbar's and your. Ol"ders in everything. 
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'This morning, Captain Abbott and myself fell back on Hussan Abdal, and 
th~ Sirdal' advanced to Oosman Khatir. 

To-mOiTow, he will be joined by Pertaub Sing's regiment, and, no doubt, 
OCCUPY the Margulla pass, and Kalateraie. , 
. We cannot expect that, with the force now at his disposal, the Sirdar will 

abstain from advancing on H ussan Abdal, and Attock; and, as last night's skir
mish 'has shown how little olirlevies ar~ to be depended on, we shall, most 
probably, not attempt to defend the former, but Captain Abbott will return to 
Nara, while I throw myself into the fort of Attock. .. , t 

- In addition to what I have already urged of the necessity of speedily send-· 
ing up troops, I can add nothing. 

Inclosure 24 in No. 36. 

Major-General Whish to the ·Adjutant-General. 

,Camp; before Mooltan, August 28, '1648, 
NOTWITHSTANDING the severe sicl~ness that suddenly assailed Her' 

M!~esty's 32nd regiment, during the extremely hot days of the 21st and 2211(1' 
instant, the head-quarters and six and a half companies of that corps joined "this 
camp in much i~proved health, on the 25th instant, but having, I regret to say,~ 
lost ei~,hteen men. The proportion of our sick (European) has thus iilcreased; 
from five to seven per cent., but I trnst only temporarily; and that of the Native' 
branch continues at about one and a half per cent. 

. A most seasonable fall of" rain for an hour, from I P.M. on the 26th' 
instant, has had a most beneficial effect. '. ' 

On the morning of the 22nd instant, as previously ql'ranged with LieiJ.~, 
tcnant Edwardes. I received visits of ceremony from Raja Shere Sing; Sirdar. 
Shumshere Sing, Sindanwalla, Sirdar Soorutt Sing, Majeetia, and other chiefs; 
and, on the following day, from Sirdar Ootar Sing, Khoosial Sing Manyeeal, .. 
Gunda Sing Muttoo, and other Sirdars. ,. . 

Inclosure 25 in No. 36. 

The Resident at Lahqre to Afajor Lawrence, 

Lahore, Augllst 28, 1848. 
I AM: induced to think that the Sirdar will not refuse to obcy the order 

scnt to him from this, on the 23rd instant, summoning him to Lahore; and that 
the troops who are with him will obey the Durbar ordl'r, and \'eturn to their 
cantonments. 

Should the 1\"azim come in, as directed, his conduct and its 1ll0ti\'cS will be 
inquired into, by myself, at Lahore. 

If the troops return; forthwith, to their cantonments, in compliance with the 
purwanna of the Durbar, telling them that they are no longer unde\' the orders. 
of Sirdar Chuttur Sing, and if they commit themselves no further, they must 
be eonsidered not altogether without excuse for their conduct hitherto; {oJ', it 
must be remembered, that they have bcen directed to look to Sirdur Clmttur' 
Sing as their Nazim, and all that they have done, hitherto, has been. by hi~ , 
orders, Doubtless, thcy know that hc was acting in opposition to thc instmc
tions, and actually threatening to qfier armed resistance to Captain Abbott; huC 
they may arguc that the responsibility of their conduct rests with him, and that 
thl'y arc, moreover, only acting all the dcfensh·c. , 

Under no circumstances, would I consent to send a single brigade as you' 
su!!gest, to that distance from all support, and without a reserve. it" a force is 
to bc sent to coerce the Sikh army in Hazara, and o,e of the members of the 
Durbar in rebellion, it must be of' strength sufficient fo crush all opposition that' 
may be offered to it, by the Sikh army in othci' quarterS, who might be expected 
to join, and by the armed popUlation that would, as, vou intimatc, be made to 
rise between this and Hazara, on account of the 'Nazin;, Snch a foree could Bet. 
be collected, without much delay. 
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Inclosure 26 in No. 36. 

Captain Nichouon to tile Resident at Lahore. 

Hussan .Abdal, .August 28, 1848. 
SIRDAR CHUTTUR SING has not yet moved from Oosman Khatil". 

Yesterday evening he was joined by Pertaub Sing's corps, to which he is, to-day, 
disbursing pay and gratuity. Captain Abbott stalted on his return to l'\ara, this 
morning. . ' 

Sirdar Ootar Sing was with me, when his father advanced on Captain 
Abbott's position, on the evening of tpe 26th, and he accompanied me hitq,er, yes
terday morning. Having no reason to believe him cognizant of the treachery per
petrated by his father, (whose conduct has now, I 'conceive, passed the hounds of 
forgiveness,) I proposed to him this morning that he should prove his loyalty by 
proceeding, at once, to Lahore, and joining there his elder brother Sirdar Golab Sing. 
To tIns he assented, and I gave him his rooksut accordingly. Unless his intcn
tion was merely to deceh'e me, which I hope it was not, his dcsertion of his father, 
at this crisis, cannot fail to weaken the latter's cause with the troops. , 

I mentioned, yesterday, that I was unable to oppose the Sirdar in the ficici, 
and, if attacked, should, probably, throw myself into Attock: on more matm'(' 
reflection, however, I am of opinion, that if Major Lawrence can secure that 
fort without me, I could be more usefully cmployed, outside, in harassing the' 
Sikh camp, stopping supplics, cutting off their communications, and preycntin~ 
risings, in other parts of the country, in the Sirdar's favor. At Attock, til<' 
t:ntire of the rest of the district, ami its resources, would be at the Sirdar's 
command. 

I Wl'ote to this eficct to Major Lawrence this morning. Till I receiyc his 
reply, I shall keep bctwecn the Sil,h camp and Attock. _ . 

An ishtiharti'om you and the Durbar, confiscating Chuttur Sing's Jaghc("'" 
'would prevent the armed peasantry on them from joining him. 

Sil'dar Jhunda Sing has, hitherto, effected nothing. I ha,-e desired him to 
exert himself to detach the officers of the force; should he not succeed to some 
t,xtent, in the course of a day qr two, I purpose giving him leave to return to 
Lahore. 

I do not expect to be allowed to I'emwn here to-IDOl'l'OW. 

Inclosure 27 in No. 36. 

Captain j'iicholson to tlte Resident at Lahol·e. 

Hus;an .Abdal, .August 28. Eve/l;':!!. 

YOUNG Ootar Sing has disappointed me by going back to his fathcr. I 
gave him the option of doing so, or proceeding to Lahore, and scarcely expected 
that he would deceive me for no purpose. 

I believe CllUttul' Sing will advance on this, to.morrow, when I must I·cti,·c. 
The intelligence of the al'Iival of a single bIigade on the Chenab now, would get 
lIIe over half the army, and keep my levies staunch; as it is, some of them are. 
naturally enough, in communication with the enemy. 

P.S.-When Pertaub Sing's corps was in open mutiny on the road, I Wl'Ote 
twice to SirdlU' Lal Sing, Morareea, to stop the return leave of absent men, 
~'Oming up, but he did not pay the slightest attention to my orders. 
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Inclosure 28 in No. 36. 

Captain Nicholson to the Resident at Lahore. 

Ca'mp, Boorban, 6 miles west oj Husson Abdul, 
August 29, 1848. 

. AS I expected, I was obliged to evacuate Hussan Abdal, this mor~ing, on 
Chuttur Sirlg's advance. I believe my men are still in Margulla, hut they cannot 
be expected to hold it till. to-morrow. Chuttur Sing will, then, have command of 
the whole line of road from Rotas to Attock, very nearly all of which runs throu.,.h 
bis own, or his son's, Jaghecl's. I will endeavour to lay a new dak via Gheb a~d 
Chuckowal. . 
. I am me:el~ halting here, during the heat of the day; in the evening, I 

purpose contmumg my march towards Attock. If I think the fort can be 
sccured without my prcsence, I shall not shut myself up in it, but endeavour to 
harass the enemy in the field, and keep open our communication between Lahore 
and Peshawur, which would be at once closed, were 1 besieged in the fort. 
. If another week be allowed to elapse, without the dispatch of troops from 
Lahore, the whole of Sind Sagur will declare for Chuttur Sing, and, vC)ry pro
bably, the l'eshawur force also. 

I think my levies would fight 'well, along side ofBritisb troop.... I have had 
some desertions to-day. Chuttur Sing burned a village this morning, which had 
assisted me with men. • . 

Inclosure 29 in No. 36. 

The Res'ident at Lahore to the Secretary to the Government of India. 

Lahore, August'30, 1848. 
I FEAR that Sirdar Chuttur Sing, notwithstanding his protestations of 

loyalty, and his written promise to Sirdar Jhunda Sing to obey the Durbar 
pUl'wanna, and come to Lahore, ordering back to their cantonments the troops he 
had summoned, has no intention of availing himself of the opportunity I have 
afforded him of explaining his conduct, and saving himself from the ruin which 
must, eventually, await him. 

It is just possible that, having now released himself from the rcstraint of the 
armed population, and being altogether a free agent, he may, if the troops will 
let him, come into me; thereby throwing upon Captain Abbott the onus of 
proving that he ever had any disloyal intention, which his obedience to OIeIers, 
and proceeding to J..ahore, would tend to disprove; but I do not expect this .. I 
cannot tell what his intentions, or expectations, lllay be, but thcy Illu~t shortly 
devl'lop themselves. It is believed, in many quarters, that he will be joined by 
the Khalsa troops, and the military population, and will march to the attack of 
Lahore. ' 

Raja l'ej Sing seems now to suspect that this is his object; but hc says, if 
this is his purpose, he must have a strong party, and many fdends here. I have 
not been able, nol' has Raja Tej Sing, to discover that this is the case. 

The depths of Sikh intrigue are, however, unfathomable, though their mis
trust of one another is so great, that their combinations and pluns, generally, 
prove abortive. . 

I am, now, clearly of opinion. that, whatever may be the result of the 
Hazara outbreak, it is necessary that an army assemble at Ferozepore, or some 
other place, on the immediate frontier of the Punjab districts, at as early a date 
as possible, to support theGovemment in the adoption of such measnres as they 
may consider that ~he events of the pa'it six mo,pths call upon them to adopt: 
some measures for the re-organization of the 'uilitary establishments of the 
country must, under any circumetances, be had recourse to.· , 
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Inclosure 30 in No: 36. 

The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary to the Government of India. 

Lahore, September 1, 1848. 
SIRDAR CHUTTUR SING has now fairly, and I think finally, taken his 

line, and will use every endeavour to make his rebellion as formidable as he can. 
His next move will probably be, to march upon Attock, when, Major Law

rence apprehends, the Sikh force in Peshawur will join him. If Lieutenant 
Nicholson gets into the Fort of Attock, and the garrison, which is entirely 

. Mussulman, except the Killedar, remains true, the Sikh army could not reduce 
• it, so long as water and provisions last, and with these it is well stored. 

1'he force at present with Sirdar Chuttur Sing is about 2000 regulars, with 
eight guns, and, perhaps, 1000 armed villagers. Without reinforcements from 
Peshawur or Bunnoo, this force cannot attempt to march, either on Mooltan, or 
Lahore. It would not march from its present position to Mooltan, with artillery, 
in less than sixteen days, by forced marches, at this season of the year; and as 
our heavy guns are expected in camp on the 4th and 5th, I trust the place may 
be in our hands at that time. 

Still, it is very desirable to gain as much time as we can, with reference to 
our operations in Mooltan, and the necessity of marching Europeans. The 
weather is getting much cooler, already, and, twenty days hence, marching to the 
westward and northward of Lahore will be unattended with inconvenience, or 
risk. 

I shall try, therefore, to hold the Sirdar in parley, a short time longer, though 
I have no expectation of his coming in to me. I have, to-day, received from him 
a letter to myself, and an urzee to the Durbar, excusing himself from obeying 
the Uurbar order to come in to Lahore, on the plea that the troops will not 
allow him; and urging that Raja Tej Sing, or Raja Deena Nath, or some 
European officer, be sent out, immediately, to assure the troops and himself, and 
come in with him. 

I have summoned the members of the Durbar to come to me this afternoon, 
and I shall, probably, settle to send Raja Deena Nath to bring in the Sirdar. 
This will be no bad test of the sincerity of tht' Raja's fidelity; if he really desires 
to do so, there can be little doubt of his being able to bring in Sirdar Chuttur 
Sing. If he is in any way mixed up in the rebellion, (as many strongly suspect, 

• though on what grounds I have not been able to discover,) the Sirdar will keep 
him with him, and, in that ease, he is better there than at Lahore. 

I have taken the precaution of requesting Brigadier Campbell, C.B., who is 
commanding the division, during General Whish's absence, to direct that the 
J ullundur moveable column be held in readiness to move, at once, if called upon. 
I shall not, however, move it, unless Sirdar Chuttur Sing. reinforced by other 
troops, or numbers of the disbanded soldiery, marches towards the capital; in 
which case, it will be desirable to repel, and punish him, ere he can arrive. W. e 
could move a light brigade, perhaps, from the troops we now have, which might 
be sufficient, but the intervention of the Ravee presents some difficlJlty to the 
detachment of a small torce from the garrison. . 

. Inclosure 31 in No. 36. 

Captain Nicho18on to Major Lawrence • 

.Attock, noon, .August 31. 
I HAVE been disappointed in not receiving any more men for the last 

• two days.; 600 m!lre are required for the fort, if I am still to keep the field •. 
I have not yet turned out the Sings, but don't, really, see how I can avoid 

it, the risk of keeping them is so very great. I have mentioned that Abbas 
Khan has not Imlf J ee, or intelligence, enough for a situation of trust, and 
that I needed more men for a garrison. 

Cannot either Bowie or Herbert he spared? I have not let in Dun Raj's 
companies, he seems to have some doubts of them himself. 

2U 
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Should you not already have done so, pray, on receipt of this, start 
immediately 600 foot, and.. smart commandant. I think Chuttur Sing 
will be here, .to-morrow. 

Inclosure 32 in No. 36. 

Crzptain Nicholson to Major Lawrence. 

4 P.M., August 31, 1848. 
ON my arrival here, yesterday morning, I wrote to you by horse dak, but, 

'not having yet heard in reply, I fear the letter has not reached you. I noVj' 
write to you, by an express messenger, to say that I cannot remain here, beyond 
io-morrow evening, without doing serious injury to our cause; and to beg you, 
immediately (lD receipt of this, tQ start an efficient commandant for the faithful 
garrison, by express. He can easily come (lver in ,five hours, riding the sowars' 
horses, now at the different stageS on the road. 

I have (though I can ill spare them) put 400 of my Puthans in garrison; 
there should be 600 more here, by to-morrow Dight. The furt is almost certain 
to be invested the following morning. " 

Cannot Bowie br Herbert be spared, for a few days ? ., 

Inclosure 33 in No. 36. 

Major ~Cfl to Captain Nuholson. 

PeshallJ'll,T, 11 P.M., Augut 31. 
YOUR'S of 4 P.M. by your servant Bucksbee Sing, bas just reached. I had, 

in the evening, ordered Mahomed Oosman Khan Nezamoodowlah to start for 
Attock, as your Thannadar, being the best man I could get, and hope he is 
now on the road. Herewith, I send Herbert, though one can ill spare him. 
I have ordered off 200 Khyberries, under Futteh Khan Subadar, and have 
sent Hajee Mahomed to Sirdar Sooltan Mahomed, to get off 400 men, if 
possible, at once. From what I can understand from your man, you have not 
taken into the fort any of the three companies under Dun Raj; the Poorbeah 
company of Ram Sahaie's regiment I shollld think might decidedly be depended 
upon; indeed, I should think all three; as may be the Colonel himself; but 
that is a matter for your own consideration, and, with Herbert and Nezamoo
dowlah, it matters less. 

P.S.-By all means tUrn out all the Sings at once. 
, 

Inclosure 34 in No. 36. 

Major Lu:wrmce to the Resident at Lahore. 

PeshatuUr, September 1, 1848. 
I CANNOT sufficiently regret that such high authorities as the Com

mander-in-Chief and yourself should be of opinion" that, under no circumstances, 
should a single brigade be sent; that no troops, at present, should be sent; and 
that if any, ultimately, are, it will be an overwhelming force, which will take & 

long time to collect." . ' 
The oonsequences of such resolve will, I fear, shortly be so apparent that I 

deem it needless to dilate 011 them. 
YOIl will, long ere this, have found how fallacious ~ your expectation 

of Sirdar Chuttur Sing's meeting Captain Nicholson, and. how little disposed 
the troops are to obey the orders of the Durbarl 

From what I can learn, the deputation of Sirdar Jhunda Sing to adjnst the 
differences between his friend Sirdar Chuttur Sing and the troops on one side, 
and Captain Abbott on the other, has not only signally failed, but JIlany people 
do not scruple to assert that he has intentionally widened the breach. 

.Last night, at 11 o'clo,:k, I received an express from Captain Nicholson 
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from the fort of Attock, urgently calling for additional levies, to the amount of 
600 foot, under a Mahomedan commander, in addition to the 400 he had already 
placed in garrison, having founll it neeessaryto remove the Sikh troops, in whom 
he had no confidence. 

He pressed that the reinforcement sh01'lld he with IUm, by SIUlSet this 
eveaing, lIS the rebel S"n-dar. and troops were confidently expected to beleaguer 
the fort on the morning of the 2nd: I had, some days prenously, sent him one 
comE-any of Colonel Ram Sahaie Sing's. Poorbeah. regiment. and two of Mahome
dan ltamgoles; but these he had kept at Khyrabad, on this side of the river. 

In an hour ofthe rc;ceipt of the express, 200 fOot, under Nezamoodowlah 
Mahomed Oosman Khan, were en route, and, on the exigency of the case, though 
I could. ill spare him,. 1 sent Lieutenant Herbert, who would reach the fort 
by sunrise, to take charge of it, on Lieutenant Nicholson's leaving; which he pur
posed doing, with. the new to keep up the spirits of his raw levies, and do 
as much injury as possible to the rebels. 

I hope, in. the course of the day, to get oft" 400 more men. Sirdar Sooltan 
Mahomed, on whom I called to furnish that number. pleaded that he had given 
them all leave on the festival of Ead. . 

Sirdar Khan Sing, Majeetia, who is not given to volunteering his opinion, 
says, "that should the fort of Attock fall, there can be no .longer any hopes of 
keeping the ,Peshawur force to their duty," and in this opinion all to whom 
I have spoken, fully agree. 

P.S.-Since writing the foregoing, Sirdar Golab Sing has told me that the 
troops are talking among themselves of their two months' pay being due, and the 
little prospect there is of their getting it, as, in the present disturbed state of the 
country between this and the Jhelum, treasure would not be sent. 

Inclosure 35 in No. 36. 

Captain Nicholson to Major Lawrence. 

Attock, September 1, 1848. 
I WAS glad to' see Herbert this morning. 
1 saw to the provisioning of the fort, wheI\ passing through, on my way to 

Hussan Abdal, and there are now three months supplies in it; there is no 
deficiency of amunition either; and, with a trustworthy garrison of 800, or 1000 
men, there is ~o l'CaBon why it should not hold out, while the provisions last. I 
have placed the guns in position, and am having their ammunition stored. 

I have Rat either superseded Surmookh Sing, or turned out any of the 
garrison. but 1 have made arrangements·· so that it can be easily effected. if ever 
necessary. 

I have told Nezamoodowlah that he is commandant of the faithful part 
of the garrison, and SurmoO'kh Sing that he is to do· nothing without con
sulting. him. While Herbert remains, however, Ine will, of course, do 8S he 
pleases. 

. The boats 81'e safer, immediately under the fort,. than at Khymbad, where, at 
night, GOO yru'ds off, we have no· eom~ over them. I have, aecOlldingly, kept. 
them at thiS! side, but moored higher up than formerly. Dun Raj,'s men will not 
now be required; indeed, he told me plainly the otl!er day, that,. should it be' 
necessary to ejeet the inegula.rs, he could not depend on their assisting. I have, 
therefore, told him to stay at Khymbad. 

Chuttur Sing .halted, both yesterday and to-day,. to plllL'!e the faithful ill bis 
camp. 1 believe; it being the Ead. 

It is reported both that the Pukli brigade hM escaped,. and that tlse Ra.wuJ. 
Pindee Goorchurras have joined ChutilD Sing. Both. reports., 00_, Jef}t:Ji.re 
coWirmation.. Should the latter be true, I shall be obliged to alter my pIa cti 
operations, as the enemy will he very superior in. cavalry. You will ha.ve heanl 
that he has boned your Dufturree, Ram Doss. Abbott. is, I believe; ioNesting 
Hurripore, but he will be able to effect nothing against it. 

I gave Jhunda Sing his rooksut yesterday •. 
2U2 
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P. S . ....,.I hear that Chuttur Sing is beginning to think us too strong here, to, 
be' attacked with any chance of success. ,My intel)igellce, however, .since he, 
came into my own ,district, has been anything but authenti.c, ,owing to itij my 
people fearing to incur the displeasure of the stronger party. . . ",'. ,' .• 
,T cannot urge more on the Resident than I have already donef thene,eessity. 

o~ sending up troops. If none!p'e sent, our cause will ind!led be a Q.espe~to; 
one; iri. the course of a fortnight, or three weeks, if not before. . ' ,! 

Inclosure 36 in No. 36. 

The Secretary to the Government of India to the Resident at Lahore. ." . _. '.- " _.. ... ._. 

_F.ort William, September 2, 1848.' 
'HIS Lordship in Council approves of the arrangement which you hav~ 

made, for supplying each of the columns and detachments proceeding to Mooltan, 
with an officer in a political 'capacity. 

-. Inclosure 37 in No. 36. 

Major Lawrence to the ReBident at Lahore. 

Peshawur, September 2, ,1848. 
THE l'CpOrts current to-day, are; that Sirdar Chuttur Sing has given out that l 

he has devoted his head to his God, and will stand, or' fall, in the cause he has r 
espoused. Some say that, if disposed to obey the Durbar's orders, he is too much ( 
in the power of the troops to be a free agent. Colonel Richpaul Sing is said to " 
be the leading spirit of the mutinous soldiery. ' " • .'" 

They are burning, and ravaging, all the' villageS known to havel;endercd' 
Captain Nicholson assistance, and with shouts proclaim the return of' their' 
Gooroojee's rule. .. " " 

Inclosure 38 in No. 36. , 
Major-General Whish to the Adjutqnt-General. 

, 
Camp, before Mooltan, September 2, 1848. 

HAVING, after removal 'to my present gronnd, , expressed .a desire that 
Lieutenant Edwardes' force should advance to the 'position he contemplated 
occupying on my arrival here, near Mosurn Khan's well, it was arranged thst 
this move (from tbe southward) should take place, yesterday, whilst I, accom
panied by Major Napier and officers of his department, made a close reconnoisance 
of the northern face of the fort. . ',.' 

Both objects were, most satisfactorily, effected. . ' 
We passed half an hour, unmolested, near and about the Edga (rendered 

memorable by the treacherous tragedy committed there in April), and were retiring 
from it, when, unexpectedly, the enemy opened a fire from one or two guns,that' 
happily injured no one. They were, however,' in strong force to resist Lieutenant ~ 
Edwardes' advance, as was expected; but he, step by step, ultimately, over
came all opposition, and, with trifling loss, succeeded in forming his camp, with I 

its centre resting upon the gardens called Kutch Byragee and Khodazar, his" 
left on the great Mooltan nullah, and his extreme right half a mile to the right . 
of the Jog Mai, a. temple that his troops took possession of, fora time, but were ' 
ordered to abandon, on account of its not being, for the present, easily tenable; , 

. Lieutenant Edwardes, in his report of yesterday's operations (which, as I 
observed, when visiting his camp this morning, have put all his troops in high . 
spirits), reports' most favorably of the following officers and detachments:
Lieutenants Lake and Pollock, with a party of Daoodpotras, and two companies ' 
of the Sooroojmookhee regiment; and Lieutenant Lumsden's troop of the Guide 
Corps. " . ' 

The conduct of Sh~k Emamooddeen's division;is also, represented as having 
been highly creditable. They killed thirty or forty ofth~ enemy, and captured 
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mimy oftbeir horses, arms, &0.' Raja Shere Sing, too, voluntarily, brought his 
guns into play, and enfiladed the enemy for two or three hours. " ' .~ 

" ,! Lieutenant Edwardes notices,in Ferms of high commendation; the valuable 
services of two vol~teers during the morning, namely. Lieutenant Christopher; 
ohhe Iridian Navy, and Mr. Hugo James, the latter having joined"him from 
Sukkur in June last, when the presence of any European was most acceptable to him. ' ,. ' , . '" 

Before quitting Lieutenant Edwardes' camp, to.day, I decided on a site for a 
rocket battery in its front, which Major Napier immediately directed to be con
structed, and which will, I have no doubt, eommence at sunset this evening, 
under the direction of Captain M'Kenzie, horse artillery. ' 

• 

,Inclosure 39 in No. 36. 

Lieutenant EdwardeB to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, ByrageeGarden" before Mooltan, September 3, 1848. 
IN compliance with your instructions, I took an opportunity of suggesting , 

to Major-General Whish, C.B., commanding the Mooltan 1ield force, the pro
priety of summonmg the garrison pC Mooltan to surrender, before the siege is 
opened, and also of advising the inhabitants to abandon the city, if they valued 

. their lives and property. 
Last night, I received from the Major-General a draft of a proclamation 

to, the above effect, with directions to ,render it into the vernacular, fOI' 
transmission to Mooltan, but, ,(as you will perceive) the name of, the 
MalIaraja4 being not once mentioned, in the document, 'I took' the liberty 
of. hringing the omission to the .General's notice, observing that our Treaty, 
with Duleep Sing is yet in force; that it is against him Dewan Moolraj hll(l 
rebelled; and that, if we were to exclude his name from a proclamation, recalling 
the garrison of a. Punjab fortl'e~ to their allegiance, and mention only the, name 
of Her Britannic Majesty, it would seem as if we had, already, deternIined to. ' 
confiscate the State; whereas, if such a thing happens, it will only be under the 
pressure of events, to which, indeed, we seem 'very neai,'but which have, as yet, 
not elicited from the Government any allusion to such an intention. 

Under these circ)Jmstances, I suggested the addition of the words "and 
lIer ally, His Highness Maharajah Duleep, ~ing," after the sentence "in 
honor of Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen of Great Britain;" and, as the 
Major-Genel'lll has been good enough to approve the alteration, I think it right 
,to report the matter for your information. 

J' ..' 

, 
Inclosure 40 in No. 36., , 

P;oclamation by Major-General W. S. Whish, C.B., Commanding the ~rmy before 
Mooltan, addressed to the Inhabitant., and Garrison thereof. 

. , " . 

>, I mvITE botii to an unconditional surrender" within twenty-four hours after . 
the firing of a royal salute, at sunrise, to.morrow (5th of September), in honor of·. 
Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen of Great Britain. . 

I shall,> otherwise, in obedience to the orders of the Supreme Government' .. 
of lndia, commence hostilities, .on a scale that must insure early. destruction .to,. , 
the rebel traitor and his adherents, who, having begun their resistance to lawful ' 
authority with a most cowardly act of treachery and murderjseek to uphold 
their unrighteous cause, by an appeal to religion, which everyone must know to 
be sheer hypocrisy.,. '. ' ' 

, If the town be surrendered to me, as above suggested, private property will 
be respected; and the garrison of the foIt will be permitted to withdraw unmo
lested, on giving up Dewan Moolraj, and. his immediate as!IPciates, and laying • 

. down their arms, at one of the eastern gates 9f the town, and fort, respectively. 
,.,Given under my hand anc;l seal this 1th day of September, 1848. 
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Inclosure 4fiB No. 36 •. 

The Resid.en.t at Lultorr.e, to. the. Seeretllry t. the Governmen~ nJ Indill. 

. Lalwre., September 5" 1848~. 
THE events related by Captain. Abbott. ~ertainIy, teud to thrOw. very strong 

suspicion on the fidelity, and sincerity of purpose, of Sirdar Jhunda Sing, which 
i~ strengthened by the notoriety of the influence possessed by that person over 
Sirdll1' Chuttur Smg, which was 110t ill descrili>ed by Sird!l1'Golah Sing, who,. on my; 
elCpressing, to him. my hope the,' Jhunda Sing would suc£eed in his mission,. said, 
.. It is well .known that IP1 father would obeY' Sirdar J·huuda.. Sing bemre hilt 
G " ooroo. . ' . 

Sirdar Jhunda Sing was appointed, by tne former Resident; Deputy Governor 
of Hazara, where he was described to me to ha.ve done excellent service, for 
which he was, on many occasions, highly praised Dy Captain Abbott. • 

When itwas determined to send a. force ofDurbll1' troops, the most trustworthy 
that could be found, in the commencement of May last, down the Sind Sagur 
Doab, to aid in the scheme for drawing. a wide cordon round Mooltan, Sird!l1' 
Jbunda Sing was the officer selected by the Durbar to command the force, as. one 
in whom they could place reliance. Captain Abbott,. on the occasion, wrote. in 
high terms of the Sirdar as an intelligent, zealous, and faithful.officer. 

Soon after the defection of a portion of the Churrunjeet regiment of horse,. 
wbich formed part of Sirdar Jhunda Sing's brigade (on. which occasion. the. 
Sird!l1"s conduct was open to no sort of suspicion), Captain Abbott wrote. of Jhunda 
Sing as one connected with the extensive band of conspirators whom he con
sidered as leagued to aid the Mooltan rebellion. 

In support of his opinion" Captain Abbott adduced the supposed diSoh~ 
dience of Sirdar Jhunda Sing to Lieutenant Edwardes' orders, and his mutinous 
march in a prom'bited direction; 

• Upon that occasion, I explained to Captain Abbott*, that if his. opinion or 
Sirdar Jlmnda Sing's disaffection rested on the facts he had mentioned, it was 
without due foundation; for that tbe Sirdar had. closely and scrupulously, obeyed 
my orders in every step he had taken after leaving Hazara; and that he had never 
received any instructions from Lieutenant Edwardes at all:. I praised his subor
dination, and ready obedience, which was somewhat put to the test, for I marched 
him and his brigade to l\'ithin thirty-five miles of Mooltan, and ordered it back 
to· Lahore, just !;lfter Raja Shere Sing's force (of which it was to have formed a 
pBrt) had reached that place, and operations, wherein credit and honor might be 
obtained, were about to be commenced~ . 

Captain Abbottf expressed himself pleased at this refutation of the reports 
of the Sirdar's disobedience and misconduct, of whose character he had, till he 
left him, entertained a high opinion .. 

Sirdar Jhunda Sing had just returned to Lahore, 8.ild taken Ius place in 
Durbar, expecting, and indeed promised by me, to- be sent, without his brigade, 
to Mooltan, when the Hazara outbreak was commenced. His position as 
Deputy Goverlllor oC the province, his. previous .character for seJ:Vice there with 
Captain Abbott, his known. influerure' with SWd8.ll Cbuttur Sing. and! the strongly 
expressed desire of the Durbar, and of Sirdar Golab Sing, that the duty in hand 
should be entrusted to; bim; all plilinted him, out as the fittest person to be sent 
on the mission; which, :I must say, he- undertook with much: apparent reluctance, 
at first, owing, as he said, to' m.y having pnllwsed to; let him go ta. Mooltan. 
where hard blQOWs would: be stFIlCk,. while this was an a.ffi:t.ir in wbich 1110 honor 
could. be gaineti. Afterwards, when I explained to llilftthe importaooe I attached 
to his. mission,. and the vital interests involved in the' rebellion,. he· appeared to. 
undertake the dirty readily, and wita a. desire to. perform it honestly. 

The SiNaIt hM, certainly, accomplished nothin~ of advantage to.· Chuttur 
Sing, or the Government; and Captain Abbott makes out a strong case llo"1linst 
his sincerity om purpose. Still~ LieutenantJ Nieholson, who is DOt. easily deceived, 
contiulles ta: believe' him hDnest, and has, it lould appe&r, take!! him witk him 
to· Atttlck. . • 

I have' directed Raja. Deena.. Nata tl) order Sird'ar Jhunda Sing back to. 
Lahore. WhetheJr he. was treacherous and fuithless, as Captain Abbott believes • 

• s.e my letter to Ca~tain Abbott, dated July 24. Inclosure 1 in No. 36. 
t See Captain Abbott. letter to me dated July 29. Inclosure 2 in No. 36. 
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or not, he cannot act with Captain Abbott" henceforth, at Hazara, and his conduct 
lIllISt be inquired into. 

Sirdar Golab Sing was most importunate with me about sending Raja 
Deena Nath to endeavour to bring in bis father, and to put down the rebel
lion, and he seemed most confident of his success. The Durbar also desired 
it, and the Raja seemed by no means unwilling to undertake the mission. 1 
confess 1 have very littie expectation of his being successful, after an the indul
gent and considerate measures which have, hitherto, failed; and if the lives 
of our district officers "Were not in· jeopardy, and the interests on the frontier 
were not eo vast and important, I should not have considered. 'any further 
attempts at an anricable settlement of the rebellion, necessary or, perhaps, proper; 
but, under the circumstances, I think 1 have acted rightly in using every 
means, Dot inconsistent with the authority·of the British Government, or com
promising my position, "Which have any likelihood, be it never so small, of 
preventing the evil spreading further; and I can see that the -people about 
-the Durbar, who have better means of judging, perhaps, than I am m possession. 
of, do expect that the Raja win bring in the rebel Sirdar with him. 
. I have promised him merely life, and an honorable investigation into 
his conduct-if he have committed no crime beyond what 1 was aware of, 
when Rajah Deena Nath was sent-on the condition of his immediately dis
missing the troops to their cantonments, or leaving them, aud coming in to 
me at Lahore. . 

I, certainly, think that, if on his arrival at RawuI Pindee, the Raja should 
"find an announcement of the occupation of Mooltan by our troops, he may, 
. then. have a better chance of putting down the rebellion; and; as the heavy 
guns were expected at Mooltan to-day, and everything was ready for commencing 
operations against the city on their arrival, it is Vlery probable that that intelli
gence will overtake the Raja, ere he can reach Sirdar Chuttur Sing's camp. 

, 
Inclosure 42 in No. 36. 

Lie'lttenant Edwardes to tke ReSident at Lahb're. 

Camp, Byragee Gardeft8, before Mooltall, 
September 4, 1848. 

THE intentions of Raja Shere Sing must of course be a question of the 
deepest interest to you; and I think it right to lay before you my own impres
sions on the subject. 

If those intentions are to be judged of, by tbe past conduct. of the Raja, 
then, nothing caD. be more satisfactory, or loyal. Since the Raja's arrival before 
MooUan, he has omitted n~ither persuasion, threats, or punishments to keep his 
troops to their duty. He brought to light (about three weeks ago) an extensive 
treasonable correspondence with .Moolraj and his own camp, collected the evi
dence diligently, and, when the crime was fully brought home to Shoojan Sing, 
(a Sikh Jagheerdaree hOl'Seman of some consideratiOll, and still greater notoriety,) 
he carried the extreme sentence of the law into effect, and caused the traitor to 
be blown from one of his own guns. The act was extremely unpopular in the 
Raja's force, and I rather think that he himself expected resistance; for he 
begged very hard that the execution might take place in my camp, instead of his 
own; and when, for political reasons, 1 refused this request, he remarked. "Very 
well, I place my honor in your hands, and you must carry me through the 
consequences. " 

Again, on the 1st of September, when my foroll changed ground, and was 
opposed by the enemy's light troops, in the jungle before Mooltan, Raja Shere 
Sing, of his own accord, mounted his guns on the high bank of the nunah on 
our left, and assisted our. movement by enfilading the rebels. Of course, I 
Jlraised the Raja much, for this voluntary act of zeal and loyalty; and he followed 
It up, on the 3rd of September; by moving out of his camp, and cannonading 
Moolraj's troops at the bridge, whom he threw into great confuSion; .but he was 
obliged to retire, by the heavy guns of the fort, and (1 fimcy) the refusal of 
Sirdar Qotar Sing, and Sirdar Shumshere Smg's division, to share in such 
heretical proceedings! The Raja has, since, acknowledged to me, that .. he never 
expected to effect anything by this move; but he thought it would be a good 
thing to get a few men killed on both sides, so as to destroy the good under-
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standing between his.own Sikhs, and those in the ganison."That he fully suc
ceeded in this object is evidl'nt from his having gained, in the city of Mooltan, 
the nickname of " Raja Sheik Sing;" and the Khalsa of his own camp say, 
tbey believe he is a Mussulman after all 
, The Raja, on tbe occasion above alluded to, seems to have been adhered to, 
only by his new Mussulman troops, the regular infantry regiment of Poorbeahs, 
(suspected by him previously,) and SWars Qotar Sing and Shumshere Sing, who 
were ashamed of their own men. ' 

This being tIle position of affairs, it must be allowed that the Raja has, 
hitherto, put himself very prominently forward, on the side of loyalty, and 
acted, not like one under compulsion, but as if anxious to claim tbe reward of 
service. It is useless attempting to analyze his motives in so doing; for, should 
he continue true to the last, few weuld give him credit for anytbing but pru
dence ; and, should he join tbe rebels to-morrow, it would still be as doubtful as 
it is to-day, whether his past good conduct was dictated 'by approval, or dis
approval, 'of his fatber's projects.. In the latter case, he would try, to the last, to 
save his family; in tbe former, it would be his interest to deceive us, till all was 
ripe for revolution. It is one of those questions which time itself will not 
clear up. . 

Left, thus, to conjecture, I must say that, should Sirdar Chuttur Sing suc
ceed in attracting the Peshawur troops to his standard, and raising anything 
like a national movement against us, I should not expect Raja Shere Sing to 
remain faithful, however well he may be, now, inclined. It would be expecting 
too much from a son and a Sikh. But I believe him, hitherto, to have taken the 
sensible view of Punjab affairs; to be convinced of what I have often told him, 
that another Sikh revolution will annex his country to British India; and that 
he will only fall away at the last moment, when betrayed by either the reproaches, 

. or successes, of his father. 
The Raja and myself are on the best terms. We discuss Chuttor Sing's 

conduct, as if he was not his father; and I never disguise any bad news I hear 
of him. Neither do I pretend to be blind to the difficulties of the Raja's posi
tion, bot fairly meet them with the best advice, and most friendly encouragement, 
I can offer. Lastly, I appeal to his self-interest, and urge him, shoul,d his father 
ruio the State, to save at least his own Jagheers oot of the wreck. ·The Raja is, 
I am sure, quite convinced of my sincere desire to stand his friend, and tbat I 
will bear ample testimony to his good conduct, so that he has every inducement 
to continue it; and it is only justice to him to say, that he has, latterly, more than 
once, and with. much warmth, declared that, having received from both yoo and 
me written assurances that he is not considered responsible in any way for his 
father, he washes his hands of the projects in which he seems engaged, con
sidering it the part of a good son to oppose, instead of shl!-ring, his father's 
folly. 

Inclosure 43 in No. 36. 

Lieuttmant Edwardes to the Resident. 

Camp, ,Byragee Gardens, before MOOltaR, 
September 7. 1848. 

BY the invitation of Major-General Whish, C.B., coinmanding the Mooltan 
'field-force, I, yesterday morning, attended a meeting of officers at the General's 
tent, to arrange, finally, a plan of attack on the fort and city of Mooltan. 

There were present, 118 well 118 I can recollect, the following officers :
Major-Gencral Whish, C.B., Commanding the Field }<'orce; Colonel Drum

mond, C.B., Depoty Qtlll.lter-Mll8ter General; Major Napier, Chief Engi~eer; 
Major Garbett, Artillery; Major Becher, Assistant Quarter-Master General; 
Captain Siddons, Assistant Engineer; Captain Garforth, Engineer; Captain 
Whish, Assistant-Adjutant General; General Cortlandt, Sikh Service; Lieute
uant Lake, Engineers, in charge of the Daoodpotra army. 

Major Napier laid two plans before the Major-General:-
1st. To take, first, the town of Mooltan, by a coup-de.main, at any cost, in 

one day, by the whole foroe moving down in .line, getting within battering dis
tance of the Khoonee Boorj, and storming the breach as soon as practicable. 

2nd. To march round to the north,and attack the citadel, by regular 
approaches. 
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, Major Napier admitted that the first plan must cost life: if successful; and 
", might prove a failure; but he r.,commended the risk being run, for political 

reasons, and with reference to the state of the Punjab generally, which renders 
an immediate moral effect necessary; and, this being the avowed reason on which 

. ,Major Napier advised a coup-de-main, the Major-General called upon me, as in 
,your confidence, to state whether I considered the times demanded that so great 

, Ii risk, and certain loss of life, should be incurred? I, respectfully,. submitted my 
opinion, that, Sirdar Chuttur Sing having advanced from Hazara, contrary to all 
orders, things had gone too far wrong to be rectified, by the simple capture of the 

" city ofMooltan; that, as the Sirdar had asked for Raja Deena Nath to be sent to 
: him, and you had complied with that request, it appeared to be Chuttur Sing's 
· object to gain time to feel the pulse of the PeshawUl' troops, befOl'e he finally 
· committed himself, but that I thought the Peshawur troops -would, at any rete, 
stand fast, and await the result of the conference between, perhaps. the two most 

· sagacious men in the Punjab. Deena Nath, I have ever regarded as, at heart, 
.' bitterly opposed to our administration, and, ostensibly deputed to bring in Chuttur 
$ing. I should expect that their discussion, will be all as to the possibility ·of 
holding out. Yet. it is on this alone that I think any ·hope rests, of preserving 
the peace of the Punjab'; for, whatever may be Deena Nath's inclinations. they 
seldom prejudice his judgment. Sympathizing with the Sirdar's aspirations, he 
will still point out to him that, however the siege of Mooltan may embarrass us 
for the time. in the end we can crush the Khalsa army, as easily as, once, we 

. spared it; and that the only result of a rebellion would be the final extinction 
of the Raj. Whether Chuttur Sing will listen to this prudent advice, is another 
. question. I merely spoke to the probability that things in Hazara will remain in' 
ata/u quo, until Deena Nath's arrival. and, consequently, that there is no imme
diate necessity for precipitating the attack on Mooltan. General Whish said that, 
,this being the cw;e. he sbould reject, at once the idea of a coup-de'main, which, 
.,in his opinion, would be justified only by urgent political necessity. Theopinion 
qf all the officers present was, also. against a coup-de-main. 

,Plan No.2, was then discussed. and Major Napier explained, that it was the 
,one most conso.nant to military science .• He wished. however, to know from me, 
whether. if .we marched to the north of Mooltan. I could undel'taketo keep 
open the communication with Babawulpore ? 1 replied, that 1 was willing to do 
'so ; but, by water. not by land;. and, therefore, the communication would be' slow. 
It would also invohe the detachment of a strong body of men, to guard Shoo
jabad, .• Colonel Drummond expressed a ,belief, that there was. no water for a 
camp north of MooUan. and almost every body was of.opinion, that the change 
of place would be construed by the natives into a defeat. Under these circum-
stances. plan No.. 2. was given up. . 

Lieutenant 'Lake submitted a proposition, to run a trench from the battery 
on the extreme right of the paoodpotra camp, north-east, to a point called Ram
teerut. which would be upwards of a mile; and to throw up heavy-gun batteries 
at such points of this entrenchment as would drive away the enemy, without 
much loss of life. and with certain success. This plan being, generally, approved 

· o~ was, at last, adopted; and. this morning, General Whish moved the right of 
his camp to the left, and I extended my right, so as to bring the two forces 
closer to each other; and, at day-light, the trench was traced, and opened out. 
Thus the base' of operations has been laid down, and, I trust, that all will now 
goon prosperously to a happy issue. , 

Mooiraj has. I think, gained more by recruits from the Manjha, during the 
last fortnight, than he has lost by desertions; and the corrupt and disloyal conduct 
of the Kardars between Mooltan and Lahore, in allowing these parties to pass, 
cannot be too severely censured. No preventive measures which the <civil 
authorities may devise can he eifectilVe, if opposed by the whole native executive 
of the country. 

You ask me as to the TW fate of Bhaee Maharaj: I believe that he was, as 
first reported, drowned,after the fight with Mabee Sing's .force. and that his 
pretended resuscitation at Mooltan was an imposture. His name even is, now, 
seldom heard; but, whenever the question is asked, the Sikhs of course favor the 
notion that the Bhaee has voluntarily retired, fDr a short space, and will revisit 
his followers, at leisure. 

2X 
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Inclosure 44 in No. 36 •. ' 
• 

The Resident at Lahore to the Commander-in-Chief.· 
,. • -".' • • ,I 

Lahore, September {3, 1848.' 
. I HAVE. very little hope of anything satisfactory arising from the filissio'n 

of Raja Deena Nath, and I am of opinion that measures, for putting down this 
rebe1lio~, by coer~in~ the rebel force, should not be delayed, pending the issu~ 9f 
the Raja's negotIatiOns. '., i 

The efficient measures taken by Captain Nicholson, in communication 
with Major Lawrence, for the security of the Fort of Attock, seem to have con
vinced the Sirdar that its reduction was beyond his power, and he knows that, 
unless it be reduced, there is much probability that the Peshawur force may not 
join the rebel standard. If the Fort of Attock were to fall into the hands of 
Chuttur Sing, there is scarcely a doubt that the Sikh portion of the Peshawur 
troops would immediately join, and the Bunnoo force would endeavour to follow 
the. example. . ' 

Sirdar Chuttur Sing had advanced two marches from Hussan Abdal towards 
Attock, where he remained for some days; he fell back, on the first of the. month, 
one march, and returned to Hussan Abdal, on the second. 

He has sent his son, Sirdar Ootar Sing, 16 the family estate of Bagh Bootah, 
near Rawul Pindee, as it is said, to raise levies, and join him again, at the latter 
place. . . 

The Sirdar is himself sending troops and guns to endeavour to open the 
Hazara passes, and release the Pukli brigade, still sUlTounded, in Gahundia" .by 
the Mahomedan levies under Captain Abbott and Lieutenant Robinson. , ' 

Captain Nicholson, with his levies, has followed the Sirdar, and is encamped 
within a few miles of him, watching his movements. 

New levies from his Jagheers are daily joining the Sirdar, and Sikhs from 
the l\fanjha, to the amount of some thousands, are reported, by the Durbar 
officials, to have proceeded towards Hazara, for the same purpose. 

The countrjr, from Attock to beyond Rawnl Pindee, is in a very disturbed 
state, and the communication with Peshawnr, by that route, is very uncertain, 
. Major Lawrence, Captain Abbott, and Captain Nicholson, all urge, in 

the strongest terms, the immediate necessity of sending British troops to the 
scene of the rebellion, as the only possible means of its suppression. • 

As I said before, I have but little hope of Raja Deena Nath's mission 
effecting the suppression of this disturbance; in fact, I was mainly induced to 
adopt the proposition to send bim, in order· to gain time. The Raja being 
unsuccessful, the rebellion must be put down by force of British arms, whether 
the Sirdar remains in the country between the Jhelum and the Attock, where 
his own Jagheers lie, or if, as he declares is his purpose, when joined by the 
Gahundia brigade, he march upon Lahore. 

Every day's delay in the moving of Blitish troops will give confidence to the J 

disaffected. who will swell the ranks of the Sirdar. and render more formidable 
the character of the rebellion. As yet no chiefs have, openly, joined him; doubt-
less, he has the sympathies, and secret support, of many.. . 

We should lose no tiIpe in making preparations for meeting either emer
gency, the organizatioll of extensive rebellion beyond the Jhelum, or the march
ing of the rebel force towards the capital. 

For this purpose, I propose the following ar1'8ngements upon which I should 
wish to have the benefit of your Lordship's opini~n, and advice, at the _ earliest 
possible moment. . , 

1st: 'fo move up from Jullundur, Brigadier Wheeler, with the .lullundur 
moveable column, and one of the three regiments of cavalry in the Jullundur, 
across the Beas, and via Umritsur and the Meanee ferry, across the Ravee, to 
Eminabad, about thirty-three miles north-west of .Lahore. It will take this forCe 
about thirteen or fourteen days, moving by easy marches, from Jullundur. to 
Eminabad. I shall not put them in motion, till I receive your Lordshjp's reply, 
unless Sirdar Chuttur Sing, in the meantime, moves towards Lahore, when, I 
bhould send orders for the force marching at once. 

2ndly. If Sirdar Chuttur Sing comes to the Chenab, I would, immediately, 
move out from Lahore the force described in the letter to my address from 
Brigadier Campbell, C.B., dated the 6th instant, (a copy of which, with its reply, 
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has been, I believe, forwarded by the brigadier to your Lordship.) This detach
ment could join Brigadier Wheeler's column at Eminabad, in three marches; and 
the so united force would be enough to c1"l1sh anything Sirdar Chuttur Sing could 
bring B"o-ainst it. " , ' 

If Sirdar Chuttur Sing should not cross the Jhelum, but continue in rebellion 
in the. Sind Sagur Doab, the force under Brigadier Wheeler would halt at 
.Eminabad, until it can be joined by a full brigade, and until arrangements can be 
'made for, at the same time, organizing' a third brigade, to follow in support ofthe 
advance column, and securing the safety of the garrison of Lahore, during the 
'absence of the force to the westward. 

In order to effect the accomplishment of these objects, at the' earliest possible 
'date, I would propose that the army of reserve, should be directed to assemble 
at Lahore, instead of at Ferozepore. . ' 
, ' I consider it most desirable on ev('ry a~count, in referencc to the events of 
,the last few months, that the place for assembIin~ the army of reserve should 
be Lahore. ' ' 

Should the expedition to the north-west, I haye contemplated above, be 
'necessary, and it seems to me, now, almost inevitable, the base of operations 
must be Lahore, and the arrival here of regiment after regiment, of infantry and 

'cavah'y, and troop after troop, of artillery, will enable the officer commanding the 
army to organize the hrigades required in advance, without delay, and, at the 
same time, to secure the safety of the garrison, which Illight, otherwise, be com
promised by the withdrawal of the troops ueeessary for their formation. 
" 'Should the expedition to the north-west not be necessary. still. the arrange
ments of the Government, in respect to the Punjab, for facilitating the accom

'plishment of which the' formation of the army of ,reserre has been determined 
'on,will have to be calTied out at Lahore, and the presence of the army here will 
be most salutary. ' 

I "To Lahore, moreover, nearly every regiment, troop, and battery, which is 
to constitute the army, must eventually, under all circumstances, come. 

" The effect of troops marching through the ./ullundur Doab. and Manjha, 
'and from Ferozepore at this time, will be most beneficial in keeping quiet the 
disaffected, and assuring the well-disposed, and preventing the spread of the 

{'rebellion, as will the knowledge, which will soon be promulgated, that the order 
has gone forth for the assembly, forthwith, of an army at Lahore. 

I would earnestly request your Lordship's early consideration of the above 
suggestions.' The crisis is an important one'; and I am satisfied that the' sooner 
the troops are in motion the less will be the wOl'k eventually to be performed. 

, I would recommend that the 29th, from Kussowlee, now en route to Feroze
'pore, should be directed to continue its march, accompanied by one of the corps 
of native infantry, now at Ferozepore', to Lahore. This would bring hither the 
two regiments, by about the 23rd of this month. , 

Inclosure 45 in No. 36. 

'Ihe Resident at Lahore to the Secretary to the Government of ['Idia. 

Lahore, September 8, 1848. 
, I AGREE with Lieutenant Edwardes in thinking, that Raja Shere Sing, 
after all that he has done, will not cOlnmit himself, unless his father's rebellion 
is more successful than, I hope, it will be ; but, if the rebellion assume the national 
f)haracter which the Sirdnr desires to attach to it, and becomes more general, I 
cannot expect that Raja Shere Sing will continue faithful. ' 

As yet, no chief has, openly, joined Sirdar Chuttur Sing; not because they 
are generally better affectcd to us, but rather because they have all separate and 

, conflicting interests, and feuds; and a combination between them is very difficult. 
, ' Neither the army beyond Hazara, nor the chiefs generally, appear to have 
, been prepared for this move of Sirdar Chuttur Sing; and their openly joining, or 

not joining, will depend greatly on ,the prospect of ultimate success which they 
may tllink the rebellion to bear. ' 

If Raja Shere Sing should not join his father, supposing the rebellion to gain 
head, it will be very surprising; and it is equally surprising that the Sirdar should 
have taken his' decided line, without having secured the concurrence of his son. 

" . 
" 2X2 
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Inclosure 46 in No. 36. 

The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary to the Government of India. 

Lahore, September 10, 1848. 
I FORWARD a letter from Lieutenant Edwardes dated the 7th instant, 

giving an account of the mode in which it has been determined to attack the 
city of Mooltan. 

If the plan advocated by Major Napier could have been adoptlld, without 
the probability of much loss of life, I should have preferred it to the slower, and 
less imposing, though, perhaps, more certain, and safe process, that has been 
determined on. I think Major Napier took a correcter view than Lieutenant 
Edwardes, of the importance. on political grounds, of the announcement of some 
brilliant success to the British arms, at the present moment. 

Lieutenant Edwardes has; also, I consider, entirely overrated the talent of 
Sirdar Chuttur Sing, in calling him one of the most sagacious persons in the 
Punjab. I know him but little, personally, but my impression, when I used to 
meet him, at the time of negotiating the treaty, was, that he was a very stupid old 
man; and this I find is the general impression among those who are well 
acquainted with him. Mr. John Lawrence, in a private letter received .yester
day, writing of him, says .. I cannot, in any way, account for Chuttur Sing's 
conduct; I always looked on him as a harmless, old fool." He is, moreover, 
now very infirm, and suffers much from chronic disease. His conduct is unac
countable, except on the belief that he is acting, under the advice, and with the 
secret support, of others. 

What Lieutenant Edwardes says of the conduct of the Government officials 
throughout the country, is perfectly correct. There has been a passive favoring of 
every instance of 'opposition to the British Government, wherever it has arisen. 
I have been unable to make the Kardars give any account of the armed parties 
passing through their jurisdiction, and, with the greatest difficulty, can they be 
made to seize the property of proclaimed traitors. 

In the case of the rebel Bhaee Maharaj, the conduct of the executive officers 
was, more actively. abetting. The Governor-General in Council will perceive 
from Lieutenant Edwardes' present letter, that what I have already stated of 
the fate of Bhaee Maharaj Sing, and of the Mooltan imposture, is admitted to be 
correct. . 

Inclosure 47 in No. 36. 

The Secretary to the Government of India to the Adjutant-General. 

. September 14, 1848. 
THE Resident at Lahore has, with reference to the present posture of affairs 

in th~ Hazara country, intimated the expediency of collecting an army on the 
frontIer. 

The Governor·General in Council fully concurs· in this view, and I am 
'directed to request that the Commander-in-Chief will take immediate measures 
for collecting, at Ferozepore, an arl1)y of the strength contemplated by his Lord
ship in Council-, excluding, of course, from the estimated number of 20,000 
men, those who have already been detached on duty to Mooltan. If we reckon 
these at 7000 men, the army now to be collected at Ferozepore will amonnt 
to about 13,000 men. -

Circumstances may, hereafter, require the assembly of even a larger force; • 
and, ultimately, it may, possibly, become necessary to have at our disposal, 8 

force which could only be obtained by an a\lgmentation of the whole army; but, 
until the ulterior measures with reference to the Punjab, are finally determined 
upon, his Lordship in Council does not wish to commit himself to such an 
important step as a general augmentation of the army, from which it would not 
be possible to recede, without public inconvenience, and detriment t? the State. 
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In any measures which may be necessary, for the purpose of collecting this 
force of 13,000 men at Ferozepore, the Governor-General in Council bllsts that 
his Lordship will see the absolute necessity of not weakening the garrison at 
Lahore, and. the troops stationed for the protection of the J ullundur Doab. 

The Governol'-General in Council deems it expedient to address to you 
this letter without delay. Further communications will, very shortly, be for
warded to you on the same subject. 

Inclosure 48 in No. 36. 

The Secretary to the Government of India to the Resident at Lahore. 

Fort William, September 14, 1848. 
I HAVE the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter dated the 

30th ultimo, relative to the disturbance in Hazara. 
I am directed to observe, that Sirdar Chuttur Sing's conduct, after the very 

favorable view taken of it by you, and the lenient measures which you had 
acquainted the Sirdur were in your contemplation, can only be accounted for by' 
admitting that he is faithless to the British Government, as Captain Abbott has 
all along declared him to have been. 

The Governor-General In Council fully approves of your determination not 
to detach a small British force into such a country as Hazara, at so great a 
distance from its supports, weakening us, at the same time, at Lahore, where it is 
indispensable that we should be immovahly strong. 

The Governor-General in Council feels great anxiety for the officers in 
Hazara; but the detachment of a ~mall force from Lahore would he so full of 
imminent danger 10 the State, that it becomes necessary, however distressing it 
may be, to set aside all considerations of a personal nature. 

With regard to your opinion that an army should be assembled as soon as 
possible on the frontier, I am directed to state that his Lordship is in communi
cation with the Commander-in-chief, on the subject, and the result will be made 
known to you hereafter. 

No. 37. 

The Governor-f;;eneral in,Council to the Secret Committee. 

October 7, 1848. (No. 78.) 
, WE forward the .further correspondence which has taken place with the 

Governor General's a"aent at Benares, regarding the Maharanee of Lahore. 

Inclosure I in No. 37. 

Major Macgregor to the Secretary to the Government of India. 

Benares, September 16, 1848: 
I HAVE written to Mr. N e\'l"lI\arch. informing him that Sirdar Jeehun Sing 

cannot he allowed to act as the Maharanee's vakeel, or to have aceess to her, 
on any plea. whatever; but that the Maharanee may select some one else as her 
agent, if she wish to do so. 

Inclosure 2 in No. 37. 

Tile Secretary to the Government of India to J. Neurmarch, ESIJ. 

Fort William, September 23, 1848. 
THE Governor-General in Council does not suppose that you have any im

proper object whatever in view, in seeking permission to communicate with Her 
Highness in confidence and alone. That permission, however, cannot he con
ceded in the case of the Maharanee, any more than in other cases of a similar 
description. 
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No. 38. 

The Governor-General in Council to tlte Seeret Committee~ 
, , ' 

Fort William, October 7, 1848. '(No: 79.)"·~ 
, YOU will learn with regret that the siege of Mooltan has been raised, a~d 
that Major-General Whish has thought it expedient to retire, several miles, from 
the fort, and await the arrival of reinforcements. ' 

He is, at present, at Sooraj Koond, about three miles from Mooltan, but m.:. 
'tends, ultimately, at his leisure, to form his camp at Tibbee, twelve miles to the 
south of Mooltan, and to place"his siege train, for protection, within Shoojabad, 
which, when once secure, will leave him free to leave his camp, and engage, 
in active hostilities, against the enemy. ' 
, From his own statement, it would appear that this step' was taken, not 
so much from his own convictions of its necessity, as from an acquiescence in the 
opinions of those whom he cons1l.lted. The immediate cause assigned for tIllS 
embarrassing proceeding, after he had been fully successful in his preceding 

'efforts, is the defection of Raja Shere Sing's whole force, which went over to the 
",nemx, on the morning of the 14th ultimo. 
, fhe Major- General says·, " the circumstances of this morning induce me to 
begin a letter that gives me JP,uch pain, by observing that, on the 9th instant, th", 
chief engineer expressed his opinion, that the force under my command was in
adequate for the reduction of the town, and fortress, of Mooltan. In this I entirely 
differed from him. On the 11th instant, when talking of Shere Sing's force to 
Lieutenant Edwardes, and of the expediency of getting rid of it, ,he sai~ " he 
would try and so arrange." It was, again, urged that our force was inadequate 
to prosecute the siege, which I was exceedingly averse to acquiesce in, seeing that 
the troops were in high health and spirits, that our sick and wounded,did not 
exceed six per cent., and that our artillery had not yet seriously opened their 
,fire; but, on my return froni our advanced posts at 8 o'clock this morning, 'I was 
surprised by a message fi'om Lieutenant Edwardcs, to the effect that Shere Sing, 
at the head of his whole force, was in full march to join the enemy" I have had 
. the mortification of abandoning my advanced positions, (obtained with conside,;
able difficulty, and cost) as we had no prospect of keeping the town, after taking 
it, the enemy being 10,000 strong in its iwmediate suburbs." " , 

Thus, has Raja Shere Sing, by the desertion of his army to the enemy, 
in the face of day, before British trGops, committed an open act .of 
treachery, willch he has avowed, and gloried in, ·by his subsequent proclamation. 
"By the direction of the holy Gooroo, Raja Shere Sing and others, with their 
valiant troops, have joined the trusty and faithful Dewan Mooiraj, on the part of 
Maharajah Duleep Sing, with a view to eradicate and expel the tyrannous and 
crafty Feringees. The Khalsajee must now act.with all their heart and soul. ' 

" All who are servants of the Khalsajee, of the holy Gooroo, and the Maha
rajall, are enjoined to gird up their loins, and proceed to Mooltan, without delay. 
Let them murder all Feringees, wherever they may find them, and cut off the 
d~L , ' , ' , 

"In return for this service, they will certainly be recompensed by the favor 
o(the holy Gooroo, by increase.of rank, and by distribution of rewards. " 

"Fourthly1-. Let all cling closely to their religion; whoever acts accord
ingly, will 'obtain grace in this world, and hereafter; and he who acts otherwise, 
is excluded from the pale of the Sikh faith." . , 

This deliberate exhibition of perfidy, and cowardly. malice, . against 13ritish 
officers, and professedly on the part of Maharajah Duleep Sing, has brought 
matters to a crisis, and compelled us, at last, to come to the conclusion, that no 
other course is open to us, than to prosecute a general Punjab war with vigor, 
and, ultil)lately, to occupy the country with our own troops. " 

The first step necessary for the attainment of this object, is the augmenta
tion of the army, to which we have, at last, most reluctantly, consented. The 
orders which have been issued, provide for an increase of abou~ 17,000 men; 
and, as these will be, drafted into existing regiments, without adding, to the 
number of EUl'opeau officers, we have observed the most economical scale by 
which so large an augmentation can be obtained. The recruiting depl'its will be 

• Inclosure 25 in No. 38. t Sic in orig •. 
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a sufficient garrison for the stations where they may be formed, and thus enable 
the Commander-in-Chief, at once, to avail himself of nearly an equal number of 
veteran soldiers, for service in the Punjab. ' . 

We have ordered the Government of Bombay to send a brigade through 
Sinde, to act in co-operation with the Punjab army; and, as this has long been 
in a state of preparation, it will no doubt he early enough in the field to. afford 
effectual a...sistance. 

We have, also, called upon the Government of Madras to aid us with three 
regiments, by relieving the three Bengal Native Infantry regiments stationed at 
Midnapore, Khyhook Phyoo, Chittagong, and Dacca. With these means and 
appliances, we shall be able to form, upon our north-west frontier, a ~arge and 
powerful army, sufficient to overpower al\ opposition, and to maintain itself 
~ainst avowed, as well as secret, foes. 

Chuttur Sing's proceedings are very unaccountable, and, at present, exhibit 
a great want of energy. He occuJ.lies much the same position ashe did, when 
we last wrote, except that, by forcing the Dumboor Pass, he has released the 
Pukli brigade, and thus strengthened himself with more men and guns; of which 
he is now said to be in possession of fourteen. He marches, and counter.:.. 
marches, from place to place, in the upper portiOli of the Sind Sagur Doab,· 
without seeming to be able to come to any decision as to what future course to 
pursue. He is either waiting for the junction of the Peshawul' force,· or rein
forcements from Golab Sing; and may, then, proceed to Attock, Mooltan, or 
Lahore. The last is the most improbable, thongh the most desirable for uS ; and· 
as it is the one most openly talked of by him and his troops, the declaration is, 
probably, made to conceal some other design. . . 

Captains Abbott and Nicholson report all well, up to the 19th of Septem
ber, on which date they had just heard of the retirement of Major-General 
Whish from Mooltan; an event which will, probably, lead to some more decisive· 
measure on the part of Sirdar Chuttur Sing. 

From Major Lawrence, we have heard up to the 16th of September. He 
had taken the precaution of getting all the guns of the brigade into· his own 
.power; and, as he is supported by a strong body of Mahomedans, it is to be 
I hoped that there is no cause for apprehension, even should the. Sikh· force at. 
Peshawur declare, openly, against him. He reports rumours of a desire, on 
the part of Dost Mahmned Khan, to take advantage of the present disturbances, 
and attempt the recovery of Pesh;rwul". Major Lawrence giyes no credit 
to these rumours. If such an attempt were to be made, it would, no doubt, 
be ·by the invitation, and encouragement, of the Sikhs, who, forgetting their 

. ancient animosities, and unmindful of the effect of such assistance, should t.hey 
succeed in their vain endeavour to re-establish the independence of the 
Khalsa, are alive only to their immediate necessities, and would be ready to in
voke his aid, provided he could do anything effectual against us, in the present 
emergency. Indeed, the dispatch of emissaries til him, both by Moolraj, and 
Sirdar Chuttm' Sing, shows that solicitations have been actually made to him for 
assistance. Snch a junction is, fn the present posture of affairs, the only thing 
which could cause us the least apprehension; not that Dost Mahomed Khan is 
himself in any strength, or, in any way, formidable in the field, but his declared 
adhesion to the party in open defiance against us, would go far to withdraw the 
sympathies of the western Mahomedan population from our cause, and enlist it 
aU upon his, and thus deprive \1S of many friends, who, in· a period of'extreme 
danger to our detached officers, have, hitherto, stood by them, with most unex
,Pected cordiality, and afforded them sincere and valuable support. 

. The rising on the borders of the Trans-Sutlej Commissionership, which is 
reported by this mail, was of trilling importance, and has been suppressed. 
. . You will be glad to learn that the Resident has occupied the fortre;;s of 
Govindgurh, which we urged upon him, when the prospect of hostilities first 
commenced. We shall derive great advant~e from this measure, in our future 
operations, for the Jullundur and Lahore forces are thus brought into close and 
uninterrupted connection, and have placed us in a commanding position, in the 
most disaffected district in the Punjab. The Resident has, also, taken the pre
cautioll of occuping the citadel of Lahore, with a British garrison. . 

. It is the intention of the Governor-General to proceed, on the 10th instant, 
to the north-western frontier, to enable him to regulate our future proceedings, 
with reference to the Punjab. 

~----------------
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Inclosure 1 in N: o. 38. , 
Captain ;Nicholson. to the Resident at LahOTe • 

. ' 

Gondul, 7 miles from ..t1ttock, on the Hussan ..t1bdal road, 9 01..111. 

I WROTE to you, yesterday morning, from Attock, mentioning Lieutenant 
Herbert's arrival, and my intention of keeping the field myself. I, last night, 
joined my levies here, and have just received intelligence that Sirdar Chuttur 
Sing, who was encamped a mile on this side of Boorhan, started with his force 

'en route to H ussan Abdal again, this morning, I am unable, at present, positively 
to state to what cause the halt made by the Sirdar, yesterday, and the day before, 
and his retrograde movement this morning, is attributable. From the intelligence 
I have received, however, I am disposed to believe that the Sirdar followed me 
from Hussan, in the hope my entrance into Attock would be opposed by the 
Sikh and Poorbeah irregular garrison there, and that the fort would surrender to 
him, on his arrival before it: I have positive proof that a portion of the irregular 
garrison had been seduced; but some additional reinforcements thrown by me 
into the fort, the day on which I fell back from Paoree, disconcerted their plans, 
and rendered any opposition to my entrance, on their part, hopeless. I had 
serious thoughts, at one time, of turning out the whole of the Sikhs and Poor
beahs, but, by placing all the gates, and commanding positions, as also the guns, 
in charge of my own men, I have rendered the old garrison incapable of mischief, 
and obviated the necessity for expelling them. 

When I passed through Attock, last month, I made arrangements for pro
visioning it. There are now three months' supplies for 1000 men; there is no 
deficiency of ammunition, and the fort may be considered secure against any 
attempt of Chuttur Sing, while its supplies last. . ' 

I do not, at present, intend to increase my force in the field (which consists 
of about 30U horse, and 700 foot), for the reason that, with ten times that 
number of militia, I could not hope to oppose successfully, in the field, foUl' 
regular regiments of infantry, and eight guns, besides irregulars. ' 
•. My true policy, with the means at my disposal, is defensive; and, when 1 

proposed adopting the guerilla &ysrem of warfare, 'the other day, I did so, under 
the impression that the Siedar was bent Qn the siege of the fort of Attock, and 
that, in no other way, could I divert his attention from it. So long, however, as 
he remains inactive, doing no mischief, I cannot do better than' . follow his exam. 
pIe .. keeping, of course, a. sharp watch on bis movements. . 

One of the Khatir chiefs, who was with me, was assassinated two days a,,'"O, 
at the Sirdar's instigation; and I have too good reason to believe that great iD-I 
ducements have been held ou.t to many about me, to kill,or deliver me up. , 

I shall say no more on the subject of sending up British troops. I haw, 
already, sufficiently often. reported my opinion of the absolute necessity of the 
measure. 

The news of Captain Abbott's siege of Hurripore, or an intention to attempt 
the release of the Pukli force; may be the cause of the Sirdar's retrograde· 
movement. 

Inclosure 2 in No. 38. 

Major-General Whish to the ..t1djutant-General~ 

Camp, before Mooltan,September 4, 1848. 
IT is with the greatest satisfaction I report the safe arrival, this morning •. 

of the siege train. All arrived in excellent health. The whole force will be 
paraded at sun-rise to-morrow, and we shall break ground, in the evening, 
towards the city. 
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Inclosure 3 in No. 38. 

The Adjutant-General to the Secretary to the GOf!ernment of India. 

Simla, September 5, 1848. 
I AM directed by the Commander-in-Chief to forward a letter from 

Bligadier C. Campbell, C.B., commanding at Lahore,. of the 1st instant, 
intimating that, at the requisition of the Resident, he. has ordered the moveable 
column at Jullundur to be held in readiness to move towards Lahore, at the 
shortest notice. 

I am to add, that the Commander-in-Chief has communicated to the 
Resident his opinion, that the garrison of Lahore, as now constituted, is fully 
equal to the defence of that place; and that his Excellency considers the detach
ing of so small a body as a brigade of infantry, in a hostile country, beyond tht· 
reach of immediate support in case of need, a. measure of very questionable 
expediency; while, at the same time, with bis present impressions, which he. has 
communicated to the Governor-General, his Lordship is strongly opposed to the 
withdrawal of the only Europeall regiment in tpe Jullundur Doab, or to the 
force·in that district being reduced in any way. 

Inclosure 4 in No. 38. 

Major Lawrence to the Resident at Lahore. 

PeshawuT, September 5, 1848. 
I REGRET to report, that affainf in this quarter, among the Sikh soldiery, 

have taken a turn within the last day or two, so that my oft expressed hopes of 
keeping them to their duty are much shaken. 

Last night, at 8 o'clock, Colonel AlIa Sing l'eportcd, that he had just heard 
that Colonel Ootar Sing's r~giment had sent a deputation to Colonel Mehtah 
Sing's, requiring to know if tliey would join in an attack on my house, during 
the night; and that they had replied. that· they would, on the corps reaching 
their lines; that it was arranged to seize the guns first, and, theil, advance. 

Sirdar Golab Sing, immeqiately, sent for Colonels RUttUll and Mehtah 
Sing, commanding Sikh regiments iII this cantonment (Alec Murdan), and 
Colonels Mcer Junglie, and Ameer Khan, commanding the Mahomedan and 
Hindostanee corps. The two former declared, they believe(i the report to be 
untrue, though they knew that emissaries were about; but that they wonld go 
and see if thel'e was any stir in the lines. They, shortly, sent to say, that most 
of their men were asleep. The General sent, and satisfied himself that such wa~ 
the case. 

He directed the othel' two Colonels to send. four companies from each of 
their regiments. immediately, to take charge of the guns (twenty), which are 
posted on the right and left flanks of the cantonments, which was done, expedi
tiously, and quietly; the other companies of these corps remaining under arms, 
but in thdr huts. 

He then sent to Rajn Soochcit Sing's cantpnment, on the east of th~ city, 
in· which are located the l\has Dragoons, Colonel Ootar Sing's regiment, Sikhs, 
eight guns of Futteh Khan's, and, at a quarter of a mile distance, Colonel Ram 
Sahaie Sing's Hindostanee regiment. The two former were reported to be all 
ready for mischief; and it was said that the Sikh infantry had made an attempt 
on the guns, but had been warnerl oft· by Commander Futtch Khan. An order 
was, immediately, sent to Colonel Ram Sahaie Sing, to detach four companies to 
prevent the Sikhs taking these gnns. .. 

I senfan express to the Barukzve Si~dars lind Urbobs, to attend, forthwith, 
at my residence, with all their disposable horse and foot. . 

As the night wore on, messengers returned from Soocheit Sing's canton
ment, who announced that aU was now quiet, the Khas dragoons, and the Sikh 
infimtry, having returned to their houses. 

At day break, the Bw'Ukzye Sirdani arrived, with 160 horse and ;'00 foot, 
but few of the Urbobs' men had come. 

2Y 



The Governor and his son, Colonel Alla Sing, with General Elahie BUK, 
of the artillery, Colonels Ruttun Sing, Mehtab Sing, Meer Junglie, and Ameer 
Khan, were up all night, backwards and forwards with me, very active and 
zealous; and the orders, and arrangements, of the Governor were admirable. 

At an early hour, he assembled all the Colonels at my quarters, with 
Sirdar Khan Sing; all attended but Khan Sing Rosa, commanding the Khas 
drago~ns, . who p~aded indisposition. . Mllc~ sound advice w~ given, and they 
left, WIth lDstructJons. to assemble theIr regIments by compames, and ascertain 
the state of their feelings. It was denied that the Khas dragoons had mounted, 
and ColonelOotar Sing declared that only two of his companies had turned 
out, and that men from different regiments had called on all to march 011 my 
quarters, as it was my intention to destroy all the Sikhs, by raising the 
Mahomedan population. Colonel Khan Sing was reported to have given a flat 
refusal, and ordered the men out of his lines. 

Matters stand thus, at present. I intend this evening to get Futteh Khan's 
guns down to this cantonment, ;jf possible, without bringing on a collision; but 
I have many fears that one is unavoidable. . 

I really believe that most ·of the officers are very desirous to keep their 
troops to their allegiance, but, with a people, so easily worked on by designing 
men, their task is most difficult. . 
. I keep all the Mahomedans as much out of sight as possible, and will do 

every thing in my power to preserve the peace, but it is utterly impossible to 
suppose that this state of things can last. 

I received a letter of J esterday's date, this mornirig, from Lieutenant 
Herbert, who reports all well in Attock; that it was said that Sirdar Chuttur 
Sing, with the troops, had proceeded to Hazara, to raise the siege of Hurripore, 
and Gahundia; and that Captain Nicholson had started, with his Moolkias, to 
aid Captain Abbott. 

We have had no Lahore dak for three days, and I much fear this will 
not reach you. 

Inclosure 5 in No. ~8. 

Major Lawrmce to tlie Resident at Lahore . 
• 
Peshawu,r, September 6, 1848. 

FROM all I can learn not more than 40 or 50 men were engaged in the 
plot to excite the troops to attack us; the rest were entirely ignorant, and 
all have expressed their abhOlTence, of it, and anxiety that the culprits, when 
discovered, should be punished. 

By the advice of the Governor and principal officers, I have delayed, for the 
present, removing Futteh Khan's guns from Soocheit Sing's cantonment, but, 
still, have them guarded by 4 companies, both there, and in this, Alee Murdan's, 
cantonment. 

I have returned the troops of the Barukzye Sirdars to the Wazeeur Bagh. 
Parades and drills are going on, as if nothing had occurred. 

Sirdar Chuttur Sing is said to have countermarched, and proceeded towards 
Bootah. • 

Inclosure 6 in No. 38. 

Major.General Whish to the Adjutant.General. 

Camp, Mooltan, September 7, 1848. 
NOT having recently adverted to the damming up of the Mooltan grand 

canal, I report, that Lieutenant Glover, of the engineers, has, after much labor, 
and frequent disappointments, effectually completed the work, and returned to 
famp. . 

Various plans of attack were submitted to me by the chief engineer, that 
could not be decided on, without the greatest deliberation. 
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Ultimately, I determined on both ea.mps being drawn near each other, and 
each oolDpressed to the narrowest limits practicable; and·our first parallel, about 
three quarters of a mile in advance of tbe (now) small interval between us, was 
commenc~ yesterday, by 1,000, of LieuteJJ.ant Edwardesl men, and, at intervals 
of six hours, by 1,600 from my camp, the half thereof being, at night, from Her 
Majesty's 10th and 32nd foot; the ouly casWllties reported are one man killed, 
and one wounded, both of the 72nd Native Infantry. Aswecould,thus, have DQ 

battery ready, and I knew the 0110 armed with light guns, in Lientemant 
Edwardes' camp, was annoyed by the enemy's gun, or guns, 1,200 yards in its 
front, I directed, last night, two of QUJ1 eight inch howitaers to be sent thither, 
and went myself, this morning, to see them placed in position, and open:fire. The 
first round of Shrapnells was ured simultaneously, and followed occasionally by 
rounds of common shell; and I have had the satisfaction of learning, this morn
ing, by the Mooltan Ukhbar, the effects of the heavy howitzers, namely,-killed 
Oosman Ghunnee Khan (commander of 200 l·ohillas) and 10 men; wounded 
25 men; deserted 80; and the enemy soon after withdrew their gun. 

I have ordel'ed these two heavy howitzers to an eligible position, on the 
parallds we are engaged on, opposite to a site the enemy seems to have selected 
for a battery. 

Inclosure 7 in NQ. 38. 

John Lawrence, Esquire, Commissioner and Superintendent, Trans-Sutlej States, 
to thll Resident at Lahore. 

Dhurrumsal, September 9, 1848. 
I HAVE, this day, hearcl that a body of men under Ram Sing have crossed 

the frontier from the Lahore, or Jummoo, territory, and are plundering the 
country towards Shahpoor. I, also, understand that some chupprassees of 
the customs department have been wounded, and that others have been captured,. 
and carried off, by the same gang. 

I am about to start for NOOl·poor myself, with 100 men of Major ·Ferris' 
corps. I have written to Major Hodgson, commanding the 1st regiment Sikh 
Local Infantry, to send a company of men to Puthankote, and have also directed 
Captain Davidson, with the head-quarters of the 16th irregulars, to march on 
the same place. 

I have, further, written to B1'i!!;adier Wheeler, C. B., requesting that he will 
direct the officers commanding at Hajeepore, Moc~.7:··..m, and Noorpoor, to assist 
me, if necessary. I will again address you, on v ..... rival at Noorpoor. 

Inclosure 8 in No. 38. • 

Brevet.Captain W. W. Davidson, Commanding 16th Irregular Cavalry, to the 
Adjutant-General. 

Camp, M~keriaR,. September 9, 1848. 
PURSUANT to the requisition of the eivil authorities, Il'IIa1'chOO the head

quarteL·s of the 16th Irregular Ca.valry from Hoshiarpore, yesterday evening, 
and reached this place, at three of the morning of to-day. 

I purpose marching again at midday to-day, and hope to reach Puthankote, 
(the seat of disturbance to be quelled) before nightfall. I 

Inclosure 9 i.a NQ. 38. 

Camp, Mooltan, September 9, 1848. 
OUR wo~king panie& ye&tfi'fi&y: -e. geM l"reoiCss, and, at the village of 

Ramteerut, which was taken possessIOn ot on the 7th, we have now batteries of 
2Y2 
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two 8-inch howitzers, and of three 8-inch mortars, and, at a few hundred yards 
from its left, a battery of four IS-pounders i added to which, on the right of the 
heavy howitzer battery, I hope, this evening, to open a rocket battery . 

. The enemy were troublesome at day-break yesterday; and midnight, and par
ticularly at 4 A.M. this morning, on which latter occasion their attack on the trench 
was more decided. Lieutenant Drew; of theSth: Native Infantry, was' slightly 
wounded i and the other casualties are of the 52nd Regiment Native Infantry, viz., 
I havildlll', very severely, and 1 naickand 2 sepoys slightly, wounded. 

I 

InClosure lOin No. 38. 

Major-General Whish to the Adjutant-GenliTal. . . . 
Cam]!, Mooltan., Septem1Jer 10, 1848. 

CAPTAIN ABERCROMBIE, of the Engineers, having called upon :me: 
yesterday evening, on the part of the Chief Engineer, to request ·my.sanction to 
dislodge the enemy from. a position apparently similar to the one near it, that ,they' , 
were easily driven from on the 8th instant, I acceded to it, with" the view to 'prevent,~ 
the party .about to be employed in· an advanced trench towards it. from molestation.. 
The field-officer of the trenches, Lieutenant-Colonel Pattoun, Her Majesty's 32nd,. 
Regiment, accordingly, proceeded with detachments of Her Ma~esty's ,lOtb Foo~, 
and 49th and 72nd Regiments of Native Infantry, subsequently joined by two guns 

'of General. Cortlandt's artillery that were near at hand, and attacked the enemy's' 
pos.itio~ with great gnl1\IDtry nnd perseverance ibut it was'so much stronger than 
the one above adverted to, in its vicinity, hEwing a strol)g 100p·hQledbuilding within 
it, that,after encountering great loss (which, by .tbe intelligence recei"l·ed. this moro": 
ing from the city, was equally experienced by the enemy), the ,detachment WI\8, 

withdrawn, Rnd our casualty list, which had, up to yeste'rday evening, been so small. 
hod, I regret to say, on this occasion, an addition,nf-

• . Killed :-
3 'privates, H~~ MajeslY;s 1 OthFoot. ' " .' ' 
1 native officer, 6 J:ank ,nnd file, 72n~ ~ative Inf~ntr)l: 
1 havildar,4 ranlt and file, 4<9th Native Infantry. , 

~ '" . 

W oun.ded 1-' , 

1 subaltern, 2 serjeants.34 ~ank and file, 10th Foot (1 since dead).' 
1 rank and file, 32nd Foot. . ' , . 
2 subalterns, I havildar; 22 rank and file, 49th Native Infantry. 
1 native offi~er, 7 rank and file, 72nd Native Infantry, 

• Mis.~i"g:-
3 privates, Her Majesty's 10th Foot, 1 sepoy, 12nd Native Infantry. 

Wounded Officers.' " , , 
Lieutenant Hollinsworth, 10th }'oot, severely. 
Lieutenant Rod Adjutant Richardson, 49th Native Infantry, ditto. 
Lieutenant Irwin, 491h Native Infantry"dangerously. 

The Chief Engineer thinking it, now, preferable to turn their position, i~stead' 
of taking it immediately, I, early this morning, directed four 5f-inch mortars to. be" 
brought to bear upon it, in addition to the three 8·inch mortars, at 600 yards fro~ 
it, on the left of Ramteerllt, which will, 'I trust, secure the object, with the least' 
possible further risk. J. regret to add that Brigadier Markham passed me, in the 
trenches at 6 A.M., wounded by a ball through the thigh, hut which having .been " 
extracted, I trust I may safely ralculate UPOQ his early recovery. , . 
_ I have not received Colonel Pattoun's official report, and do not like towait 

for it, the above being from what he stated 't'ivavoce to me, !lnd from the retl\rns 
since received of casualties from corps. ." , ' , , 



Inclosure 11 in No. 38. 

Liel4tenant Edwardes to the ReMmt /It Lahort. 

Camp, Byragee Gardens, before 1Yloilltan, 
September 10, 1848. 

PRESS of business hils pi'livented me froni sooner making an official report 
of the interview which I had with Sheik Emamooddeen, on the morning of the 
8th of September. I now detail the very curious statements of the Sheik • 

• He said, that I must be fully aware that Raja Shere Sing's soldiers had 
long been in a disaffected state; but that, hitherto, the Sirdars had stood; that 
the Raja had, fi'om the beginning, been active in suppressing the bad spirit,· and 
volunteering to do service for the State; Sirllar Shumshere Sing, acquiescent in 
the Raja's arrangements; and Sirdar Ootar Sing, content so long as he was not 
called upon to fight; that there could be no doubt Sirdar Chuttur Sing had. two 
months- ago, communicated to Raja Shere Sing (by the mouth of .Soorutt Sing, 
Majeetia, who came down from Peshawur, and had an· interview with Chuttur 
Sing, 'on the road) his intention to create disturbance, on his side the country; and' 
ipjunction that his son should do the same to Mooltan; that Raja Shere Sing had; 
up to this time, steadily l'efusecl to share snch projects, and severely reproached 
his father, but was now altering his mind·: that Chuttur Smg's conduct depends 
entirely on whether, or no, he gets assistance from two qual-ters,viz., the Baruk-. 
zye Sirdars in Peshawur, and Maharajah Golab Sing; that ChuttUl' Sing, 'some 
years ago,. excl;langed turbans with Sooltan Mahomed Khan, Barukzye,· and has 
alwa.ysmaintained the strictest friendship with him; Chuttur Sing addressing 
Khwajah Mahomed Khan (Sooltan Mahomed Khan's eldest son) in his let
ters, as co My deal' child!" and Khwajah Mahomed replying co My dearest 
(ather!" that the henefit promised to the Bal'Ukzye is a l'epossession of Peshn" 
wur: that Maharajah Golab Sing is not at all unlikely to instigate Chuttur Sing 
to ruin himself, for some secret project of his own: but will never give him an 
open assistance, or leave the smallest trace of having e,'en interfered a"aainst the 
Briti~h: that the M ussulman o'oops in Peshawul' may' be 'relied upon, as also 
the artillery: and that Golab Sing, Povinde!l-, is staunch' in our interests; 
that the £usufzye are not at nil likely to join Chuttur Sing; and, thus, all things 
conSidered, that the Sirdar is not very likely to succeed in the Peshawur direc
tion: in which ense, he will take again to Hazara, if Maharajah Golab Sing holds 
out any hopes: and altogether, that the coming in of the Sirdar is more depend
ent on his getting no assistance from his two great nlpes, than on the good 
advice of Raja Deena Nath. . '. " . , 

After these statements, T asked the Sheik to ell.-plain why he thought Raja 
Shere Sing's fidelity had. been shaken, during the last day or two? He replied, 
that messengers had come from Chuttur Sing; and the Raja, after reading the 
letters, which were in Goormookee, had, carefully, put them into water, and obli
terated all traces of the contents; and that his motbirs were beginning td open ' 
their mouths, and talk big, like other malcontents. ' . 

I then asked the Sheik; how, he thought, the· Raja's force would act under 
these circumstances 1 He said, some would go over to Mooh'l1j; but the majo
rity would only refuse to fight, and enc:ourage the enemy, by secret, ·cor
respondence. ..' .'. ' 

, Scarcely had the Sheik left me than Sirdar Shumshere Sing sent me word, .by. 
a confidential servant, that, on the night of the 7th of September, the Sowars of 
the Charyarree Dera had held 1\ meeting, at a garden, whe~e their picket is, and. 
sworn on the grunth to demand their arrears of pay (7 or 8 months) from Sirdar 
Qotar Sing, who would be unable to . comply,' when, they would ask for their 
discharge, and take themselves off, whithersoever they chose.· This news was 
confirmed, during the. 8th, by m~y people; . and,. as a sm~ll treasure party had, 
gone to the ghat behmd the Raja's camp, to bnng away three lakhs of rupees 
from the steamer, I lost no time in informing tbe General, who sent out a strong' 
support, and brought the treasure in, without any lIiCCident. On the morning of 
the 9th, Raja Shere Sing and Sirdar Qotilr Sing, themselves called to report the' 
mutinous meeting of the Charyarree Sowars; and I asked Qatar Sing, if they had 
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yet come, as agreed, to demand their pay! He said, " No; but, sitting in DUl'bar, 
two or three of them had broached the subject of their arrears." I, then, asked 
him, if he did not intend to investigate the matter more closely, and punish the 
ringleaders? The Sirdar, as usual, was much distressed, conscious of his own 
vacillating disposition, and the little influence he really possesses in the cavalrv 
force over which he is commander. At last, he fairly owned that he was afraid 
that, if he took any notice, the matter would only get worse. 

After the R~ja and the Sirdal' had taken leave, the former sent back his 
motbir, to S<J.Y that he would come, again, to-day, and tell me all about the state 
of his force. Accordingly, he came this morning, and, after confirming almost all 
the evil reports which I had. heard from other sources, added that, last night, in 

• Sirdar Ootar Sing's Durbar, a man, calling himself a Sadh, but suspected of 
being a: Sikh, stood up, and, with a loud voice, said, " Listen, 0 Khalsa! This 
war is not a war between Moolraj and the Durbar, but a strife 'of religions; 
and he who wishes to go to heaven, will die a martyr in defence of his faith!" 
Upon this all the assemblyexclailued, " Wah Gooroo Jee Kee futteh!" Sirdar 
Ootar Sing, on this occasion, seems to have aroused himself from his apathy, and, 
straightway, put the Sadh in confinement. Ootar Sing's motbir came, with the 
Raja, to receive my instructions as to the Sadh. I begged that the evidence of 
two Or three witnesses might be sent to me, and I would hear the case. It seems 
to me right and necessary that this man, if guilty, should be hung at once; but 
I cannot trust to the Sirdars to carry out the execution, at this moment. 

After the Raja had exhausted his complaints against the divisions of Ootru: 
Sing and Shumshere Sing (the latter, out of consideration for my friendship with 
Shumshere Sing, he said" was the best of the two;) I asked him what remedy he 
proposed to apply, and reminded him, th~t he had, deliberately, undertaken the 
responsibility of bringing this, Sikh army to Mooltan; so that it!> conduct was a 
matter personal to himself. This rather alarmed hiru, and he earnestly depre_ 
cated being held responsible for any division but his own, which he still stoutly 
maintains will do good and loyal service; and he, ultimately, proposed to put 
the thing to the proof, by my ordering all three of the. Sirdars to advanCE; 
toward.;; Mooltan, and entrench their respective divisions, separately, but near 
enough to support each other, the Raja in Sookhee-wall-a-Bagh, in the centre; 
Shumshere Sing under the nullah, on the right; and Ootar Sing in the Sheesl1 
Muhl. "Then," said the Raja, "you will see how things stand. It is very 
possible that occupati.on may prevent the malcontents. from holding councils, and 
talking treason over their opium; and, if a fight ensues, and some of the Sikhs 
are killed by Moolraj's guns, it may make them angry. and loyal. Those who 
wish to go over, will do so." . 

I need scarcely say how constantly, and anxiously, the condition of this 
Sikh force occupies my thoughts; and I can only assure you that I have. left. 
nothing undone, on my part, that could be effected by conciliation,· attention 
to their wants and wishes, polite exchange of coudesies and etiquette, and the 
weightier matters of good advice to the Sirdars. and seriously, and honestly, 
keeping before their eyes the real dangers of their country and dynasty. But 
the material is rotten, and no good can be made of it. The R.va's divisioq 
is, almost entirely, composed of Mussulmans, and 1 believe him to have sufficient 
control over it (with the exception of the Poorbeah regiment, which he doubts); 
but Oatar Sing's and Shumshere Siug's divisions are nearly all Sikhs, and the 

. Sirdars have no influence over them whatever. Open abuse is., I hear, not 
unfrequentIy, the reply to any loyal advice which a. SiI:dar ventures to give his 
men; and Shere Sing is nicknamed "The Mussulman." 

The malc.ontents do not confine themselves to word$. Two nights ago, I 
believe. fifty or sixty Sowars, from Ootat Sing's camp, went over to Moolrafs" 
though tb& Sil'd.ar· says, only seven. Oll eight Yesterday, twenty or thirty more 
walked off ~ an~as I am writing. the band-master of the POOl'beeah regiment has 
seut. in his bi'oilier to acquaint me that, last night,. the coinmandaut had induced 
the, 6th.. 7th.. an~ 8th comp~nies. to desert, but. the ~u.U- got. wind, and the. 
cplQn£l stopped it.. Every Vklil.bar from Mooltan. melltlOns the good undeJ:'-, 
standing, be.tweeu. the rebels. and the Sikhs, and the d.ail'y desertions ()f tile 
lat.Wl' •.. 

. ~ ha.v~, seat to, invite the thret\ Sirdars to a conferencQ this. evening, when 1. 
shall leQ.TQ., !,nON, Q.b.out. the PQorbea.h. Regiment;. and nwan t.o request them tQ, 
IIlIlokti. \<WIlOreo.w~ thltIJlo.l<e suggested by the Raja. Major-General Whisll (wholll:, 
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I consider it my duty to keep flilly informed) eoncUl'S in thinking that it would 
be a relief, if those who are III disposed would go over at once, in order that 'We 
tnay know our enemies. 

My feeling is, that I shquld like te decide the matter myself, instead of 
leaving things to run their course, by surrounding, and disarminl!:, the Sikh Force, 
'Which I conceive present circumstances would, most fully, justify; but, unfortu
nately, they a.re in such a position that it is impossible to turn their flank, either 
right or left, and if I was to move straight down on their rear, they would, in 
self-defence, be driven into Mooltan. 

It becomes, therefore, necessary to ebnsidar it a probable contingency that 
Moolraj's flJ'my will be swelled by two-thirds of Shere Sing's numbers; and, 
without, for an Instant, permitting myself to doubt of the result, or to look on 
this large defection as more than additional difficulty, calling for additional exer
tion, I would, yet, !:'eSpedtfully venture to ruggest that we should do well to 

• neglect none of our resources. 

Inclosure 12 in No, 38. 

Major D. Simpson. Commanding at Hajeepo'l'e, to the Adjutant-Gtmeral. 

Hajeepote, September 10, 1848. 
ON the urgent application of C. B. Saunders, Esq., assistant commissioner 

of the district, I have furnished a detachment from the 29th regiment Native 
Infantry, which marched, yesterday afternoon, under the command of Lieu
tenant J ohnstolle, in the direction of Khoh Gurh, there to join, and co-operate 
with, detachments of irregular cavalry, under the commands of Major Fisher 
and Captain Davidson, proceeding towards Puthankote, to quell a disturbanee 
in that neighbourhood, 

Inclosure 13 In No. 38. 

The Commandet-in-ChieJ to the Resident lit 'Lahore. 

Simla, September II, 1848. 
I HAD the honor to receive, by express, this morning at 6 A. M. your letter. 

of the 8th, with its several inclosures. The information contained in it does not 
at all surprise me; indeed, it is that which I have expected for some short 
time. 

I qUite feel that our officers on the north-western frontier are in a most 
critical position, and I would, if I could, at once, emancipate them, as I quite 
join you in the opinion that there is very little to be expected from Raja 
Deena N ath's nUssion; it may procrastinate, but it will not, . in my mind, 
prevent a general rehellion in the north-west. To put dQwn this rebellion, at 
once, would, assuredl~, be most desirable, if it could be done with safety to 
other parts of the Punjab, without awaiting the Raja'S negotiatioJis.· • 

I greatly admire the energetic measures which appear to have been tak!!n 
by Major Lawrence ,Captain Nicholson, and Lieutenant Herbert; they appear to 
me to hespeak sound judgment and great firmness, and I trust will be successful; 
they are, probably, not aware of the weakness of the force within the Sirhind 
division, or I doubt much their urging a premature forward movement. 

It is true that, in a letter from the Governor-General. he says, "without 
waiting, therefore, for a council, I will take upon myself to request you to 
issue such orders as you may think necessary for insuring a support to the 
force now at Mooltan, in case it should need it, and for providing a defence 
against '!JIy outbreak, at any time, or anywhere, upon the frontier. It would 
be well to avoid the appearance of ostentatiously assembling a !fIJ'ge foree, 
lest we should alflJ'm the Sikh army, already sufficiently nervous, as to the 

~ m-

• Inclosure 44 in" No. "31i. 
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consequences of ~hat they have been ftbout, and 80 produce the very outbreak 
·we wish to guard agaillst. The more quietly, therefore, this force can he 
brought either to, or near to, Ferozepore, as though it were part of the ordinary 
relief movement, the' better it will be." • 

It is quite evident, from the hesitation, and counter marches, of the rebel 
chief Ohuttur Sing, that he has not much confidence in his own strength, on 
1:he north-west,and that he relies, mainly, upon support from' elsewhere. Had 
we only to contend with Ohuttur Sing, eyen joined by the whole of the Silill 
troops, I would )lot hesitate to state my .opinion, that the moveable columll 
·from Lahore and Jullundur, YOll speak of, would be ample; but we must re
member that the Silill army, before the late campaign, amounted to from 80,000 
to 100,000 men of all arms. Say 30,000 of those were put hors-de-combat in 
the battles of the Sutle,j, .there still remains a powerful. force of brave and 
well drilled soldiers, either embodied in the Durbar army, which you ac
knowledge are inimical to our rule, or scattered over the. country, without • 
employ, and ready for service. These are the people 'we are to guard 
against .• These are they on whom the late conspirators relied. Were we to 
weaken Lahore, and our other posts, which I should strongly deprecate, to 
attain a doubtful end, it would be exactly to play that part which the con
spirators appear to have wished. It must not be forgotten that. we have 
but a very limited force, amongst a most heterogeneous mass,' at Mooltan. 
Until that fort is in our possession, we must be prepared to support it. 

All my letters will show that I quite concur in your views, that we should 
. lose no time in making preparations. 

J do not consider it would he advisable for the Jullundur moveable 
• column to cross the Beas, until we were prepared to advance, and support 
• Lahore from Ferozepore. It might be judicious, and would be safe, for that 
column to move either to Bhyrowal, or one of the other femes leading to 

.Umritsur and Lahore, collecting all the boats there so as to be ready to cross, 

. and, if found practicable, and to be done with safety (that is, with the power of 
falling hack, by re-crossing the river, should a powelful force advance upon it), 
to place a small party on the opposite side, to cover the landing. By this, we 
should hazard nothing, and it would, probably, have a most beneficial effect, WeI'e 
Chuttur Sing to approach Lahore. It would, also, make this column available, 
at the shortest notice, when a combined advance might be found ne~-essarr. 

I consider that the weakening Lahore, at the moment when the whole of 
the Manjha country is in revolt, and up in arms, would be most injudicious; 
for, rest assured, Chuttur Sing, when he dared not attack the little fort of 
Attock, ill garrisoned as it is, would never attempt to move on I.ahore, with 
its powerful British garrison, unless he knew that the whole country was on 
his side, in which. case, the movement of the two detached columns on 
Eminabad, without a possibility of supporting them from Lahore, or Ferozepore, 
would, in my mind, be an act of temerity which I could never recommend. 

It would, in my opinion, be imprudent to weaken, to any great extent, 
the Sirhind division; for, assuredly, the large population, and the no incon
siderable number of Sikh soldiers in our pay, in that distrid, sympathize, even 
if they would not take an open part against us, by joining their Sikh brethren. 

I regret I cannot concur with you in the expediency of fonning the support 
• at Lahore, by rl'giments, and troops, moving on, as they arrive at Ferozepore. 
The formation of this force, as I propose, at Ferozepore, will be as well known 
in the Punjab, as if it was formed at Lahore; whilst, common military precaution 
points out the former as the place of formation. 

I quite feel with you that the crisis is important, and you may l"Cly upon it, 
I shan expedite the formation of the proposed army of support, as fill' as rests 
with me. . 

Whilst I feel every willingness and anxiety to meet the crisis in the Punjab, 
and have no doubts whatever of being able most effectually to do so, I still feel 
that, by injudiciously weal_ening the posts in our own territories, I might be 
bringing about I"CSUltS, far more to be deprecated than any which delay can give 
rise to. • 

Thel'e can be little doubt of a successful issue, in putting down the rebellion, 
to whatever extent it may reach i and, were our officers safe, we should have no 
-cause to regret the precipitating that which must, ultimately, take place. 

• 
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. I Inclosure 14 in No. 38. , 

"0. B. 8auadBTs, Esq., 10 J .. LalDTflUCe, Esq • 
. 

8hahpoor, Siptember 11, 1848. 
IN consequence of reports received from the thannadar of Hajeepore, 

mentioning the fact of some chupprnssees of the Customs' Department having 
been killed and wounded by some bodies of men who had collected in .the 

, Beighbourhood of Puthankote and Noorpoor, I, immediately, waited on Captain 
Davidson, with a requisition for a body of the troops under his command to 

, proceed for the relief of the above places, which "ere threatened, with an 
attack from the rebels.' . 

" "That officer, most readily, entered into my views, and ordered 40 tr90pers 
I oftlle head-quarters of his regiment to proceed,immediately, in the direction of 
Puthankote, taking the command of them himself, with his Adjutant, Mr. Smith, 

, in company. We made a forced march to Mookerian, which place we reached 
at 3 o'clock, A.M. on Saturday the 9th, having left Hoshiarpore on the previous 
afternoon. ' . 

On our arrival, we found that Major Fisher, of the 15th Irregulars, had 
also, in consequence of a requisition from Mr. Ross, the Customs' Patrul 

, stationed at Puthankote, directed the march of a body of 60 sowars of his 
regiment towards Puthankote. In the comse of the morning, in consequence of 
intelligence communicated by Major Simpson of the 29th Native Infantry, from. 
Hajeepore, I'deemed it advisable, in conjunction with Major Fisher, to forward 

,a requisition for a company of the 29th Native Infantry to join us at the fords 
, of the Beas at Katgurh ; Major Simpson complied most obligingly, and we were 
enabled to cross the whole detachment, during the course of the afternoon and 

,night of the 9th of September. Early on the lOth, Major Fisher marched to 
Puthankote. where a halt was made for five or six 'hours, and at 3 o'clock; in 

. consequence of intimation we had received, that the Fort of'Shahpoor, in the 
K~gra District, situated about nine miles due north of Puthankote, was in 
possession of the rebels, the detachment again started for that place. Ladders 
were procured at Puthankote, for the pU!l'pose of escalading the above fort, if 
necessary. When we had proceeded about four or five miles from the latter place, 
we were given to understand that the occnpimts of the fort were making arrange
ments to evacuate it.. Major Fisher, immediately, ordered the cavalry to 
proceed at .. trot. When we approached Shahpoor, we perceived a number of 
men on the· hill overlooking the fort, and a charge was, accordingly, made 
through the village, and up the hill side; the detachment of cavalry under 
Major Fisher and Captain Davidson quickly cleared the height, and, then, pro
ceeded in the direction of the fort, which is well-built and strong, larger, and 
much more capable of resistance than Puthankote. On Major Fisher's party 
nearing the fort, a heavy fire of musketry was opened upon him, which was 
as warmly returned; two or three sowar!! of the 15th Irregulars'were wounded, 
and two or three horses were killed, and one or two wotmded. The fire, on both 
sides, was kept up, until it began to get dark, when Major Fisher moved his 
detachment to IIJl open space to encamp for the night, the company of the 29th' 
Infantry having by this time arrived. In the course of the night, we received 
intelligence that the rebels were making arrangements to evacuate the fort, 
and cross the Ravee, on which (at 12 o'clock at night) Major Fisher, imme
diately, ordered the whole detachment to proceed to storm the fort. Lieutenant 
Johnston led the attack with his company, snpported by the Irregulars, and, 
after a short time, effected an entrance, a shot or two only haying been fired 
from the fort. On entering, it appeared that the rebels must have evacuated 
it, and effected their escape, down a precipitous bye.path leading to the Rayee, 
which flows below the fort, at the depth of several hundred feet. • 

Major Fisher has forwarded a detailed acconnt of the military operations 
connected with the storm and capture of the Fort to Brigadier Wheeler. I 
will not, therefore, dwell further on the subject than to state (though, perhaps. • 
it might be presumptuous in me, as a <;ivilian, to offer my opinion on such a 
subject), that Bothing could have surpassed the zeal, courage. and activity \.hat 
animated every individual in the detachment. We-found two dead bodies of 

2 Z 
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'the enemy, and it is probable that sevelal others were killed or wounded, but 
were conveyed across the Ravee, into the dominions of Maharajah Golab Sing. 

Ram Sing, son ofVuzeer Sham a, the chief of the rebels, is still at large, 
and it is stated that ne is in the neighbourhood of Noorpoor, in the midst of 
a large jungle. We halt, at this place, to-day and to·morrow; Major Fisher 
has not yet determ~ned whether the fort should.. be dismantled, or garrisoned; 
it is quite clear, however, that one of these two courses must be pursued, as it 
will, otherwise, always afford a refuge to the disaffected. There are several 
minor forts in the neighbourhood, which ought also to be dismantled, but they 
are mere mud erections which could easily.be levelled· to the ground, but the 
Fort of Shahpoor is really, from its construction, size, and military position,-an 

• excessively strong and important stronghold. . . 
We have apprehended several parties, among whom are one of the four 

principal officers who were in the fort; another is the brother of Damoodah, of 
Shahpoor, the second in command; and I have made arrangements for the 

. apprehension of all the principal Lumberdars in the neighbourhood, who have 
leagued with, and assisted, Ram Sing and his party. The first-mentioned prisoner, 
Gugna by name, Lumberdar of Basma, about three or four miles from this,. 
states that there were 200 men in the fort; but [am disposed myself to think 
that the number is somewhat exaggerated. When I have completed my investiga
tions into the complicity of the suspected parties, I will communicate the result 
for your information and orders. It is, I think, quite clear, that unless a speedy 
termination had been put to the designs of these people, disaffection would have 
greatly increased, and, in a short time, would have gained such a point, that it 
would have required a large force to dislodge these rebels, and restore tranquil

-lity in the neighbourhood. I trust that the measures that have"ah'eady been 
undertaken, will meet with your sanction and approval •.. 

The horses of the irregular cavalry corps in the detachment, have had a 
most fatiguing march, and it is absolutely necessary that they shoul~ be rested. 
The day after to-morrow, we propose making a forced march in pursuit of Ram 
Sing himself, whose apprehension we hope to effect. 

If I may be allowed to offer an opinion on the subject, I should suggest 
that, taking into consideration the present unsettled state of the. country, a 
whole regiment of infantry would not be misplaced, if it were stationed, half'at 
Noorpoor, and half at Puthankote. wit,}J. a small detail of cavalry to be placed at 
the disposal of the commanding officer. I think, also, that the fort of Shah
poor should be dismantled; to do which effectually, gunpowder .would be 
necessary, with a view to bloW up the gate, and ten bastions surrounding the 
fort. We have, at present, no efficient means at our disposal for the purpose. 

Inclosure I 5 in No. 38. 

The Adjutant.Genf1·al to the Secretary to the Government of India. 

September 12, 1848. 
THE Commander-in-Chief directs· me to transmit a copy of a dispatch of 

this day's date, addressed to the officer commanding the Sirhind division, 
directing certain troops to be held in readiness to march, fully equipped for 
service, at the shortest notice . 

• 

Inclc.sure 16 in No. 38. 

The Resident at Lahore to the. Secretary to the Government of India. 

• Lahore, September 12, 1848. 
, 

SIRDAR CHUTTUR SING has gone great lengths in tebellion; and 
Raja Deena Nath justly writes, from Rotas, that there is little hope of putting 

. down, otherwise than by coercive measures,.a rebel ,who has opposed the troops 
of the State in thll. field; who. has called in the aid of a foreign power to assist 
in the resistance to authority, and in offensive operations against the Govern-
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ment; who has forcibly stopped the "public communications;' has imprisoned 
the Government officials; and has -directed the executive officers, iIi charge of 
distri'cts and _treasuries, to obey no orders but his, and se?d the revenues of the 
country to hIm.' , 
, . Not a moment should be lost, in preparing for the' extensive military 
-operations which appear now inevitable. . • ' , 
'. It is just possible that the statement of -troops from Jummoo having joined 
the Sirdar, may be a mistake, and that the Barukzye Sirdar may refuse his' 
co-operation; in which case, the rebellion would not be as formidable. But if 
Maharajah Golab Sing has joined his fortunes to those of the rebel Sirdar (a 
tbing one can hardly believe possible, notwithstanding the evidence), the struggle 
will be a severe one, for there will be many other parties concerned, who do not, 

,lit present, appear. 
, ' It is not impossible that many of the chiefs, who would have joined this 
movement, if headed by the Maharanee; will stand aloof, now that it, has. been 
got up by the Sirdar Chuttur Sing; not because they hate the British troops 
less, but that they hate the.Attareewallas, and Raja Golab Sing, more. 

Inclosure, 17 in No. 38. 

The Resident at Lahore to eM Commander-in-Chief . 
• 

Lahore, September 12, .1848_ 
" 'MY intelligence of yesterday evening, from the north-west, is of anything bui 
a pleasing character; and I cannot but fear that we are on the eve of a general 
'Punjab war, for which every possible preparation should be made,without delay. 
!, Raja Deena Nath writes, from Rotas, that he sees little prospect of being 
ablti to effect aoything satisfactory with re"o-ard to this rebellion, into which Sirdar 
Chuttur Sing seems to have plunged, with a determination to sacrifice his life to 
'the cause, The Raja says, that he has it,fl·om four different sources, all, he thinks, 
-et:edible, that one of Maharajah Golab Sing's regiments has already joined the 
Sirdar's . SOD, Ootar Sing, . at Dhangullee, . with two guns, and that another is 
about to do so, when Ootar Sing will rejoin his father, at Rawul Pindee .. I can 
hardly think this open disaffection,and breach of treaty, on the part of the Maha. 
rl!iah, possible; yet the fact is very positively stated, and is generally believed. 

A very' ugly looking insurrection is reported-to have broken out; in the lower 
hills ill the Kangt.'3 district, just beyond the Lahore frontier. ,The abandoned 
fort of Shahpoor has been occupied, and Putbankote_ and N oorpoor are threatened. 
This is the report from the Durbar ii·ontier officers. r have, as yet, no letter from 
Mr. Lawrence on the subject. " 

The Peshawur force is showing symptoms of unsteadiness. An emeute was 
attempted by a part of two Sikh regiments, but was put down, for the time, by 
the promptitude and determination of Major Lawrence, and the good conduct of 
the officers and the Mussulman regiments. 
, I am informed, by the same authority which has given me very con·ect in
'telligence of coming events, hitherto, that, if much more delay takes place in 
the reduction of Mooltan, or if the Hazara rebellion makes head •. there will, 
within' a month, be an insurrection of the Malwa. Sikhs in the'direction of Kythul. 
I do·not know upon what grounds this assertion is made; and the passage of 
troops to the frontier will, probably, check any purposed movement in that 
part. 

The delay in the arrival of the siege train at Mooltan, and in the occupation 
of the place. is a great misfortune. It and the Hazara disturbance have given 
confidence to the adherents of Dewan Moolraj, and, within the last month, at 
least 3000 Sikhs. from the Manjha and other places, have joined him. These, 
though undisciplined and unorganized, and, therefore, useless ip the field, are for
midable, fi~htjng behind walls and entrenchments. The city and citadel are both, 
Major Napier wlites to -me, stronger than any of our accounts represented. At 
his suggestion, I have, to-day, written to' Sukkur, to have all the mortars that 
may be in store there, with ammunition and artillerymen, sent up, immediately; 
by steamers. ' I hope they may not be' required, but Major Napier thinks the 
precaution advisable. " . - , 

2Z2 
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I trust your Lordship will have ordered the troops moving on Ferozepore to 
come to Lahore. It would be well if some came through the Jullundur and 
Umri~ur. • 

P.S.-I have, this instant, received the copy of a letter from Sirdar Chuttur 
Sing to the Barukzye chiefs at P.eshawur, intercepted by Major Lawrence. This 
letter seems to leave scarcely a doubt of the complicity of Maharajah Golab Sing; 
and the junction of the Barukzye Sirdars seems most probable. The Sirdar 
positively declares that he is coming hither. 

Inclosure 18 in No. 38. 

Ifltercepted letter from Sir-dar Chuttwr Sing, .Attareewalla, to Sirdar Sooltan 
Mahomed Khan, Barukzye, at Peshawwr, dated 17th Bhadon, correspO'1lding 
with .August 30, 184,8. . 

YESTERDAY, I wrote a full detail of all circumstances to you. I have 
now sent my confidential representative, Mahomed Buksh, to you: The sign 
which Maharajah Golab Sing conveyed to you by letter, Mahomed Buksh will 
himself fulfil, by taking hold of your finger-. Do, according to his saying. 

It behoves you to leave your most competent son at Peshawur, and your
self, with all your troops and officers, and all the Sikhs (meaning the Khalsa 
army), to come hither. If you do not think it good to come YOlll"self, do you 
remain at Peshawur, and send your son hither. Troops and guns have been 
already sent from Jummoo. I am only awaiting, in Chuch, your coming. Put 
away a1l cautious misgiving, and, trusting in Providence, come quickly. Send a 
written reply to this, immediately, for this matter brooks no delay. I a.m bound 
to the eastward. The Sikh troops at Mooltan have also, now, thrown off the 
mask. 

Inclosure 19 in No. 38. 

The Resident at Lahore to Major Edwardes, C.B. 

Lahore, September 13, 1848. 
I HAVE received, this morning, your lettert of the 10th instant, reporting 

the purport of conferences held by you, with Sheik Emamooddeen, and with Raja 
Shere Sing and the Sirdars, regarding the state of the Sikh force before 
Mooltan. 

The state of things in that force, as shown by your letter, is not only very 
unsatisfactory, but, at the present moment, embarrassing. I believe that six, out 
of ten guns with the force, are in Raja Shere Sing's brigade, and under charge of 
his Mahomedan levies. I hope they may be considered safe, or that arrange-
ments can be adopted for making them so. ' 

The move Raja Shere Sing proposes .• would be, perhaps, judicious; it would 
give the soldiers, willing to work, some employment, and would bring to a test the 
intentions of the disaffected, and wavering. We cannot expect the Sikhs to act 
with any zeal in the cause of their Government-they have never done so; and, 
DOW that the cry of their religion is raised on the other side, if you can, by any 
means, secure their neutrality, it will be all that can be expected. 

I have kept you constantly informed of the state of the Hazara insurrection, 
as far as I can learn it. Sirdar Chuttur Sing gives out that he has the support 
of Maharajah Golab Sing; and many circumstances seem to favor the truth of 
that statement. 

I told you of the report sent to me by Raja Deena N ath, the day belore yes
terday, that one regiment from the Jummoo Distric~ had, certainly, joined Ootar 
Sing, and that another was expected to do so. From a communication received, 
last night, from the Raja, I am disposed to think that this, almost incredibly open, 

• Thil refers to a custom commou among these peopl~, of intimating thai Ihe person wha 
touch .. a certaiu joiut of a certain fiuger on the hand intImaled, may be trusted in the matler under 
conuderatioo. 

t Inclolure 11 in No. 38. 
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adherenoe to the rebel's cauSe by the Maharajah, has not taken place: about 700 
soldiers, from the Maharajah's territory, have joined Sirdar Chuttur Sing, but it 
is not distinctly stated that they are enlisted soldiers, ~ servants of the Mah .... 
rajah; and, though it is not likely that his people would take other service, with~ 
out his connivance, I shaH probably have a khurreeta from him, complaining 
that his subjects have been seduced from their allegiance to him, and have 
deserted to Sirdar Chuttur Sing, notwithstanding all his endeavours to 
prevent it. ' 

Raja Deena Nath was, still, at Rotas, on the 10th, but it was positively stated 
that Sirdar Ootar Sing would meet him at Dumuk, on the following day. The 
Raja seemed to think that this meeting was intended, but he was not certain that 
treachery to himself might not be meditated. If he failed in his negotiations 
with Chuttur Sing, he proposed raising troops from the armed population of 
Dhunee ad Pind Dadun Khan, 1113d, by the route of the latter, joining Captain 
Nicholson, or Captain Abbott, and using all his arts and influeBce to detach the 
troops from the Sirdar. I have allowed him to do' as he pleases; he seems 
desirous to do good service at this crisis; not that men in the Punjab are what 
they seem. ' 

Sirdar Chuttur Sing is using all his endeavours, as Sheik Emamooddeen 
supposed he would, to induce the Barukzye Sirdars to joill him; he had. not suo
ceeded on the 7th of the month; ad, as he has so constantly declared that his 
is II purely religious movement, merely to rescue the supremacy of the Khalsa 
from the enemies of their faith, I do not see how the Barukzye Mahomedans can 
very consistently join him, or even the Hill Rajpoots take an open and declared 
part in Ii rebellion for that avowed object. 

P. S.-It has just been reported to me, that a mule messenger anived, last 
night, from Sirdar Ch uttur Sing, with letters to Sirdar Golab Sing, and an urzee 
to the Durbar. These are written on the 5th instant, after his retw'n from 
Attock, and renew the request that Raja Deena Nath, or Raja Tej Sing, may be 
sent out, to put down the rebf'llioR; he has 1J0wadded, "or Moolvee Rujub 
Ulee I" I send the Sirdar's letter to his son, which he sent me,-that, after 
having read it, you may give it to Raja Shere Sing. This mule rider was the 
bearer of other letters to Golab Sing, which he has not shown me. 

Inclosure 20 in No. 38. 

Mr. Lawrence to Brigadifff Wheeler, C.B. 

Noorpoor, September 13, 1848. 
I ARRIVED at Noorpoor this morning at.5 .t.M., in company with Mr. G. 

Barnes, the district officer, and Lieutenant Wallace, in command of about 150 
men of the 2nd regiment of Sikh Local Infantry. 

I understand from Captai,n Park, of the 29th Native Infantry, and from the 
reports of the native authorities, that the insurgents, under a man named Ram 
Sing, son of ShaIDI~ Sing, vuzeer of Noorpoor, have taken up a position about 
a mile and a half south of Noorpoor, on a long and rather Darrow hill, covered 
with brushwood and jungle. The spies, whom I have examined, say that he 
bas not above 200 or 250 men with him, who' are armed with matchlocks and 
swords; that be occupies the ground close to a tank, for the sake of water; that 
he has some supplies, and is able to procure more from some villages south of 
his locality, with the inhabitants of which he has influence. 

I understand, from the description given by those well acquainted with the 
localities of the position, that, to destroy, or seize, this body of insurgents, four 
detachments would be necessary, to occupy the foul' different roads which lead 
to the ground which Ram Sing holds, and none should be less than 100 men. 
They say that, if attapked by anyone line alone, he can easily' effect a retreat, 
and occupy some other strong position. I may further add, that it would appear 
to me that neither gun~ nor cavalry are required, but only infantry. 1 have sent 
out spies to gather information, and will a"oain communicate with you, to.-morrow. 
on the subject. It will be a great object to attack the insurgents, as soon as 
possible. Opinion here .seems to be divided, as to whether his band will disperse, 
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or $till further increase until attacked. I am rather inclined to think that it 
will decrease; and, probably, by the time the troops' arrive, it will retreat or 
disperse, and again assemble some where else, which would be, of course, a lieat 
evil. . . 

I should, therefore, have written, and asked for assistance from the officers 
comman?ing ~t Hajeepore, but. that I see, from a letter of your Brigade Majoi, 
that Major Simpson has received your order to detach no troops from his 
station. 

Majors Fisher and DavidSon, with Mr. O. Saunders, are at Shahpoor,about 
sixteen miles from this. A small fort at that place, which a body of the 
insurgents had occupied, was surprised, two or three days ago, when four or five 
of them were killed, and the remainder driven away, with a loss of two men 
wounded on our side. Mr. C. Saunders had sent to Noorpoor for powder to 
blow up the place, and, I understand, Captain Park had detached a portiol!l of 
his force to escort it: . 

I have written to Major Fisher that, unless he has received instructions 
from you to a contrary effect, I recommend that he should watch the three 
ghats noted in the margin·, and send any infa~try he may have to Noorpoor. 
I have directed Major Davidson, with his cavalry, to occupy Puthankote, and 
to patrol the road between that fort and Noorpoor. I consider that, by this 
time, a company of Major Hodgson's corps must also have arrived, or be close 
to Noorpoor; and I beg to add, that I, yesterday, wrote to that officer to march-, 
with all the men he could muster~ to the same place. . '., ';' 

'! -< 

P.S.-I have written to Mr. C. Saunders to send back the men of the 29th 
Native Infantry, whom Captain Park sent as an escort with the powder. ,i· " 

1 .. 

. . f1 

Inclosure 21 in No. 38. 

Major-General Whish to the Adjutant-General. 

Camp, Mooltan, September 12, 1848. 
REFERRING you to my letter of the 10th instant, I have the honor to 

report, for the information of the Commander-in-Chief, that, thinking the bom
bardment of the enemy's position must have been effectual, I directed" iI~ noon 
yesterday, that a shell should only be thrown into it once hourly; baving, from my 
observatipns at an early hour, satisfied myself that it must be taken withoutdela),!. 
At noon yesterday, the Cbief Engineer and Commanding Officer of Artillery ,waited 
upon me, when the former apprized me of his having ascertained that the enemy 
were in great force in its vicinity; but the wind was so boisterous, nnd the dust ~o 
troublesome, the weather seemed adverse to our moving then, and it was put oft'. 
At 2 P.M. to-day, Major Napier again called, witb a confirmation of his former 
infOl'mation, at which hour we had a promise of a repetition of yesterday's dust~ 
storm; but at 4 A.M., finding it was clearing up, I issued the Division Order, of 
which I inclose a copy; and, being pressed for time, I can only add that my sanguine 
expectations were more than realized, of which I hope to give the particulars to
morrow. The total of the casualty list will not, I trust, prove heu\'Y ; ,but I have 
heard with unfeigned regret of the death of Colonel Paltoull and Quartermaster 
Taylor, of Her Majesty's 32nd Regiment, Major Montizambert, of Her Majesty's 
lOth Regiment, and Ensig.n Lloyd, of the 8th Native Infantry. .... 

Inclosure 22 in ~o. 38. 

Division Orders. 

Camp, Mooltan, 4 a.m., Tuesday, September 12, 1848 . 
. THE Major-General proposes to take ~he enemy's PQsition in front, and 

near the advanced picket of the trenches, at 9 A.M.; for which purpose,. as he 
hopes, this arrangement will bring on a somewhat general. action .. The following 
force will be ready, under the command of ~rigtldier Hervey, to advance .from the 

• Srinugger, Shahpoor;:~nd BUDglu, opposit~ Bussowlee. a large gh~L' 
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trenches a quarter of an· hour before tbe above-mentioned hour, and will, in 
great measure. be formed from the relieving, and about to be relieved, troops of the 
trenches. • 

One troop of Horse Artillery. 
A complete squadron of cavalry from each of the three regiments; viz. 11 th 

Light, and 7th and lith Irregular Cavalry. . . 
6 companies of Her Majesty's 10th. 
6 companies of Her Majesty's 32nd. 
1 regiment of Native Infantry from 1st Brigade (the 8th). 
2 regiments of Native Infantry from the 2nd Brigade (49th). 
The right column, under Lieutenant-Colonel Pattoun, will be composed of 

five companies of Her Majesty's 32nd, and 8th Regimtmt Native Infantry. 
The left column. under Lieutenant-Colonel Franks, C.B., will consist of five 

companies of Her Majesty's 10th, and 49th· Regiment Native Infantry. 
The cavalry will be under the command of Major Wheler, who will attach 

one troop to tbe Horse Artillery . 
. . The reserve, under the field officer of the trenches, will consist of a company 

from each of Her Majesty's Regiments 10th and 32nd, and tbe 51st Regiment nf 
Native Infantry, with two guns of Horse Artillery. Of the details of the force 
remaining in camp, Brigadier Salter will make such disposition as may be expe
dient, keeping the whole on the alert. The Commanding offic~r of Artillery will, 
in concert with the Chief Engineer, arrange, if possible, for the advance of the 
heavy howitzers, now in Ramteerut, a few hundred yards, and Lieutenant Edwardes 
will be requested to co-operate from the left of the advanced picket of the trencbes, 
witb an efficient detail from the force under hiscommaod ; and the Major-General 

'calculates upon the most complete success from the zealous and energetic exertions 
of all concerned, if the enemy should prove to be as numerous, and as strongly 
positioned, as they are supposed to be. . 

Inclosure 23 in No, 3S. 

Major-General Whisk to the Adjutant-General. 

Camp, Mool/an, September 13, IS48. 
THE columns, formed agreeably to the Division Qrders, of which a copy was 

forwarded yesterday, advanced to the attack at st A.M., part of 'Lieutenant 
Edwardes' force being previously engaged with the enemy on our left. The posi
tion was a strong one, and stoutly defended; the contlict terminating only in a 
series of hand-lo-hand encounters. A troop of Horse Artillery, under Captain 
y.lckenzie. was brought up at an opportune momeot, and prevented ao accession 
of numbers to the enemy, wbo were repulsed with severe loss in about an hour and 
a half. I inclose a list of casualties 00 this occasion, and on tbe night of the 9th 
instant, in the previous attack on this post, wherein Captain Christopher, of the 
Iodian Navy, was severely wounded. 

The late Colonel Pattoun. who commanded lhe attack nn that occasion, 
reports, that Captain Christopher rendered him valuable assistance in bringing up 
supports from the rear intrenchments. . 

Tbe wounded, I am happy to say, are progressing very favorably, by the Field 
Surgeon's repol'!_ 

General Casualty Return of Mooltan Fuld Force, in the operations on the Enemy's 
intrenched Position, on the 9th and 12th of September, IS48. 

Mooltan, September 13, IS4S. 
4th Troop 1st Brigade, Horse Artillery-1 rank and file, 4 horses killed i 

1 European officer, 7 rank aod file, 5 horses, wounded. 
4th Troop 3rd Brigade, Horse Artillery-4 horses, killed; I staff serjeant, I 

serjeant, 2 rank and file, 6 horses wounded.· • 
. 7th Irregular Cavalry-1 rank and file, kil'ed; 2 horses, wounded. 
Sappers and Miners-I rank and file, wounded. 



.He:r MajllS!Y:s 10th .. Foot-. 1 European officer. 7 'lank IIInd file, killed; 3 
European ~ffi¢eFs,. II serjeants. 61 rank and tile. woWlded. . 

Her Majesty's 32nd Fpot-2 European officers, 4 rank and file, killed.; • 
European officers, 39 rank and file, wQ\Ionded. 

Btb Regiment Native Infantry-l European officer, killed;. 2 Enropean officers, 
1 havildar, 33 rank and file, wounded. . 

• 49th Regiment Native Infnntry-1 European officer, 2 havilda.s, 7 l'ank and 
file, killed; 2 European officers, 1 havildar, 1 drummeJl, 42 rank and 
file, wounded. 

51st Regiment Native Infantry-l havildar, 2 rank and file, killed; 2 rank 
and file, wounded. 

72nd Regi~ent Native ,Infantry-l Native officer, 6, rank and file, killed; 
1 NatIve officer, 7 rank and file, wounded. 

Gener~ Cortlandt's Artillery-1 Native officer, 1 rank and file, 1 horse, 
killed; 2 rank and file, wounded. 

Total-5 European officers, 2 Native officers, 3 serjeants, 29 rank and 
file, B horses, killed; 12 European officers, 1 Native officer, 1 staff 
serjeant, 5' serjeants, 1 drummer, 196 rank and file, 13 horses, 
wounded. 

Grand tota1-39 men, 8 horses, killed; 216 men, 13 horses, wounded. 
Note-One charger in attendance on the Major.General during tbe attack, 

killed by a callnon ball. 
OffiCIrT'8 lcilled. 

Lieutenant·Colonel Pattoun, Her Majesty's 32nd Regiment. 
Major Montizambert, He~ Majesty's 10th Foot. 
Lieutenant Cubitt, 49th Native Infantry. 
Ensign Lloyd, 8th Native Infantry. 
Quartermaster Taylor, Her Majesty's 32nd Foot. 

OffiCIrT'8 wounded. 
Captain Mac Gregor, Her Majesty's 10th Foot, severely. 
Lieutenant Herbert, Her Majesty's 10th Foot, severely. 
Captain Balfour, Her Majesty's 32nd Foot, dangerously. 
Captain King, Her Majesty's 32nd Foot,. slightly. 
Lieutenant Birtwhistle, Her Majesty's 32nd Foot, slightly. 
Ensign Swinburn, Her Majesty's 32nd Foot, slightly. 
Lieutenant Bunny, 4th troop 1st Brigade Horse Artillery, slightly. 
Captain Wroughton, 8th Native Infantry, slightly. 
Lieutenant Turnbull, 8th Native Infantry, slightly. 
Lieutenant Hollinsworth, Her Majesty's 10th Foot, severely. 
Lieutenant Ricbardson. 49th Native Infantry, severely. 
Lieutenant Irwin, 49th Native Infantry, severely . 

• 
MUlsing. • 

3 privates. Her Majesty's 10th Foot, and 1 sepoy 51st Native Infantry. 

Inclosure 24 in No. 38. 

The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary to thff GovlrT'nment of India. 

Lahore, SepttrmblrT' 17, 1848. 
IT is with deep regret that I forward the accompanying letters, received 

last night, at after half· past 9 o'clock, by express from Mooltan. 
I know that the expedition to Moo1tan was undertaken. at this time, with

out the concurrence oCthe Government, or the Commander-in.-Chief; still, I think 
circumstances justified my ordering it, when I did; and it will be seen by the in
closed letter from Major-General Whish, C.B., that the present check is not, in 
any way, attributable to the climate, on which the objections of the Government 
and the Commander-in-Chief were founded; or the state of the troops, whom 
the General describes as in high health and spirits. the amount of their casualties 
and sick not exceeding six per cent. of their numbers. 
• That there was no difficulty on account of inundation, is also evident. The 

check is, in 110 way, attnlmtable to the season of the year. . 
The amount of force sent down by his Excellency the Commander-in. Chief, 
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was, by all, considered ample: the chief engineer gave me his professional 
opinion that the reduction of the place was feasible, uDder the circu.mstances 
Bupposed, with the aid of a much smaller force. 

This opinion was formed by Major Napier, after two months of the most 
constant, and searching, inqui.ries into the nature, and extent, of the fortifications, 
and after the preparation of plans, from the most accurate information attain. 
1I.ble, by himself, and Major Becrn-r of the Quarter-Master General's department. 

I was aware, when I ordered the movement of the force and train, that the 
utmost expedition was necessary, im carrying the operations to a successful con
clusion, as the (lnly means of preventing a general illsurrection in the Punjab. 

The delay which occurred in the despatch of the force, after I had ordered 
it, and in the arrival of the siege guns, is much to be deplored. 

Doubtless, as stated by Major Napier, a very great change has taken place, 
"'ithin the last two months, in the constitution of the rebel force, garrisoning the 
city and citadel, as well as ill ils numbers: this is owing to the rebellion of 
Sirdar Chultur Sing. and (as it is stated, I fear, with justice) to the machinations 
of the arch traitor, Raja Shere Sing. 

I tru~t that reinforcements will be pushed on, with all expedilion. I shall, 
to-day, address the Governments of Bombay and Sinde, that every exertion 
may be made by them, pending the orders of the Government of India, for send-
ing troops to Mooltan. , 

The express reaehed me between 9 and 10 o'clock last night. I, imme~ 
diately, requested Brigadier Campben. CoB. to come to me, when I arranged with 
him for having Her Majesty's 53rd regiment under arms at gun-fiFe, that I 
might, witn the Brigadier, take possession of the citadel, and the property of the 
State, and place under arrest Sirdar Golab Sing, IliIld the other Sirdars EOst 
notoriously supposed to be implicated in this treachery. . -

I have been, all the morning, thus employed. I nave made efficient arrange
ments lor the security of the pel'son of the Maharajah, and of the state jewels 
and property, and I haye placed under arrest, iJil. charge of British sell tries, 
Sirdars Golab Sing, Attareewalla; Nar Sing, Attareewalla; Bishen. Sing,. and 
J,hunda Sing, .Batooleah. . 

Iaclosure 25 in No. 38. 

Major-General Whish to tke Adjutant-Gene1'al_ 

Camp, ~[ooltan, September 14, 1848. 
THE circumstances of this morning induoe me to begin a. letter, that ,gives 

me much pain, by ob8erving that, on the 9th instant, the chief engineer expressed 
his opinion that the force under my command WII8 ,inadequate for the reduction of 
the town, aBd fortre!S. of Mooltan. In this, I entirely dilfeFed with him. On the 
] I th ,instant, when talking of Shere Sing's {"roe tG Lieuteww.t EdW8\"des,.and of 
the expediency of getting rid of it, he said, he would, try ami so ,arrange, ,and, 
yesterday, reported that, after·a longd~scussion, it was settled that one Sikh 
division should go to Toolumbah, to patrol the roaa,and.all,flthers to Klir-
rwnp~. . 

In the evening, at the request of MajoFN~er!~ho, l~gI!eUC!l,say. has 
been wounded, by the graze of a. owmon-ball, iJil. the, leg), I met Lieutenant 
Edwardes at his tent, when it was, a,,"'IIin., :urged that_,force tWaS inadequate to 
proseoute ·the siege which I WII8 exceedingly lINers8 tG 'acquiesce in, seeing that 
the troops were i.&high health .anciilpiritls, ,that aU'I!' sick and wounded did not 
exceed six per cent., and that our 'lirtildery ,hadJl0t yet'seriously opened their 
fire 0 but, on my retUDll·· fmm, ou adNaDA:ed posts at 8 o'clock this morning, 
I was surprised by a messa"ae from Lieutenant Edwardea, to the effect thai 
Shere Sing, at the head of his whole wee? was in full maroh Ie join the 
enemy. 

I met that officer, shortly after, again, at Major Napier's tent, the officer 
commanding the artille1'Y being present, 'as al"O the officers of the Quarter
Master-General's department; ami I -requesteli the attendance of Colonel Franks, 
who was ncar at hand.. Having explained tbe circumstances above-mentioned, • 
and noticed that the last accounts from the Resident mentioned Chuttur 
Sing's being in open rebellion, it WllS the unanimons opinion that the 
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operations of the siege could not be continued, and I lea.rnt from Colonel Franks 
that he had come to that conclusion, some days ago; and thus, when within 
breaching distance of the walls of the town, I ha,'e had the mortification of 
abandoning my advanced position~ (obtained with conside!'8.bl~ difficulty, and loss) 
as we had no prospect of keepmg the town, after takmg It, the enemy being 
10,000 strong, in its immediate suburbs. " 
'.' ~ hay-edirected our ~roops to be withdra'!"n this evening, except, a ~~rong 

picket, Wlth two horse artillery guns, at a post m our first parallel (Ramteerut), 
and, shall, leisurely, change my position to Tibbee, where I shall await the arrival 
of such reinforcements as the Commander-in-Chief may think proper to send.: 

Inclosure 26 in No. 38. 

Major Napier, oj the Engineers, to the Resident at Lahore: ' 

Mooltan, September 14. 1848. 
I, TO-DAY" received the news that Shere Sing had gone over, bodily,' tl,> 

the enemy., , " 
, We have been pushing on, under, considerable difficulties. caused bY,the 
country being so strong in natural defences, and by our scanty number of 
regular troops, when this news came to us. Moolraj's forces are now very 
diJrerent from what they were when l<~dwardes met them. Except a few,' the 
il-regulars have been excllanged for the old Sikh soldiers. The force hail 
obstinately opposed us at each point, at a sad loss of life; and, with the fac,t 
tha~ Shere Sing and Chuttur Sing, in fact, the Sikh n.ation, wer~, now,opef!11 
agamst us, the numbers would be sure to mcrease rapidly., ' ' 
, Our plan of attack had extended our communications far from camp, and 
it became clear that they would be much more so, before we 'reached th~ 
place. ,Shere Sing had taken up a position, threatening our right rear, where 
we were very weak; and it became clear that we could not continue our attack. 
without danger of finding ourselves fighting in front, and attacked in rear; as 
we could detach no men, our supplies could be easily intercepted, and our 
communication on Raj Ghat cut off.. . , , 

It has, therefore, been determined ~o ",ithdraw from this attack to onr 
camp, and to wait for reinforcements. ' . ' 

, Thuds very Pluch to be regretted, .but it is' one of the accidents iiI war, 
and must be borne with resolution. , ' '" 
, In discussing the next .position to' be taken up, the General haS determined 
to occupy Edwardes' old position, Sooraj Koond, until reinforcements arrive. 

We ought to have, at least, two brigades more, With reference to the 
strength of the enemy, and the prospect of their numbers being much increased 
by accessions from the North. • • '" 

The 130mbay Presidency appears the nearest, and best, point from which 
)Ve can get reinforcements. . : "" 

I look upon the probable state of the Punjab in the next two months, whljn 
I suggest the addition of two brigades. . ; , 

'fhe labor of siege-works falls entirely on our Europeans. 
The General will have written to you to-day. 

, The attack on the Sikh post, which caused us such a sad loss in officerS, 
was verr gallantly made. The place is Bhaee Goordutt Sing's house; and so~e 
curious documents fell into Edwardes' hands. .. " 

I am much distressed to think of poor Montizambert. The loss in men 
waa small, compared to the officers. "', , ' . 

The General remains in the present camp, for som~ days. 
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Inclosure 27 in No. 38. 

Major Edwardes, to the Resident at Lahore. 

, ' camp, before Mooltan; September 14, 1848,-
',.:, ,'I .' J I", . . < i , 

~ ""THE question of the intentions of the Sikh force under Raja Shere Sing, has, 
thillIDorning, heen settled, by the camp moving, hodily, offtc:> Mooltan, and joining 
~ rel)e1s, the Raja putting himself at the head, of the movement, and ordering 
the" Dhurum Ka DllOsa," or religious drum, to be beaten, in the name of the 
Khalsg. 

, My private notes have already informed you that the .sikh camp had arrived 
at so dangerous a pitch of insubordination to the Sirdars (and above all to the 
Raja, who acted his part so well as to be revil~d as a Mussulman, up to the last 
moment, by the Sikhs of his own camp), that I c~nsidered it my duty, three days 
ago, to take the instructions of Major-General Whish concerning them. 

It being impossible to tum the flank of the Raja's position, between tWit 
nuUahs, and close to Mooltan in front, there was no hope of disarming the Sikh 
forcer, and the only alteTl).ative which remained was, to induce them, if possible, 
to withdraw towards the capital, where the strength of the British army would 
,render them harmless. ,The General, therefore, concurred with me, that the only 
thing to be done was, to direct the Sirdars to march. 
'" ,', 1, then, sent for the three Sirdars, and informed them of the General's wishes. 
,~one of them ,liked' the idea of encountering, as they said', the sneers of their 
~neri:lles, in the Durbar, at the failure of their attempts to keep a Sikh foree 
',tq their duty. They /1-1s0 said, tbat many of their men would not obey an order 
to ,march. I asked them; if they staidbere, at Mooltan, would they be answer
able for the same men not going over to the enemy? They said, "No ;itis 
.v~rJ ~rtain, if we remain here, the whole force will go over, gradually'; there is 
~q dependence on any .one of them." ,Then, I said, it was better to make an. effort 
tp." save them, and g'lVe the well-disposed, at all events, an opportumty of 
escaping. " Sirdars Qotar Sing and Shumshere Sing a~eed in this view of the 
: question;, but Raja Shere Sing warmly expostulated at his division' (chiefly 
'qf Mussulmans) being sent away, when they were ready to give their lives iii the 
'cause of the Maharajah. ' General Cortlandt also had a good opinion of the Poorbeah 
.r.egular ~giment in the Raja'S division; and as Majo~ Napier, chief engineer, was, 
a1ieady; 'of opinion that we had not men enough to prosecute the siege' of Mool
tan, J agreed to the Raja remaining hehind. It was, then, settled, with the 
'full consent and approval of the three Sirdars; that Sirdar Qotar Sing's division 
,should be ordered to Toolumbah, under pretence of keeping open the road, and 
stopping the influx of recI'uits; Sirdar Shumshere Sing's division to Kurrumpore, 
for the same purpose j and Rajah §ihere Sing's to take up a position to cover, and 
protect, the ferry. This morning was fixed for the march. 

, Last night, Sirdars Uotar .sing and' Shumshere Sing came to take their 
leave, and both, separately, had interviews, in which, after begging for letters to 
'the Resident, exculpating them from blame, and expressing a belief that the 
,majority of their men would march witq. them, they both took occasion to speak 
'disparagingly of the Raja; Sil'dar Qotar Sing asking, how long I thought the 
three or four hundred Sikhs of the Raja's division would remain faithful to their 
duty; and Shumshere Sing warning me, in plainer language, that, before three 
days elapsed, the Raja's Sikhs would be off, to join Chuttur Sing. 
" 'I believed this to be spleen at the Raja remaining behind, and thought 
it"was rather in the Raja's favor than otherwise j but, immediately after the 
,departure of the Sirdars, Sheik Emamooddeen came, and positively declared that 
the Raja had,' at last, thrown off the mask, assembled his officers, and taken their 
oaths to stand by him, in rebellion. In this, he was said to be advised by Sootutt 
Sing, Majectia, the same person as was reported to have, upwards of two months 
ago, brought the injunctions of Chuttur Sing to the Raja to r~beJ. Sheik 
Emamooddeen belongs to the party in the State opposed to the Attareewallas, 
anel I was still loth to believe his report, nor (by this moming's denouement) do 
I think tile matter was decided, for it is acknowledged that the three Sirdars tried 
to move off, and lead their camp, in the right direction, but were surrounded by 
fanatic orators, who roundly abused them, for deserting the cause of their religion, 
and stirred up the passions of the Sikh soldiers, till opposition to their will was 
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no longer safe. Then, Soorutt Sing, Majeetia, took the lead, harangued the 
crowd, half pushed, and half persuaded; the Raja, . until, . in a fit, as it were, of 
confusion and d~peration, he consented to adopt the popular side, and put himself 
at the head of the mutineers. . Then, Sirdar Ootar Sing betook himself to his 
horse, and fled to my tent, followed by Kirpal Sing, Mulwaree, and Kiber Sing. 
Sindanwalla, and, later in the day, one or twa small Sirdars. Shumshere Sing, 
Sindanwalla is said to have been surrounded, and carri~d off, by the Raja's people. 

The revolted camp moved straight down on the city of Mooltan, but was 
denied admittance by Dewan Moolraj, who said he doubted the Raja meant 
treachery (an additional argument, for my view of the question) and ordcred. him 
to go and encamp in the Huzooree B~h, under the guns of the fort; ~ntil he 
(the Dewan) was satisfied of his intentions. 

This being the aspect of affairs, I hastened t9 lay the 'IIame before Major
General Whish, and begged him to consider us as no longer engaged with a rebel 
Kardar alone, but with the whole Sikh army, in another struggle for independence. 

The Major-General adjourned to the tent of the chief engineer, where 
several senior officers were, also, called together; and an unanimous opinion (lome 
to, that the siege was no longer practicable. Colonel Franks even said, that he 
had come to that conclusion, two days ago. It was, therefore, decided to con
centrate the troops, and assume a defensive, yet dignified, position, until the 
Government can organize its measures for the Punjab war, into which ·we are 
thus launched. 

I cannot conclude this painful report, without expressing a hope, that my 
past labors to keep together this Sikh force, since its unhappy arrival at M ooltan, 
will be, now, sufficiently understood, and exonerate me from any blame in its final 
defection. I can, conscientiously, say, that I have exhausted both health and 
fuculties in endeavouring to save both the Sirdars and their followers, from an 
act of national insanity and sUicide. 

Inclosure 28 in No. 38. 

The Relrident at Lahore to the Secretary to the Government of India. 

Lahore, September 18. 1848. 
IN continuation of my letter of yesterday's date, regarding the defection of 

Raja Shere Sing and. the other Sirdars, I have the honor to state, that I had 
beard, for some few days, that Sirdar Golab Sing was, secretly, sending his property 
out of the fort, preparatory. as it was believed, to going off himself to join his 
fatber, Sirdar Chuttur Sing. 

Sirdar Golab Sing, and his brother Raja Shere Sing, having been charged 
by Colonel Sir H. M. Lawrence. with the care of the Maharajah's person, and 
with the superintendence and arrangements <rf the household establishments, 
lived in the palace. I have, lately, caused a very suict watch to be kept over 
the proceedings of Golab Sing; suspecting that he in tended himself to decamp; 
and knowing that he had been u.rged by his father, if possible, to carry the little 
Maharajah off with him. 

When I entered the palace, and went to Sirdar Golab Sing, soon after day
light yester-day morning, the Sirdar was in the greatest possible state of alarm. 
I Dever saw anyone look more terrified: I told him, that I had not detected 
him in any fault, but that I oould not allow him, as the representative, at Lahore. 
of his brother, who had turned traitor with the rest of the family, to remain in 
his present position; and that it was necessary that he should himself be put 
under restraint. I asked him, if he had received any letter. during the night, from 
Raja Shere Sing; he replied. yes, one letter .. 1 asked him the purport, when he 
Bent for the letter. and gave it to me; it was written, for the purpose of being 
shown me, evidently. It described the meeting. on the 13th, between the 
Sirdars and Lieutenant Edwardes. and the conversation that took place. and 
the arrangement which had been determined on, for the march of the Sikh troops 
to the rear. 1 told him, that I was pretty sure he had received another com
munication ; . be confessed that he had; and I demanded to see it; he, then, 
produced the letter and inclosure, a translation of which is annexed. 
. It appears to have been the Raja's intention to have gone off to Hazara. to 
join hls father Chuttur Sing; . but, finding the troops averse to this, and more 
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. disposed to join Moolraj, he determined on taking that step; having, probably, 
settled, with the said-troops, and the smaller Sirdars. in his interest, that they 

· should take the other chiefs with them, by force. The other superior chiefs do 
not appear to have been previously cognizant of the Raja's intentions. Sirdars 

· Shumshere Sing and Ootar Sing, when they visited Lieutenant Edwardes, were, 
· _certainly, I think, not so. • 

Sirdar Ootar Sing made his escape from the army, as it appears, and joined 
Lieutenant Edwardes' camp, with a few horsemen, (his son, Lal Sing, having been 
carried off by the troops). Kehur Sing, the neph~w of Sirdar Shumshere 
Sing, did the same, with all his own horsemen; Kirpal Sing, Mulwae (an intimate 
friend- ()f Sheik Emamooddeen's) did the same; and, afterwards, in the middle of 
the day, Shere Daol Sing, son of Futteh Sing Man, escaped, and took refuge in 
Lieutenant Edwal'des' camp, also. The Toshakanah, and all the property of 
8irdar Shumshere Sing were brought to Lieutenant Edwardes' camp. b"some 
ef the Sirdar's fullowers, who reported that he himself had endeavoured to 
escape, but had been carried off by force, to Mooltan. These particulars are 
learnt trom an urzee sent to me by Sheik Emamooddeen, on the evening of 
the 14th. 

From the above, it would seem tbat the move to Mooltan was not premedi
tated by the Sirdars generally, and, from their reception, it seems that they 
were not expected by Moolraj. 

I have no intelligence to-day from Mooltan_ I doubt not that many or 
the Jagheerdars, who are at feud with the Attaree family, will desert from the 
rebels; but it is to be feared, that the insurgents will be joined by nearly all the 
the army, and the military population. 

The promptest measures are necessary-five thousand men would ~ffect 
· more, at the present -moment, than nearly four times that 'number, two 

months hence. 

Inclosure 29 in No. 38. 

Rajah Shere Sin9 tD Sirdar Golab. Sing. 

TO my dear 'brother Golab Sing. After professions of affection.-You 
have frequently written to me to remain firm in my fidelity to Captain Edwardes, 
and to act, in all things, according to his instructions. I have in no wise de
viated from this counsel. The Sing Sahib (Sirdar Chuttur Sing) has, several 
times, written to me, stating that he constantly obeyed Captain Abbott's direc
tions; but that that officer, acting according to the suggestions of the people of 
Hazara, bas treated him most unjustly, and caused him much grief and trouble; 
and that he has also exerted himself to destroy and dispel:se the Khalsa troops. 
The Sing Sahib writes to me, that I had nothing to do with the treaty made 
with the t<:nglish; an:d that, if I wish to preserve my existence, and the religion' 
of our country, I must act accordingly, and join him. . 
. - . Hitherto, Captain Edwardes has treated me with great kindness; but, 
'within the last week, his feelings towards me have changed. I resolved, there
fore, yesterday, to join the Sing Sahib, and devote myself to the cause of OUl' 

religion. 
. If you have any regard to the directions of the Sing Sahib, 01:" my advice, 

prepare, immediately, en the receipt of this, to join the Sing Sahib, 6r to go to 
Jnmmoo, or any other place you may think lit. If you disl'bgard my advice, 
act as you please; but remembur, that it is incumbent upon sons to obey the 
instructions of their futller, for life.is short. 

Do not wait for another letter. . 
God is between us. If we live we shall meet; if not, God wills it. 

1nclesed i" the preceding. 
The matter is this.-I shall enter the Fort of Mooltan, with my troopll, on 

1st Asooj (14th of September). If you are with me and the Sing Sahib, ma~e 
your esc'ape as you bost can; if you are not with us, act as you think fit. 

It is useless to write more; make arrangements regarding our family, as 
tIle Sing Sahib has directed you. Delay not an instant. 
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Inclosure SO in No. '38. 

The Resident at LiI.lioTfJ to the Secretary to the G01Jemment of India. -, 

Lahore, September 23; 1848. ,- J 

I FORWARD a letter from Lieutenant Edwardes, dated the 16th instant
l received to-day, regarding the events which took place at MooItan, after the 

~losing of his letter of the 14th. ' ' ,:" 
, It will be seen that'Sirdar Shumshere Sing maile his escape, on the night 
!>f the 1~th, from l.Iooltan, ~nd joined Lieutenant Edwardes' campthe follow':' 
lng mornmg, on foot, and wlth:one follower. ' 'J 

. I was nearly certain that the Sindanwalla Sirdars, whatever may be theif 
feeling towards' us, could never take part in an insurrection, originated and 
headed, by one of the A ttaree family, nor join a rebellion of which a low caste 
man, as Moolraj is, was the leader. ' -,' 

Raja Shere Sing's 'conduct has been very extraordinary, and is almost 
inexplicable; he is, however, now in open' rebellion, and doing his worst to 
injure the British Government, and to compass the destruction, by any meantJ, 
of Europeans. It- is not worth while to speculate, as to whether he has been 
all along contemplating treachery, or if he was, up to a certain point,sincjlre, 
'and, after that point, a traitor. He, certainly, succeeded in deceiving Lieutenant 
Edwardes to the very last. I do not think he intended to join Moolraj, though 
he is believed, latterly, to have aided in getting him recruits from the Manjha: 
'he would have proceeded to join his father in Hazara, if he could; but the troops, 
and lesser Sirdars preferred going to Mooltan, which was in sight. ". ," 

'lJ!e letters to General Cortlandt, Sheik Emamooddeen, and the officer!l, 
are not worth translating. Theyare all of the same tenor, and beat the sealS 
of Raja Shere Sing, and the Sirdars, and officers with him. They call on aD 
the Sikhs to 'unite to re-establish Khalsa supremacy and to destroy the' English~ 
they all say that Chuttur Sing· is in, rebellion,' and Mahamjah. Golab Sinl!' 
'aiding him. '. ", ), - " '-j l' 

I have annexed the translation of a proclamation. the Raja 'put ,forth, the 
'day'after he joirted Moolraj, as a specimen of, his feelings towards those 'who 
have raised his family from obscurity to distinction, and heaped benefits on the 
heads of every member thereof.' , -" ',' ;, ' 

Inclosure 31 in No. 38. 

Major Edtwardell to the Resident at L-ahore. 

Camp, Sooraj Koond, September 16,1848. " 
ON the 14th of September, I informed you of the revolt of Raja Sh(lr¢ 

Sing's force, and what Sirdars had remained faithful, and come in to me. 
Amongst those who had not come in, I named Sirdar Shumshere Sing. 
Sindanwalla. as, having been forcibly detained by the Raja; and I am very 
happy now to be able to tell you that, yesterday moruing, the Sirdar sueceede!l 
in making his escape, on foot, from the rebel camp, leaving behind him his 
tents, elephants, and property. Even on the road, he was intercepted 'by two 
of the enemy, but he shot one, and the other fled. , '," ' 

Several adherents of the Sirdars who had come in, subsequently escaped. 
and the 'party was becoming so numerous in our camp as to cause anxiety tl,) 
'their neighbours; so I took advantage of 'the Sirdars" desire to look after their 
families, and gave them their leave to go to LallOre. They started this morn~ 
'jng, and go by the Bahawulpore route. ' , , . ; 

Sirdar Shumshere Sing related to me the interview which took place a~ 
the Shivallah, outside the Bohur gate of the city, between Dewan Moolraj and 
the Sikhs, Sirdars, and officers. Great distrust ,was shown by the Dewan, whO 
was attended by an overpowering escort, and the grunth was brought in to 
administer oaths, of sincerity to the, new comers. ,All swore fidelity except, 
t5humshere Sing, who dllclared (he says)befOl:e themall~ that he owned no 

• Inclosure 32 in No 38. 
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cause but that of Maharajah Duleep Sing. The oaths so freely taken did not 
remove Moolraj's suspicions;.1 and, after the interview, he withdrew all his own 
troops from the entrenchments in front of the British army, and told Raja Shere 
Sing to relieve them,--so low has fallen the brother-iii-law of the Maharajah. 

The Raja seems to have applied himself, at once, to organizing revolution 
thrbughout the country, 'and Shumshere Sing told me that he had forced him 
(Shumshere Sing) to set his seal to two documents calling on parties to join 
the rebel standard. Shumshere Sing, further, warued me to be on the look 
out for letters from the Rajah to Sheik Emamooddecn, and all the regular regi
ments in my Cl).mp; and, many hours had not elapsed, before the Sheik brought 
me one which he had received, and which I append to this letter. It states 
that the Raja, in compliance with the commands of Maharajah Duleep Sing, 
had joined that well-meaning and faithful servant, Dewan Moolraj, in Mooltan, 
and is busily engaged in the work, of re-establishing the state and religion, 
and expelling enemies, a work in which the Sheik is called upon to join. For 
the present, the aspect of affairs is not bad enough to render the Sheik's fidelity 
doubtful; and his hatred of Maharajah Golab Sing, and the Attaree party, who 
Bide with him, exceeds, if possible, that which he bears to the Sikh race generally, 
which he is fond of characterizing as " filthy!" 
: Almost immediately afterwards, Colonel Budree Kath, who commands 
General Cortlandt's Kuthar Mookhee regiment, brought me a simillll' letter, 
adilressed to himself, and his officers, by Raja Shere Sing. Both these letters 
.have. the advantage of assuring us that not only the Raja, but his father, is in 
open rebellion. . .. . ' 
.', I hl).ve no fear of the Raja being able to seduce any of General Cortlandt's 
troops Irom their. allegiance j but as Sheik Emamooddeen had two gu;ns 
belonging to the same troop as the four which were with Sirdar Ootar Sing and 
.Shumshere Sing, and which went over with the Raja to Mooltan, I, this morning, 
sent for the Sheik, and asked him, what dependence he could place on the artil
lerymen? He replied, •• Just this much, that I have, for the last week, told off 
30Q men to do nothing but watch the guns, and cut down the artillerymen, on 
the slightest sign of mutiny." This being the case, I thought no time was to be 
lost, and directed the Sheik to seize the guns, and confine .all the artillerymen; 
which he promptly did. I have sent the men under a guard tf) Lahore, and beg 
·tlJexplain that, though they are suspected of behaving ill at Suddoosain on the 
lst of July, I have, now, turned them out merely as a prudential measure. . 

While I am writing, other letters have come from the Raja to Sirkaree 
troops in this camp, and one to General Cortlandt, bearing the seals of several 
Sirdars, and officers, who are along with Raja Shere Sing. I append them all. 

Agreeably to the orders of the Major-General commanding the field force, 
my own and Bahawul Khan's force, yesterday, changed ground to Sooraj Koond. 
The movement was executed, most deliberdtely, for we had little, or no carriage, 
and. our camels, &0., had to perform, three journeys, before all the stores and 
munitions were removed; but I was resolved not to leave one cannon-ball, or 
handful of meal, to the enemy; and our whole line remained, cheerfully, under 
arms, from sunrise till 2 P.M. to cover the operations. Only once, did the enemy 
:try to turn our flank and get at the baggage, with about 1000 horsemen of our 
late faithful ally, Raja Shere Sing Attareewalla. but General Cortlandt opened 
hili guns upon them, and put them, instantly, to a disorderly flight . 

. ' The British force followed US, this morning, and is now encamped on the 
'very ground where the battle of Suddoosain was fought. . 
, This move secures, as you will perceive, the ferry communication with the 
~eia districts, and the countties beyond the Indus, also with Sinde and Bombay, 
from whence alone, in the present state of the Punjab, it is probable that troops 
Can be spared; and lastly, the communication with Bahawulpore, Ferozepore, and 
80 witb Lahore. Some were of opinion that Sirdarpore would have been a 
better position, as commanding the shortest road to Lahore; but it was generally 
agreed, that a round-about communication with the capital was preferable, if it 
combined communication with Sinde, Bombay, and Ferozepore. 

,; P. S.-I bave thought it right to request Lieutenant R. G. Taylor to with
draw from Dem Ismael Khan, along with the family of General Cortlandt<: as 
he can be of little use after what has. occurred, and his seizure by the BUDDOCi 
troops would be a calamity in every way. 
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Inclosure 32 in No. 38. 

Manifesto isS'Ued by Shere Sing. 

Seal 
. of. 

Shere Sing. , 

IT is well known to all the inhabitants of the Punjab, to the whole of the 
Sikhs, and those who have been cherished by the Khalsajee, and, in fact, to the 
world at large, with what oppression, tyranny, and undue violence, the Feringees 
have treated the widow of the great Mabarajah Runjeet Sing, now in bliss, and 
what cruelty they have shown towards the people of the country. " 

In the first place, they have broken the treaty, by imprisoning, and sending" 
away to Hindostan, the Maharanee, the mother of her people. Secondly, tbe ' 
race of Sikhs, the children of the Maharajah (Runjeet Sing), have suffered so 
much from their tyranny, that our very religion has been taken away from us. 
Tbirdly, tbe kingdom bas lost its'former repute. lly the direction of the holy I 

Gooroo, Raja Shere Sing and others, with their valiant troops, have joi ned the' ' 
trusty and faithful Dewan Moolraj, o~ the part of Maharajah Duleep Sing, 
with a view to eradicate and expel the tyrannous and crafty Ferin~ees. The 
Khalsajee must, now, act with all their heart: and 'sout All who : are 
servants of the Kbalsajee, of the holy Gooroo, and the Maharajah, are eJl" 
joined to gird up their loins, and proceed to Mooltan witho\lt'delay.' 'Let I 

them murder all Feringees, wherever they may find them; and 'Cut off the, ' 
daks. In return for this service, they will cf'rtainly be recompensed by the favor 
of the holy Gooroo, by increase of rank, and by distribution of rewards: 
Fourthly, let all cling closely to thrir Teligion. Whoever acts accordingly, will 
obWn grace in this world, and 'hereafteT; and he who acts otherwise, is 'excluded 
from the pale of the Sikh. faith. 

Seal. 
of 

Sookha Sing. 

Seal 

I Seal I 
' Sooru~f Sing. 

Seal 
of 

Urjun Sing. 

Seal 
of 

Baluk Sing. ' 

of 
Rutun Sing. I Seal 

of 
Futteh Sing. 

, Seal 
of 

Sahib Sing. 

Seal 
of 

Lal Sing. 

Inclosure 33 in No. 3S. 

Maj&r-General Wh~k to the i1djutant~Gtfleral. 

Seal 
of 

Jeet Sing. 

Camp, Mooltan, September 16,'1848: 

, , 

'I 

SINCE SHERE SING'S force, about 1,000, (principally horse), went over 
to the enemy, with his tv.o mortars and ten guns, I found we were continually 
exposed to false alarIllS, whenever he or his Sirdars chose to parade within view, 
accompanied by a strong escort. I, therefore, changed ground this morning to a 
position nelU'ly three miles south west of the fort" where we shall not be liable 
to such inconveniences. 

,\..ieutemant Edwardes' force removed to SooraJ .Koond Y,est&day, and is 
about two miles east of us. ,. 

In ouor march to-day, the enemy offered no molestation, except to the last 
portion of the column that left. the ground, on which some of Shere Sing's guns 
opened, without effect, and were soon silenced by six of Cortlandt's, that accom
plll'lil.'d :2,000 of Lieutenant Edwal'oes' hor~e, that I had borro.wed for the day, 
for "the better eeeurnyof the extensive siege train, and engineer's park, camp 
equipap;e, bng!(a~ei &e.· ' 

On .the 18th ultimo, Lieutenant Edwardes estimated Shere· Sing's force at 
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about 4,200; but, consequent to reinforcements by Chuttur Sing and Golab Sing 
of Cashmere, I have reason to believe it is about 5,000 now, notwithstanding 
nearly 3,000 went off, on the 14th, to Jhung and Lahore, with three guns, 
when the remainder, under Shere Sing, publicly took up the cause of the rebel 
Dewan. . 

Inclosure 34 in No. 38. 

Major Napier to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, near Mooltan, September 19, 1848. 
THE attack on the City of Mooltan, which was commenced on the 7th 

instant, was discontinued on the 14th, in consequence of the great accession of 
strength which the enemy gained during the operations, and, finally, by the 
defection of the Raja Shere Sing and his associated Sirdars. 

It was found impossible to continue the operations, and, at the same time, 
to protect the siege train, and cover our line of communications, for our whole 
force was engaged in guarding our camp, and in manning the trenches, whilst 
the Raja's cavalry and guns were available to move on any points to oUl' rear, 
from which we drew our supplies. 'fhe attack was, therefore, withdrawn. . 

The transfer of the Raja to the ranks of the enemy, laid open the Ghat of 
theChenab, and the road to Shoojabad, and .obliged Lieutenant Edwardes to return 
to his old camp of Soora,j Koond, instead of taking up a position, on the left of 
our camp, at Seetul-ke-Maree, which was impracticable from want of water. 

As the country towards Sirdarpore is in the hands of the Raja Shere Sing's 
people, no a.~sistance, in the way of supplies, can be looked to, from that frontier. 

It appears to me absolutely necessary for the British force to have a depllt 
for the siege train, and I have suggested Shoojabad as a fit place, and have, with 
the General's permission, sent an engineer officer to put it in order for the 
purpose. . 

As Boon as our force is emancipated from the encumbrance of the siege 
train, it may act in the field; at present, it can only act on the defensive. 

The forces of the Dewan Moolraj were found to be excellent defenders of 
strong ground, and skirmishers, though unable, for a moment, to resist our 
troops in the field; and their numbers are, by all accounts, said to amount to, at 
least, 15,000 men, including the Raja's troops. 

It is not easy, at present, to foresee what numbers of the enemy may be 
assembled, by the time reinforcement:; arrive to enable us to renew operations 
against the fortress. You will, perhaps, be better able to judge at Lahore what 
accessions to his numbers may be expected; but I believe that the army, ori. 
ginally destined by the Government for the reduction of lHooltan, will certainly 
be required here, and the sooner it arrives the better. . 

'fhe enemy is, at present, occupied in increasing his entrcndnnents, and 
sending out parties to occupy the country towards Sirdarpore and 'foolumbah. 
In the course of a few days, we shall, I believe, have moved our camp to a posi
sition in which we shall hlll'e a good opportunity of striking a decisive blolV at 
him, should his increasing' numbers encourage him to move out into the field; 
but it is most probable thnt he will wnit for reinforcements, before acting on the 
offensive. 

Inclosure 35 in No. 38. 

The Resident at Lllhore to Brigadier Campbell, C.B. 

Lahore, Septelllbe1' 19, 1818. 
I FOR\VARD two letters from Mr. J. Lawrence, the Commissioner and 

Superintendent of the Jullundur Doab, dated the 14th and 16th instant. relative 
to a disturbance which has taken place on the frontier of the Kangm district, 
and the measures adopted by him, successfully, for its suppression. 

I would suggest that Mr. Lawrence's proposition reg-drding sending the wing 
of a regiment to Kallgra, and sh'engthenillg the }'ort at Noorpoor, be complied 

SB 
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with, if it can be so without inconvenience: if 'the forts of Noorpoor and 
Kangra are firmly held, the presence of a second regiment of infantry at Hoshi!l1'
pore would be, perhaps, dispensed with. . 

You will see, by Mr. Lawrence's letter, that he does not consider that there 
is any objection to the march of the moveable column from· Jullundur, if its pI'&
sence, in a more advanced position, is necessary; and there is no doubt that the 
tranquillity of the Jnllundur districts depends, in an eminent degree, on that of 
the country on the right bank of the Beas. . 

I consider a forward move, at. this moment, of the Jullundur moveable 
column-to prevent the occUrrence of disturbances in the Manjha, and to be 
prepared to march, if necessary, to Labore--to be most de8irable. 

I wish, also, one of the regiments of natjve infantry now composing the 
column to be placed, for the present, in Govindgurh, to relieve the regiment 
which I have requested you, in my separate letter of this date, to send from 
this fur its immediate occupation. 

I propose, as suggested by His Excellency the Commander-in-Chief, that 
the Jullundur Column move, in the first instance, only to the banks of the Beas 
(with the exception of the corps to be pushed on to Umritsur), boats being pro
vided for its crossing at any point,-there to await further orders, which will be 
mctated by the state of events, to the north-wes~ and in the neighbourhood 
of Lahore. • . 

I request that yon will issue the necessary orders to Brigadier W,heeler, with 
as little delay as possible. 

Inclosure 36 in No. 38. 

Jolla Lawrence, Esq., to John Inglis, Esq., Secretary to the Resident at Lahore. 

Noorpoor, September 14, 1848. 
I HA VB already apprized you of the reports which I had received, that Ram 

Sing, son of Shama, one of the hereditary vuzeers of N oorpoor, had crossed the 
frontier, with a body of armed men. This information turned out to be correct. 
They attacked various posts of the customs' line, wounded three chupprassees. 
one of whom is since dead. and a second one not expected to live, and carried off 
two or three men connected with the revenue authorities at Noorpoor. 

I had written to Major Davidson, to march with the head-quarters of his 
corps to Puthankote, and requested Major Hodgson to dispatch a company 
from the Sikh local infantry regiment at Hoshiarpore. Before, however, my 
letters reached these officers, Major Davidson had heard that some of his men 
had been cut up, and, at once, started with all the men he could collect, being 
accompanied by Mr. C. Saunders. the assistant commissioner of Hoshiazpore. 
who volunteered to accompany the party, though the disturbance, which it was 
their object to suppress, was beyond the limits of the district to which he was 
attached. It is, with much pleasure, that I, thus, bring to the notice of the chief 
commissioner, the activity and energy which this gentleman has shown: since 
he has joined this territory, he has, on every occasion, eviuced judgment, ability, 
and zeal. 

I have now the pleasure to forward a copy of the assistant commissioner's 
letter, giving an account of the march, and of the surprise and dispersion of a 
body of the insurgents, who had taken possession of the fort of Shahpoor, on the 
Ravee. The chief commissioner will perceive that Major Fisher, with a body of 
the irregular cavalry corps at Mookerian, and a company of the 28th NatiV'e 
Infantry under Lieutenant Johnston, accompanied them, and I am indebted to 
the activity, intelligence, and zeal, which these different officers have all evinced, 
that the disturbance has not extended further than it has done. Mr. C. Saunders 
returned to Hoshiarpore on the 12th, and Major Fisher and the rest of the 
part)' anived here this morning. 

I reached Kangra, on the morning of the 10th, despatched Lieutenant Wal
lace, with 150 men of the 2nd Sikh regiment, from Kaugra towards Noorpoor, and, 
joining them, next day, in compan~ with Mr. G. Barnes, the district officer of 
Kangra, reached this place, yesterday morning at 5 A.M. 1 then ascertained that 
Ram Sing, with a body of men, occupied a long narrow hill, in the immediate 
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vicinity of the town, and that he had perpetrated several dacoities. He seems 
to have written circular letters to the head-men of villages, and invited them to 
join him; few, however, have accepted his offer. I annex a copy of a letter, of 
yesterday's date, to the address of Brigadier Wheeler, giving him all the 
information I had then collected, regarding the insurgents. 

The native authorities in N oorpoor appear to have been very active. 
Goorbhaj Ilnd Teyka, father and son, influential chowdrees of Indoura, bad, on 
the requisition of the Tebsildar, collected. a number of their friends, and, with tbe 
tbe aid of the customs' peons, who had been forced to abandon their posts, secured 
Puthankote from attack. The chowdrees and their men, subseqllently, proceeded 
to Noorpoor, and, in company with Soocheit Sing, another titular vuzeer of the 
ex-Raja's. who has great infllle~ in these parts, aided the police, and revenue 
authorities, in keeping the peace. I consider that these individuals deserve much 
credit for their exertions, which, with the judicious alTangements of Captain 
Park commanding at Noorpoor, have, probably, saved this important place from 
plunder. 

Ram Sing is still on the hill, described in my letter to Brigadier Wheeler, C.B. 
commanding the Jullundur Doab. We reconnoitred the position thi,s morning, 
&lid though it is strong, all the officers present concur in thinking that, with 
300 Ol.' 400 infantry, we could destroy, or capture the party. It is diffi<.wt to 
get authentic intelligence regarding the exact number on the hill, for the only 
people who can, safely, venture up there, are friends of the insurgents, who, of 
course, will not give true information. Ram Sing has been very cautious in his 
movements since my arrival, and, now that Major Fisber. with his force, has 
joined, will, I am afraid, attempt to escape. Tbe country round this town, and 
the vicinity, which he will, probably, not leave, except he decamps altogether 
across the Ravee, for it is here where his influence alone lies, is extremely 
strong. The whole surface consists of rugged hills, more or less covered with' 
trees and brushwood, intersected with strong valleys, cut up in all directions by 
mountain tOlTents; on this side of the hill, which the insurgents occupy, is the 
native village of Ram Sing, some of the people of which, have joined him. He 
might take up· much stronger positions at no great distance, and the object, 
therefore, is to prevent his escape, until sufficient force can arrive to enable us to 
attack him. . 

Through the influential chowdrOOs and head-men of villages, we are· now 
oollecting about 800 men, with whom we hope to occupy the passages leading 
to the position, while our own force ~cures the villages of Bussa and Juch, on 
the south and south-west. The advantage of this moyemeut will be, to restrain 
the insurgents within narrow limits, to give confidence and security to the 
villages, and, probably, prevent their escape. If Brigadier Wheeler authorizes 
the march of the five companies at Hajeepore, the affair would, I think, be 
settled in a day. Ram Sing is not popular in the counh·y. He has many more 
enemies, apparently, than friends. At any rate, the people appear to be peaceably 
disposed, and not inclined to join him. 

Sbould the state of affairs require the march of a considerable portion of 
t,he troops. now in the J ullundw' Doab, towards Lahore, I consider that they 
may be removed, without any danger. Tranquillity and security at Lahore, and 
in the Baree Doab. will have the best effects on the people, in this territory also . 
But I strongly recommend that a wing of a native infantry regiment be at once 
ordered to Kangra, to garrison the fort, and another wing be sent to NOOl"poor. 
I ~hould then have Major Ferris' corps, as a moveable force, at my disposal, to 
march on any point where troops should be required. At present, I had to 
weaken the garrison of Kangra to Q very considerable ell.tent, before I could 
mspatc'h Lieutenant Wallace to Noorpoor. 

With a native infantry corps divided between the two· forts of Kangra and 
Noorpoor, and the Sikh corps at my disposal, I think there would be no fear of 
any commotion in the hills; at any rate. none thl" we could not suppress. As 
matters are at pr~sent, they are not sufficiently protected. 

3B2 



Inclosure 37 in No. 38. 
. . ' . 

Mr. Lawrence to Brigadier Wheeler. 

"'Noorpoor, September 15, 1848. 
ON the receipt of your note of the 11th· instant, I sent off an express to 

Major Wintle, at Booddhapond, requesting that he would dispatch four companies 
to Noorpoor, to assist in attacking the insurgents, who are still posted on the hill 
close to the town. . 

I have informed Major Wintle that I do not think thatwe shall require any'" 
guns, and that Major Fisher ,concurs in this opi,nion. I had hopednot to have 
required the aid of this forc~, as I had written t? M,ajor Hodgson, at Hoshiarpore, 
to march on Puthankote, With all the meu at hlS disposal; but, in cons~quence of 
Mr. Cust's suggestions, telling him he believed the work had been accomplished, 
that officer has not marched. . I 

. . We reconnoitered the position of the insurgents, yesterday morning, and 
again to-day, and, in fact, have seen the country all round it. . , 

On the south, cavalry may act, but with some difficulty; a wide strong 
ravine, interspersed with rice fields, running along that side; on the nprth, the 
country is much more difficult, being broken in every direction into hundreds of 
little spurs, running out from the main chain on which the insurgents are posted. 

I do not apprehend any difficulty in attacking, and beating them; the danger 
will be that they disperse, and escape to unite elsewhere; the villagers are 
peaceable and well disposed, anxious for the seizure of the party who, have. 
done them some damage. J. have collected a body of Rajpoots to ·assist, us h;! 
guarding. the ground, and preventing the enemy escaping, when att,acked by 

, the troops. . . ' .' ., . , 
. I have recommended to the Chief Commissioner at Lahore, iliat half 

a corps €If native infantry be placed at once' in Kangra" so.;u; to render. the 
hill regiment available for detached duty, such as the present work.' , 

I am aware that yo" have been instructed by the General to accede to my 
wishes, if I should think it necessary to send regular troops to Kangra. But, as 
I know you have, subsequently, received not·ice to be ready to cross the Beas, on 
a day's notice, I have forborne making the requisition, lest I should impede your 
arrangements. I have, further, suggested that the force at N oorpoor be raised 
to five companies, so, that a part of them might be available for any emergency 
inthe neighbourhood. . 

Inclosure 38 in No~ 38. 

Mr. Lawrence to the Residen'tat Lahore. 
I " 

Camp, Noorpoor, September 16, 1848. : 
WITH l'eference to ilie affairs in this quarter" I annex, a copy of ~ lette~ 

of yesterday's date,. to the address of Bdgadier Wheeler,· C.B. which will .put 
you in possession of all the information I possess.' " 

I have only to repeat that I do not apprehend that there will be. any 
insmTeetion in these hills. Few people have joined Ram Sing, and, of ,these, 
some have done so from compulsion. Since yesterclay, his force hasl'ailier 
decreased, and, during our ride this morning, we met the head-men of a village. 
who told us that a party of 15 men had desel~d him, one, of whom he had 
seized, and caused to, be severely beaten. . I understand that several chowdr!l~s 
and Putwal'ees whom he has seized, are now in confinement with him • 

.I propose doing nothing, till the force arrives from Booddhapond; we have, 
now, ample means to dislodge hinl, but not to insure his destruction, 0)' seizure. 

1 have offered 1,000 rupees, for the apprehension of Ram Sing, and a1so 
sums, not exceeding 100 rupees, for each of his principal followers. , " . 

On our return from our ride this morning, during which we had .been 
employed in examining the country, 1l party of, Ram Sing's men" who had 
occupied a village at the foot of the hill, from which they could enfilade ilie 
road, opened a fire of matchlocks on U8. Major .Fisher, Lieutenant Wallace, and 
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other officers of the party, wisely restrained their men to merely firing a volley 
or two, when. we returned to NoOrpool·. The worst that I apprehmd is, that 
the insurgents should take the alarm, and retreat to a position more difficult of 
access. ' 

" Inclosure 39 in No, 38.' 

Mr. Lawrence to the Secretary to the Resident at Lahore. 

", Oamp, Noorpoor; September 19, 1848. 
! . i WITH reference to the news from Mooltan, I think' it more than ever 

neceSsary to garrison the fort of Kangra, and to strengthen N oorpoor.· I have 
the greatest confidence in both the' Sikh local' corps here, but they are 
required to move about the country,"and put doWll any attempt at insurrection; 
before it g'athers head. 
I· . I had been at N oOl1'oor six days, before I could get together a sufficient 
body of men to attack Ram Sing, who was' within a mile and a half of the 
fort. During this period,' he rendered the high roads unsafe, seized, and 
tortured the head-men of villages, and forced people to join him. The night 
before last, he burnt a number of houses in' the village of GhuntuI, nine miles 
from this, and, the next day, was joined by twenty matchlocks from the'(ee. 
St\ch is the nature of the country, and the difficulty of the fastnesses, that it 

. Was impossible, except by attacking him, to prevent such excursions . 
. I have the pleasure to state, that' we attacked Ram Sing; in his position; 

this morning at daybreak, on five sides ; we dispersed his force, killing"and 
wounding twenty-five to thirty men. The men of the Sikh local corps behaved 

. extremely well, evincing the greatest ardor and spirit. ' . 
I ';: Owing to the denseness of the jungle, we did not s.eize Ram Sing, but 
hope to give a good account of him, hereafter. 

I . 
. , . 

I~closure 40 in No. 38. 
o i" 

" 

.Vajor Hodgso~ tp lo{~.' Lawrence. 

Oamp, Noorpoor, September 19,'1848. 
AGREEABLY to the general tenor.of your instructions, I' proceeded 

this 'morning at 3 A.M;· with- the head~quarters" detachment of the 1st 
regiment of Sikh Local Infantry, consisting of 250 rank and file, to attack 
and dislodge a party' of rebels, assembled under II person nllmed Ram Sing. 
and who had taken 'position in the neighbourhood, and occupied the village 
of Bassa, on the top of a high hill. . On arriving at the foot of the hill, I 
halted the detachment until the dawn, when, I advanced up the ascent, covered 
by skhnlishers. On approaching the village, by a gradual ascent, which became 
steeper on the top, the 'rebels challenged, and fired a voHeyon the party. 
f\fter going a few more yards in advance, this was returned, and the detatch
ment pushed on smartly, and carried the village of BasSIl, and another in iis 
immediate vicinity. . 
. ',." The viHage I directed to be fired, and thereby destroyed a considerable 
quantity of supplies, two magazines, and ivanous other property collected by the 
rebels! Two native British subjects, confined by the enemy, were released, and 
some mules, formerly captured, belonging to Government, were recovered,and 
made over to the Commissariat Agent. The dislodged enemy amounting to, I 
~hould say, about 100 men, then retired firing, further up the mountain, closely 
pursued. Having reached the crest, they were joined by others, and attempted 
to make a fresh stand, but were quickly routed, and chased down both sides of 
the hill, dispersing singly in all directions. From the 1lxtreme 'density of the 
cover 1 it was quite impossible to fire with anyogreatprecision, but six dead 
bodies of the enemy were counted, and I bave no doubt that they suffered more 
severely; though, from the rapid advance of the detachment; I had no means of 
ascertaining. 88 it did not· return by the .ame route. . ",. , i ' , . 

, As a pw"Suit of single stragglers, through II particularly dense, and extensive, 
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brushwood. forest, could be attended with no possible advan~e, when it was 
difficult even to preserve one's footing, I directed the baIt of the detachment on 
an open slope of tbe hill. The dispersion. appearing complete on the part of the 
enemy, and their strongholds burned and destroyed, I returned to camp, after 
previously communicating with yourself. 

The detachment behaved with gallantry and emulation throughout, and I 
avail myself of this opportunity ~f bringing to your notice the circumstances of 
their having arrived only the night before, after a very harassing march of forty 
miles, over great part of an unbeaten tract. 

The alacrity and cheerfulness with which they performed their duty, was, 
therefore, very creditable to them, and peculiarly gratifying to me. 

My second in command, Brevet Captain Herbert of the 46th regiment, 
Native Infantry, though suffering from the effects of a severe wound, evinced the 
greatest judgment and gallantry, and rendered me the most effectual, frank, and 
soldier-like services. 

Serjeant·Major Dawney, whom I placed in command of skirmishers during 
the first advance, behaved with conspicuous gallantry. 

I think it my duty to bring to your notice the admirable tact, skill, and 
coolness of the guide Misser, who accompanied me, and pointed out with great 
precision the enemy's position. I beg to recommend him to your noticl1' 

In addition, I am happy to state that, taking into consideration the strength 
of the position attacked, my loss was very trifling, amounting to only five sepoys' 
wounded, three most dangerously, one severely, and one slightly. 

1 avail myself of this opportunity to bring to your notice that, considering 
the requisition made by you very urgent, I marched with every. available 
man, leaving my guards standing; and the consequence is that they lIl'e without 
relief. 

P. S.-I have since learned that the enemy suffered considerably in both 
killed and wounded. 

Inclosure 41 in No. 38. 

Major S. FUiher, Commanding 15th Irreiular Cavalry, to Major Palmer, 
Major of Brigade. 

Camp, Noorpoor, September 19, 1848. 
I HAVE the honor to report the dispersion, with slaughter, of Ram Sing 

and his followers. from the position they had occupied. 
The hill in the possession of the rebel Ram Sing, was attacked, this morning. 

hy the troops in four separate parties; the villages were burnt; Ram Sing and 
his followers were driven from the different heights, and dispersed with slaughter; 
their tents and rlrums were destroyed; and the character of Ram Sing, as a suc
cessful soldier, is, I think, totally annihilated, in the eyes of the predatory sol
diery who have, hitherto, been his support. I am happy to add that tIlls ha.~ been 
effected with but the slight loss of one sepoy killed, and nine wounded. The. 
casualty list is duly inclosed. 

The loss of the enemy it is impossible to ascertain with any certainty; some 
fifteen dead bodies have been discovered, but the denseness of the jungle, which 
also aided Ram Sing's escape, renders it impossible to give any accurate statc of 
the actual loss sustained by the enemy; it must, though, be great. 

N otbing could be more deserving of praise than the conduct of both officer:; 
aDd men. of all anns, OD. this occasioa. . 

Inclosure 42 in No. 38. 

Mr •. Lawreuct t. the Secretory to the .Resident at Lah.ore. 

Noorpoor. September 20, 1848. 
MY:: spiell inform me that Ram Sing bas 1!ed. lind his fullowers have dis-· 

persed. 'fhe people· I sent out, yesterday evening, and this morning, have 
counted.~ig4.teell dead bOdies 0l:I. .the hill. 'lIIldmany more must be 'lying in the 
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jungle, which in parts is so dense, I understand, froDl<" the officers who went 
up. that fifty men might lie concealed. 

. I annex a letter from Major Hodgson, commanding the lst regiment. of 
Sikh Local Infantry, describing the part his corps took in the affair. 

We had about 360 men of the 1st Sikh regiment under Major Hodgson, 
of whom 300 attacked on one side; two companies of the 29th Native Infantry, 
under Lieutenant Johnston, who went up on another; Captain Rind, of the 
71st Native Infantry, with four companies, equal to about 240 bayonets; and 
Lieutenant Wallace, with 150 men of the Kangra Regiment, made a long. 
circle, and, mounting the eastern extremity of the hill, got possession of the 
heights; Major Fisher of the 15th Irregulars, who assumed command of the' 
whole force, assisted by a party of his own corps, the 16th, guarded the southern 
and western sides of the hilI, where cavalry could act; while Mr. G. Barnes, the 
Deputy Commissioner of Kangra, and I, surmounted the ravin,es on the other 
two sides, with upwards of 400 Rajpoots, of whom the Rajas of Mundee and 
Chumba had sent me 200, and. the remainder were collected from the villages 
of the N oorpoor district. Our whole loss is one sepoy IdlIed, and nine 
wounded, all of the 29th Native Infantry, and 1st regiment Sikh Infantry. 

I have much reason to be satisfied with the way in which Major Fisher. 
and the officers commanding the different detachments, have behaved; and to 
Mr. G. Barnes I am especially indebted, for the energy and zeal with which he 
has aided me, in suppressing this disturbance. 

, I avail myself of this opportunity to add, that last night a Chokeyd~ came 
in, from a village on the Ravee opposite Bussowlee, and reported that he was sent 
by the head-men to say, that a body of 300 armed men had assembled on the right 
bank, and insisted on crossing to join Ram Sing, who had promised 'them 
8 rupees a month. They called themselves discbarged soldiers from Maharajah 
Golab Sing's army. The villagers are watching them, and I have sent out 
the Maharajah's vakeel to the spot, to incite His Higbness' servants at 
Bussowlee to seize them., I have, also, sent 'out spies in all directions to gain 
information, and, if I find it to be correct, I shall move a force, at once, to the 
banks of the Ravee, and hope to give a good account of all disturbers of the peace. 
It is right that I also state, that the Jummoo vakeel assures me, that such an 
assemblage of discharged soldiers as that now reported, is not the case; and that, 
he helieves, the story must have ari~n from his master having sent troops down 
to secure order, and arrest dangerous characters. 

Inclosure 43 iII No. 38. 

MI'. La'wre;lCe to the Secretary to the Resident at Lahore. 

Noorpoor, September 29, 1848. 
THE dispersion of Ram Sing and his followers appears to be complete. 
The day before yesterday, I went over the hill on which they had taken up 

their position, and found it, in many cases, not accessible to troops, except by narrow 
footpaths. In the evening, I received information that Ram Sing, with five men, 
had been seen in a wood, some eight or nine miles off. I, at once, sent off a party 
after him, who were out all night. It appeared that he had only left the place 
an bour hefore their arrival. I have now reason to believe that he has crossed 
the Bess, and gone towards Seeba, north of Hoshiarpore, where there are 
extensive jungles, though others seem to think that be has taken refuge in 
H urripore, I have sent off a party of the hill rangers, in the hope of seizing 
him. 

My spies from beyond the Ravee bave returned, and say that the Jummoo 
authorities have established posts along the right bank, to prevent the pa'lSlI{I;e of 
dangerous characters, and to preserve tranquillity. The disbanded soldiery, on 
the news of Ram Sing's defeat, which I circulated, in every direction, by letters 
to the heads of villages, written in the Hill dialect, have all dispersed. I do not 
know that tbere were so many as was, at first, reported, but there can be no 
doubt that there were some collected, and ready to cross. 
. If .Mallarajah Golab Sing could be prevailed on to disc:ontinue the disband

ment of his surplus soldiery, at the prest;nt crisis, it would conduce to the public 
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tranquillity. At any rate, it would not appear unreasonable that His Highness 
should, in some measure, be responsible for such characters nol!' collecting in bodies 
within the Maharajah's territories, and joining malcontents in arms against the 
British power. 

I have directed Major Hodgson, with the 1st regiment of Sikh Local Infantry, ' 
to return to Hoshiarpore. With Major Fisher and the cavalry, 1 propose , 
marching, two days hence, to Puthankote, where I shall post a company of the, 
Sikh corps and some Sowars, to secure that place, and to strengthen the police; 
and the four companies of the 71st Native Infantry 1 shall leave here, until I hear 
.from you, regarding the substitution of regular infantry for the hill corps now in 
Kangra, and the reinforcement of the garrison of Noorpoor. , 

Inclosure 44 in, No. 38. 

The Secretary to the Resident at Lah.ore to the Secretary to the Government 
of India. 

Lahore, September 25, 1843. 
I AM directed to forward dispatches from the Commissioner of tlle Trans. 

Sutlej States, reporting the suppression of the disturbance in Noorpoor. The 
Chief Commissioner, has much satisfaction in bringing to favorable notice the 
excellent conduct of the officers and men employed on this occasion. , ' 

'Inclosure 45 in No. 38. 

The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary to the Government of India . 
• 

Lahore, September 21, 1848. 
, I FORWARD a correspondence relative to the occupation of the fortress 

of Govindgurh, at Umritsur, by a British garrison. 
I have been all along, since the outbreak at Mooltan in April' last, most 

desirous that that fort should be in the possession of the British troops. It is, 
as the Government are aware, a most important post, with reference to its 
position iu the direct line of our communications between Lahore and the British 
provinces; in the centre of the Manjha, the district in which the Sikhs abound; 
and commanding, completely, the town ofUmritsur, which is more populous than 
Lahore itself; 'and, also, from the prestige attached by the Sikhs to the possession 
of this fort, which they consider as the key of the Punjab, and look upon with 
reverence as the work to which Maharajah Runjeet Sing devoted so much attention, 
Ilnd treasure, during the latter years of his reign. 

Besides the positive value of its occupation by us, for the reasons given 
above, the preventing its being occupied by insurgents, or disaftected parties, is 
a most important matter. If the disaffected of the Manjha could have secured the 
fort of Govindgul'h as a rallying point at this time, the whole of the Baree Doab 
would, most probably, rise, and our communication with the provinces in our rear 
would become very difficult, and. without a regular siege, we could not have got 
possession of the fort; yet, we must have possessed ourselves of it, ere we could, 
with safety, advance towards the north west. ' 

I know that the Governor-General in Council is fully impressed with the 
expediency of our occupying Govindgurh, but, with It jealous Sikh garrison, 
who had only to keep their gates shut to defy us, and who care not the slightest 
for the Durbar orders, getting possession was a delicate operation, while an 
unsuccessful attempt would be disastrous: this consideration has, hitherto, 
induced the Government and the Resident to let things remain as long as all 
went on well. 

Under the present circumstances, the occupation of Govindgurh became' 
more than ever desirable, and, in my mi.ld, almost necessary; and this was the 
feeling of the few real well-wishers we have in the Punjab. 

I am sure that the Governor.General in Council· ::1.1 appreciate Mr. Cocks' 
judicious execution of the duty entrusted to him, in which he received much 
assistance from Mr. J. Inglis. \ ' 

... 



I feel mUCh indebted to :Brigamer Campben; C.B., for the hearty interest 
be took in the success of the operation, and for the judicious arrangements' he, 
made for securing'it, by promptitude, and secrecy. ' 

The Brigadier l~ft me at II o'clock A.M. on Tuesday; and, with my instruc~ 
tions, at 7 o'clock on Wednesday morning, the fort was in our possession, and 
the Sikh garrison outside the walls; and, by II o'clock, the regiment of infantry, 
which was only taken off its duty in the city of Lahore the afternoon before. 
marched into Govindgurh in perfect order, ohly two, Sepoys being in. tlie 
rear. The regiment arrived in sight' of Govindgurh at 8 o'clock; but, learning, ' 
from a messenger s~nt by Mr. Cocks, that our people were- in full possession, and 
the Sikh garrison out, Colonel Mac Sherry halted, and rested his men, for a 
couple of hours, and marched them in,quite fresh, and cheerful, at 11 o·clock. 
The distance from Anarkullee iI; about thirty-five miles. 

Inclosure 46 in No. 3S. 

The ReBidenf at Lahare to the Secretary to the Government of India. 

Lahore, September 24,] S48~ 
THE intelligence received from Mooltan, since the date of my letter to the 

Commander·in.Chief of the Stb instant*, has so altered the aspect of affairs, that 
my proposition,-for the troops ordered to Ferozepore being allowed to come on, 
and form the army at Lahore, to be ready to move On, immediately, to the north
west,-C'ould not, of course, be entertained. 

The first thing, now, must be, to push on our reinforcements to Mooltan. 
The force sept from this was generally considered to be larger .than was 

required. I am satisfied that its failure was never, fnr a moment, anticipated 
by anyone, if the troops arrived at Mooltan, .in an effective state. The chief 
engineer gavlt his' profe~sional opinion that a smaller force would suffice, and 
he considered failure impossible; and it is certain that, in the SeasOIl IS45-6, 
Sir C. Napier, with a smaller force, and with not much more than a quarter of 
the amount of siege artillery, calculated, alter, as he conceived. full investigation, 
that the reduction, of the place would not have delayed his progress towards 
Lahore, many day~. At that time, Moolraj was iu the zenith of his powel; and 
his army on a war establishment; whereas, before .this outbreak, be had 
discharged' almost all his regular troops, preparatury to resigning' his govern
ment; ann his ,present army is composed of new levies. 

That the Commander-in-Chief was satisfied of the s!lfficiency of the force, 
fixed by General Whish, on the scale laid down by his Excellency, tor the'duty 
required of it; and that his apprehension was, on account of the se&s)n of the 
year alone; his Excellency has declared, in a letter to your LOl'dshil), in which 
is the following sentence:-' " .' 

"Unacquainted, as y€t, with the political necessity for the immediate move-
• ment of this force, yet, as it is to comprise that detailed in my letter of tbe, 

1st instnntt, to the address of your Lord-hip in Council, I do not feel justified 
in interfering. as neither the character of the army, nor the safety of that por
tion of it which will be employed, can be compromised, otherwise than by the 
loss of life" which the season of t.he year may occasion, and which, it appears, 
will be guarded against as much as possible." 

, The troops have, in no way, suffered, on account of the sesaon, but have, in 
fact, been more healthy and effective than the corps in any of the cantonments. 
When operations were suspended, the wounded and sick averaged only six per 
cent. of the force. 

It is, moreover, quite eyident, that the Genel'al commanding deemed his 
force ample for the service on which it was to be employed, and he had the best 
possible opportunities of judging. for the whole force assembled at Mooltan. within 
sight of the works, full sixteen days before the guns arrived; during that 
period, Major-General Whish, C.B., an officer belonging to one of the scientific 
branches of the service, had an opportunity of reconnoitring the works, obtain
ing e,'ery information regarding them, the number and position of his opponents, 

t • 

• Inelosure 44 ill No. 36. 
3C 
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kta aU otbeq;olnts necessary tQ , be known. 'Had ,tlle Geiie~'considerea the 
force, in imy respect,' inadequate to the setvice before' it; he' wolild;' dou,btleslf; 
::j~ h~~~' bound, have r~~ort~~ it~, ~nd reques~ed ,that, r~i,l1r.0~ce~~,n~, ~Ahtbe 

, ',' It is' notorious that such a notionhever ehtered into his ~nd,'()1;'t'liat) Of 
any officer of the force. Having duly considered what was to be done;' arid' 'tJit! 
'means he possessed of accom,plishing it, Major-General Whish felt -so ber11in of 
'Success, that he appointed, in division Ordel'8, prize agents to take charge of the 
spoils which he believed to be already in hi!! grasp. ' ,', LU 

I cannot but feeUh!l.t I had. f)IJ! ,warrant to anticipate that the expedition 
would be successful, and, had the city only of Mooltan fallen; within a reasonable 
period after the force sat down before it, a l'unjab war, otherwise as I believed 
inevitable, would have been avoided, • 

As it is, the effects of tIus check, supposing it to be no more, will be most 
serious. It launches us at once, I feal', into a general Punjab war, and we must 
strain every nerve to meet the emergency." 

All reinforcements that can be madc available must be sent to Mooltan. 
ttomwhatever quarter they call be procured; ,and we must prepare" as we best 
may, to keep all secure at the capital, and to meet the attack with which we are 
threatened. ,..... . " 
, . Sirdar 'Chuttur Sing had not heard of the DUl'bar troops in Moolian haVing 
joined Moolraj, when the last accounts came away from his camp. ' He was at 
Hurripore, in Hazara, having released the Gahundia brigade, and had w~tll bini 
six regiments of infantry, and fourteen guns. His son, Ootar Sing,was at 
Ra" ul Pindee, with one Sikh regiment, and about' 300 men from anotller' ot 
M~I arajah Golab Sing's, ,said toli!l-ve mutinicd, and joined thd Sirdar"an!i some 
2,OCO newly raised levies, andtwo guns. . '. , 
" LThhe' Sirdars are collecting' carriage, with the avowed intenti9n ofma~h~~~ 
on a ore. ' '" 

It is most probable that the Sirdar will now a.,ooain endeavour topersttade 
the Peshawur troops, and those of Bunnoo, . to join hiril, and, as 'the, defection 
has become' so' general, he will, it is to be feared, . succeed: ' He calculates on being 
Joined by the Sikh popUlation of the districts' surrounding Lahore"and gives ou~ 
that the garrison has been, in grcat part, 'bought over to his interest. .' .. 

That all .the Sikli population will take advantage of his coming, if he doeS 
come, to cqlnmit all manner of excesses, there can be no doubt; they appear 
to be, 'already, preparing to give him all the aid in their power; but there is no 
reasori to believe that his other assertion"is,anything but a lie to give confidence 
to his followers. ' . ' , . . . ",' r 

If the Sirdar, elated by the news from Mooltan, wquld execute his boast, 
and march on J~ahore, it would be the best possible move, for us, that he could 
make; we might, thcn, continue to hold Attock, and our officers in Peshawur, &C. 
might be secure. We shall be quite prepared for him'here, and shall be able, I 
doubt not, to give a good account of him'.. ., .. 
, The Sikh troops move so quickly, when on the march, that I have thought • 
it right to move up Brigadier Wheeler's column to the Beas at once; his appear
ance on the banks of that river, following up our occupation of Govindgurh. 
will put a check to the insurrectionary spirit of the ¥anjha, and prevent many 
from proceeding to Mooltan, and in the Hazara direction. . " ", 
, It has heen determined, in consideration of the late disturbance on the new 
frontier of the J ullundur district, that Brigadier Wheeler move, iIi the first 
instance, to Tanda, and l'emain there, till fUliher orders, sending to Lahore II 

regiment of native infantry, to take the place of the fil'St, which is now at 
Umritsur. The column will,. thus, \hreaten the NOOl-poor frontier districts, and 
be ready to march up to Lahore, in six or seven marches, via Umritsur, ifSirdar 
Chuttul' Sing comes to the Jhelum. . . 

My next report from Sirdar Chuttur Sing's camp will bring accounts of the 
effect produced by the news from Mooltan. It is, as yet, uncertain what the Sir-
dar's intentions are, or if he has himself determined his plans. . 

" J fear he will, in tlle first instance, endeavour,to get to Peshawur, and he 
!pay now do so, crossing below Attock.. . . . " " . " '. 

, ' Or, he may continue to OCCU)?Y the countries betweeri Rawul Pindee and the 
, Jhelum, where his own Jagheers lie, till he has ascertained the extent to which 
the insurrection may be ma(.~ to spread, .. 
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•• f, IO'i.,h~ m~Y' "put in ,el[eeution hi;; ,boast, a,nd march upon Lahore;, but, J' 
!lP,!ht h.is doiI!g ~hjs, unless he,issatisfied that Maharajah GoJaoSing will openly 
1Il¥illit him""" ... "", " ,"', ,.' ",' , 
" , Or, he may mareh down the ,Sind Sagur Doab to join his son in Mooltan, 
witI;l,Jhe"hope Q~ defeating g,ur,rOfPI' there, \l,lld, then, Illarching, as a eon~ueror; 
~\l .the capitllj.,; " '. , ' ,', , i", . " 

.;,. " ,How ,theJ;>urbar is to carry on any operations, I know not; the treasury is 
IIQ1Lrl¥ ":lllpty, \l.nd the~ollectionof auy revenue will be difficult, under the present 
CirculILStances. ' 

Inclosure 47 in No. 38. 

, "The'.Adjulant-General to tIle Secretarfj to the Government of India. 
'I ',., '.' , 4' • • 

, Head-quarters, Sini/a, September 20, 1848. 
) ,,' ]'~, forw~rding a copy of a letter f~om Major-General W. S. Whish, 
~eport41g that, in consequence of Shere Sing, at the head of his whole force, 
having joined the enemy, he has felt himself obliged to withdraw the British 
troops from before Mooltan, I am desired to detail the measures, to meet the 
'present emergency, which the Commander-in-Chief has felt himself called upon 
,~o",dop,t.""" ' ','., " 
.' Her Majesty's 29th Foot, and the 31st and 56th regiments of Native 
bfllntry, have beeI\ ordered to proceed to Mooltail., \vitll every practicable 
expedition, tp reinforcll Major-General Whish., " . " 
, With a view of assembling an army on the frontier, at the earliest possible 

.date, in order to support, the Mooltan force. and for whatever further opera
tions circumstances may call for, the movements specified in the annexed 
l1lemorandum, have been directed in this day's general orders. ' 
~' " The Commander-in-Chiefnow solicits the authority of Government, for 
iorllling the army he has ordered, t,o assemble at Feroiepore. into'divisions and 
brigades, ;:Llld for appoillting tq command the same such officers as his Excel
lency may see fit to select for employment on this occasio\l; also, the ,wiua! 
'proportion of stall' officers, and establishmepts for the several departments. '. 
':" The Commander-in-Chief recommends that every pfficer, aQ~ent fin stall' 
,employ from a regiment taking the field, that can at all be spare\l. should h~ 
required to join his 'corps .... immediately; and all medical officers holding 
appointments under Government, whose services can be dispensed with. should, 
likewise, his .Excellency thinks, be dirQcted to join the army, as soon as 
,possible., Engineer officers of experience will, also, benrgently required \vith 
(he lU"my., ' " ' , 
, " I am, again. instructed to press on the attention of Government the expe
'diency of the army being recruited, IIp to the former establishment of ·olie 

• thousand pri,vates per regiment of infantry, and five hundred sowars per 
.rcgimentof irregular cavalry, with, the corresponding increase of native 
commissioned and non-comIllissiOlfed officers. ' 
:'. ,If the chil offic~rs ,were desired tq make known, tl,roughout their di~tricts, 
that reoruits aro required, his, Excellency feels persuaded that' onr ranks, in a 
J.cry 8110rt time, would,be filled to the required extent, and with the ioeady
;trained soldiers ~ho were discharged, with gratuity, two years ago. 

Inclosure 48 iii No. 3S: 

Th'e Secretary to the Government of India '0 the Adjutant-General. ' . , 
, Fort WiUiam, September 30, l848~ , 

, AS the tu\'ll whieh affairs have now taken iii the' Punjab, renders it ,neces
, sary that the most strenuoUs measures should be, hrimediately, taken for putting 
down the general insurrection, and maintaining' the influence, and honor,' of the 
British Government, I am directed to inform you that the Governor-General in 
Council has cOllle to the determiriation that, in order'to support the operations 

3 C 2 " ", 
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"lihich,the Commander-iit-Chie1' will have to conduct in the Punjab. further aid is 
necessary than that which is, at present. at his Excellency's command. The 
Go,'ernor-General in Council is) therefore, pleased to authorize an immediate 
8ug'IIlentation of the army, by rec\'uiting it up to the former establishment oC 
1,000 privates per regiment of infantry, and 500 sowars per each irregular 
cavalry regiment, with the corresponding increase of native commissioned and 
tton-commissioned officers. 

AU the officers on staff, or civil, employ who can possibly be spared, will be 
dir~cted to join their respective regiments, on the frontier, at the earliest date. 

The Governments of Bengal and Agra have, also, been directed to send to 
the frontier all the civil surgenns whose services can be dispensed with, at their 
present stations. 

I am directed to take this opportunity oC acknowledging the receipt of your' 
letter of the 20th instant, and to communicate the approval of the Governor- . 
General'in Council to the measures, 'therein proposed, for forming the army at 
Ferozepore into divisions and brigades, and for the selection of staff officers, and 
toall othel' measures proposed for rendering the army, about to be assembled, 
efficient. 

Inclosure 49 in No. 38. 

The Secretary to the Government of India 10 the Resident at Lahore. 

Fort William, October 3, -1848. 
AS may have been anticipated by you, from the earnest desire expressed 

by the Government, f!'Om the earliest communication made to you, after the 
commencement of the rebellion at Monltan, that the fortress of Govindgurh: 
should, in accordance with the terms of the Treaty of Bh)Towal, be occupied by 
British troops, the Governor-Gen~ral in, Council is perfectly satisfied Vvith the 
intelligence now communicated to him. , 

The Governor-General in Council will intimate to his Excellency the 
Commander-in-Chief his opinion, that an adequate force of artillery should be, 
added to the present gaITison, and the utmost vigilance should be enjoined on' 
the'officer in command of the fortress. -

The thanks of the Government are due to Mr. Cocks for the able manner 
in which he has fulfilled the duty assigned to him, and to Mr. Inglis for his co-
operation. 

The Governor-General in Council is anxious to convey, with all speed,to 
Colonel Mac Sherry, the officer., and all the troops employed on this occasion" 
his high approval of the al~crity, steadiness, and good conduct displayed by 
them, and his full confidence that they will answer every expectation that may 
be formed of them. • 

Inclosme 50 in Nb. 38.-

The Secretary to the Government of India to the Resident at Lahore. 

Fort William, October 3, 1848-
I AM directed to express the satisfaction of the Governor-General in 

Council, that Lieutenant Edwardes bas dismissed Sirdars Shumsbere Sing and 
others from bis camp, where tbe Government can have no confidence in their 
really filling any other position tlIan that of spies. .• 

The Government can .attach no credit, after what bas ,passed, either to 
the professions, or to the 8pp~rent practice, oC the Sirdars, or People, of the 
PunjHb. 

The Governor-Gener8l in Council has, therefore, to request, that no trust of 
any kind may be reposed in them, by you; and that you yourself will abstain, 
BDd also instruct your assistants, throughout the Punjab, to abstain, carefully, from 
giving any guarantee 88 to life, or propel·ty, which may, hereafter, tend to inter
fere with any measures which the Governm'ent of India may think proper to 
direct ' 
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I am desired to intimate to you, that the Governor-General in Council 
considers the State of Lahore to be, te all intents and purposes, directly at war 
with the British Government; arid he expects that those who may be, directly 

'lor indirectly, concerned in these proceedings, will be treated, accordtngly, by 
yourself and your officers. 

No. 39. 

The Governor-General to the Secret Committee. 

On the river, off Dinapore, November 1, 1848. (No. '2.) 
THE chief events to which I would now call YQur attention, are the sue-

• cessful revolt of the Sikh troops in Bunnoo,' and the departure of Raja Shere 
Sing with his force, from Mooltan, to join his fathcr, Chuttur Sing. The Bunnoo 
troops, after murdering the Mahomedan Governor, Futteh Khan Towannah, and 
Colonel John Holmes (of the Sikh army), at first, agreed with Moolra/s emissaries 
to proceed to Mooltan. "Afterwards," Sir F. Currie states, "special messengers' 
an-ived from Sirdar Chuttur Sing, with a letter Irom himself, stating that they (the 
Bunnoo troops) would not find Raja Shere Sing at Mooltan, that all tne Sikhs from 
Mooltan and elsewhere, were to assemhle, and fight the battle of Khalsa inde
pendence. in the neighbourhood, of Lahore, and urging them, either to march 
towards Lahore, or to join him, at once, near Attock. After some consideration, 
it was determined to join Chuttur Sing, and the 17th of October was fixed on, as 
the day of departure from Bunnoo." Sirdar Chuttur Sing's force, joined by the 

, Bunnoo troops, will consist, it is said, of ten battalions of infantry, averaging 
about 500 each, with about thirty guns, and 1,100 rt'gular cavalry; and Raja 
Shere Sing'S force is 5,000 men, with twelve guns. Captain Abbott, on the 
11 th of October, represented that ChuttUl' Sing was making every attempt to 
~ross the Indus, and ellect a junct!on with the troops in Peshawur, 

From intercepted con-espondence, it appears that Shere Sing left Mooltan, 
under instructions Irom his father, who tells him to meet him at Goojerat. where, 
according to the letters, there is to be a grand gathering of the Sikhs, and a 
junction with the troops of Maharajah Golab Sing, The last acconnts from 
Lahore, dated the 23rd of October, represent Shere Sing to have made a bolder • 
advance than was anticipated, as he is moving his cavalry in the direction of 
Sheikhoopoor, wilh the apparent intention of covering the march of his infantry 
up the left bank of the Chenab; he will, probably, however, I'e-cross the river, 
immediately he learns that the Resident is prepared to detach a brigade agailjst 
him li'om Lahore, and that reinforcements are, already, on the march from 
Ferozepore, 

Respecting the complexion of Maharajah Golab Sing's conduct, and the' 
prevailing rumours of his secret hostility to the British, I would refer you to Sir 
}'. Currie's letter· of the 6lh ultimo, . You will observe that, as yet, there is no 
evidence of any treacherous act, on the part of the Maharajah. The British 
Governmerrt, however .. has a right to demand from him something more than 
neutrality. He has been lavish in professions of aordial .friendship, and the. 
Resident has assented to put ,those profe.ssions to 1\ test which the Maharajah 
has himself proposed, namely, that be shall send a force against Cbuttur Sing. 

Major Lawrence, holds his position at Pt'shawur, but he, evide&tly, regards it 
as a very precarious one. In the last letter received from him, dated the 13th· 
ultimo, he urges an immediate advance upon Pesha"'ur, lest the force there, 
.. the best disciplined and equipped of the Khalsa 8l'D'1y,amounting to neadv' 
9,000 men, .with thirty field·guns, be arrayed against us, to say. nothing of oW' 
having also to take the nine torts in this province." , , 

You will observe. from the dispatches of the Bombay ,Goverl1ment, the 
meaAures which they have taken fur organizing a field force at .Roree, to assist. 
ill the operations against Mooltau. The siege will be re-eommenced upon the 
arrival of that force at MooltaQ. 
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1J1ajo.r ,Ed'f!lat:d~$ to the R~siden.t .~t j-ahoT.e" ' 

,camp, 800raj Ko~d"S~~er~; l~48.'" 
. . APPENDED to this letter is one out of the many incendiary' proclaullW 

tions; with which Raja Shere Sing, Attareewalla, and his accomplices, evel'lsince 
their own desertion to the enemy, have been endeavourillg to seduce thoset-roopi 
in my camp, which are still faithful to the real interests of Maharajah Duleep 
Sing. ' . ... 

The following is a literal translation ,ofthe dooument. 

Proclamation. 

· TO all the officers of the Sepoys, and Sikhs, and Mussulmans, and regiments, 
aU others that .eat. the salt of the Sovereign of the Khalsa, Maharnjal1 Duleep 
Sing Bahadoor; such for instance asBheik Emamooddeen, llnd J oWllhir Mull Dutt. 
and General Cortlandt Sahib Bahadoor, and Colonel Budri Nath, and Soobhlll). 
Khan, and Commandant Lahora Sing, &c. &c. . '. 

; ... A religious war being now on foot, it becomes every public servant" whe.,
ther he be 'Sikh or Moslem, at sight of this doeument, to march, withoutdelaYI 
and join the camp of the Khalsa, along with Raja Sher~ Sing BahEldoor anI/. 
Dewan Moolraj, ·in the work of eradicating the Feringees from lhif ~untry of 
the. Punjab. . . ' , 

1st ... For their own religion's sake. 
,2nd. For the salt they have eaten. 
Brd. For the sake of fair fame in this world. 

· 4th •. For promotion's sake. ,: 1 
5th. For love of the Jagheers and dignities which are to be obtained, 

And whoever shall not join in this religious war, , '". 
1st. He is unfaithful to the salt oHhe Sirkar. 

· 2nd. An outcast from religion. 
ard. Worthy of any punishment that may be inflicted on him. 

1,1 f , .' ,I. 

(N.B • ....sealed by Raja Shere Sing, Dewan Moolraj, Sirdar Khooshal,Sjng, 
Morareea and others.) . . '. '. . . .: 

" 
, , 

, The pithiness of this effusion is only equalled by the art with.·wliich'it aq" 
dresses itself to both the good, and the bad, feelings of native soldiery;· and it ill 
necessary that· it should be counteracted, at once. I would gladly have refer1'lld 
the matter to you j but the danger is immediate, and the mischief might be done. 
in the interim of my writing, and receiving your reply. • . 
. The defection ,of Raja Shere Sing's force has already obliged General 
Whish, to raise the siege of· Mooltan. A further· defection .of three regular 
infantry ~giments, and seventeen guns, would, perhaps, compel hini to, retreat 
altogether, which could only be considered asa disaster. .,' 

Under these circumstances, I have thought it my bounden duty. to take on 
myself, the very great responsibility of assuring all the regular troops of Maha
rajah Duleep Sing, now 'under my commaiJd, that; if the conduct of the Sikh 
nation should oblige the British Government to declare the treaty null and void, 
and to annex the Punjab to Hindostan, every soldier who, to the last, shall have 
faithfully performed his duty to the Maharajah, shall pass, as a matter of course, 
into the service ·of our Government, and enjoy the same privileges as he does 
now. ' 

. I beg to assure you, 'that I have not been induced to take this step from 
observing the smallest sign . of· .disaffection in the troops. alluded to. 1n their 
conduct, whether in the camp, or in the field, during two years' intimate acquaint" 
anoe! with these regiments, under,very trying circumstances of fatigue' and 
exposure, I' have seen nothing but the most cheerful endurance and 'soldier~ 
like subordination: and it 'was these very qualities which prevented me, now, 
from hesitating as to how I should act towards them; for, if our frontiers must 
necessarily be extended, and this large country be taken, still more closely, under 



our charge, the local knowledge and rough-and.ready qualities of these troops 
will make them invaluable to us as frontier locals, if not in the line. 

One of the three ,regiments (Soobhan Khan's Mussulman Pultun) has a 
peculiar claim to our protection; having accompanied Genersl Pollock's army to 
Cabool, and done good service there. . 

i:J"t'be other two regiments are chiefly meil of our own provinces, raised, drilled, 
aoddisciplinet4 by General Cortlandt, in the same manner as our own sepoys. 
"""'"Fo:r honorable, testimony to the conduct of them, I would refer to MaJor~ 
~neral Whish, or any British officer ,in the Mooltan field force. 
~: : .! H \ ~ , 

Inclosure 2 in No. 39. 

The Resident at Lahore to Major Edwardes. . . 
. . Lahore, September .27, 1848. 

~: 'IN consideration of the late' excellent service which has been rendered by 
GemiralCol'tlandt; and his regiments, and artillery, during the whole period of 
these disturbances, and ('specially in the hard-fought battles of the 18th· of 
~Ilne and the 1st of July last; and in reference to the present state of revolt of 
nearly the whole Durbar army 1 you were justified in giving to GenersJ Cortlandt, 
and the corps under him, the assursnce described in your letter; and I have no 
hesitation, as the representative of the British Government in these provincesy 
1rt oonfirming the pledge you have made to these corps, on .the ,conditions 'You 
have prescribed. , " 

I am quite satisfied that the Gm'ernor-General in Council \\il1 ratify this 
promise. The British Government will act justly, and will always make a marked 
distinction between those who serve them, and those who serve them not: on 
this oecMion; faithful service will stand contrasted with' treachery and perfidy of 
the 'deepest: dye; and the British Government will make the reward of both, 
signal and exemplary. '.' ' 
, Upon the conduct of the Durbar troops, inPeshawur, the preservation of 
the lives of the British officers, as well as the possession of the province, depends. 
I have promised to all of them who remain. faithful at this erisis;' a full protection 
of their interests, and the benefits of their service. I consider the redemption of 
this promise incumbent on me,' whatever may be the determination of the 
Government, as to the future administration of the Punjab. I, 

The Sikh soldiers of the old regime can never again be trusted; and I must 
sky that, to: my knowledge, Raja Tej Sing said, two years ago, and has 'always 
adhered to the opinion, that it was less dangerous, and would prove less embar
rassing, to disband them all, and raise a new army, than to continue a man' of 
them in service_ But there are, in the Punjab, excellent materials for forming 
superior regiments; and, as irregulars, under British officers, the most valuable, 
and efficient, and perfectly trustworthy, corps, may be organized. Those who 
remain faithful now, may be thus disposed ot; if the GOvernment should deter
mine on the' measure you contemplate; and, under ail circumstances, service 
such as has been rendered by General Cortlandt's regiments, will be appreciated, 
:\nd rewarded, by a just and grateful Governm.ent • . . 

Inclosure 3 in No. 39. 

The Resident at Lahor~to Major Lalurence: 

Lahore, September 29, ~ 848. 
" THE position oC yourseJf, and the British officers with you, in Peshawur, is, 

a cause of deep anxiety to me.. . ' " , 
The admirable arrangements you, have made, the in/luence you have 

estsblished over the troops, and the excellent conduct oC Sirdar Golab Sing, 
povindea, and his son and deputy, Colonel Alla Sing, have enabled you, hitherto, 
to prevent the insurrectionary movement which has spread in different parts 0( 
the Punjah, during the last. six month&, ·from. aft'ecting the .tranquillity nC tho_ 



pFOriRC8 ,of, PesbawIW,,{)II'mat6liaIly affecting the subordination of the Durbar 
troops. '. . ., . . .' ,.' .'. " . , , . ., 
, . For this, Y0ll- deserve the highest praise; and your colleagues, Native and 
European,. the warm acknowledgments ot the British Government.. '. i 

• But the recent conduct of Raja Shere Sin,;, ilritb many smaller Sirda11!j 
and .the whole of the troops· with· them at Mooltan, in going ,over.-tothe 
rebel Moolraj, fol' the purpose of aiding the ·rebellionset afoot by Sirdar Chuttlll' 
Sing, in Hazara, and the general dejection of the Sikh troops, make your 
position more than ever difficult; and render it highly probable thatyout 
efforts to keep the Sikh troops in Peshawur to their allegiance, will not be 
much longer successfuL . 

I have every confidence in your judgment, energy, and determination; 'and 
I am satisfied that whatever can be done, you will effect; but I ,consider it 
right to give you such instructions as I can, for your guidance, in the case of 
your fail ure. . ' " . 

Tbese instructions can only be general, and I must leave the carrying ot 
them out, very much to your discretion. . ',' ; 

You were placed at Peshawur, by the late Governor-General, as I uilder
stand, to superintend thel civil and military administration of the province, ott 
the part of the Durbar;it being deemed of great importance that. that province 
should, remain as part of the Lahore territories·; and should not be allowed, 
either by the remissness, or through the intrigues, of the Durbar Governors, td 
fall into the occupation of the Barukzye'Affghans., 

If the Sikh troops in Peshawur revolt, they will, probably, leave the' pro .. 
vince, and, in that .case, there will be little prospect of any alrallgement you can 
make, preventing the occupation of Peshawar, by the Aff~hans, from beyond the 
Khyber. if they take advantage, as they doubtless will, of its defenceless state, to 
re-establish their possession. You should,howe\'er, make the best arrangementj 
with the Urbobs· or others, that you can. '." :! 

Perhaps; if Sirdar Chuttur Sing proceeds to Peshawur, and is joinedLy thE! 
Sikh troops there, he may endeavour to retain it for himself,. under the idea' 
of establishing for himself a principality from the Indus to the ./helum. ' 

In E'ither case, your remaining at Peshawur; after the revolt of the Durbar' 
troops, should such occur, ·would seem of little avail; and,directly you 'find 
that your exertions are no longer likely to effect the purpose for which YOll 
were sent toPeshawur, you should take measures forsEkuring your own safetti 
and that of the per.ons, especially European British subjects, . attached to yo uti 
agency, Bnd proceeding to Lahore, or such other place as may be most likelyl 
to ·afford you.a secure refuge. . . 

• 

Inclosure 4 in No. 30. 

The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary u'ith the Governor- General. 

Lahort!, Septl!'lnber 30, 1848. 
RA.JA DEENA NATH wrote to me, daily, while on his mission to Haza.-. 

ra. It was very soon· evident to me, that Sirdar Chuttur Sing did not'intend 
to give the Raja an amicable meeting, although, to gain time, perhaps, for his 
ulterior purposell, and that he might learn the result of the Mooltan opera
tions, before proceeding to greater lengths, he caused evasive answers, and: 
promises, never intended to be fulfilled, to be sent to the Raja. 

Sirdar Chuttur Sing would have been glad to secure the person of Deena 
Nath, had the latter given him an opportunity. He would, then, have used 
every. endeavour to make the Raja join the rebel cause '(if he be not,as' 
Captain Abbott declares he is, already in its interest); and, faiIillg that, he 
would have considered him a kind of hostage, whereby, eventuallY', he'Illight 
ma.ke terms for himself; alld he would, under all circumstances; have 'given~ 
out that Raja Deena Nath was associated with him, to induce others to' join 
in the rebellion . 

. The Raja was fully aware of Sirdar"ChuttUr Sing's purpo.~es; and: ,he' 
aVOIded the line of road on which the Birdar's a.dherents were' posted, and' 
th .. coaufJty occupied by his dependents; and, taking '8 route-to th&"south .. • 
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ward, pushed on as far as Chuckowal, whence he put himself in communication 
with Major Lawrence at Peshawur, Calltain Nicholson at Futteh Jhung, and 
Captain .Abbott at N ara. 

. His presence, in that part of the country, ha.d the effect of assuring the 
inhabitants, and he certainly appears to have used his influence, in every way, 
to defeat the machinations of Sirdar Chuttur Sing. . 

When the news of Raja Shere Sing's open defection reached me, I 
considered the time for negotiation entirely at an end, and I recalled Raja 
Deena Nath to Lahore. 

Since his return, he appears to have entered, zealously, and earnestly, into 
the measures adopted for punishing the rebels by the confiscation of their 
Jagheers, and the attachment of their honses and property, and for counter
acting the plots of the insurgents. 

'. But there is no doubt, whatever his views and feelings may bc regarding 
this conspimcy, that he is disaffected towards the British Governmen t; as I 

. have CONstantly reported. Still, in this rebellion, set up by the Attareewallas, 
I have no reason to believe him to be, in any way, concerned. 

It was reported to me, two days ago, and I consider the authority quite 
trustworthy, that Deena Nath remarked, in the DIll'bar at the palace, to Raja 
Tej Sing, that the Sikhs were uniting and combining so generally, that it 
appeared they were determined to try to make this another Cabool business, 
and that there was this in their favor, that they had a powerful artillery, 

. whereas the Affghans had no guns. The remark was, of course, not without 
It purpose. 

P.S.-While this letter was being copied, Raja Deena Nath came to the 
residency, with a letter which had been written to him by Raja Shere Sing, 
dated the 15th of September, telling him, that he had joined Moolraj, and that 
the whole of the Sikh nation was banded together, as one man, to get rid of 
the "scoundrels," meaning the English, and exhorting the Raja to join. Chuttur 
Sing, and march, with the victorious Khalsa, to Lahore. 

The messenger, the bearer of this letter, had also a number of proclama
tions, of the tenor already reported, and purwannas to the Peshawur troops. 
He was seized by one of the only loyal Durbar officials in this country, who 
sent the other papers to me, and the letter to Deena Nath. Deena Nath, 
immediately, brought it to me. It would have been more satisfactory if tbe 
lettor had reached the Raja, in a more secret manner, and: he had, then, 
brought it. He must have known, that I should hear of a letter having been 
sent him. The affair proves nothing regarding Deena Nath, either one way, 
or the other. 

Inclosure 5 in No. 39. 

Major Lawrence to the Resident at Lahore. 

Pesha'lllUT, October 2, 1848. 
WITH deep regret, I have to I'eport the murder, by the Sikh troops at 

Bunnoo, of Colonel John Holmes, their commandant. 
For some days, it has been rumoured in the city; to-day, it is confirmed 

. by the arrival of one of his servants, who says that his master's tent was 
pitched in the centre of the camp, with six I!entries round it; that, at night, 
(informant is not· clear as to the date) a large party of armed Sikhs, 
unchallenged by the sentries, entered the tent, and deliberately shot the 
Colonel, aud cut off his head. . 

On the intelligence reaching Futteh Khan Towannall, whO is within the 
inner fort, he had the gates closed, and opened a fire on the Sikh troops; of 
two artillerymen who refused to work the guns, one was killed by Futteh Khan, 
and the hands of the other cut off. 

The Khan is said to have lost no time in raising the Mallomedan popu. 
lation, who have belengured the Sikhs, to the amount of many thousands; many 
men, it is reported, have been killed on both sides; among them, the leader of 
the murderers of the poor Colonel. 

3,1> 



: ''The ·Sikhs ,I),re' said to be ·without ammunition,· and lllrea.dy stra.itened for 
,supplies; ·it is supposed few will escape. . 

Futteh Khan's position is said to be impregnable, but he has a scarcity of 
,,,, .. t.er, and what 'he has, is \>rackish. ., 

P.S.-I have directed Sirdar Sooltan Mohamed to ·ta.ke ,measures for 
,opposiug the·passa.ge of allY Sikhs, from Bunnoo via Kohat. 

Inclosure 6 in No. 39. 

'The Resident at Lahwe to the Secretary with the Governor-General. 

Lahore, October 4, 1848. 
',SIRDAR CHUTTUR SING was still at Hurripore.-
Captain Abbott writes of expecting that the Sirdar will attack his position 

at N ara; and he seems confident that, if the Sirdar does so, he can repulse him 
,with heavy loss. He, moreover, says that, if the .Birdar is defeated in the 
attack, ,the rebellion will be at an end. 

'This last supposition is not reconciIeable with the statements regarding the 
· extensive ramifications of the 'plot, and the almost universal participation Of 
· ehiefs, troops, and people in Ohuttnr Sing's conspiracy. 

Whatever Sirdar Ohuttur Sing's rebellion may have arisen from, or whoever 
may have been his partisans hitherto, there seems little doubt that disaffection 
throughout the country is so general, and so many means have ,heen li!mployed 
to turn this disaffection to aecount at this time, that a very general insurrection 

, is about ,to develop itself, and the mere putting down of Ohuttnr Sing, in Ha
zara, would not go very far to restore order. 

The tnIth seems to be, that there was a very general conspiracy set afoot 
'[ by the Maharanee, last cold weather, which, had the Mooltan outbreak not taken 
place when it did, and as it did, and had it not been followed by the cireum-

· stances which subsequently occurred, the Maharanee might have brought to 
maturity. 

There has been,from the period of our occupation, a very general spirit of 
· disaffection pervading the length and breadth of the la.nd, .and affecting parti
cularly the army and the disbanded soldiery, but shared in by all the Hindoo, and 

· some part of the Mahomedan, population of the Punjab, with the exception only 
of the poorer classes. 

Any rebellion that might arise, in any quarter, was sure to find many ad
herents, and extensive sympatby; though, owing to the extraordinary distrust 
of all parties towards one another, conflicting interests, jealousies, animosities, 
family feuds, personal enmities, and the like, a combined and comprehensive 
rebellion, or insurrection, after the deparllU'eof the Maharanee, was of difficult 
accomplishment. . 

Sirdar Ohuttnr Sing'srcbellion was,· in the first instance, a personal affair, I 
believe. He had been a party to the Maharanee's plans, and in her confidence, 
and he wished to work out her scheme. The reports that were brol1ght to Cap
tain Abbott, regaruing the wide spread conspiracy, had reference, I.iuspect, to 

- the Maharanee's affair, and were trne in themselves, but their application was 
_ erroneous. 

Chuttur S~ng is a man of DO influence. The family is .not.one of distinc:
'tion; and the brauch of it to which he 'belongs, was never recognised in Maha,. 
· rajah Bunjeet Sing's time. . The family, -moreover, has not wealth. Sirdar 

Chllttor Sing and his 4lons were raised to their present position, by the arrange
ments of Lientenant-Colonel.Lawrence, with the approbation of the British Ga
vernment. The family is unpopular with the .chiefs, and the old adlu!rents'of 

, Runjeet Sing, as being upstarts, and the creatures of the British Government. 
''I'hey are unpopular with the army, as the murderers of Peshora Sing,. and the 

friends of Maharajah Golab Sing; and they ,have no weight with the people, as 
being without wealth, and.having the. character of being oppressive landlords in 

· ·tlae Jagheers, which were bestowed on thelll, at the instance of the Resident. · . 
) '. He m.rc~ed. as 1 heat this morning. on the 30th, in. the direction of Hus""" Abdal. 'His 

· destination W&S not kDown.-F. C., October 5. 
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'It, i&, on these 'accounts;, tbat·Chuttul" Sing's . rebellion hIllS' rrot madeniore 
head, and become more euly fonnidable. To thi9~, no Sirdal' bas joined hilRj . 
and he b88 only the Hazara force, and the levies he has raised from bis.estatesj: ' 
witlLabout 700 Sikhs (mutiDGus troops) of Maharajoh Golab Sing's, and,-soIll0' 
thousands of the old, disbanded. soldiery, ever ready to join in' any rebellion; or" 
insurrection of any kind. 

It was some time after Chuttur Sing revolted, before his son, Raja Shere 
Sing, made up his mind to follow his example; and, when he could no longer 
resist his father's importunities, he intended to go off to Hazara, and join him. 
He was surrounded, at Mooltan, with disaffected parties, who were most of them 
willing to enter into· any pl'Ot, against· British interests. At first; the lesser 
Sirdars, and the portion of the troops he consulted, agreed to g'O with him, to 
Hazara; but, on the evening of the 13th ultimo, they set before him the diffi
cultyof ('rossing the river, with the British army close by, the certsiuty 'Of the 
'Other Sirdars giving immediate intelligence to Lieutenant Edwardes, the distance 
they mnst travel, the, low state of their fund!!, and' the service which would be 
rendered to the cause, by their j'Oining Moolraj in Mooltan. He, then, agreed to . 
go to Mooltan, and wrote, on a separate slip of paper, the new determination, to ' 
be put in force in the morning, and put it into the cover of his letter, which he' 
had already written; to his brother, Sirdar Golab Sing, at Labore~ Translation 
of this letter and the postscript was sent with my dispatch of the 18th ultimo.· . 

The Raja was not expected by Moolraj; and the reception he has met with, 
has been anything but pleasant. Moolraj does not trust him, or the troops he 
has brought with him. They are put to harassing duties, and no pay has been 
served out to them. It is demanded of them, as a proof of their sincerity. that 
they go forth and attack the British positi'On, M'Oolraj's army acc'Ompanying. 
They have' twice· sallied f'Orth with this avowed purpDse, hut have, bDth times, 
returned, without g'Oing a mile fr'Om the gates 'Of the t'Own. It is fully expected 
that Raja Shere Sing' will make his escape fr'Om MO'Oltall, and gD 'Off t'O Hazara. 
Nea.rly It'third 'Ofthe troops that went with himlto MDoltan, hve already deserted, 
and gone t4 their homes, . . 

MODlrsj will take care that Shere Sing dQes nQt calTY'away" with him, if he'" 
deserts, the guns he tDok with him to Mooltan. He is adding to his numbers, . 
daily, by Sikhs frQm the Manjha, and 'Other parts ()f the Punjab. 

While this is the state 'Of things in Hazara and Mooltan, disaffection and 
insurrecti'On are spreading) thrDugh the other districts 'Of the Punjab, more 'Or· .. · 
less., in 'connexion with the Hazara rebellion, and. consequent UPOD it; and the 
Durbar is powerless to prevent this being the case, as all the instrum!mts which": 
are providecl, by the State revenues fQr the· maintenance 'Oforder; are the very" 
parties mQst ready to opP'Ose the administration. 

The: inflammatory proclamations 'Of Raja Shere Sing, calling ''On the Il4'my 
and the KhalS8J to rise, alld'llnite, for the purpQse of destroying the .British 'OfficerS; 
or expell.iDg· them. from the Punjab; appealing to their. religions feelings Ilnd 
prejudices; which are desoribed· 8B having been outraged by us, while the· exter':' 
mination' 'Of the Sikh:rM:e has, been 'Our 'Object, have been' sent, thr'Ough'Out all 
the districts, and they have caused the' greatest excitement.· C'Ounter prQcla,... 
mations, hy the Durbar, and the .Sirdars,who have not joined in the rebellion, 
setting, forth the. falsehood. of the Attareewalla's assertions, and the treachery, 
and destructj,re tendency, 'Of their pr'Oceedings, have heen put fQrth; but the' 
people are bent 'On: mischief, and 'On. proceedings which must'end in the utter" 
ruin' 'Of the Sikh power. 

The regiments in' Bunnoo have revolted. Th"y have murdered. the 'Only'" 
remaining European. attaehedto the Sikh fQrce, ColQnel JQhn. .Holmes; a mostl·:: 
respectable, officel', ancla very 'Old servant of the Sikh G'Overnment. Theywere 
investing' the fort of Duleepgurh, in which was the: Mahomedan GovernGr," 
Futteh Khan' Towannah, when I last heard, and were themselves invested in •• 
turn, by the vllzeers 'Of the hills, and the BunnQQchees, who had, come to Flitteh,' 

. Khan's aid.. I am a.nxiOWI abDut the result.. There are in Bunlloo, fQur regi;. , 
menta of infantry,. 560 CI1.vairy, and six horse artillery, and fout heavy guns. 

Iftheysucceed: in demDying Futteh Khall Towannah, and in bea.ting off.. 
his allies, they' willj most probably, march across the SindSagnr D'Oah, to the' : 
aid of the rebels in.Mooitan, and the example will hal'e"'the worst ' effect 'On the',· 
trcops in PeshaWlll'. '; 

• 11IC1_re28 'in No. Hj 
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' .. The' occupation of Govindgurh, the appearance of Brigadier Wheeler on'the' 
Beas, and the belief that a large army is on its way to Lahore, have had the" 
effect of keeping the country,betweenthe Chenab and the Sutlej, 'comparatively .. 
quiet, hitherto. . If the army, or a~y ~ortion of it, were to enter the Punjab now,'!' 
we'llhould have little trouble on thlSslde of the Jhelum, . or on the other side of 
the Attock: . 

Inclosure 7 in No. 39 . 

. The ;.Idjutant-General to the Secretary of the Government of India .. 

Simla, October 4, 1848~ . 
. }- HAVE the honor, by direction of the Commander-in-Chief, to transmit,., 

for the information of ·the Governor-General of India in Council, !I copy of It 
dispatch, of the 25th ultimo, from Brigadier C. Campbell, C.B., commanding thll 
P\lnjab division, forwarding a letter from Brevet Major S. Fisher"", commanding a 
detachment of troops, in which he reports having dispersed, near Noorpoor. a band 
of marauders, linder' a leader of the name of Ram Sing . 

. Acasunlty return of the detachment is inclosed; and I am directed to state 
that Major Fisher has been informed that his Excellency considers the ·conduct of. 
the troops employed to have been highly creditable. 

Inclosure 8 in No. 39. 

The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary with the Governor-General.,:' 

Lahore, October .6, 1848. "; , 
. THE Attareewallas have, of late, somewhat ostentatiously paraded. the, 

name of Maharajah Golab Sing, in all their inflammatory proclamations, which 
declare that the Maharajah is associated with them, in their insurrection agaiost 
British aggression, and for the purpose of' preserving' the Sikh religion; 1lJld .. 
preventing the extermination of the Sikh race. . ,"" 

I', have intercepted letters of Sirdar Chuttur Sing to other parties, . in 
which the same. assertion is made of the Maharajah's complicity. , .,; 

Besides the universal belief, and the assertions of the rebels, there is, against· 
the l\(aharlljah, the fact of onE' whole regiment of infantry, with the exception of' 
the office§. and 250 men of another regiment, hitherto in the service of the., 
Maharajah. having joined Sirdar Chuttur Sing. .., 

The 'Maharajah is also at this· time, and has, for. the last .six weeks,. been', 
raisirif new levies extensively' at Jummoo, and in other parts of his territories •. ! 

In the late disturbance on the hill frontier of the J ullundur district, most i: 
of the adherents of the rebel Ram Sing were inhabitants of the J ummoo territory. 

. These are facts which appear in respect to the Maharajah, in support of the' ! 
universal assertion, and apparent belief, that His Highness is deeply concerned •. 
in all that bas taken place, and is now in action. ' .' .. , .. ," 

I ha\'e addressed khurreetas to the Maharajah, as to the above circumstances,' , 
selting before him, in plain terms, all that is said about him, and sending;him 
the documents, or copies of them, in which His Highness' name is mentioned as" 
being a party to the proceedings alluded to; and I have had many serious con,...: 
versations on the subject, with Dewan Nihal Chund,' the confidant of the 
Maharajah. whom His Highness had sent to be with me, at this time... .... 

In all his letters and communications, and iiI all his outward conduct, and:" 
in the attention paid to all my suggestions 01' instructions, the Maharajah has.- . 
in no respect, failed in performing the part of a friendly ally, and well-aiI'ected.l 
neighbour. It is but just to· His Highness to give this testimony to, his., 
conduct, as a set-off against the universal belief of disaffection I hove described •. , 

. Nihal Chund, on the part of the Maharajah, protests that the assertionsJ. 
of the Attareewallas are false, and are set forth, partly, in the hope; of injuring 
him with the British. Government, and out of enmity because he has refused ,the , 
aid they have 'l-equired of him, and, partly, to give importance, and weight, and 
influence, to their cause. It. must be.confessed that the. very public .and . 

• 
• Inelosure 41 in No. 38. 
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ostentatiouS introduction of the Maharajah's. name, is a.circumstance somewhat 
in .f~vol' of .the Maharajah's innocence; if he is concerned, he wonld, it is to be. 
thought, take care that the fact should not be proclaimed, before he i~ ready to 
declare' himself, which is not, it appeal'S, yet the.case.·, ,. , . 

y,; Thc fact mentioned in paragraph 4, appears, at first sight, to afford a .strong 
p~oofof. the' Maharajah's disaffection, and to furnish, at any rate, ground for 
d~manding a serious explanation from him. His reply is very plausible, and not 
very easily answered: though I alll far from allowing that the Maharajah .is 
altogether free from blame in the matter, and that the Government have not cause 
for dissatisfaction witb His Highness even by his own showing. 

. Mecan Runheer Sing, the Maharajah's son, and the Governor of Jummoo, 
sent. me word, some time ago, that aSikh regiment of the Maharajah's, statioued 
at Meerpore, had mutinied, and had gone off to Sirdar Chuttur Sing, at Hazara; 
the officers, and some dogras, to the nnmber of 30 or 35, having separated from 
the mutineers, and gone to report the circumstance to the Maharajah, at Cashmere, 
Subsequently, from 250 to 300 Sikhs of another regiment did the same, and a 
similar report was made. ... 

; .. I wrote very strongly to Meean Runbeer Sing, and to the Maharajah, telling 
him, that the British Government would hold him responsible for the conduct of 
his troops, and that an act of hostility, on their part, would be looked on &sone 
on his, and directing him to recall the troops that had left his territory. . 

. At this juncture, Dewan Nihal Chund, the Maharajah's confidant, was sent 
oft' to me, from Casbmere. , 

The statement made to me by the Mahamjah, in writing, and through Nibal 
Chund, was to the efiect that, on the Maharajah taking possession of Cashmere, 
Lieutenant-Colonel Lawrence proposed to him to entertain in his service a part 
of the Sikh soldiery' lately disbanded, and in the process of being paid oft', and 
disbanded, at Lahore; that the Maharajah protested against the measure, stating 
that he had no confidence in the Sikh soldiers; that they would never do him 
good service, or remain subordinate to proper authority; and that he was desirous 
to,bave nothing whatever to do with them; but his objections were over-ruled 
bY'<Colonel Lawrence, who said that so many of. the Khalsa army being thrown 
out of employment would have an injurious effect, and all would be disheartened; 
and that it was the wish of the Governor-General that. His Highness should 
entertain from 3,000 to 5,000 of them in the army, which ,he, would have to 
raise, for his new possessions in Cashmere; that he, the Maharajah, thus urged 
bY' Colonel Lawrence, and his protest being over-ruled, consented,Ito entertain 
3,000 Sikhs;. but warned Colonel Lawrence that they would be Ia. ,perpetual j 

80Ul'ceof embarrassment to him, while they remained, and would certainly join 
th~ first rebellion, or disturbance, that should occur. ,For .the truth oj[. these 
statements, he appealed to the khurreetas which passed at the time benween 
Colonel Lawrence and himself, on record in the Residellcy Office. ; In all this, .. I 
the Maharajah states no more than is fact. 

The Maharajah, moreover,'states that, in the.exchange of Hazara withth& 
Durbar last year, and on that province being transferred to the Lahore Govern
ment; ,he took the opportunity to I get rid of 1,500 of. his Sikh soldiers,. 
still retaining the other 1,500 for, a time, but fully intending to get .rid of 
tIlem also; . 

'I' 'l'hat, on the occurrence of the outbreak in Mooltan, he considered. that' iL, 
would not be proper of him to disband any more men, at that time,as tile . 
dismissed men would, in all probability, go to Mooltan to join Moolraj ; . 

• ,,! That he continued to keep all right. with the exception of a few desertions,. 
or attempted desertions, all of which, he said, he had reported to me, until the. 
rebellion in Hazara, when Sirdar Chuttur Sing, having applied to him for aid, 
and bee'll refused, sent emissaries- among the Sikh troops of bis army, offering 
them 9 rupees per month, and other advantages, if they would come over to him, 
when one regiment of 440 men, which was on the frontier, before he could make 

,arrangements for preventing it, mutinied, leaving their officers, who were all 
dogl'lIS,behind', and went off to Sirdar Chuttur Sing; the officers imme
diately reported ,this to Jummoo, and tIlemse1ves went to . the Maharajah at 
Cashmere; . , 

That, on learning the above occurrence, ti,'Om 250 to 300 Sikhs of another" 
regiment followed the example of their countrymen, above described;· .. 

That, 011 hearing this, the Maharajah gave immediate orders for disarming, 
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and keeping under surveillanceinl the hills,all the 'remaining Sikhs in his ser
vice, till the present disturbances were at an end, when he proposed, with my· 
permission, discharging them all; 

That all these circumstances;. as they had'occurred, had been immediately 
reported to me. 

Admitting what the Maharajah says, regarding the mutineers, to be true, and 
that he'in no way . connived 'at them,' I.cannot· consider him altogether excused, 
as knowing, as, he says, the disposition of these troops, he might have made 
arrangements, beforehand, for preventing their defection, or; at any rate, for their 
leaving his territories, through his district officers. '.' 

The general impression is, that the troops had intimation given to them to 
desert, and Captain Abbott has asserted that they mutinied, by orders from' 
Cashmere; but, pC this assertion he has given no proof. On the contrary, in a 
late letter, he appears to acquit the Maharajah of all blame in the matter, and SCJ 

does Captain Nicholson, whom I desired to make all possible inquiry 011 the 
subject., . 

In regard to the raising of new levies, at this time, the vakeel states that 
the Maharajah is forming three new regiments, in place of the Sikh corps, and 
foJ) .service in Poonch and Chebul, where there are disturballces; but, as· the 
circnmstance' has attracted attention, he states that he has directed that· the 
enlistment shall not be further prosecuted at this time. 

In regard to the fact stated in paragraph six, Mr. John Lawrence seems to 
think that the Maharajah's officers were not, in the first instance,. to hlame, &.Dd J 

he is satisfied with the exertions subsequently made by them, for co-operating 
with the troops sent against Ram Sing, and for seizing the fugitives who have 
taken refuge in the Jummoo territory, 

I confess that I have, at times, been staggered by the positive statements 
made to me, of the Maharajah's complicity, and been led almost to believe that. 
they must be true, though, as his Lerdship is aware, I have invariablyadmittedl 
this approach to belief, with much hesitation .. 

I have, as I said above, set before the Maharajah, and. his vakeel, the facts:. 
which have appeared against him. I have not kept from him the statements. 
made by all parties about him; and I have explained td him that it is· his duty 
and his interest, to let his conduct, at this juncture; be such as to stop'the mouths 
of, his ca1umniato1'!\. if they are such, and to, show the. whole country that his; 
enemies have helied him. 

The Mahmlljah and· his vakeel are earnest in their protestations of friendship, 
but they admit that words, without deeds, cannot be expected to satisfy the British 
Government. 

1 submit, with. this dispatch, a late khUl:l'eeta from the Maharajah, and my' 
reply. . 
, It, will be seen that I have permitted the Maharajah, at his request, to: 

assemble a force, and send it against Sir.dar Chuttur Sing, under the, command of 
his son, Runbeer Sing. ThiswiU bring the Raja's conduct, if not his disposition, 
to the proof; and we shall have the advantage of learning, whether we are to'. 
look upon him, in the corning. operations" as friend, or foe. The knowledge of.· 
the fact is, I consider, of fur more imporronce to us than the fact itself. 

I have made the Maharajah's khurreeta, and my reply, known throughout the 
Punjab and the adjoining provinces. The language of the khurreeta is· most 
explicit and unequivocal (in the original more so than in the English translation); 
his protest, and his declarations of obligations and gratitude, are before the·world, .. 
and, if he proves r<llse, be is altogether without excuse. 

Inclosure 9 in No. 39; 

Maharajah Golab Sing to the Resident at Lahore. 

YOU are well acquainted with my fi~endship and regard for you, from' 
which I would hope that you will not heed any injurious reports which may be 
circulated, by evil-disposed persons, to my injury. My whole force is ready to act, 
in any 'Way that may be desired by the British Government; and any service you 
may require at my hands. I am'ready, and most anxious, to perform. Do not, .I 
beg,()fl yoo; let'the idoo:ellter your mind that I am, in any way, friendly teo the 



cause of Chuttur Sing. I esteem the enemies of the British Government mine 
own, and am ever ready to .oppose them as such. 

Should you permit it, I will take the field a,,<>ainst the rebel Chuttur Sing, 
previously to the arrival of the British forces ; and will take measures for inflict
ing on the traitor such punishment as will hold out a warning to others how they 
follow so iniquitous an example. 

The reports .tbat malicious .tongues have circulated concerning me, 1 assure 
you to be false. 

My confidant, Nihal Chund, ,has,· doubtless, informed' you how falsely, and 
faithlessly, many of the Sikhs hlllVe behaved, 'AIId .I [hope you· give ,credenceJ\;o 
his words. 

By the British Government lam· protected" and upheld;, and ·to it I look .for 
support and countenance in all ,things. ,How then can it bl; ,bdieved that I 
should engage ,in any matter:which WQuld .be ,displeasing to you who.are·:my 
protector? 

It has been a source of great pleasure. and sati$faction to me,. tei know -that 
you pay' no attention, or credence, to the empty -tales.of calumniolls persons. 

I am most anxious for a speedy ;reply to .this . letter ;. pr.ay . send me your 
instructions, quickly. 

Inclosure 10 in·No. 39 . 
• 

The Resident at Lahore to .Maharajah Golab ,sing. 

YOUR letter, containing expressions of iriendship;8nd fidelity, t.oihe British 
Government, assurances of 'your being not only .. at implicated ,in the treachery 

. of Chuttur Sing, the traitor, but, of your' readiness to unde~take his. chastisement, 
: md to take the field for that.purpose, if.required,.has,reached ,me, and its con
tents have given me great gratification; 

From Dewan Nihal Chund, .pePSOnally, also I haV'e receiveclfull confirmation 
of your friendly disposition toward the British Government. 'He. has .assured me 
that you consider its enemies.as your .'own, lind that it is your.wisn ,to act solely 
for the furtherance of its.interests.· . ~~;;.. 

. With the general progress 'of affairs here, iand 'elsewhere,.!lo'lJewan Nihal 
Chund will have kept you acquainted, in his letters. O~ 

I feel assulled that you will not, ,in any ,way, engage, or implicate ~lIrseJf, in 
proceedings .,detrimental to the interests of ·the British Government. .' , 

While conversing with Dewan Nihal .Chund, : rega.rdiug the punishment ·of 
the traitor Chuttur Sing, I said, :inreply to.a Froposition fmm him, ·:tha1i "If 
you (the Maharajah), to put IIln end ,to the' reports circulated to ·'your injury, 
by evil-disposed persWlS,to the effect that you ;were implicated in -the <l"ehellilln 
of Chuttur Sing, and "Well..aifucted towards him, ,should, commuwca.ting ·with 

. Captain . Abbott, take measures for 'the. suppression, .and chastisement, -of the 
aforesaid Chuttur Sing, the fact ,would ,.be . ~d ,beyond a doubt, that you, 'so 
far from favoring, were ready, andanxious),to put down the nefarious prooeedings 
of the "Attal'ees," and that the reports of your calumniators would be proved 
false; and their mouths closed for ever; further, that you would enjoy the 
credit of being a faithful ally to the British Government, in supporting its 
interests, and treating its enemies as your own; the hearing of which would be 
to me a source of the greatest satisfaction. 

To your proposition of sending a force to punish, and suppress, Chuttur Sing, 
previous to the arrival of the British forces. there is no objection; and, by such 
a step, you will yet more clearly prove the falsehood of those who may have 
reported that you favored, either personally, or by the 'presence of any of your 
adherents in his service, the cause of the tnutor ChuUur Sing. 
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Inclosure II in No. 39. 

The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary with the Governor-General. 

Lahore, October 8, 1848~ 
THE festival of the Dussera his passed, at Lahore, without any disturb..: 
ance.' 

There was a 'strong impression in the minds of the townspeople, that it 
was intended to take advantage of the gathering, and the ceremonies, whic\ 
take place, on this occasion, to make an attack on the Court party, or on some 
British officer, which was to be the signal for a general emeute. 

Many persons who professed to be informed of the popular intention, evi,. 
dently believed this also, but I doubt very much if such a plan was ever con. 
templated; at any rate, the precautions taken, and most judiciously carried out; 

. by Brigadier Campbell, C.B., commanding the force, . defeated any scheme of 
the sort, if it was entertained. ' 

The Durbar, on the occasion of the Dussera, which is attended by the 
Resident and all his assistants, and at which all the courtiers, and court officials, 
of any rank and class, make offerings to the Maharajah, and which is sometimes 
a scene of much confusion, and crowding, and noise, was conducted with the 
utmost decorum. . .. 

The citadel, and palace, being now in our hands, the guards at the gates 
admitted only such persons as were declared entitled to admission, by persons 
stationed, on the part of the Durbar, at the gates. ,. 

Two companies of Her Majesty's 53rd Foot were on duty in the palace, 
and a squadron of Her Majesty's 14th Light Dragoons, a portion of which 
formed my escort. These preserved order, and the Durbar, though very fully 
attended, was free from all confusion, or disturbance. . 

After the Durbar, the Maharajah visited the .palace, where the Dussera 
ceremonies are concluded, at a short distance from the city, just beyond the 
course of the Parade-ground. 

On the Parade-ground, two regiments of infantry, a troop of horse artil
lery, a squadron of Her Majesty's 14th, and one of irregular cavalry, were drawn 
up. The Ma~'U"ajah, on passing these, was saluted by a discharge of twenty
one g.uns fr(ili"c.>ur batteri~s; and the formidable array, prepared to put down 
any rIOt tl\liJ'mlght occur 111 the mass of people assembled beyond the Parade, 
had thy~ct of keeping all perfectly quiet. The Maharajah, after proceeding 
to 10Ji' a1l the scene, and to receive a salute from two of his own guns, lent to 
themi'or the occasion, returned to the palace, and tpe large cr8wd dispersed, in 
a fat mOl'e orderly manner than usual. 
- ~ The occupation by our troops of the palace, and Citadel, gives us perfect 
command of the town, which we have not, hitherto, had; by a judicious arrange
ment, regarding which the superintending engineer and the brigadier are now 
in communication, by means of the works we now occupy, we could hold, and 
command, the city far more effectually, than we do at present, and release, at 
least, three regiments of native infantry, now scattered in small parties, round 
the extensive wall, and at the distant gateways. . 

Inclosure 12 in No. 39. 

Major Edwardes to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Sooraj Koond, October 10, 1848. 
RAJA Shere Sing marched, with all his force, from Mooltan, to a place 

called Gaggera, ten coss to the north-east, yesterday morning before dawn. 
I should have reported this officially yesterday, but that it was uncertain 

whether the Raja had made a bond fide departure, or was ouly beginning with 
Moolraj to draw the British troops into a snare. The question has been settled, 
by his continuing his march at midnight, and reaching Sirdarpoor, where he in
tended to cross the Ravee. It is reported, however, that Moolraj had seized, 
and pushed oft', his boats, and that the Raja is now inclined to follow the 
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advice of many of his Sikh followers, who are anxious to remove the scene or 
war to the Manjha, where they can, at once, protect their homes from confisca-
tion, and recruit their ranks. • . , 

There are some few timid spirits who secretly advise Raja Shere Sing 
to make his peace with the British, even at the eleventh hour i and one 
hurkara from his camp states, that the propriety of going to Lahore, and 
making submission to you, was discussed in open. cutehery. If any such 
discussion took place, it eould only pe as a blind to conceal more danger
ous designs; but I am inclined to think, the Raja's plan is, to join his 
fatper in Hazara, and, unitedly, arrange a plan of future operations. 
" " ,Baba .Malee Sing's. Sikh.sowars are said to have made their escape 
from. Moolt&n, this morning,. and to have joined Shere Sing's camp at Sir~ 
!larpoor. .. • . 

, " Th~ presence, of Raja< Shere ,Sing was very irksome to Moolraj. whOj 
!tom the :6rst day, distrusted the motives of his defection. . He was, also, . 
constantly afraid of the. Sikh force exacting rewardw from him; a demand 
"bleh, his treasury in· Mooltau is, now, unable to .meet ,; and he,. at last. hit 
on the expedient. of promising them p~, if the, would go out, and have 
~e good fight with the British; w!llch the S!khs declined. Still, the de
parture of 6,000 men, and twelve pleces of artillery, cannot but dishearte~ 
as ,well as weaken, those who are, left behind; anel I hear that Moolraj has' 
sent. oft' &IJ. express to. the Bunnoo force, offering them increased' pay, if theJ 
will hurry to Mooltan. 
. Food is becoming very scarce. Before the Raja left, six seers of atta 
only,. were to be badin Mooltan,. for a rupee. Since he went" it has falleD 
tGnine,see.JlS. In camp, the p~e is eleveD&lJ.d twelve. 

mclasma 1.3 in No. 39, 

¥I!jor, ;LalUl'61Ice to' eM Resident at Lahor,., 

. . ., PeshalDUr,; October IS, 1848. 
I " IT is. with deep regret .that. I have now. to acquaint, you that .Futteh· 
Khan Towannah, after holding the citadel. fOI! some days,. was driven. out bl 
~want ofwe.ter, .. and, with six followers,.barba.rously cut to pieces. 
. l" .The furce is said to be,.still, at Bunnoo,. undecided as to their movement& 
Thet had detached a party to bring in their pay, 'Which· had reached Lukked. 
from. LahOl:'8, and another of 400 Goorchurras to seize .tJte boats,. 46, at 
JjlsekbaiJ. SOllllllftr. for moving oll.l\Iooltan,.and others on Attock. ' 

Inolosure 14 in No. 39. 

MOjor ',ta_ to fM ~ent. at LIlMr,. 

Peshawur, Octo'ber 13, 1848. 
II HAVE still 'rery reasonable hope that, should a British force . move ill> 

this direction, even at this the eleventh hour, it will enable me to hold them to 
their duty, for, as yet, in· no matter have lrelaxed the reins of discipline; and the 
officers fully support me., ' 

I· will keep my people, to the last, at the Residency, as. while .I do so, the. 
Urbobs lind people will hold to me. When I can do so no longer, I will taka 
to the fort of Shabmeer Gurh, which I have provisioned fur 3000 men for 
eme month, and, if driven from that, will do my best to secure my own safety, 
and that of the persons attached to the agency. 

3E 
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Inclosure 15 in No. 39 • 

. Th~ .Re8id~fatLahore 'to the Commander-'n-Ohie! . . : -r ':. 'JiiJ.r..d 
f. ~ , • '. • ' •• :' • , ." ,,_,,:' ~:) m9~iJ 
'; . '. , .. '. I , '. , , I 

,.' ..... ",:, '. . .. Lahore, October 18,; 184S,u d 
THE Sikhs, generall'y, have ceased to COD sider Mooltil.naSthe 'plac4: ~Il~~i 

the battle for their faith is to be fought, and, with the fickleness, and faithleSsbl!~il, 
peculiar to their character;' are-'llow; apparently,'abandoning Dewan Moolraj, 
without scruple, to his own resources. . 

That Shere Sing should leave Moolrajis not to be wondered at, from the 
circumstance~ under wilich he jqined him, and :(rom their respective positions. 
I have, in aU my communications with Government, since Shere Sing's defection, 
ltated my conviction ·that .he would remain but a short time at Mooltan. 
. But ~hat his d~pll;rtu:e shoul~ .be followed by,so extensive, ades~rtion 
of MoolraJ'S. cause by his SIkh soldiers, horse and fO!lt, was not expected by me. 
Unless the accounts received; by the last fout daks, are much exaggerated~"the 
greater part of )lis Sikh followers had left him, to join, as they say, the national 
standard, ,under which a vital struggle jato. be . made, for the restoration of 

, Khalsa supremacy in the Punjab. . . .' " , .'. . . . ",' "H 

. It, is remarkable, bllt very characteristic, that;' as 1 stated on gooql 'au!. 
thority, in Shere Sing's camp, since he left Mooltan,vast dissensions are rifJ, 
whicl? have caused many of the .sikhs again to desert the Raja, and t~ go to their 
)jomes. Raja Shere Sing' contrived to get hold of the Durbar 'treasure-,boa.t~ 
:with the pay of the troops for two months, to' the amount of 1,84,000 tupe.es-;: 
the mode in which he has distributed, and appropriated, this, has caused: mncl1 
offenc.e, and the failure of the Raja to keep the promise he made; of marchingib 
Lahore, or to the M~njha, ~as Illienated other~. . .,., ., . ." '.:~ ~ 

But the more unmediate purpose of this communiC/!-bon; was to 'lnfonh 
your Lordship of Raja Shere Sing's present proceedings, as far as they have 
been ascertained. 

The Raja with his whole camp, crossed· the Ravetl on the 11th and 12th, 
and proceeded towards Jhung. From Jbung, it is expected that he will march 
up the left bank of the Chehab, ·to Jullalpore, or perhaps Ramnuggur; at one of 
which places it is most probable that he will cross the Chenab, and proceed, 
either to Pind Dadun K han, or to Goojerat. ' 

I sent your Lordship, yesterday ,an original letter from· the Raja ,t~ his con
'fidential officer, Sirdar Soorutt Sing, Majeetia, ;statingtlrat he, was. goi»g 
tb meet his father at Goojerat. '. . .,.. .:,- .•. ': .... \ 

He gives out, that he is coming to Lahorei this he will ;not do; but his 
coming so near as Jullalpore, .or,Jtamnuggur~ (about_50 miles off) will have 
a. very bad effect, and will encourage all the disaffected, and evil-disposed, in the 
neighbourhood, to rise, !ind commit excesses, while.his troops will plunder the 
country, and effectually prevent our getting supplies from these districts, 
on which the army, when it advances, will very much depend. 

, If the Raja had any enterprise, which he has not, he might, from Jullalpore, 
uul.rch and occupy Sheikhoopoor, and thus threaten Lahore itself, knowing that, 
without reinforcements, we could not march out to oppose him. . i'his. though 
possible, I do not at all contemplate; but the evils adverted to in the preceding 
paragraph, will, certainly, follow his advance along the Rechna Doab toJullal-
pore. '. ., , .. 

The advance of a brigade from Ferozepore to Lahore would make the Raja 
cross the Chenab, at once, and proceed up the Chuch Doab to his destination, be 
it Pind Dadun Khan, or be it Goojerat, or Rotas, and we should thus preserve the 
resources of the Rechnab for our own troops, as well as .insure the tranquillity 
of Lahore; and if we are deprived of these resources, and have. that district 
,all up in insurrection, we shall feel our advance from Lahore very much 
embarrassed. . . .' b 

P.S.-I received, last evening, authentic intelligence regarding the Bumioo 
troops. They, at first, agreed with Moolraj's emissaries to proceed to Mooltan; _ 
but, afterwards, special messengers arrived from Sirdar Chuttur Sing, with a letter 
from himself, stating that they would not find Raja Shere Sing at Mooltan; 
that all the Sikhs, from Mooltan, and elsewhere, were to assemble, and fight the 
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battle of Khalsa. independencEl' in theneigbbourbood of Lahore; and nrging 
tbem eitber to march towards Lahore, or unite with him on the 'Way, or to join 
him):att once, near, Attock, ' After some consideration, it was determined to join 
.Qlp.lt~ur :Sing~ ,and, the l~,th of Oe1ober w~ fixed ,on, as the da, of der~rture 
i!.:om Bunnoo. ..' , , ' , , , , 
:Jt;-,,} I ! - '.";.J' , , • I '.) , ' . , 

, I~clos~16 in',No. 39. ',' 

~The'n~sident at Lahore ,to the Secretary With the Governor-General. 

" .. ', ' .. 'j " Lahore, October 19,1848. J 

",':~J :1 FO;RW ARD a letter from Lieutenant Edwardes, dated the 10th instant ,-, 
tepo, rting the departure, from,' Mooltan, of Raja Shere Sing, with all his 
t?rce, on the 9th instant. ' , 
,,,' "; His Lordship will not be surprised at this intelligence. I have all along 
repbrted my expectation that Shere Sing would leave Moolraj, to'join his father 
in Hazara; though I did not expect that Moolraj would allow him to take away, 
~, forces, wit4 him, or ,that the soldiers wh~ ,accompanied him into MooltaD( 
]!:ould deSIre to leave Moolraj. • ' 
;~, ,By accounts of four days later than those given by Lientenant Edwardesiil 

"this letter, it appears that Shere Sing crossed the Ravee, at Ram Chountra, .. 
.Ii, 'ttltlll below its junction with the Chenab, and marched towards Jh, ung. A very 
,large part of Moolraj's army had deserted the Dewan, to join the Khalsa camp, 
which, it is supposed, will proceed to Pind Dadun Khan, or Rotall, to unite with 
"';h~lQrces under Sir~sChuttur Sing and Ootar Sing. 
"iV,t..n. ". 

Inclosure 17 in No. 39. 

Lahore, October 20, lR48. ' ,. . 
.. ,' I AM satisfied that your Lordship will do all in your power to expedite 
Jh~ movement of troops towards the north-west; the very demonstration of ,8 

(orce anywhere across the Ravee, may save the province of Peshawur, and the 
;'lives of OUr officers on the frontier. 
:¥ .' . 

Inclosure 18 in No; 39. 

, Captain Nicholson to the Resident at Lahore. 

Ramnllggur, October 21, 1848. 
"-' ,SHERE SING'S advanced guard was at Pindee Buttean yesterday, 
:lwiUlin chupaoing distance. ' , " 
,., ' The Durbar people have, evidently;misinformed yon of the state of affairs 
in the Chuch Doab. Urjun Sing is at Goojerat, with a daily increasing force. 

'Qotar Sing is crossing, from JUllalpore. The non-advance ot our troops has 
disheartened all our well-wishers (and they were few enough), and propor
'tionately inspired our many secret enemies. 
;~'.' Though Shere Sing IS not very near me, yet the ronte by which he is 
advancing, is favorable to any attempt he might make to intercept the retreat 

'he knows I must make. Taking all this into consideration, as also the very 
doubtful disposition of my Sikh allies, I think I am justified. in falling back on 
Goojranwalla, whic~ I purpose doing to-night. 
" , I SllOUld also mention that the non-arrival of any reinforcements has 
~ increased the despond~ncy which has, for some time, prevailed in my levies, and 
, I have no longer the little confidence I formerly had in them. I do not expect 
" to be able to remain long at Goojranwalla, unless supported. ' 
" There are two fords between this and W uzeerabad . 

.. Inclosure 12 in No. 39. 
3E2 



lnclo&1U'e 19 in ]!:la. ~9. 

n.' R~&id61lt .at LanQre tQ:Brig«:d~e~ c:. Campbel, C.B.~ CommanclinJ 
Punjab DitnSWn, Lano're. . . 

Lahore, October 22, 1848.: 
I REQUEST that you will beg Brigadier-General Cureton, C.B., to order 

up the regiment of cavalry, and troop of horse artillery, mentioned as being 
ready to march at the shortest notice. I 

., This movement is made necessary by the fact that Shere 'Sing has 
thrown forward all his ca:v.alry, as was reported last night, nearly to Pindee 
Buttean, about sixty miles from this, with .orders, as reported, to move in the 
Qirection of Sheikhoopoor, to cover the march of his infantry. up the left ballk 
of the Chenab. to Ramnuggur. '. 

I have, thil! morning, an express from Brigadier Young at Ferozepore, from 
,which I learn that he is only able .to send up,two regiments of i.nfantry,jn 
oompliance with the requisition made through you an the· 19th instant. . 

The two carps under Brigadier Godby, moreover, will not reach Lahare 
before the 28th instant at the earliest. as they were not. to laavA till the 23J:d, 
and. tg mak,e liix marches. . ' 

lnclosure20 in No, ..39 •. 

The Resident. at Lakpre.to t.!J,e.C01.I13II41Iikr.J",.C1Iiif. 
• 

Lohore, October 22, 1848" 
I FORWARD a letter, this day a.ddrcssed by me to Brigadier Camp-

bell, C.B.. commanding the Punjab Dhision. ' 
It is a bolder move of Shere Sing's than. I expected. and can only have 

been adopted by him, under the knowledge of our having no disposable troops 
,at Lahore, and in ignorance of the cavalry being across the Sutlej at Gundia 
Sing Walla. . . 

Sirdar Urj\ID Sing has occupied Goojerat with a party of irregulars, a 
portion of which he has pushed down to the Ghat opposite Wuzeerabad; 'he 
bas, with him, only newly-raised and undisciplined levies, to the amount of 1,500 
infantry. . • 

Raja Shere Sing is devastating the-eountry, as he goes along; if we could 
get at him, push him into the river, and take his guns from him, I should be 
glad of his coming up the left bank of the Chenab; but, as I fear that cannot 
be managed, I am in hopes that the movement of the troops upon Lahore will 
have the e/fec.t of making him cross the ri'l'er at, or below, Jnllalpore .. 

Supplies of all kinds are becoming very scarce at Lahore, and if Shere 
Sing is allowed to appropriate, or destroy. those of the RechnaDoab, we shall 
be quite crippled when the army reacht:S us~ . . 

P.S.-I have this instant received the accompanying letter - from Captain 
Nicholson from Ramnnggur. . 

No. 40. 

The Governor-General to tne Secret COmmittee. 

Delhi, November 22. 1848. (No.3.) 
IT is with much concern that I have to report, on this occasion, that the 

whole of the troops at Petihawur have joined the cause of the rebels. It might 
have been llOpcu that, lUI they had so long withstoud the overtures, and entrc!l"" 
ties, of Raja Chuaur Sing and Dewan Moolraj, they would have held out to tile 
last, espccially as (he fulja was marching fl.-om the Indus towards the camp of 

,;e. __ 

• lilcloaure L8 ill N"" 39. 



BaJa Shere Sing and the other insurgents"m despair.at .the refusals he had 
ftceived from the Sikh officers at Pesha.wur., ' 

This sudden change in their views and proceedings is attributed, by the 
Resident, '(I know not how correctly) to the machinatiCilns, of .sooltan l'da.homed 
Khan, the Barukzye chief, who holds a large JagheerCiln the other side of the 
Indus, in which, through the kiud intercession of Sir Henry Lawrence"he hall 
been allowed ,to reside, after having been 10Dg kept under surveillance, at 

• Lahore, by the Sikhs.' 'fhe Resident truly observes, how,remarkable it.is tha.t ,aD 
'those who Me engaged in the mostacti~e nastilities against US,. are the 'Ver7 

persons who have received the,m08t marked eolllli.uemt.iea, ' and ;fa.yoJ:.and ,Bye 
, derived the most substantial benefit from the establishment of British autho-
~~. . 
;;;,' It is another of the singular features of the tebellion, that the defection of 
,J the troops occurs at the very period when there is the least reason to expect it, 

and at the very time when some success has been achieved against their canse. 
,-Thus, we find the Peshawur troops going over, when, all hopes of theirco-opera
"tion having failed, Raja Chuttur Sing was seeking the intervention of Maha-

rajah Golab Sing in his behalf. J:taja Shere Sing deserting the camp of the 
~ allies, just after they had obtained the most signal succe!lS;the 'Petty chiefs of, 
'Moraree and Rungur Nuggul starting into rebellion, after the occupation.o£ 
Govindgurh was calculated to extinguish their hopes; andihe Poorbeah regiment 
in Major Edwardes' force, in ,the late action at Sooraj Koond, deserting the 
cause of the allies, at the ,time that the British troops were securing the object 

'.of their well concerted attack. ' ' 
Major and Mrs. Lawrence, and Lieutenant Bowie, are, at, present,1I&fe in 

Kohat, and it is to be hoped that they will be able to find refuge in the steamer 
Meanee, which haR been dispatched to Kalabagh to 'bring them off. If they 
are unable to effect their' .retreat, through the assistance of SooltanMahomed 
KhaD, there' will be every reason to suppose that he has really 'been playing 
false, during Major LawrenC'e's residence at Peshawur, and that 'his treachery 

, has been purchased, by the promise of restoriDg Peshawurto the Barukzye 
: family. ' 
" .It will be remembered that, when the Minister, Raja Lal Sing, contemplat.ed 

the establishment of an independent power between the Jhelum aDd the Indus, it 
: was part of his scheme to cODstitute Sooltan Mahomed Khan as his ally, at 

Peshawur. . 
The mere treachel'J of this intriguing chief will be of no consequeDce, 

provided the European officers escape free from his hands; but it is to be feared 
• that his open declaration of there-establishment of aD Affghan dynasty, on the 
other side of the Indus, may affect the feelings of the MahomedaD population, 
and, by thus raisiDg up a Dew combination agaiDst us, which has hitherto pro

, misecl to be one of our main. .sourcesof success, add cODsiderable embarrass
ment at this difficuLterisis. The exces8.EIS committed by the troops under 
Raja Shere SiDg tqlon the Mahomedans of Jhung, may,. ,OD the o.thel 'hand, 

., serve to exasperate. the feelings of .the M:ahomedan population against the 
Sikhs, and altogethE'.r neutralize the ,attempts to Jll8iDtainthe incompatible 
alliance which has sprung up betweeD them at Peshawur. ' 

, The latest accounts from the north-west sholli' that, up to the 6th instant, 
Raja Chuttur SiDg remaiDedat Peshawur, that Captain Abbott maintained 
his post at Nara, and Lieutenant Herbert at Attock. It is to be feared that 
1he latter will scarcely be able to prevent the garrison from joining the rebels. 
It consists almost entirely of MussuIma.ns, but it coo. scarcely be expected that 
they will cODtinue loyal, after the open revolt of their brethren at Peshawur. 
To both these officers, as well as to Major Lawrence, it is my inteDtion to 
offer D1y cordial approbation of the eDergy, judgmeDt, and ability which has 
marked their proceedings, since they were, first, compelled to' act upon the 
defensive. 

Affairs at Mooltan continue in the same state as when I last wrote. The 
success obtninedby Brigadier Markham, OD the 7lh instaDt, in an attack, most 
skilfully comlucted, against an advanced positioD of the enemy, bas Dot mate
rially altered the rclative position of the combataDts. Major-GeDeral Whish 
is, still, awaiting reinforcements from SindI', and, notwithstanding the departW'e 
of Raja Shere Sing, does not feel himself strODg eoough to recommeDce 
operations agaiDst Mooltan, without them. ' 
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. . The latest account represents that the insurgent <)hiefs are colle~i,ng;.their 
force!\ .between W uzeera~ad and Ramnug~,and. the~eseeID!\. to bl!, s~m,e e:Jtli 
fectat~on I>f an e!U"ly actIOn between the~. and Bngadier .Cur~ton'il £ol'c~ lY~C~ 
18 near the banks of the Chenab •. '. '. ." . 1 '. • I. ' .. '.;', .,"; /'3 
: I expect to be at Umballa on the 25th instant, lYhence I shall pr<iee4icI-lo 
Ferozepore, in order to be in close communication. with the. comm.ander~i.Ut 
Chief, but, as nearly the w1;l0le of the country around Fel"ozepore has 8uffere 
from the drought which has affected many. of the districts· in the north .. wes 
and. supplies of all kinds are exceedingly scarce, it is possible I mal not con, 
aider it expedient to advance beyond lJmballa, at present. . . , 

Inclosure 1 in No. 40. 

Major Lawrence to the Resident at Lahore.' 

Peshawur, October 1, 1848. 
I DETACHED, yesterday, a troop of artillery of 5 guns, under Commander 

Futteh Khan, to strengthen the fort of Attock; the troop is escorted by two 
companies of Ram Sahaie's PoorbealJS, and two of Mahomedan Ramgoles, wilL 
100 Khyberries; the escort will remain, or return, as Captain Nicholson 
may deem expedient. . , . .I ,J 

That officer has long wished me to make this move, but I considered 
it might bring on a collision, in the present feverish state of the troopil, and 
hence declined; on the Governor, however, assuring me that I might detach 
them without danger, I have done so, and the result has given me a. further 
gratifying proof of this force being still under control, whatever their feelings 
may be, and those of the Sikh portion can hardly be doubted to be· in 
uuison with that of their brethren.. ' .... 

I have no wish that British troops should cross the Indus; their arrival 
&t 3helum will, for the present, Buffice-. the news of which would keep my force 
loyal, and, most probably, drive that of the rebels to join their brethren at 
Mooltan, if not to disperse altogether. . 

Inclosure 2 in No. 40. 

The Resident at Lahore to Brigadier Campbell. 
" 

Lahore, October 7, 1848 •. 
, IT is of the last importance that coercive measures should be promptly 

adopted, in regard to some petty chiefs residing in the Baree Doab, who 
have joined the rebellion set afoot by Sirdar Chuttur Sing and Raja Sher.e 
Sing, and are endeavouring to bring the insurrection to our neighbourhood. ' 
. The presence of Brigadier Wheeler in the neighbourhood of two of these 
insurgents, affords an admirable opportunity of reading the disaffected a. lessou, 
without moving troops from Lahore. ' . • 

The chiefs themselves are in open rebellion at Mooltan; the attachmen~ 
of their houses and property has been ordered by the Government. They 
have forcibly resisted this attachment; their representatives have garrisoned 
their dwelling-houses, and have replied to the Government order that their 
castles stand or fall with Mooltan. ',' .. c, 

.. These parties,'if they refuse to surrender when the troops arrive, must be 
coerced; their castles, as they call them, be forcibly entered; all persons 
offering opposition treated as rebels, and dealt with accordingly; all, the 
property found on the jremises attached, and made over to my assistant, to be 
Bent into Lahore; an the houses pulled down, and the materials sold. ' .An 
example is necessary. . " 

The first place I would wish Brigadier Wheeler to take in band is Rungur 
Nuggul, about fifteen miles from the Ghat at Sri Hurgovindpore, directly oPPO-
Bite his position at Tanda. " . 

The premises' are described as somewhat extensive, and inclosed by a 
pucka wall with a gateway. The Durbar sent two companies to attach the 
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property, but they state they c:an. do pothi~g without guns, as ther~ is a. gar.;.' 
rison of upwards of 100 men mSide, who have declared that they will reslSt to 
the last. 
o:"Thefactis that these, two companies sympathize with the insurgents, and' 
MVe' not attempted to carry out the Government orders. There is no probaliiJ.itt 
of ' their fraternizing 'with the garrison; but the party should, for'precantioll 
sake, be of strength sufficient to annihilate. them, if they do. '" " " 
fl'kThere :isno gun; as I am'informed, at this place, or'at the 'other, which I 
,nn qescrill~ presently; and it is most prol?able that the parties will surrend~; 
.hen'the;r see ,the preparations for their coercion ready. , '. ' . 
• 'I~""The nam~ 'of the ChieF is Urjun Sing Rungur, Nugglea. 'It is supposed 
tll~e ther& 'may be' property to the &mOURt of from one to two lakhs of rupees 
on the premises. , .. ,. , '.' ....' 

The next place I wish the force .to .. visitia Moraree, about twenty-six miles 
north of Rungur Nuggul, skirting the Jullundur frontier, in the direction of 
Puthankote and N oorpoor. It is aplaceof much the same description as that 
above mentioned, though somewhat more extensive, and laid out with more 
plan, and reference to defence;, The garrison is of about 'the same strength, 
but may be reinforced to a certain extent before Brigadier Wheeler arrives. 

t- -1- must be dealt with in the same way as Rungur Nuggul. The owner,. 
Lal Sing, Morarcea, was the second in command to Sirdar Runjore Sing at 
.Aliwal; and the spoils of Buddowal are believed to be, for the most part, in 
Moraree, with other property also to· the amount of many lakhs of .rupees. 
';"'·.,1 believe that the females of both families have been removed. I need 
not say that, if not, their persons must be protected from all insult or annoy~ 
,ncej' but the zenanas must be sf;larched, and all property brought away. 
t..", ,Lieutenant Hodson, my assistant, who is acquainted with these places, will 
.accompany the officer. in commRI!d, andivill be prepared to give any instructions 
that·may be required, in carrying out the measure above described. . 
p.~, IC. I may as well observe that the parties who are holding out.in these 
places, are not disciplined soldiers, and that there is not a Sikh force of any 
kind, on this side of the Jhelum, except at Mooltan. 

" 

Inclosure 3 in No. 40 .. 

The Resident at Lahore to Brigadier Campbell. 

Lah~re, October 7, 1848. 
! .AT a town called Goojranwalla, about thirty miles on the other side of 

the Riy~r Ravee, '!: chief named U!jun Sing,. so~ of Hume Sing, infected by 
the spmt of the times, has shut himself up m his house and premises which 
he has garrisoned with some 100 armed men, and has set the Gov;rnment 
at defiance. . 

It is necessary that an inlmediate example should be made of any who 
may bring their rebellious proceedings 90 close to Lahore. . If this man is 
not promptly punished, we shllll have his example extensively followed. . 

A party of fifty foot and twenty-five horse, sent by the Durbar have 
been unable to bring in Urjun Sing, and I have directed that they inve~t the 
house, and prevent the removal of property, &0., till a party capable of 
coercing hinl, is sent from this. ' 
,. The house is not a fortified place, or in any way very strong; but a mere 
square inclosure, with a door and gateway. There may be 100 or 150 men 
inside, who say they have a small gun, but this is not believed. 
. The object to 'be effected is to bring in Sirdar Uljun Sing with all his 
property, and to disarm, and make prisoners, his followers. ' 
' .• In all probabi1!tY,.!ln ~earing tha~ British troops are coming, or on 
SeCl?g them, he will ~ive h~self up; if he does not, the premises must be 
forcibly entered, the Slrdar selZed, and all who offer opposition must take the 
consequences: a penal example is necessary, at this moment. 

All the property found in the house, having been declared forfeit to the 
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State, sbould be brought into LaW;re, andtbe house should be levelledwitht 
the ground. . • 

!'Iy chief assistant, .Mr. Oocks, ~ ~ccompa.nY the pa.rty sent by you, an' 
lie· will be prepared· to gtve any detailedmstructions to the officer commanding 
for ca.rrying into effect the measure above described. ' 

Inclosure 4 in No. 40. 

The Com'TTU1lAder-in-Chief tQ the Resident III Lahore. 

• Camp, Kalka, October 20, 1848. 
IN my priVlate letter of yesterday'S date, I announced to you that I had 

desired Colonel Cureton, with the division of cavalry. and with a brigade of 
infantry, to cross the Sutlej, and occupy the strong position of Kussoor; and 
that I should, 88 soon, as possible, reinforce Brigadier Wheeler by two, if not 
three, corps. These movements will, I hope, have 88 good, if not a better effect,. 
than pushing on a. brigade of infantry to Lahore, anq halting them there. This: 
latter would look like, alld in effect be, a defensive operation, whilst the other 
is an aggressive one: in my mind, a most important consideration. 

If circumstances shall require it,. I shall dak on from Loodiana. to 
Ferozepore,. so as to be nearer to you. 

Inclosure 5 in No. 40. 

·Captain Abbo(t to· the Resident at Lahure. 

Camp, Srikote, HazaN, October 20, 1848. 
r HAVE the honor to detail the particulars of an a.Ifair between the annr 

of Chuttur Sing, and the levies under my command. 
It may be remembered that, last year, I excluded the Simulkund branch 

of the Tarkulli clan from the mountain of Gundgul'h,and built a castle, in their 
village, to secure the peace of the mountain. The garrison, consisting of 8 com
pany of Richpaul Sing's regiment, and. about seventy or eighty matchlocks, 
declared, like most others in Hazara, for Chuttur Sing. Chuttur Sing had sent 
a deputation of zemindars of Hazara, begging the release of the garrison, but 
had written, by the same deputation, forbidding it to evacuate tbe fort. The 
letter was opened, and read. It being impossible to prevent the Sikh army from 
relieving the garrison, I had, several times, offered it safe conQuct, with arms and 
baggage, but the offer was declined. ' 

On the morning of the 18th, Chuttur Sing's camp moved up to Gbazi 
upon the left bank of the' Indus, and it was evident that his object was Simul·· 
kund. But, owing to his veto to the garrison, the impression W88 genernl that 
be would, endeavour, by that route, to carry Srikote. 

Simulkund being situated at the foot of the mountains, with 8 gun-road' 
from the plains, it was not possible for 1,800 matcblocks (my whole available 
force, inclusive of the levies of the mountain) to prevent the relief of the fort, 
by six regiments, with artillery and cavalry. But I deemed it important that 
the evacuation should not be effected with impunity, and that no hope should 
be opened to Cbuttur Sing, of ever ascending the mountain. ' . 

Long before daybreak. of the 18th, the Sikh army W88 busied incookingc 

food for the day's work. At about 8 A.. M., the force advanced in two columns, 
carrying four guns, and two howitzers npon elephants,· Being provided with 
excellent guides, and having a secret understanding with the villa.,"'fsof Kondi and 
Umbar Khana, who supply some of my best matchlocks, the left; column was 
enabled to-avoid the fhoe of about 800 matchlocks posted upon a clift' above 
the gun-road under Umbar Khan&. Their right column, under Chuttur Sing, 
advanced, without opposition, at the back of the low hills, and took position 
upon the most considerable eminence southward of the castle. But, when they 
pushed forward their detachments, the fire became bot and close, and they were, 
eventually, driven back with loss. 

The left column, about 3,000· ·strong, with two bowitzers,.commenced the 
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ascent of the nndulations npon the erest of which was my own post, a path leading 
to Srikote. I had, at first, only 200 matchlocks to oppose to them. Bllt, as the 
centest greW' warm, about 400 or my people came up from Umbar Khana, the 
position avoided by the Sikhs, and the l1ill was disputed from rock to- rock, and 
bush to bush, so that by 2 P.M., they had won only the foot, and easiest acclivity, 
and had, still, bef6l"e them not only all the strong gronnd of my position itself, 
but the first undulation of the mountain's base; there they turned back, retreat
ing, with much coolness, under the fire of my skirmishers. Could I have 
persuaded the reserve to charge sword in hand. the retreat might have been 
converted into a rout. But my exhortations were so coldly received that I 
desisted . 

. Meanwhile, the garrison had evacuated, ana fired, the fort, and had joined 
the relieving army. Soon afterwards, the powder magazine exploded, throwing 
down about twenty feet of the western wall-a beautiful sight, which caused a 
momentarypall.se in the skirmishing. 

. The Sikh army marched back in good order; being strong in eavalry and 
artillery, they were secure from molestation in ground so open. They con
sumed fifteen of their dead,. ,in a blazing thatch upon the field. and' carried 
away, it is said,. sixty dead bodies, and about 126 wounded. The. reports, 
however, are various. Two officers of consequence were amongst the slain. 

The whole affair was managed with skill and judgment, which proves 
Chuttur Sing to be no contemptible soldier. The troops, if not very dashing, 
were cool and self-possessed~ and r only once saw them run. It was, I believe, 
when Ata Mahomed Khan and four of liis people cllarged them sword in band. 
He was one of the Simulkund chiefs,. whom I released lately from prison, and 
who, by his devotion to the Government, has fully justified my confidence. 
He fell by a hundred wounds. . . 

My own matchloclunen behaved well, tlioilgh not in the style of tbeir 
fathers. The ground was not very strong; but they might, sometimes, have 
maintained their temporary posts ronger. Owing to· the large space to be 
covered with 1:,800 matchlocks, I could never bring more than one matchlock 
to every ten of the enemy, upon any given point. • 

• The number killed on our side amounts, as nearly as r can reckon, to nine or 
ten. The number of wounded: is not, r think, greater. The slaughter on both 
sides would have been greater, had I not resisted the gallant offer of the Simul
kundis to oppose the right column upon level ground. The spot being mani
festly nntenable against superior numbers and discipline, I forbade the occupation 
of any post, save such as might be maintained to the last. 

. The Sikhs, it is said, are disheartened at the result of this affair, in which 
they· have place<f hOTS de comb'ttt as many· men as they have rescned, and this, 
upon gTound of no strength, admitting of wheel carriages. Their loss is attri
butable to their advancing in masses, against individuals scattered amongst the 
bushes. My mvn levies are elated, and will, henceforth, I doubt not, behave 
with spirit. Three htmdred of my best matchlockmen were in league with the 
enemy not to fire, provided tlieir villages, Koondi and Umbar Khana, were 
splLred. This greatly crippled their skirmishing. 

I received the most material assistance. from Mr. James Ingram, assistant 
surgeon (a son of the late Captain Ingram, of this service). I Ilad forbidden 
him to mi.'!: in the skirmishers, from a diffidence of men woo liad twice deserted 
me at need: But his ardor led him into the neld'. and h.e arriVed in time to . 
ra!1J 8; large party of matchlockmen, who- were retreating, upon pretence of 
escorting their wounded leader. • 

Chuttur Sing was employed, on tlie 19th, in. burning Jris- deait Ta-day; be 
has marched two COBS southward, tmvards Attock. The number of wounded. 
foe whom he has no litters, is sail! to be the cause of this short march. The 
report of his purpose to force his way to Tothaila, was strong, so that I !lave 
had my people under arms to resist liim.. He could not reach TurliaiIa without 
heavy loss. I have been the last three days without shelter. and: withom: chair 
or table, wakhing the enemy. It was not possible to> write sooner, but I 
deputed Mr. Ingram to jnWrm. J.jenteQAA:t. Hell1en.lIolIoIl ~ Lawrence of the 
result, the Lahore dak being still suspended. 

Mahomed Khan, one of those .ltttely returned from .Captain Edwardd 
camp in Mooltan, is, I regret to say, amongst the slain. 

3F 
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I could not bring up any of the guns lately sent me by Maharajah Golab 
Sing, in time for the battle. The first has, thiS moment, arrived. 

In the large reservoir built by me iIi the castle, I found still ten and a-half 
feet of pure water, after two months' blockade. 

P.S.-Srikote, 21st. The 
know not yet its exact position: 
Attock, on the 19th. 

" -.'" , ): ' . 

, . \ ,. 

Sikh camp marched southward to-llay, but I 
All was well at Peshawui, on the 17th, and at 

• .' • -; I . : .. 

,. 

Inclosure 6 in No. 40. 

"'The Resident' at IJahore to. the' Commander-:-in-Chie}. 

Lahore, October 24" 1848 •. ,_. 
I HAVE explained to your Lordship the emergency ~der whi~h I deemed 'it 

necessary to order up the brigade from Ferozepore, . 1 now regret that it has : 
been only possible to send two regiments of infantry; and ·1 also regret that" 
these, with the !=avalry and artillery, which were already across. the river; are 
coming up so slowly, making marches at an average of eight miles per diem .. I '.~ 

. Raja Shere Sing is marching up the left bank of the Chenab, declaring hi& . 
interition' of attacking Lahore; and the Bunnoo troops, and those under Ootar'.' 
Sing, are marching to join him .. His ooast is believed by the people; who' are 
rising, in all parts as he comes along, to his aid. .' . ,,'. 

He has pushed forward his advanced divisions to within twenty-five l1Jiles " 
of Lahore, and 'his officers are raising the country within twelve or fifteen. . ."" ' 

Last night, a party was pushed forward, who had the .effrontery to set. fire to 
the bridge of boats which had been just CO)lstructed over the Ravee,.within a; 
mile and a half of the city walls. Happily, only two .boats were destroyed, and 
the damage will he repaired during the day j and effectual· mea&ures, for the 
protection of the bridge, will be taken. , 

But the garrison is now menaced, and llemmed in, by the rebels; and, if an . 
attack were to be made on the cantonment of Anarkullee by the insurgents, and" a 
simultaneous rising were to take place in the city, the popUlation of which is all, 
more or less, 'hostile to us, and in which there are numbers ready for revolt, we.' 
should, without reinforcements, be in a, very critical, as well as, in the sight of·,. 
India, a very discreditable, position. . '. ' 

Neither the occupation of Kussoor, on the Sutiej, four marches in our rear; , 
by British troops, . nor the reinforcing' Brigadier Wheeler on. the fleas,' would 
now afford us the protection we require. These measures, taken a fortnight. 

'ago, would, I think, very probably have kept the enemy at a. distance, and the 
people in this neighbourhood from rising; but these positions are too distant to 
cause the 'enemy, now that he has closed on us, to fall back, or the insurgents to 
disperse. The arrival of a force now on the Ravee, threatening the Rechna. 
Doab, would, I think, have the desired effect, to a . certain extent; but every-' 
day's delay in the arrival of such force gives confidence to our enemies, makes 
our position more critical, and will enhauce the difficulties of our advance. 

I regret that Brigadier-General Cureton did not feel himself justified, from . 
prudential motives, in allowing the cavalry and artillery to move up from Gunda. . 
Sing Walla, till joined by the infantry from Ferozepore., There is nothing on 
that road, or, up to this time, on this side th8 Ravee, anywhere, which a troop' 
of cavalry alone might not walk over.; and the knowledge that troops, the 
number of which would be greatly .overrated, were coming up, on separate days. 
would have had a most beneficial effect at Lahore, and. on the surrounding . 
country. . 

There is a great desire to attack the place,' aud get up a. disturbance in the 
city, before-reinforcements can arrive. These reinforcements are, I hope, to-day 
at Kussoor, about thirty-four miles from us, and will be here in four days. .. . 
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Inclosure 7 in No. 40. 
; '. 

Major Lawrence to the Resident at Lahore. , 
. ' , Peshawur, October 24; 1848'. ' " 

J .-, ., •• ~ •••. , - .• . • _ 'J 

• IT is with much regret I have to report that this force, so long' kept in 
hand, yesterday broke out in open mutiny, __ ,._ ........ _., . 

Everything was going 0Ii. as-' Usual; Lieutenant Bowie had ridden tQ the 
city, and I was about to mount" w¥n the Gpvernqr, Sirdar Golab Sing, told me 
not to do so; that he had just heard matters were not right. I, instantly, sent 
for Lieutenant Bowie,. who, fortunately, promptly obeyed the summons ~ five 
minutes later, he would have been either killed or a prisoner, for, on passing the 
Shere dragoons, which were drawn up in line, they regularly charged him,-two 
small ditches, and the speed of his horse, alone saved him.,'· ' 

".,From the house~top, we could see that the 'two Sikh cavalry corps, and 
three infantry ones; had assembled on the 'grand parade, and' were. ev~dently,in I 

a &tate 'of revolt,· ,Messengers came shortly after, 'and confirmed this. 
"',, I sent what a.~sistance 1 could, from Ram lSahaie and the MahomedaJ;l 

Ramgole- regiment, and, mj new Puthan cprps: to the guns under charge of 
Colonel Meer Junglie's, ana those under AmeerIilian'~regiment, and got all the 
resttwith the Moolkias, under arms~" .' , ' ,." 

'J ,,,We, shortly afterwards, heard that 'G'eneral Elahie Boksh, on being sent for 
to join with the guns, and Colonels' Meer' JungIie" Ameer Khan, a.nd Ram 
Sahaie' with their reginients, had declared that" without the Governor's, or, my" 
order, they would stand to their duty. , 

", Sirdar Khan Sing, Majeetia, returned a like answer ~or himself and Goor-, 
chun:as} one missul, imdet pummi\. Sing, aloJ;ie joining the rebels. '.' 

L"I sent 00 Sirdar Sooltan Mahomed· to attend. 'me with, his, troops, but he 
mCl:elysent his· san, towards evening, with an excuse that he had to look afte!;, 
his own family; he is said to have had a meeting of the officers at his house, the 
previous night, when their plans ,,;ere arranged; this r!lquir~s confirmation, ;. 

• I ';During tke whole day, the rebel troops remained pn the parade in consulta." . 
tioJi"and sending messages to General Elahie Buksh and the other Oolonels" 
beseeching them, to join; but all without effec~;' they warned them to keep off ' 
then- guns, OT they, would fire on them;' they also wrote to the Governor to 
furnish them with carriage, and the pay of Ootar Sing's regiment, which, if he 
did; they would march and join their bre~hren ;he replied, if slich was their 
intention, let'tbem'prove it, by at mice 'inarching to Pubbee, distant .11 miles, 
andj'then, they should get the'par,'and carriage..·, :. 

'., Towards evening, after having'made up their minds to attack the guns, 
and) as often given up the idea, they moved off the parade to the cantonment, 
on .tho east of· the' city, 'where' they now are; taking with them a company of 
Mehtab Sing's regiment, on duty in t~e Ga~e KuUry, hyo small guns, which 
were there; and about 8,000 rupees, wInch the treasurer, contrary to my express 
orders, had 'kept there, I fancy, with 'a view to embezzle them. " , 

1 had given positive orders that the gates of the city should not be opened 
to them, but the Sikh Ramgoleregiment on duty with the police, joined them, 
and.thusj they gained possession of,the Gare Kuttry, .. 

:1 Sirdar Khan Sing, Majeetia, 'and Colonels Boodh Sing and Ruttan Sing, 
Mao. and the other tJ,Jree Colonels; came to me, in the evening, and we . consulted 
on what was to be done; but I can clearly see there is no chance of my being 
able to make any offensive movement against the rebels, and I expect the 
moment Sirdu.r ChuttuT Sing arrives, which, it is said, he is to do in a couple of 
days, all the troops will join him. . ' 

,In the evening,! visited; and praised the conduct of, the Mahomedan ,and. ' 
Nujeeb regiment, with the artillery; and, nsthey have proved themselves staunch' 
under such a very severe trial, as yesterday was to them, I feel it would not do 
for me, now that they may .be_~d,to have .separatecL.themselves from their own 
people, to seem to mistrust, or forsake them. I have, therefore, resolved to 
remain here, until they- join the I'ebels, and, then, trnst to Providence for our 
personal safety. • 

3F2 
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Inclosure 8 .in N(i), 40. 

Mqjor LaWTooCC to tlJ,c Reside7/,t at LaAore. 

Kohat, October 25, 1848. 
MY letter of the 24th instant, reporting the defection of the Sikh portion. 

. of the Peshawur force, will, I doubt not, have pr~a.red you for the intelligence of 
its ~eing followed by that dthe remainder, ana that the time, foceseen 'by you, 
.in your .letter* .of the 29th ultimo, had :arrived, when my Fosition was no longer 
tenab1e~ with· honor to myse~ or credit and. 'utility to the State. . . .. 

NOllooner .had I iss1II.ed pay ·OIL the 24th .instant" to Colonel Meer Jl11lglie's 
Mahomedan regiment, than I beard tblItmany desertions were taking ,place, 
and, towafds C)v.enllJg. the Colanel .wd Commandant, with the Governor and 
Deputy-Governor, reported that, such was its state, they cOlllldnQt anBwe: _ the 
.safety .of the guns. .during the ':&ight. 

I pr.oposed sending 200 or300 Putfians to aid the Colonel. TheseproceeQJ!d 
with their Cammeda.n" M.eer Assam All.r. and my Moonshee, Hajee Mahomed ; 
the latter says that, on the Puthans :nearing the guns, Artillery Commedan 
Bolund Khan entered into a violent ·a1tercation with Commedan Fuggor Sing 
of lunglie'll regimetlt; and declared tmat lIlO Putham .should approach his gtms; 
saying wbich, he wheeled round one or more, facing them OJ! the Residency. 

At this period, 8 ".M.. iWlO shots 'Were fired bY'the.infantry; on which, the 
guns were opened ; shot, shrapnell; .and grape were :poured on the house in rapid 
succession; answered by musketry from the Residencyw.aJl; many men were 
killed and wounded. 

On the fire opening. the Governor ana his SOIII. came to me., ill a state of 
frantic alarm, declaring ~ only .anxiety to be .the safety of the B.rit.ish offi.cers, 
and that. as IIIOW it II'Ilili very evident ·na dependence oCOlIld be placed .QIl any of 
the traops. we CIIught to seek safety in :rapid flight. They pwfessed their l'eadi
.:ness to accompany us, but as Sirdac ,Q(j)1a.b Sing, from infirmity -of .age. &c. 
could IlGt move quickly, after some illscussion, it wasagJ'eed that he should 
go into the FGIt of Shahme& Ghur. where he could .easily make terms for 
himself. Colonel AlIa Sing accompanying us, which he did, till I .insisted upon 
his i'etuming to rus father. . 

The Governor had hardly left me, to execute his intention, when I heard that 
three companies ·of Meer Jl1nglie's regiment, with three of the Ramgoles, within 
the Residency ground, were preparing to attack the Puthans seeiDg that a geJ:leral 
engagement would be the result, which, at such atime of night (and with such a 
heterogeneous mass of troops, being of all tribes and persuasions) I ceJ.lld not 
prevent, and that the report of the =nonade would quickly hrilng down the 
rebel troops, who woWd cut 1)ff OUI[' retr.eat, Lieutenant Bowie and myself, with 
Mr. II.Ild Mrs. Thompson, aDd fifty Affghan horse, mounted, which we had 
ilClllI'cely done,ere my own Putha.o.s had gutted the house. 

We .got out of the southgate with ,some .difficulty.. the Ramgole guard 
only suffering it, thinking we were going to reconnoitre. Two .or three 1ackn 
mules and our Jed horses were. however.. detained, the whole ofOW' ;property 
thus falling into the hands of the rebels, leaving us little beyond the clothes 
on our backs. 

During the day, I had 13ent for Sirdar Sooltan Mahomed Khan .. .and had 
received from him the most sacred promises·of protection at Kohat, and to be 
escorted by him, at any time, in perfeot6afety to Bahawulpore, Mooltan, o.r Sinde: 
a written agreement to this effe.ot was to be im-nished to mt;, should circumstances 
force me to avail myself of his offer. . .. 

On leaving the Residency grounds, the cannoaadest.iJlo continuing, in con. 
lIIllltation with. a few Urbobs who were still with me, it was decided that, from 
the streu.gth ofthe.enelllf m cavalry, (1800sabres) any.attempt at partisan war. 
fare wcmld be insane, andocly .result in aa ignominious death, o.r captivity; all, 
therefore, advised .flight ton.rds Kohat. . 

I mould uvepreferred going intQ the fort of Sllahmeer Ghur, or Attock, 
but the futiLitj of llJly hopes of my being able to hold the former, &ft.er the . . 

• Inclosure 11 in fl. 
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recent conduct of the troops" was too apparent; and, to reach the latter, we 
must have been exposed to the ooemy's cavalry, already in motion, their forct; 
being encamped on the road, with pickets thrown out on an sides, in addition 
to which four RessaJas had started, in the morning, for the ferry on tbe Indus, 
under the fort of .Attock. • 
• Even had I succeeded in reaching that post, my arrival, and its cause, 1 
conceive, would have rnised sucla a panic in the garrison, as, in all human 
probability, would have led to its immediate evacuation, and thus 'Compromised 
the safetv of Lieutenant Herbert. 

Vnder the foregoing circumstances, I trust it will be considered that I held 
my position, as long as was practicable, and that, in proceeding to Kahat, I have 
adopted the plan most expedient, and least likely to embarrass the Government. 

Inclosure 9 in No. 40. 

The Resident at Lahore to the Commander-in-Chief. 

Lahore, October 26, 1848. 
CAPTAIN NICHOLSON reports, on the night of tlae 24th, from Ram

nuggur, that the BUnnoD force had arrived close to Jullalpore, on the Jhelnm, 
which river potar'Sing was erossing at Jullalpore, on that day. The cavalry of 
Raja Shere Sing's foroe, with four guns, were at Jullalpore, on the left bank of 
the Chenab; and Sirdar Ootar Sing, Gunrunbea, is. with 2000 In-egulars, at a 
place eaJ1ed Norkote, neal" Sbeikhoopoor, about twenty miles from Lahore. 

Raja Shere Sing, witb. ·lm infantry and artillery, 'Was to leave Jhung >OIl 

Sunday the 22nd., and march up the left bank (){ the Chemb, his purpose being, 
B5 stateli in his. camp, to form a junction witb. the Bunooo rorce, and that under 
his brother Qatar Sing, and take up ·his position at Wuzeerabad, and th.ence to 
advance OJ!l Lahore. . 

If this purpose was really entertained by Raja Shere Sing and his army, it 
must have hew uode» the iIDpl."ession, which has become very prevaleat of late, 
that we had 00 troops to eend, for bile reinforoement of Lahore. 

I doubt not thea.dvanoe of <the troops to-day, as I understand,.· at Kana 
Kuteh, will cause some change in the movements of the rebels. 

I do not think that Captain Nicholson's information about the Bunnoo 
troops, can be quite correct. They were, I suspect, at least two marches from 
Jullalpore, on the 24th; but they are, certainly, on their way to join Raja Shere 
Sing and Sirdar Ootar Sing. Wlaell tb.ese forces unite, they will have sixregi
ment~ of infantry, twenty-six or twenty-eight guns, about· 3,500 ItTegular 
Cavalry, and a large horde of aewly-raised., unorganized, and ill-armed 
In-egulars. 

Inclosme 10 in No. 4,0. 

Major EdwardeB to the Resident at Lahore. 
. 

Camp, Sooraj Koond, October 27. 1848. 
THE Sikh troops who revolted in Bunnoo, began crossing the Indus, at 

the Esakhail ferry, on the 21st of October. The passage 'Was completed 
on the 22nd, and Sirdar Ram Sing, Chapeewalla;b, who is their leader, talked of 
1I).arching next day on Meeunwallah, which is 6evoeral ooss inland, on the high 
sandy ground which marks the limit of the Indus inundation, and divides the 
fertile tract called the Cuchee, from the Thun, or desel"t, of the Sind Sagur 
Doab. • 

Tbe Sikhs have left in Lukkee two heavy guns and one mortaa-, with, it is 
said, 500 or, 600 men, including the missul of Lungul" Khan of Sabuwul, com
manded by his son. The two heavy guns have been there for 8 year, and belong 
to the Jhiosee troop of Colonel Sooltan Ahmed Khan (son of General Elahee 
Bnksh); they are much honey-combed, ~ want rebaring, which accollllts for 
their being left behind. The mortar is also a small one, and not worth much. 

One account mentions that the Sikhs bave carried away the Thannadar of 
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Lukkee, Mahomed Ali Khan (son of the Aloowullah Sirdar's mother, with 
"Mr. John Lawrence); but this I scarcely bel!eve, \IS he wasnot likely to incur 
their displeasure by very fierce loyalty. ' 

It is true, however, that Sirdar Ram ,Sing ,has ;earried away withhlm Lal 
Baz Khan, of Bazour in Bunnoo, the only Bunnoochee Mullick of influence who, 
last year, voluntarily paid ,up his full revenue; and whose good example contn.. 
but!:d' greatly to the establishment of the Maharajah~~ J}overnment, fOTi tile ,first 
time, in that wild valley. ' ' "'" ," '" ",,:"': ,'" "f'" ,\,:1 

Allum Khan, eldest son of Mahomed Khan, the Chief of ,Esakhail, 
and Shere Khan of Esakhail, 'have,'likewise, been ca,rried off; bothof~ them, 
having held out; to the last, \\'ith Mullick Futteh Khan Towannah, jI;l ,Duleep" 
ghur, remarkable. since the days of ,Elphinstone" for its ,attachment tG"the 
British. , ' :,' '", " ,.' ,>I. 

The common talk in the Sikh ,camp was, that Ot~ey wer,e going, to join.l 
Chuttur Sing; and, from Mooltan, I know that they have refused to :,colllel to, 
the assistance of Moolraj, who' has, hqwever,: sent lIloretempting offers by" 
another messenger. " , , :',' """ i ' ,; 

The course which th4; Sikh division ,now pursues, wiJl, I anticipate, ,.eveal, 
to us, with tolerable celtainty, the designs o,f ::;irdar phuttur Sing. If RalD Sing 
and; the Bunnoo troops cross the Jhelilm at, Khooshab" and ,join' ltaja ,Shere, 
Sing on the left bank; 'we may conclude that the first, essay of, the"Khalsa /Nilt. 
be made at Goojerat, as originally intended; and if they do not crPl\S at J(hoCl~< 
hab, but keep along. under the salt range, to Pind padun Kha~, it will beplear 
that their views are limited to the line of the Jhelum. ',' , ' :' J ~ .! 

Raja Shere Sing lingered, behind the majority of his Camp"at Jhung,~nd did 
not cross the Chenab, till the 23rd of October. ''l;'he excesse/l which"at the. r~quest .. 
of the Hindoos of Jhung; he is reported to have committe4 against :l<he)\1aOO." 
medans ,of that place, are very shameful, and calculated to tur~theSi,klirebel
lion into a religious war. A moul~e, ,and another, learned Mussu,lmanof,Jhung, 
are reported to have been killed; a nch Mahomedan, Khojah.ranso!Deq for 
10,000 rupees; and the mosques of the city defiled with every indignity. Soorutt.J 
Sing, Majeetia, ~ith two gnns and 2,'000 men, h¥ ,been.similarlN '¢mployedat 
Chuniote. :The Mahomedan population are, of Gourse" much enraged,;, an~ the', 
proverbial fanaticism' of the Sikhs was, perhaps, neve~ more fullY,shoYffi,tl18D in: i 
thus provoking two-thirds of the people of the P,unjab to side lIo00ainst t\;\!,m. ,iu., 
their struggle for independence. ' , ' 

Inclosurell in'No. 40. 
, . _ _ 1 " 

Brigadier Campbell to the Arijutant-G{neral • . , 
: . l i-t " : 

. ' Lahore, October 31, 1848. 
ON the nigbt of the 23rd'instant,apartY oftIli: enemy, moving about 

in the district between the Chenab and Ravee, ;).ttacked a smaU. post of Durbar 
troops, on the right bank of the latter river, immediately opposite to LahoreJ 
with the view of getting possession of some zumboorahs (camel guns), of which, ' 
eighteen, out of the twenty-foul' attached tothe post, were carried of 1', the enemy, 

. at the same time, destroying one of ,the boats of the bridge just completed over 
the Ravee. '" , 0 ' : 

The post pC the DurblLl' troops oojoined II- pucka building, with a' gal'den~ 
wall, whjch I had caused to be converted into a defensible post, at the same, 
moment that the bridge was commenced, (it being within twenty yards of, and 
completely commanding, the bridge head),' with tile view of its being occupied by 
a detachment from the garrison of Lahore, as soon, as the bridge might be 
completed. , .' ,', ' , 1 

A ,ijtrong detachment of natiye infantryiunder an European officer, was 
placed ,i4 this building on the 24th ,instant, since which, nothing further has 
occurred,to dis~urb the, tranquillity of the, city, and its immediate neighbour
hood. 

The troops continue in excellent health. 
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InclosUre 12,in No: 40; 

,The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary with the Governo~Gen~al. 
" , . ,"! 

'. 
, • Lahore, November I, 1848. 

, I FORWARD" the letter, this day received from Lieutenant Edwardes, 
dated the 27th ultimo. 

, ' . ' , The information it Contains, regarding th~ movements of both the Bunnoo 
troops, And Shere Sing, is, I believe, correct; it,corresponds with accounts brought 
to me from both camps. • , 

. , 'Shere Sing kept .his intention, if it were not formed in consequence of the 
late movements on Lahore, secret to the last. He sent on all his cavalry, with 
the exception of about 500 natives of his own Jagheers, to different positions Olll 

the' left bank of the Chenab, up to J ullalpore; the strongest detachment, with 
two guns, being under Soorutt Sing, Majeetia, at Chuniote; having promised 
that he would, with the infantry and artillery, march up the left bank himself to 
Wuzeerabad, where he was tQ be joined by the other rebel troops. 

He has now crossed the Chenab, for the purpose of uniting with the BUllnoo 
troops, 'when the joint force will, most probably, move, as remarked by Lieutenant 
Edwardes, either on Pind Dadun Khan, or Goojerat; they give Ollt that they' are 
coming-to Wuzeerabad.' , 

The cavalry of Shere Sing are said to be much exasperated at the deceit 
which they consider has been put upon them. Their Jagheers and houses are all 
in the Doabs south-east' of the Chenab, and chiefly in the Baree, between the" 
Ravee alid Beast 'When they left Mooltan, Shere Sing promised to march . 
straight upon Lahore, or into the Manjha, for tile protection of their property; 
at Sirdarpore, he persuaded them to come viilJhung, under the solemn assurance 

• that he would move up the left bank ofthe Chenab, to Wuzeerabad; and now, 
having pushed them forward, he has crossed the Chenab, and left them, without 
artillery, 01' support, on this hank. • His own desire is said to, be to join his father. 
who continues waiting on the Indus, in the hope of being joined by the Peshawur 
force,'withollt which they all feel that they can offer no important opposition to 
a British army; but the troops with ~im are not disposed either to go them
selves so fllI' with him, or to let liim go without them, to rejoin them again, by 
dak, as he promises. ' 

There is a prevalent repprt to-day, that Shere Sing will march up ·the light 
bank of the Chenab, with his guns, and infantry, i,!,a line parallel with the cavalry 

. on the left. ' 
La! Sing, Morareea, the Adawlutee· of the Sind Sagur Doab, who joined 

the rebels about three weeks ago, has crossed the Chenab, with about 2,000 
irrfgulars, and has occupied Wuzeerabad. • 

Inclosure 13 in No. 40. 

Brigadier-General C. R. <Junton, C.B., Commanding the Cavalry Division 0) thff 
.Army of the Punjab, to the .Adjutant-General. 

Camp, Purhul, November 2, 1848. 
I, THIS morning, crossed the Ravee, by the bridge of boats, and encamped 

at this place, about six miles north of the .river, on the Wuzeerabad road, with 
the troops named in the margin.t 

In consequence of a communication received from Sir F. Currie, I think 
'it my duty to advance, to-morrow morning, with the above-mentioned force, 
with the addition of No. 10 Light Field Battery, and the I 4th. Light D~ns, 
which I have obtained from Brigadier Campbell, C.B., commanding at 
Lahore; and ~e brigade of infantry consisting of the Company's, 2nd 
European regiment, and 70th Native Infantry, under the command of Brigadiel\' 
Godby, C.B... . 

• 
• Inclosure 6 in No. Ill. page 66. 
t lot troop 3n1 brigade J!one .Arti!lery, 2ud troop, 3n1 b~g&de Ho ... Artill"!y. 4th troop 

'od brigade Horse Artillery. Her MaJesty. 3n1 Dragoons, 5th Light Canlry. 8th Ligh& Canlry, 
l2lb Il'I'OgIllan. 
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Inclosure 14 in Na. 4() • 
• 

The ResftIent r£t LahIJTe to Brigailier-General Cureton. 

Lahore, Novembei 2. 1848.; 
INTELLIGENCE has just reached me that tne rebel force under Lal Sing,

Morareea, marched, yesterday morning, from Wuzeerabad, to within nine miles of . 
GoojranwalIa, and that two other rebel chiefs, Utjun Sing and Jowahir Sing.. , 
have also moved with their levies upon the same place, Goojranwalla. 

Goojranwalla is the largest town in the'Rechna Doah; in about the centre 
of which, about thirty-six miles from your camp, it is 'situated; in the fort, 
which is much out of repair, are almost the only soldiers who have remained faith
ful to us, the garrison of it. I strengthened them, tne other day, by a detachment 
of 100 men. of Ferris' Jezzailchees, who were enlisted for the purpose by 
the Durbar. 

If GoojranwalIa falls into the hands of the rebels,it will s.trengthen the 
cause of the insurgents amazingly; and if they lletain possession of it, we shall 
get neither supplies, nor carriage, from the Rechna Doab, upon which we now 
depend, to enab1e the army to move fOrward; it will also very much damage our 
credit, if these parties, which are considered our most faithful allies, are left 
unsupported. If your force were to push on, the insurgents would, probably, fall 
back: if you advance to Eminahad, which is about twenty-five miles ahead of 
you, you will, tben, not only be able to support Goojranwalla, out will command 
the whole of the Doab. Eminabad commands the road to La,4ore, to Wuzeera.-
bad, to Umritsur, and to Ramnuggun. . 

I have, to.day, a letter from the Commandel'-in-Chief, datedthe 31st; he is 
marching to Ferozepore. The following is one of the sentences of His Excel
lency'S letter :-" It is my intention to entrust Brigadier-General Cureton, till a 
scnjor officer joins, with the command of the troops of every arm of the army of 
the Punjab, that have moved across the Sutlej." 

I send this by my Assistant, Captain Nicholson,. who will describe to you the 
nature and' number of the rebel forces, the position of Eminabad, GoojranwalIa, . 
and the places where forage, and water, and supplies are procurable. 

Inclosure 15 in No. 40. 

The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary wit'" the' GOfJerJtor-Gtm;'al. 

Lalwre, November 3, 1848. 
I FORWARD a letter from Captam James Abbott, dated the 20th ultimo, 

describing a very gallant affair, which has taken place between the Hazara 
people. with him. aud a part of the forces u.nder 8irdar Chuttur Sing. Captain 
Abbott deserves the greatest credit Eor the excellend! service he is doing in 
Hazara, and for his conduct on the occasion described in the inclosure. 

I trust this officer, witIl Lieutenant Robinson, of the Engineers, and the 
uncoveruw.ted Assistant Suweyor, is quite safe, at present,. in Hazara;' the 
people are decidedly with !.bern, and against the Sikhs, and they are quite out of . 
the reach of Chuttur Sing. . . 

. Maharajah Golal> Sing has sent a further :remittance of Cashmere rupees, 
30,000, equal to lS,()()(} Company's rupees, t() Captain Abbott: IIiIld the fuur 
guns,. wiU!- ammunition. and artillerymen, sent by His Hig1mess. have reached 
t~t flflicep safely: 

Sirw.r Ch\\ttur Sing has sent his coniidential nkeel Heem NUDd,witk a' 
special mesBBga to. Cashmere, and the Mabarajah writes me~ that he has 
detained him, and sent him off to Lahore, under charge of his chi~ and most 
aIM, ministerial ofticer, Dewan Jowala Sahae. • 
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Inclosure 16 in No. 40. 

The Secretary with the Governor-Ge'IIeral to the Reside'llt at Lahore. 

em the River, off Uhasreepore, NovmWlJ'I" 4, 1848. 
THE' 'Gavernor-General is sensible that, although advancing to the fran'

tier as rapidly as circumstances will ·permit,. he is still at such a distance' 
as'to render it expedient that he should entrust, as the Government has hefe'- . 
!of ore done, to your discretion, and to that of theCommander-in-Chief, the de:
tail of such measures as may appear to be necessary to' meet the exigency or 
circumstance8as they arise. His Lordship is gratified to observe that you 
are prepared: to afford :tour cordial co-operation: to hiS' Excellency in all' 
matters calculated to promote the' public inferests, and to secure the 
objects. which the- Government have in view, in the operations about to 
be commenced in the Punjab. . 

The sadden and' frequent changes of' position among the disaffected 
troopg, and the consequent variation of measures which speedily becomes' 
necessary to counteract their designs, and to enable our troops to act 
against them,determine the Governor-General to' fetter you and the Com
mand.er-in-Cliief, as little as possible, with minute instructions as to specific 
movements, while, at the same time, he states, explicitly; the object which the 
Government has in view, and is resolved to accomplish. 
. When the Dewan Moolraj, having put to death thc British officers, en

gaged: in open and armed rebellion, the Gove'rnment of Lahore' was informed 
that, as it hadde~lflfed.. itself unable to inflict punishment, or to make re
paration, for the gross' outrage thus committed against us, the British Go-. 
vernment would, at a fitting time, direct its armies against MooLtan, to inflict 

. due punishment on the Dewan and his adherents. 
The Governor-General deeply regrets. the temporary check which fias 

interrupted the continuous, and apparently successful, progress of operation!> 
against Mooltan; and, while his Lordship, in a purely military question such 
as this, ·must leave it to his Excellency's judgment to determine what amount 
of force is absolutely neeessary to enable the British' troops. to attack that 
fortress, with success, his Lordship is fully sensible. of the extreme imporl'
of its early reduction, and~ desires to express his sanguine hope, and confi
dent expectation, that operations will be resumed at the earliest moment at 
which, in the judgment of the Com.mnnder.-in.-Chief,..theJt can be properly re
nElwed, and that nothing will be left undone, for the purpose of carrying them 
into effect, with the utmost ·energy and determination. 

The insurrection at Mooltan having been followed by au open rebellion 
of the great body of the Sikh army and Sikh population, which bas, for its 
avowed object, not only the expulsion of the British Government from that 
position which they hold! by treaty. in the Punjab, but the destruction of 
the British power; it is essentiaJ., for the safety, as well as for the honor 
of .. this Government, tba,t the hostile and treacherous attack which has thus 
heeuapntemplated; should, at once, be effectually met, amd that the arm;)". by 
whom it is attempted, should be dispersed, and crushed. 

The Gove-nor-General hopes to Ieam that the. Command:er-in-Olie~ by 
mea.n.s of the foree assembling ao Ferollepore, will Juwe been enabled, without 
exposing the position we already eccupy to' risk, h) at~k the forces a~ 
proaching from differen. quarters, and to clestFOy them, bef&re they could. 
effect a junctioll of the' whole. 

The Goventor-General has perfect confidence that you. and hill Eired. 
lcmcy the Cemmander;..in.-Chief, . will act in CODceI't roD the pmpose uf carlJl-' 
1ng' intC!l execution, with all practicable' speed, such measures as; may tend. til 
8.CColllplish the· object the Government lwr in vieW', and to seeure the safeST 
of the. Bri.t.i.sh officei'll on. detached: duty, thronghon1l the PunJab, whose. p~ 
tiOD is reguded by his Lordship with deep and constant aruuety. 

3G 
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Inclosure 17 in No. 40. 

Lieutenant Hm-bert to the Resident. at Lahore •. 
. , . 

. " , .,' '-,:11 

Attock, Novembel' 5, HI4e.,,1 f 

I WROTE to you, yesterday; an account of my Puthans havi~ solemnly 
sworn on the Koran to remain 'true to the British Government as represented, 
by. me, and hold out this fortress to their best. I, this morning, gave themtheo 
-written promise of protection, and reward, to themselves and families, and.:.of 
punishment to those of their enemies who join the rebels, which they asked for; iI(. 
l'eturn~ I quoted your proclamation; saying that both reward and punishment 
would be in accordance with it: The only man who demurred to take this: 
oath, was the young son of Ursulla Khan of Zedah, who has joined the rebels ~ 
and I gave him his rooksut, this morning,. with all his men, except ten! who 
wished to remain to serve us, hi preference to sharing the ruin, which they seem, 
to know must attend the cause of the Sikhs and their adherents. Soon after 
sunrise this morning, I saw a'portion of the'Peshawurforce, which, as faras·ll 
eould see through an indifferent glass, I made out to be two regiment&, with 
some cavalry, and artillery, arrive at the ferry opposite Jenangeera, where they 
are to-night encamped.· They give out some intention of coming hither,but 
less than the whole force is not likely to attack us. I suppose, to-morrO1\! 
morning· we shall see whether, or not, they cross the ferry, which just c~mes in 
sight, from our highest towers. I, still, have no certain news of where Chuttm 
Sing is. It is reported to me that five cossids arrived in the camp with letter&. 
during the day, yesterday, all bringing accounts of our troops having reached 
the Jhelum; and that a Sepoy, from the the Fort of Rotas, came in.an~ 
reported that, in consequence of the arrival of British troops on the Jhelum, . 
the garrison of that fort had considcred their post untenable, and had evacuateq 
it accordingly: I have received a note as late as the 3rd, from }Irs. Lawrenee·.; 
they were well, but though nominally guests*,i" 
otherwise, they say, they have nothing to complain of. My lastietter from 
Captain Abbott is also dated the 31'd; all well with them, then, though naturallr. 
very anxious. . .. " .",,'1 

this makes our holding out of more importance than ever. God 'grant"i 
may be able to' do so until succours arrive;! . I cannot speak. too .highly, oOf 
the valuable assistance and eounsel, and the hearty zeal, of N ezamoodowlah . 
and Syud Aleegoodeen. -': .. ~ 

Inclosure ] 8 in No. 40. 

The Re;ident at Lahore to the Secretary with the Governor-Gtmerai. 

Lahore, November 6, 1848. 
IT is with very great regret, though without surprise, that I have to 

report the revolt of the whole of the Peshawur troops on the 24th ultimo,. and 
the departure of Major Lawrence and Lieutenant Bowie, from Peshawur, during 
the night of that day. . . .-, 

. I had letters from Major Lawrence up to the. 19th, at which time all was 
quiet, openly, though there were indications of uneasiness among the troop~ 
Any letter, which he may have .written between that date 'andthe outbreak· 
on the 24th, has been intercepted, I conclude, for none has reached me.' .; 

The report of the Peshawur troops having at last joined Chuttur Sing, was 
prevalent in the Bazaar at Lahore, and was talked of, in the rehel camps, for 
three days, before anything authentic on the> subject reached me. A cossi~ 
came to Captain Nicholson the day before yesterday, having arrived from 
the Indus in eight days, who stated that the troops had certainly revolted, 
and marched to join Chuttur Sing, and that the British officers had gone ~ 
Kohat. . '. . 

On the same evening, I received a letter from. Lieutenant Herbert at Attock:, 
dated the 20th and dispatched the 26th; stating that accounts of the mutiny 
had reached him, on the evening of the 24th; that it commenced by an attack 

• Sic in alig. 
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being made on Lieutenant Bowie, when takiug his morning's ride, by some 
troopers of the dragoon. regiment, from which he' escaped by the Beetness of 
his horse, and reached home, when the gates of the-compound were closed, and 
the Sikh dragoons were fired on by the Mahomedan guard at the Residency. 
','""The furthet statements of details contained in Lieutenant Herbert'S letter 

are, far £rom.~lear, and they are the· reports of persons not immediately eon .. 
eerned; but· the fact is c,ertain, and has. been corroborated by native lettera 
a.nd!mes~engers, that the whole of the troops, eventually, joined the insurgents;· 
a.ndthat, dul'ing the night of the 24th, the British officers left Pesbawur • 
. 11l·".:Whither.they have gone is; as yet, uncertain; but it is believed (andthi& . 
ie.most probable) that they have gone to Kohat, the Jagheer and residenc~ o£ 
the Barnkzye chief, Sooltan Mahomed Khan. . 
,,,I Ii It is said that Attock was occupied, without opposition, by Sirdar Chuttu!;. 
Sing. ~n the 28th ultimo, Lieutenant Herbert having previously Bed., findiug. 
that the garrison were not disposed to resist; but this report is, as yet, uncon-I 
firmed; Captain Abbott, writing from Namon the 28th, had not heard it. 
J)," 'l'he statement made by the cossids who have arrived, and those con.., 
tained in letters received by Raja Deena Nath, from parties on the spot, which. 
he :has shown. me, are to the effect that the outbreak, at last, took place, after 
the officers had given a final refusal to join Chuttur Sing, by the instigatiol4' 
aDd . machinations, of Sirdars Sooltan Mahomed . Khan and Peer Mahomed 
Khan, the Barukzye chiefs, to whom Sirdar Chuttur Sing promised tlle province, 
lIII2 the reward of their &l!sistance; a.nd it is said that the Sikhs, on marching, 
have; made over possession of Peshawur to the Barukzyes, This is highly 
probable. . 
· Ii.,: Sooltan Mahomed Khan is the most treacherous and intriguing of a 
taee:and family notorious for treachery and intrigue. Maharajah Runjeet Sing 
hover, after the conqnest of Peshawur, allowell him to leave Lahol'e, nor did the 
succeeding rulers. Colonel Lawrence believed that the Sirdar would do no 
mischief, if allowed to reside on his Jagheer, and permitted him, accordingly, to do 
so~ .. obtaining, for him and his family, many favors, and much consideration, from' 
the Lahore Government. It is remarkable that all the parties who are taking the 
most prominent partin the present rebellion, are those who have received the 
most marked consideration and ~ndness at the hands of Sir Henry Lawrence, 
and may be supposed to have benefited most by the establishment of British 
authority. . 

When Mrs. Lawrence left Peshawur to come to Lahore, at the end of 
September, 0. son of Sooltan Mahomed, with a large pa.rty of his· retainers, 
horse and foot, was appointed to escort her. At Chuckowal, in the Sind Sagur 
'Doab, some parties told Mrs. Lawrence that Chuttur Sing's forces had occu
'pied the road in advance, and so alarmed her that she insisted' on returning. 
She returned to Kohat, where, by Major Lawrence's directions, she has 
since been residing. I l}ave not been able to learn what the conduct of the 
Sirdar's son, and of the escort, upon that occasion was; but it is certain that, 
at. that time, and with. that strong escort, Mrs. Lawrence might have pro~' 
ceeded with safety, or she might have crossed the salt range, and have come by 
Khooshal, through a part of.thecountry which was then quite undisturbed: . 
· . I have little doubt, if the Blitish officers are in Sooltan Mabomed's 
io~er, they will receive no injury at his hands; but I fear he will detain them, 
I,l1 the hope of making terms for himself, by negotiation for their release. It is, 
at present, only from report, and from the fact of Mrs. Lawrence being at 
. .J(oho.t. that I suppose the British officers to be with the Sirdar. '.' .' 
,~ 1 am in the greatest anxiety' regarding these officers and Mrs, Lawrenc~ 
and also about Lieutenant Herbert, who was at Attock. A few ~ays must 
relieve this suspense. . . ..' 
.~ . lhave g'iven Chuttur Sing, and his son Golab Sing, distinctly to understand, 
in' writing, that if any injury is inBicted, by Chuttur Sing, or any of his people, 
or through his means, on any British officer, it will be visited by the 
heaviest vengeance of the British Government, on the lives of Chuttur Sing and 
all concerned. .' . . . • . . . 
· '. :Major Lawrence deserves the highest praise for having succeeded in keep
t~$ the Peshawur force to its allegiance, so long after the fraternization of 
au the rest of the Durbar army. I am more surprised at the troops so long 
resisting the overtures and invitation of Sirdar Chuttur Sing and his adherents, 
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than at thew final defecti{)D. But it is remarkable that, when thedefectiQn did 
• take plaCe, Chuttur Sing seems just tQ have given. up all hep'e of gaining the 

troOps, 8;nd actually tQ ,have marched tQ join Shere Sing and the other ·insur-. 
gents, at the same time, telling them that, without the Peshawur force, there was 
no chance Qf their success. He sent, at that time, a special vakeel to Maharajah 
GQlab Sing, tQ -beg his intercessiQn,··tQ prQeure terms for him with the British 
Government. The vakeel, Heera Nund, is, I believe, on his way to Lahore; 
Bent in by Maharajah Golab Sing, in ·charge of his chief 1:onfidential officet~ 
Dewan. lQwala Sahae. It is mQst probable that the large accession Qf foree· 
accruing to the rebels by the fraternizatiQn of the Peshawur troops, will have its 
effect on the zeal in Qurcause, Qf Maharajah Golab Sing himself. . 

November 7. 
P.S.-While this letter was in the hands of the copyist, .. letter was. 

received from Lieutenant Herbert, dated the 29th. He had received a note from 
Major Lawren1:e, dated the 26th, stating that the whole of the British party was 
near Kohat. The garrison of Attock was, at that time, tQ all appearances, staunch; 
and no attack had been made. Sirdar Chuttur Sing had himself, with a small 
party. -crossed the Indus towards Peshawur. 

Inclosure 19 in NQ. 40, 

Major Edwardcs to the Resident .rIle Lalwre. 

Camp, before Mooltan, November 6, 1848. 
I FORWARD a dispatch from MajQr G. St. iP. Lawrence, which conveys the 

intelligence Qf the revQlt Qf the Peshawur garrison. the abandonment of that 
pIIst, at the last extremity, by the British officers, and the safe arrival pf all the 
Residency party at Kohat, whence it is their intentiQn tQ make their way, via 
Kalaba/{h, Esakhail, &c. to Qur prQvinces. . . 

The dispatch was brQught this morning by a CQssid, frQm Mukhid Qn ~. 
Indus. . 

Lieutenant Taylor left this on the 31st of October, fQr Esakhail, tQ meet 
Mrs. G. Lawrence from KQhat; and,Qn the Bame day, the Meanee steamer passed 
down the river Chenab, Qn its way to Dera Ismael Khan, for the Bame pUlllose. 
Lieutenant Taylor .will, probably, have arrived at .the latter place to-day, and the 
steamer will now be able to bring away the whole party. . . 

Inclosure 20 in No. 40. 

MrTjar-GeMral Whish to the ~djutafll •. Genertd. 

Comp, Mooltaa, November 7, 18'18. 
I INTIMATED, yesterday, tbat I shQuld, must probably, consider it my duty 

tit attack tbe enemy's position tbis morning. . 
At <4: P.M. I issued the Division Order, of which I beg to forward a copy, and, 

at the same time, explained tQ the Brigadiers and Officers in command, the mode 
el attack 1 proposed adopting, viz., 1st, the British force tQ be drawftoUp at 6 A.M 

precisely, on the ~astem side of the Grand Canal, tbat flllnks Lieutenant Edwardes' 
Camp at Sooraj 'KoQnd; the lnfantryeolumus to make a detQur to the right, to 
take .the enemy'lt positiQn in flank, and tbe Cavalry and Horse Artillery to make a 
cQrresponding mQvemen t, and, Qn nearing the enemy, tQ act according to circum
stances. 

20d. ThE! Allies to mQft forward, when directed by Lieutenant Edwnrdcs"up 
the western side of the Caual. taking especial care. that no'ne of them cross. to the. 
ftSterlleidl!. whi~ th~ British fClrcc is engaged with tbe enemy. 



, , At 2 ,A.M., to-day, I learnt with ,much 'surpnse and Feg;.et that aeveralbundred 
~f one of the tqree regulaT regiments 'of the Sikh service ~hat wllll.occupy,ing, for,tbe 
night,,()ur advanced position (oW' siege guns haviug irst.Been witbdral1l'n .froIil;it), 
bad, gone over to the enemy, and -that the 300 Rohillas with Lieutenaat Bunny's 
two Horse Artillery guns.remaining, might prove madequate, whicb led tG .my 
immediately sending on our pickets to their aid. At about 3 A.M., Lieutenant 
Edwardes came to me, as did other officers. :rhe former, after what had taken 
place, could not be answerable for his troops performing the duties assigned to 
them yesterday, but said that a victory would have a most salutary effect upon 
them. I, then, modified my plan IllI regarded the west side of the canal, and agreed 
that measures there should only be defensive, unless the Allies should show a 
readiness to give effect to the whole of it, and which I am hap.py to say they did, 
after gallantly repulsing, at B A.M., a severe attack made on them, by the enemy, with 
all his disposable force. 

, At 10 A.M. our Infantry reached their destination in echelon of brigades, 
right in. front, and were'duly suppOt'ted by the Horse Artillery and Cavalry, in 

, carrying the enemy's position, and capturing the greater part of his guns, which 
was effected within an hour, with the small loss of two or three .killed, and twelve 
or fO!lrteen wounded, no officer being among the ca"!Ialties. 

,Tbe defection of one of the Si kh regiments made me think it most desirable 
that I should not leave camp, and as our Cavalrybete were to be for the day 
increased by 1000 ,of the horse of our Allies, I requested Brigadier ,Salter ,to 
remaip also. On sever.alaccounls il was averse to delay the attack, and I tr.!Ist 
that, indepelldent of its ,complete success, it will meet with his Lurdship's approval . 

• 

q . . November 6, 1848 .. 
The operations against the enemy, the last three days, not having h"a the 

, desired effect, their position will be attacked to-morrow, when the following de'tails 
will be in readiness, at 4f A.M., to proceed 'Under the officers named. ' 

Cavalry 'and Horse Artillery. 
Brigadier Saller commanding, 

'~~quadronA 11th Light Cavalry, complellldto 160 -rank and file. 
'2 squadrons 7th lrregula~ Cavah,y, completed to 220 'rank and file. 

, 2 squadrons t Ith lrregulftr 'Cavelr-y, 1:ompleted to 220 I'8Qk ad file. 
4th Troop 34'cIl Brigade H0rse Artillery. 

lrifantry. 
UDder command of Brigadier Markham. 

Lieutenant-Coiooel Franks. C.B" (:ommlUlding. 
6 companies H.M's il.Oth ~giment, .completed to 400 TRnk &TId ,file. 
S companies 8th Regiment Nati'Vle Infantry. completed lo,512 rank and file. 
S companies 52nd Native Infantry, completed tell !i12 rank 1lnd file. 

Lieureaant-ColoDel Brooke ilOmmallding. 
6 companies Her Majesty's 32nd Regiment, completed to 500 rank and file. 
B companies 49th Regiment Native Infantry. compl~ted to 352 rank and file. 
S companies 51st Regiment Native Infantry, completed 'to 560 rank and file. 
The 72nd Regiment Native IDfantry, and ,all detail& not incl!lded above, will 

remain in Camp, under. command of Brigadier Hervey, who will keep all on the 
alert from day-break, and direct two-thirds of the disposable Cavalry to patrol the 
front of Camp, at half a mile distance, with 4 guns of 4th Tr{)op. 1st Brjgade, 
Horse Artillery. 

The 2 Horse Artillery guns on the right, and 60 sowars of the 14th Irregular 
Cavalry. will attend the Mojor. General. . ' 

40 Pioneers will accompnny the 4tb Troop, 3rd Brigade, Horse ArtIllery. " 
The mode of attack ",ill be cotnflIunietlted to Bri~adiers tlBd Oftioens- in 

command, at 4 P.~., at the Major-General:S quarters. 
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. . The~· Horse' Ar{illery guns now on the redoubt will be witharawn~ i6n!tiie 
post being occupied by the Allies to~night, and they', with the squa~ron ·0£ 'Ca~alry; 
will take post as a reserve, ready to support the post, during the night, as usual. 

At daylight, this squadron andthe~two .. gunswill retire, and join the camp 
details of those arms, on the duty above assigned to them. 

Inclosure 21 in No. 40. 

Major- Gene'I'Ul Whish to the Adjutant- General. 

Camp, Mooltan, November 9, '1848. 
REFERRING you to my letter of the 7th instant, I have now the satisfactiOllI 

of forwarding, for submission to the Commander-in-Chief, Brigadier Markham'lIi 
letter of· yesterday, detailing the particulars of the gallant and successful attack 
made on the strong position of the enemy (on the . eastern side of the Grand, 
Canal) by the troops placed under his command, on the morning of the 7th insfnnt',' 
to whit'h I have attached the documents noted· in . the margin.*' The ·enemyJ 
was in strong force on the westside of the canal, but had no guns there,Rnd 11 
never considered the number of them at his main position (on·the easterll bankr 

. to ·exceed six; one of which they began to· draw off on first seeing olir fotce'i' 
but apparently, primarily, for the purpose of enfilading OUF infantry, as they dreW' 
near, in which they were disappointed, by the rapid advance ·of our Cavalry. anil 
Horse Artillery, under Major Wheler, and Captain Anderson, which led to the gun 
on the right being hurried towards the town, and to the capture of the remainder, 
which was insured by the steady advance and brilliant bayonet charge on the· 
enemy's batteries, in which the Native Infantry most nobly vied with their Europeal1; 
comrades •. 

~ From my letter of the 7th instant to your address; his Lordship will learn' 
that I remained in camp: when I decided on so doing, it was quite impossible' 
for me to conjecture to what extent the force of the Allies· might prove faithless; , 
and Lieutenant Edwardes could not, at that time, give me any encouragement to \ 
indulge in auspicious forebodings, but, providentially, everything of an untoward' 
aspect of character was ovelTllled for good, and a day that commenced in gloom· 
ended most joyfully. I regret having to notice that our casualty list, /lnnexed to 
Brigadier Markham's report, was increased on his force coming back, several: men·; 
having been wounded by a few of the enemy having so far· recovered their spiritS' 
as to lire their matchlocks andjingalls from behind the walls and trees, at a consider" ' 
able distance off. The wounds, in general, his Lordship will rejoice to learn, are' 
slight.. . 

In the vicinity of Camp, on the 7th instant, there was not much to do:-' 
Foujdar Khan, with 1000 Horse from Lieutenant Edwardes' camp, joinedthti' 
Cavalry under Brigadier Salter, and advanced near the Shesh Mahal, as a body()f i 
the enemy's cavalry were in that neighbourhood. This gave Lieutenant. Graham' . 
(who had two guns of the 4th Troop lst Brigade Horse Artillery) an opportunity·' 
of firing a. few rounds of shrapnells amongst them, which induced them to retire' 
till they were under the fire of the fort, when Brigadier Salter recalled our party;~ :'" 
. It would be unjust to conclude, without particularly bringing to the 

notice of the Commander.in-Chief, the steady and soldier-like conduct of 
Lieutenant Bunny, of the. Horse Artillery, and Lieutenant,Pollock (49th Regi
ment Native Infantry) Assistant Resident, on the 7th instant. The former had his 
two guns at our advanced post in battery, .and the latter commanded the detachment 
of the troops of the allies there, of which a large portion went over to the enemy at 
2 A.M., increasing his strength probably to 1,200, and in entrenchment, not three 

. hundred yards off. . . . , . 
The cavalry detail, under Captain Mulcaster, that was. attached to the guns 

but at some distance, to be out of the range of those of the enemy) was soon with 
hem, but it took the pickets a considerable time to join,; and the. enemy. fully 

• Reporll of the Chiof &gineer, and of Major Wheler, commanding the Canlry. 
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aware of their position and circumstances, might have made a serious attack on the·· 
post ,with great promise of success, but the above officers relnained mill, and gave· 
confidence to the small details with them to continue a similar course.' . , , . i .,.. I· -' . . 

Inclosure 22 in No. 40. 

Brigadier F. Markham, commanding 2nd Brigade, 1st Infantry Dil1ision, Army of 
the Punjab, to Major-General Whish. 

Camp, Mooltan, NOl1ember 8, 1848. 
(ACCORDING to the arrangements made on the morning of the 7th instant, I 

proceeded with tbe force under my command, as per margin," across the bridges over 
thenullah, 00 the right of the Allied Camp in the Sooraj Koond,in open column, 
flanking the enemy's position, brought our shoulders forward to the left, proceeding 
directly across their rear.. When we had advanced sufficiently far to insure overlapping 
the ,most distant part of their position, we ,wheeled into line, three guns on the right, 
three on the left, the whole of the Cavalry (with the exception of a small party ,with 
the guns) on our right flank, between the line and Sultan Sudoola Gardens. ' The 
rllSl!\'ve,..in quarter distance column, in rear of the centre of the right brigade, 
advanced steadily in echelon of brigade, at fifty paces distant from tbe right, under a 
smart fire of grape and round shot. At this moment, I ordered the Cavalry to 
attack a large body of the enemy who were moving to our right, and to prevent 
their removing their guns. 

, . Major Wheler,in command of the Cavalry, advanced in the most brilliant 
manner, charged the enemy, cutting up numbers of them, taking a standard: and 
preventing the removal of the guns, swept the whole of our front, and re~forining 
speedily, and in good order on our left, moved off to cover the right. As the Cavalry' 
cleared our front, the Horse Artillery opened their fire, the line charged, and took 
thepositiotl, with the whdle of the guns, on ' the bank of the nullah, driving the 
'enemy across, and up, it, with considerable loss. Our own loss in the whole ,affair 
(which lasted, from the lime we wheeled. into line till the enemy were completely 
routed, about an hour), being, as you will perceive by the accompanying returlis; 
comparatively small. We then destroyed their batteries, and returned to camp. 
. ..The ,conduct of everybody, officers and men, was beyond all praise. To all I 

have to return my most sincere thanks for the manner in which my orders were 
carried out; to Lieutenant-Colonel Franks and Lieutenant-Colonel Brooke, ill 
command of brigades, for their cordial support; to Lieutenant-Colonel Young. 
Major Farquharson, Major Finnis, Major Inglis, Major Lloyd, and Captain Jamie
son, for the steady manner in which they led their regiments into action. To 
Major Wheler, in command of the cavalry, and to Captain Anderson, in command 
of, ,\he Horse .Artillery, my warmest thanks. are due. To Major Napier, Chief. 
Engineer, who accompanied me throughout the day, I am indebted more than I can· 
express. Captain Abercrombie, who attended me personally, and the Engineer 
Officers who were attached to officers in command of brigades, and the officers in
charge of Sappers and Pioneers, I have to thank for the ready assistance which they 
afforded. To Major Becher, Assistant Quartermaster General, my thanks are also 

* DETAILS. 
4th Troop 3rd Bri!!"de Horse Artillery; 
2 Squadrons 11 th Regiment Light Cavalry. 
2 Squadron. 7th Irregular Cavalry. 
2 Squadrons 11 th Irregular Cavalry. 
40 Sapper. and Pioneers. 
Her Ma~e.tys'. lOth Foot, 6 Companies. 
Her MaJesty'. 32nd Foot, 6 Companies. 
8th Regiment Native Infantry, 8 Companies"' 
49th Regiment Native Infantry, 8 Companies. 
51st Regiment Native Infantry, 8 Companies. 
li2nd Regiment Native Infantry, 8 Companiee. 
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dlllle.", T~ Captain Kennedy. AicJe..ae..camp to.tru, Major-Gen\ll'al, who IICC.Ompailied" 
me ~ .bat ,capacilly dUl'ing ,the' Wlhole ail'am, 1 beg ,,, (WBvey: my fullest sense 'Of . the: ' 
~ervice he rel!dered. . ,. ". '.' \., \ , , 

Return of Casualties in the Attack on' the E'Iemy's position, under com~dndl Jl 
, Brigadier MlIrkho:m; , " .. , " ." 

, • ; .;. ~~" < 

-' ••• ,. "t ".1,1 

Camp, Mooltan, November 7,1848,,;:: 
4tl'l Troop 3rd brigade Horse Artillery-l syee, woundl'd. " ';., "'T 
11 th Regiment Light Cavalry-14 horses killed, including 1 officer's charger; 1 

, 3 men, 11 horses wounded. ' , , 
,7th. Regiment Ir.regula~ Cavalry-2 horses killed, including 1 officer's chargerT 

1 native officer, 4,.men. 10 horses wounded. 'I 
,'lIth Irregular Cavalry-9 horses killed; 1 native officer, 4 men, 9 horses , 

wounded'. \ I 

Her Majesty'!! 10th Foot-i 1. men, wounded. 
Her Majesty's 32nd Foot-2 men, wounded. 
8th Regiment Nath'e Infantry-I. man, killed; I native' officer, 9 men"o 

wounded. 
520d Regiment, Native Iofantry-2 men, killed; 1 native gffieer, 19' mea, 

including I native officer and 5 men very slightly wounded. 
Total 3 men, 25 horses, killed j 4 native' officers, 53 men, 30 horseli.: 
, wounded.' , 

Return of Ordnance captured. 

Two brass ti§-pounders, with., clI.niage and limber. 
Two, brass, 6-pounders, ditto • ditto. ' 
One brass 2.!-pouBder. ditto ditto. 

InclOS1lte 23 in No. 40. 

Brevet Major F. Wlieler, Commanding the CiLT1alry ana Horse Artillery, in'eM; 
Column of Attack, to Captain A. S. Balfour, Major oj Brigade. ,~ . . . . 

CamPr MooltaRj' NO'IJember 'I, .1848. 
FOR the information of Brigadier Markham, I hav-e the' honor to report the" 

operations of the cavalry and the horse Ill'tillery, (detail as per' margin, ·)com:. ' 
manded by me, lind' placed under hi& 6I'del'!f, for the attack 00, the eoemy this" 
morning. 

After the Brigadier had detached two guns and a, squadron of cavalry to the 
left, and placed the remainder ef the gnns on the right of the infantry, I drew up 
the eav-aIry OD the' right of all. 

Shortly after we had advanced, I reeeived a message, delivered' by Captain 
Kennedy, Aide·de-camp, from the Brigadier, suggesting the possibility of the 
cavalry cutting off some horsemen who were gradually retiring from our front, and 
the front of the infantry. At this moment, Wit wt.re getting clear of the jungle on 
to lin open piece of ground i and, besides tbe horsemen above aUuded to, I saw'td 
our right front a body of the enemy with a standard, a mass of his cavalry in alid " 
around some smaII villnges, a little further retired, fln tolerably good ground, and' 
his batteries in the distance. I 'at once made up my mind to charge the whole, and 

*' 4th Troot> Srd Brigade Horse Artillery. 
'Prth Ligh, t CavalEiI.60 sabres • 
. 7l1li lnoogular €a • 220 sab ..... , 
Ndl,lrreguIaIt ,220'sabru. . ' 

• 
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well the officers and men responded to the call. With a cheer, they charged with 
the ;utmost precision and rapidity. carrying all before them; but rapid and good as 
the charge was in itself, it was by great good fortune so timed as·to be of essential 
service, for some of the squadrons charged immediately in the rear of the l'nemy's 
guns, preventing the line of infantry from being enfiladed. More than thi., the 
enemy's mass of cavalry, not being apparently aware of our proximity, were stag
gered by the sudden advance, and never made a stand in a body, though parties of 
them showed a good front, till we were in amongst them. Some squadrons charged· 
repeatedly, while others only charged once, but effectually preventing the guns from 
being carried off, though the attempt was made. Lieutenant Vibart, 11 th Light 
Cavalry, captured a standard. 

Where all hehaved nobly, it were im'idious to make distinctions. I shall, 
therefore, satisfy myself with hringing to the Brigadier's notice how much I am 
indebted to Captain I. Inglis, commanding lith Light Cavalry; Captain Master, 
commanding 11 th Irregular Cavalry; and Lieutenant Graham, commanding detail 
7th Irregular Cavalry. To Captain J. Anderson, commanding 4th Troop 3rd 
Brigade Horse Artillery, Brigadier Markham will understand how much we owe, 
Rnd how difficult it must he for me to describe his movements, after he advanced, 
with his four guns, simultaneously with the cavalry, but to me it seemed that, 
whether in the attack, or in dispersing parties of the enemy which attempted 
to re-form. or in the eventual retirement, his guns were always judiciously placed, 
and well served . 

. Lieutenant Taylor, of the Engineers, was kind enough to act as my staff on 
this occasion, and charged by my. side. . = The Brigadier will be happy to learn, from the accompanying casualty roll. that 
our loss in men is absolutely nothing, although the enemy, turning their guns, fired 
rounds of grape into us, as we advanced, or rather as we closed on them---: 
fortunately hitting only the horses. 

Inclosure 24 in No. 40. 

Report of the Arrangement in the Engineer Department, for the Attack on tM 
Enemy's position, in front of the Allied Camp, on the 7th of November, 1848. 

Engineer Officer8 in attendance on the se'VI11'al Commanding Officers. 

CAPTAIN ABERCROMBIE. in attendance on Brigadier Markham. 
Lieutenant Maxwell, in attendance on Colonel Franks. 
Lieutenant Tavlor, in attendance on Brigadier Salter. 
Lieutenant Glover. in attendance on Colonel Brooke. 
A detail of Sappers, under Lientenant Greathed, Engineers, and a similar detail 

of Pioneers, under Lieutenant McMullin, accompanied the columns, and after the 
capture of the position, effected the demolition of the principal batteries of the 
enemy.. Lieutenant Garrorth, Brigade-Major of Engineers, was in attendance with 
me, and superintended the above arrangements in a satisfactory manner . . 

Inclosure 25 in No. 40. 

Major F. Mackelon, C.B., Commissioner and Superintendent, Cis-Sutlej 
States, to the Secretary to the Residellt· at Lahore. 

Camp, Ferozepore, November 10,1848. 
I FORWARD a' deposition, taken before me, of Lena Sing, son of Golab 

:!ling, who brought letters from the rebels MooJraj and Raja Shere Sing, 
for some of the protected chiefs, Cis-Sutlej. . 

The account given of himself, and his proceedings, by Lena Sing differs in 
some respects from that given of him by the Putteeala Maasahars. The letter 
he delivered at Putteeala, addressed to Teka Sing, was one out of seven he had 
with him-five of which he has now given in, and one of which he acknow
ledges 1.0 have delivered, through Jel Sing Chabrar, to Boodh Sing, the 
Bhaidwar Chie£ 

au 
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, Lena Sing states, that he received, in all, seven letters-that he does not 
know if they were addressed, ,to, al,lyindividual Rajas and Sirdars, or to all 
collectively; but that he was told to deliver them as follows:-

One "to M<lha.rajah N aronq~r ~il,lg of Putteeala, ' ' 
Omfto Teka 'Sirig of' Nabha., 
One to the Bhaidwar Sirdars. 

, One to the Maladh Sirdars. 
One to Siidar Sobha Sing, Kalsia. , 

: ... 

One to Gapal Sing Manoliwalla, Singpoorea. 
One to Dewan Sing, Sealba, or to the Bhaidwars. All these letters, save 

one, have reached my hands. The first to Teka Sing was brought to. me by 
Dewan N ehal Chund, as the one Lena Sing had given at Putteeala, as intended 
for Maharajah ,Naronder Sing; five others were given to me, here, by the 
Chabdar of Putteeala, who brought Lena Sing to Ferozepore, and who asserts 
that the prisoner gave them to him, on the night of his arrival here. ' 

The letter I have not., is to the address of Gava1 Sing, Singpoorea, and U 
'ls, probable that this letter was 1elivered by the prisoner to Jel Sing Chabrar, 
for Sirdar Boodh Sing of Bhaidwar. ' ';,' , , 

, It may, therefore, be inferred that this letter has been communicated by 
Boodh Sing Bhaidwar to the Rin~poorea Sirdars,. and Captain Abbott Vl(illqe 
written to, to watch Boodh Sing, Bhaidwar and the Singpoorea Sirdars;'to see 
if they communicate to him the receipt of the letter, and to ascertain, ipdirectly, 
whether the letter has been suppressed through enmity, or if it has been 
received; and if so, report to me before taking further notice.'. , 
, In the first letter I received; there were two wClrds illegible, and, therefore, 
wrongly translated. The others ar:e plainer,wri~t~~ and,I S~ll>j9.in a translation, 
with these two words corrected. I • ,"""', ". ' .. 

I have no donbt that many similar letters, taken by other hands, will have 
reached their destination. 

,Inclosu!:e26 in No. 40. 

Moolra/ and Raja Sh~e Sing; brought by Lena Sing, son of Golab Sing, inhabitant 
of. Sohana.Eaidwanwalla, Caste ~emw.dar, Qoth Bhaiduiar. 

'1'0 our friend the Raja, tpe abode of infinite gopdne~s., Raja. ;re~a. Sing-je ; 
may Heaven protect you. 

After compliments, and. address, and wishes for a meeting, representeth, 
that all is well here; and that the continued prosperity of your, Highness, is the 
constant object of our prayers. . ' . 

At this time, by the blessing of God, all the army of the Khalsa is assembled 
here, and the British have been defeated, and have fled; and it is becoming in 
your Highness, tbat you and all the Rajas and Sirdars assemble together, and 
make prisoners of, or driv'il out, all the people of the British; for, by uniting with 
us, you will preserve your po~sessions, and your rule; and your faith, which is 
more precious than all other things, will, also, be preserved. For it is laid down 
in the Beds and Shastres, thl!,t it is tQ.e duty oC all Chuttrees to look after the 
interests of religion. Let this be impressed on your mind, and, having girded 
up the loins of resolution and enterprise, unite with us to destroy our enemy. 
Unless you act thus, it will not be possible for'yoll to preserve your faith, or your 
rule. Be very careful what side you take in this business, for, if there is union 
among us, no one can prevail against us. What more need I say! ' 

Raja Shere Sing, who was sentbr. the English to l.ay sieg!l to the Fort .of 
Mooltan, being true td 'his l'eligion, has' come' over to this side, with all his 
Khalsa troops, a.nd his sea.! is also affixed to this paper. , 
. , , ,.,",' ',' - " 

P.S_ i.have. writtenr,oll a small piece of papel', owing to the dangers of the 
road.. i 



, "Inclosure 27 in No,"!fO. 

The Resident"at 'Lahore to the Secretary with the Govtrnor-Generdl. 

Lahore, November 11, 1848. 
, , , I AM satisfied that the Governor~General will consider that Majot Law
tence an~ lieutenant Bowie maintained their position, as long as it was possible 
to do so, and that the ultimate defection of the Peshawur b.'oops. in spite of all 
Major Lawrence's skilful management, in no way qetract~ from the merit that is 
due to him, for the judicious, and intrepid, conduct 'whrcb has' kept that force to 
their duty,'so long after the rest of their brethren were all, in open rebellion, and 
using every endeavour, by appealing to their patriptism, and their religion, to 
induce them to join the rebel standard. " 
, Major Lawrence had amost difficult task to perform, and he, performed it 
nobly. ' ' , "",' \ ' • 

I have several statements from native correspondents; they all ascribe the 
iinmediate outbreak to the intrigues of Sooltari MahomedKhan, and there 
seems no doubt that, ifhe hadremamed true tq British interests, the schemes of 
the Sikh army might have been frustrated, or, at aIlY rate; the Mahomedan por
tion of the force might have bee'n kept from joining the rebellion,' 
,. , The plan for sending the Meanee 'steamer up the Indus, 'aild for 'Lieutenant 
Taylor's going ,to Dera Ismael Khan, was formed, and executed; at Mooltan, 
before I had ari opportunity of expressing an opinion 'on its propriety ; the main 
object was to bring off Mrs. Lawrence, who might, supposing the §arukz}'e Sirdar 
to aid in the project" easily reach Kalabagh from Kohat, and, after the departure 
of the Sikh army from Bunnoo, there was little danger to be apprehended, either 
to the steamer in navigating the Indus to Kalabagh, or to Lieutenant Taylor in 
passing through the Trans-Indus districts to Dera lsmael Khan. 

It is probable that Sooltan Mahomed Khan, whatever, may be his views 
with regard to Peshawur, will make a merit of aidipg and befriending the Resi
dency party,-and I trust this may be the case; but it is also to be apprehended 
that he may detain the party, either froin a desire to 'conciliate the,Sikhs, ,or for 
the purpose of negotiating terms with us fOl' their release. , 

The'nati've officers in Attock wrote confidently Of its 'repelling' any attack 
which 9huttur Sing may make upon it.' If they are 'staunch, it woUld,' duubtless, 
take the force with' Chuttur Sing more' time to rednce it, than they can spare, 
under present <;i~cumstances, ' , , 

; I. \.,; 1,' 

The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary with the Governor-General. 

Lahore, November 15, 1848. 
I FORWARD three intercepted' paperS"bearing the 'seals of Shere Sing, 

Attareewalla, and Lal Sing, Morareea, addressed, respectively, to the Briti$h ,Sikb 
regiment stationed at Hoshiarpore, to Baba Bikrama Sing, tIie'13edee Chief in 
the Jullundur, and to the Sodees of Anundpore, in the Umballa district, 

These papers were being' carried by 11 Sikh messenger from the rebel camp, 
and were intercepted by the agency of Misr Rulla Ram and Sirdar Ham Sing, 
Jullawassia, at Goojranwalla, and sent to Captain Nicholson, in camp witb 
General Campbell's division. . 

Inflammatory papers of similar purport,' addressed to parties on this side 
of the Beas and Sutlej, are daily falling into my hands; but I consider it right 
to put these on record,'81'ldto' send translations of' them to- the Government of 
India, as they,' with' the 'letters addressed by Shere Sing and the other rebel 
leaders,' to the Maharajah of Putteeala and other Chiefs, of the Cis-Sutlej Ter
ritory, fix, upon the chiefs concerned in the present insurrection, the crime of 
tampering with our subjects, and troops, beyond the limits of the Lahore State, 
and of endeavouring to excite revolt in our territories, and to induce our troops 
to rise against their Government, and to murder their officers, and commit other 
atrociouB acts of hostility to the British power. 

, 3H2 
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,',' ,.As the lettei' to. th~ Hoshiarpore_Regiment purpo~t~ to~acknowledge the 
receIpt of a 'communication fr?m them.,,~ h~veJh.ougbt It. ;nghtto send It to 
Mu];awrence, that he ~ay, m c<?~IIlunlcatIon W1t~ ~he .Commanding Q~cer. 
take SUCh, 05teps as he considers expedIent, for ascertalnlDg if any oortespohdimce 
~as really ~ken place between that regiment and the rebels. , 
J ' -Lal Sing,l\1orareea, the associate of Shere Sing in this transaction, and now 
a'leadei' of one of;.the J:eb~l forces, was the A~alutee, or chief civil officer, 
,under the Durbar, In the Smd Sagur Doab. -, Htns'-one of those who received 
,kindness, consideration, prom~tion, ~d,\lmolument, beyond his fellows, at the 
hands of Sir H. M. Lawrence. ' . 

,,)j 

Inclosure 29 in No. 40. 
, . 

, • ., '. \ .: i, I , " "," 

, If.aja Shere, Sing and Sirdar Lal Sing to the Turuntarun Baba (Bikrama Sfng). 
, -' I "''j 

THE Khalsa look to you for assistance, ami are ready to obey your'com-
mands, as you are their Gooroo. Send, an order to the Putteeala Raja to side 
with us. In Mooltan, the Khalsa has been victorioull, the enemy's regiments 
have gone over, and their guns have been taken.,,' , " ',,, 

The Peshawur troops have left that place, with all the guns. The 'Povindea 
,and Elahee Buksh are in confinement, and the Feringhees have fled to the Khyber. 
Sooltan Mahomed's people have gonlj after them, and; it is to be, hoped that they 

·will be seized. • ' ,', "" Li 

" 

Inclosure 30 ,in ,No. 40. , " 
'. I' , , 

Raja. Shllr~ Bing and Birdar Lal Bing, !tforareea,; to$pdhee .pun~SirTfa 
, , (the Anundpoona Bodee.}." " j~ 

. YOU are a Gooraa, and the Khalsa, are your follO\~e~.' Th!' holY;9-ooroo 
~ raised up again the race of the Khalsa.. . " . " , .. :',', .. ~ 

Two lakhs of Sikhs' have assembled;; in :fact their numberjs without limit. 
,Do you also bestir yourselves, and assist our creed., " ' , -" . ; 
• , Pray to the Gooroo that the Khalsa may derive. new life, .andunite with 
the Baba Sahib to establish the faith. '" , : " 

, None of the Feringees are left at Mooltan. Raja, Golab, Sing's; troops 
have joined us, and in a few days we shall conquer. . , ,: 

Write to the Raja of Putteeala) that he is one of the Sikhs, and should expel 
the Feringees from Hindostan .. Tell him to set up ,the. standard of religion, 
and join the Khalsa. ' '.,,' :: 
" The names of tbose who have fought for tbeir faith, are contained in the 
Sbastres. There have been many other Rajas, but their names are ,:;;unk in 
oblivion.·" , ' 

Dewan Moolraj's name will be as celebrated as those of Raja' Salban and 
- , Raja. Vikramaditya. The rest of the territory of Putteeala, which the Feringeea 

took away, will be restored to the Raja of Putteealai should he join us. 

Inclosure 31 in No. 40 •. 

Raja Sherll, Bing' and Sird'ar Lal 'Sing to the Hosliiarpore Regiment. 
• :' I'. 1 , .• " I '. 1'.1 

.' . RAJA SHERE SING and Sirdal" La! Sing tq the Hosbi~<ire Regiment. 
Your communication has reached us, and we, ha,,~ comprehended its 

'contents. You shall not be answerable for anything you do, lin4 ~ha1I retain 
all that you may lay hands on. Act with all the c:ourage you may, remember
ing, what your religion is, and bestir yourselves. ,Destroy your enemies, and 
:delay not. YOll shall continue to l"eceivepay, as formerly. ,our 'camp is at 
,GooJranwalla, and is drawn up oppcisite to that of the enemy." ., 

The Khalsa'of Mooltan have killed all the Feringees, and not one is left. 
AU their guns have been taken, and the Khalsa are advancing upon Lahore. 
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t '0"; Get possession of Hoshiarpore, and burn the Jullundur cantonment . 
.Delay not-:assistanee will reach yon; fill" Raj& Golab Sing has joined us. 
)ri~hee Sing has"come to tis, onw part, with ~troop~Writ.tenoll Tuesday 
6th Karti.lc. ' '" " 

1 ' .. j, ~'j' ;', .. ",' .,_. ' , 

, 

Inclosure 32 in No. 40. 

Seal' ' 
',of ,; 

L!l Sing. 

The Resident at Lahore- to the Secretary with ~he Governor-G~neral.' , 

~. Lahore, November 17, 1848. 
:',", "THE letters of Major Lawrence give the only authentic account I have, of 
the defection of the Peshawur force. 'I have, already, reported ,that, Qhuttur 
Sing, after endeavouring, for three months, to seduce the force to his interests, 
see~ed. to have just given up all hope of success, at the very moment when, 

: through the intrigues of Sirdar Soolta:n Mahomed Khan and his brother, the 
determination had been made to join him. ' ' , " " 
.' " There is !lodoubt that the'Sikh portion of the force, with a few exceptions 
,among,the officers, have, all along, 'desired to join the rebels, on this side of the 
Wdus ;"but, until they were assured of the aid of the Barukzye Sirdars, they 
dared not take any step openly in the 'matter. Had, the Barultzye chiefs been 
faithful to British interests, the Mahomedan, portion of t.he force ~oul!I have 
resisted all attempts to seduce ,them from their duty, and the Sikhs dared not, 
in the midst of a Mahomedan population, and with so large a portion of the 
troops against them, to have made any hostile movement on the spot; and they 

, could not desert, and join the rehels secretly, for they had no means of crossing 
'the Indus, and dared not, in small numbers, and with a hue and cry after them, 

h hh ' ' " attempt to pass t roug t e country.., ' ' 
'J_"As the Residency party is now in the power of Sirdar Sooltan Mahomed 
.li..hari; it is of Iililch' importance to us to know what his purpose is, and what 
arrangements he has made, and is making, with the, Sikhs. He is' a thoroughly 
faithless miscreant, owing the position and influence he now possesses; entirely 
~ the kindness of Sir H. 14. Lawrence and his brother; but he is shrewd, and 

'Calculating,' and will, at this moment .. do that in respect to the Residency party, 
I which will, in /lis opinion, lead most to promote his future interest. , It is difficUlt 
to hold any' communication 'with a' person in his position j but '.1 'have taken 
measures for intimating to him that the Br~tish Government will hold him 
'responsible 'for the safety and honorable treatment of the Residency party, and 
that, if'aliy harm happens to them, or 'if they suffer any indignity of a..,.y kind" 
~e vengeance of the British Government will pursue him to the last. ' 
" "'Lieutenant 'Taylor has written to, Major, Edwardes, from Dera' IsmaeI 

'Khan, if Sirdar Sool'tan Mohamed Khan puts no obstacle in their way, the party 
may, easily, reach Mooltan, by the Meeanee steamer, which has been sent, by 

: )lajot Edwardes, up the Indus,to bring them off. ' , " 
, • A "",. " ' 

" 

TIuJ Governor-General,1II the Secret Committee. 

Damp, Ufllballa, December 7, 1848. (No.4.) 
q SINCE I last had the honor of addressing you from Delhi, on the 22nd 

ultimo, notlling of any importance haS transpired in the Punjab. . 
" ' Our public dispatches are, of course, closed from Peshawur, but private 
intelligence is' occasionally received ,from ,the European officers, :who were 
treacherously seized in that province. The latest private note, written by 

,Lieutenant Bowie; who was sent as artillery instructor to Peshawur, was written 
in O'ood spirits, and reported that all the party were well-treated, but kept under 
clO:e surveillance; Mrs. Lawrence was, also, with Raja Chuttur Sing, who now 
}las all the European prisoners in his custody. He was reported, on the 19th 
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ultimo, to be oile march from Attock, which still held out under Lieutenant 
Herbert. A report has been ,circulated, for some days past, at Lahore, that 
Attock had been surrendered on, the 22nd, through the treachery of the garrison I 
but it requires confirmation.' , 

,Raja-Chuttur Sing appears to have left Sooltan Mahomed Khan in full 
possbssion of l'eshawur. This Barukzye chief is said to have invited the aid of 
Dost Mahomea Khan, who, if he appears on the stage at all, is more likely to 
offer _opposition, than aid, to a brother who has, hitherto, been treated by him 
with inveterate enmity. ' , 

Major-General Whish, C.B., is still before ,Mooltan, awaiting the arrival of 
reinforcements from Bombay. ' 

From lIazara I have received no fresh intelligence. 
The neighbourhood of Lahore has been the scene of some skirmishes, in 

different points, which have all resulted to our advantage. In the Jullundur 
Doab, the Jeswan Raja,and Bedee Bikrama Sing had seized some of our 
Thannas,and created considerable .alarm for the safety of the station of 
Hoshiarpore. :1 had, in -consequence, directed the contingent of the Malagnrq 
Raja, and a wing of ,the Nusseeree battaliou to proceed to the banks of the 
Sutlej, ,and protect the ghats above Loodiana.Mr. John Lawrence directed 
the movement of a force of about 800 men, accompanied by fonr guns, against 
the position of the .insurgents, and I am happy to ,say that, I have, priv.ately, 
received,information of the complete dispersion, and flight, of the rebels. Both 
the leader:! are prisoners of our Government, 'and, with many otht:rs who joined 
them from Nundpoor, Mukhoowal, one of 'the most 'holy spots connected with 
the establishment ofthe Sikh religion,have forfeited all claim to future favor. ' 

In the upper Baree Doab,' Brigadier Wheeler'S brigade has done good 
service, in capturingfa~d dis~antlin~ Kullalw,ala, an~,,~ome other forts which 
have been defended llymsurgent bodies.' , , , 

The army, under the personal command of the Commander:;in-Chief, is, at 
present, ,concentrated upon the Chenab.', On the 22ild, ultimo, an attack was 
made, byourcavalry,'and artillery, lIpon'alarge body of Sikhs, who had crossed 
over to the left bank of the river, and I regret to say that the enemy were 
not made to fall back, without severe loss on our sille; aud I have especially to 
lament the loss of Brigadier-General Cureton; the gallant and' distinguished 
leader of tIle cavalry division. ' 

I have, this: mOllling, received intelligence, by express, that Raja Shere 
Sing, who had entrenched himself strongly on the rigMbank of the Chenab, 
had been driven from his position' by a combined flank and front movement of 
the British troops. T have not yet received ,any public dispatches, but the 
Commander-ili-Chief reports that the enemy are in full retreat towards the 
Jhelum, pursued by our cavalry; that the enemy blew up some of their powder 
magazines before their'retreat,and left sixty,..two boats on the river, many of 
which are supposed to be filled with ammunition. ' ' 

On this side of the Sutlej everything is tranquil, and although considerable 
apprehension was entertained by the Commander-in-Chief,' and' the Resident, 
respecting the 'loyalty of this popruation, 1 am assured by all the civil officers, 
that there has been, at no time, any exhibition of dio;affcction, and that, with 
very few exceptions, the mass of the people are well-disposed towards the 
British Government. The native chiefs of the Cis-Sutlej have, also, shown 
their friendly disposition, by the readiness with which they have cooperated in 
furnishing supplies and carriage, and by'their .offers of pecuniary assistance. 
A contribution of fifty lakhs of rupees has been promised, and I am happy to 
say that the Raja of 'Putteeala has already paid'twenty-five lakhs into the 
treasury at Ferozepore. 

f 

: . Inclosure.l in No. 41. 

Tile Rssiden.t ff,t:Lakorri to the Sec1etary'with the Governor-G,eneral. . .. . 

... ", ,,, 'I ,," , '" '" Lahore, October 11, 1848 • 
. "'.1 :FORWA'RD 1llttCk; ret!l'tiv~'td 'the;toerc'ioh of Sirdar Urjun Sing, SOil 

of·the Iate'SirotltHUlT'ie:Sint;'who had declared for the rtbal cause, and bael 
c:omkneJ1<ied''ra\sm/f'annell men, for 'the purpose' of opposing'the Government, 
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'and of committing excesses, at a town called GoojranwalIa, in the direction oC 
Wllzeerabad, about thirty-six Jpiles .from Lahore,' When the detachment, sent 
by Brigadier Campbell,' was crossing the Ravee, .I heard that the chief, wjJ.o had 
been strengthening the defences' of his fortified ~ops~ for some days, an4 setting 
at defiance the party sent by the Durbar for hIS seizure, had suddenly; during 
the previotts night, ,tied, with a few followers; and that the Durbar party, wbich 
was watching ,the house, attacked the fugitives, and killed tbe Sirdar's principal 
attendant."" 

I directed the detachment, rlnder these circumstanc\!s, to stand fast on the 
other side of the river, and sent on Mr. Cocks, with a. rissaiah of Skinner's 
Horse, to ascertain the real state of tbe case, and'to deStroy the house and se~e 
the property of the Sirdar, if he had absconded, ' 

Mr. Cocks has, this morning" r~tul'Ded from his errand. Tile Sirdar had 
fled, as stated, Mr, Cocks had a party of Sappers, with him; and they blew up 
and destroyed the fortified house and its defences, and attached what propel'ty 
was found in the premises, , ' ' , , ' 

The Sirdar has, it is supposed, gOne to join Chuttlir Sing. 
The detachment has returned to cantonments, 

Inclosure 2 in No. 41. 

The Adj:utantcGeneral, to the Secretary to, ,the Governm~ of [ndil{,,. 
, 

CamPi ;Kalka, October 22, 1 ~48~ " 
I HAVE the honor; by direction of the' Commander:in.Chief, tfl-transmW'to 

you, for the information 06 the Governor.G.nerai of India, a copy of a despatch, of 
the 15th 'instant, froID Bl'igadier H. M: Wheele .. , 'C.B" commalldingin 'the J'ul~ 
lundur Doab" recounting the manner in which Ire' effected 'the- 'reduction 'of tbe·tb~t 
of Rungur Nuggul. ' 

, The Commander;in-Chief has bad !much 's'atisfaetioD'in'cliusing to bl! 'COl!ovey:eIi 
to Brigadier \Vheeler,. and to the troops employed- ohthis occasion-,' an expression 
of his warmest approval 'of their conduct; and ,Iris Excellency has, 'moreo.veJ'. had 
pleasure in, congratulating the Brigadier in having effected the reduction of this 
strong place without any expenditure oflife, which is' entirely to be ascdll.d, in ,the 
'o.pini'ln of Lord Gough, to the soldierlikeand judicious arrangements that were 
!Dade. . 

A return o.f casualties is inclosed. 

-Indnsure 3in Nu, .4t;-

Brigadier ·WJieeler to the Adjldf!l!t-G,ene:al. 

Camp' a.t Ru~Nu9.iJU.I; €?ct~ber 15;, r~'"48. 
MY last was from the right hank of the Beas, on the 12th instant. I have 

now the ho.nor to. state, for the"information of the Commander-in-Chief, that I 
marched, on the 13th, to Mehta, 13!. miles, a~d encamped IIbput, t~re,e .~i1~~,to the 
south of the fort; on the 14tb, moved'the camp,!9 a g~od P~SltlOti, lust'clear of 
the enemv's fire, to the south-east of the fort ;and,lmmedlately,at'ter th~ ;,Ijo\e had 
arrived, proceeded with, the artiIJery (0., drive the ene,roy from the village ;,'baving 
previously sent the cavalty round 'to 'tlie ndrthern and we~tern faces'i to take up 
distllnt positipns, and watch an.y attempt th~t Plig~t b~ ~ad3'~t es?apT, ,; , 

No sooner did the part)· in the village ob~erye'\hese mov,111en~s, th~fi It hastily 
abando.ned it, and took to the fort, well pressed by a party bf tlie GUIde Corps, 
under Lieutenant W. S. Hodso.n, 

I now turned m.y aLt~o.lion.,to., the fOIt...au.d op.cn~(L~Jir~ of shell from the two. 
24-pound howitzers, and one 12, with an occasio.nal round shot from a battery o.f 
g·s. The.practice was beautiful. 
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The occupation of the village enabled me to line the wall, and two high pucka 
houses, with Lieutenant Hodson's Rifles, and a company of the 3rd regiment Native 
Infantry, whose fire effectually kept down that of the garrison. I drew off at 10 
A.M., leaving two companies of the 3rd Native Infantry ,in the "illage, aided by a 
party of the Corps of Guides. • • " 

Finding that the western face of the town commanded the gate of the fort, I 
caused two embrasures to be made through the wall, and at 4 P.M. opened a most 
destructive fire on the gate and its defences, from three nines, one being placed in 
the gateway of the village, the 24-pound and 12-pound howitzers being in battery 
more to the southward, throwing in line shells, the practice, as in the morning, 
most effective., I drew off at sunset, leaving two companies of Her Majesty's 6Ist 
Regiment, an~ a company of the 3rd Native Infantry, in the village. ' 

. I have now the pleasure to state that, a little after midnight, the fort was eva
cuated, and the gateway taken possession of by a party of the corps of Guides, and 
held by them, until I went thither this morning eally.· ' 

The fort, though small, is of great strength, having a double fnusse-brnie, with 
a wide and deep ditch, the whole in excellent repair; for it had lately been carefully 
strengthened. 

I inclose a casualty roll, and am proud to say that it could scarcely have been 
less; indeed, it is wonderfully small, for the enemy was borh bold and vigilant. 
The one death was callsed by one of our own 9.pounder shot passing clear over the 
fort, and striking a sowar in the 2nd Irregular Cavalry, Captain Jackson, in his 
zeal, having taken up too close a position. • 

What the loss of the enemy may have been, I have no means of judging, but 
they were burning their killed during the whole day. 

Nothing could be finer than the practice of the artillery; and· Major Swinley, 
commanding that arm, Captain Sissmore, commanding four guns of -No. 15 Light 
Field Battery, and Captain Burnett, commanding No. 19 Light Field Battery, and 
all the officers and men, greatly distinguished themselves. ' . 

The troops, European and Native, were eager for a storm, but I was as deteJ!
mined to avoid one, except as a last resort, and it was fortunate, as it would not, if 
taken at all by assault, which I doubt, have been done, without a great sacrifice of life. 

I have had the most cordial and valuable assistance from, Major H. Palmer, ' 
Major of Brigade, Lieutenant J. S. Paton, Deputy Assistant Quartermaster-General, 
and Captain Davidson, 16th Irregular Cavalry, who volunteered his services wi my 
Aide-de-camp; and I cannot allow the mention of Lieutenant Paton's name,without . 
acknowledging the obligations which lowe to him for the extraordinary efficiency to 
which he bas brought the intelligence department, as well for its extent as its 
wonderful correctness; more especially when the very limited means at lAs disposal 
are considered. 

Lieutenant W. S. Hodson, with his detilchment of the Corps of Guides, has 
done most excellent service, and by his daring boldness, and that of his men, gained 
the admiration of all. 

Retum of Casualties in tM Jullundur Movable Column, commanded by Brigadier 
H. M. WMeler, C.B., during tM operatio718 of yesterday, 1M 14th of October, 
1848, before 1M Fort of Rungur Nuggul. 

Camp, Rungur Nuggul, October 15, 1848. 
6tb Company 8th Battalion Artillery with 4 guns of No. 15 Light .Field 

Battery attached-l rank and file, wounded. 
3d Regiment Native Infantry-2 rank and file, wounded. 
2d Irregular Cavalry-l rank and file, 1 horse, killed; 1 rank and file, 1 

borse, wounded. 
Total-l rank and file. 1 horse, killed; 4 rank and file, 1 horse, 

wounded. ' 
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. Inclo~ure I.in No.4!. ,. ' 

'Brigailier~r;eneral Wheeler to the .Adjutant-G,m~al. 

" ,'Camp; near Moraree, si:e miles north-~e8t oj Dee7lanuggur, 
~~;,: " ' . . . jiv/I8outh of the Rav.ee, October 25, 1848. ..," • 
"". ~E }!'ortof Moraree was evacuated during the night, and is now in my 
Pllssesslon. ..' . " , 
; . : .' Having reason to expect that they 'Would evacuate the place during the 

night. I quietly moved with the troop and a (horse) batteIY of al'tiIlery, and the 
whole, of the cavalry, at :;. ;P.M. from my camp at Jourah, for the purpose of 
~.~~~~~.' ' I 

. It is a paltry place, and would have • offered no resistance, although several 
zumboorahs are mounted on the walls. .' , . . , 
, '" 1 should state, ,that I had Qrdered Major Fisher, to move, with 120 sowars' 
of the 15th Irregular Cavalry from Mookerian, to cooperate with the party .of 
the (lorps of guides under, ,Lieutenant W. S .. Hodson, in the endeavour to prevent 
the escape of the . enemy ; that .he arrived on the mornirig of the 24th instant;' 
and, ~hough most energetic and zealous, was unsuccessful in his efforts.· ' 

, . 

" Major Lawrence to the Resident at Lahore. 

,,' ," . Kohat, November 8, 1848. . 
WITH advertence t,o my letter o(the 25th ultini'o*;' detaUiniO' the occurrences 

which: lea to' my departnre from Peshawur, and arrival hete, report that, up 
M this date,.1 have not been· able to obtain from' Sirdar Sooltan Mahomed 
Khan ,<the written' agreement aTIuded'to in that communication~ nor 'have I, 
in~ any 'way) succeeded: in 'inducing h~ to fu,lfil his, promise, of conveying u~, 
to' a British' post. I, '. ' . ' 

" • It would seem >that the Birdar, having sncceeded in his project of ejecting' 
_s from· Peilhawur, and obtaining possession of our persons, has altogether lost 
si.ght of the solemn engagement upon which r chiefly relied in placing !llYse~ iII 
his power. " . • 

:, , I have written to him, repeatedly; without effect; and, for some days past, hiS " 
son, Sirdar Khoja Mahom~d, doubtless by orders, has evidently viewed us in the' 
light of prisoners; not permitting us to go abroad without a guard, and. having 
Oil!" residence vigilantly watched, day and night. The few urbobs, who accom
panied us from Peshawur, were quickly ordered to return, and the servants we 
left behind, have not, as yet, been allowed to join us. 

Such is their jealousy, and so vigilantly are we guarded, that, although only 
forty miles distant, we experience great difficulty in holding any communication 
with our friends at Peshawur, every man coming to, or going from, us, being 
strictly searched.. ' .. . 

. Sirdar Peer Mahomed lChan, on the 25th, having given up to the Sikhs 'the 
boats I placed under his charge, Sirdar Chuttur Sing, with ,some officers and a 
small escort, crossed the Indus at the Bazour ferry, near Jhangera, and made a 
formal.entry, under royal salutes, into Peshawur, on the 3rd instant--Rll the 
Barukzye brothers, aOll their sons, with the officers of the force, meeting him 
at 'different distances from the city. Colonel Khan Sing Rosa is said te be the 
chief of the Peshawur troops, and to have been made a Sirdar. 
. At a grand Durbar, Chuttur Sing made over the province to Sirdafil Sooltan 
Mahomed Khan and Peer Mahomed Khan, from whom he is said to have received 
between one and two lakhs of rupees for the gift; the latter was made ostensibly 
the"1'uler, though it 'is well known the former is virtually so. We are said to 
have been demanded, but the reply was, that we should be kept prisoners tin 
Lahore was taken, when we should be at the disposal of the Sikhs. 

The Barukzye brothers have., already commenced eolleeting the .revenue, 

• IndOlu", 8 in No. 40. 
al 

. 
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cancelling the year's sE!ttlement made by me, and levying all the taxes which 
we abolished; in short, they. have regularly assumed the reins of government, 
snd seem to consider they are not likely to be called upon to account fo~ their 
proceedings, their. followers, openly and insolently, declaring, that like 'as we 
gave up Cabool, so shall wePeshawur. . 1 .• . . \,~,;; 

N oor Mahomed Khan, second son of Srrdar I:looltan Mahomed Khan, 'ana 
')JlO)3t hostile to us, is reported to have proceeded to Cabool to obtain the 'cowl:' 
tenance and assistance of the Ameer Dost Mahomed Khan; but in this I' much 
doubt his success. .. "- -'" 

. The Sikh force,· consisting of about 1,400 cavalry, 5,00() illfantiy, and 
thirty field-gUns, is reported to have marched with Sirdar Chuttur Sing yesterday, 
leaving two Mahomedan regiments behind; a.~ also Sirdar Khan Sing, Majeetia, 
'and 200 or 300 Goorchurras. The Sirdar, it is saip, has, up to the present date, 
refused to join the rebels; why the regiments have been left, we have 'yet to 
learn. " .",., 

In conclusion, I regret to say that, till ,our troops reach Attock; J see no 
prospect of our liberation; that important fortress, I IJ,m happy to report, is not 
likely to fall into the rebels' hands, their anxiety, now, being to 'puBhan-to .' 
oppose the British army, at length said to be advancing. 

Inclosure 6 in No. 41. 
r 

Major-General Whish to the Adjutant-General. 
,-: ' •. J 

Camp, .Mooltan, November 12",1848. 
'" I WITHINtbese two days,' I have receivbd from Lieutenants Edwaj.de~ and Lake' 
documents which, in justice to the parties concerned, I think it right .to forlyard ~lo 
you, for submission to tbe Commander-in-Chief. ' . :";'" 
I ,His Lordship will observe that, from' tbe 31st ultimo, when the enemy first 
made their appearance in the vicinity of the camp of the allies, until the 6th installt 
illdusiye,' ,their loss was 37 killed nnd 144 wounded; and in' the action of Sooi;aj 
Koond, on the 7th instant, it was - killed, 3~ men. 10 horses; -wounded. 
172 'men. ,,' "c 

.. 'Vh~n t wrote my letter of the '9th instimt, 'I was not aware that'Second 
Lieutenant Paton, of Engineers. was on duty at OUf advanced post,'after·the"defec
tionof the Sikh Regular Regiment there. He was one of several indivilfual& wbo 
reported the circumstance to.me-{at about-2 .A.M.), but I.am glad to be "nabled to 
associate the above officer with Lieutenants Bunny and Pollock, as highly deserving 
of being brought to his Excellency's notice. 

Inclosure 7 iii No. 41. 

Major Edwardes to the Resident at Lahore, 

Camp, Sooraj Koond, November 10, J 848;1 
1 FORWARD my letters, together with a report of Lieutenant PollQc'k, 

88 furnished to Major-General Whish, commanding the Mooltan field force. ';. 
1 have nothing to add to the d,etails therein given, except that an _investi~ 

tion is now being instituted by General Cortlandt, illto the causes of the desertion 
from the Kuthar Mookhee regiment. . .' .:, ,,: 

It has been attributed, by some, to the slaughter of a cow by some MussUI
mans the night before, close to the Kuthar Mookhee tents; and, certainly, jbe 
circumstance caused some excitement at the moment, which subsided, on 1DY 
urestin" the offenders, and imprisoning them, under the terms of the a",<rI'eement 
(I believe .verbal, but strictly acted up to, by your predecessors at Lahore,) made 
between the British and Sikh G.overnments, in :March 18!l6.. ,'. 
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~, " In' this respect~ I have h~d a hard tllllk to rcc~ncile the riml claims of our 
numerous Mahomedan allies in the N awab's and my Olm forces, and of the Sikh 
~nd Hindoo sc;vants of the :purbar. The latter have a holy horror of shedding 
.& cow's blood, and the former a~ holy an appetite for beef. ThetrMtyobliges 
~~, ,as a magistrate in the-Punjab, to enforce against OUf frien!ls the most 
obnoxious prejudice of our enemies. . 
L, " •• Still mor~ difficult hllll it beel!, to. be .obliged t? request Major-G,eneral 
W blsh to forbid the slaughter of kine In his camp, In' order that' no hungry 

'.Mussulman, detected witll a steak, might tell me, that' he bought it in the 
,sbambIes of an European regiment. , ' 
; :' " , The general, howeycr, quite coincides with me in tpe duty of acting up to 
the treaty. , ' 
". " It, is remarkable that the Kuthar Mookhee regiment was the only one of 
,the three regular corps under General Cortlandt which was not with me in the 
: fights of Kiueyree and ~uddoosain: 

Inclosure 8 ill No. 41. 

Major Edwardes to :Major-General WhisT,. 

Camp, Sooraj Kooud, November 9, 1848. 
I FORWARD Lieutenant Pollock's report of the events of the night of 

the 6th of November, at the battery in front of your camp. 
'There is no doubt that the defection of the men of the Kuthar Mookhee 

,"8$ premeditated, as those WIIO went had packed up, and taken with them, their 
1II0st valuable property to the battery, which they would not have done, had they 
meant to return. 

! The number of the deserters was 220. At first, half the regiment W8$ 

, reported to have gone; but this originated in the conspirators having called on 
their other comrades to charge over the entrenchment, when the rebels approached; 

,whieh they did" but separated themselves from the traitors, and returned to 
their own camp, 8$ soon as they found out the truth. ' , , 

, ,The men were all Hindoo, and chiefly from Lucknow; and I am happy to 
.learn that,a large proportion of them.met a ~peedy and just retribution in the 

,!action of the next day, which their own treachery hurried on. ' 

Inclosure 9.in No, 41. 

Major Edwardes to Major-General Whish. 

• ' Camp, Sooraj Koond, November 9, 1848. 
I HAVE the honor to r.eport such details of the action of the 7th of 

November, as concerned the irregular auxiliary force under command of. 
myself and Lieutenant Lake. 

You will remember that it was decided, at the meeting of stafF-officers in 
your tent, between 4 and 6 A.1\{, Qn the 7th of November, that, as about half of 
one of General Cortlandt's regular regiments had deserted to the enemy during 
. the night, from the battery in front of your camp, it was not advisable to risk 
entrusting to the irregular force that part of the British attack for which they 

'had been told oft' over night; while, at the same time, an immediate victory was 
. deemed so indispensable as to require a single attack by the British column, 
which was finally arranged to come oft' at 10 AJII. 

- , 'I left your tent at about half-past 6, and had scarcely reached my own, 
• before a sharp musketry fire opened, at our advanced battery on the nulIah; 
, and, growing hotter and hotter, soon proved to be an open attack upon that post 
, by the rebels, in such force as, at one time, to drive completeI.)t back the 

., 500 Puthans who held it, and turn the inner flank of the eight-gun battery 
at the well, 400 yards in front of our camp. The conduct of the gunners, 
at this trying moment, deserves mention. They drew back their guns from the 
embrasures, and bringing them to bear on the enemy issuing from the nullah, 

312 
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discharged grape so rap~dly among them as to check the attack. It was only 
transferred, however, to tue bed and banks of the nullah;. and though I poured ' 
reinforcements on the point, the enemy also received such accession of numbers, 
that I deemed it right to let you know that the issue was doubtful, and an im.,. 
mediate diversion necessary. • , 

Scarce1y, however, had Dr. Cole taken you this message, when .General __ 
Cortlandt called on his other two regular regiments to prove themselves free 
from the treachery of ·the Kuthar Mookhee Pultun; a call readily answered by 
several,companies leaping over their entrenchments. Mr. Quin, my writer, as 
usual; led them on, and received a spent round shot in his chest, as he mounted 
the nullah, but one rib only was slightly injured. A close, hand to hand, conflict . 
ensued in the nullah; but a large body of Daoodpotras belonging to the army 
of N awab Bahawul Khan, at this moment, gave such timely assistance that tIie 
tide was turned, and, after a sharp fight of about half an hour, the rebels were 
expelled from the nullah, and in full retreat upon their own entrenchments, up 
to which they were chased by the victors. 

This successful repulse completely counterbalanced the effect of the defec
tion of the Kuthar, MOOkhee, and when (in a shorter time than we could have 
expected) your column came down to the rescue, I was able to promise Brigadier 
Markham, that, when he had made his detour, and closed with the enemy's left 
flank on the east of"the nullah, our force should assist him, by taking that share 
of the attack which was assigned it over night. Accordingly, when, aftei: a 
lengthened flank movement through the broken ground, most beautifully 
executed by the British troops, and watched, from the highest banks of the canal, 
by all our irregulars, with enthusiasm and admiration, the brigades. deployed 
upon the rehel flank; we waited only to give one hearty cheer to the cavalry, as 
they charged Moolraj's Goorchurras, and, then, ourselves formed into line, and 
advanceci np the west side of the nullah to the right of the enemy's entrench
ment, in itself a most difficult position, but carried with feeble. resistance, 
in consequence of the rebels being disheartened by one repulse already, and 
distracted by the British attack upon their left, which they had fondly deemed 
impregnable. • . • 

I regret to say, that the head of the British line reached the east side of the 
nullah as our irregulars arrived at the passage in the canal,which connected the 
entrenchment on the east and west, and a party of Sheik Emamooddeen's 
Rohillas disregarding, in the heat of the action, the order they had received to 
keep on their own side of the nullah, crossed over, and had captured a gun 
on the eastern bank, when they were mistaken, by the sepoys, for Moolraj's 
troops, and two were shot down, before the error could be explained. 

I deem it my duty to bring to your notice the noble conduct of a private of 
Her Majesty's 32nd foot, who, at this juncture, perceiving what was going on, 
leaped down the canal, and putting himself in front of my Puthans, faced the 
British troops, and waved his shacko on the end of his bayonet, as a signal . 
to cease firing: thus, many friendly lives were saved. The name of this brave 
man is Howell. • • 

It is only justice for me to mention, that Lieutenant Lake, in command 6f 
the Daoodpotras, and Lieutenant Pollock and'Mr, Hugo James, at the head 

. of the regqlar .regiments, led their men over, and into, the enemy's works, 
before General Cortlandt could extcicate the artillery from the water cuts in 
our front, so that the position was carried, without a round shot being fired. , 

Dewan Chunda Mull, in civil charge of the Nawab's army, was present 
throughout the, fight. Sheik Emamooddeen behaved very well with his men, 
as did also Dewan Jowahir Mull. 

The whole of my cavalry was, along with your reserve troop o( horse-arti!" 
lery, on the right rear of the enemy, and I trust gave you satisfaction.' . 

Our loss, on this day, was, I regret to say, severe (39 killed and 172 
wounded), and, during the cannonade from the rebel entrenchment, from the 1st 
:to the 6to1 of November, 37 killed and 144 wounded. The pa.tient fortitude with 
which this annoying fire, day and night, was endured, until the fitting moment 
for action arrived, was very.creditahle to an irregular force. , 

I cannot close this report, without acknowledging the indefatigable servic~ 
of Mr. Assistant-Surgeon Cole, who has, since July last, had upwards of 409 
wounded men of this force under his hands, and won gratitude and admiration 
fer European medical skill, in many a mountain home on the banks of the IndWj . 

• 
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His humanity, however, WII8, perhaps, never more conspicuous thanyesterda;,: 
when he saved the lives of many wounded Sikhs upon the field..' ~ 

No.1. 

RBTOBM of Killed in the Irregular Force, from the lst to the 6th of November • 

• 
Name of Camp. Killed. WOIWded. 

Sheik Emamooddeen'. 
men. horses. men. horses. .. .. · . .. . . 10 4 a7 . . 

, 
Poujdar Khan, Futteh Shere Khan, and Kaloo Khan's 9 .. 48 . . 

infantry . 
Ditto cavalry .. .. .. · . ... .. .. . .. .. 1 , 
General Cortlandt's dlfee regiments and artillery •• .. 8 2 26 .. 
Dewan Jowabir Mull Dutt .. · . .. .. 5 1 14 1 

Misr Sahib DyaJ'. camp of Rohill .. .. .. .. 3 .. 8 .. 
Nawab Bahawul Khan's force .. .. .. .. 2 1 15 .. 

87 8 148 2 

No.2. 

RBTURM of Ki11ed and Wounded on the 7th of November, 1848, in the action ofSooraj Koond. 

Name of Camp. Killed. Wounded. 

. . men. horses. men • horses. 
Sheik Emamooddeen'. .. .. .. .. .. 5 4 SO .. 

, 
Foujdar Khan, Futteh Shere Khan, and K aJoo Khan's 11 .. 41 · . 

infantry • 
Ditto cavalry .. .. .. .. . . . . 4 1 10 .. 

• 
General Cortlandt's three regiments a~d artillery •• .. 12 .. 49 .. 
Dewan Jowabir Mull Dutt .. '.' .. .. 2 5 S' · . . 
Mi.~ S.Ioib Dyal's camp of Rahill .. 

. 1 .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Nawab Babawul Khan's force .. .. . . .. 5 .. S8 . . . .• 89 10 172 · . 

, 

Inclosure IO ill No. 4 L 

Lieutenant Pollock to· Major Edwardes •. 

Camp, Sooraj Koond, Novemher 9,.1848. 

, 

AGREE.A.BL Y to your instructionsI left the irregular eamp,onMonday-nighb 
about 10 o'clock P.M., with the Kuthar Mookhee Regiment, 500 of your Murkhas, 
and about 1,000 of Bahawul Khan's men, the latter accompanied by Lieutenant 
Lake .. Lieutenant Paton of the Engineers came. also, to escort us to the British 
advanced battery. As our party approached the British camp, a sowar rode up 
to Lieutenant Lake,and, calling him aside, informed him that the Kuthar Mookhee 
Regiment had left their own party, and were going over to the enemy. As the 
men of that regiment were close behind us, and we knew the orders they had 
received, we concluded that the sowar' was laboring under a mistake, and 
continued our march . 

. On arriving at the battery, we found that the guns were being withdrawn·, 
and proceeded to post our people in the trenches, previously guarded by the re
gulars, placing more men at each point than they had done, our party being 
considerably stronger. When our arrangements for the defence of the positio~ . 

• \Yith the exception or two Horse Artillery guus, under Lieutt'nant Buony, on the left of the • 
battery. . 
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wer~ c~mpl~ted,Lieutenant Lake retumed to cam}!, to' p~epare fort~e atia~~' 
that. had been settled to take plac~ next momi.ng. . , " .', ")I:~ ,~' 

At about 12 P.M. Colonel Budimath, of the Kuthar Mookhee Reglmellt, came 
to the centre of the battery where j..ie1!tenant Paton, A.nd myself were lying, and 
told me that our people were talking among theinselves, and murmuring against 

.' the withdra;wal of the heavy guns. I told him to return, and comfort them with' 
the assurance, that, in the morning; guns would be sent from our camp, and that 
we need be under no apprehension of an attack, as our party was a mucb
stronger one than the British had considered necessary to detach for the same 
duty. Sirfiraz Khan was with me from the first, with some of his men, and I 
told .him, also Dewan Sing, and my orderlies, to visit the different posts, and 
reassure ,our soldiers. About half all, hour had elapsed, when Colonel lludimatb 
returned, evidently alarmed, and told me that the mlln were leaving: . lIe sug
gested that he hinlself should return to camp, and apprize General Cot:1:1aniltQf 
the'state of affairs. , This I agreed to, and he left me. ' " " ", 

, Very soon after this, Sirfiraz's people and my orderlies cried out t<i,'Wl t~ 
look out, and, starting up, we heard firing, and shouting, in front of the battery. 
After a few minutes firiTlg on both sides, other men came running' fro~ the 
trenches; to say tha~ six companies c;>f the Kuthar Mookhees had gone over to the 
enemy, and 'that only th~ l\Iussulman, portion of the, corps were staunch; '01,\ 
hearing this, Lieutenant Paton offered to go off to General Whish, to teU bim'the 
news, and receive instructions. , When he had ridden off, I sent 'messengers'ttl 
you and to General Cortlandt, and sent a strong party to Lieqtenant Bunrty;' in 
case the guns should be attacked. The natives who Were round me at the time 
of the defection, say that they heard the Kuthar Mookhees called, by 'name, 'froID. 
tbe front. '. ' • " ,;' ' , ' ", ','" .. " , 

When the firing had ceased, I went to consUlt with'i .. ieutenantBunn1 on the 
left, Sirfiraz Khan and the others accompanying me. I remained with Lieutenant 
Bunny for about an hour and a half, expecting that the enem.t, directly they 
beard our critical position, would' attack us.' During this time, as far as " 
know, not one of Bahawul Khan's'men or yours 'left his post lrlthoutorders, 
ana I have great pleasure in recording their excellent and soldierly behaviour 
at so trying a time; behal'iour which I feel sure you will not allow to pass un:
noticed. Sirfiraz Khan I would II!-ention, in particular,as desemng praise; be 
with his people, as I before mentioned, were with me from the commencement, 
and I consider the good order that was preserved, where such a scene of confu;" 
sion might have been expected, mainly attributable to him. ", ' • . 

General Whish; . on·first hearing what had happened, sent a squad'ronoi 
cavalry under Lieutenant Mulcaster, to assist in withdrawing ·the guns, but,'on 
his arrival, Lieutenant Bunny nobly refqsed to abandon me at such a timer 
Shortly after, Lieutenant Paton returqed with the pickets of the Britisb camp, 
which, after an interview with the General, he had kindly asked out. Had 
it not been for Lieutenant Paton's zeal on our behalf, reinforcements could not 
have reached us nearly so soon. ' ,'. 

From facts I have since heard, I have no doubt that the Poorbeab Hin"
doos of the Kuthar Mookhee corps, had arranged,' beforehand, tbat their de
sertion should take place at this post, and, had an opportunity offered, I 
have as little doubt that I should, with the other two officers, have been 
killed, or taken over to tbe enemy. . , . 

In -conclusion, I have only to mention that I remained at the battery 
till about 6 o'clock A.M., when I returned to you for orders, and arrived in 
time to see the enemy's attack. " 

Inclosure.ll in No. 41. 

IMutenant Lake to the Resident at Lahore • 

. - Camp, 800raj Koond, November 9, 1848. 
. I FORWARD the copy of my letter to Major-General Whish, C.B. de
tailing the occurrences in wbich the Bahawulpore army took a part, dur~ng 
the late attack upon Moolraj's entrenched position. I was well satisfied with 

• the conduct of all parties, but more particularly with the behaviour of Dewan 
• 
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Chunda Mull, the Nawab's principal officer, of Moizoddeen Khan, a Cbm
mandant of eighteen hundred, and ofKhoora Buksh, Shere Khan,.and Mondoo 
Khan,. ~ ~omman~ers of. three h~n~ed. I. should be glad if, by addressing 
thesE! mdiVIduals direct, or by bnngmg theIr names to the favorable notice 
~f,: ~~~ l~ ~lVab, ,rou cou:l~ le~ them know that their services were appreciated.; 

Inclosure 12 inNo. 41. 

Lieutenant Lake to Major-General Whish. 

Ib",' , ,,' ,.... ," " Camp, Sooraj Koond,NOfJetnber 9, 1848.· 
_ "1'_ 4S by the plan of attack determined upon by you, against Moolraj's 
ejitrll!lc'hed 'position, the duty of protecting the British advanced post, during 
the mght of the 6th, devolved upon the irregular force, I proceeded at 9 P.M. 
to ~l).at. pOst, to make arrangements for its occupation. The party' told off for 
this ,duty we:e 500 ,of Lieutenant Edwardes' Irregulars; 1000 of the BahawulT 
pore troops, and the Kuthar Mookhee Regiment, all placed under the comman!I 
!)f .r..ieu~nant Pollock. It was mi4night before the parties were properly 
po~ted ;and", as the ,enemy were then perfectly quiet, I returned to camp, that 
.I might be present, with the main body of illy troops,. during' the contemplated 
!l~taek on the 7th. F?r an' account of wbat occurred after my departure, 1 
would: refer you to Lieutenant Pollock; I cannot, however, but express my 
Sa,tiSfaction at the conduct of the Bahawulpore detachment, who, when they 
fOUlld themselves deserted by large numbers of the Kuthar Mookhee, not 
only showed no inclination to abandon their post, but repelled' an attack made 
llpol)" t4~mby. the Sil¢s. This I attribute. to Lieutenant Pollock's gallant 
~I'nd~ct. who was with them on this trying occasion"and, by his example, 
restOred conil.dence to all parties. '. . 
; .:' The defection of the Kuthar Mookhee soldiers became generaiIy knmm by 
dRjll ""Mof the 7th, and produced a very disheartening effect upon the whole of 
j;l\e,,¥awab's anny .. Some ofliis officers counselled an immediate retreat, and 
separaF~pn . from the rest of the Irregular force ; at tbis juucture; Moolraj's 
~roop~ made. an ,attack upon our advanced post. Our men gave way; the 
rej.nforc,ements I ordered to their support, did not !Dove with alacrity; . our 
posl~ion, seemed to be in imminent danger; when, sonie of General Cortlandt's 
guns opened grape upon the enemy's advancing column, upon which, at the 
B&n:u~ .timll, . ~ flanking fire, was broilght, by a party of ~aoodpotras I sent across 
the, nullah.. The enemy, who had, ,hitherto, advanced,now halted, 'when a 
simultaneous rush, made by some R6hillas, and some companies of' General 
CortIaqdt's regiments, decided the, struggle, and the rebels fled in confusion to 
their own trenches.' , ' 
:.,., .. When, at. a later period in the day, the British troops had crossed the 
nullah in front of our camp, and advanced to the attack, the Bahawnlpore army, 
also, moved down, with the remainder of the irregular force,' and occupied the 
:enemy's trenches directly in their front. They met with little, or no, resistance. 
( .: During the day, the Babawnlpore army suffered a 10ss_ of five killed and 
,tliirty-eight wounded; of these, the greater number of casualties occurred 
'during the attack on our own camp. , . 
,. ,On this occasion, as on every other, I derived the greatest assistance from 
Pel:~.ibraheem Khan, the native agent. I feel I cannot speak. too highly ot 
hls exertions, not ouly on the 7th, but for six days preceding. . 

It would be out of place to bring to your notice the conduct of those 
officerS of the Nawab's army, who distinguished-themselves on this occasion. 
I cannot, however, omit' mentioning that, during the attack on our camp, Dewan 
Chunda Mull (the Nawab's chief officer) behaved with the greatest courage 
and presence pf mind. 
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Inclosure 13 .in No. Ill. 
• 

Lieutenant Taylor to the Re~dent at Lahore. 

. Eaakhail, November 13, 1848. 
I FEAR it is very unlikely that the Sirdar will allow Major Lawrence to 

leave Kohat.· . 
• The present aspect of affairs confirms, to a great extent, the suspicions which, 
I believe, have previously been entertained,that the interruption to Mrs. 
Lawrence's first journey did not occur without design, but had, probably, been 
planned by the Sirdar hlmself, before Mrs. Lawrence left Peshawur. If such be 
the case, there is little chance of his giving his .prisoners up, now, when his 
designs are, to all appearance, progressing successfully.' • 

I am now within eighteen coss of Kalabagh, which is thirty coss trom Kohat; 
a foot traveller -can do the whole distance in two days, and Major Lawrence's 
letter, dated the 9th, reached' me on the 12th. Mullick AUyar Khan is most 
ready to lend every assistance, in his own district of Kalabagh, to the retreating 
party, and has beats ready for their accommodation; and above him again, on 
the Kohat road., Mustapha Khan, of Shukur Durrah, is equally willing to assist, 
and has written to assure me of his arixiety to be of use to Major Lawrence, 
&c.· The Fort of Esakhail surrendered to Gholam Hussun Khan, commanding 
.the irregula.r force now with me, the day before I marched in. In a few days, 
all the boats above Dera Ismael Khan, and below Attock and its ferries, will, I 
hope, be in our hands; a good many of them are already so. The garrison of 
the strong little fort of Lukkee, in Murwut, consisting of 400 or more men, 
with 2 Jinsee guns, a mortar, and zumboorahs, are treating for its surrender, and, 
at any rate, could do notbing in the open field against this force; and thus, trom 
Kalaba~h to Bahawulpore, the journey might be performed without fear of moles
tatjon, and you may judge, therefore, of my bitter disappointment at finding tbat 
the whole scheme is likely to be baffled by the double dealing of this faithless 
Affghau. I still, however, hope that when he hears that I am so near, he will, 
for very shame, and fear of the consequences of the displeasure of our Govern
ment, think bis wisest course lies in complying with Major Lawrence's, now often 
reiterated, demand, to be conveyed in safety to Kalabagh. I shall eventually go 
to tbe last-named place. .I believe AUyar Khan is quit~ to be trusted, but I have 
thought it prudent, first, to summoD his son who was with me in Bunnoo. I 
should pot be justified in endangering my own liberty. in these times, to procure 
the liberation of others, whose lives are, I trust, perfectly safe. 

I inclose a moorasila, addressed by me, to-day, to Sirdar Sooltan Mahomed 
Khan, in which I have endeavoured to warn him that, assistance being 80 

near, he can have no excuse for not fulfilling his promises to Major Lawrence; 
that the whole state of the case will: in a few days, be known to you; that 
,the matter is a much. more important one thim he may think ; and that his 
fllture good name, with Englishmen, will depend, entirely, on his conduct in it. 

1 have, to-day, sent a party of horse to' Kalabagh, to ,conduct my dak, 
collect, and despatch the boats, &c.; the latter I mean to take down to Dera 
Ismael Khan; and their absence will, I hope, secure this province from annoy
ance, except indeed from Pesbawur itself. 

I had the satisfaction of inclosing to Sirdar Sooltan Mahomed Kban a 
letter of Gholam Kadir Khan, addressed to Sheik Shahahudeen, describing, 
ill familiar, but graphic, terms the late disgraceful dereat of Moolraj's troops a.t 
Mooltan, the gallantry of the English troops, and speedy flight of their enemies; 
the paltry loss of the former, and heavy punishment of the latter: This will 
encourage the Sirdar as to the ascendant fortune of his new :&iends,· lind may 
not be without its effect. " . 

. It will be greatly the Sirdar's wish to force me quickly to retire from this, 
that his excuse of danger on the road may hold good, and, if th~ are troops to 
be spared from the Peshawur or Bunnoo columns, (the latter hill?, I have just 
heard, at length crossed the Jhelum, at Korat, 46 coss trom this) he may do 
so, especially as the .river, trom Att"ck to Kalabagh, is now open for boats; but 
now, during t.he next ten days, he might, with ease, send t.he whole party to Kala
bagh, in safety, and from that place I can be answerable for them. If he fllilij, to 
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avail himself of tile opportunity, no subsequent events can remove the responsi
bility from his shoulders .. 

. I have received your directions to consider the" bringing away Mrs. Lawrencc, 
the sole object of my expedition." At one time, I hoped that I might be fortunate 
enough to assist the. retreat of the whole party, but a new and formidable 
difficulty has arisen, which, I fear, is likely to frustrate the attempt. All that I 
am doing in the way of settling this district, and trying to bring Murwut under 
control, I look upon as mere by-play; but if it results in clearing the atmos
phere of those two districts from the presence of the enemy, and enabling a small 
irregular force to hold them, and collect their revenues; hold all the boats of the 
Indus, /i'om Kalabagh downwards; and make the annoyance of these well
disposed provinces the work of a considerable force; the time and trouble 
expended on it will not be thrown away .. The instant that, I hear, distinctly, that 
there is no hope of succeeding, in any degree, in the real object of my journey, I 
shall tum my thoughts rearwards, and, making the best arrangements I can, for 
the management of these districts, wend my own way back to Mooltan. 

I wrote, many days ago, to Lieutenant Herbert, in Attock, say;ng that I was 
totally ignorant of his state and prospects, and merely wrote to tell him that the 
river route was open, if he wished to take it. 

Esakhail, November 14, 1848. 
P.S. Late last night, one of Allyar Khan's men arrived, sent by the Mullick 

himself, to inform me that, on Major Lawrence transmitting to the Sirdar, who 
was at Peshawur, my first letter, with the request to be immediately conveyed 
to Kalabagh, the latter sent off two of his sons to Kohat, with directions to. 
convey the males of the party, Major Lawrence, Lieutenant Bowie, and Dr. 
Thompson, at once, to Peshawul'. The Mullick's man had himself gone on Friday, 
the 10th, to Kohat, to gain information, and arriving there, in the afternoon, found 
that Major Lawrence and the rest had been carried off, in the morning. Sirdar 
Chuttur Sing is reported to be still at Peshawur, but Sooltan Mahomed Khan, 
false double-dealing intriguer as he is, cannot, I trust, prove cowardly ruffian 
enough to surrendel' the man who procured his release from irksome durance at 
Lahore, and restored him to his home, into the hands of the Sikhs. The rights 
of hospitality and faith, sworn to on the Koran, are things held iq. some esteem, 
even by the Affghan Sirdars, and, if he violates them, I trust he will render his 
own ruin as certain as it will be deserved. I am induced to think that knowing· 
how feasible the plan for bringing off the party was, and how little excuse he 
.would have for not performing his part of the matter, he has invented some new 
difficulty to serve as a pretext for removing his prisoners from the neighbourhood 
of help; and I fear my attempt has merely led to the division of the previously 
.comparatively happy party at Kohat, and, perhaps, the substitution of the 

_ Peshawur fort for a prison-house, in place of the quiet little country house at 
Kohat. I did not think Sooltan Mahomed Khan fool enough to pin his faith on 
men who have been defeated, six times, in the last eight months, and, in ilie course 
of those operations, have lost seventeen pieces of cannon. 

I have just sent men to Peshawur, to ascertain the fate, and prospects, of 
the captives. 

Inclosure 14 in No. 41. 

Major Lawrence to Lieutenant Herbert. 

Camp, Peshawur, November 13, 1848. 
SIRDAR SOOLTAN lIUJIOMED KHAN having given myself, 

Lieutenant Bowie, and Mr. Thompson, over to Sirdar Chuttur Sing, we 
arrived in ilie Sikh camp, on the 11th instant, where we were received by 
Sirdar Chuttur Sing, who met us at some miles distance, with several 
officers of rank, and paid us every honorary attention. ' 

Weare strictly guarded, but otherwise well treated in every respect; and 
as Sirdar Chuttur Sing has promised to have my family safely conducted to 
Jummoo, Syedpore, RawuI Pindee, or any other secure position, deeming it 
desirable that we should be altogether, I have given Mrs. Lawrence the option 
of joining me, which I expect she will do to-morrow. 

3K' 



The Sirdar .has sent to me, this morning, to say, that ·he is most anxious to 
save the shedding of blood, and, therefore, hopes that I will tell you, that he 
knows, under the circumstances of your position, having no men on whom you 
,can depend; and already more than 100 having deserted, you have no chance 
of holding Attock, till relieved by our troops; and that he recommends you 
either joining uS,or withdrawing as best you can. He even promises that 
lYou and the N ezamoodowlah Mahomed Oosman Khan, shall be conveyed in 
safety, at once, to Lahore. 

Of course, situated as I am, I can give you no orders: you must be the 
best judge of your own position, and the means of holding it, and will, therefore, 
act entirely on your own judgment. There are no erasures, or interlineations, 
in this letter. 

Inclosure 15 in No. 41. 

Lieutenant Herbert to the Resident at Lahore. 

Attock, November 14, 1848. 
DEEMING .the defence of this post, of great importance, I have taken 

upon myself the responsibility of offering large rewards to the garrison,. should 
they prove faithful to the last. . 

I received a letter from Sirdar Chuttur Sing, advising me to leave Attock, 
and plnce myself in his power; promising to treat me with every respect. I 
replied, that I had no intention of quitting the fort, until I received orders from 
Maharajah Duleep Sing, and yourself. 

Inclosure 16 in No. 41. 

Lieutenant Herbert to Major Lawrence. 

Attock, NOIJemb8J" 14, 1848. 
WITH regard to my own position, I am perfectly confident that, with the 

help of God, I can hold out Attock, for a length of time. I have a strong 
garrison of Mahomedans, inimical to the very name of the Sikhs, at whose 
hands they have suffered severely, and who have all sworn upon the Koran to 
stand firm by me to the last. 

I have, moreover, received a note from the Resident, dated the 2nd of 
November, from which, I learn, that a large force had then crossed the Ravee, 
and was moving up. 

We feel confident of the arrival of succours in a few days. 

Inclosure 17 in No. 41. 

Lieutenant Herbert to the Resident at Lahore. 
November: 1848. 

A LITTLE before midnight on the 9th instant, I received information from 
my sentries, that the enemy had brought some guns to the neighbourhood of 
the fort of Khyrabad; and, immediately proceeding to the nearest spot, I saw 
some figures moving about, as if employed erecting a battery; and directed a few 
round shot to be fired, intending to hinder their work; but, reflecting that this 
object could scarcely be effected, I desisted from what might be a mere waste 
of ammunition. 

:t~arly yesterday morning, they opened a .fire from four gun.s, w~ch I am 
happy to say that my artillerymen returned With good heart, firing With great 
precision. This continued for some time, but, unfortunately, the carriages of 
all the guns (four) which I could bring to bear upon the enemy's batteries, failed 
from age, .&c" and became for the time horll de combat. They were, however, 

• Without dale •. 
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repaired during the day and night. The enemy kept up a desultory fire all 
day, doing, I am thankful to say, no material injwy. 

The main camp was halted yesterday, but, early ~his morning, it moved SUo 

as to lie close under the hills. Some men have been 'about, as if arranging 
spots to erect batteries, and a few shells were fired upon the fort, from a. gun in 
a hollow, screened from sight. 

I presume they will endeavour to erect batteries on the land side, during 
the course of the ensuing night. 

I should take this opportunity to report that, having received frequent 
hints that Commander Futteh Khan W8.11 in correspondence with the enemy, 
and meditated treachery, I deemed it absolutely necessary, a few days ago, to 
send him from the fort. 

I gave the artillerymen (except the Sikhs whom I expelled) the option of 
accompanying him to the Sikh camp, or remaining to serve the British Govern
ment, promising that, if they accepted the latter, they should be considered 
entitled to the rewards given to the soldiers of the Company's army. 

I have, also, given a promise of reward, and protection, to the Puthans and 
their families, for service to the end of the war, and they have, in return, sworn 
fidelity on the Koran . 

. Your private letter of the 2nd instant to Major Lawrence has just reache~ 
and the news contained in it of the advance of troops, is most acceptable, and 
has given & stimulus to all. 

Inclosure 18 in No.4!. 

Lieutenant Taylor to the Resident at LahO'1'e. 

Esakhail, November 18, 1848. 
I FORWARD a letter, received this morning, from Mullick Allyar Khan 

of Kalabagh, inclosing a communication from a private friend of his own at 
Kohat, from which it appears that Sirdar Sooltan Mahomed Khan has actually 
been villain enough to give up the whole of his prisoners to Sirdar Chuttuf 
Sing. I can scarcely yet believe it; another day will bring me intelligence 
from Peshawur itself, I hope. A havildar of the guides whom I dispatched 
many days ago, has been seen making his way back to me; he will be able to 
give me certain information on the subject. The impression among those 
about me is, that Chuttur Sing has insisted on this, in order that he may nego. 
tiate the release of his son Golab Sing, and of the Ranee. I remember, when 
Sirdar Chuttur Sing first rebelled, on my expressing to Sirdar Jhunda Sing, 
connected with the former by marriage, or rather betrothal, my astonishment 

. at so old and wise a man being guilty of so rash a step, he replied, that it was 
certainly" very extraordinary so wise a man, and hitherto so faithful, and the 
devoted servant of the Ranee." 1 took no notice of the remark, at the time, 
bllt have since thought it might prove the key to Chuttur Sing's conduct, 
during the whole affair. 

When the news, received to-day, is confirmed, my object in remaining 
here will be removed, and I intend to proceed, vii1 Lukkee, to Dera Ismael 
Khan, and from thence to Mooltan, in time to meet the Bombay columns. 

The officers of the Lukkee garrison have come in to me, and, I believe, 
fully intended to give up the fort, but, on returning to do so with my thannah, 
tbe soldiers manned the walls, and told them to keep off. This is extremely 
inconvenient, as the garrison is strong; they have two guns, a mortar, and 
zumhoorahs, and a strong little lort to defend, while this irregular force has no 
means and appliances for taking it; as, however, the whole of tbe Mullicks of 
M urwut have come in to me here, and have professed their perfect allcgiance, 
I intend to march into the district to assume the civil management of it, with
out reference to the recusant thannah in the fort; I think the latter will yield 
after a time, and then tbe gain will be great, as all enemies will be cleared 
out of this side of the river, and, with the boats removed, all will be safe. 

Meer Alum Khan, the rebel occupant of Duleepgurh in Bunnoo, writes 
to me that he is only holding the fort till I come, but that he would not ad\"ise 
my coming, just at present, as there are thousands ofWuzeerees aDd Dourees 

3K2 
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collected round, and about, him, with the intention of razing the fort to ·the 
ground; for the present, therefore, he, Alum Khan, will protect the fort, and 
the Government property in it, till Mooltan has fallen, and we have leisure to' 

. come and take our own, when he will he most happy to surrender aU. I have 
written him a suitable answer, and told him to meet me with the rest of the 
Bunnoo Mullicks, if I summon them to Lukkee, which I have not yet done: 
I have received communications from all the rest of the Bunnoo Mullicks. . 

The Mu\Jicks of Murwut were with me this evening, and asked anxiously 
when the order for cow· killing was coming out, which they seemed to think 
was unnecessarily delayed.' . . ; 

Inclosure 19 in No. 41. 

Major Edwardes to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Soora] ](oond, November 19, 1848. 
IT is with' great regret I forward to you letters from Major George 

Lawrence and. Lieutenant Taylor, conveying the melancholy intelligence that 
the former officer is, a second time,' a hostage in the hands of Affghans; lind 
Lieutenant Bowie and Mr. Thompson with him. Mrs. George Lawrence; 
her maid servant, and Mrs. ThollJpson, are still at Kohat, and 1 gather froni 
this circumstance, that the object of Sooltan Mahomed Khan in sending 
for the gentlemen of the party, was not to give them up, as requested, to 
Sirdar Chuttur Sing, but to prevent their making arrangements for escape 
with the ladies. 

Lieutenant Taylor relies upon Koran honor and hospitality to bind the 
Barukzyes in defending the Jives of onr . countrymen. These, I am afraid, 
would be feeble ties; but we llJay rely, with considerable confidence, on so 
wary an intriguer as Sooltan Mahomed. not closing, hopelessly, behind him 
the door Of reconciliation with the English. The man who preserved, at one 
time, the complete friendship of two such deadly enemies, Maharajah Golab 
Sing, and Raja Lal Sing, is not likely to throw bis whole weight into one 
scale, though tempted with such a bait as Peshawur. . 

It is a great comfort to think that similar considerations will secure our 
countrywomen from everything but the mental anxiety attending separation 
from friends and home. 

The train of thought which this Dew turn of affairs naturally induces, 
leads me to mention, that it iSDo secret amoDg the Affghan merchants, now 
coming down from Khorassan, that Ameer Dost Mahomed Khan is enlist
ing soldiers to some extent; and gives out that they are to collect revenue in 
the neighbourhood of Jellalabad. 

Inclosure 20 in No.4!. 

Mr. Lawrence to the Resident at Lahore. 

November 22, 1848. 
I, YESTERDAY, received information from Mr. Barnes, the Deputy

Commissioner. from Noorpoor, that the fort of Puthankote had been attacked 
by a large body of Sikh insurgents, who were said to have five 0\' six guns, to 
Dumber upwards of 1000 horse and foot, and who were expecting reinforce
ments from the Baree Doab. On receivmg this information, I made a forced 
march, this morning, of 30 miles, and arrived here at 11 A.)I. I am given to 
understand by Mr. C. Saunders, that Major Simpson of the 29th Native In-

. fan try had received an express from Mr. Barnes calling for assistance, and 
that the Major had marched with seven companies towards Puthankote, and 
had applied to Major Wintle of the 1lst Native Infantry at Boodeepind, to 
supply a wing of that regiment, for the protection of Hajeepore. Mr. G. Barnes 
had written to Major Ferris, commanding the Hill Corps, to move 300 men on 
Noorpoor, and I sent an express, last night, for the whole regiment to march. 

At the present moment, I cannot calcula~e that more than 300 infantry 
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from Kangra, and 500 from Hajeepore, are advancing on Puthankote, with the 
disadvantage of this latter place being so situated, that the two forces can 
hardly join, without being attacked, singly, by an enterprising enemy. 

I leave this, to-morrow morning, for Mookerian, with four guns of the Euro-" 
pean troop of Horse Artillery, which, at my request, Colonel Wilkinson has 
placed at my disposal, and with 300 men of Major Hodgson's Sikh Corps. 

I have, also, after consulting with that officer,. written to Kurtapore, for 
one squadron of the 10th Cavalry to march on Mookerian, and shall take them.. 
on, or not, with reference to the information I acquire there. If I find that the 
rebels are in great force, and that more troops are necessary, I shall propose to 
the officer commanding I!ot Hajeepore, to place one company in the fort of 
Mookerian to guard the ladies of the corps and valuable property, and to take 
OD. the four companies with us. 

I understand that the insurgents are reported to have with them Lal Sing, 
Morareea, Bisemer Sing, and other petty Sirdars, as well as Ram Sing, the SOil 

of the Noorpoor vuzeer. It is said that they have plundered Sojanpore, and 
other places in the Sikh territory, as well as several of the British villages on 
the frontier. 

I take the liberty of suggesting that, while the Commander-in-Chief and· 
so large a portion of the army are engalSed, beyond the Chenab, and probably, 
eventually, on the other side of the Jhelum, it would be expedient to have a 
brigade moving up and down the northern portion of the Baree Doab, between 
Deenanuggur and Buttala, and another bri~ade of the reserve force at Puti, 
so as to command its southern portion. These troops would, thus, overrun the 
whole of the Baree Doab, and yet protect our own territory. It is the general 
opinion among intelligent natives who are well inclined to Government, that 
the Sikhs will endeavour to avoid pitched battles, but break up into small 
detachments, to ravage and plunder the country, uniting when it may ap,pear 
advantageous, and separating when pursued. If such should be the case, it is 
of great moment that the frontier, and rear of the scene of operations, should be 
well secured. " , 

I, further, beg to add, that the frontier, from ~ owshera on the Beas, up to 
the Hills, is completely exposed to depredation. There are, still, but three 
companies at N oorpoor, no portion of which are available for the field. The 
Irregular Cavalry corps, which was stationed at Mookerian, has gone on service, 
leaving but 40 men, I hear, ill their lines, some of whom are temporarily unfit 
for service. Any force moving towards Puthankote,labors under the disadvan
tage of having to cross the Beas, and march with their flank exposed, and, 
therefore, should have a respectable cavalry force with them. In the whole 
Doab, there is now but the 10th Light Cavalry, ,a wing of which is at Jullnn
duro and another at Kurtarpore; I would suggest·that the one at Kurtarpore 
be transferred to Mookerian, until the irregulars returned from service. 

Inclosure 21 in No. 41.' 

·The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary with the Governor-General • . 
Lahore, November 23, 1848. 

IT is with very great regret that I forward letters, this day received from 
Major Edwardes at Mooltan, and Lieutenant Taylor at Esakhail, on the 
Indus, reporting the removal of Major Lawrence. Lieutenant Bowie, and Sub
Assistant Surgeon Thompson, from Kohat to Peshawur, on the night of the 
11th .instant. 

A'servant of Syud Ali Reza Kham, one of our Affghan pensioners, 
residing at Lahore. al'rived from Peshawnr, about an hour before I recei,'ed 
Major Edwardes' lettel'. He was with Major Lawrence at Kobat, and was 
present when he arrived at Peshawur, on the 12th instant: his account is 
very circumstantial. From this man's statement, which appears true, there 
seems no doubt that Sooltan Mahomed Khan has really made over Major 
Lawrence, Lieutenant Bowie, and Dr. Thompson, to Sirdar Chuttur Sing. 

It is scarcely to be believed, that the perfidious Affghan would do this; 
the motives mentioned by Major Edwardes would, one would have thought, 
have prevented him. He must really believe that the Sikhs are likely 
to be shortly more powerful in the Punjab, than the British. 
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Inclosure 22 in No. 41. 

The Resident at Lahore to Mr. LaW'T'e1!ct!. 

Lahore, Novem1Jer 24, 1848. 
ON the receipt, of your letter yesterday morning, mentioning the 

report of a force being at Puthankote, r wrote off to Lieutenant Hodson, who, 
with Brigadier Wheeler's brigade, would be at Kullalwala, in the Rechna. 
Doab, not very far distant from Puthankote, to make' arrangements for your 
support, and to put himself in communication with you; and I haye now sent 
off your letter to Brigadier Wheeler, directing him to move up to the Ravee, 
and cross to your aid. 

I have urged on the Commander-in-Chief the necessity for employing 
Brigadier Wheeler'S force, on the two sides of the Ravee, and I am forming two 
small brigades to move about the Baree Doab, which will be ready as soon as 
the 9th Irregulars arrive at Lahore. In the meantime, Brigadier Wheeler'a 
force on the Ravee will, I trust, be all that is requisite. 

I authorize your removing the wing of the lOth Light Cavalry from Kurtar
pore to Mookerian, if, notwithstanding the arrangements I have mentioned 
above, you consider it desirable to do so. 

Inclosure 23 in No. 41. 

The Resident at Lahore.to the Commander-in-Chief. 

Lahore, November 24, ] 848. 
I FORWARD a correspondence regarding a band of insurgents 'who are 

reported to have attacked Puthankote, on the Hill frontier of the Jullundur 
districts. Puthankote is on the Ravee, not very far from Deenanuggur; and 
Brigadier Wheeler at Kullalwala is well situated to reinforce, and support, Mr. 
Lawrence. I am in hopes t~at Mr. Lawrence will have ascertained the positiQn of 
Brigadier Wheeler's force, and will have called on that officer direct for assistance. 

These occurrences prove the justice of what I urged on your Lordship,
the necessity for Brigadier' Wheeler's force remaining, for the present, in the 
neighbourhood of the Ravee, ready to put down petty insurgents, on both 
hanks of that river. 

Inclosure 24 in No. 41. 

Raja Shere Sing and the Sirdars of his Camp to the Resident at Lcehore. 

Ramnuggur, November 24, 1848. 
THE British have obtained for themselves a far spread reputation, by the 

kindness they have shown, in bestowing upon various illustrious persons extensive 
revenues; as, for instance, the King of Lucknow, for whose support a large sum 
wa.q settled, which he is allowed to enjoy in peace and security, and ill no instance 
has any breach of faith taken place. 

Maharajah Runjeet Sing, till the time of his death, preserved an undi
minished friendship with the British, for the space of thirty-five years, in which 
he wa.~ imitated by Maharajah Khurruck Sing, Koonwur Nao Nehal Sing, and 
Maharajah' Shere Sing. After the SutIej campaign, in which the Khalsa army 
Buffered a becoming punishment, for. having broken the friendship which, till 
that time, had subsisted, the Governor-General, having at heart the welfare of 
the Maharajah's kingdom, made a new treaty. 

It is strange, indeed, that, notwithstanding the efforts of the Khalsa, and 
the good faith of the British, the present disturbances have taken place. The 
reason, however, is to be found in the evil dealing, and faithlessness, of the mem
l>ers of the Durbar, who have neither regarded the credit of their own kingdom, 
nor respected the good name of the British. 
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Should the British desire to know the whole particulars, they will find them 
in the annexed points, which will clearly show the origin of all the disturbances 
which have arisen. When these remarks are taken ~arefully into consideration" -
and with a view to the stability of Maharajah Duleep Sing's kingdom, and the 
preservation of the good name of the British. these disturbances will, imine- • 
diately. be put a stop to. 

Detail of points urged by Raja Shere Sing and the Sirdars of his Camp. 

Mahamjah Runjeet Sing preserved an unbroken friendship with the British, 
fOl' the space -of thirty-five years, without regard to expense. or loss. to himself. 
At the time of the Cabool {)8.mpaign, he deputed Koonwur Nao Nehru. Sing and 
the principru. Sirdars of the Rtate, _to accompany the British troops to Peshawur. 
with orders to afford every possible aid and assistance. This he did, under the 
impression that it would tend to strengthen the friendship which existed between 
him and the British Government. . 

In like manner, Maharajah Khurruck Sing and Koonwur Nao Nehru. Sing 
kept up the friendly relations which had existed previously; on Mr. Clerk sending 
for the Ghilzies, they were immediately forwarded under the care of Fakeer 
Azeezooddeen; and, subsequently, on Mr. Clerk's request, Sirdar Sooltan 
Mahomed Khan was sent to him, by Koonwur Nao Nehal Sing's orders, under 
charge of Dewan Hakim Raee. 

Subsequently, Maharajah Shere Sing sent his troops under Sirdar Golab Sing, 
Povindea, to accompany the British army to Cabool; while, at the same time, 
Koonwur Purtab Sing and Raja Golab Sing were deputed to Peshawur to give 
assistance in procuring supplies, ammunition, &c. This friendly aid was given, 
until the arrivru. of the British troops at Ferozepore. • 

In the treaty made with Maharajah Runjeet Sing, it was arranged that the 
Sikh Government should have permission, on giving notice to the British 
Government, to seud 200 or 300 sowars, and a gun, across the Sutlej to punish 
refractory zemindars. On one occasion, Sirdar J oru.a Sing, Pnrdhania, accom
panied by 1,000 sowars and two guns, crossed the river, and inflicted such severe 
punishment on the people of Kotkupoora, that, from that time, no one dared.to 
create a disturbance. 

In the time of Mahal'ajahDuleep Sing, Dewan Hakim Raee, with 100' sowars, 
was sent across the river, for the purpose of repressing the disturbances then 
existing beyond the Sutlej, and putting a stop to the prevailing system of 
murder and highway robbery. In the meantime, an insurrection arose among 
the Khalsa troops, and Raja Heera Sing was killed. An additional 100 sowars 
were sent to the assistance of Hakim Raee, who was unable to deal with the 
zemindars. As this was imagined to be contrary to the treaty, they were not 
suffered to cross, and their officers were maltreated. In consequence of this, 
the revenue of the Cis-Sutlej States, estimated at eighteen lakhs, was lost, and 
the authority of the Sikh Government over the country was put an end to, by 
the interference of the British Government, who disregarded the terms of 
friendship, which formerly existed. 

When the Sikh army, heedless of the tender age of the Maharajah, and 
the respect due to the Maharanee, marched, without leaders, and contrary to the . 
counsels of the Sirdars, across the river, they were defeated, and overthrown by 
the British, who advanced to this side of the Sutlej, and encamped at Kussoor. 
Raja Golah Sing, Raja Deena N ath, and Bhaee Ram Sing waited on the Governor
General, and explained the disobedience of orders of the Sikh army, upon which, 
his Lordship, in consideration of the helplessness of the Maharajah and the 
Maharanee, directed that the sum of 21 crores of rupees should be paid to 
defmy the expenRes incurred in the war. As the Maharanee and Maharajah had 
nothing to do with what had taken place, which solely originated with the 
anny, who had been punished for their temerity. this arrangement of the 
Governor-General could merely have been to attain certain ends. If the army 
had not been sufficiently punished, the Governor-General should have inflicted 
further castigation upon them. That man is not a friend who assists merely 
in the time of strength and power; but his friendship is to be depended OD, who 
takes YOllr hand, in the moment of weakness. 

When the Maharajah went to Lullia.nee to pay his respects to the Governor-
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General,Raja Golab Sing, Raja Deena Nath, Bhaee Ram Sing, and Sirdar Chuttur 
'Sing offered several suggestions, regarding the sum demanded, but in vain. At 
last, it was settled that the Cis-Sutlej States and Jullundur Doab should be 

.' made over in payment"and that It crore should be paid by three instalments of 
50,00,000: the first in Phagoon, 1902; the second in Chait, 1903; and the 
third in Chait, 1904. After the arrival of the Governor-General at Lahore, 
this arrangement was "broken through, and the Kohistan country and Cashmere 
were taken, in lieu of one crore, and the gold and silver in the Toshakhana seized 
in payment of the remaining 50,00,000 rupees. 

The Hill country and Cashmere were made over to Raja Golab Sing, who, 
by the favor of the Sikh Government, was raised from a humble to a lofty posi
tion, and who, forgetting what was due from him as a servant of the State, set 
himself up in an independent sovereignty. It cannot be believed that such an 
arrangement showed any regard for the previous friendship with Maharajah Run
jeet Sing, or for securing the stability of Maharajah Duleep Sing's kingdom. 
However, not one of the Durbar offered any opposition to the wishes of the 
British Government. 

The. British Government, profe~sing a wish. to reduce the expenditure of 
the Maharajah's kingdom, which would indeed have been an act, in accordance 
with the friendship so long preserved with the Sikh Government, made the fol
lowing reductions, entailiug a loss to the State of seventy lakhs: 

1. Twcnty-two lakhs, for the support of the British troops. . 
2. Thirty Lakhs, remitted to the zemindars on the former revenue. 
3. Eight lakhs, on account of expenses of the various criminal jurisdic

tions, fixed at four lakhs, and which previously used to pay to the Government 
four lakhs, in excess of their expcnditure . 

. 4. Eight lakhs, lost in the remission of the customs dues. 
5. Two lakhs, expended in erecting buildings, making roads, &c. 
From the above statement, it is clear that the British Government, acting 

on the suggestion of evil-disposed persons, have never had at heart the welfare 
of the Maharajah's kingdom. 

Considering the above mentioned loss to the revenue, of seventy lakhs, and 
the straightened condition of the Maharajah, as to money. and even clothing, it 
is"impossible to imagine that friendship could have guided the views of the 
British. Government. It can only be supposed that, being led astray by evil 
councillors, they have forgotten what was due to their good name, and their 
position,. as supporters of the Maharajah's kingdom. . 

Maharajah Runjeet Sing collected, in the government Toshakhana, great 
quantities of gold and silver articles, and various kinds of clothing, which he 
was in the habit of sending to the British Government, and distributing to the 
troops and Sirdars, and from which the State derived great credit and imporl
ance. The whole of these ·have been sold. 

It should, also, be considered what sum of money was in the Motie M undir 
treasury, when the British arrived at Lahore, and what sum is in it now. Not
withstanding the Resident having expressed a wish that it should become as full 
as formerly, there is now nothing left in it. . 

The British Government have imprisoned, and sent off to Benares, the Ma
haranee, mother of the Maharajah, whom it would have been befitting to have 
treated with the respect due to those of her sex, who are accustomed to remain in 
privacy and retirement. Since her departure, no advantage has been gained in 
settling the affairs of the kingdom, and the treatment she has experienced, 
shows but little friendship on the part of the British. 

The whole of the people of the Punjab, whether high or low, nave been 
dispirited by this conduct; and the Sirdars, who voted for· her expulsion from 
the country, did so, solely to protect their own dignity and honor, and to meet 
the wishes of the Resident. How could her well-wishers dare to express their 
thoughts P 

Raja Tej Sing, whose incapacity was well known to Maharajah RUlljeet Sirig, 
and who only 'received an appointment in the army, on account of the Maha
rajah's affection for Jemadar Khosal Sing, has been promoted to the highest 
station in the kingdom, notwithstandillg that he never led the troops of the 
Khalsa., as Sil'dar Golab Sing, Povindea, Umeer Sing, Man, or General Sooltan 
MahoUled Khan, has done, and, in no instance, has been known to display any 
ability, or courage, or to have been entrusted with any share in the government 
of the country, . 
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Again, Mool Sing, who was a common moonshee on thirty rupees a month, 
in the service of Sirdar Hure Sing, and, subsequently, in tbat of Jemadar Kbosa! 
Sing, has been raised to a position of great importance, and is entirely in the 
confidence of the Resident. This has greatly grieved, and disgusted, the Sirdars 
and others. 

Dewan Moolraj, whose father Sawun Mull, for many years, ruled the pro
vince .of Mooltan, with great reputation, and whose good service has frequently 
been mentioned, and praised, by the British, seeing the disorder that prevailed 
in the kingdom, sent in his resignation; and, on Mr. Agnew's being deputed to 
receive charge of the province from him, made over the fort, and all its ammuni
tion, and stationed that officer's guards inside. By chance, a wretched soldier 
without the instigation, or advice, of the Dewan, murdered Mr. Agnew, and, by 
degr.ees, th~ affair acquired its present importance. The sepoy is, to this day, 
a pnsoner 10 the fort.. . 

By the evil counsel of Tej Sing, a force was sent againt Bhaee Maharaj 
Sing, who was a f&keer, and the spiritual preceptor of the Khalsa, and who, 
in no way, interfered with the affairs of government; and the villages of Ka
riala, &c. were burnt and sacked. This was pure oppression and tyranny, 
and has excited the indignation of the whole of the Khalsa. . 

Many Sirdars, who were of great consideratioJ;l in the time of Maharajah 
Runjeet Sing, have, through the instigation of Raja Tej Sing and Mool Sing, 
been degraded, imprisoned, and even hung; receiving a severe punishment 
for even a trifling offence. This treatment has caused great apprehension 
to both Hindoos and Mussulmans, who fear lest they should incur similar 
undeserved punishment. . 

The affair in Hazara originated solely in the injustice and oppression 
exercised by Captain Abbott against Sirdar Cbuttur Sing; much might be 
said on this point, but it is not necessary to allude to all the particulars, at 
present, at full length. 

Notwithstanding that the British Government has nothing to do with the 
management of affairs in the Punjab, not a single order is issued, except when 
bearing the Resident's signature. . 

This is contrary to the spirit of the treaty, made by the British Government 
with the Lahore State. 

Although the anny of the Khalsa received severe punishment at the hands 
of the British, Raja Tej Sing proclaimed, in open Durbar, that the hair and 
beards of all the Khalsa should be cut off. Such a speech was highly offeusive 
to the Sikhs, and has caused general indignation . 

.In every former, and in the present, treaty, it was stipulated that the crime 
of cow killing should be severely punished. In Maharajah Runj eet Sing's time' 
the penalty was hanging; and, in the code promulgated by the British, the 
punishment is imprisonment, for life, or for a term of years. No punishment, 
however, is inflicted upon those who transgress in this point, which is clearly 
contrary to all notion,s of friendship, and is in opposition to the faith of the 
Khalsa. 

In Peshawur, Major George Lawrence, through enmity, and opposition to 
the Sikhs, removed the guns from the Khalsa troops, and' collected 4000 or 
5000 of the Moolkias to attack them at night, whereas the Sikhs had never 
disobeyed, or acted contrary to his orders. 

When Raja Shere Sing, with the Sirdars and the troops, were deputed to 
Mooltan, to assist Major Edwardes, they implicitly followed the directions of 
that officer, in no way deviating from his orders. In fact, Major Edwardes, in 
writing to the Resident, expressed his approval of their hehaviour. In accord
ance with Major Edwardes' orders, Soojan Sing, Alloowalla, who was a Sirdar. 
was blown away from a gun, notwithstanding that such condign punishment is 
opposed to the customs of the Khalsa. By this conduct. they hoped to have 
obtained credit for themselves, but instead, they became objects of suspicion and 
want of confidence, which was shown by Major Edwardes directing the Sirdars 
to rcmove their troops to a distance from the British camp. Consequently, all 
the troops became dispirited and grieved, and, a.t length, resolved to join Dewan 
Moolra,i. Had Major Edwardes not sJ;1own this want of confidence, the Sikhs 
would never have gone over. , 

Major Edwardes wrote to all the Puthan zemindars. on the other side of 
the Indus, directing tllem to join him to oppose the Sikhs, and promising to 

. 8L 
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remit to them seven years' re"enue; and also made over to the people of 
Bahawul Khan the districts that he obtained possession of, in the Mooltan 
territory. 

This conduct has greatly irritated the Khalsa. 
When the insurrection took lllace among the troops at Mooltan, Sirdar 

Shumshere Sing, Sindanwalla and· Sirdar Ootar Sing, Kaleewala, in company 
with the other. Sirdars, came t~ an. a.greement, in Raja Sher~ Sing's tent, to go 
over to MoolraJ; but, after haVIng Jomed the Dewan, they seIzed an opportunity 
of escaping, and instilled into Major Edwardes the confidence that he formerly 
had in them. 

Much might be said as regards Futteh Khan Towanah having, by the insti
gation of Maj or Edwardes, imprisoned Ram Sing, Chappeewalah, and planned the 
murder of the officers of the Bunnoo troops; but there is not room to dilate on 
this subject. • 
. Should you have any wish to examine, more fully, into the points above 

mentioned, in which the grievances of the servants of Government. and of the 
Sirdars of the State, are set forth, further particulars shall be given; and it is 
to be hoped that, after a careful consideration as to which side is in the right 
you will be enabled to come to such a decision as may extinguish the torch of 
dissension which is now lighted, and make arrangements which will secure the 
stability of the Maharajah's kingdom, and redound to the credit of the British 
Government. 

Inclosure 25 in No. 41. 

The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary with the Governor-General. 

Lahore, November 25, 1848. 
I CANNOT attempt to send Lieutenant Herbert instructions as to giving 

up Attock, or trying to hold out. Eleven days have elapsed since his letter 
was written; and the fate of the fortress must have been decided ere this, or, at 
any rate, long ere any reply from me could reach him. 

I have scarcely any hope of the fortress holding out, if the siege is pro
secuted by the rebel army; and I have little doubt of treachery within. . 

I cannot see any prospect of our troops reaching Attock, under the. most 
favorable circumstances, for some months; and I think Lieutenant Herbert 
would have been perfectly justified in giving up the fort, and securing his oWll 
present safety, under the circumstances in which he was placed. 

I have had no intimation of what Sirdar Chuttur Sing may propose to 
effect, by the possession of the persons of the British officers. 

There seems very little doubt, that. the Ameer Dost Mahomed Khan is 
in communication with the Sikh Sirdar, and that the province of Peshawur has 
been made over . to the Barnkzyes; but it remains to be seen, whether Dost 
Mahomed will give the aid of his troops in the coming operation. 

Inclosure 26 in No. 41. 

Mr. Lawence to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Deenanuggur, November 26, 1848. 
IN my letter of the 22nd instant, I had the honor to report, that a body of 

Sikh insurgents had crossed the fi'ontiel', and invested the fort of Puthankote, 
which was garrisoned by fifty men of the second Sikh Local Infantry, and some 
police. The fort would have fallen into their hands from want of provisions, but 
that Major Simpson, commanding the 29th Native Infantry, kindly marched to 
its relief, on the 22nd instant, with six companies of his corps, on the requisition 
of Mr. G. C. Barnes, the Deputy Commissioner of Kangra. The insurgents then 
retired to Deenanuggur. I was on my way to the spot, with the Sikh corps under 
Major Hodgson, and four guns of Horse· Artillery under Major Waller, but, in 
the way, heard of its security. I, however, continued my march to Mookerian, 
but countermanded the squadron of the 10th Light Cavalry I had summoned 
from Kurlarpore. 
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At Mookerian, I heard that Major Simpson had called fOT SUl'}lllrt from 
Boodh Pind, and that a wing of the 71st Native Infantry, and two nine-pounders, 
which had marched to his aid, had crossed the Beas, and moved, via Deenanuggur, 
towards Puthankote; but the officer in command, on hearing of the retreat of 
the insur~nts, retraced his steps to .Mookerian. At Major Simpson's request, 
,whom I. had asked to remain at Puthankote, I have requested the officer com. 
manding the 71 st Native Infantry to allow two companies of the 71 st Native 
Infantry to garrison Hajeepore, and sent the remainder of the detachment, and 
guns, back to BoodhPind. 

Y csterday, the 25th, having ascertained from my spies that a portion of the 
insurgents, to the number of about 300, were at Deenanuggur, that they had 
plundered, and murdered several people, and were raising men in every direction, 
I determined to make an attempt to disperse them. I, accordingly, WTOte to 
Major Ferris, C. B., of the 2nd Sikh Local Infantry, and to Major Simpson of 
the 29th Native Infantry, requesting them to make a night march from Puthan
!iote, sO as to cut the enemy off from retreat by the Ravee, and, with 300 men 
of :).\fajor Hodgson's Sikh Corps, two guns under Major Waller, and 100 horse, 
I crossed the Beas last night, and marched on the insurgent camp. We arrived 
between six and seven o'clock. one hour too late. to catch them all asleep. As 
it was, we came on them, and they turned out to fight, but were dispersed by a 
few rounds from the Horse Artillery. ' Unfortunately, Major Ferris' march had 
been so delayed by the difficulties of the road, that his force arrived later by an 
hour than we did, which enabled the enemy to effect their retreat. We killed, 
however, several of them, and wounded others, taking prisoners some fourteen 
or fifteen (the return I have not yet obtained), and among others a noted 
character of Shahpoor, in the Kangra District, who was one of Ram Sing's chief 
aiders in the late disturbance at Noorpoor. I may here observe that the Sikh 
corps, thOllgh knowing that they were going against Sikhs, evinced the greatest 
spirit and alacrity on the occasion. 

'Could I have staid here a few days, I think I might have done some good, 
and arrested a number of the ringleaders of the insur!!=ents, but, yesterday, I heard, 
from Mr. G. Barnes, that the Raja of Muhlmore, the representative of the old 
Katoch Rajas, has occupied the Palace at Teera, seized, and confined the police, 
fired a royal salute, and is raising men for rebellion. Mr. Barnes started, this 
morning, with half the Hill Corps which had come dowu from Kangra, and the 
other half follow, to-morrow, from this place. I can hardly yet believe that the. 
Raja can mean to rebel. He is, physically and mentally, (though but a young 
man) utterly unsuited for such an enterprise. He, and his late brother, whom 
he succeeded, were rescued from poverty and contempt by the British Govern
ment, and made free and independent. He has, personally, been on the most 
friendly footing with both Mr. Barnes and myself, from whom he has invariably 
received kindness and attention. 

I also regret to have, further, to report that I have, this day, received an 
express from Mr. C. Saunders, at Hoshiarpore, informing me that the old Raja 
of Jeswan has rebelled, and seized the Rissaldar and Thanlladar of Umbo This 
old chief was not only confirmed in all his estates by Government, but actually 
obtained a pension of 6,000 rupees a year for his own, and his son's, life, besides 
all the expenses which he was supposed to have incurred during the late war. 
He is weak even to imbecility, but his son, and some of his chief servants are 
disreputable and intriguing characters, but I never imagined could prove 
dangerous. 

Inclosure 27 in No. 41. 

Roobllkaree of the Resident at Lahore, November 27, 1848. 

A.. DOCp-MENT purporting to have heen signed &oud sealed by the follow-
ing persons: . 

Shere Sing, Attareewala. 
Qotar Sing, Attareewala. 
Ram Sing, Chappeewala. 
La! Sing, Morareea. 

• 3L2 
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J owahir Sing, son of Hurree Sing. 
Urjun Sing, son of Hurree Sing. 
Ruttun Sing, GOOljakea. 
Shumshere Sing, Mareewalah. 
Soorutt Sing, Majeetia. 
Urjuu Sing, Rungurnuglia. 
Khooshial Sing, Morareea. 
l\1eeaJ). Prithee Sing. 
Raee Bucheler, son of Raee Kesree Sing. 
Dewan Hakim Raee. 
Dewan Gunput Raee. 
General Bal Sing, artillery. 
General Bishur Sing. 
Sirdar Shere Sing, son of Joandar Khooshial Sing. 
Deebee Sahae. 

'With a paper containing twenty-five paragraphs, has been sent to me. by Mr. 
Cocks, the chief assistant to the Resident with his Excellency the Commander
in-Chief, who states that it was sent to him, from the camp of Shere Sing, and 
others in arms against the Government. 

These documents were accompanied by similar papers addressed to the 
Governor-General of India. ' 

It is needless to advert to the subjeots mentioned, with much distortion and 
pel"Version of facts, iq the twenty-five paragraph3 of the paper above alluded 
to; nor is it necessary to refer to the matters omitted, the conduct and offences 
of the persons now in arms against the Gov~rnment of the Maharajah, and the 
British power. 

A Government cannot hold any communication with rebels,witb. swords in 
their hands, and in arms against constituted authority. 

A proclamation was issued from this office on the18th of this month. It 
behoves all persons to note well what was written in that paper. Those who 
really desire the good of their country, and who have any respect to their own 
safety and interests, should attend to the warnings and injunctions of that pro
clamation. 

The disaffected, and rebellious, who continue in arms, must be punished; and 
the authority of the Government in all the provinces must be re-established; 
before any question can be entered upon, regarding arrangements for the admi
-nistration of the country, or other matters. 

Inclosure 28 in No. 41. 

The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary with the Governor-General. 

Lahore, November 28, 1848. 
I FORWARD certain documents addressed to his Lordship, and forwarded 

to me by Mr. A. H. Cocks, my assistant with the Commander-in-Chief. 
These documents have been sent by Raja Shere Sing and the rebel Sirdars 

of his camp. They are the counterparts of documents addressed to myself. 
I have not considered it right to address the writers in reply; but I have 

recorded an official roobukaree, a copy of which I have directed Mr. Cocks 
to forward to Shere Sing and his associates. 

Mr. Cocks gave the messenger a reply from the Commander-in-Chief, 
merely stating his acknowledgments for the safe restoration of an European 
soldier, who had been seized, at a distance from the camp, and was sent in to 
the Commander-in-Chief; and dismissed him from the camp, stating that the 
papers had been forwarded, but that operations against the rebels would not be 
suspended, pending any reply which might be given. 

The paper containing the twenty-five articles is notunskilfully drawn up, 
though it abounds with mis-statements, and the facts which are mentioned are 
distorted and perverted, in order to make out a case -of grievance a"o-ainst the 
British Government. 

The writer is supposed to be one Hakim Raee, & person whom Sir H. M. 
Lawrence removed from Peshawur, some time ago, and who has lately joined the 

• 
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insurgent camp. He is a clever, but intriguing, man, and is the persoD of whose 
mission to Cashmere some mention is made, in the papem regarding the in. 
vestigation into the conduct of Raja Lal Sing. 

Inclosure 29 in No. 41. 

Mr. Lawrence to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Hajeepore, November 28, 1848. 
MY letter of the 26th instant will have made you acquainted with the state 

of affairs on the line of the Beas; on that evening, I received a note from you, 
through Lieutenant Hodson, apprizing me that Brigadier Wheeler had been 
directed to march towards the Ravee. Lieutenant Hodson also informed me 
that he would be at Nurote, twelve miles from Deenanuggur, Dext day. This 
information determined me to return, at once, to Mookerian. I requested Major 
Ferris to march back, to support Mr. Barnes in his movement on Teera; Major 
Simpson with the right wing of the 29th Native Infantry, to return to Hajee
pore, to secure that part of the Doon; and I have left two companies of the 29th 
Native Infantry, and 60 sowars, at Puthankote. I consider that it would be highly 
expedient that Brigadier Wheeler should cross the Ravee, to keep in order the 
turbulent Sikh population in the northern part of the Baree Doab. Such a 
movement will not only keep that tract tranquil, but secure the whole line of the 
Beas in that quarter, as well as the country up to Noorpoor. 

On my arrival, yesterday morning, at Mookerian, I learnt that the son and 
vuzeer of the J eswan Raja had plundered the revenue. and police, stations at 
U mb, . eighteen miles north of Hoshiarpore, and was collecting armed men from 
all sides, and had taken possession of the Naree pass, which leads to Hoshiarpore. 
It was then believed that Bedee Bikrama Sing, of Oonah, the great Priest of the 
Sikhs, had, or at any rate would join them. Mr. C. Saunders informed me that 
Colonel Wilkinson, commanding at Hoshiarpore, had ordered up a troop of light 
cavalry from Jullundur, as well as three companies of infantry. 

After consulting with' Majors Waller and Hodgson, 1 determined on the 
following movements:- . 

To march with the four-horse artill~ry guns, 500 of the Sikh corps, which 
Major Hodgson considers perfectly staunch, two companies of the 71st Native In· 

. fantry who were at Mookerian, and 70 horse, by Hajeepore, on Umbo By this move
ment we tum all the passes from the plains, and sweep the whole line of the 
Doon, or valley, above the lower range of hills. We arrived here this morning; 
to-morrow (29th) we shall be at Tullwara; 30th at Dungoh, and, on the 1st of 
December, be at Umb, in front of the insurgents. I have asked C010nel Wil· 
kinson to dispatch three companies to the foot of the Nal'ee pass, to threaten them 
on that side, and, if safe, to make a simultaneous movement, on the morning of 
the 1st, on Umbota, a village at the head of the pass, which we shall attack, on 
our side. 

On our alTival this day, we received letters from Hoshiarpore, /i'om Mr. C. 
Saunders, informing us that the Bedee of Oonah had certainly joined the rebels, 
who had completely destroyed the roads by the Naree and Chenee passes. Raja 
Nurain Pal and the Sikh Sirdar of Suntokhgllrh, the only remaining Jagheer. 
dars of the eastern Doon, are said to remain faithful. The above news which I 
had expected, only confirms me in the expediency of my present plans. The 
Raja of Dutarpoor, on the western side, has evinced his fidelity, by assisting the 
police, and the Raja of Seeba, the only remaining chief in the DOOi!, has, as 
yet, remained quiet. 

I do not know what tI·oops are at Loodiana, and do not wish to send any 
requisitions which might impede the military authorities at that station, but I 
shall suggest to Colonel Wilkinson, the senior officer in the territory, in the 
absence of Brigadier Wheeler, the propriety of having any troops, now at 
Loodiana, destined for this side the river, moved across. 

Mr. Barnes Wli.tes to me, from Noorpoor, (26th) that he still thinks be will 
be able to bring the Muhlmoree Raja to reason. Neither he, nor his people had 
vet committed any outrages, and it was Mr. Barnes' opinion, that the Raja's 
acts had originated in hostility to hi.> uncle, Raja Jodbeer Sing of Nadown, 
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who aspires to the .chiefship of tbe clan, a?dpo~ against us. Be ~his as it may, 
the acts of the Raja are equally fraught WIth evil, for he has eXCIted the minds 
of tbe population, and collected men, whom, even if he wishes it, he, probably, 
will be unable to control. I suggest that the Goorka Battalion at Simla be 
directed to move to Belaspoor, on the Sutlej, to cross and move up on Muhl
moree, the residence of the Ilaja, on hearing from Mr. Barnes of the advantage 
of doing so. I will write to Mr. William Edwards .. the superintendent at Simla, 
to have the Goorka corps ready to march, on receIpt of your letter. 

The son of the Jeswan Raja is connected by marriage with Maharajah 
Golab Sing, from whom it is possible he may have been led to expect assistance. 
Should tbe Maharajah's son cross tbe Ravee, it would be with the design of 
attacking Putbankote and Noorpoor, in which case Brigadier Wheeler, from 
Deenanuggur, would be on his flank. ' I bave no reason for supposing that Mean 
'Runbeer Sing has any such designs, but the possibility of his making such a 
a diversion, is an additional argnment for Brigadier Wheeler being close at hand: 

,I ,beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter informing me tbatyou 
were organizing two light.brigades for service in the Baree Doab; this will, 
probably, keep all the Sikhs quiet in that tract, the stronghold of that popula.
tion. It will secure the communications of the British army in advance, and 
will be as beneficial to this territory, perhaps more so than if present within 
its limits. 

P.S.--The Raja of Jeswan has no fort of any kind, with the exception of 
the strong gateway at Rajpoor; in which there are no gates. His residence at 
Carote is perfectly indefensible. The Bedee Bikrama Sing resides at Oonab. 
His residence is a massive fortified house, strong from its position. 

Inclosure 30 in No. 41. 

The Resident at Lahore to Mr. Lawrence. 

Lahore, November 30, 1848. 
I ENTIRELY approve of the movements you are making, but am a little 

apprehensive about the Sikh regiment, which forms the main strength of your 
party. It will be very gratifying to hear that it has remained staunch, and 
acquitted itself creditably. 

I have sent a copy of your letter to Brigadier-General Wheeler, and have 
requested him to move across the Ravee, or, at any rate, to send Lieutenant 
Hodson with a detachment thither. ' 

I have no notion that Mean Runbeer Sing will take any open part in these 
disturhances, at present, at any rate. 

Inclosure 31 in No. 41. 

The Resident at Lahore to Brigadier-General Wheeler. 

Lahore, November 30, 1848. 
AS far as 1 can judge from the information I possess, it certainly seems 

desirable that you should move across the Ravee, when you have dispersed, the 
insurgents at Khilaspore and Carate. At Deenanuggur, you command the upper 
part of the Baree Doab, and are in a position to move across either the Beas or 
Ravee, as the state 6f the country may require the presence of your force, or of 
detachments from it. 

The insurgents are, for the most part, a mere rabble, requiring for their co-
ercion but a small body of regula)' troops. ' 

I trust that you are to.day at Kelaspore, and will soon be free to move 
towards Deenanuggur, or, at any rate, to detach a party thither with Lieutenant 
Hodson. ' 
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Inclosure 32 in No. 41. 

The Resident at Lahore to the Commander-in-Chief. 

Lahore, November 30, 1848. 
THESE outbreaks. at this time, in the hills beyond the Jummoo boundary 

tend to make the complicity of Maharajah Golab Sing, in the present insurrec
tion, the more to be suspected, and demand the greater caution in all our pro
ceedings. 

The Maharajah has a force of about 3000 men of all arms at Minawur, 
between the Chenab and Jhelum, ostensibly for the purpose of cooperating with 
your Lordship, if called upon, in accordance with the stipulation of his treaty. 
He will, I think, take care that these troops commit no act of hostility, though 
~hey could not be depended on, perhaps, to act a.,aainst the Sikhs. I should 
recommend that, when the British troops cross the Chenab, the Maharajah's be 
directed to cross the Jhelum, in their own territory, and not to pass their own 
horder to the plains, without positive instructions. . 

Inclosure 33 in No.4!. 

The SecretaTlj with the Governor-General to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Umballa, Decem.ber 2, 1848. 
THE service· thus rendered to the British Government has afforded great 

gratification to the Governor-General; and you are requested to convey the 
thanks and praises of his Lordship to Major Edwardes, Lieutenant Lake, and 
General Cortlandt, as well as to all the other officer~ and troops who distin
guished themselves on that occasion, by their gallant conduct, and steady co
operation with the British forces, who have already received their meed of 
approbation from their own Government. 

Inclosure 34 in No.4!. 

The Secretary with the Governor-General to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Umballa,December 2, 1848. 
YOU are requested to assure Major Edwardes that his Lordship fully re

cognises the readiness with 'If hich the services of his force have been afforded 
to the Major-General commanding at Mooltan, wheneyer he has requested 
them, as well as their efficiency in ·the field. 

It is, undoubtedly, very desirable that the occupation of Sirdarpore and 
Toolumba, and of other neighbouring districts, should be effected without delay, 
ill order to secure property and revenue, and to repress the outrages of ma
rauders. It is, also, very desirable that the heavy expense involved in the sup
port of the large force at MooItan, should be lessened, and that no risk should 
be incurred of a deficiency of supplies, for the very large British force which 
will, shortly, be .assembled before that place. His Lordship, therefore, approyes 
of your sanctioning the employment of Sheik Emamooddeen, for the occupation 
of his own districts of Sirdarpore and Toolumba. 

The removal of the entire irregular force under Major Edwardes and Lieu
tenant Lake is not, at present, considered expedient; it is, therefore, desired 
that, only after the arrival of the full reinforcements at MooItan, the troops of 
the Nawab of Bahawulpore may be permitted to retire, with the exception of a 
select body, which should remain with Lieutenant Lake, and take part in the 
siege. The whole force, then left, under Major Edwardes, may remain, if their 
services are c:onsidered useful in keeping open the communications with Bahawul
pore and the Ghats; and if there is no deficiency of supplies. 

. H the services of the whole of that force are not required. or if sUllplies 
are scanty, General Cortlandt, with such & body of troops as Major Edwardes 

• On tho 7th of November. 
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may think necessary, should be detached for service across the Indus; and Major 
Edwardes himself, with as many officers and men as he may select, should reinain 
to take part in the siege. . • 

.After the close of these operations, Major Edwardes will apply for further 
orders as to the disposal of his force, conveying, at the same time, his own· 
views and suggestions. 

Inclosure 35 in No. 41. 

The Secretary with the Governor- General to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Umballa, December 2. 1848. 
I ACKNOwtEDGE the receipt of your dispatch, reporting the surrender 

of Major Lawrence, Lieutenant Bowie, and Mr. Thompson, to Sirdar Chuttur 
Sing. . 

In reply, the Governor-General desires me to state that he deeply laments 
the surrender of the officers to Chuttur Sing, more especially, as we are, at 
present, not in a condition either to compel their release, or to punish the· 
treachery. . 

The conduct of Lieutenant Herbert, in holding out the fort of Attock, is, 
in the opinion of the Governor-General, most gallant, and honorable to him'; but 
his Lordship cannot even hope that the promise of reward to the garrison which 
he has made, and which must be observed by. us, will enable him to keep much 
longer his position. . 

• 
Inclosure 36 in No. If, 1. 

The Secretary with the Governor- General to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Umballa, December 2, 1848: 
THE Governor-General bas read, and 'bonsidered, the letter, and memo-

rial, signed by, Raja Sbere Sing and his associates. . 
The Governor-General considers that you have acted rightly, in simply 

intimating to the memorialists that you have sent their memorial to the 
Governor.General. His lordship does not -think the memorial entitled to any 
reply; bllt, lest any misrepresentation should be made of our motives, in case 
no answer should be given, the Governor-General directs me to request that 
you will inform the memorialists that you have been instructed to state that 
the memorial has been received by the Governor-Generlll, and that his only 
answer will be tbe ad vance of the British army. 

No. 42. 

The Governor-General to the Secret Committee. 

Camp, Loodiana, December 22, 1848. (No.7.) 
THE papers, now forwarded, contain the detailed particulars of those 

occurrences in the Punjab, of which the bare report only had reached me at the 
date of my last dispatch. 

'fhe Commander-in-Chief's letter of the 23rd ultimo, - describes the action 
1fhich took place on the preceding day, and notices the causes to which his 
Excellency attributes the loss sustained by the troops on that occasion. Those 
causes are stated to have been the unknown difficulties of the ground, and the 
precipitate eagerness of the cavalry, "who, notwithstanding these difficulties," 
his Excellency writes, "charged to the bank of the river, thereby exposing 
themselves to the fire of about twenty-eight guus," which, from the river inter
vening, it was impossible to capture. 

Heing satisfied, from accounts which had reached me, that, in any extended 

• Inclosure 3 in No. 4ll. 
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advance which his Excellency might attempt to make, he would experience very 
great difficulty in procuring supplies for the army, I requested his Excellency 
on no consideration to advance into the Doab beyond the Chenab, except for 
the purpose of attacking Shere Sing, in the position he held, without further 
communication with me. 

This injunction is based upon certain circumstances, and is to continue in 
force, only while those circumstances remain unchanged. The information 
which I have since received, has led me to believe that, ill many material. 
respects, they have undergone a change. I have, therefore, acquainted his 
Excellency that, if he can satisfy his own judgment regarding the state of his 
supplies, his supports, and communications, if the intelligence he may receive, 
and the reconnoissances he may be able to make, shall satisfy him that the 
enemy may be attacked with success, with such force as he may have safely 
disposable, and without a heavy loss, in such case, I shonld be happy indeed to 
see a biow siruck that would destroy the enemy, add honor to the British arms, 
and avert the prospect of a protracted, and costly, war. Meanwhile, his Excel-
lency, with the British army, remains at Ramnuggur. < 

Major-General Sir Joseph Thackwell's dispatch of the 6th instant,- gives 
an account of his operations against Shere Sing, and of the escape of the Sikh 
force, on the night of the :lrd. The force under Sir Joseph Thackwell crossed 
the Chenab on the 1st and 2nd instant, at Wuzeerabad, a town twenty-two 
miles up the river from Ramnuggur. 'l'he Commander-in-Chief, then, pushed 
his batteries and breastwork to the bank of the river, opening a cannonade upon 
the enemy's front, to divert their attention from the flank movement intended 
by Sir Joseph Thackwell. Bis Excellency, at the same time, detached another 
brigade of infantry, under Brigadier Godby, which effected the passage of the 
river, at a ford six miles from Ramnuggur. Sir J. Thackwell's orders were to 
await the arrival of Brigadier Godby, unless the ,enemy attempted to retreat; 
and, nnder these orders, he halted at noon of the 3rd, when within four miles of 
the enemy's left. -The enemy, encouraged by the halt, advanced to attack, and 
opened "a smart distant cannonade," which was not returned, till they came 
well within range of the British gnns, which, then, opened upon them a destruc
tive fire. After a cannonade of two hours, the enemy's fire slackened. " Sir 
Josepb Thackwell was, then, induced," the Commander-in-Chief writes, "by the 
exhausted state both of man and horse, to postpone the attack upon the enemy's 
flank and rear, till the following morning, the day having nearly closed when the 
cannonade ceased." In the night, Shere Sing, fled with the whole Sikh force; 
and by the last accounts, was on the left bank of the Jhelum. 

I request your attention to the letter addressed -by the Secretary t 
to the Resident at Lahore, on the 18th instant, respecting the desire 
evinced by Shere Sing and the Sikh Sirdars, to treat, either with respect 
to the release of the British prisoners they have with them, or with 
respect to making terms generally. On the latter proposal, I have said that 
the Government will not treat with rebels in arms; and, with respect to the 
former, while I feel the deepest solicitude for the recovery of the prisoners, I 
have informed the Resident that the Government would not be justified, were it 
to consent to the sacrifice of great public objects, to accomplish their freedom. 
Shere Sing has been informed, that a terrible retribution will be exacted if any 
injury is done to them. 

By a letter from Lieutenant Bel'bert, dated the 6th instant, (which is the 
latest account from him,) I regret to inform you that his tenure of the fort of . 
Attock had become very precarious: He had been blockaded for twenty-seven 
days, Rnd his troops were showing strong symptons of insubordination. 

The-insurrectionary movements in the Jullundur Doab, have been entirely 
suppressed, by the judicious measures of Mr. Lawrence, and ,the well-planned 
and Buccessful mdvements of Brigadier Wheeler. I llave instructed Mr. 
J.awrence that no terms should be offered to the chief insurgents, but that they 
should be thrown into prison, immediately tbey are captured, or surrender. 

At, Mooltan, the position of affairs is still u?altered; th~ arrival of the 
Bomba.y force was daily expected, and I trust that, lD my next dIspatches, I shall 
be able to report to you the re-commencement of operations against that 
fortress. 

• Inclosure 12 in No. 42. - -t locl08ure15 in No. 42. 
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My latest account of Captain Abbott, is comprised in a private letter dated 
Srikote, the 11th of December. He is llnder no apprehension about the security 
of his own position. A report had, just then, reached him of our passage of the 
Chenab, ·with a loss of seven gun~ to the Sikhs. He considers Li~utenant 
Herbert's position very precarious, and would proceed to his assiStance; could he 
relY'iJpon his troops, who would not be disposed to fight on open ground, so 
far from hills to which they. c!,uld retreat. He says that the hills about 
;.Attock ru;e, occupied by the enemy, w~o' have from three to five .regiments; 
and ei "ht or ten O'uns. . . . . '. ." , . r f" ," '" ., 

I am withqut any certain intelligence of Chuttur Sing's movements .. 
Captain Abbott, on the above-mentioned date, states that he had not returned 
from Peshawur; that Dost Mahomed Khan was at Jellalabad; and.hia son 
at Ali Mulljid. 

Inclosure 1 in No. 42. 
, 

The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary with the the Governol'o General. 

Lahore, November 16, 1848. 
THE Commander-in-Chief will have communicated his movements direct 

to the Governor-General; it is therefore, perhaps, unnecessary for me to: men
tion that his Excellency, with the head-quarters of the army of the Punjab, 
marched into Lahore on Monday last, the 13th instant, and 'crossed the Ravee, 
in advance this morning. . , , 

It was my wish to accompany the Commander-in-Chief, in his advance 
from Lahore, and, at one time, my intention to do so ; but, on full consideration, 
it appears' to me that my presence is more necessary at the capital. . The chiefs 
who remain at Lahore, professedly loyal to the Maharajah, and faithful to the 
British Government, are, with one or two exceptions, really disaffected, and 
more or less in the interest of the rebels; while some are in confinement,' and 
uuder surveillance, in the fort. The desire of the insurgents to possess the 
person of the Maharajah is still very strong, and constant vigilance in regard to 
him is necessary. The removal of two regiments from the garrison, and of 
Brigadier Campbell, makes the protection of the city and cantonments also- a 
very' responsible charge; while the intrigues of all at Lahore and the neigh
bourhood, and the disposition to rise, on any opportunity being given (exhibited 
by parties in the. Baree and Rechna Doabs, away from the vicinity of the 
troops) render constant and anxious vigilance indispensable. 
. I have, therefore, thought that, till matters take a. decided turn, it is' not 
expedient for me to leave Lahore.' '. . 

I ·have deputed my chief assistant, Mr. Cocks, to accompanJ'the head
quarters camp, and he will be joined by Lientenant Lumsden and the Gnide 
Corps, as soon as they arrive from l\Iooltan, which will be in a few days. I 
hope Captain Nicholson is with Brigadier-General Oampbell's division,' and 
Lieutenant Hodson is with Brigadier Wheeler. . . 

. It has been a question of some consideration '\\ith me what arrangement 
I should make, in respect to an officer, on the part of the Durbar, being deputed 
to accompany the British army: some officer of rank and consideration in. the 
State, and of influence, and if possible of integrity, was necessary to assist 

. Mr. Cocks, in arrangements for the administration of the districts as they are 
recovered from the rebels; for the provision of carriage, and supplies, to ·the 
advancing army; for the collection of the revenue, withheld during the dis
turbance; for giving information regarding the country, the DurbaJ: officers, 
the Jagheerdars, and the inhabitltnts of the several districts, with numerous 
other duties requiring intelligence, and, to a. certain extent, integrity of 
purpose.. . .' 

I have, therefore, selected Misr Sahib Dyal as the chief officer, on the part 
of the Durbar, to accompany the head-quarters. He is an able and highly 
intelligent person, of considerable experience, and knowledge of the country, 
and of approved fidelity to the interests of the young Maharajah, and the British 
Government. I have, on former occasions, mentioned Misr Rulla Ram and his 
Bons, of whom Misr Sahib Dyal is the eldest, as the only family in the Punjab 
which has shown itself really, and actively. and disinterestedly, faithful to the 
present admjnjstration. . 



Inclosure 2 in No. 42. 

The Secretary 'With the Governor-General to the Resident at Lahou •. 

Camp, Patursee, December 13, 18!8~ 
.'- ;., . THE Governor-General conceives you were quite right in not moving 
from your post at Lahore, at the present time; and his Lordship requests 

, that the utmost vigilance may continue to be exercised for insuring the safe 
~custody of the persons of the Maharajah and the Sirdars, and of their 
. property. 

Inclosure 3 in No. 42. 

The Commander-in-Chirf to the Governor-General. 

Ramnuggur, November 23, 1848. 
DEEMING it necessary to drive the rebel force, at this side the river, across, 

and to capture any guns they might have hnd on tbe left bank, I directed 
Brigadier-General Campbell, witb an infantry brigade of the troops under bis 
command, accompanied by the cavalry division, and three troops of horse artillery, 
under Brigadier-General Cureton, to proceed, during tbe night of the 21st, from 
Saharun, four miles in front of my camp at NonwulIa, to effect this object. I 
joined the brigadier at three in the morning, to witness the operation. 

I hope to be able to inclose Brigadier-General Campbell's report, with a return 
of the kiJIed and wounded, whicb, I regret to sa)" is much greater than I could have 
anticipated, in a great measure, from the officers leading being unacquainted with the 
difficult nature of the ground in the vicinity of the river, and of which no native 
information ever gives you a just know ledge, and, in some measure, to tbe impe
tuosity of tbe artillery and cavalry, wbo, notwitbstanding these difficulties, charged 
to the bank of tbe river, tbereby exposing themselves to tbe fire of about twenty-

, eigbt guns. I deeply regret to say a gun was left behind, but spiked, having 
actually, in the impetuosity of tbe advance, plunged down a bank close under the 
fire of the enemy's guns. It was reported to me it would occasion a fearful loss 
of life to bring it away, wbicb alone could be effected by manual labour, and scarping 
the banks, under the fire of even tbe matchlockmen on the opposite bank: I could 
not, therefore, consent to sucb a sacrifice. Though blamable as it may appear to 
have taken the guns into such close proximity to the enemy's guns in position, 
wbich could not, from the river intervening, be captured, it is impossible not to 
admire the daring gallantry exhibited by the troops both of cavalry and artillery. 

I witnessed with intense anxiety, but equally intense admiration, B charge 
made by Lieutenant-Colonel Havelock, at the head of the 14th Light Dragoons, who, . 
I fear, misconceived the orders he received from tbe officer commanding the ca"alry 
division i or, from the inequalities_ of the ground, and the fearful dust occasioned by 
such a rapid movement, mistook the body he was instructed to charge, and moved 
upon, and overwhelmed, another, much closer to the river, which exposed him to a 
cross fire from the enemy's guns. I never witnessed so brilliant acbarge, but I 
regret to say the loss was considerable, were it only in that of Brigadier-General 
Cureton, than whom a better, or braver, soldier never fell in his country's service. 
The brave leader of the 14th, Lieutenant-Colonel Havelock, is missing; he charged 
into a gole of the enemy, and bas not since been seen, regretted by every soldier 
who witnessed his noble daring. 

The eneo;ty suffered severely; numbers were precipitated into the river, and 
drowned, and B standard was captured. 

The Goorchurras were more daring than I have hefore seen them, hut the 
brilliant charges both of the 3d and 14th. Light Dragoons will have taught them a 
lesson they will not readily forget. Tbis was a cavalry affair alone; the infantry 
never was, nor could bave been, brought into' play, without an unnecessary exposure 
of life; but the cavalry and artillery, engaged under Brigadier-General Campbell, 
whose judicious arrangements were most creditable to him, nobly supported the well
earned fame of the Indian army, and is but a prelude to, I have no doubt, the 
honorable fulfilment of what their country expects of them. 

3M2 
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Brigadier White conducted the movements of the force, of which the 3d 
formed a part, and, as usual, acted with gallantry and judgment; and Lieutenant
Colonel Grant commanded the artillery arm with much credit. I regret tQ say that 
gallant old soldier, Lieutenant-Colonel Alexander, has lost an arm; but I am 
thankful that all are doing well., 

Inclosure 4 in No. 42. 

The Commander.in-Chief to the Governor-General. 

Camp before Ramnuggur, NoverrWer 27, 1848. 
IN continuation of my letter to your Lordship of the 23rd instant, I now do 

myself the honor to forward the report of Brigadier-General C. Campbell, C.B., 
commanding the troops on the morning of the 22nd instant, of the operations of 
that day. 

I also beg to inclose a copy of a general order, which I have caused to be 
issued to the Army of the Punjab on the occasion. 

Inclosure 5 in No. 42. 

Brigadier-General C. Campbell, C.B., commanding 4th Division, to the 
Adjutant-General. 

Camp, near Ramnuggur, NoverrWer 24, 1848. 
I HAVE the honor to report to you, for the information of the Commander

in-Chief, that, in obedience to his Lordship's instructions, the troops in advance 
under my orders moved, at 3 o'clock A.M., on the morning of the 22d instant, from' 
their encampment near to Saharun, with a view to attack a considerable portion of 
the enemy's regular troops, who were, with several gUDS, stated to be on tbis baDk 
of the Chenab, in the vicinity of Ramnuggur. On reaching the high ground to the 
right of the town, it was ascertained that these troops, with their guns, had crossed 
to the encampment of the enemy, on 'the opposite bank, where his whole force was 
in position; at the same time, however, several small parties of the enemy were ob
served to be retiring from the town of Ramnuggur, in the directioQ of the ford in 
front of the enemy's encampment, when Captain Warner and Lieutenant-Colonel 
Lane's troops of Horse Artillery were ordered by Brigadier Cureton, in command of 
that arm and of the cavalry of the army, to pursue these parties, and to open fire 
on them, while crossing at the ford. These troops cf Horse Artillery, in th~i~ 
eagerness to overtake the enemy, pusheJ forward, through the deep and heavy sand 
which extends, for a long distance, on this side, to the very m!trgin of the river, and 
through which the guns could only be moved. with great difficulty. Their fire in
dicted considerable loss on the enemy while crossing. 

In withdrawing from this position, which was effected under the fire of the 
whole of the enemy's artillery, amounting to 28 guns, posted on the high ground 
which immediately overhangs the river on the opposite bank, I regret to say that 
one gun and two ammunition-waggons, belonging to Colonel Lane's troop, got so 
imbedded in the heavy s8!lld behind a deep bank, that they could not be recovered. 

The enemy, upon observing the difficulty in which this gun was placed, imIDe .. 
diately crossed, with great confidence, the whole of his cavalry, in numbers between 
three and four thousand. They clung to the banks of the river, and kept constantly 
under cover of the fire of their artillery, on the opposite ballk. 

This cavalry was charged, on separate occasi<>rui, by Her Majesty's 3rd and 14th 
Light Dragoons, and 5th and 8th Regiments of Light Cavalry. His Lordship the 
Commander-in-Chief was an eye-witness of the brilliant conduct of these sevt!ral 
corps, and of the intrepid manner they were led by their officers. The enemy were 
overthrown upon every occasion, who' fled for shelter to the river side, to be under 
the cover and protection of their artillery; but I lament to sav that these several 
defeats of the enemy's cavalry were not effected without loss, • 

Brigadier.General Cureton, commanding the cavalry of the army, was killed, 
while leading a squadron of Her Majesty's 14th Light Dragoons, to the support of 
the 6th Light Cavalry. In this officer, who had the honor of enjoying bis Lord-
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ship'j; entire confidence and warmest regard, the service has lost one of its most 
distinguished officers, and one who was beloved by the wbole army. 

I regret also to have to report that Lieutenant-Colonel Havelock, commanding 
Her Majesty's 14th Light Dragoons, is reported to be missing. He was last seen 
charging the enemy at the head of his noble regiment, and has not since been heard 
of. 

I am sorry to have further to report that Lieutenant-Colonel Alexander, com
manding the 5th Regiment Light Cavalry, has been severely wounded, and lost his 
arm. Some other officers and men have also heen wounded, whose names are men
tioned in the inclosed return of casualties. . 

R~turn of Killed, Wounded, and Missing, of the Advance Force of the Armgof the 
Punjab, under the command of Brigadier-General C. Campbell, C.B., in the 
Action with the Enemy, on the 22nd of November, 1848. 

Personal Staff-I European officer wounded. 
Horse Artillerv. 

lst Troop 3rd Brigade-3 horses killed ; I rank and file, 1 lascllr, 4 horses, 
wounded; I horse missing. 

2nd Troop 3rd Brigade-l syce killed; 1 rank and file wounded; 1 horse 
missing. 

Total-I syce, 3 horses, killed; 2 rank and file, I lascar, 4 horses, 
wounded; 2 horses missing. 

Cavalry Division. 

Staff-I European officer killed. 
lst Brigade. 

Her Majesty's 3rd Light Dragoons-6 horses killed; 6 rank and iile,W 
horses, wounded; 1 rank and file, 10 horses, missing. 

5th Regiment Light Cavalry-I haviluar, 8 rank aad file, 18 horses, kiIl"d; 
3 European officers, I Native officer, 12 rank and file. 22 horses, 
wounded. 

8th Regiment Light Cavalry-I rank and iile. 1 horse, killed; 1 rank and 
file, 1 syce, 2 horses, wounded; 1 Native officer, 3 horses, missing. 

Her Majesty's 14th Light Dragoons-I sergeant, 2 rank and file, killed; 6 
officers, 5 sergeants, 26 rank and file, 25 horses, wounded; 1 officer, 9 
rank and file, 34 horses, missing. 

Total-I European officer, 2 sergeant and havilclar, 11 rank and file, 25 
horses, killed; 8 European officers, I Kative officer, 5 sergeants, 44 
rank aud file, I syce, 59 horse<, wounded; 1 European officer, J 
Nati,·e officer, 10 rank and file, 47 horses, missing. 

Grand Total-90 officers and men, and 140 horses. 
Mem.-The 2d Troop 3rd Brigade Horse Artillery lost 1 gun and 2 ammu

nition-waggens. 

Officers Killed, Wounded, and Mu;sing. 

Personal Staff of the Commaoder-in-Chief-Ensign G. N. Hardinge. extra 
Aide-de-Camp, seyerely wounded. 

Cavalry Division-Brigadier-General C. R. Cureton, C.B., commanding, 
killed. 

5th' Regiment Light Cavalry-Brevet Lieutenant-Colonel W. Alexander, 
sevePely wounded; Brevet Captain J. S. G. Ryley, severely wounded,; 
Captain A. Wheatley, woumded. 

Her Majesty's 14th Dragoons- Captnin R. H. Gall, severt'ly wouoded; 
Captain J. F. Fitzgerald,.very sever.ly wounded; Captain A. Scudamore, 
slightly wounde"; Lieutenant W. M'Mahon, se,·erely wounded; CorMt 
the Han. R. W. Chetwynd, slightly wounded; Lieutenllnt-Colooel W. 
Havelock, K.H., missing. 

12th Irregular Cavalry-Lieutenant J. G. Holmes, severely wounded. 
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Inclosure 6 in No. 42. 

General Orders to the Army of the Punjrib. 

Camp, Ramnuggur, November 27, 1848. 
THE Commander-in-Chief has n~~ received arepori from Brig~dier-~neral 

Co' Campbell, C. B., detailing the particulars of the affair of the 22nd instant., 
The Brigadier-General expresses his cordial approbation of the co~4uct of 

aU the troops engaged on the occasion, and dwells in terms of hi gil, admiratio'n 
on the brilliant charges on the enemy's Cavalry, in ,number betweeri 30PQ' aild 
4000, of Her Majesty's 3rd and 14th Light Dragoons, and the 5th, 'an~"~th 
-Regiments of Light ,Cavalry. In one of those charges, a handsomll silk standard 
was c~ptured, and the standard-bearer slain, by Trooper Aluf Khan" 1st" Tf?,OP, 
5th Llght Cavalry. , " " : 

The claim of this brave young 60ldier to admission to the Order of Merit, will 
be investigated by a duly constituted committee, which the officer commanding the 
Cavalry Division will be so good ~s to cause to be assembled. '" , ' ': 

The Commander-in-Chief was himself an eye-witness of the brilliant co'nduct 
of these several corps, and of the intrepid manner in which they were led by their 
officers. The enemy were signally overthrown on every occasion, and 'only ,saved 
from utter annihilation, by their 8ight to the covel' of their guns, on the opposite 
bank of the river. ' 

In the death of Brigadier-General C. R. Cureton, C.B., commanding, the 
Cavalry Division, and of Lieutenant-Colonel W. Havelock" K.H., c!?mman~ing 
the 14th Light Dragoons, and Captain J.F. Fitzgerald, of the same noble regiment, 
the service has sustained a loss which the Commander-in-Cbief iS,sure .that the 
whole army will unite with him in lamenting. ' 

The officers and men wounded on this occasion are doing well, the Com
mander-in-Chief is happy to think; and though the very severe injuries sustained 
by Brevet Lieutenant-Colonel W. Alexander, commanding the 5th Light Cavalry ; 
Brevet Captain J. S. G. Ryley of the same ,corps; Captain R. H. Gall and Lieu
tenant W. McMahon, of the 14th Dragoons; Lieutenant J. G.Holmes, command
ing the 12th Irregular Cavalry; and Ensign G. N.Hardinge, extra Aide-de-Camp 
to the Commander-in-Chief; must, for a long time, render those gallant officers unfit 
for duty, his Excellency trusts that, eventually. they will be restored to the service, 
whose honor and character they have so nobly upheld. 

Inclosure 7 in No. 42. 

The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary with the Governor-General. 

l.ahore, December 2, 1848. 
THE Commander-in-Chief had crossed the Ravee; misrepresentations of 

the purposes of the British Government were being sedulously circulated by 
the disaffected; and those whose interests are on the side of the British 
supremacy in the Punjab, were urgent with me, as to the expediency of putting 
forth Borne declaration to the people, which would allay the general apprehen-
sion that was felt, at the advance of the Commander-in-Chief. , 

The insurgents have sent, throughout the provinces, inflammatory papers, in 
which they style themselves the United Khalsa, the loyal and obedient snbjects 
of Maharajah Duleep Sing, whom the British oppressors have imprisoned, and 
in which they declare that the object of the British Government is the wholesale 
extermination of the Sikhs indiscriminately, and the suppression of the, Khalsa 
r,eligion. . , 

There is nothing too extravagant for the common people of India to be
lieve, if it is told them by their priests' and the Sirdars; the report that the 

, offences of the rebels were to be visited on the Sikh population at large, was gain
ing extensive credit, and the insurgent leaders were, on this account, gaining 
the sympathies of many, and extensive additions to their ranks, which they 
would, otherwise, have been without. 
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I considered it, therefore, necessa;y to counier&et their machinations at 
once, by a declaration to the people of the Punjab, of the real object of the 
present advance of the British !I1'IDy. " ' 

Inclosure 8 in No. 42. 
, .~"'. 

,,' fr~cla1(Ultionby the ~esident at Lahore, Novem1Jer 18, 1848~ 

I' J' TO the subjects, servants, and dependents, of the Lahore State; and the 
,;residents,' of all classes and castes, whether Sikh, Mussulman, or other, within 
I~l]e ~erritories of Maharajah Duleep Sing, from the Beas to the mountains be
iY~md reshawur. ,W1lereas certsin evil-disposed persons, and traitors, have ex-' 
;~itcd rebellion and insurrection, and have seduced portions of the population of 
the punjab from their allegiance, and have raised an armed opposition to the 

,'British authority; and whereas the condign punishment ottthe insurgents is ne
"ces!lllry; therefore, the British army, under the command of the Right Ronor
:'able the Commander-in-Chief, has entered the Punjab districts. The army 
will not return to its cantonments, until the full punishment of all insurgents 

, has been effected, all armed opposition to constituted auth01ity put down, and 
obedience and order have been re-established. 

;"And whereas it is not the desire of the BritiSh Government that those who 
are innocent of the above offences, who liave taken no part, secretly or openly, 
in the disturbances, and who have remained faithful in their obedience to the 

,', government of Maharajah Duleep Sing, be they Sikh, or be they of any other 
,'class, should suffer with the guilty; therefore, all persons who are not concerned, 
:directly or indirectly, in the present disturbances, are assured that they have 
',nothing to fear from the coming of the' British army. Such persons are ex-
,hotted to' remain, witbout apprehension, in their villages and homes, and, as 
'loyal subjects of the Maharajah, to give every aid by providing carriage, supplies, 

,and the like, to the army which has entered the Lahore territories, not as an 
. 'cnemy to the constituted government, but to restore order and obedience. 
,Furthermore, all classes of the community, be they Sikh, or be they of any other 
:caste or tribe, who, merely through ignorance, may have been led away, by the 

','false' statements of the evil-disposed and insurgent Sirdars and others, and 
',have left their homes, and asSembled themselves under the standard of re
,bellion, are," hereby, admonished, instantly to separate themselves from the 
insurgents, and to return to their villages. If they do so now, without 
he~itation or delay, no injury will happen to them; if they neglect this 
warning and advice,c.ertain" destruction will come upon them, in common 
with the other insurgents and rebels, and disturbers of the public peace. 

Inclosure 9 in No. 42. 

The Secretary with the Governor-General to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Sirhind, December 14, 1848. 
THE Govcrnor-Generalapproves of your having issued this proclamation. 

Inclosure 10 in No. 42. 

TluI Commander-ill-Chief to the Governor- General. 

Flying Camp, Hillah. December 5. 1848. 
, IT has pleased Almighty God to vouchsafe to the British arms the most suc-

cessful issue to the extensive combinations rendered necessary for the purpose of 
, effecting the passage of the Chenab, the defeat and dispersion of the Sikh force 
under the iusurgent, Raja Shere Sing, and the numerous Sikh Sirdar3. who had 
the temerity to set at defiance the British power. This furce, from all my infor
mation. amounted to from 30,090 to 40,000 meo, with twenty-eight guns, and 
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:were strongly entrenched, on the right bank of the Chenab, at the principal ford, 
",bout two miles from the town of Ramnuggur; 

My dispatch of the 23rd of November will have made your Lordship acquainted 
with the motives which induced me to penetrate thus far into the Punjab, and the 
occurrences of the previous day, when the enemy was ejected from the left bank of 
the Chenab. My daily private communications will have placed your Lordship in 
possession of the difficulties I had to encounter, in a country so little known, and in 
the passage of a river, the fords of which were most strictly watched by a numerous 
and vigilant enemy, and presenting more difficulties than most rivers, whilst I was 
surrounded by.a hostile peasantry. 

Finding that, to force the passage at the ford in my front must have been 
attended with considerable loss, from the very strong entrenchments, and well selected 
batteries, which protected the passage, I instructed the Field Engineer, Major Tremen
heere, in .cooperation with the Quartermaster-General's Department, to ascertain 
(under the difficulties before noticed) the practicability of the several fords reported 
to exist on both my flanks, while I had batteries erected, and made demonstrations 
so as to draw the attention of the enemy to the main ford in my front, and with 
the view, if my batteries could silence their guns, to act simultaneously with the 
force I proposed to detach, under an officer of much experience ill India, Major-
General Sir Joseph Thackwell. . 

On the night of the 30th of November, this officer, in command of the follow-
ing force,- . 

Three Troops Horse Artillery, 
Two Light Fi~ld Batteries, 
One Brigade of Cavalry, 
Three Ditto of 'Infantry, 
'fwo 13-pounders with elephant draft, and detail artillery, pontoon trai~, 

with two companies sappers, 
moved up the river, in light marching order, without tents, and with three dayg' 
provisions, upon a ford which I had every reason to consider very practicable (and 
which I have since ascertained was so), but which the Major-General deemed so 
difficult and dangerous that he proceeded (as he was instructed, should such turn 
out to be the case) to \Vuzeerabad, a town twenty-two miles up the river, where 
Captain Nicholson, a most energetic Assistant to the Resident at Lahore,had 
secured sixteen boats, with the aid of which', this force effected the passage, on the 
evening of the 1st, and morning of the 2nd instant. ' 

Upon learning, by an Aide-de-Camp sent for the purpose, that the Major 
General's force had crossed, and was in movement, I directed a heavy cannonade 
to commence upon the enemy's batteries, and encampment, at Ramnuggur, which 
was returned by only a few guns, which guarded effectually the ford, bu~ were so 
buried that, although the practice of our artillery was admirable, '!lnder Major 
Mowatt and Captain Sir Richmond Shakespear, we could not, from the width of 
the river, silence them_ Tbis cannonade, however, inflicted very severe loss to 
the enemy in their camp and batteries, and forced him to fall back with his camp 
about two miles, which enabled me, without the loss of a man, to push my batteries 
and breastworks, on the night of the 2nd, to the hank of the river, the principal 
ford (If which I, then, commanded, By this time, I was enabled to detach another 
Brigade of Infuntry under Brigadier Godby, at daylight, on the 3rd, which effected 
the passage, with the aid of the pontoon train, six miles up the river, and got into 
communication with Major-General Sir Joseph Thackwell. ' 

The cannonade, and demonstration to cross at Ramnuggur, was kept up on the 
2nd and 3rd, so ns to fix a large portion of the enemy there to defend that point. 
Having communicated to SirJosephThackwell my views and intentions,and,although 
giving discretionnry powers to attack any portion of the Sikh force sent to oppose him, 
I ex pressed a wish thnt, when he covered the crossing of Brigadier Godby's brigade, 
he should await their junction, except the enemy a.llempted to retreat; this induced 
him to halt, within about three or four miles of the left of their position. Ahout 2 
o'clock·on the Srd, the principal part of the enemy's force, encouraged hy the halt, 
moved to attack the detached column, when a smart cannonade on the part of the 
enemy look place; and an attempt to turn both Major-General Sir Joseph Thack-
wtlrs Banks. by numerous bodies of cavalry, was made. After about one hour's 
distant can,nonade, on the part of the Sikhs, th~ British artillery never returning a 
6hot, the enemy took courage, and advanced, when our artillery, commanded by 
,that excellent officer, Lieutenant-Colonel C. Gr,ant, poured in ,upon them a most 
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destructive fire, which soon silenced all their guns, and frustrated all their opera
tions, with very severe loss upon their side; but the exhausted state both of man 
and horse, induced the Major-General to postpone the attack upon their flank aDd 
pear, 116 he was directed, ·until the following morning, the day having nearly closed 
when the cannonade ceased. 

I regret to say that, during the night of the 3rd, the whole of the Sikh force 
precipitately fled, concealing, or carrying with them, their artillerv, and exploding 
their roagaEines. I, immediately, pushed across the river the 9th Lancers and 14th 
Light Dragoons in pursuit, under .that most energetic officer, Major-General Sir 
Walter Gilbert. The Sikhs, it appears, retreated in the greatest disorder, lea"ing in 
the villages numerous ",ounded men. They halVe subdivided into three divisions, 
wbieh bave become mOTe a flight than a retreat; and I understand a great portion 
of tbose not belonging to the revolted Kha~a army, ha:ve dispersed, IUld retUTned to 
their homes, thus, I trust, effectually frustrating the views of the rebel Shere Sing, 
ana his rebel associates. . 

I hove Dot received Major-General Sir Joseph Thack_I1's report, flor the 
returns riff his loss; lmt I om most thankful to say that ourwbole loss, ·subsequent 
tethe 22nd of NovelD),er, does not mach exceed f(H"ty men. No officers hove beeu 
killed, lind but three -wounded. Captain AliBtin, of the Artillery, only appears 
severely so. 

I have to oongratulate your Lovdship upon events so fraught with importance, 
'and ·which ... ill, I have no doubt, ..... ith Goo's blessing, tend to most momentous· 
results. It is, as I anticipated, most gratifyjng to me to assure your Lordship that 
thenoblem-my under my ·command has, in these operations, upheld the ... el1-
established falDe of tbe fl"IDS of India, rboth European and Native, each vying who 
should best perform his duty: every officer, from the General of Division to the 
;youngest subaltern, well supported their Com lDander-i1l-Chief, and cheerfully 
'Carried out his views, which, at a future period, aod when we shall have effected the 
news of the Government, I shall feel proud ill bringing to your Lordship's .notice. 

Return oj tlbe Strengtli oj the Force sent under tlie command of Major-Genl!ral Sir 
J. Tliackwell, K.C.B. 

Camp, RamnuggUl', December 5, 1S48. 

11 troops of HOI'se Artillery, 2 .Light Field Batteries, I European Dragoon 
regiment, 2 Ligbt Cavalry regiments, 1 Irregular Cavalry regiment, 2 
regiments of European Infantry, 5 regiments and 2 compa·nies of Nativ~ 
Infantry, 1 company of Pioneers, pl'oceeded with Major-General Sir J, 
Thackwel1. 

Reinforcement sent: 1 regiment of European Infantry, 1 regiment and 2 
companies ,of Native Infantry. 

N.B.-Two IS-pounders, two 9-pounders, Pontoon Train, detachment of 
Irregular Cavalry, returned from Wuzeerabad. 

European regiments employed :-3rd Light Dragoons; aM. 24th, ILM . ./ilst, 
2nd European Infantry. 

Inclosure 11 in No. 42. 

The Commander-in-Cllief to the GolJenwr-GeflHfal.. 

Om/fl, Ru:m1lUfJ!JUr, Deffmber 10, '1848. 

IK oontiouatiGB IIfmy letter of the lith instant, 1 .have now the honor to 
inclose to your Lordsbip a copy of Maj<w-General Sir Josepb Thackwelfs dispatch, 
dated the 6th idem, but only received last night, detailing the operations of the 
force under bis command, after it had been detaehed from my head-quarters. 

I cnn only repeat the warm approval [ have already spressed of theC'lDduct 
of the Major-General, and of every offieer and man under his eommand, and I beg 
your Lordship'S favorable consideration of the services of those .IIamed by ,Sir 
Joseph Thack~~ell. 

3N 
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Inclosure 12 in No. 42. 
" I " 

Major-G.eneral, Sir Joseph Thackwell, K. C!.B., commanding the~dvanced part oj 
the Army, to the AdJutant-General., " 

, " 
Camp, Heyleh, December 6" ~848. 

I HAVE the bonor to report, for the information of the 'Commander-in
Chief, that, agreeably to his Excellency'S orders, I left the camp at Ramnuggur. with 
the troops named in the margin *, at about half-past 3 o'clock on the morning of 
the Istof December,1848, instead of at I o'clock, as I had ordered; some of the 
troops having lost their way among the intricacies of the rear of the encampment. 
and proceeded to the vicinity of the ford on the Chenab, at ,Runnee 'Khan-ke
Puttun, distant thirteen miles from Ramnuggur, which, owing to the broken ground, 
and narrow roads, where any existed, for the first four miles, I'did not reach before 
11 o'clock. The enemy had infantry at this ford, which report afterwards magnified 
t.o 4000 men; but the villagers said it was much deeper than the one at Allee Sbere
ke Chuck, a mile' higher up the river. I am much indebted to Lieutenant Paton, 
Deputy Assistant Quartermaster-General, for his anxious "exertions in examining 
tbis ford; and, from his report, I came to, the conclusion that this ford of 4llee 
Shere-ke Chuck could not have artillery on the left bank of the river, to c~ver the 

, passage of the troops, from the insecure bottom of the first ford, neither could the, 
pontoon train be of much use, for the same re'llson, and the deep sands which lay. 
between the fords. ,The pontoon train might have been laid over the main stream" 
under cover of a battery, near the enemy's infantry, but, beyond the river, the san~s .. 
seemed wet and insecure; and a branch of the river beyond thelll was said ,to be. 
deep, with a muddy bottom. Under all these disadvantages, I came to the decision" 
that it was more advisable 1!0 try the passage of the river near Wuzeerabad. where 
Captain Nicholson, Assistant to the Resident at Lahore, informed me that at the 
ferry were seventeen boats, and a ford not more than thrt;e feet ten incbes .deep, 
with a good bottom, than to run the risk of a severe loss, by passing the riv,er near. 
the enemy. This suryey of the ford occupied three hours, and, at 2 o'clock, I _pu( 
the column in movement to the ford anll ferry at Wuzeerabarl, which was -iii the' '. 
possession of Captain Nicholson's Puthans, where the leading infan1;ry arrived,., 
about 5 o'clock in the afternoon, having made a march of about twenty-five miles., ' 
The 6th Brigade of Infantry, and Some of the guns, were passed over the Che!lab , 
immediately, and I am indebtedto Brigadier-General Campbell, Lieutenant-Colonel 

• Major Christie'. Troop Hor ... Artillery • 
. .captain Huish'. Troop Horse Artillery. 
Captain Warner'. Troop Hor ... ,Artillery. 
Captain Kinleside, No.5 Light Field Battery. 
Captain Austin, No. 10 Light Field Battery. . 
Captain Robinson and two IS-pounders, noder the command of Lieutenant.C~lonei Grant, Horse 

.\rtillery. "" ", 
Two Companies of Pioneera. 
The Pontoon Train.' . 
'Tbe lst Brigade of Cavalry, commanded by Brigadier White. 
3rd Light Dragnons, commanded by Major Yerbury. 
5th Light Cavalry, commanded by Captain Wheatley. 
8tb Light Cavalry, commanded by Captain Moore. 
3rd Irregular Cavalry, commanded by Major Tait. 
12th Irregular Cavalry, commanded by Lieutenant Cunningham. 
ard Brigade of Infantry, Bri~er EcHord. 
alat N atin Infantry, Major Corfield. 
56tb Native Infantry, Major Barnfield. ' . ' 
3rd Dhiaion of Infantry, Brigadier-General Campbell, commanding. 
6th Bri~de of Infantry, Brigadier Pennycuick. 
Her MaJesty'. 24th Foot, Major Harris. 
\I Flaok Companies, 2nd Battalion Company, 22nd Native Infantry) Major Sampson. 
25th Nati"e Infantry, Lientenant-Colonel Corhett. 
Rtb Brigade of Infantry, Brigadier Hoggan. 
Her Maj •• ty's lil.t Foot, Lieutenant-Colonel McLeod. 
36tb Native Infantry, Major Flemyng. ' 
~6tb Native Infantry, Major Tudor., , . . 
Of the above detail, the following returned in charge of the two IS-pounders and pontoon 

train:- ". 
2 gutlI of No; 10 Light Field Battery. -
12th Irregular Cavalry. _ 
2 Companies, 22nd Native Infantry. 
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Grant, H.A., lind Captain Smith, of the Engineers, for their great exertions in for
warding this object. Brigadier Bckford l' hoped would have crossed the river by 
t~e three fords that even~ng, but, as it became too dark and hazy for such an opera,
~on, he ~alted for the mght pn the dry sands, near the last' hranch of the river. 
~ajo~ Tait, .3rd Irregular Cavalry, was enabled to pass over three of his Ressalahs, 
ID dOlOg which, I am sorry to say, three sowars and one horse were drowned. On 
thellJorrow, the infantry" cavalry, and all the troops were soon over the river by 
ferry nnd ford: and all the baggage and commissariat animals passed 1he snme by 
It ~'clock,'wlth~ut any further loss.. " . ' ' 
,: At 2, P.M., after the troops had, dmed, I marched 1D0rder of, battle, three 
Bri~de c~lumns of Compan.iesat,half distance, left in front, at deploying interval; 
th~ }st,Brlgade of Cavalry, ID the same order, on the, right, with strong, flanking 
part",s and rear guard, and the 3rd Irregular Cavalry on the left" with orders to 
patrol to t'he river, and clear the right bank, aided by Infantry, if necessary: in this 
order, I arrived ,at Doora wul at dusk, about 12 miles from the ferry, and halted for 
tlte',night.' On Sunday, December the 3rd. at daylight, thp. troops proceeded in the 
same'Order, towards th,e Sikh position, and I illtended to have reconnoitred,tmd 
commenced an attack upon it; by 11 o'clock: hearing, however, when within about' 
four ',,?i1es of it or less, that reinforcements were expected to pass over the Chenab,' 
at' ~he'ford n~ar, Ghurrl;e.ke-Puttun" it, be~ame' necessary to secure that post; 
whl,ch had been found WithOut an enemy an hour before, but to which it now' 
seemed that a .body of about 600' of the enemy were seen approaching; and I 
detacbed Ii wing of the 56th'Native Infantry, and two Ressalahs of the 3rd Irregular, 
Ciival~y, ilO~er Major Tait, who secured the post, and frustrated the attempt of. the' 
enemy. ThiS caused so m\lch delay that 'enough of dayligbt would not be left, for 
the advance and attack on'the left and rear of the enemy's position. About 2 P.M. 
some of the enemy's guns opened on Ii patrol of the 5th Light Cavalry, and he was' 
seell advancing, in large b6dies 'of Cavalry nnd Infantry;, and the pickets, which. 
occupied -three villages with large plantations of sugar-cane, being too much, in 
ad'vance to be suppol"te,d, fell back, without any los&; and the enemy occupied these 
villages witli Cavalry on the right,guns, and bodies of infantry. and the mail! body, 
of their Cavalry with Horse Artillery were on their left. When "the enemy's guns 
opened, I ordered Brigadier-General Campbell to deploy the Infantry into line,' in, 
front or the village of SadoQlapoor: Brigadier Eckford "and p$rt of Brigadier. 
Hoggan's brigade being extended, in,. order not to be, outflanked. It was not until 
the enemy ,came well' within range of our guns, that l ~ausedth~m to open thei .. 
fire, which, they then' did, with greiIt effect. The enemy tried to' turn both our 
flanks, which having foreseeii, I had caused Captain Warner to move his troop of 
Artillery to the left of the Infantry, and had sent the 5th Light Cavalry to .the left 
to support these guns. and to act in conjunction with the two Ressalahs of the' 3rd 
Irregular Cavalry under Captain Biddulph, who were posted on open ground, and 
these soon drove the enemy back. The attempt to turn our right was met by 
extending the 8th Light Cavalry and Her Majesty"s 3rd Light Dragoons, supported 
by Major Christie's troop of Artillery. As the Cavalry of the right advanced, the 
enemy's sowars gave way, and they fen back on their Infantry, having, lost some 
men by the skirmishers of the 3rd Light DI·agoons. After a cannonade of about 
two hours, the fire of the enemy slackened, and I sent Lieutenant Paton to desire 
the Cavalry on the right to charge, and toke the enemy's guns if possible, intending 
to support them by moving the brigades in echelon, from the right at intervals, 
according to circumstances; but as, no opportunity offered for the Cavalry to charge, 
and so little of daylight remained, I deemed it safel' to remain in my position than 
attempt to drive back an enemy so strongly posted on their right and centre, with 
the prospect of having to IIttack their intrenched position afterwards. From. this 
position, the Sikhs began to retire at about 12 o'\!lock' at night, as was afterwards 
ascertained, and as was conjectured by the barking of dogs in- their rear. I have 
every reason to believe that Shere Sing attacked with twenty guns; and nearly the 
whole of the Sikh' army were employed against my p'osition. which waS by no 
means wbat I could have wished it: but the fire of our artillery was so effective 
that he did not dare to bring his masses to the front; and my brave, steady, and 
ardent Infantry, whom I had caused to lie down to avoid the heavy fire; had no 
'chance !!If firing a shot, except 1\ few' Companies on' the left of the line. The 
enemy's loss has heen sel'ere; our:;, comparatively, very small. _ I regret not being 
able to capture the enemy's guns, but with the small force of Cavalry .. two regi
ments on the right only, it would hlll·e been a matter of difficulty for tired Cavalry 
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to overtake Horse Artillery. fresh" and well mounted. In.. these operations, the 
conduct of all has merited my wannest praise;. and the patient endurance of the 
Artillery, Cavalry, European Infantry, and Sepoys, under privations of nil' ordinary 
nature, has been most praiseworth}l. 

To Brigadier-General Campbell I am much indebted for his able assistance 
during these movements; and to Lieutenant-Colonel Grant, commanding the Ar
tillery, Major Christie,. Captains Huish, 'Varner, Austin, and Kinleside, and the 
officers and men under their command,.r canllDt bestow too much praise,. for their 
skill and gallantry, in overcoming the fire of a numerous artillery, some ot' which. 
were of heavy calibre. 1 a.m also greatly indebteli to Captain Smith, of tile En
gineers, for his exertions in passing over guns at the W uZeeEabad ferry, Enid for bis, 
assistance in conveying my orders. on various occasions; and my thanks- are due 
to Lieutenants Yule and Crommelin, of the same corps; an.d to Lieutenant BRege, 
of the Sappers. To Lieutenant Paton, Deputy Assista.nt,.Quartermaster.GeneraF,. my 
best thanks are due, for bis exertions lind assistance in the advance of the flroop, 
and during the action;. and to Captairu Nicbolson,. Assistant to the Resident a.t 
Lahore, I beg to offer my best. thanks for his endeavours to procure intelligena of 
tbe enemY's movements, for his endeavours to prQcure sl1pplies for the troops. and 
for his able assistance on all occasions. Captain Pra:tt, m}l Deputy Assista.nt-Adju..
taI.1t-GeneraI; Lieutenant-Tucker, Deputy Assistant-Quarterma:ster-General; lieu_ 
tenant ThackwelI, aide-de-camp ~ alld VoIllnteer Mr. John Angelo, my extra aide
de-camp, have been most zealous in performing tbeir respective duties, ~d have 
rendered me every assistance; and I feel assured that. if the cavalry and infa.ntr.y 
had been brought into close actioD, I should have had the great satisfaction. of 
thanking Brigadiers, cOllUllanding officers of corpSe, and the, officers and men, lor 
their gallantry and noble bearing in action, as I BOW do for their steadines&! and 
good ~onduct. To Major Mainwaring, Captains Gerrard, Sampson, Faddy, &ad 
James, I am much indebted for their exertions ill their respective departmen~ 

I beg furtbeF ta state that, on the morning oli the 4thr I put tbe troops ill. 
motion. to pursue tbe enemy, wbo had retreated during. tbe precediog nigbt, and en.
camped alrout 11 miles from the Chenab,. on the road to Jullalpoor" the 9th Lancers 
having been pushed to the front, but witbout seeing a.nytlling of the enemy, who 
had retrea.ted by the Jheillm, Jwlalpool!", and Pind Daduo. KblUl !!Oads. ana, on the 
following day, I arrived at this place, anli sent two regiments of cavalry on tbe road 
to Dingee, one efthem the 14th Light Dragoons, and two regimmts of cavalry and 
a troop of horse artillery on thlt road to Jullalpoor. The IaUer party observed two 
bodies of the enemy, of about 800 and 40(} men each" imagined to be llJ strong rear 
gual·d, about eight miles from this, and, behind a thick jungle which reaches to the 
river; and the former went to Di,ngee, which place tbe el'lemy had left, and the viI
lagE'rs said had gone over the JlRlum. Both parties return.ed to this camp, without" 
I am sorry to say,. having overtaken. any of the enemy's- troops or gUllS. :r &eg 
leave to inclose a return of tbe killed and wOllnded. . 

R4tum of ~ll!d,. Wau1ided, ami Miamtg ,. oj a Detach11Ulnt of the AnnJ .t tAt!! 
Pvnjab iA the ABtioll ojtlle 3rdflj December, 1848. ' 

C_p, Heyleh, Decem1Jer 6, 18U. 
1st Troop 2nd Brigllde Horse Artillery-l serjeant, 1 rank and file, 3 borses. 

killed; 1 European officer, I seljeant, 1 rank IfIld file, 2' horses, 
wounded. ' • 

3'ra Troop 2nd Brigade Horse ArtilIery-2 horses woundi!d. 
Fst Troop 3rd Brigade Horse Artillery-4 rank and file, 8 homlS", lilled;' 7 

rank and file, 4 horses, wounded. 
Total-l serjeant, 5 rank and file, II l\orses, killed; I European officer, 

l serjeant, 8 rank and file, 8 horses, wounded. 
NO'. 5 Light Field Battery and 3rd Compe,ny 7th Battalion-I horse' killed'; 

2 drivers, 1 syce, 2 horses, wounded. . . 
NO'. 10 Light Field Battery and ht Company 1st Bartalion-' 2 horses kiITed; 

l' European officer, 2' rank 8JId file, wounded. . 
Totru-. 3 horses killed; I European ofli'cer, 2 rank and file, 2 drivers', r 

·syce. Z horses, wounded. , 



Cavalry. 
1st Brigade. 

Her Majesty's 31'd Light Dragoons-3 horses killed; 1 rank and file, 1 horse, 
wounded. 

5th Light Cavalry-2 horses killed; 1 bavildar, 1 horse', wounded. 
8th Ligbt Cavalry-l rank and file, 3 horses, killed; 1 horse wounded. 

Total-l rank and file, 8 horses, ki,lled; 1 havildar, 1 rank and file, 3 
horses, wounded. 

3rd Irregular Cavalry-l havildar, 2 rank and file, 11 horses, killed; 1 Ell 
ropean officer, 2 rank and file, 1 horse, wounded; 1 rank and file, 1 

.. horse, missing. • . 
Remarks-l Bneestie wounded, and drowned crossing the river on the night of 

the Is~ of December, 1848; 3 sowars and 1 horse, not included in this return. 
l2th Irregular Cavalry-I rank and file killed. 

Infantry. 
3rd Brigade. 

31st Regiment Native Infantry-l havildar, 6 rank and file, wounded. 
6th Brigade. 

Her Majesty's 24th Regiment-l serjeant,.1 rank and file, killed; 1 seIjeant, 
3 rank and file, wounded. 

22nd Regiment Native Iufantry-l havildar killed; 1 Native officer, 2 rank 
and file, wounded. 

25th Regiment Native Infantry-l Native officer, 4 rank and file, killed; 1 
havildar, 7 rank and file, wowaded. 

Total!-l Native officer, 2 serjen"t and bavildar" 5 mnk and tile, lined.;' 1 
Native officer, 2 seIjeant aad bavildar, 12 rank and file; wounded 

8th Brigade. 
Her Majesty's lilst Regiment-2 rank and file killed, I serjeant, 8 rank and 

file, woundert. 
36th Regiment Native Jofllfttry'--I! Native officer, I rank an<i 61e, lilled'; ! 

European officer, 2' rank and file, wGunded. 
40th Regiment Native Infanlry-l ranil: and file wounded. 

Total-I Native officer, 3 rank and file, killed; I European officer, I ser
jeant, II mnk and file, woul'>ded. 

Total-21 men, 33 horses, killed; 5l men, 14 horsew, wounded; 1 ma1l', 
1 harse', missing. 

Grand Total-73 men, 48 horses. 

List of Officers Killed, Wounded, ancllJ-lissing, oj" Detachmeflt of t/i, ..f1rmy of the 
Punjab, OIl the 3rd of December, 1848. 

lst Troop 2nd.Brigade Horse Artillery-Lieutenant E. J. Watson, wounded. 
10th Ligbt Field Battery, lst CompBDY lst Battalion-Captain. E. G. Austin, 

severely wounded. 
22nd Regiment Native Infantry-lemadar Sudar h..ban. severel~ wounded,. 

amputation of leg. 
25th Regiment Native Infantry-ThWlnoo Ram, lemadar. killed. 
36th Regiment Native Infantry-Lieutenant Garstin, severely WOUllded. 
3rd Irregular Cavalry.-Lieutenant A. Gihbings, wouooed. 

Inclosure 13 in Nit. 4i. 

n. C~"""Chiif to tlw GotHfffI(Jf'.c-1III. 

CIIrTIf', RamJItAggtW, .Dec",... 16, 1848". 
IN further continuation of -my letter of the 10th instant, l feel it my duty to 

forward the inclosed letter from Major-General Sir Joseph ThackwelJ. . 
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Inclosure 14 ia No. 42.< 
" 

Major·General Sir J. ThackweU to the Adjutant-General . 

. t t'. :. \' ,Heyleh,. December: ,141 ,t84S,.,j,: I 

IN continuation of my dispatch of the 6th instant, relative to' ~hela~iioil' ~t' 
Sadoolapoor on the 3rd, I have the honor to state my. regret that Brigadier
General Campbell had not brought to my notice_th~ services _of the officers of the 
Staff of the 3rd Division of Infantry, by which omission the names of Major Pon
son by , Assistant Adjutant-General; Captain Hay thorne, Aide-de-Camp to the 
Brigadier-General; and Lieutenant Garden, Deputy Assistant-Quartermaster
General, have been omitted. I now beg leave to state that the Brigadier-General 
considers that these officers have rendered him every assistance in their respective 
situations. 

.Inclosure 15 ,in No •. 42. 

'l'he Secretary with the Govtd-nor-General,to the Resident ,at Lahore. 
, . 

Camp, Saneewall, December.18, 1~48. -. ,-
I ACKNOWLEDGE your letter, dated the 14th instant, inclosing letters 

from Major Lawrence to Mr. Cocks, showing that some of the British prisoners 
are with Shere Sing's army, on the left bank of the Jhelum; and in4i,ca,ting a 
desire, on the part of the Raja and the Sirdars, to treat, either ~tjl respect to. ; 
the release of the prisoners, or with respect to making terms generally. ~. ,. \ ,I. ' .. 

With regard to the latter proposal~ I am desired to,stl!-te, tll-at the,pnly,; 
answer the Governor-General hR.'! to give to all applications from the Sikh army, 
for the opening of negotiations regarding terms, is, that the Government will 
not treat with rebels in arms. : No proposal- will be listened to, but that of 
absolute, unconditional' surrender. If the surrender shall be immediate and 
complete, no one's life will he considered as forfeited by reason of their rebellion. 
If, on the other hand, the surrE;nder shall not be immediate and complete, the 
Sirdars and their troops must endure the consequences of their acts; and their 
blood will be on their own heads. From this statement, the Dewan Moolraj and 
his followers must be understood to be excluded. " , ' I 

With regard to the release of the British subjects who are prisoners in the 
hands of the rebels,hisLordship entertains the deepest solicitude for their recovery. 
But, in resorting to every expedient, in pu~ting forth every exertion for that pur
pose,his Lo~dshipconsiders that he cannot, in his anxiety for. their safety, for&"et 
the duty which he owes to the State.- He feels the full· weIght o"f the cflnvlc
tion that he would not be justified before those he serves, or in the eyes of the" 
country, if he were to consent to the sacrifice of great public objects, iIi ordcr' 
to accomplish the freedom of the prisoners, or if he should do any act which_ 
would encourage our enemies in India to believe that the possession 'of the 
persons of one or more British subjects, would, at any time, paralyze the energies 
of the Government, and insure, to those who held such prisoners, immunity from 
all punishment, however heinous their conduct may have been. .' - - ,-

His Lordship has already caused intimations to be made to Sirdar Chuttl1r' 
Sing, calculated, as it is hoped, to insure their personal safety. .As the rebels' 
have now brought the prisoners to the neighbourhood of our army, and have . 
manifested an inclination to treat for terms, it would be desirable to repeat the 
attempt to effect their restora~ion.. , . ' 

It has, already, been stated that no negotiation can be allowed for general 
terms, to the Sirdars and rebe~ army. _But the Governor-General is ready to 
assent to an exchange of the prisoners respectively . held, by us and by them. 
Raja. Shere Si~g may, accordingly" \>e informed, that on the safe return ~ the. 
British priRoners, and their' delivery to his Excellency the Commander-in-chief, . 
the British will deliver up the Raja's brother~ Sirdar Golab Sing, and ally'!)thers , 
who may be in our hands' belongmg' to that family, -with such other Sirdars as 
are in our possession. Raja Shere Sing should be further informed, that if 
the British prisoners are· kept in captivity, a.nd especially if any injury whate'-er 
is done to the~, the British Goyernmen~ will exact a terrible retribution. 
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The Maharanee Junda Khore, and Raja La1 Sing, whose names have been 
adverted to, lIlust, of course, be excluded from any arrangement of the above 
nature. ,,' ' , 

Your opinion is requested as to whether any advantage would arise frm 
taking :measures to make it known, that the Government would highly reward 
a~y \me who should bring the prisoner~ safe into,camp. 

Inclosure 16 in No. 42. 

:Major Edwardes to the Resident at Lahore. 
, ' 

Camp, Sooraj Koond, December 4, 1848. 
, SHEIK EMAMOODDEF..N aud his force marched from this, on the 1st 
of December, and crossed the Chenab at the ferry of Shah Ali, in rear of the 
British camp, next day, on their way to Jhung. 

The day after, the Sheik received, by the hand of a cossid of M'oolraj, 
a letter from that rebel, inclosing another from Chuttur Sing, both of which the 
Sheik transmitted to me, with -the cossid who brought them. 

Dewan :Moolraj to Sheik Emamoodaeen. 

'TO be loyal' aud true to one's mast~r, is the very gem o£ manhood.. 
You are the wise man of' this age.' Let bygones, therefore, be bygones; and, 
looking on my house as your own, come hither, in all confidence of a hearty 
wclcome, and unite with me in the public cause, , 

, " 

Seal of 
Moolraj. 

II Verbum 
'Sap.n_ 

P.S.-I inclose, my dear friend, a note to your address, from Sirdar 
Chuttur Sing. Plea..<;e send a reply." 

,C"utf:ur Sing to Slleik Emamo,oddeen. 

NovemlJer 9, 1848. 
Every Hindoo and Mussulman subject who has eaten the salt of our great, 

pure, and !X1ighty Government, has proved himself true to both his Sovereign, and 
his religion. It becomes you, therefore, to remember what favors and honors 
you have received, in your day, from the Durbar, now, when the time has come 
for evincing gratitnde by faithful service. It is unaccountable, indeed, that, up 
to this present writing, you are still pursuing a career of treachery and infamy! 
What can be your motives' the result of such baseness can only be ruin in 
this world, and the next. Reflect upon what you owe to your Sovereign; you, 
whose whole house has been raised from nothing; and, withont further delay, 
join either Dewan Moolraj, or my beloved son Shere Sing. I have written this 
advice ~ you, for old acquaintance sake, wishing you well. 

I:, 

Seal of 
Cbuttur Sing on'the cover. 

Sheik Emamooddeen 'does, indeed, as described by Chuttur Sing, stand 
lIut in creditable relief from the majority of Durbar servants; and his positioll 
is olle of proportionate difficulty, and maintained alone by the constant suppo~ 
you give' him on all occasions. You will, I am sure, be much pleascd by his, 
conduct in this matter. ' ' " , 
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Inclosure 17 in No. 42. 

The Resident at Lahure fo Major Edwllrdes; 

Lah.we, D~f!mlltn" 8, 1848. 
I ENTIRELY concur with you in the terms in which you characterize the 

conduct of Sheik Emamooddeen, and I have addressed him direct, expressing 
my satisfaction at all his conduct, hitherto, connected with these operations, and 
every confidence that he will execute, successfully, thc duty now assigned to 
him. . . 

Inclosure 18 .in No. 42. 

Lieutenant Herbert to the Resident at Lahore. 

Attock, 'Qecember 6, 1848. 
IT is with great grief that I report that,in consequence .of the non-arrival 

of an.! succour, the tenure .of the fort of -Att.ock is becoming extremely 
precanous. . 

Serious symptoms of insubordination have exhibited themselves among the 
men, particularly on a month's pay,becoming due, when it was demanded in a 
most nnbecoming manner. ' 

I have had great difficulty in raising II. loan sufficient to disburse a month's 
pay ta the garrison, and to carry on the current expenses; and I fear I shall be 
unable to meet a second demand of a similar nature. 

The blockading force is reduced to a small number. I am assured it does not 
exceed 2,000 or 2,500, with the guns in the batteries-six horse artillery guns and 
a ten-inch mortar,_nd have, therefore, littI!) reason to fear a reverse from the 
physical force of the enemy. But no effort is spared to excite treachery within, 
and the minds of the men being much shaken by the prolongation of the 
blockade, and the unexpected delay in the coming of succour, they are puly 
too liable to be tampered with, despite of every efiort to prevent the approach 
to the walls of the enemy's agents. 

Though anxious to make a sally upon the enemy's guns, I am prevented 
from the attempt, by being unable longer to place aMY confidence in my men. 
Scarcely a night passes without several desertions, and it is with extreme sorrow 
I state that I feel it impossible to answer for their good conduct, from day to 
day. 

I 'Would respectfully remind you that I have no regular troops except my 
artillery (who belong to the enemy, I may say, thollgh they have behaved very 
well till within the last two nights, during which sevep. men. have deserted); and 
my Puthan levies have nothing to bind. them to the -ea.R.e, except the hopes of' 
large r~ward, and speedy relief. 

Under these circumstances, I humbly. but urgently, beg that Yoll. will do 
your utmost to hasteD. forward the march of tl;oops to our aid. We have now 
beeR bWokaucd foc twenty-seven days. • 

In.closure 19 in No. 42. 

TIuJ Resident fl.t Lakore to Lieutenant Herbert.· 
• 

Lahore, Decembffl' 17, 1848. 
YOU win have heard of the advance of the British army • 
.succour is, you will see, on the 'Way, ~ thong-lt it may be delayed. beyond 

the titllC expected, it will arrive eventually. . 
. r am also endeavouring to make some tt.rntngemeJrts for snpplying you 

~ith funds. 
Your conduct has been most gallant and admirable, and yonr success in 

defending the fort so long against your be.~iegers, and in keeping together 
your garrison, is highly appreciated by the Governor-General. 
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It would seem that the enemy is in despair of.gaining the fort by force, 
and was expected to raise the siege entirely; but against the treachery of the 
garrison it i. far more difficult to gual'd. I am quite satisfied that, whatever 
can be efJ'ec'ed by energy, firmness, and judgment, you will accomplish; and 
if your garr'son should have betrayed you. your character will not stand the 
less high in the estimation of the Governor-General, and of your count.ry. 

, - Inclosure 20 in No. 42. 

The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary with the Governor-General., 

Lahor.e, December 8, 1848. 
ON looking, this morning, through the papers I have accumulated, regarding 

the outbreak at Mooltan, I perceive one which I had translated at the time, 
intending to send it to Government, but which does not appear to have been 
submitted. ' 

It is the deposition of a man named Kootub Shah, and was taken on the 
3rd of June last. It gives only the particulars re,,"'lIrding the first outbreak of dis
tUl'bances at Mooltan, which have heen, already, reported to Government, but it 
is valuable as corroborating the statements of others, and should, I think, be 
placed on recOl'd. 

The conduct of Sirdar Khan Sing, Man, and the tI-eatment he has received, 
and continues to receive, al'e not very intelligible. We have still, I think, much 
to learn in respect to him. 

Sirdar Khan Sing, Man, is still a close prisoner in the Fort of Mooltan, and 
he was never allowed to see any of the Sikh party, or to hold any communication 
with them, during the time that Shere Sing and the other Sikh Sirdars remained 
at that place. " • , 

From all I ('.an learn, it appears that, on the murder of the British officers, 
Sirdar Khan Sing, Man, was placed in confinement, for a few days; that he had an 
interview with the Dewan; after which, he was released, and treated with consi
deration, for about a month, or six weeks, when, he was, suddenly, placed in !}lose 
imprisonment, from wbich he has not yet been released; and that he was stu
diously kept out of sight and reach, while Shere Sing's party was at Mooltan. 

o I have in my possession letters and papers, of the authenticity of which 
there is little doubt, which prove that Sirdar Khan Sing was in the interest of 
the Maharanee, and deeply concerned in the conspiracy for the murder of the 
British officials, and their expulsion fl'Om Lahore, before he was selected for the 

• Mooltan appointment, and that his mission to Mooltan was to be made sub
servient to the cause; and that he was to create a disturbance, or insurrection, in 
that province, shortly after his getting the government. . 

And, furthermore, the papers show that, after the murder of Mr, Agnew and 
Lieutenant Anderson, Sirdar.Khan Sing; in Ilonjunction with Dewan Moolmj, 
was in correspondence with the Maharanee, for the purpose of furthering the 
interests of the conspiracy. Parts of this correspondence are in my possession; 
it took place between the date of the murder of Mr. Agnew at Mooltan, and of 
the execution of General Khan Sing, and the Maharanee's Moonshee, at Lahore. 

Statements have been, ~t different times, and by various parties, made to 
me, and to the assistants, to the effect that Sirdar Khan Sing and Moolraj had 
an understanding together, from the first, and that. after the outbreak, they were, 
for a time, acting in concert; that, when General Khan Sing and the Moonshee were 
seized, convicted, and executed at Laltore, Sirdro' Khan Sing, Man, believed the 
whole conspiracy discovered, and the game up ; and that he, then, set to work to 
organize a scheme at Mooltan, by which he might seize Moolmj, get possession 
of the fort, and make both ov~ to the British Government, in order to save 
himself. It is asserted that t'Iloese machinations came to the knowledge of 
Moolraj, who, immediately, seized Khan Sing, and placed him under the close 
restraint from which he has never been released. This statement has been 
current for the last five months, but I have never been able to find anyone who 
was cognizant of the fact, so as to be able to give evidence thereto. It is the 
solution generally given, and believed, of the somewhat enigmatical conduct of 
Moolraj towards Sirdar Khan Sing, Man. 

30 
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Inclosure 21 in No. 42. 

Deposition of Kootub Shah, June 3, 1848. 

I WAS, formerly, in the service' of Sheik Emamooddeen, but, on his leaving 
Cashmere, remained in Lahore without employment. 

On Sirdar Khan Sing being appointed Nazim of MooItan, I accompanied 
him, in hopes of finding service, which he promised to give me, on our arrival 
there. 

On MI'. Vans Agnew, Lieutenant Anderson, and the Sirdar reaching Tileya, 
Jowala Sahae, a servant of Dewan Moolraj, came to pay his respects, and, after. 
a short interview, returned to Surai Sidhoo. 

When the servants of the British officers and the Sirdar went to Sidhoo, to 
purchase supplies, Jowala Sahae ordered the Zemindars not to furnish them. 
I ment:oned this to Sirdar Khan Sing, who remarked that supplies should only 
be taken, with the consent of the villagers. 

The next day, on our arrival at Khalik Wullee, Jowala Sahae returned to 
Mooltan. The villagers of the place mentioned to us, that a refractory spirit 
had shown itself at MooItan, and that Sahib Deen, their Jagheerdar, was their 
authority for the Teport. I informed the British officers of this, all(~ remarked 
that it was strange that none of the Dewan's officials had appeared to welcome 
them. To this, they replied that the report was without foundation. On 
Monday, at noon, we. arrived at Raj Ghat, which is three coss from MooUan 
whe"e we were met by Runrrram, who informed us that the Dewan had ordered 
the Huzooreebagh to be prepared for the British officers, and the Edga for 
Sirdar Khan Sing. He then took leave and returned to MooItan. I, again, men
tioned to the Sirdar the reports I had heard, but he replied. that they were 
untrue, and that Rungram had made proper arrangements' for their accommo
dation. 

The next day, Rungram made his appearance; and accompanied the British 
offlcers to the Huzooreebagh, which, however, appearing not" to afford sufficient 
room, it was resolved that they should take up their quarters in the Edga. 
This was accordingly done, while Sirdar Khan Sing encamped in, the inclosure 
()f the Edga. 

At 9 o'clock, Dewan Moolraj set out, from the fort, to have an interview; 
intelligence of which reached Mr. Agnew while the Dewan was in progress. Mr. 
Agnew requested the Sirdar to inform the Dewan, that he had better come in the 
aftern!>on, in order to avoid \he heat of the midday. Sirdar Khan Sing said, that 
it would be advisable to give him an interview, at once. 

Preparations were, accordingly, made to receive him, in the inclosure of the 
Edga; on his arrival, he was taken by the hand by Mr. Agnew, and seated by 
bis side. In about an hour, he took leave. The Dewan was accompanied by 
200 soldiers. He presented a Surwana of 250 rupees to Mr. Agnew, who said 
that the1 would proceed to business, in the' evening, 

In the evening, accordingly, the Dewan came again. The interview took 
place, in the presence of several officers of either party. It was remarked that 
Moolraj paid no attention to Sirdar Khan Sing, but treated him with studied 
coldness. 

The Dewan said, that it was his wish to return his charge into the bands 
or the Sirkar, and that, if the British officers would visit the fort the next day, he 
would make over his authority. • 

Mr. Agnew requested the Dewan to furnish him with the collection papers 
of the last ten Years, that he might ascertain the revenue of the various districts, 
and also desired him to hold a review of the troops. 

The Dewan made objections to giving up his papers, and said, that he hael 
m~rely held the territory in farm from the Government, at a fixed sum; which 
he had paid regularly, and that he possessed no papers. . 

On Mr. Agnew urging the point, the Dewan promised to supply him with 
the papers -of six years collections, and said that he would make over the fort, 
the next day. He desired Mr. Aj1;new to give him a razeenamah, and an 
acknowledgment of having received charge of the territory. to whieh Mr. Agnew 
replied that, on receiving the papers, and getting possession of the fort, he would 
do so; the Dewan, then, left. 
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KhaI1 Sing requested Mr. Agnew to take a few companies "with him to 
occupy the fort, but that officer observed that a single Puhurra would be suffi
cient. On Sirdar Khan Sing repeating his request, Mr. Agnew said that he 
would go, first, alone, and that the Sirdar should follow on his receiving charge 
of the fort. At length, it was settled that two companies and fifteen sowars 
should accompany them. 

The next day, the Dewan was waited for, but, as he did not make his appear
ance up to 9 o'clock, a message was sent to him, to enquire the reason, and to 
request his presence . 

. The British officers and the Sirdar mounted an elephant, and, after inspecting 
their guns, were preparing to go to the fort, when Moolraj appeared, accompanied 
by 30U or 4UO mounted men. . 

He alighted from his horse, and, getting on an elephant, went with tire other 
party to the fort; when they reached the inner gate, they dismounted, and entered 
the tort; about ten people attended the British officers, but the rest of the troops 
who accompanied the Sirdar, were not allowed to proceed inside, and one or 
two of them were even struck, slightly.. 

I said to Mr. Agnew, "if the Dewan intends to give up the fort, why does 
he not allow our troops to enter, and why do you go in thus unattended f' Mr. 
Agnew requested the Dewan to allow the Lahore ~oldiers to be admitted. Both 
the companies were, then, permitted to enter. The British officers iu·spected the 
fort, Dewan Moolraj pointing out· the magazines and other places. He, thel!-, . 
showed them a part of the fort, which he asserted to be proof a"ooainst shot from 
outside. 

About 100 soldiers were drawn up in review by the Dewan, to whom Mr. 
Agnew gave every encouragement, telling them that they would be taken into the 
service of the Lahore Government, and that, after receiving their pay up to that 
date from the Dewan, they would be paid by him, in future. Mr. Agnew, then, 
propo~ed to leave. 

Two companies, under Bhaee Esra Sing and Golab Sing, were left in the fort. 
As they were leaving the place, and were approaching the outer gate, the Dewan 
pressed on his horse; at the ·same time, a soldier stepped forward, and cut at 
Lieutenant Anderson, twice, with his sword. That officer spurred on, after the 
Dewan, five of whose sowars, turning round, attacked him, and wounded him in 
several places. He arrived, with some difficulty, at the Edga. A soldier, then, 
struck at Mr. Agnew, who was, however, not wounded. The same soldier then 
struck him, three successive times, with his sword, while Mr. Agnew tried to 
defend himself with his stick. Sirdar Khan Ring dismounted, and, attended by a 
few of his sepoys, went to the British officer's assistance. Elahee Buksh 
wounded the soldier who had attacked Mr. Agnew. Ten or twelve of the 
Dewan's men, then, drew their swords. During th's time Sirdar Khan Sing's 
troops were inside the fort. 

The Sirdar took up Mr. Agnew, and, mounting an elephant, returned to the 
Edga. .. . . 

Moolraj's soldiers fired off a gun and several matchlocks. 
On arriving at the-camp, it was found that Lieutenant Anderson was severely 

wounded, which was not known previously to Mr. Agnew. • 
Mr. Agnew wrote off, immediately, to Lahore, to Bahawulpore, and to 

Bunnoo, while his wounds were being dressed. Sowars were sent off, to hasten 
the arrival of l\.Jr. \Vilkinson (the apothecary), who was on his way from Lahore. 

After a short time, a messa".re came from the Dewan, to state that he had had 
nothiug to do with what had taken place, and that it originated entirely from his 
troops, who had acted without his knqwledge. 

Mr. Agnew wrote to the Dewan, stating that he did not consider him to 
blame, but requesting him to Rend the soldiers who had attacked them. 

He, also, or'dcred purwannas to be written, in the name ofthe troops, repri
muml; ng them for having acted without the orders of the Dewan. 

Rungl'am,on hearing that the British officers were wounded, advised the 
Dewan to visit them, unattended by his people. . . 

While the Dewan was hesitating, a soldier, who was standing near Rungram 
wounded him with his sword. A commotion, then,· ensued among the troops, who 
oo\J(.'cted near the tomb of Shumstabreez. Mr. Agnew sent for me and 
KUl'um Ullahee, and ordered us to go to Moolraj, and enquire into the oause of 
the tumult. 

302 
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On arriving near them, we heard the sound of several matchlocks, while, at 
the same time, the soldiers threatened to kill us, if we approached nearer •. 
· We replied to this, that we came to s'peaR to them, and not to fight. They 
did not, however, attend to us. • ~ . . 

Preseritly, the two companies who had been left in the fort, .. came out, but no 
opposition was offered to them. I asked Esra Sing what was the reason of his 
.leaving the place, to which he replied, that the Dewan's soldiers had begun to 
fire at his men, and that they.were, consequently, obliged to quit; " , 

We, then, returned to our camp, where we heard that Mr. Agnew's camels 
and cattle, which had been sent out to graze, had been seized by the. Dewan's 
people. . ., 

In the evening, seeing that our forces were much, scattered, I recommended 
· Sirdar Khan Sing to collect them, and the guns, together. This was, accordingly, 
done by Mr. Agnew's directions, and they were all drawn up, close to the Edga. 
That night passed. 

In the morning, a person dressed .as a fakeer came to Sirdar KbaIi Sing. 
P80ple said, however, that he was not a fakeer, but a Golundaze in the Dewan's 
service, sent to pick up intelligence; he shortly left •. About three hours after, 
shots were fired from the fort. The firing continued till twelve, o'clock, when 
Mr. Agnew sent for Sirdar Khan Sing, and, ordering 1000 rupees to be ,distri
buted among the troops, endeavoured to im;pire confidence among them. I took 
~he money to Bhaee 'Esra Sing, requesting him to divide it among his men; it 
appeared, however, that they all, under some pretext. or olher,' refused to 
accept it. 

I left the money with Bhaee Esra Sing, and mentioned what had taken 
place to Mr. Agnew, who directed the officers to appear before the Sirdar.' 

At length. the officers and their men appeared, and, after a few excuses, took 
the money, and promised to show good service. Kurum Elahee whispered to 
me, that the whole of the troops had gone over, and joined the rebels. l men • 
. tioned what he had told me, to the Sirdar, who encouraged the troops, and reo 
minded them of their duty to the Sirkar. • . 

In reply, they made great professions ofloyalty. 
Kazee Gholam Hoossen was then sent to the Dewan, to inquire into the 

'cause of the disturbance, and to remind him that he had voluntarily surrendered 
his charge into the hands of the Government. 

On the Kazee taking this message, he was told to make the best{)f his 
way to Lahore, leaving the British officers where they were. The Kazee answered, 
that the troops would fight for the Sahibs, and not. desert them. 

Assud Khan, a Delooch of Sungur, was sent, with the Kazee, among the 
Mooltan troops, under pretence ·of stopping the, Dewan's guns; SQme were, 
accordingly, stopped, but others continued to be served, app8.\'entiy, by the 
Dewan's orders. Before the Kazee returned, the Dewan's troops approached the 
Edga, upon which the. Lahore soldiers took away their property and arms, and 
joined them. ' . 

I was standing among the troops, and endeavouring, by Mr. Agnew~s orders 
·to persuade them to return. Seeing Esra Sing, I told him to draw up his guns in 
.front of the Edga, to "preventappl'oach. Esm Sing replied .... you are mad, it 
is impossible to do 80/' lie then went over to the Dewan's soldiers .. :I men
tioned all these circumstances to Mr. Aguew. Kurum EIahee, and five or six 
others besides myself,were with Sirdar Khan Sing, while three or four servants 
were in attendance upon Mr. Agnew. 

Sirdar Khan Sing offered to devote his life; but MI'. Agnew objected, saying 
that it was useless for him to sacrifice himself; that, alone, be could do nothing; 
and that he had better ask for quarter. 

The Sirdar's people went outside the Edga, and demanded quarter. 
'fhe troops then entered the place, and plundered every thing. On their 

approaching the Sirdar. he said that he had asked for qI,Jarter, and that it would 
be useless to kill him, but that tl.ey might do what they pleased, He requested 
them to spare the· wounded British officers, They, however, refused to listen to 
· him, and seized him; while I was caJ;ried off by ,the Mussulmans of the Dewan's 
2.umboorkhanah. . . 

An Affghan, whose name I do not knolV, but whom I can rE\cognise, together 
with a Nuhuog, attacked Mr. Agnew, one firing a carbine at him, and the other 
striking off his head, which he took to th~ Dewan, who I:estowed 300 rupees, 
Ilnd a. horse of Mr. Agr.ew's, upon him. . ' 
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During that day, -the Sirdar was kept in confinement, in' the Amkhas; the 
next, he was taken to the fort, where he was put in irons, with his son. 

. I remained under guard twQ days; the third day I was sent for by Moolraj, 
who said "if you wish to go, I will give you a pass." I had been advised, how
ev~r, not to consent, as I should, probably, have been only imprisoned more 
stnctly. . 
. I, accordingly, refused to go, -and offered to take service under him, request
ing him to send for my family. On hearing this, he was greatly pleased and 
ordered my release from confinement. He, also, directed passports to be given to 
Kazee Gholam Hoossen, to bring my family to Mooltan. I then remained in 
Mooltan. 
, All that took p\jl.ce there has already been related by Vuzeer Alikhlre, aud 
the other officers who accompanied MI'. Agnew. 
. The next day, Ram Doss, brother of Hursookh, a general in the Dewan's 
service, came to me, and offered me a note of hand for 500 rupees, which the 
Dewan had sent. I declined taking it. on the plea that I had not earned it by 

. , what I had done, but said that..I would take a reward, after displaying my services . 
. I remained seveu days at Mooltan. . 

When intelligence reached the Dewan, that Lieutenant Edwardes had marched 
upon Leia, he s~nt offBugwan Dos, with a force of3,500 men and 10 guns, to 

, "oppose him, Asud Khan of Sungur accompanied Bugwan Dos. I was, also, 
directed to go, but replied that I had no troops at my disposal ; upon this, he 
told me to take Kurum Elakee, and his sowars, with me. We, accordingly, left, 
and accompanied Bugwan's force, three days. The next day, in the evening, when 
the troops marched, I remained some coss in the rear, with my sowars,' and 
turned towards Lahore. That day we marched to Ooch-gool-Emam, 50 coss 
distant. . • • 

When Moolraj sent for me, he mentioned that letters had reached him, 
before our arrival, from a place named Boorapoor, 30 coss from Mooltan, from 
the Sikhs in the Lahore force, promising to desert from the Sirdal', and join the 
Dewan. He showed me the letters, which were written in Goormookhee. He 
also showed me letters fi'om the Maharanee, and mentioned that he had written 
to the troops at Peshawur, Hazara, Lahore, and Bunnoo, requesting them to 
join him. 

He desired Sirdar Khan Sing and me to subscribe our names, which we 
did, for our own safety. The Dewan refused to listen to me, when I said that I 

. held no command, and that it would be of no use to attach my seal to the letter; 
The second day after the murder, the bodies ·of the British officers were 

wrapped up in a silken khes, and buried in- one grave, by the Dewan's orders; 
'The next day an Akalee removed the silk. The Dewan on hearing this, ordered 
his people to bury the bodies again, decently . 

. Moolraj directed the inclosure of the Edga to be pulled down. 
'When I left, there was one regiment of Sikhs commanded by Hurdas 

Sing of Hoshiarpore; a great number of Beloochees, Affghans, and others are, 
now collected. I 

Moolraj's companions are Peer Buksh, Adawlutee, Futteh Mahomed Khan, 
Koornjugur, Mustapha Khan, Khagwanee, Sadik MOhomed Khan, Assud Khan. 
Belooch of Soongur, Misr Gooljus, Heer Bugwan, &c. 
. Rungram will not suffer his wounds to be dress6o, in the hope that he may 

, get a pension for being wounded in the service of Government. • 

Inclosure 22 in No. 42. 

Tile Commander-in-Chiej to the Governor-General. 

Camp, bejore Ramnuggur, NOlJember 27, 1848. 
IT affords me the greatest gratification to forward, for your Lordship's informa

tion, 11 copy of a dispatch of the 23rd instant, addressed to the Adjutant-General of 
the army, by BrigndierrGeneral H. M. 'Vheeler, C.Il., commanding the Punjab 
di"ision, reporting the reduction of Kullalwala. 

I have"directed the Adjubmt-Genernl to convey to Brigadier-General Wheeler 
my hearty congratulations' lind thanks for the i~portant. services he, and the brave 
troops under his command, have rendered on tillS OCCRSlon. 
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Inclosure 23 in No. 42. 

Brigadier-General H. M. Wheeler, C.B., commanding Jullundur Ji1ield Force, to the 
Adjutant-G eneral. 

Camp, .Kullalwala, November 23, 1848. 
IN continuation of my letter of yesterday's date, I have much satisfaction in 

reporting, for the information of his Excellency the Commander-in· chief, that the 
strong fort of Kullalwala is in my possession. 

A close reconnoissance having been made after the action of the morning by 
Captain Oldfield, of tlie Engineers, accompanied by Lieutenant Colonel A. Wilson, 
of the Artillery, I decided on the positions for three batteries~ 

One of eight 9-pounders was in a garden, the mud wall of which furnished 
excellent cover, and through which embrasures were cut. It was about 160 yards 
from the gate, on which it fired. .. 

One of two 24-pound'ers and one 12-pounder Qowitzer, about 450 yards from 
the fort; and one of five 6-pounders at nearly 300 yards. 

The guns were'moved into position well covered with cavalry 'and infantry, the 
latter lining the garden wall, and keeping down the enemy's fire, and occupying 
every vant~ge ground, at a little before 4 P.M., and poured shot and shell, with 
admirable effect, on the gateway, and into the works. I drew off to my camp at 
sunset, throwing a strong detachment of the 3rd Regiment Nath'e Infantry into 
the village, under Captain '\-Vallace, and occupying a position which watched and 
commanded the gateway. 

The village had been held by a large body of the enemy, from which they 
were dislodged by the detachment of the corps of Guides, in good style, killing 
several. I had closely invested the whole, both fort and village, with my cavalry; 
and the investment continued through the night. 

The only drawbacks were the darkness of the night, and the close proximity 
to the fort of large tracts of sugar. cane cultivation. 

About 1 A.M. to-day, the enemy attempted to abandon the fort, and suc
ceeded, after losing several men by the fire of the detachment under Captain Wallace, 
losillg many more by the cavalry through which they had to pass; and I believe 
that I am under the number in stating that, at least,. 300 of the enemy have been 
killed. Of the wounded, excepting a very few, who have been taken to our 
hospitals, I can give no idea. 

I am proud to say, that this success has been achieved, with the loss of but 
one man killed, and five wounded. 

Captain Oldfield of the Eogineers has been most active, intelligent, and useful. 
I have already mentioned Major Swinley; he and _Captains Sissmore and Burnett, 
each commanding batteries, and all of that arm, gave me great satisfaction, as indeed 
have the officers and men of every branch. 

I also brought to the fll"orable notice of Lord Gough, tbe oflicen. acting as 
my staff in the operations of the morning, and have great pleasure in stating that 
their services were as zealous and effective in those of the evening. 

I have the honor to inclose a return * of casualties. 

Inclosure 24 in No. 42. 

Mr. Lawrence to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Tulevara, November 29. 1848-. 
AFTER the dispatch of my letter of yesterday'S date, I received 

further intelligence, that Bedee Bikrama Sing, had turned the police offi
cers of Oonah and N oorpoor out of their districts, and put some of them 
in· irons. He has also sent· messengers into the villages below the hills" 
and instigated the petty Sikh Jagheerdars to rise, and attack Hoshiarpore. 
In consequence of this intelligence. which I commun~cated to Major ""I>ller 
commanding the force, that officer explained to me that, though Major 
Hodgson still continued to have full confidence in the Sikh cor.ps, he dis
trusted them j and requested me to ask Major Simpson, commanding at 

* Not received. 
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Hajeepore, who was then at Mookerian, on the way to his station, to join our 
force.. The Sikh corps has, as ye~, behaved so remarkably well, that I am still 
inclined to think, with Major Hodgson, that they will continue to do so. I was 
also averse to denude the station of Hajeepore, from which assistance could 
readily be afforded to N oorpoor and Puthankote, of troops. However, after 

. full consideration, as there can be no doubt of the wisdom of avoiding all risks 
that can possibly be guarded against, I wrote to Major Simpson, requesting 
him to join us, to which that' officer readily acceded. He reached Hajeepore 
just as our rear-guard left the place, and will be in the camp with the head
quarters of the corps, and find five companies this evening .. ' Weare now strong 
enough, in my judgment, for any emergency. Colonel Wilkinson also writes to 
me, that he will co-operate with us by the Naree Pass, on the morning of the 
1st proximo, with four companies, leaving four others, and a troop of regular 
cavalry, to guard Hoshiarpore. . 

The circumstance of the Bedee having joined the insurrection, will have an 
immense effect, no doubt, on all the Sikhs in the Doab; they are not numerous, 
compared to the whole popUlation, but are, no doubt, the most warlike portion of 
it. They, and, in particular, the Sikh Jagheerdars, are hated by the villagers, 
but, at the same time, much dreaded; and it is difficult to say what 
disturbance they may not create. I heard, this morning, that a number of them 
have met, and sworn to drive us out of the Doab. Nearly all the Rajas in the 
hills seem to be raising men, and are, donbtless, more or less implicated, and 
watching events in the hope of benefiting by them. It would, therefore, I think, 
be expedient, that Brigadier Wheeler cross the Ravee at once, and be near 
enough to pass into this territory. ou a moment's warning. It will, however, be 
equally necessary that troops should be posted in the Baree Doab, lightly 
equipped, so as to be able to march, at once, on any pgint where insurgents may 
collect. The 4th Native Infantry have now one wing at Nukodur; the other is 
at Loodiana; and I have recommended to Colonel Wilkinson the eXPlldiency 
of having the other wing over. • 

I have written to Brigadier Wheeler, advising him of the state of affairs 
in this territory; and requested him to dispatch towards Hajeepoi'e a couple of 
nine-pounders, and a few mortars, in case we should not be able to take Oonah 
without them. . 

Inclosure 25 in No. 42. 

• Mr. Lawrence to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Dungoh, November 30, 1848. 
I ARRIVED this day at Dungoh, with the troops under Major Simpson. 

We marched, after sunrise, the distance about fifteen miles up the Doon. 
On the road, we heard that a party of the Jeswan insurgents bad come down 
the day before, and driven the police out of the fort of Dungoh, which, when 
the other forts in this part of the hills were destroyed, was reserved for their 
accommodation. We. further ascertained that the Raja of Duttarpoor was 
also raising men, and that his son was in the fort with some men, having 
connived with the Jeswan men in ousting the police. Dungoh was built by 
the Rajas of Mulote, in the territory of Duttarpoor, which was wrested from 
the ancestors of the present Raja, some eighty years ago. 

i wrote to the Duttarpoor Raja, both the day before yesterday, and yester
day, encouraging him to remain faithful, and assist our police. I further told 
him to come out and meet me during the morning march. As we approached 
the fort, we ascertained that the insurgents were leaving it; accordingly, Mr. 
Cust and I galloped on with a few sowars, and were fortunate enough to 
overtake the Raja's son, with 8. few matchlockmen, stealing oft'. I called on him, 
by name, to stop, which he did, and gave himself up, without making the least 
resistance. I then sent word to the father, that his son was with me,. and that" 
if he did not, come in, within two hours, I would instantly attack him. He has, 
just arrived, and I have placed both father and son under restraint. The hew 
of villages joined us on the march, the majority declaring that they had. neithel' 
joined in the insurrection, nor allowed their people tG do &0, and others saymgthat 
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those who had joined, had been forced into the act. I consider that nearly one 
half the Doon will now be safe . 

. The Seeba Raja, who resides in the second range above the Doon; has 
certainly rendered himself suspected. There is little doubt but that he wo.s 
in communication with the Raja of Jeswan, to whose clan he belonO's. But 
our prompt advance has terrified him, and he has obeyed my summ~ns and 
joined my camp, this day. ' 

I hear, from all sides, that Bedee Bikrama Sing has been the prime mover 
in the present insurrection, and has seduced these foolish Rajas, who are a pri
mitive, unsophisticated race, to seize the present opportunity for assertin 0' their 
independence. 'fo-morrow, we shall be at Umb, where the Jeswan Raja's"forces 
must either fight, or disperse. Their number it is difficult to ascertain, the 
accounts varying from 1,000 to 5,000. Probably, they do not exceed 2,000, 

.and I anticipate that many will desert this night, directly the fate of Dungoh 
reaches them. 

We have many friendly Zemindars with us,and, as we go on, they, and their 
friends, go a ahead, procnre ns excellent intelligence, and exert their influence 
on the insurgents, some of whom are their relations, and many their friends or 
acquaintances. I do not anticipate much resistance from the Jeswan Rajpoots, 
but I feel satisfied that the Bedee will resist to the uttermost. I hear that he 
feels disappointed at the few Sikhs who have, hitherto, joined him. From his 
lineage, being the descendant of Nanult, he is venerated, but his personai cha.
racter is said to be so infamous that even many of his sect do not regard him in the 
same light as they would a more moral man. 

o I have no news from Teera to-day, but hope to hear, intwo days, of Mr. 
Barnes' arrival at that place. There was a report, last night, that the insurgents 
were again collecting at DeE)nanuggur. I hope, should this prove the case, that 
they will not be allowed to gather strength. 

Inclosure 26 in No. 42. 

Mr. Lawrence to the Resident at.Lahore. 

Camp, Umbota, December I, 1848 .. 
'fHE force, under the command of Major Simpson, arrived, at Umbota, 

this morning, at 9 A.M. from Dungoh, whieh fort we rendered untenable, 
before marehing. . Colonel Wilkinson marched from Hoshiarpore, last night, 
with 300 men of the 28th Native Infantry, accompanied by l\b. Christian, and 
this morning ascended the pass. The insurgents, seeing that they were between 
two parties, dispersed, without firing a shot. We found the pass eut and 
scarped, so that a few men could easily have defended the position. 

The Jeswan Raja is, I understand, in his residence at Khurote, about nine 
miles from this, with a few hundred men, and his son and vuzeer are on a small 
hill about five miles distant. I' have proposed to Major Simpson that we attack 
both posts to-morrow morning, and that officer has agreed to do so. 

I have suggested to Oolonel Wilkinson, that the detachment of the 28th 
Native Infantry might march back to Hoshiarpore, so as to allow of the return 
of the companies which have been called in from Boodh Pind. 

Inclosure 27 in No. 42 • 

. Brigtulief'-Genef'al Wheelef' to the Adjutant-General. 

Camp at lIIookeria';" December 2, 1848. 
I REACHED Kelaspore, on the 30th ultimo, after a long march through 

raVines and jungle, and found that the enemy had retired to N erote, . about 
nine miles further north. The troops did not· reach their ground until past 
noon, and, a little after 2 P.M. I received positive information that the' enemy 
had auitted Nerote,' with the intention of attacking my camp. . 

The alarm was Bounded, and the troops of all arms were under arms WIth 
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the utmost cheerfulness and promptitude; and, in less than a quarter of an hour 
after receiving the information, I was in full march to _ meet them, leaving 
sufficient protection for the camp. -

Before I had marched a mile, I obtained intelligence that, after wounding 
two or three grass-cutters, and carrying oft' several of their ponies, they had 
recrossed the Ooj river. I immediately sent oft' the. cavalry in pursuit, and 
successively sent back to camp the field-batteries, and the 3rd regiment Native 
Infantry, excepting two companies, with which, and the troop of artillery, I con
tinued my march to support the cavalry, or, if necessary, to dislodge the enemy 
from any village in which they might post themselves. On reaching the left 
bank of the Ooj, I learned that the party had returned to N erote, pursued by 
the cavalry; and I, consequently, returned to camp with the horse artillery and 
infantry, which I reached at a little after 5 P.M. 

The cavalry returned about an hour and a half after, without having come 
up with the enemy, excepting a small party of the 2nd Irregulars, which behaved 
in .the most dashing manner. A report of the affair from Captain G. Jackson, 
commanding that corps, accompanies this. • 

I made my arrangements for moving ou N erote, next morning, (the 1st 
instant), and just before commencing the march, obtained good informatiou that 
Nerote was abandoned, and the enemy in fnll march to pluuder Deenanuggur. 
Thi~ altered my plans, and I, immediately. marched for that place, which I reached • 
past noon, having crossed the Ravce, by a very unsound' ford, t,hree miles from 
Kelaspore, aud ten from Deenanuggur. I had sent on the 15th Irregular Cavalry, 
to protect the town, until I came up. . 

Lieutenant Hodson, from whom I have received excellent information, went 
with his guides, to N erote, and I added a ressala of irregulars, to enable him, 
to follow up the track of the enemy. He joined me, in the evening, at Deena
nuggur; and I have great pleasure in reporting, that, on Gunda Sing and Prum 
Sing reaching the Ravee, they were deserted by the whole of their followers, 
excepting twenty-five, (which, of course, rendered a move on Deenanuggur out of 
the question,) and with that number struck off to the hills, to join the rebels 
there. 

The state of our hill territories is such that I have felt it advisable to push 
on to Hoshiarpore, and have arrived here this morning, having forded the Beas, 
and made a march of seventeen miles, at the least . 

. After arranging the affair in that quarter, and dispelling the alarm which 
has been raised in the Doa.b, I purpose re-crossing the Beas, and, if necessary, 
the Ravee, to preserve the tranquillity of bot4 the Doabs. 

Inclosure 28 in No. 42. . 
Brevet·Captain G. Jackson, Commandant 2nd Irregular Cavalry, to Brevet-Major 

H. Palmer, Major of Brigade. 

Camp, A~unanuggur, December 1, 1848. 
I SUBMIT the following account of my proceedings yesterday, when sent 

in pursuit of a body of the enemy, who had attacked the grass-cutters of the 
regiment under my command. 

On the alarm being sounded in camp, I received the Brigadier-General's 
instructions to detach a division of my regiment, of the strength named in the 
margin,- to ascertain the number and position of the enemy. The division was 
commanded by N Rib Ressaldar Mirza Hyder Beg, and, within a mile of camp. 
came up with a party of fifty Sikh horsemen, on the banks of a nnllah, who 
immediately crossed to the opposite side to their comrades, but not before one 
horseman was cut down in single combat by Keramut Ally, sowar. On reaching 
the opposite bank, the enemy's party was increased to upwards of 100 horse
men; but the N aib Ressaldar; without waiting to count his opponents, dashed 
through the nullah, and gallantly charged the wh91e body, killing eight, and 
wounding several. The Naib Ressaldar, with his division, pursued the enemy a 
distance of seven miles, and recovered from them several of the tattoos which 
had been·plundered. in the morning, from;ny grass-cutters. 
. On receiving from Captain Burroughs, deputy Assistant Adjutant-General, 

the orders of the- Brigadier-General to move with the remainder of my regiment 
3P . . 
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in support of the detachment, I proceeded in the track ascertained by the dust, 
but without meeting with any o£ the enemy in the open; and, on coming up 
with the Naib Ressaldar's party, then five coss ,from camp~ 1 fell back, as night 
waf! setting in. ' 

I beg' particularly to bring to the notice of the Brigadier-General, the 
gallant conduct of Naib Ressaldar Mirza Hyder Beg, who, not only yesterday~ 
but likewise in the cavaJry affair at Kullalwala, on the 22nd ultimo, distin
guished himself in a charge, by singling out a Sikh horseman, and, with one 
aweep of the sword, taking his head clean off. The bold and dashing style in 
which he, yesterday, led his small party to the attack, and routed a body of the 
enemy, outnumbering his detachment by eight to one, was most praiseworthy; 
and I earnestly solicit that his brave conduct may be submitted for the "Order 
of Merit." 

The duffadars and sowars who distinguished themselves, I shall reward by 
promotion on the opportunity occurring. , 

The loss of the enemy in the above affair, was eight killed and several 
wounded; my loss being four sowars wounded. 

Inclosure 29 in No. 42. 

Mr. Lawrence to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Umbota, December 2, 1848. 
TWO detachments left camp, during last night; one, commanded by Major 

Simpson, with the wing of the 29th Native Infantry, which I accompanied, 
to attack a strong position on a hill above Umb; the other, to assault Khurote, 
the residence of the Raja of JeslVan. This force, which consisted of the Sikh 
regiment, about 400 men, was commanded by Major Hodgson; and Mr. 
Christian, the settlement officer, who was well acquainted with the locality, 
accompanied him. 

• Major Simpson drove the enemy from their position, killing a few of 
them, with the loss of three or four wounded, among whom, I regret to say, 
was Lieutenant and Adjutant Faddy, whose wound was· severe. The insur
gents were commanded by the son of the Raja of Jeswan and his vuzeer, both 
of whom, I am sorry to say, escaped. 

Major Hodgson did not meet with much opposition; he had but two 
men wounded; he killed a few of the enemy, and destroyed the Raja's resi
dence. Mr. Chris.tian remarks, th'at the Sikh corps behaved particularly well. 

I regret to say, that I have just received a letter from Mr. G. C. Barnes, 
dated the 30th ultimo, informing me that the Mulmoree Raja, Purmodh 
Chund, has completely committed himself. He has stopped the dak, manned 
two little forts, carried off the police of Teera, and commenced collecting the 
revenues. He is said to have 1,000 men, and six guns. Mr. Barnes is 
within ten coss of Teera, with a wing of the hill corps, and will be joined, I 
expect, in two or three days, by the other wing from Noorpoor. It is of 
the greatest importance, in my judgment, that this insurrection should, at once, . 
be put down. I, therefore, strongly recommend that the N usseerree battalion 
come down from Simla, and crossing the Sutlej, advance on Teera, by 
Mulmoree. Mr. William Edwards, or his assistant Mr. Carnac, 'should 
accompany it, as the Belaspoor territory, on this side the river, is under their 
jurisdiction. I would gladly go up by Rajpoor to Nadown, and thence on 
to Teera, with the Sikh corps, but until the Bedee of Oonah is subdued, could 
not move from this valley. 

If a corps could be spared from the Cis-Sutlej side. it might be sent 
to Amundpoor Makhowal, across the -river Sutlej, and advance on Oonalr. 

The Tehsildar of Mookerian writes, that the insurgents are again 
assembling at Deenanuggur, and that nothing has been heard of the approach 
of Brigadier Wheeler, C.B. Should another irruption be made on the 
Puthankote side, I really do not know how we can repel it, for there are but 
seven companies of the 7lst Native Infantry, at Boodh' Pind, and two at 

. Hajeepoo'l'. • 

! 1 Naib Reaaaidar. 5 Dulfadars, 2Q So ......... 
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I observe that Brigadier Wheeler has been gazetted to the command 
of th~ Punjab Division, retaining that of this territory. It seems to me that, 
at a time hke the present, some officer should be on this side the Beas, with 
power to act, under the Brigadier.General. 

Inclosure 30 in No. 42. 

Major D. Simpson to Mr. Lawrence. 

Camp, Umbota, December 3, 1848. 
I HAVE the honor to inclose, herewith, a detachment order, issued 

yesterday,regarding our operations against the rebels of the J eswan va.lley. 

Inclosure 31 in No. 42 •. 

Detachment Orders by Major D. Simpson, Oommanding Detachment in the 
Jeswan Valley. . 

Oamp, Umbota, December 2, 1848 .• 
MAJOR Simpson, commanding detachments in the Jeswan valley, returns 

his best thanks to the head-quarters and five companies 29th regiment Native 
Infantry, for the gallant manner in which they, this morning, stormed the heights 
above, and routed the mob of the Raja of Umbo 

Opposed by 400 men, posted on a very strong hill, well-armed with jezzails 
and matchlocks, they drove all before thelll'. Officers- and men did their duty, 
more especially, Major Simpson observed the gallant bearing of Captain Park 
commanding 29th regiment of native infantry, Lieutenant Unwin, 16th grena-
diers, officiating interpreter and quarter-master, and Lieutenant and Adjutant 
Faddy, whose able services he regrets being temporarily deprived of, in conse
quence of a severe wound. 

The number of prisoners released must be a source of pleasure to all those 
employed. • 
- Lieutenant Johnston 29th regiment Native Infantry, detachment staff, will 

immediately make over to John Lawrence, Esq., commissioner, 38 prisoners 
taken in the affair. . 

Officers commanding companies of the 29th regiment Native Infantry, 
are requested by Major Simpson to give his thanks to their men. 

RETURX of Killed and Wounded of the ~9th Regiment Native Infantry, on the 2nd 
December, 1848. 

Wounded. 

• •• .:. ,.:. 
Rank and Names. ..... 4l Total. RemarkJ. .,; ~- ... ODe .. 

~ ~ § g " .. 
iOi " tn Q '" 

Lieutenant .. .. .. .. 1 .. .. 1 All gun.shot wouada. 

Havildar .. .. .. .. .. 1 .. 1 

Bugler .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 1 

Sepoys .. ... .. .. ! ! S 7 

Name of European officer, 
Lieutenant Adjutant Faddy. 

3P2 
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Inclosure 32 in No. 42. 

Mr. Lawrence to the Resident at Lahore: , ' 
Camp, Chaobroo, December 4, 1848. 

AFTER. the dispatch of my letter of yesterday's date, I received the intel
ligence that Bedee Bikrama Sing, the Oonah Chief, intimidateij. at the result of 
the two affairs at Umb and Khurote, on the 2nd instant, had fled, and that his 
force had dispersed. I, instantly, asked Major Simpson to allow two compunies" 
of infantry to push on with me' towards Oonah; but that officer, considering 
that there was Bome danger in doing so, objected to the plan. )Ve, therefore, 
marched, this morning, from Umbota, and are now half-way to Oonah. I shall 
go on, in the evening, and secure the place from plunder, as 1 hear~there is 
some valuable property in it. During ,the remainder of the day, the report of 
the Bedee's flight was confirmed by the head-men of villages, and, at night-fall, 
the Chowdrees of Oonah itself arrived. The Bedee, it seems, passed down the 
Chllnee Ghat, and took a southward direction, accompanied by about sixty armed 
men. I judge, from this information, that he is moving towards N ukodur or 
Dhukhneeke Surae, and will cross the Beas in that direction, and endeavour to 
join the Sikh army. 

All the heads of villages in the J eswan Valley,. except three or four noted' 
Chowdrees, who were instrumental in the insurrection here, came in; and now 
that both the Bedee and Raja have fled, I consider this insurrection as oyer. I 
hAve no doubt but that the Raja will surrender in a few days; and should he not' 
do so, he cannot avoid being captured. " , " 

I shall write to him, assuring him that his life, his honor, and a mainte':'; 
nance, will be granted him, if he surrender at once, but nothing more. I cannot 
but look on him with feelings of commiseration. He is old, feeble, and foolish; 
his Bon is a profligate, in whose hands he was a mere puppet. ' 

I have, further, to tommunicate the agreeable intelligence, that, on the 
1st instant, Mr. Barnes, the Deputy-Commissioner of Kangra, with a win'g of 

. the 2nd Sikh Local Jnfantry (hill corps), under the command of Lieutenant' 
Gordon, ,the' Adjutant, completely defeated the Raja of Mulmoree's troops. 
Mr. Barnes, seeing that the enemy were apparently too strong to be safely 
attacked, had taken up a position to await the arrival of the other wing of the 
corps under Major Ferris, which was marching from Noorpoor. The troops of' 
the Raja, however, crossed the Beas, and attacked him, and the result was their 
complete dispersion. Upwards of twenty-five men were killed. Among the 
former, I understand, were two men of note. Mr. Barnes marched, next day, to 
the right bank of the Beas, and, the Nadown Raja advancing on the left side, 
the remaining levies of the Raja of MuImoree lost heart, and dispersed, and he 
himself came down to the ferry, and surrendered. Mr. G. Barnes' conduct, as 
well as that of Lieutenant Gordon, appears to have been admirable, and I trust 
will meet with the approbation of Government. 

The Sikhs attacked Puthankote on the 19th. On the 24th, the Jeswan 
Raja and the Bedee rose in the lower range of hills. About the same time, 
the Mulmoree Raja, in the upper range, also rebelled. The General was 
absent from the territory, and I and my assistant were thus, necessarily, 
obliged to act on our own responsibility, to a considerable extent. By the 
3rd of the ensuing month, or within thirteen days, peace and order have been 
restored throughout the territory, by the capture, or dispersion, of the insur
gents. This result has been effected, with little loss of life, and hardly any 
expense to Government. Had we not thus promptly acted, I am convinced 
that the rebellion would have assumed a formidable aspect, and have cost 
blood and treasure to suppress. Many who had every intention of joining 
against ns, were paralyzed by our movements; and ,the good intentions' of the 
well-disposed were confirmed. ., . . ' . 
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Inclosure 33 in No. 42 • 
• 

• Major D. Simp80n to Mr. Lawretl.Ce. 

Camp, OOll4h, December 5, 1848. 
I INCLOSE a report made by Major Hoo.,"'SOn, commanding 1st regiment 

Sikh Infantry, of his attack on Ukrote, on the morning of the 2nd instant. 
I esteem myself most fortunate in having had au officer of Major Hodgson's 

skill, to assist me in the simultaneous attacks the detachment under my com
mand made on the enemy's positions . 

• 

Inclosure 34 in No. 42. 

lfajor J. S. Hodg80n to Lie"tell4nt Joh;"'toft. 

Camp, Umbota, December 3, 1848. 
AGREEABLY to orders, I marched the 1st regiment, Sikh Local Infantry, 

at 10 P.ll. of the night of the 1st instant, for the purpose of attacking and dis
mantling Ukrote, the place of the residence of the Raja of Jeswan Doon. 

The regiment amounting to 400 rank and file, arrived at the foot of the 
hill on which the enemy were posted, about day-break, after a difficult march 9f 
fourteen miles. I, immediately, detached two parties to take the position in. 
flank and rear, and advanced with the main body, covered by skirmishers: during 
the aseent, the enemy kept np a fire of matchlocks, which was returned by the 
skirmishers. 

The opposition was soon overcome, and the- enemy, observing that they were 
being surrounded, dispersed, after losing three men killed, and several wounded; 
six prisoners were also made, and have been delivered over to the civil power. 

The whole of the buildings were dismantled and destroyed. This was & 

work of time, as one,_ Barradurree, being of solid masonry, required time and 
arrangement to effect its destmction, nor was this work completed before the 
evening. 

Working parties from the regiments were employed to effect this object, 
and, the men having been without refreshment from the day previous, it .1I'8S 

quite impossible to have returned that night. 
The regiment behaved, in every respect, to my satisfaction, and I feel it 

but proper to mention the valuable and spirited aid I received from Mr. Christian 
of the civil service, who guided the march of the regiment, and accompanied it 
in its advance np the ascent. 

I am happy to say I had only one Sepoy wounded. 
• . 

Inclosure 35 in No. 42. 

Mr. Lawrett.ee to the RuideRl at 1AJwre. 

Camp, 00rwA, December 5, 1848. 
LAST night, we took possession of the town and residence of Bedee 

Bikrama Sing, withont the slightest opposition. The place was deserted, and 
much of the transportable property seemed to have bee~ removed. After 
carefuUy inspecting the whole of the buildings, I feel perfectly convinced that 
we might have taken them, with our force, in a single day. The honses are 
strongly built and loop-holed. but could not have re&isted an attack jndiciously 
conducted. 1 shall have such portions of them dismantled, before the force 
marches, as may appear necessary. . 

On the march yesterday, Bedee Bikrama Sing'a nncle, Bedce Kahor Sing, 
an old man of seventy .five years of age, and a considerable ~agheerdar.in ~e 
territory. came out to meet us. He had, from the first. set his face against his 
nephew's misdeeds, and I have allowed him to retnrD home, after giving him 
my assurance of safety and protection. 
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I have, already, informed you that I had dispatched messengers after Raja 
Oomed Sing of Jeswan, to endeavour to secure his person, under a promise of 
security of life, and a maintenance. I have, this morning, heard that he has 
surrendered himself, and is on his way to my camp. 

I request your permission to issue a proclamation, offering a reward of 
(1,000 Rs) one thousand rupees, for the apprehension of Meean Jey Sing, and 
of (500 Rs) five hund;red rupees for that of Vuzeer Meean Uchur Sing, who was 
the cause of the whole rebellion. 

The head-men of villages are coming in from aU sides. 

Inclosure 36 in No. 42. 

Major J. Ferris, Commanding 2nd, or Hill Regiment, Sikh Local Infantry, 
• to Mr. Lawrence. 

Camp, Teera, December 5, 1848. 
I FORWARD two reports from Lieutenant and Adjutant Gordon of the 

regiment under my command, and it affords me much satisfaction in being able 
to state, that the whole affair was managed by that officer in the most ereditable 
manner. You will perceive, from his report, that the enemy were three times 
his numbers, and that they made a most determined resistance. Lieutenant 
Gordon's arrangements were most admirable, and, to his taking up such 
a favorable position, is to be attributed the small-loss he sustained. 

I would beg leave to draw your attention to the gallant behaviour of 
Jemadar Mustram, who is one of the transfers from the late Major Broadfoot's 
sappers and miners, and who has received the third class order of merit for 
former service; as also the gallantry displayed by Kurreem Buksh, sepoy, who 
captured a standard of the Raja's, and bayoneted the standard-bearer; and J 
trust you will do me the favor of bringing the names of these two men to the 
notice of Govetnment, with a view to their being rewarded for the gallantry 
displayed by them. 

I trust also that the regiment may be allowed by the Government to add 
the standard, so gallantly won by their brethren in arms, to their proper regi
mental colours. 

I have, further, to report, that I joined Lieutenant Gordon, on the 3rd 
instant, with the remainder of my regiment, and am making arrangements, under 
the directious of Mr. Barnes, in destroying the fort, and securing the persons, 
and property, of the leading rebels.' 

I beg to supply facts, .ascertained since our arrival at Teera, which were not 
positively known, when Lieutenant Gordon sent in his report; which are, that 
Dance Sing, a Subadar in Lena Sing's regiment, now disbanded, and another 
leader, name unknown, were both killed, and Surdaroo Mehr and Pahar Chund, 
both reported wounded. . 

Inclosure 87 in No. 42. 

Lieutenant and Adjutant R. K. Gordon to Major Ferris, C.B. 

Camp, Teera, December 3~ 1848 . 
• _ ON the afternoon of the 2nd of December, I was joined by a company of 
bbe 28th regiment Native Infantry, under Lieutenant Kendall, who had made a 
JllIltJ'ch of upwards of thirty-three miles in fifteen hours, at the request of the 
Deputy Commissioner, and I advanced to the banks of the Beas, accompanied 
by G. :Barnes, Esq., to reconnoitre, with sixty men. On our arrival near the 
river, th'! enemy, on the opposite bank, opened a tremendous fire of matchlocks, 
and also ~e guns in the fort; on hearing which, the whole detachment (includ
ing the C~"Ipany of the 28th under Lieutenant Kendall) came down to the 
Ghat. 1, lm"'lediately, withdrew my men. under such cover as the place afforded, 
and. after 80n. difficulty; ascertained that the boats were on the opposite side. 
Seeing that we 'ould not by any means get across the river, I withdrew my 

• 
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detachment, in light infantry order, to camp, about a mile distant from the Ghat. 
During the night, intelligence was received of the arrival at Teera, without 
opposition, of the Nadown Raja, with about 700 men, and that the enemy had 
evacuated the fort, and, on the following morning, we were enabled to cross with 
the whole detachment. .At the Ghat we were met by the Raja Purmooh Chund 
who delivered himself up to the Deputy Commissioner, G • .Barnes,Esq. and i 
immediately despatched a small guard to take possession of the fort. i regret 
to say that two Sepoys of the 2nd hill regiment have been wounded in the 
affair. 

Inclosure 38 in No. 42. , 

Lieutenant and Adjutant R. K. Gordon, Commanding Detachment 2nd Hill 
Regiment Sikh Local Infantry, to Major Ferris, C.B. 

Camp, near Too1"ijl, December 2, 1848. 
AGREEABLY to your instructions, I marched from Puthankote, on 

the morning of the 25th ultimo; strength a5 per margin*, with Deputy Commis
sioner G • .Barnes, Esq., towards Teera. 

We marched from Koorul at 6 A.M. on tIle morning of the 1st, and, on the 
line of march, I received intelligence that the enemy had crossed the Beas, on 
the evening of the 30th ultimo, in great force, having upwards of 800 men, and 
were advancing to attack us. I had just arrived at the small village of Toorul, 
and taken up a strong position on some heights on the left of the road, when I 
perceived the enemy advancing to the attack, in two divisions, about half a mile 
in front of my position. My small force was, in a great measure; concealed by . 
brushwood. I, immediately, detached a party in skirmishing order, to take pos
session of a hill on my left, which I observed one of the divisions, headed by 
Purmooh Chund, was making for, and seeured it. I, also, detached a party to the 
right, to seize a small mound, and village, about 300 yards in, front of our posi
tion, which, had the enemy got possession of, would have given us great trouble 
in dislodging. I then advanced, with the remainder of my men, leaving a small 
party to protect the baggage, and commenced the attack in front. The enemy 
made a most determined resistance; but, after "about half an hour's hard fight
ing, and vaiuly endeavouring to gain the hill, on which I had placed the flanking 
parties, they at length gave way, and the whole of my men charged most gal
lantly d01m the hill, and' drove them before them for upwards of three miles. 
In this charge we took a standard of the Raja's, and the bearer of it was bayo
neted by Kurreem Buksh, sepoy, 9th company, whose gallant conduct I beg 
leave to bring most especially to your notice; as well as the gallant conduct of 
Jemadar Mustram, 5th company, who repulsed several attempts of ilie enemy to 
force his position on the heights. You are aware iliat this, native officer has, 
already, received ilie third class order of merit, for former services. His conduct 
was most conspicuous throughout the affair,'and I coJl:Si.der it my duty to bring 
it to your notice. . . 

I have further to bring to your notice the very able assistance I received· 
from G. Barnes, Esq., who, on the enemy retiring, moved out, with about thirty 
men I had left to protect ilie baggage, and took possession of a Ghat through. 
which the enemy were compelled to pass, and kept up a heavy fire on them, by 
which they' sustained a great loss. The number of the enemy killed amounts 
to thirty, whose bodies were found, and th~y must have had a much larger pro
portion wounded. On our side, I am happy to report that we have had none 
killed, owing principally to our strong position, and one Naick, Juggernauth, 
10th company, severely wounded. In conclusion, I have to.state that the con
duct of the whole detachment was everything I could have wished. I have fur
ther to l'eport that Mr. Barnes, the Deputy Commissioner, expects a company 
of the 28th regiment Native Infantry to join' our camp this evening, when I 
purpose reconnoitering the Ghat, but shall hold our present position, until rein
forced by you with ilie remainder of the regiment. 

., d t t $ 

• 3 Subadar., 3 Jemadars, 18 Havildars, 18 NaickB, 4 BngieNj 21""8epo,a,o' 
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Inclosure 39 in No. 42. 

Mr. Lawrence to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Oonah, December 6, 1848. 
IT is with much pleasure that l avail myself of this opportnnityto express 

how much gratified I have been with the conduct of the 1st regiment Sikh 
Local Infantry, during the late operation. Their conduct, discipline, and spirit, 
have commanded the general admiration of every officer in the camp. During 
the last fourteen days, they have made forced marches without a murmur. They 
have experienced fatigue, and priyation, with soldier-like alacrity. They crossed 
the Beas, to fight against their own countrymen at Deenanuggur, with the 
utmost readiness, and, after the affair at Ukhrote (or Khurote) they voluntarily 
expressed their willingness to march off, at once, and attack Bedee Bikrama 
Sing; and I feel convinced that they would have done so. In short, the state of 
this corps reflects the highest credit on Major Hodgson. 

Inclosure 40 in No. 42. 

The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary with the Go.vernor-Gener(11. 

Lahore, December 8, 1848. 
THE disturbances which threatened to disturb the peace of the British 

Trans-Sutlej districts, have been almost entirely suppressed. 
The Governor-General will, I am sure, appreciate the promptness and 

energy displayed, on this occasion, by Mr. J. Lawrence and his assistants, Bnd 
the ready and zealous co-operation afforded by the military officers, as also the 
good conduct of the tloldiers of the several corps employed. 

Inclosure 41 in No. 42 • • 

The Resident at Lahore to Mr. Lawrence. 

Lahore, December 8, 1848. 
AL L the officers under you appear to have acted with much energy and 

zeal, but the conduct of Mr. Barnes is such as to entitle him to the special 
I notice of the Governor·General, as is that of Lieutenant Gordon. 

I sanction the issue of the proclamation proposed by you in your letter 
of the 5th instant, offering rewards of 1,000 rupees and 500 rupees, for the 
apprehension of. Meean Jey Sing and Vuzeer Meean Uchur Sing respectively. 

I consider that the early suppression of this disturbance is attributable to· 
the prompt and judicious measures taken by yourself, and by your detached 
assistants in their different jurisdictions, and by the ready aid furnished, on 
your requisitions, by the officers in charge of the military posts in the division; 
whose prompt and zealous cO'operation, enter~d into, at times, on their O\\TI 
responsibility, will, I am sure, receive the approbation of the Governor-General. 

His Lordship will be much gratified also by the good conduct of the 
.sikh regiment, and of all those employed on this occasion. 

Inclosure 42 in No. 42. 

The Secretary with the Governor-General to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, on the right bank of the Gugg'llr, 
December 11, 1848. 

I HAVE laid before the Governor.General, Mr. Inglis' letter, dated 
the 4th instant, forwarding correspondence regarding the state of .affairs in 
the Trans-Sutlej States. 
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I am directed, in reply, to convey to you, his Lord-hip's full approval of 
the measures adopted for the coercion of the rebels. The Goveruor-Gen.,ral 
further, directs that you will instruct Mr. Lawrence, that no terms should be 
oiff'red to the chief insurgents. Immediately they ue captured, or surrender. 
they should be thrown into prison, there to await the pleallure of Government. 
respecting their final dispgsal. 

• Inclosure 43 in No. 42. 

The SecntaT!} with the Govemor-Gtmeral to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, right bank of the Guggur, 
December 11, 1848. 

THE Governor-General.has had much satisfaction in perceiving the suc
cess which has attended the prompt and energetic measures of Mr. Lawrence; 
and he entirely approves of what has been done by Mr. Barnes. You will be 
pleased to intimate the same to those officers accordingly. 

Inclosure 44 in No. 42. 

Mr. Lawrence to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp"J"l/undur, December 11, 1848. 
I ANNEX documents from Major Ferris, C.B., ccmmanding the (Hill 

Regiment) 2nd SHill Local Infantry; being the official account of the action 
of the 2nd instant and Ruhsequent day, between the detadment of that corps 
and the insurgentR near 'reera. I have, already, expressed to you my 
opinion of the conduct and ability which Lieutenant Gordon evinced on that 
occasion. 

It was of great importance tbat a forward movement should have been 
made towards Teera, in order to prevent the rebl'llion from spreading. It was 
al~o an o~ject, if possible, to avoid an action, until Mfljor Ferris. with the rest of 
the Hill Regiment, could join. 'J'he insurgents were a"-are that troops were on 
their way, and, therefore, hurried on the conflict. Mr. G. Bantes had written to 
Captain Tierney, commanding three comFanies of the 28th Native Infantry in 
Kangra, for aid, and that officer detached Lieutenant Kendall, with one company, 
to join Lieutenant Gordon; but, though the detachment was too late for the 
tight, they evinced their spirit and energy, by making a march of 33 miles 
in 15 hours, which, in a hilly country, was no ordinary performance. The pre
sence of this company was, no douht, also of u~e in the subsl!quent operations, 
and, probably, hastened the surrender of the Haja of M uhnoree. 

The conduct of Raja Jodbeer Sing, of Nadown, is deserving of much com
mendation. He is a natural son of the famous Sun sal' Chund, of Kangra, and 
therefore an uncle of the Mulmoree Haja, ,,·ith whom he has long been at feud. 
Directly I heard of the insl\!rection, I wrote to Raja Jodbeer Sing, urging bim 
to show his zeal and loyalty by assisting Mr. Barne~, and there is no doubt but 
that his move on Teera. direct from Nadown, Itt once, decided the struggle. 

The 2nd Sikh Local Infantry, in ib; appearance and discipline, is not equal 
to the 1st regiment, but it has many tried soldieI:S in it, who formerly belonged 
to the late. Major Broadfoot's sappers and Ma,ior }<'erris' jezzailchees; 'the rest 
are Hill mcn ot' the Kangra district; and their local knowledge, and adaptation to 
the climate, and to service in a mountainous country, rellders them peculiarly 
suited for su.ch service os tllllt they have now rendered. 

InclOliure· 4Q in No. 42. 

Mr. Lawrence to the Residmt at LahJre. 

Camp, Jullllndur, Det:tmber 11, 1848. 
r-. THE transactions of the past twenty days. lIS well as all the information 
which I have been able to obtain, leave no doubt on my mind but that emis
saries from the Sikh chiefs in the Purjab, have been engaged in exciting our 

3Q 
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,,'ubjects to rebel. It is 'probable, also, that the Sikh' corps has been tampcreej. 
with. I have been in communication with Major Hodgson, who commands that 
corpS,on the subject, and we 'both agree that, while it is incumbent on UII,tq 
take every precaution, it would not be politic to show any distrust of thQ men. 
:rhe Sikh regiment does not contain Plore than 250 soldiers of tha.t persuasi()Q; 
:the rest are Mahomedans. Poorbeahs,and Hill-men, and, during the late emeuw 
in, the hills, they have, !1S -I have already had the honor to report,behaved in 
the most soldier-like manner.' , 

Inclosure 46 in No. 42. 

The Secr~tary with the Governor-General to the Adjutant-Gener~l. 
. , 

• Camp, Patursee, December 13,1848.'-
I Al"1 directed to request that his Excellency will bc pleased to convey to 

the Brigadier the expression of his Lordship'S thanks' for ~he valuable" service 
which he has rendered on recent occasions, and his Lordship'S approbation of 
,the judgment and discretion with which the operation against Kullaiwaia was 
planned, and of the satisfactory manner .in which it was executed bv the officers 
and troops under Brigadier Wheeler's command. ' " 

'Inclosure 47 in No. 42. 

The Secretary with the Governor-General to the Resident at Lahore. " 
," .. 

Camp, Loodiana, December 20, il848.; , . 
I AM desired by the Governor-General to convey his approval and thanks 

to the officers engaged in the operations.. , .. ' .' . 
The Governor-General is pleased to promote Jeniadar Mustram. to the 

rank of Subadar, and the Sepoy Kurreem Buksh to the rank' of Havildar, for 
their gallant· conduct, and desires that these distinctions be notified in 
regimental orders, and on parade. , . . 

The Governor-General quite approves of the judicious reply which . you 
made regarding the captured standard, and he requests that Major Ferris may 
be informed, that the grant of a third colour, like every extraordinary honor, 
should be reserved for very extraordinary occasions; and that, in no case; could his 
Lordship consent, that a place of honor should be given to a standard stained 
with disloyalty and rebellion. . . , 

., 
No. 43. 

TIle Governor-General to the Secret Committee. 

Camp, Mukkoo, January 4, 1849. (No.3.) 
A LETTER from Major-General Whish to my Acting-Military Secretary, 

Colonel Benson, dated the evening of the 27th of December, has brought me 
intelligence of the re-commencement of operations against Mooltan on that 
day, by a. successful attack on the enemy's posts east of the city, which were 
carried with little loss. This was the first step to a regular Attack; upon the 
town and citadel, "~ich Major-General Whish, in communication .,with . the 

.' engineer officers of the Bengal and Bombay forces (the Bombay column, .under 
Brigadier Dundas, having arrived on the 22nd of December), determined upon as 
the surest mode of proceeding. A further Ictter of the 29th mentions, that two 
mortar batteries had been playing npon the citadel at 500 yards, and that two 
breaching batteries, of eighteen pounders, wonld open without fail at daybr~ak 

. the following mornin/? simultaneously upon the Khooni Boorj (the south-east 
angle) and the Delhi Gate of the city, at a distance of 100 yards, and it. was 
confidently expected that, on that day, or the sncceeding one (the 30th or 31st 
of December), the city would be in. the possession of the British troops. Lieu-

. . 
• Letter from Major }o'erri., Iiecember 5th. lDcl08ure 36 in N ... 42. 
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fuliant-:.Oolonel Sir H. Lawrence had arrived, on the 28th, from Bombay, and 
intended to remain with Major-General Whish, till the fall of the city. I am 
now expecting his· arrival in my camp with that intelligence. 
,Il'~, 'I' he Commander.in-Cbief,with the .British army, has ad~anced some diS'
lancs from the right bank of the Chenab; and the rebel force, under Shere Sing, 
'remains on the left bank of the Jhelum.The enemy, it is said, are put to great 
lItres!\" for provisions and clothing, and are beginning to show some indications 
of a desire to leave their present strong position at. Moong, and retire across 
the Jhelum. . . . . . 

As worthy of particular'notice, among the papers now forwarded, I would 
call your attention to Sir F. Currie's letter of the 25th ultimo,. which contains 
II list of the Sikh Sirdars who are openly disaffected to the British power, and 
many of, them in arms against it. You will observe, that though the list is, 
probably, not a complete one, it contains most of the names of chief note in the 
Punjao. ", 

" . .Reports have reacbed Major Abbott of the arrival of Dost Mahomed Khan at 
. Peahawur ;of bis having seized the district as his own, and appointed his son, 
1llahoDled Hyder Khan, Governor, and his grandson (Mahomed Akbar's son), 

,chic! of tbe Adawlut; of his having sent for Chuttur Smg, and demanded from 
,him, as a first stipulation, the surrender of the British prisoners; and of a party 
of Sikh and Dooranee horse having been dispatched in consequence,to bring 
them to Peshawur. It is also mentioned, that Chuttur Sing bas tendered to 
Dost l\:fahomed all lands westward of the Jhelum. A letter to the Resident, 
from Lieutenant Taylor at Lukkee, dated the 16th ultimot, seems to corroborate 
these reports; but, as yet, I have no authentie information as to their truth, nor 
even as to the confidently-stated fact of Dost :Mahomed's arrival at Peshawur. 
Three important letters,! however (important, that is, ifthey are authentic), have 
been intercepted by Sheik Emamooddeen, and made over to Major Edwardes ; 

_ tbey, are addressed by Moolraj to Dost Mahomed Khan, Sirdar Sooltan 
Mahomed Khan, and Sirdar Chuttur Sing, respectively. The letters would 

"prove,that Dost Mahomed had held Ollt hopes to Moolraj of making a diver
sion in the Derajat. They go to show also, (what was pretty clear before), that 

,Solllt.an Mahomed Khan was not compelled, as he declares he was, to surrender 
the British prisoners to C,huttur Sing. Both Sir F, Currie and Major Edwardes 

. appear to be satisfied pf the authenticity of these documents. 
" . That very gallant officer, Lieutenant Herbert, who has faced the difficulties 
, of his position, with a settled firmness, and high-minded composure, which must 
gain for him your warm regard and approbation, was still, oJ!. the 21st ultimo, 
retaining, hopeful of aid, with patient endurance, his perilous tenure of .the 

. ~'ort of Attock. Among these papers, is a letter from him to Sir F. Currie, 
dated the 21st §, inclosing the translation of a reply which, at his dictation, the 

"Mahomedan officers of his garrison returned to letters from Mahomed Shurree 
Khan, son of Dost Mahomed, and from others, inciting them to desert, and to 
join, for the, sake of their religion, in II war against the British. 

Inclos~re 1 in No. 43. 

Lieutenant HfiTb/lf't to Lieut/11lant Taylor • 

.Attock, Decemb/lf' 4, 1848. 
, I WROTE to you some days 11,,"0, hearing you were coming up with a force 
to my relief, and begging you to hasten the advance as ~ueh as possible; but it. 
is very possible my letter may not have reached you, in consequence of the long 
. delay in the coming succour; we have now been blockaded for twenty-six days. 
'The minds of my men are much shaken, and serious symptoms of insubordina.
tion have shown themselves; these have, for a time, been set to rights, but every 
day incl'eases my difficulties, and I cannot answer for keeping them together, from 
day to day. It is not physical force, but treachery and stratagem, I have to fear. 
No effort will, I expect, be spared by the Barukzyes to excite the former among 

• • Inclosure 20 in No. 43. 
f Inclosu .... 7, 8, ud 9 in No. 43-
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t Indo8ure 11 in No. 43. 
§ lodoaure 13 in No. 43. 
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my people, and their probability of success is too great. Pray, if you are coming, 
nasten the march to my. aid, as much as you possibly can; everyday is of vital 
importance. 

P. S.-Scarcely a night passes,. without some desertions taking place.. • 

P. S.-I have just received a report from Turee, that Dost Mahoined Khan 
and Sooltan. Mahomed Khaa have quarrelled, and the former is said to have sent 
olfthe latter to Cabool;. this is merely rumour. 

;., 
Inclosure 2 in No. 43. 

Lieu.tenant Taylor to tke Resident at Lahore. 

Esakhail, December 10, 1848. 
I INCLOSE Sirdar Sooltan Mahomed Khan's apologies to me, on the 

subject of his treacherous conduct towards Major Lawrence; his excuses 
are specious but invalid; had it been his wish to have sent Major Lawrence 
to Kalabagh, he could have dnne it, with the greatest ease. I disbelieve, 
entirely, the story of the Sikhs coercing him by the means of his own 
family;. such a thing has not been even hinted at, by any of. the numerous 
spies and hurkara~, whose accounts I have heard. The statement that Major 
La,wrence himself sent for Mrs. Lawrence and the children, may be true. The 
charges preferred against Hajee Mahomed, Major Lawrence's head moonshee, 
have little to do with the. case in point. It is extremely improbable that 
Colonel Alla Sing ever ~aid that the moonshee had uttered the speech attributed 
to him. I consider the whole of the Sitdar's defence as unworthy of attention. 

Inclosure 3· in No. 43. 

Sirdar Sooltan Mahomecl Khan to Lieutenant T03Jlorr. 

YOUR letter has reached me. You may have heard of what has happened 
here, that Major Lawrence has recalled the· Mem Sahib. Khoajah Mahomed 
Khan, who accompanied her, from fear of the Sikhs and other obstacles, re.
turned from Chuckowal, and arrived with the Mem Sahib, at Kohat. 

. After that time, I said to the Sahib, "whilst your children and family 
. are in Kohat, there is no safety for mine ill Pesha.wur; who knows but that, in 

exchange for yours, they may seize 00 mine? .• It is better, therefore, that I 
should dispatch my family alsQ to Kohat." The Major Sahib, following 
the counsel of Mirza Ha.jee Mah()med, who is my bitter enemy, would not 
let me send my family off'. . 

Once he did give permission, but, after I had made preparation, again 
.recalled it. I was only anxious to send my family from Peshawur, out of 
regard to the Sahib's interest, for, as I told him several times, circumstances 
might so fall out, that the Sikhs might seize on my family, and demand 
that of the Major Sahib in exchange .. 

After this, the Sikhs revolted, and the Major Sahib came to Kohat. 
Sirdar Chuttur Sing, with his army, arrived at Peshawur, and,at first, in 
moderate terms, desired me to give up Major Lawrence. Afterwards, when Cbut
tur Si'ilg'S tents were W Wuz~erabad, and the officers and troops around, they 

• forcibly seized the person of the Sahib, but I was ready to die, before giving up 
the Mem Sahib. Thompson Sahib, of his own accord, sent for his children. I 
heard that Hajee MallOmed, who has been, and who is, my bitter enemy, and 
of whose venality and evil practices I could tell you much, said that Sirdar 
SooHan Mahomed is anxious to remove his family, that he may take the oppor
tunity of revolting. While I was in Kohat, and Mrs. Lawrence had returned 
from Chuckowal thither, Hajee Mahomed went again to Major Lawrence, with 
a. letter from me, in which I requested lea'lte of absence, tQ take measures for 
the punishment of some refractory persons. Hajee Mahomed, notwithstand
ing that all my family and relations 'were in Peshawur, and my son, Ibrahim 
Khan, was in the service of Nicholson Sahih, took bribes from the vakeel of the 
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:refractory persons above-mentioned, and in reply· that "If you remain in Kg... 
hat, people will say that Sooltan Mahomed, like Chuttur Siug, had revolted ; -' 
and, in this manner, has instilled suspicion of me into the mind of the Sahib 
Bahadoor, notwithstanding that many of my relatives are in his service; and. 
has even Buggested, that I ought to be hanged. Wheu Sirdar Chuttur Sing, 

o Khan Sing Rosa, and other Sikh officers importuned me to give up Major 
Lawrence, and said that they would take him by ,force, Colonel AlIa Sing, 
Bon of Golab Sing. Povindea, said, in the public assembly; " Hajee Mahomed 
said before me, that. when the British Government have put down the revolt of 
the Sikhs, they will hang Sooltan Mahomed." On hearing this, I was quite dis
heartened; as far as lay in my power, I had endeavoured to save the Major Sa
hib from Chuttur Sing and the Sikhs, but they took him by force. If I had re
sisted further, they would have seized my children· and family. The trllth of 
this you may hear from any resident of Peshawur. Had my family not beell 
in Peshawur, I would have defended the Major Sahib at the expense of my 
life. 

Inclosur.e 4 ill No.4a. 

. Sirdar Sooltan MahfJ'med Khan to LietlteRfmt TaylO6l; 

YOUR letter, with injunctions regarding the safety of the Mem Sahib 
and the children, has readied me. Regarding the coming of George Sahib 
(Major lawrence) to Peshawur, my former letter will have given you the 
particulars that the Sikh troop', having entered Wuzeerabad, seized all the 
Major Sahib; I thell said: "The Major Sahib is a mau, and by men rough 
treatment and severity may be readily endured, bud: I will not give up the 
Mem Sahib and the children;" ami, on this subject having taken a bond from 
the Sikh Sil'dars, I took the Mem Sahib and tbe children under my 
especial care. After some days, the Sahib wrote a letter (which is now in 
the possessioll of Khoajah Mahomed Khan, and a copy of wh.ich I will send 
to yon) for his children, and sent thl!: Dector Sahib to Kohat, to bring them. 
Whatever was nece,;sary for the jOl1rney I fn.rnished,. aud the Doctor Sahib 
went to Kollat, and brought the Major's children and his own. A,mong the 
Sikh Sirdars, three were a,'erse to the Melll Sahib and the children being 
summoned, wherefore, it was my intention to havoC gone myself to Kohat, 
anel to ha\'e arranged for their going, in the best mannei' practicable, but, whiie 
waiting for the departure of the Sikh :O:irdars, the Doctor Sahib, on the part 
of the Major Sahib, went and fetched them ac('ording to his wish. 

Inclosure 5 in No. .43. , 

The Resident at Lailore to tM Govtmlor-Ge,umd. 

Lahore, December 20, 1848. 
I FORWARD a letter from Major Ed.wardes, C.B., dated the 15th instant, 

and its inclosures, being t.hree letters addressed by Dewan Moolraj to the 
Ameer Dost Mahomed Khan, Sirdar Sooltan Mahomed Khan, and Sirdar 
Chuttur Sing, respectively, and intercepted by Sheik Emamooddeeu. 

There can st'arcely be a doubt of the authenticity of these letters; and 
there seems no possible reason to think that tvy have been written, and intended 
to be intercepted. . . 

If they are genuine documents, and there is no trick about their seizul1e, 
they go far to prove the complicity of the Ameer Dost lIfahomed:. Khan in the 
proceedings at Pe~hawur; and they show tllat promises of aid have been made 
to Moolmj by the Barukzyes, doubtless without tIle intention of send.ing troops to 
Moollan, though a diversion in the Derajat, on the other side of the Indus, may 
hav& been intended. 

It is still possible that t.hese documents moy ba;ve been intended to be 
intercepted, for the purpose of compromis:ng Do,t Mahomed Khan, and inducing 

til Sic in orig .. 
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the belief,' ihour milidS, that he haS beeilin the plot from the beginning'. lani 1 

",fraid, however, that there will be sufficient evidence, independently of this cor-l 
respondence; to prove the fact of'Dost Mahomed'being, now, in the intereSt of' 
the Sikh insurgents. , , ', , """::,' ": .. ,, 

,. '" , " , .. ' 1 '. 

Inclosure, ,6 iI!- No. :43. 
" ., . I ." .' • 

Major Edwardes, to the Resident at Lahore. 
. ': I '.,' :, 

Camp, Sooraj KQond, December 15, 18*8. 
I FORWARD three ,very remarkable, and valuable, letters from. the reb~l 

Dewan Moolraj, to Dost Mahomed Khan, Ameer of Cabool, Sooltan Mabomed 
Khan, Barukzye, and Sirdar Cbuttur Sing, Attareewalla, intercepted by Sheik 
Emamooddeen, on the Jhung road; together with a large dak of other domestic 
letters from the Mooltan garrison. 

Two questions arise, always, with reference to such letters;' 1st. Whether 
the intercepter forged them or not? and 2nd. Whether, if original, they are not 
intended t@ be intercepted? 

The letters are decidedly original and genuine. The seal is, Moolraj's own; 
and the handwriting, which is very characteristic, is that of Moolraj's private 
secretary, Futteh Mahomed Kban,.Chakee,(a curious confirmation of which, if 
required, would be fonnd in the accidental use, by the Mahomedan scribe, of the 
exclamation, .Alhum d'oo!' Allah.) Had the Sheik forged them to show his OWIl 
exertions, or put words in Moolraj's mouth, he would, most assuredly, have not 
lost the opportunity of criminating Golab Sing; (the total omission of whose 
name from this correspondence will not escape the attention of Government.)- : 

The other snpposition, viz., that Moolraj intended the letters to be inteN 
cepted, will not be entertained by anyone after perusaL ' " 

The letters, I think. eRt~ blish that no violence was used to induce ,Soolte 
Mahomed Khau to deliver up Major Lawrence's party to Chuttur Sing; and 
that Dost Mahomed has held out hopes tn Moolraj of making a diversion in the 
Derajnt, if not of sending succour towards Mooltan; and the whole correspondence 
is marked by a bigoted bitterness of hostility to the British in India, amI a gloat
ing over the treacherous capture of our countrymen at Peshawur, which shows" 
if Moolraj was not accessary to the murder of l'Ii:r. Agnew and Lieutenant 
Anderson, he does not repent their murder. 

You will, I am sure, testify to the Sheik your sense of his activity, and 
zeal. in bringing these documents into our possession. 

JnClosure 7 in No. 43. 

Dewan Moolraj to Ameer Dost Mo.homed, Khan of Cabool. 

MY worthy friend, Sirdar Chuttur Sing, has sent me a copy of your letter 
to him, from which I learn that you have duly answered my last to you, and 
dispatched your reply by a cossid; but I regret to say that, from some unha:ppy 
accident by the way, I have never had the pleasure of receiving it. Perhaps, it 
has fallen into the hands of the Feringee officials. Be that as it may, I have 
derived the greatest support and confidence from your kindness; for, to your 
distinguished encoursgement and£ountenance alone, am I indebted for the com'" 
plete sympathy with which Sirdal' Chuttur Sing (praised be God for it!) threw 
himself into this business, and joined me in rooting out, and getting rid of, these 
Feringees, who are in fact the mortal enemies of both Hindoo and Muss1ilman; 
and, now that you have collected the mighty armies of Khorassan and the 
Kohistan, and, with all your noble relatives in Cabool, are turning your steps 
towards Peshawur; and are planning to send reinforcements to me here. by the 
route of Bunnoo ; and numerous other kindnesses detailed in your lettcl'; I c'lnnot 
but feel a thousand times more grateful, and overjoyed than ever! 

With reference, howevt'r, to the former letter and cossid which I sent you, 
and believed to have miscarried. but which I now learn from you came safe to 
their destination; may I trouble you so far as to beg the favor of another copy 
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oC.the reply which you may have sent back, in order that I may lmow, more, 
particularly, what your plans were for reinforcing me, anq have ~y .mind quite 
set at rest upon that score. Of myself, I shall merely say.~hat. being identified, 
with truth, Providence is most gracious to me. . . ....... I 

As for the Feringees who have been such a long while encamped at the safe 
distance of three coss from· Mooltan; -not a night or day passes that I do not 
engage them where they are, either by a cannonade, or else hand to hand, with 
sword and musket and arrow. By the blessing of God, 1 have already killed 
some thousands of them, and have not half done with them yet. With the 
help of Providence, I hope the day has now come for these Feringees to be 
ruined, and utterly trodden under foot, in every direction. 

Consider me as among the most devoted of your servants, and command 
':De in every way, and let me hear often of your welfare. 

4, • _ • 

Inclosure 8 in No. 43. 

Dewan Moo/raj to Sirdar Chuttur Sing. 

YOUR friendly note, full of the good news of your continuing in good 
health, and (by the usual good fortune of the Sirkar!) Major George Lawrence, 
Bowie, the doctor, and the women and children, having been all made- '. . . 
to you, by that well-wisher ofthe state, Sooltan Mahomed Khan; together with 
other particulars of the friendly inclinations of Ameer Dost Mahomed Khan, 
and also a copy of the Ameer's letter to. you, all came safe to hand in a happy 
hour, and caused me the li~eliest delight. Thank God you have got .hold of 
those ill-bred Feringees ! The tree of my hopes has indeed borne fruit; and 
th~ buds of my desire begin to blossom. The kindness of Heaven alone could 
have enabled you to do so brave and manly a deed, with such facility; and may 
the immortal God of the Khalsa bring to a speedy and successful issue what 
remains to be done at Attock, and bless you more and more. You have shown 
the wisdom of Aristotle, in' inducing Dost Mahomed Khan to join you. so 
heartily in serving. our own Sirkar, and destroying the treaty-breaking Ferin
gees; not to mention his sending his sons, Mahomed Ufzul Khan and Mahomed 
Azim Khan, by the way of Koorum; to as~ist your humble servant. May God 
preserve you always, my dear friend! My pen is unequal to do justice to the 
manly courage you have brought to the assistance of your religion, and your 
country; so I shall content myself with one verse. 
. ," What injury can come to the wall of which you are the· cornice 1" 

For me, indeed, to advise you in these matters, is as preposterous as trying to 
instruct Esop. All I say, therefore, is, go on, and do even more than you have 
done, and finish what is left to do, at Attock, without delay, in order that you may 
be at liberty to turn your steps this way; for the two armies of the Raja and the 
ill-bred English are now close to each other, and my anxieties are much more 
there, than here at Mooltan, where the accursed men are sitting d!)wn 4t my door. 
I took care that the letters you sent to Sheik Emamooddeen, and Cortlandt, 
and Dewan Jowahir Mull Dutt, should reach them; but, unfortunates that they 
are, it is no secret that they have not yet proved faithful to their salt. Never 
mind! I and my troops are, as yet, unshaken; and the help of God is the one 
thing requisite at all times. Kindly send on my letter in reply to Sooltan 
Mahomed Khan, as also the order. to Amecr Dost Mahomed Khan, con
cerning the non-receipt of his letter; and whenever the answers come back, be 
so good as to send them on. ''{rite often, and let me know what I can do 
for you. 

P.S.-Another thing: the ill-bred Feringees have sent one Taylor, and 
twelve other Feringees, in a steam-boat towards Dera Ismael Khan, with the 
view of getting, by that way, to Peshawur; but, for want of water in the river, the 
boat could not go on; and the said Taylor, with his twelve Feringees, having 
disgui.<;ed themselves as fakeers, have set out for Peshawur.· It is as well you 
should know this. 

Oue word more: Raja Shere Sing, when he went away, was good enough to 

• Sio in orig. 
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post a small body of men in Jhu~g, and establish a ka.rd~r of. mine there; but 
'the country people have had theIr heads turned by the English, and theyare' 
creatinO' disturbance in that direction; and, although I sent some slight reinforce
ments from hence, the English have counteracted it, by', dispatching Sheik 
Emamooddeen, with two guns and an hiR force, to Jhung; and he is doing me 
as much mischief as he possibly can. I put my trust, however, in qod, and 
pray for his ass~tance and your frieDd.~hip, 

Inclosure 9 in No. 43. 

Seal of 
Moolraj, 

Dewan Moolraj to Sirdar Soolton Mahomed Khan, and Hossein Mahomed Khan. 

I HA VB had the pleasure to receive your welcome letter, in every line of 
which there breathed the perfume of friendship; from the fragrance of ita 
contents my senses were steeped with gladness. Couplet:-" I received a 
letter from a friend, and it appeared a hanquet; I opened it, and its words were 
clothed in the bloom of eternal spring." I was gratified beyond measure at 
being assured by yourself of your welfare. You tell me of the three English
men who were playing the part of governors at Peshawur, who fled thence to 
Kohat, and who, heing brought back by you,were made over to the noble Sirdar 
Chuttur Sing, as an earnest of your fri~ndship for him. You, further, state 
that it is your intention to besiege Attock, capture the fort, and thE English
man who is now within its walls. All these records of the brave and lofty spirit. 
which has animated you, and which still animates you, are only such as might 
have been expected from one of your worth. Couplet !-" That which is worthy 
of thee, do; and when that is done, still greattr than that shalt thou do.'" 
In performing so distinguish"d a service for the Government, and in cementing 
tIle bouds of friendship with Sirdar Chuttur Sing, you have raised even l11y 
humble hopes. With reference to the pre~ent aspect of affairs at Mooltan, you 
cannot have remained ignoraut of the faithless, treaty-breaking Englishmen 
having attacked me in force, and of the numerous conflicts which have ensued; 
hitherto, God has allowed all to pass well, and on Him alone rests the futnre. 
Still, from the day on which the treaty of friendship was ratified between us; 
my hopes have in all respects centred in you. I, therefore. now write, and 
trust, as your feelings are favorably inclined towards me, they may be exer~ 
cised still more actively in my favor; that, making the exclusion of the 
English from 'the Punjab your primary object, you will join the Sirdar, and 
quickly come on; and as the valiant and exalted Ameer Dost lVIahomed h8.8 
arranged tp send his troops, with his sons and brothers, by the' Bunnoo route 
to Mooltall, assistance and support may reach me as quickly as possihle. 
Until we meet, gladden my heart with frequent letters, &e. 

Inclosure 10 in No. 43. 

The Resident at Lahore to the Secrelary u-ith the Governor-General. 

Lahore, DeCEmber 26, 1848. 
I FORWARD a letter, this day reeeived, from Lieutenant Taylor, at 

Esakhail. on the Indus, dated the 16th instaut.. ' . 
I have forwarded the purwannas to Mlljor Mackeson. I am very doubtful 

of the authenticity of the purwanl1a said to he from the Ameer Oost Mahomed 
Khan. With reference to the date of L:eutenant Taylor'S lett-er, it must he a.t 
lell8~ fourteeJi or fifteen days since that purwanna was sent from Pesha\l'ur; 
and had Do~t Mahomed heen there in person at that time, certain intellig'ence 
ef the fad must, I think, have reached me, or Major Macke~on. 

It is extraordinary how very prevalent, in every quarter, is the statement 
that the Barukzyes have sei?ed Chllttur Sing, and detained him at l>e"hawur. 
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Inclosure 11 in No. 43. 

Lieutenant TaylOT to the 'Resident at Lahore. 

Lukkee, ,December, 16, 1848.' 
I INCLOSE two letters in original, received by Gholam Hussun 

Khan, yesterday, from Peshawur. When at Esakhail, I requeste,1 Gholam 
Hussun Khan to send trustworthy men to Peshawur, in addition to those whom 
I myself sent; he did so, and entrusted them with a letter from himself to Gool 
Bashah, a syud resident there, a respectable man whom I know well. The 
accompanying letter is his answer, which inclosed the letter from Dost 
Mahomed Khan to Gholam Hussun Khan, and which. the latter im
mediately brought to me. Its contents did not much surprise me, though 
I do Ilot yet believe them to set forth the true projects of the writer. In 
tbis letter, the Dost represents that he is engaged in a religious war against 
the English, but I shall be much surprised, if he crosses the Indus to carry 
it out. The hUl'karas report verbally, as follows :-Dost Mahomed is very 
much displeased with his brother for his treacherous conduct towards Major 

. Lawrence. . He bas entrusted the province of Peshawur to Gbolam Hyder 
Khan, and told Sooltan Mahomed that be is to have nothing to say to it, 
and must do service for his Jagheers. Chuttur Sing was then at Peshawur, 
having returned from Attock, to pay his respects to the Dost, and he is repre
sented to have requested permission to depart, which was refused by the Dost, 
unless he should give up the English prisoners to him. The Ameer has 40,000 
men and 20 guns with him (this is, of course, assuredly, exaggerated); of the 
former 8,000 are regular infantry. The report is, that he intends to cross the 
Indus, and join the Sikh army. His arrival, with an army, at this juncture, 
is likely to increase our difficulties, and, as soon as it becomes known, it will, I 
fear, to a great extent, estrange the good feeling which, at present, exists towards 
us on this frontier. The exultation of Goolbadshah at the establishment of 
Mahomedan rule in Peshawur, exemplifies a feeling that must, I fear, spread 
much further. As for Dost Mahomed himself, I think he will, if possible, avoid 
collision with us, and befriend the Sikhs as little as he can help, and, should the 
game go against them, will try to make up matters, by representing how little 
assistance he gave them. His wish to gain possession of the English prisoners 
is based on the same plan I think; but in tIllS I am only arguing on the hearsay 
evidence of the spies. It is strange, however, that this report, of Dost Mahomed 
Khan having forcibly detained Chnttur Sing, has been, for some time, prevalent. 

As regards my own position here, this advent of Dost Mahomed and his 
army is calculated greatly to increase my difficulties. The Mullicks and Mool
kias of Moorut have, for some time, shown an independent disaffected spirit, 
which I attribute to the prospect of Mahomedan rule on this side of the Indus. 
There is a son of Dost Mahomed at present in Khost (Mahomed Afzul Khan) 
with a certain force, but not, as far as I can ascertain, a stronger one than is 
usually sent, at this season, for the purpose of collecting the revenue. It is; 
however, constantly reported that this Sirdar is on his way to Bunnoo; that 
detachments have actually arrived, &c. These I believe generally to origi
nate from Meer Alim Khan, the rebel Mullick of Bunnoo, and their effect is 
Ycry bad. I do not .consider myself in danger from the Dooranees, because my 
intellig('nce from that quarter is good; and, had they any intention of advancing 
tllUs far, I couM retreat into the Dera Ismael Khan district. before they could 
come up. The danger is from the people about me, the Moolkias of Moorut, 
who would rather the district remained unsettled. Their conduct will be regu
lated entirely by the report of events in the great world. Thus, if a blow is 
struck between the Chenab and Jhelum, I should reckon confidently on their 
remaining quiet. If the Dooranees enter Bunnoo, this small force would not 
bOo safe for a day. 'file worst of it is that, owing to this pOSSibility of Ilttack 
from without, I am unable to divide my force sufficiently to completely invest 
the fort, though I hope to be able to accomplish this ere long. 

1 inclose a letter from Mullick Khan Deen Khan, who has done good 
service beyond the Salt range, by routing thll rebel Gohur Sing and his troops. 
The news of this will reach Attock, and have a good effect. The siege of 
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Attock seems to be going on but ianguidly; the hurkaras tell me that the 
mortars are fired, at long intervals, in the day, and the guns scarcely at all. I 
append a copy of a note received this evening from Lieutenant Herbert; the 
hurkara who brought it, confirms the report of Chuttur Sing having been put • 
under restraint by the Dost. 

'I'he soldiers of the. garrison of Lukkee have always said that, on receiving 
a Government purwanna, they would give up the fort. The purwanna sent 
by you, arrived last night. I have ·sent it to them to-day, and have not yet 

. received their answer; I do not expect them to comply with it. They have a 
strong fort, and two good guns which they serve well, and they have seen the 
weak effect of the guns we have, upon the walls. The trenches are now within 
450 yards of the walls, and the battery ,vill eventually be at a distance of 250 
yards. We hope that the guns, bad as they are, will do their duty from thence, 
u:. not disabled by·the fire of the fort; if not, I fear the attempt must be 
given up. 

The party who went to the fort with the Sirlmree purwanna has returned 
unsuccessful; the Sikhs even threatened to confine my messenger; in retaliation 
for my having put an hurlmra of theirs in irons: this man was seized at the 
Esakhail ferry, and bore letters from Ram Sing, Chapa, to the soldiers of the 
ganison, in which I was stJled "Tilyar, Feringee, budwash." 

Inclosure 12 in No. 43. 

Ameer Dost ]'[altomed Khan to Gltolam HtJ,8sun Khan, one of the Khowaneen of 
Tank, at present commanding a small force of irregular levies in this district. 

AT the time my tents were pitched in the Allee Murdun Khan Bagh, the 
choice among the lofty and honored of exalted disposition and benignity, and 
biend sincere, Sahebzadah Gool Badshah, recounted to me the excellence of your 
friendship. Therefore, looking upon my country and property as your own, 
hasten with all speed to my presence, for the whole of my energies oflofty aim 
are, with the body of the men of Islam, bent on eradicating the causes of the dis
turbance on the part of the English, which tends to evil. In every way with 
perfect confidence repair to my presence. All other matters will be fully 
explained in the letters of Gool Badshah; what more can I write! 

Inclosure 13 in No. 43. 

Pillowed on 
the command 

of God. 

Lieutenant Herbert to the Resident at Lahore. 

Atto~k, December 21, 1848~ .. 
DURING tile course of last evening and this morning, letters have 

reached me froUl Sirdar Mahomed Shureef Khan, son of Ameer Dost, 
Mahomed Khan, and from Gool Badshah of Peshawur, and Futteh. Khan. 
of Harsar Khanee. to the address of Syud Aheyoodeen of Kooner, Shahzada 
Juruhoor, Meer Ufzul Khan of Hatee, Futtt'h. Khan, Khyberree, and to the 
Affghans composing the garrison; of whicli I send, herewith, copies, with. 
that o( the answer sent. 

I have thougbt it ndvisable not to show the men that addi'essed to them. 
You will perceive that it is given out, that the Sikhs are to ahandon the 

siegt', which it is the hope of the Ameer to complete; that he calls upon the 
garrison, as good Mahomedans and Affghans, to quit the fort, and join him in 
(what he would make to appear) a·crusade .against tile British. 
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1 have assembled all the officers, and read to them. the letters addressed 
to the individuals above-mentioned, and, on their unanimously declaring that 
an a~l;wer should ~e sent such as would show the Ameer they would have 
nothll~g to say ~o ~Iscause, I read. to them the answer which was ready, and 
to whIch the princIpal attached theIr seals, &c., at their own request; thereby, 
voluntarily, answering that which I thought it advisable to keep from them .. 
, .. ' Tbi~ will enabl~ me to hold on, I hope, for some days longer, but you 

must know. how easll.y th~se people may be worked upon by religious excite
ment, and If the emlssanes of the Ameer succeed in spreading, among the 
garrison, a belief that his war against us is the calise of Islam, I fear the 
consequence will be the loss of the fort, unless aid arrive very shortly. 
.' Some of the men who showed symptoms of insubordination, and who 
were too ~umerous to be expelled at once, have again exbibited signs which 
threaten lll-condu~t on their part~ but 1 hope, by God's blessing, I may be 
able to keep them m check, for a tIme. 
", • Sirdar Mahomed Shureef. Khan may be expected at Khyrabaq in a 
~ay 01' two, as I am assured he has quitted Peshawur, and he will then be in 
position. which will give him great facilities in tampering with my people. 
. t hope I may not be considered too importunate in again urging .the 

request, that you will do your utmost to hasten SOlVe troops to our aid, ere it 
. is too late. • 

While writing the above, reports have been brought to me, indicative of" 
. a decided mutinous spirit on the part of a .portion of the garrison, which I 
fear, it will be difficult to subdue. 'Vith such a force as mine, I am at the 
mercy of my men, and have but'small power to punisb. 

Inclosure 14 in No. 43. 

Answer which' Syud Aheyoodeen, and Shahzada Mahomed Juruhoor,' and Meer 
Ujzul Khan, Eusujzye, and F'utteh Khan, Afredee, and the rest oj the officers' 
and Sepoys of the garrison oj Attock, with the advice oj Lieutenant Herbert, 

" addressed to Gaol Badshah, Peshawtlree. 
, ' 

.' 'fRANKS be to' God' that, up to the present writing: we are all well, .and 
pray for your welfare. ' The letter which you sent' with the letter of the exalted 
in rank, Sirdar Mahomed Shureef Khan, arrived safely, and we have leal'llt 
its conten.t~, With regard to your injunction to us to leave the fort of Attock, 
and come out for the sake of our religion, let us ask wbich of your letters we 
are to ~omply with? Not many days are past sincQ you sent us .11. letter, 
togethen with letters from Sirdar C,11uttur Sing, and, with a tbousand subterfuges, 
entreated of us to COl!le over to you .• If we had acted upon that letter of yours, 
!Jf a surety we should now have been prisoners in the hands of Cbuttur Sing. 
But the blessing of God was witb us, that we took not your advice, but acted on 

• our own judgment. You now write, that the Ameer Saib Dost Mahomed Khan 
is an aspirant for martyrdom (i. e., intends to wage a war against infidels); and 
you call on us to join in this holy cause. Good friend! if we could see that the 
Ameer Saib, having devoted himself to the cause of tbe true faith, had come in 
the first instance, waged war, and fought with the race of Sikhs, who are infidels 
-1"itbout the Book, anti worshippers of idols-and, afterwards, engaged in a 
contest. with the English (Sahiban Angrez), it would then be evident to all that 
this was a war for the interests of the true faith (jehad). Be assured that we' 
also would then range ourselves in the army of· the Amecr, to figbt· in the trul' 
cause; but as we see witij our eyes, and hear with our ears, that the Aineer Saib, 
actuated merely by worlllly interests and motives, has entered into an alliance 
and friendship with the Sikhs-, and, from a desire of acquiring new territory, has 
entered into hostilities with the English; in this act, we are unable to d,iscern 
how the objects of reHgion are to be forwarded;' and we, who are the servants, 
and aTe eating the salt" of the English,--how can we desire that the Sikhs should 
be victorious over them? At present, hostilities are being carried on betweeD 
the army of the English and of the Sikhs. If the Sikhs are defeated by the 
English, it is our belief that, then, the Ameer Dost Mllhomed Khan himself will 
court the alliance and friendship of the British. If the army of the English i~ 
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overcome by the Sil,hs, be assured that we, who are Mussulmans in this garrison 
will deliver over the fort to the Ameer. ' 

Shahzada 
Mahomed 

. Jurnhoor, 
Ludo_ai 

AkrumKban 
Kuttuk. 

Meer Ahdoola, 
and others. 

Signed by Aheyoodeen Koonoree. 

Meer Uf.ul Gholam Emamooddeen 
Khan; EUBuf"ye. Khan, servant of the 

Shahoada. 

USBud Khan Ma- N UBsur Ool1a Khan, 
homadzai, Bush- Jemadar Momund. ' 
tungueree; grand-
son to lzout Khan. 

, Inclosure 15 in No. 43. 

Gholam Jehan 
Khan, Bharee, 
a180 servant of 
the Shah_ada. 

Sheik Sooltan 
'Ali, chief of the 
artillery. 

Major Edwardes to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Sooraj Koond, December 18, 1848. 
HA VIN G observed in the public newspapers a statement that, in con set 

quence of the Sikh nation having-broken the treaty, the British Governmen-. 
has cancelled the prohibition against the slaughter of kine, and permitted beef 
rations to be served out to the European soldiers in the camp of the Com
mander-in-Chief, I write to enquire whether this statement is correct; as, in 
that case, of course, a similar indulgence may, without impropriety, be ex-
tended to the troops at Mooltan. , 

Hitherto, I have, conceived it my duty to solicit the Major-General's 
authority to enforce the rule so strictly acted on, since we came into 
the Punjab. 

• 
• Inclosure 16 in No. 43. 

The Resident at Lahore to Major Edwardes. 

Lahore, December 23, 1848. 
TH~ statement you allude to, of Government having notified that the Sikh 

treaty is DO longer in force, and that therefore kine may be slaughtered in the 
Punjab, is, as might be expected from its, resting on the authority you have 
quoted, totally without foundation. 

You will-be pleased to bring the stipulation of the treaty referred to by 
you, to the notice of the officer commanding the Bombay troops, and inform 
him that the Government will expect him to -cause that its violation be not 
permitted in his camp. 

Inclosure 17 in No. 43. 

The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary with the Governor-General. . ' 

Lahore, December 28, 1848. 
I FORWARD a letter from my assistant, Lieutenant Hodson, describing' 

the measures pursued by him, for dispersing a band of insurgent marauders, 
headed by two petty Sirdars, who have lately been plundering, and committing 
excesses, in the country lying at the foot of the hills, between the Ravee and 
Sealkote. ' 

The affair at Buddee Pind was a most gallant one, far more' so ,than 
Lieutenant Hodson's II).odest statement in his letter would lead one to_suppose. 
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I have had accounts of i~ from parties who were eye-witnesses to the personal 
gallantry and energy of LIeutenant Hodson, by whose hand, in single conflict, the 
Akalee fell, after he ha1 .bea~n off. four of the. sowars of the J 5th Irregulars; 
and to whose boJ~ ach~ty, mdefatig~ble exertIo.ns, .and the admirable arrange
ments made by hun, WIth the small means at his disposal the successful issue 
"Of this excursion is t~ be. attributed. . . ' ~~ 

The whole of thIS sIde of the Chenab IS now free. from marauders with the 
exception of a party (~arazun Sing's from Mooltan), which is still, (o~ was five 
days ago), surrounded In the fort of Chuniote, by the Mahomedan population, 
under two chiefs in our interest-:-Lungur Khan of Sahiwal, a&d Sahib Khan 
Towannah. , 

The Commander-iQ-Chief would have sent a detachment after this party, 
several days ago, but an erroneOIlS statement was. made by Major Mackeson of 
their having effected their escape fi'om Chuniote, and joined Shere Sing's army. 
Chuniote is not more than two marches from Ramnuggur, on the left bank Df 
the Chenab. 

Inclosure 18 in No. 43. 

Lieutenant W. S. Hod~on to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Sealkote, December 23, 1848. 
IN a letter of the 13th instant, from Deenanuggur, I had the honor of 

. llringing to your notice the renewal, by the party of insurgents under 
Prem t:!ing, Jhulua, and Gunda Sing, of the depredations which had been 
temporarily suppressed by the march of Brigadier-General Wheeler's column, 
across the Rechna Doab, after the capture of the fort of N;ullalwala. As soon 
as I was enabled, by the arrival of Sirdar Shumshere Sing, to leave the neigh':' 
bourhood of Deenanuggur, I re-crossed the Ravee; and, in a second letter from. 
Mungh-Munaseh of tbe 15th instant, informed you of the pgsition of the insur •. 
gents, and the hopes I entertained of being able to come up with them. 

I now report my further proceedings in furtherance of that object, which 
has resulted, I am happy to say, in the total discomfiture of the insurgents, and, 
in their Bight .acrosS the Chenab. • 

On the evening of the 16th, my hurkaras returned .• with the welcome intel. 
ligcnce that the insurgents were at last within reach, and that they had taken 
up a position in three parties (numbering altogether from 400 to 600 men) at 
Zaff"erwaI, Buddee Pind, and Gumrola, distant respectively from fourteen to 
seventeen coss from my camp at Mungh-Munaseh. As I was aware that it was' 
not thc habit of these mai'auders to remain, two days consecutively, in the same 
place, it became of the u:most consequence to move, without delay, upon them .. 
I, therefore, marched soon after midnight of the 16th and 16th, with the small 
force at my disposal, consisting of 100 men of the infantry of the Guides, and 
fifteen sowars (principally of Major Fisher'S regiment of irreg1t!ar cavalry) and • 
succeeded in getting within a short distance of the insurgent party, at Gumrola, 
by day..,break, and before they were at all aware of my approach. 

Halting the guides, under cover of a small wooded village, I advanced to 
reconnoitre, and found the enemy drawn up, to the numb!"r of from 160 to 200 
horse and foot on the north side of Gumrola, between the village and a large 
tank. Just at this juncture, they were joined by the party from Buddee Pind 
under Meean J owahir Sing, upon which, the whole body retired, and drew up on 
the bank of a wide nullah, which ran along the rear of their position. 

In addition to the fifteen sowars whom I have mentioned, I W88 accom_ 
panied by a party of Sikh horsemen attached to the kardars, and to Sirdar 
Ram Sing, J ellowallea. These men were a source of some anxiety to me, at the 
moment, as, from expressions they had been heard to make use of, it seemed 
doubtful which side they would take, in the event of a conBict. With the double 
purpose, therefore, of getting rid of them, and, at the Same time. of making 
them useful by deceiving the enemy 88 to the strength of my party, I dispatched 
them, while awaiting the arrival of my men from the rear, to the right and left 
of the insurgents, telling them to prevent any of the enemy getting into the 
villages, or hiding themselves among the sugar canes on my Banks. . . 



Before my men could come up, however, the insurgents began to retire 
slowly and hesitatingly, and firing random shots at us, from the opposite bank 
of the nullah. Perceiving that any furth~r delay would enable them to escape 
altogether, I determined to attack them, ~vith my handful of horsemen. " Cross
ing the nullah bed at a trot, the horsemen fired one volley, and then, throwing 
aside their matchlocks, charged the retiring enemy. The greater part instantly 
fled precipitately, but a number of Akalees, seeing that they had no chance of 
escape on foot, turned and fought with desperation. One man, in particular, 
sueceeded in keeping four sowars at bay for some minutes, and was oulv' 
mastered after' a severe struggle. ' , , • 

By this time, the remainder of the insurgents had fled to a considerable 
distance, and I did not consider it prudent to pursne them any further, in the 
face. of a hostile population, who came out of the villages, with arms in their 
hands, which, though nominally brought against the insurgents, might, atliny 
moment, have been turned against us. My sepoys, too, had followed me at 8. 

run, for more than a mile, which, in addition to their long march, had exhausted 
them greatly. , 

I am happy to say that not one of my little party was injured, while sixteen 
of the enemy lay dead upon the field, and five were removed by the villagers, who' 
had been wounded severely 'by Our matchlocks. I halted, for the day, at the .. 
fort of Buddee Pind, which was deserted before my arrival, and which I have 
since caused to be levelled with the ground. ' ;' , 

By daybreak on the following morning, we continued the pursuit, and, soon 
after noon, came upon a portion of the insurgent party just beyond Cheroke, on 
the boundary of the Lahore territories. We chased them for three miles, but 
they had so greatly the start of us, that they could not be overtaken. ' , 

This affair, and rapid pursuit, seems to have completely broken up ~heir' 
party, and disheartened them; for, after this day, they only halted for a few 
hours at a time, to collect their scattered followers, and cook their food, and: 
hurried to the upper ferries of the Ghenab, which the last of the party crossed, 
early on the 20th. 

I have ascertained satisfactorily, that there are no insurgents in arms on 
this side the Chenab; and I have made some progress in reducing these districts 
to order. I hope soon to be able to report that evcry thing has returned to.its 
former quiet state. 

I regret extremely that I had not had a larger party of cavalry with me. 
Had I been accompanied by even a single troop, I think it is not too much, 

to say, that the whole of the leaders of these bands of marauders would have 
been either killed, or taken prisoners. 

Inclosure 19 in No. 43. 

The Secrelary with tke Governor-G~eral to ike Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Mukkoo, January 4, 1849. 
YOU will convey to Lieutenant JIodson the strong 'expression of the 

Governor-General's satisfaction with his conduct, and with the mode in which 
he discharges whatever duty is entrusted to him. The Governor-General 
has had frequent occasions of noticing the activity, energy, and intelligence of 
his proceedings, and he has aaded, to the exercise of the same qualities on 
this occasion, an exhibition of personal gallantry which the Governor-General 
has much pleasure in recording and applauding" altholtgh Lieutenant Hodson 
has mode.t1y refrained from bringing it to notice hi·mself. The Governor
General offers to Lieutenant Hodson his best thanks for these services. 
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Inclosure 20 in No. 43 .. 

-The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary with the Governol·-General. 

Lahore, December 25, 1848. 
AS it appears to me desirable that the Governor-General should know the 

names of the openly disaffected Sirdars of the Lahore State, I submit a list 
of those who are ascertained to be in rebellion and' insurrection. 
. . I have not inserted the names of those who are doubtful, or who have been 

forcibly prevented committing themselves, as Golab Sing, Nar Sing, and Bishen 
Sing, Attareewalas, Jhunda Sing (of whose treachery Captain Abbott is so con-

. vincedJ, or Khan Sing, Man, at Mooltan. • . 
, . Nor have I inserted the names of kardars, duftol-ies, and other paid 

officials, who have joined the rebel standard: 
Nor the Barukzye Sirdars, extensive Jagheerdars in Peshawur. 
The nalDes of three persons, not actually in armed rebellion, are inserted, 

viz. ; 
Runjore Sing, Majeetia, convicted of treacherous correspondence with 

Moolraj, and in confinement; 
Heera Sing, the Maharanee's brother, sent out of th~ Punjab in August 

last, on account of disaffection; and, 
. Goordut Sing, Mulwye, detected in cOl'llespondence with the insurgents, and 

in confinement. 
With the exception of these three, all, whose names are inserted, are in the 

rebel ranks. • 
. The list is not, I dare say, a full one; there may be some names omitted~ 

The names of none but Jagheerdars, with the rank of Sirdar, are entered. 

Inclosure 21 in No. 43 . 
• 

List of tIle openly-disaffected Sirdars of the Lahore State, ascertained to be 
in rebellion and insurrection. 

1. Sirdar Chuttur Sing, Attareewala. 
2.' Raja Shere Sing, Attareewala. 
3. Sirdar Ootar Sing, Attareewala. 
4. Sirdar Uljun Sing. Runguruuglia. 
5. Sirdar U rbeil Sing, Sheekopooreall. 
6. Sirdar Purtab Sing, Munas. 
7. Sirdar Urjun Sing, Nulwa. 
8. Sirdar Jowahir Sing, Nulwa. 
9. Sirdar Jooh Sing, Hurchunder. 

10. Sirdar J owahir Sing, Kalade. 
11. Sirdar Bhoota Sing, Kumlah. 
12. Sirdar Khurgun Sing, Mokul. 
13. Sirdar Dul Sing, Munas. 
14. Sirdar Dhora Sing, Nukye. 
15. Sirdar Ruttun Sing, Gurchakee: 
16. Sirdar Kurm Sing, Gurchakee. 
17. Sirdar Golab Sing, Gurchakee. 
18. Sirdar Soorjun Sing, Mokul. 
19. Sirdar Soodh Sing, Cheeneh. 
20. Sirdar Shumshere Sing, Mareewalah. 
21. Sirdar Soorutt Sing, Majeetia. 
22. Sirdar Goordut Sin~. Mulwye. 
23. Sirdar N ehal Sin!!', t!umma. 
24. Sirdar Vusawur, Sing, Majeetia. . 
25. Sirdar Veer Sing, Jullawassia. 
26. Sirdar Hurmut Sing, Ha.za.rawaleali. 
27. Sirdar La! Sing, Morareea. 
28. Sirdar Khoseal Sing, Morareea.. 
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29. Sirdar Shere Sing, Morareea. }It is most probable. from ,aU that I 
30. Sirdar Golab Sing, Povindea. tao

d 
l.a .. D, t!'at thehsehS'p,dal'llh are 

31 S· d All S' f b un er ",stramt Wit t. e. awur . 1r ar a mg, son 0 a ove. troops. 
32. Sirdar Mebtab Sing, Morareea. 
33. Sirdar Lehna Sing, Morareea. 
34. Sirdar Khan Sing, N ukkye. 
35. Sirdar Goordut Sing, N ubua. 
36. S!rdar Chunda S~ng, Kulalwalah. }Brothers:in-law of the late 
37. Sudal' Goordut Smg, brother of above. MaharaJa.h Kburruek Sing. 
38. Sirdar Kurm Sing, Tohee.walah. 
39. Sirdar Runjore Sing, Majeetia. 
40. Sirdar Raja Fuzl Dad Khan, RhotaBsia. 
41. Sirdar Lunjur Khan, son of above. 
42. Sirdar Murra Sing, Mohu!. 
43, Sirdar Gundee Slng, Ohoolna. 
44. Sirdar Thumman Sing, brother-in-law of the late Koonwur 

Peshora Sing. • 
45. Sirdar J eswan Sing, brother-in-law of the late Koonwur Rash-

meera Sing. 
46. Sirdar Meehan, brother of Bhoor Sing. 
47. Sirdar Gunda Sing, Mutton. 
48. Sirdlbr Ram Sing, Chappeewalah. 
49. Sirdar Futteh Sing, son of Koonwur Kashmeera Sing. 
50. Sirdar Jugjoodh, son of Koonwur Peshora Sing. 
51. Sirdar Soormookh Sing, Bootaleah. 
52. Sird!tr J ooh Sing, a J agheerdar of note. 
53. Sirdar Heera Sing, the Maharanee's.brother, 'sent to Ben-

ares, to be out of the way. . 
54. Sirdar Chunda Sing, Y urgar. . 
55. Sirdar Jellal Khan Sing, Buttee. 
56. Sirdar Kurrack Sing, Mawranwalah. 
57. Dewan Hakim Raee. 
58. Dewan Reshen Kanr. 
59. Dewan Gunpnt Raee. 

60. 61. 62. Dewan Dabee Sahaie, with two brothers. 
63. Dewan Misr Roup Lal. 

Besides these, there are thirty-six persons, Jagheerdars, and who rank as 
Sirdars, but hold commissions of Generals and Colonels in the army, such as 
Ruttun Sing, Man, Khan Sing, Rosa, &c., all with the rebel arriIy. 

·Irtclosure 22 in No. 43. 

The Re~ide1lt at Lahore to the Secretary with the Governor-General. 

Lahore, December 30, 1848 . 
. I AM doubtful if any advantage would accrue from making it generally 

known, that our Government would highly reward anyone who could bring 
the prisoners into camp. The prisoners are not together, but are, it is 
believed, in different places; the ladies are in the Fort of Sl1khoo; Major 
Lawrence and Mr. Thompson have been sent back from'Shere Sing's camp, 
for the purpose, it is said. of being placed in the Fort of Dooman; and 
Lieutenant Bowie is, or was till quite lately, 'still with the troops investing 
Attock. . 

It would, thus, be difficult, indeed impossible, perhaps, to secure the 
simultaneous release of all; and, unless this were effected, the remaining 
prisoners might, according to native usage, be subjected to greater severity 
of confinement, and, p.erhaps. to ill-usage. 



No. 44. 

The Governor-General to the Secret Committee. 

SINCE my last despatch, 
the Punjab. 

Camp, Mukkoo, January 22, 1849. (No.6.) 
events of great importance have taken place in 

The Commander-in-chief, being informed, on the lOth instant, of the fall of 
Attock, and the advance of Sirdar Chuttur Sing, to join the main body of the 
enemy under Shere Sing, determined to attack the latter, and, accordingly, 
moved witb the British army from Loah Tibbee, at·da.ylight of the 12th, to 
Dingee, a distance of about 12 miles; from Dingee, he advanced, on the 
morning of the 13th, towards' Chillianwalla. He approached this place about 
noon, and, having driven eack the enemy's picl,et, which was posted on a mound, 
took up a position in rear of a village; the enemy opened a fire from some 
horse-artillery on tbe skirmishers in front of the village, and a general action 
ensued, which lasted till after nightfall, terminating in the defeat of Shere Sing's 
force, and the capture of twelve of his guns; for particulars. of the action, 
and of 1:he loss sustained by the British troops, which I deeply regret to sa)! 
has been very great, I refer you to the despatch" of his Excellen<lY the 
Commander-in-chief, dated the 16th instaut, and to its inclosed list. 

On intelligence of this victory reaching me, I ordered a salute of twenty-one 
guns to he fired at all the stations of the army. Regardilig the. services of the 
officers and men engaged in the action, I intend addressing you, fUlther, by the 
next mail. . 

The spirit of the enemy has not been utterly subdued by the defeat he has 
sustained: though driven from bis positions, he has not crossed the JhelulD., but 
is still in force all this side. 

That Dost Mahomed Khan has tal,en a part in, the hostility which has 
caused the faU of Attock, no doubt can now be entertained. 

Lieutenant Herbert's lettert of the 2nd of Januacy reports the. arrival of 
this Prince, with the main body of his army, at the ferry on the right bank of 
the Indus, on the 1st instant. Lieutenant Hel'belt saw a portion o£ the army 
cnmmence the passage of the river, and, thea, finding the feeling of his .men 
to be such that there was no chance of their opposing the Ameer, he determilled, 
if possible, to escape. Captain Abbott's lettert of the 5th instant relates the 
particulars of Lieutenant Herbert's escape, and expresses fears that he may ha.ve 
been intercepted. Dost Mahomed himself, it is said, has not crossed the Indus, 
but he has sent a Vakeel to Casbmere, to ascertain the feeling of Golab Sing 
towards him, and to request his aid in money. 

Among the inclosures will be found Major-General Whish's letter; report. 
ing the capture, by storm, on the 2nd instant, of the fortified city of Mooltan. 
I am happy to say the loss attending this exploit was very smalL On the 18th, 
the mine was exploded, and the counterscarp was blown in. I a.DIL expecting 
now daily, to hear of the fall of the citadel, immediately after. which, lIlI'ent,. the 
greater portion of the Mooltan force will proceed· to cooperate with his 
Excellency the Commander-iu-chier. 

From other quarters where hostilities prevailed, I have· received favorable 
accounts, The Fort of Lukkec was captured by Lieutenant Taylor; before the 
arrival of the reinforcements dispatched by Major Edwardes; and Ram, Simg has 
beem dislodged, by Brigadier-General Wheeler's force, from the difficult positioo. 
which he occupied, in the hills about Noorpoor. The public dispatches 
announcing these two events have not yet been recei,ed. 

* Inclosure 52 in No. 44. 
t Inclusur. lOin No. 44. 
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t Inclosure 9 in No. 44. 
§ Inclosure 25 in No. 44. 
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llilclosure i in N o~ 44. 

The Resident at La~ore to the Secretary with the Governor-Gentral. 
, , 

Lahore, December 18;'1848. 
. ,I F~~W ARD a !lle!Ilora~dum, and oth~r papers, showing my reasons for 
the con.v~ctlOn ,that an msur~ectlOn, and cons,Inracy, for the purpose of expelling 
the BrItish from the Punjab, was determlDed on, before the outbreak in 
Mooltan, and unconnected with it. , " , 
, In this paper I have not alluded to the effectS produced 011 the purposes 
of the conspirators and insurgents, by the Mooltan rebellion, and the events 

, connected therewith. " , 

Inclosure 2 in No. 44. 
., 

Memorandum by the Resident at Lahore. 

IN a letter received, some time ago, from the Governor-General, I was called 
upon to report, if] could substantiate by proof, what I had stated to Government, 
that, before the outbreak at Mooltan, an insurrection had been planned, and 
a conspiracy set on foot, having for their object the expUlsion of the British 
from the Punjab, and that, unless the reduction of Mooltan were speedily 
effected, and the rebellion put an end to, and the power of the British Govern
ment thus re-established, there would' be no 'possibility of preventing the 
insurrection becoming general. ' 

The present state of affairs corresponds witD. that which I declared to 'be 
inevitable, if the Mooltan rebellion were not suppressed. 

It is difficult to produce proof of the fact, before it shows itself in 
action, of a conspiracy which everyone is ,interested in concealing, and 
regarding whioh the mere oral statement of individuals, making general 
assertions of intended proceedings, would not be considered evidence. ' . 
, At the time that the letter of the ·Government was received,! had got 
a cIue to some correspondence of the Maharanee and others, which I hoped 
might lead to substantive proof of the fact; and, as I had reason to believe 
that, by seizing the Maharanee's papers, on her arrival at Benares, and, by 
getting possession of those of Moolraj, in the expected fall of Moo It an, I might 
obtain more of the correspondence, I 'delayed my reply to the Government 
letter, till I could complete the evidence. ' 

The Maharanee had destroyed her papers, or effect.ually concealed all 
of importance, and there has been no opportunity of getting Moolraj's. 

But, I will state, as briefly as I can, the reasons which led my mind to 
the conviction of the fact I stated. 

When I passed through Jullundur on my way to Lahore, at the end of 
February last, I had a good deal of conversation with Lieutenant Lake, 'who 
had been employed all the cold weather, with some of the DUl'bar officials, in 
making a revenue settlement of the Manjha districts of the Punjab. I found 
him fully impressed with the belief, that a rising would take place before 
many months were over, which was the result, not of any particular tangible 
circumstance, 'but of the feeling which he had observed, and the hints which 
had at different times been thrown out, in his presence. ' 

I mentioned this to Mr. Lawrence, ,and he told me that he knew there 
was a notion of the kind abroad, but that he put no faith in it. He said that 
he had been told, positively, by a very trustworthy and intelligent officer', 'con
nected with the Government, Misr Sahib Dyal, that a disturbance would take 
place in the spring, but that, as he could give him no distinct reasons for saying 
so, he thought little of the matter, though he had no doubt that Sirdar Lehna 
Sing, Majeetia, had left the Punjab, from apprehension of some such occurrence. 

A few weeks after I had been at Labore, Major Napier wrote to me, 
stating that, wherever he was employed on the survey duties, allusions were 
made by the people, and especially by the soldiers of his escort, to his servants, 

. of the inutility of their work, as the Europeans would not be allowed to remain 
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much longer in the Punjab; Il few months would see them across the Sutlej. 
He told me he thought it right to let me know this, as the hints had been so 
frequently. repc.ated, and qad been mentioned to him by all his assistants on 
detached duty. Similar statements will be found in Captain Abbott's papers. , 

" , 'l'hesecircumstances made me the more particular in my inquiries on 
the subject, aud I found that there was a very prevalent and pervading belief, 
that there would be a general disturbance, before many months were passed, but, 
beyond, the fa~ that the Maharanee Was to be the principal agent, I could 
obtain nothing circumstantial.' . , . 
'. ,The IIrrangements, which had been all 'made before my arrival, for the 

; C;bange of administration in Mooltan, and the circumstances undei- which 
the British' officers pI·oceeded to that province, with the sad events which 
followed, are known to the Government. At this time, the conspiracy for tam
pering with the sepoys of the garrisonJ was. discovered, and, though there was 
much reason to SUSpect that this was part of some more extensive scheme, 
there was no proof of any of the Sirdars, or others beyond the immediate 
dependants of the Maharanee, being concerned in the actual communication 
with the sepoys. " , 

The voluntary confession of Gunga Ram, the confidential vakeel of the 
,Maharanee, made the night before his execution, stated that the Mooltan 
murders were premeditated, aud preconcerted by Sirdar Khan Sing, Man, with 

'the Maharanee, before he went to Mooltan ,. and that the Maharanee was in 
,~n"espondence with all the Chiefs and Sirdars, except Raja Deena Nath, and 
with Maharajah Golab Sing, for the organization of resistance to the British 
power, and that the chiefs who had gone to Mooltan, would not act against 
.Moolraj, Gunga Ram would give no' proof of w\lat he stated, but said, if his 
life was spared, he would give information of the last importance to the British 
,,Government. It was, of course, impossible to spare his life, on these terms. His 
confession, implicating the chiefs in treasonablc intentions, was forwarded to 

, ,Government.' 
,. , It, became known to me at that time. that the· departure of our troops 
..for Mooltan would have been the signal for a rising, and an attack on Lahore, 
with the hop~ of aid from the native troops of the garrison. This fact was 
,notorious, but it was not possible to .obtai!) legal evidence of it, or, to fix com-

• plicity' on any of the Chiefs, or on any individual. 
,Towards the end of May, .or the beginning of June,' an officer, inti

mately connected with the Durbar, sent to me a private message, to say that, if 
1 :would allow him to visit me after nightfall, secretly, and that' no one con
nected witb the Durbar should know of . his coming, he would tell me matters 
which it much concerned me to be acquainted with. I had several visitsJrom 
this person, whose name I promised should not be divulged. He assured me 
that the intention of an insurrection, with the view of getting rid 'of the 
English from the Punjab, had been constantly agitated, since the very hour of 
signing the Treaty, ana had never been lost sight of. He said, that the Preyma 

, plot" as it is usually called, was not the scheme of a few parties in the Ranee's 
interest, ,but was known to almost everyone but the immediate intended 
victims, and that all subsequent operations, had the mur<kr at Shalimar taken 
place, were planned. He stated that, from the time of the Maharanee's 
residence at Sheikhoopoor, intrigues had been constantly on foot; and that, 
dudng the last cold we4lther, a plan for a general insurrection had been deter
mined Oil, in concert with Maharajah Golab Sing; that the Barukzye Chiefs 
had been sounded, and had been promised Peshawur, as the reward of their 
, oooperation.· , 
" . " " ,It was from the statements of this individual, corroborated in many points 
from various other sources, i.e .• by the oral statement of other parties, and the 
occurrence of events in accordance with his disclosures. that I made the report 
to Government. 

It Was asserted, by this person, that the visit of Mean Jowahir Sing to 
Lahore, at. the time it took place, was in connection with the Sheikhoopoor 
intrigues,and that he w!thdrew from the affair. as most others had, for the 
present, done, in consequence of the occurrences at Mooltan, which had 
introduced Dewan Moolraj intd the affi\ir, who was not intended to have a part, 
and wbose conduct had caused a disturbance in Mooltan, prematurely. The 
first outbreak was to have taken place in Mooltan. but it was to have been 
. 3 S 2 
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brought about, after Moolraj's departure, by ~irdar Khan Sing,.Man,wjJ.en 
'things were more ripe, and arrangements further ,advanced. 

This assertion is partly confirmed by, the papers subsequently found on 
the person of one of the .Maharanee's agents, which will be referred to 
presently. There was nothing in.Jowabir Sing's conduct to lead me to think 
that he had any sinister .motive in his visit here, and I watched him closely. 

In the month of June, a man named Shibdiyal, a priest .of the Maharanee's, 
was seized at Lahore, and, at that time, papers were' found in the possession 
of the Maharanee's agents, which were translated, at the time, by Mr. Bowring. 
one of my assistants, and which, with a note of his,\!xplaining the circumstances, 
under which the papers were obtained, and the events they appear to refer to. 
are sent with this memorandum. 
. The letters are some of them original, and some of them copies of 
letters written by, and to, the Maharanee. kept by the confidential amanuensis, 
who transcribed them. They clearly prove that, before the outbreak at Mooltan, 
and before the appointment of Sirdar Khan Sing, Man, the Maharanee was· in 
communication with him, regarding an insurrection at Lfi,hore, and the tampering 
with the British troops, and that a disturbance was to be got up by Sirdar Khan 
Sing at Mooltan, .and that, after the outbreak, Dewan Moolraj was introduced 
into the plan for a general rising. .They also prove, as doCil the evidence of the 
parties in the case, that extensive correspondence was carried on· by the 
Maharanee at Sheikhoopoor • .at the time indicated in the statements of the 
officer 'above referred to. 

The letters are, for the most part, not dated; but the facts they refer 
to, mark the time at which they were written. They are on several sUbjects: 
the corruption of the sepoys; the murder of the .British officers and soldiers 
at Lahore; the Mooltan arrangements,and the appointment. of Sirdar Khan 
Sing, Man; the subsequent events in that province; the trial and execution of 
General Khan Sing and Vakeel Gunga Ram; and the Preyma conspiracy. There 
are also allusions to a communication to the Durbar, made soon after my arrival 
here, in consequence of a letter received from the Governor-General, with a 
petition from the Maharanee about her treatment at Sheikhoopoor. 

I would refer to the papers of Captain Abbott, in Hazara, passim, for the 
evidence, obtained by him, of the intent,ion of a general rising of the Sikhs, 
incited by the Sirdars, for the expulsion of the British from the Punjab. 

The fact of .Sirdar Lehna Sing, Majeetia, having again left the Punjab, in 
the commencement of this year, sacrificing his jagheers. and emoluments 
here, would of itself mark the knowledge that he had of a pending revolt; 
but Raja Tej Sing assured me, several months ago, that Sirdar Lehna Sing 
came to him, before he applied to Mr. Lawrence to be .allowed to leave the 
Punjab, stating that he had fully ascertained that there would never be ·peace 
in the Lahore territories; that another revolt was certainly at hand; and advis
ing Raja Tej Sing also to return to Hindostan. The Raja. says that-upon 
tllis, he spoke to Mr. Lawrence about permitting him to~leave ,the Durbar, and 
go to Delhi, on the plea of ill health; but that Mr. Lawrence dissuaded him. 
I remember Mr. Lawrence wrote to me, on my way up, of Tej Sing's proposition. 
and of his having put him off it. 

In an urzee received from a special secret intelligence-writer in Cash. 
mere, on the 18th of May last, there is a statement, corroborated by .circumstantial 
proof, that. between the month of November of last year and February of this, 
messengers passed continually with letters between Maharajah Golab Sing and 
Sheikhoopoor, just at the time the negotiations were said to have been going on. 

On the return from Mooltan of Sirdar Lal Sing, .Kaleewala, the son 
of Sirdar Uttur Sing, the young Sirdarcame to me, and told me that he wished 
to make known to me circumstances that had' come to his knowledge,. while 
with the Durbar troops before Mooltan. Having heard what he had to say, I 
directed him to write down, distinctly, what had passed, and to give me the 
paper, with his signature. rhis the 8irdar did; and a translation of the docu
ment is annexed. I would beg the attention of the Governor-General. to this 
paper. 

I have insel'ted in this memorandum only such . tangible facts and 
circumstances as occurred to me, not adverting to the oral statements of indio 
viduals from all parts of the country, which, as they are corroborated by general 
accordance, and confirmed by events daily transpiring, small in themselves, but 



. important as showing the feelings and purposes 'of the people, cannot fail to 
bring conviction of tbeir general correctness. 

From all that has come to my knowledge, since I have been at Lahore, 
I am quite convinced that, long before the Mooltan outbreak, there was a plan 
for an insurrection, which was to take place during the current year, in which 
nearly all the Sirdars were to join, and of which the Ranee was the prime 
mover. 

The premature outbreak at Mooltan, and the discov.ery of the attempt, 
on the part of the Ranee and some of her adherents, to corrupt the sepoys, with 
the executions which followed, disconcerted ,the conspirators much; and the 
subsequent removal of the Maharanee herself from the scene of her intrigues, 
had the effect of baffling all their schemes for a time. 

But the purpose was never lost sight of, ·as subsequent events have 
proved, . though many circumstances occurred to retard the accomplishment of 

. the scheme, among which the discomfiture of Bhaee Mabaraj Sing and his large 
band of followers, and the successes obtained over MQolraj by Major Edwaxdes 
and Bahawul' Khan's .armies, are, the chief., 

.statement of the Case of Shibdiyal Poorohit. 

TOWARDS the end of the month of June, a Jemadar in the intelligence 
department of the Lahore magistracy, named Gama Beg, gave me information 
that a goldsmith, called Muharaj, had told him that the Mahamnee's priest, 
Shibdiyal, was in the habit of carrying on a clandestine correspondence with Her 
Highness, and that a man named Mohun, who used to write the letters, and who 
was a servant of Shihdiyal's, had absconded, on the seizure of Khan Sing and 
Gunga Ram, taking with him various papers. I, at first, discredited the story; 
but, as the goldsmith persisted in the tmth of his statement, I sent out the 
Jemadar to seize Mohun and the-papers. In a few days, he returned, bringing 
with bim theman, on whose person were found a great number of letters and a 
small amulet. The priest Shibdiyal, who was then in Lahore, was immediately 
arrested. 

, 'On opening the amulet, which was carefully soldered down, two letters 
were found to the addresR of the Maharanee, one purporting to be from Moolraj, 
and the other from Sirdar Khan Sing, Man. The amulet was brought from 

, Mooltan by a,man named Tiloka, or Tilok Sing, disguised as a {akeer, and was 
given into the hands of Shibdiyal. It arrived, however, the day after the execu
tion of Khan Sing and Gnnga Ram, and was consequently not delivered; both the 
priest and 1\1 ohun having absconded immediately afterwards. The priest 
finding his nallle had Dot been alluded to, returned again to Lahore. The 
result of the inquiry, and of the Goormookhee letters found on the person of 
Mohun, is to prove that Sirdar Khan Sing, Man, carried on a treasonable corre
spondence with the Maharanee, througb her family priest, Shibdiyal, having in 
view the corruption of the British Sepoys, and showing his intention to stir up a 
rebellion on his receiving charge of Mooltan. " . 

The priest was the medium of correspondence, all letters passing through 
his hands, and those from the Sirdar, having the priest's seal attached. 

The letters tell a plain, well connected, and, apparently, correct story, which 
it is difficult to imagine could have been fahricated. They are confirmed not 
only by internal evidenc~ but by circumstantial facts derived from the Preyma 
conspiracy, and the recent plot of General Khan Sing and Gunga Ram. . 

The proofs against Sirdar Khan Sing arc contirmed, by the con fesslOn of 
Gunga Ram, on the night before he was hung (See confession taken by Lientenant 
Hodson), and by allusions contained in a recent letter of the Maharanee to the 
Resident, which says, .. if you wish to know who stirred up the rebellion in 
Mooltan, ask Khan Sing, Man." • 

With regard to Shibdiyal, the pro~f seems conclusive. His- name. is men
tioned by no less than four d~fendallts m the Preyma plot; by Bo?ta Smg, the 
Ranee's Moonshee, by Maun Smg M uhung, by Thakoo Doss,Preyma s l\Ioonshee, 
and by Huryut Khan, as having been in the habit of visiting the Preyma conspi
rators, on the part of the Ranee, and of conveying letters from her to Preyma. 
, , It is also provedthat he absconded on Preyma's being arrested, and, further. 
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that. he ran away on the s~izure ?f Genern:I Khan. Sing and Gung~ Ram., ,;His 
seal IS attested by two r~celpt,s ~tten by. ~m~self~n ,the Loondee hill character, 
and acknowledged by him as his handwntmg, which beat ~he same seal as th~t 
on the letters.' His finger also shows that 'he was in the habit Qf wearihg':f seal 
ring.' I.. ' r '- II I.: II I'i' 1 'I:, •• :-11:--:' 

The lettcrs written on' the part of the Rance. are nof ~n her ~an:dwriting" but 
appear to bccopies; On the Maharlmee leaving Sht\ikhoopdor, onc 'of, the 
slave girls 'casuallY' remarked-"You have come just in: time ;'two hours more, 
and you would have becn too late." 'This is explained by one' 'of the present 
letters (No.7). which requests Her Highness to make irhmediate prepara" 
tions tor her escape, as she would not be allowcd to' remainanl" longer at! 
Sheikhoopoor.' . '. • ",', '.'. ~ 

With regard to the letter said to be signed by Sirdat Khah 'Stng; and sent 
from MooItan in the amulet, it certainly cannot be proved that this is .. the same 
signature as that commonly used by the Sirdar. It is not.' Blit'it 'is said that 
the Man family have a secret sign among themselves, and ther~ 'can be no 90ubt 
that no one but a Sirdar would 'make use of so elaborate it device." " •. " i ' 

As a special proof of the geilUinencss of the papers, it has been' fOUIidthat. 
out of eleven Sepoys who deserted, or were apprehended, affet;' 'the seizure Of 
Khan Sing and Gunga Ram, the names of five are to be fout,Id in the letter said 
to have heen written by Oomrao Sing. No papers, bearing on the 'case, were. 
found by Sirdar Khan Sing's vakeel, but he acknowledges that Shibdiyal was in 
the hahit of visiting tM Sirdar, apparently about a case, in which he'was 'a party; 
concerning the disputed possession of a house. ..' ", I",' ,,' 

On a search being made among the papers of Gungoo Shah,Shroif, severa\ 
notes of hand of the Maharanee were found, directing payment to 'be made (~ 

'Boota Sing, GungaRam, and Jeebun Sing. '..' "" , . 
'fo establish, fUrther, the truth of the story, it would he desirable {~ 

ascertain whether the originals of the letters, of which copies are in the present 
list, or copies of those of which there are originals, are tQ be found among tl\,e 
Maharanee's papers. It also seems necessary to investigatewhetlier· the names 
of the other Sepoys mentioned as being concerned in the 51st Regimcnt,' and the 

. other corps at Lahore, can be identified. Further, it might be advisable to fin\!; 
out, through Lieutenant Edwardes, whether the Sadh, who lived in Anarkul,lee'iD! 
the lines of the 50th Native Infantry, and Oomrao Sing, have reallygonetol 

. Mooltan, as is asserted in one of Shibdiyal's letters, Should the accuracY'of 
these papers he established, the Whuttree Mohun, and the Jemadar Gama Be~. 
as also Maharaj Sonar, should be rewarded. 

Bub,. Sahdl.-Mnharanee. Translatioll of Goormookhee Lettersfound on Mohun Loll. 
Shdld(yal.-HcrHighness· fami· .-

Iy priest. No.1. Written by the Beebee Sahib to Shibdiyal and Oomrao Sillg. 
Oomrao Sing.-A man living in . ' ' " 

the lin .. oftb. 8th Native Infa.ntry. After compliments. 
w.h~nce be was expelled as a sus- . I have received your letter and understood its contents with which my' 
PICIOUS character. He was engaged., ..'. d ' 
in tampering with the troops hu~ heart was greatly delighted. Send Oomrao Smg hither. I have forwarde som~, 
ran otT with the Anarkullee Sadh, property to Nurunjun,* which take. If you require more, send to me for it by! 
on the seizllre of Khan Sing and one of your confidential people. Work quickly' .delay not. ,Make much of a, 
~~nga Ram. He is said t~ have few words. • . 
",sIted the lIIahoranee tWIce at 
Sheikhoopoor. 

L. B. No.2. Wlitten hy the Beehee Sahib to Jowahir Sing. • See No.8. 

After compliments •. 
M.an Jowohir Sing •• me to I have heen greatly delighted by reason of your anival, and have ~eez. 

Lahore at this time, •• tentib{vwith much pleased by, the message which you sent by the hand of Dada(Prlesl~ 
a, view to settle. hi. di.~u~e. with ,Shibdiyal. You have been faithful to your salt from the beginning, and yO'll~ 
hlB nncle, .... gardm.g the dIVISIon of father Raja Dhyan Sing 'was among those who . displayed their fidelity to me. 
the property of IllS father Dbyan h • '. ,. . I . 
Sing. 'lope for much fr?m yO? Act m such a way, a~ Will prove oiSElI'VlCe to t,l~ 

I •. B. Guddee; place relIance In whatever Dada Siubdiyal may say to you., . Umtq 
yourself with anyone he may brin&, to you. Make much of a few words.' 
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No.3. ,Written to the Beebee Sahib by her servant Khan Sing.-
• ,- r I 

l!.fter r~sp'ects. , 
1" ; J. - . 'I' ; "-'. i 

• Sirdar Khan Sing, Man • 
L. B. 

";' f My representation is as follows: On Tuesday, at 8 o'clock in the morning, r wok·leave.from ,Lahore .to .go ,to Mooltan, when Currie Sahib sent for Mol 
Sing; and told him to get an acknowledgment from the Maharanee, saying that 
~he wal\,contcnted ... The Rajas gave .. Cnrrie Sahib a bribe, and the matter was 
consequently abandoned. All the respectable officers in the regiments .have 
~old,me to ~rite to. the Mai Sahib (Maharanee) not to leave Sheikhoopoor and 
come to Lal\ore, 'even if the English should go to bring her away. They say, 
" When we piJ.Ve killed the Europeans, we will release her." I have obtained the 
Governlllent of Mooltan by your kindness; this will turn out well for you. 
[ have nlS care for the Soobedarship; I only wish to devote my body to your 
service" that !lll the \¥orld may know who was faithful, and dill good service, to 
his mistress. .,All the Rajas are faithless to their salt. This is my wish ; do. not 
lose confi.dcpce qy my going to Mooltan. I am not going to take charge of the 
Soobah, ,1 ,will quicldy make my arrangements regarding the-fort and troops of 
Mooltan, as well. as the Puthans. In Lahore I have already settled my plans 
IVith; the. regiments and artillery, and have brought about. an introduction 
bet~c:n'. the.m and Shibdiyal,- whC? is. concer~ed in the whole matter. T?e • This Shibdiyal was deepl, 
affal~ IS III hiS hands. From thebegmmng, my Ideas have been the same as hiS. implicntedinthePreymatonspil'ac 
[ have. made over to the Shibdiyal money for all expenses, and have told him of I~st y~.r, but succeeded i: 
that I will give more, if necessary. I have already spent much, but it has been etrectmg h.s escape. He went t, 
. b dId . . l'h G . .. Cashmere, and when the matte 

51Ven y,you, an emp oye III your servICe. e 001'0015 grantmg vICtory. had blown over. retu.'ned to Lahor< 
ind if we win, the expenses I have been put to will be gain, and I shall have a On Khan Sing and Gunga Ra. 
reckoning ~ith you afterwards. Shibdiyal has spent 10,000 rupees. He will bein,g seized,. he absconded, b" 
lend me I'eports concerning the TilinO'ees and will' write to me while I will findmg that hIS name was not the 

i • " • ' 0 I • • , alluded to, came back to LahorE 
keep him mformed of all my plans, and he Will reply to you. I have ordered whore he was arrested. 
the troops ,to obey the instructions of Dada Shibdiyal, whether he order during L. B. 
the, day ~r, during the night, and to attend to him as they would to myself. 
fhe Sepoys told me that all the English karkhana was in tbeir charge, and that 
both, the. guns and the troops were in their hands; that they would c.ouquer in 
~ pour, .on my writing to them, and that they would murder the guards. Every 
~ne says that Curril! Sahib has come here for some particular purpose., I will 
lettle his business, will take Lah.ore without a struggle, and rescue you from 
Sheikhoopool". What crime have you committed? I shall consider that I have 
been as one unbol'n, until I can get the heads of the Europeans strewed about 
Lahore. ,When I have settled my plans at Mooltan, I will write to the Sepol's 
~t Lahore. .Y ou have written to me to send all letters through Russool 01' 

Hurnund Mier. This I shall attend to. All the world shall see and hear of my 
services. 

(Seal of Shibdiyal.) 

No.4. Written to the Beebee. Sahib Jee by Khan Sing, Man. 

After res peets. 
Gunga Ram has given your Moorasila to Currie Sahib, who has not The moorasil. bere alluded t 

,mentioned anything about it to anyone. Currie sent for the Rajas, and told wa. mislaid by the R.sident f. 
, them that he had received a message from the Maharanee, stating that she was Borne d?ys, wh.ch accounts for t~ 
"undergoing a ,great deal of hardship, and that this ought to be put a stop to. expres"on used. L. B • 
.. The Rajas on hearing this, assembled in Tej Sing's house, and consulted together. 
They agreed that they must be informed of the cont~nts of the Maharanee's 
Moorasila, and said that they could manage the matter, If they all co~sented to 
one thing. I said, " Rajajee! the grief that has been felt by the Malik (Maha
ranee) will be felt once'more (by you)." Tej Sing said, .. I know well, that what 
took place to Raja Lall Sing will also happen to me; I always said, let the Ranee 

,meet with the {ate .of Chund Kour. She must be stoned; but all opposed my 
~ 'opinion." I understand that Tej Sing has been told not to ride. abou.t ~ a 
1 four-hQrse carriage; and the Moolvea was heard to say that RaJa TeJ SlOg 
,would be excluded from the council. You wrote to me to mention your affair 
"in tile council, and see what the Sahiba have to say. Have confidence in me, I 

will do all in my power. . , 
When you favor me, what fear have I? Currie Sahib said to Jowahir Sing, 

"You are the son .of the fDrmer Wuzeer of the Maharaja, have you any con
neotion with the Ranee r' 
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He replied, •• I will give you an answer in four days. ,. You. should send a 
confidential person to Raja Jowahir Sing. . 

No.5. Written to the Beebee Sahib by her servants Khan Sipg and 
Shibdiyal. 

On Tuesday, Moolvee Rujub Ali met me. I asked him whether people 
would be angry against one who took the Ranee's part, and showed his faithful. 
ness 1 .. Ask the Sahib." The Moolvee mentioned this to the Sahib, who 
said, .. It does not matter, there is no cause to be angry; bring them to me, 
and I will make inquiries from them." The Moolvee sent" to call the person. 
Shibdiyal, your Poorohit, was then sitting by me, but I did not mention the 
secret to him, as I did not know whether the Sahib would be angry or not; 
I went to the Sahib., who asked me what I had to say, to which I replied that I 
was a faithful servant of the Maharaja, and that the Maharanee was my mother, 
and that she had committed no crime that she should qave been imprisoned, and 
that justice had not been done to her. The Sahib said, " I did not imprison her; 
your Rajas imprisoned her; the order was given by them. You may take up 
her part against them, and I will ascertain the truth." I said, .. this wont do." 
The Sahib said, "how then do you propose to effect what you mention?" I 
replied, "The question must be disposed of in the Council (of. Calcutta)." The 
Sahib said, .. I have written to Calcutta and await a reply. • . • .." Don't let 
any intelligence of my writing to you be known to anY' one. Send an answer to 
this quickly, through Shibdiyal. 

No.. 0. Written to, the Beebee Sahib by Khan Sing. 

After respects. 
On Saturday, at 3 o'clock; Mean Jowahir Sing visited Currie Sahib at 

Anarkullee. . . . . 
On Sunday the'chiefs assembled at Tej Sing's house. The three Rajas and 

myself were there. The Rajas said, •• the Sahib wants us to give him an 
acknowledgment from the Maharanee, that she i,s contented; how are we to 
do tbis? If the Sahib should send us away in imprisonment, then the Ranee 
would be contented."' Deena N ath said, .. I am the servant of the Duftur, the 
servant of the Maharanee, and'your servant" (speaking to Tej Sing). Tej Sing 
replied, " You want to get out of it, but you had a hand in every business, and, 
if I die, you shall die with me ..... " 

No.7. Wlitten to the Beebee Sahib, by Shibdiyal Priest, on Wednesday at 
3 o'clock. 

The case of Khan Sing and Gunga Ram was, read over by the Resi
dent, who asked them by whose advice they had engaged in the present 
conspiracy. Gunga Ram said, •• I told you before, that the Rajas would procure 
my murder under some pretence:' On Khan Sing being asked, he said," I gave 
Tej Sing and Deena. Nath 12,000 to ,secure my command, which they did not 
do. This I mentioned to you, and in revenge this charge has been. brought 
against me." The two Rajas and the Resident consulted together. The Resident 
tben gave an order that the prisoners should be hung. Tej Sing and Deena 
Nath said, "Make some arrangements about Sheikhoopoor;" to which the 

\ R.esident replied," Send more people t~ere. H~ has sent more to you. Bukshe: 
• On the Ranee being removed SlOg has \leen transported, and you will be seIZed. Make some arrangement 

from Sbeikhoopoor,oneofber.l.ve to-day, or to-morrow, for they will not allow you to remain where you are any 
girl. remarked, "It is wen for you longer. Guaga Ram, on being taken away, sent for a cow, which was not 
!~::!.:':.~~;':.~~id ha~: \:~nh~~ bt:>ught. On Thursday the tr~o~s assembled at the place of execution. The 
late." pl'lsoners were brought up, theIr Irons struck off, and Gunga Ram had the rope 

,The pre.ent lette! advi~ing Hor first put round his neck. .He said, •• Remove the guard from my house? have 
Hlgh!'e •• to make ,mmed,ale pre-my women committed any offence?" The Kotwal said .. Don't be afrrud; no 
parallon. for flight, accounts for 1'." h 11 I d I I '11 h·' d ' d" F S h'b Ihi. speech. .$rm s a Ie one to t lem. WI get t e guar remove. ~ur. a I s 
I L. B. were there. The rope was then put round Khan Sing's neck, and hIS life was 

extinct. Gunga. Ram struggled for some time. Cunie Sahib said, "Let him 
be hung quickly;" upon wbich his legs were pulled, and he expired. The third 
plisone.r was taken back to make some disclosures. He mentioned the names 
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of several people, but wbose I do not know. Several Sepoys among the· troops 
have been seized through him, while some have escaped. On Friday a procla
mation was issued, that all persons joining in the Mooltan rebellion weuld be 
punished. Gunga Ram's mother and sister were seized, and beaten, and the 
amulet demanded of them. There was some paper in it. . 

Raja Fyzdeen has been ordered to enlist 2000 meo, and Sheik Emamood- • Govind Dos, 1ivlng in Chi 
deen has been told to raise two regiments. They were going to seize the lines of the 50th Native Infantry. 
Sadh in Anarkullee. * I received intelligence of this, and procm'ed his escape. See N 13 L. B. 
Oomrao Sing, Poombur ran off with him. They have gone to Mooltan. t Toolsee t Oo~~ao 'seized sub'"'luentiJ 
Ram has mentioned seven names, but I know nothing further. EdwaTdes Sahib at Mooltan. 
has marched down the river with the Bunnoo troops. Dewan Moolraj's troops L. B. 
have retreated and fled; you have no friend now here. On the 25th, Jeth 
Jowahir Sing left this. On Saturday evening Mudhoosoodun Pundit arrived in 
Lahore. . All your powder has been thrown into a well. Look to God, and 
make some arrangements. Some day the Maharaja will be sent away from hence. 

(Seal of Shibdiyal.) • 

No.8. WritteQ. to the Beebee Sahib by Shibdiyal. 

Your servant, Nurunjun, has arrived with your order, and the property, See No. I; Nurunjun. 
which I have. received; its value is 11,000, and with this sum the affail' 
cannot be accomplished. You have desired me to send for more, if required. 
I will send the day aite!" to-morrow one of my confidential servants. I will 
send a man to Nurunjun, who will forward him to you. In future do not send 
gold or jewels, but a draft on Hurjass, jeweller, or Gungoo Shah. Where can 
I sell the gold and jewels? If you have any suspicion against me, I call down 
imprecations upon myself, if I do anything contrary to your interests. What you 
have already sent, and all you may send in" future, I will collect, and then 
distribute it to the troops. In two or three days I will do this, and the affairs 
will be carried into execution. • • 

Do you fear, on account ofthe former affair, (the Preym"a plot ?), in which a 
large sum was spent, but the scheme spoilt 1 I have sworn to accomplish this 
matter. The only fear is about money. Except this, there is no cause fOf fear. 

(Seal of Shibdiyal.). • . .. 

No.9. Written to the Beebee Sahib by Shibdi~al. 

A letter has arrived from Khan Sing, in which he writes professions of 
fidelity on his own part, and on the part of Dewan Moolraj, and says, .• Be 
assured, you will now see with your own eyes the fruit of the representations 
I made to you before. Moolraj has plenty of money, ana the Shroffs will give 
him more fight. If you want more money; you can get it. The Dewan has 
written to the Hazara and Peshawur troops, promising 'them 15 rupees 
monthly. He is constantly recruiting. Be careful in your management. 
When I have settled affairs here, I wiIlcome to Lahore, and display my 
services." Further, Khan Sing writes, "Be assured when I can find an oppor-

• tunity I will come to you. According to your orders, I have sent a messenger 
to Golab Sing, on your part, and he has arri\'ed there. The Raja has sent 
letters of encouragement to you, and says, "Don't be afraid; they (the British) 
will not remain many d~ys longer. I have arranged my plans. The Dooranee 
people have joined me, and '1 have sent a force from Cashmere to Jummoo. 
From the latter place they will be sent on." A man leaves this daily. People 
who come from Jammoo to.go to Mooltan collect together in Labore. Some 
put up in the villages on the road, and some near the city. When the Peshawar 
troops have commenced the matter, the Dooranee will join them, and advance 
to the Attock. The Jummoo troops will march hither. All depends upon the 
will 9f Devee. 

No. 10. Repetition of No.9 • 
. 

• No.11. Letter in Persian fro~ Shibdiyal to Mobun. 

No. 12. Agreement of Shibdiyal to pay Mohun 10 rupees a-month as an 
amanuensis. 

3 T 
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No. 13. Written to the Mai Sahib by Oomrao Sing. 

I have received an answer from,(ShibdiyaI) to the letter which I sent, with 
a pictllre. (letter) to you. I sent ~wo lett~rs to Bis!lwu Sing, Sepoy, 5th 
Company of Chunda·Ka-Prusad's regiment (with Shere Smg), to which 1 have, as 

Chet Sing. a notorious Moo.sid; "yet, received no answer. Chet Sing, Colonel, Khan Si!lg, General, whose name 
Khan Sing; Toolsee Ram; arrested. has been struck off, and Toolsee Ram, Commandant, are engaged in your 

L. B. service. . 

* Ujoodhya Sing, Gy. Deen, 
deserted 12th May. 

(51st Native Infantry). In the Doobarun Regiment, Sheik Jung Ali and 
Khalufa have made arrangements. ' . 

This regiment has marched to Ferozepore. 
(73rd Regiment.) In the 73rd Regiment Bidya Sing (Bidasda), Lochun 

Sing, Ungud Shookur, and Hyder Khan, I have arranged with. 
(50th Regiment.) IIi the Kareetun. (Kristeen) Regiment, I have settled 

with Bhugwan Sing, Ujoodbya!t Sing, Gya'" Deen, Oommo Shookur (Sokul', 
Sokul), Doomya Sing, Jemadar, and Sookhmundun (Sookhoo) Jemadar. 

L B. (52nd Regiment.) In the Indree Regiment, I have settled with Gunga" 
Gung. Sing, Soodhan Shookul, Sing, Luchmun Sing, Soodhan * Shookal, and Mokhum Sing. 

deserted 14th ~.y. L. B. . (18th Regiment.) In the Raja Regiment I have settled with Shea Suhai 
Sing (Shib) Khalufa, Ajoua (Ajwa Sing) Doorgapursand, Bhugwan Sing. 

(8th Regiment.) In the Burdwan.Ke-Pultan, I have settled with Mohun 
L. B. Sing (Muhun), Sheo Chum Tavaree, Shunkur Tavaree, and ;Ruchpal Sing. 

(46th Regiment.) In the Muroo Regiment, Bishen Tavaree and Meer Hyder 

Shib Sub.i Sing, deserted 13th 
May. 

Ali, I have arranged with. . 
(36th Regiment.) In the Bolunteer Regiment, Soobha Sing and Bhqwanee 

Bheek Sing have joined me. 
In the artillery, through Jusuya (Jas'oowaya) Sing, I have made arrange. 

ments. I have settled with the regiments through Munsa Ram. I have no 
fear. As soon as you answertbjs letter I will commence my operations. I am 
a foreigner. I have sold my head for my religion . 

• Let no one know anything about this letter; you and I know it, as well as 
your Poorohit Shibdiyal, but do not mention it to anyone else, even to a confi
dential servant. I send this through Shibdiyal •. Send an .answer by the 1st 
Bysakh. I will then write again, and show my liervices. 

Found in the amulet wrapped No. 14. Written to,the Sree Beebee Sahib by her servant Moolraj. 
up in letter No. 15. ' 

L. B. After respect~. 

My representation is as follows. r 
Kban Sing has sajd to me, I am closely connected with the Beebee. I 

resolved upon a plan, in concert with tbe Beebee Sahib, tbat if you give up the 
fort, I should take possession of it. I replied, " Write a letter to· the Beebee 
Sahib, while I also will write one; and according to any orders sbe may give, I 
will unite myself with you." I have sent one of my people, and Kban Sing 

• An ,hurkaru Damed Tiloka, or two of his, disguised as fakeers.. Whatever orders you may send I will obey. 
T'lok. ~lDg, delh'ered the amulet You must not now treasure up your money, if the affair is to be accomplished by 
:~~!:d:f 1.Itor. 14 and 15, but spending money. Spend freely; be confident; write to me whatever you may 

• L. B. think befitting. This affair must be accomplished by youI' poonyn (merit), for 
I am ie;norant. I will come to vour feet. 

Found in the amulet. 

(Seal of Shibdiyal.) • 

No. 15. Urzee to the Junab Hazoor Sree Beebee Sahib. 

After respects. This is the matter. The Maharaja sent (me) your servant 
to Mooltan, where I arrived. By tbewill of the Immortal Being, the affair here 
has become highly important. At the time of my leaving, a purwana in Goor. 
mookhee reached me by the band of.l\>lisr Dada's son (ShibdiyaI). It directed 
me to retain the sepoys of Mooltan in service, and to send intelli!1ence to you. 
By the grace of the Goordtl, tbe Dewan Sahib, Dewan Moolraj, has girded up 
bis loins in the service of the Maharaja. An urzee of the Dewan Sahib in, 
Goormookhee will reach you by the hand of the priest's son. Have tbe kine!, 
ness to favor me with /in answer to it. Arrangements have been made \\;tl1j 
tbe Telingas, and as you were in former times in correspondence with the Raj, 
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Golab Sing. write to him. for Dowis the time. If the present moment should • There is somedoubteonceming 
pass away, it will be too late. In future you are master. this signature. It is not the u8ual 

(s d one or the Sirdar, and resE'mbles 
uppose signature of Khan Sing.)- Bomewhat thaI of Raja Lal Sing'. 

It is said, however, that there is 
No. 16. Letter in fo~ of an ukbar. some private signature in the Man 

family, unknown to strangers. 
. The hurkara (Goolaba) was told at the place of .execution to give inform~ Thi~ letter and N~, 14 were 

atlOn of the names of the persons concerned. He said he did not know their found 1D tbe amulet ."lZed ~n the 
names but could recognise them if the troops d • person of Mohun. whIch an:lved • , were rawn up. _ day or two after the 8:secutlon of 

Arrangements have been made for removing you; but I do not know the Khan Sing and Gunl!1l Ram. It 
particulars. ,A plan bas also been laid for seizing Budamoo (servant-girl of the "as, consequently. nol delivered. 
Maharanee). L. B. 

Toolsee Ram has mentioned seven other names, but they have not been • 
'd' () No. 16 un.ent. 
I enttficd. omrao Sing of Jerirja, says-" You take merchandise, and don't 
pay for it. If you choose to pay for it, the traffic may still be carried on. The 
former trade wns spoilt, and the mel'chant$ ruined. Send the price, and the 
bargain shall be made.~' 

None of your friends are left here .• 
On Saturday some regiments were drawR u.p near the Moree and Cashmere 

Gates, and the hurkara was told to point out the men concerned in the con~ 
spiracy •. The hurkara pointed out a soohadar, and said-" I ca,nnot recognise 
anyone else." It was then settled tbit a second examination should take place 
ill the afternoon. In the night the soobadar was prepared to desert. 200 
sepoy,s were also ready to start, but, having cOllEulted together, did not do so. 

No. 17. Wlitten to the Beebee Sahibjee and the Maharaja. 

The string 'has been put round the cow's (Maharanee's) neck by the 
Europeans, who are pulling her members to pieces. The master of the cow 
8ays-" Release my cow. Buy twelve rupees worth of grain" (alluding to • This is tl,.e only mention made 
fixing twelve rUl?ees as pay of sepoys who join in the conspirifcy). A letter has in, these paper~ of Sird.r Ru~jore 
been sent to Raja Golab Sing, who says in reply-" The o,der of the English SlOg, but ~Ie IS notoriously dlsaf
• b db" Th' is t ' h' h I II· ddt b b fected. H .. name was constantly lS not to e oppose f m.e.. . lS I no gram W IC a u e. 0 ~ ov~, ut mentioned last year in the Preyma 
pay for the sepoys. Khan Smg IS your mookhtar. He has uOited With himself plot, and there is no doubt that be 
in this design Runjore- Sing and Urjun Sing. carried on a seeret correspondence 

Letters have been sent by the sepoy here to the J ullundur Doab through with Mo~lraj. His complicity in 
rl S' d h h .. I" h I 1i I' the consporacy generaUy, IS proved 
l' Ian 109, to )?~rsua e t ~ sepoys t er~ to Jom a so In t e p an or re easmg by his attempt to escap •• after his 
the cow, and gIVmg her assIStance. ThiS they have consented to do, and letters being arrested, and by hi. having 
have been received from them. Some day must be fixed, and when this has destroyed. or concealed, all papers 
heen settled the matter will be accomplished. Khan Sing sent me to Jowahir after the year 1902. 

! Sing, in the Aloow.ala's garden. where I had a conversation with him. L. B. 
I have already mentioned to you what kind of a person Jowlihir Sing is. 

The sepoys here and at Jullundur, who have joined us, have been promised 
pr\llDotion. • 

No. 18. Receipt of Mohun for fifteen rupees, received from Shibdiyal, a 
recompense for writing work. 

No. 19. Receipt of Shibdiyal, bearing his seal. 

No. 20. Receipt of Shibdiyal, bearing his seal (same as on other letters) 
acknowledging the receipt of money from Mohun. ' " 

No. 21. Written to the Beebee Sahibjee by Khan Sing. , 
The matter is as follows. On Thursday, Currie Sahib sent for Mol Sing, 

and told him that he had already' directed the Maharanee's Razeenama to be 
brought to him, and that by the Govemor~General's statement, it appeared that 
Jeebun Sing was ill constant communication with her. Mol Sing promised to 
give an answer the next day. 
' .. , On Friday, Shumshere Sing sent a letter refusing to take charge of the 
Monltan terlitory, and saying that he was a soldier, and unacquainted with such 
matters. 

Raja T.ej Sing said, .. Tell the Sahibs they will make some other arrange-
3T2 

Thi. receipt bears precisely thp 
same seal as that on the letten. 

L. B. 
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mente." I said, "It will be advisable to send some one, over whom you will 
have control, for if a Sahib should go alone, it will be then out of your power 
to hold the province under your thumb." " , ' 

Tej Sing said, "You go." I said, "Very well. I will do' as you order:' 
The Rajas consulted with Currie Sahib about my goingt 

On Saturday, durbar was held in the fort, and I obtained a khillut,' 
eOllsisting of various articles, an elephant, a horse, jewels, and a jageer of 18,000. 

I had previously 10,000. You wrote to Hurnund to give' your' moorasila 
to the Sahib, saying that you would pay twenty-four lakhs into the Sirkar (keeping 
the Mooltan territory yourself). _ 

I am leaving Lahore, and the territory is in your hand (which makes it 
useless for me to forward the moorasila). People there are your servants. 
My vakeel will give information concerning the Durbar through Shibdiyal, whG 
will also obtain news from Moolvee Raja Ali, and give you intelligence. 
You have written to m!l to make some arrangements for sending .letters about 
your release. . 

You write also that by my advice you have entered into a correspondence 
with Golab Sing, and that you approve of the measures I have taken concerning 
the troops. This is no child's pIa)". If the scheme does not answer, the fall 
will be into an abyss, and one's life will be the fOlfeit .. 

The sepoys said to me, "What arrangements have you ,made concerning 
the pictures" (letters)? I inspired confidence into them. 

The affair that is to take place here I will arrange carefully, as I am going 
to a distance. \Vhen everything has been settled, I will proceed to the execution 
of my plans. 

I will write to you concerning the arrangements I shall make in Mooltan 
about the fort ap.d the troops. 

Shibdiyal will send you intelligence. 

No. 22. Wri!ten to the Beebee Sahib, by Shibdiyal priest. 

After respects.· Khan Sing's vakeel, Urmur Sing, went to Umritsur, from 
whence he returned seven days ago. 

A letter has arrived from Khan Sing. He writes to .you confidently, and 
says that Moolraj sent me privately a communication; stat\ng as follows: "I gave 
up Mooltan of my own free will." . . 

The Puthans and other Ryots, however, told me to be pr~pared for a dis. 
turbance (resistance). Whatever advice you give, I will consent to. I perceived 
that the Ryots are well pleased with Moolraj, but would not be so with me. 'I, 
therefore, sent him words of encouragement, and took an oath in a letter I sent 
to him to join him.. . .' 

The troops who were With me, and those who were formerly at Mooltan, 
are of one mind in this matter. I think of you by day and by night. You sent 
for Oomrao Sing, Poorbeah and gave him. fifty rupees, and sent Nurunjun back 
with him. The Poorbeah lives with a Sadh in Anarkullee. This is the same 
Sadh who was concerned in the Preyma conspiracy. He is an important person. 

The plot was spoiled by Preyma. These two were united with the 7th 
Regiment. . 

The Sadh was a confederate of Sirdar Jowahir Sing, and took to him LaI 
Sing, Eesroowala. and Buruund vakeel, who went across the river and visited 
four cantonments, where they engaged people to join .Jowahir Sing. The 
cantonments were Loodiana. Ferozepore, Umballa, and Meerut. 

If Jowahir Sing had lived fifteen days longer, people from these places , 
would hav;e joined him. This Sadh offers up his life for religion. He has 
arranged this matter fully with me.' • 

The nh Regiment has joined him, and an agreement has been entered into 
with the best men to receive a rupee a-day, and, subsequently, rewards injagheers. 
They say that, whenever you order, they will kill the Europeans at midnight, 
when they arc asleep, and obtain a victory in an hour (almost instantaneously). 

The Sadh has sent letters to sepoys in other cantonments: this matter is 
founded on religion, and is to be relied on. The sepoys will only offer their 
services on being well paid; .send some money, and make arrangements con
cerning it. You know that Jowahir- Sing caused Heem Sing and Pundit Julla 
to be murdered, by dint of money. : 
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Chuttur Sing, nephew of Mecan Sing, Cashmereewala, is your servant, 
1 has sent a letter for you, which answer, and give him every encouragement. 

Last year you sent me to Cashmere; I then said to you, "write," which 
1 did not. • 
i This you' afterwards regretted, and if you, now, do not spend plenty of 

luney, you will have as much cause for regret as you had then. 800 or 9aO 
liorbeahs are collected here, aod their expenses must be paid; some getting 
~ rupeees, others 20 rupees. This matter is settled. You must send money. 

No. 23 • .unimportant. 

No. 24. From the Mai (Maharanee) to Khan Sing Man.and Shibdiyal 
ilorohit. 

Your letter has arrived, and I have comprehended its contents. I have 
;60 understood what you write concerning .occurrenees in the month of Chait . 

. You say that the hoondee was torn. Don't be afraid; Jeebun Sing has 
Htten to say that he has no money for hi;; expenses, so I have sent him a bill 
;r 50,000. • • 
( Deena Natll sent a man to me to ask whether I considered those to be 
~emies who were really faithful, an,d saying that he was still my servant, and' 
lould make arrangements for me in Lahore. 

To this I replied, when the Gooroo orders me, I will go, and not delay . 
. uttun Vizier's son, Poonoo, was sent to me by the Raja, telling me to write 
) him, that he would do good service, that he was my servant, and that his only 
bject was to .pleasE' ine. . 

I did not reply. . 
The man remained with me for some time~ 
I will not act according to your advice. 
You wrote'to me. advising me not to write anything, lest the paper should 

e seized. • 
Don't be afraid, write without hesitation. I am not so foolish as to write 

1 such a way as will injure 'me. 
I knew that Jowahir Sing was dead. . My Jowahir Sing is now ,alive 

ou). I have no care. 
Written above. 

Jeelntn Sing wi!l come Wl1h Currie Sahib. 

, No. 25. 
. I have made arrangements with Mora, CRunda's brother, to kin Tej Sing. 
The four brothers have come with their men; three are in Shahdeera, while 

fora has COllie to Lahore. 
I placed men on the road to the garden, with directions to shoot the rascal 

Jidhe), Tej Sing. Intelligence reached Tej Sing, and a search is being made. 
have sent away Mora's men, while he 'has heen concealed in my house two 
ays. When tlie affair has blown over, I will make a second attempt to kill 
jm, whether it turns out well, or ill. You will hear of his being killed some 
ay. I eat your salt. 

JEEBUN SING. 

No. 2G. Hurelal Soobadar of 7th company oHhe 51st Regiment has joined 
~e throuO"h the Bauhnracbaree. He has made arrangements with the other 
egiD1ents~ and says, let some Sirdar be appointed as the Ranee's mookhtar, and 
will join you. I brought him to Khan Sing, Man. 

I have settled 13 rupees wages for each SE'poy. 
You wrote to me before, that Khan Sing, Man, was your staunch servant. 

No. 27. Written by Shibdiyal to Beebee Sahibjee. 

After blessings. • 
The lUljns have devised B. schem.e, i.n C~lDCert with John Lawrence, for 

~aking away with you, by p~ttlDg somethlDg III your fo?~. • 
Rajas Tej Sing, Shere SlDg, and Deena Nath hav~ JOIlle~ III the plan. 
Don't place reliance in anyone; but be wary until CUrrie ~ahib comes. 

Copy of former letter. Se. No. 
30. L. B. 

Relating to the Preymaconspiracy • 

In the same writing as No. 25. 
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The Rajas fear' you, lest on Currie Sahib's arrival you should make somel 
representation to him; and they will, therefore, endeavour to get rid of youl 
before his 'llrrivaI. ! ' 

It is certainly reported that he is coming shortly, so send one of your con. 
fidential attendants on in front to meet him, dressed as a fakeer, and on reachin'" 
Currie Sahib, let him assume his proper appearance.. .. . . ~ 

Send two .lakhs of jewels to give to Currie Sahib. I( you. have not this 
amount, get it from H;eeraSing. Money is of no value to you, and this is the 
tim.e for using it. I~ you order me, I can give you 15,000 worth of property; 
which you may consIder as your own. • . ' 

Information concerning the person whom you sent to Cashmere has been 
given at Lahore; so write to him to be circumspect. . ' 

Your Toshakhana property has been sent to AnarkulIee, and thence to Delhi. 
Some expenses have been incurred in writing to you. . 

• The originAl .ays th.t letters The butter man· receives 10 rupees for each letter which he conveys to 
w~ieh you \Vri~ and leave in the you' in your butter, and the mehtar* who forwards your letters to me take, 
prIVy, and "'h,eh your bhungee 5 rupees for each letter.. . 
removes eaeh costs me 5 fl'PP". I h f d ." , L. B. ave got an amule rna e for you, at an' expense of 200 rupees. 'Vhat; 

: ever wish you may imagine will be accomplished by it. 
I will write to you anything else which. I may see or hear, 
This intelligence you may rely on as correct. 

(Seal of Shibdiyal.) 
• 

No. 28. Written by Shibqiyal to the Beebee Sahib. 
I 

Mter blessings. I have made an'angements for killing Tej Slng, in concert] 
with Mora, Chunda's brother. • . ' 

The four brothers came with their men. 
Three remained at Shahdeera, while Mora with his men came on 

Lahore. His men were placed on the road to the garden to shoot Tej Sing 
he went on horseback. 

Tej Sing has heard of their coming here, and his men are searching 
Mora. I have sent away Mora's people, and hid him in my house. 

Some other day I will kill him. You shall hear of it. 
Tej Sing is the author of- all that is got up against you in the Durpar. 
Hurelal Soobadar, 7th company of Doobarun Pultun, which is at 

Tuksalee Gate, has entered into an engagement with me to induce the sepoy' 
his regiment to get up a revolt among the troops. In this manner only is 
plan to be effected. • 

I have introduced Khan Sing to him, as yoo wrote that Khan Sing 
your confidential servant.. • 

I have made them swear an oath, and have settled 12' rupees for 
sepoy. . . • 

All the sepoys are your servants, and will obey your orders. 
You have not answered my former letters; if you write I will answer YOIl 
The English have intentions against Cashmere; so write to Golab Sing 

.enlist soldiers, if necessary. 
He has plenty of money. 
Corruption has. done its work among the sepoys, but they require a leaded 

(Seal of Shibdiyal.) 

No. 29. Unimportant. Same as No. 28. 

No. 30 .• Wlitten by Shibdiyal to the Beebee Sahib. 

After respects. I wrote, 'formerly, three urzees, to which I have receive;, 
no answer. . ' 

My urzees are sent through ·the butter man, and cost 5 rupees each. 
appears from this letter, which is similar to No. 27, that Shibdiyal was in 
habit of sending duplicates toJhe Maharanee.) . 

I have united with myself the British sepoys, and introduced them to 
Sirdar~ . 

No. 31. '\Jnimportant. 
Lahore, July 3, 1848. 
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. .. . . 
Statement made by Sirdar Lal Sing, Kaleewala. 

On the 23rd Jeth,1904, corresponding with3rd of June, .1847, I was sent by 
the Durbar to Hussan Abdal in charge of 500 sowars, and remained there till 
23rd Baisakb, 1905 C3rd of May, 1848), when I received an order 'to join Shere 
Sing, on the way to Mooltan immediately. On the 18th Jeth, J joined him. 
On the 12th, BahadoQr Soorutt Sing, Majeetia, WIIO is now in rebellion, came to 
visit me.. I asked him the cause of the disturbances in Hazara, saying that I little 
thought a man so weak and enfeebled as Chuttur Sing, could have originated 
~.' . 

IIi reply, he stated as follows: "When I was deputed by the Durbar to 
proceed to Peshawur in the month Baisakh, 1904 (or April 1847), I went to 
Hagh Boota to meet Sirdar Chuttur Sing. Chuttur Sing said, ' Khan Sing, Ma
jeetia, is also coming from Lahore, and will go to Peshawur; when he arrive~, 
come with him to see me before proceeding onwar~s.' I then went to Syud • 
Keisra, my jagheer, where I remained for some time; and on Khan Sing's arrival 
we went together to Chuttur Sing. " 

.. Chuttur Sing said,' the British have bellaved harshly to the j\faharanee, 
in sending her to Sheil<hoopoor. It is better that the Punjab should be devas
tated and plundered. It is to be lamented that no one of the Durbar prevented 
this act, by which the honor of the State has been compromised. Shere Sing 
has conducted himself in a manner unbecoming my son. Of what avail is his 
Rajaship, when his honor is gone 1 The best thing to be done is, that I go to 
LatlOre, and request the British to release the Maharanee. If I am unsuccessful, 
well j but if not, I will give up my jagheer, and not enjoy the fruits of ingratitude 
in myoId age. I will then create a disturbance in the Hazara country, and, 
collecting the people of the various tuppebs (districts), "turn the British out of 
Lahore.' Khan Sing replied, • that such an undertaking could not be attempted 
without the aid of Raja Golab Sing, as the British were well provided with guns 
and ammunition.' Chuttur Sing determined to send Bukshee Narayn Sing to 
Cashmere, saying that Golab Sing would agree to anything which he (Chuttur 
Sing) proposed. The Bukshee was accordingly dispatched with a Moorasila. 
Khan Sing, and 1. then took leave of Chuttur Sing, and went to Peshawur, 
requesting Chuttur Sing to inform us of the Maharaja's reply. Some time after, 

. Chuttur Sing wrote to us, saying that Golab Sing had refused to have anything 
to do with the matter, saying, that he placed no faith in the Sikhs, who had 
murdered so many members of his family; but, at the same time, stated that, if 
Chuttur Sing would swear by the yellow Punjee, and on the Grunth, that he 
would devote his life, and his property, to any plan which Golab Sing might 
desire, the Mallarajall would pla~e reliance in his professions. Khan Sing and I 
took.the oath of thePunjee and the Grunth, and forwarded it to Chuttur Sing; 
who, having also taken the prescribed oath, and attached his seal, sent the paper, 
through a confidential servant, to Golab Sing, who .gave him an intervie.w in a 
house only frequented by himself and Dewan Jowala Sahae. The Maharaja 
showed the messenger a great quantity of arms and ammunition, which were in 
the above house, saying that he had been occupied for the space of a year in 
collecting these materials. He further said, that the conduct of the British had 
changed, that they had not left even the remnant of a sovereignty in Lahore, 
and had acted contrary to the Treaty, in assuming the supreme power. He 
added, that he now placed confidence in Chuttur Sing's promises, but stipulated 
that the latter should commence operations, by creating a disturbance in Hazara. 

.. The messenger was then dismissed, and instructed to request Chuttur 
Sing to write to Sooltan Mahomed Khan and Dost Mahomed Khan to assist in 
the undertaking. This Chuttur Sing did, on receiving the Maharaja's message; 
and the person sent by him, whose name is Bukshee, remained a month and a 
half, 'in Peshawur, in the house ip which Khan Sing and myself resided. He 
arrived at Peshawur in the month of Asooj, delivered, himself, Chuttur Sing's 
letter to Sooltan Mahomed, and forwarded that addressed to Dost l\ia.homed, 
throngh a confidential servant of the latter. 

" Dost Mahomed Khan wrote in reply, that if he atl'orded his aid to Chuttur 
Sing, the latter should stipulate to give up, to the brothers of the Dost, the whole 
01 the country from Peshawur to Attock, promising not to demand anything 
for the expenses of the affair, until it should be accomplished . 

• 
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" Sooltan Mahomed Khan l'eplied, that he was ready to act according to 
Chuttur Sing's suggestione.. The renelliol!l. in Hazara then broke out." 

I related to my father all that Soorutt Sing told me .. He replied that Shere 
Sing was the servant of the British, and that Captain Edwardes placed unbounded 
confidence in him; and said that, if he and myself were to separate ourselves 
from him, he would ruin us by false statements of our conduct to the Durbar. I 
imagined that if what Soorutt Sing told me were true, Captain Edwardes would 
obtain information of it.' ~. '. 

Subsequently, the defection bf Shere Sing and his troops occurred. This 
is all that I know. 

(Seal of Lal Sing, Kaleewala.) 

Inclosure 3 in No. 44. 

Lieutenant Herbert to the Resident at Lahore. 

Attock, December 19, "1848. 
I LEiCRN that Sirdar Chuttur Sing, having returned from Peshawur, 

crossed the Indus, the day before yes~rday.. . 
Reports vary as to his intentions; some say, that he will carry on the siege 

of Attock; others, that he will proceed southwards; and that Dost Mahomed 
Khan has taken upon himself the responsibility of subduing this fort., . 
. Should the Ameer bring his force, either to assist, or succeed, that of Sirdar 
Chuttur Sing, I fear it could scarcely be expected that my Puthans would, remain 
true, It is the.opinion o~ Nizam-ood-dowleh Mahomed Oosman Khan, whose 
services have been most essential in keeping them together, tha.t they would not 
resist him. 

With reference to my letter of the 6th instant, it appears that I was 
deceived as to the strength of the enemy's force, which is greater than I 
imagined. For several days, only the six horse artillery. guns I mentioned, 
were used by the enemy, but four large guns have ~ince re-opened their fire .. 

The enemy have, three different nights lately, made efforts to set fire to one 
of the gates; but, I am thankful to say, without effecting any serious evil. 

Th~ minds of many of my men are much shaken by the unexpected delay 
ip. the. arrival of succour, and I can scarcely hope they will stand by me much 
longer. 

Desertions among my artillerymen have increased. A few nights ago, eight 
men went, and, 00. the night following, Bussa Khan, naick of Colonel Noorood
deen's troop (whose name, with that of eight Goolundaze, I, some time ago, sent 
to you), deserted, with six of his men, two remaining with me, Husse,in fhah 
and Alup Shah. I am afraid that many more are determined to desert. 

They have, this morning, begged me to give them their pay, for the month 
of Mugr, now seven days'due, and this demand will, I fear, be followed by that 
of the whole garrison. . . . 

The treasure chest is almost entirely empty a"ooain, and though I hope to be 
able to raise a sufficient sum to meet this dellland, and carryon the war a short 
time longer, I know I shall have great difficulty in managing this. I have put 
off the demand for pay for a few days, by assuring the men I 'am making 
arrangements, and will give it them as soon as I can. 

I would repeat that it is not so much physical force that I fear, as the 
effect of the constant efforts of the enemy to spread treachery and discontent 
within; and every day's delay in the advance of aid makes the probability of 
their success greater, as it unnerves the minds of my men. 

The Almighty has, in his great mercy, permitted of my holding the fort 
now for forty days, and on Him I hope that I may. be able to do so longer: but, 
humanly speaking, it would appear almost impossible; and I, therefore, with all 
humility. earnestly beg that you will do your. utmost to induce his Excellency 
the Commander-in-chiefto hasten the advance of the army, or send some tl'Oops 
to the relief of this fort, without delay. 
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Inclosure 4 in No. 44. 

Uetitenant Taylor to the Resident at Lahore. 

Lukkee, December 25, 1848. 
THE garrison of Lukkee still remains contumacious; yesterday they them

selves opened negotiations for the surrender of the fort, merely a pretence to 
gain time; and, this morning, I received an absurd request that I should myself 
go in person to summon the fort, or send my own moonshee to treat with them. 
I have not a doubt but that they would like much to secure hostages for their 
own purposes. Seeing that they had no real intention of sun-endering at 
present, I opened a fire from our new battery which is at a distance of about 
280 or 300 yards from the walls, and kept it up bIiskly till evening. I cannot 
say that the result was satisfactory. The guns are so old and bad, and the shot 
small and not fitting the guns, that it is, in the first place, difficult to make good 
practice with them, and, in the second, the effect of the shot on the walls is very 
trifling. The garrison, who have two good guns of larger calibre, returned our 
fire with interest. Their practice was "ery good; about the third shot, they hit 
one of our guns in the muzzle, through the embrasure-another shot struck 
the board in a spare embrasure, Imocking down the gunner, who was leaning 
against it. I have no further intelligence of any intentions of the Barukzyes 
to take possession of Bunnoo, and ac\'ance this way. Meer Alim Khan's force 
has split up, a number of his men hcving joined Jaffier Khan, whom I sent to 
wage war against him, and keep him from assisting the Lukkee garIison. One 
of Meer Alim Khan's jemadars came into me to-day, and tells me that Mahomed 
Azim Khan, son of the Dost, at present in Khost, sent men to Meer Alim Khan to 
see the state of things in Bunnoo; and, though Meer Alim is anxious enough that 
the Dooranees should come, the jemadar's idea is, that they would not give a very 
favorable report to their master. Thereport, then, atBunnoowas,that I had arrived 
with a strong force, guns, &c., at Lukkee; an account much corroborated by the 
conduct of the Lukkee garrison themselves, from whom messages arrived, while the 
Dooranees were themselves present, begging for assistance, and, as an argument to 
spur Meer Alim in that cause, saying that they must give up the fort the very 
next day, if assistance did not arrive. I hear from Nicholson, that the army is to 
move towards Goojerat ; that will giv!, the Sings a fair field, and cause difficulty; 
of course, a very unimportant feature of the case. 1 am much annoyed about 
this Lukkee affair, but still do not actually regret having engaged in it. I think 
the possession of Lukkee extremely important, for the integrj.ty of our frontier, and 
protection of these provinces. Supposing it garrisoned hy loyal troops, the 
revenue might be collected with ease, and no enemy, unaccompanied by a large 
fOrce, could enter the country; but if in the hands of rebels, they may be reinforced, 
at any time, from Peshawur, or the Pindee Ghebee country; and the whole of the 
country above the Punnealla and Pezzoo passes must be lost immediately. 
Again, so much vacillation, and disunion, has been apparent among the members 
of the garrison, and it has always been so much the opinion of those about 
me, that they would quickly yield, that I hope I cannot fairly be accused of 
imprudence in attempting to force them to yield; nearly 110 men have come 
out of the fort; and those that remain, amounting still to 300 men, are much 
divided, and many anxious to desert. I have every dependence on the spirit of 
the irregular troops under the Tonk Khans, who are with me, and the latter 
have all the qualities that could be wished in assistants in such a game. 

Inclosure 5 in No. 44. 

Lieutenant Herbert to the Resident at Lahore. 

Attock, December 26, 1848. 
DURING the course of the last few days, Dooranee soldiers, horse and foot, 

have been arriving, in small parties, at Khyrabad, 
Yesterday morning. observing that men were employed repairing one of 

the batteries, on that side of the river, left by the Sikhs, I fired a few round shot 
au 
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to stop their work; these were returned by· some matchlock men posted in the 
village below the fort. During the night,· however, the battery was repaired, 
and this morning a heavy gun was opened from it. , 

I am, as yet, unable to report the exact force with Sirdar Mahomed Shureef 
Khan, whom I suppose to have arrived; but, last night, the light of their camp 
fires behind the hill, at the back of the fort, indicated their position. 

The force of Sirdar Chuttur Sing is, I believe, diminished, but I cannot dis
cover their real strength. Reports vary. Their guns are still in the batteries 
and the tire was, if anything, warmer this morning than usual, though ever; 
day is reported to be the last of their stay. . 

I am happy to be able to report that the mutinous spirit stated in my last 
to have shown itself among a portion of the men, is, apparently, perfectly subdued 
for the time, and the five principal instigators to evil have been expelled from 
the fort. 

At present, the garrison appear in good spirits, and all declare they know 
the Barukzyes too well to have anything to do with them; but I trusUt will not 
be long now, ere succour arrives. It is the strong report of the near approach 
of the British force that has, I believe, encouraged the men. 

The river is falling very low, and I am in fear lest water should fail; but I 
hope it will not be quite cut off, though difficulty may arise. . 

This is, however, a fresh reason for me,to beg speedy aid. 

Inclosure 6 in No. 44. 

Lieutenant Herbert to the Resident at Lahore. 

AttOCK, December 27, 1848. 
I HAVE the honor to acknowledge the receipt, last night, ,of your letter 

ofthe 17th instant, and beg to express how gratified I feel at your commendation 
of my conduct in holding Attock; but, if I have been successful thus far, it is a 
cause of gratitude to that Almighty, who, in His mercy, has relaxed the energy 
of the enemy, and granted that my men have, hitherto, remained staunch. 

When I wrote to you yesterday, it was under the impression that om'troops 
had crossed the Jhelum, and were near at hand, and that the main Sikh army 
was entirely destroyed, of which strong reports were current; but from Captain 
Nicholson's private Dote, which accompanied your letter, I learn that, up to the 
18th instant, the camp had not moved, neither did there appear any intention 
on the part of the Commander-in-chief to advance. 

This is, indeed, distressing news to me. To raise money for the pay of the 
garrison, &c., I have disposed of all the surplus stores in the .godowns, merely 
reserving one month's supply, fully convinced that aid must arrive in that space 
of time; but; if troops do not cross the Jhelum soon, I fear all my efforts will 
be in vain, and the money expended so much thrown away. It is only by con
stantly disbursing it, and giving liberal rations, that the men are kept in spirits 
and good humour, from day to day. 

It appears to me that you have a very mistaken idea of the strength of 
this place, which is so weak that it could not withstand a well-directed and 
vigorous cannonade of a few hours, and it is only the want of energy on the 
part of the enemy that has prevented them, long ere this, having effected 
practicable breaches, where the walls are much batf4;!red. 

I have formed external barriers of such boughs of trees and brambles as 
this barren rock affords, and have raised slight defences within, but there is 
nothing fit to resist cannon. 

I am much obliged by your intimation that you are endeavouring to arrange 
to supply me with funds. It is most desirable, if it can be effected. 

I have consulted Nizam-ood-dowleh Mahomed Osman· Khan, Shahzada 
Jumhoor, and Syud Ahey-ood-deen of Kooner, all of whom, from self.interest, 
are thoroughly true to our cause, and regret to state that it is the opinion of all, 
that should the Ameer himself cross the river, all hope of the garrison remaining 
true would be at an end, despite their present protestations; and further, that 
should I wish to escape, it would be advisable to quit the fort, on his arrivi»g at 
the ferry, for that, after he has crossed, the people within will prevent any hope of 
getting away. 
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• They add t~at .the Aff~hans might fight ~nst the Ameer for a few days, 
If .they had certain Information of our troops havmg advanced some distance on 
thIS Side of the Jhelum, say to Rawulpindee, by the time he may reach the 
Indus,. but that .would be the only cause of their standing by US, 01' rather not 
becomlog enemIes. 

. I ani unwilling to agree with the'!!, but they shoul~ be good judges. You 
may ~e~nd, howev:er, on my x;ot lea~g the p!ace while a hope remains. My 
trust IS 10 the mer~iful protection of Him who IS the only giver of all victory. 
and who has granted me success thus far. 

Inclosure 7 in No. 44. 

.. T?e Secretary} with the Governor-General to the Resident at Lahore • 

Camp, Mukkoo, January} 12, 1849. 
I AM directed by tIie Governor-General to state, that Lieutenant Herbert's 

conduct, as shown in the above papers·, is praiseworthy, as it has been throuO'hout 
all the transactions in which he has been concerned. . " 

Inclosure 8 in No. 44. 

The Secretary with the Governor-General to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Mukkoo, January 12, 1849. 
EVERY effort that is practicable and safe, will be made to save Captain 

Abbott and Lieutenant Herbert. 

Inclosure 9 in No. 44. 

Lieutenant Herbert to the Resident at Lahore. 

Attock, January 2, 1849. 

A PORTION of the army of Ameer Dost Mabomed Khan reached the 
right bank of the Indus, near the Bazour Ferry, on the evening of the 29th 
ultimo, and the Ameer himself, with the main body, yesterday morning. 

Two regiments, with a number of camels and baggage, crossed the bridge 
of boats, constructed during the last few days, early yesterday: and I saw a 
long line of infantry: I imagine, three regiments; under arms, this morning, and 
watched them till ihey commenced the passage, when I was obliged to look 
after my own men, who were assembling tumultuously in considerable number. 
an unavoidable delay of one day having occurred in the disbursing of their pay. 

I held a Durbar of all my officers yesterday, to ascertain their state of 
feeling, when, all disguise was removed; and r regret to state that I have no 
longer the smallest hope of either them, or their men, opposing the Ameer. 

I have, too, no hope of succour; the latest accounts I have received from 
the army, leaving the war still at Heileh. 

Under these circumstances, I have, after mature consideration and consul. 
tation with the three gentlemen mentioned in my last, determined on endeavour
ing to get away from the fort this night. in company with them, and a few 
Otllers. 

I shall be accompanied .by Corporal Carthy, of the corps of sappers and 
miners, whom Captain Abbott some time ago sent to assist me here. 

I, of course, shall do my utmost to reach Lahore, or the army, with as 
little delay as possible; but our first object must be to avoid giving a clue to 
the direction we take. 

I need scarcely assure you that it is-with the deepest regret that I take 
this step; but it is ·the onlt chance I see of escaping being delivered up to the 
Ameer, which, even now, may be unable to accomplish. 

• Letters from Lieutenant Herbert. December 26 and 27. 
3U2 
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Inclosure 10 in No; 44.' 

Capt.ain .Abbott to the Resident at Lahore. 

Srikote, Hazara, January 5,1849. 
I .HA VE the honor to inform you of the fall of Attock, on the night' of the ' 

3rd instant. . . . . . ' :: 
The accompanying letter from Lieutenant Herbert, 'who commanded, . 

explains the circumstances of this mischance. But as the ink is so faint that 
'it may be difficult to decypher the characters, I have the honor to offer a short 
abstract. 

The arrival at Bazour Ferry, on the Indus, first, of the Dooranee army, and, 
afterwards, of the Ameer Dost Mahomed Khan, led Lieutenant Herbert's advisers 
to doubt the continued fidelity of the garrison, whose wives and families had been 
seized by the Ameer. He called a council of all the officers of the garrison. the 
result of which left him not a doubt that they and. their'men would surrender ,to 
the Ameer. . 

Two rafts were, therefore, secretly prepared, and, at or after midnight, they 
left the fort, and embarked upon the Indus. It is said that Jaffier Khan of 
Goolreh, who was a prisoner in the fort for murder, was released by Lieutenant .' 
Herbert, handsomely fed, and entrusted with the secret, which he immediately,: 
betrayed to Chuttur Sing, so that troops were on the watch to intercept the . 
fugitives. Nevertheless, according to my latest accounts, Lieutenant Herbert, 
and six or 'seven of his companions, had escaped pursuit. The fate of Corporal 
Carthy, of the sappers, is uncertain. He was recovering from severe fever, and 
so weak as to be scarcely able to walk. There are reports that he and the 
Shahzada were captured. 

It would appear that the Sikh troops took possession first, but that the 
Dooranees soon followed, and commenced those acts of violence and cruelty for 
which they are infamous, plundering the houses, and violating the kuttranies 
openly in the streets; that a Sikh officer, interfering to check this license, was 
cut down by the Dooranees, who have now exclusive possession of Attock. 

These reports, however, require confirmation. 
It is still believed that .1)ost Mahomed Khan will not advance to the 

Jhelum, unless he receive pecuniary aid from Cashmere, whither he has sent 
Julla! Khan Kakur as an ambassador. But it is supposed that he will plunder 
this Doab, in order to feed his troops. .' 

I will hold my post so long as my followers r~main. faithful. I have no 
apprehension from the forces of the ~nemy, but their intrigues are dangerous . . 

Inclosure 11 in No. 44 . 
• 

• Lieutenant Taylor to the Resident at Lahore. 

Lukkee, January 10, 1849. 
YOU will be glad to hear that the fort of Lukkee has this day been given 

up, an event which quite removes the danger of rebel influence in these' 
provinces. 

Yesterday afternoon, in a heavy cannonade and fusillade, sustained for a 
considerable time by both parties, the garrison lost six: men killed. The can
nonade was resumed by our battery in the morning, and kept up with spirit. 
and almost unanswered by the gUlls of the garrison, till visible impression 
was made upon the outer wall of the fort, part of which actually fell down. The 
head of the sap had also been pushed on, in the night, to within forty yards of 
~~. . . 

The garrison, early in the day, sent. one Golab Shah, a respectable Syud of 
this place, to sue for terms. They did not deserve any; but, with an eye to my 
own difficulties, I, eventually, guaranteed to them their arrears of pay, and safe
guard to the river, and this, on the condition of their coming out at once, "as I 
knew that allowing them a night's reflection would raise some new difficulty; 
The garrison came out before nightfall, and Golab Hussein Khan is now in the 
fort, and the Puthans are firing everything in camp that will make a noise, in 
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honor of the occasion. The fort contains two good guns and a mortar, all 
three of which have been effectually used against us during the siege. The 
garrison have lost 10 men killed, and as many wounded; we have had 11 
fighting men, 5 workmen, and 2 horses, killed and, wounded.. . . 

I forward two letters· received to-llay from Major George Lawrence, to 
whom I have written an account of the capture of the city of Mooltan. The' 
reports of my having reached the neighbourhood of Potowar, have arisen from 
the operations of the party under Malck Khamadun and Futteh Khan Noon, 
which have had much the effellt that I hoped they might. , , .. . 

~ .. 

Inclosure 12 in No. 44 • 
• 

•. The·Re8ide~ at Lahore to the Secretary with the Governor·General. 

T FORWARD the letter said to have 
Mahomed Khan to Captain Abbott. 

: Lahore, January 10, 1849. 
been sent by the Ameer post' 

The style of the letter is peculiar, and is declared by my Meer Moonshee, 
who is. well acquainted with his writing, to be that of Mirza Abdool Sumeeh 
thecontidential Moonshee of the Ameer. Still, I can hardly think that the 
Ameer would thus commit himself in writing, and that to an' assistant, at a 
distance from his official superior, and one whom the Ameer well knows has no 
authority from the Government to enter into negotiations with him.. . 

. I believe that Major Mackeson considers the letter a forgery, and the 
invention of the Barukzye Sirdars. . ' 

Inclosure 13 in No. 44. 

Ameer Dost M.ahomed Khan to Captain Abbott. 

I HAVE received, through Ismael Khan, your letter regarding what has 
taken place between the British Government and the Sikh Sirdars,and have 
paid. attention to its contents. As to what' you mention concerning your 
having visited me when I was a guest of the British in Calcutta, I do not' 
remember the circumstance. Further, you express a hope that my army has 
been brought by me to Peshawur, for the purpose of assisting the British, and 
mention that Shere Sing and his troops have. been encountered and beaten by 
the British troops, and that Moolraj has been besieged in his fort at Mooltan. 

I have brought my troops to Peshawur, for the purpose of carrying out the 
same object that I have, constantly, had in view, and which, at the time that I 
quitted Hindostan, I endeavoured to obtain, through the good will of the 
British; viz., the release of the country of my fathers from the hands of the 
Sikhs, and for such mvor I should have shown .unbounded gratitude. It is 
notorious that, in combating for the possession of Peshawur, which is the burial 
place of my forefathers, thousands have perished, on the part of the Affghans 
and ,of the Sikhs, and it is, therefore, the more incumbent on the race of the 
former to use their utmost efforts to secure it. In this matter, no assistance has 
been received from the British. Moreover, when Major George Lawrence was 
at Peshawur, he caused me great grief, by using expressions in his letters to me, 
which showed but little sense of friendship; and, on all occasions, he upheld 
the cause ef those who were hostile and inimical to me. He disregarded my 
}'equests that he should spare the houses and property of persons with whom I 
was connected, which had been ordered to be confiscated. I might write much 
more on the same head. 

I conceived, however, that he might only have acted up to instructions 
which he had received, and, for this reason, was always guided by friendship in 
all my actions, and paid attention to the ~vislres of the British. Subsequently, 
when the disturbances at Mooltan, and the outbreaks in Hazara arid Bunnoo 
took place, Major George Lawrence gave me no information of what had 

• Nat received.-F. CIlRalll. 
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occurred, and did not lead me to suppose that he considered me as his friend 
nor did any other British officer write to me. My regret increased, when i 
considered that the British Government placed no confidence in me as their 
friend. What was destined to occur, then took place. Major Lawrence was 
seized. Letters reached me from Moolraj, Sirdar Chuttur Sing, and the other 
Sikh Sirdars, requesting me to come to Peshawur, and take possession of my 
hereditary .country. • 

Moreover, at one time, the then Governor-General gave me to understand 
that I might consider the territory of Peshawur under my government and 
control. 

After the seizure of Major Lawrence, I came to Peshawur, where I was 
met by Chuttur Sing, who left Jehangeera for the purpose, and made over to me 
the fort, and all that was in it. He requested assistance from,me. 

Matters are now as follows: The whole ofthe Affghans of Pukli, Dumtour, 
Hazara, Chuch, Attock, Swat, Eusufzye, Peshawur, Bunnoo, the Derajat, and 
other parts, which were formerly complised in the Dooranee Empire, have devoted 
themselves to the cause of the race. 

I have sent troops to Bunnoo and Daman, to obtain possession of, and super
intend, that part of the country. 

Whenever the British feel inclined, I will put an end to the feud subsisting 
between them and the Sikhs, and make them friends again. ; 

As regards what you have written, concerning your being friendly to my 
interests, if you consider the above arrangements expedient, and have the power 
to bring them about, I will certainly attach myself to your cause, for the purpose 
of aiding in the re-establishment of the relatioQll provided by the Treaty, which 
was subsisting between the British and Maharajah Duleep Sing. 

If this proposition be not attended to, it will be found that the encounter 
with a million of Sikhs, devoted to their cause, will be desperate and deadly, 
and the British Government will suffer a loss of crores of rupees. 

From what I observe of what is occurring in the Punjab, there can be no 
doubt that the Sikhs are, daily, becoming more and more discontented. Some 
have been dismissed from service, while others have been banished to Hindostan, 
in particular, the mother of Maharajah Duleep Sing, who has been imprisoned 
and ill-treated. Such treatment is considered objectionable by all creeds, and 
both high and I~w prefer death. God knows what the end will be. Matters 
are as I have stated. It is for the British to decide. Inform me of their 
intentions. 

• 
Inclosure 14 in No. 44. 

Minute by the Governor-General. 

January 6, 1849. 
THE intelligence which I have received, from time to time, of late, from 

the Resident at LalIore, and from Major Mackeson, in the camp of the 
Commander-in-chief, has tended to confirm the truth of the report which 
has recently prevailed, that Dost Mahomed Khan has made his appearance in 
Peshawur. . 

The same letters announce, that the Ameer is accompanied by a considerable 
body of troops; that he has proclaimed his own sovereignty over the Province of 
Peshawur; and, further, that he has sent letters to the chiefs in the Hazara, and 
other hill countries, asserting his supremacy; and calling upon them for submis-
sion to his authority. . ' 

There are, however, so many conflicting statements; the evidence of various 
parties is so irreconcileable; and the authenticity of the letters which have been 
received by our officers, is so doubtful; that I am unable yet to satisfy myself of 
the accuracy of the information given; and I, even yet, doubt whether Dost 
MalIomed is really in Peshawur. . 

At the same time, there is qu1te sufficient to show that it is' not improbable 
that the Ameer is there; and, as his presence there with troops, if unexplaincd, 

'would not only be an act of hostility against the British Government, but would 
be calculated to complicate our ·difficulties, I think it right to act as if I were 
fully assured ofws presence, and to instruct the Resident accordingly. 
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My object in drawing those instructions will be to compel the Ameer to 
declare his intentions, and to avow himself, openly, either as friend or foe. I 
wish to deter him, if possible, from committing any overt act of hostility. which, 
while it would be a matter of inconvenience to us, in the first instance, must, of 
necessity, be gravely injurious to himself, in the end; and I shall seek to lead 
him to act a friendly and useful part in our favor against his enemies, the 
Sikhs, while I shall give him no reason to suppose that we stand in need of his
aid; and I shall avoid compromising the Government by holding out to him 
promises of future favor, or advantage to himself. I propose, therefore, to 
request the Resident at Lahore to address a letter on my behalf to Dost Mahomed 
Khan, at Peshawur, to the following effect: 

"The Governor~! hes 1'CCeiv'Cd from variau6 sources a report that 
His Highness the Ameer Dost Mahomed Khan has left his kingdom of Cabool, 
and has come to the city of Peshawur, accompanied by a. body of his own 
troops. 

"It is even asserted, by some, that the Ameer has proclaimed his own 
sovereignty at Peshawur, and has called upon the various chiefs to acknowledge, 
and submit to, his authority. The Province of Peshawur is a portion of the 
territories of Maharajah Duleep Sing, and by the provisions of treaty, is subject, 
during the minority of His Highness, to the control and direction of the British 
Government. -

", The Ameer, therefore, who is a Prince of sagacity and experience, well 
knows that even his presence with an armed force in Peshawur would -in itself 
be an act of hostility towards the British Government, while a proclamation of 
His Highness's authority there would be nothing less than a distinct and 
deliberate declaration of war. 

" For these reasons, the Governor-General has lent no ear to the reports 
that he has received, and is unwilling to give any credence to them. 

"The Governor-General does not doubt, that the rumour of the Ameer 
having proclaimed his rule inPeshawur, has been spread by wicked and designing 
men, enemies of the Ameer, who desire to sow enmity between His Highness 
and this Government, in order to bring upon His Highness's authority and 
power those heavy misfortunes which would be involved in that punishment 
which the British Government would, undoubtedly, in:flict on any Prince who 
had been guilty of such conduct as that which his calumniators are seeKmg to 
attribute to His Highness the Ameer. , 

"The Governor-General is even unwilling to believe, in the absence of any 
announcement from the Ameer himself, that His Highness has actually come to 
Peshawur. If the fact be so, a 'letter is, doubtless, even now upon the way, 
declaring to the Governor-General the friendly motives and purposes which have 
prompted the movement which His Highness has made. ' 

" His Highness is a.ware that the British Government is now engaged in a 
war with the army and the people of the Sikhs, the bitter enemies of His 
Highness. He is aware that they are doing their utmost to injure the British 
power, and that they hold in captivity certain officers, their wives, and children, 
who have been basely delivered up to them by His Highness's brother, the 
Sirdar Sooltan Mahomed Khan, in violation of the rights.of hospitality, in disre
gard of the dictates of gratitude. and in defiance of the holiest precepts of the 
religion he professes • 

.. The Governor.General is confident that it is to show his disapprobation 
of such conduct as this, that the Ameer has come; that he has come to proffer 
to the Governor-General his assistance in punishing the treachery and violence 
of the Sikhs, his most inveterate foes; that he has come to declare his abhor
rence of the faitblessness of Sooltan Mahomed Khan in thus delivering his guests 
to their enemies, and so bringing dishonor on the family from which he has 
sprung. . . 

.. The Governor-General conceives that these are the causes of HIS HIgh
ness's arrival; but it is not well that there should be doubt between friends. 
The Governor-General has, therefore, now addressed His Highness, in order to 
assure him that the British Government desires, now and always, to cultivate 
friendly relations with the Ameer of Cabool, and that, in now engaging in 
hostilities against the Sikhs, it has no hostile design whatever against His 
Highness, against his 8uthOIities, or the territories it left in His' Highness's 
possession. 
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.. The Governor-General entertains the confident belief that His Highness, 

if ,he has not already done so, 'will hasten to ' convey to the Governor-General 
,assurances of the friendly purpose with. which he has come; and that he will 
give substantial proofs of the sincerity of his declarations. .. 

. ' .. The Governor-General trusts that such proofs will be' promptly given, 
and that it will not be necessary for him again to prove that, while the British 
Government ever evinces its gratitude and fidelity to those who show themselves 
its friends, it never fails to direct .against those who act as its enemies, that vast 

,power, of which the Ameer ,well knows both the resources and the extent:"· " 

Inclosure 15 in No. 44 . .. 
Major~General.Whi$h to the Adjutant-General. 

Camp, Mooltan, December 27, 1848., 
MY letters of late will, in great measure, have prepared the Commander-in

Chief for my resuming operations on 'being joined by the Bombay Column, in the 
mode specified in the accompanying copy of my field-force order of yesterday. 
Three columns on the left, that is, towards the Seedee-loTI-ke-bed, left and right 

.sides of the Mundee Awa, were to be only of demonstration, unless the resistance 
of the enemy, simultaneously assailed in various parts of their strong intrenchments, 
encouraged their becoming (as I confidently hoped' they would be) real attacks; 
which, otherwise, was only to be characteristic of the 4th (or right) column; which, 
half-an-hour later, was to 'carry the brick-kilns, village of Wuzeerabad, and, if pos
sible, the Amkhas, all of which was effected, without loss. 

Providence has been pleased to crown the efforts of this gallant force with 
complete success, and with but few casualties on our side, as far as my' observation 
went. His Lordship will judge of the satisfaction I felt on viSiting, at 2 P.M., the 
Mundee Awa, where one of the light field batteries of the Bombay force was located, 
and Which, before daybreak, will be· substituted by heavy guns and mortars, and 
insure us the city, in.a little time. , . ,'. 

I shall, lifter dispatching this letter, return 'to the scene of operations: .. before 
leaving which, Brigadier Dundas was making a lodgment in the ~eedee-loll-ke-bed 
f()r his heavy guns, which he had close at hand. . 

Inclosure ] 6 in No. 44. 
I 

Division Orders issued to the lIIooltan Field Force_ 

• Camp, Mooltan, December 26,1848.' ' 
THE Major-General congratulates the Bengal Field Force on resuming their 

.. old position, after three and a-half months' absence, under the auspiciou~ circum
·stance of being efficiently reinforced by the Bombay Column, under the command of 
Brigadier the Honorable H. Dundas, C.B_, which will join early this afternoon'; 
within twenty-four hours after which, the Major-General hopes to have carried the 
enemy's posts that are a requisite preliminary to the commencement of a regular 
attack upon the citadel, lo effect which, the following arrangements lire ordered for 
to-morrow. . ' 

A wing of Her Majesty's 10th Regiment, and a regiment of Native Infantry 
from the 1st Brigade, will proceed, at a quarter of an hour P.M. precisely, to take 
possession of the brick kilns to the north.west of camp. Brigadier Cheape will 
be pleased. to attach an engineer officer to the party, and a company or two of 
Pioneers. ..' .. 

A squadron of c81'alry, and four horse artillery guns, will accompany this pa~ty, 
• to act according to circumstances. The name of the senior Infalltry officer proceedmg 
with this party to be sent to the Assistant Adjutant-General, without delay. 
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Three companies of Her Majesty's 32nd Regiment, and six companies Native 
Infantry from the 2nd Brigade, to parade at the advance picket of that brigade, 
a quarter of an hour, before noon, to accompany heavy ordnance to the front. 
The name of the senior Infantry officer proceeding with this party to be sent to the 
Assistant Adjutant-General, as soon as practicable. 

, The portion of the force not ordered on other duties, will be ready to stand to 
their arms, from noon till dismissed. 'The regiment in rear of camp '(leaving guards 
for the protection of their lines) will pile arms, in front of the artillery park. at the 
same hour. 

The officer commanding the Bombay division is requested to have prepared two 
columns, of a wing of European and a regiment of Native Infantry each, accompanied 
hy a squadron of cavalry and light field battery, (or four guns, as he may consider 
expedient) to each, at 11 A.M. The batteries to open on the enemy's positions at 
Mundee Awa aud Seedee-Ioll-ke-bed, precisely at noon, and to he followed up by 
the infantry and artillery, according to the effect produced on the enemy. to the 
taking of those two positions, if facilitie's offer, for which purpose a company of 
Sappers should be attached to each column, with intrenching tools, to secure the 
posts, if taken. ~ • 

Brigadier Cheape has heen requested to attach an .engineer nfficer, acquainted 
with the ground, to Brigadier the Honorable H. Dundas, .C.B., for the day's 
operations. 

, The column, acting on the left of the Bombay division, should he warned, that 
Major Edwardes' force cooperates with this attack, on the west of the canal (or large 
nullab), to whose troops a few of the Bengal cavalry, Regular and Irregular, will be 
attached, to facilitate their being recognised as allies. 

Inclosure 17 in No. 44. 

Major-General Whish to the Adjutant-General. 

Camp, Mooltan, December 28, 1848. 
IN furtherance of the letter I had the gratification' of forwarding to you 

yesterday, by express, I beg to report, for the information of his Excellency the 
Commander-in-Chief, that the force employed performed the duty assigned to it, in 
the best spirit and style. 

The portion on the extreme left was, under the immediate command of 
Brigadier the Honorahle H. Dundas, C. B.; who appointed Brigadier Capon to 
the charge of the second column of the Bombay division; next to which, was a 
detail under Lieutenant-Colonel Nash, C.B., 72d Native Infantry; and, on the 
extreme right, (to reach its destination three-quarters of an hour later) was a 
detachment, under the command of Lieutenant-Colonel Young, Her Majesty's 10th 
Foot. 

The latter was. under any circumstances,' to make a real attack upon the 
enemy's position, as stated in my letter of yesterday; and, in the margin *, I 

* Left Column.-Brigadier the Honorable H. Dundas, C.B .• commanding. 5 Companies 1st 
Bombay Fusiliers (Major Mignon); 4th Regiment Bombay Native Infantrz Rifle. (Major Honner); 
No. , Light Field Battery (C.ptain Turnbull); Squadron Sinde Horse (Lieutenant Merewether) ; 
1 CompBUY Sappe1'8 (Lieutenanl Kendall); Lieutenants Maxwell and Pollard, Bengal EngiJreers., 
conducting the column. 

Left Centre Column.-Brigadier Capon commanding. 5 Companies of Her MaJesty's 60th Rifle. 
(Major Dennis); 3rd Rt-giment Bombay Native Infantry (Major Hallett); No.5 Light Field Battery 
(Captain Bailey); Squadron 1st Bombay Lancers (Captain Curtis); 1 Company Sappers (Lieutenant 
Walker); Captain Ahercrombie, Bengal Engineers, conducting the column. • 

Right Ceutre Column.-Lieutenant-Colonel Nash, C.B., 72nd Native Infantry, commanding. 
3 Compooics of Her Majesty'. 32nd (Major Case, commanding); 6 Companies 72nd Native Infantry 
(Captam Lloyd commanding); 4 gnns 4th Troop 3rd Brigade Horse Artillery (Captain Anderson 
commanding); 3rd Company Pioneers (Lieutenant Gordon commanding). 

Right Column.-Lieutenant-Colonel Young, Her Majesty's 10th Foot, command~. 5 Com
panies of Her Majc.ty'. 10th Foot (Captain Longden commanding); 52nd Regiment NatIve Infantry 
(Captain Jamieson commanding); 4 guns 4th Troop 1st Brigade Horse Artillery (Captain Mackenzie 
commandin(!); I Squam:on 11th Irregu!ar Ca~ (Cap~n Dowson c?mmanding); 2nd ~ml""" 
Sappers (Lieutenant Grmdall commanding); Major Nap,er and Captain Westem condncting J;ogi-' 

3X 
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llave specified separately the troops emplo~d under the gallant leaders above 
gamed, to whom, as well as to the troops respectively under their immediate 
command, who so steadily effected the duty assigned to them, I feel much in
debted. 

It was intended that a portion of the Irregular Force under Major Edwarde.~, 
C.B., and Lieutenant Lake, should make a demonstration to the west of the town, 
and I!"rand canal, at nonn. A little delay, howev.er, ensued, but without detriment to 
the ohject in view; and I propose, to-morrow, availing myself of the services of those 
officers and their troops, to relieve the details of the Born bay division, in charge of 
the Seedee-loll-ke-bed, which has been, witb their usual zeal, tendered simultaneously 
with >l requisition I had made, in a private note to Major Edwardes. 
. The course pursued by the two centre columns came more particularly under 
my observation, but the gratif)ing result of all was the acquisition, with but little 
loss, of the very strong positions rlesignated "Seedee loll-ke-bed," "Mundee Awa," 
the suburbs east of it, and to the north-east angle of the citadel, the "Amkha'," 
"SawulI Mull's Tomb," the "Brick Kilns," with strong intrenchments. the 
" Shumstabreez," or Blue Mosque, the village (or rather Fort) of Wuzeerabad ; 
all of which the enemy had, evidently, determ.ined to defend manfully, but were 
deterred, when the time came, by previously witnessing the discomfiture of their 
friends, from the triple, and earlier, attack, on the left. 

I hope, to· morrow morning, to have an 8-inch mortar battery of six pieees 
playing on the citadel (at five or six hundred yards distance) from the north of the 
" bhums tabree~" 

Inclosure 18 in lX.o. 44. 

Biigadier the Hon. H. Dundas, commfl1lding the Bombay Column of Mooltan Field 
Force, to Major-General Whish. 

Camp, Mooltan, December 28. 1848. 
. I HAVE the honor to inform you that, agreeahly to the instructions received 

from the Assistant Arljutant-General, Bengal division, I moved from cam-p yester
day, about 11 o'clock, in two cowmos*, the right being under the command of 
13rigadier Capon, the left under my own orders, Brigadier Stalker having the 
remainder of the division, ready to move in support, as might be required. On 
leaving camp, th.e right column proceeded nearly direct to the frollt, towards the 
Mundee Awa, guided by Captain Abercrombie, of the Bengal Engineers. 011 
approacbing a building named the Ramteerut, Brigadier Capon directed Major 
Dennis, commanding the 60thRities, to extend two companies, and take possession 
of the building, which was ~pecdily effected, the battery under Captaill Bailey opening 
on the enemy from this point. Having formed line, the 3rd regiment Native 
lofantry, under the command of Major Hallett, having also thrown out its 
&kirmishers, the advance was made, and the troops advancing with a cheer, which 
was distinctly beard by the left column, drove the enemy from their intrench
ments; and on mounting the Mundee Awa, found it vacated, Bnd, following down 
on the other sid!', alid on each flank, drove the enemy, through tbe suburbs, into 
the city. The object ha;ving been obtained, in thus driving the enemy within the 
'lity walls, the guns were speedily placed in position, on the mound, keeping up a 
oontinued fire on the enemy. . 

I regret to 5tate that, almost immediately on mounting tlie summit of tbe 
mound, Lieutenant Hill, of the Engineers. was most severely wounded by the 
bursting of & Ibrapnell shell, which was thrown from the towa; the same shot 
killing Lieutenant Younghushand, 9th Regiment Native Infantry, and two artillery
men. Captain Bailey also had his arm carried off by a cannon shot; and I have 
lG regrot the full of Major Gordon, of the 60th Royal Rifles, who was killed ill 
command of a party clearing tbe suburbs. For further details of the movements of 

• Right Column.-No. 5 Light Field Battory, I .quadron 1st Laucers, 5 companies 60th Royal 
Rift •• , 3..1 lkgiOlent Native Infantry. I CompBllY Sappers ODd Miners. 
. Let\ColUDlD.-:-No. 1 Light .'i.ld Battery, I Squadron Sind. H......" 5COIDpaWet 1st FusiIi_ 

4th Ree,iment Native Infantry (RiJles), I Company Sappers Ill\d Miners. 
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the right column, I beg to refer to the report of Brigadiel' Capon, herewith inclosed, 
the operations of the 1E'ft column, which was under my orders, havi~g been so -far 
separated as to preclude me from observing the movement~ on the right. 

Brigadier Capon reports most favorably of the gallantry and good conduct of 
all under his command, and of the assistance he received from the stoff officers 
attached to him, Captain Tapp, Deputy Assistant Adjutant-General, Captain 
Stiles, Major of Brigade, Lieutenant Pollexfen, Deputy Assistant Quartermaster_ 
(rt.neral, and Lieutenant Gnrdon, 60th Royal Rifles, who acted in lhe capacity of 
Aide de-Camp. 

The left column moved from camp, left in front, being guided by Lieutenant 
Pollard, of tbe BengAl Engineers. 

The /tround it had to pass over was very much broken, and intersected with 
deep nullahs. From the advan('e of the 4th Regiment Native Infantry, Rifles, 
having crossed the first nullah too mucb to the left of where a practicable road had 
been cut, some time was lost in getting across, and, the enemy's advanced pickets 
being distinctly seen, I ·ordered the advanced guard to extend, and, as soon as the 
4th Rifles had got disentangled from the nullahs, I ordered the skirmishers to 
advance, and drive in the enemy, which was speedily effected. The column moved 
on to the left, till the head had passed th~ left of the old intrenchments, when I 
halted the Is~ Bombay Fusiliers, under the command of Mojor Mignan, forming in 
the parallel, and the 4th Native Infantry (Riftes) lying down under a bank, in front 
of a white building or mosque. The battery, under the command of Captain Turn
bull, and personal superintendance of Major Leeson, was placed in position, opposite 
a mound, which I uDderstand was the" Seedee-Iol-ke-hed," on which it opened; 
the enemy immediately retiring. A few rounds were, then, fired at the mosque, 
whoich wus occupied by the enemy, and I directed Major Hanner, commanrling the 
4th Nath'e Infantry (Rifles), to advance against it, throwing 'forward his le!"t, and 
thus take it in reverse. Nothing could exceed the steadiness and good conduct of 
the 4th Native Infnnt~y (Rifles), who, moving in extended order, rapidly drove the 
enemy from the mosque, and also from another large one, with adjoining buildings, 
where the enemy had two guns, but which, in retiring, they succeeded in ("Rrrying 
off with tliem. A general advance, then, took place, the 1st Bombay Fusiliers 
passing the mound to the right, and the 4th Native Infantry to the left. The guns 
were moved, as speedily as the nature of the gl"Ound.would admit, to the tnp of the 
mound, from which I had been led to believe a view of the city could be had; but, 
on arrt-'ing there, I found another mound in front. and a third again beyond that. 
The troops kept gru,duaHy advancing over very difficult and strong ground, driving 
the enemy from every poiot at which he attempted to make a stand, the 1st Fusiliers 
pur>uing them, through a deserted village, into the suburhs, and the 4 th Rifles 
following them, lind driving them out of a large inclosure called the Beegee Bagh, 
and quite into the suburbs. The guns were, by very great exertion, and the active 
Jlssistunce of the Sappers and Miners, under Lieutenant Kendall, placed in position 
in the Seedee-Iol-ke-bed, from which, however, the city wall was scarcely perceptible, 
and the distance too great, for the fire of the artillery to produce IIny great effect_ 
While the guns were being brought up to the hill, a retrograde movement was made 
by the troops, which had been occasioned by the 4th Rifles having imprudently 
advanced too far, and having expended their ammunition. 

It was. at this time, that the greatest number of casualties occurred in that 
regiment, but the Fusiliers, f~lling back gradually, and keeping up.1\ steady fire, 
checked the advance of the enemy, and cOI'ered the relreat of the 4th RiOe •. 

Both regiments having formed under the hill, the ammunition was repleni,hed. 
when I diJ"l!cted the Fusiliers to move to the right, and drive the enemy from the 
deSerled village, which was speedily done, the regiment forming under cOI'er of the 
buildings, the front being cO"ered by their skirmishers. The 4th Rilles re"occopied 
the Beegee Bligh; Rnd, lhe object of the aUack having heen auained, in serving to 
d:strllct the enemy, I did not consider any good could arise from a further ad"ance. 
The troops maintained this position until dark, a c~n.tant cannonade being kept up 
from .the battery. 
• Captain Woosnam joined, in the a:fternoon, witb the heavy guns; and two 
IS-pounders were placed in position on the right of the field batte~y. All the am
munition of the field battery having heen expended, lind thPl'e betng no more of 
that calibre 19-pounder) in the park, I ordered the battery to return to camp, their 
place being supplied by lIle troop of Horse Artillery. UDder Major Blood. A rein-

3X~ . 



forc,ement of one, wing of the 19th ~ative .lnfantry under Majof Ma~t,ilnd two 
cornpaQies of"theFusiliers, .. yhich I had sent fqr, arriving In the 'afternoon. i': 
directed the former, to relieve, the 4th .ltiBes in. ,the .~ Beegee~agh,'~the.lalter: 
regiment being, then, formed in the rear and right of that inclosure, and, the two" 
companies of Fusiliers,. under cover of all adjoining. building.. The Beegee Bagh . 
being very extensive, and thickly studded willi trees, I deemed 1t I\dvisable to retire. j 
from it at dark, the Sappers having taken the precaution to .make several .large. 
openings in the wall, to facilitate the.re-occupation of it, if nece~ary.l, the\l,)ook,:; 
up . a position to the rear, the left beiljg thrown back, and resting on the large ' 
mosque, and the right extending to the .right of the "Seedee-lol-ke-bed.", ,The,,! 
enemy kept up a fire of matchlocks, during the greater part of the nigh~ bU,t withollt 
doing any mischief. , . . . ' . ,., I ': 

I have great pleasure in expressing fhe satisfaction I experienced at Ithe ~on,d~c~,. 
of the troops. The conduct of the ,lst Bomhay Fusiliers was most excellent. fre~. 
quently charging the enemy with the bayonet, and .driving him within the city; 
walls. The steadiness and good order'in which the 4th Rifles moved over very 
difficult ground, deserves every commendation. The conduct of the 19th Regiment :. 
in maintaining its position in the Beegee Bagh, against all attempts of the enemy to •. 
ge,t possession of it, was everything I could wish. The Sin de Horse, under Lieu
tenant Merewether, were always at hand, .ready to support, but the ground was ' 
most unfavorable for the movements of cavalry; and, whenever a' few showed. 
themselves, the enemy immediately retired_ . , '. 

I had every reason to be satisfied with the assistance I received from the , 
officers of the staff, Major Green, the Assistant Adjutant-General, Captain Ramsay,' . 
the Assistant Quartermaster-General, Captain Skinner, the Deputy Judge-Advocate-. i 

General, Captain Thresshie, the Assistant Commissary-General, CaptainMo~se. ' 
Superintendent of Ba·zaars. Major Leeson, in command of the artillery, was in,de
fatigable in his exertions, and the conduct of all ranks of that arm was most exem-. 
plary. Major $cott, the commanding Engineer, also afforded me very valuable. 
assistance, particularly in superintending the work of the' sappers. .Lieutenant 
Ward, my Aide-de-Camp, and Captain Auchmuty,. Lieutenant Henry, 19th Regi. 
ment Native Infantry, and Lieutenant Loch, of the 1st Lancers (Junior), who also. 
accompanied me, rendered every assistance. I beg to inclose a return of killed and 
,",oUJIded, which I regret to say is rather large, but am happy to add, that no officer 
was hurt with the left column. • . 

Inclosure 19 in No. 44. 

Brigadier D. Capon, commanding 1st Infantry Brigade of Bombay Colum1l, 
Mooltan Field Force, to Major Green, Assistant Adjutant-General. 

• , Camp, Mooltan, December 28, 1848. 
HA VlNG received orders to proceed as near as possible to a high mound, 

about two miles in front of the Camp, and there continue a cannonade, for some 
time, from a light Field Battery, as a feint, taking advantage of any opportunity to 
rush on, and seize the mound, known by the name of" Mundee Awa," I marched 
at 11 A.M. on the 27th instant, in the following order, Captain Abercrombie, Bengal 
Engineers, conducting the column. 

5 companies of the 60th Royal Rifles in quarter distance column of companies; 
strength as per margin,· Major Dennis commanding. 

No, 5 Light Field Battery complete, in column of divisions, commanded by 
Captain Bailey, and attended by a company of Sappers and Miners under 
Lieutenant Walker. ' 

The 3rd Regiment Native Infantry, Major Hallett commanding, in quarter 
distance column, while a squadron of Lancers, under the personal com
mand of Brigadier Poole, covered both flanks, and kept up a communi-. 
cation with the Camp in rear. • 

Having proceeded about a mile, as nearly as the ground would admit, in the 

• 2 Field Officers, 3 CaptaiJll, 10 Subalterna, 18 Serjeants, 10 Buglers. and 420 Rank and File • 
• 
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allove order, I c~used t~o 'companies 'of the 60th Rifles to extend, and cover the 
front, and so advanced about a quarter of. a mile, 'when. the enemy's round shot 
beginning to pass'through the extended ranks, I directed that a large building, 
then\loout 600 yards in front, should be taken possession of by the advanced 
skirmishers, which was done, uDder a discharge of round shot and shrapnell from 
the town, fortunately with no other loss than one private of the "60th Rifles killed, 
and one wounded; at the same time, the 3rd Regiment Native Infantry wasordered 
to open out, to wheeling distance. The excellent fire of tbe Riflemen, in, and about, 
the building, soon subdued that of the enemy'$ skirmishers, and I, tben, ordered tbe 
battery to take ground to itself, and open its fire on 'Ihe mound "Mundee Awa," 
aid the intermediate space about 700 yards, thus carrying into effect the orders I 
had received to make a feint. Having firedJlbout twenty minutes, the enemy's fire 

'was continued only, from some old intrenchments. I, then, decided on a general 
advance, under c'over of skirmisbers, both from the 60th Royal Rifles, and 3rd 
Regiment Native Infantry, tire battery following in the rear, and the Cavalry 
disposing of itself, as it best might, under the unfavorable nature of the ground. 
A general rush forward fo tbe mound, with a cheer, now took place, the two 
Infdntry Regiments being nearly in the same line. The enemy fled towards the 
suburbs, over, and to the left of, the mound, which, on being taken, was found 
evacuated. The greater part of the 60th Rifles fonowed the enemy over the mound 
into tbe suburbs, I remaining on it, with my staff and a small party of that Regi
mcnt. At this time, the 3rd Regiment was actively engaged to the left of the 
mound, pursuing the enemy, which had taken shelter ,in a mosqu~, and uuder 
hedges and walls. Here they, charged the enemy, and drove them into the city. 
I then sent orders for its recall, lest the main object, the possession of "Mundee 
Awa,." should be hazarded. " 

I, also, recalled from the sU\JUrbs the 60th Royal Rifles, and directed the light 
field battery to be brought into position on the mound, which was done, as soon as 
a road could be cut by the Sappers and Miners. I, also, detached Lieu1!enant Forbes, 
of the 1st Cavalry (Lancers), to camp, for reinforcements. In the meantime, observ
ing the approach of part of the Bengal column, on my right, I agreed to the 
suggestion of Captain Abercrombie, that the suburbs should be held in front, and 
on both flanks of the mound, as far as possible. 

"A re-occupation of the suburbs was made, without much resistance, by the 60th" 
Royal Rifles, and part of the 3rd Regiment of Native Infantry, in conjunction with 
a portion of the Bengal column, consisting of three companies of Her MRjesty's 
32nd Regiment, under the command of Major Inglis, and part or the 51st Bengal 
Native Infantry, under the command of Major Finnis. About this time, a shrap
riell shell from the town burst over one of the 9-pounder guns, which had com
menced to answer the fire from the town, killing Lieutenant Younghusband, 9th 
Regiment Native Infantry, my acting Aide-de.Camp, and two Artillerymen, and 
wO)1nding severely Lieutenant Hill, field engineer to the Bombay column, who had 
accompanied the attack. The 9.pounder guns soon succeeded in silencing the 
enemy's howitzer or mortar, and only round shot were subsequently fired at the 
mound, with little effect, save in one instance, when Captain Bailey, commanding 
the Artillery, had his arm carried off, and an Artilleryman, since dead, was severely 
wounded. I regret to add that, previous to this, Major Gordon, of the 60th Royal 
Rifles, when in command of a party clearing the suburbs, in front of the mound, 
fell mortally wounded by a matchlock ball fired from one of the houses, when 
crossing ,an open space; no other casualty of the sort occurring, owing to the 
steadiness and skill of the men in taking advantage of every coYer during the 
advance. Having examined the position taken up, I found, on my return, that a 
reinforcement, consisting of a wing of the 9th Regiment Native Infantry, had 
arrived from camp. A chain of posts was, then, established in the suburbs, and B 

sharp fire was kept up ,by the enemy during the night, happily witbout doing 
any injury. The following officers were directed by Brigadier the Hon. H. 
Dundas, C.B., to accompany me as my staff, in addition to my personal staff:
Captain Stiles, Major 'of Brigade, and Lieutenant Gordon, 60th Royal Rifles, per
mitted to act as my aide-de-camp whenever required with the brigade :-Captain 
Tnpp, Deputy Assistant Adjutant-General, Lieutenant Pollexfen, Deputy Assistant 
Quartermaster-General, Lieutenant Younghusband, 9th Regiment Native Infantry, 
who volunteered his services as Aide-de-Camp on the occasion. Tbe whole of 
the above were most r:ealous and efficient in effecting the arrangements required. 
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In conclusion, I beg to add, that nothing couId exceed the gallantry and 
discipline of the 60th Royal Rifles, and the alacrity in moving forward of the 3rd 
Regiment Native Infautry. The exertions of the artillerymen on the battery were 
unremitting. The reinforcement, composed of a wing of the 9th Regiment Native 
Infantry, under Major Bellasis, was chiefly employed in guarding the battery, and 
in working parties·, during the night, in which their zeal was conspicuous. 

Brigadier Poole's arrangements were most judicious, but the nature of the 
ground did not admit of cavalry being actively' employed . 

• 

• 
List of Killed, Wounded, and Musing, in the Bombay Column of the Pield Fore, 

'Under the command of Brigadier-the Honorable H. Dundas, C.B., in the Actio" 
of the 27th, of December, 1848. • 

Camp before Mooltizn, December 30, 1848. 
General and Brigade Staff-l officer, killed. 
Artillpry Brigade-4th Cnmpany 2nd Battalion Artillery, with No.5 Light 

Field Battery- 2 rank and file, 2 horses, killed; 1 European officer, 
9 rank and file, 1 syce, 2 horses, wounded. 

lst COI.Dpany 4th Battalion Golundaze, with No.7 Light Field Battery-
1 syce, 2 horse!>, killed. 

Total-2 rank and file, 1 syce, 4 horses, killed; 1 European officer, 9 ranIl: 
and file, 1 syce, 2 horses, wounded. • _ 

lst Infantry BrigMl~Her Majesty's 60lh Royal Rifles-l European officer; 
2 rank and file, killed; 2 European officers, 10 rank and file, wounded. 

3rd Regiment Native Infantry-3 European officers, 1 Native officer, 1 havil
dar: 17 rank and file, wounded. 

9th Regiment Native Infantry-l rank and file, wounded. 
Total-l European officer, 2 rank and file, killed; 5 European officers, I 

Native officer, I havildar, 28 rank and file, wounded. 
2nd Infantry Brigade-1st Bombay European Regiment, Fusiliers-l rank and 

file, killed; 1 European officer, 1 serjeant, 1 drummer, 24 rank and file, 
1 horse, wounded. 

4th Regiment Native Infantry, Rifles-l havildar, 4 rank and file, killed; 19 
rank and file, wounded; 18 rank and file, missing. 

Total-l havildar, 5 rank and file, killed; 1 Europpan officer, I serjeant, 
1 drummer, 43 rank and file, 1 horse, wounded; 18 rank and tile, 
missing. 

Engineer Department-lst and 4th Companirs Sa)lpers and Miners-l rank 
and file, killE'd; 1 European officer, 5 rank and file, wounded. 

Grand Total-2 European officers, 1 havildar, fO rank and file, 1 svee, 4 
horses, killed; 8 European officers, I Nati\'e officer, I serjeant, f havil
dar, I drummer, 85 rank and file, 1 syce, 3 horses, wounded; 18 
rank and file, missing. 

Officer, killed and wounded. 

Brigade Staff-Lieutenant Youn!'husband, 9th RE'giment Native, Infantry, 
acting Aide-de-Camp to Brigadier Capon, commanding lst Infantry 
Brigade, killed. 

4th Company 2nd Battalion Artillery-Captain Bailey, commanding No.5 
Light Field Battery, left arm amputated. 

Her Majesty's 60th RiAes-Major Gordoh,· killed; Major Dennis, slightly 
_ wounded; Second Lieutenant :Brooke, slightly wounded. 

Srd Regiment Native Infantry-Li(!utenant Dyett, Ensigns Shaw and Napier. 
-..I 1 Jemlldar, wounded. . 

T .i~ut~n8nt W. M. Mules, slightly wounded i Lieutenant and 
. l,orse shot throul-(h the chest, not killed, 

• :~·'tenant J. Hill, severely wounded. 
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.Inclosure 20 in No. 4:4. 

Major Edwardes to Major-General Whish~ 

Camp, Beegee Bagh-i-Nigh, DecemlJer 29, 1848. 
AGREEABLYto the instructions of yesterday, the forces of I.ieutenant 

Lake and myself relieved the Bombay division, of the charge of the Seedee
loll-ke-Bed. and all the posts on the left of it (including Beegee-bagh. the 
village of Daira, Jog" Marjah. &c.,) at 3 r.M. yesterday evening. , 

. We remained undisturbed during the night, but were attacked about 1 P.M., 

to-day, by 2000 of the enemy, almost all foot, and chiefly regulars, among whom 
the Kuthar Mookhee deserters were conspicuous. 

They issued from the Delhi Gate, filed behind the suburbs in front of the 
Seedee-loll-ke-Bed, and made their appearance suddenly on our left front, 
pushing boldly on into the gardens which were unoccupied, and opening a 
heavy musketry fire from behind the walls, a position. however, f!'Om which 
they were rapidly dislodged by our Rohillas and other irregulars, aided by two 
companies of General Cortlandt's regilnents, who expelled thellil. and followed 
them up to the city walls. 

Lieutenant Lake, at the head of his own men, Lieutenant Pollock with 
mine, Lieutenant Pearse, of the Madras Artillery, foremost with the Daood. 
potras, and Lieutenant Young of the engineers, wherever the presence of a 
'European officer could be useful, were all, actively and most gallantly, engaged 
in this little affair, as was also Mr. Quin with the Soorooj Mookhee company, 
and a new volunteer, Mr. MacMahon, who earned pis title to be brought 
especially to your notice, by encountering, in' single combat, the leader of the 
enemy's infantry, a powerful Sikh, whom he killed with one blow which 
divided his head. 

J nclosure 21 in No. 44. 

Major-General Whish to the Adjutant-General. 

Camp, Mooltan, DecemlJer 30, 1848. 
I WAS in hopes yesterday of being able to forward a complete casualty list in 

:reference to our attacks of the 27th instant, and trust nothing will prevent my doing 
'so to-morrow. 1--", ~ 

I have the gratification. now, of reporting to you, for the information of his 
Excellency the Commander-in-Chief. that, by a shpIl f! om one of the mortars of 
the hattery mentioned in my letter of the 28th instant (laid on thl! occasion by Lieu
tenant Newall, Bengal Artillery), the enemy's principal magazine in the.citadel was 

"blown up at 9 A.M.~ and the' grand Musjid so appropriated completely destroyed, 
with mnny houses and other buildings in its vicinity. The sight was awfully grand, 
and precisely similar to that at the sipge of Hatrass on the I st of March, 1817: 1 hope 
the consequence may be the same, in which case the enemy would abandon the fort 
to-night; otherwise I contemplate assaulting the city to-morrow. 

Our batteries are as follows :-
Six 8·inch mortars • - opened on the 28th. 
Three 10-inch ditto .' ditto. 
Four 61.-inch ditto - • • - " ditto. 
Six 18:pounders, on the Khoonee Boolj - .. 29th 
Two 8-inch howitzers, 1 
Two lO-inch ditto, f with the mortars in the first Iioo, 29th. 
Two 24-pounders, 
And five 8-inch mortars are now be'ng laid dOwtl Deer the 

·three 10-inch mortars. • 
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Inclosure 22 in No. 44. 

Major-General Whish to the Adjutant-General. 

Camp, Mooltan, December 31, 1848. 
THE fire from the citadel was quite subdued yesterday. c This ~o~ning a 

small gun has been occasionally used, but .the enemy appear to have gone into the 
.city, where a few of them keep up a smart matchlock fire on our breaching batteries. 
We have no accounls that can be depended upon, as the gates of the city and citadel 
are closed, and neither ingress nor egress permitted. On looking just now !it the 
progress of the breaches, more battering appeared necessary. . .-

Not having yet been able to get the return of casualties on the 27th instant, from 
the Bombay division, I inclose that of the Bengal troops employed on the occasion, 

. and am glad to state that ~any cases of the wounded men are very slight .. -

Return of Casualties,-Bengal Division, December 27, 1848. 

4th Troop lst Brigade Horse Artillery-l horse· killed; 1 man,· 1. horse, 
:wounded. . 

Her Majesty's 10th Foot, five companies-2 men killed; 4 -men wounded.· 
Her Majesty's 32nd Foot, six compllnies-2 men killed; 2 European officers, 

17 men, wounded. 
51st Native Infantry-l European officer, 9 men, wounded. 
52nd Native Infantry-l man killed; 1 European officer. 14 men,. wounded. 
72nd Native Infantry, six companies-7 men killed; 3 European officers, 2 

N,!ltive officers, 20 men, wounded. 

Names of Officers wounded. 

Lieutenant-Colonel Nash, 72nd Native Infantry .. 
Major Case, Her Majesty's 32nd, severely. 
Lieutenant Straubenzee, Her Majesty's 32nd, severely. 
Lieutenant Tyrwhitt, 51st Native Infantry. 
Lieutenant Playfair, 52nd Native Infantry, dangerously. 
Lieutenant Gillon, 72nd Native Infantry, dangerously. 
Ensign Mac Dougall, 72nd Native Infantry. 
N.B.-Three companies, Her Majesty's 32nd and the 51st Native Infantry, 

went down as a reinforcement to the right centre column, at 2 P.M. for occupation 
of the suburbs. - .._-

•. --------------------
Inclosure 23 in No. 44. 

Major-General WI,ish to the Adjutant-General.l-
·Jt. 

Camp, Mooltan, January 2, 1849. 
THE army I have had under my command, since the junction of the Bombay 

reinforcements, has effected, in a week, the reduction of the fortified city of Mooltan, 
and made the interior of the citadel a wreck. The former was taken by assault 
this afternoon, after the most obstinate resistance, and, at half-past three P.M. 1 had 
tbe satisfaction of seeing the British standard wave on its walls, having been 
planted there by the ht Fusiliers that formed the advance of the left column. In 
making this report to you, for the inform,\tion of the Commander-in-Chief, I beg 
to say that I shall take the earliest .opportunity of entering into particulars, and, in 
the meantime, would offer his Lordship my best congratulations on the. success 
Divine Pro"'dence has been pleased to grant to our arms, an4. as I have at present 
every reason to believe, with comparatively but little loss. 
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Inclosure 24 in No. 44. 

Ji'ield-Force Order8 issued by Major-General, Whish. 

. Camp, Mooltan, January 2, 1849. 

. It being the Major-General's intention to assault the city ta:day, it ,will 
"be' effected by two columns, constitute.d as follows: 

. ' From the Bengal Division-· 
, Hel'" Majesty's 32nd Regiment; 49th Regiment, Native Infantry; 72nd 

Regiment, Native Infantry; right cnlumn, under, the cnmmand of Brigadier 
Markham .• 

. From the Bombay Division-
1st Bombay Fusiliers; 4th Bombay Native Infantry (Rifles); 19th Regiment 

Bombay Native Infantry; left column, unrlerthe command of Brigadier Stalker, C.B. 
Each column to be conducted by an officer of Engineers, and to be accom

panied by a seJjeant and 12 artillerymen, furnished with gun spikes, and to have a 
complete company of sappers and pioneers in attendance. 

The columns will leave their respective lines at noon precisely, and halt in the 
vicinity of the" Mundee Awa." 

The ttOOps now on duty there, and in the suburbs between it (the Amkhas 
inclusive), augmented. on eitber Bank, by two guns of horse artillery and a squadron 
of cavalry. (tbe BomblY division providing for the left, and the Bengal division for 
the right), will form the reserve, unrler tbe command of Brigadier Hervey. 

• Brigadier the Honorable H. Dundas is requested to send the Sinde Horse to 
Bukurabad, at noon, with two guns of horse artillery; and Brigadier Salter will 
detach a r.egiment of Irregular Cavalry, towards the north-west angle of the fort, 
Major Garbett placing two borse artillery guns at his disposal to accompany the 
same. One ressalah to be told off to the guns, with orders not to quit lhem on any 
account. 

Officers commanding columns will be furnished with particular instructions for 
their guidance, and outline plans of the city. 

Officers commanding companies to be impressed with the necessity of pre
venting their men separating, in search of plunder, ot on any other pretext. 

Tbe camps will be under charge of Brigadiers Capon and Salter respectively, 
who will order the troops in them to stand to their arms from 1 P.M. 

Inclosure 25 in No. 44. 

Major-General Whish to the Adjutant-General. 

Camp, Moolian, January 7, 1849. 
HAVING now received the report of the Bombay column, during the 

assault of the city, on the 2nd instant, I have the bon~r of forwarding that 
received from ~rigadier Markham on the 3rd instant, and associating with it the 
letter of this l\e.te received from Brigadier the Honorable H. Dundas, C.B., 
commanding'~ Bombay division of the Field Force, both of which I sball be 
obliged by your submitting to the Commander--in-Chief. . 

The steady advance of both columns;' under their respective commanders, 
Brigadier Stalker, C.B., and Brigadier Markham (which, as regarded that under 
the latter, was' but temporarily cbecked from the necessi9' of entering the city 
by the left breach) insured the early realization of what eacb bad been. directed I 
to aim at, and by sunset the city was in complete possessiqn of our gallant troops, .. , 
whose conduct throughout was remarkable for bumanity to the unarmed inhabi
tants they occasionally met, and not le$s so for the severity with which the oppo
sition of the enemy was overcome from street to street, many of which were 
nan'Ow and intricate, and several barricaded. 

. In the letters accompanying, the gallantry and good services ofllvarious offi. 
cers are particularized; and, on the fiill of the citadel, it will be my pleasing duty 
to take up that stx:ain re"oarding many; It will, however, be better timed, now, to 
mention the spirited.propOsition, on the 1st instant, of Lieutenant-Colonel Franks, 
C.B.; to escalade tlie citadel, during tbe assault of the city, provided I placed 500 
of each regiment of the 1st brigade, under his command. After due consideration 

3Y 
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of this suggestion, I deemed it most eligible to forego it, as I had not time to 
examine into the difficulties that might have attended it, nor would the hour fixed 
for the assault have been auspicious, unless I had deferred it till dawn of the ard. 

Brigadier Stalker has bl'olIght to Brigadier Dundas's· notice the conduct of 
Colour-SeIjeant J. Bennet, 1st Fusiliers, on the 2nd instant; and I cannot for. 
bear my testimony W the joyful feelings which it exCited in myself. and the officers 
of the staff &.round me, when noticing his planting the British standard im the 
crest of the breach, and maintaining it there, in the midst of the musketry fire of 
the enemy, until the troops had passed. . . 

The tl'OOpS of the Bombay column suffered much from an explosion, during 
the night, of a magazine in the city. . 

I beg to inclose casualty lists, of which the total of each column is as fol~" 
lows:-

Bengal Division---3 European rank and file, and 1 Native rank and file, 
killed; 3 European officers, 1 serjeant,. 17 rank and file, and 6 Native 
rank and file, wounded. , 

Bombay Division--4 European rank and file, and 22 Native rank and file, 
killed; 8 European officers, 4 seIjeants, 51 rank and file, and 2 Native 
officers, 5 havildars, 121 rank and file, wounded; 1 Native rank and file, 
missing. . 

Total-7 European rank and file, and 23 Native rank and file, killed, 11 
European officers, 5 seIjeants, 78 European rank. and file, and 2 
Native officers, 5 havildars, and 127 rank and file, wounded; 1 Native 
rank and file missing. 

Grand Total-Killed, 30; wounded, 218; missing, I ;-total, 249. 

Bengal Column. 
Names of Officers Wounded. 

Her Majesty's 32nd Foot-Captain J. D. C. Smyth, slightly wounded; . 
Captain C. T. King, slightly wounded. 

Engineers-Lieutenant Garforth, M.B., dangerously wounded. 
Bombay Column. . 

1st Fusiliers-Captain R. W. Leith, dangerously wounded; Lieutenant W. 
Gray, dangerously wounded; Lieutenant E. Dansey,. wounded; Lieu •. 
tenant G. E. Herne, wounded; Second Lieutenant E. A. Law, wounded. 

4th RiBes-Lieutenant T. S. Warden, wounded. 
19th Native Infantry-Ensign J. Gordon, wounded. 
Engineers-Lieutenant J. A. Fuller, wounded. 

Inclosure 26 in No. 44. 

Brigadier Markham to Major-Gtmeral Whish. 

Camp, Mooltan" January 3" 1849. 
ACCORDING to division orders, at 1 o'clock: 011. the 2nd, I proceeded 

with the brigade under my command. to the Mundee Awa. thlt point of 
rendezvous with the left column. A~ 2 o'clock we received orders to 
proceed to the Dell,i gate, from whence the. assault was to .be made. At 
a quarter past 3 o'clock, a salvo being fired from the Delhl gate- ba.ttery 
(the signal agreed upon for the assault), tbe leading companies of Her 
Majesty's 32nd Regiment,. under Captain Smyth, co=anding the Grenadier 
Company, moved on to. storm the breach. Upon passing the broken ground and 
nined outworks of the gate, under a heavy fire of matchlocks, they descended a 
deep hollow, and found, to their surprise, tbe city wall in front, about 30 feet ill 
height, 'Qllbreached, and totally impracticable, being- fuirly ooucea1ed from view, 
from the nature of the ground, until directly upon it. 

CaptaUt Smyth immediately, and with great judgment. and promptitude, 
decided upon retiring, and rejoined the column, with the loss of several menl 
which loss, however, would have been very seriously increased, both to the lead
ing companies and the column,. had there heen any: hesitation on his part. ., 

I proceeded, at once,. to the breach at the Kboonee BooIj. which I found had 
already been entered: by the left. column, and mads OUII WfII1 down the: ramparts 
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and' streets on our right to the 'Delhi gate, and from thence to that part of the 
city close to the Dowlut gate, and directly in front of the fort. 

The enemy offered considerable opposition in the IIILlTOW streets, and on the 
:ramparts, which Will'll strongly ba.ni.ca.ded.; but the troops carried all before them, 
and, before dark, that part of the city was in our possessioD, and we connected our' 
posts with those thrown out from the left column. 

To Colonel Brooke, Major lloyd, and Cap~ Lloyd, in command of regi_ 
. ments, and to ~ und~ my command, both<!fficers and meD, I have to l'eturn my 
thanks, for thelrsteadiness and prompt obedience throughout to my orders. 

To Major Napier, of the engineers, who accompanied me, I ;am deeply 
indebted, for the very valuable services he rendered me, throughout the afternoon. 

Retum of Casualties, :Brc., .in 2nd Infantry Brigade (Bengal division), .01' the 2nd 
oj.January, 1849. 

Camp, Mooltan, January 8, 1849. 
Her Majesty's 32nd Regiment-3 rank and file, killed; 2 European 

officers, 1 seljeant"l drummer., 16 nmk and file, wounded. 
49th Native Infantry-l rank and file, wounded. 
72nd Native Infantry-l rank and file, killed; 5 rank. and file, ·wounded. 
Captains J. D. Smyth andC. ·T. King, Her Majesty's 82nd Regiment, 

wounded. 
Total-4 killed ;26 wounded. 

Inclosure 27 in No. 44. 

Brigadier the Hon. H. Dundas ·to Brevet Captain G. P. Whish, Assistant 
Adjutant-General, Bengal Column. 

Camp, Mooltan, January 7, 1849. 
. I FORWARD the report of Brigadier Stalker, C.B., commanding the 2nd 

brigade Bombay division, which was engaged'in storming the city of Mooltan on 
the afternoon of the 2nd instant. 

The brigade, formed in three columns, as directed in the instructions from 
the Assistant Alljutant-General, assembled in rear of the Mundee Awa, and, 
.abou~ 3 P.III., moved do'jl'll to storm the left trench at the angle of the Khoonee 
BoolJ· . 

The storming party, headed by Captain Leith, of the 1st Bombay Fusiliers, 
speedily mounted the breach, but, on a.ni.ving at the summit, found some diffi.,. 
culty in descending, the enemy having re-trenched the breach, and dug deep 
ditches, into whioh several of the leading men and officers fell. Thll obstacles to 
the advance of the party having been overcome, the column, having succeeded in 
passing the trench, pushed on to the ramparts, and streets of the town, through 
a very narrow passage, by the aid of some scaling ladders, placed against a house 
by a party of Bengal sappers, under Lieutenant Oliphant. I regret to state that, 
Boon after mounting the breach, Captain Leith was severely wounded; and lieu
tenant Gray, taking command of the party, moved to the right towards the Delhi 
Gate, to clear away obstacles between the breach and that point at which it was 
.intcnded the Bengal column should enter. 

Major Mignan, with the 1st column, moved to the left, clearing the ram
parts, while the columns under Major Mant and Major Honner, pushing for the 
centre of the town, established themselves in the grain market. 

The narrowness of the streets rendering the preservation of reguIar forma
tion impossible. the enemy was followed up by the troops, in the best mode in 
which they could move, and without giving him time to halt, until the town was 
. .completely carried, and the several columns established.; the left having succeeded 
ill. ,nw:bjng the Lahore gate. . 

3Y2 
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..-BrigadierSiaikera~ mQ~ hl8hly Of th~;CoIldud of ~~troops/-~d 
r nothing can be more, honorable to the4' character than t.he. hutnanity and kirid 
. ,treatment shown. by theIll towards the unotrending inhabitants .. ~, .~'.' " ., ,:"," 
. " , I have great pleasure ,in "l)ringing .to the .notice of the ;Major.Oeneral the 

. "conduct of Major Mignau,. commanding the lstFusiliers; Major Manti command
ing the 19th Regiment; 'and Brevet-Major Honner, commanding the 4th Native 
-Infantry (Rifles). ,Brigadier Stalker also repoJismost favorably of" the conduct 
'of MajOlr Hobson. 1st Fusiliers, and of the assistance he receivedt'rolri Captain 
Tapp,' Deputy.Assistant r Adjutant-General, who was unfortunately wounded in 
capturing a gun; Captain Hart, Major of Brigade, Lieutep.ant Pollexferl, Deputy
.Assistant Quartermaster-General, and Lieutenant Henry, of the 19th Regiment 
Native Infantry, Postmaster to. the division. To the commanding Engineer, 
Major Scott, every praise is due, for his untiring exertions during the operation; 
as \veIl as to the several officers of that corps employed with the Bombay diviSion. 
The conduct of Captain Leith, Lieutenants Dansey, Daly, Gray, and Mules" is 
particularly noticed by Brigadier Stalker. ' I am sorry to add that Lieutenant 
Gray was severely wounded, after entering 'tlie town; and lost his' right arm. 
Lieutenants Dansey, Heme, and Law, are also among the wounded, as also 'lieu
tenant Warden, of the 4th Rifles, and Ensign Gordon, 'of the 19th Regiment 
Native Infantry. ". . , .. . . ' '. ,.... ;' 'J 

Several acts of gallantry have been brought to my notice, particularly on the 
part of Colour-Sergeant Bennet, of ,the 1st Fusiliers~ which I shall take ~ oppor-
tunity of reporting to the proper qu~r. . . '. " .' .. " .' ." '" ',. 

The suburbs between the Delhi gate and the left breach were OCCUpied by 
pickets from the 1st brigade, under Major Dennis, 60th' Rifles; 's. company of· 
the 60th Rifles, under Captain Douglas, being stationed, in the houses [oppoSite 
the breach, in the Khoonee Boorj, to cov.er the advance of ,the' storming party, 
and two companies, under Captains Young and Sibthorpe, to cove~ th~ advance 
of the Bengal column.. ' .' • 

Returns of casualties are herewith inclosed. 

Jnclosure 28 in No. 44. 

I ',L 

Brigadier. F. Stalker, C.B.,· commanding 2nd Infantry Brigade, Bombay Column, 
, to the .Assistant Adjutant-General, Bombay Column. Mooltan Field Force-

" , 

n . Camp be/ore Moolian, January 7~ 1849. 
I DO myself the honor to report, for the information of Briiamer' the 

Honorable H. Dundas. C.B., commanding the Bombay column. .MooltaD Field 
Force, that, on the afternoon of the 2nd of January, thQ brigade under my com
mand was formed. in the order laid down for them, under cover, within about two 
hundred' yards of the breach, the approach to which was fully exposed to , tire 

drom musketry and zumboorabs. , ,.' . 
The column gained the top of the breach at about l past 11 Uf., with much 

'regularity. under a very galling fire, but, when they reached the summi~ found 
themselveS in a sort of inclosure, from which there was only one regular exit, 
by a narrow lane on the right, and over a low house intQ the Khoonee Boorj. 

The enemy had excavated 8 trench parallel to the breach, which contracted 
the space still more: the nature of the ground. therefore, rendered it lltterly im
possible to preserve any regular formation, and the officers pushed on with the 
men nearest them, to carry out, as fur as possible, the instructions to advance in 
three columns. The column was detained, nearly twenty minutes, by the obstacles 
at the top of the breach. The leading column of three companies of the F\lsilieftl. 
having lost their commander, Captain Leith, who was dangerously wounded soon 
after crossing the breach, pushed down the lane to the right, under Lieutenant 
Gray, and was in part the cause of the enemy abandoning the Khoonee BOOIj. It 

,fortunately happened that two short ladders were procured, and placed by the Bee.
gal Sappers, under'Lieutenant Oliphant, against the house on the left, JUst as the 
enemy found their communication with the town threatened; they were, therefore. 
obliged to defend both the lane and the tower, and their reSistance was, conse
quently le88 energetic. As soon as the ladders were placed, the column which 

• 
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I had to advance \I)' the ramparts to the. south p~hed its way along for some dis
I tance,,,but fortuna.telyfollowed the .retreating enemy along line of. the: streets, 
which eventually led them to the' end of ~e towil, near the lahore ge.te;. ~ 

• company being ~eft at this point,' 'the column' returned iIlong the streets .nearest 
. the ramparts to the Bohur Gate,"where it remained during the night, as it was 
., :mown that the Pak Gate was in possession of the Bengal 72nd, a1'ld a company 
J of the. 4th, RideS was sent' back to the Hurun gate. During the night, one of the 
" enemy'~ powder mag&.zines, close to the gateway; blew up, burying several of our 
I' men ,in the nUns. . It was impossible to guard against 'such an accident;. indeed, 
.' it is only surprising it was the only one on the south side; for the enemy's ammu
trl1ition was lying about in great quantities, and there was' nothing to distinguish 
.' theiJ.- m~nes from the other houses. In the morning, Lieutenants Pollard and 
,Maxwell, Wlth the Bengal Sappers, removed a considerable quantity of powder 

.',from lI;D.other.m~ine,. clos,e to a b~n~ house, and threw it over the. wall, 
•• f wll!,re It exploded. Without domg any iruschief. .',' ,. . " 
1:01' ,The prqceedings of the other column were slInilar: they all pushed. quite 
,",tbrough the town, left parties in 'advance posts, and retired to more open ground 
'L~!the centre of the town. , '.. • ~, 
j" ,II . When the left ,column,which was mtended to go hy the ramparts, and leave 

guards at the gates, had struck into the town, an application was made to Colo
, nel Dundas, who sent two companies of Her Majesty's 60th Rilles to hold the 

tes .' . . .. 
"~ ~ ,1 , •. .. 

'. I ;' The' other columns had, however. exceeded their instructions; .for a.com-
".,panyof the 72nd Bengal Native Infantry had crossed the town, and obtained 

possession of the Pak. ' and the road to the Hurun gates. before the 60th Rilles 
arrived.' '. 
, ,: '. The Pak gate was cleared during the 'night by the Bengal Sappers,. the 
Huru» gate by the Bombay Sappers, and the Bohur gate was nearly opened, 

. "when t~e explosion took place. which rendered. it impossible to go on. It was 
opened, next morning, by the Bengal Sappers. . 

It is quite impossible to say where the engineer officers were:. the troops 
were so scattered by the narrow lanes. that there were no distinct columns. The 
only real guide was to follow the"retreatingenemy,'whiclI was done. Not only 
are the ramparts so incomplete as to render a passage round them by a column • 
of men quite impracticable, but the parts which are complete were, at the time of 
the assault, crossed by traverses, and cut up by small trenches. 

, The night closed. before the communication b~tween the different bodies 
'could be effected, but, by morning, the troops were in communication with each 
other. . 
. . It is to be regretted that we had not a couple of hours daylight, as we should 

then have, probably, avoided the explosion of the magazine; but the town was as 
completely cleared ofthe' enemy by dsrk, as it is at the present moment. 
, The steady and well-directed fire of Her Majesty's 60th Rilles kept down 
thai of the enemy very considerably, while the tI'Oops were approaching the 
breach, and a discharge of grape thrown on the top oC the breach by Lieutenant 
Keir, Bombay Artillery, just over the heads· of the Fusiliers, as they advanced, 

· was of the utmost advantsge to us; but when the top was gained, and our !p.en 
became mingled with the enemy, the tate of the day depended on the steadiness 
and courage of the Fusiliers, and both men andoflicers answered nobly to .the ca.II • 

. Where all behaved so well, and the operations were on suclI an extended 
sca.Ie; it would be impossible for me to particularize each act of gallantry. 1 
'would therefore beg to refer the Brigadier commanding the division to the report 
of officers. commanding reginIents and posts, and merely mention such as came 
'under my notice. ' . 
. " The gallantry of the following officers was conspicuous :-Captain Tapp, 

· i5eputy Assistant-Adjutant-GeneraI, attached to my staff, who was wounded In 
capturing a gun on our first entering the town, whereby I was early deprived of 

· his valuable assistance: ' ., 
Captain Leith, 1st FusiIiers, commanding the storming party, who was very 

severely wounded; and Lieutenants Daly and Mules, 1st Fusiliers: 
I would also bring to special notice the conduct of Colour Serjeant John 

Bennet, 1st Fusiliers, who 'Volunteered to accompany the storming party, and. 
rushing up the breaclI, planted the union jack on its crest, standing beside it, 
until the whole brigade had passed. The colour and staff are riddled with balls. 
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I beg to mention the names of Major Mignan, commanding 1st Fusiliers • 
Major Mant, commanding 19th Regiment Native Infantry; Major Honne: 
co=anding 4th Rifles ; and Major Hobson. 1st Fusiliers; all of 'whom ex~ 
erted themselves to the utmost, and were most successful in their different 
arrangements.. . 

To Major Scott, co=anding Engineer, I am particularly indebte'a, for his 
/ible assistance and untiring zeal, throughout the operations. 

My best thanks are also due to the following Engineer officers, for the zeal 
and activity they displayed in the different duties on which they were employed: 

Captain Abercrombie and Lieutenant Taylor, and other officers of the 
Bengal Engineers, whose names I am, unfortunately, unable to give: " 

Lieutenants Kendall and Berthon, of the Bombay 8appers, and 2nd' 
Lieutenants Playfair and Fuller of the same corps. 

Xo the following officers temporarily attached to my staif' my best thanks 
are due: 

Lieutenant Pollexfen, Deputy-Assistant Quartermaster-General; 
Lieutenant Henry, Postmaster to the Force. 
I am much indebted to my Major of Brigade, Captain Hart, for the able ' 

and zealous assistance he afforded me in his arduous office throughout the I 

operations. 
I have the greatest pleasure in. bearing testimony to the humanity and, 

forbearance of the troops under my command. Not a single instance of wanton 
cruelty or ill treatment of the peaceable inhabitants of the town has been brought· 
to my notice. ' . 

List oj Killed. Wounded, alld Missing, ill the 2nd Infantry Brigade. on the 
2nd oj January, 1849. 

Camp Mooltan, January 3, 1849. 
1st Bombay European Regiment, Fusiliers - 4 rank and :file, killed; 5 

European Clfficers,4 se1jeants, 1 drummer, 49 rank and .file, wounded. 
4th Regiment Native Infantry (Rifles)-8 rank and:file, killed; 1 European 

officer, 1 Native officer, 2 havildars, 4 'band men, .a5 rank and :file, 
. ·wounded. 
19th Regiment Native Infantry-4 rank and :file, killed; 1 European officer, 

3 havildars, 33 rank and :file, wounded. . 
Total of all ranks-16 killed.; 139 wounded. 

List of [European Officer. Killed, Woullded, alld Missing, in the 2nd Infantry 
Brigade. 011 the 2nd of January, 1849. 

'Camp Mooltan, January 8, 1849. 
1st Fusiliers-Captain R. 'W. D. Leith and Lieutenant W. Gray, dangel'

ously; suffered amputation of an arm each; Lieutenants E. Dansey 
and G. Herne, slightly; 2nd Lieutenant E. A Law, slightly; wounded. 

4th Rifles-Lieutenant T. S. Warden, wounded by a bullet in the shoulder. 
19th Regiment Native Infantry-Ensign J. Gordon, wounded severely. 

Caaualty Return of the Engineer Staff and Bombay Sappers and Miners, at the 
Storm of the City of Mooltan, on the 2nd of January, ) 849. 

• • Camp near Mooltall,January 4,1849; 
Engineer Staff-l lieutenant wounded. 
Sappers and Miners-lO privates killed; 1 corporal, 1 Native officer, 2 

havildars, 3 naicks, 1 bugler, 43 privates, wounded j 1 private missing. 

European Officer Wounded • 
. Engineer Staff-Second Lieutenant J. A Fuller. 



InelOSUll'CJ, 29 in. No.. 44-

MoJor £droarqea to Majl1Y-Gen,er.aZ Wlish.. 

Camp, Beeghee Bagh, January 3, 1849. 
IN confol;"D1ity with your instructions to create a diveJ:Sion, yesterday, on 

the south and west of the city, preparatory to the storm of the trenches by the 
regular force, Lieutenant Lake threw out a large skirmishing party, directly in 
his front, and close up to the Pak Gate; General Cortlandt, another on the 
left of the Daoodpotras; and I, a. third on the left of General Cortlandt's; thuB 
opening & smart fire nearly down to the Bohur Gate, and securing the attention 
of a large portion of the enemy's soldiers on the walls. In front of the viHage 
of Daira, I also moved out a large body of cavalry, and a troop ,ot' ligrsl! 
artillery, while the remainder' and main body of the infantry were in reserve at 
the Beeghee Bagh and Seedee-ooU-ke-bed. 

At about half-past 1 P.M., the Daoodpotras, under the direction of 
Lieutenant Lake, and'my own and" Genmrl· Cortl.amit'S; under the direction of 
Lieutenant Young, of the engineers, Mr. Hugo. James, and Mr. Quin, opened 
their fire, from the most advanced suburbs, and' drew a smart return from- the 
ramparts, and the, guns on the. Motee Bastion. This. was kept up, until the 
advance of the British to the breach, and was, I trust, of service in distracting 
the. enemy's attention. 

When the city was completely in your possession, Lieutenant Lake and I 
withdrew our men to their respective posts; but, subsequently, on being applied 
to by Major Scott, of the Bombay engineers, Lieutenant Lake occupied the Pak 
Gate with Daoodpotras, and a small party from the company of the 3rd Bombay 
Native Infantry, which was on duty at Seedee Loll. The vigilance of this 
detachment of Daoodpotras, while in charge of the gate, I was myself a 
witness to, at night, when I visited the post with Lieutenant Lake, and it did 
great credit to irregular troops: 

After Withdrawing our skirmishers, I ordereel the cavalry from Daira: to 
make a patrol to the westward, and they succeeded in intercepting a party of 
the enemy's infantr'V, who had' escaped from the city; twenty of whom they 
, killed, when the rest surrendered, and were disarmed'. 

I cannot conclude this report without bringing to your notice the zeal of 
Lieutenant Pollock, Assistant Resident, and' Mr. McMahon, volunteer. The 
former joined his corps, hearing it was in the storming party, at the Delhi 
Gate breach; and the latter volunteered to accompany Captain Smyth, wh6 
led the right assault. 

Inclosure 30 in No. 44. 

Major-General Whish to the Adjutant-General. 

Camp, Mooltan, January,3. 1849. 
IN consequence of our proceedings of yesterday, the number of the enemy, 

now confined 10 the citadel, is estimated, from the best accounts procurable, to be 
ol1ly from 200Q to 2500. Major Edwardes communicated' to me a proposition, 
made this morning, for 400 or 500 of them to desert Moolraj, if their lives were 
spared. Their agent (Ismael Khan) urged their being permitted to retaiu their 
arms, which I told him was inadmissible. It is settled that they are to deliver 
them at the Dowlut Gate,at4 p.&r., to the detachment of Her Majesty's lOth Foot, 
on duty there, on which Lieutenant Need, my Aide-de-camp, will escort the party 
to the rear of the' camp, and dismiss them to their homes. 

These are Eusufzyes; but I declined acceding to 1\ similar desire on the part 
of some Gundehpoories, as they were not simply enemies, but Ryots of the 
Maharaja, rebels. 
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Inclosure 31 in No. 44. 

Major-Gene'l'al Whisk to tke .Adjutant· General. 

Camp, MooUan, January 4, 1849 • 
. AT BrlgadierCheape's suggestion, a brlgadeof the Bombay divisioll, this 

morning, marched to a site on the north-west angle' of the fort, -and will take 
immediate possession of Huzzooree Bagh. . 
. At the request of. Major Edwardes, the Sinde Horse and Captain 
Turnbull's light field-battery will march towards - Sitda:rpore to-morrow, in 
order to expedite the re-establishment there, and at Toolumba, of the kardars of 
llieDmb~. . 

The party of Rohillas that proposed leaving the citadel yesterday, and 
surrendering their arms, in order to pass unmolested away, have not made their 
appearance, nor have I heard anything of them tD-day. 

Inclosure 32 in No. 44. 

Major-General Whisk to tke .Adjutant-General • 

. Camp, Mooltan, January 6, 1849. 
TWO 5f·inch mortar batteries have been established in our advanced trench 

and zigzag, which now reaches-the' glacis east" of the citadel; t9 facilitate 
operations, Brigadier Cheape has established himself at Wuzeerabad, with the 
sappers and miners. When there, at 3 P. M. (after visiting all the hospitals of 
both camps, in which I rejoice to say the sick and wounded are going on well), 
I met an hurma from Dewan Moolraj, with two letters, one for me, the other 
for Major Edwardes. He was escorted by two of our picket. After 
reading my own, Captain Kennedy took both to Major Edwardes, who imme
diately accompanied him back to me. when we agreed upon an answer that was 
immediately forwarded, intimating that no confidential pers.on could be received, 
unless empowered to tender the Dewan's unconditional surrender. . 

The party of Rohillas' who desire to leave the' fort. as. noticed in my letter' 
of the. 4th instant, were to have come out yesterday: afternoon, but they now 
affirm they can only do' so by night; I have, therefore, requested' Major 
Edwardes to fix an hour to-morrow night for their surrendering at the Lahoree 
gate, their agent being in his camp. . 

Inclosure 33 in No. 44. 

Major Edwardes to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp. Mooltan, January 6, 1849. 
I FORWARD an urzeereceived by me, yesterday evening, from the rebel 

Dewan Moolraj, together with a copy of my reply. . , 
I trust the tenor of the latter is in strict conformance with your wishes, 

.and the instructions of the Governor-General. . . 
The garrison of Mooltan is now in the last extremity. The gunners 

:are unable to serve their guns. from incessant shelling; the buildings are 
.a.lmost all unroofed, from the same cause, and afford but little shelter;" Dewan . 
Moolraj himself has sought refuge in' the gateway of the Sukkee Gate; and 
-every soldier is obliged to grind the wheat ,for his oWn.. dinner, all the, Bour 
having been blown up, in the explosion of the J umma Musjid.. In this state of 
!things, Moolraj's chief advisers are urgently pressing him to surrender, and he 
lias promised either to do so, or take poison, if no succour reaches him, in the 
course of three days. I regard the pre~ent overture from Moolraj, therefore, 
118 a sign that his pride is broken down at last,- and that he wants the courage 
to play out his part. 
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Inclosure 34 in No. 44. 
~ ,: f· - .'.~ .. ' 

. Dewan Moolraj to Major Edwardes. 
~"' •••. ~ '~.' >-~', 

J.' , , ' , January 5, 1849. 
, HAVING' liundry representations to make before you, I write to say 
that,With your:permission" I will send a confidential person of my owl! to ,wait 
on you, who will tell you all. 

InClosure 35 in No. 44. 

Major Edwardes to Dewan Moolmj. 
January 5, 1849. 

I HAVE:J"eceived··tlnllperused, .. yGu~,.:urzee..Yoll say you have sundry 
things to represent, and. with my leave, will send a confidentia1 person for that 
pllfPose. This, I cannot assent te. It is quite impossible. The time for that 
was April last. You then preferred war-'now go through with it; or, if you 
are unable, surrender yourself to General Whish. After that, you can represent 
anytqir~yo\l like. 

Inclosure 36 in No. 44. 
',' " 

The Resident at Lahore to Mrtjor Edwardes. 
, 

. ' Lahore, January 9, 1849. 
~I'APPROVE of the reply you have sent to Moolraj ; his surrender must 
lie altogether unconditional; if he should sUlTender unconditionally, ,lIe will, 
as a matte~ of course, be allowed to say what he may wish in exculpation or 
defence of his conduct; but, on that subject. you 'Will receive instructions here
after, 1iVhen yoq may report his having surrendered to Major-General Whish. 

, .. . , 

.1 

Inclosure 37 in"No. 44. -

Major Edwardes to the Resident at Lahore. 

, 'Camp, Mooltan, January 7, 1849. • 
1.'HE reliel Dewan Moolraj had no sooner received my pUI'wanna of the 5th 

instltnt, refusing, to receive, his vakeel, and informing him that no representation 
on his part would be listened to, until he had surrendered to General Whish, 
than' he addressed a similar request to be allowed' to seDd a vakeel, to the 
Major General; and sent it through me, ,beggiDg that I would procure bim an 
answer. . 

I immediately waited on the Genel'al, and, by his desire, sent the answer 
which is appended. " ' 

Tbere can be little doubt that the Dewan will send a vakeel to-day 01' 

to-morrow; and as .little, I should think, that this will be followed by the 
surrender of the Dewan. I shall, of course, be present at the interview with the 
motbir, and will take care' that he thoroughly understands that his master's 
surrender is unconditional. 

.az 
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Inclosure 38 in No. 44. 

Major. General Whish to Dewan Moolraj. 

January 6, 1849. 
I HAVE received your urzee, through Major Edwardes. It is impossible to" 

grant your request to be allowed to send a confidential servant to me to make 
certain representations: indeed, Major Edwardes told you, yesterday, that, until 
you come into me, nothing you have to say will be listened to. 

You are now informed that if the object of sending a confidential person is 
simply to state, my master wishes to come, in, and will do so at such an hour, 
and will come out from the fort at sucl~ a gate, lIDd by such a road, then, he 
maycome; but if he has any anything else to say, on no account send him. 

Inclosure 39 in No. 44. 

Major. General Whish to the .Adjutant.General. 

Camp,!Moo/tan, Ja'llllary:7, 1849. 
THE day is nearly passed, and I hear nothing' further from the Dewan, 

nor have I yet learnt from Major Edwardes whether the Rohillas adhere to their 
desire to leave him to-night. After our success on the 27th ultimo,' it appeared 
to me desirable that the position of Seedee-Ioll-ke-Bed should be 'occupied 
by the irregular force of the allies, as it had lost much of its importance; 
and the regula,r troops would have lighter duty thereby. This.was accord
ingly done, and I forward Major Edwardes's account of it, and of the sub
sequent attack of the enemy, in which the gallant bearing of several parties is 
mentioned, viz., Lieutenants Lake, Pollock, Pearse, and Young, Messrs. Quin 
and McMahon. The latter gentleman; was wounded in the hand, OIL the 
occasion. 

Inclosure 40 in No. 44. 

Major-General Whisl, to the .Adjutant-General. 

Camp, MooUan, January 8, 1849, 4 P.M. 

I WAS just now taking up my pen to address you, when a messenger from 
the rebel Dewan arrived, with a letter, the purport of which is, that in reference 
to"my answer of the 6th instant'(which I noticed in my letter to you of that 
date), he wishes to send a confidential person to me. 

There was a letter, by tlie same messenger, for Major Edwardes, which I 
have forwarded to him. I do not expect to be able to report the result of this 
reference, before to-morrow. • 

MooIraj may only be making another endeavour to obtain terms. I need 
not say that nothing of this kind occasions the least relaxation in our seige 
operations. An 18-pounder battery (seven pieces) opened this morning at 
within 200 yards' distance, and we shall soon have a battery ready in advance of. 
it, for six 24-pounders. and six IS-pounders. -and we have twenty-four shell 
pieces constantly engaged. 

The details that went towards Sirdarpore and Toolumba on the 6th, reached 
the former place yesterday. MooIraj's kardar had absconded on the 2nd 
instant, on the fall of the city. -
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Inclosure 41 in No. 44, 

Major-Gefteral Whish fo the Adjutant-General. 

Camp, Moo/tan, January 9, IS49. 
A CONFIDENTIAL agent of the rebel Dewan, named Dva Buksh, waited 

upon me tbis morning, agreeably to yesterday's arrangement. 'Major Edwardes 
was with me at the time, but, as we soon learnt from him that he was not ' 
author~zed to t.en?er his master's unconditional surrender,~ after a short stay, I 
gave him permission to return. He 'affected to 1>e ignorant of the purport of 
my reply to Moolraj's letter of the 6th instant. 

,On the 4th instant, General Cortlandt, of the Sikh service, called to 
represent that he was to have the charge of this district after the fall of Mooltan, 
and solicited leave to take civil possession of the city, which I granted. 

Inclosure 42 in No. 44. 
• 

Major Edwardes to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Mooltan, January 9, IS49. 
YESTERDAY, Dewan Moolraj, again, addressed letters to General Whish 

and myself, accepting gratefully the General's permission to send a motbir; and 
asking for arrangements to be made to let the said motbir be received at the 
Delhi Gate,or any other the General might prefer, and honorably treated. In 
reply, the General appointed 9 o'clock this morning for the motbir to come 
to the Delhi Gate. He came' about 11 ; but there was considerable commotion 
in the fort, III1d it is supposed some party opposed the mission. ,Major Becher,. 
Assistant Quarter-Master-General, received the motbir (Dya Buksh Khan, a 
confidential adviser of the Dewan), and conducted him to the General's tent, 
where I was in attendance on the M ajar-General. -

Dya Buksh presented-his nuzzur,.and then commenced an oration, which 
I immecliately stopped, and requested him to confine himself to a simple state
ment of the Dewan's wish to surrender, and at what time he would come in. 
He replied, " Dewan Sahib hazier hy!"--equivalent to "the Dewan submits!U 
Adding-" But only hear the representations he has told me to make!" and 
showing clearly that he had come charged with a budget of questions, and doubts 
to' be resoLved; in short, that he wished to stipulate, not to surrender uncon
ditionally. I again stopped him, therefore, and asked him plainly, from the 
General, whether he had authority to tender his master's submission, and 
arrange for his coming in 1 Dya Buksh was not prepared for this literal inter
pretation of the conditions on which he had come, and acknowledged that he 
had not authority to go, at once, into such final arrangements, but said he would, 
if allowed, go back, and relate to the Dewan that nothing else would be listened 
to. The General then gave him his leave, and he retired, evidently much 
disappointed at his reception. 

A new battery of seven IS-pounders had. just· been opened in our trenches, 
and played heavily on the fort during tIus interview, so that conviction mllSt 
have reached the Dewan that his diploQ,lacy was not likely to gain either time, or 
terms. 

I still think the Dewan will submit, and avoid the last crisis of the siege. 

Inclosure 43 in No. 44. 

TIle Adjutant-General to the Secretary faith the GofJeml1f'oGeaeral. 

Camp, Chillianwalla, January 23. 1849. 
I' HAVE the honor, by direction of his Excellency the Right Honor

able the Commander-in-Chief, to transmit, for the infurmation of the Right 
Honorable the Governor-General of India, a copy of a dispatoh, of the 7th 
instant, from Major-General W. S. Whish, C.B., oommanding the Mooltan Field 
Foree, and oftbe detailed reports which accompanied. it, of the assault upon that 

3Z2 
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city, on the 2nd instant;. and I am to add, that his Excellency has instructed me 
to communicate to the Major-'General his cordial approval of the arrRllgements 
ordered fo~ the att~k, which appears to have been made with 'R >spirit and 

. gallantry highly creditable to the' officers and troops of every arm employed~, 
. 't I 

Inclosure 14 in No. 44. • 

Lieutenant Hodson to the Resident' at La~re~ .. , 
• , 

Camp, ZUjferwal, January 1. 1849. 
WHEN I reported the dispersion and flight of the parties of insurgents 

who had infested the northern districts of this Doab, I ventured to express a 
hope that, these disturbances having once been suppressed, the return to order 
and quietude would be speedy and permanent. 

As far as regards the territories of the Lahore Government, that hope has 
been fully realized; the revenue collections have progressed satisfactorily; and, 
in numerous instanc~, the lands and property of rebels. situated in these dis· 
tricts; have been quietly taken possession of, by the proper authorities. 

In the border territories, however, belonging to Maharajah Golab;Sin~, and 
lying along the foot of the hills, which form the northern boundal'y of this 
J?oab, the case is far different; . and it becomes my duty to bring to your 
notice thecircumstauces which have compelled a new movement of troops 
towards the frontier, and which will. if not immediately looked to, render utterly 
nugatory every attempt. to maintain order,- and to suppress the outrages of 
parties of armed plunderers in the upper portions of the Rechna and Baree 
Doabs; and even to maintain inviolate the contiguous territoci~sof the British 
Government.· • 

Five days·ago, a regiment of infantry, about 500 strong, commanded by 
Ummur Sing, and accompanied by Ram Sing, son of the Vuzeer ,sharoa, of 
Noorpoor, crossed the Chenab near Bigwat, and marched to the eastward along 
the border, with the avowed and openly expressed intention of cre,ating arising 
in the ,British districts of Tudoura, Puthankote, and Noorpoor. On the day 
following, they. were follo',Ved· by ;t, party of from 200 to. 300. horsemen, 
under the notorious robbers, Prem Sing Jhulna and Gunda Sing, and the whole' 
of these men hav.e proceeded, leisurely, along ,the foot of the. Jlills, ,by ordinary 
marches, unmolested, t~ the right .bank. of the Ravee, whence, in a few hours, 
they will be in the district of Noorpoor.. . " - . 

. Neither from.Jummoo, nor from the Maharajah's, local kardars, nor from 
His Highness's vakeel in my camp, have I received the slightest intimation of 
these proceedings, or information as to theixprogress and objects ;-arid yet, 
during my recent visit to Jummoo, and since repeatedly, through His Highness's 
confidential agent, I have received . the most distinct and positive promises 
from Meean Runbeer Sing, that daily reports should b~ sent to me of the doings 
of any parties of rebels within their reach, and that not a single ,,:rmed man 
should be allowed to traverse the Maharajah's border districts. . .. 

These promises have not, even in appearance, been fulfilled,in a single 
instance. I need hardly add that it. would be absurd to suppose that His 
Highness's officials were ignorant of the;. march,or intentions, of these parties. 
His police arrangements are .proverbiallY good, and as I have repeatedly had 
reason to observe, not a single sepoy, or messenger of mine, can pass into, or 
through, His Highness's dominions, without being stopped and questioned. 
Moreover, on one, if not more, of the last five days. the encampment of the 
insurgent leaders was actually within sight of.Jummoo itself., " • 

I need not observe that so large a party as that I have described,'could 
never have passed the Chenab near Bigwat, without attracting the attention of 
the Maharajah's troops under Dewan Hurrie Chund, in the neighbourhood of 
Munawur. , ' 

Neither .Ummur Sing. nor Ram Sing, makes .any mystery of their destina
tion and many of their followers are natives of the British t~rritories-while 
Besawur Sing anti Gunga Sing have already made more than one inroad into 
the neighbourhood of Puthankote. Yet, although the nature and objects of 
their expedition are notorious, it is doubtful how fur Lieutenant Lumsden would 
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be justified in crossing the border to attack a party thus under His Highness's 
prot;ection, as they have, as yet, committed no overt act of hostility. 
. It will appear from what I have stated, that Maharajah Golab Sing's border 

districts are a privileged highroad for the open enemies of the British Govern
ment. I am prepared also to prove that they are places of refuge for all rebels 
against the Lahore Government, - .. 
. • It will be sufficient to mention a few instances, which have come to my 
knowledge with great" certainty. The families of Dewan Hakim Raee and his 
son are now partly in a small village on the bank of the Toreh near Jummoo. 
and partly near Munawur, uuder the actual protection, as it is asserted, of Dewan 
Hurrie Chund. . 
. -. The family and property of Meean Jowahir Sing, of Buddee Pind, are at • 
Pubbial Bahminon, and those of the Kottee Babas at Bishna, while Gunda Sing's 

. - household are in safety near Samba. 
". (., The whole of the above have been traced, and seen, by my own emissaries. 
I might extend the list indefinitely, by hearsay. . 

As I am aware of the importance of the charges brought, in this statement, 
against the' Maharajah Golab Sing's fidelity, I have carefully abstained from 
mentioning anything which has not come under my personal observa.tion, within 
the last few days; but I conceive that I should have been wanting in my duty 
llad I failed to bring them promptly to YOllr notice. 

Inclosure 45 in No. 44. 
, 

The Resident at LahoTe to the Secretary witll the Governor-General. 

Lahore: Janua,'y 4, 1849. 
I -SUBMIT a communication from my Assistant, Lieutenant Hodson, 

regarding a party sent from the rebel camp on 'the Jhelum, towards Pnthan
kote, . for the purpose of creating disturbances in' the Hill districts of tbe 
JUllundur Doab, and respecting the unintelTupted passagp. through the territories 
of Maharajah Golab Sing, enjoyed by the insurgent bands, and the safe protection 
afforded to their families and property in the J ummoo districts. . 

. 'I have had a long conference this morning with Dewan Jowala Sahae upon 
the subject of Lieutenant Hodson's letter, and have given him the substance of 

. the letter to send to the Maharajah. Jowala Sahae says; fairly enough, that he 
.' cannot, of course, contradict what Lieutenant Hodson so positively states; but 
he pledges himself that, if the fact is established by proof. and vhe. route of the 
forces can be traced, all parties who have connived at their passage, be they 
officers of the Maharajah, or Jagheerdars, or Zemindars, shall be punished. 
, The Dewan has sent off people of his own to raise the cOlmtry, and pre
vent the return of the parties mentioned by Lieutenant Hodson, and to attack, 
and seize them . 

. He has also given me purwannas, very strongly worded, to the Kardars of 
.lesrom and Samba, and also a general purwanna, addressed to aU the Kardars 
arid Thannadars of the Jummoo territory, directing them to place themselves 
under the orders of Lieutenants Lumsden and Hodson, and to seize, and make 
over, any person whom they may demand, and obey all orders they may receive 
from them, whether they be in the Jummoo territory, or in the Lahore or 
British districts. d 

Dewan J owala Sahae seems to be in earnest in desiring to keep his master 
straight with the British Government. I am by no means satisfied that he is 
altogether in llis master's confidence. 

. I have directed Lieutenant Hodson to ascertain the exact route which these 
insurgent bands pursued, and the villages in the Jummoo territory through 
which they may have p~ssed. 

• 
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Inclosure 46 in No. 44. 

Lieutmant Hodson to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Perole, near Kutova, January 4. 1849 . 
• 

• 

I HAD the honor to report the passage of several parties of insurgents, 
along the territories of Maharajah Golab Sing, lying at the foot of the hills 
with the avowed intention of creating disturbances in' the districts of Noorpoor 
md Puthankote; and that Lieutenant Lumsdell had followed in the direction of 
their march, with a view, .if possible, of cutting them off. • 

On the evening of the 2nd instant, we reached the village of Musroor, 
on the right bank of the Ooj River, and in a. position completely to command 
the line taken by the insurgents, in the hope of arresting their progress, or (in 
case they should have passed previous to our arrival), of cutting off their retreat, 
either in the directioll,of the Chenab, Ol" in that of the Lahore territories, by the 
route of Nerote. . • 

During the night of the 2nd, we received information that the main party 
of the insurgents under Ummur Sing," the One Eyed," and Ram Sing, son of 
the Vuze@r Shama, had actually crossed into the British territories Jlear 
Shahpoor, but that a party, under the notorious Gunda Sing; had not yet crossed 
the Ravee, but were encamped 1m its right bank near Kutova. 

Early on the morning of the 3rd, we moved from Musroor, in pursuit of this 
party, towards K utova. On our arrival, however, at this village, we learnt that, 
on hearing of the arrival of the British troops at Deenanuggur, Gunda Sing had 
turned back towards Jesrota, and had attempted to slip byus, and retire in the 
direction of the Chenab. Leaving our bag"oage, therefore, in the care of some 
sepoys of Maharajah Golab Sing, we instantly turned to our left in puIluit. 

Mter about two hours' march, through the heavy jungle, and marshy ground, 
which lies along the course of the Ooj, we came up to some gardens or groves, 
in which we perceived parties 'of Sikhs busily occupied in cooking their dinners. 
We halted in the bed of the river, for about half an hour, to allow our infantry 
men to. come up, being completely concealed from view by the dense jungle 
which lined the banks. 

On their arrival, Lieutenant Lumsden desired me to attack the enemy in 
front, and drive them out of the gardens, while he moved Found on the left, 
with his cavalry, to prevent their escape. The instant that they perceived us, 
they fled precipitately into the marshes through which the Ooj runs. Lieutenant 
Lumsden instantly pursued them, succeeded in overtaking them, despite the 
broken and dangerous character of the ground, and' cut them up, almost to a 
man. So bad was the nature of the country over which he followed them, 
that, at one time, more than half the horses of his troop were down, pursuers and 
pursued rolling together in desperate strife, in the middle of the deep marshes. 

From thirty to forty of the enemy were killed, or mortally wounded, among 
whom we were able to identify. beyond doubt. the insurgent leaders, Gunda Sing, 
and his Major, Sooka Sing. There were others killed, who were called Sirdars 
by their party; but we have not been able to identify them, as yet. I hav~ 
much pleasure in adding that none of our own men was injured in any way, the 
pace at which they charged the flying' enemy, rendering resistance utterly 
impossible. Our loss was confined to one horse killed, and one wounded. 

The whole of the remaining insurgents having succeeded in getting into the 
hills behind Puthankote and Shahpoor, and, consequently, into the British territory. 
Lieutenant Lumsden considers that there is no object in his remaining longer in 
this Doab, and proposes, after communicating with Brigadier-General Wheeler, 
who is within one march of this place, at D"eenanuggur, returning towards the: 
camp of the Commander-in-chief, beyond the Chenab. . 
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Inclosure 47 in No. 44-

TIle Secreta;.y with the Governor-General to the 'Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Mukkoo, January 12, 1849. 
, THE Governor-General trusts that the explanations and conduct of the 

Maharajah Golab Sing's vakeel, in this matter·, may be satisfactory. ' 
His Lordship entertains no dOUbt whatever that the Maharajah's territory is 

not, and ought not to be, any protection to enemies of the British Government. 
The ¥aharajah is bound, by his treaty, to send all his troops to aid us against our 
enemIes, m"uch mOF then is he bound not to harbour enemies within his awn 
dominions. 

British officers should follow any body of men who are in arms against the 
British Government, into the Maharajah's territory. and punish them there 
without hesitation. ' 

Inclosure 48 in No·. 44. 

The Secretary ,with the Governor-General to the Resident at Laho~e. 

Camp, Mukkoo, January '12, 1849. 
YOU will convey tot Lieutenant Lumsden the approval of .the Governor

General, of the gallantry and activity of himself and men in his attack against the 
insurgents, and his Lordship'S sense of the services he has been rendering. 

Inclosure 49 in No. 44. 

1'l,e Secretary with the Governor-General to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Mukkoo, January 19, 1849, 
WITH reference to your letters, wherein you mention being in consulta

tion with Major Macke_on as to what communication should be made 
to Maharajah Golao Sing, in the alarm which he feels regarding the possible 

. loss of Cashmere, and other portions of his territory, I am instructed by 
the Governor-General to request that you will intimate to the Maharajah, 
that the British Government will not permit Dost Mahomed Khan to take pos
session of any territory belonging to His Highness, provided His Highness gives 
decisive proofs that he mre y be depended upon as a friend to the British Govern
ment, and a peaceful neighbour. The Maharajah has, hitherto, given no real 
proof of his trustworthiness and amity; for his Lordship cannot regard as such 
a proot his sending a few thousand rupees to Captain Abbott, when His Highness 
owes severallakhs to the British Government. 

If the Maharajah shall, really, do effective service against the Sikh army, 
now in arms against the British Government, or against the Ameer Dost 
Mahomed Khan, in the event of that person attempting to aid the Sikh army, 
the Governor-General requests that you will assure the Maharajah. that the 
Ameer will not be permitted to injure him. If, on the other hand, the Maha
rajah does not render such service, it is impossible that the British Government 
can place any reliance on his friendship, and they will proceed to take such 
measures against the Sikh power, against Dost Mahomed Khan, and the 
Maharajah himself, as their own interests and security may seem to require. 

The British Government sincerely desires to see the Maharajah Golab 
Sing retained in possession of all his territories, and in friendship with it; and 
the Governor-General counsels him, now, to take a just view of his own true 
interest. .and to act in accordance with that view. 

• Lotter from the Resident, January 4. 
t Letter from Li.uteDaD~ Hndsoo, January 4. 
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Inclosure 50 in No. 44. 

Notification by the Governor-General. 

Camp, Mukkoo, January 17, 1849. 
THE Governor-General has much satisfaction in intimating to the Presi

dent in Council, and notifying fOl'llUblic information, that he has tlus day received 
a dcmi-official letter from his Excellency the Commander-in-Chief, in wluch his 
Excellency announces to the Governor-General, that, on the afternoon of the 13th 
ins~nt, the troops under his command attacked, and entirely defeated, the Sikh 
army under Raja Shere Sing, in its position near the River JhHum. . 

The action was obstinately, and severely, contested. The enemy was in 
great force, and occupied very strong positions. They were driven back at every 
point, with. the loss of many of their guns, and had, by the latest intelligence, 
relinquished all the positions in which they had been entrenched. 

The details of these operations have not yet reached the Governor-General: 
as·soon as they are received, they will be published for general infermation. . 

The Governor-General directs that a salute of 21 guns" be fired at everv 
principal;tation of the army, as soon as this notification shall be received. . 

Inclosure 51 in No. 44. 

The Commander-in-Chief to the Governor-General. 

Camp, Chillianwalla, January 16, 1849. 
MAJOR MACKESON, your Lordship'S Political Agent with my camp, 

officially communicated to me, on the 10th instant, the fall of Attock, and the 
advance of Sirdar Chuttur Sing, in order to concentrate his force with the army 
in my front under Shere Sing, already amounting to from 30,000 to 40,000 men, 
with sixty-two guns, concluding his letter thus :-" I would urge, in the event of 
your Lol'dship's finding yourself strong enough, with the army under your Com
mand, to strike an effectual blow at the enemy in our front, that the blow should 
be struck with the least possible delay." • 

Concurring entirely with Major Mackeson, and feeling that I was perfectly 
competent effectually to overthrow Shere Sing's army, I moved from Loah Tib. 
bee, at daylight on the ] 2th, to Dingee, about twelve miles. Having learnt from 
my spies, and from other sources of information, that Shere Sing still held, with 
his right, the villages -of Lukhneewalla and Futteh Shah-Ke-Chuck, having the 
great body of his force at the village of Lollianwalla, with his left at Russool, on 
the Jhelum, strongly occupying the southern extremity of a low range of difficult 
hills, intersected by ravines, which extend nearly. to that village, I made my 
arrangements accordingly, that evening, and communicated them to the com
manders of the several divisions; but, to insure correct information as to the 
natUl"C of the country, which I believed to be excessively difficult, and ill-adapted 
to the advance of a regular army, I determined upon moving on this village, with 
a view to reconnoitre. 

On the morning of the 13th, the force advanced. I made a considerable 
detour to my right, partly, in order to distract the enemy's attention, but, princi
pally, to get as clear as I could, of the jungle, on which it would appear that the 
enemy mainly relied. 

We approached this village about 12 o'clock, and I found, on a mound close 
to it, a strong picket of the enemy's cavalry and infantry, which we at once dis
persed, obtaining from the mound a very extended view of the country before us, 
and the enemy drawn out in battle array, he having, either during the night or 
that morning, moved out of Ius several positions, and occupied the ground in our 
front, which, though not a dense, was, still, a difficult jungle, his right in advance 
of Futteh-Shah-Ke-Chuck, and his left on the furrowed hills before described. 

The day being so far advanced, I decided upon taking up a position in real" 
of the village, in order to reconnoitre my fi'Ont, finding that I could not turn the 
enemy's flanks, which rested upon a dense jungle extending nearly to Heileh, 
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which I had previously occupied for some time, and the neighbourhood of which 
I knew, and upon the raviney hills near Russool, without detaching a force to a 
distance: this I considered both inexpedient and dangerous. 

The engineer department had been ordered to examine the country bef~re 
us; and the Quartermaster-General was in the act of taking up ground for the 
encampment, when the enemy advanced some horse artillery, and opened a fire 
on the. skirmishers in front t)f the village. I immediately ordered them to be 
silenced by a few rounds from our heavy guns, which advanced to an open space 
in front of the village. Their fire was instantly returned by that of nearly the 
whole of the enemy's field artillery, thus exposing the position of his guns, which 
the jungle had hitherto concealed. 

It was now evi~nt that the enemy intended to fight, and would, probably, 
advance his guns so as to reach this encampment during the night. 

I, therefore, drew up in order of battle, Sir Walter Gilbert's division on the 
right, flanked by Brigadier Pope's brigade of cavalry, which I strengthened by 
the 14th Light Dragoons, well aware that the enemy was strong in Cavalry upon 
his left. To this were attached three troops of horse artillery, under Lieutenant-
Colonel Grant. The heavy guns were in the centre. • 

. Bri~er-General Campbell's division formed the left, flanked by Brigadier 
White's bI'lgade of Cavalry, and three troops of Horse Artillery, under Lieutenant-
Colonel Brind. • 

The field batteries were with the infantry divisions. Thus formed, the truops 
were ordered to lie down, whilst the heavy guns, under Major Horsford, ably 
seconded by Brevet-Majors Ludlow and Sir Richmond Shakespear, opened a 
well-directed and powerful fire upon the enemy's centre, where his guns appeared 
principally to be placed; and this fire was ably supported on the flanks, by the 
field batteries of the infuntry divisions. 

After about an hour's fire, that of the enemy appeared to be, if not silenced, 
sufficiently disabled to justny an advance upon his position and guns. 

J,then, ordered my left division to advance, which had to move over a greater 
extent of ground, and, in front of which, the enemy seemed not to have many 
guns. Soon after, 1 directed Sir Walter Gilbert to advance, and sent orders to 
Brigadier Pope, to protect the flank and support the movement. Brigadier Penny's 
brigade. was held in reserve, while the Irregu1arCavalry, under Brigadier Hearsey, 
with the 20th Native Infantry, was ordered to protect the enormous amount of 
provision and baggage that so hampers the movements of an Indian army. 

Some time after the advance, I found that Brigadier Pennycuick's brigade 
• had fuiled in maintaining the position it had carried, and immediately ordered 

Brigadier Penny's reserve to its support; but Brigadier-General Campbell, with 
that steady coolness and military decision for which he is so remarkable, having 
pushed on his left brigade and formed line to his right, carried everything before 
him, and soon ovolihrew that portion of the enemy which had ohtained l!, 
temporary advantage over his right brigade. 

This last brigade, I am informed, mistook, for the signal to move in double 
time, the action of their brave lCaders, Brigadier Pennycuick and Lieutenanf-

. Colonel Brookes (two officers,· not surpassed for sound judgment and. tnilitary 
daring, in this, or any other, army), who waved their swords over their heads as 
they, cheered on their gallant comrades. This unhappy tnistake led to the 
Emopeans outsoipping the native corps, which could not keep pace, and arriving 
complctely blown at a belt of thicker jungle, where they got into some confusion, 
and Lieutenant-Colonel Brookes. leading the 24th, was killed between the 
enemy's guns. At this moment, a large body of infantry, which supported their 
guns, opened upon them so destructive a fire that the brigade was forced to 
retire, having lost their gallant and lamented leader, Brigadier Pennycuick, and 
the three other field officers of the 24th, and nearly half the regiment, before it 
gave way; the native regiment, when it came up, also suffering severel~. In 
justice to this brigade, I must be allowed to state that they behaved heroically, 
and, but for their too hasty, and consequently disorderly advance, would have 
emula.ted the conduct of their left brigade, which, left unsupported for a time, 
had to charge to their front, and right, wherever an enemy appeared. The brigade 
'of Horse Artillery on their left, under Lieutenant-Colonel Brind, judiciously and 
gallantly aiding, maintained an effective fire_ 

Major-General Sir J. Thackwell, on the extreme left and rear, charged the 
enemy's cavalry, wherever they showed themselves. 

4A 
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The right attack of infantry, under that able officer, Major-Generai Sir 
Walter Gilbert, was most praiseworthy and successful. The left brigade, under' 
Brigadier Mountain, advanced under a heavy fire upon the enemy's guns, in a 
manner that did' credit to the brigadier and' his gallant brigade, w liich came 
first into action, and suffered severely. The right brigade, under Brigadier Godby, ~ 
ably supported the advance. " , ' ' ' , ' 

This division nobly maintained the character of the Indian army"taking and, 
spiking thc whole of the enemy's guns in their front, and dispersing the Sikhs! 
wherever they were seen. ' ' , 

The l\fajor-<?eneralreports most favo~bly.ofthe fire of his field batterY:, ,; 
The nght bI'Jgade of cavalry, under Bl'lgadier Pope, was not, I regret to sa ii , 

so successful. Either by some order, or misapprehension of an order, th~y, go;') 
into much confusion, hampered the fine brigade of Horse Artillery, which; ,,-hile ' 
getting into action a.,oainst a body of the enemy's Cavalry that was Coming down, 
upon them, had their horses separated from their guns, by the false movements', 
of our cayalry, and, notwithstanding the heroic conduct of the gunners, fOUl' of' 
those guns were disabled, to :an extent which rendered their' withdrawal, at the I 
moment, impossible. The moment the artillery was extricated, aiid the cavalry': 
re-fonned, ,a few rounds put to flight the enemy that had occasioned' this', 
confusion. " ' 

With this exception; the conduct of the troops generally was 'most exem- ' 
plary. ~ Some co.rps, both European and Native, acted under most trying, circum
stances (from the temporary failure in our left centre and right, and the cover) 
which the jungle afforded to the enemy's movements) and with agallantryJ 
worthy ofthe highest admiration. , ' 'I .'" ~! 

Although the enemy, who defended not only his guns, but his position; With " 
desperation, was driven in much confusion" and with heavy loss, from every part' 
of it, and the greater part of his field artillery was actually captured, the march:' 
of brio<>'8des to their flanks to Tepel parties that had rallied, arid the want of Uluh-' 
bers, and consequent support to our right flank, aided by the coverofthejungle;,' 
and the close of the day, enabled him, upon oUI' further advance in pursuit, to 
return and carry off, unobserved, the greater portion of the guns, 'we. had' thus 
gallantly carried at the point of the bayonet. , ' " " 

I remained with Brigadier-General Campbell's division, which b,ad' been' 
reinforced :by Brigadier Mountain's brigade;' until near, 8' o'clock; in order, to 
effect the bl'inging in of the captured ordnance, and of the wounded, and I hoped to ' 
~ling in the rest of the ~ns next morning. But.~ did not feel justified in remain~'~ 
mg longer out, The mght was very dark. I knew not how far I had advanced: 
There were no wells nearer than the line 'of this village., 'fhe: troops had been " 
arduously employed all day, and there was every appearapce of a wet night;, rain -
did fall before morning. ", ' .,' " , " , 

I should have felt great satisfaction if 1 were enabled to 'state that' IllY 
expectations in regard to the guns, had been realized; but, although a brigade of' 
cavalry under Brigadier White, with a troop' of Horse Artillery, was on'the 
ground soon after daylight, we found that the enemy, assisted by the neigh- ' , ' 
bouring villagers, had carned oft' their guns, excepting twelve which we had 
brought in, the night before. Most of the captured waggons I 'had caused to' be 
blown 'up, before leaying the ground., : ' " ' " 

,The victory was complete as to the total overthrow of' the, enemy; and his' ' 
sense of utter discomfiture and defeat, will, I trust, soon be made apparent, unless, ' 
indeed, the rumours, prevalent this day, of his having beenjoined by Chuttur Sing, 
prove correct. " " ' 

I am infonned that the loss of the Sikhs has been very great, and chiefly 
amongst their old and tried soldiers. In no action do I remember seeing S6 many 
of an enemy's slain upon the same space j Sobmon, perhaps, only excepted. ' " 

I have now, my Lord, stated the general moVements of this army, previous 
to, and during the action of. Chillianwalla; and as that action was characterized " 
by peculiar features, which rendered it impossible for the Commander-in-C\riefto ; 
witness all the operations of the force, I sha:l\ beg leave to ,bring prominently to ' 
your Lordship's notice the names of the several officers and corps particulal'ly 
mentioned by the divisional commanders. , 

I have already stated the obligations I am under to, Major General Sir 
Joseph Thackwell, and Sir Walter Gilbert, and to BIigadier General Campbell, 
for their lDost valuable services. I warmly eoncur "ith them in the ,thanks 

. J I" ~ 
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which they have expressed to the several Brigadiers, and officers commanding, 
corps, and to the troops generally. . 

$ir,. Joseph ,Thackwell names, with much satisfaction, Brigadier .White's 
conduqt. of his brigade, Major Yerbury, commanding the third Light Dragoons, the' 
gallant charge of Captain Unett in command ofa squadron of that corps, Major 
Mackenzie" coml!landing the 8th, and Captain Wheatley, commanding the 5th 
Light.cavalry, and the conduct of Captain Moore of the 8th, with a squadron 
detacbed in support of the artillery. He further notices the assistance he derived 
from ~p,e zeal and activity of Captain Pratt, Assistant Adjutant-General, and 
Lieutenant Tucker, Deputy Assistant Quartermaster-General of his division, of 
C~ptain Cautlcy, Major of Brigade, of his Aide-de-Camp Lieutenant Thackwell, 
and of Lieutenant Simpson, Sub-Assistant Commissary General. 

, ... ~rigadicr-General Campbell speaks in terms of admiration of the 5th 
Brigade, led on by that distinguished officer, Brigadier Pennycuick, and particu
larly ,of the gallant exeliions of Her Majesty's 24th Foot, under the command of 
Lieutenant-Colonel Brookes, and the good and steady advance of the 25th and' 
45th .:t'/ative infantry, under the command of Lieutenant-Colonel Corbett and . 
Major ,Williams. He partieularizes the undaunted example set to his brigade 
by Brigadier Hoggan, the continued steadiness and gallantry of Her Majesty's 
6lst Regiment, commanded by Lieutenant-Colonel M'Leod, under the most 
trying, circumstances, the distinguished conduct of Major Flemyng and the 
officers of the 36th Native Infantry, and of the 46th Native Infantry under Major 
Tudor" ,as also the able and zealous exertions of the Bligade Major, Captain 
Keillel·. The Brigadier General also brings to notice his obligations to MajOl' 
Tucker, Assistant Adjutant General of the Army, and to Captain Goldie and 
Lieutenant Irwiu of the Engineers, who were sent to his assistance, and the cor
dial and able support which he received from Major Ponsonby, his Assistant 
Adjutant General; and he' particularly mentioned the conduct of Ensign Garden, 
his Dep!lty Assistant Quarter Master General, and of Captain HaythOl'lle, his 
Aide-de-Caytp, further naming Lieutenant Grant, of Her Majesty's 24th Regi~ 
ment, Lieutenant Powys, of Her Majesty's 61st, who attended lllm as orderly 
officers, and of Lieutenant and Adjutant Shadwell, of Her Majesty's' 98th, who 
was with him as a volunteer. . . . 

, Sir Walter Gilbert speaks warmly of the charge led by Bligadier Mountain 
against a largebat~ry of the enemy, and followed up on his right by Brigadier 
Godby, and of the subsequent conduct ofthese officers; as also of the conduct of 
Major Chester, Assistant Adjutant-General, and Lieutenant Galloway, Deputy 
Assistant Quartermaster-General of the division, of Lieutenant Colt, his Aide-de-

, Cainp, of Captain Sberwill and Lieutenant Macdonnell, Majors of Brigade, and 
of Captain Glasfurd, and Lieutenant W. E. Morton, oCthe Engineers. 

The Major-General further mentions the undaunted bravery, on this occasion, 
of Her Majesty's 29th Regiment, under Lieutenant-Colonel Congreve; the dis
tin"ouished conduct of the 2nd European Regiment under Major Steel, and the 
manner in which Majors Smith and Way, of the 29th, and Major Talbot, of the 
2nd Europeans, seconded their able commanders. He also expresses his thanks 
to Lieutenant-Colonel Jack, commanding the 30th Native Infantry, Major Barn
field, commanding the 56th Native Infantry, who was mortally wounded, Major 
Corfield, commanding the 31st Native Infantry, and Major M'CBusland, com
manding the 70th Native Infantry, for the manner in which they led their l-egi
ments .' into action. naming likewise Captain. Nembhard, of the 56th, who 
succeeded to the command of that corps, Captain Dawes, commanding the field
battery: of .. the division, and Captain ltobbins, of the 15th, who acted as his 
Aide-de-Camp. .... 

The reserve, consisting of the 15th Native Inmntry, and eight companies ot· 
the 69th Native Infantry, was ably handled by Brigadier Penny, well seconded by 
Lieutenant-Colonels Sibbald and Me~, commanding the corps. The Brigadier 
particularly mentions the steady conduct of the rifle company of the 69th, under 
Cuptain Si~more, and acknowled~ the ~rvioes of Captain .Macpherson, his 
MaJor of Bngade, and Brevet Captain Moms of the 20th Native Infantry, who 
attended him as orderly officer. 

. Brigadier General Tennant, commanding the 8ltillery division, rendered me 
every aid, and presided over ~he noble arm of.which he is t.he h~ most credi~bly 
to himself, and most benefiCially to the servIce. The Brigadier-General parlicu
larly mentions Brigadier G. Brooke, who commanded the whole of the horse 
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·a tillery, Brigadier H uthwaite, commanding the foot artillery, Lieutenant-Colonels 
C. Grant, and F. Brind, Major R. Horsford and Majol' Mowatt, all of whom were 
in important commands. He further brings to notice Captain J. Abercrombie, 
Deputy Assistant Adjutant-General, Lieutenant Tombs,Deputy Assistant Quarter
master General, his Aide-de-Camp, Lieutenant Olpherts, Captain Hogge, Com
missary of Ordnance, and Lieutenant de Teissier, who attended him I.IS orderly 
officer. 

I have, in the beginning of this dispatch, noticed the services of Brevet Major 
Sir Richmond Shakespear, and Brevet Major Ludlow, in command of the heavy 
batteries, under the general superintendence of Major Horsford; and it only 
remains for me to add, that the conduct of Major Fordyce, Captains Warner and 
Duncan, Lieutenants Robinson and Walker, commanding troops and field bat
teries, as well as the officers and men of the artillery generally, has been named 
in terms of praise by the divisional commander. 

Lieutenants C. V. Cox and E. Kaye, Brigade-Majors of this arm, have been 
also named by their respective Brigadiers. 

From the Engineer Department under Major Tremenheere, I received active 
assistance, ably aided by Captain Durand, Lieutenants R. Baird, Smith, and 
Goodwyn. 

To the General Staff I am greatly indebted; Lieutenant-Colonel Gough, C. B., 
. Quartermaster-General; and Major Lugard,Acting Adjutant-General; and Captain 
C. Otter, Acting Assistant Adjutant-General of Her Majesty's Forces; Lieutenant
Colonel P. Grant, C.B., Adjutant-General of the Army; Major C. Ekins, (killed) 
a valued and much regretted officer, Deputy Adjutant-General; and Major Tucker, 
Assistant Adjutant-General of the Army; Lieutenant-Colonel W. Garden, C.B., 
Quartermaster-General of the army; Lieutenant W. F. Tytler, Assistant Quarter
master-General; and Lieutenant Paton, Deputy Assistant Quartermaster-General 
of the Army; Lieutenant-Colonel Birch, Judge Advocate-General; and Lieutenant 

. G. B. Johnson, Deputy Judge Advocate-General; Major G. Thomson, Assistant 
Commissary-General; Lieutenant-Colonel J. G. W. Curtis, Assistant Commissary
General; Captain C. Cltmpbell, Paymaster to the Army; Captain J. Lang, Post
master; and H: Franklin, Esq., Inspector-C'-eneral of Her Majesty's Hospitals. 

To my personal Staff I am also much indebted; Captain F. P. Haines, 
Military Secretary; Major H. Bates, Aide-de-Camp; Lieutenant A. Bagot, 
Aide-de-Camp; Lieutenant S. J. Hire, Aide-de-Camp; Captain Gabbett. 
Aide-de-Camp; Lieutenant G. N Hardinge, Aide-de-Camp; and Lieutenant 
W. G. Prendergast; Persian Interpreter. 

The unwearied exertions of Dr. Renny, Superintending Surgeon, and of 
Dr. Mac Rae, the Field Surgeon, in the care of the wounde<l,;.dllwe lltll,l.l!.beyoud all. 
praise. . t.;":t. 

The Earl of Gifford kindly accompanied me throughout the operations, and 
was most useful in conveying my orders to the several divisions and brigades. 
I had also the advantage. through the day, of the active services of Lieutenant
Colonel Sir H. M. Lawrence, Major Mackeson, Mr. Cocks, C.S., Captain 
Nicholson, and Lieutenant Robinson, as well as of Major Anstruther of the 
Madras Artillery, and Lieutenant H. O. Mayne, of the 6th Madrl.lS Light 
Cavahy. . 

Captain Ramsay, Joint Deputy Commissary-General, with the several 
officers of that department, hl.lS been most indefatigable, and hIlS hitherto kept 
the Army well sUpplied. 

Return of Killed, Wounded, and Missing, of the Army of the Punjab, under the 
personal command of the Right Honorable Lord Gough, G.C.B., in the Action 
with the Sikh Forces, under Raja Shere Sing, at Chillianwalla, on the 13th of 
January, 1849. • 

General Staff.-l European officer, 1 horse, killed; 2 European officers. 
. wounded. 

Artillery Division. 
,. 

Horse Artillery Brigade. . 
. ;: 1st Troop 2nd Brigade--5 rank a.nd file, I lascar, killed •. I rank and file, 

..... 4 lascars, 2 hones, wounded j' 1 rank and file, 22 horses, missing. 
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~d Troop 2nd Brigade--4r rank and file, I lascar, wounded; 2 horses, 
missing. 

3rd Troop 2nd Brigade-I setjeant, 6 rank and file, killed; I European 
offieer, 2 rank and file, 3 lascars, 1 syce, wounded; I rank and file, 
6 syees, 31 horses, missing. 

4th Troop 2nd Brigade-I European officer, I syee, 6 horses, killed; 2 rank 
and file, 2 horses, wounded; 4 horses, missing. 

I st Troop 3rd Brigade-l rank and file, I horse, killed; 1 rank and file, 
I horse, wounded. 

2nd Troop 3rd Brigade-l rank and file, wounded. 
Foot Artillery Brigade. 

1st Company 1st Battalion, No. 10 Battery-I horse, wounded. 
3rd Company 1st Battalion, No. 17 Battery-3 horses, killed; 2 European 

officers, I drummer, 2 rank and file, wounded; 1 horse, missing. 
1st Company 4th Battalion-l rank and file, killed; 7 rank and file, 

wounded. 
2nd Company 4th Battalion-l rank and file, killed; I smjeant, 2 rank and 

file, wounded. . 
4th Company 4th Battalion-I rank and file, wounded. • 
6th Company 7th Battalion, No.5 Battery-l horse, killed; 5 rank and 

file, I horse, wounded; I horse, missing. 
Park Establishment-l setjeant, killed. 

Total-l European officer, 2 setjeants, 14 rank and file, I lascar, 1 syee,' 
II horses, killed; 3 European officers, I setjeanl;, 1 drummer, 28 
rank and file, 8 lascars, I syce, .., horses, wounded; 2 rank and file, 
6 syces, 61 horses, missing. 

Engineer Department.' 
6th Company of Pioneel's-3 rank and file, wounded. 

Cavalry Divisi~n. 
1st Brigade. 

Her Majesty's 3rd Light Dragoons-I setjeant, 23 rank and file, 26 horses, 
killed; 2 European officers, 14 rank and file, 14 horses, wounded, 

Her Majesty's 14th Light Dra."uoons-I European officer, 1 rank and file, 2 
horses, killed; 1 European officer, 2 seljeants, 12 I'ank and file, 2 
hOl'Ses, wounded; 2 rank and file, 4 horses, missing. 

5th Regiment of Light Cavalry-2 havildars, 1 trumpeter, 3 rank and file, 
•. :<_7.ho~ killed; 2 European officers, 1 Native officer, 2 havildars, II 

rank and~, 7 hOl'Ses, wounded. 
8th Regiment of Light Cavalry-8 rank and file, killed; 2 rank and file, 1 

horse, wounded; 2 horses, missing. 
2nd Brigade. 

BI'igade Staff.-l European officer, wounded. 
Her Majesty's 9th Lancers-4 l"Wlk and file, killed; 8 rank and file, 5 

horses, wounded; 4 horses, missing. 
1st Regiment Light Cavalry-3 rank and file, I syce, I horse, killed; I 

native officer, I havildar, 2 rank and file, I syce, 7 horses, wounded: 
3 horses, missing. 

6th Regiment Light Cavalry-l European officer, 2 Native officers, 4 rank 
and file, 2 hOl'Ses, killed; 2 European officers, I warrant officer, I 
havildar, 6 rank and file, wounded; 6 horses, missing. 

Total-2 European officers, 2 Native officers, 3 serjeants or havildal'S,. 
I trumpeter, 39 rank and file, I syee, 38 horses, killed; 8 European 
officers, 2 Native officers, I warrant officer, 6 serjeants or havildars, 
55 rank and file, I syce, 36 horses, wounded; 2 rank and file, 19 
horses, missing. 

2nd Infantry Division. 
3rd Brigade. 

2nd European Regimilllt-6 rank and file, killed; 2 European officers, 5 
setjeants, 54 rank and file, wounded. 

31st Regiment of Native lnfantry-l havildar, 2 rank and file, killed; I 
E;w'Opean officer, 2 havildars, 12 rank and file, wounded. 
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45th Regiment of Native lnfantry-4 havildars, 13 l'Imk and file, killed; 4 
European officers, 1 Native officer, 1 havildar, 53 rank and file, wounded; 
3 ran~ and file, missing. . ... .. \ 

70tll Regiment of Native Infantry-2 Native officers,.3rank and file, killed; 
20 rank and file, wounded. 

4th Brigade.. . • 
Her Majesty's 29th Foot'-2 seIjeants. 29 rank and file, killed; 4 European 

officers, 5 serjeants, 4 drummers; 194 rank and file, wounded; 3 rank 
and file, missing. . I"'{ 

30th Regiment of Native Infantry-2 European officers, I Nativ~ officer, 10' 
havildars, 1 drummer, 53 rank and file, killed; 9 Europeart officers, 9 
Native officers, 12 havildars, I drummer, .187 rank and file, wounded. ' 

56th Regiment of Native Infantry-2 European officers, 4 Native officers, 7 
haviJdars, 32 rank and file, killed; 6 European officers, 6 Native officers, 
18 havildars, 4 drummers, 205 rank and file, wounded; 2 havildars, 
36 rank and file, missing. ", . 

Total-4 E~'opean officers, 7 Native officers, 24 seIjbants or ,llRvildars, I 
drummer, 138 rank and file, killed; 26 European officerS, 16 Native 
officers, 43 seIjeants or havildars, 9 drummers, 725 rank and file, 
wounded; 2 havildars, 42 rank and file, missing. ' . 

3rd Infantry Division • 

. Divisional Staff.-l European officer, wounded. 
5th Brigade. 

Brigade Staff.-2 European officers, killed. 
Her Majesty's 24th Foot'-11 European officers, 4 serjeants, 1 drummer, 

. 188 rank and file, 2 horses, killed; 10 European officers, 8 seIjeantS, 2 
drummers, 256 rank and file, wounded; 38 rank and file, missing •. 

25th Regiment of Native Infantry-l European officer, 6 Native officers, 13 
havildars, 2 drummers, 78 rank and file, killed; 2 European officers, ~ 
native officers, 3 havildars, 2 drummers, 82 rank and file, I horse, 

. wounded: 2 havildars, 10 rank and file, missing. . 
6th Brigade. 

Brigade Staff.-· 1 European officer, wounded., -
15th Regiment of Native Infantry-4 havildars, 4 rank mdfile, killed; 3 

European officers, 1 Native officer, 7 havildal's, .37 rank and file, 
wounded. . . 

69th Regiment of Native Infantry-I ha~ldai', 3 rank and file, killed; 2 
European officers, 8 haviJdars,' 2 drummers, 51 rank lind file, wounded. 

7th Brigade. . ' ' 
Her MlI:jesty's 61st Foot'-II rank and file, killed; 3 European officers, 7 

seIjeants, 93 lunk and file; wounded. . 
36th Regiment of Native Infantry-I Native officer, 2 havildars, 25 rank and 

file, killed;' 6 European officers, 2 Native officers, '3 havildars,66 rank 
and file, wounded. . 

46th Regiment of Native Infantl'y-3 rank and file,' killed; 3 Native 
officers, 4 havildars, 1 drummer, 43 rank and file, wounded. 

Total-14 European officers, 7 Native officers, 24 seIjeants or havildars, 
3 drummers, 312 1unk and file, 2 horses, killed i 28 European officers, 
9 Native officers, 40 seIjeants or havildars, 7 drummers, 628 rank 
and file, I horse, wounded; 2 havildars, 48 rank and file, missing • 

. Total of all arms-22 European officers, 16 Native officers, 53 seIjeants or 
havildars, 5 drummers, 503 rank and file, I lascar, 2 syces, 52 h01'$es, 

. killed; 67 European officers, 27 Native officers, 1 warrant officer, 90 
seJjeants or havildars, 17 drp.mmers; 1439 rank and tile, 8 lasears, 2 
syces, 44 horses, wounded; 4 havildal'S, 94 rank and file, 6 syees, 
80 horses, miSsing. ' 

Total-602 mert,52 horses, killed;, 1651' men; 44 horses, wounded; 
104 men, 80 horses, missing. . 

Grand Total-2357 men, and 176 horses. 

~' . . 
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Nomi~al Roll of European 'Officers Killed,' Wounded,or Missing. 

Adjutant General's Office, Head Quarters, Camp, 
, Chillianwalla, January 17, 1849. 

'General Staff.-Brevet Major C. Ekins, Deputy Adjutant-General of the 
, , Army, killed; Brevet Major H. T. Tucker, Assistant Adjutant-General 

,of the Army, contusion; Lieutenant J. S. Paton, Deputy Assistant 
Quartermaster-General, wounded severely. ' 

> '4th Troop 2nd Brigade, Horse Artillery-. Lieutenant J. A. Manson, killed .. 
P' <lrd' Troop 2nd Brigade, Horse Artillery-Brevet Major E. Christie, wounded 
." ' very dangerously, since dead. , . 
" 3rd, Co~panr 1st Battalion Al'tillery-Captain M. Dawes, wounded slightly; 
.,' First Lieutenant C. S. Dundas, wounded severely. 

Her Majesty's 3rd Light Dragoons-. Captain W. Unett,. wounded severely; 
. Lieutenant T. H. Stisted, wounded. 

,:5th R<:giment Light Cavalry-. Lieutj!nant R. Christie, wounded dangerously; 
, " Lieutenant A. P. C. Elliot, wounded sevel'Cly. . 

2nd Cavalry Brigade Staff-Brigadier A. Pope, C.B., wounded severely. 
Her Majesty's 14th Light Dragoons-Lieutenant A. J. CUl'Cton, killed; 

Major C. Steualt, wounded. 
6th Regiment Light Cavalry-Lieutenant A. M. Shepherd, killed; Captain 

W. J. E. Boys, wounded; Lieutenant H. R. Grindlay, wounded. ' 
2nd EUl'opean Regiment-Lieutenant M. R. .Nightingale, wounded very 

severely; Lieutenant J. Bleaymire, wounded slightly. 
, 31st Regiment Native Infantry - Captain W. R. Dunmore, wounded 

" slightly. 
, Hei' Majesty's 19th Foot-Major M. Smith, ,slight contusion; Lieutenant 
, '",the Honourable H. M. Monckton, wounded severely; Lieutenant H. 

, '," T. Metge, wounded very severely; Ensign G. H. Nevill" wounded 
," slightly. , . 
30th Regiment Native Infantry-Captain W. H. Ross, killed; Ensign' A. 

C. de Morel, killed; Brevet MnjOl' M. E., Lottie,' wounded severely; 
Captain ,W. C. Campbell,. wounded slightly; Captain R. 8. Ewart, 

',,, wounded ,slightly; Captain C. F. Fenwick, wounded very severely; 
Captain J. Moni.eson, wounded slightly; Lieutenant H. SwinhOf,", 
wounded severely; Ensign T. Pierce, wounded slightly; Ensign J. C. 

,'Wood, ,woupded very severely; .Ensign W. F.Leicester, wounded very 
, severely. ' 

56th Regiment Kative Infantry-Lieutenant W. W. ,W81'de, killed; Ensign 
F. W. Robinson, killed; Major D. Bamfield, wounded very severely, 
since dead; Lieutenant W. C. Gott, wounded slightly; Lieutenant L. 

, B. Jones, wounded severely; Lieutenant F. V. R. Jervis, wounded 
" severely; Lieutenant J. H. Bacon, wounded slightly; Lieutenant J . 
. W. Dclamain, wounded sevCl'Cly, arm since amputated. 

45th Regiment Native Infantry-Captain R. Haldane, wounded severely; 
Lieutenant J. Palmer, wounded severely; Ensign'M. H. Combe, 

, 'Wounded slightly ; Ensign W.L. Trotter, wounded ,badly. 
Staff, 3rd Infantry; Division-BIi.gadier General:C.Campbell, C.R, wounded 
'slightly.', ' 

Staff, 5th Infantry Brigade-BIi.gadierJ. Pennycuick, C.B., ano. K.H., 
" 'killed; Captain C. H.. Harris, Major of Brigade, killed. 

Hel: Majesty's 24th F09t-Lieuten811t-Colonel R. Brookes, killed; Major 
, H. W. Hams, killed; Captain C.Lee, killed; Captain J. S. Shore, 
. killed iCaptain R. W. :I!oavers. killed; Lieuten811t G. Phillips, killed; 

Lieuten811t O. B. Payne, killed; Lieutenant J. A. Woodgate, killed; 
Lieuten811t W. Phillips, killed; Ensign H. C. B. Collis, killed; Ensign 
A. Pennycuick, killed; Major H. Paynter" wounded dangerously i 
Captain W. G. Brown, wounded slightly; Captain L. H. Bazalgette. 
wounded severely; Lieutenant G. E. L. Williams. wounded dangerously; 
Lieutenant R. A. Croker, wounded severely; Lieutenant G. F. Beny. 
wounded slightly; Lieutenant J. B. Thclwall, wounded severely; 
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Lieutenant and Adjutant W. Hartshorn, wounded slightly; Lieutenant 
A. J. Macpherson, wounded severely; Lieutenant J. H. Archer, Her 
Majesty's 96th Regiment, wounded slightly., 

25th Regiment Native Infantry-Lieutenant A. Money, killed; Lieutenant 
A. G. C. Sutherland, wounded slightly; Lieutenant F. A. Jeune, 
wounded slightly. . 

Staff, 6th Infantry Brigade.-Brevet Captain A. B. Morris, officiating Brigade 
Major, wounded slightly. 

15th Regiment Native Infantry--Lieutenant and Adjutant G. G. Anderson, 
wounded severely; . Lieutenant H. R. Shawe, slightly; Lieutenant 
W. G. Ellice, wounded slightly; 

69th Regiment Native Infantry-Captain J. A. James, wounded severely; 
Lieutenant J. Nisbett, wounded severely. 

Her Majesty's 61st Foot-Captain J. Massey, wounded severely; Ensign 
J. Nagle, wounded severely; Ensign J. H. H. Parks, wounded 
slightly. . 

36th Regiment Native Infantry-Captain F. A. Carleton, wounded severely; 
Lieutenant Interpreter and Quartermaster A. N. Thompson, wounded, 
since dead; Lieutenant and Adjutant C. S. Weston, wounded severely; 
Lieutenant J. D. Magnay, wounded slightly; Ensign F. J. S. Bagshaw; 
wounded severely j Ensign C. J. Godby, wounded dangerously. 

List of Ordnance and Ordnance Stores captured from the Enemy, in the Action of 
the 13th of January. 

Camp, ChiZlianwalla, January 15, 1849. 

No. Calibre. Nature. Remarks. 
" --

I 3'84 7 pro 

2 3'80 7 pro 

3 3'79 7 pro 

4 3'40 5i pro Six of these guns have carriages 
5 3'67 6 pro and limbers; and six are with-
6 3'80 7 pro out limbers; aU of th. pattern 
7 3'76 7 pro nearly in use with our field 
8 3'75 7 pro pieces • . 
9 2'90 3 pro 

10 3'94 7t pro 

11 3'74 61 pro 

12 3'60 6 pro 

Two ammunition carriages (one partly destroyed by explosion) j 1 platform 
cart; 144 cartridge liners fixed to shot; 16 cartridges unfixed; and 18 port 
fires have also been brought into Park. . • 

Inclosure 52 in No. 44. 

The Reridenf at Lahore to the Secretary with the Governor-General. 

Lahore, January 15, 1849. 
I SUBMIT 8 list of the Sirdars attached to the Lahore Durbar and State, 

who have not openly joined the rebels. 
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Inclosure 53 in No. «. 
List oj 8irrlan cmd otMn altacW to tM IAAore ~, triM me tIOt 
. opndy jaiAed tM Rebe18. 

I. Raja Tej Sing. Bahadoor 
2. Sirdar Bugwan Sing, a youth. cousin of the above 
3. Raja Deena Nath 
4. Sirdar Utter Sing, Kaleewala 
5. .. I.al Sing, son of the above 
6. OJ Shumshere Sing, Sindaawala 
7. ., Keher Sing 1 

: 8. ,. Runjore Sing S Brothers of the above 
9. •• Thakoor Sing 

10. .. Hurdut Sing, Pudhaneeah 
11. " Rlchpaul Sing:, Mulwye 
12. .. Goormookh Sing. Lnmmah 
13. .. Surdool Sing. son of late Futteh S"mg, llan 

.14. .. Jowala Sing. brotber of the above 
15. .. Boor Sing, Mebrab 
16. .. Rum Sing, Jullawallia 
17. .. Sheik Emamooddeeo, and his relatives and 

dependents 
18. .. Dewan Jowahir ~run Dutt 
19... .. Misr Rulla Ram 
20... " Misr Sahib Dyal} So f"'- 19 
21... .. Hurcbaro Doss os 0 ..... 0. 

2"2. Fakeer Noorooddeen 
23. Sirdar MuoguI Sing 
24. " Jbuoda S"tng 
25. " . Nidhan Sing 
26. " Golab Sing, Bbagoowala. 
27. " Jodh S"mg, Ada .... luttee of Umritsur 
28. .. . lIIebtab Sing, lIajeetia 
29. " Hurdut Sing. brother of above 
30. " Khan Sing, Attareewala, with his three young 

relatives, all minors 
31. .. Khan S~, Kohareah 
32. .. Sodhi NihaJ. Sing 
33. .. Goor Buksh Sing 
34. .. Busuot Sing. son of late Khan Sing Banka 

Inclosure 54 in No. 4-1. 

R. Mouy. Esq";"e. O.fficUUiMg Magistrale of .A.Ilahobad, to R.. LolI!tMr. &qr.ire, 
eo......ir.rioller of ,Ite 41" or ~d" DiriQoa. 

..4Ila1utlHul, Dta.Wrr 29. 1848. 
UJEET SL~G, .the late Raja of IAdwa. bas made his escape. I belieye he 

effected it last night. _ The Burkuodauze of the KotwaIlee, .... ho was appointed to 
1r8lch him, was relieved yesterday by another, who was, this morning, fouod in 
the Raja's house, most brutally murdered. His legs were tied together, and 
to his thighs; and his anus tied behind his back; and a large handkerchief had 
been forced into his mouth so as entirely to till the orifice, after which a cloth 
had been bound in sewral folds 0\'1'1' his fOCe. and he was inclo!;ed in a box in 
.hich he was this morning fouod dead. The skin .... as rubbed olr one of his 
knees, either from his struggling when in the box, or 1rhen he was being 
bound. 

I have issued orders for the apprehension of the Raja to an the Thannadars 
of the district, and to the frontier Sowars, and hare &eDt copies of proret>dings 
to the ~aistrates of all the distrit't.> th~ah which he might pa..-s. and to the 
Re;idents of Lucknow and ~l"paI, and the Governor-General's Agent in Bun-

4B 
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delcund, and I have also written a letter to' the Raja' of Rewa,' to' which' pIllce' 
I have reason to believe it is most probable that the Raja has proceeded. "" '" 

, I would make a pursuit myself in the direction of Rewa; were my presence 
not required here. I have sent sowars in different directions to trace him. ' ,'",<, 

.'.",1 ,.~It'-; !i'" _'.;., 

---------------..,----:---------~ - ", 

No; 4;;. 

Tlte Governor-Gencral to the Court of Dil·~ctor$. 
, , < 

Camp, Ferozepore,Februal'Y 1, 1849; (No. 8.);; 
. .I HAVE the h~nor to forward papers regarding ih~ re":appointment,,9' 

LIeutenant-Colonel SIT H. M. I,awrence, K.C.B., to the Residency at Lahore. 
I have thought it desirable that Sir H. Lawrence should, for the present 

discllarge all the functions, 'and exercise all the powers, which wereconfer.re~ 
on Sir 1<'. ClllTie, by MI. Elliot's letter of the 15thof Jap.uary of1ast year. "', 

I have directed my best thanks to he conveyed to Sir F .. Crirrie for the 
services which he has rendered, and for the cordial and e:ffective mannet; in which 
he has c~rried o~t the instructions of the Government of India, 4u~'in~ the import 
tant perIOd of hIS tenure of office at Lahore. , , " ";,, ,':; 

--------~~~----~------------~~-- ' 
No. 46., , 

The Gavel'nol'-General to the Secl'et Committee. 
• , . I • 

Camp, Ferozepol'e,February 7, 1849., (N'0.9.) 
, YOU will have received; through the G~vernment of Bombay,by the last 

mail, the intelligence of the uncQnditional surrender, of 110olraj" and, the, 
occupation of the citadel of lIiooltan by British troops. , ' , 

The incloscd papers contain full dctails ,of this event, and I beg to ,call 
your attention to tIle- notification which I caused to ,bElpubIished, together witlL 
:Major-General Whish's dispatches, conveying my warmest thanks to the Major,; 
General for the valuable service which has thus, under Providence, been ren"" 
dered to the Government, by the unitcd forces which he command~ and :my 
congratulations to the army, on this successful result of a 'siege; steadily and 
skilfully prosecuted, and attended with a loss of life very small in proportion 
to the end attained, and the blow ,inflicted upon the enemy.'" ",'" 

lIiajor-General Whish, with his whole ,force, excepting a portion of the 
Bombay division left at lIiooltan, is now proceeding, with all possible expedition. 
to join his Excellency the Commander-in-Chief. ' The troops commenced moving" 
on the 27th ultimo, and were all on their way by the 31st. It is calculated 
that they onght to effect the junction with the Commander~in-Chief's army, by, 
the 20th instant. ' , 

I stated, in my letter of the 22nd ultimo, that I intended further to notice 
the services of the officers and men engaged in the action at Chillianwalla on 
the 13th ultimo, and I now forward to you a COllY of a general ordert which I 
issued on the 24th ultimo, on the occasion of publishing the Commander-in
Chief's tliRpatch, for the information of the army, and of the people of India. 

During the last fortnight, no c1~ange has taken place in the position of the 
Commander-in-Chief's army, or in that of the enemy opposed to it. Shere Sing 
has been joined by his father Chuttur Sing. The transactions of the latter with 
the Ameer Dost l\iahomed Khan, for the purpose of obtaining his cooperation, 
are thus described by Captain Abbott :-"Chuttur Sing has given 60,000 rupees, 
to the Amecr,-that is, 30,000 rupees'in cash, 15,000 in shawls,leaving ii. 
balance of 15,000 to be received at Rawul PindEle. For this sum the.;\meer has" 
lent him 'the services of, nominally, lQOO Horse, but,i'eally, less than 800, who; 
have tnardlcdwith the Ameer's SOil, Akram Khan, for Rawul Pindee. "The men, 
are said to he greatly disheartened at the order to march, and to consider it equiV'dr 
lent to a Sl'ntence of dcath." Dost .l\fllhomed,by the last accounts from Captain 
AblJott"vhich reaehto'as late as the 30th ultimo, was still on the right bunkof 
the Indu~, \\;t11 half his force; the other half being at Shumsabad.' He has now 

,.Inelolure 19 in No. 46. '~ Inclosme 28 in No. 46. " 

t'· • 
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• 
cpm1llitted, himselHo ane.xtent which it i'l hardly possible for Mm to explain 
away'. ~ " _" .',.,; , '! !, . 1 • .' • 

".' ,.~\j"o docillnents worthy of your attention among these pilpers are, the ~etter· 
addressed. to the Resident at Lahore on the 27th ultimo,regarding his communi
cation with the vakeel of Maharajah Golab Sing, and the Resident's letter of 
the--6Oth nltimo,t forwarding the translation of a letter from Golab Sing. 
I have considered it necessary to address Golab Sing in strong language 
of advice' and warning, intimating plainly to him what part the British 
Government expect him, to adopt, in the present state of affairs, conformably 

, with the obligation imposed upon him by treaty, and pointing out to him 
. the consequences of even a' lukewarm conduct, at a time like the present, 
rhen the Briti~h Gover.nment look fOl; and have a right to demand, his· cordial 
and strenpous cooperation. . . 

'. Yon will be sorry to observe, from Brigadier-General Wheeler'S repoAt of 
tM proceedings of the force under Ms command, that the defeat and dispersion 
Of 'Ram Sing a'i\d his followers, whic~ was noticed in my dispatch of. the 22nd 
ultimo, was not effected without loss, two officers having been killed. 
': ' Lieutenant Taylot, having gained possession of the fort of Lukkee, retains 
his hold there firmly; his position has become an important one. A son of 
Dost Mahomed Khan's, with 2,500 men and two guns, is at Duleepgurh in 
Buunoo, three marches from Lukkee, and" is tryiug," Lieutenant Taylor writes, 
"to induce the Bunnoochees and surrounding tribes to join him in a religious 
'far against the Sikhs and Feringees.". The advance of the Affghans to Bunnoo 
occurred, immediately after Attoek had fallen into their hands. There is, at this 
moment, no obstacle to their aggressions west of the Jhelum, except the presence 
of Lieutenant Taylor, with the irregular force under his command, which has, 
lately, been 'considerably stl:engthened.. . 

You will have received from the Bombay Government the intelligence 
communicated 'to Major' Jacob, Political Superintendent on the frontier 
of Upper Sinde, of an Alfghan army l1eing pn the march from Candahar 
to Quetta, for the purpose of invading Outchee and Sinde. The report 
wants further confirmation of its accuracy; and the season is not one in which 
it . 'is . easy· for troops to march through the passes, provided the snow. has 
fallen in,its usual quantity;' but there seeUIS little reason to doubt that some. 
gathering of troops had taken place at Candahar; and that some move was con
temphtted.' Thus, from various quarters, Dost Mahomed's hostile intentions are 
manifest. Affghans are in Peshawur-have seized Attock~re in Bnnnoo-are 
said to he moving against the.British territory from Candahar-are 'actually in 
cooperation with Shere Sing: Affghans are urging the hill 'Chiefs about Cash- . 
mere to rise, and aid them to gain possession' of that province, promising them 
jagheers and rewards. Much,therefore, will still remain for the British troops to 
effect, after the enemy, now immediately opposed to them, has been swept away. 
The Affghans also must be driven forth from a province wMch they have invaded, 
and taken p05session of, and be punished for their tem.erity. Dost Mahomed, 
untaught by the experience of the past, must be made to feel the folly, and see 
the utter futility, of his ambitious attempts against the British po~er. . 

Inclosure 1 in No. 46. ' 

Major-General Whish to th~ Adjutant-General. 
, 

Camp, lfooltan, January 11, 1849. 
. ON the 7th instant, the seven eighteen-pounder bat~ery was completed and 

a.med, and a mortar battery for three ten-howitzers., , . 
On tile 8th instant, the battery for six (twenty-four-ponnders) and six 

(eighteen-pounders) was commenced, and trenches widened: the object of this 
battery is to keep down the fire of the citadel opposite it, and, eventually, to 
breach at the north-east angle: the sap (commenced on the 6th) was carried 
on, the object being to blow in the counterscarp •. 

On the 9th instant, the' sap was advanced about ninety-five feet;. the seven 
eighteen-pounder battery, constructed of f&scines and sand-hags, was set on fire 

• Incloaure 32 in No. 46. t IocloBure 33 in No. 46. 
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about.Sl P.M. by a shell of the euemY,'s,. and'burnt down, in spite of every effort 
to extinguish it. The guns and powder were saved by the exertions of the 
sailorli! of the Indus flotilla, who had been working the guns, when the accident 
occurred. The enemy, obs.erving the occurrence, kept up a very heavy fire, Qnd 
several men were wounded. A position was prepared in the city for six guns, 
and four five-and-a-half-inch mortars, and roads leading to it widened. .. 

On the night of the 10th, 110 gabioDs were added, in continuation of the sap, 
which brings it pretty near the foot of the glacis. The enemy alarmed, and 
continued a very heavy fire throughout the night, which impeded the work. 
After daylight, the fire was kept down by riflemen, for whom advantage had 
been taken of a temporary lull to construct cover, which flanks the llead of the 
sap. 

Inclosure 2 in No. 46. 

Major-General Whish to the Adjutant-General. 

Cl,tmp, Mooltan, January 19, 1849. 
AFTER clLrefully examining both breaches, yesterday afternoon, I came 

away satisfied that additional means were only necessary. for filling up the 
ditch, which Brigadier Cheape promises without delay. I rode all rouqd 
Mooltan this morning, to see whether our investment was sufficiently close; and 
Major Becher, Assistant Quarter-Master General, has just returned, after 
carrying into effect some modifications that I. bad considered necessary. In 
this tour, I learnt, from our pickets, that about' 140 of the garrison had sur
rendered to them, in the course of the night; their arms were taken from them, 
and the men were then sent to the Assistant-Resident, who means to detain 
them all, until the campaign is over. '. 
. At about 2 o'clock, I received a letter from Moolraj) by a messenger from 
the fort, who bad also one for Major Edwardes (no doubt to the same effect), 
requiring permission to send a confidential agent to me. I mean, in reply, to 
desire the unconditional surrender of himself and garrison, at S A.M. to-morrow. 

An hour ago, one of our hurkara& came in with information, that a chief, 
named Davee Doss, who has about 300 followers, offered to try and persuade 
Moolraj to surrender (saying, that his father, and Maharajah Runjeet Sing him
self, used to attend to his advice); I remarked, that I had now two roads into 
the citadel, but that, if he would do as he proposed (if the Dewan did not 
acquiesce in his proposition), that is, open one of the gates, he had better come 
to me this evening, and settle the best plan of proceeding. I do not expect 
any satisfactory result from either of these projects. 

Inclosure 3 in No. 46. 

Major Edwardes to the Resident at Lahore .. 

Mooltan, January 19, 1.849. 
YOU will be naturally anxious to know how Lieutenant Taylor is pre

pared to meet the new enemy w~o has appeared in Bnnnoo: and I hasten 
to assure you, that he is not only in a position to protect· himself, but also the 
important frontier under my charge. 

During the siege of Lukkee, Lieutenant Taylor had with him 2,000 
men; irregular levies, but, as their services have proved. fully t.o be rel~d 
on in any difficulty. His artillery consisted of four very bad guns,out of the 
fort of Dera Ismael Khan; but the capture of Lukkee fort gave him two 
serviceable heavy guns, and .several zumlJoorahs. As soon as the city of 
Mooltan was taken by General Whish, I despatched 1,000 more irregulars 
and ten zumboorahs, to the a~sistance of Lieutenant Taylor, who, in his letter 
of the 12th, expresses iguorance of their wherealrouts, but, on that very day, 
they were at. Dera Ismael Khan, only four marches from him, A few days 
after the despatch of the 1,000 irregulars, I also sent a troop of excellent 
hor~e wtillery,;with two companies of regular i~fantry. and 100 PutbilliLhbrse: 
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and, thinking that another European officer would be required to assist Lieu
tenant Taylor, I put this laAt detachment under the command of Lieutenant 
George Pearse. of the Madras artillery, whom you had kindly placed at my dis
posal for general service. This reinforcement was, I believe, at Dera Ismael 
Khan yesterday, and is, to-day, within reach of a forced march from Lukkee. 
When Lieutenant Pearse joins Lieutenant Taylor, those two officers will have 
3.300.men, twelve guns, and about twenty zumboorahs, with the fort of 
Lukkee in their possession, as a rallying point; and if Lieutenant Taylor takes 
up the position be proposes, with his left on the fort of Lukkee, his right on the 
town and his tront towards Bunnoo, I 'consider it perfectly unassailable 
by any, but a regular, and well. provided, force. . 

Still, it is desirable that Lieutenant Taylor should be strong enough, not 
only to hold his own in Murwut, but to make the Doorauees uncomfortable 
in Bunnoo, and, for this purpose, I am preparing 1,000 more'regular infantry, 
500 irregular ditto. 500 irregular horse, and six more guns; who wilJ leave 
Mooltan in a day ortwo; and, by the time this reinforcement reaches Lukkee, 
not only Mooltan will have fallen, but, it is to be hoped, the Sikh army will 
have been driven over the Jhelum, and the rebel cause be so evidently 
hopeless, ·as. to induce Mahomed Azim Khan to abandon Bunnoo. 
Should he not do so, I have told Lieutenant Taylor. that the forcible -re
occupation- of that valley is a duty which he is neither required, 'nor 
expected, to attempt, though its recovery is highly desirable, should a favor-
able opportunity offer itself: . . 

This discretion may well be left to Lieutenant Taylor, whose judgment 
is as sound. as his zeal for the public service is remarkable; and I feel 
sure lhat he will, already, have earned your warmest approbation, by com
pleting the reduction of Lukkee, the key of the Derajat, ill the face of an 
obstinate resistance from within, and the most discouraging rumours of 
Dooranee invasion from without; this too. without one regular soldier, and 
with means which would bave been altogether inadequate, in. the hands of 
anyone less resolute. The value ·of the fort of Lukkee is well understood 
upon the Trans-Indus frontier, and the rapid, and unexpected march of 
Dost' Mahamed's . son from· Khurassan. to Bunnoo, was solely to raise 
the siege of that place; and had he succeeded (that is, had he arrived 
twenty-four hours sooner,) Lieutenant Taylor mmt have fallen .back behind 
the Peyzoo Pass, in Tiik, leaving Murwut and Esakhail, in the hands. 
of the. Dooranees, a reverse which. would have placed the rest of the 
Derailt in danger, and necessitated the dispatch of a regular brigade, at 
least, Trans.lndus, to prevp.nt the left flank of Lord GGugh's IJperations 
from being turned. As it is, I believe that Lieutenant Taylor will be 
able to confine the Dooranees to Bunnoo, and preserve the .peace of. the 
frontier, throughout the war, without the assistance of one regular soldier 
from the army of the Punjab. . 

Inclosure 4 in No. 46. 

Major-General Whish to the Adjutant-General. 

Camp, Yooltan. Janoorl21, 1849. 
IN my letter of the Wth instant, I mentioned having had another riles

senger from Dewan Moolraj, with a note, requesting permi.ssion to send a 
confidential agent to me. In reply, I desired his uncouditional surrender at 8 . 
A.M. pext day, and, when I r.ecei.ved the answer from Major Edwardes to sign 
and send, I took occasion to notice emphatically to the messenger, that I should 
confine to the gnard any men that brought any pocUl~wnts or message from 
the Dewiln, who were not authorized to the ahoye effect. Nothing transpired 
regarding .it, yesterday, and I issued the Qrders. for making the assault at both 
brenches, at daylight this morning. The countersearp, on the city side, nol; 
hnving, huwever, been blown ill, 118 was cakulated upon, I postponed.tho attack 
till 6 A.M. to-morrow. However, at 11 A.M. to-day, just aa Major Edl\"ardes had 
called to speak on matters connected with our march hence, the vakeel, wh!i 
had waite4- on me on the 9th instant, Dya Buksh, came, under a guartl from our 
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pickets, with a letter from the Dewan to each af us, the purport of which was 
that he required assurance of his life,' and that the females of his famlly sliould 
not be disgraced. I said, in reply, that, regarding the former; I had only autho
rity to require the Dewan's, unconditional submission 'to' the" justice 'o~ the 
British Government, and that no stipulation wa!i necessary regarding the l!ltter 
for women an~ chil?ren, M a matter 'of c?urse, woulcl. ~ot 'be rlloleste4:':,Dy~ 
Buksh thensald, hlS master would certamly come ln, andsuggcsted 9 A.!II' 
to-morrow, for the time of his doing so; but I could not 'agree to' so 'late' ati 
hour. I told him the fire of all my batteries would continue . nntilS' o'Clock 
to-morrrow morning, and that the Dewan must, at latest, present himself and 
garrison at the Dowlut gate of the city, at sun:'lise, where arrangements would 
be ready to facilitate their surrender, and to afford protection to their families. 

I will, in conclusion,venture my opinion, that the Dewan is now· sihcere in, 
his desire to submit. His followers are leaving him in large nmnbers, and our 
cavalry took prisoners about 300, who stole from the citadel, last night; but if 
it prove otherwise, I shall have nothing to regret in having attended to a third 
reference from him, for the sake of humanity, and for the welfare of my troops; 
and the ouly difference it will make in my arrangements will be, that the 
assault on the citadel will commence an hour later, and be equally attended, 
under Providence, with, I trust, complete success. 

Inclosure 5 in No. 46. 

Major Edwardes to the Resident at Lahore. 

, Camp, Mooltan, January 21, 1849 •. 
THE rebel is reduced to the last extremity; he was, all yesterday, en

deavouring to rally the garrison, but they told him, plainly, that he must do 
one or the other of two things: sally out, at the ,head of his troops and cut his 
way through the besiegers, or, immediately, surrender, as it was' impossible 
for the soldiers to stand the shelling any longer. At last, Moolraj made up his 
mind to surrender, and, this morning, sent urzee No. I., to the Major-General 
Commanding, enclosed in one to me, as usual. " ' . 

The urzee was brought by two vakeels, Dya Buksh and Hakim Raee, from 
whose manner it was evident that the surrender had been conclusively de~ 
cided on. They, at first, urged a little the condition of sparing the Dewan's 
life; but, being again told; as on all former occasions, that the General had 
no authority eithel' to, give, or to take a~ay, (except, in fight) Moolraj's , 
life, they seemed qUlte prepared to Yield. the pomt, and catch at 
any reprieve from immediate death. The other request, for the safety and 
honor of the women, was so consonant to the wishes of every Englishman. 
and violence is so difficult to prevent in the fury of an assault, that both Major, 
General Whish and myself considered it would be no' departure from the 
spirit of Government-instructions to grant it without scruple. 

Sunrise to-morrow morning, at the Dowlut gate, has, accordingly, been 
fixed for the Dewan's surrender. The assault was, yesterday, ordered to be 
made this morning at dawn; but. subsequently. postponed till the same hour 
to-morrow, to allow of the breach on the city side being improved; and 
should Moolraj not come in, as now arranged, it will only delay the attack 
an hour. 

Inclosure 6 in No. 46. 

Dewan Moolraj to Major-General Whish. . -": 

YOU yesterday ordered me to come in,' and surrender before.9 A. )1., 

but I wa.8 prevented by sickness from complying sooner. I am now ready to 
come in, and for this purpose have sent my vakeel to arrange with you; 
your slave desires only I?rotection for his own life, and the honor of his 
women. The whole of thlS disturbance was set on foot by my soldiers, and 
all my endeavours failed to quell it; now,' however, J surrender myself. I 
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ask onlyformy ,own life, and the honor of my women. You are an ocean,o£ 
mercy-\\~hat, more need, be said. , 
.,', l'f oTE.-'l"he letter apparently was intended to end here, but is continued 
il) a hurried, and seemingly different, haud as follows :- ,,' 
, ' This ;whole affair originated in accident,aud my own {ol'ce was ready to 
kill, alld,,insult me ;,o(my own free-will, I wouldnevel' have done what I 

• have;, n~ver~~eless, I c~mfess myself an offender in every way. If you grant 
me my, hfe, and protectIon to my women, I surrender: otherwise" , 

~ ,:; i I· 'I',;! i' u It is -better to 'die wit11 honor than to live with disgrace." 
. !", "/ ".J ,- " ' 

- , You· are a sea of compassion, if you forgive me, I am fortunate; if Yolr 
do not. I meet my fate with contentment. 

Inclosure 7 in No. 46. 

Major-Geneml Whish to Dewan Moolraj. 

I HA ~E received your urzee. I n it you write that you only ask for 
your own hfe, and the honor of your women. This is my answer: That 
I have neither authority to give your life, nor to take it, except in open 
war; the Governor-General only can do this:-and, as to your women, the 
British Government wars with men-not with women. I will protect _your 
women and children, to the best of my ability. Take notice, however, if 
you intend to come in at all, you had better do so, before sunrise to-morrow, 
and pOllle out by the Dowlut gate. After sunrise, you must take the fortune 
of war." , 

Inelosure 8 in No:46. 

Notification. 

Camp, Mukkoo, January 25, 1849. 
, THE GO"C1'110r-General hIlS the highest satisfactio~ in intimating to the 

President in, Council, and notifying for public information, that he has, this 
day, received intclligence, that, on the morning of the 22nd instant, when, prac
ticable breaches having been effected, tbe troops were about to storm the citadel 
of Mooltan, the Dewan Mooh-aj surrendered himself with his whole garrison, 
unconditionally, to the British Government. 

The Governor-General directs that a salute of twenty-one guns shall he 
fired, at every principal station of the Army, as soon as this notification shall be 
received. ' ., 

Inclosure 9 in No. 46. 

'11&eAdjutant-General to the Secretary with tM Governor-General. 
" L J 

Camp, Chillianwalfa, Janual'Y 28, 1849. 
BY direction of the Commander-in-Chief, I have the honor to inclose, for the 

information of the Governor-General of India, a copy of a dispatch of the 22nd 
instant, from Major-General W. S. Whish, C.R, commanding the. Mooltan. field 
force, reporting the surrender, on the morning of that day, of the garrIson and CItadel 
of Mooltan. ' , 

I am further to add, for communication to his Lordship, that, on the receipt of 
this dispn~h. his Excellency was pleased to issue to the army of the Punjab an 
order (n copy of which is he~e~vith transmitted) e .. .:pre~siv~ of his sense ?f the great 
sen'ices thus brought to a brlihant and successful tcrmmatlOn by tbe Major-General, 
and the admirable troops under his command. 

, ' 



Inclosure lOin No. 46. 

-GeneralJ Orders to the Army of the Punjab. 

Head-Quarters, Camp, Chillianwalla,January 26, 1849. 
'THE officer commanding the artillery will be so good as to direct a royal salute 

to be immediately fired from the heavy guns, in honor of the capture of Moohan by . 
the British force, under 'command of Major-General W. S. Whish, C.B., on the 
morning of the 22nd instant.,' 

The Right Honorable the Commander-in-Chief most heartily congratulates 
Major-.Geoeral W. S. Whish, and the brave officers and troops under his command, 
on the very important success their intrepidity, valor, and exemplary discipline have 
thus achieved. ' 

Inclosure 11 in No. 46. 

Major-General Whish tQ the Adjutant-General. 

Camp, Mooltan, January 22, 1849_ , 
I HAVE the satisfaction of reporting to you, for the information cif the Com

mander-in-Chief, that, in accordance with the expectation I expressed in my letter of 
yesterday, Dewan Moolraj came into my camp this morning, in charge of Major 
Becher, Assistant Quartermaster-General, the garrison at the same time, between 
3,000 and 4,000, surrendering, and laying down their arms, to the columns under 
Brigadiers Hervey and Capon, that had been in, 'orders for the assault of the citadel. 
This peaceful and suc~essful termination to our siege operations, after the laborious 
and gallant exertions of the troops &ince the 27th ultimo, will, 1, have no doubt, be 
very gratifying to his Lordship and to the Government, and I am grateful to Divine 
Providence for having permitted, in this way, the accomplishment of sucb an im
portant result. 

On the 1st instant, with my letter, I had the satisfaction of forwarding 
Brigadier the Honorable H. Dundas's report of the conduct of the troops of his 
division, engaged in the .attack on the suburbs on the 27th ultimo, of the left column 
of which he took personal comm.md, particularizing many officers in command of 
corps or departments, and on the staff, whose services had been valuable. Also on 
the 7th instant, with my letter, I transmitted similar reports of the proceedings of 
the two columns under Brigadiers Stalker and Markham, that had taken the city by 
assault on the 2nd instant, and which will, I trust, meet with the favorable consider
ation of his Lordship. But, not having, hitherto, availed myself of any occasion to 
notice, in just terms of commendation, various officers of the Beogal division, who 
have been with me the last six months, I beg permission to do so now .. 

To Brigadier Cheape, C.B. chief engineer of the army of the' Punjab, and 
• Major Napier, chief engineer of the Bengal division; to Captains Abercrombie, 

\Vestern, and Siddons; to Lieutenant Garforth, Brigade-Major of engineers, dan
gerously wounded on the 2nd, instant; and to all the officers of the engineer 
department, and of the corps of Sappers and Pioneers, I am much indebted for their 
zealous, scientific, and persevering exertions; as also to Major Scott, chief engineer 
of the Bombay division, and to the officers under him. 

The practice of the prtillery was the theme of admiration with all. My thanks 
are particularly due to Majors Garbett and Leeson, respectively commanding the 
artillery of the Bengal and Bombay divisions; and to the officers under' them, 
Brevet-Major Blood, and Captains Turnbull, Daniell, Anderson, Master, and 
Matkenzie. Lieutenant Mill, Brigade-Major of the artillery of the Bengal division 
since July, has been particularly brought to my notice by Major Garbett, for his 
useful services, and as contributing essentially to the advance of our operations. I 
must particularly commend those of Captain Hicks, ~ombay artillery, and Lieutenant 
P. Christie, Bengal artillery, Commissaries of Ordnance, who were un~itting in 
their attention to their important duties. The services ·of Brigadiers Hervey and 
Markham, commanding infantry brigades, and of Brigadier Salter, commanding the 

. cavalry, as also of their Brigade-Majors Captains Wiggins aDd Balfour, and Lieu
tenant '\Tamer, have been very valuable; an~ it will be in the recollection of his 
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Lordship that Brigadier Markham had the good fortne, _ the 7th of No"ember 
Jast, and aD the 2nd instant, to~ommandcolulIID8 ~f attaclt that were eminendy 
.successfuL 

In my ;jetter of the 7th instmt, I Danced the gallant propositiOIl ·of Lieu
tenant-Colonel Franks, C.S.,com.manding Her Majesty's lOt. Tegiment, for a 
party being given him to escalade the citadel on the 2nd instant; and I am much 
iDdebtedto that afficer OD otller accounts. 

It is also proper for me to notice, in terms of commendation, the other officers 
commanding corps in the Bengal division, and under canvass the last six months, 
,namely,-Lieutenanl-Colonel Brooke, Her Majesty's 32ad Regiment; Major 
Farquharson, commanding 8th Native Infantry; Major Lloyd, commanding 49th 
Regiment; Major Fillnis, commanding 51st Native Infantry; Captain Jamieson, 
commanding 52nd Native Infantry; CaptaiD Lloy.d, oommaDdiDg 72nd Native 
Infantry (relieved on the 30th of November by Lieutenant-Colonel Nash, C.S., who 
was severely wounded in the attack of the 27th ultimo) ; Captain Inglis, commanding 
11 th Regiment Light Cavalry; Major Wheler, commanding 7th Irregular Cavalry; 
Captain Master, commanding the 11 th Irregular Cavalry; and Lieutenant· Robarts, 
commanding squadrQll of the 14th IlTegularCavalry, who :reliend from that charge, 
on the 30th of November, Lieutenant Plowden, of the 50th Native Infantry. 

Lieutenant-Colonel .Drummond, C.B., Deputy Quartermaster-General, and 
Major Becher, Assistant Quartermaster-General, have uniformly given me the most 
efficient aid, and with a wi1lingnes!\ that much enhanced it; and the Assistant
Adjutant.General, Brevet-Captain Whish, has performed his laborious duties with a 
promptness, intelligence, and zeal. that much lessened mine. 

Captain Lloyd, in charge of the Commissariat department (assisted by Captains 
Cooper and TlH"ner, Lieuteaants Tombs, Robertson, and Willes), has uniformly 
made .such excellent" arrangements that the troops have never been inconvenienced 
for want of supplies; and that department has in every respect been conducted most 
satisfactori Iy. 

The Superintending Surgeon, Dempster, has, uniformly, and successfully, applied 
his talents and assiduity.to the promotion of the health and comfort of our sick and 
wounded, and been ably supported by the medical officers of every corps and 
department. 

The officers of my personal staff, Captain Clark Kennedy, Her Majesty's 18th 
Regiment. and Lieutenant Need, Her Majesty's 14th Light Dragoons, Aides-de
Camp, have been so unremitting in their exertions to promote the service, that I 
cannot convey a correct idea of the grateful feeling their conduct has impressed on 
me. They both merit my warmest commendations and thanks. 

I have written this dispatch in much haste, and fear I have omitted the names of 
s'ome to whom 1 f~el.much indebted, in which case I shall not fail to repair the 
omission. . 

It is very satisfactory to me to add, in conclusion, that I have always experienced 
from Briga.dier the Honorable H. Dundas, C.B., commanding the Bombay division, 
and from the brigadiers and officers in command under him, the most willing 

. assistance. 
The services of Commander Powell, of the Indian navy, with the steamers 

under his orders, have heen of much value to the objects of the expedition; and a 
detail of seamen from the vessels has afforded mat.erial relief at the batteries on 
several occasions. 

I have had the greatest satisfaction in directing a royal salute to be fired from 
the citadellLt noon, in honor of his Lordship's victory over the Sikhs on the 13th 
instant; and I shall order another to be fired at slln-set, fUi" the happy termination 
of military operations in this quarter. 

Inclosure 12 in No. 46. 

Major Edwardes. to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp. Mooltan, January 22, 1919. 
IT is with heartfelt satisfaction that I announce to you the surrender m 

Dewan Moolraj to Major-General Whish, C.B., at 9 A. M. this morning, and 
the occupation, by BritishtroopB, of the strong fortress 4f Mooltan, without the 
bloodshed of an assault. 

4C 
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. The morning opened with a severe storm of thunder and rain; which did 

not interfere, howe"'er, with the arrangementafotlftssaulting the citadel, by two 
breaches, should the rebels fail to surrender by the hour appointed; and the 
determined attitude "of the. besiege.rs .. llIldismayed ,by the 1'Ro<>iD.g elementa, must 
have had no small share in convincing the garrison that further resistance was 
l'n v"';u' ,,' ,~ ,,, ,- ,_1"'11. 

UP" .. ,:' • ',' ': '., _~'. ", "')..:~ ",I""! J 

'"n !'Fhe;flag of Old .Englanq is.now .fiying/out, ~~I1.:J!,Jf.e!l~!hr~?<~ ,JH,d:,t1pright 
SJ,U\li~hme!,from the ~I~hest;?astlo~ oftl1e cltadeI: r',' '.';':! :,d! ~lli,;r"X'l pJ !)1I,,;,.1 

'I)Je~an,::MoolraJ IS a pnsoner m the~p.t, prjthe~hi~~engnwe};. .. ,,>nn '),iJ 0; 
'I"" T~1l t.roops intended for .the ,assault ~r~ D9"1' ~nni11gthe; ga,rrm~nJl,~'l4 

prp,tec,tmg the women,ltud ,childr~n ... ' .' ',',. '. ' .... ,,! ii "'.';"'''"l! eli oJ 
. I congratulate you, and the Government of British India, on the ext.4tl;tjqp 
of the firebrand which rais~d this Jla1!!.<LD!j.J!e P~b_. _._ ' 

Inclosure 13 in. No. 46. 
" " 

Major-General JVhish, (0 l~heAd,J ... ·utant-General •• , . 

I, • : r , • " .'/ '" Camp, Mooltan, JanU(lTy' 23, J849. 
' .. , ALTHOUGH! have Inilue'course taken leave to bringt~the'tiotice of the 

Right Honorable the Commander'~ih-Chief, from time to' tiore, 'the serVices 'tehdered 
by the allied troops under Major Edwatdes, C.B.; Assistant Resident; 8s1 am about 
to part with that officer, whose willing and valuable 'aid ![have frequently ie~peri
cnced since 'flUr first encamping before Mooltan; I 'willventure "upon' la' brief 
recapitulation of what has been done by the forces under him and Lieutehant Lake, 
Engineersl respectively; 'the latter officerhaviog had unassistedcbarge ,of the Nawab 
of Bahawulpore troops, until he was wounded on the 12th of Septembet'last~ when 
-be was, for a month, relieved by Lieutenant Taylor, 11 th Light Caval.t'f, ASs\stant 
Resident, who was prevented frOiD continuing during- the"siege"iby'u ',chivalrous 
expedition he' undertook to recover our captives from Peshawur: '.denerai Van 
Cortlandt commanded the regular regiments and artillery of the' Durbai', 1md, as far 
as came under my observation, executed an arduous trust, uDder" occasionally 
critical circumstances, with much judgment and zeal. Lieutenant 'Lunisden, 
Assistant Resident; .... itli II: detachment of the guide corps, performed useful service, 
for the two months he was in the allied camp. Lieutenant Pollock,'49th Regiment 
Native Infantry, Assistant Resident, has' more than once disfmguished 'hims~lf at 
the head of a detachment during the siege, and joined his corps for the st-orm of the 
city on the 2nd instant. Lieutenant Young, Engineers, had charge of the Irregular 
Sappers and Miners, and, under the orders of Major Scott. Chief Engineer, Bombay 
division, was eminently useful on the line of attack on the' city side. Dr. Cole has 
been; as usual, foremost in the cause of hbmanity; and, after attending to his own 
sick, n very large hospital of the wounded of the enemy experienced the benefit of 
his skill and care. ., , . . ' 

Before I conclude this brief notice of the officers attnched to the 'allied forces 
that, exclusive of, on various occasions, having been successfully engaged with 'the 
enemy, maintained our communication with the Sutlej and Chenab,llnd furnished 
escorts for our supplies, &c., I beg to notice two 'gentlemen; at present non-military, 
who have done good service, Messrs. Hugo James and Mc Mahon, volunteers; the, 
former having joined Major Edwardes, in the hot season, and thence done duty 
with three companies of infantry. that he had raised and drilled; the latter having 
joined early last month, and, on the 29th ultimo, distinguished himself, when the 
enemytwioe unsuccessfully attacked the troops commanded by Major Edw,~rdes anp 
~ieutenantLake.l>y cutting. down" the leader of ,the Sikh infan.try in. ,sipgle 'combat, 
and by joining the storming column of Brigadier Markham, in"theas~ult of the 
city" Oil- the 2nd,instant". . i' .1.,' ",.. ",' .:! 

As the detachment of Bombay troops under Major Hallet~ consisting of five 
troops ,of Sinde Horse (under Lieutenants. Malcolm and Merewether), ,Cllptain 
Turnl1uU's ,light field battery, and ;lrd Regiment Nativ!! Infantry" joined me·' a fort
night before the main body, and performed during that time most usefuJ service, I 
beg .tq ,acknowledge my obligations to Major. J:I!Illett fQr the same. \.,': 
: ..t - , 

t, q . ~ --I ' .',;. I " '.' \ -~' , 



Incldsure ·14 in NOI 46. 
ill /.1 ') d·,: nil';' .. ; !I:,~ 

.Major.G~neralWhis'" tfl' the ·~djutant.General.: 
.. , • ,,- t , ' .. :, ".,. r,. . ", n J ':_: .';.,'.. ! '. ! .' -" . • : _ , " ~ ' .. , I • " ; 

Camp, Mooltan, January 23, 184g.' 
J;:7-!h'N the hli~te'Jf despatching I:o')'ou" m~letter' btyesterday''s,' daie,'d~d not 
~elsure to ~x~ml~e the. faIr coPY preVl?uS to slgna~e'. 1 ~Dd to-day a, clerical error, 
1,0. ~he ,0mlssloIl df.MaJor Day s (ohr~lllery) name, lmD?edlately before that ofBre.vet
M!1J?r' 'Blood, .w~lch I "sh~ll be oblIged. by your causmg to be corre~ted, iireVlous . 
to , ItS, transmISSIon to hlghe~ authorIty, should such 'a measure' be deemed 
silltiible: II" i .,', I' , , ' 

'f " _ : _" 

Return of Casualties in the Operations before Mooltan, 1848-49. 
, ."! ,-.< - ' , I 

Bengal Division . . 
"Engineer' Department,' Sappers" and Pioneers-18 rank and file, killed; 

"j" ,7 Europeanofficers, 1 Native officer, 5 havildars, 34 rank and file, wounded. 
J i .A,rtillerY-l European officer, 2 hl\vildars, ,10 ,rank II;nd file, killed; 4 European 
.-'i ,.'" efficers, 3 havildars, 62 rank and file, wounded. ' 
H)ltJtRegiment Light Cavalry-6 rank and file, wounded., 
,j 7th Regiment, .Irregular Cavalry ..... 2 rank and, file, killed: 2 Native officers, 
.d '" 4 rank alld file, wounded., i , 

.Hth Regiment Irregular Cavalry-l Native officer, 1 havildar, 6 rank and file. 
"! , ' ,wounded. ' . , 
,lIer Majesty'So 10th Foot-l Ellropean officer, 13 rank and file" killed; 

,,[ ,i! 4 European officers, ,5 ,serjeanls, .I drummer, 107 rank and file, wounded. 
f 1:IerMajesty's 32nd Foot-2 European officers, 1 serjeant, 16 rank and file, 
'f- i ",killed ;,,11 European officers, 3 serjeants, I, drummer, 1.02 rank and. ,file; 
"i,"" ,wounded. i " , 

I ,,11th Jtegim,en~ N~tive, In fan try-I European, officer, 3 rank and file, killed; 
; n . ! 3,Eur,opeanofficers, 1 Native officer,,2havildars, J drummer., 55 rank and 

.' file" wQunded. \ ' 
49,tI).Regiment,~ative Infantry-l European officer,:2 havildars,8 ,rank ,and 

, ,file, killed; 2 European officers, 2 ,havildl\rs, 1 druPlIIIer,;: 56 rank and 
i' file, wOJlnded.l. j, , 

5 ht Regiment Nativelnfantry",""2 havildars, 7 rank anI} file, killed; 1 ,Euro
I peon officer, 2 havildars, ,21 rank and file" wounded.. ' 

52nd Regiment Native,lofantry"-l. European officer., 7 rank and file, killed; 
, 1 Native officer, 4 havildars, 38 r.ank and file, wounded. , 

72nd Regiment Native Infantry-l Native officer, 24 rank and, fi~e" killed; 4 
European Qfficers, 3 Native officers, 2 havildars" I drummer, 46, rank and file, 
wouQded.: ~ " ' ., ' ,,' ' 

,'l'obll-7 European officers, 1 Nati.ve officer" 7 serjeanls or bavihlars, 108 
, rank and ,file, killed; 36 European officers, 9 Native officers, 29 serjeants 
,or havildars, 5 drummers, 537 rank and ~e" wounded. 

Bombay Division. 

Staff.-' I, European officer, wounded, . 
Engineer 'Department, Sappers 'and Ploneers-I 2 rank ' and i file, killed i 

II EUropean officerS, 1, Native officer, 2 havildars, I drummer,,?~ Jrank 
" and file, wounded. ' 
Artillery-9 rank and file, killed; II European officer.i,2 havildars, 25' rank 
: , and file wounded. ,,: . , " , ' ",', " 
Her Mlljesty~s 60th Rilles; 1st' hattalion-' i European 'officer; r seIjeal\t, Ii 
" , rank and file, killed; \I European' officers, 1 drummer, 27 rank and file. 

lst B:~~:~~~silierS-16 rank and file, killed'j 6 European ~fficers, 6 havildars~ 
2 drummers, 78 rank and file, wounded. _ 

3rd Regiment Native Infantry-l rank and file-,killea j 1 European officer, 
1 Native officer, II havildars, 18 rank and file, wounded. 

4C2 
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4th 'Regiment Native InfaI)try, RiRes-,!l havildar,' 28 rank and file, killed; 
1 European officer, 1 Native officer, 2 ha.vildars,4 drummers, 66 rank and 
file, wounded." I , 

9th Regiment Native Infantry-l European officer, I rank and file, killed; 
, 2 European offieers. Z havildars, 8 rank and file, wounded., , 

. ;19th -Regiment Native Infantry-6 rank and file, killed; 1 European officer, 
I·Native officer; 4 havildar&. 37 rank and file, wounded. , 

Indian Navy-I quartermaster, killed; I European officer, I acting master, 
3' seamen, wounded. ' 

Tot-al-2 European officers, 3 serjeants or havildars, 82 rank and file, killed; 
19 European officers, 4 Native officers, 21 serjeants 01:' havildars, 
8 drummers, 314 rank and file, wounded. , ; 

Grand Total-9 ElH'Opean officers, 1 Native officer, 10 scrjeants or bavildars, 
190 rank and file, killed; 55 European officers, 13 Native officers, 
50 serjeants or havildars, 13 drummers, 851 rank and file, wounded. 

Killed 210 -;, wounded 982. 
Total, 1191 casualties. 

Officers' names. 

Ben!fal Division. 

Killed. 
Artillery-Lieutenant-James Thompson, January 21, 1849. 
10th Foot-Major G. SO. Montl'Zatnbert, September 12, 1848.i 

, 32nd Foot-Lieutenant-Colonel Pattoun, aed Quartermaster Taylor, September 
12, 1848. 

8th Native Infantry-Ensign LIoyd, September 12, 1848. 
49th Native Infantry-Lieutenant Cubitt, September 12, 1848. 
52nd Native Infnnt~y-Lieutenant Playfair, December 31, 1848. 

Wotmeled. 
Engineers-Major Napier, September 13, 1848; Lieutenant Lake, September 

12, 1848; Lieutenant Garforth (Brigade Major), and LieuteDJlnt Taylor, 
January 2, 1849; Lieutenant Gulliver, January 19, 1849; Lieutenant 
Pollard, January 1 1, 1849; and Lieutenant Garnett, ~ember 31,1848. 

Artillery-Lieutenant Bunny, September 12, 1848; Lieutenant 'Hunter, 
November 4, 1848; LieuteRant Sankey,' Juuary 7, 1849-; Lreutenant 
C. Graham, January 17, 1849. .. 

lOth Foot-Lieutenant ,Hollinsworth (since dead), ,September 9, 1848; 
Captain MacGregor, and Lieutenant J.. S,. Halbert, September 12, 1848; 
Captain G. F. Moore, November S, 1848. 

3\lnd Foot-Brigadier. Markham, September 10, 1848; Captain Balfour, 
Captain, King. Lieul!enant Birtwhistle, aad EnsigD Swinlturn, September 
12, 1848; Major \V. Case, and Lieutenan' Straubenzee, Deeember 27, 
1848 ; Captain, King, and Captain Smyth, January 2, 1849; Captain 
Brine, January 16, 1849; and Lieutenant Maunsel1, January 22, 1849.: 

8th Native- Infantry-Lieutenant H. R. Ore"!,, September 8,. 1848; Captain 
Wrough-toD and Lieutell'8.nt Tu .. nbnY. September 12, 18~S.. , -

49th Native InfllnlTy-LieutentLDt Rieilardson, and Lieutenant Irwin, Septem-
ber 91 1848. . 

51st Native Infantry-Lieutenant Tyrwhitt, December 28, 1848. 
72nd Native Infantry-Captain Maitland, Nov.emher 6, 1848; Lieutenant

Calone! J. Nasa" C.B., Lieutenant. Gilloia (since dead), Ensign Mac
DQugall, December 27, 1848.. 

Bombay, Division. 
Killed. 

6Otho Rifles-Major GordoD, .Decemlter 27, 1848. 
9tb Natift Infantry-Lieutenant YO\lllghUllband, Decemba 27.1848 • 

• WOtmaed. 
- " 

Sta~-Captai~ Tapp, Deputy-!"-ssistant Adjutant General, January 2,. ]849. 
Engmeera-Lleutenant J. Hill, December 27, 1848; Second Lieutenant 

J. Fuller, January 2, 1849. . 



• ~ Artillery-' Captain' Baile}' (since dead), December 2, 1848 • Second Lieu
. '.' - " 'tenant Henderson, December 30, 1848 .. 

60th Rifles-Major Dennis. Second Lieutenant R. W. Brook:~, December 27, 
' .. : 1848. ' , , , , " , .' ~ , 
1st Fusiliers-Lientenant Mules, December 27, 1848 I Captain Leith, and 

,':, Lieutenant Gray, January 2,1849; Lieutenant Dansey, January 12, 1849; 
Lieutenant Herne, January 17, 1849; Second Lieutenant Law, January 

~C,\ 20,1849. . 
3rd Native Infantry-Lieutenant Dyett, December 27, 1848. 

• : 4th "·Native Infantry-Lieutenant Warden, January 2, 1849. 
· ' : 9th Native Infantry-Lieutenant Baugh, December 29; 1848; Lieutenant 

Fanning, January 2" 1849. 
"19tb Native Infantry-Ensign Gordon, January 2, 1849. 
'-Indian Navy-Acting-Master Eldep. ' 

~) r: 

Inclosure 16 in No., 46. 

Commander Powell, I.N., 'corrcmancling the IrullPJ Flotilla, t& the Commodore 
commaruling the India", Nmrg~ 

Camp before Moolttm, Jam.t.aMj 11, 1849. 
SINCE the despatch of my letter, dated the 3rd instant, announcing the fall 

orthe city of Mooltan, I have the honor to report that the siege has bee'n carried on 
against the fort, and that our batteries are now within l~ yards of the ditch: in 
one of these, mounting seven IS-pounders, the officers and, men of the Indian navy 
were employed on the 9th, when, unfortunately, the fascines, of which the lower part 
of the battery was formed, took fire, by the bursting of one of the enemy's shells: 
every exertion was made by Lieutenant Bertho,!, and the officers and men under his 
command, to extinguish it, but without avail; and it became necessary to move the 
guns, out of the battery into the trench, when the enemy opened it very heavy fire of 
all arms on .them, and I regret to state the men, as per inclosed casualty return, 
were wounded, and Mr. Elder, Acting Master, had his foot crushed by one of the 
guns, but he is not seriously hurt. 

· It is also my painful duty to' report the death' of' .A12xander Johnstone, 
Quartermaster, who died yesterday a little after noon, of' the wounds he received in 
the morning': this,is the same man who was slightly wounded on the 31st ultimo, 
and had gallantly returned to duty: the rest of the wounded r: am glad to say are 
doing well. 

The, " Comet" and" Conqueror" steamers are still above Mooltan, stopping 
all 'water communication. The former vessel will be despatched to KUl'raehee, 
in a day or two, for Lady Lawrence and her party. 

'rhe ", Napier" and "MeteQr" are .stationed. nff, Raj. Gh1l1. protecting 
. the bridge and pontoon boats, also those the siege traiu came up iu; and the 
" Meeanee", is. towing up commissaciat gra.in-boat~ to the same Ghat., The 
"Planet" also arrived there yesterday, with two lO-inch rom-tars, 630 shells, and 
44 bales of clothing; she is now having a few repairs made good, and will be held 
ready for service down the- river. 

It is not yet decided what portion oftbis force is to go to the north-east, 
after the fall of the fort, and I am afraid the lI.otilla will be able to afford it bu t 
very little assistance, beyond protecting the boats, and that only to the junction of 
the Jhelum, as tlie water is lower than r haw ever seen it. 

"l-:" ;;. 

List of KiUed and Wounded of the Indian Navy dl.WiRg the Siege &f tlut rn, GIld 
l'brlress of Moolt_. 

Camp, near Moolt-, JQ.fUJAJ.nj 11, 1849. 
Alexander Johnstone, Quartermaster, slightly wounded, Deeemb. 3t. from, 

musket-shot; discbarged January 2. , 
Henry Sandford, severely woun.ded, JlImmry '?, from musket-shot. 
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John Chandlor, severely wounqed, January 9, from musket-shot. 
Henry Jones, wounded severely, January 9; froin musket· shot. 
Alexander Johnstone, Quartermaster, wounded from a shell, January 10; 

since dead .. 1 '. \. '." ;., ,\\..~ \-', :,"l -,\\ ,.,1 •• ~'~, 'll \.\\".,_,\"l~~ 

George Elder, Acting Master; slight contusion from gun-wheel, January 9. 
. . .~ 

/. .) ... " 
,,' ."', • I r! 

Inclosure 17 in No~46.· , .' - , " . 

. . Commander Powell to the lJom:rrWdoie cominandingthe IndiaJ Na~y . .i 
'. ~'. ,1, 'J' i'T' 

, " . Mooltan, January ~5" 1S49. ,', 
'. i HAVE' great'pleasure in reporting the occupati~n ofth~ f~rt ~fMo~I~~by 

the troops under Major-General Whisb, C.B., on tbe morning pf tbe ,.2:.!nd.: Jhtl 
Dewan ;Moolraj, :during' ~he .night . of the 21st, wben, ~oth .bre1lcbes had' been 
made practicable, baving agreed to, an, unconditional surrender of bimselCl!nd 
garrison, wbo laid down their arms on the glacis, and marched out at 9'30A'lII!"pn 
tbat date. . .. ,', i,. , i '.'j'I'1' 

" During the latter part of tbe, siege, the officers. and seamen, of the,,xndian 
Navy were constantly employed in a battery within tbe.city, in twowatch~s"under 
Senior Lieutenant Berthon, and Mr. Acting Master Dayis, and~be ser;vices pf all 
ha'\'e heen very handspmely acknowledged by Brig1ldier ,Leeson,. commanding i~he 
artillery. , . . , ', ,.,' ,;';,i:;.1 
'.. The i. Meteor" and "Comet''' ,st~ame.rs left Raj Ghat, on, the 14th lind ~6th 
instant, for Sinde, the former to bring J.lP treasure from Sukkur, and the latter, 'Wi~~ 
II number of wounded offif:ers, for Kurrachee, where she is tl) receive on bl)ard,Lady 
Lawrence and party, and bring,them to Bukree, at, the. junction of the S1,ltlej; an4 
Cheil8b Rivers. , .', , : " i, '.. II, ,', '\ ,./ 

. Since the withdrawal of the" Comet," the" Conqueror'; llas been employed 
above Mooltan, stopping all communication by the river; but, as this is no longe.
required by the Assistant Resident, orders were sent yesterday, directing Mr. 
McLaurin to drop down to the junction of the .Havee, and assist in making I/o bridge 
of boats over that river. The boats in charge of Mr. Acting fiecond, Master 
Somerville left Raj Ghat this morning, accmnpanied by the "Meeanee ~'f stl!amer, 
with the engineer officers and a company of s,appers, wh\> are to make the bridge., .' 

, The Co Planet" steamer is still at Raj. Gbat, where she has. been employe~ 
with the "Napier" fl)r some time past in guarding the fleet of boats with Govern
ment stores on board, and preventing the enemy crossing the river •. The '~Satellitc,~ 
.. Assyria," and" Nimrod" steamersha.ve been chiefly employed in Lower Sinde. 
under the orders of Senior Lieutenant Drought, who, as well as .all the officers in 
charge of the tenders and their crews, together with . .the other officers and P1en of 
the flotilla, have evinced the greatest zeal in. the performance of the arduous duties 
which bave devolved on them, during the recent move of the Bombay division tl) 
Mooltan; and I beg to submit the incl!>sed copy of a letter from Brigadier, the 
Honorable H. Dunoos, C.B., conveying his thanks to myself and the officers and 
men, whose services he did me the honor of accepting, which, will be, duly 
communicated tl) them. ' 

Inclosure 18 in No. 46 • . 
Brigadier the Hon. H. Dundas to Commander Powell. 

,-" --, ,--", "'damp, Mooltan. January 25, 1849; 

THE operations before Moolt~nhaving been brought tl) a successful termi
nation, I hav~ the bonor to request you will accept for yourself, and convey to the 
officers and seamen under your command, my thanks fl)r the assistance' you so 
willingl~ rendered, and the service tbey gallantly rendered, in serving the batteries, 
and'sharing the fatigues which devolved on the artillery, witb the order and 
intrepidity 10 truly characteristic of the British sailor. 

j' .'~' f '~r ,'.',' 1 .. ' '; I j .': 
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General Order by the Governor- General of India. 

Ferozepore, February I, 1849. 
THE Governor-General, having received7clispat~h r;porting the surrender, 

00 the morning of the 22nd instan~ of tbe citadeland garrison of Mooltan, directs 
that, together with other dispatches relating to the operations against the city and 
tiIordt! it~h~~ ~e 'p',\blish~d fq~"..t~,~, in!ormatiol\ .of ~pe army' andofJile, people of 
n Ia. . . 

" l~e ~apture of, this important fortress, which, during a protracted period, has 
resisle<i ,thfo. powerful armament brought against it, and !>as been defended with 

i:~~1~1df~d t~~dA::r~": ,~~ ~)~~ su?~ec,t~r~,ollgr,~t,uIat~<?Il to fpe ,9?"er?rri~lIt?f 
II:.".d Tilt! Govern6r"Gellcrnl d'~sires to con~ey to'; Majbr-Generhl'Whish;' C,B.; Ai~ 
wilr';;~st· thanks 'for the' villtiable'service which 'has thus; under Providence,.'been 
i'end~red"to' the 'Go~ernmeot:'by the' united'forceswhich'he commands,fqr ih~ 
steady, and skilful, and. successful prosecution of, a siege, which, at. compatl!tively 
small Ilos~' t6' o\JT~elves,' 'has inflicted most ,he~vyloss upon" the enemy', :·.~nd h~s 
ptterty' destroyed hiS strongest fortress. ',' " ' , " . .., 
d" "Brigadier Cheape, C.B.,I the Chief Engineer of the army; is entitled to ,th~ 
b~sUhil'nks"of 'the' Govel-nor-Gimeral,'fo:r the zeal and ability with which he qas 
fuHill~d the important duty intrusted, to him, and, in the discharge of which" ~ehlls 
beed well supported by Major Napier, Chief' Engineer' of the Bengal division, IIpd 
Major'Scott, Chief Engineer of the Bombay division, of the force. ' '," 
,l·, To'Btigadier Markham, whose services have been conspicuous, to Brigadier Salter~ , 
.od tb'BrigndierHerv-ey, th~ Governor-General' tenders his warm acknowledgments, 

,To Brigadierthe Honorable H. Dundas, ,C.B., commanding the Bombay'di
visionj·to Brigadier Capon, and 'BrigadierStalker, the best thanks 'of the Governor
Genet'allire due; for the ready and effective assistance they have l'endere4iJpon all 
occasions,' as 'well in' the attack upon the suburbs; on the 27th of December, as in .th~ 
assaultbf the dtY;'which their troops were the first to 'enter; 'and in all' the subse
quent "operations of the siege," . ,'" ,. , " . I .'."..,', . . " " 

.' , 'TO-Major Garbett and to Major Leeson, commanding the artilleryonhe Beri~, 
galliod 'Bombay divisions,to Commander Powell, of the Indian Na.·y, and to the 
heads' of the variou~ depar~ments, Lhe Governor-General offers his tbanks. " 
..And to' all the troops' of 'each' division, European and Native, to the officers~ 
non. commissioned 'officers, '!Ind me".' the Governor-General .renders his hearty 
thanks for the gallantry, perseverance, skill, nnd discipline. which they hnve dis-
played,'throughout the service on which tbey"bave been employed. .. 

":With equal cordiality', the Governor-Generhl offers his best thanks to Major: 
Edwlirdes, C.B., with the irregular' force under his orders; and to Lieutenant Lake, 
wbo'hascommanded the forces of our ally, the Nawab of Babawulpore, 'The Gover.' 
nor-General 'congratulates these officers on their having 'been enahled; with their, 
native'troops, to witness, in the 'capture of Mooltan, the complete vindication of the 
supremacy of British p&wer, which, during the past. summer, their own gallantry 
and enterprise so materially contributed to sustain, , .' . , ' 

The Governor-GeneraLw!lLha"eJ~~ utmost.satisfacli.Q,n, in bringing the ser
. vices of the force at Mooltan under the favorable consideration of Her Majesty's 

Go\'ernment and the Honorable East India Company; 
. A salute of 21 guns has been ordered to be fired at every principal stn tion of 

the army in Indill .. ,'''' , ". . , ' , ,;' \' " \ . \ 

, t \ ,j 

Inclosure 20 in No, 4:6_, J 1 'r 
:TI' 1" ~ U. I, ; • '.. -" ',J 1 ' • ' I •• ~ • 1 • 

:" ~",The' ~eCretary witk.the ·~o~ern?;~GIIfl.e?"ai iQ}faj~~qffle~a'{ Whish~ ~ .. :~:~ 
",', f ~ ,,' '_'1,[ ': "f' ',,_, -' ," ,"., ,':' ',~ ! "l :.' '·1 ,'. r~·f:.w 

, "".',\ \', ,'." . ' , ." ,Camp; Mukkoo, January 21"),84:9_,,., 
, I A.\f directed to convey to you tbe, desire of the Governor-General ~ 

you will reinforce the Commander-in-Chief, without delay, by the force unde~ 
vour command. • .......... -" •. ,-, .......... ~-,-..... -,-.. -.- .. -
• , 
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Inclosure 21 an No.46~ 
Major-General Whish to the Secreta:TY with tk Governor-:General. .' " , . ; . 
. .' Camp, Mooltan, January 25, 1849 • 

. . ON tlie surrender 'of the citadel; I called in our cattle, then unavoidably 
grazing at· a great distance; tl1ey will be mostly in to-morrow; the hext .day: 
(27th) 'a brigade will march, accompanied by a troop of horse artillery and ~ 
regiment of irregular cavalry; and, on the 29th instant,the remainder of the 
Bengal division, including a siege train of twelve pieces. On the 31st instant, 
the Bombay division' will' follow, or rather the following detail of 'it, one 
European troop of horse artillery, one light field battery, European company, 
five troops of the Sinde horse, two European and two Native regiments of 
infantry, with one company of sappers and miners. '.' 

. The remainder will constitute the garrison' of Mooltan,and T have directed 
the Bombay siege train and Engineer parks to remain there also. 

At Brigadier .. Dundas'. recommendation, I have appointed Lieutenant 
Henry, 9th Bombay Native Infantry, to the charge of the prisoner Dewan 
Moolraj.· . 

Inclosure 22 in No. 46. 

The Sect'etary toith the Governor--General to the Resident at Lahore. 

"Camp, Mukkoo, Ja'fl'ljary 25, i1.849. 
THE Governor-General having received intelligence, to-day,of the uncon

ditional surrend,er of the Dewan Moolraj, together with the whole of his garri
son, his Lordship -con~iders it expedient to issue -orders, with as litm delay 
as possible, respecting several points which requir-e to be immediately pro-
vided for. . . 

The Governor-General requests that directions be addressed to "the officer 
commanding at Mooltan," desiring him to send on the Dewan Moolraj, in com
pany with the troops advancing from MooItan. He will be, ultimately, escorted 
to Lahore, there to await the pleasure of the Government of India. - • 

The Dewan must not be permitted to have any train, except.l/, few personal 
attendants; and effectual precautions must be taken for his >safe custody. 

You will direct Major Edwardes to make-temporary provision for the 
lodging of the women; they must not be allowed to remain in the fort. 

The Governor-General forbears giving any orders aB to the disposal of the 
prisoners, until his Lordship receives Majqr Edwardes' yeport. 

The Governor-General requests that you will make arrangements for bring
ing Moolraj to Lahore, and there placiug him in close confinement, until the 
pleasure of the British Government shall be made known. 

• 
Inclosure 23 in No. 46. 

The Resident at Lahrwe ·to the Secretary with the Governor-General. 

Lahore, January 25, 1849. 
I CONCLUDE that the Governor-General will direct that Dewan Moolraj, 

and his principal officers. be sent as prisoners. to Lahore,. to be disposed of, ac
cording to the orders of the Government of India. 

I am of opinion that judieial proof will not be wanting to convict the De
wan MoolraJ of having been, at any rate, accessary to the fact of the' murder of 
the British officers, in April last. . 

Of his rebellion to his sovereign, and of his having worked all the evil in 
his pewer to the British Government, and endeavoured to raise insurrection and 
revolt in 'the British provinces, there is the clearest evidence, without the neces-
llity of 01 investigation. . _ . 
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Inclosure 24 in No. 46. 

The Resident Ilt Lahore to Major Edwardea. 

Lahore, January 25, 1849. 
YOU will assume charge of the province of Mooltan, till you receive 

further instructions, and will make immediate arrangements for the collection 
of the revenue of the Rubbee harvest. 

. You are requested to report, without delay, what districts are, at present, 
in the occupation of the officers oUhe Nawab of Bahawnlpore, and what districts 
are held by the kardars of Sheik Emamooddeen, and Dewan Jowahir Mull 
Dutt. ' 

You will receive instructions, without delay, regarding the disposal of the 
prisoner Dewan Moolraj, and his principal officers, who are all, I believe, sub
jects of the Lahore Government. 

Inclosure 25 in No. 46. 

The Seuretary with the Governor-General to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Ferozepore, January 30, 1849. 
• 

THE Governor-General thinks it hardly necessary to say that Major Ed-
wardes interpreted the orders of Government correctly, as precluding him from 
:giving any conditions of surrender to Moolraj; but not p~cluding him from 
, promising, in the event of unconditional-surrender, the fullest protection to 
Moolraj's family. 

Inclosure 26 in No. 46. 

The Re¢ident at Lahore to the Secretary with the Governor-General. 

.. Lahore, January 25, 1849. 
I FORWARD a letter received from Sheik Emamooddeen and its inclosure: 

a letter from Bedee Bikrama Sing, >exhorting him to join the rebel standard 
without delay. '" ' 

Sheik Emamooddeen sent, a few days ago, a letter 0: similar import, addressed 
to him by Raja Shere Sing. • . • 

· I doubt not the Governor-General will be gratified at the fidelity of Sheik 
Emamooddeen, as evidenced by iinmediately sending these letters to me. I have 
expressed to him my. approbation of his conduct. 

Inclosure 27 in No. 46. 

Bedee Bikrama Sing to Sheik Emamooddeen. 

ALL the Hindoos and Mussulmans of the country. considering what is due 
· from them as loyal subjects, and upholders of their respective religions, have 
assembled together. Dost Mahomed also, esteeming the friendship of the 

· Sirkar of more value than worldly matters, is marching hither with his army. 
Sirdar Sooltan Mahomed and Peer Mahomed Khan, although formerly eneinies 
to tho State, have also thought the time opportune for establishing friendly 

,relations. I have brought about this result, and doubt not that they will 
continue to abide by my suggestions. ~ They have, accordingly, set up their 
standard, and have been admitted to the holy Punth ofthe Khalsa. It is matter 
of astonishment that you, who have received SQ many favors from the Sirkar, 
have not also joined us. Since life is short, it is not becoming in you to forget 
what is due from you. 

Although it was unnecessary for me to write to you, yet, in consideration of 
4D 
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your former services, I have thought it proper to do so. The time is auspicious, 
and if you are inclined' to act with wisdom and with loyalty, you will insure 
advantage to yourself. . If you will not join us, unite yourself, at least, with 
Sirdar Narain Sing. I need not write more, as you a.re a well-wisler of, and 
faithful to, the Sirkar, and will forget the services you have rendered, of late, to 
the British. 

Inclosure 28 in No. 46. 

General Orde1' by the Governor-General of India. 

Camp, Mukkoo, January 24, 1849 •. 
THE Governor-General, having received fr"m: the Commander-in-Chief in 

India, a dispatch, dated the 16th instant, directs that it shall be published, for the 
ibformation of the army and of the people of India.' '. 

In this dispatch, his Excellency reports the successful operation of the troops 
under his immediate commal1d, on the afternoon of the 13th instant, when they 
attacked, and defeated, the Sikh army under the command of Rajah Shere Sing. 

Notwithstanding great superiority in numbers, and the formidable position 
which he occupied, the enemy,.after a severe and obstinate resistance, was· driven 
back, and retreated from every part of his position in great disorder, with much 
slaughter, and with the loss of twelve pieces of artillery. 

.. The Governor-General congratulates the Commander-in-Chief on the victory. 
thus ohtained by the army under his command; and, on. behalf of the Government 
of India, he desil'l!S cordially to acknowledge the gallant services which have been 
rendered, on this occasion, by his Excellency the Commander-in-Chief,the Generals, 
the officers, non-commissioned officers, and. soldiers of the army in the field. 

. The Governor-General offers his thanks to Major-General Sir Joseph Thack
well, K.C.B., and K.H., for his services; and to Brigadier White for his conduct 
of the brigade of .cavalry on the left. 

Major-General Sir W. Gilbert, K.C.B., and Brigadier-General Campbell, 
.C.B., are entitled to the special thanks of the Governor-General, for the admirable 
manner in which they directed the divisions under their orders. • 

To Brigadier Mountain, C.B., and to I\Pgadier Hoggan, the Governor-General 
." tenders his acknowledgments, for the gallant example they offered~in the lead of their 

men; and to tnem, to Brigadier Godby, C.B., and Brigadier Pennycuick, C.B., for 
their able conduct of their respective brigades. • 

The warm thanks of the Governo\--General are due to Brigadier-General 
Tennant, comlpanding the artillery division; to Brigadie, Brooke, C.B., and 
Brigadi~r Huthwaite, C.B., for their direction of the operations of that distinguished 
arm, and for the effective serVice which it rendered: 

To the heads of the various departments, and to the officers of the general and 
personal staff, whose services are acknowledged by the Commander-in-Chief, the 
Governor-General offers his thanks. ' 

The Governor-General deeply regrets tbe loss of Brigadier Pennycuick, C.B., 
and of the gallant officers and men who have honorably fallen, in the service of their 
country. • 

It has afforded the Governor-General the highest gratification to observe, that 
the conduct of tbe troops generally was worthy of all praise. 

The Governor-General, indeed, is concerned .. to think. that any order, or mis-. 
apprehension of an order, could have produced the movements, by the right brigarJ.e 
of cavalry, which his Excellency the Commander-in· Chief reports. 

To the Artillery, European and Native, to the Cavalry on the left, and to the 
European and Native Infantry, the Governor-General offers his hearty thanks; 
especially to those corps; European and Native, which his Excellency reports to 
have acted, under trying circumstances, with ·6 gallantry worthy of the greateSt 
admiration. . . 

The Governor.General will have sincere satlsfactioll ill bringing the services of 
• this army under the favorable notice of Her Majesty's Government and the 

Honorable East India Company. . 
A salute of twenty-one guns has been ordered to be fired from every principal 

station of the arlOY in India. . 
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The Govemor:Gener~1 repeats to the Commander-in-Cbief, and to the A:tmy, 

the assurance of hIS cordIal thanks; and expresses his confident belief that the 
vittory which, under Divine Providence, they have won, will exercise a most 
important influence on the successful progress of the war in which they are engaged. 

Inclosure 29 in No. 46. 

The Sel:fetaJrY with the Govemo,.- General to the Adjutant-General . 
• 

Ferozepore, January 31, 1849. 
I AM directed' to acknowledge the receipt of his Excellency' the Commander

in-Chiefs dispatches, dated the 5th, lOth, and 16th ultimo, reporting the particulars 
of an action with the enemy at Sadoolapore, and the passage of the Chenab, by 
Major. General Sir Joseph Thackwell, K.C.B. 

The Governor·General regrets to find that he, inadvertently, omitted to issue 
instructions, founded on a minute which he ilad recorded, on the subject of the 
dispatches under acknowledgment. . 
. ,His Lordship begs to congratulate the Com~ander.in.Chief, on the success 

of the measures which he adopted for effecting the passage of the Chenab, and to 
convey to him the assurance of his satisfaction witli, and his best thanks for, the 
judicious arrangements by which he was enabled, with comparatively little loss, to 
carry into execution his plans for the passage of that difficult river, and for compel
'ling tbe retreat of the Sikh army, from the formidable position which they occupied: 
on its further bank, after tbey had been engaged, and beaten blick, by the forces 
under Major-General Sir Joseph Thackwell. . • 

, The result of his Excellency's movem~nts, in driving the Sikh army from 
their entrenchments, and forcing them to retire to the other extremity of the Doab, 
was of much importance. • 

The Governor-General offers his best thanks to Major-Gen~ral Sir Joseph 
Thackwell, for his successful direction of the force under his command, and for tbe 
dispositions by which he compelled the enemy to retire, and, ultimately, to quit the 
ground he had occupied. 

The Governor-General tenders his best thanks to Brigadier-General Camp
bell, for .,the able assistance which he rendered to Major-General Sir Joseph 
Thackwell, and to Lieutenant-Colonel Grant, for the powerful and effective use 
which he made of the artillery under his command. • 

The Governor-General has had much gratification in observing the terms 
. in which the Commander-in-Chief has spoken of the army under his command in 
the field; and he concurs with his Excellency in bestowing upon them the praise 
which is their due. • . 

• 
Inclosure 30 in No. 46 . 

• 
Tile Adjutant-General to the Secretary witll the Governor-General. 

Camp, Chillianwalla, January 30~ 1849. 
BY direction of the Commander-in-Chief, I have the honor to inclose, for the 

information of the Governor-General of India, a copy of a dispatch, of the 21st 
instant, from Brigadier-General H. M. Wheeler, C.B., commanding the Punjab 
division and Jullundur field force, reporting the success of his operatioDs against 
the rebel Ram Si~g. . 

Ipclosure 31 in No. 46 • 

• 
Brigadier-General H. M. Wheeler, C.B., commanding JullundJlll' Field Force, to 

the. Adjutant-GeMral. • 

Camp, Pvthankote, JOII.VIU'} 21, 1849. • 
ON the 8th instant, I marched from Puthankote, with my whole force, except

ing the 4th Regiment Native Infantry, and a N!!ssallah of irregular cavalry, which I 
sent, unde~ the command of Lieutenact-Colonel D. Downing, up the bed of the 

4D2 
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Chukkee river, to take post at the opposite end of the Dulla mountain, where I had 
ascertained that the ascent was more facile than near Shahpoor. At Shahpoor I 
found that a range of hill!! wano be crossed to reach Dulla-hill, and I hoped to be 
able to take the troops up the bed of the Ravee, and thus avoid it: on examination, 
it was found that the fords were too deep, with a violent stream, and I was com
pelled to turn my attention to a gorge which crossed the intervening hill. 

This presented great· difficuLties for guns; but, in three days, a practicable road 
was made, under the skil~ul and indefatigable exertions of Captain J. R. Oldfitild,' 
Field Engineer, admirably aided by Lieutenal)tM., J. Turnbull, 7th Light Cavalry, 
Brigade Quartermaster, and I ,had the ex-treme pleasure of seeing the whole of the 
artillery pass it, and descend into the valley, under the mountain of Dulla. ' 

I take this opportunity of expressing my high opinion of both these officers, to 
whom I am greatly indebted for aiding me in my reconnoissances, and obtaining 
information. • 

On reaching the valley, the positions of the enemy were found to be admirably 
chosen, and I, at once, saw that a direct attack was out of the question, more parti-
cularly as they showed in great strength. • 

The 12th, 13th, and 14th, wer~ passed in reconnoitering and obtaining infor ... 
mation; and I must ackllowle~ge my obligations to Mr. J. Lawrence, Mr. P .. S. 
Melvill, Lieutenants Lumsden and Hodson, who aided me most cordially. 

On the evening of the 14th, I made the following arrangements :
I:.ieutenant Hodson (Lieutenant Lumsden having sprained his ankle), with his 

corps of guides, to move, at noon, on the 15th, up the right bank- of the Ravee, 
re-cro~s the river, and move up to a high peak of the mountain, visible from my 
camp; with him went 400 rank and file, 3rd Regiment Native Infantry. I, at the 
same time, wrote to Lieutenant-Colonel Downing, that my arrangements were defini
tively settled, and that the Bound of my heavy 'guns was to be the signal for him to 
cooperate and attack the enemy's position; but that, as it was possible (owing to 
the intervening hills) he might not hear them, he was not to delay.his ascent 
beyond 8 o'clock A.M. of the 16th. • , 

. Another column was formed of the head-quarters 3rd Regiment Native In
fantry, and a party of the· 2nd Irregular Cavalry (Captain Jackson having volun
teered the services of his corps dismounted), under Liet;,tenant Swinton, second in 
command, the whole under Major ,Butler, commanding 3rd Regiment Native In-
~~. ' 

Mr. Lawrence, on joining me, brought with him a party of the 16th Irregular 
Cavalry and 1st Sikh Local Infantry, the former the head-quarters and' 60 sowars, 
the latter under Lieutenant J. Peel,·second in command, 152; the whole under 
the command of Captain W. W. Davidson, of the former, who volunteered for his 
sowars to nct on foot. . 

These were formed into another column, t; join that 10IIlder Major Butler, 
when . h~ passed that point of the hill where it ascended. Lieutenant Hodson 
quitted camp at noon, on the 15th, and at 2 P.M. rain began to fall, slightly at 
firat, but it increased and poured all night, and fell more or less until past 1 P.M_ 

of the next day. This so greatly interfered with his progress, the road 'being a 
most difficult path over cliffs, and.the.Ravee having swollen, he was uDll,ble to reach 
his post, until noon on the 16th, instead of 6 P.M. on the 15th, as reckoned on. 
Of this he could give me no intimation, in consequence of the weather preventing 
anY'one from coming round, and the occupation .of the mountain by the enemy 
equally preventing anyone from coming across. , . 

All were ready in my camp at 8 A.M.,and,- although it poured, moved. off, in 
capital spirits, to be ready to ascend at the signal. . 

Lieutenant-Colonel Wilson has written so modestly of the artillery, that it ii 
my duty to state that his own exertions, and that of all under him, were most 
zealous and successful. Captains Sissmore and Burnett deserve the greatest .credit 
for getting up 24-pound howitzers and mortars on IIteep shoulders of the hin, and 
bringing them to act on the positions of the enemy. These officers have, on every 
occasion, elicited my praise, ,and I beg most strongly to recommend them to the 
favorable consideration of Lord Gough. .. 

• The c!llumn under Major Butler carried out my wishes with great coolness 
and courage, and I am indebted to that officer for the judgment which he· evinced, 
and which was crowned with complete success. > 

The enemy has lost severely; 35 bodies were: counted, and many m<!re must 
• 
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have fallen on different parts of the hIll, which hav~ not been seen. Of their 
wounded, I know nothing. ' 

Major Fisher and Captain Jackson, with the mounted portions of their corps, 
followed me up the mountain, wher~, I'll venture to say, cavalry never were before, 
i!1 the hope of being able to pursue th~ enemy when beaten, but did not reach in 
tIme. ' '. ' 

I have had on this, as indeed on every other, occasion, the most hearty and' 
cheerful tLid from the staff of all grades, the whole of whom accompanied me. . , 

I received the .000st cordial aid in all points from Mr. Lawrence and' Mr. Mel-
vill, and am most grateful to those gentlemen. ' , 

I am, in a word, pleaselt with all, and of all ranks, who were 'undel' my per-
sonal command. '. " 

Ram Sing's party is utterly broken up for the present, and he has re-crossed 
the JULvee with two followers., ' . 

• • 
Return of Killed and Wounded in the -Force commanded by Brigadier-General H.'·· 

M. Wheeler, C.B., in the Assault and Capture of the Heights of Dulla, on 
January 16, 1849. • " . . • 

3rd Regiment Native Infantry-l sepoy, slightly wounded. ' , , 
2nd Regiment Irregular Cavalry-l so war killed; 1 sowar severely, and.l 
, ~~~,~nd~ ",.' • 
16th Regiment' Irregular Cavalry-Captain commanding" Captain W. W. 

Davidson, se.Yerely wounded, bullet in the right hand; 1 native officer,' 
" severely wounded; 1 sowar severely, and 2 slightly, wounded. 
lst Regiment Sikh Local Infantry-Lieu\enant second in command, Lieu-' 
, tenant J. }>eel, dangerously wounded, since dead; 1 j"IDadar, 2 sepoys, 

killed; 1 havildar, 4 sepoys slightly, 1 naick; 3 sepoy~, severely, 2 sepoys 
dangerously, wounded. 

Total-4 killed; 20 wounded. 
N.B.-Cornet Christie, ,7th Light Cavalry, killed . 

• h' 

., -
Inclosure 32 in No. 46. 

The Secretary with the Governor-General to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Mullainwalla, January 27, 1849. 
WITH reference to your communications with the Dewan of Maharajah 

Golab Sing, I am direc'ted to state, that the events that have lately happened, 
render it incumbent upon the Governor-General tOe address the Maharajah 

• in language still stronger and more explicit. ' 
Ameer Dost Mahomed Khan appears to have c()mmitted himself, :D.Qw, to an 

extent which it is hardly possible for him to explain away. One of his sons is, 
undoubtedly, with Chuttur Sing, near the Jhelum. ' . 

The Dost himself is on the right bank of the Indus, close to Attock, which 
he has taken. 

Another of hiS SOnl!, has descended, with a force, into :Bunnoo and Lieutenant 
Taylor, at Lukkee, is in expectation of being there attacked by them. 

All this makes it probable that the British troops will have much to do yet, 
before tranquillity can be restored . 

• On the other hand, the Commander-in-Chief has defeated the Sikhs at 
Chillianwalla, but has not destroyed their army, or their power. 'fhey are, still, 
on this side tbe Jhelum; and, to drive them across the river, another action 
seems inevitable. . " 

In the hill country, the troop" ,of Maharajah Golab Sing, however inferior 
they may be in the field, could act with great effect against an enemy: and they 
are bound to act, for the Maharajah, by Artiele VI. of the ,Treaty, engages' to 
"join, with the whole of his military force, the British troops, when employed 
within the hills." i • 

• The Govemor-General, therefore, requests that you will address a letter to 
Mallarajah Golab Sing, informing His Highness that the city and fort of Moo!-
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tan have been captured by the British army, and that a large body of troops is 
about to join the Commander-in-Chief. Raja Shere Sing, with' such remnant of 
his army as may escape, will be driven into the country beyond the Jhelum. 
The British Government, justly indignant ai; the obstinate and ferocious war 
which has been brQught upon them by the Sikhs, will no longer be lenient, but 
will inflict that severity of punishment which the offence merits. 

To this end, they call \lpon the Maharajah to.place his troops in the fie41, as 
by Clause VI. of the Treaty, made ~t Umritsur on the 16th day of Marcil, 1846, 
he is bound to do. And they call upon him, fwiher, to put forth every exertion 
for the destruction of the army of the Sikhs, now in arm~ against the _British 

" Government. " 
If the Maharajah shall act cordially, in compliance with this demand, and 

shall throw the weight of his power, effectually, against the Sikhs and the 
Affghans, or whatever troops may be acting against the British Government, 
then the British Government will be satisfied that the Maharajah is a Prince 
faithful to his word, and desirous of holding friendship with the English. 

If he does not act with cordiality; if he refuses, or neglects, 01' evades 
to comply with the demand which. .the Governor-General now makes on ffis High
ness, by virtue of the Treaty abov.e mentioned/ then, the British Government, 
upon whom the Maharajah's non-fulfilment of his .obligations will impose 
greater labor and greater expense, will necessarily regard the Treaty as violated 
bJli him. They will be compelled to regard His Highness not as a friend, but as, 
in truth, an enemy; and will proceed, in due time, to seize such portions of 
His Highness's territory as may give reparation for his "reach of treaty, and 
compensate for the expense which. will be caused thereby,or to inflict -upon' 
His Highness such other punishment as the GDvernor-General may think suited 
to the faithlessness of his conduct. • 

The Governor-General, trusts that the Maharajah, by prompt and vigorous 
action, will avert this misfortune. . • 

The conduct of Dost Mahomed appears, now, to be beyond apology, and 
requires that the Government should make use of iIll justifiable means for the 
punishment of this most gross aggression' on his part. , It is, now, necessary that 
the Affghans should be driven forth from. a province which they have invaded 
and taken possession of, and be-punished for their temerity. 

If pacific overtures should be made by the Dost, in the meantime, and 
if (which his Lordship can now hardly conceive to be possible) he can explain 
his proceediJIgs iII. a maDIlCl cakulated to ,satisfy the British Government, the 
measures contemplated against him will become unnecessary. 

If the contrary should be the case, the Governor-General trusts that these 
measures may be of material advantage in enabling us to effect the total dis
comfiture of our enemies. especially of those who have so unwarrantably takeR 
up arms against ns, from the other side of the fr!)ntier monutains. 

Inclosure 33 in. No. 46. 
• , 

The Resident at Lahore to the Secretarg with the Governor-General. 

Lahore, January 30, 1849. 
I FOllWARD a letter this day reoej,ved by me -from Maharajah Golab 

Sing. 
The khurreeta was presented by his confidential vakeel JowaTa Sahae, 

wbQ produced a purwanna from the Maharajah to himself, stating that pur
wannas and letters had been written by the Barukzyes to all the hill chiefs, 
promising jagheers, and other rewards, if they would join them, in re-possessing 
themselves of their hereditary country of Cashmere; and directing the Dewan 
to wait UpOA me. and take my advice. as to what his Highness bad better do, 
m the present emecgency. The purwannastated, moreover, tbat.thE>< Mahara
jall understood, that messengers, with letters from DostMahomed Khan, were 
on their"way to Cashmere, but His Highness had written to forbid the nearer 
ap~oach of the messengers. and to bring on their letters, which be would, ou. 
receipt, seud iD Qtigioal to Lahore. I explained to Dewan Jowala Sabae, 
what I had so often before done, the necessity for his master's acting more openly 
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and decidedly than he has hitherto done; and repeated t~e s~tement I had 
before made to him ill writing. in accordance with the terms of your letter of 
the 19th instant.· ' 

I take this oportunity of acknowle~ging the receipt of your lett;r dated 
the 27th instant. and have this day addressed a khurreeta to the Maharajah. 
in accordance with the instructions it contains . 

InclosUl"$ 34 in No. 46. 

Maharajah Golab Sing to the ReSident at Lahore. 
• 

• Srinuggur. 
_.IN these days, when the misrepresentations of evil-disposed persons 

bear a high premium. and no distinctions are recognised between friends and 
enemies. I thought it proper to send to you my trusty ami confidential servaut. 
Dewan Jowala Sahae. who has. I trust. made you acquainted with aU that has 
occurred. It is notorious as the day. in what,manner I have been treated by 
the Sikhs, since the death of Maharajah Runjeet Sing; and their 'feelings 
towards me remain unchanged. The result has been. that-. I have thrown 
aside all my former connections and interests, and attached myself unreser
vedly to the British; and so strong do I remain in: tltis resolution that, even 

• if the mountains should rock. I should. nevertheless. firmly retain my position. 
With the exception of the British. I regard all, whether Sikhs or Affghans. as 

. my enemies. The Sikhs are they who murdered five of my family, and plun
dereq my property. The Affghans look upon this coun~ry as their hereditary 
pos~ession. arui, w\thout the aid of the British, I could not have kept my hold 
on It. • ." 

On the first occurrence of the present disturbances, my desire was. per
sonally, to lend my aSsistance; but. asathis did not meet with your approval, 
1 eonsidered my own wishes to be subordinate to your orders, and occupied 
myself by lending all the aid in my power to Captain Abbott.. I directed 
Meean Runbeer Sing to obey your instructipns in every respect; and I have 
sent to Jowala Saha'e a detailed acc()unt of the difficulties which have arisen 
here, with the particulars of which he will make you fully acquainted. 

The Barukzyes, who consider Cashmere to be an Irereditary possession 
of their family, have sent purwannas to several persons, promising them 
Jagheers, and have their eyes fixed upon the country. As yet, .however, I re
~in firm in my possession, by the assistaace and support of the British; and 
my only hope itt, to reside under the shade of their protection. As long as I 
shall continue to retain my present feelings, I trust to deserve the good will and 
favor of the British. and desire that the face of those who have defamed me 
may be blackened. I have written to you thus, that my intentions may not be 
misunderstood . 

Inclosure 35 in No. 46. 

Lieutenant Taylor to the Resident at Lahore. 

Lukkee • ./amJ.ary. 12, 1849. 
YESTERDAY evening, I received accounts of Mahomed Azim Khan, to 

the effect that he had marched from Khoorrum and reached JhuI, on the road to 
Bunnoo; tbat he had with him four guns, and a large foree. Last n::ih:, a 
messenger from l'tIeer Alim Khan came, stealthily unde ... the wal1s of Lee, 
and hailed the sentry, who encouraged him to speak, and he then delivered 
his Plessage, which was, to exhort the garrison of Lukkee to remain 
stuunch, as the Dooranees had arrived in force in BUDnoo, and would be 
at Lukkee the next day; the messenger was seized, and confined. In the 
middle of the night, I reeeived letters from Jaffier Khan and a spy, conttrming 
the report, and giving different accounts of the numbers of the enemy. To-day, 
I have been fully employed in hearing the accounts of messengers, summoning . 
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assistance, repairing the damage done to the fort, and filling in our own trenches. 
I am inclined to believe that the force with Mahomed Azim Khan, is not, at 
present, equal to advancing on Lukkee, and, before it is, I trust I shall have been 
reinforced. The last account says, that the Sirdar intended, originally, to halt 
four or five days at Duleepgurh, and I doubt not the news of the fall of Lukkee 
will incline him to wait still longer, if not defer his advance altogether. I do 
not yet exactly know the number of their guus, some accounts saying four, and' 
some two. Fyze Mahomed Khan has not yet moved from Kohat. To-morrow, 
we move across the river, and encamp in front of the fort, but under the protec
tion of its gUI)s. There is a very strong position hetween the fort and town, 
those two points protecting each flank, and in thiS, supposing we were obliged 
to fight a much superior force, I should not anticipate a catastrophe'. I have 
now, from two sources, heard that the fort of Attock has fallen: the account is 
that Gool Eadshah and Futteh Khan Azankhanee-wallah having been sent by 
the Dost to gain over· the soldi!!rs of the garrison, their efforts were attended 
with success, and Herbert was obliged to come out" of the fort. I trust this is 
not true, but have misgivings on the subject. It is a curious thing that this 
news r.fached me almost simulQtneously with the a<;counts of ;Mahomed Azim's 
move. It has been a remarkable feature in the late disturbances, that the 
reports circulaied have generally been favorable to us, greatly exaggerating the 
strength of our troops, . the loss of our enemies in engagements, &c. And 'the 
man, who reported to me the.fall of Attock, refrained from mentioning it, 'when 
I, first, examined him before several witnesses, giving as a reason for this;when. 
he subsequently told me, that he feared its being known might do mischief. 
Major Edwardes writes me, that he has despatched six guns and a regular 
regiment to my assistance. I do not exactly understand whether these are in 
addition to 1000 irregulars, formerly despatched, or in place of them: I hope 
the former, as I"want all the force I can get, to show. a good front here. It 
appears to me probable, if Attock has fallen, that the Affghans may descend the 
left bank of the Indus, and thence threaten the Derajat. Thinking thl} case 
emergent, I have summoned Shahnewaz Khan of Tank with 300 men, and 
Gooldad Khan with 200, which will give me 500 more matchlocks, till the 
arrival of the reinforcements. How extremely fortunate it is that we have the 
fort. I could not have held my ground, had it remained' in the hands of the 
enemy. Honesty is the best policy. Meer Alim had, for three weeks, been 
sending every other" day, to say that the Dooranees would arrive next day: so that, 
when they really were coming, the garrison did not believe it, and, losing some 
men, thought it time to give in. Their chagrin, at finding that, if they had waited 
twenty-four houx:s. the fort would have been saved, is great, and not unnatura).. 

, • 

Inclosure 36 in No. 46. 

Lieutenant Taylor to the Resident at Lahore. 

Lukkee. 
THE Ameer Dost. Mahomed seems determined to play the cards out, and 

his conduct is certainly very strange. All accounts reckon his whole force at 
less than 15,000; and all who are acquainted with his country, resources, &c., 
are of opinion that, to collect the force he has with him, he must, to a great 
extent, have denuded his own provinces; and yet here he i~, far from. his own 
border, waging war, as if he were backed by an army equal to the conquest of 
Delhi; Mahomed Azim Khan, I hear, congratulates himself, on having secured 
.ond of the gates of Cabool. He has been joined by Shahebzada of Khost and 
the Lukhun Peer; the latter a well-known inischievous character. I hope to. 
hear, this evening, of the arrival of Lieutenant Pearse, with rei\!!,orcements, at 
Dera Ismael Khan. • • 

The Sikhs are making head about Pind Dadun Khan, and also in the 
Pindl!e Ghebee country, and our partisans are getting'alarmed. . 

P.S.-I am repairing and strengthenhlg this fort, as much as possible, 
levelling the old lines and other obstacles, &c. " · 
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Inclosure 37 in No: 46. 
, ' 

LUiu.tenant Taylor to tlis Resident at Lahore. 

, ' , Lukkee, January 15, 1849. 
A SON. of Dost Mahomed Khan, with 2,500 men and'two guns, is at • 

Duleepgurh ill Blinnoo, three marches from this, and is trying to induce the 
Bunnoochees, and surrounding tribes, to join him in a religious-war against the 
Sikhs and Feringees. His force is small, even forthe nucleus of such a move
ment;, and .as his advance on Bunnoo, which took all by surprise, occurred just 
about the tune that the news of the fall of Attock must have reached him. I 
am inclined to apprehend that the Ameer would not have directed him to ad
vance, had he not intended to support, and cooperate with, him by other move
ments. The possession of Attock would enable him to detach a strong force 
in the direction of the Derajat, which might either march down the left bank 

,of the Indus, or drop down that river in boats, or march through the Kohat 
country. This force to be joined by the Bunnoo column on its arrival. Our 
armies on the Jhelum are occupied with the Sikh force in their front; and 
this small irregular force is, at present, the only obstacle to aggression west of 
the Jhelum. Supposing, then, the Ameer to wish to assist in the great game, 
create a. diversion in favor of the Sikhs, and, at the same time, lay hands on 
the provinces ceded to him, in his compact with Chuttur Sing, I can conceive 
nothing more obvious than such a move as the one abo ..... e alluded to. Mahomed 
Azim Khan, with his present force, could not, I think; injure me; but if, by 
representing that his sole object ill coming, is to establish Mllssulmanee west of 
the Indus, and free the oppressed people of th.ese districts from a foreign yoke, 
he succeeds in inducing the turbulent, ap.d uncertain, popUlation of Bunnoo and 
Murwut to join him, the case might be different'. I am, therefore, of opinion 
that it is very desirable that this frontier should be strengrhened and rendered' 
safe from aggression, and that, not merely with a view to the protection of the 
provinces themselves, but to avoid the evil effect upon our whole strategy, of 
their being invaded by tbe Affghans, at this juncture. Reinforcements to the 
ettent of 1000 irregulars, six guns, and a regiment of infantry, are on their 
way to join me. This is &. good reinforcement, and will, I doubt not, be suf
ficient; but, supposing the Affghans to make anything like &. leading move from 
above, there should be a stronger nucleus of regular infantry. The KhaBS 
with me say, tlutt Mooltan is an affair of vast importance, and so is the cam
paign on the Jhelum; but the stopping up of this road, and wardin~ off Affghan 
aggression from these districts, is of equal importance with either; and, in a 
minor degree, I concur in the opinion. In all this, I am supposing Ameer Dost 
Mahomed to be hand and heart ,\0 the Sikh cause, or rather in his own cause, 
as identified with that of the Sillhs, and anxious to aid it to the uttermost; 
that his forces are numerous, and well equipped; and that he has leaders able 
to undertake, and carry out, a bold line of strategy; all which points are open 
to doubt; but that should not, I think, affect our precautionary measures. My 
wish is, if possible, to halt the supports on the Der&. frontier, instead of, allow
ing them to join me here. In case of invasion, both Lukkee and Esakhail are 
too near the hills to be good positions for an army of limited strength. It 
would only be on their debouching' on the plain, that I should be able to ascer
tain the'real strength of the 'invaders, and, then, there would be no leisure for 
taking measures accordingly; whereas, from the Dera border, with the two 
forts of' Esakhail and Lukkee strongly garrisoned in front of me, that leisure 
would be insured. I do. not wiSh to retire from this immediately, as it would 
be immediately supposed that I was retiring before Mahomed Azim; but if I 
sea no cause to apprehend attack from him, I shall halt the reinforcements at 
the Peyzoo Durrah, and, perhaps, send back the Dera guns to join them, and 
thus make that the main army, while I remain .here myself to collect the 
revenue, settle the province, &c. The Peyzoo Durrah is one long march 
from this, and it would be a· very difficult matter for Mahomed Azim to 
attack me under the walls of Lukkee, with support so near. Lnkkee is being 
repaireci and !\trengthened, and, with the men I put into it may be counted 
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on to stand a siege of twenty~ys, if. not more, before the Btro~gest A1Fghan 
force. . 

I hope daily to hear of the fall of Mooltan, which wIll greatly simplify 
matters. . ' , . 

. Inclosure 38 in No. 46. 

The ReBident at Lahore to Major Edwal·des. 

Lahore, January 23, 1849. 
LIEUTENANT TAYLOR'S perseverance, gallantry, and judicious and 

vigorous arrangements in the siege against Lukkee, are most creditable to 
him; and his success, at this moment, may be of great benefit to our ,interests 
in the Derajat. .' . 
. As he now is, he must be either reinforced, or recalled; and as you have 

taken measures for the former, you are right in pursuing that line of policy 
with al\ vigor and efficiency. • • 

The force you have detached to Lukkee, is sufficient for all purposes of a 
defensive character, if it can be depended on; but I think it is hazardous 
sending General Cortlandt's regulars and guns, without the General himself 
to command them. At the present moment, it is by no means prudent, in my 
opinion, to separate them from the influence of the presence of their own 
commanding officer. 

I concur with you. in al\ you say of the gallantry and good conduct of 
Lieutenant Taylor, which entitle him to very high praise. 

Inclosure 39 in.No. 46. 

The ReBident at Lahore to the Secretary with the Governor-General. 

Lahore, January.26, 1849. 
MAJOR EDW ARDES has sent all the available reinforcements he Ms, 

to Lieutenant Taylor, and nothing more can be done at present. 
It remains to be seen what line the Dooranees will take, when they hear of 

the fall of Mooltan, and the reverses of the Sikhs on the Jhelum. 

Inclosure 40 in No. 46. 

The Secretary with the Governor- General to the Residli1lt'at Lahore. 

Camp, FerofOepore, January 30, 1849. 
THE Governor-General directs that you will communicate to Lieutenant 

Taylor his Lordship'S praise for the gallantry and perseverance displayed by 
that officer in his proceedings afLukkee: _ 

Inclosure 41 in No. 46. 

The ReBidmt at Lahore to the Secretary with the Governor-General. 

Lahore, January 28, 1849. 
AS the correspondence regarding Captain Nicholson's proceedings, since 

his being ordered by Major Lawrence to Attock, on the commencement of the 
disturbances in Hazara, has been conducted almost, if not entirely, in private 
letters, it seems right that a brief official narrative of his proceedingS' should be 
recorded, for the information of the Governmen"t. 

Captain Nicholson, having secured Attock, by turning out the Sikh 
garrison, and SUbstituting one on which he placed dependence, hastened on 
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to Hussan Abdal. to prevent the junction with Sirdar Chuttnr Sing of the 
regiment moving up at his call from Kahoota, to co-operate generally wit~ 
Captain Abbott, and to keep in control the inhabitantll of the Khatir districts, 
with whom he was well acquainted. • 

Captain Nicholson's admirable arrangements at this time, and the success 
which, for a considerable period, accompanied them, and the opposition offered by 
him, with his new levies, to Chuttur Sing's army, have been already reported to 
Government, as have his proceedings. at the time when Sirdar Qotar Sing went 
to him, while cooperating with Captain Abbott, to prevent the Sikh army in • 
rebellion leaving the fastnesses of Hazara. 

After the release of the Pill brigade, and the advance of Chuttur Sing's 
force from Hazara, Captain Nicholson, with his levies, continued in his immediate. 
neighbo.urhood, threatening his flanks and rear, and watching his movements, 
peingready, had Chuttur Sing, at that time, attempted the siege of Attock, to 
throw himself into that fortress to assist Lieutenant Herbert, who had, in tbe . 
interim, been sent with reinforcements from Peshawnr in its defence, and, at the 
sa~e time, was prepared to act on the communications, and cut off the supplies, of 
the. rebel force, had it, as was, at the time, expected by Captains Abbott and 
Nicholson, marched to the southward. . 
.. At this period, the insurrection was spreading in Chuch, and it was a great 
object to prevent, if possible, its extension in the Khatir districts, and towards 
Futteh Jhung and Chuckowal. The presence of Captain Nicholson, at this time, 
in these districts was of the greatest benefit. He continued on. the very 'verge 
o( the rebellion, as it were, with a very small force of newly raised followers, 
assuring the people, awing the wavering officials, and staying the encroaching 
tide of insurrection. . 

Captain Nicholson, in t4ese operations, performed. several' very gallant 
actions, briefly described to me in a couple of lines in private notes, in one of 
which, in an attempt t .. dislodge the enemy from the Boorj which commands 
the Margulla Pass, he was wounded in the face, in personal conflict with some 
regulars of Baba Pandee Ramdial's regiment. 

He continned in constant communication with Major Lawrence in Pe .. 
shawnr;' and when Chuttur Sing and his rebel adherents cut off the Lahore 
daks, and stopped the direct road, Captain Nicholson kept open the communi
cation with the capital vid Futteh Jhung, Chuckowal, and Pind Dadun Khan. 
, Captain Nichol~on was thus employed, j!:eeping all along within such distance 

of Attock that, if a siege or investment of the place were threatened, ,he could 
at any time throw himself into the fort, when he received an urgent. letter from 
Mrs. Lawrence, describing herself to be in great danger at Chuckowal, stating 
that she intended to march towards him, and begging him to move on Chuckowal 
to her aid. Captain Nicholson immediately set off' with the followers he had 
collected, towards Chuckowal, marching night and day, till he learnt that Mrs. 
Lawrence's escort, .instead of bringing her towards him at Futteh Jhung, had 
conveyed her back towards Kohat. He made a long forced march in the direc
tion of Kohat, in the hope of overtaking her; but, finding that impossible, he 
moved. on Chuckowal, to seize, and punish, the parties who were said to have 
stopped, and demanded money from, Mrs. Lawrence, and to have closed the road 
ag'ainst her further ad,·ance. . . 

Captain Nicholson found that, though the disturbance was spreading around 
Chuckowal, th:!re was, up to the time that Mrs. Lawrence reached the place, 
nothing to have prevented her proceeding with. perfect safety, had her large 
escort been faithful, and that it was evident .that, through the treachery of the 
escort furnished by Sirdar Sooltan Mahomed Khan, and commanded by his son, 
l(hwajah Mahomed Khan, she had been taken back to Kohat. 

At. Chuckowal"Captain Nicholson learnt that the insurgents had planned 
the seizure of the fort of Pind Dadun Khan, and the Government treasure 
therein, amounting t~ne and a half laklis of rupees. This treasnre Raja Deena 
J)[ath had omitted ~o bring away with him, on his return from Chuckowal, nor 
llad he made any arrangement for its security .•. A guard of two companies of 
Pporbeahs had been sent by me from Lahore, to secure this treasure, some time 
before; but, instead of proceeding to Pind Dadun Khan, they hau halted at 
Meanee, put themseh'es in cotllmunicatiOll with Sirdar LaJ Sing, Morareea. at 
Rotas, and joined the rebels. 

• The ,rebels, I!;t this time, occupied the passes of the Salt range, betfeen 
4E2 
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Chuckowal an!! Pind Dadull Khan, but Captain Nicholson, considering it of 
so much importance to save the treasure and ammunition in Pind Dadun Khan, 

• determined to force the pass, and endeavour. to Qccupythe fort, before the rebels 
could get there. He, accordingly, made a rapid movement in that direction, 
selecting the road where the insurgents were in least force, drove them off, after 
a sharp skirmish, and, marching day and night, reached Pind Dadun Khan a 
few hours ouly after it was, through the treachery of the garrison, occnpied by 
the insurgents. Captain Nicho-Ison's party had a conflict with the insurgents, 

,outside of the town of Pind Dadun Khan, and drove them back to the fort. He, 
the~, took up his position at the Ghat, seized the boats, and held them for s~me 
'days, under the hope that he might be able to do so, until reinforcements ~hould 
arrive. 

All these circumstances Captain Nicholson communicated to me, on his 
reaching Pind Dadun Khan. The coIIUilunication with Lahore had been inter

, rupted by the rebels; and I had nqt heard from him for a considerable period. 
At this juncture, the country between Futteh Jhung and Pind Dadun Khan 

became extensively disturbed, and the Government'officials in these districts all' 
joined the rebel calise. Captain Nicholson found that the return to his former 
position was impossible, nor could he, for a long time, get any communication 
conveyed to Major Lawrence, 'or Lieutenant Herbert. He continued to hold 
the boats of the Jhelum for some time, and his, presence had the effect of 
eheck,ing; to a certain extent, the rapidity of the progress of the disaffection. 

But as it was impossible to send him reinforcements; the insll-rrection soon 
spread around him; and he was obliged to fall back, by a forced march, on Ram
Duggur, which he reached, after a sharp 'skirmish with the rebels at Meanee, 
with all his people, in one night. 

When Captaill Nicholson reached Ramnuggur,' the British troops were 
II.'lsembling at Ferozepore, and my object was, at that time, by any means, to 
save the Rechna Doab from the depredations of the insurgents, . and from the 
spread of the rebellion, as upon it our army must in a great mcasure depend 
for their supplies. I, therefore, allowed Captain Nicholson to remain at Ram

"nuggur, as long as h,e could with anything like safety, and I sent him such rein
forcements as I could command",with a supply of arms and ammunition. The 
fidelity of every soldier, of every description, in the Durbar service being 
doubtful, this Wll.'l no easy matter. I sent ouly those on whom I ·could most 
depend: some of them remained faithful-others deserted to the enemy. 

I was most anxions for the advance of the British troops, at this time, as I 
had all along been; and I felt tbat a single btigade, crossing the Ravee, would 
check the advance of Shere Sing's troops moying up on the left bank of the 
Chenab, and would also prevent the rebels crossing at Wuzeerabad, and- thus 
allow Captain Nicholson to hold his own at Ramnuggur. . 

The distressing delay,in the arrival of troops from Ferozepore, encouraged 
La! Sing, Morareea, to cross the Chenab at W uzeerabad, when the kardar. with 
the few J?urbar troops there, joined the rebels; and the Sirdars, stationed for 
the protection of the ple-ce, fell back. to Goojranwalla, with the exception of 
Sirdar Nungul Sing, who gave a friendly meeting to Lal Sing, Morareea, at. 
Wuzeerabad, and remained with him. ' . 

sfrdar Soorutt Sing, Majeetia, with the leading column of Shere Sing's 
troops, who had been kept, for'some weeks, in check, by the bold,attitude 
observed by Captain Nicholson, now advanced within eight or ten miles of 
Ramnuggur; and I considered Captain Nicholson's position no longer tenable 
there. I, therefore, ordered him in to Lahore, which he reached as Brigadier 
Godby's brigade crossed the Ravee, meeting it on the bridge. 

A few days after this, Brigadier-General Cureton came up, and advanced 
immediately to Emin'abad and Goojranwalla. I sent out Captain Nicholson 
with that division/as Political Officer. 
, The 'nature of Captain Nicholson's duties and services, since the advance 
of our army, is known.to the Governor-General. 
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" No. 47, 

The Governor-General to the Secret Committee. 

Camp, Ferozepore, February 7, 1849. (No. 10.) 
, I FORWARD a correspondence with Major Macgregor, the Governor 

General'~ agent at Benares, regarding Maharanee Junda Khore of Lahore, 
and the communications which Mr~ Newmarch, an attorney of the CaJ.cutta 
,Supreme Court, has held with her. 

, ' In October, the Maharanee, acting by Mr. Newmarch's advice, preferred 
complaints to me regarding the treatment to which she has been subjected by 
being rempved from the Punjab, and placed under surveillance at Benares, and 

· ~pplied for an investigation into her conduct. Major Macgregor was told to 
inform her, that her conduct was examined by. the Government of Lahore, and was 
found to have been such as. to render necessary the measures of punishment, and 
precaution, which have since been taken, and that the Government of India saw 
no reason to renew, and declined to renew, investigations which had already been 
completed, and acted upon. 

· . It appears that Mr. Newmarch afterwards made an application to the 
· Supreme Court, to bring the Maharanee's case before that tribunal; and, the 
application having been refused, he is now prepared to proceed to Englal1d, and 
appeal; on behalf of his client, to the Court of Directors, and to Parliament, pro-
vided he receives, for his pains and costs, the sum of 50,000 rupees. . 

.' . I transmit, in connection with this subject, a letterlt from the Resident at 
Lahore, dated the 29th ultimo, inclosing a translation of the decision of the 
Durbar for the removal of the Maharanee from the Punjab .. 

Inclo~ure 1 in No. 47 . 

. Major Macgregor, C.B., Governor-General's Agent at Benaret, to the Secretary" 
• with the Governor-General. 

Benares, October 16, 1848. 
MR. JOHN l'IIEWMARCH, solicitor, arrived at Benares on the 4th, and 

returned to Calcutta on the 12th instant. 
During :Mr. Newmarch's stay here, he paid the Maharanee Junda Kore of 

·Lahore several visits, all of which took place in my presence. ..:: 
• The Maharanee related a. very full account of all the occurrences which had 

taken place in the Punjab, in which she happened to be in any way concerned, 
from the period that her brother was slain by the Sikh soldiery, up to her arrival 
here, which was eXplained to Mr. Newmarch, by an interpreter brought with him 
for that purpose. • ' 
. . She dwelt much on the severity of.her imprisonment in the fort of Sheikhoo-

• poor, and on the nature of her rigid confinement now at Benares, and also on 
the hardship' of having been deprived of all her jewels and valuables, on her 
arrival here. . • 

Mr. Newmarch prepared a letter, to'be addressed by the Maharanee to the 
Governor-General, the contents of which were explained to her, of which she 
aPl?foved.· , 

Inclosure 2 in No. 47. 

J. Newmarch, Esq., to Major Macgregor. 

Benare8, October 12, 1848. . . . 

I HAVE the honor to inclose a lette. addressed, by Her Highness the 
Maharanee lunda Kore, to the Governor-General of India, which she requests 
you will do her the favor ofJaying before his Lordship. The letter is written 
In English, but it has been very fully explained to Her Highneas • 

• 

• InclosUn> 14 in No. 47. 
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I am also, instructed bf Her Highness to submit to you the inclosed 
estimate of the sum which sh~ wishes to be allowed for her monthly expen. 
diture. In perusing this, consideration must b!! gil'en to the past and present 
situation of Her Highness. It may be that many of the items are such as 
appear to an Englishman unnecessary, and in some measure ab~urd. but they 
are such as she has been accustomed to expend, though now considerably 
reduced in amount, and she will feel that she is lowered in the eyes of her 
attendants, if deprh'ed .of the means of keeping them up. Among thes~ may be 
instanced the expenses of her own dress, and that of the little boy'with her; 
and i\: may be urged that she has plenty of dresses by her; but she has been' 

• accustomed to purchase 'new dresses monthly, and will feel annoyed if she 
be prevented from continuing this custom. : 

Against the expenses of her servants I myself remonstrated,' thinking the 
outlay extravagant. She has very considerably reduced them, at my request; 
but I am assured t~at the expenditure, under this head, even as submitted to 
me originally, was calculated on a much more economical scale than prevailed 
while she was mistress of her own resources, and she fears that a more con
siderable reduction would lessen the attachment of her domestics, 'and, per-
haps, even ind uce them to desert her service. ' 

I am also instructed by the Ranee to request that, out of the money 
belonging to her, confiscated by you, a monthly remittance may be made to 
me at Calcutta, for the support of her Native agent or vakeel at that place. 
Ber Highness mentioned 500 rupees a month as a proper sum. If this be 
regarded in the light; not so much of a necessary expense, as of a means of 
supporting her old and attached followers during their exile, still I think that 
the Government should not prevent her from making such an allowance out of 
her own funds. • ' • '," , , 

Her Highness also approves of my suggestion, that the services of Behary 
Loll, who has acted as my interpreter during my stay at Benares, should be. 
continued. He seems to me very intelligent, and well conducted; and his 
instructor, the Reverend Mr. Sandbey, gives him a high character,; he has. 

o also the confidence of the Ranee, and her attendants. I trust, therefore;' that 
Government will see no objection to aHowing him to be retained, at a.moderate 
salary, say 40 rupees a month, or tbereabout. 

, I also think that it would not be unreasonable, were I to request the 
Government to r"fund the actual expenses of my journey hither, and my 
I'eturn to Calcutta, amounting to about 700 rupees,. but I do not wish to urge 
this, if the Government makes any demur on tl},e matter. . 

I have also to request that you will furnish me with it list of the jewels 
and property of Her Highness, in your custodt, and that you will inform me 
of any claims to any part thereof,.which may be made by the Lahore Durbar, 
or any other persons; and that you will not deliver up any part, without 
,giving me an opportunity of investigating" and contesting, if necessary, the 
justice of their claim. ' 

. 

Inclosure 3 in No. 47. 

Estimate of the monthly e:xpemes of Her Highness the Maharanee Junda Khore. 

Her Highness' dr('ss 
Dre •• 01' the child under her protection 
Meethaees 
Table provisions, &c., Sic: 
Pan, nuts, &c. & •• 

Attar .. 
Expenses attending worship 
W 3..'t candles) incense 

. Oil ..... ,;." 
Feed of horles, mule., oxen, Sie. 

SERVANTS • 
. :... i. 

Three female lervants at 30 rupees each 
Nine female servonts at 10 rupee. each 
Dhoola Sing Jomadar . 
Fuur bearers at 6 rup ...... ch 

•• 

' .. 

Rupees. 
300 
100 
100 
50D 

• 

50 
80 
30 
80 
30 

220 

90 
90 
20 
24 



'emadar of the Bawar.bee Khana 
Four cooks at 8 rupees each 
Jemadar of the Palkee bearers 
Ten beare .. a\ 6 rupees each 
Ram Kissen •• 
Kbang Sing 
Golab Sing 

, Modee Xho.alee • • • • 
Narain Sing, •• •• 

, Six zel waHab a\ 6 rupees ,eacb 
Carriage Jemadar 

57'7 

.. 

.: .. 
•• 
.. 
•• 

--. .. 
•• 1 

.. .. 
. .... 

• • 
•• 
•• 
•• 
• • 

•• 
.. 
• 

Man under him • • •• • • • • 
Dhobee wages 7 rupees, and 1 rupee per day for Mussallb 
Dirgie .. . . .• •. ~.. •• 
Mihter •• •• •. 
Four Syees (engaged at Benare.) 
Jemadars of Ferrasb.. • • 
Two Ferrashes at 6 rupees each 
Gburree waHab • • • • 
One man under him .. 
Barber 
Bheestees 
Mehtah Sing 
An interpreter 

, 

Inclosure 4 in No. 47. 
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.' 

• , 20 
32 
20 
60 
30 
30 
30 
20 
15 
36 
12 

• 6 
37 
8 
6 

16 
15 
12 
15 

6 
10 
8 

10 
40 
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Major Macgregor to the Secretary with th~ Governor-General. 

• Benares, October 23, 1848. 
I FO~WARD a letter from Mr. Newmarch to my address, accom-

panied by a statement shewing the Maharanee's estimated expenses. ' 
The only objection which 1 see to a compliance with the Maharanee's 

request for an increase to her present allowance of 1,000 rupees per mensem, 
is that, in my opinion, she would, then, be able to save money out of her 
monthly allowance, which might be applied by her to some improper purpose. 

As the cold weather is approaching, and as the Maharanee urges that 
she requires some warm clothing for herself and slave-girls, perhaps, the 
Governor-General would be pleased to sanction some being made up for 
that purpose, and charged for, in my contingent bill. 
, .1 see no objection to Mr. Newmarch's being furnished with a copy of the 
inventory of the Maharanee's jewels and p~operty, which were attached, on 
her arrival at Benares. 

Mr. Newmarch, in making allusion to sOllle money belonging to the 
Maharanee, refers, 1 believe, to the gold coin, which, with the rest of her 
proper!y, was made over to the co.Hector·here, viz. ~r. M'Leod, and included 

• In the lD\·entory of the Maharanees property. . 

Inclosure 5 hi No. 47. 

Th: Secretary'with the Governor-Gen~al to Major Macgregor. 

Off GhazeeporB. November 6, 1848. 
THE' Maha.ranee must live within the income provided for her bi the La

hore Durbar. 
The clothing she has applied for, can either be }lurchased, and paid for, out 

of the funds referred to in your letter, or a portion of tl?-ose funds suflicien'l; for 
the purchase can be made over to her • 

• < 
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Inclosure 6 in No. 47. 

Philip Melvill, Esg;, the l!.nder-fr,e~retary, with th~, GoverTWr-General, to 
• . Major Macgregor . ... 

. ' '. "Allahabad, November 14,1848. 
YOU will acqm\mt the:Maharanee, that lIer Conduct. ~as examined by 

the Government of Lahore, and was ,found -to have been such as to render 
necessary the measures ,pf punishment, and precaution, which have since been 
taken; and that the Government of India sees no reason to renew, and 
declines to renew, inYestigatlons, which hav.e already been completed, and 
acted upon. 

fp:cIosure 7 in No. 41: 

Mr. Newmarch to Major Macgregor. 

,Oalcutta, January 3, 1849. 
• I HAVE the honor to transmit a letter and a. newspaper which J. request 
you will do me the favor to deliver to Her Highness the Maharanee J unda Khore, 
and allow her interpreter Behary Loll to translate the letter, and the por
tion of the newspaper relating to Her Highness's affairs, for Her Highness's 
~~ t' . • llllorma IOn. ., ' 

I also send a power of attorney, for execution by Her Highness,' should she 
approve the suggestions contained in my letter, and I request you will allow 
the interpreter to explain the same, and attest the execution thereof. ' 

I beg also to renew my request,'that you will furniSh me with'a descriptive 
. list of the jewellery, and other property, of Her Highness, which you have,taken 
possession o~ by the directions 'of Government. 

Inclosure 8 in No. 47. 

Mr. Newmarch to the :Maharanee Junda Khore • 
• 

Oalcutta, January I, 1849. 
I FEEL it my duty to inform you of the proceedings which have been 

taken in your Highness's canse, since I had the honor of receiving your com
mands at Benares, in October last. 
. I have received a reply to my letter addressed to Major Macgregor by 
your Highness's directions (representing the insufficiency of the allowance, at 
present made for the support of your Highness' establishment, and also request
ing ,that a portion of the funds belonging to your Highness, now in Major Mac
gregor's hands, might be applied for the maintenance of your native vakeel in 
Calcutta), in which I am informed, that your Highness will be required to limit 
your expenditure to the scanty allowance hitherto·afforliled you. • 

I have also received an intimation that the Governor-General has refused 
to grant the investigation which you demanded, into the truth of the charges 
brought against you, or to make known to you what those charges are. 

• . Upon being made acquainted with the resolution of the IndiaD. Govern. 
ment t6 adhere to the foolish policy which they have hitherto pursued towards 
your Highness, I inade an application to Her Majesty's Supreme Oourt, at Cal
cutta, in order to have your Highness's cllBe brought before that tribunal for in
vestigation. This application was refused; and, indeed, before' I made the 
attempt, I was aware of the technical difficulties which would prevent the 
Court from granting it, and expected no other event. My object in making 
the application was, to make it apparent, that your Highness had unsuc
cessfully tried every possible . means for obtaining a fair hearing in this 
country, before making an appeal to the higher authorities in England. 
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An appeal to the Court of, Directors of the East India Company, to 
the British Parliament, and to Her Majesty in England, is now the only 
course which remains open to your Highness. -

Before entering upon this, I deemed it expedient to Jay a statement 
of your Highness's case before the public; which I did, in a letter addressed to 
the Governor-General, and published in the" Englishman" newspaper, the most 

,extensively circulated journal in India. I have the honor to transmit to your 
, Highness a copy of the paper, containing my letter; and, from the remarks which 
appear in the editorial columns of the" Englishman," and also in those of a con
temporary journal, the" Calcutta Star," (which I also transmit) your Highness 
will perceive that my attempts to inflnence the organs of public opinion in your 
Highness's favor, have not been entirely unsnccessful. 

It will also be gratifying to your Highness"to learn that, since the publica
tiou of my letter, 1 have received assurances, from persons in almost every rank 
of society in Calcutta, of their sympathy in your Highness's misfortunes, and 
their conviction that, on IIiIl appeal to, England, the cruel measures pursued 

• towards your Highness by the Indian Government, arising out of delusion and 
timidity, will be reversed, and your Highness restored to the regency of the 
Punjab. 

1 have nOW to enter upon the discussion of the all-important topic, the 
method of conducting your Highness'S appeal in England. 1 have no wish to 
mislead your Highness for my own advantage. It is possible for this appeal to lle 
conducted, without my proceeding to England, aud 1 hope not without good 
chance of success; and 1 am now preparing the necessary memorials, and letters 
to influential persons, to interest them in your behalf. But, at the same time, 
'I must, in spite.of all misconstruction to which my advice may expose me, state 
my conviction, that the probability of securing a speedy and successful issue to 
your suit, would be much promoted by my going to England to conduct it in 
person. There are so many subjects of great interest always before the British 

- Parliament; that your case may be postponed and neglected, unless there be 
one ~n the spot, well acquainted with its merj.ts, to devote his whole zeal and 
energy to have it brought properly forward. Facts have to be got well together; 
iufluential persous spoken'to; the public journals interested; and every exertion 
made to press the case on rapidly to a hearing,. before it has grown stale, and 
ceased to attract the attention of the public. For all this agitation, the presence 
of an agent in England is, if not indispensable, most desirable. 

1 am willing to proceed thither, as your Highness's vakeel, and stay there, 
if necessary, for a year; but, as this step would .entirely upset all my present 
business arrangements, and most materially affect my prospects in my profession, 
'I could not, in justice to myself and my family, undertake such a mission for a 
less remuneration than 3,0001. (something more than 30,000 rupees) for my 
personal services, exclusive of expenses of travelling, printing, fees to officers 

-and public writers, and otherwise, for which 1 ought to be furnished with not 
less than 2,0001. in addition, and this sum (in all 5,0001. or somewhat more thall 

,50,000 rupees,) 1 should require to be paid, before my leaving this country. 1 
,beg your Highness will not misunderstand me; 1 am quite ready, as heretofore, 
to render my best services in this country, resting my hopes of remuneration on 
the chance of the eventual success of your Highness's cause, and being content, 
in case of failure, to have as my reward the consciousness that I have exerted 
myself, disinterestedly" in the cause of the oppressed. But 1 cannot suspend my 
business, and alter all my plans for the future, which my proceeding to England 
would ne~ssitate, without being paid, in hand, the sum whiCh 1 have mentioned 
above. Mld large as that sum is, I think the vital importance of your Highness's 
cause being pushed with the utmost vigor, will well justify its expe!lditure. • 

. - ' Should your Highness concur with me in my views of the best mode of con-
. ducting your appeal iD England, it remains to be considered how this large sum 
.of 5,0001. can be raised. , 

Most unquestionably, it ought, at once, to be furnished by Governmeut, on 
,the security of the jewels, and other valuable property, belonging to you, which 
they hold in their hands; or, should your Highness prefer to raise the money by 

• a sale of a portion of those jewels, or by the realization of the hoondies, which 1 
, understand from you, are among the property taken possession of by Govem
, ment, a. sufficient portion of the property ought to be made over to me, for that 
purpose. ' 

4 F 
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. . Should, however, Government (m the' ~tatiOR of putting a stop to your 
appeal,) refuse t<t sanction such a use flf the properly which they hold, I have 
hopes that I should be able, if -authorized by you in that behalf, to raise the 
'necessary funds, by loan from persons in Caleutta, upon the personalseeurity of 
your Highness, or upon security of the property belonging to you, in the posses-
sion of the officers of Govermnent. ' • " 

I send, for signature by your Highness, in case you should approve of my 
suggestions, a document which would enable me to raise the funds required, by 
any of the methods which I have mentioned. This document you should' have 
explained to you 1>y Behary Loll, and it should be signed by you, in the pre;ence 
of one or more of your female attendants, who could, if necessary, make oath as 
to the fact of your having signlld it. 

To enable me to complete the copies of documents ,to be annexed to the 
'memorial to be addressed to Parliament, I require a copy of the English letter 
'which your Highness addressed to the Governor-General in October last. I 
have, unfortunately, mislaid the draft, and therefore request that your Highness 
will send me a copy from that which is in your possession. 

I beg to renew my assurances to your Highness that, whether I remain in 
this country, or proceed to England, I shall not cease from the most strenuous 
exertions, until your Highness's case be brought tQ a happy issue. 

P.8.-1 am not altogether without hope, that the strong feeling, which has 
been excited among the public. in favor of your Highness, since your case has, 
by my published letter to the Governor-General, been placed fully before them, 
may have the effect of inducing the Indian Government to revise their mea
sures, without driving us to an appeal to England; bilt this hope must not lead 
us to relax, in the meantime, our efforts for the prosecution of that appeal in the 
most vigorous manner. 

Inclosure 9 in No. 47. 

MajM' Macgrego,. t9 the Secreta'I"!J with the GotJer'lI9r-General. 

Be'lULres, January 11, 1849. 
I REQUEST to be favored with his Lordship's instructions as to whct~~r 

or not Mr. N ewmarch's letter to the Maharanee's address, and the power of 
attorney shall be delivered to Her Highness. 

I further beg to know whether or not a copy of the "Englishman" 
Newswaper, eontaining & letter from Mr. Newmarch to the address of the 
Governor-General, couched in very disrespectful terms.' shall be delivered to 
the Maharanee,. the said newspaper having been sent to me by Mr. New
march fot that purpose. 

Mr. Newmarch renews his request to be furnished with a descriptive list of 
the jewellery and other property of Her Highness. deposited in the eollector's 
~. . 

Inclosure 10 in No. 47. 

Tl&I SeC'fetCU'J vitA th, GOtJef'f&or-General t" Major Mac!Jf'egor • 
• 

Camp, Mukkoo, Ja'A'III¥I'Y 23, 1849. 
YOU are directed to acquaint Mr. Newmarch, thR! the Government does 

not wish to interpose any needless obstacles in the way of a fitting communication 
between him and his client. 

But the Government will not permit one of its own subjects, through its 
own officers, to transmit, to a state prisoner, letters, and documents, coDtaining 
reflections on the public policy pursued by the Government, which are quite 
unnecessary for the transaction of business between his client and himself. The 
Governor-General, therefore, declines to 'sanction the delivery to HerHighness of 
these papers, or of the prin~ed letter alluded to by you. 
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. Whenever Mr. NeWlIllll'Ch shall fGl'ward, for the Maharanee, letters free from 
the objections stated above, the Government will authorize their being delivered 
to his client.· 

A ost, also, of the jewels deposited in the treasury, will. in that case, be 
furnished to him. . 

Inclosure 11 in No. 47. 

Major Macgregor to tM .secretary with the Governor-General. 

Benares, Janua1'!/ 23, 1849. 
I TRANSMIT a letter from the Maha.ra.nee Junda Khore of Lahore. 
The Mahara.nee; on my visiting her a. few days ago, expressed a desire that 

I would communicate a. message from Her Highness to the Governor.General. 
I told her that if she would write what she wished to ma.ke knon to the Governor
General, I would transmit the document to his Lordship •. 

. Inclosure 12 in No. 47 •. 

• 
The Maharanee Jurtfla Khore of Lahore to Major Macgregor. 

January 15, 1849.-
THE friendship which had subsisted for a period of forty years between 

Maharajah Runjeet Sing and the British Government, was interrupted by the 
intrigues of several crafty and ill-disposed persons; but, by the payment of 
crores of rupees, I restored amicable relations between the two States. 

During the late struggle, the British Government expended lakhs of rupees; 
the Government of the Rajah Duleep Sing expended lakhs of rupees; and thou
sands of lives were lost; and no good resulted to either of the States. 

The British Government has done well, in causing my removal; it has saved 
my life; ungrateful wretehes would have taken it. My wish is to requite the 
British Government, for the good it has done me: how is this to be effected? 
Why, in this manner!" send me back to the Punjab, a.nd I would repress anarchy, 
a.nd restore good government. I would advance the interests of the British 
Government. The British should confide in me; I am a person of integrity, 
and never tell falsehoods. • 

If the British would Bend me to the Punjab, I would settle the affairs of 
that country in four months, and in such a manner as to meet the approval of the 
British. If it pleased the British, I would make prisoners of the evil-disposed 
persons, and cause them to be slain: in fact, I would, in no way, act contrary to 
the wishes of the British: by sending me baek to the Punjab, they would see 
how wisely I would administer the affairs of that country: what good has arisen 
from keeping me a prisoner r all has gone wrong in consequence. People 
should regulate their actions, so as to derive flome good from them: make use 
of my services; and the interests of the British Government would thereby be 
promoted. 

When I was confined in the fort of Sheikhoopoor, I was in possession of 
property to the value of fifty lakhs, besides two lakhs of rupees in cash. If I had 
entertained unfriendly feelings towards the British, I had then the opportunity 
of acting inimically towards them; but I did not do so, because I entertain 
friendly feelings towards the British; and, from that period to the present time, 
you yourself are aware that I have not in any way committed mY$elf a",0'8.inst the 
British. . 

If the Bl'itish desire to avail themselves of my services-which might prove 
most beneficial to their interests-now is the time to consider the matter, while 
misrule prevails throughout the Punjab: should they be suspicious of my inten:
tions, let them be assured that I entertain no evil designs whatever, and should 
promote their interests. 

I don't blame the British, for what I have suffered: I blame my own 
ungrateful-servauts. I consider that the British have done me good, in removing 
me from the scene of disturbances, because it is now the more easily discovered 

4F2 . 
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who are the faithful, and who are the unfaithful,servants of the State.: 'Had I 
remained in'the Punjab,the rebels would have declared that the Ranee was at. 
the bottom of aU the disturbances:, when I was there, I always endeavoured to " 
put a stop. to, their evil designs: and it was this' opposition on:' my 'part which" 
induced them to seek for my removal" thinking that when I, who ani a clever: 
woman, would be, out of the 'way, the young Maharajah would be· completely J 
under ,their control, and they would 'then be able' to' carry out 'all their evil . 
designs; and thus they caused my renlOval and imprisonment. ' , " " .' " '1 ' ) 

1.'he legitimate ruler (Malik)' of the' l)unjab being away,' the' army haS" 
become disorganized, the chiefs disunited ; were 1 ,(the Malik) to appear among'" 
them, under the auspices and in alliance with the British, they would, at once, : 
through fear, submit t.o me; and whatever the British desired, would be accom- ' , 
pUshed., Those who resolve ,to, die fighting, cannot be' taken' alive ;andi , the'" 
British may fight many battles, but the Sikhs will never submit to theirJrule. " 
If the, British desire to settle the country, let them send me thither, and 'I 'will 
rule the country on their tenus. ' If the 13ritish will not allow me to' teturn to'· , 
the Puujab, the state of affairs there will' become worse.' Chuttur 'Sing"has' ' already made over Pesbawur to the Caboolees, to secure their 'eooperation ;so ' 
in like manner will other parts of the Punjab pass into 'other hands.' YOtI 'are 
wise and experienced: if 1 have written aught objectionable, blot it out': never I 
trust the Sikh Sirdar~ or artny: they killed Maharajah Shere Sing, ahd ,placed . 
Maharajah Duleep SlDg on the throne, when he was only five years ola; and" 
then ruled the" country themselves. The young Maharajah and myself may' be' t 
left in the hands of the British, but they (the Sikhs) will in like 'manner raise' I 

another ruler, and serye under him. You are wise. ,Do as you think best." i' 
• , '. ", ~'L ( \ 

Inclosure 13 in No. 47. 

TlteSecretary with the Governol'-General to Major Macgregor. ' 
, . 

Camp, Ferorepore, January 31. 1~~9, 
THE letter from the Maharanee calls for no answer. 

Inclosure 14 in No. 47., 
" ; .. 

The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary with the Governor-General. 
, 

Lahore, January 29, 1~49. ' . , 
I FORWARD the document, dated the 16th of May last, recording the, 

decision of the Resident, acting in concert with the Durhar. for the remo~-at 
of the Maharanee J unda Khore from the Punjab, and promulgating _ the, 
same for the information of the chiefs and people of Lahore. 't ' 

Inclosure 15 in No. 47. 

Paper recorded" and promulgated, by the Lahore Durbar, in Puritlann~s, under the 
8ignature of the Resident, and the seals of the Lahore Government, 'and, all the 
Members of the Durbar, to all the Chiefs, the Army, and People' of the Punjab. .. " , 

ON the 20th of August, 1847, a notification was recorded by the Resident 
of Lahore, in concert with the members of the Durbar, and issued, for the 
i!lformation of all the subjects of Maharajah Duleep Sing Bahadoor, to the 
purport following :_u The Governor-Gener~l, having respect to the friendly 
relations established between' the British and Lahore Governments, 'and 
regarding Maharajah Duleep Sing, during his tender years,' with the interest 
of a parent, has determined, with the full concurrence of the Durbar, that it 
is necessary, for the well being of the Maharajah, and for the tnaintenance of 
the abrve relations, that His Highness Maharajah' Duleep Sing should be 
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separated from the Maharanee, and, in consequence of this det~rmination, the 
Maharanee has been removed (on the 19th of August, 1847,correspondingwith 
5th Bhadoun,. 1904,) to the fort .of Sheikhoopoor. The causes of the above 
determination· having been Come. to; are t.hese:-lst. On the occasion of 
concluding the. existing arra!lgements for conducting the government of the 
Lahore State, 1t was determIDed .that the Maharanee should take no part in the 
admini!ltration of public affairs; but that Her Highness should live in ease and 
comfort, in the enjoyment of the liberal allowan'ce assigned to her;' notwith. 
standing, which, the. Maharanee has, systematically, interfered with, and 
opposed, the members of the Durbar, and has engaged in a series of proceed. 
ings, highly injurious to the interests of the State: to such an extent that the 
business. of the administration has· been materially hindered. . 2dly. The' 
hatred ,entertained by the Maharanee to the Sirdars composing the Durbar, 
and,jtne, influence exercised by her over her son, will have the effect, if 110t 
countElracted,of estranging the IIffections of the Maharajah from the persons 
oc. the Sirdars, and of preventing the mind of the Maharajah from being 
endowed with. those principles, and qualities. which are so highly essential, to 
enable His Highness, on. the expiration ,of his minority,. so to conduct the: 
government as to promote the welfare of his country and his subjects. 3rdly. 
Evil disposed persons, enemies to the true interests of the Khalsa State,' 
encouraged by the presence ,of the Maharanee at Lahore, and the authority 
which Her Highness aSS!lmes, engage in practices which have t~le tendency,' 
by degrees, to ruin the country.-· These are the causes which have induced 
the removal of the Maharanee, in which measur~. it; behoves all the well- . 
wishers of the State to be satisfied, and well pleased.. . 

On the 2nd of September, 1847, in accordance with instructions received 
in a letter from the Government of India, dated the 28th of August, the following 
communication was made to the Maharanee, in consequence of an appeal made 
by Her Highness to the Governor-General. .. The Maharanee is informed 
that the act by which she was separated from her son, was the act of the 
Governor-General deliberately taken, and that it will not be revoked; that 
the Governor-General is the guardian of the Maharajah, during his minority; 
and that, at his age, he ought to be educated in a manner becoming his future 
high station; tha.t Her Highness has misused her power over her son,. by 
causing him to counteract the Government, which is attempting to save the 
Raj, brought to the very verge of ruin, during the time Her Hi~hness was regent, 
and only saved by the moderation of the British Government; that Her High-. 
ness's mode of life, since March 1846, when, at her solicitation, a British force 
occupied Lahore, has been of a nature to induce the Governor.General no 
longer to entrust the Prince to be brought 'up under her tuition; that the 
motive of the Governor-General's decision has been proclaimed to the Sikh 
people; and that it now only remains for Her Highness to be resigned to the 
decision, which is irrevocable, during the Maharajah's minority. The Mahar
rallee is, at the same time, warned that it is her duty to her son not to 
thwart the British Government, in carrying on the government on behalf of 
her son; and that if her acts, either by letter or by message, are of a nature 
to convince the Government that she IS so reckless as to persevere in abusing 
the facilities which her present residence may afford, by attempting to excite 
discontent and disturbance, on account of the separation from her son, then, 
the Governor-General will not hesitate to take the next step, of removing Her 
Highness out of the Punjab, in the just exercise of the power vested in him 
by the latetreaty-as it is the duty of the Governor-General to adopt such 
measures as he may deem to be most conducive to the interests of her son, 
and the welfare of the State." Notwithstanding the above warning, and the 
expostulation~ and remonstrances which have been, from time to time,addressed 
to the Maharanee, by the Resident, and the Durbar, Her Highness has not 
desisted from her intrigues; and, at this time, some of the immediate and con
fidential dependants of the Maharanee have been convicted of evil practices. 
and designs, of the most serious character-such as, had they'been accom-

• plished, and the intentions of the'conspirators fulfilled, would, inevitably, have 
caused the ruin of the Khalsa State. These persons have paid the penalty of 
their crimes; . but, in the investigation of their case, the name of the 
Maharanee has been adduced, by the criminals, as the instigator of their 
offences; and letters from the Maharanee to these par~es" in confirm-
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ation' (if theit assertions, have been recorded' on the proceedings held 
by the Resident and, the Durbar. I Although it is hardly credible that. 
the Maharanee should, in her hearl, desire the destruction of the Gi>vernment 
of her son, yet, as such is the result to he apprehended from her conduct, and 
fronf ber presence in the Punjab, affording, as it does, a.9. occasion fartheene-' 
mies of the State to concert measures injurious to the Government, it is deter
mined by the Resident, in concert with the members of the Durbat:, that it is 
expedient, and absolutely necessary, that the provisions of the letter of the. 
Governor.General of the 28th of August, above quoted, should be enforced; lind 
the Maharanee has, accordingly, by the orders of the Resident and the Durbar. 
been removed, with all due respect to her rank,:and consideration to her sex and 
position, to the other side of the Sutlej, accompanied by her female attendants, 
and under charge of the faithful friend and attached servant of the late Maharajah 
Runjeet Sing, the venerable Fakeer Noorooddeen. 

Her Highness the Maharanee will reside henceforth at Benares, II place 
esteemed as of much sanctity by Hindoos; and Her Highness's property, which 
may be too bulky to accompany her, will be sent after ber, in charge of Her 
Highness's brother, Sirdar Heera Sing. The Maharanee, while at Benares, will 
be under the charge of the Governor-General's agent; and Her Highness will 
be prohibited from holding any communication, in writing, or otherwise, with 
any of the inhabitants of the Punjab, or others, of II tendency injurious to the 
interests of the Maharajah, and of tbe State <Ji Lahore. If Her Highness. shall 
not, at Benates, abstain from practices and designs of II tendency to subvert the 
administration of the Punjab, and injurious to the Maharajah, or the British 
Government, it will, in such case, be necessary for the Government of India to 
cause the Maharanee to be confined in the fortress of Chunar.· This decision 
has been recorded, and is promulgated, for the information, and satisfaction, of 
the various classes of the Lahore subjects, on the 16th o! May, 1848. 

No. 48. 

The GO'Dernor-General to the Secret Committee. 

Camp, FerozepfJre, FebroaTY 21, 1849. (No. 13.) 
MAJOR-GENERAL WHISH, C.B., with the advance brigade of the 

Mooltan force, reached Ramnuggur on the'13th, and, on the 16tb, joined his 
Excellency the Commander-in-Chief, who had moved from his former position, 
on the previous day, in the direction or Wuzeerabad,the enemy having left 
their entrenchments, and taken up a position between Goojerat and the Chenab. 
Want of supplies led to this movement, on the part of the enemy, who were 
allowed to effect it without being molested by our troops. Their intention 
appears to have been to have crossed the Chenab, and, after ravaging the 
Rechna Doab, to proceed to Lahore; but this intention was frustrated by 
Major-General Whish's having detached a brigade, to guard the fords above, and 
below, W uzeerabad. The enemy have, several times, come down to the river, for 

, the purpose of attempting a passage, but, finding our troops on the alert, have 
retired on Goojerat.' The rear brigade, or Bombay column, of the Mooltan 
reinforcements, under Brigadier-General tbe Honorable H. Dundas, C.B., 
reached his Excellency's head-quarters, on the evening of the 19th~ thus cQm
pleting the army at the disposal of his Excellency. His Excellency the Com
mander-in-Chief will, doubtless, therefore, immediately attack the enemy, who is 
in considerable force, though a portion of his army, with some guns, is separated 
from the rest, having crossed the Jhelum, when the main body moved upon 
.Goojerat. 

Upon his march, Major-General Whish received the submission of Narain 
Sing, Moolraj's principal commander. He held the stronghold of Chuniote with 
about 2,000 men. These, on a promise of their lives, laid down their arms to 
Maj.or-General Whish, on the 9th instant, and were made over, as prisoners, to 
Sheik Emamooddeen, who had been investine: Chuniote. N arain Sing was 
taken .on, with Major-General Whish's force, and has, no doubt, reached Lahore 
ere thiS. -

Almost all the chief advisers and officers 'of Moolraj are now in confine-



ment. . Of bis soldiers, nearly 4,000 were taken at Mool.tau.. Major Edwardes 
bas sent to Feroi/lepore a large number ~f those wbose homes are in the MaJtihllo, 
the protected Sikh States, and the British PrO'l'inces, under dlarge of Peer 
Ibraheem Khan, native agent at Bahawulpore. AJl.deserters from the regimtWts 
that accompanied Mr. Agnew, or from General Cortlandt's regiments, and ~ 
such as bave been conspicuous in the part they have taken against the British, 
have been retained £Or trial. .Among them. is the reputed murderer of Mr. 
Agnew. Respecting this man, I have instructed the Resident .that he should be 
tried bya Oourt, consisting of three European officers, and three Native officers, 
together with another European as President; that the trial should be enierlld 
upon, without delay; and the result, with the sentence, be submitted to me, before 
it is carried into execution. 

. The removal of Moolraj to Lahore, has been securely effected. I have 
sanctioned, at the suggestion of the Resident, his being placed in confinement 
in Govindgurh, for the present. . ... 
. There appears to be ample and consistent testimony to the fact, tbat 

Moolraj was the moving spring of the insurrection, after it had once broke out; 
but that the first outbreak was ·unpremeditated, and, in a manner, accidental. 

Lieutenant Taylor gives a most satisfactory account of his proceedings at 
Lukkee. His position is a strong one, and he has made it what it is. Lieute
nant Pollock, with 1,200 regular infantry, 1,000 irregulars, and 6 gnns, was at 
Kulloor, six marches from Lieutenant Taylor, on the 8th instant. "He will 
remain there," Lieutenant Taylor writes, "for the present, thereby protecting 
my right flank, and exercising a beneficial influence over the country between 
the Indus and Jhelum. The arrival of Lieutenant Pollock will give me a dis
posable force of 5,000 men and 12 guns, with a strong fort, garrisoned by 500 
men and 5 guns, to protect my rear; and, could I feel secure that they would 
not be reinforced, I believe this £orce would .he sufficient to enable me to attack 
that of the Dooranee Sirdars in Bunnoo; bnt, as long as they count on being 
relieved, in case of emergency, in a fortnight, and have so Itrong a fortress 
as Duleepghur, to rest upon in the interim, I think it would be rash to 
attempt to drive them out of Bunnoo, and risk a failure, which would, probably, 
involve the loss of the advantages we, at present, possess." He goes Oil. to say, 
that "the inhabitants of Bunnoo are decidedly in our favor, and would hail 
with joy our re-occupation of the valley, contrasting their present state, with 
what it was 80 lately under British management, when every man had his right, 
and every thing was paid for." 

I bave requested the Resident to communicate to Lieutenant Taylor my 
high appreciation of his zeal, gallantry, and prudence, as .shown in his opera
tions against Lukkee, and in his proceedings since he has held that fort. 

. Maharajah Golab Sing has replied, very earnestly, to the warning letter 
addressed tQ him. "His letter," the Resident remarks, "is, for him, a bold 
and indignant reply to what he considers an unjust a.ccusation." He desired to 
have plain and explicit orders as to what was expected. and required of him, at 
the present time, stating that he was ready to atteJad to every requisition, even 
though his country was in danger. 

The Resident was instructed to inform His Highness, that I expect, when 
the Sikhs are defeated, His Highness' army will be actively employed against. 
them, in the hill country, into which they will be driven. The troops of the 
Maharajah will be able, in that country, to act against them with effect, to render 
those services which he'has professed his readiness to perform, and-which, more
ovef, he is bound by his Treaty to perform. The Resident was, further, told to 
warn the Maharajah not to disregard these directions, and that his interests 
would be materially affected, by the manner, and edent,ofhiscomplifLllce. Sir 
Henry Lawrence has given an opinion, adverting particularly to a letter from 
Dost Mahomed Khan, which was taken from Moolraj, that Golab Sing has held 
altogether aloof from the councils of the insurgents. I have never considered 
that there was any proof of the Maharajah's com),~:ty with the enemies oftbe 
British Government, nor have I preferred against . any such accusation; but, 
betweell holding aloof from the insurgents, and cordially cooperating against 
them, is all the difference between the conduct of a neutral power, and an ally_ 
Golab Sing's neutrality, at the present time, would be scarcely one step removed 
from actual hostility, for the Treaty to which he owes his power, demands from 
him the hearty assistance of an ally. 
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You will observe, that the rumour of the gathering of Alfghans a.t Canda
har, for the purpose of invading Binde, is said to be unfounded. 

I have the satisfaction to report, that the Fort of Hurrund in thq Derajat, 
which held out, since the commencement of these transactions, against parties 
detached by Major Edwardes, has, a.t last, been captured, and the rebels are thus 
deprived of their last stronghold in the plains. " , " I 

Captain Abbott has been heard of, up to the 14th instant. He had then 
left Gundgurh, 'and proceeded into the Shirwani country, where he, thought ,his 
services would be more usefully employed, in repelling the projected Dooranee 
invasion of Cashmere. , ' ,. 

Inclosure 1 in N 0.- 48. 

Major-General Whish to the Adjutant-General. 

Camp, Mooltan, January 26, 1849~· 
IT will be satisfactory to the Commander-in-Chief to learn that the 

remains of the late Mr . Vans Agnew, C.S., and Lieutenant Anderson, 1st 
:Bombay Fusiliers, are to be interred this afternoon in the citadel, which will 

,long bear the marks of the retributive justice of the British Government, for 
their cowardly murders, by its late garrison in .April last. : , 

Inclosure 2 in No. 48 . 

. The Secretary with the Governor-General to the Resident at Lahore" 

, Camp, Ferozepore, February 13, 1849. 
IN the general order of the Governor-General, dated the 1st instant, 

relating to the surrender of Mooltan, his Lordship, while thanking Major 
Edwardes and Lieutenant Lake for the services rendered by the forces under 
their commands, purposely omitted the name of General Cortlandt, wishing to 
address him as an officer of the Maharajah of Lahore" through the Resident. 

His Lordship now desires that his thanks 'may be conveyed to General 
, Cortlandt, for his conduct in connection with the force under Major Edwardes, 
. and for the gallantry and firmness which he has evinced, throughout all the 
-operations in the Mooltan district, and Derajat., ' " .. 

You are requested to transmit the thanks of the Governor-General tq 
,General Cortlandt direct to himself. 

Inclosure 3 in No. 48. 

The Secretary with the Governor-General to the Resident at Lahort:" 

Camp, Ferozepore, February 15, '1849.' 
IT would appear that Moolraj enjoys more liberty than is expedient-his 

I.ordship requests that every precaution may be taken, and that if there'should ' 
appear to be any reason for believing that his servants are conveying letters to 
and fro, they should be punished, and replaced by others of Lieutenant Henry's 

. own selection. . 
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Inclosure 4 in No. 48 • 

. : The Resident at Lahore to tl,e 8ecretary with the G01Iemor-General. 

Lahore, February 15, 1849 . 
. ,I IUD written 'to General Whish, suggesting that Moolraj should be sent 

iuto Lahore in one day, in a Durbar carriage, escorted by a. strong party of 
cavalry.. . T~ prevent accidents, riding horses would be also supplied, I have 
not yet recelved the General's reply, but have sent the carriage to Ramnuggur. 
My motive for this step is, lest the prisoner should tamper with the native 
guard, and, as I do not wish to bring an European one from the army, there 
will be less chance of attempt· to rescue; during a 'rapid journey, than if the 
prisoner were brought by regular marches. I have requested General Whish, 
in case he agree with me, to have the prisoner started.at 5 A.M. so that he 
may be seen at Akalgurh, five miles east of Ramnuggur, his native place, and 
still reach Lahore before dark. He shall, as ordered, be brought into Lallore 
under guard, and without any secrecy. I recommend that, after two or three 
days delay, he be sent to Govindgurh, there to await the Governor-General's 
final orders. .All circumstances alter from day to day, the officer commanding 
at Ramnuggur must be the best judge of the propriety of sending Moolraj in 

. the manner I suggest. 
i . In regard to the deserters recently captured at Mooltan, I would recom
• mend .thell~ being employed on the public works of Mooltan, especially the 
, fortifications, in irons, for terms from two to five years, according to the degree 
of their guilt. . The roads and canals in the neighbourhood will furnish an 
ample field of labor, when the citadel is put in order. But, perhaps. it would be 
advisable to suspend judgment on these persons, until the termination of hosti
lities; simply, for the present, 'classifyingthem;- according to their degrees of 
guilt. 

Regarding the 2,000 prisoners sent to Ferozepore, I recommend that, at 
present. no man be released without giving security for fUture good conduct. 
All unable to furnish security might, perhaps, be sentenced to hard labor. 
without irons, inside the frontier jaiis, for a period of one year, individuals being 
released whenever they furnished the required security . 

• 

Inclosure 5 in No. 48. 

The 8ecretary with the Govemor-General til thlJ Resident lit Lahore. 

Camp, FerozeporlJ, February 19, 1849. 
THE Governor-General has no doubt that proper precautions will be 

taken by you, for the safe conveyance of Dewan Moolraj to Labore. His 
.. Lordship' approves of his being sent to Govindgurh, and requests, that the 

commandant of that fortress may be instructed to confine hUn, rigidly, under 
European sentries, until the pleasure of the Government is declared. 

The Governor-General concurs in ;your proposal, respecting the deserters 
at Mooltan. ,. .. . .. , 

His Lordship is of opinion that the man supposed to be the actual murderer 
of Mr. Agnew, should be tried at Mooltan, in open Court. 

The Court should consist, his Lordship thinks, of three European officers 
and three Native officers, together with another European officer as President. 

The evidence should be carefully sifted. and recorded, and the result, toge
ther with the sentence. should be sent to you, for submission to the Governor
General, before it is carried into execution. 

<;\ The trial should be entered on, without unnecessary delay • 
. The Governor-General apprehends that Lieutenant James, now at Mooltan, 

has been in the habit of hearing judicial cases, and he might fittingly preside in 
the Court above-mentioned. 

. 40 
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Inclosure 6. in No. 48. 

, . The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary with the Governor-GeneraL ' 

. Lahore,.FebruarY 16,' 1849.,' .. ' 

I FORW.ARD a copy of Lieutenant Taylor's letter of the 8th instant, 
giving a modest account of his own valuabl!l services. Lieutenant Taylor's 
prudence keeps so well a-pace with his zeal and gallantry, that I consider myself 
very fortunat~ in having him in charge in the Derajat, at the present juncture. 
As Boon as it is prudent to do so, I doubt not he will strike a blow on the 
enemy. Major Edwardes furnished him, at my suggestion, with portions of his 
most trusty levies; and, mixed as are their interests, and encouraged as they 
have been, I have little fear, under ordinary circumstances, of their misconducting 
themselves. . 

Inclosure 7 in No. 48. 

Lieutenant Taylor to the Resident at Lahore. 

Lukkee. February 8, 1849. ,. 
SIRDAR KROAJAR MAHOMED KHAN, son of Sirdar Sooltan MaJ 

homed Khan, has marched from· Kohat to Bunnoo, with about 150 horse and 
one gun, arriving at the latter place on the evening of the 5th instant.: I un..: 
derstand that the Sirdar gives out that more troops are coming from Peshawur1 ' 
bu4 as yet, they certainly have not reached Kohat. Time will· soon,shoW' 
whether Dost Mahomed Khan is prepared to support him, with more troops, of 
not. At present, it would appear that his sole object must be to strengthen 
Mahomed Azim Khan in his position at Duleepgurh, and prevent that, lWW 
important, fortress from falling into our hands. His arrival will not enable 
Yahomed Azim Khan to take the field kgainst the force now assembled here, 
amounting to 3,300 men, and. nine guns. On the other hand, the cousins,' 
supported by 1,500 of their own retainers, and some 2,000 levies from the hills, 
may hold Buunoo, in considerable strength. 

On the approach of Khoajah Mahomed Khan, I summoned Lieutenant 
Pearse, who, with the artillery and other troops under his command, had hitherto' 
been halted under the Puzzoo pass; and he, accordingly, marched in, on the 
morning of the 6th; and lam informed that our salute from eleven guns (nine 
outside and two in the fort) on the occasion, quite spoiled the eclat of Khoajah 
Mahomed Khan's arrival in Bunnoo. 

Mahomed Azim Khan has, during his stay in Bunnoo, used every possible 
artifice to induce the Mussulman population of these valleys to join him in a re- . f! 
ligious movement, and has, hitherto, totally failed, partly, from the inconsistency 
of his preaching a crescentade here, while his father is lea,,"1led with the Sikhs 
in the Punjab, partly, from the necessity he has been under, of collecting the 
revenues of the country to pay his troops, and. partly, I think, I may truly say, 
from the general good feeling that exists towards us in these districts: nearly 
every letter he has written (and. they have been most numerous) has found its 
way to me, and the men whom he has been exhorting to join his standard, have 
been writing, and sending messages, to me, to come on quickly, and free them 
from his control. Now, I am of opinion that ;Mahomed .Azim Khan, son of 
Ameer Dost Mahomed, who is much l'espected among all Affghans, having been 
unable to raise the green flag, his cousin, though a much cleverer man, will be 
equally uusuccessful. Neither Sooltan Mahomed Khan, nor any of his sons, is .'" 
respected; and the tyrannical and covetous Khoajah Mahomed, pl'eaching a. 
religious war, would .be regarded as false and hypocritical. even by Bunnoochee
Ghazee. I do not, therefore, at present, apprehend any danger on that score. r 
say, at present; because I think that, should any diHiculty or delay occur in the 
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conduct of the war in the CeJltral Punjab, a change of feeling might pOSSloly 
take place in this respect. . 

~ieutenant Pollock, with 1,200 regular infantry, 1000 irreguIm, and six 
~ns, IS to-day at Kulloor, four marches from Esakhail, and six from this. He 
will, for the present, take up a position at the former place, thereby protecting 
my right flank, and exercisiug a beneficial influence over the country between 
the Iudus and Jhelum. 
.' The arrival of Lieutenant Pollock will give me a disposable force of 5,000 
men, and twelve guns, with a strong fort, garrisoned by liOO men and five guns; 
to protect my rear; and, could I feel secure that they would not he reinforced, 
I believe this would be sufficient to enable me to attack that of the Dooranee 
Sirda.rs in Bunnoo; but, as long as they can count on being relieved in case of 
emergency, in II. fortnight, and have so strong a fortress as Duleepgurh to rest 
upon in the interim, I think it would be rash to attempt to drive them out of 
Bunnoo, and risk a failure which would, probably, involve the loss of the advan
tages we, at present, possess; at the same time, I concur heartily in Major 
Edwardes' expressed opinion of t16 desirableness of regaining possession of the 
fort. of Duleepgurh, and the province of Bunnoo, should a convenient oppor
tnmty offer. Our re-occupation of the valley would be hailed with pleasure, by 
& ~rge body of the inhabitants; and, had we possession of the fort, I do not 
think that the people would favor any invader wishing to eject us, When first 
Mahomed Azim Khan came to Bunnoo, the people were much pleased and 
delighted at the establishment of Mahomedan rule. The Sirdar, then, gave out 
that his sole object was to make war with the infidels, /lnd that he had no inten
tion' of levying revenue; now, he has both demanded revenue, and subsistence for 
his men 1 and his hungry soldiers, of course, take much more than he sanctions; 
and,. on this aecount, the days of occupation by the Sikhs, under British manage
ment, when every man had his right, and everything was paid for, are remem
bered with. favor by the Bunnoochees. You may depend on my watching 
anxiously for am 0pportunity of regaining possession of Bunhoo; but,' as the 
expedition involves eonsiderable danger to our defensive position in the Derajat,. 
I shall not willingly undertake it, till there is every prospect of ultimate 
success.. ' 

The fort of Duleepgurh is very strongly built; the walls of the inner fort 
are twelve feet thick at the summit; and the mud of Bunnoo, when dry, is as 
hard as stone. The ditch is twenty-five feet deep, and can be filled with water, 
at a few hours' notice. The labor and difficulty of mining under it, would be 
incredibly great. It would, therefore, be most desirable that the force proceed
ing against Duleepgurh, should be provided with one or two guns of heavY 
calibre, capable of effecting a breach in defences such as I have above described. 
I must confess that I do not know where such gUns could be furnished from, at 
this juncture, uuless indeed some of the heavY guns taken at Mooltan, could be 
made available for the occasion. If they are not anywhere procurable, I dare 
say the light guns will do the work; and it is, in fact, only under the impression 
that the Dost's son and nephew, attacked by another class of Affghans, would 
make an obstinate resistance; coupled with the remembrance that large Sikh 
armies have failed before a Bunnoochee Mullick's Gurree; that I have thought it 
necessary to represent how very advantageous the presence of battering guns 
with the force would, probably, be. The eight-inch shells which Major Edwardes 
has sent, with the artillery under Lieutenant Pollock, would, probably, be sufficient 
to induce any other garrison to surrender. 

The defences of the fort of Lukkee are being greatly strengthened; it is a. 
very strong and serviceable outpost. . , 

In conclusion, I beg to. 'bring to· your notice, how important it is that I 
should receive regular intelligence from the main army, on the movements of 
which, my future plans entirely depend. I have sent numerous hurkaras, with 
letters to the political officers in the Commander-in-Chief's camp, but very few 

, have returned; and my last authentic advices from the army, a.re of the 17th 
ultimo.. Letters would reach me; viA Lahore, in eleven days; and that would 
be sutficiently quick to. put me in advance of the rest of the world. about me; 
the direct road is unsafe for a dak, and I could never reckon certainly, on re
ceiving intelligence by that route. I should, therefore, feel grateful for any 
arrangement by which you could insure my being regularly informed of the 

402 
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progress of events in the Central Punjab. Extracts from the Ukhbars would 
be sufficient, but I should wish them to be inclosed to me, and not sent through 
the news writers. 

",,", 

. Inclosure SiD. No. 48. 

The SeCretary witktheGovernor-General to the Resiaerit at Lu.ho'tlt.'i 
. ~ \ .:,', , ' -',,' , .. :1-, .' ' ... ;' '; . ". :', " "."" I ~;,~ j~ •. "::' i'H li'-'-1! p..~ 

" .. ,.-, I,. I:' i 1.'1'1 ~n.; ,t!',-:'l' 

. . . . Feroz.epore; lfebTUaTy~91'i i~~911 ,; 
. THE Governor-General fully concurs 'with you .. in the. opinion you·,.ha.ve 

,recorded of. Lieutenant/l'aylor,and you are requested to communicate.tot.hat 
officer, that his Lordship highly appreciates his zeal, gallantry, and prudeneeuil 

" .-: '~' -:,' ~.- _ \' .' " ,.~ -.-, P, .,-., ,'l 

Inclosure 9,in.No.48., 

TM Secretary with the. Governor-General to the Resident at, Lahore.' 

, 'Camp; Ferozepore, FebrUiiry·g, '1849. 
RELATIVE to military operations in the vicinity of Shahpoor, against the 

insurgent Ram Sing,1I.nd:-his·followers.th~f-aovern6f":General desires me to 
record his satisfaction with the conduct of the detachment of the 1st Sikh 
Local Corps, and the irregular troops, under the command of Captain W. W. 
Davidson, upon which body the whole business 6f the attack on the enemy's 
'position seems to have fallen, and who suffered severely in consequence. His 
Lordship, further, desires me. to express his ,regre~ fo~ t~e loss of Lieutenant 
Peel, second in command of the Sikh corps.' .' . 

Inclosure 10 in No. 48> ' .. '" ' 
'" \ 

TM Resident at Lahore to the Secretary with the Governor-General. 
, ,. 
" 

. Lahore, FebruaryS, .18491i 
I INCLOSE a letter from Sirdar Chuttur Sing tomr. address, and my 

answer; also the proclamation which I have issued. ". ,'>:" . 

. , 
: t '_. 

Inclosure 11 in No. 48. 
-----_._----- ----' ... -

Sirdar Chuttur Sing to thll Resident at Lahore_ 

I HAVE received information of your safe arrival from Europe at Lahore. 
The Sikhs, both high and low, who were grateful in former days for the kindness 
and consideration you then showed them, are greatly pleased at this intelligence • 
.As the seasons revolve and change. ·and do not always c:ontinue·the same, 
Major George Lawrence is now residing in the Sikh camp. Every one treats 
him with attention and. respect, and neither he nor his wife suffer any hardship. 
I inclose a letter from him' to you, which I trnst will reach YO~'l"~ shall be 
happy to forward anything which you may Write in reply: ' .. , .. ,'". ".!'. , 

_.",. ft __ , .,. ____ ,_. '_' ., ........ _ • _ " ._" T" _.', •.. , ...... ,. , __ --...., 



Lahore, Febrottry 5, 1849. 
I RECEIVED yesterday' evetiing a letter from you, without date, and also

one from my brother, Major Lawrence, dated fourteen days ago. 
Your. reasons for . detaining in confinement my brother and other officers,. 

as well as even ladies and children, are best known to yourself. You say that 
YOll are rejoiced at my return, and that you and many other Sikhs are gratefu,l 
for tbe kindness which I have shown to you. You are quite right in saying that 

··1 have treated yeu with kindness, for, in truth,you have never received from 
.'myself, ,my brothers, or from Sir Frederick Currie,' anything but the utmost 
kindness,;·.·. .. ..'...... ,:'...,. .' ., : .. , 

Your messenger says, you are ready to follow my advice. 
My advice is, tha.t.whielthas already been given teyou, on the part of the 

British Government, viz., immediately, on receipt of this letter, to deliver over 
to Major ,Mackeson, the British officers, ladies, and children, at present in con
finement; and, secondly, to come yourself into the British camp, trusting to the 
mercy of the Governor-General. 

~losed iSIl copyofa proclamation this day issued by me, under orders 
from the Governor-General • 

.llt:N:omore can pc promise4 to men with arms in their hanci,g. 
- ! ' . 

: Inclosm-e,l3 in No. 48 .. 
• , ',I 

. Proclttintttion by the Residentttt Lahore. 
• ~ , ~ ,. ,- , • < ,', 1 ' • • 

_,._. ___ , _______ ._J,ahor~21esidfficy. February 5, 1849. 
A PROCLAMATION was issued by Sir Frederick Currie, on the 18th of 

November last. I now, again, make known, by order of the Governor-General, 
the terms on which alone pardon may still be obtained. 

They are, "lst. Unconditional surrender; it being understood that no man's 
life shall be forfeited, for the part he has taken in hostilities against the British 
Government • 

.. 2nd. That the soldiers now in. rebellion shall, on laying down their arms, be 
permitted to return to their homes, and to remain. there in security; and that 
those Sirdars who possessed Jagheers, shall not be entirely deprived of the means 
of subsistence.· . ; . 

Let it further be observed, that, in order to be entitled to the terms above
mentioned, the submission'mustbe immediate.· N 6-part of these terms refer to 
Sirdar Soolt&n Mahomed Khan, Barukzye. , , 

!, .' 

Inclosure 14 in No. 48. 
'I , 

,VIe Residml at La"';'" toC~~Becre't~ry witla tile G~,,:nor-G_al. 
, , "-' " I ;}. ~. 

. . Lahore, .Febniary 16, 1849.' 
('IlNCLOSE atran~4~~ ~~ kY~o~wiication. o( ~ day.> to Maharaja'h 

Golab Sing. ' ... ' . 

~'- "'" '. '-- . -,,~ -
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Inclosure 15 in No. 48. 

The Resident at Lahore to Maharajah Golab Sing." 
I' 

Lahore, February 16, 1849. 
ON receipt of your letter, in reply to Sir Frederick Currie's of the 30th 

of January; I wrote a brief note to your Highness, and sent yom letter to the 
Governor-General. To-day, I have received instructions to the following 
effect: '~MaharajahGolab Sing requests. plain and explicit orders; tell him 
that, when the. Sikhs.are defeated by the British army, his Lordship expects that 
the Jummoo troops will, with heart and soul, pursne, attack, and, to their 
utmost ability, destroy them, in the hill conntry, lIot only on the border, but 
whithersoever they may fiy,whether towards Noorpoor, CYJ: beyond the Jhelum~ 
in the direction of Pind Dadun Khan, or elsewhere. To do so is required 
by the Treaty; to fail is a breach of it. 'The Governor-General observes 'that 
your Highness' interests will be materially affected, by the manner this duty 
is performed .. His Lordship does not question ycrur fidelity, or goodwill, but 
requires to see its fruits." . 

My friend, I have, already, in the way of kindness and goodwill, informed 
you, and told your confidential agent Dewan Jowala Sabae, how, in seve'ral ways, 
you may evince your good faith; by closing the ferries and fords to the sup
plies and troops of the enemy; by attacking their detached parties that pass 
through your lands; by delivering up their emissaries; and by furnishing grain 
and fodder to the British army; in short, by actively showing to the,world that. 
you are our friend, and t1J.eir enemy. I now add that obedience to the Governor
General's injunctions is not only required by the Treaty, but by the real in
terests, present, and to come, of yourself and your posterity. 

Inclosure 16 in No. 48. 

The Secretary with the Governor-General to the Resident at Lahore. 

Camp, Ferozepore, February 19, 1849 .. 
I ACKNOWLEDGE your dispatch, dated the 16th instant, submitting a 

translation of the communication addressed by you to Maharajah Golab Sing, 
respecting the many ways in which his good faith to the British Government 
JUay be evinced, at the present time, and what it is that the Government 
require of him; and in reply, communicate the Governor-General's approvlll 
()f the tenor of your communication to the Maharajah. 

No. 49. 

1'lie Gov8T1I0'I"-Genel"al of India to tke Secret Committee. 

FerozepO'I"e, Maf/"ch 7, 1849. eN o. 13.) 
UNDER Divine Providence, the British arms have signally' triumphed. 

On the 21st of February, an action was fought, which must ever be regarded as 
one of tbfl most. memorable in the annals of British warfare in. India; memorable 
alike from the greatness of the occasion, and from the brilliant and decisilve issue 
of the encounter. For the first time, Sikh and Affghan were banded together 
against the British power. It was an occasion whicll demanded the putting forth 
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of a!l the means at our disposal, and so conspicuous a manifestation of the snpe
nonty of our arms, as should appal each. enemy, and dissolve, at once, their 
compact, hy fatal proof of its futility. The completeness of the victol'}' which has 
heen won, equals the highest hopes entertained. The results are not yet fully 
developed. . 

The enemy, estimated at 60,000 men, with 59 guns, were posted near the 
town M Goojerat. His Excenency the Commander-in-Chief opened his artillery 
upon .t~em, with tremendous effect, on the morning of the 21 st of February. 
A sustamed cannonade of three hours compelled them to retire from the positions 
they had maintained with resolute hardihood. The subsequent advance of thl\ 
whol& British line drove them back, at once, from every point; and, retreat 
speedily becoming rout, they fled in the utmost disorder, "their rauks broken". 
(the Commander-in-Chief writes); "their positions carried; their guns, ammu
nition, camp equipage, and baggage, captured; their flying masses driven before 
the victorious pursuers, from midday to dusk, receiving most severe punishment 
in their flight." It will much enhance the gratification which the intelligence o£ 
this great success must afford you, to hear that it has been achieved with com
paratively little loss, and that, amongst the 53 guns captured, we have recovered 
those lost at Ramnuggur and Chillianwalla. 

In a general order, issued on the lst of this month-, I gave public expression 
to the sense I entertain of the devoted gallantry of the noble army, which has 
gained this victory. . . 

. In the name, and on behal~of the Government of India, I offered to hia 
Excellency Lord Gough, Commanding in Chief, to· the generals, the officers, non
commissioned officers, and soldiers of the force, my grateful acknowledgments o£ 
the service they have rendered to their country. . 

I took occasion to express the unbounded confidence I feel, and have ever felt, 
in this army, and my conviction that they will meet, cheerfully and gallantly, as. 
heretofore, whatever obstacles. may yet be opposed to them. I stated, further, 
that I would earnestly commend their past services to the consideration of Her 
Majesty's Government, and of the East India Company; and I now, accordingly, 
fulfil this promise. 

On the morning after the battle of Goojerat, Major-General Sir W. Gilbert 
was detached with a force to effect the passage of the Jhelum, and follow the 
enemy towards Peshawur, in which direction the main body of them that still 
held together, had fled. Brigadier-General Campbell advanced, at the same time,. 
on the road to Bimber, scouring the country all round in that quarter. He 
returned, on the 25th, bringing in several guns, which the enemy hadahandoned. 
in·their flight. 

In a letter wbich I addressed to his Excellency the Commander-in-Chief, on 
the 27th ultimot, I stated the objects which I considered Sir Walter Gilbert 
should endeavour to accomplish: it was impossible for me not to foresee .that 
much would remain to be done. however complete the_discomfiture of the enemy; 
aQd I. had, therefore, given previous instructions for the detachment of this force, 
80 soon as au action should have been fought, with the result which I anticipated. 
In my letter of the 27th ultimo, I have told his Excellency, that wbat has come to 
pass, and, above all, the recent cooperation of the Affgban troops under the 
Ameer Dost Mahomed Khan, with the Sikh army, and his seizure of the Province 
of Peshawur, renders it indispensable that the war should be prosecuted, at ..u 
hazards, until the entire defeat and dispersion of those who are in arms against 
ns,shaIT lie effected; that though the season is advancing, and the difficulties of 
military operations in the Hills may possibly he great, nevertheless, it is of such. 
vital importance to crush the resistance of the Sikbs at once, and effectually to 
break up their combination with the Mahomedan power, that -the operatious of 
the present campaign against them must he prosecuted vigorously, and without 
cessation, until these ends bave been fully attained. 

The one great object, therefore, wbich I bave directed Major-General Gilbert 
to hold in view, is the entire and irreparable rout of those in arms against us, 
and the expulsion of the Ameer and his army from the Province of Peshawur, or 
their destruction. 

MaJor-General Gilbert experienced some difficulty in crossing the Jhelum, 
in consequence of the enemy having reached the river before him, and hurnt all 

• Inclosure' in No. 49. t Inclosure 16 in No. 49 • 



• 
the boats, with the view of retarding his passage. The Bengal division was 
over the river by the 2nd instant, and, succeeded in capturing, in the town of 
.Jhelum, two brass mortal'll, with VOOO rounds of ammunition. On the 5th, they 
were at the formidable pass' of Bakralll, the Bombay division being- two marches 
behind them. The road to the· next stage has been broken up by the enemy, 
but, after repairing it, and reaching Dhuneeal, it is the Major-General's intention 
to stay there, till. his ammunition, heavy guns, and commissariat stores, reach 
him. .. ... . . 

The rescue of the British prisoners, now in the lmnds of the· Sikhs, is 
another object "to which Major-General Gilbert will direct his most strenuous 
exertions, and which I earnestly and anxiously desire to see accomplished. ' 

The prisoners have been heard from, up to the 3rd instant. They llad been 
removed from Sukkoo, and were then at Manikyala, and were about to be 
removed to RawulPindee, at which place it was given out that Chuttur Sing 
intended to make Ii. final stand; but it is not probable that, after retiring 
successively from Jhelum, Rotas, and the very strong and defensible position of 
Bakrala, they will venture, with a disorganized force, to offer any opposition, at a 
place much less tenable than those which they have abandoned. 

Maharajah Golab Sing's force, under Hurree Chund, and Colonel Steinbach, 
lias been directed to cooperate with Major-General· Gilbert's division ; and 
Lieutenant Robins·on has been deputed to their army, for the purpose of seeing 
that the Major-GeneraI's wishes are -carried into effect.. __ .Their proceedings will, 
shortly, enable us to judge what credit is to)Je placed on the reiterated pro
fessions of the Maharajah. Our brilliant victory, at Goojerat, must, at least, have 
relieved him of an anxiety as to the success of our cause, and it is to be hoped 
that he will now prove himself to be ready to afford earnest cooperation, when 
the special service required of him is distinctly pointed out to him. 

From a· letter from Lieutenant Taylor, of the 16th ultimo, * there seems 
every reason to believe tbat the communication, which the Resident at Lahore 
addressed to Dost Mahomed Khan, on the first report of his hostile intentions, 
reached the Ameer safely, and it is not uulikely that he may now consider 
it worth his while to reply to it. 

No apology of any kind will now be accepted. He has chosen to defy 
our power, and must abide the consequences. Even before the action of 
Goojerat, he showed a desire to withdraw" his' forces ·towards Peshawur, and 
concentrate them nearer to his own country. Captain Abbott says, that the 
troops who were advancing towards Sheman, were called off, in consequence 
of the Ameer's apprehension that some opposition had been raised against 
him in Cabool; and it is remarkable that a simultaneous move occurl'ed on 
the side of Bunnoo, for Lieutenant Taylor reports tbat the Fort of Duleep
gurh has been abandoned by the enemy, thus leaving everything perfectly 
secure on the side of the Derajat. The Ameer is said to be encamped at 
Jehangeera, and his force, united with. that of his sons and other relations,. 
may be reckoned at about 8000 men, and 16 guns. .. 

Captain Abbott has been heard from, up to the 25th of February, at 
which time he was quite safe, and confident in his resources, although, at that 
time, he had not heard of the decisive action at Goojerat. It is a gratifying 
spectacle to witness the intrepid bearing of this officer, in the midst of difficul
ties of no ordinary kind; not merely maintaining his position, but offering a 
bold front, at one time, to the Sikhs, at another, to. the AHghans, notwith
standing that religious fanaticism has been at work to induce his Mahomedan 
levies to desert his cause. He must have secured the. attachment of the 
wild people amongst whom he has been thrown, by his mild and conciliatory 
demeanour, in times of peace, as well as by his gallantry as their leader in 
action; thus enhancing the credit of our national· character, and· pl'eparing 
the way for the ea.~y occllpation of an almost impregnable country. . 

• Inclosme 27 in No. 49. 
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Inclosure 1 in No. 49. 

Notification by the Gave'J'1I01·-General. 

, Camp, Ferozep01'e, Feln'UUl'Y 23, 1E49. 
'THE Governor-General has the gratification of intimating to the Presi-, 

dent in Council, and notifying for public infOl'mation, that he has, this day, 
recei\'ed a dispatch from Major Mackeson, C.B., , Agent to the Governor
General with the Commander-in-Chief, conveying the intelligence, that the 
forces, under, his Excellency the Commander-in-Chief, on, the 21st instant, 
attacked, and I'Quted, the Sikh army, in the neighbourhoQd .of GOQjerat." . 
, "The enemy was beaten at every point, and retreated in disorder, leaving, 

in the hands of the British troQPs, by whQm he was pursued, a great PQrtion of 
his artillery, his ammunitiQn, and the whole of his standing camp. " 

The .official dispatches of his Excellency the Commander-in-Chief will be 
published as soon as they are received. " 

The, Governor-General directs, that a salute of twenty-one gUllS shall be 
fired at every principal statiQn of the army, on receipt .of this Notification. -

Inclosure 2 in No. 49. , 
. ". 

• Notification. 

, Camp, Ferozepore, Ji'eb'1'uary 24, 1849. 
THE Right HonQrable the Governor-General directs the publication of 

'the foil .owing letter, from his Excellency the Commander-in-Chief, reporting the 
complete defeat of the Sikh army, on the 21st instant. The detailed dispatches 
will be published hereafter. ' 

InclQsure 3 in No. 49. 

The Commande'J'-in-Cliiej' to the GavernO'1'-Gene'J'ill. 

Camp, infi"onl ofGoqjerat; Febl'uary 21,1849. 
I HAVE the honQr tQ report tQ yonr Lordship, that I have, this day, 

.obtained a victory of no common ol'der, either in its character, or, I trust, in its 
effects. • ' 

I was joined, yesterday, by Brigadier :Markham's brigade, Brigadier
General Dundas having joined late the preceding night. I 'mQved on, in the 
afternoon .of yesterday, as soon as these troops were refreshed, from Trikur to 'the 
village of Shadewal; [and, at sevell this morning, I moved to the attack, which 
commenced at half-past eight o'clock; amI, by one o'clock, I was in possession of 
the whole Sikh position, with all of his camp equipage, baggage, mugazin'es, and, 
I hope, a large prQPortion of his guns; the exact number I cannot, at present, 
state, from the great extent of his positiQn, and length of pnrsnit, as I followed 
up the enemy from fQur to five miles 011 the Bimber road, and pushed on Sir 
Joseph Thackwell with the cavalry. The rout has been most complete; the 
'whole road, fQr twelve miles, is strewed with guns, ammunition-waggons, arms, 
and baggage. ' ' 

My loss was comparatively small (I hope within 300 killed and wounded), 
when it is considered I had to attack 60,000 Sikhs, in a very strong position, 
armed with upwards of sixty guns. The loss of the enemy must have been very 
severe. .. " , , ,.,., . ' 

The CQnduot .of the whole army, in every arm, was. conspicuous for steadi~ 
ness in mQvement, aDd gallantry in action. The details I shall furnish hereafter. 

4H 
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Inclosure 4 in No. 49. 

General Order by the GovernO'l'-General of india. 

Camp, Fe'l'ozepo'l'e, Marck I, 1849. 
THE Governor-General, having received from his Excellency the Com

mander-in-Chief a dispatch,reporting the details of the brilliant victory which 
was gained by the British Army at Goojerat, on the 21st ultimo, directs that it 
be published, for the information of the army, and of the people of India. 

The Sikh arm)', under the command of Sirdar Chuttur Sing and of Raja 
Shere Sing, combined with the Affghan troops in the service of the Ameer of 
Cabool, were posted, in great strength, near to the town of Goojerat. 
. Their numbers were estimated at 60,000 men; and 59 guns were brought by 

them into action. . 
On the morning of the 21st, they were attacked by the forces, under the . 

personal command of his Excellency the Commander-in-Chief. A powerful and 
sustained cannonade by the British artillery compelled them, after some time, to 
retire from the positions they had well and resolutely maintained. 

The subsequent advance of the'British army drove them back, at once, from 
every point; and, retreat having been speedily converted into rout, they fled in 
the utmost disorder; and, abandoning their guns, and throwing away their arms, 
were pursued hy the artillery and cavalry, till the evening, for many miles beyond 
the town. , 

Fifty-three pieces of the enemy's artillery, his camp, his baggage, his 
magazines, and vast store of ammunition, left in the bands of the British troops, 
bear testimony to the completeness, and to the importance, of the victory that 
has been won. • 

The Governor-General, in the name, and on behalf, of the Government of 
India, most cordially congratulates his Excellency the Commander-in-Chief, and 
the whole army, on the glorious success which, under the hlessing of Divine 
Providence, their skill and gallantry have achieved; and he offers to his Excel
lency, to the Generals, the Officers, Non~commissioned Officers, and Soldiers of 
the force, his grateful acknowledgments of the service they have thus rendered 
to the Government, and to their Country. 

The Governor-General begs especially to thank Major-General Sir Joseph 
Thackwell, K.C.B. and K.H., Major General Sir W. Gilhert, K.C.B., Major
General Whish, C.B., Brigadier-General Campbell, C.B., and Brigarlier-General 
the Honorable H. Dundas, C.B., for the ability and judgment with which they 
directed the operations of the divisions respectively nnder their command. 

To the Chief Engineer, Brigadier Cheape, C.B., to the Officers comma:lding 
Brigades, Brigadier Brooke, C.B., Brigadier Huthwaite, C.B., and Brigadier 
Leeson.. to Brigadier White, C.B., Brigadier Hearsey, and Brigadier Lockwood, 
C.B., to Brigadier Hervey, and Brigadier Markham, to Brigadier Mountain, C.B., 
BrigadieJ: Penny, C.B., Brigadier Capon, and Brigadier Hoggan, Brigadier 
Carnegy, and Brigadier McLeod, the best thanks of the Governor-General 
are due . 

. The services of Brigadier-General Tennant, and of the artillery of the force, 
have been recorded, in the dispatch of the Commander-in-Chief, in terms of 
which they may justly be proud. 

The Governor-General cordially joins with his Excellency, in acknowledging 
their merit, and in bestowing upon them the praise they have earned so well. . 

To Major Lugard, to Lieutenant-Colonel Gough, C.B., and to the Officers of 
the General Staff of Her Majesty's Army, to Lieutenant-Colonel Grant, C.B., to 
Lieutenant-Colonel Garden, C.B., and to the Officers of the General Staff of 
the Army, to Captain Ramsay, and the Omcera· of the Commissariat Depart
ment, to Mr. Franklin, Inspector-General of Her Majestv's Hospitals, to 
Dr. Renny, and the Officers of the Medical Department, and to the Officers 
of his Excellency's Personal ·Stalf, the Governor-General offers his thanks, and 
assures them of bis full appreciation of their services. . 

And to all the troops of every arm, European and Native, the Governor
General desires to convey his entire approbation of their steady and gallant 



conduct throughont· the day, particnlarly to a portion of the 9th Lancers, and 
the Sinde Horse, for their charge against the Affghan cavalry; to the 3rd brigade 
of infantry nnder Brigadier Penny, C,B., for their attack on the village of Kalra; 
and to a portion of Brigadier Hervey's Brigade, for their charge, led by Liente
nant-Colonel Franks,C.B.; all of which have been specially reported by bis 
Excellency the Commander. in-Chief. . 

The Governor-General estimates, bighly, the important results which the 
battle, gained on the 21st ultimo, is calculated to produce. He entertains a. 
hope that the conviction, which tbe events of that day mnst force npon all, of 
the vast superiority, which the British Anny derives, from the possession or 
science and military reSOUl'ce, will induce the enemy shortly to abandon a contest, 
which is a hopeless one. 

The war in which we are engaged must be prosecuted, witb vigor and deter
mination, to the entire defeat, and dispersion, of all who are in arms against"us, 
whether Sikhs or Affghans. 

The Governor-General has ever felt, and feels, unbounded confidence in the 
anny that serves in India. He relies fully on the conviction that their services 
will be given cheerfully and gallantly, as heretofore, whatever may be the obstacles 
oppesed to them; and he does not don bt that, with the blessing of Heaven, such 
full succeRS will continue to follow their efforts, as shall speedily give to the 
Government of India the victory over its ·enemies, and restore the country to the 
enjoyment of peace. ..•. . 

The Governor·General will not fail earnestly to commend the past services' 
of this army to the favorable consideration of Her Majesty's Government, and of 
the East India Company. . 

A salute of twenty-one guns has been ordered to be fired, at every principal 
station of the army in Indi'!. • . 

Inclosure 5 in No. 49. 

The CommandeT-in-Chiif to the Gooe'/'n01·-GeneraJ. 

Head Quarters, Camp, Gooj8'l'at, Fe1m.tat·y 26, 1849. 
BY my letter of the 21st instant, written on the field of battle, immediately 

aftel- the action, your Lordship will have been made acquainted with the glorious, 
l'esult of my operations, on that day, against the Sikh army, calculated, from all 
credible reports, at 60,000 men of all arm~, and 59 pieces of artillery,. under the 
command of Sirdar Chuttur Sing and Hajah Shere Sing, with a body of 1,500 
J\ffghan horse, lerl by Akram Khan, son of Ameer Dost Mahomed Khan; a result, 
1I1Y Lord, glorious indeed, for the ever-victorioU!l army of India; the ranks of the· 
e~e1l1Y broken, their position carried, their guns, ammunition, camp equipage, and 
bngO'age, captured, their flying masses driven before their victorious pursuers, f,'om 
111i~Cday to dusk, recei ving most severe punishment in their flight: and, my Lord, 
wit.h ... ratitude to a merciful Providence, I have the s~tiRfaction of adding that, 
notwi~h8tnnding the obstinate resistance of the enemy, this triumphant success, 
this brilliant victory, has been achieved with comparatively little loss OD our 
side. 

The number of gnns taken in the actiou, and captured in the line of pursUit, 
I now find to be fifty-three. 

The official report made by tIle Adjutant-Geneml of the army, on .the 20th 
instnnt, will have informed your Lordship that I harl directed Brigadier-General 
the Honorable H. Dundas to join me, by forced marches, nnd that I had closed 
up to so short. distance to the Sikh army, that they could not possibly attempt 
the passage of the Chenab. in order to put into execution their avowed determi
nation of moviug upon Lahore, make a retrograde movement by the Kooree 
Pass (the only practicable one for guns), or, .indeed, quit their position, withont 
my being able to attack them, and defeat theIr movement. . 
.. On the 18th instant, Brigadier Markham had proceeded from Ramnuggur, 

up the left bank of the river, to Kanokee, to which I had directed forty-seven 
boats to be sent up. On the morning of the 20th, this officer crossed the Chenab, 
by my instructions, and joined me at ] I o'clock, A.M. At the same time Liente

. nnnt~Colonel Byrne wa.~ directed to move down the left bank. from the position 
4H2 . 
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he held in front 'of W uzeerabad, with two corps of infantry and four guns, leavinO' 
two regiments of irregular cavalry to watch tbe fords, and to prevent any maraud~ 
iug parties, or bodies of tbe routed enemy, froll1 effecting 'a passage. ", 

On the same day, a reconnoissance was made of tbe enemy's position, amI it 
was ascertained that their camp nearly. encircled the town of Goojerat, their 
regular troop~ being placed immediately fronting us, between the town aud a. deep 
waterconrse, the dry bed of the river Dwara; this nullah,which is very tortuous, 
passing round nearly two sides of the town of Goojerat, diverging to a corisiderable 
distance on the north and west faces, and then taking a southerly direction, run
ning through the centre of the ground I occupied at Shadewal. Thus,· the 
enemy's position, ou the right, was greatly strengthened, the ilUllab givinO' cover 
to his infantry, ill front of his guns, whilst another deep, though narro~, 'wet 
nuUah, running from the east of the town, and falling into the Chenah, in the 
direction of W uzeerabad, covered his left. 

The ground between these nullahs, for a space of nearly three miles,' beinl>' 
well-calculated for the operations of all arms, and presenting no nbstacleto th~ 
movement of my heavy guns, I determined to make my principal attack in 
that direction, and disposed my force accordingly. . ,,' . 
. On the extreme left, I placed the Bombay column, commanded by ,the 
Honorable H. Dnndas, supported by Brigadier White's brigade of cavalry, and 
the Sinde Horse, under Sir Joseph Thackwell, to protect the left. and to }Jrevent 
la\'ge bodies of Sikh and Affghan cavalry from turning that flank ; with this 
cavalry, I placed Captains Duncan's and Huish's troops of horse artillery, whilst 
the infantry was covered by the Bombay troop of horse artillery, under :Major 
Blood. • 

. On the right of the Bombay column, and with its right resting on the Dullab, 
I plaaed Brigadier-General Campbell's division of infantry, covel'ed by.No. 5 and 
No. 10 light field batteries, under Major Ludlow and Lieutenant Robertson, 
having Brigadier Hoggan's brigade of infantry in reserve. . 

Upon the right of. the nullah, I placed the infantry division of Major-General 
Sir W. Gilbert; the heavy guns, eighteen in number, under :Majors Da.y and 
Horsford, with Captain Shakespear and Brevet-Major Sir Richmond Shakespear 
commanding batterie$; being disposed, in two divisions, upon the flanks of his left 
btigade. . ' '. . '. '.' 

This line was prolonged by Major-General 'Vhish's division of infantry •. with 
one brigade of infantry under Brigadier Markham" in support. in second .line;· 
and the wbole covered by three' troops of horse artillery, Major Fordyce's, Cap
tains Mackenzie's and Anderson's, and No. 17 light field battery, under Captain 
Dawes, with Lientenant-Colonel. Lane's and Captain Kinleside's troops of horse 
artillery, in a second line, in reserve, under Lieutenant-Colonel Brind." 

My right flank was protected by .Brigadiers Hearsey's .and Lockwood's 
b\'igades of cavalry, with Captain Warner's troop of.horse artillery. 

The 51h aud 6th light cavalry, with the Bombay .light field battery, and the 
45th and 69th Regiments, under the command of Lieutenant-Colonel Mercer, 
most effectllally protected my rear and baggage. , . 

With my I'ight wing, I proposed penetrating the centre of the enemy's line, 
so as to turn the position of their force in rear of the nullah, and thus enable my 
left wing to cross it with little loss, a.nd, in cooperation with the right, to double, 
upon the centrp, the wing of the enemy's force opposed to them.· . 

• Athalf.past 7 o'clock, the army advanced, in the order described, with the 
precision of a parade movement. The enemy opened their fire, at a very long 
distance, which exposed to my artillery QGth the position and range of their guns. 
I halted the infantry just out of fire, and advanced the whole .oli my artillery, 
covered by skirmishers. I. . . . , . . 

The cannonade, now opened upon the enemy, was the most magnificent I ever 
witnessed, and as terrible in its efl'ects. . ,. . . 

The Sikh guns were served with their accustomed rapidity; and the enemy 
well aud resolutely maintained his position; but lthe terrific force ,of. oilr fire 
obliged them, after an obstinate resistance,' to fall back. I then deployed the 
infantry, and directed a general ad vance, covering the movement by my artillery, 
as~~ , . 

The village of Burrs. Kalra, the left one of those of' that name, in which the 
enemy had concealed a large body of infantry, and which was apparently the key 
of their position, lay immediately in the line of Major-General Sir 'Valter Gilbert's 

, . 
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advance, and was carried, in the most brilliant style, by a spirited attack of ,the 
3rd brigade, nnder Brigadier Penny; consisting' of the 2nd Europeans, 31st and 
70th Regiments of Nati ve Infantry, which drove the enemy from their cover, with 
great slaughter • 

. A· very spirited and successful movement was also made, about the same time, 
against a heavy body of the enemy's troops, in and' about the second, or Chota, 
Kalra, by part of Brigadier Hervey's brigade, most gallantly led by Lieutenant
Colonel Franks. of Her MaJesty's 10th Foot. , 
, ' The heavy artillery coutinued to advance with extraordinary celerity, takinO' 

up successive forward positions, driving tbe enemy from those they had retired t;' 
whilst the rapid advance, and beautiful fire, of the horse artillery and light field 
batteries, which I strellgtllened, by briuging to the front the two reserved troops 
of horse artillery, under Lieutenant-Colonel Brind, Brigadier Brooke, baving tbe 
general superintendence of tbe whole of the horse artillery, broke the ranks of the 
enemy ·at all points. The whole infantry line now rapidly advanced, and 'drove 
the enemy before it. The nullah was cleared, sevelru villages stormed, the guns 
that wel'e in l,osition carried, the camp captured, and the enemy routed in 
every direction, the right wing and Brib'lldier-General Campbell's division passing 
inpul'Suit to the eastward, tbe Bombay column to the westward of tbe town, 

The. retreat of the Sikh army, thns hotly pressed, soon became a perfect 
jlight, all arms dispersing over the country, rapidly pursued by our troops, for a 
distance of twelve miles, tbeir track Htrewed with their wounded, theit arms, .and 
military equipments; which tbey threw a'way to conceal that they were soldiers. 

.. : ,Throughout the operations thus detailed, the cavalry brigades on the flanks 
were threateued, and occasionally attacked, by vast masses of the enemy's cavalry, 
which were, in e\'ery instance, put to flight by the steady movements and spirited 
manreuvies of our cavalry, most zealously and judiciously supported by the ,troops 
of horse artillery attached to them; from whom the enemy received the severest 
puuishment. 

On the left, a mosi; successful and gallant charge was made upon the Affghan 
'eavalry,'and a large body of Goorchurras, by the Sinde hOrl'e, and.a party of the 
9th Lancel'S, when some standards were captured. 

'. , ,The detennined front shown by the 14 th Light Dragoons, and the other 
eavalry regiments, on the right, both regular, and irregular, completely ovel'Rwed 
the enemy, and contributed much to the success of the day. The conduct of all, 

. ill following up the fugitive enemy, was beyond all praise. 
, A competent force under tbe command of Major-Goneral Sir Walter Gilbert, 

resumed the pursuit towards Jhelum, ,on the following morning, with a view of 
cutting off the enemy from the only practicable gun road to the Jhelum. Another 
division of infantry, under Brigadier-Gelleml Campbell, advanced on the road to 
Bimber, scouring the country ill that direction, to prevent their carrying off the 
gUlls by that rOllte; and a pody of cavalry, under Lieutenaut-Colonel Bradford, 
successfully pushed on several miles into the hills, and 24 from Goojerat, 
accompanied by that most energetic political officer, Captain Nicholson, for the 
same purpose; whilst I remained in possession of the field, for the purpose of sup
porting these operations, covering the fords of the Chenab, and destroying the 
vast m8gazines of ammunition left scattered in &11 directions. I am happy to add 
that these combinations have been entirely successful, the detached parties coming, 
at every step, on the wreck of the rlispersed and flying foe. . 

Having thus endeavoured to convey to your Lordship the particulars of the 
operations of the battle of Goojerat, I beg now to offer my heartfelt cong'mtulations 
to your Lordship, and to the Governn1ent of India.. upon the signal victory 
achieved, under the blessing of Divine Providence, by the united efforts, and 
indomitable gallantry, of the noble army under my command,: a victory, my Lord, 
as glorious to the army that gained it, as it must be satisfactory to yourself and 
the Government of India, from the very important ann decisive results to be 
expected from it. 

, ,It is quite impossible for me sufficiently to express my admiration of the 
gallant and steady conduct of the officers and men, as well Native as European, 
upon this occasion.. ' 

The brilliant service they have performed, in so signally defeating so vastly 
superior" foroe, amongst whom were the c!lite of the old Khalsa army, making a 
last, united, and desperate struggle, will spl'Bk for itself. and will, I alll. confident, 
be justly estimated by your Lordship. . 

I cannot too strongly expresa to your Lordship my deep sense of obligation 
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to· the. general officers, and. brigadier-gen·erals, in command of divisions, who 
so ably carried out my "Views, and directed the operations of their troops, on 
this day. 

I beg to annex, for your Lordship's information, the reports I have received 
from them, and .to bring most prominently to your LordEhip's notice the briga
diers commanding brigades, the commanding officers of regiments, the troops of 
horse artillery, and light field batteries, and the several officers of the divisional 
and brigade staff, enumerated in the~e reports in terms of such just com
mendation. 

I feel much indebted to Major-General Sir Joseph Thackwell,. for the able 
and judicious manner he manreuvred the cavalry, with horse artillery attached, on 
the left, keeping in check the immensely superior force of the enemy, whose main 
object was to turn my flanks. I am also greatly indebted to this tried and gallant 
officer, for his valuable assistance, and untiring exertions, throughout the present, 
and previous operations, as second in command with this force. 

To Major-General Sir Walter Gilbert, whose services upon this, as on all 
former occa~ions, were invaluable, and ever marked by energy, zeal, and devotion, 
as well as to Major.General Whish, Brigadier-Generals Campbell, and Dundas, for 
their able assistance, I am deeply indebted. 

To Brigadier-General Tennant, commanding that splendid arm, the artillery, 
to whose irresistible power I am mainly indebted for the glorious victory of Goo
jerat, I am indeed most grateful. Conspicuous as the artillery has ever proved 
itself, never was its superiority over tliat of the enemy, its irresistible and 
annihilating power, more trnthfully shown than in this battle. The heavy 
batteries manreuvred with the celerity of light guns; and the rapid advance, the 
scientific and judicious selection of points of attack, the effective and well directed 
fire of the troops of horse artillery, and light.. field batteries, merit my warmest 
praise; and I beg most earnestly to recommend their brave and gallant com
manders, with the several officers named in Brigadier-General Tennant's report, 
to your Lordship's most favorable notice. 

From Brigadier Cheape, the Chief Engineer, and the talented officers in that 
department, as named in the Brigadier's report, I have received the most 
valuable assistance, in reconnoitring the enemy's position, ;md on the field of 
battle. The Sappers and Pioneers, under that most able officer, Captain Siddons, 
did excellent service, and were ever in front to overcome any obstacle to the 
advance of the artillery. 

To the officers of the General Staff of Her Majesty's service, Major Lugard, 
Acting Adjutant-General, and Lieutenant-Colonel Gough, Quarter-Master-General, 
of Her Majesty's forces in India, my best thanks are due: their exertions upon 
the present occasion, and throughout the recent operations, were most valuable; 
and I b("g to bring them under your Lordship's favorable notice. I am equally 
indebted to Captain Otter, Acting Assistant-Adjlltant-General of Her Majesty's 
forces. for his valuable services. 

To the officers of the General Staff of the army, Lieutenant-Colonel Grant, 
Adjutant-General, and Lieutenant-Colonel Garden, Quarter-Master-General, 
whose most onerous and very important duties have invariably been conducted to. 
my entire satisfaction, I am under the greatest obligation. Their valuable 
assistance in the field, and their indefatigable exertions, throughout operations 
of no ordinary character, deserve my warmest thanks, and your Lordship's 
approbation. . 

To Lieutenant-Colonel Birch, Judge-Advocate-General, I am much indebted 
for his assistance upon every occasion. , 

To Major Tucker, Deputy-Adjutant-General, a most gallant, energetic,. 
and valuable officer; to Lieutenant-Colonel Drummond, Deputy-Quarter
Master-General, whose services have been very praiseworthy; to Major Chester, 
Assistant-Adjutant-General, and Lieutenant Tytler, Assistant-Quartel'-Master
General, Lieutenant Johnson, Deputy-Judge-Advocate.General, Major G. 
Thomson, Lieutenant-Colonel Curtis, Assistant-Commissary-General, and Captain 
C. Campbell, Paymaster to the army; I offer my best thanks, for their services 
whilst attending me in the field, and the efficient manner they have performed 
their Beveral duties. 

Mr. Franklin, Inspector-General of Her Majesty's hospitals, has been 
unceasing in his exertions, in rendering every aid to the sick and wounded of 
the royal service, and giving the benefit of his 10ng professional experienee ill 
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such duties; as has Dr. Renny, Superintending Surgeon of this army, who has 
been indefatigable in Ilis professional 'exertions, and well organized medical 
arrangements. 

I fuel I cannot, too prominently, bring to notice the valuable exertions 
of Dr. Macrae, Field Surgeon, and, of the medi~al officers of the army generally; 
they 'have been most unwearied, and praiseworthy. 

To Captain Ramsay, Deputy-Commiss:try-General, and to the officers of his 
department, I am much indebted, and feel. grateful for their unceasing .and 
successful exertions, amidst all difficulties, to supply the troops, and thus 
preserve the efficiency of the army. ' 

The officers of my personal staff' have well merited my best thanks, and your 
Lordship's favorable notice; Captain Haines, Military Secretary, who has 
rendered me most valuable aid, Brevet-Major Bates, A .D.C., Lieutenant A. Bagot, 
A.D.C., Lieutenant S. J. Hire, A.D.C., Captain Gabbett, A.D. C., Lieutenant 
G. Hardinge, A.D.C., and Lieutenant W. G. Prendergast, my Persian In
terpreter. 

I beg also to acknowledge the valuable assistance I have received from the 
-Political Officers, Major Mackeson, Mr. Cocks, Captain Nicholson, and Lieutenant 
Robinson, both in the field, and t1lroughout the operations. I regret to add that 
Mr. Gocks was seriously wounded, during the action, in a rencontre witli a Sikh 
horseman. . 

I would also bring to your Lordship's notice the name of Lieutenant 
Stannus, of the 5th Light Cavalry ; this officer has commanded the cavalry party 
attached to my escort, throughout the operations, to my entire satisfaction. He 
was severely wounded on the 21st, when gallantly charging a party of the enemy's 
horsemen. 

Major Anstruther, of the Madras artillery, Lieutenant Mayne, of the Madras 
cavalry, and Captain Showers, of the 14th Native Infantry, attended me in 'the 
field. 

I have, most unwillingly, been delayed from sooner forwarding this dispatch, 
from the circumstance of having only this day received Brigadier-General the 
Honorable H. Dundas's report; and some of the casnalty returns have not, even' 
yet, reached me. As soon as the whole come in, a full amended general return 
shall be transmitted, without loss of time, for your Lordship's information. 

I· have the pleasure to inclose a plan of the battle of Goojerat; also a 
return of the captured ordnance. 

P.S.-The casualty lists having arrived, I have the honor to inclose the 
return of killed and wounded, which I am sorry to see so much heavier than I, 
at first, anticipat.ed. Several of these were occasioned by accidental explosions of 
the enemy's tumbrils and magazines, after the action. 

Inclosure 6 in No. 49. 

Brigaclier-Gelleral J. Tennant, commandingtlie .A,·tillery Di~isiQII 0/ tlie Army o} 
tl,e Punjab, to the Adjutant-General. 

Camp, Goojerat, February 22,1849. 
I have the honor to report, for the information of the Commander-in. Chief, 

that the Bengal ArtiIlery of the Army. of the Punjab were allotted as follows. 
during the action of yesterday :-

Lieutenant-Colonel C. Gf!lnt. 
1st Troop, 3d Brigade, Captain W. R. Warner. Attached to Brigadier 

Lockwood's Cavalry Brigade, on the right. 

Major Garhett. 
4th Troop 1st Brigade, Captain M. Mackenzie. 4th. Troop 3d Brigade, 

Captain J. Anderson. With the 1st division of Infantry, commanded by Major
General W. S. Whish, C.B. 

2d Troop 2d Brigade, Major J. Fordyce. No: 17 Light Field Battery 
Captain M. Dawes. With the 2d Infantry division, commanded by Major 
General Sir W. R. Gilbert, K.C.B. 
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Major Mowatt. . 
No.5 Light Field Battery, Major E. Ludlow. No. 10. Light Field Battery, 

Lieutenant Robertson. 'Vith the 3d Division of Infantry, under Brigadier-General 
Campbell, C.B: 

4~h TrooP.2d BI:iga~e, Captain .F., Duncan. l.st Troop 2d Briga~e, Captain 
A. HUish. 'Vlth Bl'lgadlel' M. White s Cavalry Brigade, on the left. 

Lieutenant-Colonel Brind. 
2d Troop 3d Brigade, Lieutenant-Colonel Lane, C.B. 3d Troop 2d Brigade, 

Captain R. Kinleside.· Composing the reserve, under Brigadier G. Brooke, C.B. 

Brigadier E. Huthwaite, C.B. 

Major Horsford. 
Four IS-pounders, two 8-inch how,t2ers, drawn by elephants, Maj()r Sir R. 

Shakespear. 
Two IS-pounders, two 8-inch howitzers, drawn by elephants, Captaill.. J .. 

Rhakespear. 
Major E. Day. 

Two 18-pounders, two 8-inch howitzers, Captain E. Master .. 

Two IS-pounders, two 8-inch howitzers, Captain E. Austin; who, being 
unable from his wound to accompany his own battery, No. 10, did duty with the 
heavy guns. 

These batteries engaged in action, by those attached to the 1st and 2d 
divisions advancing within about 600 yards, and the heavy guns within 800 
or 1000 yards, of the enemy's artillery, on which they opened their fire about 
9 o'c!ock A.M. Shortly after the actiou commenced, an opportunity was 
observed of enfilading one of the enemy's batteries, when the reserve artillery, . 

'under Lieutenant-Colonel F. Brind, was advanced, and placed by Brigadier G. 
Brooke, C.B., so as to do so. The batteries of the 3d division engaged as they 
came up. and those with the cavalry brigades snpported their movements, as 
opportunity offered. Nearly the whole engagement being a cannonade, no move
men~ of importance took place among the batteries, which maintained their fire 
until half-past 11 A.M., when, many of the enemy's gnns were observed to be 
dismounted, and their line broken, and an advance was ordered in plU·suit .. 

I have the honor to state, for the Commander.in-Chiefs information, my 
perfect satisfaction with the professional exertions of the officers, and my high 
approbation of the steady conduct of both officers and men, during the day. 

To Brigadiers Brooke,. C.B., and Huthwaite, C.B., in general direction of 
the horse and foot artillery respectively, under my orders; Lieutenant-Colouels 
C. Grant, and ·F. Brind, Majors R. Horsford, E. F. Day, and' J. L. Mowatt, all of 
whom held commands; as well as to all the officers commanding troops and 
'batteries above enumerated, I have to acknowledge my best thanks for their 
exertions, by which these results were obtaiued. 'fo the Divisional Staff, Captain 

.J. Abercrombie, Deputy-Assistallt-Adjutant-General, and Lieutenant H. Tombs, 
Deputy-Assistant Quarter-Master-General, and to Lieutenant H. A. Olpherts, 
my Aide-de-Camp. I am much indebted for their exertions; and also to Captain 
,C. Hogge. the Commissary, and Lieutenant P. Christie, Deputy-Commissary of 
Ordnance, for their excellent arrangement of theil' department, as well as for 
their assistance in the field. 

Brigadiers Brooke and Huthwaite mention their Majors of Brigade, Lieu
tenant C. V. Cox, and Lieutenant E. Kaye, respectively, as having alforded them 
able assistance. I have great' pleasure, finally, particularly to bring to His 
Excellency'S notice, the zeal and attention of Mr. Deputy Commissary Spencer. 
during the day, and beg to recommend that old and deserving warrant officer to 
his kind consideration. 
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Inclosure 7 in No. 49. 

Bf'igruliel' J. Ch.eape, Ch.ief Engineer 0/ tluJ Army of tluJ PunjalJ, to tlze Adjutant
General •. 

Head Quarters, Camp, Goojerat, February 26, ] 849. 
IN reference to general orders of the 21st instant, I beg to submit, for the 

information of the Commander-i n-Chief, a report on the conduct of the En"ineer 
Department, during the late operations, and the engagement of the 2bt. " 

Major Napier, attended by Lieutenant Greathed. and Major Tremenheere, 
attended by Lieutenant Glover, were employed on the 21st, the former with the 
right) the latter with the left column of attack, and were very useful from their 
previous examination of the ground, and, in particular, of the position of the 
nullah on our right flank. 

Captain Western, Lieutenants Goodwyn, Crommelin, and Taylor accompanied: 
me; and to all those officers my acknowledgments are due, for conveying com
munications, and obtaining information on every point required, during the day. 

I have also the gratification to report to his Excellency the zealous and able 
manner in which Captain Cunningham, and Lientenant C. Paton. performed the 
duty assigned to them, of bringing up the fleet of boats ordered by his Excellency 
from Ramnuggur, and placing them so as to enable the portion of the army, on the 
other side of the Chenah, to cooperate, and to come up; the former officer 
arrived before the dose of the action, and joined Brigadier-General Campbell's 
division. , 
, The otber officers of engineers were detached with the ditrerent divisions of 
the army, and no mention of these officers is needed from me, as whatever service 
they may bave had an opportunity of rendering, will he more appropriately 
reported to llis Excellency, or acknowledged, by the general officers commanding 
each division. 

'Captain Siddons, commanding the sappers and pioneers, was attached to the 
heavy guns with a portion of his corps, the remainder being detached, hy com
panies, to theditrerent divisions; sllch duty as was required from them, I 
need hardly say, wll!l effectively performed; and I trust it may Mt be considered 
by his Lordship, ilut of place, my mentioning here the gallant behaviour, and 
unwl'aried exertion, displayed by these men, throughout the present service. I 
allude, in particular, to the siege operations at Mooltan, and the conduct of that 
portion of the corps who were employed there. 
. Prior to the engagement on the 21st instant, the officers of engineers were 
employed in collecting iufOl'matioll, and in sl!rveying and reeonnoitring; and it is 
due to Captain Longden, of Her Majesty's 10th Regimeut, who is attached to the 
engineer department as surreyor and field engineer, to state the very able assist
lince be has rendered in all these duties, duriug the whole operations since I have 
joined the army. 

I beg to add, that I am much indebted to Lieutenant J. H. Maxwell, for the 
very zealous performanee of his dntie,., on all occasions, as' Major of Urigade of 
Engineers; anc:i to Lieutenant J. E. CnLcroft, Brigade Quarter. Master, my 
acknowledgments are also due; and I hope I may be permitted tl) recommend to 
his Excellency'S favor Lieutenant Hutchinson, of engineers, a very promising 
young officer, who has been lately acting as my aide-de-camp, and who was very 
severely wounded, on the 21 8t instant. 

Inclosure 8 in No. 49. 

Majm ... General Sir Joseph Tliackwe11, K.CB., Commanding 1M Cmlahy Dif1isitm, ., 
¢e Ad" wtanl-G6fI6f'Il1. 

Head Quarters, Camp, Gonjerat, F6mJary 25, 1849. 

I HAVE the honor to report, for the information of the Commander-in
Cbief, the operations of the division of cavalry under my ~mmand, in the battle 
fought on the 21st instant, near the town of Goojerat. 

4 I 



"~ :,ThivIM't-column· bf' CIlvalry,nnder' ithe. :comml1ud" 9LB.~ga.dieF .wb~~"Jq,!}.., 
COTisisting! of toe' trooP\!; , named, in;'the'·margiD,~ "Ya,", IlI\seml>led~'iq.H:o,IlllJI~1 Pi 
trOops athillfl distance, right 'inifront;' at ,deployingjnter;valJ OIl" ~h.Wtle(tJ·l1f ,tnl\ 
BombaY'ooltnim 'of ·infantrY, Kt 7.Q~clock in.the'lIl9ruing,,[; .is 'oil!' 'Jl'," '(,;I'''',~ 

"'ThiH'ightcolumn, composed of ,the troops ,named ,in .th~ lnarl>,in,t 1Jn,~,tpl) 
command ,of 'Brigadiers. Hearser' 'and, Loekwood; ,C.R, wmi, illl'l)leq illi 'Wtu~ 
left in front, at the_ same hour. : ' .. ,,', ,i" J1,i ., '10 ;(,.,"'. kid,) 

, 1',The 3d'Division of Infantry, and the Bombay Brigade. aU on tll~ ,le~t"gf the 
nullah Iimding towards Goojerat, being' under my immediate, supe~iniend~<lr..J 
remained on the left flank of the army, ir,nd I make no,doub.t .Brigadier~,G~ne~I., 
Dundas and Campbell have made you fully acquainted "'iththe,:(lpel'l1tiqn~II~,,~h!) 
troops under their commaud. ',0"" !!, '" 'el "',n -";'w,;e,,; 
, . . ,On approaching the' village' af N urrawalla, just without the ronge lof .. ~ljf 
enemy's 'batteries, the infantry deployed into;:Iine, and Brigadier :W:4ite,.fol;m,~ 
his cavalry in' front of that village, with its left ,back and, paralle~ t9lj. gent!S! 
rising of the ground, on ,which was posted.the enemy's.right, cousisting,of,a,.J~g" 
body of Affghans aod Goorchurra Horse. From this position, a fir~ Aof,.:~qu»-q 
shot was opened,. and the enemy's Ilavalryextended ,to the righ~ jiO as to; tJJreaten 
to·turn our left flank. To oppo~e.the ~nemy's guns, I, ordered CaptainJ)~e:m. 
tOl'emovehis troop· of horse artillery ,to ,the front. which ,he tlidin good,styl,q, 
and opened his fire within 500 or 600 yards. This. movement, was fol\ow~(tP.Y 
the advance of Captain Huish'lI. troop, and both did,considE'rable executio~ upon 
the enemy,but did not prevent the attempt of the Affghans. to outflank, ,!lqr '~f~ 
The Sinde Horse were ·on the left of my line; and. I ,ordered ,theD! to, adranc~, 
with a . squadron of the 9th .Lancers, under ,Captain,: Campbell, a. jlart"QC~h!l 
former to be,in reserve, and supported .by a squadron, of. the 9th, f.,ance~o:und~ 
Major Grant, C.B"in echelonoD the right., These troops made a most, b~illiaqJ; 
(lharge upon the 'enemy ; ,o.t f the same time, il ,ad vanced .the gun!' o.nd ,c.av,\lry 
towards'the enemy's line~ ,The. fire' of. the gunsl soon Jlut. the ; Goorclllu:ras ~,D 
retreat; o.nd the glorions cho.rge of the troops,ontha left. caused their-,w~o\\l 
force to seek safety in retreat by the Barra .DUI:ree.,.A gun .wascnpture.d duripg 
-these proceedings; but, as'we were then eonsidea'ably in,advance ,of tye, left of 
the info.ntry ,-' although Captain Duncan was enabled ,to en/ilallea bat.tllry PPPQ~eP 
to them.-and ignoraut of the force the enemy might have hetween the.,.B~ra 
Durree and the toWD, aspo.ce covered with trees, Jt. became. Deces~ary to "proceed 
'With caution, yeti I soon was enabled to open a .fire uplln the e!\emy" botlqm $1).8 
Tight and left of the former place, which causedthelll{ con!'id~rable loss, ,and 
hastened their retreat. . ,,'" :". ,": .,: '" ""," ,," .,.; '''" 

j may here observe, that all the enemy's tents were left IiItanding. nelj.r the 
Barra Durree,and on the Sikh 'right of the town. with probably mud" baggage 
in them, a\l of which were probably plundered by .the camp followers.. ".' J " 

The enemy being' 'Dow.in luU retreat, I . moved Brigadier White'lil brigade 
'Well to the left front, and soon forced the enemy from the Jhelum road"l1Jld, 
;eventually, fl'Om that of Bimber also, cutting off large, bodies of ~heen!lmy, 
much haggage, and many guns, ,,,,hick were secured by this hrigade,as "Yell M,the' 
troops of the 2d and 4th brigades, .which had been 9rdered to join ill the, pursuit. 
At .20 minutes PRllt 4 P,M., none of the enemy being. in sig~t, and bei.ng, lUI was 
said, by the villagers, .nine or ten ·miles.,from. Goojerat, I discontinued thepurSllit" 
and returned to camp at this place. In this pursuit, Captains:Qunc.\ln's and 
Huish's troops of artillery, latterly joined by Major Leeson, with Major Blood's 
troop of the same armr-W:ought..-ihei.c...gllll&..to.,hear...npon the enemy with good 
effect on several occasions, and their advanee was as rapid as the intersected 

*. Lett ;Colu;;'n~' t'st'Brigade or Cavalry, . 
Brigadier White, C.B" Commauding, Her Majesty's 3rd Dragoons (Major Verbury); Her 

Maj ... ty'.' 9th L&Iloerl (Lieutenant.Colonel Follertoo);, 8th Light Cavalry (Major M""kenzie); Siode 
• lio,:,", (Captain M,a\colm); Captain Dunoon'.Troop Ho ..... Artillery;, Captain Hnish~ Troop Horse 

Al'tJ.tler,,,, \ :.:' _ \ .:- ',' :~,.:. t··, .l·ll ""; ,\ \ ~t, _~ . '. ~ :: .", "'_ .... ~ "'" .• , ".", ~ .. :' ... _,.' '. _:" ." '.\_"_,.4 \ 

. t Right Column. 2nd' Bri~...de of Cavalry, ' ' ' 
Brigadier Lookwood, C.B" Commanding. Her MlLje.ty·s 14th Light D ...... ""on. (Licutenant-

CoIuhol King) ~ it, Light 9aval'Y C.I.ieuCet\li.nt.-Colonel Bradford); 2 Ressalas 11th Irregular Canlry 

, ~::'WA:ill.;~.~ rl R~, l~~ ,~~~UI~;~a~l~y ~L,ie~t~n~~ R;~h~r~:; ,C~ptalin .. ~ ,;,~er. Troop 

',~', 'Brigadie;'h;~;.c~;'~~D<iiDg. ~~':1rr;,~~I~~~~!~lrf (M~j~~Tslt:d:B.j: 9th Im-g.iar 
. "a""lr1 (M"!ior'Chriatio). The 5th and 6th Light Caval!1 weN loft in ·,tho rear, ,to P"'''''''' &he ' 

baggage. i: I i-
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,,91u1e-'bt~h~ -grOundlly"!nulIahs would admit,and the 9th LanoetsallQ'Sth J.ight 
Cl!.viili'f ,tmilde' gaUant ·attempts 'to, close ,with:' the enemy's C!&valry;,which.,hoW:, 
ji1'er,'\I'ere 1frtlstrated' by the 'rapid' retreat of the latter ; yet- a great number Ilf the 
enemy were slain by this' brigade in the, pursuit~;; I witne!'8ed ,:the' activity of 
Cllpfaiti'lJ nett, illldpllrt of his squadron of the 3d Light Dragoons;: and. ariga
diel"Wbiti! mentionS' that:the whole' of Ithat· regimen .. was ,activelyengagedJI\ 
this work of retribution. . 
9Jil'Being 11Il.'eye-witness to aU the movements of the Ist Brigade, I have great. 
AatiSfac'tion in $ta~ing. that' Brigadier White conducted ,them very much to mJl 
satisfactIon:" I am also well satisfied with the manner in which Lieutenant
CO'Johel ;Fullerton;' Majors Yerbury and Mackenzie, commauded their respective 
regi1)1ent.~, and in which Major Grant supported the charge ofeavalry on, the 
left;. !"'lhe''cbarge of the Sinde Hdrse reflects the,highest credit on Captain 
Malcolm; ·and I have 'great pleasure' in ha.ving witneSlled the gallant bearing of 
alHhe officers and men of this brigade, during the operations of the day; and I 
teel'sure that their only regret was that the enemy's cavalry so often decJined 
thli: attl!-ck; , ' , " , 
""!, T~Captains Duncan and Huish, and l\IajOl'S Leeson and Blood, I am.muc4 
iiidebted for the manner in which they brought their guns into action. whenever 
all'ol'po'ttuDity occurred ; and the steadiness and gooc1 conduct of both ofliceJ'S 
tUld men 'were very conspicuous. ' , ; 
''''I'' I have now the pleasing duty to state, that I !Jave received every assistance 
,aod support 'from my Deputy-Assistant-Adjutant-General, Captain Pratt, on the 
present occasion, as well as during the campaign. To my Deputy-Assistant
Quartel'-Master-General. Lieutenant Tucker, I ,am greatly indebted. for his zeal. 
acti'vlty;intelligence, and successful endeavours to procure ,intelligence of the 
niovementsof the enemy during the operations; he, as well as my Aide-de-camp, 
LieutE'nanti Thackwell, Liefltenant Young, of the Engineers, Lieut~Dant Carter, 
of ' the Pioneers, and Cornet Beatson, of the 6th Light Cavalry. accompanied me 
dlnillg' the battle, and afl'ordedmeessential service in il8.l'rying my orders, on 
:varioils' occasions. during the operations of' the day. 
:-- ,'! Brigadier White states how greatly he was satisfied with ~he conduct of his 
Brigade Major, Captain Cautley, and the whole of the officers and men· of his 
'brigade:' ", . . ' '. , ' '. 

, ' As the dperations of the 2d and 4th Brigades of Cavalry did not come under 
my observation. 'except towards the latter end' of the pursuiti I ,have the honor 
'to forward Brigadier Lockwood's report, and it would appear therefrom that he 
,conducted his brigade judiciously; and I am gratified to leamtbat both officers 

'and menbeilaved greatly to his, satisfaction; and that the 14th Light, Dragilons 
:and, 1st Light Cavalry conducted themselves gallantly, and evinced every ,anxiety 
to close with the enemy: 'I am happy to observe· that the Brigadiel' has mell
iioned~ with great approbation, the conduct of LieutenBDt-Colonels Bradford and 
King, in' command 'of their regiments, and I cannot avoid ,here stating, for the 
information of his Lordship, that I. observed with much ·satismction the zeal and 
judgment evinced by both officers, when, in ·command of considerable bodies of 
cavalry, detached from the camp at Chillianwalla, on important duties. : 

"" .. "I 'regret that I have not yet received any report from Brigadier Hearsey, or 
,return of casualties from bis brigade, or the I:)inde Horse; these will he forwarded 
'whentbey arrive. ' 
,~",', t",' J ' 

Inclosure I) in iN 0, ~9~ , 
>, ,}' 

! " "~. ." .' .' " _ , . ,1, " " ,~ 

"Brigadier G. H. Lockwood. C.B .•. Commandillg 1M 2111/ Car;alry Di~~'110 iAe 
Deputy-Assislant-AdjutanI-Genet'a4 CafJal,y Dioision, Anny of tM P~a6.,,\ 

, ' • , , . " . '. ~ I' ! J., , ~, a. .. '. '-."' .'. . ' ," ;' ...• _ ~~ " . i • I' ,! (I 

Camp, Goojeml, Felwu4ty 22~' 1849.~ , 
. '.. .. ,; . '.. , .'" . , ~" :.. ..... " ,,, ': .1', . 

I HAVE the honor to report, for the information of MajOf"6euel'81Sir 
,Joseph Thackwell. commanding the. cavalry division, that, on the morning of thd 
,21st. I formed my brigade, as. directed bI his Excellency' th~ ~o~deNn· 

412 '. 
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Cbief;on the right re~rof the' 1st division of 'infantry,andparal1el to Brigadiet 
Markham's reserve, advancing; in this order, until the enemy opened their fire. 

;( then deployed . the brigade in' the following manner: '·in the first line, It 
troops of Her Majesty's 14th Light Dragoons; two sqnadrons 1st Light Cavalry, 
with the 1st troop 3d Brigade Horse Artillery, on the left, escorted by a troop 
ef the 14th, and a ressalah of the 11th Irregular Cavalry; in snpport, the ra- . 
mainder of the 11th Irregular Cavalry; and in reserve, one squadron 14th, and 
one sqnadron 1st Light Cavalry. 

In the commenrement of the action, I directed Captain Warner to open his 
fire upon a large body of the enemy, near a village in our front; but; as they 
returned a heavy fire within accurate range, I changed position left back, and the 
horse artillery ceased firing. 

The enemy's horsemen now appeared, in great force, upon our right, threat
ening to tum out flank; so I changed front to the right, directing the reserve to 
retain its front, and communicate with the infantry • 

. Captain Warner's guns opened with great effect upon the ·horsemen, and 
tnrned them; bnt they only 'retired a short distance, and then a regiment oftheir 
regular cavalry moved round by a circuitous route, and got completely into our 
rear. I immediately detached towards them three guns, with a squadron of the 
14th, who, in conjunction with Major Christie's corps of irregnlar cavalry, drove 
them off. 

A bout this time, a large gole of horse came on towards me, and I prepared 
to charge; but as they turned, at once, from the fire of the guns, and as there was 
a nuHah in Olll' front, I refrained fl'om advancing after them; The reserve, also, 
DOW advanced in support of Colonel Hervey's brigade of intantry. 

I then \'eceived orders from the Commander-in-Chief to bringoD the brigade, 
which I did, and followed in pursuit of the enemy, until I found myself l'arallel . 
to the cavalry under the Major-General, when I placed myself in communication 
with· him. 

In the pursuit. the 14th Dragoons and 1st Light Cavalry cut down, or shot, 
a considerable number of the Sikh infantry, both regular and irregula-r; and 
Corporal ,\Villiam Pain, of the 14th Dragoons, captured a red silk standard, 
killing in single combat ·the horseman 'who bore it~ 

I beg to state to the Major-General that I had the greatest satisfaction in 
witnessing the steadiness of the troops composing the brigade, in performing 
several 'lnanreuvres, under a heavy fire of artillery; 

My best thanks are due to Captain Warner, of the Horse Artillery, for the 
a~le and efficient mannet in which he employed his gnns; also to. Lieutenant
-Colonel Bradford, commanding the 1st Light Cavalry;' Lieutenant-Colonel King, 
14th Light Dragoon~; Captain Master, 11th Irregular Cavalry; and Lieutenant 
Robarts, 14th Irregular Cavalry; and Lieutenant-Colonel Doherty, who com
manded the resene. 

I am also under the greatest obligations to my Brigade Major, Captain Yule, 
9tb 'Lancers, for the essential assistance he rendered me, not only during the 
action, but during the period I have commanded the 2nd brigade. 

Inclosure 10 in No. 49. 

Brigaaier Hearsey. 4tA Brigade. CQm1llandi7l.1J tk, CafJalry on the Rigllt Flank 0/ 1M 
Army, to Captain Pratt, Assistant-Ad.Jutant-General, Cavalry DilJision. . 

Camp, 7Iea,. Koree, Fe6rrzmy 23', ] 849; 

. I HAVE the honor to report to Sir Joseph Thack~ell. KC.B. and K.H., 
coWman<jing the ,cavalry div.ision of the. Army of the Punjab, for the illforma-. 
tion of the Commander· in-Chief, that, agreeably to instructions received from 

"CllptainPratt, AS9istant-Adjutant-Genel'al, C8.valry division, ·1 joined, at 'about 
.8. 3.0 AM. of the morning of the 21st instant,. the brigade of cavalry on the right 
under Brigadier Loc~wood. with the.3d and 9th irregular cavalry, and, as selliOJ' 
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cavalry officer, in the field ,on. that flank, I assumed command of the. wh91efif 
that ann as detailed in the margin,. and a troop of horse artillery under Captaill 
W &IiIler.,·· Soon after, the. action commenced hy a cannonade, and heavy bodiEIB 
of horse, amongst .them apparently a regular repment, showed in our front. The 
ca"alry, under my command, advanced towards tbem, and the troop of horse artillery 
-was sent to the front, with its support (a squadron of Her Majesty's l-Ith Dragoon!!, 
Bnd a I!quadron of irregular horse), and "pened a well,directed fire of round and 
sbrapneJl, which made the enemy fall back to a respectful distance. On this, 
very numerous bodies of horse went oif to our right, apparently with the intention 
of turning that ·flank. Imanreuvred to the right with tbe irregular. brigade,lI.DlI 
kept them in check. A bout tbis time I received orders from the Commande .... 
in-Chief not to separate the left of the cavalry too far fl'om the column of infantry 
advancing in that direction. I was, .therefore, necessitated to close to the left, 
-which 1. did .with Brigadier Lockwood's Brigade. At .the same time, as they 
again pressed on my rigbt. I ordered three guns to .support it, the fire from which 
made the enemy again draw off. I now observed it was their determination to 
turn the right, and as I had been joined hy Colonel Doherty with two squadrons, 
I placed him to fill up the gap on my left, and order Brigadier Lockwood's 
brigade and three guns, to join the irregulars on that flank. This checked the 
enemy; but a very large body now advanced on the space on our left.. I imme
diately opposed it with the Irregular Brigade, and Brigadier Lockwood's, with a 
.half hattery; and the enemy were again foiled; but they, perceiving I had only the 
artilljlfY Bupporta, and ressalah of horse. under the command of Lieutenant 
Roba~t!!, on my extreme right, made a last effort to turn it. 

This was promptly met by the 3rd and 9th Irregulars hein!!" sent in that· 
direction, the 9th advancing to meet them with the half battery: thus foiled, they 
returned to our left, Major Christie following their movement. This was their 
last attempt. A troop of Horse Artillery, with supports of one squadron of 9th 
Irrpgulars, commanded hy Lieutenant and Adjutant Tytler, pushed to the front, 
and got nnder the fire of their artillery, when sayera~ men and horses suifered 
from :round shot. It was now apparent, froll1 the distance of the souud of our 
guns, that the enemy were in retreat, and Major M3.(·keson informed me it wall 
the Commander-in-Chi"f's wish that all the cavalry should pursue, and prevent 
the enemy carrying off their guns. I immediately directed llrigadier Lockwood's 
brigade to take a sweep to the right .. and pushed on Dlyself. with the 3rd Irregu
lars, and Lieutenant Roharts's re"salah,with Captain Warner's troop of Horse 
Artillery;· the 9th Irregulars, and 11th, under Captain Master, following, as soon 
8S they could get clear of a deep and quaggy nullah; and we perceived the enemy 
in full retreat, after a canter'of four miles. The artillery opened upon the masses 
of men, whilst the cavalry advanced on. tbe flank, and overtook them Dear the 
"illage ·of RunnewaIJ, where a great many of the Bunnoo troops were sabl'eil and 
shot. In this manner the pursuit continued, until a deep nulJah pre\'ented the 
Horse Artillery getting on without delay. Here I left them with two squadronp, 
and pushed on again, overtaking another body, and punishing them. I detached 
Captain Biddulph, with half a ressalah, to ascertain tbe call~e of a heavy cloud of 
dust to our left. He reported it was l:!ir J. Thackwell's division,and [ 80011 after 
heard his battery of horse artillery open. Both divisions of cavalry were now 
closing on the enemy, and Captain Biddulph was so fortunate as to capture five 
guns, and Major Christie another that had been left in a nullah, by the retreat
ing foe. (Major Christie informs me that this gun would have been left behind, 
if he had not made great exertions in havi "g it brought into camp; he disclaim8 
the capture of it. J.B.H.) The pursuit continued to the village of Saillthul, 
wheN I UllIt, and reported to, Sir J. 1'backwell, and from whence we returned to 
camp. The distance the cavalry under my command went over, in pursuit, was 
fifteen miles. We did not get to the camp of the Irreguhrs, IIl.'8J'othe Barra Durree 
of Goojerat, until ten o'clock at uight, anti had thus been fifteen hOIll">l on hol'Slt
back. 

·1 have every reason to be pleased with tbe C'lndu~t of' all tile officers under 
my eOlnmand. Some diiference arOb'6 as to carrying my orders into eifect by 

; , . 
• Brilltl'lier Lock .... ood·. ~riead.; Her Majesty'. t 4th Dragoons; In Ligbt C~vBlry ; Captaia 

W lU'Der'. Troop H. A.; CaptalD Fordyce's, at ii,e end of the .etlOo: Ir ... ·gul"" BrIgade; 3rd Irre· 
'glliar

d 
Cavalry; 9th· Irregular Ca,-..Iry; lith Irregular Cavalry;. ~3.h ~rrel;lll~ Ca-...lry, I 

Squa roD. . 
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B~(g~Ji~rJ.ock~o~L~c~n~q~enc~'~i'his·re'c~i~irii" dir~(;ttohJ ,frQ#i'nS\Jpr~rhd 
autho,rit.y,of whic4.1 was not at, th~ time aware~bii,tIfo'l1ifp.iin:,.~o~~zenl(jus; 
and desIrOUS of havmg an opportumty ,focharg~'th~, e~emr" 8:t J t'he, ijead 'Ilf He~ 
Majesty's 14th Dragoons. The conduct· of that regiment,'thro.~g4outt~e ,day, 
was most exemplary and steady, aud Jhave~ot t,he least doubt,hl,ld an"pppol" 
tunitY,9ccurred, it would ,have been most eagerly Sr8iJ;ed, to, 'theutt~r lIestruction 
of a.J;ly body opposed to it., Brigadier Lo'ckwood's report will ben,r, 'festimonjto 
the energy of the officers commanding regiments in his brigade,' 'as It'lo;'most 
assuredly, of those officers commanding the regiments of Irregulaf. 'Cavalry'; 
My ,thanks are due, to ,Major Tait, C.B. ,commanding 3rd 'Jrregulars'(Major 
Christie, commanding 9th Irregulars; Captain Master, commanding' 1 ~ th Irre~ 
gulars; and Lieutenant Robarts, commanding a ressalah of th~, 14th' Irregulars. 
The·oonduct of the Horse ArtiUery was beyond all praise;, imd' 1" feelmnch 
i,ildebted to Captain Warner, his officers and men, for the able maIlUer iri'which 
that, noble arm was employed., , " " " .: ,; , '.' 

J feel much indebted also to Lieutenant Neville Chamberlain, Brigaae-'Nfbjor; 
4th .Brigade Irregular Cavalry, for his assistance in the field dnring the, forenoon; 
which I cannot too m)lch appreciate, and, for the example he set, in several' hand-to
hand affairs with a furious and exasperated enemy, during the pursuit. Lieutenant 
Crawford Chamberlain, 2nd in command 9th Irregular Horse, although still suffcr~ 
jng from his wound, was present with the regiment, the whole day, thus showing 
his usual energy. '. ' , , . , 

Lieutenant and Adjutant Tytler, 9th Irregulars;' also brought to my/notice 
the steadiness of a squad ron of that regiment, whell under severe artillery fire, by' 
which one sowar was killed, and several mell and horses wounded. :'" " 

, . I shall forward a list of casualties, as soon I can get them from the different 
officers in command of regiments and parties; ,but, from the constant' marching 
we ha:ve had since the battle of Goojerat, and the inclement weather we are now 
enduring, I have not as yet been able to get them. ' " ".:', ' , ' 

·P.S.-I have just got the return of the casualties of the 3rd and 9th Irre
gular Cavalry, which J have the honor to inclose. 

, . 

Inclosure 11 in No. 49. 

MajOl'-General WMsll, C.B., Commandingtlte 1st Infantry Division, Army 0/ the 
" .,' ' Punjab, to the Ad.Jrdanl-General. ' , " . , 

, Camp, Goojerat, February 22, 1849. 
I HA VE the honor to report, for the information of the Commander-in-chief, 

that the 1st Infantry Division, with Horse Artillery attached, as detailed per margin,
marched at about half-past 7 A.M. yesterday; the 1st brigade, cpmmanded by Briga
dier Hervey, in quarter distance columns of regiments, right in ii'ont, at deploying 
distance, ·with a troop of Native Horse Artillery, on either flank, drawn up in 
!lOrresponding order. 

The 2nd, brigade, in reserve, commanded by Brigadier Markham, and 300 to 400 
, .yards in I:eQl, proceeded in contiguous quarter distancecohimns.·· , ' 

, ,After advancing about two miles or more, the enemy opened their fire, 'and, after 
the army had made some further progress, both brigades, agreeably to his Lordship's 
orders, (and taken up frqm the left) deployed, the Horse Artillery conforming thereto. 
Immediatelyafterwards, the troops of Horse .Artillery ,and, skirmishers (of the 1st 
Brigade) were ordered to the front,' the latter at 300 yards" distance.·1 then 
;requ08ted Brigadier Markham to take ground to the lea, that the, interval Jl)ade by 

• 4th Troop lst Brigade Horse Artillery:-\Captain Mack.nlie),' , ' , ' "I 

•. 1st ,Infantry Brigade.-52nd Regiment Native Infantry; Her Majesty'. lOth Foot ; 8th Regi-
ment N atlYe Infuntry. . . . " " ' 

, 4th Troop ard Brigade Horse ArtilIery.-(Captain J. Anderaon,llxcept II guns at WUleersbad) 
" 31'1i. Comp .... y of Pioneera.-Lieutenant Me Mullin;; iu reserve. .' ., 
" . lind In~ntry Brigaclo.-Slst Regiment Nati", Jnfantry; Her Majesty's 32nd Foot; 12nd. 
~o,lmellt Native Infantry. . ..'. , . "..'.. . • . . 
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ih~aIlV~<iI: .• <If QltPt;l.in, +nd~~~n'.s four,~ns might be .cove':'ld by the 72nd N"tiv~ 
Llfilntll' j,~ . .,9,th..trooPsb,egl\i.l.~ spmted cannonade, and 'continued It foraboilttbteil 
hQnrs, ~t,~IJ\H.I,~ 0.1;, f?fty~ounds per gun, per hour,' until the enemy's guns'jn"ollt' 
front tli\e ,~~?sel J?~liev~>}~~on~ of eyery; ,part of the; line, throng~ a similar treat 
lAePt~:we"" "lIenee'!:, . ,". - ,t. ,.. ", '., ,., ..• , •. ",' .' ,. I I .,"" ','C' 

, ' (I:'" J. '. ,\4',1,1 ',,!, p ' ... ,< J 1 ' 
",,,; .. JJJ;,I1l/: ~l;tP, ,~nnonaJe, on 'I1rst receivmg 'an' order for the' further! ad"an~"of 
~Qtyp'()ops,)l ,elU'nl! from' Majo~ Garbett"who ,,'asjn'Cotrimand of them; that the 
g!I~ 01)., <91f j~ft fro~t had had: so , many hor~es, killed and' disabled, that they. mll$t 
aw,al~ ,t¥ Urt;t:\y/lol o~ o~ers fro!n~be rear, WhlCli I~bservcd were making quick pro" 
gteSll,~o. ~l\ea;:tr90ps; and ~hlCh, shortly afterwards, I regret to say; lost its gallant 
Qaplanl,] rho was mortally wounded by a cannon-ball: 'the dnties continued; how
~ver, til bq qllipipntly prosecuted, under the superintendence of Lieutenants Francis 
~n,~,~{ljcb,~~ ~,the former of whom the command immediately devolved" "", 
" '"I,Af~t:, this, Ijothtroops being well advanced to the front, and the enemy making 
one or two threatening demonstrations, rthought it right to make a' requisition 'on 
~e,'Wlj.\ry for,~ small detachment for ~heir,protec~io~, which was promptly complied 
~~~~, ,by .;B~,gl'dler J,ockwood .• " .. ','. , .' , , ,'.,., ,; • 
;"1 i Q~. $ ... ~ !lo,dv.a. nce. of the line being directed, the right brigade founa the enemy'S 
i.J;uantry in: grellt forc.e in its front, with a strong bOdy of . cavalry' on their left, ... hich 
rendered it ueccssary for Brigadier neivey to make a short' flank movement to the 
rig~",aJi4 t11~ow back the 52nd Native' Infantry, in order to counteract any attscK 
the enemy might have in contemplation. . . 
"'.' . ~s this, unavoidably, caused a great gap in the line, I. thoughb it advi1;able to 
9irec~ ~rigadie)' Markham" at once, to occupy it by his brigade, which was accordingly 
done, and the arrangement immediately reported to his Excellency. The enemy 
W~re .0tlle\'Wise preparing to take advantage of this opening, but, on seeing the lind 
brigade advllllcing to it, halted; and gave a few rounds' of grape and matchtock fire, 
Which,1"as,l'eturned with full ~ffect .by 'file firing from the right of divisions and 
Lieutenant Francis's guns, wllich latter were ,being replenished with ammunition,and, 
for the moment, in rear of the infantl·Y. Lieutenant Need, Aide-de-Camp,· on 
noticil1,8 tb,e,~n~mis cavalry and iufantry immediately in front of tIle 2nd bl'igade, 
had made known the same to Lieutenants Francis and Mecham, who, on hia sugges
tion, instantly galloped to the front, through 'an interval made for' the' purpose ·by 
lIer Majesty's 32nd Regiment, and, with a few rounds of grape, cooperated with the 
infantry (who were advancing to-tlie 'chaigeT-in -sending back the enemy in great 
confusion. 

In the flank movement by the; 1st ibrigade, already adverted to, and which, 
under a heavy fire from the enemy of round, grape, and matchlock, with the re
formation to line, (on ,discovering; that the .. enemy' did. not makp the a!lt.icipa~ 
attack,) was effected in the most steady aDd arderlymanner, Captain Mackenzie, by 
his able and judicious cooperation, made his troop particularly useful, and, on the 
enomy's declilling to receive the charge, of Her Majesty's 10th, and the 8th, and 52nd 
Native Infantry, poured in such a continued fire of shrapnell and round, upon their 
retiring .masses, as, with what had occWTcd from the 2nd brigade; effectually to pre
vent any, further thr~at or molestation to the division under my command; and, as 
far as I could observe, every part of the line had been equally successful in defeating 
the purposes of the enemy, who, long before noon, must have discovered that the 
entire loss of their guns, ammunition, camp equipage, and cattle, was inevitable. 

,On reaching Goojerat, the 2nd brigade, agreeably to his Lordship's orders, cOm
menced colhicting the enemy's abandoned guns, nineteen of which were sent in by 
them forthwith, and occupied the town, with the following details, under Major Case, 

,Her Majesty's 32nd Regiment, (which were afterwards reinforced by the 36th Regi-
~entNative Infantry) .:-' . , , , 

. -' , , . . ' ' .. 
Two Oompanies- Her Majesty's 32nd Regiment, under Captaill Pigott; 

" , 'rwo Companies 51st Regiment Native Infantry, under .Lieutenant ,Wallace: 

" ':P~sscssiouof tbe eight gates was first taken,andthenot' the'fort, whereabout 
eighty of the enemy laid down their arms, and were made over, as prisoners, to the 
36th Regiment Native Infantry,with' other small parties found in different parts 01 
the town, that, with few exceptions, made no resistance. ' The above four Companies 

'captured a gun, standard, and some horses, with the loss, ofolle man killed ,of lIer 
Majesty's 32nd, and an officer of the same corps wounded, Lieutenani Jeffrey. The 

• 1st bl~gade, on halting here, detached a sub-division of Her Majesty's lOth Regiment, 
and the Grenadier Company of the 52nd Native Infantry, to expel&. party of'200 of 
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the enemy hi occupation of the temple and garden, in rear ·of which the 8th REi!riment 
Native Infantry is now encamped, which was elfectedwith trilling loss on ou~ side; 
but the enemy bad thirty or forty killed and wounded, and a great number taken 
prisoners.' . . 
~ It is particularly satisfactory to me to bring to the favorable notice of the Com~ 
mander-in-Chief the conduct of tbe division under my command, during the services 
Of yesterday, performed under his Lordship's immediate orders and direction, and 
consisting of, in fact, tbe Horse Artillery and Infantry of tbe Bengal (Mooltan) field 
force, with the exception of the 49th Regiment of Native Infantry, on detached duty. 
Brigadiers Hervey and Markham conducted their brigades, under the various circum
stances of the day (some of which I have brielly specified), in a manner tbat merits 
tbe strongest commendation, and tbey were, as heretofore, admirably supported by 
the officers in command of regiments, viz. :-

Lieutenant-Colonel Franks, C.B., Her·Majesty's 10th Regiment. 
Ditto Brooke, ditto 32nd ditto. 

Major Farqubarson, 8th Regiment Native Infantry, and, on his being severely 
wounded, Brevet-Major Williams. 

Brevet-:hIajor Griffin, 51st Regiment Native Infantry. 
Captain Jamieson, 52nd ditto. 

Ditto Lloyd, 72nd ditto. 

I cordially unite with both Brigadiers in the expression of thanks to the above 
officers, for the intelligence and zeal with which they carried out their orders, and to 
all the officers and men under their command, .cor the steadiness and prompt obedience 
so uniformly evinced throughout the division. 

Brigadier Hervey acknowledges the service!! of his brigade-major, Captain Wig
gins, in high terms of commendation; and the active assistance he received, through
out the day, from Lieutenant B. Reid (34th Regiment Native Infantry), Interpreter 
to Her Majesty's 10tb Regiment; as does Brigadier Markham those of his brigade~ 
major, Captain Balfour, Her Majesty's ::I2nd Regiment (who has happily recovered 
from the wound he received in the action of the 12th of September last), and of Ensign 
Fraser, 23rd Regiment, appointed Acting Interpreter of the 49th Regiment Native 
Infantry, who is awaiting the arrival of the regiment from Mooltan, and who gladly 
made his services uEeful to the Brigadier. . 

To Major Gal'bett, commanding the Horse Artillery attached to my division, my 
best acknowledgments are dlle, for his unremitting attention to both troops under his 
command, and particularly in matters the officers commanding them were not so able 
of themselves to give directions about. He mentions in the highest terms (as does 
Brigadier Hervey) Captain Mackenzie and his troop, and notices that, after the 
lamented death of Captain J. Anderson, the four guns of his troop were well com
manded by Lieutenant Francis; and I heartily concur in the testimony he bears to 
the admirable conduct of the officers and men of both troops, who worked their glmll 
with a rapidity and precision that would have been impracticable, except from their 
uniform coolness and steadiness, under a heavy fire from the enemy, at both positions. 
1st at 1000 yards, and 2ndly at 500 yards. Major Garbett also notic<)s, in most 
favorable terms, the able assistance rendered him by Lieutenant De Teissier, Acting 
Adjutant 1st Brigade Horse Artillery. 
. Lieutenant McMullin and his Compauy of Pioneers deserve much credit, having 
continued with the 4th Troop lst Brigade Horse Artillery, and rendered useful ser
vice whenever called upon. 

Having but rcoontly had my attention drawn to the ciNumstances I am about 
to mention, I think, in justice to the gallant officer affected by them, I may be per
mitted so to do, tllOugh they refer to anterior conflicts .with the enemy. On the 12th 
of Septemher last, after Lieutenant-Colonel Pattoun wasmortaIly wounded, the com~ 
mand of the six companies of Her Maje~ty's ::12nd Regiment devolved on Major 
Inglis, and, through the exertions of the gallaut troops employed, the enemy's strong 
position was carried; and a similar result occurred on the 7th of November last, 
when, from Lit'utenant-Colonel Brooke having the oommllJld of one of the two columns 
of attack, that of Her Majesty's 32nd Regiment again de\"olved on Major Inglis" whose 
conduct in that important trust was highly satisfactory to the Brigadier commanding, 
and I have accordingly great satisfaction in soliciting the favorable notice of his 
Excellency to the 8IIIlle. . . . . 

. Major Napier (attended by LieutenllJlt. Greathed) of Engineers, who WlS 
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a~tached, for thll day, to the two divisions on the right, aided me much, by occa
sIOnally r~Gonnoitring positions we were approaching; and in giving me the advan
tage of his reconnoissance of the preceding day. Captain. Glasfurd and Lieutenant 
R. ~. Smith, of Engineers, having been directed to join me, were extremely useful, 
dunng the day; and I f~el much indebted to both, as also to Captain Oheape (51st 
Native Infantry), late Treasurer to the Mooltan field force, who attended me 
throughout, and for whom it was not difficult to find frequent and active employ
ment. 

'. Major Becher, Assistant Quarter-lIaster-General, and Captain Whish, Dep~ty 
ASSIStant Adjutant-General of the division, as also my Aides-de-Camp, Captain J. C. 
Kennedy, ITer 1l1ajesty's 18th Foot, and Lieutenant A. Need, Her 'Majesty's 14th 
Lig!lt Drag~ons, afforded me every assistance, and are entitled to my best thanks for 
their attentIOn and zeal. The horse of the Deputy Assistant Adjutant-General, from 
which he had just dismounted, having, on the commencement of our cannonade, been 
severely wounded by acannon!shot, it was some time before another could join from 
the rear, and, intermediately, a camel served him as a tolerable substitute. 

I beg respectfully, in conclusion, to offer ,to the Commander-in-Chief my hearty 
congratulations on the complete success. of his Lordship's al"rangements for the day, 
and on an issue which, under Divine Providence, has been' permitted to be most 
triumphant. 

Inclosure 12 in No. 49. 

],fajm'-General Sil' W. R. Gilhert, K.G.B., Commanding the 2nd Infantry Division. 
. , Army of the Pf.mjalJ. to tke Adjutant-General. . . 

Camp, Nowrungabad, February 24, 1849. 

I HAVE to apologize for the delay which has taken place in complying with 
general orders of the 21st instant, directing reports of the proceedings of the troops 
employed against the enemy to be forwarded, for the information of the Commander
!n.Chief; but having been, as you are aware, constantly on the move since the mom
mg after the action near Goojerat, in pursuit of the fugitive Sikh army, I have not 
had any opportunity of doing so. 

I have now to report, for the information of his Lordship, that the 2nd Infantry 
Division, consisting of the troops mentioned in the margin", adyanced from Shadewa1, 
on the morning of the 21st instant, in lino of quarter distance columns, at deploying 
distance, leaving a battery of heavy guns under Major Horsford, of the Artillery, 
between the two brigades, No. 17 light field battery, under command of Captain 
Dawes, and Brevet-Major Fordyce's troop of Horse Artillery, between the right regi
ments of the left and right brigades, respectively. 

Having received orders to push forward my light troops, to force the enemy to 
show their position, I immediately advanced the troop of Horse Altillery and Dawes' 
light field battery, which instantly drew a very heavy and well-directed fire from two 
large batteries, which the enemy had established on either side of the village of Kalra, 
by which they were nearly screened from the fire of our guns, which, with the light 
companies, were then still further pushed forwal'd, followed by the division which had 
deployed into line; the heavy guns in our centre at this' time opened a very destrnc-

. . tive cannonade. Up to this time, the village above-named seemed to be unoccupied, 
and I directed a party of infantry to take possession of it. Upon the approach.o( 
this party, a tremendous fire of musketry WItS opened from the walls, which were 
loopholed in every direction: the 2nd European Regiment was then ordered up in 
support, under .the command of Major Steel, and soon carried it, after a most obsti
nate resistance, in which that gallant regiment suffered rather severely, ItS well ItS upon 
its emerging from the villa"rre; sopn after which, the enemy left many of their guns, . 

. and fled in the greatest confusion . 

• 3rd Brigade :--8lat Regiment Nati~e Infantry; 2nd European Regimoot; 70th RegimOIlt 
Native Infantry. . . 

. 4tb Brigade ::"30th Regiment Nati~e· InfanU:y; Her Majesty'. 29th Foot; 56tb Regiment 
Native Infantry. . . 

4K 
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It. affords me the highest Imtisfaction to record. the valuable semces of Bcigadie» 
A. S. H. Mountain, C.B. and or-Brigadier N.Peuny, C.B. who led the 2nd European 
Regiment to the attack ofthe village, in the plost gallant andexempl.a.ry manner .. 1 
should wish particularly to mention the very great assistance I received from Majo!,: 
Horsford, commanding the heavy battery, and Major Fordyce, commanding 2nd troop 
lind brigade, H.A., and Captain Dawes, commanding N~. 17 light field battery: it. 
is impossible to praise too highly their conduct and that of all those under their; 
command. " , 

I beg likewise to brihg to his Excenehcy'snotice, the valuable assistance.~ 
received from my divisional and personal staff, Brevet Captain J. A. D. Ferguson. 
Deputy-Assistant-Adjutant-General, Lieutenant A. S. Galloway, Deputy-Assistant;., 
Quarter-Master-General, Lieutenant Colt, Aide-de-Camp, Captain Sherwill, and, 
Lieutenant Macdonald, Majors of Brigade, and Captain Goldie and Lieutellll.nt.lrwin,: 
of the Engineers. . , " . ' . 

C!l-ptain W. P: Robbins, 15th N.I. who acted as my Aide-de-Camp during the, 
• action, afforded me great and active assistance, as did also Lieutenant H. B, H~per" 

:!1st N.!: (Orderly Officer.) .. ,.,' . , ,. 
M.f warmesttha~ks are due to Lieutenant-Colonel Congreve, C.B., H.M.'s 29th, 

Foot, LIeutenant-Colonel Jack, 30th. N.I. and Lieutenant-Colonel Holmes, 56th N.I.: 
and to Majors J. Steel, 2nd European Regiment, W. R .. Corfield, 31st N.I. and J" R.i' 
McCausland, 70th N.I. (severely wounded in the attack. on the .village of Kalra)" 
for the exemplary manner in which they led their regiments. I trust 1 may be per~: 
mitted to bring to his Excellency's notice the name of Brevet Captain G. Gordon, 50th; 
N.!. Officiating Sub-Assistant Commissary-General, who, at my request, destroyed the 
enemy's camp-equipage and loose ammunition. '" : " .', 

The conduct of all the troops under my command, European and Native, under, 
a terrific and well-directed cannonade, was such as to call forth my highest commen-, 
dation. . • , , 

In conclusion, I regret that, in consequence of our being 50 constantly on the 
move, since the action, I am unable to forward herein the returns of casualiies, but I 
shall do myself the honor to transmit them with the least. possible delay. 

P.S.-In the absence of the regular returns, r may here add t.hat the. amount.,. 
of loss is very trifling, considering the heavy fire. kept up by the enemy'a artillery on 
the centre of the division, where the heavy guns were. the 2nd European Regiment 
having only lost 8 men killed, and 135 wounded; 31st N.I. 11 men killed, andlSl 
wounded; and 70th N.I. 10 killed, 40 wounded. 

In the 4th Brigade, H.M:& 29th Regiment lost only 2 men. and 6 wounded;. 
the 3()th Nl. 3 !nen wounded; and the 56th N.I. only one man wounded. 

Inclosure 13 in No. 49 . 

.llrigadier-General C. Campbell, Cemmanding tke- 3rd Division • .ill·my oftAe Punj~ 
ttJ tke A~jutant-General . 

• Camp, ])owFutnu!J!Jer, Fefn-uar!J 23, 1849. 

. I HA VB the honor to report to you. for the information.of the Commander- . 
in-Chief; that. in obedience to the orders r received from his Lordship at daylight of, . 
the 21st instant, I formed t.bebrigades of the 3d divisiQD, commanded by Brigadiers . 
Camegy and McLeod, with the light field batteries attached to them. close to the left.. . 
baDk of the nulIah which passed in front of ihe village of ShadewaI,. a little after, 
7 A.K. The Brigade under Bri"O'&dier Hoggsllo- was formed at. the same time in 
rear, to act as a reserve to the whole force intended to be employed on that. side 
of the nullah. " .. , 

.' In the advance to the attaCK of the enemy's position. his Lordship desired me . , 
to keep close to the lef!; side of the nulIah, and to preserve my communication with" 
the heavy guns, which were placed on the opposite bank. ' 

His Lordship further directed me to approach, but not to pass, that part of the 
nullah, behind whicll the right of the . enemy's army was formed, without further 
instructions from hilll.' '. , . . , 

. With a. view to. the effectual fulfilment' Qf his l.ordship's wishes to maintaiA. 
close communication with the heavy guns on my right, and to prevent. tlJeir molest&.-
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tionbythe enemy from the nullah, I directed the Light Company of ire~ Majesty's 
~4th tit occupy, and move along. the nullab, in advance of the heavy guns; and, t. 
render the Communication more secure, I supported this company with two gnns from 
No; 10 light field battery, which moved close along the bank of the nullah.. , 
',. I The two brigades were formed, in the first instance, in contiguous columrui of 
regiments (the brigades at full distance), covered by a strong line of skirmishers, 
and these immediately supported by Nos. 5 and 10 light field batteries, attached to 
them respectively. These skirmisben communicated, on the left, with those covering 
the front of the Bombay division, which were likewise supported by the troop of 
Horse Artillery belonging to that force. The whole line moved forward at a quarter 
before .(i A.K in this order, with the regularity of troops at a review. The country 
we passed over in 011l' advance was perfectly level, highly cultivated, and without an 
obstructioD, being merely dotted here and" there with an oocasional tree . 
. " At half-past 9, the skirmishen having arrived within long range of the eDemy's 

guns, 'the- columns were deployed into line, when we again moved forward. At thiB 
Ulna the right wing of the enemy's army W88 plainly to be seeJI, formed directly in • 
our front, beyond a tum in the nullab, which seemed to ruD parallel to the front of 
thei, position, iD the centre of which, and "Dearly opposite to Nos.. "and 1 0 light 
field, batteries, they had two very heavy guns, and several six and nine-pounder 
:field guns, which then opened fire; that from the former, in the first instance, 
eansed some loss in the batteries, and here it was, I regret to say, that Lieutenan~ 
Day; of the Artillery, a very brave and most promising young officer, was killed by 
Ii cannon-balL " 

The line moved oDwards to the front, keeping in communicatiOB with, and as 
much as possible in the a.lignemeDt of, the heavy guns, "hile the field batteries )rep' 1lfI 
110 destructive a fire 1Ipon the enemy in. their front, in position behind the Ilullab. 
that they finally obliged the whole force to abandon it, and take sbelter lInder cover 
of the bank of the nullah. from which they were afterwa.rds driven, in confusion and 
:Bight., by an enfilading lire from the I!&nle field batteries. " 

• . About three-quarters of an hour before the enemy had been finally driven ill 
flight from the nnlIah and from the field, a great effort was" made by many, appa
rently of the principal chiefs, to bring forward a large body of their oavalry, which 
was followed, iD a tumultuous manner, by the infantry which had taken shelter in the 
nullah; to attack the centre of the Bombay diviSIon. This attack was taken in flank 
by No.5 field battery, and caused great loss to the enemy, both in his short advance, 
and subsequent retreat. ,_. . ' 

The infantry of the 3d division had not occasion to 1Ire a shot; the enemy were 
driven from their different positions, and from the field, by the fire qf these two field 
batteries, aided by that of the Bombay Troop of Horse Artillery. 

I cannot find language to express my_ sense of the calm. steady, and admirable 
manner in which these two batteries were commanded, and worked, by Major Mowate, 
the commanding officer, and by Major Ludlow and Lieutenant Robertson, the former 
commanding No.5, and the latter No. 10 battery, nor am I able adequately to ex
press my admiration of the bravery and gallantry" of the other officer!! &f these, 
batteries, and of their non-commissioned officers. and men, all of wbom I beg 
to recommend, in an especial manner, to the favorable notice of the Commander-

in-Chief." "" '" • 
AftCr the troops had crossed the nullah, I received his Lordship's orders to fol-

low the troops of the right wing in their movements towards the east side or 
Goojerat., while the Bombay division passed the town 00 the other side. After 
elearing the town, the division again resumed its communication with the Bombay 
troops, and proceeded with them in advance, together with the troops of the 2d di
mon on our right, until ordered to halt, and encamp. 

I beg 1_ to bring to the favorable notice of the Commander-ia-Chief, the , 
eondueV of Brigadier& Carnegy and McLeod, to whom I feel mnch Indebted, b the 
brave example" they set their men, and for the offieer-like" lIllIIIIIler in which they ma
naged their respective brigades during the day. Brigadier Hoggan, commanding the 
_ene. "was' Bnder the- immediate ordenr of Bri,,"8dier-Genew Dundas, ou 
the lef\ " 

The tWO' former Brigadiers speal, in stroDg terms, of thll merits and service&, 
during the day, or their respective brigade-majors, Captain Clarke of the 25th Native 
Infantry, and Captain Keiller, of the 6th Native Infantry. and I can confirm their 
opiDioll of the- zeal, activity, and value of these officers' aervi~ from my own pezc. 
!IOnal obeerYatiGn. ' 

'KII 
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i beg alSo 't~ recommeiul, 'to the favotiible notice or the' Corrimander-in~Chief, 
tho' conduct. of the several officers' cominanding regiments. who" all set an example' of 
the greatest gallailtry to their 'respective cOl'ps,viz~: LieutenantcColonel \Smith, Her 
Majesty's 24th Regiment; Lieutenant-,Colonel Corbett; '25th Native Infantry; 
Lieutenant-Colonel Jones, Her Majesty's61st;, :Uajor Tudor, 46th' Native Infantry; 
and' Captain Lang, 36th Native Infantry.'.They ai'e'all truly deserving of his Lord
ship's favorable notice and approbation. Lieutenant-Colonel Jones, of IIcrMajesty's 
51st, speaks, in terms of praise, of'the assistance he received from the two majors of 
that regiment,lIiajor Campbell and Major Stephens; and Lieuteuant,Colond Smith, 
of Her Majesty's 24th Regiment, 'in a similar manner, notices the conduct. of Major 
Blachford, of that' corps. . "" " . ": " " .' 

I received, during the day, the most cordial and valuable assistance from 'Major 
Ponsonby, Assistant Adjutant-General of the Division, with whom I fourid' a real 
pleasure in being associated on service, and to whom lowe great obligation, for the 
able and careful manner in' which he conducts the duties ot his department,': . ' 

I beg to recommend to the particular notice of his Lordship the Commander-in
Chief, the conduct of Ensign. Garden, Deputy-Assistant-Quarter-Master-General, to 
whom I am also under many obligations for the',zeal and abilitywith'which he per-
forms his various duties. ' ..' , , . . 

Captain Durand and Lieutenant Morton, of the Engineers, were' attached to the 
3d Division during the action, and ac<,.ompanied me during the day; they 'rendered 
me valuable assistance, and' lowe to' them, accordingly, my warmest . ac-
knowledgments. , .. 

I cannot conclude"tbis report without also bringing to the' notice of the'Com
mander-in-Chief, the willing and valuable assistance afforded me by my Aide-de-Camp, 
Captain Hay thorne, and also by my brother officer, Lieutenant Shadwell, of Her 
Majesty's 98th Regiment, who was present in the action as a voluntellr. 

I beg, herewith, to inclose a ret!lrn of the killed and wounded, together with a 
present state of the troops actually engaged, and returns of the quantity of ammuni-
tion expended. . . , 

Inclosure 14 in No. 49. 

BrilJadier-Gemfl'al the Honorable H. Dundas, C.B., Commanding the Bombay Column, 
Army of the Punjab, to the Adjutant-General. . 

,. ' Head Qum·ttn·s, Camp, Saikerwolla, February 22, 1849. 
I HAVE the honor to inform you that, agreeably to the orders I received, the 

Bombay Infantry Division was formed on the left of the line. I advanced, for some 
distance, in contiguous columns at quarter distance, the 60th R~Hes under Lieutenant
Colonel Bradshaw', and 3d Troop Horse Artillery. under. Major Blood, being thrown 
in advance. The division deployed into line, and gradually advanced, as the attack 
on the right developed itself. A party of the enemy's horse made a demonstration 
of attacking the line, but speedily moved off to their OlVn right, on receiving one or two 
rounds from Major Blood's troop. ~ battery of the enemy, which was in front of 
the Bengal Division, was also quickly silenced by this troop, which made excellent 
practice. The division kept gradually advancing, without firing a shot, the enemy 
movipg off so fast we could not reach him, the artillery taking every advantage of 
opening its fire that was afforded. The infantry kept constantly advancing, paSsing 
through the enemy's camp, which was left standing, and rouud the town of Goojerat 
on the left, bringing up the left shoulders. The ground, at the first, was studded 
with bushes and hedges of prickly pear, which caused some delay in getting through; 

'. a.nd" on reaching the open cQ,untry a"aain, not a sign of the enemy was to be seen . 
. Two guns were abandoned by him, on this sid~ of the town. .' Not a· casualty 
occurred in the,jllfantry division,or in the troop, with the exception of two horses. 
,The troop"afterwards, accompl!nied Major-General Sir Joseph Thackwell's Division 
of Oavalry,. in pursuit of the. enemy, and it has been reported to me by Brigadier 
Leeson, commanding the Bombay Artillery, that it rendered good service. The Sinde 
Horse, under Lieutenant Malcolm, having been ,attached, for the day, to Major
.General Sb.:JosephThackweU:s Division, I had not lIn opportunity of witnessing a 
ilIlost successful and gallant charge which was made .by . that distinguished regiment 
.against a party of the enemy's Horse, which was completely overthrown, with the 
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lOss of their ~tal)dards; and the attempt to tum our left, which the enemy showed a 
disposition to ,try, ,altogethe~ (,rustrated. 'This success wasnot'gained ''without some 

, loss, which amollllted, to three killed, and sixteen or seventeen' wounded: 'The field
battery" under ,Capt, : TurnbuU; . was attached to the force protecting the' baggage. 
Wher!) , the,troops pevereame iI), contact with the enemy, who mo.ed off with the 
utmost rapidity" there Is little room for remm:'Jt on their conduct; beyond making a 

, steady and regular advance, and for a lon~ distance, and preserving a good order of 
: f<!rmatioD., J had every ,reason to be satisfied with the conduct of all, and my thanks are 

due to Brigadier Capon,. cmnmanding the IstInfantry Brigade, to Lieutenant-Colonel 
, Bt'adshaw, eommanding the 60th Rifles; Major Hallett, commanding the 3d .Regiment 

Native Infantry, :r.rajor MigDan, commanding the'1st Bombay Fusilier&, Major Mant, 
"eomm/!-nding the 19th Regiment Native Infantry; Brigadier Leeson, 'commanding the 
" artillery, rendering ~very assistance; and Major Blood, in command of the troop, 
is entitled to every credit, for the efficient service the troop was' enabled to' perform. 

The steady and good order in which the Brigade of the Bengal army moved, 
, Illl~el:" Brigadier Hoggan, which, was in 'sllpport 'of the Bombay Division, was very 

praISeworthy. , , . , , " ' 
lam indebted to the officers of ,the Divisional Staff for the active assistance 

they afforded me: Major Green, Assistant-Adjutant-General'; Captain Hart, Depnty
Assistant-Adjntant-General; Captain Ramsay, the Assistant-Quarter-Master-General; 
Captain Skinner, the Depnty Jndge Advocate-General; Major St. John, Pay-Master
General; Lieutenant Mules of the 1st Fusiliers, Post-Master; Lieutenant Ward, 60th 
Rilles, my Aide"de~Camp; and Lieutenant C1'awley, 15th Hnssars, Aide-decCamp to 
Major-General Aitchison. commanding the Mysore Divisio!l, who officiated as my 
Aide-de-Camp. Brigadier Capon also reports favorably of the assistance he derived 
from Captsin Stiles, Major of Brigade, and- Lientenant Gordon; 60th Rifles; who 
officiated as .Aide-de-Camp. " Lieutenant Stevenson, Briiade Major of Artillery, 

• rendered every assistance in his department. The sappers and miners, under 
:j:..ieutenant Kendall, were kept prepared for any dntythat might have been required • 
in sloping down nnllahs fol' the gnns, &1:.; bnt the ground was so favorable for the 
movement of the troops, that their exertions were not reqnired in thisdnty: My 
thanks are .also dne to Captain Threshie,- Assistant-Commissary-General, on this 
occasion, as also for the efficient manner in which the duties of his department have 
been -condncted. . 

Lientenant Henry, 19th Regiment Native Infantry, Aide-de-Camp to the 
Governor' of Bombay, and who was placed in political charge of ,the prisoner of war, 
the Dewan Mooh'aj, joined me' in the afternoon, having ridden post from Lahore, 
on pw-pose to be present, after delivering over charge of his prisoner on the 20th 
instant. . , ' • 

Herewith, I inclose a list of casnalties, which lire principally in, horses, together 
with a return of ammunition expended. 

InClosnre 15 in No. 49. 
'" ., . , . 

MajOl' J. S. Leeson, BI'i'l~die1" Commanding Artillery Bl·ig~~e,. Bombay Di~isiol/, 
to tke Assutant-Adjutant-Genel'al,Bombay .D1VZS1011. 

Camp. Goojerat, Febl'ual'y 22, 1849. 
I . >, . 

, " IN ,compliance with your order, I have the honor to report that the 3d, or 
Major Blood's, troop of Horse Artillery, was ordered to accompany the cavalry division 
under Major-General Sir Joseph Thackwell, K.C.B. at about half-past one yester
day, to follO\v the enemy who were then' retreating; with this troop I proceeded, 

, acc~mpallied by Lieutenant Hamilton and my staff. " , 
. , After proceeding at a trot and gallop for abont nine miles, we' joined the 

Ca~Plry Division, and soon joined the enemy's rear,and, at a distance of abont 400 
yards. opened, fire, with nllmifest good effect; they were then attempting to carry 
three guns i: and a considerable body of cavalry were hovering ronnd to afford them 
protection. this they were noable to effect; as our well-directed fire soon' obliged the 
enemy, to aband~n their ~ns, camels, carts, bnllocks, .!tc. and a great proportion of 
their baggage. whIch fell mto Ollr bands, ' ' 
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, The' enemy still continuing to retreat in a Dlost disorderly manner, we advanced 
at a gallop for about three miles, a.nd again opened fire,~th ,such jlli'ect ,thatthey 
were compelled to abandon another gun. ' ,.', " "I ' 

We again advanced some distance further, and were lialted, by order of the 
General commanding, who proceeded; and at a. quarter to five P.M. we began to fall 
back towards the camp, which we reached at half-past three o'clock, UL ., 

-, - -

. . -, - -
General Retwm of Casualties, in the Army of tke PunjalJ, in the Action atGoo/erat,' 

, on tll8 21st of FelmuJtry, 1849, between the British Forces, under the personal 
command of General Hugh, Baron Gough, -o.G.B., Commander-i'fl-Chiej oj all 
tke Forces in India, and tke Rebel Army, under Sirdar Ckuttur Sing and , 
Rajak Shere Sing. ' • " , " 

General Stalf.-Wounded, 1 Provost-Marshal. 

A rtillery Division. 

Horse Artillery. 
• j. 

"th Troop 1st Brigade-Killed, 3' rank and file, 1 syce, 11 horses;. wounded, 
1 Native officer, I) rank and file, 2 lascars, I) syces, 11 horses. 

2d Troop, 2d Brigade-Killed, '1 rank and file.' 1 lascar, 25 hors~; wounded, 
1 ,seJjeant, 1 trumpeter, 17 rank and file, 4 IasC!U'S, 13 horses. 

3d Troop, 2d Brigade-Killed, 1 syce, 'T horses; wounded, 4,. rank and file; 
missing, 1 syce. 

"th'Troop, 2d Brigade-Wounded, 1 rank and file; missing, I horse. 
1st Troop, 3d Brigade-Wounded, 1 trumpeter, 2 r,ank and file; missing, 1 horse . 

. 2d Troop, 3d Brigade-Killed, 1 rank and file, 'T horses. wOUllded" 2 serjeants, , 
3 rank and file, 1 syce, 1 horse j missing, 2 horses. ' " ' ' " " 

4th Troop, 3d Brigade-Killed, 1 European Officer, 1 seJjeant, 6 rank and file, 
1 lascar, 1 ~ ~orses; wounded, 1 serjeant, 4 rank and file, I lascar, I syce, 
6 horses j IDlSSmg. I ,horse. ' , 

Foot artlIlery. 

1st. Company, 1st Battalion, (No. 10 Battery) -Killed, 1 European officer, 'I rank 
and file, 2 horses; wounded, 2 rank and file, 2 syce drivers, 3 horses; missing, . 
1 horse. '" 

3d Company, J st Battalion (No. 17 Battery)-Killed, 10 horses; wounded,'" rank 
and file, and 3 horses. 

3d Company, 3d Battalion-Killed, 2 rank 'and file. 5 bullocks; wounded, 2 syce 
drivers. ". ' 

4th Company, 3d Battalion-Killed, 5' bullocks j wounded, 2 rank and file, 
1 lascar, 3 syce drivers. 

1st Company, 4th Battalion-' Wounded, 1 European ,Officer, 3 rank and file, 
1 lascar. . 

4th Company, 4th Battalion-Wounded, 1 rank and file. ,,' , 
3d Company, 7th Battalion (No.5 Battery)-Killed, 1 syce driver, 1 syce, 3 horses; 

wounded, 2 rank and file, 1 lascar, 1 syce driver. 

Total-Killed, 2 European omcers, 1 serjeant, 20 rank and file, 2 lascars, 
1 syce driver, 3 syces, 97 horses or bullocks; wounded, 1 European, 
officer. 1 Native officer, 4 aerjeants, 2 trumpeters, 50 rank and file, 
10 lascars, 8 syce drivers, 7 syces, 37 horses or bullocks; missing,. I syce,. 
6 horses. 

Engineer Department and Sappers and Pioneers-Wounded, 1 European officelJ, , 
1 Native officer, 2 seljeants or havildars, and I) rank and file. 

CaoJry DitJUion. 

First Brigade.. 

He: Majesty's 3d Light Dragoons-Killed, :1 horse; wOUllded, :I rank and file., 
! hol'8es; missing, 2 hol'8es. 

Her Majesty's 9th Lancers-Missing, " horses. 
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5th Regiment Light Ca~alry-. Wounded,.1 European officer,'.4 rank Bnd file, 
· '1 horse. . 

8th Regiment tight canlry-Kilied, 1 syce, 1 horse i wounded, 1 Native officer; 
missing, 1 rank and file, 3 horses. . 

.. 1 ,. ",: . ",,) , .. 

2d Brigade. 

Her Majesty's 14th Light D:ioons-Kill~d, 1 European officer, 3 horses; wounded, 
2 European officers, 4 r and file, 2 horses. 

1st ,Regiment Light Cavalry-Wounded, 2 rank and file, 4 horses ; missing, 
2 horses. · . \ '. 

3d Brigade . 

. 11 tli :fn.eguJar Cavalry-Killed, 2 horses; wounded, 3 rank and file. . 
14th Irregular Cavalry-Wounded, 2 rank and file, 4 horses; missing, 2 horses.. 

4th Brigade. 

3d Irregular Cavalry-Killed, 1 rank and file, 2 horses; wounded, 1 Native officer, 
1 havildar, 5 rank and file, 2 horses. . • 

9th Irregular Ca.valry-Killed, 1 rank and file, 10 horses; wounded, 1 havildar; 
12 rank a.nd file, 3 horses. 

• 

: Total-.. Killed, 1 European officer, 2 rank and file, 1 syce, 19 horses; wounded, 
3 European officers, 2 Native officers, 2 havildars, 33 rank and file, 
18 horses; missing, 1 rank and file, 13 horses. 

1st Iifant'l'Jl Division. 

Divisional Staff.-W ounded, 1 horse. 

• 1st Brigade. 

Her Majesty's lOth Foot--Killed, '1 rank and file, 1 horse; wounded, 1 European' 
officer, 53 rank and file. 

8 til Regiment Native Infantry-Killed, 1 European officer, 1 Native officer, 3 rank 
and file; wounded, 2 European officers, 3 Native officers, 4 havildars, 56 rank. 
and file. , . 

52d Regiment Native Infantry-Killed, 5 rank and file; wounded, 3 European 
officers, 1 havildar, 30 rank and file. 

2d Brigade. 

Her Maj~sty's 32d Foot-Killed, 1 rank and file; wounded, 1 European officer, 
. 4 rank and file. 

51 st Regiment Native Infantry-Killed, 5 rank and file; wounded, 1 European 
officer, 1 Native officer, 1 havildar, 46 rank and file. 

'12d Regiment Native Infantry - Killed, 1 rank and file; wounded, 8 rank 
and file. 

Tot~-Killed, 1 European officer, 1 Native officer, 22 rank and file, 1 horse; 
. wounded, 8 European officers, 4 Native officers, 6 havildars, 19'1 rank and 

file, 1 horse. 

2nJ Infantry Division. 

3d Brigade. 

2d ,European Regiment--Killed, 1 Eoropean officer, 2 serjeants, 6 rank and file, 1 
horse; wounded, 5 European officers, 12 setjeants, 123 rank and file, and 1 
horse; missing, 3 rank and file. 

31st Regiment Native Infantry-Killed 2 havildars, 9 rank and file; wounded, 1 
European officer, 4 Native ditto, '1 havildars, 119 rank and file, 1 lascar. 

'lOth Regiment N auve Infantry-Killed, 10 rank and file; wounded, 5 European 
• officers, 1 N auve ditto, , havildars, 34 rank and file. 
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. 4th Brigade. . 

Her ;MaJ~stf8 29th Foot-~Gll~d;' 2 rank. a~d £le,;' wOunded, ~ rank and fife: ' 
30th Regiment Native Infantry-Wounded, 3 rank and file, ' '. ' " 

. 56th Regiment Native Infantry-Wounded,'1 rank and file, . .',,'. 

Total-Killed, I European office!',' 4 setjeants or havildars, 27 rank and file, 1 
horse; wounded, 11 European Offieel's, 5 Native officers, 23 se,rjeants or 
havildars, 286 rank and file, 1 lascar, 1 horse; missing, 3 rank and file, . 

3rd Infant'l'Y Division .. 

5th Bligade. 

2,5th Regiment. Native 'Infantry-Killed, 1 rank' and file (wounded,' 2 rank 
and file. 

7th Brigade. 

Her Majesty's 6Ist Foot-Wounded, 9 rank and £Ie. 
36th Regiment Native Infantry-Killed, 1 trumpeter, 3 rank and file; wounded, 2 

havil~ars, 7 rank and file. . 

Total-Killed, 1 trumpeter, 4 rank and file; wounded 2 havildars, 1 S rank 
and file. 

Bombay Division. 

3d Troop Horse Artillery-Killed, 1 horse. . 
Sinde Irregular Horse-Killed, 1 havildar, 1 rank and file, 24 horses; wounded, 1 

Native officer, 1 havildar, 10 rank and file, 11 horses. • 

'rotal-Killed, 1 havildar, 1 rank :and £Ie, 25 .horses; wounded,'1 Native 
officer, 1 havildar, 10 rank and file, 11 horses. 

Grand Total-Killed, 5 European ~fficers, 1 Native officer, 6 setjeantB or ha
vildars, 1 trumpeter, 76 rank and file, 2 lascars, 1 ayce driver, 4 syees, 143 
horses or bullocks; Wounded, 24 European officers, 14 Native officers, 1 
provost marshal, 40 serjeants 01' havildars, 2 trumpeters, 59,9 rank and 

.. lile, 11 lascars, S syee drivers,' 7 syees or grasseutters, 68 horses or bul
locks; missing,' 4 rank and file;, 1 syee, 19 horses or bullocks. 

Nominal List of #uropeal~ Officers. 
t 

General Staff.-Wounded, 1 Provost-Marsh.al, S. Budd, severely. 

A. rtiZler~ Division. 

4th Troop, 3d Brigade Horse Artillery-Killed, Captain J. Anderson. 
1st Company, 1st Battalion Artillery-Killed, 2d Lieutenant E. W. Day. 
1st Company, 4th Battalion Artillery-Wounded, Captain and Brevet-Major Sir R. 

, C. Shakespear.. .. . ; . 
Corps of Engineers-Wounded, 2d Lientenant B. M. Hutchinson, very severely, leg 

amputated. : 
i 

Cavalry Division. 
j 

. I. 
lIer Majesty's 14th Light Dragoons-Kille.d, Lieutenant A. Lloyd; wounded, Captain 

J. H. Goddard, severely, Captain A. 'Seudamore, dangerously. 
5th Regiment Light Cavalry-Wounded, Lieut~nant H. J. Stannus, severely. 

1st InfantlJl Dj~ion. 

Her Majesty's 10th Foot-::-WOIinaed;-Oaptain R. Knest, slightly. 
Her Majcsty's 32d Foot-W01mded, Lieutenant G. Jeffrey, slightly. 
8th Regiment Native Infantry-Killed, Lieutcnant R. Cox; wO)lnded, ~Iajor G. Far

quharson, dangel'ollsly; Ensign G. H. Griffiths, severely. 
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51st Regiment Native Infantry-Wounded, Lieutenant T. C. Darnell, severely. 
52d Regiment Native Infantry-Wounded, Captain J. W. H. Jamiesou, severe 

eontusion; Lieutenant W. II. Lowther, severely; Lieutenant G. R. Smith, 
severely. 

, . 2nd Infantry DiMon. 

2d European Regiment-Killed, Lieutenant G. H. Sprot; wounded, Captain A.. 
Boyd, slightly; Lieutenant'A.. Elderton, slightly; Ensign A.. D. Toogood, slightly; 
Ensign D. A. Sandford, slightly; Ensign J. G. S. Matheson, slightly. 

31st Regiment Native Infantry-Wounded, Ensign F. J. Gully, slightly. 
70th Regiment Native Infantry-Wounded, Major J. K. McCausland, severely; 
. Brevet Captain C. L. :&pwards, slightly; Lieutenant A. Fytche, slightly; En-
. sign R. C. Whiting severely; Ensign C. Murray, slightly. 

List of Oranance cq.pturea from the .Enemy, in the Action at Goojerat, on the 
. . 21st Fefnuary, 1849. . 

Camp, Goojerat, Felwuary 22, 1849. 

No. Nature of Ordnance. No. Nature of Ordnance. 

1 ..• Brass Gun ... 16-pounder 32 ..• Brass Gun ... 6-pounder .. 6-pounder " 
6-porinder 

" 
9-pounder 

" 
8-pounder 

" 8-pounder 35 ... " 
8-pounder 

5 ... 
" 

9-pounder " 
.8-pounder 

" 8-pounder " 
8-pounder 

" 8-pou~der " 
. 8-poundel" 

" 
3-pounder " 

8~pounder' 

" 
8-pounder 40 ... J> 8.pounder 

lQ. ... , " 
12-pounder " 7~ pounder 

" 
9. pounder 42 .. 7* pounder 

" 
18-pounder 1 ... Brass Howitzer 

" 
8-pounder " 

" 
9-pounder .. 

15 " 
8-pounder " 

" 
2.pounder 5 ... 

" 
" 

7-pounder " 
" 

8-pounder " 
" 

8-pouuder S " 20 " 
2-pounder 1 Brass Mortar 

" 
8-pounder ". .. I6-pounder 3 " 

" 
8-pounder 

53 Total pieces of ordnance .. 9-pounder 
25 " 

8-pounder captured. . 

" 
6-pounder 17 Ammunition tumbrils un-

.. 6-pounder serviceable. 

" 
8-pounder A eonsiderable number [of tumbrils 

" 
7-pounder were also blown up, and otherwise 

30 " 
6-poulider' destroyed. 

" 
7-pounder 

4L 
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InclO81l1'e 16 in, No. 49~ 

The Gover1UJl1'-General to the CommaMIJ1'-in-Ckiej: 

C'amp, Ferozepore, FelYruu!ry 27, 1849., 
I DO myself the honor, in tbis dispatch" of conveying to you, for communication 

to Sir W. Gilbert,. the instructions with which it Is expedient you should be furnished' 
regarding the future prosecution of the war. . 

The full results of the great victory wfilch was ob,tained by the army under 
your Excellency's personal command; on the 21st instant, have not yet been ascer
tained. The number of guns, however,. which have already been secured, and the 

, confusion in which the Silill army fled' from the field; entitle us to anticipate that 
any oppositiop which may hereafter be' offered, will be of a mucn less formidable 
character than it has been heretofore. 

Whate.ver the amount of opposition may be, everything tbat has come to pass, 
and, above all, the recent cooperation of Affghan troops, under the Ameer Dost 
Mohamed Khan, with the Sikh army, and his seizure of the province of Peshawur, 
render it indispensable tlmt the war should be pr01!ecuted, at all hazardi!; until the 
entire defeat and dispersion of' those' who are in arms against us, whether Sikhs or 
Affghans, shall be effected. ' 

, I a.m.. well·. aware that the season Is advancing, and that the difficulties of 
military operations in the hills may, possibly, be very great. .' 

Nevertheless, it is of such vital importance to crush the resistance of the Sikhs, 
and, at, once;. and effectually, to break up' their combination with the Mahomedan 
power which has taken possession of the territories on this ·side of the mountains, 
that ,the operations of the present campaign agaillSt them must be prosecuted vigor
ously, and without cessation, so long as it is possiblefoo 1lB to do so. 

There.can be heither . concession, nor compromise. The one object, therefore, 
which Major-General Gilbert is to hold fu view; will be the entire rout of those in 
arms against us, and the expulsion of the Amear and his army from the province of 
Pesha'WUl'; or their destruction. ." _ 

, L abstain.. from issuing any detailed instructions as to the military measures 
which it may be right to pursue, for the attainmen$ of this great object. 1 have 
every confidence that Major-General Gilbert will, under your Excellency's directions, 
adopt the course which" in. the. various. CircumStan.ce1i in which he may be placed, 
shall appear best calculated to carry the views of the Government into effect, and 
bring the war in which we are engaged, to an early and happy conclusion. I feel it 
to be almost superfluous to' say, that the rescue of the British prisoners, now in the 
hands of the Sikhs, is an object. to which Major-General Gilbert will direct his most 
strenuous exertions, and the accomplishment of which I earnestly and. anxiously 
desire to see. 

My agent, Major Mackeson, C,B'., who has accompanied Major-General Gilbert's 
force, has been fully instructed by me, on all matters of a political nature; and I 
have to request that the Major-General will refer al1 such· questions to him. ' 

I would also beg that, in communicating these illStructions to Major-General 
Gilbert, your Excellency will be so' good as to direct him to transmit duplicates of 
any important communication he may make. to your Excellency, regarding his pro
ceedings, direct to the Secretary to the Government of India' with me, in order to 
avoid the delay, which might possibly arise from the changing positions of your 
Excellency' 8 ca.mp. . 

Inclosure 11 in N o~ 49., 

TM Commandflf'-in-Chief to tluJ GOIJern<Yr-General. 

Oamp, in front of Gooj6'l'at, Felnuary 22, 1849. 
I DETACHED a force, under Major-General Sir W41ter R. Gilbert, at daylight 

this morning. to effect the passage of the.Jhelnm. . , . . 
I have aiso' detached the 3rd Infantry Division, under· Brigadier-General 

Campbell, to .. foll,ow up the portion of the enemy suppose.d to have fled towards 
Bimber, and to drive bini from thQ plains, should he attempt to rally in that 
direction. . , 
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1 lmve not, :as yet, .reeeiv:ed from the political dClpartment any authentic infor
mationof the exact quart.er,to which the enemy baa lIed. By all accounts, they 
.haNe dispersed in ,every direCti,o~ .and no organized body remains unbroke~ with the 
.exception of the .AJfghans, -who Jled, with theutlllost precipitation, early in _the day, 
,after having ,been completely overthroWD, by-a gallant charge of the Binde Horse, 
II.Ild a portion -of H~r Majesty'Jl 9th Lancers. 1 aID .informed this body crossed-the 
Jhelum last night, so rapid was their flight. • , 

Forty-three captured guns are now -:in park, -and I am -not without the expecta.
tion that 1Il0re lIlay be collected, as I can only .heai\>of three having been carried off, 
and it has been well ascertained they had fifty-nine in the field. 

Immens.e quantities of ammunition and ordnance.stores,of every description, 
have been destroyed, aud I alll making every exertion to collect that which waa left 
concealed in the different villages. . , -

Major Mackeson haa attached Dimselt; with my concurrence, to the force under 
Sir Walter Gilbert, and Captain Nicholson remains wi~ Illy head-quarters . 

• 

Inclosure 18 in N 0.119. 

The Commander-in-Chief to the GOV8f'1IfYI'-General. 

('Without date.) 
NINE more guns 'have been secured. 
At nine o'clock, last night, I heard that seven guns were concealed in alvillage 

at the base of the hills. I jmmediately ordered off the 1st Light Cavalry, accom
panied by that most indefatigable political officer, Captain Nicholson; and he has just 
returned, and has reported, that the party not only captured the seven, but also two 
more guns, which were left at a village a few miles further on; thus making the 
aggregate taken, :fifty-one guns. Frolll my information, the enelllY had but fifty-nine, 
leaving still eight guns unaccounted for. 

Inclosure 19 in No. 119 .. 
• 

TIle COJlImandSf'-in-Chiej to the GotIemor_General . 

• Camp,OcojeMt, Felnuary 25,1849. 
BRIGADIER-GENERAL CAMPBELL'S division returned, this -morning, 

bringing in two 1Il0re guns, left unprotected by the enem,y in his flight, making 'lip 
our number now in the park to fifty-three. . . 

Brigadier-General Campbell scoured the country in all directions, until he could 
find no ,trace of the enellly. -

Inclosure.2.0 in No. 119: . , 
Major-Geural Sir .W.B. Gilkrl, Commanding Field Force, proceeding on Special 

. S(fI'fJice, ,to the .AdjutanJ-General. . , 

Camp, POfYI'an, Felnuary 23, 1849. 
I .ARRIVED .here, this -afternoon, at 4. o'clock, with the whole of the :troops 

belonging to lthe Beng&!. Presidency, * with theexoeption of the 3rd' and lith Re",cri
menta of lrreoaular O&valry, having made the whole distanoe in two marches, as per 
margin.t 

• Fordy.,.·. Troop HO!118 Artillery; Daw .. •• L~t Field. ~a.tlery; Her Majesty'" Btl> Light 
ID.nogaons; 11 tI> Begiment lmoguIar Cavalry J lind 1 try Dl .. I8lOD. • 

Mil ... 
t 1 Siokree,...na ~ • '17. 
'!'~.. _'.. • . 18 



.1 Wall unable to. commence my march this moniing, until.rather late, in' conse
quence of a severe dust-storm, which. had .'been blowing from midniglit;'BO that, on "'. 
arrival at Kooria, I deemed it prudent, as the day was far advanced, to.:., halt the, : 
Bombay column, with the above two regiments of irregular cavalry, tliere,.' under cOm
mand of Brigadier-General Dundas, C.B.; but I expect them to join. .me1io"morrow .; 
morning, should the road be practicable, after the heavy fall of rain'which followed ; 
the dust-storm. .'. ~ t ., . ~ 

Inclosure '21 in No . .49: 

Majrw-Generat Sir W; R. Gilbert to th~ Adjutant-General. ' 
• .._. ...., "J 

Camp, NowrungolJad, Serai; Fe1Yiuaty 24, 1849l ;.: 
I MARCHED from Pooranwith' the troops Thad brought' through the TaSs' . 

yesterday, at half-past 9 o'clock this morning, and' arrived at this place at halfcpast • 
3 P.M., the distance being about fourteen miles. ,,'.' . '0.' , • "0.,,,'· 

When about half way between Pooran and this,a re~rt reached me that the 
enemy were in the act' of'crossiJig thEi-Jhiiliiiii-;--With-thilfi- remaining guns; and I 
immediately ordered Fordyce'S troop of Horse Artillery, Her Majesty's 14th Light 
Dragoons, and the 11th Irregular Cavalry, to advance rapidly to near the Ghat; 
but, on my arrival with them, I found the whole of ihe enemy had crossed the river, 
taking all the ferry-boats to the opposite side, where I perceived them' busily 
employed destroying them, by burning, and cutting them to pieces. 

The enemy appeared to be in great fl)fce, on .the opposite side. . I should esti
mate their number at 20,000 men, at least; but I was not able to distinguish any:, .. 
of them dressed in red, and 1 am, , therefore, disposed to think .the force was,entirely 
composed. of irregular troops, which is, ~n somll measure, supported by the int.elli
gence received from ~he people of the country, who declare that none. of the Bunnoo 
troops have passed over by this ford. . 

The country people-report, that.-there-are·twenty-.guns-!n possession of the 
enemy on the opposite bank, and I, myself, counted upwards of eight or nine. 

Since the troops under my command arrived, and encamped 'on this ground, a 
report has reached me, that the whole body of the enemy has again decamped, and 
that Raja Shere Sing himself had been seen five miles beyond the town of Jhelum. 

The Bombay division, .under command of Brigadier-General Dundas, marched 
from Kooria at half-past 8 this morning, and he is now encamped at Shuckshe 
Kunda, about one mile on this side of Koor; and I have instructed the Brigadier
General to bring the division up to this.ground to-morrow, at such time as ·he may 
think most prudent, with reference to thecapabiliti~s of. his men,and the carriage-
cattle. . ", .' ., '.' " ". 

The 3rd and 9th Irregular Cavalry, WIder 'command of Brigadier Hearsey, 
joined my camp this aftemoun, on my arrival at this encampment. . . . . ,; 

Inc\osure 22 in No.4 9. ' 

Maj(W-Generol Sir W. R. GiJlJert to the Adjutant-General. 
. " III 

Camp, Sookclujupore, 10 A.M., Fe6-roooy 28,1849 •. 
1 MARCHED, with, the for~ under _my.!=Ommand •. from ~owrungabad, at 6 

I{)~clock yesterday morning, leaving the 3rd Regiment of Irregular Cavalry at that 
plaCe, to watch the enemy's movements ;. and reached this about 10 o'clock A.M. 

I proceeded to reconnoitre the river Jhelum and its fords, taking with me two 
guns of Fordyce's troop of Hor~e Artillery, the 9~h Irregular Cavalry. and two com
panies of the 31st Native Infantry. I found the' river runiling in'three distinct 
streams, the current in all being very rapid, but especially in the' middle one, where 
the depth of the water is likewise so great as to make the ford almost impracticable 
for men on foot. .." '. i' ". 

Having taken possession of the large island, between .the first and' second 
streams, I returoe~ to this camp, leaving my escort (with all but one ,ressaIah of the i 

Irregular Cavalry), and reinfor<ied it with tue remaining four guns'of Fordyce's 
troop, Dawes' Light Field Battery, the leU"wing of the 2nd European Regiment, 
and the remaining cotnpanies of the 31st Regiment of Native Infantry, to keep 
possession of the isiand,_ during the night... .., . 
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'- At ~eet, 'the enemy ."e~ distin,ctl:t: seell in -large numbers, at a Tilla.,aec&ned 
Puckawul, Just above the ford, over the third channel of the river, and were reported 
to be in some considerable strength, with guns, zumboorahll, &c; " " 

", I anr led to believe that my occupying the' island above mentioned, and three 
large Tillages upon it, Be alarmed the enemy, that they abandoned their position at 
Puckawul during the night; and this morning not a lUan remains there. From all I am ' 
able to learn from spies and others, I am led to believe they have all goile to 
Bakrala, a hill pass, about foiiiteen miles from nence: ' Raja Shel'e Sing is also 
reported to have left Jhelum, leaving all his wounded in that town, and to have 
proceeded also towards Bakrala. 

I 1" ,ve ordered a resaalah of irregular cavalry to 'proceed to the town of Jhelum, 
in the hope of capturing any persons of consequence, who may have been left there; 
and I have also infonned Major Tait, C.B., commanding the 3rd Irregular Cavalry 
at Nowrungabad, of the fact of Shere Sing's departure, directing him to open com
mUllication with the inhabitants of the town of Jhelum, and endeavour to obtain 
possession of any boats the enemy may ,not have destroyed.. 

Inclosure 23 in No. 49. 

Majlll'-General Sit· W. R. Gilbert to tlle Adjutant~G6nel'al: 

Camp, PuikawuZ;Mat'ck 1, 1849., 
, "I HAVE arrived on the right bank of the' river Jhebim; with the 1st brigade 

of infantry, under the command of Brigadier' Penny, C.B. ' ," '. 
On a party of the 9th Irregular Catalry taking possession of the town of 

Jhelum, yesterday, they fOWld two brass mortars (one said to be of considerable size); 
and a large quantity of ammunition, all of which has been taken possession of. , 

• 

Inclosure 24 in No. 49. ' 

. The R66ident at Lalwre 10 tke Secretary witlt the Govemor-Gen/J'l'aZ. 

" ,~ LaMl'6, February 26, 1849. 
" IN conformity with instructions received from the Governo~-GeneraI. I have this 

day issued 1\ notification to the following effect ;- ' , ' " 

To Sirdar Chuttur Sing, the Sirda.rs. Officel'B, and Soldiers, 
in arms against the British Government. 

. It; within eight days, Major Lawrence, Lieutenants Bowie and Herbert, and Dr. 
Thompson, and the ladies and children, now in captivity, are not made over, in safety, 

, to Olle of the British camps, I "ill sendSirdars Golab Sing, Nar Sing, and Bishen 
Sing, and the other Sikh prisoners now in confine~ent, also their families, and the 
families of such other rebels as may fall into my hands, to Hindostan. Such will he 
the first step taken; . the next will depend upon circUDlstances. You should under
stand, that this proclamation is made by order of the Governor-General, and will be 
thorough! y carried out.' " . 

Inclosure 25 in No. 49. 

Bri!ladier-G~Wkeeler to eke Adjutant-General. 
. . 

Jullun4ur, February 12, 1849.' 
THE field Coree WIder my command is still encainped. at DOOn!'lluggur. .' 

) Everything. is tranquil ,on ,our most advanced frontier, and m the ~aree and 
Recbna Doabs. . . . 

Since my last report, the officers of the Maharajah Golab Sin~ seized, and sent 
in nine prisoners, fugitiVes from the engagement of the 16th ultimo, wh~m I bave 
m~de over to Mr. P. S. Melvill,' Assis~ant to the Commissioner, Trans SutleJ States. , 



Inclosure '26 fuNo. !19. 

The Resident -at Lakore to the Seuretaryfliitk tll6. GOf!II'I"II01'-fkne.rriJ. 
, . . ' . ~ 

> .'. LoAore; iFel!rutMy 23, J.849. 
r INCLOSE a letter, dated the 16£h instant, from Lieutenant Taylor, detailin~ 

thecil"cumstancea attending the delivery of the letter 1ldtJressed by my predecessor to 
the Ameer Dost Mahomed. The story'has -an a.ir ~f truth, and will now be, probably, 
verified by the Ameer no longer delaying a reply. ---.,,-.... 

The rebel chiefs were strongly reinforced from Dost'Mahomea's camp,ta daYlor 
two before the battle of Goojerat, when the Affghans evidently cast their lot, for 
the time, with them. 'iDuringthe day, the Dooranee Horse 'behaved withmuc'h 
gallantry, and appear to 'have more than once 'charged, 'and ·endeavoured to tum 'OIl!' 
right Bank. . . . 

---------------------
Inclosure 27 in No. 49, 

Lieutenant Taylor to the Resident at Lakore. 

Lukkee, February 16, 1849. 
SIR FREDER.ICK CUR.RIE forwarded to me the triplicate of a moorasila t~ 

the address of Ameer Dost Mahomed Khan, and requested me to have it 'conveyed 
to him by a careful hand, mentioning, at the same time, that he did not wish it to 
fall into the hands of either Sirda.r Ohuttur Sing or Sirdar Sooltan Mahomed Khan; 
and also requesting me to keep the matter quiet. I, accordingly, entrusted the 
letter in question to a clever spy, a private .(lfthe guide corps, on whose intelligence 
and ingenuity I could depend; :ana. this 'man, Mammush Khan by name, has just 
returned, and reports as follows. . 

Mammush Khan reached the DooraneEl' camp, on the 6th day after leaving this, 
and gained access to the Ameer's presence, by conveying to him a message through 
the door-keeper, to the effect that he had come from Mahomed Azim Khan in 
Bunnoo, and bad something to commnnicate privately to the Ameer himsel£ He 
was, accordingly, admitted to the presence, .and found the .AUleer &lone; he then 
gave.,him the moorasila, which he opened and read, and afterwards asked the guide 
Bome questions about Ule, :and whether I was well in health; adding, "Why does 
not he go to his own country of Calcutta; is Hindostan a .small place, that he must 
needs set himself down in the lands of others 1" The Ameer reproached .the guide, 
for making himself the bearer of such messages from the English to him, which he 
said did not become him as a Mussulman. The guide defended himself,.on the score 
of performing his duty to those whose salt he had eaten. 

The Ameer inquired, what amount of force I had with me; MamUlush Khan, 
in reply, estimated it roug41y at 12,000 mElD, and twelve guns. The Ameer .subse
quently read out the moorasila before a number of peC!ple, aUlongst whom was. 
Sirdar Sooltan Mahomed Khan. The guide .was, then, made over ,to the Moonshee" 
and at his quarters encountered two men, one a native of Sar Lulkee, in the Khut.
tock country; and the other an Afredee; and,coUlparing notes with .them, found 
that they had both COUle on a siUlUar errand with himself ; the fonner having been 
sent by Captain Nicholson. and the latter by the Resident. probably with the 
original and duplicate of the moorasila. They had both been detained long 
periods, and had neither of them been able to obtain .an .aIll!Wer to the letters they 
brought. . 

Mammush Khan waited for several uys,constantly demanding an answer, but 
always being put oft' with an excuse; sucb as, that an answer could not be written 
until the Ameer's liOns ~tumed, to euable him to consult them about it; that there 
was not fine paper fit for moorasilas in camp, &c.; and at length, one Gbolam 
Russool,aMeonshee, ,told him, ,that he was not likely to get an answer quickly from 
the AUleer; tha.t if the English defeated the Sikhs, .the D.08t would write an lILIlswer, 
to the effect that he Wall their servant ,to command; but if, .on the other hand, they 
suffered defeat themselves, no answer would be given. After waiting ,eightda~ 
Mammush Khan ,returned 10 me. lea.ving .the other. two messesgcrs .still .. in 
atte.udance. ' . " ; .. •. 

D.ost lWlomed Khan was 5tiJl .at the Bazour ferry; GholaUl Hyder Khan bad 
gone towards Hazara to attack Captain Abbott. 
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The GOfUJ1'Tlor-G~oJ, to the Secret Committee. 

Camp, Ferosrepore, Marck 24,. 1849, (No. 18.) 
THE victory of Goojerat, followed up, as it has been with unfailing vigor, 

by Sir Walter Gilbert, has led to the delivery of the British prisoners, the sur
"ender of Sikh chiefs, with all the guns that still remained to them, and the entire 
prostration of the Sikh army. These important results have been obtained, 
without another shot being fired. 

On the 8th instant, the enemy, about 16,000 stroDg, were at Rawul Pindee, 
thirty-one miles in advance of the position which Sir Walter Gilbert had reached. 
In the evening, Mrs. Lawrence and her children. with others of the British 
prisoners, arrived in the Geneml's camp. The rest, accompanied by Raja Shere 
Sing, Lal Sing, Morareea, and 450 followers, came in, a few hOUTS afterwards. 
On the following day, Shere Sing returned to Rawul Pindee, to arrange with his 
troops, for their unconditional capitulation. Sir Walter· Gilbert, however, deter
mined to continue his advance, and to close up his rear division, for the purpose 
of moving on the enemy's position. On the 10th, he was at Manikyala, where 
Sirdar Khan Sing, Majeetia, came, and tendered his submission, bringing with him 

'his armed retainers, about 1000 men, with some guns. On the 10th, he was at 
Hoormook, on the left bank of the Sohan River. There Sirdar Chuttur Sing, 
Raja Shere Sing, and several other Sirdars and officers onne Sikh army, arrived 
in his camp, gave up their swords, and made over seventeen guns, intimating 
that others were on their way. 

On the 14th, the General reached Rawul Pindee, and received the surrender 
of the whore body of the Sikh army, the Sirdars' surrendering their swords, in 
the presence of the commanding officers of divisions and brigades, and their 
staffs. The total' number of guns given up was forty-one, and 16,000 stand of 
arms were laid down. I have since learnt that the arms amount to more than 
20,000. 

AIl the Sirdars that were in arms have surrendered, with the exception of 
two, Bhaee Maharaj Sing, (still alive, it seems,) and Colonel Richpaul Sing, who 
have absconded, but without adherents. 

" We have now," writes his Excellency the Commander-in.chief, "in our 
possession,. 56 guns, taken at Goojerat, lind abandoned by the enemy in his 
retreat, on the 21st of February-41, SUITendered to Major-General Sir VIC. 
(tilbert, since that event--12, captured at Chillianwalla-and 50, at Mooltan
making a total of 158 pieces of ordnance, which have fallen into our hands 
during the present campaign.~' 

In offering to Major·General Gilbert, and to the whole army, my heartfelt, 
congratulations upon the events above related, the results of the battle of 
Goojerat. and of the' operations subsequent to it, so admirably conducted by the 
Major-General, in fulfilment of his Excellency the Commander-in-chiefs instruc
tions, I did not allow the glory of these results to conceal the fact that, although 
the Sikh enemy was humbled to the dust, and his powel' utterly crushed, there 
still remained another, whose wanton and insolent hostility demanded speedy 
chastisement. I cannot regard the war as concluded; I cannot say that peace is 
restored-until DOst Mahomed Khan and the Affghan enemy are either driven 
from the Province of Peshawur, or destroyed within it. This may be -I hope 
it is-the CRse, even now. I have heard, already, of Sir W. Gilbert being at 
. Attock, which the enemy evacuated, on his approach. This energetic officer 
made a forced march of thirty-one miles to that fortress, in order to secure the 
bridge of boats on the Indus from being burnt 'and destroyed; and in this object 
he has been quite successful, having sec~ no less than seventeen '~oats, after 
the bridge had been broken by the retreating Affghans. The Major-General 
writes, that he hopes to cross' the river, with the Bengal division, on the after. 
noon of the 19th instant, and intends to push onT after the flying enemy, with 
all expedition. He must, by this time, have reached ·Peshawur; and the 
Ameel' will h8J:dly venture to meet him in the field. 

I have given orders for disarming the hostile portion of the population; 
and J: am happy to state that Major Mayne, the Commandant of the Body
Guard, who was deputed on this mission, to the other side of the river, has 
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succeeded in capturing 5000 stand of arms, including fire-anns, swords, and 
spears, and five pieces of ordnance. . This -has been accomplished in the tract 
between Ferozepore and Lahore; and measures are in progress, under other, 
parties, for disarming' the upper portions of the Baree Doab, where the Sikhs are 
most martial and turbulent. . 

The man who was charged as a principal in the murder of Mr. Agnew has 
been tried by a special commission at Mooltan, appointed under my orders, 
and has been found guilty, on conclusive evidence. The sentence was that he 
should be hanged. I have confirmed it, and directed that it should be carried 
into execution, publicly, and without delay, at Mooltan. 

It came out on this trial (though the investigation was directed solely to 
the question of the prisoner's guilt), that the Dewan Moolraj had taken a much 
more prominent part than was supposed, in the attack on the Edga, which led 
to the murder of the British officers. The question of Moolraj's complicity bad 
already been looked into by Major Edwludes, with considerable care; and much 
very pertinent evidence had been collected on the subject, principally from 
Moolraj's servants, and persons least likely to inculpate him. Sir Henry Law- ' 
rence gave his opinion, in concurrence with Major Edwardes, that a strong 
prima facie case was made out against Moolraj. The perusal of these ' papers, 
and of the e~dence given on the trial of Goodhur Sing, has greatly weakened 
the favorable impression which various circumstances had created in my mind 
relative to Moolraj's innocence of the deaths of Mr. Agnew and Lieutenant, 
Anderson, and has renewed my, original belief in his complicity with the actors 
in that horrible scene, and his consequent guilt. I have, therefore, ordered that 
Moolraj be put npon his trial, before a commission to be appointed by me, and 
that the attendance of the deponents be secured, without delay., 

The Resident has sent me an intercepted letter in the Goormookhee 
character and dialect, which he states he has every reason to believe was 
sent by Maharanee Junda Khore, at Benares, to Chuttur Sing. ' The 
letter is coucbed in terms of the most virulent hostility, and hatred, to the 
British Government, and Sir HenrY Lawrence has no doubt of its genuineness. , 

Inclosure I in No. 50. 

Major Edwarde8 to the Rerident at Lahorfl. 

Camp, Mooltan, January 29. 1849. 
• I TAKE the opportunity of having to forward the inclosed most interesting 

report of Lieutenant Taylor'S operations at Lukkee, to communicate the pro
gress of my arrangements for reinforcing that officer. 

Lieutenant G. Pearse, with two companies of regular infantry, 100 Puthan 
.• horse, and 6 guns, overtook the former detachment of 1000 irregular horse and 

foot, and 10 zumboorahs; 'and the whole reached Peyzoo Pass, two marches 
from Lukkee, on the 23rd of January. Here they have been halted by Lieu
tenant Taylor, who prefers keeping his former party of 2000 men at Lukkee. 
as an advanced guard, and the reinforcements at Peyzoo as a support, in order 
that the indefinite strength of the latter may deter Mahomed Azim Khan from 
advancing from Bunnoo. 

The above plan does not seem to me so eligible as placing the support at 
Esakhail on the Indus, thereby watching another of the enemy's roads; and I 
have written my opinion on this point fully to Lieutenant 'faylor, an extract 
from which is annexed: "Ido not believe Dost Mahomed will pursue the 
course, which would certainly damage us the most, viz., come down to the left 
bank of the Indus, and carry on, operations on the right flank of the Sikhs. 
Mahomedans work by Mahomedanism, and the Dost will be, now,likely to throw 
himself intd the excitable Hazara country, in the rear of Chuttur Sing, and try 
to swell his army, by raising the standard of religion. This is the way in which 
he made himself formidable to Runjeet Sing. This being my belief, I calculate 
you will be left to contend with those junior vipers, Mahomed Azim and Khoaja 
Mahomed Khan. Their roads of annoyance are two--Bunnoo and Shukkur
durrah. If Azim Khan could pass Lukkee, and Khoaja Mahomed get into 
Esakhail, they would be joined by the Murwuttees first, then by the Povindeahs, 
and, gradually by the ryots of many of our provinces trans-Indus. It is, in my 
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opipion, essential to the .successful defence and .peace of thll Derajat, that the 
Dooranees should, not pass Lukkee, or come into Esakhail ' . _ 
" " AllY position you ,could take up in the rear of these points, would \>e ~ 

:wknowledgment of weakness and inferiority. which would destroy your, morlll 
mfluence over the people; and you would be shortly confined t9 the government 
ofA;kalgurh I Instead, therefore,of'making Peyzoo your base, as I see you 
medltate, I would hold my own at Lukkee, in strength. and let Pollock's force 
marc~ on Esakhail direct. and hold that; right {lnd left, you will be a mutual 
assistalice, and stand at the head of the' Derajat, secure yourselves,.,and protect 
your country. Pollock's detachment marched this morning. 

, . 1,200 regular infantry. , , 
500 irregular infantry. 

,... . 500 irregular cavalry. , 
, , ' 5 horse artillery guns., 

three "European officers and one European doctor; as nice a little command as 
man could desire. I have told him not to go by Dera Ismael Khan, but march 
on Esakhail. which will. also, have a good effect in .Cuchee. I have sent you 
50,000 rupees, seeing that you are hard up., Let me know if you want more, 
and you shall have it at any cost. Send Gholam Kassim Khan to Polloc~ ~o 
be officer of the irregulars. You have Hussein Khan for yours; brave men, 
both, to whom I am grateful. If you pursue the above plan, I cannot think the 
Dooranees will attack you; but should they, I would fight, unless the odds were 
absurd; and retreat with a light heart, if reason recommended it." 

, ' ,By the last advices, Khoaja Mahomed Khan, eldest son of Sirdar Sooltan 
Mahomed Khan, was reported to have sent on his "pesh kheymuh ., from Kohat, 
towards Bunnoo, but to have less than 1000 men altogether ~ith him., The 
ukbar from Lukkee that arrived this morning, represented Mahomed Azim Khan 
to have marched from Duleepgurh to Cuchee in Bunnoo, on the road to 
Lukkee, but only with 300 sowa% on pretence of looking for an encamping 
ground for the whole of his force. The fact, I take to be, that som~ MuJIick in 
the Cuchee di-rection, refused to pay him any revenue, and that he has no 
intention whatever of" giving-Lieutenant'" Taylor"an- opportunit:y of thrashing 
hlm. " 

Lieutenant Pollock's detachment has, already, made five marches on its way 
to Esakhail. ' -

It is right I should explain my reasons for not sending General Cortlandt 
to Lukl,ee with his troops; viz., that Lieutenant Pollock is now thoroughly 
acquainted with those troops, and the troops. with him; and as the service at 
Lukkee is purely military, a better person than Lieutenant Pollock could not be 
sent to assist in it: whereas here; at Mooltan. there is, I assure you, a press of 
civil work, revenue collections, taking of accounts, and general reduction of 
anarchy to order, that. I could scarcely cope with, without General Cortlandt's 
valuable assistance. 

Inclosure 2 in No. 50. 

Lieutffla'llt Taylor to the Resident at Lahore. 

Lukkee, January, 1849. 
ON the 10th of January, 1 reported to you that the fort ofLukkee had 

surrendered on that day. I have now the honor to inclose returns of the 
arms, stores, &c., that have fallen into our hands, by the capture. I also 
fOl'ward a hasty, and unscientific, sketch of the mode ofattack adopted, together 
with 9. di9.1'Y of the operations, which, having been cenducted by undisciplined 
levies, in the face of artillery, worked by practised artillerymen, will, I hope, be 
thought creditable to them. 

I have received the greatest support and assistance from the energy, 
cournge, and intelligence of the Tank Khan. Gholam Hussein Khan. is a very 
superior young man"a thorough soldier, and possesses head and Judgment. 
Havat Ulla Khan is also a very sensible clear-headed man, well acqua.inted 
with these districts, and a good adviser in all matters connected with them. 
Hafiz Sumunder Khan and Hurruck Shere Khan have worked very zealously 
and well. 

4M 
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The fort of Lukkeeis built on l!-'par3.Ilelogram, and covers ab~ut 120 
square yards of ground; the eastem and western bastions of the outer. fort are 
large, and prepared expressly for cannon. The inner fort is formed by a strong 
wall, -fifteen 'feet in height, well loop-holed. Guns can be mounted on all four 
bastions of the inner fort. The gate of the outer fOlt is double the external one, 
being protected from fire by a strong traverse.' The ditch is deep, . and full of 
water. The fort is provided with a well and tank: both in good order.' . 

. The defence, added by the garrison for the occasion, was a rough cheval
de-frise round the berme, a sally port, and outwork, to enable them to command 
the bed of the river, and a third wall and wicket to the outer gate, formed by 
building up the space between the gateway and traverse, also a second wall, or 
support to the wall, on the side fronting our trenches. " 

The garrison, at first, amounted to 466 men, and was, subsequently, reduced 
by deaths and desertions, to 330, the number that came out ou the place being 
given up. . . ' 

December the Ilth.~Arrived at Lukkee from Esakhail. 
12th.-Reconnoitred. Resolved on attacking the north-west angle, where 

the natural bank of the Gombela was likely to save trouble. , Moved the camp 
up to the position noted in the plan, where some considerable sand.'hillocks 
afforded cover from the fire of the fort. In th,e evening, the garrison turned out 
a party to occupy, or destroy, the cover afforded by the ruined lines. I ordered 
out a party to dislodge them: the enemy retired, and our men took possession 
of the position, under a heavy cannonade from the fort guns.' . . 

13th.-Commenced a battery for two guns on the right bank of the river, 
but the enemy's ire was so rapid and well directed, that I feared the gun would 
be irjured on its way down, so was obliged to defer mounting it till nightfall:
commenced the trencbes. Two-gun battery in the lines, prepared during the 
night. . 

. 141h.-Opened a fire on the fort from both batteries ; fire very ineffective 
and weak: guns old, honeycombed, and untrue, and the carriages falling to 
pieces; hammered shot, carelessly made, and not nearly large enough for the 
bores of thl\. guns. We often missed the fort altogether, though within easy 
range. . . . 

15th.-The garrison put some sharpshooters in the fakeer's hut, who 
. annoyed the men in our trenches a good deal. Gholam Hussein Kban, my 
right-hand man, received a purwanna from Dost Mahomed, calling upon him, 
as a good M ussulman, to assist in the good work of eradicating British 
influence. . 

16th.-Sent the garrison a Government purwanna, ordering them to 
surrender the fort to me. After detaining my men for a whole day, consulting 
on the subject, the garrison, final1v, refused to surrender. 

17th.-The garrison occupied the nullah near the fakeer's hut, under the 
fire uf the fort guns, and in front of our trenches, on which they opened a 
galling fire. Gholam Hussein Khan, who was commanding in the trenches, 
pushed forward his men to attack them, and a severe light infantry fight ensued. 
The irregulars bebaved with great spirit, pushing close up to the nul1ah, finding 
cover, or making it,where none apparently existed, being exposed at the time to 
a plunging fire from the fort guns, as well as the fusillade of their immediate 
opponents. I brought down the zumboorahs to the bank of the Gombela, 
opposite the nu11ah, and thus enfiladed the enemy's line of sharpshooters, 
which had a good effect; and, after losing a number of men killed and wounded, 
they deserted the nullah, and sought the protection of the fOit. .. 

19th and 20th.-Trenehes being carried fonvard daily; but we labored 
under great disadvantages from the hardness of the ground" the want of workmen, 
and efficient tools. The implement of the country is a light narrow.bladed 
mattock, which, in the hands of a soldier, is nearly useless, and very ineffective' 
in the most practised hands. Meer Alim Khan, the rebel Mullick of Bunnoo, 
daily threatened to bring a force to raise the siege; and I was obliged, in 
consequence, to place strong parties on the main roads, and patrol between them 
at night. .. ' . ' 

21st, 22nd, 23rd, 24th.-Trenches carried up to' within 250 yards of the 
wall, and 3 gun battery made.. '. . . 

25th.-Battery opened fire, still ineffective,' and returned by the fort with 
great rapidity and precision, every shot striking the battery, passing through 
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the embrasures, or grazing the crest of the embankment. Their third shot hit 
one of our guns in the muzzle: another knocked down a gunner • 

. ' 26th.-Batteriesinjured by our own fire. I had made gabions, but, there 
bemg no good wood for the uprights of them procurable, they opened out from. 
the shock of the explosions, allowing the earth to crumble through the inter
stices. , They were, however, a great improvement on the rough and weak 
batteries made,. at first, by the gunners, and the men were much pleased with 
them •. Mehtab Sing Jemadar, who, when the officers came in to !De at 
Esakhail, had disappeared, baving, as I always supposed, gone to Chnttur 
15ing for succour, returned, and made his way into the fort at night. Wehad 
all along been threatened with the possibility of an attack from Bunnoo, from 
Peshawur, and from Khoorum, and, lastly, from the people of the country, who, 
naturally had no wish that the fort' should fall, as the contest insured them an 
immunity from paying revenue. I 11ad, therefore, been unable to distribute the 
force round the walls, so as to invest the place; and, hence, the communicati.on 
of the garrison with the outer world remained open, an evil which was, in some 
measure, counterbalanced by numerous desertions from tbeir ranks. ' 
· , 27th.-Heard that a party of Sikh and Dooranee horse had been seen at a 
place under the Khuttock hills; obliged to turn out strong patrols, to keep 
them off'. 
o '. ,28th and. 29th.--Took up two positions in the town, one to Qe held by Khoda 
Buksh Khan Khuttock, and the other by the Mullicks of Sekunder Khail, a 
division of the Murwut district, who volunteered their services. The head of 
our, sap was within 300 yards of the nWlres,t post, so the arrangement was with
outllan ger, even in the case of attack from without. 
, ' 30th.-Three artillery-men wounded in the battery. The garrison received 

,some purwannas from Khoaja Mahomed Khan, son of Sirdar Sooltan Mahomed; 
contents did not transpire. My men being all natives of this part of the country, 
it was impossible to prevent men passing the pickets, on one pretence or another. 

3Ist.-The Mullicks of Murwut received purwannas from Khoaja. 
Mahomed Khan~ telling them not to pay revenue to me, but keep it for him, as 
he was coming with ,a force from Kohat, to be joined by another unde~ Mahomed 
Azim Khan, from Khoorum. In the evening, we distinctly heard a salute of 
guns in the direction of the hills: ~he sound must have come from Khoorum, 
down the valley of the river; as 1 have since ascertained that there could have 
been no guns nearer than that, on the day in question. This. ominous salute 
'had nlore effect in unsettling the minds of the people about me, and, truth to 
say, ill raising anxiety in my own mind, than all tbe reports of invasion we had 
· been so long receiving. 

1st and 2nd of January, ) 849.- It was confidently reported, that tbe 
Dooranees,under Khoaja Mahomed Khan, had arrived at Khuruck, three marches 
from this. • 

3rd.-Some men sent by Meer Alim Khan to enter the fort, and encourage 
and assist the garrison, sUCl::eeded in reaching the gate by a bold ruse. The 

.leader was mounted, his companions walking by his side, much the way in 
which I was in the habit of moving about at night. On being challenged, one 
of the footmen replied that it was "the Sahib." The sentry was not satisfied, 
but l'cfrained fl'om firing for a few seconds, trying to make the party give the 
watchword, in which interval the latter had come up in a line with the pickets, 
and they then made a rush, and five succeeded in reaching the fort; two were, 

,subsequently, made prisoners. The gru'rison threw their 8-inch shells daily, and 
burst several over our trenches. 

4th and 5th.-The garrison constructed an out-work, immediately in front 
of OUI' sap, to protect their wall from mines. 

. 6th and 7th.-Received intelligence of the capture of the city of Mooltan, 
, fired a salute in the battery, having first turned the guns away from the fort. 
The garrison fired round shot amol)g us, dm'ing the salute. , 

8th.-We found sand-bags very useful in the trenches, but were, hard put 
to it for a l'Olling sap, there being uo wood fit for it procurable. We tried two 
sacks stuffed with bhoosa, but (as a specimen of their practice) the fort 
gunners sent a round shot through each of them, first one, and then the other. 

· I, subsequently, had four sacks se~n together, aud stuffed with well-rammed 
cotton, which answered very well at Dlght. Opened a fire from the new battery, 
on the edge of the nullah, Ilnd 190 yard. from ~he d:tch of the fort.:. 

4.M:2 
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9th.-The garrison had, latterly, not attempted to serve their guns under our 
fire, but on this day, they returned it with great spirit, and a severe cannonade 
and fusillade was kept up, for a considerable time, by both parties, battery and 
sand-bag versus bastion and parapet, and the former had decidedly the best of 
it. We had one man mortally wounded, and the garrison had six men killed 
outright. 

10th.-After a cannonade of some hours, our shot began, at length,to tell 
a little on the wall, a portion of the parapet of which fell down. The gaFris{)n 
had, in the m{)rning, sent Golab Shah Leguli\ to me, to sue for terms, and, sub
sequently, sent me a petition c{)uched in humble terms, asking for their pay, 
freedom from insult, and safeguard to the river, all of which points I eventually 
agreed to, but insisted on their immediately evacuating the fort. They were 
very anxious· to defer it, till the morning; but, in these uncertain times, I feared 
that some new difficulty would arise, and, therefore, adhered to the point; and 
accordingly, after dark, they quitted their comfortable quarters, and my garrison 
marched in. The following morning ,Mahomed Azim Khan arrived in Bunnoo, 
and, the same night, his messenger reached Lukkee, bearing tidings of the speedy 
advent of the relieving force. The "whole train {)f circumstances was most 
providential. Had the garrison not yielded when they did, it must have been 
many days before we could have made" a practicable breach in the outer wall, 
and our mining operations had been foiled, for a time, by the precautions of the 
garrison. I should, probably, have had to retire, and the Dooranees would have 
taken possession of Bunnoo, Murwut, and Esakhail, at one fell swoop. The 
soldiers of the garrison have since been defeated at the Esakhail ferry. 

Inclosure 3 in No. 50. 

Lieutenant Taylor to the Resident at Lahore. 

Lukkee, February 24, 1849 .. 
I REPORTED the retirement ofMahomedAzimKhan and KhoajaMahomed 

Khan from Bunnoo, and .a180 that I had sent Jaffier . Khan, Mullick of Bunnoo, 
with a party of my own men, and his own irregulars, to tbe borders {)f the pro
vince, from thence to ascertain the condition of Duleepgurb, and, if possihle, and 
opportunity· should offer, to throw men into it, hefore any new aspirant should 
occupy it. . 

I am happy now to be able to inf{)rm you, that Jaffier Khan has performed 
this duty, with great address and judgment. Arriving at GhoreewuIla on the 
borders of Bunnoo, on the night of the 19th, the Dooranees having marched on 
the moming of the same day,· he heard that a Mullick of his own Go{)rdee 
(faction) had taken upon himself the task of protecting the fort from spoliation 
and injury (which, at the instigation of the Dooranees, had already commenced), 
until assistance could arrive. J affier Khan, therefore, immediately pushed on; 
in less than thirty-six hours from the time of my hearing ()f its evacuation, he 
had thrown him~elf, with 400 men, into the fort, which had, I am happy to say, 
sustained but slight injury. 

I have since detached Khoda Buksh Khan Khuttock, with 1000 men, to 
streng);hen the garrison, and have, this day, heard of his having joined Jaffier 
Khan. 

On the first news of the retreat of the Dooranees, I summoned Lieutenant 
Pollock, with 1200 regular infantry, 5 guns, and 3 mortars, and 700 irregulars, 
from Esakhail, as I then thought it extremely improbable that the fort of 
Duleepgurh would be given up, without opposition. The departure of the 
Dooranees, however, has thrown the game completely into our hands. In reco
vering the fort, I have received the cordial assistance of many of the Mullicks of 
Bunnoo, and they have all, subsequently, come in t{) me; the famed Dilassa 
Khan among the number. lieutenant Pollock joined me, on the 22nd. 

You will, I hope, be pleased at the recovery of the Province of Bunnoo, and 
the important military post of Duleepgurh, which insures the peru;e and safety 
of the Trans-Indus Provinces, south of the Salt Range, almost under any contin-
gencies that may arise. . . 

I purpose taking on a large portion of the ample grain store of the fort ·of 
Lukkee, as a nucleus for that of Duleepgurh: the former can he quickly re-
placed from this district, which abounds in grain. . i 
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Inclosure 4 in No. 50. 

The Resident at Lahore til Lieutenant Taylor. 

Lahore, March 3,1849. 
I ACKNOWLEDGE your letter of February 24tb, reporting the entire 

abandonment of BUnDOO by the Dooranees, and your occupation of the fort of 
Duleepgurb, in effecting which, many of the Mulliks of Bunnoo, including the 
famed, and hitherto troublesome, Dilassa Khan, cordially assisted you. 

I feel that Government i~ mainly indebted for the bloodless recovery of the 
important frontier under your charge, to the energy and ability, as soldiers, dis
played by Major Edwardes, yourself, and the o"fficers employed under you both, 
as well as to the character you and Major Edwardes have obtained in the dis
tricts under your charge, as civil administrators. I shall have much pleasure in 
making this my opinion known to Government. 

Inclosure 5 in No. 50. 

Major Edwarde, to Lieutenant Young. 

Mooltan, February 3, 1849. 
I REQUEST that you will proceed to· Hurrund, under the .soliman 

Range, in the district of Dera Ghazee Khan, and make a reconnoissance of the 
fort there, which has been held against th.e Maharajah by Moolraj's soldiers, since 
June last. 

Four hundred Rohillas and Punjabees, under Mayuh Doss, commandant, in 
the service of Misr Sahib Dyal, and the two guns of Dewan Jowahir Mull Dutt. 
are placed at your disposal, and will accompany you to Hurrund, with the view 
of assisting the irregular force now beleaguring H urrund, in attacking the fort. 
should your reconnoissance induce you to think it assailable with such means. 

The besieging force under Nazir Khan, Populzye, is already about 1500 
men, and Nazir Khan has often written to say that he only required two guns 
to enable him to take the place. Of this, however, you will be the best judge. 
Hurrund has a very great reputation on the border, and is a new Btone building 
of Moolraj father's; but, I believe, it has no ditch, and I have great hopes, 
therefore, that it will offer you no great opposition. The "arrison is believed to 
be only 150 men, and much distressed by the blockade. 

Should you, after examination, consider the fort of Hurrund to be so strong 
as to require heavy guns, I shall be obliged by your reporting the same, with 
your opinion of the number and calibre required, and an estimate of necessaries 
for the siege, in order thr.t I may do my best to procure the same for you. 

Inclosed is a purwanna on Nazir Khan, Populzye, of the Dera Ghazee 
Khan district, placing him. implicitly under your orders. You will find him 
a brave man, and well acquainted with the tribes around. 

It is most probable that the garrison will be glad of the al'proach of a 
European officer, and surrender, as the fall of their master, Moolraj, has robbed 
them even of the excuse of duty. The surrender, however, should be uncon
ditional; and, when the garrison come in, they should be retained as prisoners, 
until the war is over; and Mokum Chund, the Killedar, should be carefully 
ironed, and brought to Mooltan, for trial, as he is not only a conspicuous rebel, 
but he has to answer for the cold-blooded murder of two vakeels, who were 
sent into the fort, at his own invitation, by the besiegers. 

Should the fort faIl into your hands, I should be glad of your opinion as to 
the number required to garrison it. It stands at a troublesome pass in the 
hills, and keeps in order a very short-sighted and lawless tribe (the Ghoor
chanees); it should, therefore, be made strong at all times. but especially at 
present; and at least 150 men, in my opinion, should be left; there. This, how
ever, I leave to your own discretion, after seeing the place. I have dispatched 
after you a Jemadar, named Azim Khan Turreem, whom I wish to be the 
new Killedar. He is a tried soldier,-his brotherhood will form a nucleus for 
the new garrison, which should be completed from the Rohillas now along with 
you. 
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After pel'fonning this service, you ought with advantago to return by 
Roojhan and Mittunkote, so as to see the forts and trib<lS at those places" 
and report what you observe amiss. , <, ,J " ; : ' 

If you have leisure, a joumal of your progress through a country we know 
so little of, would be both interesting and valuable. , " "'.' ,', 

I need scarcely direct your attention to the conduct of all offiCials. "" 
The passes into the hills, the .tribes beyond them, and their incursioI;ls, 

chiefs, &c., the relative proportion of Benamee and Seylabuh lands, in the plains; 
the character of the tribes, who are our ryots, and the state of the cultivation in 
the countries south of Ghazee Khan, are all desiderata for which I should be 
greatly obliged. 

Inclosure 6 in No. 50. 

Lieutenant Young to Major Edu;ardes. 

Village of Hurrund, February 12, l849.· , 
I WROTE to you from Dera Ghazee Khan on the 6th, and have shlce. 

deferred writing, until I should. be sure of Mokum Cbund's intentions. The. 
mutlib of this letter is, that he does not intend to come out, and that. I can. 
take the fort with my present means. I will now give you an extract out of my 
journal.,:., 

19th-March to village of Hun'Und, 11 coss.-I ordered the. camp to, 
halt at Tibbee, 2 .coss from Hurrund, until 1 should myself see what would. 
be the proper disposition for it, and came on myself, with Nazir Khan, to the 
village .of Hurrund, 800 yards from the fort. I then went forward to recon
noitre. The fort consists of one well-built brick. wall, 24 feet high, with towers 
every 50 yards. Its area is probably not less than half of the inner wall of 
Mooltan, and it contains many houses. On my 'return, I sent for the sappers 
and bildars to come on, at once, to Hurrund, with the guns, and Dewan. 
Jowahir Mull Dutt's 50 men and 50 sowars, and settled the rest of the camp 
half a coss more to the rear. There were already 200 men here, and 300 more 
scattered round the tort. The village itself is surrounded by a good mud wall 
with towers, so that we live quite under cover. As the enemy made no offer of 
surrender, I resolved to make a rapid advance of trench work, without waiting 
to make gabions; and, accordingly, by moming, I had constructed a battery for 
my two guns, at 250 yards from the wall, and a trench to within 100 yards of 
the Boorj, on which is one of their guns. They fired grape and musketry, but 
chiefly over our heads. Six men of those who were further off'Were wounded, 
but none of them very severely. I got the guus in •. during the night. so that 
they opened two hours after sunrise. 'fhe enemy are, certainly, rather frightened, 
for they· sent a vakeel with a note (which I inclose), and to which I sent an. 
answer (of which I inclose a copy). Mokum Chund wrote back, tbat, if I would 
let him come out honorably, he would come; and I answered) that he should 
have as much honor as. Moolraj's troops have received. I have heard nothing 
further from him. During the evening, (11th) I widened and deepened the 
trench, and improved the battery, and made trenches of approach further to the 
rear. I cannot advance any further without gabions (i. e., without great danger 
of loss of life), and, therefore, tbe sappers are now out cutting brushwood. It 
will take me the 13th, 14tb, and 15th, to make as many as I want, and hopeto 
spring mines on the 19th or 20th (or, possibly, earlier). The garrison is said to 
be 140 soldiers, but the Bunneahs also come and pass from the walls. Ladders 
are being made for escalading. I think, after this is over, and I have seen 
Mittunkote and Roojhan, I h!\d better return hither to meet the Bhoojtees, 
and other chiefs, on or about the 1st of March, and return. to Dera, along the 
foot of the hills, among the Belooch villages, in order to see the tribes, for 
my l·oad here (four long marches) has. lain chiefly in tht: Seylabuh portion of 
the country, inhabited by Punjabee Mussulmans and Jats. 

13th.-Making gabions, finished 200, and, require 150 more. Rode 
round the fort. I have certainly attacked on the weakest,side, for which thanks 
to the sagacity ofNazir Khan. 

14th.-The enemy have surrendered. I ordered the chiefs to come,first, 
and sent the Subadar of the Sappers' Company to receive them, an honor he 
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(the Subadar)' deserVes. They came out five in number, viz;, Mokum Chund, 
Doola Sing, Uttar Sing, Dhyal Sing, and Jodh Sing. These, and the deserters 
from the Futteh Regiment, and the murderers of the Vakeels, will be sent to 
Mooltan. The rest, about 130 men, mostly ill, will be put to work deepening 
the ponds at Dajal. I do not think any property of value belonging to the 
soldiers will turn up, and I am not allowing the Bunneahs to be looted. I have 
not yet had time to go into the place myself. 

. . \ 

, ,. 
Inclosure 7 in No. 50. 

Lieutenant Young to Major Edu'ardeB. 

Hurrund, February 14, 1849. 
THE enemy have surrendered, and the five Sirdars, Mokum Chund, 

Doola Sing, Uttar Sing, Dhyal Sing and Jodh Sing, are in one of the boorjs of 
the village; the rest are being penned in 'on the Maidan, like sheep, with dry 
prickly bushes. The last two days, I have been gabion-making, but Mokum 
Chund thought I was mining, and came out from fear of a blow-up; uncondi
tionally, of course. This fort should have some guns put in it. It is excellentlv 
built, and iu a good situation: also an attempt should be made to get good 
water inside.' Perhaps. I may set the bildars to this latter work. I have 
knocked the parapet oft' one boorj, which should be rebuilt. Nazir Khan isa 
first-rate adviser, and a very superior man. Mayuh Dess is a useless fellow, and 
his Rohi1las worse thieves than ordinary. Futteh Sing is so good a soldier that 
I am sorry to lose his services. The sappers and bildarshave be.haved very 
well.· Durwesh Mahomed Boozdur is an old man, but soldier-like and vigilant. 
He commanded, in Nazir Khan's absence: he is treated by everybody with the 
greatest respect. He may be of use in settling matters with, the chief of his 
clan;"'MadoCi Buksh, of the Artillery, has done weH, but his guns, from their 
small size, are slow in operation. Khalik Dar Khan and Morad Ali are very 
useful in collecting information, &c. , 

Inclosure 8 in No. 50. 

Major Edwardes to Lieutenar.t Young. 

Mooltan, Februal'!J 16, 1849 . 
. I ACKNOWLEDGE your two journals, to the 14th of February. I had not 

heard from you.. for some days previously, and, consequently, was most gratefully' 
surprised at your rapid and complete success, which was not, however, more' 
than might have been expected from the energetic steps you took, from the
very first day of your arrival at Hurrund. I consider this important result to be 
entirely attributable to the energy and determination you evinced in carrying 
your trenches to within 100 yards of the walls of t he fort, on the first night of 
your arrival.' I had received a promise to be furnished with heavy guns, and 
even with regular troops, should they have been neceliSary, for the reduction of 
Hurrund; and I feel sure that the Governor-General and the Resident at 
Lahore will hear with much pleasure, of the engineering ability, and readiness of 
resource, which bas saved the Government so much expense. 

. At the present moment, when reports are so rife, of an invasion from 
Cllndahar via Hurrund, it is more than ever important that that fortress should 
be in our hands, and not in tbose of the enemy. I trust, therefore, that before 
you leave, you will dig a well, according to your own suggestion, within the fort, 
and take such other measures as you may deem expedient, for the greater 
strength of the place. It strikes me that the weakness of the fort consists in its 
being without a ditch. Could not a good and efficient one be dug by the 
bildars of the country? 

I request that you will place Mokum Chund and the chief of the rebels iii 
irons at once, and forward them to Mooltan by the first favorable opportunity, 
together with such evidence as you may be able to collect on the spot, regarding 
the murder of the Vakeels, the participators in which crime will, assuredly. be 
hanged. . 
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Your plan of giving khiUuts to sllch of the hill chiefs upon our frontier as 
may wish for one, is excellent, and likely to tend to the establishment of a 
friendly feeling with them. I shall feel obliged by your presenting them with 

. such, of value according to your own discretion, and the advice of Na.zir Khan 
as to the respective ranks of the recipients. Once more congratulating you on 
your well-deserved success, &c. 

Inclosure 9 in No. 50. 

The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary with the Governor-General. 

Lahore, March 3, 1849. 
THE surrender of the fort of Lukkee to Lieutenant Taylor was reported on 

the 20th of January last. I now forward that officer's journal of the siege, with 
Major Edwardes' covering letter. I also inclose correspondence, referring to the 
surrender of the fort of Hurrund to Lieutenant Young of the Engineers. Lieu
tenant Taylor'S letter, reporting the flight of the Dooranees from Bunnoo, and 
the recovery and re-occupation of the furt of Duleepgurh in that valley, is also 
herewith forwarded. 

All these documents appear to me to be extremely interesting; and I· 
consider· both Lieutenants Taylor and Young to have exhibited great ·skill, 
promptitude, and gallantry, in conducting the operations intrnsted to them. 

Lieutenant Young, as an engineer officer, lately distinguiShed himself at 
Mooltan. Lieutenant Taylor is, already, very favorably known to Government; 
but I cannot refrain from again bearing testimony to his good service. 

These two officers were detached at different periods from Mooltan by 
Major Edwardes, who not only-equipped their detachments, but has since con
tinued to suppJ,y them with funds and military stores. Indeed, I consider it due 
to this eKcellent young officer to say, that the Government is indebted, as much 
to his arrangements and foresight, as to the gallantry, promptitude, and prll
dence of Lieutenants Taylor and Young, for the bloodless recovery of the Derajat 
and Trans-Indus territory. 

Inclosure 10 in No. 50. 

The Secretary with the Governor-General to the Resident at Lahore. 

Ferozepore, March 19, 1849. 
THE Governor-General fully concurs in the well-meritedpraise YOII have 

bestowed on Lieutenant Taylor and Lieutenant Young, and the other officers 
associated with them, and requests that you will convey to them the aSSUl"dnCe 
of his wanD approbation of their gallant conduct. 

Inclosure 11 in No. 50. 

Majrw-General JJ'hish to the Adjutant-General. 

Camp, Ramnuggttr, February 13, 1849. 
IN my dispatch of the 22nd ultimo, I _expressed my apprehension that I 

might have omitted mention of some who merited particular notice, and I beg 
leave now to repair the omission. -

After Lieutenant Garforth was wounded, -on the 2nd ultimo, Lieutenant 
Maxwell, of the Engineers, who had, on the 27th of December, accompanied 
the column of attack, commanded by Lieutenant-Colonel Young, Her Majesty's 
10th Regiment, was appointed to officiate as Brigade·Major, and carried on its 
luties with great efficiency, giving, as his predecessor had done, every satis
faction to the Chief Engineer, who also makes favorable mention of Captain 
Longden, Her Majesty's 10th Regiment, Acting Field Engineer, whose dili
gence and useful services have, frequently, during the operations before Mooltan, 
come under my own notice; and although, at the earliest commencement of 
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them, I drew bis Excellency's attention to the ability and perseverance evinced 
by Lieutenant Glover, of tbe Engineers, in performing (in August last) the 
important duty, assigned to him on my approaching Mooltan, of blocking up 
tbe mouth of the Grand Canal, I would fain reCUT to it in this, as that officer'lI 
COllJ'Be has, ever siuce, been consistent with this beginning. 

As, from July last, tbe ardUOllS, and often harassing, duties of Brigade 
• Quartermasters of the Bengal field-force, have been uniformly carried out by 

the undennendoned officers, with an energy and attention most creditable to 
tbem, I beg to bring them to his Lordship's favorable notice. 

Artillery-Lieutenant W. K. Fooks. 
Engineers-Lieutenant J. E. Cracroft, 69th Native In£·mtry. 
Cavalry-Lieutenant J. H. Toone, 11th Light Cavalry. 
1st Infantry Brigade-Lieutenant G. G. Moxon, 52nd Native Infantry. 
2nd Infantry Brigade-Lieutenant J. H. Reid, 51st Native Infantry. 
I have the honor to inclose a detailed return of the ordnance captured . 

from the enemy, during our operations before Mooltan, total 50 pieces, in
cluding 4 large mortars; also Major Garbett's letter of the 23rd ultimo, that 
ac(,ompanied it; and with which I also associate letters, of the same date, from 
Brigadier Cheape, C.B., Chief Engineer, Major Napier, and Captain Siddons. 

I have, in conclusion, the honor of forwarding a general casualty list· of 
the force, from the 17th of August, 1848, to the 22nd of January, 1849, whicll 
will, I trust, prove, under all the circumstances, a satisfactory document. 

Of all ranks, total: kiJIed,.21O; wounded,982. . 

Inclosure 12 in No. 50. 

Major H. Garbett, Commanding Artillery, Bengal Column., t. the .Assistant 
Adjutant-General, Mooltan Field Force. 

Camp, Mooltan, January 23, 1849. 
IN forwarding, for the information of the Major-General commanding the 

Mooltan Field Force, the inclosed documentt connected with the late siege of 
Mooltan, I have, particularly, to bring to his notice, the indefatigable zeal of the 
Commissary of Ordnance, Lieutenant Christie; and the system and regularity 
with which the constant and heavy demands of the batteries were supplied. 

I would also, most strongly, recommend to his notice the conduct of Mr. 
Deputy Commissary Spencer. who, in the embarkation and disembarkation of 
the train. and, indeed, on all occasions, evinced the utmost zeal and attention; 
and I should fp.el highly gratified by the services of this Ordnance officer, of 
long standing, being brought especially to the notice of the Government. 

Inclosure 13 in No. 50. 

Brigadier J. Cheape, aB., Chipf Engineer, .Ann" of the Pu,yall, to 1M Assistalll 
Adjutant-Gl'tleral, Mooltan Field Force. 

Moolttm, January 23, 1849. 
AT the close of our operations against the town and citadel of Mooltan, I 

believe it is my duty to rl"JlOTt, for the informatiOll of Government, the services 
of the Engineer corps and officers employed in the siege, whose talent and inde-
futigable exertions have so much contributed to the fall of the place. . 
~ So~eneral has been the energy displayed by every officer, it would be im
possible to make any distinction; and it only nlmains for me to mention the 
diiftlrent offioers, with e. hope that they may be brought to the favorable notice 
Df his Excellency the Commander-in-chief. 

To Major Napier, my second in command; and Major Scott, of the Bombay 
Engineers; the duties of directing Engineer were, chiefly, intrusted; and to 
their talents and abilities in conducting the operations. our 1lUcce5S is greatly 

.owing. 
... See page 557. 

4N 
t R.1um 01 .rduan .. captured. 
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" . Captains ~be~cro,!,bie, \Vestern"Siddons, a~d Lieu~nant ,:Mai(' ... ell,.were 
also employed lD direding, at the commencement, . when. the' extendbd . hne of 
91Ji' operations against the town. and, citadel repdered 'such' iu;rarigemtlhts 'neceS
flary ;. and I have ev~ry reaso~ to be ,satisfied wi~h thes.e, offi~rS, eli~~t:i~l1r ~ith 

. Captams Abercrombie ,and Siddons, wh!! sup.ermten~ed t~e ope'ratItihs agamst 
the city. ,I am, also mdebted. for the assistance given to t~ese'oIfjSers;by 
Lieutenants Fulton; Paton, Glover, and Greathed.":'· ' ... "'J : ~:',,1'{ • 

. .' ". The conduct of Captain Siddons and his corps 'requires'pai'Qcniil}: tncrition 
being made, and I have much pleasure in forwarding his report. . "~ i/,' 

, Major Scott reports most favorably of ,th~officers of the 'Botnb~y'E~~ 
brineers; Lieutenants John Hill (wounded), Kendall, Walker, ~PlayrJiI',' Fuller, 
and Berthon; 'and their services deserve every praise. . . '.' .' . '. .' 

To Captain Longden, of Her Majesty's 10th Regiment, andaSsistllllt 'to the 
Lahore Durbar Engineer, iny best thanks are due for his diligenCe, arid the'very 
useful plans and information he has, from time to-time, supplied; and I would 
here acknowledge the valuable assistance' and intelligence I received from Major 
Napier, chief engineer in the former operations against MooItan. 

· I have also to mention Lieutenants Taylor (wounded) and Hyd~iI1c~arge 
of the engineer park, through whose able arrangements the operations bave been 
greatly forwarded; and my thanks are due to LieutenantCracroft, brigade 
quartermaster, who generally accompanied me. 

· Lieutenant Garforth, my brigade major, was wounded severely in the 
assault on the 2nd of January; and Lieute~ant Maxwell has acted, since·.as 
brigade major; and to both of these officers my warmest acknowledgments.,are 
due, not only for every personal assistance to myself, and for carrying olj.Ahe 
duties of the department, but for intelligence and zeal in everything 'relating to 
the 0ferations.. " , .. . 
, have omitted to mention General Cortlandt's Sappers, who, under· Lieu
tenant Young, Bengal Engineers, made themselves very useful, inOUl' lli.te 
operations. 

Inclosure 14 in No. 50. 

Brevet lUtyOT R. Napier, late Chiej'EnfJineer, MooltanField Force, to the 
Assistant AdJutant. General, Mooltan .Field Force.,. .' .. 

lIfooltan, January 23, 1849. 
THE siege of Mooltan having been. concluded, it is my duty to bring to 

the. notice of the Major-General commanding, .with the hope of their being 
favorably mentioned t~ the Commander-in-chief, the services of the officers 
employed under me in' the early operations of the siege; in those for pro
tecting the British and allied camps, wbich terminated in the capture of the 
enemy's position and guns on the 7th of November, 1848; and in the prepara
tion of the plans, and supply of siege materials, with the aid of which, the siege 
has sinee been successfully concluded. 

To the zeal and ability of Captain Abercrombie, my second in command, 
I am most highly indebted. '. .. . ' 

To Captain Garfortb, for his services ~ Brigade-Major, I am also most 
highly indebted; and his gallantry, and that ot: .. Lieutenant Grindall, in the 
assault of the Dhurrum Sala, on the 12th of September~ ) 848, was conspicuous. 

The exertions of Lieutenant Maxwell, who acted as directing Engineer; 
of Lieutenant Taylor, in charge of the Park; and of every officer belongiog to 
the Engineers, or doing duty with the corps, WE're deserving of the highest 
praise. I never .met a more zealous body of officers. . . . ... ' . 

· The services rendered by Lieutenant Glover in the difficult operation of 
closing the head of the Wullee Mahomed Canal, and of Captain Longden, Her 
Majesty's 10th Jtegiment of, Foot, assistant to the Durhar Chief Engineer, hl\ve 
been most valuable. .. " . ' , 

I have great pleasure in mentioning, particularly, the services oC Captain 
Siddons, Directi~ Engineer, and the Corps of Sappers and Pioneers under his 
command; they fully maintained their high character. . . . , . 

To Lieutenant Lake, of the Engineers, in command of the troops of the 
, , 
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N iJ~a~1 :~tn~.hl~p~~c, ,l~ho cond~~ted th~.left atbck; I ~'as" ~lso Greatly 
inpeb.tc4{o~,his ~upport and assistance, He reports very highly of the Company 
,o/,~appersunde~ Li,eutenan~ ,Pollard and, MaunselL , " ,.', ' , , ' 
. "It W,ould bp unJust to omit favorable notice of General Cortlandt's Sappers. 

,ind the willil!g assistance afforded by them. .' , ' ' " ' , ' 
. Although the defection of our aUy, Raja. Shere Sing, snatched from us the 
:prize of success, when it seemed almost within our grasp, it is satisfactory to 
reflect that our' labors have, paved the way for the present, comparatively 
bloodless, triumph; that our trenches of the Khutteh Byragee and the DhulTum 
Sala JIlade us acquainted with ,the intricacies of the suburbs; and that, to the 

'respeCt gained for our bayonets on the 12th of September, may be attributed the 
rapid, full of the strong positions of the Shumstabreez, Wuzeerabad, and the 
Mundee Awa. on the 27th of December, 1848. ' 

Inclosure is in No.' 50. 

Brevet Captain H. Siddons, Commandin!l the Sappers and Pioneers, to the 
. Brigade-Major of En!lineers. 

Mooltan, January 23, 1849. 
, " , 'ON the occasion of' the fall of l\:fooltan, I believe it is my duty to make a 
report, as commanding the Corps of Bengal Sappers and Pioneers: to write 
lIuch, in detail, would be to embrace the whole of the siege operations, which, of 
course, is unnecessary. 

, Nor need 1 dwell on the exertions of my men, as their hard work and 
excellent conduct must have been observed by every one, from the Major
General· downwards, and will, no doubt, receive ample justice in Brigadier 
Cheape's dispatch. 

Custom justifies me in naming my Adjutant, Lieutenant Fraser, as having 
rendered me most important assistance, in can'ying on all the details of the 
corps during the siege; his services were always available, when required, in 
the trenches; and he superintended the loading, tamping, and firing, of the 
mines, on the right attack. . 

, I also wish, to name Second, Lieutenant F. GrindaU, who has undergone 
much more tl1an his share of labor and fatigne, and has behaved in the most 
gallant manner, in the assaults of the 12th of September, 27th of December, 
and 2nd of January last, it having been his fortune to lead, on all these . 
1)ccasions. Of my other officers, I can only say, that they could be exceeded 
,by none, in zeal, perseverance, and gallantry. '.' 

In like manner, the European non-commissioned officers have all behaved 
admirably, and I wish. to bring the following to favorable notice: 

The Acting Sub-Conductor, Serjeant-Major Casey. 
Serjeant W. Waring, wounded. " 
Corporal H. Granger. " 
Corporal H. Bruen, wounded. . 
2nd Corporal W. Ford. 
2nd Corporal W. Burtry, wounded. 
In the native branch of th'.l corps, in addition to those I have had occasion 

specially to recommend, on various occasions, for the third class of the Order 
of Merit, I beg earnestly to recommend the following to the favorable notice of 
'his Excellency the Commander-in-Chief. ' 
'c," Jemadar Sooful. lst Compant Sappers and Miners. Havildar Sewdeen, 
2nd Company Sappers and Miners. HavildarTooln, Ist Company Sappers and 
Miners. Havildar Chut Kao, 3rd Company Sappers and Miners, wounded. 
Havildar Goordat Sin§, 2nd Coinpany. 'Havildar Naick Buctour, 3rd Company 

. Pioneers. Havildar Naick Buldaun, 2nd Company Pioneers. Havildar Naick 
• ·Sewdeen, 2nd Company Pioneers. Sepoy Mukha,· 2nd Company Sappeni q,nd 

'Miners. Sepoy Oree, 2nd Company Sappers and Miners, wounded. Sepoy 
Bregloll Sing, 1st Company Sappers and Miners. Sepoy Kooala!, 2nd Company 
.gappers and Miners. Sepoy Munbode, 2nd Company Bappera and Miners. ' 

. . I have the honor to annex a return of the killed and wounded, and of 
Il1Dmunition expended, since the 27th of Deoember. " 

• I. • : ----------------
4 N 2 • 
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Inclosure 16 in No. 50 . 

. TAe Secreta.ry with the Governor-General to the Adjutant-General. 

Camp, Ferozepore, March 10, 1849. 
THE name of Lieutenant-Colonel Birch, Judge-Advocate-General, having 

·been inadvertently omitted in the General Order, dated the 1st of March., 
publiEhing the details of the action at Goojerat, I am directed by the Governor
General to request that that officer's name may be. inserted immediately alter 
that of Lieutenant-Colonel Garden, C.B. 

bclosure 17 in No. 60. 
• 

The Commander-in-chief to the Governor-Genera.l. 

Camp, Kullalla, March 15, 1849. 
ON re-perusal of my dispatch relative to the operations of the 21st oC 

February, at Goojerat, 1 regret to find I omitted mentioning the nameR of Lieu
tenants Lumsden and Hodson, of the Corps of Guides, and Lieutenant Lake, of 
the Engineers, attached to the Political Department. 

These officers were most active in conveying orders, throughout the action, 
and I now beg to bring theIr names to the favorable notice af your Lordship. 

- ",", 

Inclosure 18 in No. 50. 

Brigadier-General Wheeler to the Adjutant- General. 

Camp, Mookerian; March 5, 1849. 
I RE-CROSSED the Beas this- day, with the intention of breaking up this 

ieW force. . 
The great II.U1llbers who have retumed from the late glollious and decisive 

engagement near Goojerat, \lIl&'med, nearly naked, and utterly dispirited, haw 
80 entirely depressed the populatioll. of the Baree Doab, 811 to render any 
chance of an outbreak next to impossible. This, ud the force UDder my com
mand having attained the object for which it quitted the Julhmdur Doab, have 
induced IDB to·retW'Q . 

• 

Inclosure 19 in No. 50_ 

The Resident at Lahore to the Secretary lIIitA tlls Govemor-.Gfl7IIn'al. 

Lahore, MarcA 12, 1849_ 
I SUBMiT. for the consideration and orders of the Governor-General, the 

documents connected with the trial of Goodhur Sing, a Muzbee Nihung. fur the 
murder of .Mr. Patrick Vans Aguew. on the 20th of April, 1848. 

The prisoner was tried by a special commission, beld at MooUan on the 
3rd and 4th of March, under the orders of the Governor-General., 811 a principal 
in the murder, awl as aiding and abetting in its perpet.ta.tion. 

The charges are fully proven. . 
Wuzeer Ali M'oonshee solclD1lly deposes, that the prisoner, GOodhur Sing, 

then in court, wounded Mr. Vans Agnew on the neck, cut off his head, and 
earried it away; that the witness, subsequently, saw the prisoner on several 
occasions, and recognised him; that he was crippled on the right haud. 

Ramjee Mull deposes to the same purport, and adds that, the day after 
the murder, heriaw Goodhur Sing riding one of Ml·. Vans Agnew's horses, with 

"a pistol of tha,t gentleman's in his girdle. , 
Bunseedhur deposes, that lie was present when the prisoner cut off Mr. 

Vans Agnew's head; this witness further declares. that.he saw the head in the 
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prisoner's hand. the next day, and was present when he presented it. to Moolraj, 
who gave him a horse and pistol, the property of the murdered officer. . 

• The prisoner denies the charges; admits that he was at the Edga during 
the .attack; asserts that the murder was committed by a man named Ram 
Sing ;.and allows that Moolrnj gave. a horse and pistol of Mr. Vans Agnew 
to him. . 

By the above evidence, the guilt of the prisoner is fully established. The 
. special commission convict the prisoner, arid sentence him to be hanged by the 
. neck until dead, at such time and place as the Governor-General may direct. 
I concur in the finding, and recommend that the prisoner Goodhur Sing, a 
Muzbee Sikh, be hanged at MooItan, within seven days after the orders. of the 
Governor-General are received there.. . 

I had proposed myself that the sentence should be executed at Lahore, but 
I now concur with Major Edwardes, that \t had better be carried out,wbere the 
murder was perpetrated. 

Inclosure 20 in No. 50. 

Minute by the GOllenwT-Glneral. 

March 15, 1849-
I HAVE received the report of the proceedings of a Commission appointed 

for the trial of Goodhur Sine:, Muzbee Nihung, for the murder of Mr. Patrick 
"Vans Agnew, of the Civil Service.. . . 

. I have carefully. perused the proceedings of the Commission, and the 
evidence adduced before it. 
. I entirely concur with the Commission, in thinking that the guilt of 
G.oodhur Sing is clearly proved. 

I confirm the sentence pronounced by the Commission. and direct thali it 
shall be carried into execution at Mooltan. 

The prisoner should be executed publicly, and witho.u.tundue· delay, pre
cautions being taken to prevent disturbance ~D the occasion. 

Inclosure 21 in No. 50. 

The Resident at Lahore to the SelJf'6fary toith the Governor-General. 

Lalwre, Mm;clt. ,IS. 1849. 
I ANNEX a letter in the Goormookhee character and dialect, which I 

have every reason to bdieve was sent by Maharanee J unda Khore, from Benares, 
to Chuttur Sing. . 

I t was seized under the following circumstances. On the I st or 2nd of 
March, a cOuple of sowars at Pusroor, obser¥ing in the distance two mounted 
men, apparently frOID the lower provinces, whose manner and appearance were 
suspicious, pursued them; one was overtaken and seized, the other 81ilC8ped. 

On the man who was thus arrested, were found some papers in Hindee, and 
two amulets, in which were discovered two letters; one for Chuttur Sing, the 
other for Moolraj. We cannot recognise the handwriting of the Goormookhee 
letters, put there is no doubt whatever but that they came from the Ranee. Mr. 
Bowring, who has examined many of her letters, is sa.tisfie:l that they are Ii6. 

1'beJIindee letters are written in the character usedt.owards. the south-east 
of Oude, and about Ben ares ; one is dated about two months before the seizure, 
a period which a horseman would occupy in such a journey. Amollg them 
were two leave-tickets of sepoys; one of them, by name·PuWour Sing, "as in the 
co Chund Ke pursad" Regiment, lately with Shere Sing ;.the man. i. an inhabit-
ant of Hurroda, near Sultanpoor,in Oude. , 

The sepoy on whom the papers were found. unfortunatt'iy, effected hiB 
escape, the same night; his llame is llot known. The sepoys mentioned in the 
other letters are inhabitants of Oude and Cawnpore, serving in th" .. Chu!.d 
Ke pursad" Regiment .. 
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I need not dwell on the virulent spirit which the letter now forwarded to 
Goverument evinces; there is internal evidence in it, which convinces me that 
it must have emarl'dted only from the Ranee. . ' 

The other letter found in the amulet was to M06lraj;and wafef the same' 
tenor as that to' Chuttur Sing. I will show them to the latter when he arrives .. 

Inclosure 22 in No. 50. 

The Maharo.nee· t~ Chuttur Sing. 
. .' '. . Ii : . '.' I -, I j 

. BY the grace of the holy Gooroo, written by the Maee Sahib to C4uttur . 
Sing.. ,.', 

I am well, and pray for your welfare also. A hundred praises OIl .your 
bravery. I am unable to bestow sufficient commendation on it; as long as the 
earth and heavens exist, so long shan people continue to utter your praises. 
You have settled matters with the British, right well. .. , 

They quake and tremble through fear of you, and have lost, all., thcir 
ascendancy. They have abandoned eating their food, and their tongues f)J,lter. 
Be confident, and firm. The English have no tr!,ops, so exert yourself. tQ. the 
utmost.' 

, Give the British, whom you have taken prisoners, one hundred blows ,each 
a-day ; blacken their faces; and, placing them on donkeys, parade them through 
your camp; cut oft' their noses also; by these means, in a short time, not one 
of the British will be left in the land. Do not interfere with the Hindostanees, 
but proclaim; by beat of tom-tom, that all who will enter the Maharajah's service, 
shall be rewarded. 

Collect together 1000 or 2000 able.bodied men, and, having disguised 
them as fakeers, send them across (the Sutlej 1). Instruct them to watch the 
British ~uring the day, and to kill them at night. 

The British have no troops in this part of the country, certainly not more 
than ,1000 or 2000 men, and at night are .accustomed to sleep with no one near 
them. Be confident. The British' do not molest me at all, being afraid to 
do so. 

The Maharanee .to Moolraj. 

A copy, precisely, ofthe.above~ 

Inclosure 23 in No. 50. 
; " . ";-~ 

, " " . 
Major-General Sir W. R. Gilbert, K.C.B. Commanding Field Force on Special' 

Sertlice, to the Seeretary with the Governor-General.. .-

Camp, Rawul Pindee, March 14, 1849. 
SINCE I addressed you, on the 11th instant, from Hoormook./ have 

advanced to Rawul Pindee, which place I reached to-day. ... . . .. 
. I have now the high gratification of reporting, for the informatien of the 

Governor-General of India, that the disarming of the Sikh army, commenced at· 
Manikyala, has been, this day, completed, by the ~urren~er of thei~ ~~orlis .by 
the Sikh Sirdars, in presence of the commanding officers of diVISlOJlS and 
brigades, and their staff., . " -. 

The total number of guns surrendered is 41, of which a return shall be 
forwarded hereafter; and the number of stand of arms laid down, before the 
force undcr my command, is about 16,000. 

, . 
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Inclosure' 2{ in No: 50. . 

«'!'he JJommander-in-ckiefto tlie Governor-General oj India. 
'.' -" .. , '~,., -

Camp, Kullalla, Marck 16, 1849. 
I HAVE the greatest gratification in reporting to your Lordship the 

further happy results of the decisive victory obtained 'at Goojerat, on the 21st 
ultimo. 

Major-General Sir Walter Gilbert, with that energy and judgment which 
induced me to select him to conduct the ulterior operations subsequent to that 
action, has well fulfilled the trust reposed in him, by rapidly pressing the routed 
enemy, which has led to their unqualified submission, the surrender of their 
remaining guns; and about 16,000 stand of arms, all of which,'are now-in our 
possession; and 1 rejoice to "add, that this fortunate consummation has been 
bbtaineil, withOut a single sItot being fired. . ' ., 
1'- "The whole of the Sikh force, with their Sirdars, have now come in, with the 
eXCeption 'of Bhaee Maharaj and Colonel Richpaul Sing, who have absconded, 
but without followers. ' 
'. " 'We have now, in our possession, 56 guns taken at Goojerat, and abandoned 
by"the enemy in his retreat, on the 21st of February; 40 surrendered to,Major
General Sir Walter Gilbert, since that event; 12 captured at Chillianwalla; and 
50 at Mooltan; making a total of 158 pieces of ordnance, which have fallen into 
our hands during the present campaign. 

Inclosure 25 in No. 50. 
- , 

, General Order by the Governor.General oj India. 

Camp, Fero'Zepore, Marck 17, 1849."-
r::, THE Governor-General- has the 'utmost satisfaction in directing that the 
dispatcbel;which he has, this day, received from his Excellency the Commander. 
in-chief, and from Major-General Sir Walter Gilbert, K.C.B., be published Cor 
the information of the Army, and of the People of India. 

The British subjects who were prisoners in the hands of the enemy, have 
all returned in safety. , " . . 

On the 14th instant, Sirdar Chuttur Sing, Raja Shere Sing, and tIle 
principal Sikh Sirdars and Chiefs, delivered their .swords into the hands of Major-
General Sir Walter Gilbert. '.. , 

Forty-one pieces of artillery were, at the same time, surrendered; and the 
remains oCthe Sikh army, to the number of 16,000 men, laid down their arms, 
in the presence of the British troops. 

The Governor-General offers to his Excellency the Commander-in-chief, to 
Major-General Gilbert, and to the whole army, his heartfelt congratulations on 
this glorious result of the battle of Goojerat, and of the operations subsequcnt 
to it, so admil:ably conducted by tile Major-General, in fulfilment of hiS 
Excellency's instructions. 

. But the war is not yet concluded; nor can there be any cessation of 
hostilities, until Dost Mahomed Khan and the Affghan army are, either driven 
from the Province of Peshawur, or destroyed within it. ", 

The British army has, already, resumed its march upon Attock; and the 
Governor-General confidently hopes, that the entire success which, with God's 
blessing, will attend it, may enable him soon to . announce the restoration of 
peace. 

, The Governor-General directs that, in honor of the important events 
which have DOW been notified, a salute of twenty-one guns be fired from every 
principal station of the army in India.' " 



Inclosure 26 in No. 50 • 

• 
MBjor-GeneraJ Sir W. R~ Gilbnt tll' th.eAdjutant.General. 

Camp, near Attock, JJ{arch 18, 1849. 
SINCE my dispatch from Bawul Pindee, of the 14th instant, I have 

advanced to this place, and beg to report, for the informati.on .of the C.ommander
in-Chief, that I am, to-day, in poss,ession of the fort of Attock. 

On the 15th instant, the Bengal. division of the force under my command, 
moved to Jani·Ke-Sung, 17 miles, and, on the 16th. reached Wah, after a 
march of 14 miles. While at Wab, intelligence reached me that the bridge over 
the River Indus was !!till standing, and that Attock was oecupied. by the Affghan 
troops: seeing, at onee, the importance of securing the bridge, or, at all events, 
the boats forming it, or such. of thlim as could be rescued from the hands 
of the enemy, 1 resolved .upon advancing on Attock, by It forced march 
of thirty-ooe miles, relying with confidence on the utmost exertion being made, 
by every officer and soldier under m)' command, to effect so great an object as 
that of securing the means of rapidly crossing the River Indus.. This confidence 
has not been misplaced:. . 

At 6 o'clock P.)l. OR the 16th, the force moved from Wah, bivouacked for 
a few hours at Booran, and reached Shumshabad, about sunrise. . From 
Shumshabad. after feeding the horses, I pushed on, with my cavalry and 
artillery, to Attock, before which fortress I arrived, with the cava1xy, at half-past 
11 o'clock, the artillery coming up at 1 P.M. The fort of Attock I found to be 
evacuated; and the rear·guard of the Affghan army was in the act of crossing 
the bridge of boats. Our troops had hardly shown themselves, when the bridge 
was broken up, and many of the boats allowed to float down the river. 

The enemy was drawn up, in fovce, on the rie;ht bank, and on the sloping 
ground extending from the river to the hills in his rear: on the river bank, he 
had placed three batteries, two of them of thre~ guM each; the third or right 
battery consisted of a larger number of guns. To his right, was the fort of 
Khyrabad, where he had placed two guns, outside that fortress. Each battery • 
was supported by a regiment of regular infuntry; and crowds of irregulars, both 
infuntl'y and cavalry, were formed on the sloping ground, in rear of his guns. 

}'rom his position, with a rapid river in his front, I was led to expect that 
he would have offered some resistance to our passage; but iIi this belief I was 
mistaken, and was disappointed by his moving off, almost immediately on my 
arrival with the cavalry, and before my guns could come up. 
. The batteries on the river side, and the guns at Khyrabad, opened upon 
lIuch parties as showed themselves, while the guns remained in position; and 
an exchange of musketry was kept up by the Jezzailchies and same of our troops, 
until late in the day, but, apparently, without lose on either side. 

Seventeen boats have been secured, and are sufficient to form a bridge, 
which shall be made with all possible dispatch.. I lwpe to cross the river, with 
the Bengal divisimJ.. on the afternoon. of the 19th .iust:.a.Dt, aud. shall push on, 
after the flying enemy, with all. expedition. . 
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The GorJ6Tnor-Generol to tJw SeCl'lJt Committee. 

Camp, Sidliam, April 7, 1849. (No. 19.) 
ON the 21st ultimo, Majqr General Sir W. Gilbert took possession of the 

city of Peshawur. Dost Mahomed Kban had fled, with his army, on the 19th, 
and boo reached the western side of the Kbyber Pass. The city of Peshawur. 
was found uninjured, but most of the garden-houses, in the neighbourhood, 
had been bnrnt by the Alfghan.... and the Sikh cantonment completely 
destroyed; 

You are aware, from my dispatch of the 24th ultimo, tbat I looked to the 
occupation of Peshawur, and the flight or destruction of Dost Mahomed Khan, as 
results, the accomplishment of which was necessary to enable me to declare the 
war concluded, and peace restored. The indefatigable ardour of Sir W. Gilbert, 
inspiring his troops with like zeal, achieved, with singular rapidity, the crowning 
successes of the war; and I felt, when the intelligence of those successes 
reached me, that the time had arrived when it was expedient that I should not 

"Only announce the restoration of peace, but declare the measures which I had 
dete~mined upon, in regard to the people who hOO waged against us so fierce 
and unprovoked a war. This declaration would have been premature, while 
there remained in the country an enemy to engage the active services of our 
troops; but I was satisfied that to postpone it, after the attainment of complete 
success, when the Sikhs were prostrate, and the Alfghans in flight, would be an 
unwise and inexpedient conrse, and might, in the result, be untojV&rd. 

The civil Officers in the Jullundur Doab represented, in tbe strongest terms, 
the anarcby which was prevailing in the Baree Doab, in consequence of tbe 
people not knGwing what master tbey bad to obey; and tbe same remark was 
made by other intelligent officers of the army, and on' detacbed duty in tbe 
Puiljab. . 

The hot season, moreover, was so rapidly advancing, tbat it was necessary 
to summon the officers at once to tbe spot, wbo were desfined for service in tbe 
Punjab, before the beat should become so intense as to prevent their moving, it 
being dangerous for any European to be exposed after the middle of the month 
of April. 

Above all, the crops were on the ground, ready for the sickle; and any ge
neral misappl·opriation. wbich might bave resulted from a show of vacillation, 
would have aff'ected the revenue to the extent of at least half a crore of rupees. 
For these several reasons, I considered that the period had arrived, when I could 
no longer delay a declaration of my policy • 

. I had resolved not to visit Lahore myself, but to depute the Secretary in 
the Foreign Department, Mr. H. M. Elliot, ·to make, on my behalf, an announce
ment to the Durbar; and I had requested the Commander-in-Chief to dispatch 
to Lahore, on their way to the provinces, an additional brigade-, the importance of 

40 
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the occasion upon which Mr. Elliot was to be deputed, rendeling it advisable that 
a. considerable body of British troops should be assembled in the Sikh capital.' On 
the 26th ultimo, I communicated to Mr. Elliot, in a letter of that date, the 
determination of the Government of India, which he was to make known to the 
Durbar :-to the effect, that the Punjab was to be forthwith declared a portion 
{)f the British Empire in India, and the State property to be surrendered. I 
gave into his hands a Note, containing, in brief, the grounds of this measure, and 
desired him to present it to the Council of Regency. I further instructed him 
that, if the Durb~r should acquiesce in the determination, he should offer certain 
conditioQs, embracing, on the part of the Maharajah, a relinquishment, for ever, of 
all title to the sovereignty of the country, a surrender of the property of the 
State,' and of the gem called t( oh-i-noor (respecting which it was specified that it 
should be given up to Her Majesty the Queen); and, on the part of the Govern
ment of India, an engagement, touching the future position of the Maharajah, 
and the members of the Council of Regency, who had remained faithful; that 
His Highness should. be treated with honor, and be allowed, for himself and his 
followers, an ample stipend; and that the members of the Council should retain 
their jagheers. I vested in Mr. Elliot and Sir H. M. Lawrence full power 
to grant these conditions, intimating that, if the Maharajah and Council de
clined to subscribe to them, 8uch measures, as might be necessary, should im
mediately be taken for carrying the resolution of the Government of India into 
effect; in either case, I instructed Mr. Elliot to issue a Proclamation, which I had 
prepared for the occasion, declaratory of the resolution of the Government, and 
of the main grounds on which it rested. 

I purpose, in a separate dispatch, to lay before you in further detail, the 
views of puIicy, of justice, and expediency, which have guided me in the course 
I have followed, and which it was not iIIecessary to touch upon, except in very 
general terms, in the Proclamation alluded to. 

Mr •. ElIiot arrived at Lahore, on the 28th ultimo; and, on that evening, 
after a long conference with the two most influential members of the Council, he 
managed the negotiation with so much ability and tact, that it was agreed that, 
at a Durbar te be held on the following day, the Maharajah and the members of 

, the Council of Regency should subscribe to the conditions proposed for their 
accepta,nce, after which the Proclamation should be issued. . 

There was still much doubt in Mr. Elliot's mind whether his business ,would 
be brought te a conclusion so speedily, and so smoothly, as was promised; but the 
Durbar was held as agreed upon, and numerously attended; the Paper of Con
ditions was sIgned by the Maharajah and the Conncil; and the Proclamation was 
'read aloud-after which Mr .. Elliot dissolved the Durbar, and returned, the next-
day, to my camp. . 

I beg to refe& you to Mr., Elliet's Note of Conference with the 
members of the Council ,of Uegency, and to the account of his proceedings, 
which he has handed to me, and which accompanies this dispatch. You 
will, I· am ,persuaded; concur in my opinion that very great' credit is due 
to Mr. Elliot for the manner tn which he accomplished the duty he was 
charged with. • , 

.1 desire to convey to you my high sense of the great ability,. temper, tact, 
aud energy, which Mr. Elliot has exhibited in this important service, and beg to 
recommeud Mr. Elliot for 'your marked approbation, and for the good offices of 
the Court of Directors. . 

I request, in conclusion, your attention to the General Order issued by me on 
the 2nd instant, and to the nRmes of the officers particularly noticed therein. 

Inclosure 1 in No.5!. 

7'li8 Comlllande'r-in-Chief to tke Govlfl'1lor..Gene'l"oi. 

WuzeeralJad,Mal"C.~ 25, 1849. 
I HAVE sincere eatisfaction in forwarding to YOllr Lordship & copy.of a 

di~ratch received this day from l\Jajor General Sir Walter R.Gilbert, K.C.B., 
commanding the advanced Force of this Army, dated the ~lst instant, announcing 
the occupation of Peshawur by the British troops; the precipitate retreat of the 
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Ameer Dost Mahomed.Khan and his followers beyond the Kllyber Pass, and the 
consequent dissolntion of the Affghan confederacy. The briUiant resnlts have 
been obtained, . yonr Lordsllip will observe, without a single shot being fired by 
our troops, since the victory of Goojerat on the 21 st ultimo. 

It is almost superfluous for me to repeat to your Lordship how \"ery highly 
I estimate the unwearied and zealous exertions, in tbese subsequent mo\'ements, 
of that most energetic and able officer Major General Gilbert, and the excellent 
troops under his command, , 

In soliciting your Lordship's particular attention to Major General Gilbert's 
commendation of Major F. Mackeson, C.B., your Lordship'S Agent with the 
force, I beg to repeat the high sense I entertain of that officer's merits, 
and the excellent service he has rendered throughout the campaign. 

The Sikh rebellion and Affghan confederacy having been now effectually 
put down and ·overtbrown, I beg to be favored with your Lordship's instructions 
for breaking up the army of the Punjab, which has, I trust, merited the appro
bation of your Lordship and the country. 

Inclosure 2 in No. 51. 

Afajor-General Sil' W. R. Gilbert to tlie Adjutant-General. 

PesTIIJwur, March 21, 1849. 
I ADVANCED this morning from Newshem to Peshawur, with the 

Bcngal Division of my Force, and have much satisfaction in reporting, for the 
informatioll of his Excellency the Right Honorable the Commander-in-Chief, 
tbat I am in possession of the city of Peshawur and its Bala Hissar. 

The Affghan army, under command of Ameer Dost Mahomed Khan, 
ret,reated from Peshawnr· on the 19th instan t, and is to-day reported to hav!! 
reached Dakka, on the western side of the Khyber Pass. The city I fonnd 
untouched by the Affghans, the Ameer having directed the gates to be closed 
against his troops; but most of the garden-houses ia its neighbourhood have:' 
been burnt, or otherwise rendered uninhahitable; aud the Sikh cantonment at 
Ali Murdan Khan's Bagh has been burnt to the ground: The Fort of JUlDrood 
is also r@ported to be destroyed. 

By tbe expulsion from the province of Peshawut of the Ameer and his 
· army, I have carried to a ·successful conclusion the whole of the instructions of 
the Right Honorahle the Governor-General of Indin, conveyed to me, through 

· his Excellency the Commander-in·Chief,: with your letter of the 3rd instant. 
The Sikhs have been humbled, and their power crushed; the Briti.h prisoners 
released from an irksome captivity; and the rich province of Peshnwur freed 
from its' Mahomeclan invaders. 'fo my troops I am indebted, under Pl'ovifl<mce, 
for these glorious results. Since the 1st of the month, they have marched from 
the Jhelum to the Indus and Peshawur, crossing both rivers uUlI!.'r many dis
advantages, and overcoming all the obstacles of the road, which are naturally 
great, and were much enhanced by our large train of stores Bnd baggage-the 
necessary incumbrances of a force like this. To both officllrs and men I alii 
deeply indebted for their cheeloful endurance of the fatigues anel privations to 
which all bave been exposed. 

I cannot permit myself to couclude this report of my arrival at Pesha\\,ur. 
· without expressing to his Lordship my sense of the valuable services rendered 
me by Major F. Mackeson, C.B., who accompanies the force as Agent of the 
Govel'D·or-General. I am particularly indebted to him for his ready assistance, 
and for the unwearied and unremitting zeal with which he bas performed the 
important duties of his office. To his cool judgment 8nd unswerving decision 
of purpose lowe mucb of the success that has attended the progl'Css of 
my force. 

From my staff generally, I ba\'e received every assistance. 

402 
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Inclosure 3 in No. 51. 

The Governor-Grmeral to tke Commander-in-Chief. 

Ferozepore, Marck 27, 1849. 
I HAVE had the honor of receiving your Excellency's despatch, dated the 

25th instant, inclosing a copy of one from Major-General Sir Walter Gilbert, 
K.C.B., in which he-announces the occupation of Peshawur by the force under 
his command, and the retreat of the Ameer Dost Mahomed Khan, and his 
followers, beyond the Khyber Pass. 

I request that your Excellency will convey to Major-General Sir Walter 
Gilbert my strongest approba.tion of the manner in which the service on which 
he was sent has been conducted and performed. 

Ma.jor-General Gilbert has earned the highest credit by the ability, energy, 
and discretion with which he has directed these movements; and I am most 
sensible of the cheerful and continued exertions which have been made by 
officers and men-exertions which have produced the gratifying result of com
pelling the surrender of the remnant of the Sikh army, of driving the Affghan 
Sovereign and his army ignominiously from the country, and bringfng the war to 
a full and most honorable conclusion. 

- Your Excellency can now proceed to take the proper steps for breaking up 
the army of the Punjab, and making the arrangements for the present occupation 
of the Punjab, which have already been discussed. 

I will shortly transmit to your Excellency -a General Order to be issued 
to the army. 

Inclosure 4 in No. 51. 

General Orr/er by tlie GOlJernor-Grmeral. 

Ferozepore,· April 2, 1849. 
THE Governor-General has the gratification of publishing, for general infor

mation, dispatches which have been received from his Excellency the Commander
in-Cbief and from Major-General Sir Walter Gilbert, K.C.B., announcing tbe 
termination of hostilities in the Punjab. • 

The Governor-General declared that, before the war could cease, every 
enemy, whether Sikh or Affghan, should be driven from before us: and the British 
Army has, well and gallantly, made good his words. 

The Sikh Sirdars and the remnant of their army were pursued, have surren
dered, and have been disarmed. 

The Ameer of Cabool, With his troops, has fled before the British force, and 
has been chased ignominiously from the territories he invaded. 

The war has thus been brought to an end; and the Punjab has beert 
declared a portion of the British Empire in India. 

Once again the Governor-General offers to his Excellency the Commander-_ 
in-Chief, to the general officers, the officers, non-commissioned officers, and sol
diers of the army, the assurance of his deep and unfeigned gratitude for the great 
services thE'y have rendered to the country, for the zeal and gallantry they have 
displayed, and for the sustained and cheerful exertions they have made . 

• In anticipation of the wishes of the Honorable Court of Directors, the Go
vernor-General will grant to every officer and soldier who has been employed 
within the Punjab in this campaign, to the date of the occupation of Peshawur, 
a medal, bearing the word" Punjab," in commemoration of the honorable service 
they have done. 

The Governor-General is also pleased to direct that every corps which has 
been so employed shall bear the same word on their standards, colours, and 
appointments. _ 

The Governor-General desires to take this opportunity of acknowledging his • 
obligations to officers who have been serving in various positions connected with 
the army in the field. • -

The Governor-General is sensible of the zeal and activity of Major--General 
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Sir D. Hill, K.C.B., commanding tbe reserve; and he wonld have looked with 
confidence to his service, if the division 'under his command had been called into 
operation. 

Brigadier-deneral Wheeler, C.B., has executed the several dnties wbich have 
been committed to him with skill and with success, and the Governor-General has 
been happy to convey to him his thanks. 

The Governor-General is indebted to Brigadier Stalker, commanding at 
Mooltan, for tbe successful exertions which have been made under his direction 
for placing the fort again in a condition of defence, and for maintaining the tran-
quillity of the country. . 

The Governor-General begs to acknowledge the service which has been ren
dered by Lieutenant-Colonel McSherry, 1st Native Infantry, commanding at 
Govindghur. '!'he energy, vigilance, and tact, wbich he has exhibited during his 
occnpation of that important fortress, have been of much value to the Govern
ment of India. 

From Sir Frederick Currie, Bart., Resident at Labore, previously to his return 
to his seat in Council, the Governor-General received at all times effective and 
most ready co-operation: and he has continued to receive from Lieutenant Colonel 
Sir H. Lawrence, K.C.B., the support which his known ability and experience 
enable him to afford. 

The meritorious conduct of the several Assistants to the Resident has elicited 
the strong approbation of the Government. In addition to those whom he has 
before named, the Governor-General offers his especial thanks to .Major George 
Lawrence, for the able management which so long enabled him to maintain his 
position at Pesbawar, and to Captain James Abbott, for the gallant staud he has 
made in tbe Hills of Hazara. 

Lieutenant Taylor has earned tbe full approbation of tbe Government by his 
judicious and persevering efforts, which regained, and bave held, the province ot 
Bunnoo. 

The sustained defence of the Fort of Attock, which was made by Lieutenant. 
Herbert, under circumstauces of great difficulty, has been viewed by t~e Govern
ment of India with admiration, and entitles him to their warmest praise.r:, .. 

Mr. Jolm Lawrence, Commissioner of the Trans-Sutlej Province. bas received 
.the thanks of tbe Governor-General. Well seconded by bis assistants in the 
district. he bas greatly contributed, by his promptitude, energy, and firmness, to 
the maintenance of the general tranquillity which has prevailed in these newly 
acquired territories. 

The Governor-General especially wisbes to record his marked approbation of 
the manner in which Major Mackeson, C.B .• as his Agent with ·the army, has 
discharged the duties wbich were intrusted to him. In the important political 
matters in which he bas been engaged, Major Mackeson's proceedings have been 
distinguished by ahility. judgment, discretion, and firmness; and the Governor
General begs to convey to him the expression of his unqualified satisfaction. . 

The Governor-General concludes by tendering to tbe offi~ers of the Govern
meut in his camp, sincere thanks for tbe assistance he has, at all times, received 
from them. • 

He particularly desires to express his obligation to Mr. Henry Elliot, Secre
tary to the Government of India, for his very able. laborious, and most valuable 
aid in the important affairs which have occupied the Governor-General's atten
tion; and to Colonel Stuart, C.B .• Military Secretary to the Government of India, 
and to Lieutenant-Colonel Benson. C.B. Member of the Military Board. with the 
Governor-General, for the great assistance he has derived from their experience 
and jndgment in the affairs of their respective departmE'nts. 

While thus congratulating the army and British subjects in India on the' 
triumphant success which has been achieved. tbe Governor-GenE'ral desires humbly 
to aclmowledge tbe Hand by which alone all victory is given. 

He has accordingly intimated to the Lord Bishop his wisb that, on the first 
Sunday in May. thllDksgiving shall be offered to Almighty God for the successful 
termination of the war in which we have been engaged, and for the restordtioll 
to the people of the blessing of peace. 
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Iuclosure 5 in No. 51. 
. , 

The Governm-General to H. M. Elliot, Esq., Secretary to the Govcrllml"llt rif India. 
OIl IJ mission to LuJiO'I"e. 

FerozepOi'e, Mal'ch 26, 1849 . 
. I HAVE this day had the satisfaction of receh'ing from the Commander-in

Chief a dispatch from Major-General Sir Walter Gilbert, dated the 21st instant. 
announcing the occupation of Peshawur by the force under his command, and 
the precipitate retreat of the Affghans through the Khyber Pass. 

The remains of the Sikh· army having surrendered to General Gilbert, and 
the Ameer, with his troops, having fled to Cabool, the war in the Punjab has 
:been brought to a happy termination. 

The time has thus arriv~d, at which it is necessary that the determination 
"Which the Governor-General has formed regarding the future administration of 
the Punjab, should be communicated to the Government at Lahora. 

I ha ve,therefore, to request that you will proeeed, for that purpose, to 
Lahore, to-morrow morning. . 

. On meeting the Council of Regency, you will present to them the Note 
herewith transmitted, in which the determination of the Government of Indio, 
regarding our future relations with the Punjab, is fully set forth. . 

If the Go'Vernment of Lahore should acquiesce in that determination, and 
·should solicit the favorable consideration of the Govern!>r-General, for His 
Highness the Maharajah, and his followers, you are authorized to grant the 
Terms· which are contained in the inclosed Paper; and for the granting of which, . 
I hereby vest you, and Sir Henry Montgomery Lawrence, with full necessary 
powers. 

If these terms should be accepted, and should be signed, as tbe former 
treaty, by the Maharajah and the members of the Council of Regency, yon will 
issue, in my name, the Proclamation t which is also inclosed. . . 
,., If any resistance should be attempted, or if application for, or acceptance ot; 

. the terms should be declined, the Resident, on your intimation thereof. will 
proceed to take such measures as maybe necessary, at Lahore, for carrying the 

,resolution of the Government of India into immediate effect; and you will issue 
the Proclamation above mentioned accordingly. 

The Resident will take every proper precaution for providing against the 
~possibility of disturbance, on the intentions of the Government of India being 
made known. 

An additionalbrigsde of troops bas been ordered to Lahore, and wiII arrive 
there on the 28th instant .. 

You will preserve a record of the Conferences, and will be so good as to 
report to me your proceedings. 

Inclosure 6 in No. 51. 

TAe Under-Secretary with the GO'DIfI'1IO'J'-Gelieral, to the Resident at Lahorl 

FIJ'l'ozepore, March 27, 1849. 
THE war in the Punjab having been· brought to a happy close, by tbe 

occupation of Peshawur by the force under Major--General Sir W. R. Gilbert, 
and the precipitate. retreat of tbe Affghans through the Khyber Pass,· tIle 
Governor-General has deputed Mr. H. M. Elliot, the Secretary to Government 
in the Foreign Department. to communicate to the Lahore Durbar the mensures 
which bis Lordship has determined on, for the fllture administration of the 
Punjah. 

Mr. Elliot left this camp this morning, and will arrive at Lahore on the 
30th instant. He will, upon his arrival, make known to you the instructions he 
has received, and proceed to carry them out, in concert with you. . . 

• IDolo81ll'e 9 in No. 61 . • 
t Inclosure 11 in N'Q. 61; 
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Inclosure 7 in No. 51. 

Note, by M~. EOiot, of a Coojerence with til(! Membm of the Council of Regfflo/J, heU 
'. at the LallO~e Residrmo/J, on the 28th of Ma~ch, 1849. 

IN obedience to instructions from the Governor-General, dated the 26th of 
March, I proceeded towards Lahore on the following day, and arrived on 
the 28th. 

Immediately on my arrival, I communicated to Sir H.' M. Lawrence aud 
Mr. J. Lawrence the instructions with which I was charged, and regretted to 
find that both those officers were fully persuaded that the Council of Regency 
would, on no account, be induced to accede to the terms which were to be offered 
for their acceptance, iaasmuch as they had already incurred great odium amongst 
their countrymen, for what were considered to be their former concessions. I~ 
however, requested that the two most influential members of the Council might. 
be at once summoned to a private conference at the Residency; and Raja Te} 
Sing and Dewan Deena N ath were accordingly sent for. The Raja, at first,.. 
excused himself, on the ground of sickness; and I should have, consequently,. 
gone to his house, had 1 not· been apprehensive that any exhibition of undue· 
eagerness might have been interpreted into too great a desire to obtain his· 
concurrence. It was then intimated to him that, as my mission was urgent, and'" 
could not be accomplished without him, he should come to the Residency, uuless· 
he really was seriously ill. Upon this, he came, his looks giving no warrant for 
his excuses; and was accompanied by Dewan Deena Nath. 

After tho first compliment'!! had been exchanged, I explained to them the
Purl,ose for which I had come, that the Punjab would be annexed to the British 
dominions at all events, but that it was for them to ilecide whether this should 
he done in an nnqnalified manner, or whether they would subscribe to the 
condit.iolls which I was about to lay before them. 

The Raja, who was more than usually nervous and garrulous, opened out 
in a strain of invective against Raja Shere ::ling and all the rebellious Sirdars, 
who had brought the Council to this pass, acknowledged· that the British 
Government had acqnired a perfect right to dispose of the country as· it saw 
fit, and recommended that it should declare its will, without calling upon the 
Council to sign any conditions. I replied that,·if they refused to accept the. 
terms which the Governor-General offered, the Mabarajah and themselves would 
be enth·elY at 'his mercy, and I had no· authority to say that they would be 
entitle!l to receive any allowance whatever. 

The Dewan, who was mnch more deliberate and reserved than his colleague, 
cOllul1('nted on the severity of the condition~, and particularly on the expatriation 
of the Raja; and, when I told him it was intended to exclude also the relatives 
of the Maharajah from the Palace, in ol·cler that the citadel might be exclusiv('ly 
in Blitish occupation, he remarked that., immediately they were relieved f!"Om the 
l·estraints which their pl·esent l·esidence subjected them to, they would begin 
I(,Rlling licentious livp9, and hring scandal upon the memory of Runjeet Sing 
and his descenrlants. 

After many inquides fl·om them about the distance to which the Maharajah 
was to be removed, I observed that his destination would not improbably be the 
Dercnn, but, after they had requested a reconsideration, on account of the 
remoteness 01' that country, "where," said tbey, "God knows whether the people 
are I-Iindoos or Mabomedans," I promisf'd that the Maharajah should not be 
sent anywhere to the east of the Ganges, pointing out Hurdwar, Gurhmuktesil", 
Bilhoor, and Allahabad, as being all of them places of high sanctity in their 
l·cligion. They seemed to be thankful for this as a concession. But they had 
no definite notion of the exaot position of any of these places except Hurdwar. 
The Raja, indeed, Was astonished to. discover that Lahore was not S9 far from 
Allahahad as from Benares. 

They seemed fully satisfied with the. personal allowance assigned to the 
Maharajah, which I told them would be about 10,000 rupees per mensem. . 

Otuer subjects were then discussed; and they inquired anxiously about their 
own future position. I told them that it was not intended to deprive them of 
their jagheers or salaries, and that, for this indulgence, they would be expected 
to vield the British Government. the benefit of their advice and assistance 

• 
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whenever they were caUed upon to do so; that, if they did not subscribe to the 
conditions, I could not promise that, any consideration would be shown to them. 
The Dewan inquired, whether the jagheers would be continued to future gene
rations. I replied, certainly not; unless the grants conveyed a. perpetual title, 
and that would be left to the decision of the officers who would shortly be . 
appointed to investigate the validity of all rent-free tenures. 

After much more parley, during which, while I told them that they were 
at perfect liberty to decline, or to accede to, the conditions I had been instructed 
to lay before them, at the same time that I convinced them of my resolute 
determination to yield no point, they expressed their willingness to sign the 
Paper, and signed it accordingly, not without evident sorrow and repugnance on 
the part of the Dewan. 

Upon this, I requested tha.t Fakeer Nooroodeen anlJ Bhaee Nidhan Sing, 
the only other members of the Regency resident at Lahore, might be sent for; 
and, upon informing them of what had passed, they said they would abide by 
whatever their colleagues were prepared to do. 

~bey then affixed their seals and signatures to the Paper in duplicate, and 
Sir H. M. Lawrence and myself then added our counter-signatures. It. was 
agreed that next morning a Durbar should be held at seven o'clock, A.M., in 
order to promulgate the Articles subscribed to, and obtain the Maharajah's 
ratification. 

The members then took their leave, after the conference had lasted about 
two hours. . 

• 
Inclosure 8 in No.5!. 

Report, "y Mr. Elliot, of the Proceedings neld at a Durbar, in the Palace of Lalwre, 
on the 29th of Marck, 1849. 

AT the appointed hour, after the troops had been prepared against possible 
tumult, I proceeded to the DUl'bar, accompanied by Sir H. M. Lawrence, K.C.B., 
and the gentlemen of the Residency, and escorted by a squadron of the body 
guard, which Major Mayne had brought over by forced marches, .from Feroze
pore. We were met by the Maharajah Duleep Sing, outside the gate of the 
citadel. After the usual salutations, and giving aud taking of presents, we con· 
ducted the Maharajah to a seat at the end of the Hall of Audience, and took our 
places on either side of him. The Maharajah, who is endued with an intelligence 
beyond his years, and cannot be supposed to have been ignorant of the purpose 
for which the Durbar was now convened, for the last time, conducted himself 
throughout with cheerfulness and self-composure. 

The Hall was filled with spectators, who ranged themselves on each side of 
the centre seats, the Europeans on the right, the Natives on the left. The latter 
were in such numbers as almost to give cause to apprehend that, with a view of 
courting popularity, the Council of Regency might refuse to abide by the terms 
which they had signed the evening before. 

After we were seated, the following Note, declaratory of the intentions of 
Government to assume the sovereignty of the Punjab, was read out in Persian. 
and afterwards translated into Hindoostanee, for the comprehension of everyone 
present. 

Note. 

For many years, while the wisdom of Maharajah Runjeet Sing ruled the people 
of the Punjab, friendship and unbroken peace prevlilled between the British 
Dation and the Sikhs. 

The British Government desired to maintain with the heirs of Runjeet Sing 
the same friendly relations they had held with him. But the Sirdars and Sikh 
Army, forgetful of the policy which the Maharajah's prudence had enjoined, and 
departing from the friendly example he had set, suddenly crossed the frontier, and, 
without any provocation, made war upon the British power. 

They were met by the British army-four times they were defeated-they 
were driven back with ignominy across the Sutlej, and pursued to the walls of 
Lahore. • 
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The Maharajah Duleep Sing tendered there, to the Governor-General of 
India, the submission of himself and his Chiefs, and implored the clemency of the 
British Government. 

The Government of India had acquired, by its conquest, an absolute right to
subvert the Government of the Sikhs, by which it had been so grossly injured_ 
But, in that time of Tictory, it showed the sincerity of its declarations, and' 
gave signal proof of the moderation and forbearance by which its policy was' 
directed. • 

The Kingdom of the Punjab was spared: the Maharajah was replaced on
the throne of Runjeet Sing; and treaties of friendship were formed between 
the States. 

How have the obligations of these treaties been fulfilled? • 
The British Government has, with scrupulous fidelity, observed every

promise which was made, and has discharged every obligation which the treatie& 
imposed upon it. 

It gave to the J.[aharajah the service of its troops. It atforded him the aid of 
its treasures in his difficulties. It meddled with none of the institutions, or 
customs, of the people. By its -advice to the Council, it improved the condition 
of the army; and it labOlocd to lessen the burdeus~ and to promote the prosperity. 
of every class of tbe Maharajah's people_ It left nothing undone which it had 
promised to perform; it engaged in nothing from which it had promised to 
abstain. But there is not one of the main provisions of those treaties which the_ 
Sikh Government and the Sikh People have not, on their part, faithlessly and 
flagrantly violated. They bound themselves to pay an annual subsidy of twenty
two lakhs of rupees. No portion whatever has, at any time, been paid. 

The whole debt due by the State of Lahore has increased to more than 
fifty lakhs of rupees; and crores have been added by the charges of the present 
war. The control of the Bdtish Government, which the Sirdars themselves 
invited, and to which they bound themselves to submit, has been rejected, and 
resisted by force. 

The peace and fdendship, which were promised by the treaties, have been 
thrown aside. British officers, in the discharge of their duty, have treacherously 
been thrown into captivity, with women and children. 

Other British officers, when acting for the Maharajah's interests, were mnr
dered by the Maharajah's sel'vants, after having been deselted by the Maha
mjnh's troops. 

Yet, for these things, the Government of Lahore neither inflicted punishment 
on the offender, nor made reparation for the offence. It oonfessed itself unable 
to control its subjects. It formally declared to the British Resident that its 
troops would not obey its command, and would not act against the chief who 
l18d committed this outrage ngain&t the Government of India. 

Not only did the army of the State refuse thus to act, but it everywhere 
openly rose in arms against the British. The whole people of the Sikhs joined 

- in its hostility. The high Sirdars of the State have been its leaders; those of 
them who signed the treaties of peace were the most conspicuous in its ranks; 
and the chiet by whom it was commanded, was a member of the Council of 
Regency itself. They pr:>claimed their purpose to be the extirpation of the 
British power, and the destruction of the British people; and they have struggled 
fiercely to effect it. 

- But the Government of India has put forth the vast resources of its power. 
The army of the Sikhs liaS been utterly discomfited; their artillery has been 
captured; the IIl1ies they invited have heen driven from the Punjab with shame; 
the Sikh Sirdars, with their troop~, have surrendered, and been disarmed; and 
the Punjab is occupied by the British troops. 

The Government of India repeatedly declared that it desired no further 
conquest; and it gave to the Maharajah, by its acts, a proof of the sincerity of its 
lleclarations. 

The Government of India has sought, and desires no conquest now. 
But, when unprovoked, and costly, war has again been wantonly renewed, 

the Government of India is bound, hy its duty, to provide for its own security for 
the futnre, and to guard effectually the interests and tranquillity of its own 
people. ._ 

Punishment and benefits alike have failed to remove the inveterate hostility 
of the Sikhs. 'Vherefore, the Governor-General, as the only effectual mode 

4P 
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which now remai'ns of preventing the recurrence of national outrage, and the 
renewal of perpetual wars, has resolved upon declaring the British sovereignty in 
the Punjab, and upon the entire subjection of the Sikh nation-whom their own 
rulers have long been unable to control, who are equally insensible to punishment 
or forbearance, and who, as past events have now shown, will never·desist from 
war, so long as they possess the power of an independent kingdom. 

The Governor-General of India unfeignedly regrets' that he should feel 
himself compelled to depose from his throne a descendant of Maharajah Runjeet 
Sing, while he is yet in his early youth. 

But the Sovereign of every State is responsible for, and must be affected by, 
the acts of the people over whom he reigns. 

As in the former war, the Maharajah, because of the lawless violence of his 
subjects, whom his Government was unable to control, was made to pay the 
penalty of their offence, in the loss of bis ricllest provinces, so must he now be 
involved in all the consequences of their further violence, and of the deep national 
injury they have again committed. 

'Vhen a renewal of formidable war by the army, and the great body of the 
Sikhs, has forced upon the Government of India the conviction that a continuance 
of Sikh dominion in the Punjab is incompatible with the security of the British 
territories, the Governor-General cannot permit that mere compassion for the 
Prince should deter him from the adoption of such measures against the nation, 

. as alone can be effectual for the future maintenance of peace, and for protecting 
the interests of the British people. . 

Upon the conclusion of this Manifesto, silence was observed for a few 
minutes; when Dewan Deena Nath observed that tbe decision of the British 
Government was just, and should be obeyed; ·but be trusted that the Maharajah 
and servants of the State would receive consideration at the hands of the British 
Government, and that some allowance would be granted, to maintain them in 
comfort and respectability. 

" If France:' he observed, "after the defeat and captivity of Buonaparte, 
had been restored to its legitimate ruler, tbough tbe country yielded tbirty crores 
of revenue; it would be no . very extraordinary act of British clemency, if the. 
Punjab. which yielded less than three crores, should be restored to the Maharajah. 
However, let the Governor-General's will be done." 

I rf'plied, that the time of concession and clemency was gone; that I was 
ready, on the .part of the Governor-General, to onfirm the Conditions * to which 
the Council had subscribed yesterday, and which should be read out in Persian 
and Hindoostanee, for general information. ' . 

Tbis was listened to with the d('epest attention, but it called forth no 
observation. To the former signatures were then added those of Gundur Sing, 
the accredited Agent of Sirdar Shere Sing, Sindunwala, and Sirdar Lal Sing, 
Agent and Son of Sirdar Uttur Sing, Kaleewala, thus completing the entire. 
number of the members of the Council of Regency, who have remained nominally 
faithful to their engagements. The Paper was then handed in duplicate by Raja 
Tej Sing to the Maharajah. who immediately affixed his signature, by tracing the 
initial;; of his name in English letters. The alacrity with which he took the 
papers when offered to him, was a matter of remark to all, and suggested the 
idea that, possibly, he had been instructed by his advisers that any show of hesita
tion Dlig-ht lead to the substitution of terms less favorable than those which had 
been oft'ered. 

'When the document bad thus been fully ratified, I directed the following 
Proclamationt to be read aloud in the native languages. . 

I then handed one copy of the Terms to the Mabarajah; and, having tbus 
fulfilled the object of my mission, I took my leave witb the usual etiquette, and 
dissolved the Durbar. 

The whole ('erernony was conducted with grave decorum. No Sirdar was 
armed. The costly jewels and gaudy robes, so conspicuous in the Sikh Court on 
other public occasions, were now thrown aside. I did not observe the slight.est 
lign of wonder, sorrow, anger, or even dissatisfaction, upon the countenance of 
anyone present, except on 'that of Dewan Deena Nath; and, from the nice 

.. InoluU18 8 ill No. 51. t Inclosure 11 in No. 51 . 
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inquiries he had made, during the private conference, re!=pecting his own interests, 
it would not be uncharitable to suppose that his sadness arose more from the loss 
of the immense influence he possesses in every department of the State, than. 
from regret at the subversion of his master's dynasty. But neither did I observe 
any signs of gladness. The whole announcement appeared to be received with 
a degree of indifference bordering on apathy, and not a word or wbisper escaped, 
to betray tbe real feelings pervading the bearts of that solemn assembly, which 
had met to witness the ratified dissolution of the great empire, established by the 
fraud and violence of Runjeet Sing. 

As I left the Palace •. I had the proud satisfaction of seeing the British colours 
hoisted on the citadel under a Royal salute frOm our own artillery.---&t once 
proclaiming the ascendency of British rule. and sounding the knell of the Khalsa 
~. . 

Inclosure 9 in No. 51. 

TERMS granted to the Mabarajah Duleep Sing, Babadoor, on the part of 
the Honorable East India Company, by Henry Miers Elliot, Esq., Foreign Se
cretary to the Government of India, and Lieutenant-Colonel Sir Henry Mont
gomery Lawrence, K.C.B., Resident, in virtue of full powers vested in them by 
the Right Honorable James, Earl of Dalhousie, Knight of the Most Ancient and 
Most Noble Order of the Thistle, one of Her Majesty's Most Honorable Privy 
Council, Governor General, appointed by tbe Honorable East India Company 
to direct and control all their affairs in the East Indies; and accepted, on the 
part of His Highness the Maharajah, by Raja Tej Sing, Raja Deena Nath, Bhaee 
Nidhan Sing, Fakeer Nooroodeen, Gundur Sing, Agent of Sirdar Shere Sing, 
Sindunwala, and Sirdar Lal Sing, Agent and SOil of Sirdar Uttur Sing. Kalse
walla, members of the Council of Regency, invested with full powers and aIlthority 
on the part of His Highness. • 

I. His Highness the Maharajah Duleep Sing shall resign for himself, his 
heirs, and his successors, all right, title, and claim to the Sovereignty of the 
Punjab, 01' to any Sovereign Power whatever. 

II. All the property of the State, of whatever description, and where
soever found, shall be confiscated to the Honorable East Iudia Company; in part 
payment of the debt dne by the State of Lahore to the British Government, and 
of the expenses of the war. 

. III. Tbe gem called the Kob.i-noor, which was taken from Shah Shooja
ool-Moolk by Maharajah Runjeet Sing, shall be surrendered by the Maharajah of 
Lahore to the Queen of England. 

IV. His Highness Dnleep Sing sball receive, from the Honorable East 
India Company. for the 6UppOl't of bimself, his relatives, and the servants of the 
State, a pension not less than fonr, and not exceding five, lakbs of Company's Ru-
pees per annum. .. 

V. His Highness shall be treated with respect and bonor. He simI! re
tain the title of Maharajah Duleep Sing, Bahadoor; and he shall continue to 
receive, during his life. such portion of the above·named pension as may be 
allotted to himself personally, provided he shall remain obedient to the British 
Government; aud shal! reside at sucb place as the Governor-General of India 
may select. 

Granted and accepted at Labore, on the 29th of l\Iarch, 1849, and ratified 
by the Right Honorable the Governor-General on the 5th of April, 1849. 

DALHOUSIE. MAHARAJAH DULEEP SING. 
H. M . .ELLIOT. RAJA TEJ SING. 
H. M. LAWRENCE. RAJA DEENA NATH. 

BHAEE NIDHAN SING. 
FAKEER NOOROODEEN. 
GUNDUR SING, 

Agent to Sirdar Shere Sin.", Sindunwala. 
SIRDAR LAL SING. 

Agenl and Son oj Sirdar Uttur Sing, Kaleewala. 
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Inclosure 10 in No. 51. 

Notification fly tfle Govmwr-GenerIl1. 

Ferozep01'e, March 30, 1849. 

THE Governor-General is pleased to direct, that the accompanyingProcla
mation, by which the Punjab is declared to be a portion of the British Empire in 
India, be published for general information; and that a Royal Salute be fired at 
every principal station of thelarmy, on, the receipt thereof . 

. By order of the Right Honorable the Governor-General of India, 
P. MELVILL, 

Under Secretary to tfle Gooemment of India 
fl.'itA tke Governor-General. 

Inclosure 11 in No. 51. 

Proclamation by the Governor-General. 

Ma1'ck 29, ·1849. 
FOR many years, in the time of Maharajah Runjeet Sing, peace and friend. 

swp prevailed between the British nation and the Sikhs. 
When Runjeet Sing was dead, and his wisdom no longer guided the counsels 

of the State, the Sirdars and the Khalsa army, without provocation and without 
cause, suddenly invaded the British territories. Their army was again and again 
defeated. They were driven with slaughter, and in shame, from the country they 
had invaded; and, at the gates of Lahore, the Maharajah Duleep Sing tendered to 
the Governor-General the submission of himself and his chiefs, and solicited the 
clemency of the British Government. 

The Governor-General extended the clemency of his Government to the 
State of Lahore; he generously spared the kingdom which he had acquired a just 
right to subvert; and, the Maharajah having been replaced on the throne, treaties 
of friendship were formed between the States. 

The British have faithfully kept their word, and have scrupulously observed 
every obligation which the treaties imposed upon them. , 

But the Sikh people and their chiefs have, on their part, grossly and faith. 
lessly violated the promises by which they were bound. 

Of their annual tribute no portion whatever has at any time been paid; and 
large loans, advanced to them by the Go'l"ernment of India, have never been 

'd • replll .. .. 
The control of the British Government, to which they voluntarily submitted 

themselves, has been resisted by arms. 
Peace has heen cast aside. Britisli officers have been murdered, when acting 

for the State--others, engaged in the . like employment, have, tJ'eacherously, been 
thrown into captivity. Finally, the army of the State and the whole of the Sikh 
people, joined by many of the Sirdars in the Punjab, who signed the treaties, and 
led by a member of the Regency itself, have risen in arms against us, and have 
waged a fierce and bloody war, for the proclaimed purpose of destroying the 
British a.nd their power. 

The Government of India formerly declared, that it desired no further con
quest; and it proved by its acts the sincerity of its professions. . 

, The Government of India has no desire for conquest now; but it is bound In 
its duty to provide fully for its own security, ,and to guard the interests of those· 
commi,ted to its charge. . 

To that end, and as the ooly sure mode. of protecting the State from the 
perpetual recurrence of unprovoked and wasting wars, the Governor-General is 
compelled to resolve upon the entire subjection of a people, whom their own 
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Gove,mment has long been unable to control, and whom (as events have now 
shewn) no punishment can deter from violence, no acts of friendship can conciliate 
to peace. 

Wherefore. the Governor·General of India has declared, j\nd hereby pro
claims, that the kingdom of the Punjab is at an end; and that all the territories 
of Maharajah Duleep Sing are now aud henceforth a portion of. the British 
Empire in India. 

His High ness the Maharajah shall be treated with consideration and with 
honor. . 

The few chiefs who bave not engaged in hostilities against the British, shall 
retain their property, and tbeir rank. 

The Briti~h Government will leave to all the people, whether Mussulman, 
Hindoo, or Sikh, the free exercise of their own religions; but it will not permit 
any man to interfere with others, in the observance of such forms and customs as 
their respective religions may either enjoin or permit. 

The jagheers, and all the property of Sirdars, or others, who have heen in 
arms egainst the Britisll, shall be con6scated to the State. 

The defences of every fortified place in the Punjab. which is not occupied 
by Bri.tish troops, shall be totally destroyed, and etrectual measures shall be taken 
to deprive the people of the means of renewing either tumult or war. 

The Governor-General calls upon all the inhahitants of the Punjab, Sirdani 
and People, to submit themselves peaceably to the authority of the British 
Government, which has hereby been proclaimed. 

Over those who shall live as obedient and peaceful subjects of the State, the 
British Government will rule with mildness and beneficence. 

But, if resistance to constituted authority shall again be attempted; if vio
lence and turbulence shall be renewed; the Governor-General warns the people 
of the Punjab, that the time for lenieucy will then have passed away, and that 
their offence will be punished with prompt and most rigorous severity. 

By order of the Right Honorable the Governor-General of India, 

No. 52 

H. M. ELLIOT, 
S8C'/'etary to tke G01H1'J"'nment of India 

with the Gov8'l"1W'r-General. 

Tl£e GOlJlJ'l'nfYl"-GIJII/YI'a1 to t'he Sem'et Committee, 

Camp, Sidham, April 7, 1849. (No. 20.) 

I HAVE the honor and gratUication of announcing to you tlmt the Ameer 
Dost Mahomed Khan and his army having been driven by the British troops 
from the province of Peshawur, the wal' in the Punjab is now at an end. 

Several months ago, when authentic intelligence was firSt received of the 
Am eel' having actually entered Peshawur, I caused communications to be made 
to the Hill tribes of the Khyber, calling npon them to stop the Passes against the 
return of Dost Mahomed, on the approach of the British troops; and promising 
to them large rewards, if they should so effectnally oppose him, or obstrnct his 
passage, as to enable our troops to overtake his army. Replies were received 
from them full of fuir promise~, which, at one time, induced me to hope that they 
would act up to their word. 
• When the time, however, for action came, nothing was done by them. They 

pleaded as their excuso, that the extreme precipitancy of the Ameer's flight had 
not left them sufficient time to complete their preparations for opposing him. 
Although it would have been i~finitely satisfactory if the Affghans hlld ventured 
to fuce General Gilbert's army. so as to have given us an opportunity of inflicting 
upon them the punishment which their most wanton and insolent aggression had 
provoked ; still, the rout of 3,000 of their number, nnder a son of the Ameer, on 
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the plain of Goojerat, and the ignominy with, which they and their sovereign have 
been chased from the province of Peshawur, without even venturing to exchange 
a shot with the British troops, is for us a triumph so complete as to leave us 
comparatively little to regret in his escape. 

Under these circumstances, I apprehend you will approve of my having been 
'content with what had been effected, and witll my having abstained from pur
suing tile A~eer through the Khyber, or following him into Cabool, with a view to 
furtber punishment. . 

The time has now arrived when it has become my duty to review, in all 
its bearings, the question of the future relations of the Punjab witll tile British. 
Empire in India. 

I need hardly say that, during the whole progress of tbe war, this question 
has formed the constant subject of my deep and most anxious consideration. 

, Before stating ill detail the considerations til at have led me to the conclusion 
I have formed, it will be .convenient to trace briefly the course of events in the 
Punjab. 

On the 27th of April, 1848, intelligence having reached Lahore that Mr .• 
Agnew alld Lieutenant Anderson had been murdered, at Mooltan, after the Sikh 
troops, who were their escort, had accepted the overtures of the Dewan Moolraj. 
and had deserted them in a body, the .Resident called upon the Durbar to' take 
measures for punishing those who had committed this gross outrage again~t the 
British Government. 

After long consultation, the Sirdars informed the Resident that their troops, 
and especially the regular army of th.eState, could not be depended upon, and 
would not obey tbeir orders to act against Moolraj. 

On the same day, the Resident addressed to his ExceIlency the Commander
in-Chief, a dispatch pointing out the importance of military operations being 
immediately commenced against Mooltan, if it were thought practicable to 
undertake them at that period of the year. 

The Commander-in-Chief replied that operations at that time againat 
Mooltan would be "uncertain, if not 'altogether impracticable, while a delay in 
attaining the object would entail a fearful loss of life to the troops engaged," 
and he gave his decided opinion against the movement which was proposed. 
The Resident concurred in his Exoellency's view; and the Govern()r-General 
in Council, after full deliberation, confirmed the decision. 

As the wisdom and propriety of this resolution have subsequently been 
questioned, I trust that you will permit me to repeat the declaration, which was 
made to you at the time, that, in referring to the opinions of his Excellency the 
Commander-in-Chief anu the Resident, I do not desire to throw upon others any 
portion of the responsibility which attaches to that resolution. 

The decision was the decision of the Governor-General in Council, and on him 
the responsibility must rest. 

The question which the Governor-General in Council was called upon to 
consider was a difficult and perplexiug one. 

On the one hand, it was impossible to doubt that, if there existed in the 
minds of the people of the Punjab any incliiJation to rise against the British 
power, a delay in Visiting the outrage committed at Mooltan, and the apparent 
impunity of the offender would give strong encouragement to an outbreak, which 
might spread over the whole Punjab. On the other hand, it was equally clear 
tlmt there would be serious danger to the health, and to the very existence, of 
European troops, in commencing extended military operations at such a season 
of the year. . • 

The risks whi('h are incurred by the exposure of troops in carrying on 
military operations in the hot and rainy months are too well known to require 
descri ption or corroboration. . 

Whatever the dauger of the season in Hindostan, the Government of Indil!
had every reason to believe, both from the information that had been received, 
and from experience of the eiferts of climate in' neighbouring provinces, that 
the ordinary danger would have been greatly aggravated to troops engaged in 
operations at MooItan. . , 

The fierceness of the heat of Mooltan i~ repnted to exceed that of any 
other district, and is such as to have passed into a proverb, even in India. 

'1he Government were in possession of pl~s of the fortress, which, though 
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rude, were sufficient to show thst it WB8 formida.ble in its chsracter, and would 
require time and ample meaus for its reduction. 

We were already in the month of Mal'. 
The distance which the troops would have had to traverse was considerable. 

As the garrison at Lahore could not be materially weakened with safety, some 
time must have elapsed before troops could have been assembled, and could have 
reached Mooltan. 

Thus, the toil of siege operations must ha.ve been commenced and carried 
on agaiust a. fortress of formidable strength, during the very worst season of the 
year, and in the worst district in India. 

The Government conceived tbat there was good ground for his Excellency'S 
belief tbat a fearful loss' of life among the British troops would have been the 
consequence of this movement. • 

Moreover, the sickness and loss of life would not have been the only 
danger; for tbis involved in itself the further danger of a. necessary discon. 
tinuance of operations against the fort. A failure of those operations would 
have afforded even greater encouragement to risings in the Punjab than a 

. postponement of them would have given; while we should have been thereby 
compelled to enter on the subsequent struggle with a force greatly reduced, both 

• in strength and confidence. • 
These were the grave consideratious upon which the Government of India 

was called upon to determine. 
. It was a choice of difficulties-an alternative of evils; and the Government 

of India selected that which appeared to be the lesser evil of the two. I venture 
. still to maintain that the decision was not an error. It is, at all events, satis
factory to one to know that the course which I adopted was in accordance with the 
opinions of the highest military authorities in this country, and in accordance, 
also, with the opinions of those in England, who must be regarded by all as the 
highest authorities there on matters connected with warfare in India. 

It is, ahove all, satisfactory to me. to know that the determination was 
approved by those whom I have the houor to serve, and that you not only 
cordially concurred in .. the resolution to abstain from all movements of British 
troops upon Mooltan until the season should admit of field operations," but that 
you entirely agreed with me in preferring the risk which might arise from delay 
in putting down insurrection, "to tbe certain difficulties of an immediate advance 
upon the revolted pl'ovince." 

'Vhether the immediate commencement at that time of the siege of Mooltan 
would, or would not, have averted the war that has occurred, can never now be 
determined. Bnt this, at least, is certain, that if the short delay, which took place 
in punishing the murder of two British officers at Mooltan, could produce an 
universal rising against us throughout all the Punjab, the very fact itself betokens 
the existence of a deep and wide-spread feeling of hostility against us, which 
could not long have been repr~ssed. . 

The worst that can be alleged, therefore, against the delay is, that it preci
pitated the crisis; and opened, somewhat earlier, to the Sikhs that opportunity for 
renewal of war, which, sooner 01' later, so bitter a spirit of hostility must have 
created for itself. 

In point of fact, however, no hostility was openly shown beyond the district 
of Mooltan, until after the British army had actually taken the field. 

The detection of the attempts to seduce from tbeir allegiance the sepoys 
of the native army at Lahore, and the execution of the conspirators, one of whom 
was the confidential servant of the Maharanee; the immediate removal to Hin
dostan of Her Highness, whose complicity in these intrigues was distinctly shown: 
the measures taken agaiust Bhaee MaharaJ Sing, who, with some thousand men, was 
raising the country in the Rechna Doah; and tbe flight and dispersion of his 
followers; all combined to keep down any manifestations of disaffection in the 
neighbourhood of Lahore. 

The distinguished gallantry and energy of Major Edwardes, (for which he has 
justly received the high~ approbation and reward from the Sovereign and from 
your Honorable Court,) aided by the troops of our ally, the Nawab of Bahawul
pore, nnder the command of Lieutenant Lake, prevented the extension of the 
outbreak beyond the limits of the province of Moolton; and confined the Dewan 
and his troops within the walls of his own fort. • 

At this juncture, the Resident at Lahore, directed the movement of a' 
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~ritish force, accompanied by a'siege-train, to effect the reduction of the fort of 
Mooltan. , 

The Governor-General in Council, on receiving intelligence of the order _ 
having been publicly issued, gave to it his confirmation; and, in the becinning of 
September, operations against the city were commenced. 0 

While our troops were on their march towards Mooltan, Birdar Chuttur Sing, 
• and the portion of the Sikh army under his command, declared open hostility in 

Hazara. ' 
Raja Shere Sing, and his troops, on the very day after our successful attack 

upon the suburbs of Mooltan, followed Chuttur Sing's example. Shortly after
wards, he moved towards the north, and was there met by all the troops of the 
State from across the Ind us. • 

Figally, the remainder of the Sikh army joined the standard of Chuttur 
Sing in Peshawur. The disbanded soldiers and the people flocked to the army, in 
thousands, from the Manjha; and proclamations were issued, calling upon all to 
make war upon the British. 

The reduced condition of our revenue, and the state of affairs both in India 
and in Europe, which held out little hope of any great or immediate improve
ment, had rendered it the,imperative duty of the Government of India to abstain 
from costly and extensive preparations for war, so long as any reasonable hope 
whatever existed of its being possible for us to avoid a war. 

But when the grave events, which I have above recounted, began to develop 
themselves, and when Raja Shere Sing openly joined the enemy, proclaiming 
a holy war against the English, the Government of India felt that every other, 
consideration must give way to the necessity of preparing ourselves fully for the' 
renewal of formidable war in the Punjab. 

It was my conviction, that the occasion was one which would require us to 
put forth all the resources of our power. 

For, although the defeat ,of the Sikh army, in 1846, was still recent, and 
their humiliation had been complete at the time, there appeared to me to be 
good grounds for believing that means for carrying on a severe struggle, were 
again at their disposal. 

The official returns of the .Durbar showed that the regular army of the 
State, though very greatly reduced in numbers and power, was still by no means 
insignificant. 

It consisted of 27,000 men, including 5,000 Goorchurras or Irregular Horse : 
and there could be no. doubt that, on the first appearauceof disturbance, the sol
diery, who had been disbanded after the defeat in the previous war, would join 
in I:rowd~ from their village~, the leaders of the Khalsa. 

In like manner, the official returns showed that nearly one hundred pieces 
of artillery could be brollght into the field; and there were strong reasons for 
entertaining the suspicion, that when they were wanted, more guns would be 
forthcoming from among the Sirdars and Chiefs. . 

The discontinuance of our operations against l\fooltan, which bad taken 
place in September, rendered it a matter of the utmost moment, that the next 
attack upon that fortress should be certain, ~nd the capture of the place as 
speedy as possible. The strength of the fort was unquestionable; and propor
tionate meuns were required, for effecting its reduction, and for maintaining our
selves at the same time against the Sikh army in the field. 

It i~, at all times, unwise to underrate an enemy. It would have been 
doubly unwise to do so in this case, when we had recent experience of the 
courage, the strength, and the skill, of the enemy, with whom we were again 
about to engage. 

The result bas shewn that my estimate of the power of the enemy was not 
a falladou~ one. 

That the fortress of Mooltan was, in truth, a place of strength will, probably, 
be acknowledged, when it is mentioned. that, after operations were resumed, it 
lustaint"d a siege by 15,000 British troops, and as many more Irregulars, for a 
period of several weeks; receivil)/I" the fire of more than 70 pieces of artillery, 
from which lIt·arly 40,000 shot and shell were poured into the place. 

The Sikh army in the field has, on every occasion, been formidable in 
numbel"ll as ill skill; and 60,000 men met us on the plain of()oojerat. 

Lastly, ill all the actions, of the war, under various officers, and at different 
plnce~, we have captured in the field, or seized in fortresses, more than 200 pieces 
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of heavy and field artillery, exclusive of 40 guns of small calibre, besides a vast 
number of swivel 'Pieces. It was iu anticipation of the powerful opposition which 
is indicated by the results I have just mentioned, that the Government of India 
resolved on the extensive preparations which were ordered. 

Every regiment which could be made available, witbout rasbly weakening 
the provinces in India, was 'ordered to the frontier. The Native Anny was 
immediately augmented-a reinforcement of European troops was applied for. 
The Government of Bombay was reque$ted to dispatch a strong division to 
Moolta.n, from the side of Sinde. The Government of Fort St. George was 
solicited to supply, by its troops, the places of additional regiments, which were 
ordered to be sent to the frontier from Bengal. 

The orders of the Government were execnted with every possible expedition; 
and, before Christmas, there was assembled in the Punjab (exclusive of the garri
son at Lahore, and aU in its rear), an army of 38,000 effective men, with nearly 
100 pieces of artillery, and a siege train of 70 guns. • 

It is unnecessary for me to trace the progI:ess of the campaign, or to dwell 
again on the triumphant success which the army has achieved. 

These have heen already most fully reported to you .. and the services of his 
Excellency the Commander-in-Chief, and of the army under his command, have 
been commended to your warmest approval and favor. 

It is enongh to say, that, in every qnarter, our success has been complete. 
" The fort of Mooltan' has been reduced, the Dewan Moolraj has been 
captured, and will shortly be placed upon his trial for the offence of which he 
has been accused. The Affghans have been expelled from the Trans-Indus 
Provinces. The chiefs who created the distnrbances in the Jullundnr, are now 
in prison.' . 

Tile Sikh Sirdars, and their troops, routed at Goojerat, shortly afterwards 
surrendered, and were disarmed. The Ameer of Cabool, and his anny have been 
driven out of Peshawur; and there is not, at this moment, in all the Punjab a 
single man who is openly in arms against us. 

Having thus traced the events of the prolonged campaign which, commencing 
in July 1848, has DOW been brought to a close, I request you to mark the position 
in which this narrative shews tbat the British Government and tbe na.tion of 
the Sikhs now stand towards one another. 

The relations which exist between them, the duties and obligations of each, 
were marked out in the Treaty of Lahore, and in the subsequent Articles of 
Agreement concluded at BhyrowaI. 

The British Government has rigidly observed the obligations which the 
treaty imposed; and it has fully acted up to the spirit and letter of its 
contract. 

It has labored to pl"Ove the eincerit;r of its profession, tha.t it desired no 
further aggrandizement. It has' maintamed the government of the Rtate in 
the Council of Regency. It has advised tbe adoption of measures, wbich improved 
the condition of the tl·OOpS. and lightened the burdens of the people at large. 
It has given liberally ,the use of its forces to aid the administration of the State 
of Labore. It has carefully avoided to offend by any of its acts the feelings of 
the people, and has meddled with none of the national institutions and customs. 

How have the Sikhs, on their part, fulfilled the corresponding obligations 
which the treaty imposed upon them? 

There is not one of the main provisions of the agreement which they have 
not either entirely evaded. or grossly violated. 

Iu return for the aid of British troops, they bomid themselves to pay to us 
a subsidy of 22 lakhs per annum. 

From the day when the treaty was signed, to the present hour, not one 
rupee has ever been paid. 'Loans .advanced by the British Government to 
enable them to discharge the arrears of their disbanded troops have never been 
repaid, and the debt of the State of Labore to this Government, apart altogether 
from the vast expenses of this war, amounts to more than 50 lakhs of rnpees., 

They bound themselves to submit to the fnll authority of the British 
Resident, directing and controlling all matters in every department of the State. 

Yet, when the Eritish officers were murdered at .Mooltan by the servants of 
a chief officer of their State, and after having been deserted by the troops of the 

. Durbar, who, unhurt, went over previously to the service of the murderer, the 
Government of Lahore, in reply to the orders of the Resident, neither punished 
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the offender, nor gave reparation for the offence; but declared that their troops, 
and especially the regular army of the State, were not to be depended upon, and 
would not act against the Dewan Moolraj. . 

The conduct of the Sikh troops, in their various districts, speedily justified 
our suspicion of. their llOstility. . 

Repressed for a time, their disaffection broke out in one quarter after 
another, till, ultimately, nearly all the army of the State, joined by the whole 
Sikh· people throughout the land, as one man, have risen in arms against us, and 
for months hav!, been carrying on a ferocious war for the proclaimed purpose of 
destroying our power, and exterminating our race. 

Thus we see that not only has the control of the British Government, which 
they invited, and to which theyvoluutarily submitted themselves, been resisted 
by force of arms; but peace has been violently broken; and the whole body of 
the nation-srmy !'ond people alike-have deliberately. and unprovoked,again 
made war upon us. 

If it should be alleged that this has been merely the act of a lawless soldiery, 
similar to that which was committed in 1845, and that it has been done against 
the will, and in spite of the opposition, of the Sirdars; I answer, admitting it to 
be RO, what justification does that "furnish for them, or what security can the 
reflectioll afford to us? 

That which we desire to see-that which we must have, as indispensably 
net'essary for the future prosperity of the territories we already possess, i.II 
peace throughout our bounds. That which we desire to secure in the Punjab is 
a frieudly and well· governed neighbour, and a frontier without alarms, and which 
does not demand a perpetual garrison of 50,000 men. Of what advantage is it 
to us that the Council and Sirdars are' friendly, if they have not the ability tfil 
control their army, which is hostile? 

If the Sikh army and Sikh people are eager to seize, and have the power of 
~eizing on every opportunity of violating the peace which we desire to render' 
permanent, of what value to us, as a State, is the impotent fidelity of the Sirdars? 
But the tact is not ao. Their 1:hiefs have not been faithful to their obligations. 
Thp. troops and the people having risen in arms, their leaders have been the 
Sirdars of the State, the signers of the treaties, the members of the Council of 
Regency i tael f. 

I f you will refer to the roll which was lately transmitted to you of those 
who surrendered to Sir "Valter Gilbert at Rawul Pindee, and to other documents, 
which have from time to time been forwarded, you will find there .an array of 
names of the Sirdars who then surrendered, and were disarmed. 

Analyze it, and you will find there, not merely men who are of note in the 
Punjah, hut the very chiefs whose signatures are affixed to the treaties of 
l'elU'e. For it is a shameful fact,. that of the Sirdars of the State, properly so 
(,ailed. who signed the treaties, the greater portion have been involved in these 
hostilities against us. 

I f irresponsibility should be sought for the Sikh nation, in the statement 
thllt their Government, at least, has taken no part against us-you will not admit 
that plea when I acquaint YOIl that, while the Regency, during these troubles, 
gave no substantial or effective assistance to the British Government, some of its 
chief members have openly declared against us, and one of them has commanded 
t he Sikh army in the field. 

In the preceding parap1lphs I have said, more than once, that the Sikhs have 
risE'n in arms against the British. I request you to dwell upon the phrase; for 
] desire to press upon your attention the important fact that this rising in the 
Pun;ub has not been a rebellion against the Maharsjah Duleep Sing-that, on 
the ('ontrary, the Sikhs have constantly professed, their fidelity to their Maharajah, 
and have proclaimed that it is against the British, and against the British alone, 
that this war has, from the beginning, been directed. . 

That the destruction of British power, and the expUlsion of the British 
themsel ves, was the real object of the war, and not an insurrection against the 
Mllharajah and his Government, does not rest upon my assertion alone, or upon 
illtereuce. It has been avowed and declared by themselves, in all their own 
lettt'rs and proclamations to thEl neighbouring chiefs, to Mahomedan Powers, and 
t .. the Nutive soldiers of the British Government. , 

I will only quote a single passage from one of these proclamations, which. 
was issued by Raja Shere Sing. It sets forth distinctly, and in a few words, the 
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sentiments and objects, which are declared in all the simila.r documents, and fully 
establishes the correctness of the statement I have made. It runs thus :-

.. By the direction of the Holy Gooroo, Raja Shere Sing and others, with 
their valiant troops, have joined the trusty and faUhful Dewan Moolraj, on the 
part of the Maharajah Duleep Sing, with a view to eradicate and expel all the 
tYI'annous and crafty Feringees. The Khalsajee must now act with all their 
heart and soul. 

.. All who are servants of the Khalsajee, of the Holy Gooroo, and the Maha
rajah, are enjoined to gird up their loins, and proceed to Mooltan." 

And the paragraph concludes with this truculent injunction, addressed to the 
. inhabitants of the Punjab :-

.. Let them murder all the Feringees, wherever they can find them." t 

This is not all. Not content with making war themselves upon the British, 
the Sikhs have labored to induce other States and Sovereigns in India to attack 
us also. 

There are in the possession of the Government many lecters which have been 
addrf'ssed by the Sikh Chiefs to the neighbouring Powers, Mussulman, Hindoo, 
and Sikh, earnestly invoking their assistance; "and the burthen of every letter is 
the necessity of destroying and expelling the British . 

. The bitterness of their enmity has carried them yet further still. No one ever 
thought to see the day when Sikhs would court the alliance of Affghans, and 
would actually purchase their assistance by a heavy sacrifice. Yet their hatred to 
the British name bas indnoed them to do even this. They invited the Ameer 
Dost Mahomed Khan, from Cabool, to their aid. They promised him, as the 
reward of his assistance, the Province of Peshawur, and lands which the 
King of Cabool formerly held-a possession which the Sikhs themselves valued 
beyond all price; which for years they had struggled to obtain; and which they 
gained, and held, only by vast expenditure of treasure, and with the best blood of 
their race. . 

The Ameer of Cabool came. He raised immediately the standard of the Pro
phet in their land-defiled the temples ofihe Sikh religion, plundered their villages, 
and most brutally treated their people--yet, for all that, the Sikh nation continued 
to court the Ameer of Cabool still, They have fought, side by side, with' his 
troops. and, after their defeat, applied for the continuance of his assistance. So 
in veterate has their hostility to us proved to be, that the securing of AfFghan 
cooperation against the British, has been sufficient to induce the Sikhs to forget 
their strongest national animosity, and has, in their eyes, compensated even for 
Affghan cruelty to their people, and for Mahomedan insults to their religion. 

Such have heen the acts of faithlessness and violence by which the 
Sikh nation has, a second time, -forced upon us the evils of a costly and 
a bloody war. 

If the grossest violation of treaties-if repeated aggression, by which its 
national security is threatened, and the interests of its people are sncrificed,--can 
ever confer UpOll a nation the right of bringing into necessary subjection the 
power that has so injured it, and is ready to injure it again, then has the 
British Government now aClJ.uired an absolute and undoubted right to dispose, as 
it will, of the Punjab, which It has conquered. . 

The British Government has acquired the right; and, in my judgment, 
that right must now be fully exercised. . 

I ho1<1 that it is no longer open to this Government to determine the question 
of the future relations of the Punjab with British India., by considerations of 
what is desirable, or convenient, or even expedient. .' 

I hold that the course of recent events has rendered the question one of 
national safety. and that regard for the liecurity of our own territories, and the 
interests of our own subject~, must compel us, in self defence. to relinquish the 
policy which would maintain the independence of the Sikh nation in the 
Punjab. 

. I cordially assented to the policy which determined to avoid the annexation 
of these territories on a former occasion. 

I assented to the principle that the Government of India ought not to de
sire to add further to its territories; and I adhere to that opinion still. I 
conceive that the successful establishment of a strong and fdendly Hindoo Go
vernment in the Punjab, would have been the best arrangement that could be 
effected for British India; and I hold that the attempt which has been made by 
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the British Government to effect such a settlement of the frontier state, the mo
deration it has exhibited, and its honest endeavours to strengthen and aid the 
kingdom it had reorganized, have been honorable to its character, and have 
placed its motives above all suspicion, whatever may now be its policy towards 
the Punjab. . 

Experience of subsequent events has shewn us that a, strong Hindoo 
Government, capable of controlling its army, and governing its own subjects, can
not be formed in the Punjab. 

The materials for it do not exist; and even if they were to be found, it has 
now' become evident that the object for which the establishment of a strong 

, Sikh Government was desired by us, would not thereby be accomplished. 
The advantages whjch we .hoped to derive from Ruch a Government, were the 

existence of a friendly Power upon our frontier; one which, from national and 
religious animosity to the Mahomedan Powers which lie beyond, would he ari 
effectual barrier and defence to us. 

But we have now seen, that the hatred of Sikhs against the British exceeds 
the national and religious enmity of Sikhs against Affgbans; so tbat, far from. 
being a defence to .us against invasion from beyond, they have themselves broken 
again into war against us, and have invited tbe Mahomedan Powers to join with 
them. in the attack. . 

Warlike in character, and long accustomed to conquest, the Sikhs must, of 
necessity, detest. the British as their conquerors. 

Fanatics in religion, they must equally detest us, whose creed ana whose 
cnstoms are abhorrent to the tenets they profess. 

It was hoped that motives of prudence and self-interest might possibly 
counteract these feelings; that the memory of tbe heavy retribution which their 
former aggression brought upon them, would have deterred them from committing 
fresh injuries; and that consciousdess of our forbearance,. and eonvictiob of our 
friendliness, might bave conciliated their good will, or, at least, persuaded them to 
peace. • 

Events have proved how entirely this hope mnst be abandoned. If, in less 
than two years after the Sutlej campaign, they have already forgotten the punish
ment which was inflicted by us, and the generous treatment they subsequently 
received, and have again rushed into war against us, it would be folly now to 
expect that we can ever have, either in the feelings, or in the reason, of the Sika 
nation, any security whatever against the perpetual recurrence, from year to 
year, of similar acts of turbulence and aggression. There never will be peace in 
the Punjab, so long as its people are allowed to retain the means, and the oppor
tunity, of making war. There never can be now any guarantee for tbe tranquillity 
of India, until we shnll have effected the entire subjection of tbe Sikh people, and. 
destroyed its power as an independent nation. 

It may, probably, be suggested, that it would be well for us to avoid the ap
pearant'e of extending our conquests over another Indian kingdom; and politic to 
retain the Sikh nation as an independent State, while we provided, at the same 
time, for our own security, by introducing, a larger measure of British control 
into the Government of the Punjab, and by effecting such further changes as 
would place all actual power in our hands. 

I am unable to recognise the advantage of sucb a course. . 
By the Articles of Bhyrowal, the government of the Punjab was entrusted 

to a Council of native chiefs, subject to the authority of the Resident in every 
department of the State. 

If a more stringent and really effectual control is now to be established, the 
army of the St;,.te mu~t be reorganized, and made di~ectly subject to the orders of 
the Resident. . ' 

The Native administration must be set aside, and European agency must be 
generally introduced. The Maharajah would be the Sovereign on the throne, 
and the Punjab would be governed for him by British officers. 

Short of this, no cbange can be introduced, which will give to the Resident 
any more effectual control than he has hitherto held. 

But, if this be done, if a British functionary is at the head of the Govern
ment, if Europt·an agents conduct the duties of civil administration, if the 
government of the chiefs is removed, if the army is (as it.'will be in such a case) 
entirely ours, raised, paid, disciplined, and commanded, by British office~ theJt"i I .•. 

say that it would be a mockery to pretend that we had preserveil the Punjab Sf < . , 
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an independent State. I conceive that such a policy would neither he advan
tageous to our interests, nor creditahle to our name. 

By maintaining the pageant of a Throne, we should leave just enough of 
sovereignty to keep alive among the Sikhs the memory of their nationality, and 
to serve as a nucleus for constant intrigue. We should have all the labor, all 
the anxiety, all the responsibility, which would attach to the territories if they 
were actually made our own; while we should not reap the corresponding benefits 
of increl!Se of revenue, and acknowledged possession. " 

Nor should we, by such shifts, gain credit with the Powers of India, for 
having abstained from suhverting the independence of the State. Native Powers 
would pel'ceive, as clearly as" ourselves, that the reality of independence was gone, 
and we should, in my humble judgment, neither gain honor in their eyes, nor add 
to our own power, by wanting the honesty and the courage to avow what we had 
rea.\ly done. 

It has heen objected, that the present dynasty in the Punjab canuot, with 
justice, be subverted, since Maharajah Duleep Sing, being yet a minor, can 
hardly be held responsible for the acts of the nation. With deference to those 
by whom these views have heen entertained, I must dissent entirely from tLe 
soundness of this doctrine. It is, I venture to think, "altogether untenable as a 
principle; it has heen disregarded, heretofore, in practice; and disregarded in the 

"case of the Maharajah Duleep Sing himself. , 
When, in 1845, the Khalsa army invaded our territories, the Maharajah was 

not held to be free from responsibility, nor was he exempted from the conse
quences of his people's acts. On the contrary, the Government of India confis
cated to itself the richest provinces of the Maharajah's kingdom, and was applauded 
for the moderation which had exacted no more. 

The Maharajah was made to tender his submission to the Governor·Genera.! 
in person; and it was not until he had done so that the clemency of the British 
Government was extended to him, and his Government restored. Furthermore, 
the Maharajah having beeu made to pay the penalty of the past offences of his 
people, due warning was given him that he would be held, in like manner, respon
sible for their future acts. The Maharajah, in reply, acknowledging this warning, 
says: .. If, in consequence of the recurrence of misrule in my Government, the 
peace of the British frontier be disturbed, I should" be held responsible for the 
same.» 

If the Maharajah was not exempted from responsibility on the plea of his 
tender years, at the age of eight, he cannot, on th.at plea, be entitled to exemp
tion from a like responsibility, now that he is three years older. 

As the Honorable Company most fully approved of his being deprived of 
. the fairest provinces of his kingdom, in consequence of the misdeeds of his people, 
in 1846, it cannot, on the same principle, condemn his being subjected now to 
the consequences of whatever measures the repeated and aggravated misdeeds of 
his people may have rendered indispensably necessary for the safety of British 
intel'ests. 

I sincerely lament the necessity by which we are compelled to depose from 
his throne a successor of Maharajah Runjeet Sing; but, when I am firmly con
vinced that the safety of our own State requires us to enforce subjection of the 
Sikh nation, I cannot abandon that necessary measure, merely because the 
effectual snbjection of the nation involves in itself the deposition of their Prince. 
I cannot permit myself to be turned aside from fulfilling the duty which lowe 
to the security and prosperity of millions of British subjects, by a feeling of 
misplaced and mistimed compassion for the fate of a child. 

Having thus adverted to tile modifications of policy which might have been 
proposed, and to objections which have been suggested, I repeat the declaration 
of my conviction, that we have now. no admissible alternative; that, as the only 
mode which is now left to us of preventing the recurrence of perpetual and 
devastating wars, we m,ust resolve on the entire subjection of the Sikh people, 
and on its extinction as an independent nation .• 

We have been, for the secllli.F'time, engaged·fn war with the most for
midable enemy we have yet enconntered in India. They have resisted DB 
through the course of & protracted &nd severe campaign. 
, The Ameel' of Cabool, proclaiming himself the Apostle of Islam, and calling 

on all true l\lussulmans to unite, in a holy war &gainst the English, has joined 
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his ancient eneD;lies, in order to a combined attack upon ,us. This is no question 
of a province; this is a direct appeal to Mahomedan India. ' " , 

If, having met this danger, crushe.d our ,enemies, and drivenont the invader, 
we do not now occupy, and hold as our own, every foot of the Sikh ten-itory, and 
of the province which has been forcibly taken by the Mussplman from under the 
protection of Britain; if we do not thus reduce to absolute subjectiou the people 
who have twice already rudely shaken our power ,in India, and deprive them 
at once of power ,and of existenceasanation :-if concession or compromise 
shall be made:-if, in short; the resolution which we adopt; shall be anything 
less than full assertion of absolute conquest of our enemy, and maintenance of 
our conquest hereafter,-we shall be considered, throughout all India, as having 
been worsted in the struggle. ' , . . 

We must make the reality of our conquest felt. ' The moderation, which 
was wise and politic before, would, if repeated, after the experience we ,have 
gained, be the veriest feebleness now. 

Hesitation on our part would be attributp.d, not to forbearance, but to fear; 
it would be regarded, not as the result of a magnanimous policy, but as the 
evidence of a pusillanimous spirit. . , 

It would encourage the hope of restored supremacy in the minds of the 
States and the People of, India; where hostility, perhaps, is dormant, but where 
it is not, and never will be, extinct. 

It would insure the certainty that, before many years had passed, we should 
'be called upon to renew the struggle which we have just triumphantly terminated, 
and it would unquestionably tend to bring about. 'the time when the supremacy 
of the British power in India might, perhaps, be contested on other fields than 
those of the Punjab. , 

Although I have more than once stated to you that the Government of 
India did not desire, and ought not to desire, the conquest of the Punjab, I do 
not wish, by any means, to convey to you the impression that I regard the 
Punjab as a possession which it would be seriously difficult for us to maintain, or 
which would be financially unprofitable. 

You are well aware that the Sikh people form comparati vely a small portion 
of the population of the Punjab. A large proportion of the inhabitants; and 
especially the Mahomedan people, peaceful in their habits and occupatious, 
will hail the introduction of our rule with pleasure. 

The Sikhs themselves are warlike in their character, turbulent and 
brave. 

But warlike and turbulent as they are, the Sikhs are not more so.than the 
people of Rohilcund once were. 

Disturbances, doubtless, will prevail, for a time, among them; outbreaks, and 
local discontents, may, reasonably, be expected io occur: but, if their subjection 
shall now be rendered complete, if effectual measures be taken now to deprive 
them of the means of resistance, or facilities for war-if vigilance be exercised 
over them, and if they shall hereafter be governed with justice, vigour, and 
determination, I know no l'6aSOn why the Sikhs should not be rendered hereafter 
as submissive and harmless lIS the people of Rohilcund now are. It would be 
premature, at present, to enter into th~ financial portion of the question, except in 
'Very general terms. My attention has been given to the subject; and I have 
found nothing in the consideration of it which should deter us from assuming the 
country as a permanent possession. 

The revenues are very considerable in the aggregate. A large proportion 
has, hitherto, been diverted from the public treasury in jagheers to the chiefs. A 
considerable amount of revenue will now be recovered from the confiscation of 
the jagheers of those who have been engaged in hostilities against us. 

The incorporation of the province of ~oltan with the rest of the Punjab 
will also add considerably to the available revenue. 

The additional knowledge of the country which has been acquired of late, 
has shown us that, ill the ,northern portions especially, it is cultivated to a great 
extent, and productive' in a'l!igp. degree, 

The soil, generally fertile, requires only moisture to bring it into rich culti
'Vation; while, as appears from reports which I have already receivl'd, the charac
ter of the rivers which divide the country, affords singular facilities for supplying 
.readily the means of developing the resources of the soil. 
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The expenses of cntering on a new country must, necessarily, be heavy at the 
co~mencement; but, as the result of the examination I have made; I have no 
hesitation in expressing a confident belief that the Punjab will, at no distant time, 
be not only a secure, but a profitable, possession. 

I have thus tully laid before you the grounds on which I have formed 
the conclusion that, having regard to events which have recently occurred,. 
it is indispensable to the security of the British territories, and to the interests or 
the.people, that you should put an end to the independence ofthe Sikh nation,_ 
and reduce it to entire subjection. . 

The time having arrived when it was necessary that the determination of the-
Government of India should be declared, I directed Mr. H. M. Elliot, Secretary' 
to the Government, to proceed to Lahore, for the purpose of announcing to the·
Council of Regency the resolution I had formed. 

The proceedings of Mr. Elliot at Lahore are separately reported to you in 
full detail. 

After interviews with the Members of the Council, a public Durbar was . 
held. when the Note addressed to the Regency by the Governor-General was read;. 
the Terms I!"ranted to the Maharajah. which had jJeen signed by the Council, were
ratified by His Highness, in like manner as the Treaty of Lahore; and a Proclama
tion was issued, declaring the Punjab to be a portion of the British Empire in. 
India. 

In liquidation of the accumulated debt due to this Government by the Stare 
of Lahore, and for the expenses of the war. I have confiscated the property of 
the State to the use of the East India Company. 

From this confiscation, however, I have excluded the Koh-i-noor. which, in 
token of submission, has been surrendered by the Maharajah of Lahore to the 
Queen of England. -

If the policy which hal\ now been declared, shall be confirmed, I am confident 
you will sanction my having thus set apart the Koh-i-noor, as a historical memo
dal of conquest, and that the Court of Directors will cordially approve the act 
which has placed the gem of the Mogul in the Crown of Britain. 

It only remaius for me now to submit, for your consideration, the important 
affairs-which have formed the subject of this dispatch. • . 

While deeply sensible of the responsibility I have assumed, I have an 
undoubting conviction of the expediency, the justice, and the necclisity, of my 
act. 

What T have done I have done with a clear conscience, and in the honest 
bplief that it was imperatively demanded of me by my duty to the State. 

I entertain thE' hope that the measures which I have adopted, on your behalf, 
·will receive the sanction and approval of the Court. 


